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SOLVING THE WALL-PAPER QUESTION.

If

AT TUX

O.P.O,

U

A KSWAPAPKB

Plate, 16 x 10, "side.

A HINT TO HOME LOVERS.

you are a regular reader of the "Picture Show," you need no longer worry when the wall paper of your particular den shows
There are wonderful possibilities in our Art Plates.
See what these three girls have done with theirs.

signs of shabbiness.

(Photo:

A. E. E, Barneveld.)

Picture Show, October

2

30(7;,

1920.

WHY SUFFER

WITH CORNS?

direct from factory at wholesale
POUNDS.
prices and

World's finest massive Table
Grand', PortaNeHomless and
exquisitely coloured monster

for

slcclfroin.

—

Columbia, Regal,
Zonophone, Pathe,
EdiscnBell iDeccaa.'
in

PROVE

Immediate delivery. Sent on t(
trial, packed tree, carria^
paid.
52 tunes and 400 needles

4tuc=juy

days*

I

CHemUl

all

shillings, in two forms,
asters or liquid; ask for the
form yon like best. Ask for and
see you get Blne=jay.

FREE COUPON.
about Corns," postfree.

lG-iiage illustrated booklet "All

fcBALSALL HEATH, A

from Blue=Jay Headquarters. Dept.
Viaduct, London, E.C. Give the name

BIRMINGHAM.

SMART TWEED
COSTUME

TO-NIGHT.

IT
from

Two

MEAD

to-day for Noble's Illustrated
Fashion List— it will help you
to select your requirements.

1

Grand bargains

Satisfaction, or money
included.
refunded.
Send postcard for
beautifully illusl.atcd art catalogue
(DEPT. O.10),
CO.

actual manufacturer, hoye a variety
charming and inexpensive garment, suit'
able for the present season's wear. Writ*

of

modern method of ending corns.
Bhie»jay la applied in a jiffy—
just a touch. The parn stops the
corn is forgotten. In a little time
the corn loosens and comes out.

corns

ri.Moad-o-pfeonesto

I

— the

Millions have used Blue-jay and
learned corns are unnecessary.
Blue-jayis the scientific way— the

n
Dlue-jSy

SAVE

2,
of

Holborn
your Chemist,
4«,

Model
F5510

'

79'6

A

very smart Costume in Ne\*
Check Tweed. Colours: Fawn,
Saxe, Saxe/Brown, Browrr/Oiv*.

•

:

I

The Cost (29 ins. long), is made
new pocket effects and trim,

with
nied

Skirt.
B-.st

IND-MASTERY

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

& SELF-CONFIDENCE

84

24 ins,
26 ins.
IS ins
Price 79

ins.

St! ins.

38 Ins.

The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the

Are you "Maatet" of your mind? Are you clearminded, strong-willed, self-confident, and successful?
Learn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves. Banish
awkwardness, timidity, worry, Belf-fears, and
shyness,
" Nerves." Learn bow to more than hold your own in the Navy,
Army, B.A.F., the Professions, Business, and Society. Send
only 3d. stamps for particulars of confidential Mento-Nerve
strengthening methods. Used in the Navy from Vice-Admlral
to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to Private, M.C.'s,
JJ.C.M.'p, and M.M.'s.—0ODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH. LTD., 538,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgato Circus, London, E.C.4.

Age. It teaches you to play the piano beantifully by ear and vamp to thousands of songs
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 164,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money returned if not as stated. Complete, post free,

3t-::i:

ins.

36-38 ins.
88-40 ins.

-

6

specially to measure, price 90;

PA TTERNS POST FREE.
Materials by the Yard
For ladies who prefer to have their
clothes made up themselves. John
Noble, Limited, will send a selection
materials post free.

0 (—Imperial Publishing
(per
Co. (L Dept.), 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Established 1038a

2/6

maie

If

FourInstock sizes to fit
Front Skirt
Waist

with self buttons.

gored

I'

-

Write to-day for NOBLE'S
List.
Fashion

Illustrated

JOHN NOBLE,

ltd

4 3, Brook Street Mills, Manchester,

"Last the time of three.*
LADIES'
9d.

per

pair.

GENTS
1/- per

1

pair.

pHILLIpc
P
'SPECIAL*

DEAF

Are You
NEW

12-tone DANJHILL
EARPHONE.

Test the

It gives perfect bearing. 1! jnu arc deaf
partially deaf you uisy now enjoy tbo
Every
delights of perfect hearing.
oi

instrument guaranteed, and each taw

REVOLVING RUBBER HEELS

fitted try a specialist. Lohfl trial attotcrd
MrffSoi'f obligalio'i to

full

for

mislay

ntara

444444444444
! darning again ?
don 't you try
"Oak Tree" Underwear ?

Why

at

pHTchate.
Write
NOW before von
.

FREE

Sent

±

post.—D.

J.

Danjhill House, 267. Gray
King's Cross. W.C.I.

WHEN

What

particulars
this paper.

HILL.
s

by
114.

Inn Road,

"ARE YOU SHORT?

communica ttng
w itkAdve rtisers

If so. let the Oirran System help you
to increase yonr height. Mr. Brigg* reports 3 Inches incrvft.se Drirer K. P..
3 inches Mr.RatrltrTe. 4 inches * Miss
l.-.trll. 4 inches ; Mt Kotii j .4 inches.
This system greatly improves the
health, tighre. and carriage. Send 3
penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee- to Enquiry
IVpt. C.T., 17, Stroud Gioerj Load.
.

,

please

mention

"PICTURE
SHOW."

London, N.4.

Oa+ine

If

is

spoils

the dirt that is in, not the dirt that is on, that
the complexion.
OATINE removes all dirt
from the pores of the skin thoroughly.

OATINE CREAM
OATINE SNOW
greasv,

UNDERWEAR
With the super wearing
Saves labour

made
all

to

in

last

restores
a

is
1

3.

natural oil, 1/6 and

vanishing cream,

Of

all

qualities.

mending because it is
and does last beyond

Delightfully easy and comfortable
ture,

of

its

"Oak Tree"

satisfaction

from

smooth,
will

first

'-.

Chemists.

Billiards at

your expectations.

wear because

3

and non"

soft

Home

to

tex-

give utmost
but,
to last
:

above all, it is the most economical
you can buy because it cuts mending
to the

minimum.

For

Jrce Illustrated Booklet
together with name of nearest
Draper or Outfitter from whom

you can obtain " Oak Tree,"
write Dept.

1

OU can have a billiard table In your osrn home The
slse ol your room doe, not matter, tor there is always
a Ri lev table to rest on your dining table
Every Table romplcte with
all accessor les.and delivered

8,

OAK TREE HOSIERY

tree to

CO. LTD.

25, Dale Street. Manchester

any add re*, within

ne mile of railway station.

.Send

for

Illustrated

RILEY 8" HOME" BILLIARD TABL88 are
monthly payments of It,'-.
RILEY'S "COMBINE" BILLIARD

or In 18
(i. .in

J

same

AND DINING TABLE

£34-10-0 cash, nr in 20 nioutbly |M) incuts.

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL GIVEN.
Works, ACCRINGTON. *3
RILEY. LTD.. Ellis AldtrM/atl
t.V.
/..,;.» Shatrroomi: 147,

Trice List.

E.

built to the

proportion, ssafnllinie table, and give a perfect game.
The «l«e suitable for most toomn Is 6 It. 4 Ins., at «13-10-0,

St..

——

!

Picture Show,
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I

1920.

ZOt/i,

Phoborapk:? and Para graph.? cF Pictures. Plays and
mannor with a specially prepared
her curls were ironed out and her
h.iir strained back from her forehead.
The other part of her make-up was obtained
by a deft use of grease paint, which gavo a
saucy up-tilt to her nose and made her cheeks
appear sunken.
It is only by her wonderful
cyjs that we can recognise our Mary.
the
did
you know that one of Mary's
way,
By
curls was auctioned for over 100,000 dollars'
worth of Liberty Bonds when the little star
was on her collecting tour during the war
**
an awful
cismetic

;

They Nearly Kidnapped 'Gene.
O'BRIEN" had an exciting
EUGENE
perience the other day, when he,

— —

of "

NOW

I

Doug."

Zeena Keefe and a number of
actors and actresses of both stage and screen,
were travelling by train.
At one station over 900 girls lined up for a
glimpse of the screen celebrities. I hoar that
Mr. O'Brien had all he could do to keep the
girls from carrying him away.

—+

must

tell

you about

Doug.

We

punishment is proved by his engagement of
Wallace Beary to portray the role of the
Beary is 4 inches taller
villainous " heavy."
than Doug., and' has an advantage in weight

Famous Readers of tke " Picture
Skow.
No. 42.— MAY

MAT

of 40 pounds.

ALLISON.

T

ALLTSO\

Neil!

has a clever sister, Mrs.
Stright.
Mrs. Si right's name is

veil-known

in

American

political circles

.

:

she was a delegate to the Democratic National
Convention.
Lately she visited her sister,
-and May took this opportunity to show her
her favourite picture paper.
Mrs. Stright has made many friends in the
picture colony, and has stated her intention
of getting a copy of the Picture Show sent
her weekly, so that she can learn the latest
news and see their latest photographs.

Don't Miss This
"

Girls' Cinema
3 of the
NO. morrow.
With every copy

"
is

is
out topresented a

beautiful art plate in colour,
of a Maid with a Man."

entitled

"The Way
Violet

Hopson and

Stewart

Rome

have
posed for this picture, and when you see it.
I am sure you will want to frame it for your
own special room.
By the way, are you reading Gregory Scott's
to girls in this paper? -They
are -most illuminating, and prove that Gregory
notices more than we give most men credit for.
special

letters

In order that his fight might be realistic,
Fairbanks had not made it known that there
was such a scene until a few minutes before
Film battles of this character
it was filnied.
are not tricks of the camera ;-they are waged
as though the combatants were really deadly
enemies. It was on this basis that Fairbanks
and Beary went through their bottle, and the
result " will practically make the hair stand
up on a bald head," said one who has seen it.

Fairbanks ? "
FRIEND who has been

Who

A

gloves short this winter.

—

A

t-i

Costly Wardrobe.

said that Elsie Ferguson spends sixty
IT days out of the year with modistes. Miss
Ferguson has always made a feature of
her clothes, and it is rumoured that her dressis

travelling

in

Switzerland tells me that the most
amusing evening he spent was in a
" Temple of Motion-Picture Art," as the
It was
manager called his little play-house.
in Berne, and the play was called " Doug, in

Harem." It was one of the funniest Fairbanks pictures he had ever seen.
The titles were in both German and French,
and not once was Fairbanks' name used.
Picture-goers in this part of the world simply
know Fairbanks as " Doug.," but this does
not prevent him from being a. prime favourite.
the

art
supplements still continue to
give universal satisfaction to our readers,
and I .hear that there is still another
surprise for readers of the Picture Show.
coming shortly which will make these art
plates even more acceptable than they are
at present.
I particularly want to thank M. B. H.. of
" 1 arn so pleased
Manchester, who writes
with the art supplement given away every week
that I have shown it to my friends, and now
three of them are happy readers of the Pictt r:::
Show." This is what I call real appreciation.
I wonder if any more of my readers are as
kind and helpful

ETHELYN GIESON, now

BOY STEWART smiles in

appearing in Billy West
productions soon to be

greeting

shown over

to

friendly

PICTURE
SHOW.

readers of the

here.

makers* bills alone comedo £15,000 a year.
The costumes that are to be worn in her
corning play, " Lady Rose's Daughter," are
unusually rich and attractive, and each is
typical of the particular period it represents.
As you know, Miss Ferguson's beautiful
gowns have always been a feature of her photoplays.

From an American Newspaper.
following
THEpublished

extract

from a

newspaper

in Lo3 Angeles shows that
our representative in Cinemaland ia
always on the alert for the latest news and
-

pictures.^

:

in

The paragraph is headed, " Goes for Story
Aeroplane," and the story reads
L'se of aeroplanes in news gathering, as
:

' ;

Marshall Neilan's film story of

illustrated

in

newspaper

life,

'

Go and Get

It,'

was demon-

strated by the resident correspondent for the
Amalgamated Press, Ltd., London, when ha

'.

4-4

Cosmopolitan Players.

swooped down in a plane on the Neilan
and called out to the producer

NOVEL

combination of types will be
seen in Marshall Neilan's newest picture.
" Dimity."
Wesley Barry, the already
famous freckle-faced \oufh, has'the chief role.
He is supported by Aaron Mitchell, a piccaninny,
and Walter Chung, an almond-eyed youth.
Others in the cast include an Irish maid and
a typical Chinese girl, also an Americanised

lot

:

"

'

You gave me

the idea,

now

give

me

a

story
" He
!

was accompanied by Emory Rogers,
widely known local pilot. Before they departed.
Marjorie Daw was taken for a spin in tha
clouds.
While on the lot, material for an
article for the Picture Show, the London
tihn publication, was obtained."

Chinaman.

Mary Pickford's Curls.
answer to the many
IN from readers who letters
have

while
conference

that

French glove manufacturers, and that
the organisation known as the Style Syndicato
has decreed that sleeves shall be long and
of

is

OUR

A

TALMADGE told me
NORMAParis,
she attended a

—< —

"

Thank You, M. B. H.

—

Paris Hint
in

are to see one of the greatest of fights
when we see " The Mollycoddle."
That Douglas is not afraid of receiving

ex-

with
other

'!

News

PJaverr

—

"Phrosos" Found.

have received
queried Mary
Pickford's curls since seeing her as she
appears in " Suds," on the cover of a recent
issue of the Picture Show, I must tell you
that the famous Pickford curls have not been
lo3t altogether, but just for one picture.
For
this her curls have been straightened out in

YOLLouis

I

T

will

remember that

producer,
girl

to

I told you that
the famous French
searching Europe for a

Mercanton,

was

interpret

Sir

Anthony Hope's

well-

character of " Phrosos."
Louis Mercanton has now made his choice
he found her in London, and she is Miss Malvina
Longfellow.
They are now at Cannes, and,

known

:

MADGE STEWART

as Innocent

in the Stoll
version of Marie Corelli's novel of that name.

Picture Show,

•PICTURE

SHOW CHAT.

{Co

r

f

e

t7e

3

liavo made scenes there, they will
to Corsica, the picturesque island
where, you will
birthplace of Bonaparte,
remember, most of the action of tho play
takes place.
Malvina Longfellow, years ago, was an

when they
proceed

model in America, when she won a
beauty prize, which was a wonderful Grecian
hair-band made of solid gold, with a Syracuse
Miss Longfellow owns
coin in the centre.
that she has often longed to wear it, but she
has never been able to, except for fancy dress.
Now. she will have an opportunity to wear
it on the screen.
artist's

.

Didn't Know.
aware that Fritzie Brunette was already
possessed of a perfectly good husband, a
Norwegian banker wrote her a naive
little note in which he declared that he had
plenty of good money, and would like to " take
her to wife," addinz, moreover, that upon receipt
of a wired acceptance, he would come himself

NOT

and fetch

her.

Walker and Wally Venn were 'playing together
Vitagroph comedy drama, or when Maurice
was the chief matinee idol? When
Billie Burke struggled through interminable
episodes of " Gloria's Romance," and when
Kathleen Williams appeared in that first thrilling
jungle serial.
When Bryant Washburn was

Costello

doing " villains" for Essanay, directing his villainous machinations against Francis Buahmnu
and Beverley Bayne, or when Margaret Joyee"
lyn and Victor Potel played " Sophie Cluts
and " Slippery Slim " respectively in Essanay
comedies.
-

It

—

Made Him

PHILIP

Seasick.
ANTHONY had

a most uncomscenes
on
experience taking
hoard a boat, at Sennen Cove, in Cornwa'l.
The sea was rough, but this did not worry
Mr. Anthony, as he is quite a good sailor, but in
order to keep within range of the camera it was
necessary to anchor the boat, and within a few
seconds from the time the camera man started
work, Mr. Anthony was very seasick.
Cecil Calvert's murderous knife attack came
to .a sudden end, and tho some two hundred
people, gathered on the breakwaters to watch,
shrieked with laughter.
" You cannot imagine what an unpleasant
sensation it is," says Mr. Anthony, " to be
anchored in a boat in a choppy sea."
.

fortable

Fay
FIVE SHILLINGS FOR

Filmer.

A POSTCARD.

Finding Faults in Films.

SPLENDID NEW FEATURE.
reader who makes a practice
EVERY
of going to picture shows
times
at

is

Photo

Melbourne
Spurr.

WALTER

HIERS,

the Uappy comedian in Christie

Comedies.

A

the
WESLEYhasBARKY,
just received

little

freckle faced

star,
an invitation to
be the honorary guest in a Freckles
Contest, to bo held as one of the big attractions
Bt a sports meeting in Jersey City.
The contest
will involve all freckled-faced girls and boys in
the states of New Jersey and New York, and it
is expected that there will bo
five thousand
participants.
1 wonder if the little film star
will be successful in winning one of the big
prizes that are being offered.

—

The Luckiest Girl
LOUISE DUPKE,

»-f

in the

World.

a littlo actress who has
been on tho slugo for many years, and who
terms herself " the luckiest girl in the
world," has been selected as a star by the Fan
Film Corporation, to appear in a series of pictures
of girlhood

and childhood.

irritated by faults that spoil the
story for them.
These faults are either caused by lack of
knowledge or carelessness on the part of
the producer.
The only way to prevent these mistakes
is to publicly point them out.
The result
of this should be that they will not occur
again.
Here is a chance for our readers to better
the pictures and win a money prize.

A POSTCARD

Novel Competition.

The reason

for the

epithet lies in the remarkable resomblance of
this girj. to Mary Pickford, whom she understudied during tho production of " Pollyanna,''
and whose pupil for a time she was.

MAY BRING YOU

For Instance.
a film now showing we

IN tures

of
his

5s.

see tho adven-

a cowboy eluding the

sheriff

men. Ho started off on his
horse, clad in a shirt of a most decided

and

check pattern. But when lie arrived at
tho littlo shack in tho mountains that
same evening, he had changed his%hirb to
a striped one
This is the sort of thing that spoils an
otherwise beautiful photo-play.
Have you noticed anything similar ?
If so, send it to me.
Address your postcard Editor, Film Faults, Picture Show,
Cough House, Cough Square. E.C. 4.
A prize of 5s. will be awarded for every
postcard printed in the Picthrr Show.
The Editor's decision mnst be con-'
sidered final, and no correspondence can
be entered into.
!

•

:

Wonderful Plans.

MAY

ALLISON

has a new home at Beverley
which she is sharing with her
mother, brother, and married sister.
The laying out of the grounds is as yet incomplete, but Miss Allison is contemplating a
Japanese garden, a tennis court, a swimming
pool, and a summer house in a grove of pines.
he kennels are already installed for her prize
llclgian police dogs, and another of her plans is
Hilts,

I

;.-n

aviary

lirds.

filled

/

with

bright-coloured

singing

— +4

Do You Remember?

AT a

tea party tho other day tho conversation turned on reminiscences of famous
film players, and during this discussion
I
wondered how many other picture-goers
remembered their favourites' earlier careers.
For instance, do you remember when Lilian

1920.

in

.

He

October 30th,

CONWAY TEARLE

and

ROSEMARY THEBY

a coming photo-play, entitled " Whispering
Devils." a film version of Henry Arthur Jones's
dramatic success, " Michael and Bis Lost Angel."
in

THERE."
FROM and"OVER
News from Los
Angeles.

Notes

Anita Stewart's Dressing-Room.

STEWART probably lias the most
ANITA
beautiful " dressing "-room
any star
in

6"f

the film world. It is built in the fonn ofa typical Californian bungalow, and comprises
a drawing-room, boudoir and bathroom. The

reception-room is decorated in the Chinese
stylo with a blue Chinese rug and Oriental
draperies.
Tho walls are decorated with raro
Chinese prints, and tho high teak-wood chairs
and tables, and tho low, luxuriant divans are all
of the same workmanship.
Her boudoir is gay in
rose taffeta and Dresden flowers, the walls
covered with French grey satin. On the floor
are French grey rugs with rose borders, and the
chairs, dressing-table and lounges are carried
out in a delicate shade of ivory. Interior decoration is one of Miss Stewart's hobbies.
Clothes
are another, and she confesses to a particular

weakness for furs, ostrjeh feathers and tulk\
She has just added two wonderful wraps of
ermine and sable to her collection.

— —

A

Mischievous Monkey.

the past week the Goldwyn Studios
DURING
have
demoralised
the

been
by
mischievous
tricks of " Tony," a small monkey who
was entrusted with a part in tho now Mabel
Xormand production, " Head Over Heels."
Tho pickles which adorn tho hate of the girls
playing in Jack Pickford's picture, "Just Out
of College," mysteriously disappeared. All tho
icing on a cake which was to bo used in Johnny
Jones's current " Edgar " feature was found

scraped

off,

when the moment came

for using

it,

and an irate star reported that a box of candy
that had reached her that morning had been
very thoroughly cleaned up.
A search was
promptly instituted for tho thief, and a very
sick and disillusioned littlo monkey was at last
found in an obscure corner of the studio grounds
by his distracted master, on Italian organgrinder.
However, " Tony " made up for his
depredations by giving a fine rendering of his
part in Mabel's picture, and Mabel herself was
just thinking of adopting him altogether, when
Aya stepped in and put his foot down with
great
and final decision.
Aya is MisNormand's prize Chow, and is extremely
haughty and reserved, as most jof these blueblooded canines are. He went for that trained
monkoy, and during the brief space of glorious
lifo that ensued it was a puzzle to find which
was tho dog and which was tho monkey. It
took three stage hands to end the engagement,
and Aya is still going about heavily bandaged
whilst Tony gibbers and chatters angrily directly
anything on four feet ns much as appears on
;

BERTRAM BURLEIQH,

MALVINA LONGFELLOW,

whom we

who

" The Great Day." which

m

are to see as
Frank Beresfonl in the
Famous Lasky version ol

bnd a record run at the
Lyceum Theatre, London.

oJ

is

,be

joint lead
„ir ;
.
<*'" nel

p ayin(?
i

»„.„.„
"
B aad c

M
™

"

-

-

adaptation

J° an Danvers." the
cuccessful

stage play.

tho horizon.
Now Miss
she has reconsidered her

monkey

Nnrmnnd
decision

says
to

that,

add a

to her menogerie.

Klsik Codp.

'

FietUrt Show,

October

30//*

,

1920.

I

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

A

Hawaiian

girl

"Macama."
niece of

appearing with Edith Roberts in

She is LILLY PHILLIPS, a grand
King Kamehameha of Hawaii.

FRANK MAYO'S
the

beautiful

MAY ALLISON— Metro Star— with her mother

LOUISE

and nephew.
back, one of

grown-ups

Her

whom

sisters are
is

standing at the
her business manager.

cigarette should

more fragrant considering

GLAUM

it

have been

was

BETTY BLYTHE.

lit

all

by

" PICTURE

will never recognise who has been photographed in this artistic pose I It is WESLEY
BARRY. He makes a nice girl, does he not ?

You

heard there was a craze in London and Paris for
So she bought a walking doll, and is here
seen taking it for a stroll.

to carry dolls.

SHOW."

This photograph of MARJORIE
should bring many followers to the overall movement

DAW

ricture Show," October ZOth, 1920.

Our

SfrlencUd Serial Tellxng of a

Dyson Mallet.

of

THE

discovery was so totally unexpected,
the shock so tremendous that John
Galloway stood there in the dark room
motionless, while the silence sang in his ears,
and the minutes of that perfect day of his
lushed away into eternity, as Athalie had said.

Their perfect day
eternity

And

!

The day snatched from

was the end

of

it.

Athalie, already in her sweet bed, thinking

only

And

— retribution.

One more come back from the dead
to his credit let

;

with his honour.

match seemed to
have deepened the gloom, but ho could si ill
collapsed figure
and
dishevelled
make out that
flash of the

in the chair.

cold dread clawed at him. The man looked
he were dead. He shook himself fiercely,
and quite suddenly became calm.
Now that the sword which had been overhanging him had fallen, ho felt a surprising
coolness, a sense of relief.
And as small thoughts tlnsh*aulomatieally
through the mind in times of crisis, the thought
came to him that whatever happened he had
had his great day with Athalie Railton.
That was his. Ho clung to it desperately.
Nothing could rob him of that memory. Ho struck another match and lighted the

A

if

deliberately.

Mrs. Weston obviously knew nothing about
Knowing the houso ami tho
tho visitor.
grounds well, he had apparently come in "across
the lawns and entered by the French window-.
For what reason was not Obvious; unless ho
already knew something about the impersonation, which was more than probable.
Galloway locked the door on the inside, then
he closed tho windows and drew tho blinds,
remembering that mysterious shot which had
come out of tho shrubbery when ho wus in this
very room with Alice Mercer.

Having dono all this to his satisfaction, ho
took another look at Dyson Mallet.
No, he was certainly not dead, because ho
was still snoring slightly. Hut his appearance
w^s deplorable.
Ho woro an old pea-jacket which had oivco
been Navy-bluo anil was now a bottle green,
and under this, a frayed, blue seaman's jersey.
Hoots and trousers were deplorable, und caked
with mud.
His hair was matted and long, and he carried
growth of beard.
As Gallowuy watched him, the clock

at least a week's

hall struck u single

in the

sonorous note.

Half-past nine
Galloway closed his eyes momentarily, aware
Athalie was at this moment
c( a spasm of pain.
s.iving good-night to him.
Tho sound of tho clock striking roused tho
Ho shifted uneasily and jerked his
>lecpcr.
lead upright. Galloway was struck by the
The man looked dreadfully
allot of his face.
!

j

ATHALIE RAILTON,

recovers he is mistaken
He protests, but
Mallet.
Mallet was engaged to

with

whom

Galloway

tails in

MA GALE

was also on board the Sweet
and John thinks she too was drowned
one day she conies to see him.

Alice,
;

but

ALICE MERCER

writes a letter addressed to Mallet,
She goes to his
hinting at a past love affair.
house, and finds Galloway impersonating his
friend.
While they arc talking somebody
shoots at them from the aarden.
MALLET, whom Galloway supposes to be

drowned

;

but; after

with Athalie on

home and
in the

spending a delightful day

her

birthday,

John returns

finds Mallet fast asleep in

an armchair

smoking room.

but he smelled of spirits, which perhaps
accounted for it.
Suddenly he opened his ryes, stared full at
John for a minute, and sat upright.
" Hello, Galloway," he said surprisingly.
" Top of the evening to you, old sport
You
look as scared as if your grandfather's ghost
had come to life and was sitting on your chest.

ill

;

!

What's the matter, man ?
It was a minute before Galloway could

collect

himself sufficiently to make a reply. Then all
he could say was :
"
Is that really you. Dyson ?
" Don't be so fatuous, my dear lad," answered
" Who do you think I am
Marley's
Mallet.
"
ghost, or Hamlet's father ?
" Well, you can hardly be surprised if I took
you for your own ghost," said Galloway. " All
tlm people who were drowned in the Sweet
You
Alice seem to be coming to life again.
have been reported dead, you know, for many

—

weeks."
" Lay not that flattering unction to yourlsoul,
old man.
I'm not nearly dead. I'm sorry I
can't fit myself into your plans to that extent."
Steady with that, Mallet," said John, with
a hint of sternness.
" All right, dear boy," replied Mallet, with a
" I was only pulling your leg.
Sure
chuckle.
I'm not surprised that you mistook me for a
either.
ghost, and not a very respectable ghost
I'm nothing to write homo about but I am
homo. That's the marvellous thing. Home,
"
-

—

iny boy home
Ho strqtohed himself luxuriously and nestled
deeper into the capacious chair.
" I'm in an awful state of mud and disrepair.
Kxeuse me making a mess of your chair. Gee
But it's my chair, isn't it ? That's deuced funny.
Also excuse my rudeness in not getting up.
I'm very comfortable here, but I hope I know
my manners. And the master of the houso
I'm the
ought to get up to receive his visitors.
"
master of the house, am I not ?
!

!

"Certainly

you

are,"

replied

Galloway,

way Mallet was taking matters,
and wondering how far he was acquainted with
mystified at the

the faofs of the situation.

He was

perfectly

calm and pleasant.
" Clears
all right then," he wont on.
IVn the master of the houso disguised
Make
yourguest.
You're my
as a deck -w ah.
I'm not
1 must sit here
self at home, old lad.
very well, and to tell you tho truth, I'm a littlo
unsteady on the pins. Old failing of mine.
I've been sampling the wine of the country at
talking with tho gossips, and
tho village inn
so on.
Not a soul knew mo from tho Caliph of
Would you mind pouring
all tho Haghdads.
me out just a steadier of my whisky ? There
used to bo some in that cupboard."
lalloway poured out the required refreshment
ami Mallet took it. down at one gulp.
" Better," he announced. " decidedly better
" That's

the

air.

;

;

(

stock a

stuff they've

More

bite

But he wasn't very

with
This is
Liberty Hall, and you are my guest, John, old
man. A nice old game you've been playing while
I've been theoretically among the dear departed,
eh ? Well, aren't «you going to give me your
fist, old sport ?
It's not often you have the
pleasure of meeting one who lias come back
from across the Big Divide."
He held out a trembling hand.
" One minute," said Galloway crisply. " Y'ou
are not yourself, Dyson, and you're not capable
of getting Tt clear view of the situation."
" I'm all right, the top half of me," returned
Mallet. " It's only my legs that aro not quite up
to parade form.
My brain's as clear as a bell."
cellar.

From now on

it.

love.
lit

it

'

The momentary

Dyson

DYSON

!

be said that in his
heart Galloway was glad. Glad that this man
had come back to life to expose his miserable
deception, and to show him up for what he was.
In that moment something whispered to him,
something wild and irresponsible, that now at
least ho could fight for the love of Athalie
Railton under his own name and his own
He could not fight a dead man for
identity.
her, but lie could fight a live one.
The hope died as soon as it was born.
He knew now that all hope of winning Athalie
was at an end. He knew in truth that there
bad never been any hope. He had been bestoring up
musing himself with phantoms
tears and bitterness for them both by playing

And

lamp

Alice.
lor his friend,

no one believes him.

99

been giving me in the
to it.
Pre-war stock, I
should imagine. If there was ono thing the
governor knew in the old days it was how to
than the

village.

of the

When he

Sweet

heaven knew what her thoughts were.
here was he, facing the end of his wild

dream, and

as

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.
JOHN GALLOWAY is saved from the wreck

!

this

of a AfVoncterful Love.

artel

PRICE^of? HIS

Tkc
The Philosophy

Man's Fight Agatnst Fate

times'

liberal

have changed.

Galloway knew this of old. He had often
Been Mallet with a perfectly clear head, although
he was so much the worse for drink that he
could not walk a yard.
" What's the matter ? " he demanded querul"
"
ously.

"

Why

won't you shake hands

Do you know who

I

am

?

"

?

demanded

John.
" Sure.
You're John Galloway, my old partner and' shipmate. What's the bee in your
"
bonnet, anyway
:

I am here, and the posiam occupying in this house ? "
" I
Of course I know," returned Mallet.
know every blessed thing about it, and I'm surSurprised ami
prised at you, John Galloway.
jiained.
But there you are. I always said that
about you strait-laced fellows. When you
break away you go the whole hatful. Your
morals are simply awful, and I'm surprised at
Now shake hands."
you.
He was talking quite rationally, anil 'obviously
meant what he said. Galloway took his hand
Presently he said
in silence.
" Whatever you may have heard and whatever conclusion you may have come to, Dyson,
1 am glad to tho bottom of my heart to see you
"

Do you know why

tion I
'"

:

alive.
" I

know you are," returned Mallet. " No
need for tho hot air, old sport. I'm glad to see
you again too, ftnd I don't forget that if it had
not boon for you this happy reunion would never
havo taken place."
" What on earth do you moan, Dyson t "
" Before I said good evening to the Sweet
Alice and walked daintily oft the deck, you put
two lifebelts on me and it was those two lifebelts which brought mo back to Home Sweet
.

'

'

;

Home in the fulness of time, as the poets say.
Now when a man has two lifebelts, and he gives
one to a pal, he's a good sport. But when ho
gives both to his pal, and keeps none for himself,
a dashed fool, and that's what you are.
John Galloway. But you're a white man, and
we'll just have another little spot to celebrato

lie's

happy birthday."
Galloway frowned at tho word birthday, but
Mallet had evidently used it quite innocently.
" I think you've had enough," said John.
•'
Wrong, dear boy," responded the master of
tho house. " I've never known tho time when

this

had enough."
John let him gulp down another small measure
and then faced him seriously.
" Now listen, Dyson," ho said, " whHo I
I've

explain the situation to you. You may know
something, but you cannot possibly know all.
When you do, you will in all probability take a
different view of things, and your opinion of ire
will be less charitahlo."
"Carry on>"i said Mallet: "I'm listoning.
Just another spot would probably help mo to
appreciate the hoinousness of your stupendous
.

yCen'.inued on page
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MIMICRY!
Bujfter

of

Keaton Imitates the

Some

of

tlie

Metro

THEform

old saying, " Imitation

is

r

Jroses

Stars.
the sincerest

of flattery," is proved once more
by the photographs on this page.
Buster Keaton could not help admiring the
beautiful stars of the Metro Flm Company, and
that he has endeavoured to flatter them l>y
imitation is quite obvious from these photo-

graphs.

The

artistic

poses of

May

Allison,

Viola

Dana, and Alice Lake, were so full of grace
and charm, that Buster decided not to be
outdone. He was quite sure that if he took
particular pains to copy their exact poses, he
could look just as charming and fascinating.
The position with which he had the most
dilViCulty was that of Viola Dana.
Buster did
not think he was quite the right type for this.

Buster's Valuation of a Grin.

Was He

Successful ?
you think Buster was

DO

BUSTER KEATON

used to be a co-worker
with Fatty Arbuckle, but he now ax-ts
in his own comedies for Metro.
If you
see one of these comedies, you can be sure of
a hearty laugh. You will notice that Buster
himself rarely smiles on the films.
He says
" I think people get a lot more enjoyment in
watching me on the screen if I don't wear a
silly grin throughout pictures.
Anyway, I'm
too busy being tossed and knocked about to
time
in
spend much
smiling."

successful in looking as
fascinating as May Allison, Viola Dana, and Alice

Lake

?

He was

very pleased with

:

and insisted upon
the camera-man taking his

himself,

photograph, as he copied the
pose of each of the stars.

VIOLA DANA

has

set

BUSTER KEATON
pose

;

and

a

difficult

task with this artistic

— BUSTER

does not think

it

quite suits

his

style

ol beauty

I

J'iciurc

8

"

The Price

fif,

Honour."

lCo

'tX'°'"

from grace. No ? Very well then, I'll go
Cany on with your oration, but make it
I am longing to sleep in
il-.prt, as you love me.
i civilised bed once more."
This was altogether a different ending from
anything which John had imagined or dreamed.
When he saw Mallet in the flesh, returned to lifo
and to the inheritance which had been filched
from him, Galloway had expected storm and

fall

dry.

upbraiding.

l.iitcr

But Dyson not only took it very calmly, but
found plenty of amusement in it.
Calloway told the whole tale from the beginHe told everything with meticulous care,
ning.
omitting only one important figure from the

— Athalie

Railton.
Dyson took it all as if it wereStlie funniest
thing in the world, and this was not because he
had been drinking. Calloway knew well that
Mallet could sometimes, in those circumstances,
be a very ugly and dangerous customer.
" John," he said, ' you're a jewel
Fancy
you going and doing the stage villain act all
word,
have
surprised
'Pon my
you
that much.
But after all, it
me, John. The nerve of it
wasn't altogether your own choosing. It was
pushed on you in the first place."
"That's true enough," answered John. " But
remember that I could have stopped the wholething at any moment with a little firmness."
Mallet winked solemnly.
" That's the worst of you, John.
You're so
picture

!

!

dashed weak."

John

felt

almost aggrieved that Dyson 'took

was

full of

was

irresistible.

.

Whatever had happened

since

the wreck of tho Sweet Alice, had changed htm
in some respects for the better.
I'll tell you my horrible tale, John.
When
I tripped off the deck of the Sweet Alice I knew
no more, as they soy in all the best serial fiction.
When I began to take an interest in my surroundings again I was on board a whaler called
the William Johnson.
Ye gods, what a name
" It seems when the William Johnson picked
me up I was very wet. I had been washing
about in the sea for thirty-eight hours, and your
two lifebelts had kept me afloat all the time.
Fortunately I floated the right side up, or this
tale would be shorter than it is, and it's not very
long now.
" The William Johnson was on the^way to the
fishing grounds north of the Orkneys.
I asked
the captain to put into port with me.
" I pointed out to him that I w-as a country
gentleman of considerable opulence, though I
I
confess I did not look anything like it.
promised that if he put into port with me he
should be suitably, rewarded. But he said that
lie had heard that tale before, and it was never
anything like the truth. So there you are.
" I went to the fishing grounds, and wo hunted
Not bad sport either, but I
the elusive whale.
was too ill with this heart of mine really to
enjoy it.
I landed at Hull two days ago, and here I
am and if you're not glad to see me, old sport,
!

;

you might pretend

so calmly.

it all

in the man's voice made John's'
The mocking, good-humoured smile
knowledge. Did he know more than
he pretended ? Did he know all about Athalie ?
Whatever he knew, his frank good-humour

Something

heart sink.

to lie."

"

You don't seem very much upset about it,"
lie remarked.
" Why should I
" Upset," retorted Mallet.
be ? My dear lad, 1 was not using this domicile
myself.
You wero perfectly welcome to make
while 1 was

away

—welcome

Calloway.
" I know you would.
You've got too much
conscience to play the villain, John, yards too
much. You'll never get on. I expect that suit
you've got on and your board and lodging are
about all you've debited my account with."
" That is exactly all," said John.
And you're welcome to them
"'T thought so.
my boy. You're welcome to stop hero as long
as you like as my guest, provided you acknowMust be
ledge me as master of the house.
master of my own house, you know. And you
are welcome to a go at that bottle if you'll pour
me out just a spot. This talking is dry work."
" Not another drop," said! John resolutely.
Mallet frowned, and stood up with a jerk.
For a moment he stood unsteadily, then a
He
swift grey pallor came over his face.
clutched at the air, swung round violently, and
fell with a crash on his face.
John was not quick enough to catch him. He
was alarmed. This did not look like mere
drunkenness. The grey pallor had faded, and
already he had gone deathly white.
With great difficulty John lifted him back
into his chair, and as he undid the knotted
choker round the man's muscular throat, Dyson
opened his ej'es and smiled faintly.
" What was that ? " asked Calloway sharply.
" Are you ill, Dyson 1 ''
"

my

dear boy," replied Dyson, " was
my advanced years I am developing a heart, and at unforeseen moments it
goes back on ine even as my legs do. They tell
mo it is the result of my night out after the
Sweet Alice went down. John, dear boy, I am
You haven't even asked mo to
hurt with you.
tell you tlio moving story of my adventures."
said
John. " I've been so full of
I'm sorry,"

my

That,'

'

heart.

my own

it,

my

dear boy," said Mallet.

"

Do

you remember what old Billy O'Farrcl used to
say about every man haying his price ? Tho
pi ico of his honour
do you remember it t
Dear old Billy
I sold mine years ago, for the
You thought you had
price of an old shoe.
old yours, John, but you hadn't.
Take it from
me. 'You would havo backed out before- tho
bird act.
You would never have taken the
rize, John
not on those terms."

—

!

>

i

i

going

The Decision.
John quickly.

know you
to do now

are.
*

"

—

Well, what are you

" Going ?
Man alive,
When, where, why
"
what are you going for ?
John smiled sadly.
" It's a pretty poor game I've played, Dyson,"
he-said,
and now that you havq come back
and are so tfecent about it, I feel it worse than I
I must get away at once."
did before.
" But, my son, I don't want you to go.
I
want you to be my guest just as long as you
in tho
like.
I know you haven't a penny
'!

'"

world."
" That's
"

why I'm going," said John grimly.
I'm big enough audi strong enough to earn a

living for myself I hope."

You always were

*'

pretty

stiff in

the back,"
what's the

" But
Dyson sourly.
It's up to
Besides, it isn't fair to me.
you to do the handsome thing to-morrow. You
will have to tell the startled population that
you've been suffering under a delusion, and
Otherthat I am the real master of the house.
wise, in my present state, I stand a chance of
being booted out."
" Dyson," said Galloway, with the first signs

remarked

hurry

?

" I can't stay.
It's— it's impossee, I've played a pretty low-down
the neighbours and so on, and I can't

of agitation.

You

sible.

game on

Don't make me, old man. As to
I'll soon put that all right."
He sat down at the table, took pen and paper,
and dashed off t he following statement
" I, John Galloway, hereby declare that I
have for over three months deliberately and
wilfully impersonated my late partner, Dyson
Tlio holder of this paper is the true
Mallet.
lace

it

out.

your identity,

:

.

Dyson

Mallet.

"

John Galloway."

Mallet took it mechanically.
•'
Pretty strong, isn't it ? " he asked drily.
" Not> nearly strong enough," said Galloway.
Mail.
shrugged his shoulders and put tho
paper in his pocket.
You haven't by any chance since you've
been horc met a a girl from tho village named
"
Alice Mercer, I suppose ?
" I have," replied John. " She came here late
one night, the same way as you came through
these windows."
" Ah
Did she cr did she mistake you for
"
•

"

—

—

!

me

— —

?

" No, she
" Ah "

30///,

1920.

had no right to interfere or say anything.
Mallet had behaved extremely well to him. He
should be the last person to criticise Mallet's
behaviour.
But he decided to speak his mind
on the subject.
.
" Dyson," he said, confronting him abruptly,
" I believe Alice Mercer is a good girl, and very
much in. love with you."
A low, musical snore answered him.
Mallet's head had dropped over his shoulder.
His mouth was wide open. He was fast asleep.
Galloway opened the windows softly and
stepped out on to the lawn. He was in white
flannels, and hatless, but he gave no thought to
•

>

this.

There was one unalterable determination in
mind. He must get aWay at once, and for

his

"

good.
This was a hallowed spot for him, and he must
never see it again.
.

The Next Day.

WITHthatregard

to the remaining hours of
where lie went and what he
Galloway was never afterwards

night,

•

very

did,

clear.

Now and then, as he tramped blindly on
through the moonlit darkness, his thoughts
strayed to Portallock Bay, and the greatest day
of all, to which this was the conclusion.
He saw the sun rise, and realised that he was
on a road. Some time afterwards he began to
take a dull interest in his whereabouts and his
condition.

-He was conscious for the first time of extreme
weariness and faintness, the latter probably
owing to lack of food.
His last meal was a very light one of cakes
and bananas, which he and Athalie had shared
as they sat on the Wishing Stone in Portallock

Bay.
Early

rising

Iandworkers passed at rare

in-

and favoured him with polite stares.
He assumed that in his white flannels and without a cap he was a conspicuous object.
tervals

" I'm going," returned Galloway.

In

villainy."

" Forget

said

" I

the

as

use
it
It has not come to any harm
flowers in spring.
You wouldn't rob me. Kven if I
apparently.
had been well and truly dead, you would have
•Jirown up the sponge sooner or later, John, and
told the lawyer people all about it."
" 1 should certainly have done that," said
of

1AM."

Show, October

saw through me immediately."

!

Calloway went to the other end of -the room
and took a turn or two up and down, deep in
thought.
This was not his business,' and he

To make matters worse, he found that his
He
trousers were mud-stained to -the knees.
remembered vaguely falling into a ditch before
he struck the high road.
He realised the disadvantages of coming away
in such a hurry, and so ill-equipped for travel.
He had no money he had provided himself
with a little when he started out the previous
morning with Alhalie, but on returning lie hail
mechanically replaced the remainder in tho
desk where he kept such spare cash as he permitted himself to make use of.
;

Anyway, it was Dyson Mallet's, and not his
own, so ho was glad he had none with him.
Nevertheless, ho foresaw an unpleasant time
iu the immediate future.
But tho chief thing which distressed him was
He had without realising it walked
weariness.
a good many miles, some of them at a good pace.
Ho came upon a deserted looking barn with
an open door and a huge inviting pile of clean
straw inside.
In a few minutes he was inside, curling himAlmost as soon
self up in tho straw like a dog.
as he had done so he was asleep.
been
there
about five
have
seemed
to
He
minutes when he awoke with a start. As u
matter of fact, he had been asleep for moro than
It was past noon.
six hours.
The first thing of which he was conscious of was
a face peering in at the entrance to the barn.
It bobbed out of sight, and almost immeThore was a murmur
diately appeared again.
of conversation from certain parties unseen.
Galloway became amusedly conscious that
the man who was peering at him so intently was
a policeman in uniform. Obviously, by his red
face, the village policeman.
He heard somebody say in a"muffled whisper :
" That's 'im right enough !
Golloway smiled encouragingly.
" Do you want me f " ho asked.
" YTs," said tho surprised policeman, and
immediately stepped into full view. Ho was
followed by half a dozen men, most of them'
carrying useful .sticks.
" You know what I want you for ? " said tlio

policeman boldly.

"I'm afraid I don't," replied Galloway.
" Unless it is for trespassing in this barn ? "
" It's not that," replied tho policeman. " You
answer tho description
murder the muraer of

—

man wanted for
man named ))> -on

of a
ft

Mallet."

{To be continued next ws^k.)-
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ALLA NAZIMOVA.

(Special to the "Picture Show. ")

NAZIMOVA.
The

Star

Wko

NAALLA
ZIMOVA

part was in English ; but for a
did Nazimova frown, the next
smiled.
Could they give her a
which to learn the language V

has given

new thrill
by her first
us a

manager promised her
THEcould
give her no

"The
proved the truth of

m

all

star

and
Red

Lantern,"
zi
ova

Doubt.

moment only
moment she
little

time in

months he
The little
agreed, and the contract was drawn
six
longer.

"Eye for an
c,"

Doesrv't Matter.

English in Six Months.

films. With
" Revelation,

E v

Has Proved L Tkat Age

iij),

;

and she actually signed the agreement to

Na-

has

realised that the

words she must
speak
might
lose a little of
their meaning
by her impel led
pro n unciation,
she decided to
supply the de-

ficiencies by
means of ges-

'

I

see

you

tures.

She studied the appearance of Ibsen's characters.
For the part of Hcdda Gabler, she acquired a tall personality by « costume of
sweeping lines
for the child wife, Nora, in
" A Doll's House," she wore scanty, short
gowns that made her seem in truth a

the critics have said

in her favour.

Nazimova has proved to us that age docs
not matter to the real artiste, for although
over forty years of age, the Russian star
has all the fascination of a young girl,

;

All this was excellent preparation for the cinema.
For as one critic wrote. " No one
understands a word these Russians are talking about, but thero
is one language that is universal
the language of the soul and the
one- who spoke that best waa

child.

A Hard

Life.

HERHer

has been a real hard one.
public appearance was
Then she added
as a pianist.
the violin to her list of accomplishments but her success in music did
not satisfy her and she decided to
life

first

;

—

|

Nazimova."

become an actress.
As a means of attaining her amcombition, she joined a touring
pany, and travelled through Russia

Her Secret

of Success.
appearance brought
her a triumph that has
lasted through every 'play
in which she ha .appeared, and it is the
same with her screen plays. Realism is
always carried to the highest degree.
But her success has been won by ununited patience, unlimited endurance,
and unlimited ambition, which has
made the appearance of her name in a
theatre the signal for a crowded hoase.
It was during her New York engage-

H

with them, stopping at villages as well
as at towns, enduring all sorts of conditions and discomforts, and working as only
a member of a repertoire company must work.
The boards were never allowed to grow cold.
When the company was not playing, they
were busily rehearsing the next play to be
given.
Costumes were made out of nothing
but odds and ends by the members of the
company in brief snatches between rehearsals
and performances.

ment
Gloried In Trials.
SLEEP and money were practically unknown things. The uncertain box office
receipts often provided little more than
was sufficient to pay the bare expenses, and

Nazimova tells of many times when the
company went hungry for days at a
But Nazimova, instead of being daunted
by these trials, simply gloried in* them. She
loved the uncertainty of it all there was
always something new, some opportunity,
some way of making ends meet, which was
what Nazimova never failed to profit by.
It was when the Russian players, of which
Nazimova was a member, decided to go to
America that Opportunity opened its doors
to her. She was seen in one of Ibsen's plays,
and was offered an opportunity to play a part
in a big Broadway theatre.
But there was one clause in the agreement
that Nazimova listened to with dismay. The

1

first

in " Bella

Donna,"

in 1912,

that

Nazimova was married to the
man who had been her leading man for
many seasons, and who has appeared in
Mnie.

many

A

entire
time.

—

ER

of her screen plays, Charles Bryant.

Love Match.

Nazimova's pictures there is a conspicuous
ALLA
IN absence of love-making, that
is the loveNAZIMOVA
"
"

making

If

you want to write her, her
address is
:

ALLA NAZIMOVA,
Metro Studio,
Hollywood,
California.

appear in Ibsen's plays in English in six
months' time, before she knew a word of
English.

What these six months meant to Nazimova,
she alone must know, and because she

But

in real

of the ordinary
life,

garden

variety.

when Nazimova waves away

her big, blue car and climbs into her husband's
two-seater, to drive from the studio to their
beautiful home in the Hollywood Hills, and i)
rewarded by an adoring glance from him, we
know that the song that says " And we'll
weather life together in the good, old-fashioned
way " applies to a great genius equally as well
as to you and me.
Our friend, the critic,
would say again, " There^is- a universal language of the soul and the one who speaks it
best is Nazimova."

—

—

'

'
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
Charlie in the Balkans.

A

RECENT

paragraph recording tho
views of Mr. A. J. Xydias, the
Balkan film expert, has brought the
following letter from a reader. My corre" I was
spondent " C. W. T.," says
surprised to see the statement that
to
ihe majority o"f picture-goers in the Balkan
states, Charlie Chaplin is
unknown
Now I have spent five years in the Balkans
and Turkey and can safely say that Charlie
is
a
great draw,' and is very far from
heing unknown, especially in Macedonia.
1 have seen on more than one occasion a
crowd waiting at a picture-house hours
before the show commenced, simply because the posters said
Charlot.'
I
Mill admit that the majority of films to be
seen are French and Italian, but I will
never say that
Charlie
is unknown in
the Balkans." This is a fine testimonial
to the comedian's universal popularity.
:

'

!

'

"My

Most
SPEAKING
cult

'

Difficult Scenes."
generally, the

achievement,

most

scene to be enacted, and to give you, in
such incidents as I have described, the one
expression that will convey tho producer's
conception of the part of the story.
Screen acting, in reality is a mental process,
and the successful artist merely appears
to be natural."
Dallas Caibns.

diffi-

insignificant.
an incident in

The Ape as Actor.
picture-goers are familiar with
MOST
the humorous monkey actor of

screen comedies, Now an announcewe are to be introduced
to an ape which plays a strong dramatic part

ment
in

With

this in mind, I recall
recent film in which I was

a
endeavouring to portray the momentary
i!i rill experienced by a man and a woman
v ho, meeting accidentally, suddenly beome aware of the fact that each is the
<

ownterpart of the other. I wanted to
picture this graphically by way of a perfectly natural incident on a golf course.
The man is just about to strike the ball
<

states that

a new

" The Evolution of
" monks' " mission is to

film, called

The

Man."

prove that Darwin was correct. If this
sort of thing continues, we shall no doubt
shortly have ape actors in hero parts, then
what will become of our handsome leading'

men

and

therefore
the most gratifying success, that
falls to the lot of the producer is getting tho
artiste to realise the significance of the

ADAMS.

what I wanted, I had to " take " nearly a
dozen times. The difficulty -is to get your
artist to " feel " tho psychology of the

'

'

K.

1

The Love of the Strong.
"IT
I

poignantly human for us mortals to
express a preference for the thines we
is

can do

best," remarked William
" Possibly the trend
recently.
is reversed, and we do best those things
for which we harbour a strong natural
predilection."
At any rate, this popular
artiste sets it down as a fact that he
never feels so thoroughly in his element,
and so attuned to life and art as when
interpreting the character of a strong
man "strong" in the best sense of the
word, a welding of physical prowess and
spiritual power. Given a part that contains both elements, and he is in the happy
hunting ground of the artiste.

Farnum

—

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
Most people want what
they get it, and then they

till

they
don't

want
want

it.

»

*

»

The young lady with a bank account
needs no make-up box.
*

»

»

A

good dinner and a pretty woman are
the two things in life a man tires of
least.

*

»

•

It is useless to try to drown sorrows
in wine they are all expert swimmers.
»
*
*

—

When

dark hour comes men drink

the

women drink

whisky, and

tea.

This Week's Best Films.
following
THEphoto-plays

is a list of the
best
which are being re-

leased

for
exhibition
during this weok,
of the star artistes:

cinemas

names
Jury

DALLAS CAIRNS,

the producer of a
of fine British films which will
shortly be before the public.

at

and

the
the

"The House of In trigue.
Peggy May.
"In Honour's Web."
Harry Morey.
'

Vitagraph

number

"

F.L.F.S.

Love Insurance."

Bryant Washburn.
when the woman comes along and claims it.
" I think that is my ball," she says, and
tho man, although unconvinced, hands it
over.
As he does so, thoir hands meet,
»md a hinge of tho story depends upon tho

" The Poor Rich Man."
W. <C- F. ..
..
Francis Bushman & Beverley Bayne.
Kew Bio
"A Woman's Law."
Olive Tell.
Gaumont .."The Garden of Poisoned

oxchanged tho " business " between tho pair which is to express magnetic
attraction that each has for the other.
According to the story, tho man wa*
married and tho woman a coquette, and
that glanco was intended to leave no room
for doubt as to tho nature of tho situation.
Jn order to secure evon a closo approach to

Madeleine Seve.
" The Silver Lining."
Gaumont
Bomb. Billy Wells.
" The Rivor's End."
Walturdaw
Marjorfe Daw.

looks

—

Flowers."
.

ld"al

.

.

.

" Wuthering Heights."

Milton Ros.mer.

.

;.—„"»;

:::r.
jVV^'

-

.:

^ MARSHALL

NEILAN, Sen. and Jan., have a ride on the little
" Daddie " does not look as if he ii enjoying it
boy's tricycle.
very much. Above : yon see PAT O'MALLEY playins with kiddici
wbo are in the cast ol " Dinty," a new Neilan photo-play.

Pkti he Show Aht Si tim.kmkst. October

30<A. 1920

II

30<//,

1920.

IK
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picturegocr admires the wonderful "kiddies'
EVERY
who entertain us on the films. Probably many
children envy them, thinking that acting for the
but if they could spend a little
films must be all play
while in a cinema studio, they would realise that the
" kinema kiddies " work very hard indeed. Often the same
8ccnc has to he enacted over and over again, before it
pleases the producer, and this is very tiring and monotonous.
They certainly deserve their playtime, and once they
commence their games they have a real rollicking time,
for it is the children who know how to work well that know
also how to " play " in he real sense of the word.
;

t

SUCCESS

SCENAMGI8T.

ADVICE FROM JOHN EMERSON AND ANITA LOOS.
MOW,"
asked, toying delicately
with my chicken croquette,
dex
ff one
set about becoming a success-

"

I

"

ful scenario writer i
then I blushed, for as

And
that celebrated cinematic combination, John Emerson
and Anita Loos, said themselves, they
are- asked that question at least nine times
a day. Yet it is a question upon which
t ho
moss never grows second in interest
and popularity only to that classic query :
" How does one become a movie star i
;

And my duty to readers of
Show had to be done.

the PlCTOBE
Therefore, 1

remained adamant.
John Emerson laughed good temperedly,
or rather, ho gave one of those chuckles
which show a man is thoroughly enjoying
the humour of the moment. Anita Loos,
hitherto most animated, smiled wanly,
and leaning back in her chair, dreamily
intimated that she was going to let her
husband do the talking.
A woman,
she said, who had just been to Paris
purchasing the number of frocks she
hod couldn't be expected to concentrate
on business.
" Bought Paquin up," interposed her
spouse fondly, gazing with pride upon the
miniature brunette beside him.

A

Ticklish Question.
I began again, sternly closing
HOW,"
my ears to the alluring strains of

"

the Savoy orchestra.
does one become a successful
dramatist ? " returned tall John,

How

stage

with a smile.
" Duimo," I replied weakly and collo"Partly, I suppose, by studying
quially.
the technicalities of the stage, fore and
aft
I
mean before and behind the

—

will N ad to better fchinCB -if you have tho
material for Better things within you
I'liloituiiatelv, the war and various condition^, have s<> retarded tho progress of
the British picture that it is no exaggeration to say that, generally speaking, the
Industry over bete [is ten years behind the
inn's
but there are signs hero and there
which indicate that steps are being taken
in the right direction, and it will not be s=o
long before the scenario writer and others
!

t

;

come

into their film

kingdom

in

England.

Delayed Releases.

MUCH

can bo learned, too, from a
careful study of the films themselves, though here, again, you

are at a disadvantage."
" Gracious " broke in Anita, suddenly
aroused to action. " John and I have not
seen a new American picture over here
since we arrived
New to you, of course,
but three or four years old in tho States,
!

!

with
technique,
behind the times
"

etc.,

"

correspondingly

!

The

late release of pictures here is, of
course, a serious problem," 1 admitted.
" What you need so urgently are more

and more picture theatres," put in Mr.
Emerson.
That would solve the problem considerably. But, in any case, I
think every facility should be given to
serious students of screen drama to view
films as soon after completion as possible,
in order that the knowdedge gained should
be thoroughly up-to-date."
Another thing which the scenario
writer should study carefully," added
Miss Loos, " is his market. Failure to do
is is responsible for half the journalistic
disappointments, both in filmland and
'

1

1 1

scenes."
" Exactly,"

was the rejoinder. " One
does not sit down to write a stage pin
without seme working knowledge of tho
stage itself, or a pretty good idea of what
is

acceptable and suitable for presenta-

upon

tion

it.

" I remember that when I left the
stage, where I had been both actor and
director, for the motion picture field,
and decided to become a film director,

went to D. W. Griffith.
" What do you know about picturemaking ? he asked.
" I don't
I
know a tiling
promptly replied.
I

'

'

!

'

'

" Then,' said the great one, " I
guess you're the man I want.
I
thought, perhaps, you were one of
those fellows who know everything.
What's your idea of a salary ? '
" I don't want a nickel till I know
'

'

my

' All
I business,' I told Griffith.
want is to have a thorough look round." Griffith, however, insisted on
receiving the salary to winch I had

my

been accustomed.
"

'

Well,'

But during

I

said,

'

that's

your

affair.

my

time of voluntary proba
tion I did nothing but investigate all Ih
branches of picture-making, so that when
came to take up the megaphone in earnest,
I really knew the ins-and-outs of my
business.
And now that I am concentrating in collaboration with my wife,
of course
upon the scripts and the
cutting of our pictures, in addition to
casting
them, and supervising their
direction, I find the all-round knowledge I
first acquired is standing me in godQ stead.

—

—

First Class Advice.

MY

PAT O'MALLEY
.

.

-J3

keeps himself in trim by using

two "kiddies " as dumb-bells. In the picture above, you
see MARSHALL NEILAN, JUN., taking his revenge on
WESLEY BARRY lor winning one of their games.

*V—
v«mm
_

advice, then, to would-be seenario writers, or indeed to anyone
who seeks to shine in any other
branch of film work, is this : Seize any
opportunity for studying film conditions
first-hand which presents itself, however
humble the job or small the salary, for
thus you will gain sound practical knowledge, above all price, which inevitably

JOHN EMERSON.
out of it. When you write your story,
bear in mind some specific actress or
theatrical type for whom it is most suited,
and then send it to the quarter where ic
will be most appreciated.
You'll save
yourself a lot of time and disappointment,

and even

if

your scenarios come back at

first,' you will have taken a sure step in
the direction of success."
Miss Loos, it may be added, in, conclusion, has written
successful screen
plays herself since the tender age of sixteen, when John Barrymore played in her
"
first story, " The New York Hat
!

May Hebschel Clabke.

'

—
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A SPLENDID SHORT STORY OF REVENGE AND

LOVE.

(Special to the

30?//,

"Picture

1920.

Show

")

MAN WHO

3Ce

FOGGOT",
S

the
loca I
train

neared

the

little fishing

village

o

f

Torsea, on
the Devon-

JAMES
KNIGHT

shire

coast,

two

men, wearing the
R.N.R. uniform,
began to lookout

as Seth.

the of window of
the carriage.
elder of the two was

They were both young. The
Jim HaUibar, skipper of one of H.M.S. minesweepers.
He was a thick-set man. about medium height,
v ith a strong but rather sullen face.
The other was a lithe, well-set-up man, about
twenty-two, fair-haired and decidedly handsome.
His name was Seth Maiden, and he had served
as first mate to Jim Hallibar on the minesweeper,
which they had left at the bottom of the North Sea.
Both had been picked up. and they were now on
leave while the Admiralty found them another ship.
They had been friends from boyhood, and the
only thing that had ever come between them was
pretty Mona Jennifer, whom they had left in the
\iilage, wresting a living from the sea in competition
with the fishermen of Torsea to keep an invalid father
who at one time had owned a fleet of fishing boats.
Jt was of Mona that both men were thinking now,
but neither expressed his thoughts.
Each felt, as they neared the station, that the

day would surely come when Mona would have to
choose between them, and in each man's heart was
the disturbing thought that when that day came
their life-long friendship would be severed.
Seth Maiden broke the silence that had marked
the last stage of the journey by going to the rack
and getting down their luggage, with the remark
" Here we are, Jim.
You get outside, and I'll
throw the bags to you."
The train pulled up as he. spoke, and, having
:

arranged with a porter to take their luggage to
the cabin they had always shared when ashore,
both men strolled down to the beach.
The fishing boats were just coming in, and as
they neared the little jetty they noticed a commotion
around a boat in the stern of which stood a strikingly
pretty girl.
Blue-eyed, with a wealth of hair the
colour of ripe corn, and a gloriously youthful figure,
the outlines of which showed through the rough
fisherman's jersey that she wore.
She was gazing with an Amused smile at two men
who were quarrelling as to who should unload her boat.
" Tarpaulin Jack and Salty l'elton," said Seth.
"

We'd

better get

down."

Before they reached the beach the quarrel between
two men had developed into a light. The two
minesweepers took no notice, but went, straight
up to Mona, who welcomed them with a clad smile.
After they had exchanged greetings, Seth and Jim
began to unload Mona's boat, and just as they had
finished the fight ended in a victory for Tarpaulin Jack.
He came running to the boat to get his reward by
unloading it for Mona, but when he saw the task
had already been accomplished by Jim and Seth,
lie turned on the latter in a raging temper.
Seth stepped up to him with a quiet smile, but
before he could say anything, Jim pushed him
on one side.
Hallibar's face was black with rage.
One of his
worst faults had always been an uncontrollable
temper, and it had got complete possession of him
now.
" You clear out, or I'll smash you " he shouted
to Tarpaulin.
The fisherman stepped back Involuntarily as
Hallibar advanced towards him, his huge fists
clenched and his aggressive jaw stuck out.
But a
jeering laugh from the fishermen who had gathered
round told him he would have to fight.
Ever since Seth and Jim had gone minesweeping.
Tarpaulin Jack had been the bully of the village,
and, to" give him credit, he was no coward. He saw
now that if he wished to maintain a semblance of
the reputation he had made for himself, he must
accept Hallibar's challenge.
Wasting no time in words, he struck out at Hallibar.
The latter did not even attempt to dodge the blow,
but took it on his neck as he closed with his opponent.
The fight— if fight it. could be called —lasted but
a few minutes.
Against Hallibar's tremendous
strength, Tarpaulin had nothing to pit except a
strength much inferior; for he had no science in
wrestling or boxing.
the

1

Having battered

man

his

into a

state of semi-

dragged
him by sheer
and thrust his head under
His blind rage had completely got the
the surf.
better of him, and he meant to kill the man who
had defied him. He would undoubtedly have done
so had not Seth, obeying Mona's frightened call of
*'
Jim will kill him " rushed up
Stop it, Seth
and pulled Jim off.
Hallibar

insensibility,

strength into the water

!

1

He

succeeded in doing this, but as soon as he
was on the beach. Jim rushed at Salty and knocked
Then, catching hold of Tarpaulin in
him down.
one hand and Salty in the other, he shouted, like
a madman
"You two big hulkers quarrelled as to which
of you should carry up Miss Mona's catch, and you'll
"
earry it hctween you, or I'll give you another lesson
Banging their heads together, he released them,
and the two vanquished rivals meekly picked up
the catch and proceeded to take it to Mona's cottage.
Hallibar loaded himself with the nets, and then
looked up to sec where Mona was. To his chagrin,
he saw she was walking away on the arm of Seth
Maiden.
A suppressed chuckle from some of the fishermen
did not improve Jim's temper, but though he wheeled
quickly, he could not catch the one who. was laughing
:

!

at his discomfiture.

that Jim Hallibar saw Mona
Jennifer walking off on the arm of Seth Maiden,
Hallibar's jealousy completely swamped his lifelong friendship for his chum.
He could see that Mona preferred Seth, but he
was not sportsman enough to accept his defeat.
Instead, he spent his days planning how he could
get the better of his rival by any means— underhand,
and marry Mona.
if necessary

From

moment

the

—

The Challenge.

THE annual
his

athletic

By

head.

tournament put an idea into
virtue of his great strength,

HaUibar was regarded as the champion wrestler
of the village, and when he learned that Seth had
entered for the competition, he went up to the
organiser and issued a challenge to meet tlic winner,
In this way, he
feeling certain it would be Seth.
took an unfair advantage of his one-time chum
for Seth woidd have to take a lot out of himself
wrestling his way to the final, whereas he Jim
would be quite iresh when he was called upon to
meet him.
Ever since the incident on the beach, thctwo men
had continued to share the same cabin, and to all
intents, Hallibar was the same as he always had been.
Seth, one of the most open of men, never suspected
that Jim was working against him in an underhand way.
s He knew Jim was his rival, but. he thought that
when it came to the question as to who was to win
Mona, the girl herself would decide, and that if Jim
lost her, he would take his defeat as he himself
would do. Therefore, he was more than surprised
when one night, just before the tournament, Jim
came to him with a proposition that jf they met
:

—

should decide who should
Jim's
have the privilege of proposing to Mona.
proposition was that the man who lost should
other
give
the
an
claim
open
field.
his
and
relinquish
The proposition did not strike Seth as being at
in the wrestling

all

match,

it

satisfactory.

" I don't think

Mona would care to kuow about
" I am
this sort of arrangement, Jim," he said.
quite aware that you love her, and that you wish
but
do
you
think
it is
to win her as much as I do :
fair that the matter should be decided in a wrestling
Why not let Mona choose
match between us ?
between us ? I give you my word that If she accepts
you, 1 will be the first man to congratulate you,
and I should expect you to do the same ifjl happened
to be the lucky one."
" You mean to say you're afraid ? " 6ncercd
HaUibar.
Up
Seth's jaw snapped and his eyes lighted
dangerously, but he kept his temper.
Nobody knows better than you, Jim Hallibar,
that that is a lie." he said quietly.
"As you will. 1 accept your challenge, with the.
resaf&non that neither the winner nor the loser
ever tells Mona the real reason of the match.'*'
" That's a bet." said Jim, holding out his hand.
Jim shook ami then went out for a walk along
the beach.

The Day

HE

T

of the

Seth

Tournament.

of the tournament
easily wrestled his

day

He won

this,

came round, and
way to the final.

but he had

a pretty tough

s f

rug_

Then

the

referee
0 r d e red
an interval, so that
Seth should have

MARJORIE

time
to
recover
from his exertions.
As Seth was walking
away to rest, Gilks, the

VILLIS as
Mona.

village organist, who had charge of the sports, told
him that Admiral Ralston wished to speak to him.
Seth looked up and saw the admiral smiling at him.

By

his side was a remarkably pretty girl, and, aftci
the admiral had congratulated him on winning the
competition, he introduced Seth to the girl as his
niece, Violet Selwyn.
" You're one of the principals in the great event
of the day, I understand," said Miss Selwyn to
Seth.

'

Yon mean

my

match with

my

chum, Jim

Hallibar ? " said Seth. " Oh, it's purely a friendly
bout
Jim is the local champion, you know, and
he offered to wrestle the winner of the competition.
1 don't suppose I shall have much of a chance,"out I
mean to try all 1 know."
" And I feel certain you will win," said Miss
Selwyn, smiling at the handsome sailor.
Seth thanked her, and, as he turned away, he
caught sight otMona. The. girl's face was contracted
into an ugly frown, and he could see she was jealous.
He was about to go to her, when the referee called
him and Jim Hallibar to explain the conditions of
the match, and Seth had no opportunity of speaking'
to Mona before the contest.
When the two men faced each other, it was plain
to be seen that alt the natural advantages rested
with Jim Hallibar. He was bigger and stronger, but
the first minute's wrestling showed that Seth was
the cleverer.
Time after time, he wriggled out of
the holds Jim put on him, but at last Jim got a vicelike grip which could not be shaken olf, and he
threw Seth heavily, winning the first fall.
During the interval. Seth went straight to Mona,
Now that the man she loved was in danger of defeat.
Mona forgot her jealousy of Miss Selwyn.
" I do hope you win, Seth " she said and her
eves told mere than the spoken wish.
" I mean to have a good try,-" said Seth modestly.
" If I can get the next fall, 1 think 1 shall have a
chance."
The second bout provided one of the toughest
struggles ever seen in Torsea. Time and time again
it looked as if Seth must be thrown, but his cleverness
was more than a match for Jim's superior strength
and, amid tremendous excitement, Seth at last
got a leg and arm hold, and put Jim flat on his back.
Jim's
The last bout was even more exciting.
strength was now on the wane, and Seth did as
much attacking as his heavier rival.
Once Jim caught Seth by the waist, and, exerting
all his strength, whirled him round and round as
1

'

I

;

:

infant, ending up by throwing
cat,
But Seth was on his feet like
heavilv.
and, rushing in before Jim could collect himself,
terrible
got
another
hold,
Jim
attacked.
again
he
but once again Seth wriggled clear, and, again
rushing in, he put Jim to the ground with a swinging
hip throw, and. pouncing on him before he could
recover, he put him on his back and won the match
Hie cheers that greeted the result showed that
Seth's victory was very popular, but Jim took his
defeat with very bad grace, and it was only with
great reluctance that he shook hands with his con-

though he had been an

him

I

queror.

Seth was rushing towards Mona. when the admiral
and insisted that he should come to tci
with him and his niece. Beth would much sooner
have gone to tea with Mona, but he did not care to
offend the admiral so, thinking Mona would understand, he accepted the invitation.
called him,

•

A

Lover's Quarrel.

was
THAT
between

the beginning of [an estrangement
Mona began to avoid
the lovers.
Seth, and was invariably cool w hen he came
*
to her father's cottage.
Matters went on in this fashion till the admiral
got Seth an appointment as chief officer on n transport bound for Salonlca. Both got the admiral's
letter offering him the berth and orderiug him to co
by the early morning train to London to join the
There was barely time for him to pack his
ship.
He would not bo able to Me
kit and catch the train.
Mona to say good-bye, nnd In his dilemma he asked
Jim to lake a note to the girl in which he explained
(Continued in page 18.)
i
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TOM

SANTSCHI.

soems very strange to talk of Tom Santsehi
A " vetoran " when ho is still in vigorous
"
young manhood, and yet ho is a " veteran
where films aro concerned, for ho commenced his
motion picturo career in 1906 when they were

IT as

very much in their infancy.
Like many other film actors, Santsehi acted
on the legitimate stage before he felt the call of
tho
Silver Screen."
v
'-'

Exciting Adventures with Wild Animals.
first engagement was with the Selig Film
Company and ho had many exciting

HIS

adventures in those days.
a wonderful power over wild animals
and he handled as many as twenty-two ferocious
He acted with Kathlyn
beasts at ono time.
Williams, and they had two very narrow escapes
from death, but he brought Miss Williams
and himself quite safely through very many
adventurous stunts.
Asked if he would like to go
hack to this type of film, Tom

He had

Santsehi

replied

:

"

Tho

17

1920.

fact

is,

TKe Star witk the Compelling Kyes WKich
Have Conquered Many ^A^ild Animals.

with them day after day, bo very alert and
quick-muscled. If I would return now, they'll
probably make short work of me."

Films in Which You May Have
Seen Him.
appeared in Goldwyn pictures with

HE

Farrar, two of which were
" Tho Stronger Vow "
in the GoUUvvn
version of Rex Reach's " Tho North Wind's
Malice."
Other photo-plays in which he has
appeared are " Hugon the Might v," a Universal
film, and
'The Garden of Allah," "The Still
Alarm," "The City of Purple Dreams," "Tho
Crisis," "Little Orphant Annie," "Hugon the
Mighty,' and "Her Kingdom of Dreams."
'lom's part in the latter film called for
First he is bearded, dirty
great versatility.

Geraldino
"

Shadows " and

;

and ho was tho featured player

and unkempt, and
immaculate.

later

he

is

well

is

Pathe.

to appear for I'atho in a series
of fifteen two-reclors of tho Western type,
the lirst of which is to bo " Beyond thr>
Trail." This is a fine film, and gives Tom play
for strength of character as well as muscle. It
is a story of strong filial affection, tendernes-),
and dawning love.
is

more capable of acting
Santsehi. Ho has been
featured in- so many characterizations that
require great strength and ability, and he set
a standard for strong-man roles in Rex Reach's"
''
The Spoilers," in which he had a great fight
There
Western

no

is

rolos

with William

film player

than

Tom

Famum.

His Forceful Eyes.

HE two
is

a fine specimen of manhood, standing
inches over six feet. He has thick,
hair and blue eyes that lookout fear
lessly upon the world, and civc one tho
impression of quiet force tho eyes of
a man who has trained many wild

—

1

fond oi motoring, and likes to do bis

Up With

and ferocious beasts.
He was born in Lucerne, Switzerland, but while still very young went

have not the courage to do that.
have not been with animals for
four years.
One must woii

Santsehi

Signs

SANTSCHI

wavy

.

I

Tom

groomed and

Tom

to

own

repairs.

Tom

America.

Santsehi and Geraldine Farrar in a thrilling scene in " Shadows."

:

Picture
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"The Man Who

Forgot.'

{Continued from

page

16.)

In
circumstances of his hurried departure.
liis letter he asked Mona to wait for him till he
returned from Salonica.
Jim Hallibar never delivered that note. But he
It
did show Mona a snapshot Seth had sent him.
had been taken by an officer on the transport and
showed Seth standing by the side of Viola Selwyn.
Mona Jennifer was very proud. She could not
understand why. if Seth Maiden loved her as he
professed, he had left her without savins; good-bye
And when she saw the snapor even leaving a note.
shot the fears that had been gnawing at her heart
ever since the day Seth went to tea with the admiral's
Seth had deserted her
niece took definite shape.
lor Sr iola Selwyn.
Then her pride turned the love she had had for
Seth Maiden into hate. She did not wish to see hitu
or hear of him acrain.
Had she but known it. while she was casting Seth
Maiden out of her heart, he was lying delirious in
l.ospital in Salonica. so ill that for weeks he hovered
on the brink of death.
But knowing nothing of these things Mona felt
she had been cruelly treated, and while she was in
that state of mind she found some consolation for
her wounded pride in the protestations of love that
Jim Hallibar was for ever pouring into her ears. In
the end she married htm.
As she stood at the altar of the little church Mona
realised that there was no love in her heart for Jim
like the love she would have given to Seth, but the
thought only made her more determined to do her
duty by the man she had married.
In the mpntlis that followed, Mona, though not
really happy, found a quiet content, and it was quite
possible that content might have gradually merged
i:ito happiness as the years went by.
But one dav
Admiral Balston returned to the village, and he
the
t

stopped her.
" Well, and how arc you. and how is my young
Seth Maiden ? " said Admiral Ilalston.
" I should have thought that you would have
known how Mr. Maiden is. as by this time he must
be married to your niece," replied Mona eoldlv.
"Married to my niece ? " exclaimed the admiral.
friend,

"

Goodness gracious,

girl

!

What do you mean

?

My

She
niece is married to an officer in the Navy.
was engaged to him when we were down here before."
Mona felt an icy dread stealing round her heart.
Something told her that Jim had deceived her, and
when the admiral had explained the snapshot and
other things and assured her that Viola Selwyn had
merely taken a friendly interest in Seth, she knew
that her happiness had been filched from her by
~
a lie.
In a furious passion she went to her cottage and
taxed Jim with his deceit. He could not deny it,
but he pleaded that it was because of the great love
he had for her that he had deceived her.
" I felt that I couldn't live without you, Mona,"
he said simply.
Well, you'll have to live without me from now
and to the end of time," replied Mona, her voice
" Do you think I
rising and her cheeks aflame.
could live with a man who had won me by a lie ?
A man that betrayed his chum ? "
The contempt in her voice aroused all that was
With a smothered
evil in Jim Hallibar's nature.
cry he sprang towards her, but Mona whipped up
a knife that was lying on the table.
" If you attempt to touch me. Jim Hallibar. I
will
kill
you " she said quietly. " I'm going
straight back to my father, and I never wish to see
you again ! "
Without a word Hallibar slonk out of the cottage.
A few days later he joined a mine-sweeper and on"
her first voyage she was sunk by a German " I'
boat, and the Admiralty report was -that all hands
were either killed or drowned.
I

—

MOXA
took

" Brenda of the Barge"

—a

lived on with her father and once more
out his fishing boat to wrest a living

;

Jim's black eye

;

—

But once again the calm
was disturbed. This time, by the
Seth Maiden, back from Salonica and

current of her

sea.

life

arrival of
invalided out of the service. Mona felt that in
justice to Seth she must tell him how she had come
to marry Jim Hallibar. and when Seth had heard
all, and told Mona of Jim's treachery in not delivering his letter, he took the girl in his arms.
" The best tiling we can do, Mona, is to forget
the past. Jim is dead and we ought to try to forgive him.
Let us take up our life again just as it
was before there came this terrible misunderstanding."

S.'iou;

October

I0(!i,

1920.

And Slona. crying softly on his shoulder, knew
that happiness had come at last. In the two yeara
that followed Mona lived in a world of sunshine
that was never darkened by a cloud. She and S
were married and the proud parents of a boy that
was the living image of Seth.
Then once again Fate intervened in Mona'.- Bfe.
Jim Hallibar returned to Torsea. He came In company with Salty Felton, who had found him in i
South American port. Jim had been picked up by a
Argentine tramp steamer, floating on a grating
which he had grabbed as the mine-sweeper sai.W
under his feet. He had received a blow on tti
head that had caused him to lose his memory. a:*d
be had been called by those who rescued him, " 'Hit1

Man who Forgot."
When Salty Felton found liim. Jim did not r
He listened while the Torsea fish
nise him.
told him who he really was, and that he had a- wife
in England, and after much persuading, he deciil
-jl-

'!

•

to

come home.

back the

I

Salty Felton's action in brii;j
thought dead was n K

man everybody

actuated by any high motive, but by a desire to
revenge himself on Seth Maiden because he had
married Mona and was happy. It was Salty who
arranged that Jim should meet Mona and Set!.
the two" were coming up from the beach.
" Here's your wife. Jim. and the man she married,
flunking you were dead," he said brutally.^ But if
he expected any sensational climax to his meau
revenge he was disappointed.
Jim stared at Mona and Seth and then muttered
irritably
" I don't know these people. I have never met
them before. I don't know why you have dragged"
I was very happy in South America
inc back here.

Then, without even another glance at
Seth, Jim walked away.

Mona and

Salty was furious at the failure of the scheme he
had planned so carefully. He ran after HalliUir
and in his endeavour to make Jim remember the past
he gave his own miserable scheme of revenge away
and showed that it was. not for Jim's happiness, but
for his own hatred of Seth Maiden, that he bail
brought Hallibar from South America. Gradually tlx
truth fixed itself in Jim's brain. He turned on
Salty with fury in his eyes.

Continued on page 23)

A

FINE

HARMA

PHOTO-PLAY.

The cast is a fine one, including JAMES
film
is
a human story with a happy blending ot pathos and humour.
In the top picture we set
VILLI S. as Brenda ; TOM COVENTRY, at the Bargee ; and BLANCHE STANLEY, as his wife.
The left-hand picture shows Brenda bathing
only five years old, and takes the part of the dying child o! the bargee and his wife.
while in the other picture, we see the bargee discovering the child which his wife has kidnapped to replace the little one she has lost.

new Harma

as Jim
H ARIORIE
DELPHINE LEWIS who is

KNIGHT,

.

Seth Comes Back.

from the

"BRENDA OF THE BARGE."

little

1

)

Picture Show,

October IQth, 1920.

BEGIN THIS LIFE STORY TO-OMY.

ters thee;
EXCLUSIVE TO THE

"

Show."
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Read This

A

The early struggles

First.

WEE

little mite gave a rendering of " Sunshine
in Paradise Alley " one afternoon at a sea-id'hotel.
The singing was out of tune, hut.
nevertheless, sweet. This was the debut in public oi

Norma Talmadge.
Years after, when

she and her two sisters, Natalie
and Constance, were schoolchildren, the three girls
gave a performance for their mother, Peg, and some
friends, of a small play.
Norma's acting was so

remarkable that her audience predicted a brilliant
future for her. And they were not far wrong
When Norma was nearly fifteen she applied at the
Vitagraph Studio, .and was taken on as an " extra."
After a year at the studio, in which time she got
very disheartened. Norma was given a chance, slit*
gave a wonderful rehearsal of her part before her
!

sister

Constance.

\

Norma Makes Good.
the bedroom rehearsal with ConAFTER
stance as her only audience, Norma slept
well.
The next morning she went to the
studio as usual. She was feeling nervous and
yet hopeful.
Young as she was, she had the true artist's
secret confidence in her own powers.
Deep
down in her heart, she felt that, given her
chance, she could make good.

And now

her chanco had come.

She had a

real part.

But there was always the

-

risk

of failure.

Something might go wrong. A thousand and one
things might happen to prevent her from making
just the impression she wanted to make, and
which she knew she could make if all went well.
So she was anxious and conscious of a certain
mental strain as she entered the studio.
She was quite at home there now, and had
many friends, but she was still looked upon as
a beginner, just one in the crowd.
To-day she conversed little with her associates,
hut stood apart, pre-occupied with her own
thoughts.
*>n» had to wait some time, for the big scene of
the play was being taken first, and iii this she
did not appear. The scene gave some trouble.
For some reason or other the lady who took the
loading part was in a bad humour and nothing
went right/ The sceno was taken over and
over again, and the producer was almost driven
to despair.

Now, Miss Talmadge "
startled by the sudden mention
her name. Mr. Wilmore's voice was unusually
"

!

Norma was
of

sharp.

-

.

The morning had been a trying one to him,
and he was irritated.
The studio hands were already busy arranging
the stage properties

"

for-

the next episode.
got to do,

You understand what you've
"

my

?
Mr. Wilmore, a little wearily.
" You sit on that seat. You have just discovered that your lover is unworthy'. You are

child

said

despondent and miserable.

Please don't smile.
Do try to look miserable. Then your lover
appears. Now this is important.
When you
seo him, you are not to be joyful and you
are not to be angry.
That comes later. At
first you are simply agitated.
That gives him
time to make love. You don't resist him not
at first you just endure it.
Then ho produces
the ring.
That's your cue. .You fire up and
turn him down. Tho part is a bit mature for
you, but do your best."
Owing probably to the fact that lie was tired
there was a dreary note of hopelessness in his
Cloarly he did not expect much of the
voice.
little actress.
If she did just well enough to
pass, and did not make the scene absolutely
ridiculous, it was as much as he hoped for.
Norma flushed. She was stung by the note
in the speaker's voice, and if she needed any
farther stimulant to do her best she had it now.
first

—

—

The three Talmadge girls were always devoted
to one another from their earliest days, and the
bond of affection has never been loosened, but
in CVnst.in'-e's attitude towards Norma there is
n!-o something cf reverence, something of hero-
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of these girls,

they were stars, make
most fascinating
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With an effort of will she forgot everything
but the part she was to play. The glare of the
calcium light, tho commonplace surroundings of
the studio simply ceased to be as far as she was
concerned.
She became the young girl in the play thinking
of the man who had been weighed in the balance
and found wanting. The man who had won her
love and then proved unworthy.
She sat on the garden seat, painted to look like
marble, and waited. With mournful, yearning
eyes she gazed at the camera.
Utter misery
was depicted on her beautiful expressive face.
Then suddenly her expression changed, and
she gave a quick turn of her head.
The unworthy lover was approaching.
Then ho appeared. He was a clever actor,
though his name is now forgotten, and he played
his part well.
He had to represent a man with
a double, personality. In the grim fight for
dollars he was hard, cruel, and relentless
but
when he turned his back on his office ho was
gay, irresponsible, and light-hearted, the ideal
hero of a simple country maiden.
It was in this second personality that lie nowappeared.
When she saw him Norma's first impulse was
to welcome him, as of old.
For a moment she

worship.
This remains to the present day. If you go
to interview Constanco she talks about Norma.
"Isn't sho wonderful ? " she will exclaim
with her pretty face aglow.
In early days, of course, this attitude was
even more marked. Norma had achieved, if not
fame, an assured position and a handsome salary
before Constance left school.
She was talked about
she received score3 of
letters
from unknown admirers, and even
exhibitors in far-away England began to bo
clamorous for more of her pictures.
This seemed very wonderful indeed to Connie,
and filled her w ith awe.
Thus, in spite of her self-confidence and that
delightful cheekiness which has always been her
chief characteristic, she was secretly a litt'.o
nervous when she asked permission to accompany her sister to the studio.
Norma, however, replied with a hearty assent.
" Sure
Why not "
" You don't think they'll mind me butting
;

'?

!

;

away by the charm of the man who
had won her heart, and she almost forgot that
other man she had seen in the office.

w;;s carried

All this the little actress contrived to convey.

Then the man made love, and the girl seemed
more and more unable to resist the fascination
of his personality.

At last the moment came when the man took
her hand and produced the ring.
For a moment Norma stared at it. Then she
looked away and gazed.at the camera. But it
was not the camera she saw. The thing she saw
was a face distorted by greed and cruelty.
With a cry she snatched her hand away, and
staggered back, and into her wonderful face came
that look of horror, loathing, and disgust.
It was so marvellously realistic and betrayed so
truthfully the deepest emotions of the woman's
soul, that someone looking on gave a gasping cry
of astonishment.
Then came Mr. Wilmore's voice no lonser
languid and weary, but tense with excitement.
" Good
Hold it "
Then tho whirr of the camera ceased and
Norma knew that the sceno was over.
She awoke as from a dream, and looked about
her. wondering if she had failed.
The first thing she realised was that someone
was shaking her hand with extraordinary
!

!

heartiness.
It was Mr.

Wilmore

himself.

"My

dear child, that was great. If you go
on like this, you will be the Sarah Bernhardt of
the screen " he exclaimed enthusiastically.
Norma's eyes shone with happiness.
" You you think I shall be able to take
real parts ? " she asked eagerly.
The producer laughed.
" 1 think, my child, in a very little while you
will be choosing your own parts, and if you
don't make one of the biggest successes in the
business, then all my experience goes for
nothing."
From that day Norma Talmadge never looked
back.
!

—

The

Commencement

of

Constance's

come

to the studio

Career.
"

QAY,

Norma, may

I

with you to-day ? "
Little Constance asked the question
with assumed carelessness, but her bright eyes
betrayed her eagerness as she looked up at hor

lJ

brilliant sister.

" Not a bit.
They let me do as I like now."
This was true. By this time Norma was a
very privileged young person indeed at the
Vitagraph studios.
So the two sisters went together, and Constance was so delighted by the experience that
she made a habit of going whenever she had
tho chance.
Perhaps even then deep down in her heart
she nourished the ambition of following in
Norma's footsteps, but she certainly never
dreamed of the dramatic leap to fame she was
destined to make.*
One day she came home very excited and
dropped five dollars into her mother's lap.
Mis. Talmadge opened her eyes.
" Who gave you this, child ?
she demanded.
Constance drew herself up to her full height,
and replied with a careless flourish of her hand
" I earned it ! "
She had, in fact, been given a small " bit " in
one of the productions, and the five dollars was
her reward.
From this time Constance attended the studio
regularly, and she was frequently given occa:

sional " bits " to play.
The opportunities for distinguishing herself
were not great, and the remuneration was decidedly small, but Constance was of a sanguine
disposition, and now that she had made'a start

she was quite sure that nothing would be able
to prevent her from mounting the other rungs
of the ladder leading to fame and fortune.
And indeed a certain measure of success came
to her quickly.
Before long she was taken on
as a member of the regular Vitagraph Stock

Company.
She was only given very minor parts, however, and at times she
wondered a little
unxiouslji if the day would ever come when she
would be given a chance in something big.
Meanwhile Norma was becoming a star. In
those days, before the war, the Vitagraph was
one of the best sellers abroad. It was said at
the time that the European sales paid all tho
studio expenses and other incidentals, so that
the American output was clear profit. For this
reason the Vitagraph people were more interested in European opinion than was the case with

many

of their rivals.

- One day as Norma was leaving the studio sho
was stopped by the business manager.
Excuse me, Miss Talmadge,'' he asked,
" but you have a pretty big mail, haven't you ?"
The young actress nodded, smiling.

" Yes,

I

can't find time to answer halt

my

let-

seems such a shame when people are
so kind as to write to me.
And they say such

ters,

and

it

nice things."
'

How

many- letters have you had this week
(

Continued on page 20-

?

"

-
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"
"

One hundred and

From

strangers

Any from

19.)

forty -two."
"

abrottd

More than

half of
interesting.

"
?

them are

British."

We ore getting known.
"That's
Miss Talmadge. There's no doubt the Britishers
like the Vitagraph stories."
" I think they like me a little," said Norma,
smiling.
of

To-day Norma Talmadge receives an average
2,000 letters a week from her unknown
all parts of the world.
large proportion of these are

admirers in

A

from young

women who have been

fascinated by her personality, and by her skill in portraying the
emotional soul of youth upon the screen.
She confesses they are a great joy to her and
an incentive to do her best.
" I get real happiness and inspiration from the
letters which girls write to me," she said recently.
For the actress on the speaking stage there are
curtain -calls and sustained applause to encourage
her and let her know when her work is at its best,
but in the studio there is no applause. These
letters from unknown admirers take the place
of that."
It was shortly after this that an event happened that caused something like a sensation
Incidentally it
in the film world of America.
was destined to influence very powerfully the
lives of the Talmadges.
A firm called the Triangle, with the now
famous D. \Y. Griffith at its head, was organised.
A number of prominent stars were engaged at
balaries which were then considered enormous.
Mr. Griffith was one of the first to realise; that
personality counts for even more on the screen
than it does on the stage, and he was ready to
pay a high figure to any artist possessed of that

Some Reliable Shampoos

— The

quite
usual thing nowadays to hear
IT cries fromagirls about
the ill-health of their
hair. They complain that it is falling out, or
that it has become dull and lifeless, and very
hard to do up nicely for all the parties and
dances that crop up at this time of the year.
True it is that the sunlight and various elements
with which the hair has come in contact during
the holiday months have not improved its
texture ; therefore, a little careful attention will
is

be essential just now.

Look

Your Health.

to

variation
the quality, quantity,
THEtexture
the hair
largely due
in

health

of
of

is

the

individual

;

and

to the
persons of

temperaments usually have less
abundant and less glossy hair than those of more
robust and sanguine dispositions.
Mental
trouble, late hours with an insufficient amount
nervous

of sleep will frequently cause the hair to fall
out and become thin. Of course, it is absurd to
tell a girl not to worry, for she may have cause
to do so, but late hours can be avoided, and
every girl should see to it that she gets her full
proportion of sleep.

Tips From a Star.
JUANITA HANSEN,

who, as you know, has a
wealth of wonderful blonde hair, says that
regular care must be given to the hair if it
is to be kept nice.
Here are her suggestions
for keeping the hair strong and healthy
" It is a great mistake to wash the hair too
frequently such a practice tends to make it
:

—

priceless gift.

One day he

strolled into a picture

house

New York and saw Norma Talmadge on

duction.

Mr. Griffith, however, sat

it

through,

and he was interested.
That night ho wrote a letter, and the next
day that letter fell like a bombshell in the homo
of the

—

A

the Talmadge family who
member
THE oneBrooklyn
was
with
of

left

Natalie

is

regret
Natalie.
often spoken of as the youngest

but this is not so. As a
matter of fact she is a year older than Constance.
This seems an appropriate place to give the

of the

Talmadge

girls,

Norma
actual birthdays of the three sisters.
was born at Niagara Falls on May 2, 1897, and
is therefore now in her 21th year.
Natalie was born at Brooklyn on April 29,
1899, and is thus in her 22nd year.
Constance was also born at Brooklyn, and
her birthday is also in April the 19th, and the
year 1900. She is thus in her 21st year.

—

Hat.

hair,

and scalp

it

in a healthy state.

" There are

many preparations on the marked
shampooing the hair, yetl believe in making
my own shampoos, for I do then know the com
position of the mixture.
Here is a recipe for
oily hair Dissolve some soft soap in hot water,
and to this add a pinch of borax and a few
drops of pure ammonia. In this wash the hair.
for

-

:

" An egg shampoo is excellent for dry hair,
although it is a little expensive in these days of
high prices. Still, it preserves the hair, so it b
worth the outlay.
" Beat a fresh egg to a froth, adding an eqmT
amount of lukewarm water. Rub this mixture
into the scalp just as you would an ordinary
shampoo, and afterwards carefully rinse with
tepid water.
This shampoo will cleanse the
scalp thoroughly, nourish the roots of the hair,
and will not clog the pores.

Take Care With the Drying.
washing, the hair should always be
AFTER
thoroughly and carefully dried with
-i

rough towel, but not with a

fluffy one,

as the fluff is apt to come off and get entangled
with the hair.
"Of course, my hair is short, so I do not
have much difficulty with the drying, but 1 have
heard of girls putting their hair in the oven ti«
dry, when it is very long. If they only knew the
harm of such a practice. as well as the danger
1 am sure they would not do such a silly thins.
The dry heat of the oven is not good for tho
hair, and in time takes the colour out of it.
The very best method of drying is to use iam
or rather, to get someone else to fan your
hair for you.
The current of air will dry it
quickly.
However, if you are compelled to
dry it yourself, and wish to dry it quickly, do
These can be heated
this with warm towels.
continuously in the oven, and the head dried

—

—

composed

entirely of

powder

-

turns up from the face.
A jaunty little bow of the ribbon placed at
one side of the hat adds a touch of piquancy
to the chic little affair.
You can obtain patterns of this hnt f
one shilling (P.O. to be made payable to tW
Picture Show) from Picture Show, Pattern
Dept., 291a, Oxford Streety London, W. 1.

uesful

and becoming little " pull-on " hat of ribbon
wear on winter days. No. 28,331.

A

for

Natalie was always very proud of her pretty
but for a long time she felt no desire to
At her mother's sugfollow in their footsteps.
gestion she went to the Vitagraph Studios, and
bits " to play,
on rare occasions she was given
but the work did not appeal to her.
" It is no use, Peg," she said one day, " it is
not my line. Two movie actresses in the familyI'm not pretty and I'm not clever
are enough.
sisters,

!

interposed
"
Mrs,
Talmadge.
of all iny daughters.
You
could learn anything you wanted to learn.
But
if the screen does not appeal to you. then you
had better leave it alone. The great thing is to
be interested in your work whatever it is.
But
you must take up something and make yourself
self-supporting. You won't be happy otherwise."
Natalie acted promptly on her mother's suggestion, and began to study book-keeping, shorthand, and typewriting.
She soon became proficient, and she was doing
quite well in a modest way when the family had
to leave Brooklyn and journey West.
She wondered what the new life held for her,
and she was not very hopeful. She was a
thoughtful, serious-minded little girl, fond of

Nonsense

V

Natalie.

ing the

ful little affair

to see

start out West
you never know."
" If I accept the offer it will only bo on condition that they consent to give Connie a trial
too," said Norma loyally.

However,

should not be
forgotten that cleanliness goes far towards keepbrittle.

blue ribbon, that

It's a

—

Trie Import-

Ribbon

Girl's Winter Hat.
is truly becoming, but it h
the way " when worn with
the big coat, the collar of which muffle*
well up into the neck for the sake of warmth.
Tho small " pull-on " shape, therefore, i*.
without doubt, the most comfortable, and
most charming of all of this type is the hat of
ribbon. The Picture Girl possesses a delight-

in surprise.

about packing, of course, my
long journey, and we shall want
a lot of things."
"
"Then you think it's all right ?
" Of course it's all right."
" You don't think there's any mistake in
the figures ? It's it's an awful lot of money.''
Mrs. Talmadge surveyed her handsome daughter with a look of motherly pride.
" Not more than you aro worth, my darling.
This simply means that they have found you out.
will have to give up her work.
I 'oor Constance
Hut never mind. Maybe she will get another

both dry and

s

big hat
THErather
"in

".

Why,

Girl

The Picture

Talmadges.

read it and then stared at it increduFinally she
lously for
a good half minute.
took it to her mother.
" Peg,"she said, " whatdo you think ofthat "
Mrs. Talmadge took the "letter and read it
through twice. It was a brief note, containing
an oflor to Miss Talmadge to join the Triangle
and naming a salary which was so big that it
didn't look real.
Mrs. Talmadge put down the letter, rose to
her feet, and proceeded to hurry from the room.
" Where arc you going, I'cg 1 " asked Norma
"

Picture

With a circular, rough movement."

Norma

dear.

1920.

30'/-,

—

in

the

was " A NeighThe
screen.
bouring Princess," and judged by modern standards, it was not a particularly brilliant proof the picture

title

October

IN THE
DRESSING-ROOM.
—
—
—
Falling Hair Its. Cause
ance of Careful
Drying

'!

" Yes."
"
"

page

S

You are the cleverest

Dresser.

study, and perhaps she was just a little afraid of
life.
She loved her brilliant sisters, and gloried
in their successes, but she knew that Nature
had not provided her with the gifts which \\.\A
been so bountifully bestowed upon them, and
her own very real r.nd solid gifts she was too
modest to value at their true worth.
As it turned out the journey proved a great
event, a great step forward, in the lives of all
the girls.
To Norma it meant the beginning of fame.
She was already a film favourite with an assured
position, but now she became a star.
To Constance it meant that she was to get her
first great chance and the opportunity of making
•» great personal hit in one of the finest productions that have ever been filmed.
And to Natalie it meant a fuller and moro
interesting life with plenty of work, which it
a delight to do and which brought her a crowd
of new and congenial friends.
With this chapter we come to the end of ho
first phase of tho wonderful careers of the Til

ml
I

madges.
Next week we enter upon tho second phase,
which is one long record of dazzling success.
(Continued next

u-tek.)
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FOR READER/ Of 'G1RL/X1MEMA'
EVERYONE

is

COLOURED
one

seen.

Make

huge success of "Girls' Cinema" and the lovely
new companion paper of ours is giving away. Every-

Plates this splendid

paper and everyone agrees that the plates are the finest they have ever
shown above— one is given free TO-DAY the other next week.
sure ofthemboth. This week's "Girls' Cinema" is full of good things and includes
likes the

The two

—

latest are

:

"Heart
The

talking about the

story of

Of The Hills"
Mary

and most famous
' i

!ap

'

abe|W

of her rollicking schooldays.

Shown Up By Her Family
The

film.

,M
?f?S!f
Mabel Normand s own story
" Who's

"

Pickford's newest

-

story of a girl's fight to " better herself. "An unusual tale you are sure to like.

Stories
of
Violet
Life
o»
iMCWart ¥~»
HOmC
MOpSOIY <SL
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Who

Norma Talmadge's own page —The "Glad Rag" Page by Gregory Scott Violet Hopson's
Own Dress page— Priscilla Dean's Beauty Hints —The Love Affairs of Kathleen Clifford —

In Filmland."
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IN

CASH

[prizes
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Fate and Your Future a splendid short story, entitled " Over
other good things. Do not miss this grand new paper.
:
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Learn to Draw
YOUR own home

in
THE

School's postal tuition course
twelve complete lessons is the easiest and
most thorough method possible of learning to draw,
lieginning at the root of the subject it takes a student
From the single line to the finished drawing, embracng every phase of art work, such as landscape, still
I

London Sketch

of

story

Ufe, fashions, advertisement designing, posters,
Each student is given individual
illustrating, etc.
is a pupil's
special branch

IF

you want

nwn

and

taste for

any

illustrating fullv developed, but the course is
squally as valuable to the advanced student as to
The course includes hundreds
the absolute beginner.
easy and fascinatof valuable illustrations on charts,
ing to follow, and endorsed by present pupils as the
instruction.
of
method
most
efficient
best and
the training enStudents do not become copyists
able
become
tires that they
to produce original drawings,
which if they desire to turn
if

;

profitable
to
talent
good
bring
will
Read these appreciaprices.
tive letters received this week:
" / consider that
have
I
their

account,

progrcs, due to
your instruction. A'ol only has
the school improved my work,
it has made me ambitious."

made

rapid

Another
to

" The
what I wanted,

writes

charts are just

show how

the

:

thing should

be done."

Vet another student:
" The
are
lessons
c re at, and the critiinstructive
and
cisms
helpful."

Write at
illustrated

one

for

ART

PROSPECTUS p-sf,
tree and copy this
FREE
sketch for

^1

CRITICISM.

SCHOOL

LONDON
:Studlo249), 34,

PATERNOSTER ROW,

E.C.4.

know

REAL LIFE

ACCORDING
time ago,

instruction, which means that not only
particular stvlc

to

to
it

-anvthifia

about Films or Film Plavenr
He

STORIES.

an announcement made a short
was stated that an American film

company had decided on an

entirely ne v dethe ordinary type of motion pictures.

parture from
Instead of depending on fiction, the company had
selected the principal characters from people in every
station of life, and such incidents from their past as
would prove interesting were to be woven into plays
for picturization on the screen.
So far, none of these
real life stories for the films have been shown in this
country, though possibly they may be brought over
here in time, if sueh indeed is the intention.
I am reminded of them, however, by some of the
letters I have received.
These have come from readers
who neither desire the visual information nor wish to
get on the films themselves.
But all of them feel
that their past lives are unpublished documents which
would bear interesting telling on the silver sheet.
Unfortunately, this is a matter on which I am not able
to advise, since the criticism and placing of scenarios
But
with likely producers is not within my province.
the curious point concerning these proposals is that
the readers who think their lives would make good
filming, have all had some great sorro -, and. therefore, sufficiently pathetic to be of into ejt to others.
Most people
This, however, is where one is apt to err.
feel that they have something in their lives which
would be of peculiar interest to their fe'.low-leiags.
It is a pardonable kind of vanity, and in certain casei
there happens to be sufficient reason to justify pub-'
licity.
But sorrow as a subject for entertain me it
would not take.
In the case of the American film company, which
hopes to exploit, a new avenue in film plays, the real
life stories to be selected for the screen will only be
those teeming with excitement and actual adventures.
How far they will be successful with the public it is
too early to predict.
As a new feature, they will
probably arouse a certain amount of interest even if
they do not, as is more than likely, attain to the same
height of popularity as plays based largely on imagination.

THE EDITOR.

has played in "The Happy Warfior," " Katun <
Gentleman," " Big Money," and several others.
" Tony " (Sheffield!.
You are not quite as tall ai
your two favourites, George Walsh and Charles Hutchison, whose heights are 5 ft. 11 in., and 5 ft. 10 lit,
respectively. But there is hope for you yet.
" Seasides "
(Whitley Bay) and " ANX10
Helex " (Camden Town). Just a little reque.r.
about Ann Little. Weli. here you are. Age, twenty
six. and birthiHace Sisson, California.
Some of fchc
films in which she has appeared are: "Less Tfia
Kin," "The Squaw Man." " Alia- Mike Moran." »u
"The R aring Road." She gives her height as r.
0 in., and her colouring as dark hair and brown eye
"TIGER Lit.Y" (Rhondda Valley).— 1 have w«t
heard of the artiste you mention, hut I imagine y u
must be thinkiitg of Ashton Dearholt. His wife is
Helcne Ross.;n. and he was born in Milwaukee. V 3consin. His eyes and hair are both dark.
" BrTTERfrp" (Plymouth).
You are in love wttH
Crcighton Hale's " nice crooked smile " ? I like i'.
too.
John Bowers was the hero in " Hulda from
Holland." and Marshall Nellan played a similar role
in " Rags."
Sheldon Lewis was Perrv Bennet and

—

—

-

1

t

f>

—

the Clutching Hand in "The Exploits of Elaine."
Fang in " The Lightning Raider " was Warmv

Wu

Olaud.
No. 63011, L.Cpl. A. R. JEXKIXS, A Coy. 4'h
K.R.R.C, Balgraith Spinney, Quetta, India, apneafor any reading matter which could be sent hiin s»
that he and his comrades might pass away the dull
hours they experience.
B. R. (Wyuberg). 1 should not advise you t
waste your money on cinema school fees, -1 hough
1 know nothing about the Caje Town concern you
mention. Pauline Frederick has been referred t
as - the Mrs. Patrick Campbell of the screen,"
which does njt mean, of course, that she L-> t:ie

—

>

-

latter person.

—

"Little Grfe" (LytheringtonV So you ha\e,
turned up again with another list
Ruth Cliff ur
twenty, and Betty Compsnn is a year younger.
Warren Kerrigan is 6 ft. 1 in. Ruth Roland has
reddish-brown hair and dark blue eyes.
Vampire " (Sheffield). I am glad to have your
appreciition, and do not mind your litt'.e bit 1
criticism at all.
Von say yon cannot understand
I

!

is

—

t

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this papsr
goes to press a considerable time before piiblica .
tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiiing an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Show," Room

Editor, "Picture

House, Farringdon

Street;

85,

The Fleetway

London, E.C.4.

—

convince you that there is nothing
better for satisfactory home baking.
will

Cakes, buns and pastry raised with it
are of fine and even texture, light and
perfectly wholesome.

M. A. (Perak). Thanks for your appreciation.
I am ulnd to hear this paper sells the best in your
distant part of the world.
The Triangle film you
saw was filmed in America, and the Arctic scenes
in it were all cleverly " made to order."
Sec the
results of our voting competition in the issue fur
July 3rd, frenn which you will learn whom our readers
consider to be the most beautiful actress, etc.

—

Viviknnf. JANE (East Twickenham). f*o you have
given yourself a new nom-de-plume this time. No,
You like change, and the
1 don't mind, of course.
kind I prefer ^s all silver. Eugene O'Brien is notover 6ft. I believe It is his real name. Just three
" The Perfect Lover," " Sealed
of- his films are
Hearts," and " The Broken Melody." No, Marguerite
Clayton and Ethel Clayton are not related. Clinrles
Ray is twenty-nine. Of the others you mention,
Pcggv Carlisle i« British, but Anita Stewart, Milton
Davis, and Betty Blythe arc all
Mills,' Mildred
Americans.
Nora
(Huddersficld).
What Is the
asp
Peqoy
likeness, Nora, you have noticed Iwtween Eddy
Russell
?
You
will
have to tell
Polo and William
:

—

Formerly known a* 'Paisley

Flour.'

Mtde by Brown

& Polwa— at

reliable as their

Lucille Love is Grace Cunard, and Pearl Grant
Eddy Polo's wife. No. it was not Elsie Ferguson,
but Betty Blythe in " Tangled Lives " with Hmtv
Morry.
'*
WlVXIE " (Newcastle). So you just adore Thcda
Bant, the "dark-eyed beauty." Thirty Is her age.
and Cincinnati Is the place where she w»« bom.
Dark blue eyes and dark brown hair forms her
Ashton Dearholt was the artiste in
colouring.
" Pitfalls of a Big City," and William Scott In " The
Forbidden Room."
" Dinky " (Hemsworth).
Yes, yon a«e right
about Victoria Forde being Tom Mix's wife, but at
the moment I have not heard whether they have any
kiddies. So your brother-in-law is an exact double of
James Knight. Particulars concerning the latter are*
llurnia player, bora in Canterbury. His height is
5 ft. 101 In., with brown hair and dark grey eyes.

me.

1/1. 6Jd. and 2Jd. per pkt.

is

Cere Fleer.

—

'

BUY THEM

—

The Children's Newspaper
•VERY FRIDAY-

2d.

why

this p«rivr givts so

lilnis

asking

attention to Brttl-h

are not worth seeing."
Would 1!
you to know that readers are constant ly
more and mere new- ol our productions

whieh

surprise

much

'

'

for

so you see how opinions differ. The photo; I
sue tor
want of Theda Barn apjieared in the
December I3tli. and you might write to the published
for it.
She was born in Cineinnatti, Ohio. hi
i

'"
Salome." the others w'-o riipported her were
G. Raymond Nye (King Herod). Albert Kcscoe (John
the Baptist), and Herliert Have* (Sejnnus).
" Well Wisher " (Hull).— Do yon mean " A
Square Deal" with Margarita Ki-her as the star?
If so, the hero wis J.u-k Mower.
Eyes <>t
In " Tl
Julia Deep" the hero was Alan Forrest.
(More answers next week.
:

>•

>

M

PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

WHERE

TO WRITK TO VOIR F.VVOI'RITK

—

FILM STAR. You are kindly request
Not to ask for any addresses by past, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to 'he
answered. If you wish to communicate at on. e
with any artiste not named below, write yoiir
letter,
putting the name of the star on the
loose lii. .-tamp to
envelope, anil elieloi-e it with
the Editor, The Pictire show, Room 86, Th,London.
House.
Farringdon
Street,
Fleetway
E.C.4., and It will he forwarded by the next mail.
If the letter weighs more than 1 or., it wdl require
an additional Id. stamp for eaeh extra ounce. Sueh
letters cannot be specially acknowledged by the
Editor. Remember always, when writing to artistes,
to give your full name ami addre-s, iih hiding the
name of your county and country, and mention the
Picti re Show to ensure the safety .of a reply. .It
must be understood, however, that we cannot
guarantee that sueh letters will be replied tj.
Plea.-e keep the*e addresses for reference.
1

1

Madge Kennedy. Milton

Sills, care of Goldaryo

Film Co.. Culver City, California,

V

S. A.

Mary Milks Mister. Cosstanof Iunnky,

rare of
Pictures Corpn., 46?, Fifth \ venue. New
York City. I s V.
RrTH Clifford, care of Froliman Amusement. Corporation. The Times Building. New York City, I'.H.A.
(More addresses next week.)

Ibalart

'

!
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Man Who

(Co

Forgot."
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tae1/r

" I seo it all now," he said.
Ton didn't want
to befriend me by brinjrmB me back home to see
memory, but
if the old
plaoe8 would restore
bceause you wnntcd to wreck the happiness of these
out, did no
can
make
far
as
I
two people, who, so
harm. 1 have seen some mean skunks in my time,
yourself
Look
after
as
you
!
but never one so mean
for I mean to (jive you the hiding of yonr life."
as o
shook
him
on
Salty
and
Jim Hung himself
Fear gave Salty strength, and
terrier would a rat.
he
was
no
he managed to break away. He knew
match for Halllbar and as the latter turned he picked
blow
on
tip a piece of rock and struck him a cruel
the head. Then, leaving the man, he had so foully
used as an instrument to wreck his revenge lying
senseless on the shore, he ran back to the village.

my

Jim was found bv some fishermen, and in regard
had him taken to the
cottage they used to share and sent for the best
doctor in the district to attend to him.
.
for their old friendship Seth

And wliilc Jim Hallibar was fighting for his life,
Mona and Jim were trying to find a way out of the
terrible situation that faced them.
Mona had gono
straight away to her father with her baby, and Jietli
was lodging in the village.
Seth had consulted a lawyer, but had been told
that Mona's marriage with Jim must stand. Tho
last hope taken away from him, Seth Maiden decided
he must go away.
He made over to Mona all he
had, and decided to go to Jim Hallibar to say goodbye.
Hallibar had recovered from his injury, and with
his recovery had been restored his Memory.
" It's a terrible business, this, Seth," said Jim, as
his old chum sat down in the cottage where, in tho
" I've
long ago they had lived together in friendship.
made a mess of things all my life. I robbed you of
Mona with a lie, and I'm sorrier than vou can ever
know that I did It. I don't expect either of you
to forgive mc that, but I think you both know that
my coining back here this time was not my fault.
If I'd have known what I was doing, I would hav u
killed myself first
but my memory had gone and
that skunk Salty used me for his own ends."
;

£1,000
FOOTBALL
PRIZE

£1,000
First Prize for

people will read with breath-

"TREBLES"

Novel by

Author

the

•WITHOUT MERCY " & "BLACKMAIL"

—a

tale 2 will ion
less interest.

Begin

TO-DAY J

it

"

no use worrying about anything now Jim,"
" I forgive you everything, and I know
said Seth.
this last business was not your fault.
But It was
only right that you should have come back, Jim.
Mona Is your wife and nothing can alter that. I'm
going off by the first train in the morning and I
thought I'd say good-byo first. Here's my hand
and all I want to ask you is to be good to Mona."
Jim Hallibar held out his hand, but he did not
appear to be listening to Seth's request.
" I want you to promise me something, Seth.
Promise me on your solemn oath that, you will si-e
Mona before you go. I can't tell you why, but
It's

promise."
Seth hesitated and then said
" I promise, Jim."
The ne\t morning. Seth, carrying his bag, knocked
:

af old Jennifer's cottage.
Mona answered the door.
" I didn't want to distress you any more, Mona,
but f saw Jim yesterday and he made mc swear I
would see you before I left."

As he spoke Tarpaulin Jack came running up with
a letter which he handed to Mona.
" It's from Jim Hallibar," he said.
Mona opened the letter. It was very brief and
stated that he had wished Seth to see her and her
baby before he left. There was another letter inside addressed to Seth, which Mona handed to him.
Seth turned nale as he read it and then passed it to
Mona. The letter read
" Dear Seth, This will bring your wife and little,
*nn back to you.
There's no law to prevent you
and Mona being man and wife now. I fixed that
at sunrise. I've always been to blame, mate.
'"
Jim."
Your old chum,
:

—

—

of

New

A Superb

•

And when the evening tide came in, bringing with
the body of Jim Hallibar. there was a peaceful
smile on the dead man's face which told that in
giving his life to bring happiness to those he had
wronged, Jim Hallibar had felt no regret.

it

(Adapted from incidents

in the

Harma

photo-play, by permission.)

Amateur Talent Wanted
The Advcit
r who is a ConnnlUnt enjy. Not aTntcr.
with long :onneclion leartinfl Producing Company I
X urgently
requiring gifted Amateurs, is prepared to
•

1

'

interview and give advice to those desirous of entering
this profession. Candid opinion of Ability and prospects
are reqnired&adsppliat success given.
cants wboshow theaV'ility looked for are offered positions.
Apply by letter only to

*

NO FEES
—

*

X
»

REC0FILMS, 38, Piccadilly, LONDON, W.l. J
****************************** *********

ARE YOU FAT?
Or are you getting fat? Do not waste big
money on quack medicines that do not
cure. Spend a little money wisely on
ure's Only Remedy— TH1NZU TABLETS,
-will restore you to your normal si nines s in
few weeks. Sent post free with directions, in
plain wrapners, for P.O. 1,3* Don't delay.
i

THE THINZU TABLET

CO.,

J50,Lambert House, Ludgate Hiil.Losdox.E.C-

THE NEW PATENT

SOUND DISCS
completely overcome

DEAFNESS and

HEAD NOISES, no matterof how long
standing. Are the same to the ears as
glasses are to the eyes.
Invisible,
comfortable.
Worn months without
removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.
THE

A.J.

WALES CO.,

171.

NEW BOND

ST..

LONDON,

W.l.

A big help —and a big helping
To make your puddings and cakes with Bird's Egg
Substitute means a big help in the kitchen, and big helpings
at the table.

6oUitr

CAST
IRON

piUV

Children love the nourishing and delightful dainties prepared
Egg Substitute — and they cost so little in time or
effort to make. Only one teaspoonful to each cake or pudding, and
no eggs or self-raising flour needed.
In this way Bird's Egg
Substitute saves money as well as time.

with Bird's

Make your children happy to-day with some delicious
golden cakes and puddings made with

—it will cook quickly
and thoroughly.
a scientifically proved fact
more quickly in
CAST IRON —you save Coal I
It is

that water boils

CAST IRON lasts

—you asave Money !

CAST IRON

lifetime

Pan«

are

hygienic Kitchenware.
chip and are easier

enamelled

steel

most

to

clean too.
with shortor tinware.

INSIST O-V CAST IRON.
Procurable at

B

all
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They do not

DONT BE PUT OFF
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Ironmongers.
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In Packets and Tins with excellent and reliable recipes.
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Vim also quickly
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" Snooky "
" Snooky " is a star in Chester Comedies, but perhaps you do not know him looking so glum:
can't find a photograph of himself in his favourite paper. Hence this look of despair. He sent this photograph, so we took the hint.

Do you recognise him ?
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PAY ^ MORE FOR
The Easy

Way

to

Beauty
—is the

I cilm

a

AND BE CURED
QAISY

Way

little Icilma Cream, Guaranteed PreW'ar Quality, rubbed into the skin every day,
Nothing could be easier nothing
that's all.

have proved

Thousands

this

of

— so can you.

women and

tween a

Headache

girls

is

an extra ha'penny when

at stake

makes

all

?

What is J d. extra
the difference be-

cure, and a just
difference between a
of pain.

safe, certain

— the

and anight

Times Better Value.

5

and

Though a Daisy

costs you but one halfpenny more than its " cheap " imitators,
we pay for its ingredients FIVE TIMES
as much. Daisy is really different ; for instance, most of the ordinary headache
cures are made with acetauilid, but Daisy
contains none of that substance.
Dr.
Wallace's letter makes plain the high im-

Neuralgia.

No

other toilet cream contains Icilma Natural Water,
which stimulates the skin to Natural Beauty and makes
smooth and transparent. Icilma Cream
complexion
the
does not leave a shine on tlie
is sweetly clean to use
and cannot grow hair. Try it now
non-ureasy
is
face
useful in all weathers.

—

—

is

it

rossible cure
night ol ease

effective cure for

—

effective.

when

and marvellously

Just a

more

WIIAT
Health

is
the
absolutely safe

portance of thisaudconflrmsour claim that
D-.isy is immensely better value to you.

Doctors Approve Daisy
has received wiitt.'n medical ap— it is everywhere recognised as a pure
and harmless preparation which removes the
pain absolutely, but hasjio effect on the system.
Read the Physician's letter below and decide in

TJaisy alone

proval

future to take NOTHING hut

rvAlSY

Cream

everywhere

it

daily

and

each,

8

2

3,

for

at
for 1/-,
for

60

20

free

(specially convenient
1/3 per tin.

be

to

Super

there

-

anywhere
do not

with

Kreem.

Sharp's
Where

—time and place
count

when

you've got Super-Krccm
does
tl.*j
n either
weather. Insure yourself

—

against

life's little

worries

by investing regularly
a

large

tin

of

—

in

Sharp's

pure,
Super Krcem
wholesome and delicious.
-

in

decorated
\,

You

i

and

tins
i-lb.

—also

tins.

should also try

SHARP'S

ROYAL NOUGAT.

:n

•,

\

to

and compliment yuu on your commercial
courage in placing an unusually costly formula,
safety,

DAISY

Ltd.

command

of ths

AI.I.Al K, M B

.C M.

at a reasonable charge, at the
public— Yon is faithfully.
iMfiiei'; ll'il-.l'.KTMiN
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Keep your boys at Home

?—

Encourage the happy home- life

habit.

IT up to you as a parent, to cultivate in your own household
the desire to remain at home during the long winter evenings.
Your children will show no inclination to " wander" if you install
Watch their faces
a Riley " Home " Billiard Table in the home.
as both the boys arid girls revel in the enjoyment and excitement
is

game yields.
And what better relaxation

a Riley

for yourself after the cares and
worries of the "daily round and common task."
Send a postal order to-night for 16'-, and you

1 £il
J nu n
\J m QOWI1
.

,

ana
I

w
>ou

nijmiiiri
receive

a
•.

wW
jf

will receive
carriage paid to vcur door' (if
within
mile railway station! 'the wonderful
' Home
" Billiard Table complete with
accessories,
jf a fter SC ven days trial you are
net satisfied, pack it up, advise Riley's and they
will h*ve it 'C"invrd.
1

"'' e y' s

I
|

Sold loose by weight or in
4-/6.

from any possibility, of causing

the system.
1 lay gaeat stress both on its efficiency and

form)

LEEDS.

is

—

depressing ingredient acetaoilid tantefebrinj
i>yau infinitely safer and more certain principle,

-.

DAISY TABLETS

look your best

:

Hagmarkel. Piccadilly Circut. lonion.W.
Dear Bltfl. ToUC Daisy Headache Cure merits
my complete appi'>\al, and I am especially
pleased to note that you have replaced the.
64.

2d.

6

DAISY (or headache

Dr. Robertson Wallace writes

sold.by

^stores and chemists

Price 113 and 21- per poi everywhere.
Flesh -tinted Cream, 119 per pot.

Use

it

Home
Billiard

Table
—
down

16'-

whilst
table,

you
you

balance in
tive

and then,
have th<pay
the

if

consecu-

May

ri Table ruling a

convenient
Measures
sice to At any ordinary sited room.
6 ft. 4 ins. by 3 ft. 4 ins. Other sizes prices in
,

monthly payments.

Riley's

«r|f

Xf ImUc.

Cash Mat. £.13-10-0 a

aeliiihtfully

proportion, £8-13-0.

"Combine"

Billiard

—

and Dining Table.

—

In addition tn the "Home" Billiard Tables Riley's have another style the
" Combine" Billiard and Dining Table really a magnificent piece of furniture, and a perfect billiard table.
-This size also can be secured on easy
payments, spread over ao mouths. Cash prices from £24-10-0.

—

Wri'.e to-day for Illustrated Price List,

E. J.

RILEY,

Ltd., Newton Works,

London Showrooms

:

ACCR1NGTON.

147, AlUersgate Street, E.C.

<£8

—
ricture Show, Xovcmber

dtft,
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Pli6b,qTapKg ard Paragraph.^ oP Pictures. Play^ and Player/*
so the coming screen version of Robert W.
Chambers's novel, " Athalie," is expocted to

Music versus the Screen.

SAW

Ivor Novollo just before he left London
I for Paris, to see himself as others will see
him in Louis Mercanton's film version of
" Miarka."
Ho told me that he does not intend to desert
his musical work for the all-conquering films.

As you know, his latest song, " Thoughts of
You," is being sung with tremendous success
by Miss Jose Collins, in " A Southern Maid,"
Mr. Novello says
at Daly's theatre, London.
that it bids fair to rival his
the Homo Fires Burning."

Gareth Hughes as "

paper for picture-goers.

— —
+-*

YOUwas

there
another pleasant surprise for those
who look forward to our Art Plates.
As soon as you turn to our centre supplement
you will know it is here. There are more and
more of these beautiful pictures in which the
hero and heroine are posed by your favourites
Will you write and tell me i£
in filmland.

you

like

them

Tommy."

— —
*-¥

Raymond Wants

to Know.
you know that Raymond Hatton, the
character actor now appearing in Goldwyn pictures, says that he receives more
letters from admirers in England, than from
Yet Mr. Hatton is an American,
America?
and has never been in England. How do

DO

Now

for this

?

—

*-f

the Spiritualistic Screen Play.

YOU know there

a

is

wave

of public interest

now sweeping through the
Three of the most successful
plays in London have this theme, "The Unknown," " The Crossing," and " Mar}' Rose,' r
in spiritualism

country.

Art Plates should also
fourth coloured
presented with No, 4 of the
" Girls' Cinema," out to-morrow.
This is
entitled " Say Yes," and is a beautiful proposal scene, the hero and heroine being the
well-loved film stare, Charles Ray and Scena
Owen. These pictures have received such
universal praise, I couldn't resist a last
reminder to my readers of the Picture
Show to be sure and secure copies for
themselves.
of our
is

The Wonder Man
Show."

AS

in

the

"

The

Wonder Man."

story of the film has been secured

Picture Show, and will run
commencing next Monday.
Every man and woman

for

is

determined to pilot a
machine on her own account before many more
weeks have elapsed.
She admits that the work is both hard and
tiring, but she feels that knowledge as to how
to pilot a machine is bound to come in useful
to her some time in her film work, so she is
this end in view.

working with

Dangerous Dance Frocks.

1GHTED

gas fires and Hawaiian dance
frocks do not take kindly to each other
when the gas stove is alight, for, as you
know, these hula-hula frocks are made of grasB.
This was the cause of what was nearly a tragedy
at the Metro studios the other day, when one
of the dancers who was working with Madame
Doraldina, walking past the lighted stove,
swished her skirt in the fire, and in an instant
was in flames. One of the men immediately
grabbed a coat, and threw it around her,
smothering the flames before much damage
was done.
Needless to say the other Hawaiian danoers,
cold as they were in their tropical frocks,
kept away from the stove, thinking it better
to be cool than burnt.

L'

HEAR

that Dorothy Phillips is nursing a
bruised head, as the result of being hit
by a cocoanut, hurled from the dizzy
height of a giant tree, by a large ape.
Four
members of the ape family were used to give
realism to her coming picture, " Men, Women,
and Marriage," and it was when Miss Phi'lips
was enacting a most dramatic scene with
James Kirkwood that this ungentlemanly ape
hurled the nut.
Dorothy says that a large
picture hat she was wearing probably saved
lier from more serious injury than she re-

T
I

While Ward Crane, whom most of you
have seen as a dapper city youth, wa3 reared
on a farm. The best plays of these respective

The
for the

stars are said to be the ones shortly to be
released.
Charles Ray in " Peaceful Valley,"
and t Ward Crane, with Anita Stewart, in
" Harriet and the Piper."

two weeks,

The Pope on

is a story of love, intrigue, and sport.
Don't miss it, and tell your friends. They
will thank you.

the Film.

pictures of Pope Benedict the
MOVING
XV. have been'secured, after many

—m—

months of effort to remove the bar
These
against camera-men at the Vatican.
constitute the first
remarkable pictures
opportunity ever given to view the Supreme
Prelate in action, as well as to witness tha
most sacred ceremonies of the Vatican.

This For You ?

JAMES KNIGHT

tells me some kind reader
the PrcTuitE Show has sent him a
tobacco-pouch, but he has no means of
ascertaining who the sender is, as all the
signature on the little note was " A female
reader of the Picture Show," and there was
no address.
Mr. Knight begs me to convey his hearty
thank3 and appreciation of the gift. So,
little lady, who considers James Knight -the
" best actor in the whole world," Mr. Knight

is

is not always an asset for a screen player
to be " born to the part."
For instance.
Charles Ray, 'you must know, was born
and reared in a town, yet it is in the " simple
country boys " parts that he excels.

It

of

thanks you

WYNDHAM tells mo she busily
POPPY
trying
learn the strictly technical side

IT

in the country
will be interested in this story, which has
a real hero playing the part of a reel hero.

Is

be a Pilot.

Their Best Parts on the Screen.

"Picture

I

title,

to

ceived.

expect you know, Georges Carpentier,
the man who is world famous as a
boxer and a perfect type of manhood,
has appeared in a film. This film has the
fitting

*-*

^

remember that the
picture

— —

She Means

An Ungentlemanly Ape.

?

Just a Reminder.

LOVERS

this film.

to
of flying, for she

America as a member of the Welsh Players,
and has stayed there ever since.

you account

This Week's Pleasant Surprise.
will remember I told you that

Keep

to

DUDLEY'S

smile
is
proof
enough that he is pleased with this issue
of the Picture Show.
You'll find a
copy in every British studio, any Monday
morning you look in. And now British films
are coming to the fore, you will find more news
of our own British players in this premier

historic "

HEAR that Gareth Hughes has been chosen
I - to enact the role of Tommy in the picture
version of J. M. Barrie's famous novel,
" Sentimental Tommy."
Gareth has risen to
the forefront of film players in the brief space
of twelve months, after making a great imAs you know,
pression on the speaking stage.
he is only 21 years old, was born in Wales, went

Famous Readers of the " Picture
Show.
No. 43. — BERNARD DUDLEY.

BERNARD

now

create a sensation, when it is shown over here.
The story centres round a girl, possessed of
psychic powers. From her sheltered country
home, she becomes a popular and well-known
spiritualist.
We shall see Sylvia Breamor,
Conrad Nigel, and other popular players in

Troubles Never

Come

WHITE has
PEARL
shop.
the repair
No. not Harold

Lloyd, but

MARGUERITE L00MIS
St.

Antony."

BRYANT WASHBURN

in the

Glasses do

make

and

film " The Sins of
a difference, don't they ?

coming

Singly.
both of her cars

And

the

hitting

mind.

in

athletic

actress put them there" herself.
drove one over an embankment to

She
avoid

That she did not
two children.
But when she backed into a ten-ton

——
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Charlie forsakes the Country.
CHARLES RAY is to depart from his usual
country boy role, in his coming film,
" Nineteen Phyllis."
He is to appear as a
dapper nineteen-year -old city boy. It is said
he has never had a part in which Charles revelled
more.

A

Surprise for Him.

A

GOOD story is being told of a picture palace

manager who is very fond of Bryant
Washburn.
He had a large picture of Bryant in his lobby,
and always booked Bryant Washburn's pictures.
This went on for so long that Bryant Washburn
became to him the most familiar figure in the
world.

When he heard that Mr. Washburn was in
London, he wrote him, and one night Bryant
Washburn called at the picture palace.
" Do you know," said the exhibitor, " I wa9
absolutely offended with him for a moment,
because he hadn't recognised me, said the ex" It was a full minute before I realised
that he had never seen me before in his life."
'

hibitor.

—

Bessie's Real Name.
you know that Bessie Love's real name
is Juanita Horton, though this fact is
almost forgotten, even by those who gave
it to her.
If you were to meet Mrs. Horton, she
would probably tell you she was Bessie Love's
mother. Bessie Love is as much Bessie Love at
homo as she is on the screen, only there they
pronounce it Bessie, Love. She has no brothers
or sisters, and is not married, but lives with her
father and mother in a pretty little bungalow

DID

near the studio.

LIONEL SCOTT, who

has appeared with great
success in " The Flag Lieutenant," " David and
Jonathan," " The Golden Nib," " The Definite
Object," " The Tavern Knight," and is now
playing a part in the coming Ideal film version
of

" The Manchester Man."

truck and smashed her speedster, Miss White
was sore. Mow she has to travel to and from
her work in a hired taxi.

The Egg -Timer.
famous
MANY
.times they

screen stars can tell of hard
endured before they won a
Bill Hart tells
place in the film world.

when he lived with a friend in a
lodging that was meant only for one, by the

of the time

-

simple ruse of going to see his pal late at night,
and forgetting to go home.
Another story is told by Tom Mooro. He
and two friends waged a weekly battle against
the expense of living, and a losing battle it was !
They had pawned everything marketable
except a gold watch. One of the trio would not
let this go, because ;ho liked his eggs boiled two
and a half minutes exactly in tho morning. A
second more or less, spoiled tho entire day
for him.
His two friends argued that he must let it go,
and eventually pointed out that if ho did not,
there would he no eg^'s to time.
Then came
the great idea. Tom suddenly solved the
problem.
" We'll pawn the watch," he said.
" But
I know
before we pawn it, wo'll time my pulso.
it's regular
then we can time your eggs by my
,

—

About

do you
WHAT
Mary

think of this ? I hear that
-Piekford's out-going post is so
heavy that the Los Angeles post-office
has requested her to use cancelled stamps, thus
saving tho government the expense of hiring
several extra clerks just to cancel the Pickford
postage.
By the way Nazimova delights in
her letters, and tells with great glee of one she
has just received from a Japanese, who expresses his admiration of her by calling her
" A Leaping Lark."

Not a Convincing Clothes

Presser

WALLACE

MacDONALD

has proved conclusively that he could never make a
In his new
living as a pressor of clothes.
role he was called upon to spend an afternoon
pressing trousers.
He pressed some of his own.
The Hollywood tailor has been busily engaged
for several days in an effort to undo what he
did to his hapless trousers.

A

Angeles.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
shop up

stationer's

went into
Hollywood way to

recently

Last Word.

TO andmy

readers who like a really fine serial,
thore are a few, I expect, who do not,
havo a special piece of advice to give this
week, and it is this make
no mistake about securing a
copy of ! Answers " at once
and reading tho first long,
instalment
of
wonderful
the great romance, entitled
all

1

t>

purchase a new fountain-pen. The clerk
submitted a number of specimens for his
approval, and suggested he should try them by
writing his name.
In an absent-minded sort
of way, Sessuo scribbled on the blank sheet
before him the Latin maxim " Tempus Fugit."
Probably the clerk was a disappointed autograph fiend, for his face fell considerably as
1

he said

:

" Oh, is your name Fugit ?
Now, do you
know, you look so much like Mr. H.-.yakawa."

Dark or

Fair.

THEringing

latest of screen

modes appears to be

a change on the

stars'

crowning

Colleen Moore, filmdom's darkhaired Glad Girl, is, for the time being, a
dazzling blonde.
No, it's not peroxide, but a
wig, her latest part mysteriously demanding
glories.

this metamorphosis.
Anita Stewart in '•' The
Yellow Typhoon " has also been proving that

she can be just as beautiful whether dark or
Little Mary Miles Minter, who is at
fair.
the
parts of mother and
present playing
daughter in " Sweet Lavender,'' on the other
hand, has been camouflaging her sun -kissed
A
tresses with a black wig for certain scenes.
little boy who saw her at the Studio the other
was
refused
believe
that
be
in
fact,
to
day,
talking to the Mary ho had adored on the
screen, until M.iss Minter let him have a peep at
tho yellow locks beneath tho sedate black wig.

Why ?
WARREN KERRIGAN
JACK
the scenarios that are sent

Letters.

MacDonald

" OVER THERE."
FROM
Notes and News from Los

reads most of

him himself.
Most of them are very bad, but Jack says
that about the worst he ever received was a
script that came to him by roaistered mail
entitled " Why Do I Live t
A letter accompanied the scenario urging that it should be
And after wading
given immediate attention.
through somo dozen pages of futile and untutored efforts, Jack sat down and wrote the
'*
In reply to
author the following comment
your inquiry per script. Because you mailed
:

it

instead of delivering

it

in person.'^

B. V. D.

THEBobe

secret has. leaked out that tho initials of
Daniels are B. V. D., said initials
having been discovered on a suit-case,
and the > ownership sleuthed to Miss Bobe.
Nothing very sonsational in this, you will be
thinking, only it happens that in tho States
B.V.D. is tho trado mark of a universally
popular brand of gents underwear, which is, in

known by no other name. Bill Desmond
used to sport his initials on the door of his
motor-car with a harp of Erin entwined, till
the urchins mado him abandon the effect on
account of tho harp looking suspiciously like
a V.
fact,

1'lsie

—

Codd.

PAID IN FULL."

:

pulso

"

!

idea was adopted and Tom relates with
a laugh that it was quite succ -ssful. Better
times have come since yien, however. Thank
goodness. .».-.'

The

;

— —

-

•

Bessie Love, Authoress.

OF

special interest to Bessie Love's admirers

the announcement that she is to publish
a series of tales written by herself, known
as " Bessie Love's tjood Night Stories." Theso
will describe tho lives of numerous denizons of
tho fores", real and fantastic.
Notably among
them are tho Little Blind Squirrel, tho Jazzo
Bird, tho Whoposopolis, the Grasshopper, and
Tho stories wero written
tho Whipplelita.
essentially for children, but will appeal to grown-

ups as

is

well.

seen Bessie yet in " Over the
Garden Wall ? " It is her latest, and to my
mind one of her happiest plays

Havo you

Tho author of "Answers"
new autumn sorial is the
John Goodwin,
famous
whoso hovels, " BLACKMAIL" and "WITHOUT
MERCY-" first appeared
" Answers," and havo
in
since sold by hundreds of
thousands in book form all
'

over the world.
In his new sorial story
you have all seen tho striking posters drawing attenthe Editor of
tion to it
" Answers "
has secured
ono of the finest story

—

dramas over penned. If you
aro not alroady reading
" PAID IN FULL" you
will

thank

me

for

my

timely hint.

Fay

Ft liner.

AGNLY AYKES and MAIUOKIE DAW have just returned irom a lhght.
WESLEY BARRY put on a stray cap and said be bad been flyin?. too.
You can

see

what the

girls

say to this

Picture Show,

Korcmber

ttfi,

5

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE " PICTURE SHOW."

PAULINE FREDERICK and JULIAN ELTINGE are both very fond of horse riding. They were photographed
before they went for a canter — PAULINE FREDERICK looking more beautiful than ever in her riding-habit..

A
"

A

tense moment in one of the thrilling scenes of
Smashing Barriers " a Vitagraph serial. The stars
are EDITH JOHNSON and WILLIAM DUNCAN.

—

scene from "

MAURICE TOURNEUR
old fort at his studio in

Madame Peacock " showing Madame NAZIMOVA.
of a

queen, she confers her favours.

With

SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

and

bis wife,

TSURI AOKI,

enjoy a quiet read at home.

discussing scenes for " The Last of the Mohicans " with British soldiers in the
Universal City.
This famous story, by James Fenimore Cooper, which is a great
favourite with all boys, should make a fine film.

the hauteur

and dignity

That charming

DANA,
a scene trom ous
—VIOLA
" Cinderella's Twin."

little star,

of her films

in

>

Picture Show, Xovcinbtr bth,
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Our

Splendid Serial Telltng of

The Case

a

Man's Ftght Agatnst Fate and of

for the Prosecution.

case against Galloway assumed a black
THKaspect
from the

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY
JOHN GALLOWAY is saved from the wreck
Sweet

Alice.
for his friend,

start.

The newspapers seized upon
avidity, and the public followed their

it

full

ATHALIE RAILTON,

cry.

The romantic circumstances of the wreck of
the Sweet Alice, and the amazing exchange of
identity, gave the case outstanding features.
Needless to say, capable journalistic experts
soon ferreted out all these interesting details,
and served them up sensationally for the benefit
of the reading public.
As circumstantial evidence they told heavily
against the prisoner, John Galloway, alias Dyson
Mallet, as the newspapers described him.
The man in the street immediately judged
him guilty. Even the circumstances of his
arrest— hat less, dressed in flannels, stained with
the mud of the ditches, and torn with brambles ;
hiding amongst the hay in an .old barn discounted any possibility of innocence.
The coroner's inquiry was held in the village
inn, and the result was that Dyson Mallet was

—

found to have been wilfully murdered by one

John Galloway.
The police offered no evidence, and at their
request Galloway was not permitted to give any.
Other evidence showed conclusively that Galloway when rescued from the sea had papers on
him which seemed to show that he was Dyson
Mallet. He had been brought to Mallet's house,
and although, according to the evidence of Mr.
Railton, he had for some time insisted that his
name was John Galloway and not Dyson Mallet,
ho had eventually accepted the latter identity,
presuming apparently that Mallet was dead.
It was further shown that on the day of the
murder the dead man was at the local inn, the
very inn at which the inquiry was held. Ho
seemed to have money in his pocket, although
in the matter of clothes and general appearance,
ho was in a deplorable condition.
Ho- bought

refreshments

for

tho

thirsty

and in exchange questioned them perand successfully about the man who
name and was living in his house.
It was noticed that what he learned in this
connection seemed to amuse him highly.
Further important evidenco was given by
natives,
sistently
bore his

Mrs. Weston, housekeeper at Mallet's house.
It appeared that this good lady, a nervous
soul, soon after retiring had heard voices in one
of tho lower rooms.
Mr. Mallet, or tho man whom she then imagined to be Mr. Mallet, had sent her to bed not
long before, and so far as she knew ho was
alone in tho house with the exception of herself
and tho three maids.
Consequently when sho heard talking below she
was alarmed, and perhaps a little inquisitive.
Sho got up and came downstairs in her
dressing-gown and bare feet.
She found that the talking was in the smokingroom, and not wishing to reveal herself in her
dishabille, she had taken the liberty of peeping
through the keyhole in order to assure herself
that her master's house was in order.
Sho had seen in tho room her master, now
known as Mr. John Galloway, and " as perfoct
a gentleman as she had ever met." That sho
would say if all the coroners in the world tried
to prevent her, and say it she did.
Her master was in his white flannels. But
in tho room with him was another whom sho
had sineo identified as tho dead man, tho subject of this inquiry.
They were talking, that

was all she could say.
She did not hear what they wero saying, and
sho did not try to hear. Sho hoped Hhe knew
her position and her duty as a housokeoper.
But sho had noticed that tho dead man was
drinking something from a glass, and, so far as
Hhe could seo, the two men wero talking in a
friendly way.

hi recovers he

is

with

The

mistaken

police.

IRMA GALE

was also on board the Sweet
and John thinks she, too, was drowned.
one day she comes to see him.

Alice,

But

ALICE MERCER

writes a letter addressed to Mallet,
She goes to his
hinting at a past love affair.

and finds Galloway impersonating his
While they are talking, somebody
them from the garden.
DYSON MALLET, whom Galloway supposes to he
drowned but after spending a delightful day
with Athalie on her birthday, John returns
home and finds Mallet fast asleep in an armchair in the smoking-room.
Dyson is quite friendly, but Galloway leaves
the house. He sleeps in a barn, and is awakened
by a policeman telling him he is wanted for the
murder of Dyson Mallet.
house

friend.
shoots' at

;

Having seen that she went back to bed, a little
in mind because the stranger appeared nothing but a tramp, but satisfied that
there was nothing for her to worry about.
She had not seen either of the men leavo

exercised

the house.
The evidence .collected by the newspaper
experts, however, showed that the two men
had left the house by way of the French windows, and had walked across the lawn apparently together. Their tracks across the grass,
walking side by side, were quite plain, though
they were lost when they came to the field
path which led eventually to the high road.
The police-court proceedings opened the next
day at the sleepy town of Marlingham. Only
formal evidence of arrest was given, and tho
police immediately applied for an adjournment
of a fortnight.
The prisoner,

name

of John
Galloway, and admitted that he was not entitled
to that of Dyson Mallet, pleaded not guilty.
The newspapers continued, to turn up new

who accepted

tho

evidence about the case but warily now, knowing the pitfalls which lurk in the words sub
judicc.

John Galloway had, much to his surprise,
found himself represented in the police court
by a solicitor, an able Marlingjiam man named

Hansom.
He had not instructed a solicitor himself, having no money to pay him with. Conscious of
complete innocence, he had been quite content
to allow the case to go to trial, understanding
that the Crown woidd appoint somebody to
dofend him in tho last ordeal. As to tho final
result of this he was not in the least troubled.
His mind was sufficiently full of other matters.
The day after his arrest he had, by permission
of tho prison authorities, sent a letter to Athalio
Hailtou duly censored, of course.
The letter contained only these few sentences.

—

In the circumstances Galloway did not think
he was entitled to say more.
" I am guilty of everything except tho murder
I did deliberately conceal my
of Dyson Mallot.
own identity and live under another man's namo
and in his houso. I allowed you to give trie your
friendship under a name to which 1 had no title.
But Mallot was my partner, and the idea
that I should murder him is inconceivable He
camo to the house that night. Our interview
was perfectly friendly. His attitude towards my
deception was one of surprising generosity.
did not quarrel or have a single word of bitterness.
When I left tho house I left him alive,
and as well as when I first saw him.
" I am not at all anxious about tho outcome
of this case, and am content to leave it to tho
ordinary course of justice From you, however,

Wo

1

expect

belief,

right to expect

although perhaps

I

have not much

it.

"John

No

Gaixoway."

reply

came from

Athalie, nor did Gallo-

He

might, however, have
he could have known

way expect

falls

in love.

was duly forwarded, and the prison
handed a copy of it over to the

letter

authorities

of the

whom GaUoway

020.

^fVonderful Love.

Dyson Mallet. He protests, but
no one believes him. Mallet was engaged to

with

lead

When

a

1

one.

been more comforted

if

the circumstances.
At the news of John's arrest, and the charge
against him, Athalie had collapsed, and for two
or three days her condition was alarming.
Mr. Railton had opened the letter from GaUoway, and, exercising his parental discretion,
had locked it up in his own desk and said not a

word about
The day

to anybody.

it

after the opening of the polio
case, Ransom the solicitor, called upon the
prisoner.

He was a middle-aged man who had seen a
good deal of criminal practice. He looked at liis
client shrewdly.

" Who instructed you to defend- me ? " was
Galloway's first question.
" I am instructed by a friend of yours,"
" But, of course, if you
replied the solicitor.
have another solicitor whom you would prefer,
I am quite ready to step out."
" I have nobody," returned John, " and I

have no money to pay for my defence. I am
quite satisfied for you to' conduct my case, but I
should like to know who my friend is."
" That I am unable to tell you," returned
" I have given a pledgo that I
Mr. Ransom.

— —

not reveal er his name."
Galloway shrugged his shoulders.
" I am
" Very well," he said resignedly.
very much obliged to him, and 1 am glad there

will
.

is

somebody who believes in my innocence."
At the word innocence, Mr. Hansom pursed

his
"

mouth slightly.
With your permission," he

" I
judiciallv,
*
fight."
"

A
A

said slowly

and

propose to admit that there was a

" said John startled.
Tho man was not shot or stabbed,
knocked about, and there is a nasty

what

?

fight.

but he is
blow on the head which tho medical evidence says
might have been caused by a blunt instrument."

He
"

smiled drily.

Seem

to have heard that expression before
somohow. Very well, that injury might easily
have been caused by a fist. It will troublo tho
experts to prove that it was not. There you are,
There was a light, thoro was
there is my case.
plenty for you two to right about. Manslaughter

—

The difference is tho difference
not murder.
between the scaff ild, and say twelve months'
imprisonment, perhaps not so much. You
complicated matters by running away. If you
had stayed and seen tho affair out, the police
would not have dared to bring a murder charge."
Galloway stood up abruptly.
" I am sorry, Mr. Ransom, I -shall not 1» able
to ask yovi to conduct my case."
" Why not T "
" Because that is not my case."
" What lino do you suggest then ? "
" I am completely innocent," returnod Gal" I did not in any way cause the death
loway.
nor did 1
of my old partner, Dyson Mallot ;
contribute to it. When. I left him ho was aJivo
and well, and I did not run away from him at all.
If you represent me that must bo your lino, and
I wish you to put me into the witness-box
straight away."
" Hum " muttered Mr. Ransom.
" Very
dangerous for you to go into tho witness-box
.

!

you arc innocent."
you say that onco more, Mr. Ransom,
we part company here, and I will get on without

unless
" If

a solicitor," said Galloway.

Such was tho position of affairs when, two
days before tho adjourned hearing, Billy
O'Farrcl landed at Liverpool.
(C-n
tn page
•

•
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF MARC MACDERMOTT.

(Special to the "Picture Show.")

MARC MacDERMOTT.

The

WKo

Star

Longs

To Return

to

Buy

England and

a

Cosy House Along

tke Thames.

WHEN

Marc MacDermott decides he has worked
long enough he will return to England, find
a real cosy house and farm somewhere along
tho Thame.?, and settle down for good. Of course
we will be glad to have Mare MacDermott back
with us again, but we do hope he continues to
appear in pictures oven after he
settles down."
We believe Marc MacDermott is really better

known
he

to tho picture world of Great Britain than
to the American public, for the reason that
have always claimed him as one of our own, and

is

we
wo have
"

Ha

!

to his

Ha

talked more about him and looked forward
appearance on the screen here.

Played With Mrs. Pat Campbell.

MacDERMOTT
MARC
New South Wales.
career in

was bom

He

in

Goulburn,

began

Sydney, Australia.

his

stage
to

He came

and appeared with Mrs. Pat. Campbell
in " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray," and played the
lead with her in a tour of England of Sudermann"s
" Joy of Living."
Mr. MacDermott went to America with Mrs. Campbell,
remaining there a year. After his return to England he
toured the provinces in " Sherlock Holmes," under the
management of Charles Frohman. He returned to the
United States, and for one year played with Richard
Mansfield.
After that he went into motion pictures,
boine engaged by the Edison Company.
He was with
London,

this

company

six years.

Around the World Making Pictures.
clever
THIS
pictures.

Appealing.

He

actor admits

that he has enjoyed
has been sought out by many
directors, so that he has been idle very little.
was sent around the world twice at the head of

He

a company to make scenes and pictures in various
countries.
" Each of those trips took nine months," he declared
to a representative of the Picture Show, who was
" That was some
visiting the big William Fox studios.
years aao, and it seems strange to me to hear to-day
the excitement that is created in the papers if a company
contemplate? such a .trip. Recalling those trips is odd,
because on the second trip Charley Brabin was the producer, and here I am to-day being directed by Charley
Brabin in a new Fox picture."

Films In Which He Has Appeared.

MacDERMOTT spent
MR. graph,
being starred

two years with Vita'"
Babbette," " The
in
Sixteenth Wife," and " The Price of Fame."
''Mary Jones's Pa," which was called "The Beloved
Vagabond " in England. A year's illness kept him out
of pictures. Then he played in " The Thirteenth Chair,"
and was with Norma Talmadge in "The Blue Moon."
Under B." A. Rolphe, he appeared in " The Red Virgin "
and " Even as Eve." He had appeared in Fox pictures
before, and so when tho Fox Company was preparing to
make " Kathleen Mavourneen," Mr. MacDermott was

/

"I hate you

"
!

picked for the squire.
He did a splendid piece of
work. His acting is always of the best, because Marc
MacDermott takes a pride in doing his best, in fact,
doing things just right is his big hobby.
Then he was engaged for the big Fox special production, " While New York Sleeps." This is one of the most,
powerful pictures of the year, ft shows three phases of
New York's darker side. In the first Mr. MacDermott
is a tramp, in the second he is a man-about-town, and
in the third phases MacDermott gives one of the greatest
pieces of acting ever shown on the screen.
He sits in a
chair by a fireside, dumb, cannot hear, cannot move his
But the acting with the eye? alone will cause
body.
MacDermott to live long and distinctly in the minds of,
the people who see this remarkable picture.

MARC MACDERMOTT.

If

you wish to write to him, address your

Care

letter:

Fox Studios,
1401, North Western Avenue,

of

Los Angeles,
California, U.S.A.

When He Comes

to England.
in another big Fox picture when the
representative called on him.
They sat on a piece of furniture that was part
of a "set," and talked about Mr. MaeDermolt's return
to England.
" Yes," he said, " I want to go back there and get a
house somewhere on the Thames and settle down. Oh,
don't laugh
I realise that houses are as scarce as heu's
teeth just now but in five years' time England will be
back in her old stride. I feel that I would like to sit
down and rest, and to me a home along the Thames is
more restful than anything I can think of.
" I hope when I get to England I will be able to
write a story about pictures in the States for Picture
Show. In the meantime give my best wishes to all your

was
work
HE Picture
Show
at

!

Longing

for

sympathy.

readers."

"

I

don't trust you.

"

How

do you do

?'

—

-

G
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" The Price

gfs

Honour."

The Coming

(Cont
P

u

Z eV)

rom

of Billy O'Farrel.
partner

and Dyson

When

the other two, tired out with
it, had left the Calamity
North Rhodesia, with a small opinion
of gold mines in general, and their own in
particular, Billy O'Farrel had remained behind,
their luck or lack of
in

unconquered.
Ho had remained behind to toil and moil
and sweat in the tunnels of the well -named
Calamity Jane. Now he, too, had come homo
to look for his partners.

Ho had

not even heard of the disaster to the
The name brought nothing to
him, because he did not know the name of the
boat in which his two friends had travelled

Sweet

Alice.

home.
every morning at the door of the Calamity Jane, and, in
fact, no newspaper of any sort happened along

The newspaper boy did not

call

in Billy's direction.

When he got down to Capetown and put
himself in touch with the events of the day, the
story of the wreck of the Sweet Alice was
ancient history and he heard nothing about it.
Consequently when he landed at Liverpool,
and learned that one of his two partners was
dead, and the other was on trial for murdering
him. it was news indeed.
Billy was a partner and a friend of the first
water.
He had many things to do, things of importBut he dropped everything. This busiance.
ness of his two partners became instantly the
Before doing anything
ehief matter for him.
else he must clear Galloway of this absurd
charge.

Ho

thought

it

would be the simplest thing

in the world, being himself a simple soul.
Ho appeared suddenly before the police at
Marlingham, and was interviewed by an inspector who had the case in hand, or said he had.
" This man is innocent," said Billy briskly.
" Why, of course, he's innocent
The thing

entitled to.
Finally, nobody held out to him the slightest
hope that he would be able to do anything to
help his much loved friend and partner in his
hour of trial. So the same evening he rushed
back to Marlingham, and nightfall found him

wandering in Brandon woods, near the spot
where Mallet's body had been found.
And here, under a great beech tree, he found
a girl on her knees weeping.
When Billy, with his ready sympathy for
any human creature in distress, touched the
girl on the shoulder, she turned a blanched
tear-wet face up to him.
Billy was not old enough to be her father,
but he was ten years her senior and looked more.
" What is the matter, my dear ? " he asked
gently.
flood of sobs answered him, and mingled
with them ho caught the name of Dyson Mallet.
At once Billy became on the alert. He sat
down on a bole of the tree, and waited until sho
had had her cry out. Then he spoke to her,
and there was something in his voice, some
magnetic quality of manly tenderness and

A

sympathy with sin and frailty, which made her
reach out to him blindly.
" What is your name ? " he asked quietly.
" Alice Mercer," replied the girl.
" I don't know who you are," continued
Billy, " but you have just spoken the name of
a friend of mine, a friend and partner of many
years who is now dead."

—

"

"

*'

Very

My name

the prisoner and the

—

!

"
the murder was committed ?
" In Rhodesia— no, on the high seas on

my

way back from Rhodesia," said Billy.
" Ah
Then I don't see that you can have
!

anything to say
weight at all."

about

the

matter

of

any

you the man is innocent." per"
'' Isn't there any weight in that ?
sisted Billy.
" Of
" Very little," returned the inspector.
course, you can, if you like, give evidence with
regard to Galloway's character when he was in
Rhodesia with you, though I don't see that it
Nevertheless, I will
could do him much good.
take your address, and hand it to those in charge
of the ease.
The adjourned hearing is the day
after to-morrow, if you wish to be present."
Billy left the address of his hotel in London,
and extracted a private promiso from the inspector that he would send him a wire if there
were any interesting developments before the
"

But

I

tell

adjourned hearing came on.
Billy O'Farrel, however, was not the- man to
leave the matter at this. Ho was disappointed,
because ho had imagined that after ho had made
his statement to the police, Galloway would
at once bo produced, and he would walk away
with him arm in arm.
As it wa9 things did not look vory promising.
So Billy paid a visit to Dyson Mallet's house,
where he interviewed Mrs. Weston and gavo
that lady the same assurance as he had given
to the police.

Subsequently he went post haste to London,
where he plunged in and out of the otlico doors
and even cornered
of leading (inns of solicitors
;

O'Farrel.

Billy

I

" I have

SPECIAL NOTICJb
NEXT MONDAY

!

will

begin the thrilling story of

"THE WONDER MAN,"
which

in

GEORGES CARPENTIER,
the world-famous boxer, takes the star
part in the screen play soon to be released
by the Ideal Film Company.
" THE
MAN " is a tale of

WONDER

LOVE, SPORT, and INTRIGUE.
Don't miss

the

Story

Monday's

next

in

"PICTURE SHOW."
make you

It will

appcgi/iate the

play more when you sec

Take that

straight from me."
" Very interesting, Mr. O'Farrel," said the
" Where were you when
inspector soothingly.

O'Farrel,

together called the Calamity Jane."
" Yes, yes," whispered the girl,

interesting,"
said
the inspector.
Mr. O'Farrel, that is not evidence.

" Why, I know all about them," said Billy,
with vivacity. " I I've lived with them both
For years I
in a hole in "the ground for years.
tell you
And if you want to know a man
inside and outside, you live with him in a hole
Then you'll
in the ground for years and years.
know him, and you won't know him before.

is

was Dyson's partner. I have just come from
Rhodesia, where wo worked a mine claim

see,

What do you" know about
dead man ?

—

you are his friend ? " said the
her wide eyes searching his face.

Dyson Mallet

girl breathlessly,

!

absurd I tell you. John Galloway would
rescue a cockchafer out of his tea and let it go
again sooner than kill it."
is

" But you

listened to his

vehement arguments and protestations with
far more courtesy than Billy was, perhaps,

was Galloway's
BILLY O'FARREL
Mallet's partner.
Jano

who

» great criminal counsel,

heard of

it

and

Billy, in

photoscree:i.

often spoke of you

is dead, and will
again."
you were in love with him ? " said

never speak to

You

He

of you.

on the

Oh, and now he

in his letters.

"

it

mo

—a very low voice.

The girl held her head
him proudly.
" Yes," she said.

"

me when

up, turned her face to

He

ho came home.
have done."

promised to marry
1 believe he would

" I believe so, too," said Billy, and hoped
"Now
the untruth might bo forgiven him.
" Dyson
he continued.
was my
listen,"
three
of
us
in
the
Calamity
There
were
partner.
Jane. The other is the man who stands charged
with Dyson's murder. His name is Galloway,
and although I cannot prove it, I know as well
as I know anything, that Galloway did not
murder or kill his old partner."
" I know he did not, said the girl quickly.
Billy concealed a start.
"
"
killed him

Do yon know who
No oh, no

—

" Yes.

a thing
"
but
" There
!

I

know

t

!

How

can I say such
but
;

nothing, like you

is something in your mind that is
"
troubling you ?
" Yes, that is it," she answered slowly.
" Will you tell me about it t
said Billy.
" You are not speaking to the police.
You can
that helps
confessional
if
this
place
as
a
on
look
you any. But think. Remember thore is a
man on'trial for his life, and I know, and I think
you know also, that he is innocent. I may bo
Two heads are better than
able to help you.

I am the partner of both men, and foi
that reason I am your friend."
" I know nothing," said the girl, lowering her
" But
head.
but I believe Jack Belcher
did it. I don't think it was murder. Jack
Belcher would not do that if he was in his
right mind.
But I believe there may have

one.

—

been a
"
"

"

fight."

Who

is

Jack Belcher

?

"

He lives in the village," continued the girl.
He is in love with me has been for years.
;

Oh, 1 have been very wicked, and it is my
When it seemed that Dyson was never
coming back, and and sometimes he did not
write to me for six months at a time, I let Jack
think I was in love with him a bit.
" Then when Dyson was rescued from the sea
and brought back here ill, I told Jack the truth
and sent him away. I told him I had never
loved him, but had always loved Mr. Mallet.
" He was almost mad with jealousy, and
swore he would kill Dyson. Of course, that was
not Dyson who was brought to the house, but
I thought it was at first.
I went there one
night to see him, and while we were standing
in the room, a shot was fired.
It smashed a
fault.

—

mirror over the mantelpiece."
" Who fired the shot ? " asked Billy sternly.
" Jack Belcher. He confessed it afterwards
to me. He was poaching and had the gun in
his hand when he saw me with Mr. Galloway,
whom he thought was Dyson. He said he did
not fire the shot to hit us, but to frighten me.
But I was not sure.
" I believe after that he lay in wait for him,
still believing him to he Mallet, although I
told him he was not.
That is all 1 know, but
I believe he met this man and learned that he
was Mallet, and there was a fight, perhaps."
Billy O'Farrel found Jack Belcher in his

—

cottage.

Although the hour was nearing midnight,
man was sitting up in the little room which
opened on to the village street. A tiny lamp
was burning, and through the window, before
the

entering, O'Farrel saw the man sitting at the
table with his elbows on it and his face buried
in his hands.
When Billy O'Farrel entered softly and
closed the door behind him, the man started
up with a face like chalk.
Then he shook his big shoulders and folded
his arms across his chest with a rough dignity.
" You have come for me ? " he said.
•

O'Farrel nodded.
" Right," he said
long breath ho drew
ready."
"

One

minute,"

and it seemed that the
was one of relief. " I am

;

said

Billy.

"

You

are

think I am a policeman
«
or a detective.
I am nothing of the sort."
" Who are you, then ? "
" I am Dyson Mallet's partner and John
Galloway's partner. You admit that I have
"
a right to interest myself in this matter ?

making a mistake.

You

The man nodded grimly.
" You know that John Galloway did not
his old partner ? " said Billy.
" I know it," said Belcher.

kill

" I killed him.
you, I would

I'm glad you've come. Mind
never have let an innocent man go to his trial,
but I was trying to hang it out until after the
next proceedings at the police-court to see how
But I don't think I could havo
things shaped.
held out much longer.
" You're his partner, so I'll tell you. Then
They can't
we'll go to tho police together.
hang me, and I don't mind much if they do.
hanging
girl.
was
about
I
quarrelled
a
We
about the house and I met this man coming
out and followed him to Brandon Woods. He
admitted he was Dyson Mallot.and whon wespoko
of the girl ho laughed at me and taunted me.
" We fought out there in the woods like two
dogs.
It was a fair fight, with only our baro
fists for weapons, and he stood up to me well
enough.
"There must havo been something tho matter
with him. I knocked him down, only once,
and it was all up with him. He died in n»y
arms. I have hit many a man harder without

—

any harm coming of it.
Then I got frightened

and ran away.
Now I am
That's where I made my mistake.
with
you."
Marlingham
ready to go to
An hour later the two men walked into tho
police-station at Marlingham, and Jack Belcher
gave himself up.
The conclusion of this splendid story next
(

Monday.)
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MARGARITA FISHER
Trie Petite Star
Co|>t>er

WUk

Glorious

Coloured Hair.

ARGARITA FISHER commenced"

her career at
The Celebrated
the ape of eight in a play called
success, and
instantaneous
She made
Case."
afterwards her father included her in his travelling
was quite a
she
twelve
stock company. At the age of
f

well-known

little

actress.

She remained on the stage some time after her father's
death, and then entered pictures with the Selig Company.

Her Screen Successes.
of her screen successes
SOME
Who Wouldn't Crow Up,"

are.:

"The

Little Girl

" The Butterfly QU,"
" Jilted Janet," " The Mantle of Charity," " The
"
Money Isn't Everything."
Devil's Assistant," and

Her Beautiful Hair.

petite, being only five feel in
MARGARITA
her lovely
of her chief charms
is

One

hei;

is

hair, which is very thick and wavy,
and of a glorious copper tone.
She is one of the best-dressed stars on the

and for each new production she
always obtains an entirely new wardrobe;
so. a< you can imagine, she has a most
screen,

beautiful

and

costly

collection

of

By the way, Miss Fisher designs
all her own frocks, and I am sure you
will agree that if she were not a
cinema star she could easily earn
her living as S dress designer.

gowns.

Likes Motoring.

M

But

ARGARITA

is
a home-loving girl, and
spends every moment there that can be
spared from the studio.
She lives in a delightful bungalow with her mother

and sister.
She is very fond

of

music and reading, and likes motor-

although she has the moral courage to confess that
she doesn't like to drive herself. She's'afraid.

ing,

Margarita is here seen wearing a beautiful
model of a for coat over an evening frock
that she designed herself.

Photographed with her motor and her beautiful

collie dog.

.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED

"My
"

Most

HfHlS

Difficult

Scenes."

incident occurred in the early

days o£ film production.
*'
We had hired a yacht at
Southend, and it was moored at the end
of the long pier.
We got to work and took
several scenes successfully with the aid of
some smoke rockets. Then we found our
supply of smoke had run out. There
was no time to obtain further supplies. 1 n
(ho next scene I wanted to show the skipper
of the vessel shouting orders through a
megaphone, in a dense cloud of smoke and
flamss from blazing timber. This I con'

tiived,

ADAMS.

K.

of 90 per cent, of the physical and mental
disorders of the race, and he declares
that if this be true, the cure is obvious.
He would, therefore, begin with the
child in kindergarten, teaching hygiene

by means

of pictures, supplemented by
practice in the school and the
As the child grew, he would take

actual

home.

up the more complex problems.

'

more or

less effectively,

by placing

some yards

of film in a bucket, attaching
it to a wire, and dancing the flam<
up into
the scene in front of the camera, and at
•;

same time, having discovered some
brown paper, I waved the smouldering
the

paper out of range

of

the camera.

All

went well until some burning film got loose
and began playing round the feet of the
unfortunate actor who was taking the
part of the
skipper.'
Before long he
began to feel a little warmer than was
comfortable about the feet, and, although
he was still in ignorance as to the real
situation, he began jerking his feet in the
'

most absurd manner,

and- we had to
finish taking the scene with the skipper
dancing about, to the vast amusement of
the thousands of spectators on the pierhead.
Fortunately no one was hurt, and
the scene turned out a success, but this
'

'

am

was

in the early days, and I
this sort of thing would not pass

afraid

muster

DOW."

Wilfred Xoy.

We Can Learn

Things

.

a fact that not one person out of
five thousand knows sufficient about
is

IT

body and

physical

his

and

it

is

this

its

functions,

ignorance

terrible

that

Clermont thinks could bo dispelled
by the assistance of tho motion picture.
He believes that care of the health and
development of the body should be a
matter of knowledge of "the individual,
and not of a class, and he intends to
begin work immediately and make it a
world-wide activity. It cannot be disputed
Mr.

that
to

do

films constitute
this invaluable

the

best

medium

work quickly, and,

sooner

or later, there is certain to
big developments along these lines.

be

Producer and Star.

THE"

following

letter,

received

from

Uliss," makes an interesting contribution to the topic " Producer or
Star," which I discussed recently.
correspondent writes
" I most certainly think that the
producer should have his share of publicity
and the praise or blame it entails, and
also the publicity manager, taking, for
instance, a man like Mr. Alec Braid, of

My

:

whom

I never knew till a few weeks ago,
his photo was published in the
PiercitE Show of which I have been
a reader almost siuce it came out and
whoso work is just as important as the
photographer, art director, etc., whose
names are usually mentioned in the cast.
But 1 also think that the full cast
should be published in all photo-plays,
as, though many people go to see the

when

—

—

play, many also go to see a favourite
sometimes a minor actor or actress
whose name is not always mentioned
in the cast.
" I consider Mr. Maurice Elvcy one
of the finest British producers, and a

man we ought all to be proud of. I
have never seen a bad Stoll film yet.
I
think thero is a great future ahead

for

first-class

British

best of luck to

them

;

films, and the
and that future

not be harmed by the producer
being advertised.
And I should like
to see, not
Producer or Star,' but
Producer and Star.' "
What have other readers to say t
will

'

'

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
Success

M

only failure with a new coat

oj paint.
•

•

I'hoto

:

Hooter Art Studios.

REX INGRAHAM,

one of the forces at
.work in the Metro Studios.

*

Films

to

•

'filings are Jrequcntly

painted red by the

green-eyed monster.
•

•

One cannot succeed without merit,
who have merit do not succeed.

Win Health.

•

picture break up the
CANrulethe ofmotion
sickness and insanity
in

the world ? Mr. Clermont, president
of Clermont Photo-plays, believes that,
by proper presentation of the subject
through the modium of films, the next
generation would be practically free of
disease and insanity, and so efficient
that poverty would be a thing of tho past.
It is a big claim, but Mr. Clermont
holds that ignorance aJone is the cause

•

yet all

•

The peacemaker is applauded by everybody except the Jcllow who is getting the
best oj the fight.

*

•

•

Indigention will always harden the heart
oj the average man.
•

A

man

may

•

•

find a woman's eyes
beautiful and never know the exact colour
of I he in.

AKE-LP

is

him world

a very important point where
the
is concerned.

would be very ludicrous to see a man in
every day life running about with a huge
Dowder-mitf h»t . film
actor would be quite lo* without his g
He7s
about it as " my lady " is about her vanity just as Particular
wse^xcent
thaf
<*ccpt tnat
with him it Is a matter of business only
Although make-up is very important, the
person who thinko
getting into the movies is only a
matter of the proper use
u^eof
ot
It

cosmetics, is badly mistaken.
In fact, some of the screen's best stars
would look a nart nn<l
play it nearly as convincingly without anv
make-unat all h it the
camera and the powerful studio lights w 6uUl
do oncer thin™
their features without the balanUg
apphcaUon'of
cream
* *
and
na
" OI ae
the indispensable powder-puff.

m
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Breed
l
Tresbams
—
THE

1

famous stage play, produced and

starred in by Martin Harvey, has

now been made into a film play,
with the eminent actor in the part he
created as "The Rat."
It is a story of
the Civil W-vrs in England, when Charles
the
land.

was on

First

shadow

the

of Oliver

A

throne,

and the

Cromwell over

story abounding with

the

thrill>

and heroism, with a strong vein of
romance
written of one of the most
;

fascinating

times

in

HenH*'

MARTIN
HARVEY

1

R.it.

has a

history

t>-ntU-r

spot iii his heart
for children
<•

die

British

/

1

I!

and they
lik.-hiin

too

A

H

friend
Ml to

need
a friend
in

indeed

»' r.

lusf!

b»tny

hu

'JlrlrDils FTM
cott
rr and

"

•h

an
I'll*'

thrilling due! scene

r*-miiiiscMi t

of

the

r.inions painting, "Fi>i
h«*

had Sp'tUt n Lightly

nf

.1
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M
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WOMEN AND THE FILM FIELD.
INTERVIEW WITH PEGGY HVLAND.
were six of us in Peggy Hy land's
THERE
but there
pretty drawing-room,
Because
seemed — oh, far more
!

think

I

embodies so many per-

I'egpy

And yet
the time she ia herself, and no one else.
This is subtle, and I leave you to work
it out for yourselves.
I'eggy I feel justified in calling her thus,
"
since she is " our own little Britisher
is very dainty and quite small (in a flippant
moment she measured herself, and found
she was barely five :e t one). Hence she
can flit about like a fairy and laugh like
a happy child with impunity. She ia both
And yet
fairy and child.
For here we have
Perish the illusion
a serious-minded woman, surveying the
world from her armchair with grave but
kindly eyes ; generous in her estimates,
tolerant in her opinions ; keen, tremendously keen about life, and her work in it
own

sonalities in her

little self.

all

—

!

clever, energetic, efficient.

Peggy Talks

of

Her Films.

just at this juncture that I am in
of committing some banality
about beauty and brains especially
is

IT danger

—

when they are under such a very cute little
hat
when Peggy bursts out laughing at
the serious expression my face has borrowed from her own, and demands
Won't I come over and sit beside her on
And, oh, won't I have a
the settee ?
chocolate ? And I awake from my reverie
departed and my tea
guests
to find the
;

:

cold.
I

am

not, however, to be coaxed into
flippancy,
" Tell me," I say, with an utter lack of
originality, " what you have been doing

and money

in studio positions which are
glittering,
perhaps, but quite as
essential as the star's.
Take scenario
^writing and editing, for instance. Suggest
this branch of the business to a girl who
less

ia seeking to act when Nature designed
her to write, and you will see a little gleam
of suspicion enter her eye.
Oh, it's such
hard work ' she sighs.
Of eourss it'a
hard work.
Everything worth doing is
hard work.
And yet how profitable
'

I

scenario writing is.
Three women ia
particular I know have done exceedingly
well in this direction
Ouida Begere, Mary
Marillo and Eve Unsell.
Miss Mariilo is
an Knglish girl, and quito young.
"Then there are the positions o', art
director and wardrobe supervisor. Theie,
surely, is work for clever women, and when
it comes to designing and dressing a set,
who should be better qualified for the job
than an artist, who is also a woman T

—

" Film cutting is another very important
branch of the film business in which many
a smart woman could excel if she chose,
but I can imagine quite a number of
'screen-struck' girls turning up their
noses at the mere suggestion that they
should attempt such a thing. And yet it i*
one of the most interesting, and certainly
of the most important department*
of the industry. It takes real genius to be
a successful film-cutter, for the making
or the marring of the picture is in your

one

hands.
" There are few women directors at
present,
and to my knowledge no
camera-girls ;
but here again are
positions which women might fill creditably.

—

—

'

with yourself lately."
" Well," says Miss Peggy, immediately

grown

serious, " I

have made two Samuel

-

son films since my return to England, and
in doing so have accomplished something
The first film
1 have never done before.
wa3 a screen version of Countes*
Barcynska's novel, " The Honey Pot "
the second, " Love Maggie," by the
same authoress, was its sequel. This
is the first time I have appeared in
a film sequel whose story was also the
complement of a previous novel.
Love Maggie,' by the way, has
been rather held up by the weather."
" Do you think we shall ever get
over the problem of our climate, Miss
;

'

Hyland

?

"

" I don't see why not. Though you
may find it difficult to believe, I havo

always worked under artificial light,
even in California, where the sunlight
is so perfeet.
So I do not see why the
same thing should not be a success

A

shaft
e.
You see, it's this way
light up a set in an
of sunshine
ideal way. but, unfortunately, it is not
:

may

by the time the
stationary, and
scene has been rehearsed to the director's
satisfaction it has probably shifted to
Hence
quite another angle and effect.

—

orti.X'ial light is essential."

Miss Hyland

Discusses

the

Film

Industry.

interested,
not
HYLAND
MISSmerely
in the acting end of the film
is

business, but the industry as a
whole, particularly in the wide opportunities it offers to people of diverse

"

.^j

There was a

lull

between the scenes

of^T^

" Stop .Thief." so IRENE RICH stole
away to freshen her make-up. RAYMOND
HATTON, who is the bridegroom in this
Sim. is seen on the left.
He does not
mean to have powder on his suit, so he
pots on a long overall before starting
operations with his enormous powder-pull.

StesSf^sc,

The film industry has opened up a
huge field for women," slie remarked to
me, " and when an ambitious girl comes to
me for advice on How to Become a Film
Star,' I'm always inclined to ask her
whether she has considered the promising
prospects of the other branches of the
profession.
The way of a star is hard,
and (comparatively) few there be who
find it,' but there are ample opportunities
for bright girls to achieve both success
'

'

Peggy's Message to " Picture Show "
Readers.
BEFORE I left her, "our little
Britisher " gave

me a special message

for that large section of her publio

talents.

.

PEGGY HYLAND.

here 'in the Old Country
" Tell them," she said, " how glad I
am to be among them again, and give every
one of them my love, and sincere appreciaI
tion of all the letters they send me.
always take note of their criticisms, and
consider their correspondence a great
compliment, and in return am delighted to
answer my mail personally and send pictures whenever they are requested."
:

May Herschel Clares.

.
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A CHARMING. COMPLETE STORY

OF A

YOUNG BURGLAR WITH A HEART

TBOCKED

raight:

WHEN

I've been thinking something like that
" I'll be glad to be
myself," said Nelson.
through with it.. What do you say if we
make this Jcvington job to-night the last ?
We've got a tidy balance in the bank, and
we'll clear while the luck is good." \
•

Ben Trimble left the litUe village
of Tilton for New York, he had, in
addition to .his fare and a few dollars
for travelling expenses, one thousand dollars
hidden between his socks and the inner soles of
his boots.
Exactly eighty minutes after landing in the
big city he had been robbed of every cent.
The truth that New York was a hard city
to a stranger was bored into Ben's muddled
mind as he sat on the ground in a dirty alle y
in one oT the worst quarters of the East Side,
on the precise spot where he had landed when
thrown out of the tenement behind him.

Ben was delighted that his partner had
taken his suggestion in the way he had done,
felt happier than he had done for
weeks.
While they were talking Ben heard a
man's voice raised in anger in the next compartment. His body stiffened at the voice
and tip-toeing to the door he looked in.
A man and a girl were having a row about
money, and the man was the one who had
robbed him of his thousand dollars.
Calling to Nelson Ben asked him it be

and he

As Ben felt his battered head and bruised
limbs he tried to piece together the story of his
adventures since leaving the railway terminus.
He had met two well-dressed strangers who
had claimed acquaintance on the ground that
they represented the Committee of AVelcome to

knew the man.

Strangers.

Ben had not read the New York papers

for

nothing.

He knew

'

that

New York was

full

of pitfalls

unwary stranger from- the country, and
he told the two men that he was quite capable of
looking after himself.
This statement olfended the representatives of the
Committee of Welcome, and they insisted, as a
for the

guarantee of their good faith, that they should be
allowed to buy Ben a lunch.
Ben saw no harm in this, and in the expressive
language of crookdora, " he fell for it."
Ben did not remember much about that lunch
He had a
•after the first drink that went with it.
dim recollection of leaving the restaurant and getting
a more distinct memory of boasting
in a taxi-cab
that nobody could rob him of his money because he
carried it in his boots
a very vivid recollection of
finding himself on a bed in a dirty garret, with the
two representatives of the Committee of Welcome
pulling off his boots and relieving him of his money
an attempt to fight which ended in one of the men
and a
hitting him over the head with a sandbag
terrible bump as he hit the hard street outside.
But right in the centre of the muddled thoughts
that raced across Ben's bewildered brain, there
with photographi
stood out clear and defined
accuracy, the face of the leader of the two men who
had robbed him. Ben decided that he would recognise that face in a crowd of a thousand, and he
registered a mental vow that he would search New
York till he found the man who had given him a wel;

;

;

;

•

come to the city
Ben got on his feet with a

painful effort,

and began

bang and kick at the door, but after br ising his
knuckles and hurting his toes without getting any
other answer than the echo of his knocks he decided
he would go to the police.
But he had not travelled far through the twisting
alleys when he realised that he would not be able to
The alley he was in looked just
find his way back.
The uselessness of trying
like the one he had left.
to get his money back struck him as he trudged along
and lie decided to try to earn a copper or so to
enable him to get a night's lodging.
For two months Ben battled with the great city
in an attem t to wrest from its billions of wealth
enough to keep him alive.
Sometimes he earned enough for a bed and a
breakfast, more often he slept amid the litter of
merchandise on the river wharfs.
One night, rendered desperate by hunger, he picked
up a heavy piece of wood and determined to hold
up the first man he came across likely to have a
The rain was pouring down in torrents
full wallet.
as he hid in the shadows of a side street, the stick
firmly
in his hand.
A young, well-dressed
clenched
man came along, his head bowed before the pelting
out
with
Ben Sprang
upraised -tick, but while
rain.
his lips were framing a command to the stranger to
something hard pressed
over
money,
he
felt
hand
his
against his empty stomach, and a quiet voice saying.
" Drop that stick or I'll drill a hole clean through
you."
Ben saw a blue glint ot steel jutting out ol the
stranger's hand and realised that the hard thing
sticking against his stomach was the barrel of a
to

revolver.

He dropped the stick and laced his would-be
victim in sullen despair.
The young man was regarding lien with qflizzical
good humour.
" Guess I'd like to hear the story behind this
clumsy hold-up, kid," he said. " This night doesn't
exactly lend

itself

to conversation

in

the open, so

y u'd better come with me to thai eating-house over
there and get a square meal.
After you've eaten
you can tell me all about it.

The stranger stuck Ins revolver in his pocket,
and piloted Ben to the restaurant. He was evidently
well-known, for a waiter bustled up and deferentially
asked lor the order.

" That's Chick
" Yes." replied his rartner.
Larrabee. He's a crook like ourselves."
" And he's the man who got my thousand
CH\RLES dollars," said Ben grimly " I guess I'm going
RAY as EEN in the to get that back."
Paramount photo-play.
He Walked into the compartment and faced
Larrabee.
" You don't remember me, eh ?" he said, as the
The stranger chose a meal lor Ben which began
crook looked up in surprise. " Take another look.
with soup and gradually increased in solidity, and
I
in the man you and your friend robbed of a thousand
ordered something light for himself.
dollars, and I want that money right now."
He watched Ben through half-closed eyes as the
Larrabee, who was a coward as well as a crook,
latter ate his food, striving hard not to devour it.
tried to rush past Ben, but met with a right-hander
He saw a very young man. probably twenty-one,
that stretched him out.
with a good-looking, open face and honest brown
As Ben was waiting for him to get up. Nelson
eyes.
pulled him awav.
" Same
" Country bred," mused the stranger.
" You're wasting your time " he said.
" Larrabee
old tale.
Came to New York to make a fortune, and
hasn't got a dollar.
Let's get to business
is now trying hard to make a dollar."
He |pd Ben to the compartment they had left and
Benj casting a quick glance at intervals at his
pulled out a plan of the warehouse they were going
host, saw a strongly built man about thirty years of
to burgle.
age, with a clean-shaven face and humorous eyes.
While the two men were discussing the plan and
The features showed tolerance and good humour.
talking over the details. Chick Larrabee recovered,
The mouth, which had been set in a grim, hard line
and putting his" ear to the door he learned enough
when the stranger had shoved the revolver against
about Nelson's plan to be able to locate the warehouse
Ben's stomach, was now set in a sympathetic, smile.
they intended to rob.
The stranger did not speak till Ben had finished
Ten minutes later he had telephoned the informaeating, then, handing over his cigarette case, he
tion to the police.
"
Now,
lighted up himself and in a friendly voice said,
All unconscious that they had been betrayed. Ben
kid, tell me all about it."
and Nick set out to rob Jevington's warehouse. They
Ben told the story of his landing in New York,
had partly got through the door of the safe when
how he had been robbed, and how, for the past two
Nick's quick ear caught the sound of somebody
months he had been living from hand to mouth.
moving In the warehouse.
" But the light on*,
" It's the cops," he whispered.
The stranger nodded sympathetically when Ben
quick."
had finished.
" I've been through it, kid.
As the two burglars crouched by the side ot the
The city is a coldsafe, they heard "th r footsteps all round them.
blooded proposition. It will starve you if you will
" The only chance is to play hide, and seek round
Years ago the city
let it.
Personally, I don't.
" Dash for it
the packing cases." whispered ^Jick
treated me like it has treated you, but I guess I've
now.
got it all back."
" How ''" said Ben eagerly.
He made a Itolt as he spoke, hit he had not gone
" By taking it." replied the man calmly.
I'm
many yards when there was the sharp bark of an
automatic pistol, and Nick Nelson fell against a big
a crook, and I make a good living at it. I need a
packing-case.
pal, why don't you bome in w th me ?"
With spartan-like resolution he stifled the cry of
Ben hesitated.
" I couldn't." he said at last.
pain that rose to his lips, so that the police should
"
" Don't be a fool." argued the stranger.
not be able to place him by the sound of his voice, as
You've
with a movement of his hands he motioned for Ben to
a right to live, and you say you've tried the honest
get away and look after himself.
way and failed, lie a man and fight the world lor
Ben's answer was a shake of the head.
your right to live. What good will your theories ol
honesty do you when you're wheezing out your life
He signalled that he was coming back, and then ran
You're not too lit now. A few
in some poor house.
swiftly and silently to the other side of the warehouse.
more nights like this, with the rain and hur.g r. and
Picking up a stool he hurled it at a window, and
you'll tind yourself in a hospital ward."
while the police, attracted by the sound of breaking
Ben shivered as he thought ol tramping the
glass, rushed to the spot, Ben ran back to Nick, and
He was warm now. and the feeling
streets again
hoisting Itim on his shoulder, carried him outside the
Why go back to poverty
of a Square meal was good.
warehouse and into the car he had waiting.
and starvation ?"
Despite a hot pursuit by the police, Ben threw
" The world
" You're right," he said at last.
them off the track and got safely to the house he anil
owes me a living, and I'm going to take it. I'll come
had rented. But as he put his pal on the bed he
Nick
in with you. if you like."
could see that lie had only brought him home to die.
The stranger put his hand across the table.
" The cops have
" It's no use, Ben," said Nick.
" My name's Nick Nelson. We're pals from now on.
got me fair.
Through thick and thin, to stick together to the last,
" I'll get a doctor," urged Ben.
" He'll soon fix
share and share alike, and may the ouc that lails
you
or splits end his days in torment."
his
head.
shook
Nelson
" 1 agree to all that," said Ben. as he shook hands
" 1 should be dead before you came back, and it
with Nelson.
would only draw the cop- on to you. Listen to me,
There's a letter there. It's
for I haven't much time.
Voice of Conscience.
from the dear old mother, I expect. She's the only
months later Kelson and Ben were
one that ever writes to me. Read it Ben."
dining at Tonelli's Cafe a restaurant much
Ben opened the letter nnd his face changed colour
The partnerfrequented by high-class crooks.
The letter was from a lawyer
at the first sentence.
Nelson was one of the most
ship had been successful.
Ben looked at
Nelson's mother was dead.
saying
expert sale breakers in the country, and he had
There was no reason to add to the
man.
the
dying
taught lien all lie knew
The} had brought off
of his last moments by telling htm the sad news.
agony
many coups and not once had the police ever got
" Head it. Ben," repeated Nick.
But to-night, despite their success, Ben
near them.
And Ben Invented n letter as he read, saying that
was moodv and low spirited
He had been loyal to
all were well, and that his mother was nnxious to
Nelson, but as time went on he realised that he was
him ..gain.
see
never meant to be a criminal.
" 1 intended to go down to the country and slop
The. small but insistent voice ol conscience was
with her for good, when we had pulled this off.
lor ever urging him to give up the game.
" Hard luck to be killed on the last
" It's no use, Nick. I'm getting tired ot the crook
said Nelson.
job.
Look, Ben, I want you to promise me somegame," he said as the two gat talking over their
thing.
I've got two kids with the old -nothcr. .My
I'd like to run straight."
liqueurs and codec.
'

:

The

7HRKK
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my

share of thn
two years ago. Take
two little
mother and
look after
kiddies.
If you'll promise that I'll die happy."
" I promise, Nick," said Ben, striving to keep tho
" You needn't worry about
tears from his eyes.
"
them, old pal
Five minutes later Nick Nelson was dead.

wife died

my

moncv and

17

1920.

my

IVO DAWSON.

(Special to the " Picturs
Show " by George Landy.)

His Six Years Alse nee from the Screen Explained.

!

Ben Meets

AWKKK
down

the Girl.

after he had buried his pal, Tien went
to the little country village where
Nelson's two children a boy of six named Tom
and Alice two years older were living on Nelson's
farm in charge of a woman who had been appointed
by the lawyer. Neither his mother nor anyone in
the village had ever suspected that Nelson was a
crook, and Ben found it very easy to give out that
his friend had met with a fatal accident in New
York, and that he had appointed him as executor.
He paid over to the lawyer Nelson's share of the
money they had had in the bank, and saw it was Invested in safe stock for the encfit of his two children.
Then he cast the old life from him and began to
settle down to getting an honest living as a farmer.
In addition to his desire to go straight, Ben was
influenced in his decision to remain in the village by

—
—

daughter of luciusOwen, a wealthy

Vera Owen, tiic
farmer and lien's neighbour.
Vera was as pretty a girl as one could wish to see,
and as good as she was pretty. She was about Ben's
age and a strong friendship sprang up between the
two, a friendship that was encouraged by Vcra's
father who had taken a liking to Ben from the
first.

and film magnate. Upon its completion, Dawson decided to return
to America, because ho wanted
to forget tho war and because l.o

a prominent
been absent
from tho casts of loading
Amorioan photo-play and stago
productions since the early part
of 1914.
Where has ho been ?
What has bo been doing ? What
brought about his return ? This
curiosity on ho part of tho writer
was caused by seeing Mr. Dawson
in two recent screen productions,
" The Miracle of Love," a cosmopolitan production, and " Footlights and Shadow's," with Olive

bad established a high reputation
in tho States.

The Story of His Stage and
Film Career.

I

professional history
THEDawson
reads
a
like

Thomas.
The answer to, the first question is
At the front. To the second Fighting
for England and the
Allies.
And to
the third
The end of the war.
:

:

:

His Part in the Great War.

V,

a
BEING
enlisted

patriotic Englishman, Dawson
at the very beginning of the
world war as a private in the infantry
but he did not remain a " Tommy " very long.
The same qualities that brought him to the
leading ranks on the stage and screen earned
him a commission as lieutenant in the field
artillery, and later a captaincy.
It is very
interesting to not? that there was " fighting
blood " in the family, sinoo his grandfather was
a general and his father a colonel but Dawson
"got there" on his own merit. Rather than
accept a desk commission, he got right into
the thick of the fighting from the outset,
and he stayed there until the very end.

Ben felt that she returned his passion.
But he felt that he could never ask Vera to be
Night after night he
his wife because of his past.
struggled with his problem, and at last he made up
his mind he would ask Vera to marry him, but he
would tell her the truth about his past life.
His opportunity came the next day when Vera
had come over to help him with the children.
He accompanied her part of the way back to her
father's farm and on the little bridge by the brook
where they had first met, he asked her to marry him.
" But before you give me your answer, Vera," he
I have been a
said, " I want to tell you something.
criminal."
He noticed the shocked look on the girl's face and
saw the colour fade from her cheeks, but having
taken the plunge Ben determined to tell all. He
kept nothing back, and added nothing to his story.
When he had finished, Vera looked up at him with
trusting eyes as she whispered
" You were sorely tempted, Ben, and I can't help
loving you. But you must promise me one thing.
You will never do it again, will you ? "
" I would starve first," replied Ben emphatically,
:

and he meant

Dawson is at his best in so-called
" heavy " parts.
Let not the reader
think that I mean the " villain " of
tho blood-and-thunder type of melo-

In the days following

Iris

In Mufti Once More.

THEinto

first thing Dawson did after getting
mufti was to have a holiday.
But
he could not long remain idle, and he was

work before the camera in " The
Keeper of the Door," produced by Sir Oswald
Stoll, the famous British theatrical producer

soon

;

There was a fair in the village, and as Ben was
strolling around he almost ran into Chick Larrabee.
The crook was talking to Vera's father and as Ben
listened, hidden from the two men, he heard Larrabee
trying to sell Mr. Owen shares in a company formed
to exploit " The Apple Worm Exterminator Patent."
Ben had not to listen long before he knew the
He made his way
so-called patent was a swindle.
from his hiding-place determined to warn Mr.
Owen. The latter had not only promised to take
one thousand dollars shares, but had also told
Larrabee that he had the money and four thousand
in his safe in his house.

Unfortunately for Ben, as he was trying to get
away, Chick finished his conversation with Mr. Owen,
and turning, saw Ben.
In a few strides he had caught up with him.
" So you heard the game, eh ? " he said. " Well,
If you butt
just let me warn you to keep out of it.
They
in on this, I'll put the police on your track.
Do you
still want you for that job at Jevington's.
"
me ?

get
" I get you," replied Ben, as he walked away.
Only too well did he know that Larrabee would
not hesitate to carry out his threat. He dare not
warn Mr. Owen, but at the same time he was determined that he should not be robbed. Ben knew
that Larrabee would not now rest content with the
thousand dollars, but would rob the safe of the
whole five thousand. And as Ben thought of
Mr. Owen's safe he smiled grimly. It was an oldfashioned one and a crack safe-breaker could have
opened a dozen like it in as many minutes.
"There's only one thing to be done," he said to
" I must get to that safe first, and when
himself.

Larrabee comes he'll find it empty."
Ben carried out his plan that night. As he made
way into Mr. Owen's drawing-room through the
French windows, and from there to the library where
the safe was, he could not help thinking what an
easy job it would have been for him and Nick Nelson
in the old days.
So easy was it that Ben became careless, and as
he bent down to get at the lock of the safe, he knocked
over a small flower-pot.
his

{Continued on page 22.)

and

is

it

What we

!

the worldly type of man, the
life in its various aspects
bl iso and cynical as a result.

mean

is

has seen

at

.

His Future Plans.

NOW

that Dawson's absence has been explained, photo-play followers will doubtless be interested to know what his future
He has just finished work opposite
plans are.
Olive Tell in " Love Without Question," a B. A.
Rolfe production, and he intends to remain in
America and act in photo -plays as long as the

"The Edge o' Beyond."
ISOBEL ELSOM and OWEN
(General

NARES

Film Renting

Co.)
fascinating land of
is faithfully depicted in

AFRICA — that

SOUTH
veldt and

—

kopje
the film version of Gertrude Page's famous
novel. Such popular stars as Isobel Elsom, Owen
Nares, Ruby Millar and Mary Rorke present
clever portrayals in this excellent drama.

" Rough-Riding Romance."
TOM MIX and JUANITA HANSEN (Fox).
OLD-WORLD romance in an up-to-date
guise, with Tom Mix as the hero.
He
a real princess, finds
adventures and to spare, and is rewarded
by the hand of the fascinating lady. An entersets out to rescue

many

taining film

full of

"

" J'Accuse."
M. ROMNALD

pep " and " go."

JOUVE

MARISE DAUVRAY

A

TRAGEDY

of

and

MLLE.

(Path*)'.

France at

war—an

artistic
classic

production that will become a
of the screen. This film has already been
large audiences at the Pa/vilion,
Piccadilly Circus, and the Philharmonic Hall.
Described as the most romantic tragedy of
modern times, this film will appeal to all lovers

shown to

of fine screen -craft.

"Crooked Straight."

CHARLES RAY (Paramount- Artcraft).
CHARLES RAY drama. The popular

A
and

star as a rural lad who goes to town, falls
into evil ways, at length comes home
endeavours to " go straight."

"Through

the

Wrong Door."

MADGE KENNEDY (Stoll).
KENNEDY in a comedy-drama full
MADGE
of novel situations and delightful humours.
A young Westerner is robbed of his mine,
and he

retaliates

by annexing

the " sharp " business man.
story, well acted and produced.

the] daughter of

An

entertaining

And

be a
such as Ivo
often
on
Dawson possesses is not met with too
the screen make it a drug on the market.

managers want him.

very

long time,

"Always

as

A

THE WEEK'S NEW FILMS.

engagement to Vera,

warning.

Far from

drama.

man who

;

it.

Ben lived in a new world. He worked hard, and
was happy in his work. Each day brought him
nearer to the great day when Vera would be his
wife, and he felt that when that happened he would
have gained all that life had to offer.
And then the blow fell suddenly and without

of Ivo
blue-

book of the English and
American theatres. He has appeared with Mario Doro, Ethel
Barrymorc, Irene Vanbrugh, Sir
John Hare, Sir George ''Alexander,
Cyril Maude, and Dion Boucicault.
Ito first went to America with Sir
John Haro and the original London
company to appear in " The Gay Lord
Quex." Several of the dramas in
which Dawson appeared havo sinco
been done on the screen.

;

As time went on Ben's friendship for Vera ripened
into love, and though he had not declared his love

more

DAWSON is
IVOname
that has

that should

talent

real

Brief Criticism of

the

Latest

in the

Wrong."

Rel eases.

JACK PICKFORD

(Walturdaw).
ambitious grocer's boy, who somehow
make good, is played by Jack
Pickfordin this photo -play. However, Ins
great opportunity comes, and he makes the
most of it, with startling results.

AN

couldn't

" Victory."

ALL-STAR CAST (Paramount-Arleraft).
SOUTH SEA ISLAND red-blooded adven-

A

and a tremendous fight for a
are the elements of the picture version
Played
of Joseph Conrad's well-known novel.
ture, rogues,
girl,

by an all-star cast.
" The Grey Wolf's Ghost."
H. B. WARNER (Jury's).
from Bret Harte's famous story
" Maruja," and starring that great actor,
H. B. Warner. A vivid tale of the old

ADAPTED

Sonth-Western States,

native

of

superstition

and of a man who suddenly appeared and
demanded retribution from his treacherous
father. Well worth going a long way to see.
" The Beachcomber."

JUANITA HANSEN

(Phillips).

exciting tale of a girl on a South-Pacifie
THIS
island will hold the interest from beginning

She waits for her Fairy Prince,
to end.
and he comes as a Secret Service agent.
" The City of Purple Dreams,"
TOM SANTSCHI and BESSIE EYTON
(Gaumont).
absorbing tale in which Tom Santsehrs
virile personality holds the interest from
first to last.
The story of a derelict who
determined to get to the top.

AN
"

Round

the

World

GEORGE SEITZ
COURTOT (Pathe).

for a

and

RAPID
Seitz and delightful

Wager."

MARGUERITE

action and thrills upon

their best serial

up

thrills.

George

Marguerite Courtot in
to date.

The " Picture Show

" Chiti".
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PICTURE SHOW."

NSitsJie.

The early struggles of these girls, before
they were stars,
make most fascinating reading, especially as
they have recently visited Great Britain.
THE EDITOR.

Read This

over every detail. Sho is always ready to take
advice and to accept suggestions from people
who know, but the final decision is her own.

First.

TALMADGE was not fifteen
NORMA
applied at the Vitagraph Studio,

when she
and was

After a year she
n on as an " extra."
a
was given a small part, which was her chance, and

As an example of the conscientious and serious
attitude she adopts towards her profession, it may
be mentioned that she has recently established
at her studios a permanent research department.
large staff of workers has been engaged,
and their business is to provide the producer
with all he requires, in order to give an accurate
setting to the story which he is filming.
It takes five to seven weeks to make a picture.
During this time the director has about all
he can do to concentrate on the story and the
interpretation of the various parts.
It is an enormous help to him to have someone
at his side who can spend hours and hours,
necessary, at the library, looking up tho
if
correct cut of a courtier's silken knickerbockers
in 1599, the particular way women dressed
their hair in China in one of the small villages
at some period B.C., the wedding ceremonies
of the Umqua Indians, the particular minuet
danced at the court of Louis XIV, and so forth.
The research department has to know about
the costumes of all periods and all countries,
as well as the etiquette and social customs of
many peoples of many lands. What it does
not know about these things it must be able
quickly to find out.

i.i

t

she

made a wonderful

success of

it.

NdTma's Successful Mixture.
cinema
now
THEpopular
form
is

far

A

and away the most

of public entertainment.
Moreover, it has reached this position of
preeminence in an amazingly short space of
imo. A dozen years- ago it was just an occasional
music-hall turn, not greatly favoured by anyone
and very trying to the eyes. It wa3 a novelty,
a little tiresome, destined soon to pass away and
be forgotten. That is what we all thought at
A few
least, that is what most of us thought.
shrewd observers doubtless even in those early
the
and
-making
days saw both the money
l

—

the new tiling.
The rapidity with which, the cinema has
achieved its success has caused a good deal of
mental confusion in various quarters, and 19
responsible for all sorts of erroneous ideas
with regard to the business.
A superior critic recently declared in all
seriousness that a pretty face is all that is
necessary for success on the screen, and, if
you inquire, you will find that this opinion
largely prevails among patrons of the picture
house.
No greater mistake could be made. A screen
actress should be pretty, but she must be
able to act, otherwise certainly she will never
uehieve supreme success.
Most film favourites were actresses on the
speaking stage before they took to the screen
artistic possibilities of

A

little

in

—

Norma Talmadge,
all.
acknowledged to be a great
actress, had no stage experience

them, but not

most

of

now

universally

emotional
whatever.
All she knows of acting she learned in the
studio. One of her producers was asked how he
His
explained the rapidity of her success.
reply was brief and significant
" Miss Talmadge has brains.
:

She

mixes

them with everything she docs."

When she joined the Triangle she was given
She
Rtar parts, and she at once made good.
appeared in a film called " The Crown Prince's
Double," which was a great success.
Then just a year before the war broke out
a very fine picture was put on, called " The
Battle Cry of Peace," and Norma was chosen
to play the American beauty.
Her success in this part was sensational
she began to be talked about. Exhibitors and
were enthusiastic, ond predicted a
critics
;

wonderful future for her.
According to Mrs. Talmadge, this "picture
was really the beginning of Norrna's important
From that date she was universally
work.
accepted as a coming star of the first magnitude.
was
always a worker and always a
She
student. If you go to see a Norma Talmadge
especially the later ones you will notice
film
that it is correct in every detail, and that
immense care has been taken in every little
trifle connected with tho production.
Quite early in her career sho realised the
truth of the famous artiste's assertion that

—

—

make
Endowed

trifles

Real Artist.

matters have been slurred
often these
TOOover
an otherwise careful
or " faked "

production.
We can't spend time and money on such
''The
trifles," says tho ordinary producer.
If we get a good story,
play's the thing.
The public won't
accuracy doesn't matter.
know the difference."
" But the public does know the difference,"
"Arc you prodeclares Norma Talmadge.
Can't you see how condiMons
ducers blind ?
have changed in the last few years, and are
Tho day has gone by when
still changing ?
you can thrust any old thing on the public with
a handful of thrills and a bit of knockabout
The silly, insincero old stories
comedy.
won't do any more nor will the cheap, slapThe picture business is now
production.
dash
an art. People demand real stories, with clever
That is why some of the best-known
plots.
names in the literary world are now associated
In the same way, picture
with the business.
audiences are now growing more atod more
discerning about the production of the pictures.
" They watch very carefully nowadays the
furniture in your sets, the clothes you wear,
the million and oi:e things which give or take
awav tone ' from a picture."
" But surely people who go to the pictures
go for the story and for the star ! " objected
someone who was discussing the subject with
Miss Talmadge.
" Yes, and if you go to dine at a restaurant,
you go for the dinner. That is the chief thing.
But you liko it properly served, don't you ?
" Audiences of
replied the actress quickty.
to-day have been educated up to better standards
than in the old days, and well-educated people
go' to the movies now who once considered
I want, to mako my pictures
them vulgar.
attractive to all classes to the high -school
teacher as well as to the day labourer. And if
tho high-school teacher knows more about the
architecture of the 12th century than the
little girl who sews on buttons, who happens
to occupy the next seat to hers, then it is up
to me to have the 12th century architecture
of tho door or window against which I am
screened accurate enough to please tho teacher
and perhaps to give the factory girl a sense
"

—

perfection.

as she is with a most fascinating
personality, she does not roly upon that alone.
The background has to bo right.
She takes immense pains to select the right
kind of story, and then in the production she
studios every item with the utmost care.
Now that she has her own studio, and, with
the assistance of her husband, produces her
own pictures, she is ablo to exercise control

:

'

—

beautiful and of the fitness of things
which she could not have got from some faked
style of architecture which we hoped would pass."
If Norma Talmadge was a one-part actress,
the work of her research department would be
She can
but her note is versatility.
easier
take any kind of part, so long as it ha3 in it
the element of human interest.
There is, perhaps, no screen actress who can
portray the development of a character so
skilfully as Norma Talmadge. In this connection
a story may be told.
A well-known actor of the speaking stage,
who was wont to speak contemptuously of
the films, was induced to visit a picture house.
He saw Norma Talmadge. and he was converted so much so that for a time he could
talk of nothing else.
His friends chaffed him, and one of them said
of the

\

first

Show."
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time the romantic life story o! Norma,
Natalie, and Constance Talmadge has
been
written, and will appear exclusively in the " Picture
the

^LIFE STOSToftlxe

;

—

:

" She's pretty, isn't she ? "
" Oh, yes, I suppose so " was the reply.
" But that, isn't it, my boy. She's an artist."
" What did you see her in ? "
"I don't remember the name of the thing.
She takes the part of a slum kiddy know-n as
!

Puck."
" Oh, the old stuff "
" Wait a bit
that's only the beginning.
!

;

When you

see her first, she is just a dainty
short
sprito of the cheap music-halls
down, half-child, half-woman.
hair
skirts,
strong
man,
stage
of
the
child-wife
Sho is the
a chap called Vulcan. He is a brute and knocks

—

little

her about."
" All this seems somewhat familiar," objectod
the friend.
" Quite so, but listen. I want to make you
understand what an artist that little woman is.
In spite of her
This is how the story goes.
husband's cruelty, she forces her way up till
toe-dancer in
popular
most
the
she becomes
London. She has a scene where, dressed as a
dragon-fly, with great gaudy wings attached
to her little shoulders, she pirouettes and smiles
A gay, mischievous sprite
to her audiences.
she looks, though her heart is breaking under
In that scene she is fine, and I
the tinsel.
A clevor little character
thought to myself,
'

actress.'

" But presently the story took a turn. A fire
breaks out in the theatre and the girl is saved by
a Captain Merryon. or some such name. He is a
British officer who has risen from the ranks. Ho
Vulcan, the
is another lonely soul like herself.
brute of a husband, is believed to have perished
in the fire. Merryon asks the girl to marry him.
The frightened child gazes at him, and says,
'
You are sure you won't beat me ?
" They are married.
After this the actress
gets her chance and the way she rose to it I
confess astounded me. The gradual transition
from the frightened child to the awakened
woman passionately in love with her husband,
who in order to advance his interests in India,
matches her wits with those of experienced men
and women of the world, is marvellously well
done. I should never have believed that it could
be done on the films. It only shows what a real
artist can do, no matter in what medium he or
she is working."
'

Constance's Chance.
"

*70U are a star now, Norma.

Y

of

course,

That's splendid

and I'm awfully glad and

'
proud and all that, but
Constance paused, and from the depths of a
comfortable cane chair looked up whimsically
They were all now in
at her famous sister.
California, and just beginning to get accustomed

to the

new

life.

Constance was always something of a tomboy.
with a quaint and humorous way of expressing
herself.

She adored Norma, but could rnroly refrain
whole day from chaffing her.
" What do you moan by
but t " said

for a

'

Norma,

'

smiling.

Constance assumed a very solemn expression.
"You are a star, and for the rest of our live*
(Con'.in

ed on pege 20.)

;
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Miss Muffet was not
one to rough it,
She fed on rich dainties
all day :
Little

Be

When
you

be denied that she
sat down and cried

It can't
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drink
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guarantee against Illustrated fx in a
sul stitution
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Need

Shopping.in the train, in the public
hall - whenever and wherever .you come into
indiscriminate contact with your fellow men.
For infec ion is rife in crowds and the exposure
and ex rtion incumbent on your daily life
render you more susceptib e to attack.
Evans' Pastilles assure greater immunity.

An

effective precautionary measure
against the microfces of Influenza,
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Make sure it is " Drummer * you buy, follow carefully the
simple directions given with each packet, and your dyeing will
most assuredly be a success.
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we

ahall worship you
with folded hrtnds and
eyas dazzled by your splendour we shall sit and
pazs at you while you go from triumph to
triumph. Won't it be nice ? "
Norma laughed.
"Silly kid," sho said affectionately.
"You
will soon be doing big things yourself."
So, no!" interposed Connie, in mock
despair. " Seek not to rouse vain hopes within
my young bosom. My career is nipped in the
bud. At the Vitagraph I had a chance just a'
"
wee little chance^but here
Sir. Griffith was asking about you to-day,"

—

eaid

Norma

"Eh?"

casually.

Constance was on her feet, all her langour
gone, and a very eager light in her bright eyes.
Fact
He wants to see you to-morrow.
He is bringing out a new thing an enormous
production.
The biggest thing that has ever
been done. It is called Intolerance.' He thinks
there is a part in it for you."
" For me ? "
" \es, he has seen you on the screen. There
isn't much ho doesn't see.
And he fancies you
are jv.st what he wants for the part."
" Oh " cried Constance, clasping her hands.
" What a man
What intelligence
I always
said he was great. But," she added, suddenly
"
"
breaking off,
is it a real part ?
"I believe so; something really good. But
you will hear all about it to-morrow."
Connie gave her sister a suspicious look.
" Norma, you you deceiver, you have done
this! You have talked him round."
Norma shook her head, laughing.
" Not at all," she declared.
I have told
hira all along that he must give you a chance, of
course
but he has selected you for this part
entirely on his own judgment.
He is quite
enthusiastic.
He says he has been struck by
your pretty face, your slim figure, and your
!

—

'

!

!

!

—

;

gallant bearing."

" Oh, ray " gasped Constance, with a comical
grimace. " Anyway, it is glorious news. Excuse
me, old girl, 1 must go and tell Peg."
The next day she saw Mr. Griffith, and was
chosen by him to play the Mountain Girl in
" Intolerance."
In the section of that wonderful production
devoted to the Babylonian period she took the
lead. It was a splendid chance for so young an
actress, and how splendidly she tool* advantage
of it all the world knows.
But Constance did not achieve this success
without hard work.
In one section of the film she had to do hard
chariot riding, and the rehearsals for this were
both strenuous and exciting. It took her some
time to acquire the art of standing properly in
the rocking and swaying chariot as it was
dragged by wildly racing horses round the arena,
and for weeks she came home every day covered
with bruises, and with her knees black "and blue.
But she stuck to it gamely, and at length
acquired a perfect balance, with the result that
when she is seen on the screen in this part the
ease and grace of her slim, girlish figure are a
delight to behold.
With this picture Constance Talmadge leaped
!

into

fame at a

single

bound, and fromAhat
day
'

she has been an acknowledged star.
•' Scandal,"
" The Honeymoon," " A Pair of
Blue Stockings," "Mrs. LeffiugweH*s Boots,"
" Bomance and Arabella," " Two Weeks,"
" In Search of'a Sinner," " Tho Perfect Woman,"
are but a few of her films which will be remembered by all lovers of bright, wholesome comedy.
When Constance made her first sensational
success it was believed that the third member
of the family would at last be tempted to try
her fortune on the screen.
But Natalie was still obdurate. She rejoiced
in the succoss of her two sisters, but still persisted that she had neither talent nor taste for
the business.
At the same time she refused to be idle, and
60on after the family arrived at Los Angeles she

became private secretary to Roscoe Arbucklet
She enjoyed this work, and proved very
skilful in business

matters

but both

;

Norma

and Constance never ceased to try to persuade
her to become a screen actress.
" Sooner or later you will join us," said Norma
one day. " You havo real talent if you would
only let yourself go. I am sure of it."
Natalie laughed and shook her head.
" Never " she declared. " The only part of
the picture business which appeals to me is the
awful amount of money you make out of it.
And you know very well, Norma, that an artist
is not made that way.
You and Con have
succeeded because you both love the work. It
interests you.
It does not interest me."
" Well, we shall see. Wait till I have a studio
of my own," said Norma. " I will have a part
written specially for you, and if you don't take
it I will get Peg to bully you until you do."
And, as a matter of fact, it was just in this
way that Natalie finally succumbed and entered
upon the path which her two brilliant sisters
!

had trodden so successfully.
She appeared with sister Norma in " The Isle
of Conquest,"' and with sister Constance in a
more recent film, and to-day she is steadily
making good as a film actress.
It was while she was associated with her

own studios that her prejudice
against film work gradually broke down.
She saw the possibilities of artistic expression
in the work, and being a very intelligent little
lady when once she had decided to take it up she
did so with the utmost enthusiasm.
So now all three of the Talmadge sisters are
to be seen on the screen, and although at present
only two of them are famous no one can say
what the future holds.
" 1 am the ugly duckling," declared Natalie,
on one occasion.
"Well," replied the irrepressible Constance,
" you know what became of the ugly duckling
in the end. She surpassed all the others."
sisters in their

(To be concluded.)

NERVOUSNESS

TO GET

If you
or woman.
nervous, timid, low-spirited, lack solf-conndence, willpower, mind concentration, blush, or feel awkward in the
presence of others, send 3 penny stamps for particulars of tho
Mento- Nerve Strengthening Treatment, used in the Navy from
V ice-Admiral to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to
Private.
D.S.O's. M.C.'s. M.M. s. and D.C.M.'a.

in a cup of tea or water.
will drive away
Neuralgia or a splitting Headache in a moment.
To enable you to prove this, we will send you 2 ZOX FREE, if you mention this
paper and enclose stamped addressed envelope.
Of all Chemists and Stores, 16 and 3'- per box, or post free at these prices from:

h the greatest drawback in life to any man

Take a

re

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,
536.

Imperial

Ludgate

Buildings.

Circus,

Ltd.,

harmless

little

RID OF NEURALGIA
ZOX
ZOX

The ZOX CO.,11,Hatton Garden. London, E.C.I.

London, E.C.4.

SHORT?

VAMPING AT A GLANCE 'ARE YOU
jc*

5/-

The moat wonderful Musical "Discovery of the
Aire. Ktes^hes you U> play trie piano beautlf ully by ear and Tamp to thousand* of songs

CALLS

in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple aaA.B.C. 164.000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money returned if not as abated. Complete, post free,
2/6 (per 1* 0.)— Imperial Publishing
Catstle St..
Co. (L Dept.), 28,

YOU

EVERY

MONTHLY

MORN.

South

Liverpool.

the Gtrran Systran help you
your height. Mr.Briggsre*
ports 0 inches increase Driver R. F.,
S Inches; Mr.RatcliflV. 4 inches Miss
Lertell, 4 inches Mr.Ketley,4 inches.
This system greatly improves the
health, figure, and oarrlage. Send 3
penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Oreen ltoad,
London, N.4.
If so, let

to increase

;

;

;

Established 1«72.

WHY SUFFER

WITH CORNS?
D
Luue-J&y
.

for

coins

Millions have used Blue-jay and
learned corns are unnecessary.
Blue-jay is the sclentiflr wsy— the

modern method

of

ending corns.

applied in a jiffy
The pain stops— the
coin is forgotten. In a little time
the corn loosens and comes out.
BIue>;ay

la

Just a touch.

PROVE

;
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"EMPIRE

The • Empire "

KITCHEN,

BEDROOM,

The

Is the ideal clock for a workman's hone.
Fitted with a I,ourl Alarm, rings on two bells, calls you
every morn. Mounted with a silvered Candclabia for
randlo or nlght-ligiit.
Luminous hands show time
throughout the night and day. Daik Colour Case ami
Lever Movement.
A true timekeeper, price 33/B cash

01

37/6 K.sv Terms. 6

SEND

.

monthly.

DEPOSIT

6/now ,,„i promise 6 - monthly
after delivery. Send 6 . now and ask for the • Empire"
Clock.
Satisfaction or deposit lefnnded.
Delivery by
retnrn of pott if you send cash pi ice 33 6.
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,
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RYE.
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I
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'
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4«. Holhora
Viaduct. London, E.C. (live the name of your Chemist.
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JAZZ AND
IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
—
Winter ^Wardrobe Cleaning Your Furs and Gloves
Your Frocks Tke Picture Girl s Magyar Blouse.

Overhauling tke

— Freshening

RENOVATION

GENTILITY.

—

and freshening

is

an essential

of dress at all times of the year
a well-groomed appearance is to bo
maintained.
And just now, more
than at any other time, is it a necessity. For
new garments are of such an expensive order
that it is essential that old garments bo freshened
and worn again and again, until they are quite
detail

tho good
ment.

results

this

of

method

of

treat-

THE BALLS OF FIFTY
YEARS AGO.

if

faithfully

worn

out.

Just now tho costume will havo been packed
away, and the big coat and thick frock brought

And

the latter aro to look well
they must be freshened
up and cleaned.
Cleaners' bills are very heavy, but there is no
reason why a certain amount of the cleaning
should not be carried out at home. The commodities necessary for this work are of the
simple household order
bran, dry salt, and
cornflour ranking foremost among them. While
petrol is invaluable for cleaning purposes.
Great care niusl be taken when petrol is used,
Even
however, as it is so highly inflammable.
a glowing cigarette is likely to ignite the petrol
room.
in the conlincd space of a
to light.

if

:

Cleaning Your Furs.

IF

you have had your
the

furs stored

summer months, do

not

away during
bring them

straight out of storage and wear them.
They will look much better for a good clean.
White furs can be cleaned admirably with cornflour.
This must be scattered thickly over the
fur, and rubbed well into it with the tips of the
fingers.
Allow it to stay on the fur for a while,
and then brush out with a clean, soft-bristled
brush.
If the first cleaning is not successful
tho fur having been in a rather dirty state
White
second process will be found effective.
fox or hare can be cleaned with bran. This must
be placed in an unbreakahle dish and placed in
the oven to heat. Lay the article to be cleaned
on a sheet of white paper or a white cloth, and,

—

—

heaping the hot bran upon the fur, rub it in
thoroughly.
Shake out, and rub again with
another heap of hot bran. Later on, shake and
brush out, and give a whipping with a fine cane.
A final wiping with a white huckaback towel
will bring it
Bran will

cleaning of

up

like new..

be appropriate for the

most

damp

furs,

and

if

a

kept in the
bedroom, and rubbed over them
every time they are taken off
they will keep clean and fresh
looking until they are thoroughly
slightly

worn

towel

is

out.

To Clean Serge

Suede Gloves.

SUEDE
larly

or kid gloves become soiled particuquickly if they are of a light shade,
and continual cleaning becomes an expensive detail. Besides, they have to bo away
at the cleaner's, for a couple of weeks at least,
and this is not always convenient. Therefore,
home cleaning is much more convenient, and
much cheaper.
They must, of courso, be cleaned out of doors,
Place some
as petrol will need to bo used.
petrol in a bowl, and begin with the white
gloves.
Roll the sleeves up above the elbow,
put the gloves on, and rub them through the
petrol exactly as if you were washing the hands
Rub the tips of the fingers of each
in water.
hand against the palms of the other, and pay
special attention to the parts that are badly
soiled.

When

they are quite clean, take them off,
squeeze out the petrol, pull them into shape
seeing that all the fingers are quite straight
and hang them over a clean line in the open air
to dry.

Grey or tan gloves can next be cleaned in the
same manner, and in the same petrol. Very
dark gloves that have become particularly soiled
will need a second bowl of petrol to remove all
the

dirt.

Evening Slippers.
coloured evening shoes will also clean
PALK
perfectly with petrol.
If only slightly
soiled, rub them over with a rag dipped in
the petrol, but if the dirt is grimed in, then they
should be put bodily in the petrol, and brushed
gently the right way of the saMn, with a soft
brush, until all marks have disappeared. Take
them out of the basin, and stirff the toes firmly
with tissue paper, and leave out in the air until
they are nearly dry. Then take out the paper,
and place immediately in the dustbin, in case
of contact with flames, and leave the shoes to
dry thoroughly in the open air.
Perhaps your black satin slippers have
become worn at the toe, and the white
canvas foundation peeps through threads of
Remedy this by first painting
the fabric.
with black dye, and then neatly covering
the shoe with a piece of fine gold or silver
The finished effect will be distinctly
lace.
gratifying, and give the appearance of a new
pair of brocade slippers.

Frocks.

winter's
YOUR
or serge frock
last

The Picture
is
| 'HERE

gabardine
need a

'

will

about the Magyar blouse,

good cleaning

before it
is
the hest to
use for this. Fill a hath with cold
water, adding a tablespoonful of
petrol to it.
Then lay the frock in
this all night.
Take out in the
morning, and hang out to dry.
When the garment is dry press

worn again.

Petrol

especially for dressy wear,
and it is particularly commendable on account of
the
small
quantity
of
material
needed for its
fashioning.
The Picture
Girl has a good many in
her wardrobe, but prettiest
of all is her newest
just
a simple little affair of

is

with a hot iron, and you will find
that all dirty marks and grubbi
ness will have disappeared.
Light coloured cloth can be
successfully cleaned with
plain
kitchen salt plenty of it. and

—

pale grey

crepe-de-Ohine,
on which is printed cherrycoloured fruit.- The design

—

crushed to a fine powder. You will
require a cleaning pad made out
of a piece of white cotton fabric
and wadding.
Lay the garment to be cleaned
on a white paper on the table, and
scatter the dry salt all over it.
Spread it out carefully, so that
there, is a powdering of the salt
all over the cloth.
Then take the
pad and rub the salt well into the
cloth with long, downward sweeps,
so as not to roughen the surface
of tho material. Allow to stay on
for a few minutes, then brush off,
and go over the more soiled parts
again.

When
off

the salt is brushed
you will be astonished with
all

Girl's Blouse.
a distinct charm

has

a

square neek

and

short sleeves, and both
are bound with
cherry
The very latest
silk binding.
draped band takes the fulness
at the waist.

You can

obtain patterns of

this blouse in 22,

28

21, 26,

and

for one
each from Picture
Show Pattern Department,
291a, Oxford Street, London,
W. 1. P.O. to be made pay-

inch waist sizes,

shilling

A deligntfnl Magyar
blouse, specially designed for the
"Picture Girl" by the editress
of
FASHIONS.

No. 28,456.—

HOME

the Picture Show.
of other designs can be
seen at the above address.

able

to

rather amusing to turn over an old
of Pinch and sec pictures of t ho
the women with
voluminous skirts and elaborate coiffure, the
men with ultra-long trousers and side-whiskers,
the rows of bored chaperones.
What would
those decorous ladics have said to our scant;
>
frocks and bare arms', or to the " deplorably
masculine" fashion of "bobbing" the hair?
A dance in those days was a far more formal
is

IT volume

balls of the 'seventies

—

The debutantes were chaperoned by

affair.

discreet mammas ; they did not dance too
much for fear of getting unbecomingly flushed ;

they did not display their arms in the bold
fashion of the 1920 girl
all defects were
hidden under long white kid gloves. Only in
a very natural vanity did the girls of those
days resemble the maidens of our own time.
The modern girl has a harder task to keep
herself looking fresh and pretty through a long
and arduous evening of " Jazz," " Hesitation," and " Fox-Trot."
Dancing is too apt
to make one look " shiny " and hot, and the
enthusiastic dancer will not spare a second to
disappear into the dressing-room to powder
" Wouldn't it be lovely," several
her face.
girls have said to me, "if there was something
;

—

to put on your face not real make-up, you
know that would look nice all the evening
without any further trouble ? "
And to these I reply, " There is something.
Get an ounce of cleminite from your chemist.
Dissolve it in water and bottle it.
Before you
go to your dance, shake the bottle well, and
bathe your face with the lotion, rubbing lightly
until it is dry.
That will give you all the nice
bloom of powder without hurting your skin
in the least, and the effect will last for several

—

'

'

hours."

GLOVES

v.

The

BARE ARMS.
mamma

Victorian miss and her
would
certainly deplore our casting aside of the conventional long kid gloves as " excessively
ungenteel." So also does tho woman of today, whose arms are better hidden than
Certainly, though a pretty arm
displayed.
gains much admiration, an ugly, hairy one
ruins the prettiest toilette.
Many girls, whose
arms are otherwise white and shapely, suffer
from a growth of superfluous hair on them,
which is far from attractive. These, of course,
can be removed with very little trouble.
Shaving is undesirable, for not only is it very
tiresome, but the hairs grow again with inElectrolysis is painful and
creased vigour.
expensive. The best method is to procure
some safe home-remedy ; pheminol is by far
the safest and most reliable drug to use. Most
chemists stock it ready for use in small 1 oz.
bottles ; all that is necessary is to add a little
water to about a teaspoonful of the powder,
and to apply the resulting paste to the superDirectly it has thoroughly dried
fluous hairs.
the hair can be easily and painlessly scraped
away with a thin piece of cardboard
visiting card will do.

—

Pheminol seems a little expensive but only
a very little is required, and it reduces the
future growth of hairs to a minimum.
Let all who have pretty arms then show
them. But those who are less well favoured
will be wise to moderate fashion a little, and
produce a little illusion with "camouflage"
sleeves of ninon or tulle.
;

Heaps

A Dresser,

PARKER BELMONT

S CLYXOL KF.RRIES
FOR OBESITY.
[ADVT.]
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He stiffened and listened intently, but there was
no sound from upstairs to show the noise had been
But all the same it had been. \ era, for
I card.
some reason or other was restless that night, and
she heard the noise made by the falling flower-pot.
Throwing a wrap over her shoulders, she crept
downstairs and. peering over the bannisters, she saw,
to her horror, her lover robbing her father s safe.

IF you

do.
.
...
,
At that moment Chick Larrabee came in through
the library window and as she caught sight of the

second intruder she saw Ben creep behind a screen
near to the sale.
Ben had previously closed

'.he

safe

and Larrabee

now set to work on it. He was much longer than
lie
JSen had been in getting it open, but at last
Fwung back the door, and began to search for the
as
him
from
burst
imprecation
smothered
notes.
A
he saw there was nothing in it but books and receipted
bills.

"The old hayseed must have taken it upstairs
wilh him," he muttered, " Well. I mean to get it
head to do it.
il 1 liave to crack him over the
not
He began to climb up the stairs, but he had Ben
was on him.
Ben
before
steps
manv
gone
He
now.
cared nothing about Larrabec's threats
only knew that a dangerous crook was out torop,
she
should
and that the girl he loved was in danger,
discover him.
.
T
_
With a swift leap he threw himself on Larrabee.
got
Larrabee
and
for
tried
he
the
hold
He missed
tne
grip
him by the throat. Clenched in a deadly
two men struggled on the first landing of the stairs.
Ben butted Larrabee with his head, and made him
Getting a waist hold he exertea
release his grip.
The crook
.ill
his strength and threw Larrabee.
beneatn
tell against the bannisters, which gave way
his weight, and both men crashed to the floor.
Ben was partly stunned, and as he, picked himself
up he saw Sir. Owen running into the library followed
lv Vera, as Chick Larrabee disappeared through
Outside the servants were
lite library window.
shouting and firing guns as they dashed after the
-

fugitive.

.

.

As Ben stood there wondering how he could explain his presence in the house he saw Mr. Owen
looking at him witli a puzzled air.
" What does this mean,. Ben, and how did you
come here ? " he said.
Ben tried hard to think of something to say, but
a? he stood hesitating Vera came to his rescue.
" I heard somebody moving about the house,
lather, and I telephoned to Ben," she said.
Having got this start Ben found his voice.
" Yes, that's it, Mr. Owen. I found the window
of the library open and when I got in the room I
saw the safe had been broken into. The burglar
was just going upstairs when I tackled him. We
tought on the stairs and the bannisters gave way. I
was stunned, and he got r.way through the window
.

just as 1 got to

my

.

feet."

has got awav with my five thousand
broke in Mr. Owen. " You look after
Vera, Ben. while I telephone to the police."
As her father left the room Vera looked Ben
"

And he

dollars

I

"

straight in the face.
" I saw you take dad's money from the safe,
Ben," she said quietly.
t>
" And you lied for me, believing mn to be guilty,
said Ben," his voice tense with emotion.
" I love you, Ben," said Vera slowly.

to kno\v 'anything

about Films or Film Players

DISAPPOINTING PROGRAMMES.

She held her breath as she drew back, undecided

what to

want

"Glad"

ONE

of the chief attractions of a picture theatre lies
in the quality of its programme as a whole, and
not in any one particular feature of it. Not
always, however, does this simple fact receive the
attention it deserves, for sometimes the tendency is
to screen old pictures for which there is no demand,
or new ones of inferior quality, on the principle that
everything passes for entertainment.
The usual method, of course, is to tempt the public
by means of a single feature attraction. There is
nothing to be said against this method provided that
care is taken to balance the rest of the programme
with items quite as good.
What does happen at some
theatres, however, is that a thrilling serial or an
attractive complete story is prominently advertised.
The star's name may be that of a well-known favourite,

pose that explains all."
" Well, you've no need to be ashamed of me this
"That other man you saw
lime, Vera," said Ben.
was Chick Larrabee. He was going to rob your
lather and when he knew that I had got on to his
scheme, he threatened to give me away to the police
for a robbery I committed in the old days if I interthat was
There was only one thing to do
tered.
Your dad's
to rob the safe myself before he came.
Say you
meant
to touch it.
money is safe, I never
"
believe me, Vera ?
" I do, Ben," replied the girl. " I might have
known you would never break your word to me."
She came to him with open arms and in the Idas
she gave him was a woman's trust, for then and all
;

time.

Then Ben got swiftly to work. He dropped the
bundle of notes among the papers Larrabee had
taken from the safe, and there they were found by
Mr. Owen when, at Vcra's suggestion, he made
another search.
" They must have dropped out of his pocket when
yon were struggling with him, Ben," said the farmer.
And Ben let it go at that.
While they were talking one of the farm hands
rushed in with the news that the burglar had been
shot dead by one of the men as he was running
across the meadow.
Ben and Vera exchanged glances.

Warren Kerrigan

cannot be answered in the next issue ?
stamped and addr es sed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, EX. 4.
tion, letters

A

:

—

A. K. C. (Reading). Now yon must be good and
not throw any brickbats at " Vamplro," for I notice
in sticking up for British films you say " we can,

"That means

the last shadow of the old life is
ever from the new," said Ben, as he said
" When will you
t'ood-nlght to Vera, at the porch.
"
be ready to marry me, Vera ?
" As soon as you want me, Ben," whispered Vera,
as she kissed him once more.
lifted for

Adapted, by permission, from incidents in the famont
Lasky photo play featuring Charles Ray as Ben.

and have, made quite as good and sometimes better,
pictures than those of any other country." Tint's
Violet Hopson can be seen in " A Turf Conso.
spiracy," " A Daughter of Eve," and " A Gentleman
,

Rider." Yes, Nazimova Is wonderful.
A. K. S. (Barking). I have no doubt Mae Marsh
will like your painted portrait of her.
Frank Kcenau
reached the age of fifty-two on April Pth last. Tom
Moore was born near KcUs Co. Meath, Ireland.
"A Schoolgirl " (Olapharn). You may rejoice.
For since you say you like blue eyes better than any
He was in " What
other, Ralph Graves has them.
Pronounce Pauline Frederick's first
I Bid ?
name as Pawleen.
" Betty Blue " (Gravesend). You have n"ver
written to mc before. Ah, well, you are th« one I
have always missed
So you want Jack Hoxic's
photo ? He was brought up on a cattle ranch, and
proved himself quite a clever rider in several champion

—

—

Am

—

1

career.

film

—

AmariUv of Clothes-line Alley," " Riders of the
Purple Sage," "True Blue," and " Pitfalls of a Big;
City."
He doesn't tell us anything about his re-

in "

lations.

Elsie

(Cardiff)

and " The Belle " (Cubitt Town).
A House

Since both of you want to know about
—
In
have paired you
Divided."
off.

I

He

film,

this

Sylvia Breamer was Mary Lord, Herbert Rawlinson,
opposite her, was Philip Carmichael, and Bob Baldwin
was Lawrence Grossmith. Priscilla Dean and

Ashton Dearholt were
"

HACT "

iu "

The Two-Souled Woman.'

—Gregory

Scott took the part
Great Coup," the Bioadwest
cast were Stewart
in
the
mentioned
Others
film.
Rome as Squire Hampton. Cameron Carr (Hichant
(Kate Hampton).
Wyndham
Foxton), and Poppy
No other actress' name is given.
The hooks in
-Tyne).
(Newcastleon
Betty
question were written by a man. Norma Talmadge
is just ox er
Constance,
who
is three years older than
twenty. The latter has golden hair and brown eyes.
given
elsewhere.
been
Other' information has
L. L. (New Southgrite), Cynthia (Liverpool), E. J.
(Brockley),
G. H. (Yarmouth), M. C. 15. (Wednesburv),
D. T. (Southport), "Tosw.vLSH" (New
"Two Lawsidites"
Maiden), Freddie (Hull),
(Dundee), Eileen (Southampton), D. B. (NorthHill),
D. D. (Muswell
ainntoii), L. F. (Wlnchmore
Hill), D. L. M. (Felixstowe), N. L. (Bermondsey),
"
(London.
N ). A. V.
Beryl (Birmingham), "CURIOCS
(Liverpool), G. W. (Merton). C. D. (Chelmsford),
M. C. (Port Elizabeth), H. C. R. and K..P. P. (Ilford),
and Tessa (Cheltenham). Sorry, but other curious
folk have just been given on this page the same
However,
information for which you have asked.
don't hesitate to write to me again about something

(Lewes).
of Reid Gordon in "

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica-

before starting his

thirty-one.

born in Rochester, Indiana, on February 6th, 1889.
His real name is Otto Elmo Linkcnhelt, and at one
time he was a fireman on a railway locomotive
" Diskum Atjssie " (Bunbury). Question marks
dance before mv eyes all day, and sometimes even
haunt my dreams. But I am used to it. William
Scott, who has been screen villain so often, was born
thirty-seven years ago in New York. He has appeared

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

in

is

A. M. J. (Blaena von).—Though I have never met
Elmo Lincoln I should sav he is nice. Gene Pollard
was chosen for " The Return of Tarzan." Klmo was

THE EDITOR.

was born

many, many years

—

or the public may have already been made acquainted
with the merits of the play.
In this way interest is
aroused concerning that particular feature, though
nothing whatever may be known regarding the merits
of the other items.
It is here that the pubUc is at a disadvantage.
On
the bill outside the bare mention of other titles comprising another drama, a comedy or news film, or
whatever else the programme may include, often
conveys no indication of their merit. Nevertheless,
the public pays to go in and see them all. The exhibitor, on the other hand, having filled his theatre,
assumes that the whole programme must be good.
There is no logic in that assumption.
Nor is the
theory always correct.
It is the big feature which invariably acts as the
magnet, and, whatever an audience may think of
the rest of the programme, it prefers, as a rule, to sit
and see it through rather than get up and leave. At
the same time, it is up to the public to let the exhibitor
know when it has reason to be disappointed with the
quality of any of the pictures shown.
This can be
done by courteously informing the manager of the
theatre of the fact either personally or by letter.
It
is the only method by which the public is hke'y to
get eventually what it really wants.

ship contests

—How

—

-

" I sup-

(Worthing).

ago did you see the films you mention 1 They must
have impressed you wonderfully. In " Adam Bede,"
the chief artistes were Malvina Longfellow, Ivy Close,
Bransby Williams, and Gerald Ames.
Gwt.s (Calcutta). I am sorry you had a difficulty
I am
in getting some of your copies of this paper.
afraid your previous letter must have been lost in
question,
your
transit, but since vou have repeated
it was the late Gaby Deslys who, with Harry Piker,
appeared in the films mentioned.
Marjorie (Cheam).— Believe not the rumours
which kill this or that artiste, for Marguerite Clark
is alive.
Yes, Ruth Roland was the star in "The
Tiger's Trail."
Dorothy Gish is single, but our old
friend Richard is not.
N. F. (Drogheda). The busiest man is he who
The answer to your
finds lime for many things.
tiny request is that Thomas Meighan and Betty
Compson were the leads in " The Miracle Man."

A

—

C

else.

"ASMOCS"

(Handsworth).

—You

should

never

1
look a gift horse, or a film artiste, in the mouth.
don't, so how eould I possibly say wh-ther any
Won't you ask
film stars have false teeth or not 1
me something easier ?
W. B. (Peckham). I was interested in your criticism of the British film you saw. The producer
eertalnlv ought to have been more careful. But lot
me. in fairness, remind you that several American
pictures have contained amusing blunders, especially
in scenes attempting to depict the customs of this
However, let me hear from you often.
countrv.
It was* Charles Spore who took the part of Knid
Desert Wooing."
Bennett's screen brother In "

—

A

(Afore answers next week.l

Oklahoma.

The Motherless

Millgirl

Do

not miss the opening
finest drama of mill li'c ever written.
DAY'S Girls' Friend," which also contains the first
chapters in

The

TO

of a series of

3 Big
all

FREE

coloured plates

delighted with these beautiful pic'.urcs. Make sure of them
by giving your newsagent TO-DAY a regular order for the

You

will

t-c

Price lid.
Everywhere.

-

"

Picture Show, Xovcmhcr

A

t>th,

"
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GIFT-of-GIFTS'

FOR THE HAIR

OF EVERY MAN & WOMAN Reader.
-nn-

Famous FILM BEAUTY'S Remarkable

Declaration

and Advice on Personal Appearance.
MOTHING

that I or anyone else can say is too good for it, and
glad to know that you arc offering every reader of Picture
GiftSnow the opportunity of receiving what I can truly 6ay is a
of-Gifts,' for that is what it proved to
"

I

am

'

be in

my own

Every day afterwards your hair will improve in every one of its
Your own looking-glass will
natural attributes of health and beauty.
reveal the daily growing health and beauty of your hair.
Such

case.

Brittleness,

—Greasiness,
mass,

therefor.

'

of

So pleased will ycu be with the samo
splendid appearance of your hair aa
seen in Miss Peggy Carl.sle's photograph that you will want to eohtinuo
" Harlene Hair-Drill "
as a regular
detail of your daily toilet.

" Harlene "—ac-

knowledged and used throughout the
it is the most stimulat-

tonic-food
for
ing and beautifying
Used daily, and whenever
tho hair.
tho hair is brushed, as a dressing, it
not only feeds the growth of tho hair,
but " insulates " it against every enemy
of tho hair, such as greasiness, scurf,
dryness, splitting, breaking and falling out, as it " drills " every hair into
a shaft of symmetrical beauty and
makes it lustrous with the radiance of

—

3.

following prices

—A

Bottle of " Uzon " Brillianwhich enhances the well-groomed

appearance of the hair, whilst supplying a corrective to tho " too dry " condition created by indoor life in artificially
heated and lighted rooms, " Uzon
gives

"the

final

touch"

of polish

and

TO-DAY
Harlene

for

Hair-

:

" HARLENE-FOR-THE-HAIR "
1M., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 9d.
Is.

at

per

bottle.

"

a tendril of exquisite daintiness

tine,

" Gift-of-Gifts

Not only you, but
Drill Package."
your friends will be amazed at the way
in which '"Harlene Hair-Drill" will so
wonderfully improve the growth and
appearance of your hair.
Afterwards you will be glad to
know that you can obtain from
your Chemists or Stores regular sup"Harlene Hair-Drill"
plies for the
essentials for your toilet table at the

2.
A Packet of ".Cremex " Shampoo Powder, which has tho largest sale
in the world because of the extraordinary way in which it frees the hair
and the scalp from all scurf, stale and
more [or less unpleasantly odorous
grease, clamminess, dull and lustreless
appearance, transforming every hair

cleanliness.

COUPON

SEND

YOUR

health.

»nd

flat

will rapidly disappear.

world becauso

into

"

a

—Baldness,
—Falling and Combing Out,

Specialities— All Free.
Bottle

in

—Patchy Thinness,

These 4 Wonderful Hair Toilet

—A

Clinging

—Unpleasant Odour,

GIFT-OF-GIFTS'

CONTAINS
1.

:

—
—Splitting,
— Raggedness,
—Scurflness,

at

EACH

faults as

—Dryness,

tho accompanying photograph of Miss Peggy Carlisle's lovely
hair, and every reader will be able
to judgo tho value of the " Gift-oftiifts" offered simply for the asking

Look

CREMEX

" Oh, what lovely hair ! " is the envious sigh of everyone who sees Miss
Peggy Carlisle's radiantly beautiful head of hair. Every film lover
"
must have said or thought this when seeing Miss Carlisle in her " Star
part in Miss Marie Corelli's " God's Good Man " and Misx E. M.
Dell's " Rocks of Valpre," " Keeper of the Door," " Comradeship,"
and other notable film successes. " Everyone," Miss Carlisle frankly
admits, " can wondrously improte his or her hair by including Har~
To-day every interested
lene Hair-Drill ' as a part of the daily toilet."
reader can have a " Harlene Hair-Drill " Outfit as a " Gift-of-Gifts."
purpose
in th is announcement.
Simply send the Coupon published for the
'

br.lliancy.

4—

The Illustrated Book of " Harlene Hair-Drill " Instructions, revealing the secrets of the 2-minut>s-a•day method of (1) cultivating and (2) preserving a glorious head of

"

SHAMPOO POWDERS

lid. per box
packets 2d. each).

at

Is.

"UZON"
and

of

seven (singlo

BRILLIANTTNE

at

Is.

IS THE COUPON your
sending of winch will bring your
by
Outfit to YOU
"Gift-of-Gifts"
return of post

HERE

hair.

All the foregoing four things are yours just for the asking. Simply
"
send the Coupon and 4d. stamps for postage of your " Gift-of-Gifts
Package.

SEND THE COUPON TO-DAY AND RECEIVE
by return

of post full Illustrated Instructions, together with the complete outfit to begin the world-recognised only correct treatment, which
will enable you to see in your own mirror your hair growing in beauty
day after day.
You will be surprised to see within 5 to 7 days your hair looking
as if it had been dipped in sunshine.
Sitting between the window
and other persons your hair will appear to them as though bathed
in that halo-like radiance so admired in Miss Peggy Carlisle's hair.
Instead of looking dull and matted together, each hair will curl in
wavy tendrils of beauty.
Even after the very first Shampoo with the marvellously cleansing
and brightening " Cremex Shampoo," your hair will look twice as
luxuriant, twice as beautiful in colour, and twice as lovely in that fine
silky fluffine&s of the hair which is so admired by everyone.

FREE

'

GIFT-OF-GIFTS

'

4-IN-l

OUTFIT.

Simply cut out this Free PICTURE SHOW Coupon and post, with
4d. stamps for postage ami packing to your address, to

EDWARDS' HARLENE, LIMITED,

and 26. Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. 1.
accept vour offer of a " Gift-of-Oifts " 4-iu-l " Har"
Outfit
as offered to every reader of PICTURE SHOW,
Hair-Drill
lene
and enclose M. stamps for postage and packing.
Write your full name and address clearly
NOTE TO PEADEP.
on a plain piece of paper, pin this Coupon
(Mark envelope " Gifts Dept.")
above.
post
as
directed
to it, and
Picture show, o ii. '20.
20. 22, 24.

Dear

—

Sirs,

—

I

—

—

—

Hd.

9d. per bottle.
Any of the above will be sent direct
by Edwards' Harlene, Ltd., on receipt
of 6d. extra for postage.
2s.

T^HAT'S

the Rinso way of washing
clothes sweet and clean without any bother or hard work, no
coal wasted in the copper fire, no
steam or mess.
Wash-day is not the day of heavy work that

—

used to be; Rinso makes a vast
Clothes washed with Rinso need
rubbing or scrubbing, and yet they
Try
beautifully white and fresh.
method next wash-day.
it

Soak the

By

the Rinso

water with Rinso overnight.
That's all!
dry in the morning.

clothes in cold

Rinse and hang

SOLD

difference.
boiling,
are just as

no

IN

to

PACKETS EVERYWHERE

inn

all Grocers, Stores,

Oilmen, Chandlers,

etc.

THE COLD WATER WASHER
R. S.

HUDSON

LIMITED.

Liverpool.

R na—84

West Bromwich and London.
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CINEMA" Out To-morrow

YELLOW, BLACK, AND WHITE PLAY TOGETHER

IN

AS A NEWSPAPER.

h
Your Copy

"DINTY. 9}

Three little pals whom we are to see together on the screen in " Dinty," the coming photo-play.
Wesley Barry, of Freckle fame,
you «ee in the centre on his right is Aaron Mitchell, his darkey pal on his left, Walter Chung, his little Chinese friend.
;

;

?

—

:

riclure Show, Xovcnbcr 15th, 1920.

The Magic

Colour-trick

that saves
Not only

saves on the clothes and household furnishings bills,
all the trouble of Home-Dyeing too.
Drummerinvolves little trouble
no guessing— no risk— there is

but saves

UNDERWEAR
Maximum Comfort
worry

A nother week
a

jtitch,

Just

to

Oak Tree Underwear

every detail of

make and

wash

it

One Dye for

finish.

all

if not satisfactory.

from

Write Dept. lS

each packet.

So Easy

to use.

Daffodil, Heliotrope, Mauve,
Grey, Black — you can mix any

whom you can obtain

Ttec."

if

Light Blue, Saxe
Blue,Navy Blue, Light Green,
Dark Green, Emerald Green,
Myrtle Green, Brown, Nigger
Brown,
Red,
Cardinal,
Maroon, Rust, Shell Pink,

Illustrated Booklet together
name of nearest Draper or

"Oak

with

And

perfectly.

Obtainable in

For free

Outfitter

Drummer Dyes

take

Fabrics.

an

;

^with

for every class of fabric.

the simple' directions given

added
comfort
although so
smooth and soft in texture, it
the
underwear
is
with the
super - wearing
qualities
and
every garment
is
guaranteed

Replaced

will

DRUMMER DYES

!

strict

And Oak Tree wears — that's

follow

Drummer

without

th/tnks

the

to

—

one standard

the article will

choice of materials and
attention
to
paid

careful

the

— thanks

just

Minimum Mending

Oak
Tree
Underwear gives
warmth in all weights and wear
without

Dyeing

:

shade you

will.

Drummer Dyes
Grocers, and

W

rite

now

are

sold

by Chemists,

Stores everywhere.
for

" Th« Art of

Free Booklet

Home

Dyeing."

WM EDGE &S0NS,Ltd.,BoItoi«.
Be sure

to

pay no more than the prict

printed on the packet.

A
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THE NAME LEVER ON SOAP

IS

Fever say " Dye

children the cheeriness
TOandthehappiness
of home centres

Mother.

strives

to

and happy.

In

make
That

is

Mother

turn

her
their

bright
she uses

lives

why

Sunlight Soap.

Sunlight Soap enables Mother to
be out early and happy with the
the washing
children on wash-day
in the
folded
neatly
finished, clothes
basket, and with leisure to enter
into the children's pleasures.

—

Sunlight Soap is the purest and
As
most efficient of cleansers.
a laundry soap it has no equal
as a household cleanser it stands
supreme.

SUNLIGHT SOAP.
LEVER

BROTHERS

say " Drummer.

A GUARANTEE OF PURITY AND EXCELLENCE

Out Early and Happy on
Wash-day with Sunlight.

in

"

LIMITED,

PORT

SUNLIGHT.

£1,000 GUARAN1EE OF PURITY ON EVERY BAR.

WH^,
.

1

—
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Photqyrapk:? ard Paragraphs of Picture;. Play^ and

A

Proposal from the Skies.
is not dead —not by a long chalk

ROMANCE

For the latest gossip from Los Angeles
how, the other night, Ruth Roland
garden playing in the moonlight with
" Laddie," her now police dog. when, veritably
out of the clouds came a dainty white parachute
with a gold basket attached, containing a tcnpound box of chocolates and a proposal of

Famous Readers of the " Picture
Show.
No. 44.— MARY MASSART.
MASSART, the dainty
star who
MARYplaying
the leading feminine

in her

marriage.
In the letter the daring young aviator who
had sent the parachute on its journey of lose,
told he was bashful in his adoration, and so hail
used a method he had successfully employed
while an ace in the w orld war.
Though Ruth refused, she did it very nicely
told him he was adorably up-to-date, as that was
tlte Grst time she had enjoyed a bomb from the
sky.

little

role

is

in

the StoII version of Sax Rohmer's mystery
story of " The Yellow Claw," is a keen lover of
the Pictcrk Show. She is seen above looking
up after admiring the centre pictures of (Jeorges
Carpentier, the famous boxer, who is starring in
" The Wonder Man " film.

Miss Massart will be more than interested in
this issue, for Ijesides the photograph of her. she
will be able to read the story ot " The Wonder

Man," which begins on page

6.
Miss Massart
not be alone in enjoying the story, will she ?
I know all my readers will turn eagerly to this
page and read of a real hero in a hero part on
screen and in story.

will

A Hint for To-morrow.
TO-MORROW, Tuesday, is

the date for the
fourth number of the." Girls' Cinema " to
greet you on your way.
There is a most
charming plate presented with this issue.
Charles Ray and Seena Owen in a delightful love

The title of which is " Say Yes."
you have not yet seen this splendid— and

scene.
If

A

Request from Sarah Bernhardt.

TREE
to be present at the
LADY
exhibition in London of Louis Mercanton's
" Miarka,"

version of
Jean Richepin's famous story, in which the lato
Madame Rejane made her last dramatic appearance.
Lady Tree is to be present in answer to the
following request she received by cable from
film,

Madame

My

the

Sarah Bernhardt

—

screen

dearest Friend.

affectirJhate

my

remembrance.
"

To

Lady Tree

this

Sarah Bernhardt."
would be
by return a

replied that she

proud and delighted, receiving
further telegram
" All my thanks with all
" Sarah

You Can See

to miss.

can see

Eva's Advice to Wives.
as many husbands are driven from
ALMOST
home by wives who
too much
lavish

at-

tention on them as leave because their
wives neglect them. So believes Eva Novak.
" Men were intended to be the aggressors
in the battle of love." she says, "and women
were cast to play defensive parts. Warrior.*,
once they have completely subdued their opponents, are likely to seek other adversaries.
So it is with husbands, and the woman who baa
been wooed and won. und then displayed her lovo

by too frequent and
stration,

is

apt

flagrant fuss

and demon-

with

overdo,

to

disastrous

results.

"

Men

like attention

from women, but not too

flagrant attention.
My advice to the wife IB
to be sane and conservative in the treatment ot
her husband, and to retain much of that reserve

which marked her courtship."

:

Will you be my inproxy, and represent me
at the first appearance of ' Miarka, the Child of
the Bear,' in which our wonderful Rejane is to
I am quite well now,
lie seen for the last time ?
and would come to London myself if the diffiI
culties of the journey were not so trying.
count on your doing me this favour because of
admiration
for
friendship
for
me,
and
your
your
Rejane, and I send you expressions of my
"

terpreter, or rather

use the adjective that, everyone who has
written me about it used— little paper, don't let
to-morrow pass without getting a copy. I don't
t-sk much from you.
I don't ask you to buy it
every week, only one copy to-morrow, for I know
will
you
not need asking to buy future copies.
The "Girls' Cinema" is a paper that every'
girl fond of the Picture Show cannot afford
1

first

is

a Movie Star," in which Violet Hopson.
Stewart Rome, Gregory Scott, and Cameron
Can- appear in important parts.
In this film are included some very fine views
of London and EZngUsh count ry.
Picture-goera
cannot fail to recognise the view from the top ot
Richmond Hill, and most interesting scenes are
shown in a movie studio.
of

!

tells

was

Players

Her Eighteenth Birthday.

ROBERTS has
EDITH
Universal City after a

just

returned

month's holiday

to
iti

New

York, her birthplace. It was her
holiday for several years, and you may
guess she made the most of it, especially as her
eighteenth birthday fell during the time she
spent in New York. She was feted by her former
school churns, and a feast was given in her
honour. The only drawback to the occasion
was the loss of a valuable pearl necklace which
had belonged to her mother.
New York police are still searching for the
missing gems.
first real

:

my

heart.

Bernhardt."

for Yourself.
of you who are anxious to see what
the interior of a film studio looks like
whilst the films are actually being taken,

THOSE
it

in the

Broadwest

film, "

The Romance

It

Was

Hot.

CAREY
HARRY
the tramp poet,

is

now taking the part of
Sundown Slim," in the

"

picture of that name.

how a tramp

It

is

a story that

is thrown into the midst
and cattlemen's feud, and
depicts the regeneration from a cowardly tramp
to a contented and fearless ranch owner.

tells

poet

of a sheep ranchers'

Poor May.

HEAR

from a friend in California that the
residents of Hollywood are bemoaning the
fact that they were not up in the early
hours of one morning last week, as they thereby
missed seeing a startling reproduction of Lad}'
Godiva's famous ride, by May Allison, which is
to appear in the coming photo-play, " The

I

Marriage of William Ashe."
The horse on which Miss Allison, attired only
In a long flowing wig, was seated, became excited

by the

lights and the clicking of the camera in the
studio, and bolted through an archway, down the
streets of Hollywood.
chauffeur eventually captured the frightened
'

A

nnimal, and brought him, and the blushing star,
back to the studio. " I'm glad it was three
o'clock in the morning," says Miss Allison.

As He Really

Is.

PICTURE-GOERS who
clever character

work

-have

watched the

Raymond

Hatton,
have an opportunity of seeing him as
in two new Goldwyn productions.
Hatton makes up so cleverly that few people
who have seen him ori the screen would recognise
him in real life. But in " Head Over Heels,"
with Mabel Normand and in " The Conceit,"
he is to play straight roles.
In the former he
impersonates a press agent, and in the latter,
takes the part of a young doctor.
In between he played a Scotch part in " Bunty
Pulls the Strings," in which he was completely
disguised by his costume.
of

will

he really

is

PEGGT BEAMS,
and who

is

the pretty nine and a half year old girl who is in great demand as a photographer's model,
a name for herself on the screen.
can see her in " Our Girls and Their Physique "
and the " Game of Life " films.

now making

We

——
—

—

1'icture

m

(COT

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

ff,"1.f°

Great trouble was experienced in filming the
desert scenes of this picture, because of the
excessive heat of tho Arizona desert.
It was
necessary to keep the camera covered by a
heavy ice pack, and rush the finished film out
of the desert every day by motor. To prevent
sunstroke, the actors all wore lettuce leaves in
their hats.

—+

Two New Features.
1MUST not forget to tell

you that thore are
two splendid new features in this week's
of our companion paper, the Boys'
Cinema. One is the beginning of the worldfamous story, "The Return of Tarzan," and
issue

the other
told

by

is

Tom

a new series of tales of the West,
Mix, the cowboy star.

Rumour

Geraldine Wishes

Denied.

GERALDINE FARRAR

has asked me to
deny the current report that she is to
abandon the movies. Although the
operatic stage is very insistent that Geraldine
should let them hear her, we may rest assured
that we shall see her for some time yet on the
screen.

"

" No t
" Beeaune all tho soft jobs r.ro taken," Miss
Owen assured him with a laugh.

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

has

a

very

good

never goes anywhere without him, and though
this friend is neither young, handsome, nor
artistic, he -frequently presumes so much upon
this long-standing friendship to obtrude his
shabby presence between Mr. Russell and the
camera, and has managed by sheer " pull " on
the part of his influential friend to even sneak
his way into many a picture.
On some occasions, in fact, Mr. Russell finds his rather
disreputable old pal indispensable in achieving
some particular effect, and the other day work
was held up some time at the Fox Studios, for
Big Bill suddenly made the appalling discovery
that he had lost his affinity. The whole company heaved a sigh of relief when a propei ty
man strolled in and nonchalantly mquiring,
" Is this yours ? " restored to William Russell
his pet pipe of English briar.

FDOTE,

who came out

the English actor,

America with Sir Herbert
was at the Chaplin
Studio the other day and was amusing us with
some stories of the times when Charlie was
working for the Essanay Company. When ho
was doing " The Bank," it appears he used to
get very depressed and worried, wondering
whether the public would stand for a comedy
with a strong undercurrent of sadness. Mr.
Foote, who is incidentally a born humourist

Beerbohm

to

Tree,

feelingly described how Charlie used
drop into his place of an evening, at onco

himself,
to

RUttijr

MILLER

appearing

in the Stoll picture version of "The Mystery o!

the Olive
Wadsley novel filmed by
the Stoll Company.

Mr. Bernard Brown."

divest himself of his shoes and socks, and seat
himself in front of his friend's hearth, whilst
Mr. Foote, as he put it, " tried to coax the fire
into being a fire."
Later in the evening they
would adjourn to the kitchen and between
them get a Bohemian repast ; later they would
Bottle

down comfortably

for

a

talk,

thelatter

interspersed by the occasional sizzle of a cigarette ash flicked off into the kitchen sink.

The Servant Problem Solved.

Fay Filmer.

FRITZI BRUNETTE

has solved the servant
problem.
Year in and year out, ever since
her friends can remember, Fritzi has had
the same maid. The other day she was asked
how she managed it.
" Well, you see," said Fritzi, " the average
housekeeper has failed to keep a maid for long
becauso they fail to treat them with proper tact.
Women call their} maids^skiv vies, Mary Janes,
generals, housekeeper, or took.
This is very
bad diplomacy."
" What do you call your maid X " she was

A

—

is

hard, hard world.
" Yes, you're right, but do you
asked Scenu.

She

director,
it

was a

MASTER ROBY, known

"
J

as

"Bubbles"

in film

on account ol his remarkable likeness
boy in Millais' masterpiece.
He has
appeared in a number of films, among which
can be mentioned "Betba the Gipsy " and "The
Temptress."
circles,

to

know why

to British Films.

Request

MAY

Hard.

was talking the other day to her
who was bemoaning tho fact that

British studios correspondent.
She will act for
this paper as our residential correspondents in
New York ore now doing.

shakable belief that the early struggles of tho
pioneers would eventually meet with success.
Week by week she will give to tho readers of
the Picture Show exclusive stories about their
favourites of the British screen, and up-to-date
information about British films.

at the Goldwyn Studios, and asked for her. Of
course it was Wiliy.
He had heard, even hi
Honolulu, x)f her success on the screen, and
followed hor all tho way to Culver City in the
hopo of being able to work for her again.

has a sense of humour.

and producers.

Exclusive Stories of British Filmland.
NEPEAN, whose first novel,
EDITH
"Gwyneth of the Welsh Hills," was
dedicated by special permission to tho
Rt. Hon. David Lloyd Georgo, is well known'
in film circles,. and even in the dark days of tho
British film industry, she had always an un-

other day a dark-skinned youth appeared-

World

players

To this end, Edith Nepean, the well-known
novelist, has joined the Picture Show, as its

—

—

the

films,

the up-to-date producer, when ho has got a good
thing, will take caro to let tho public know.
We of the Picture Show can assure tho
British producer that the cineina-going public
of the country arc only too anxious to patronise
British films, when they are worthy of patronage.
Every week we receive hundreds of letters
bearing out this statement.

loyalty.

Why

Great Britain is a real rival to
America, a fact recognised by thousands
of our readers, who write every week
asking the Picture Show to encourage British
films.
This has always been the policy of this
paper, but now that the number of British
producers has so vastly increased, and the films
have inproved so much, the Picture Show
intends to devote the entire two centre pages
weekly to news and photographs of British

recognised much more in the States than it is
here.
The British producer in the past has
suffered from his modesty.
He has been content to let tho public judge for themselves. But
while that is a soiuul maxim for the patron
of the cinema must always bo the final judge

has something to add to the
general discussion about the servant problem.
" If you want loyalty," she advisos, "engage
a Philippine servant, and if you can't find one
here, make a trip to the Philippine Islands, and
get one."
Miss Rich has reason for hor favouritism.
Several years ago she lived in Honolulu, and
engaged there a nativo servant, named by
hor Willy Wood.
Willy was faithful and
devoted, and all that a servant should be. But
Miss Rich never suspected the depths of his

SEENA OWEN

Now Come.

TO-DAY,

of the success of American films is
to the persistent booming of the
industry.
The value of publicity is

IRENE RICH

Tho

The Time Has

MUCH
due

Find Loyalty.

—

were few in number, and fighting an uphill
battle, by reason of the fact that this country
was years behind America in the film industry.

Welcome

— v»

to

EDITH NEPEAN.
has always been tho policy of the Pictube
IT Show to give to its readers
news, photographs, and stories of the best films and the
most popular cinema players..
Until comparatively recently, America and
the Continent
supplied practically all the
pictures shown over here. There were, of course,
British producers, all honour to them, but they

Los Angeles and

asked.
" My domestic secretary," replied Fritzi.

Where

AN INTRODUCTION.
Special Correspondent for British Studios.,

friend to whom ho has been attached by
the tonderest bonds of sympathy and
understanding for a long number of years. He

COURTENAY

"The Flame,"

13th, 1920.

Lost His Opportunity.

Charlie's Early Days.

EVELYN BOUCHER, who
appeared as Toni in

Show, November

the

to

Our Readers.

I ask a favour of our readers T
In this
latest addition to the many features of
tho Picture Show, I shall bo glad to
receive your opinion of British films and British
players.
of the Picture Show lmvo never

We

made any

secret that tho outstanding success of
l)cen duo as much to tho helpful
suggestions of our readers as to ourselves.
this

paper has

The Editor.

|

riclurc Sftow, Nooembir 13W,

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Our representative
o! Publicity, bis

calls

at

weekly copy
is

A

the Metro Film Studios, and gives
MR.
of the "Picture Show."
very pleased to receive it.

happy-looking group, mostly composed of the Cudahy family,
family physician
MRS. JACK CUDAHY ;

the Cudahys'
juvenile lead ;

;

MASTER MICHAEL CUDAHY

;

Director
looks as though he

who

are

all

members

in front of her,

—

of

of

;

DONALD

is leading lady to
well, you can see his photograph
and you are sure to recognise LARRY SEMON.

her

Monroe

ERNEST KING, Monroe
JACK CUDAHY
JOHN R. CUDAHY
and MRS.

LUCILLE CARLISLE, who

NAOMI CHILDERS,

MR. LAKE,

LAKE

" PICTURE

car to have

Salisbury's
Salisbury's Valet
(standing) ;

SHOW/

a pretty Goldwyn film player,
her photograph taken for the
before going for a spin.

company.

Left to right are:

sat

on the front

PICTURE

SHOW

DR. JOHN MOORE,

MISS ANN CUDAHY
MILTON MARKWELL.
MONROE SALISBURY DONALD CRISP, his director
;

;

;

:

CRISP.

the world-famous jockey, visited the studio of RUTH ROLAND,
and they ran a race. It would be interesting to know who woa.

TOD SLOAN,
Pathe

star,

3

—

—

;

8
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(WONDER-,
the opening night of the social season of Trie Story in wkick Geo
IT was
the Potomac Ridge Club — one of the most
exclusive institutions of its kind in America. the WorU-F amous Boxer, plays tke part
The Potomac was unique in many ways.
ofH enrt E) Alour in tke Ideal pkoto-play,
It could not —like so many clubs in England
demand that its members should be able to show wkick w ill skortly ke sk own tn all tke leadan unbroken
line of aristocratic descent, or at

have no connection with commerce, for
America being a commercial country, it follows
that its leading citizens must be business men
but its committee could, and did insist, that
the men who sought membership, or who were
introduced as guests, should be above suspicion,
judged either from the standpoint of business or
least

the social standard.

The Potomac, among many other things on
which it based its title to be the finest club in
America, pointed with pride to the fact that
the wives, daughters, and women friends of its
members were, in the eyes of its committee,
quite as important as the male members.
If the latter had their splendidly equipped
gymnasium, baths, training-track, tennis-court,
golf links, billiard-rooms and cardrooms, the
women, in addition to sharing most of these,
had their private tea-gardens and receptionrooms, and in what might be termed mixed
social events, where non-members were invited
to the club, the women were more strongly
represented than the men on. the committee
that sent out the invitations.
On this opening night of the season, the
Potomac was ablaze with light, and hundreds of
pounds had been spent on the floral decorations.
On a balcony overlooking the magnificent
ballroom stood Mr. Robert E. Stoner, one of the
heads of the firm of The Western Machino Corporation, a firm that was supplying France with
immense quantities of military equipment.
He was a man about forty years of age, with
a keen but pleasant face.
He was smiling down at Mrs. Stoner his
second wife, a hundsome, but rather dissatisfiedlooking woman about eight veal's his junior.
She was talking to E. Guiscon Steven, Mr.
Stoner's partner, a middle-aged man with a keen
face but rather shifty eyes.
The two were
joined by a young man, tall, well-built, and
rather aggressive -looking. Ho was passably
good-looking, but there was something in the
sardonic cast of the dark-complexioned face and
the cold, domineering eyes, which would have
indicated to the close observer that Alan Gardner
was a man accustomed to getting his own way,
and that he would not bo over particular as to
the means he employed to get it.
Gardner was an agent who acted for the firm
of Stoner .& Steven in their doalings with the

—

French Government.
After he had exchanged greetings with Mrs.
Stoner and Steven, Gardner gave an almost
imperceptible backward inclination of his head
and whispered something, which, to judge from
tho sneering expression on his face, was not vory
complimentary to tho person to whom it referred.

Mrs. Stoner and Steven turned casually and
focussed their attention on a young man in the
uniform of an ollicer in the French army.

Ho was

a

man who would havo commanded

attention in a gathering ten times as large as
that which now filled the Potomac Club.
Just under six feet in height, he was so splendidly proportioned that his figure almost seemed
slight, but any physical culturist would have
instantly known that the well-fitting uniform
covered a body that, had all the strength and
suppleness of a panther.

His face was strikingly handsome.
would havo served a sculptor for the face
of one of the ancient Greeks when that race of
It

supermen was at

Tho

its

zenith.

thick, chestnut-coloured hair

was brushed

ing Picture

Houses

in tke Britisk Isles.

straight back from the forehead, accentuating
the classical outline of the features, but what was
perhaps the most pleasing characteristic about

—

the young man he was not much over twenty
was his unaffected boyishness.
Henri D' Alour, despite his terrible experiences
on the Western battle front, was still full of tho
joy of life.
Robert Stoner smiled to himself as he looked
on D'Alour, but the smile quickly changed to a
frown as he heard the young man's name mentioned by two men talking beneath the balcony.
" There's that protegeof
Stoner's here
" It's a queer thing that
again," said one.
nobody seems to know who D'Alour is or v/hat
he is doing here. It makes me tired the way
the girls run after him.
One would think he was
a god, not a mere man."
He certainly does look like one of tlie gods of
mythology," replied the other. " I confess I have
never seen a more handsomo or fascinating young
man. But as you say, he is a bit of a mystery.
I think Stoner might have told us more about
him, since he brings him to the club so often."
" What womanish jealousy," muttered Stoner
" All the young men are
as he moved away.
peeved with D'Alour because they have no
chance with the girls when he is around. And I
don't blame the girls either. Hello
My
own little Dorothy is evidently of the same
opinion as the others."
His glance wandered to a petite and strikingly
pretty girl who had just come from one of the
inner rooms and joined D'Alour.
Dorothy was Stoner's only child.
Her mother was his first wife, and there was
not any groat affection between the present Mrs.
Stoner and tho girl.
This was revealed by tho cold nod she gavo
to the young couple as they passed her, but
D'Alour and Dorothy were too happy to worry
about Mrs. Stoner's scarcely veiled hostility.
" I thought you were never coming," said tho
young man as they hurried out of the crowd to a
pulin court.
" I hope you were not prevented from enjoying
yourself with other girls through waiting for mo,'.'
said Dorothy with a pretence at anger. " There,
now, you know I am only teasing you," she went
on as she saw that D' Alour had taken her
" Really I simply rushed to get here
seriously.
!

•

in

timo.

my

Look

!

1

have not even powdered

nose."

She took out a little powder-puff and a tiny
mirror as she spoke and begun to dab at her
faco.

" I can't understand why you use that stuff
when nature has given you such a wonderful
skin," said D'Alour toastngly.
" Makes mo feel grown-up," replied Dorothy
" Still, that's quite the nicest thing
flippantly.
you've said to mo yot and you shall bo rewarded.
She gave tho young man a playful dab with
the powder-puff as she spoko.
" Now you'll have to lend mo your mirror,"
i

expostulated D'Alour, o.s he began to wipe off the
powder with his handkerchief. As ho looked in
the mirror the girl handed to him the smilo
#
suddenly left his face and his jaws sot with a
snap.
Hovealod in tho glass was reflected from
behind hiin tho face of Alan Gardner.

There appeared to-be no reason why D'Alour's
expression should so suddenly change at the sight
of Gardner.
The latter was not even looking in
the direction of the Frenchman, but was just
chatting easily with some fellow clubmen.
But that there was some latent antagonism
between the two men was evident from the look
on D'Alour's face.
It passed almost in an instant, and he was
the same smiling, debonnair young officer as he
handed the mirror back to Dorothy with a
courtly bow.
" Now that wo have both completed our
toilet," said Dorothy, " I think we might go to
the ballroom.
I'm simply dying to teach you
that new two-step."

The Challenge.
was an involuntary murmur of admiTHERE
ration from the dancers as the two took
the

floor.

Dorothy Stoner was recognised as the best girl
dancer iu the club, and Henri D'Alour danced
as he did everything else 'with an ease that

—

—

made

other

men envy

him.

If he had only just begun to loam the new
dances he must have proved an exceedingly apt
pupil, for he made no mistakes, and even when
lie and Dorothy practised the new two-step in a
secluded part of the ballroom during an interval,
he seemed to know instinctively what to do, and
at the end of five minutes Dorothy declared him
to be proficient.
While D'Alour was dancing with Dorothy he
noticed that Gardner kept storing at him in a
very insolent manner, and ho could have sworn
that the agent was making derogatory remarks
about him to his friends.
But if D'Alour thought these things he took

no action.
One might almost have thought that he was
afraid of Gardner, so anxious did ho appear to
be to avoid a quarrel.
The dance passed off without any open quarrel

between he two men, though Gardner's rudeness
was the cause of much comment among the men.
The next day Gardner's hostility to the Frenchman took an open course.
D'Alour was in the gymnasium practising with
tho punching-ball, and at the other end of the
room Gardner was sparring with a fellow
member.
Gardner was the champion heavy-weight
boxer of the Potomac, and lie generally let all
know it who were foolish enough to spar with
l

him.
After hitting his opponent about with 'unnecessary roughness, Oardner looked round for
unother victim.
" Soe that pretty French boy there ?" he
" How would you
said to one of his cronies.
like to see me spoil his beauty.
Ho wants
taking down a peg.
" Good idea, laughed the other, " if you can
persuade him to put tho gloves on, but I doubt
1

'

it."

other members gathered round ns
that' he meant to' take a rise
out of D'Alour.
Gardner was a bit of a bully, and, like all
bullies, ho had a number of toadies among his
Several

Gardner explained

friends.
It was

a very unsportsmanlike

tlu'ug

that

Gardnor was suggesting.
Not only wus ho going to take advantage of
his boxing skill, but he was deliberately planning
to hit D'Alour as hard as lie could in what purported to bo a friendly spar.
" As soon as I get hiin off his guard, hoys, I'll
give him suoh a smashing uppcrcut that he'll
need a set of false teoth," he laughed.

Picture Show, Xovrmber Ulfi,
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Sychophnnts though they were, some of
Gardner's friends thought this was playing a
very low-down game on one who was a guest of
tho'club, but they were all too afraid of Gardner
to

make any

Too

late

D'Alour saw the trap ho had

fallen

into.

He
but,

coidd not altogether avoid the blow
by turning his head, he minimised its

force.

protest.

" Like to have the gloves on for a couple of
" Jusfc
rounds ? " shouted Gardner to D'Alour.

But even then the force of the punch was
such that he was ronderod helpless for tho

a friendlv spar, vou know."
" I shall be delighted " replied the Frenchman, coming forward.
many scarcely suppressed
There wore
titters from Gardner's friends as the Frenchman
ut on the_ gloves, but if he suspected that
le was being made the victim of a trick, D'Alour
gave no sign that he did so.
As soon as the men put up their hands
the spectators saw that the Frenchman was
no novice at the game.
As light on his feet as a dancing master,

moment.
Even Gardner

!

his long

arms moved

in

and out with a smoothcome with years of

ness that could only have
practice.

a light

left

lead

to

the

face, which D'Alour easily dodged by a quick
turn of his head, Gardner smashed in a right
but the Frenchman had
to the stomach
anticipated the blow, and guarded it with an
ease that made Gardner look a bit foolish.
Then, bofore he could jump back, D'Alour
plantod two snappy lefts to his face.
" That guy can box some " whispered
the club instructor. " If our champion doesn't
;

felt a little ashamed as ho
caught tho look on tho face of the club boxing

instructor.

" I think that will do, Mr. Gardner," said
the instructor significantly.
There was a dungero\is glint in tho Frenchman's eyes as he half-drew away from tho
instructor, as though he intended to carry
on the contest ; but apparently he thought
better of it.
As he held out his hands for the instructor
to unfasten his gloves, he looked straight
at Gardner.
I thought this was a friendly spar," he
said quietly
then, without another look at
his opponent, he went to the dressing-room.
Gardner gave a sneering laugh as D'Alour

!

look out, he'll be receiving
instead of giving one."

a

boxing lesson

evidently struck
Gardner, for instead of holding his opponent
cheaply, as he had done at the start, he was
now putting in all he knew and that was
something considerable, for the agent was
undoubtedly one of the cleverest amateurs
in America.
He did not attempt another vicious blow,
but began to box at a fast rate.
A fast and very scientific spar followed, in
which honours were about even, though a
keen judge of the game would have seen that,
while Gardner was all out, D'Alour had something in reserve.
At the end of the round there was a spontaneous burst of applause. For once in a way,
Gardner had met a man who was as good as

The same

thought

had

;

himself.

Gardner had realised that D'Alour was his
master at boxing, but he felt that the Frenchman
was a quitter, and ho determined to test his
pluck.
" He's a pretty

but I "bet you he
won't take a wallop " he whispered to the
man who was fanning him during the interval.
The second round was even faster than the
first, and though Gardner about held his own,
it was only by exerting himself to the uttermost,
whereas D'Alour was sparring with an ease
that showed he had a lot in reserve.
He was much quicker on his feet than Gardner,
and in the first minute of the round he twice
jumped in and planted his left glove straight
on Gardner's nose when, the latter thought he
was out of distance.
The club champion could See from the
faces of his friends that he was being made
to look cheap, and an ugly look came into
boxer,
!

;

walked away.
"

What

you ? " he said, turning
*'
to his friends.
That French dude can box
all right, but when it comes to taking one of
did

I

<c

Mr. Stoner looked thoughtful.
" I cun't offer any explanation, Mr. Monroe,"
" When I left the office an hour ago

lie said.

•

After attempting

how the murderor got in or got away.
Another thing that is puzzling us is tho motive.
Nothing has been taken frotn the rash bo
your clerk hud in his desk, and then has been
no attempt to break open tho safo."
out

tell

"
wallops, his chicken heart can't stand it
His sycophantic friends hastened to agree
with him, but the instructor, himself an old
fighterr knew that it was not fear that had
stopped D'Alour going on with the fight.
I don't know what made that French guy
take it lying down," he said to himself, as he
put away the gloves ' but, whatever it was, it
wasn't funk.
One day those two are going
to meet again, and when it comes off my
money is going to be on the Frenchman "
The story of the spar got round the club,

my

!

;

!

and the general opinion among the real sports
was that, though Gardner had taken an
unfair advantage, D'Alour had shown the
white feather in not insisting on another round.

Throwing

the Knife.

something happened the next day
BUTwhich
made the members of the Potomac
Club forget all about the sparring bout.
Mr. Stoner's chief clerk was found murdered
in his office. The news was brought to Mr. Stoner
by Detective Monroe from the Central Station
as Stoner was sitting in the library of the

Potomac Club.
" The chief thinks

there's something queer
about this murder," said the detective. " When
I got on the scene. I found that the door of
his office was locked on tho inside, yet your
clerk was stabbed in the back. We can't make

my

clerk was at his desk.
So far as I know,
he had not an enemy in the world."
Mr. Stoner turned suddenly as Steven and
Alan Gardner came up.
" I see by your face that yon have heard
" This i3 Mr. Monroe, a
the news," he said.
detective from the Central Oflico. His chief is
bafffed as to tho motive for the murder. Nothing
is missing from tho safe, and there is another
strange thing about the murder, according to
Mr. Monroe.
The door of tho clerk's office

was locked on the

make out how

inside, and the police can't
the murderer got in."

" That's right," said Monroe crisply.
''The only thing I can think of as to tho
motive," said Mr. Stoner, " is that the murderer

was

after

those contracts of Gardner's.

But

he could not have been very well informed, for
I happen to keep those contracts in my private
safo at home.
What beats mo, though, is
how the murderer could have got inside an
where the door was locked on the
office
inside
which, as you know, Steven, was one
of poor Granger's customs, so that he should
not be disturbed and stabbed him in the
back."
" May 1 suggest an explanation ? "

—

—

The four men started

at the sound of the

voice.

Henri D'Alour came up to them with a
pleasant smile on his handsome face.
" I could not help overhearing your conversation as I came into the library," ho said,
" and I have just been told about the deuth
of your clerk, Mr. Stoner. May I suggest that
it is not necessary for a man to get in a room
jhere is such a
to stab another in the back,
thing as throwing a knife.
1 presume that,
the day being very warm, Mr. Granger would
"
open.

have his office window
See
D'Alour took up a dagger that was lying
It was a curio one
in front of Mr. Stoner.
of tho members had presented to the club.
!

The Frenchman balanced it on the palm of
hand for a moment, and then fixed his eye
on the old-fashioned wooden fireplace of the
his

library.
''

1

will

in

the

he

said.

throw

t)iis

right-hand

knife so that
of the

pillar

(Con'inued on page

it

will stick
fireplace,"

8.)

his eyes.

He meant to put D'Alour not only down,
but out. But, like the crafty fighter he was,
he did not give his scheme away.
Forcing a smile to his face, he boxed lightly
and shot out a word of praise whenever the
Frenchman did something smart.
This was tojmt D'Alour off his guard, and
in this Gardner succeeded.
The Frenchman had not been blind to the
that right-hand punch in the
he had watched Gardner
But now, seeing his
very closely afterwards.
opponent smiling and apparently boxing in the
best of humour, he relaxed his watchfulness.
Gardner got his opportunity following a
viciousness
first

round,

of

and

clinch.

In a friendly spar, it is the usual thing for
both boxers to step back after a clinch, and
then begin again.
D'Alour, who, had he been engaged in a real
fight, would have protected himself as he
stepped back, now moved away with both

hands down, leaving

his face

and body

entirely

unprotected.
Like a flash. Gardner hooked his right to
t'io jaw.

GEORGES CARPENTIER

as Henri D'Alour,

and

FAIRE BINNEY

as Dorothy Stoner in the Ideal photo-play

—
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With 8 swift jerk, he throw the knife, and
stuck in the centre of the pillar.
" I agree that is a very good explanation of
the problem that has baffled my chief," said
Detective Monroe, looking fixedly at D'Alour.
" 1 will tell the chief of your demonstration,
"
Mr.
" Monsieur Henri D'Alour," broke in Mr.
"D'Alour is, in a way, my guest,
Si oner.
»
Mr. Monroe."
" Pleased to .meet you," said the detective.
Henri D'Alour bowed politely. Then, turning
to Mr. Stoner, he said
" Will you please excuse me, Mr. Stoner ?
it

:

I

have an appointment."

With another bow to the others, he left
the library.
" I don't want to suggest anything, Mr.
" but don't you
Stoner," said Alan Gardner
think that your friend, Mr. D'Alour, seems
very familiar with the methods of criminals,
"
not to say murderers ?
" Guess you've just taken the words out of
"
mv mouth " broke in Monroe. " Who is he ?
;

!

one seems to know," answered Gardner,
" I've always said there was
with a shrug.
something suspicious about him. No one knows
anything about him, except he has taken care
to get introduced to this club and has made
''

No

OVE MAGGY,"

himself part icularly nice to the ladies. I shouldn't
be surprised if there was some motive behind

The Honeypot,"
by Countess Barcynska, has been filmed by the
Samuelson Film Company.
These novels aro tales of
the stage and " Love

D'Alour must
girls talk, you know
have some business in this country, but no one
knows what it is. How do we know it is not
something connected with your contracts,
Mr. Stoner ? Remember how he has attached
himself to your daughter Dorothy."

this

!

;

—

" But why why
But Monroe broke
" Mr. Gardner

is

"

stammered Mr. Stoner.

life

Peggy Hyland is delightful as the warmhearted and impulsive Maggy, who leaves
her husband, whom she passionately loves,
because a man whom she has known in the
past comes into her life once more and
Rather than any
tries to blackmail her.
trouble should come to her husband
through her, she leaves Chalfont Towers
and goes Lack to the stage. She is a
wonderful success, and one day her husband
goes to the theatre and sees her. He
takes her away from the stage lifo, and all
ends happily.
Some of the scenes for this film, which,
by the way, was produced by Mr. F. L,
Granville for the Samuolson Film Com.
pany, wore takou at the Holborn Empire-

This

Mr. Stoner.

" is the story of the
after she is married to Lord

Maggy
heroine's
Chalfont.

in.

right,

sequel

to "

young man must bo watched."
" But if he is guilty, why should he have
gone out of his way to show how the crime
was committed " exclaimed Mr. Stoner.
" If you were in my business, Mr. Stoner,"
6aid the detective quietly, " you would know
that ono of the strangest things about murder
!

crimes is that the murderer is often the very
man that comes fir3t to the police to report
I'm not a betting man, but I would
the affair.
wager something that .D'Alour killed your
He's not an ordinary murderer, this
clerk.
young friend of yours, and I'm all at sea as
but I'll stake my reputation as
to his motive
a detective that D'Alour killed your clerk."
(To be concluded next week.)
;

London,

FINDING FAULTS IN FILMS.

WHEN
out

Brady in " Redhead," looks
her window down on to Broadway there is no balcony, ana) tho
but a few
window is several storeys high
minutos later a man is seen walking by the
Was ho walking on air ? 5s.
window.
Awarded to M. Coffin, 9, Maple Road, Bittcrno
Southampton.
Park,
Alice
of

;

—

The Judgment " (Domino Film) it
Ten years have passed." During this
period tho girl Mercy has aged at least 30
years, while her son, ono month old, has grown
up to be the chief magistrato of the island,
with two children of his own, about 10 and
Awarded to Miss M.
5s.
14 years old
Dolby, 91, Lathom Road, East Ham, E.6.
In

"

says, "

!

—

In tho "Iron Test," Antonio Moreno's 3eriai,
shot an
aoroplanist in his shoulder, and the aeropianist was limping after he had got up from
5s. Awarded to S. Fleet, 225,
tho ground.

Red Mask, otherwise Lewis Craven,

—

Burbuvy

Street, Lozells,

Birmingham.

In " Boundary House," tho photo-play in
which Alma Taylor' stars ..as Jonny Gay.
ulthough the' room downstairs wears an air of
absoluto poverty, and nearly everything has
been pawned, yet when Jenny enters her
bedroom this is most gorgeously furnished.
6s. Awarded to Miss H. Appleyard, 57, Ainslic
Street,

Grimsby, Lines,

Five Shillings will be awarded to the sender of every
"fault" published in the "Picture Show." If we
same "fault" from two readers, aud we
tbink it worthy of a prize, this will be given to the. one
which reaches us first. Address your postcard Editor,
Film Faults, "Picture Show," Gough House, Gough
Square, London, E.C. 1.

KHH

leceive the

:

'

Peggy Hyland can be seen on tbe
of tbe scenes taken at the Holborn Empire.
stage.
Above is a photograph of Miss Hyland with F. L. Granville, who takes a
part in tbe film as well as producing it. The photograph at the top of tbe page snow
Sir. Granville as produce'.

One

i

:
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF LILLIAN

GISH.

(Exclusive to the "Picture She.:: )

LILLIANWitkGISH.

Tne Talented

tne

Screen Arttafte

Heart of

a Cnilcl.

day that Lillian Gish, at the age of seven, played the part of
FROM the
Lillian naturally
Willie in " East Lynne," her career was decided.
little

possesses a pathetic charm that is all her own, and the power to get
the hearts of her audience. The culminating point of her success was
reached in her rendering of the gjrl in the now world-famous " Broken
rigflt to

Blossoms."
It was Mrs. Mary Gish, the mother of the two popular Gish girls, who
paved the way for her two daughters to become the popular successes they

Repose.

are to-day.

only twenty-three years of age, Mrs. Gish was

When
two tiny

girls to

left

a widow with

support.

Mary's Part in Her Life Story.

A

FRIEND

procured for Mrs. Gish a walking-on part at the local theatre.
In time she was advanced to better parts, and whilst touring round
with her two little girls, they made the acquaintance of Mary Pickford.
Mary was then herself playing child parts on the stage and Lillian and
Dorothy were adding to the family income by playing small parts, when
they were needed, in their mother's company.
Many children step from stage to the screen these days, but in the early
days of the films, it was not an easy matter. The two little girls lived for
sis 3-ears in third-rate hotels, and moved from town to town, with the
theatrical company without any hope of ever being anything more than
j ust a member of that third-rate company.

Her

First Screen Success.
one day they visited a picture show, and recognised in the star
less a personage than the little girl with whom they had become
so friendly on a previous tour, Mary Pickford.
They had appeared
together in one show, and the little girls had become very foSd of each other.
As soon as the company reached New York, the Gish girls called on their
old friend, whom they had known when she was playing under her real
name of Gladys Smith. Mary was genuinely glad to see them, and after
getting Lillian an engagement for a small role as a fairy in " A Good Little
Devil," in which Mary was playing an important part on the stage, she
gave them an introduction to the great D. W. Griffith, and then and there
he engaged Lillian to play a small part on the screen.

THEN
no

A

Lover of Simplicity.

that day to this, Lillian has made rapid strides in her screen successes.
FROM
Early plays in which you may remember her are, " The

Delight.

Battle of the
Sexes," " Home Sweet Home," then in "The Birth of a Nation," and
" Intolerance," in which she took the part of the woman who rocks the cradle,
" The Greater Love."
Last but far from least is the part of the child in
" Broken Blossoms," which is well known to every reader of the Picture Show.
Lillian is just as simple in her tastes as in the characters she portrays so
She says she owes much of her success to the simplicity
well on the screen.
She is devoted to her library and her treasured
of the frocks she wears.
books ; she sings a little, and one of her greatest treasures is a little ballad
"
Broken Blossoms," presented to her by the author. She says she
called
finds genuine pleasure in singing it, and is delighted and proud that her
picture is printed on the front cover.

Must Learn How Not To

Act.

LILLIAN

So sad.

has a very real admiration for D. W. Griffith, the world-famous
producer. She tells how Mr. Griffith trains all his players how not to
That is the very first thing on which he insists, 'she says.
act.
" We must move through our parts just as we would in real life, there
must be no artificial expressions and no posing. Mr. Griffith teaches that
to express an emotion, you must feel it, then the expression will be real.
He
is a dreamer who makes his dreams come true, and his ideals of truth and
beauty are contagious. It is more difficult not to understand him than it
His very simplicity of method and his quiet direction
is to understand him.
make for complete harmony between his players and himself."

Born

GISH.

If

to Serve.

PERHAPS

LILLIAN

you want
your letter

why

Lillian has made
such a wonderful cinema actress.
She
loves
be dominated ;
to
in fact,
obedience is the chief trait of her character.

that

is

to write to

her,

address

LILLIAN GISH,
c o Griffith

Studio,

Mamaroneek,

New

York.

Mrs. Gish says that both of her girls are
wonderfully good, but Dorothy is wilful, and likes her own way, wliilc Lillian can
always be relied upon to do just what she is told. Lillian believes that some people
are born to rule and some to serve, and she places herself among those who serve.

Her Ambition.
is
to
IT youdifficult
if

Her

wistful smile.

A

picture of charm.

get Lillian to talk about herself.

By way

of greeting she will

ask

you have seen Dorothy in her latest picture. It is her ambition to see
London, and as her friend Norma Talmadge told me, she was more than
disappointed that she was unable to accompany her mother and Dorothy on their
visit to Europe. However, she has promised herself a real holiday soon, during
which she has planned a tour of Great Britain. So we may soon see her over here,

"

Picture
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FLICKE]
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Jack London Films.
IT

seems that a good
the
expressed
in

deal of surprise -was

t>tudios

motion

picture

Edward Sloman wa's
produce the Jack London

when

selected to
pictures, which Metro are filming.
could a native of Great Britain, a product
of her most modem cities, know of the
primitive conditions of the Great West ?
In reply to Iris critics Edward Sloman
said, " They forget that in England we

How

which have a
penny dreadfuls
Buffalo Bill, to me, was a
great vogue.
greater divinity than he ever seemed to
the young people of America.' When I
grew older I turned to weightier books,
but a good many of them were about life in
Wild West." Thus Mr. Sloman
ths
absorbed the customs and traditions of
As for the sea, Mr. Sloman
the West.
explains that an Englishman is born with
the love of it in him, with the thunder of
it ringing in his ears, and with glorious
traditions of his sailoring forbears conWith this in mind
stantly set before him.
he tackled Jack London without the
and
that he took
slightest misgivings,
the right step is proved by his successful
and
productions, " Burning Daylight, "
The Mutiny of Elsinore."

have

'

'

The Star System.
DISCUSSION has again arisen

ADAMS.

K.

that he or she be featured until the tide of
favouritism turns. In every city and
community of this nation there is some
figure that dominates, someone who stands
pre-eminent by reason of superior talents
or unceasing effort.
" By the same token, certain actors,
being " better equipped for their line -of
work than ethers, and more earnest in the
pursuance of it, are bound to tip the
scales of popularity and attain recognition
as stars."
In Mr. Brunton"s opinion, authors themselves
make the star indispensable.
Every well-written play has a dominant
figure, -someone who succeeds in reaching
an objective against the will of another.
The person taking this part, naturally
carries the sympathy of the audience, and
It would be a
receives the applause.
trying and almost impossible task to
reduce every role in a play to an equal
Some character must prevail, that
basis.
is a primary rule of drama.

The Public Make Stars.
MR. BRUNTON firmly believes that

the public will always demand
" People delight in accordstars.
ing recognition to individual worth," he
'*
If Bill Henry does some parsays.

work in an obscure role
the barometer of public favour will
Should he
assuredly push him upward.
display star qualities, star he will become.
There is an erroneous belief to the point
that producers 'make' stars. No greater
The public in their own
fallacy exists.
ticularly striking

over

the various merits and demerits of
what is known as the " Star
system in films. Some critics make bold
to say that film stars will pass into oblivion,
while others are of the opinion that stars

Producers
make them.
attainments
merely gauge the most propitious moment
credit.
star
with
to -launch a climbing actor

One fact alone is sufficient to preserve the
star-system it is a commercial success.
A production bolstered with the reputation of an established star rarely fails, even
though the- scenario be bad and the
On the other hand,
direction worse.
the so-called star feature is a hazard
expense.
it requires infinite care and
It may bring a fortune, and it may
Mr. Brunton sums up
fail entirely."
the
public
has
by stating that
awakened to keener judgment, and
stars will undoubtedly be forced to
produce a higher grade of work ; but
it is a mistake to predict their extinc-

—

:

tion altogether.

" The Elusive Pimpernel."
IN

Baroness Ore/y's romance, " The
Elusive Pimpernel," the house of
Sir

to

lie

Richmond.
of

B. A.

PRAGER,

latest star, J.

building that does

Brun-

ing with the book."

n test
of his

Warren Kerrigan, bus just
is

the

story

screen

President of the

been completed, and he

is

In the Stoll screen version

duly for this house is really Richmond
Old Palace. The gardens surrounding
the palace, however, were not considered
by Maurice Elvey, the producer, to be ornamental enough to figure as the gardens
surrounding Sir Percy's mansion, so all the
garden scenes of the photo-play were taken
in the beautiful grounds of General Sir
Arthur Paget's place at Kingston.
"The palace grounds," .Mr. 101 voy says,
" are rather
Tudor in style, whereas
General Sir Arthur Paget's grounds are
nil marble and stone, and exactly in keep-

Mayflower Photo-play Corporation.
are an indispensable fixture of the
Kobcrt Bruuton, of the
industry.
ton Studios, is at present making
star
system. 'I ho contract
of the

this

supposed
mansion

Percy Blakeney
a beautiful old

Lessons

We Learn From

now producing n

Here are a few
of Mr. Brunton's remarks on the topic
" There will always bo stars.
The most

Films.

series of nil-star features.

:

short-sighted producer cannot but sec the
certainty of that.
To eliminate theso
darlings of the public it would l>e necessary
to
suppress personality,
beauty, and
itself.
Once a player attracts
talent
fctrong popular favour, it follows inevitably

the

It

is

btllfr to be

proud of your children

than of yuur ancestors.
«

«

All

men want

to be heroes,

Utant to be martyrs.
*

Peal fame
in a railo

is to

•

and

all

women

•

be discussed by strangers

ay carriage.

AT HOME
ll

EOBGB BEBAN
Blatl

is

always

when Sundays come •'•^•1

round, for Sundays in the
Bebau household arc delightful (lays of rest,
when all the hard work of the cinema studio is
forgottcu.

He then lias time to enjoy his home in beauHollywood, and spend a lot of time with
George licbau, juur., who is nicknamed " Bob
White."

tiful
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"THE LUCKIEST GIRL

IN LONDON.'

INTERVIEW WITH JOAN MORGAN.
The Romance

of Joan Morgan.
age of eight years

AT Joan Morgan made
tender

tho

her screen debut.
fifteen, she is

To-day, at tho age of

Who
Bryant Washburn's leading lady.
said romance was dead ?
But to get down to brass tacks.
just
Little Miss Morgari, as I have
remarked, first east the shadow of her
elfin personality upon the screen at eight
years old, an age when most of us aro still
struggling with the mysteries of tho multiplication table and fighting for the acquiBut
sition of somebody else's marbles.

How

different you may
different.
guess when I tell you that not only did she
appear in a film, but starred in it right
away The film was called " The World's
Desire " a B. and C. production and no
less a celebrity than Lillian Braithwaito had
That of Joan's
a subsidiary part in it
" mother." For Joan herself the principal
role was written, and it was Joan who

Joan was

!

—
—

—

!

away with the chief honours.
success, the youthactress speedily followed it up with
two others
Queenie of the Circus," a
Motograph picture, in which she appeared
raced

Not content with one

ful

—

with Elizabeth Risdon and Fred Groves,
and " The Woman Who Did," the first
film the Broadwest Company produced.
She was then nine years old.

Temperament

rE

interest

at Ten,
now switches to the States,
in
1915, when she was

whither,
nearly ten, Miss Morgan journeyed
to appear in American pictures. During her
stay there she played in two Brady productions one being " The Reapers," in
which she appeared with John Mason
and then (such are the terrors of the
artistic temperament at ten !) she became
very homesick, and returned to the Old
Country in 1916. Shortly afterwards she
appeared in the Ideal picture featuring
Ellen Terry, " Her Greatest Performance."

—

On

The Great Discovery.
was at tho trade show of " Little Dorrit"
IT that the big discovery was made. AS
you know, shortly after his arrival in
England, Mr. Washburn announced his
intention of finding a British girl for his
leading lady in the picture he intended
producing over here, " Tho Road to
suitablo leading
London."
But, alas
ladies do not grow as freely as tho flowers
Bryant and his adviser were
in spring.
beginning to feel that their desperate
search might provo fruitless.
!

And then Mr. Washburn saw Joan.
He didn't know he was going to see
when he

visited the trade

—

show

her

of " Little

he had been attending trade shows
for weeks without avail, and went to this
one just on the chanco that here he might
And he found
find the girl he wanted.
Immediately the show was over Joan
her.
received
word
from Mr.
and her mother
Washburn's agent requesting an interview
with the youthful actress. When the agent
saw her he was amazed (as everyone would
be) to find her so young, in view of her
moreover, he was
finished performance
Dorrit"

;

distinctly impressed. With the glad knowledge of this impression Joan left him, only
to receive a wire two days later saying that
Mr. Washburn was very keen to see her
with her hair up and dressed in grown-up
clothes, and that he would like to have a
test made of her under these conditions.
Accordingly Joan piled her beautiful
blonde hair on the top of her head and
attired her little self in a really-truly
grown-up frock and presented herself
before the camera that was to decide her
fate.

And

of waiting,

then came some anxious hours
but they were only hours, for

the Stage.

Joan was
BUTexclusively.

not a film actress

is, she
had
could be used to
great advantage on the stage.
She
could dance, she could sing, she was
very musical. Her next move was the
embarkation of a theatrical career.
Accordingly she went to Mr. Audio
Chariot and stayed.
She was with
the famous producer for two years,
appearing in such successes as " Tho
Pierrot's Christmas " at the Apollo,

That

talents which

—

and " See-Saw " and " Bubbly" at the
Comedy, and then, upon his good
advice, left the stage.
" Wait till you are sixteen or so,
and then come back," he told her.
" Preserve your voice and abilities,
lie girl, and don't wear yourself out
using them too much while you are

—

1

i

(

so

young."

And

Back

being a wise

little girl,

Joan obeyed

to the Screen.

NOW

thirteen years old, she returned
to the screen, where she appeared

There was nearly a tragedy in the Beban home
George attempted
to cook the Sunday dinner, and Mrs. Beban saved the situation only
lust in time. Mrs. Beban bad not much faith in her husband as a cbel.
{Photos; J. C. Milliuan.)
!

with George Foley and Fred Groves
in the Gaumont production of " Drink."
She did not, however, neglect her musical
and dancing studies, but contented herself with making just this one picture in a
year, giving the rest of her time to them
and her general development.
Fourteen saw her as " Lady Xoggs "
(although we have still that pleasure to
come), a Progress film, directed by her
well-known father, Sidney Morgan. Fifteen
(her present age) finds her the heroino of
" Little Dorrit " and " Two Little Wooden
Shoes," also directed by her father for
the same company— and (it's a big " and ')
Bryant Washburn's leading lady 1

—

JOAN MORGAN.
(Pholo: Claude Harris.)

almost immediately arrived the wire bear" Fixed."
ing the magic word
Bryant
Washburn's leading lady had been found
" When I received that wire I felt I was
the luckiest girl in London," Joan said to
me the other afternoon, when she was telling
me all about her good fort une. " I ran round
to all my friends near by to tell them the
great news.
I never "
here her grey eyes
sparkled
" felt so excited in my life.
I
admire Mr. Washburn so much and to be
well
/ " Plainly Joan
his leading lady
thought it was almost too good to be true.
:

!

—

—

—

May Herschel

;

Clarke.
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CONCLUSION OF THIS SPLENDID SERIAL STORY.

Billy O'Farrel's

John Galloway
WHEN
second time

Triumph.
appeared for the

in the little stuffy police,

court at Marlingham on the adjourned
hearing of the murder charge, he was hoping for
the best but expecting the worst.

Ho had no great faith in his solicitor, Ransom,
whom he had not seen for several days. The man
clever, and at their last interview it had
only too evident that he believed his client
guilty, although he courteously pretended not to.
John had no sooner taken hia place in the
railed dock than somebody struggled through
the well of the court, upsetting a solicitor's chair
and making a general disturbance.
The next moment John found himself shaking
hands wildly with Billy O'Farrel. A uniformed
constable acting the part of usher darted forward
with the obvious intention of removing Billy at

was too
lieen

all

costs

;

but Billy resisted quietly and firmly.

" John," he said, in his out-door voice, which
was loud enough to be heard plainly by the
magistrate who had just taken his seat, " this
I've ordered lunch at the Red Cow
is all fudge.
for both of us, and we'll talk things over together.
You're
I've got a number of things to say.
innocent of the death of poor old Mallet, and I'm
here to tell them so."
" And I'm glad to see J'ou, Billy," returned
Galloway, smiling in spite of his position. " I
only hope they'll believe you, but I'm afraid
they won't."
" In ten minutes, my son, you'll be a free
man," said Billy. " I'm here with the goods.

Watch me."
In less
Billy was almost as good as his word.
than half an hour Galloway was fully acquitted

and left the dock.
Jack Belcher took his place, and on his own
confession was duly committed for trial on a
harge of manslaughter.
The two partners lunched at the Red Cow at
the appointed time, and Billy O'Farrel made a
great business of talking without saying anything in particular.
He was consumed with curiosity to know
why his friend had played the strange part whic h
had eventually landed him in goal. He considered John the !a=!t man in tho world to lend
himself to such a doubtful business, and generously put it down to mental disturbance consequent on the shock of the wreck.
It was obvious to him that John was very
far from Ins usual self.
He asked no questions.
•Seemed to have no interest in the progress of
things at tho Calamity Jane, and took it for
granted that Billy had thrown up tho sponge
as he and Mallet had done.
Billy did not undeceive him, and in fact
studiously avoided the Calamity Jane as a
subject of conversation.
But John's settled
aspect of gloom was too obvious to be passed
c

u ithout

comment.

" For a man who has just escaped tho attentions of the public executioner by the skin of
his teeth," said Billy, " I think you are the
most dismal proposition ever. 1 have just
dragged you from the edge of the nether pit,
and I think a small show of decent gratitude
would bo usual."
" I'm sorry. Billy." said John gripping his
" I am grateful,
friend's hand across the table.
and you know I am. Forgivo me if I don't
fee
lings
show my
as 1 should."

"You're showing your feelings all right,"
" But oh the surface they are
returned Billy.
tho feelings of a man who, on the whole, would
have preferred

to be

hanged."

John smiled grimly.
"You do me less than

am

justice, Billy.
I
grateful.
I am glad to be out of prison.
I was
not at all in love with the idea of being hanged.
As for you you aro a wonder.
did you
"
find that man Belcher ?

—

How

" I found a
" I didn't find him," said Billy.
that is, a girl. A rather pretty girl ;
and I had a talk with her."
John started slightly, and Billy, who was
watching him keenly without appearing to- do
so, did not fail to notice it.
Galloway's eyo3 flashed. His wearied air disappeared. As Billy expressed it, lie began to
sit up and take notice.
" Who was this girl you spoke to ? " he asked.
" Her name is Alice Mercer," said Billy.
" When the case against Belcher goes on to the
next stage she will be called as a witness, and
j our humhle servant also, I suppose.
" He will get off with a few months' imprisonment, I expect. Perhaps with nothing at all.
I ha%'e it on good authority that the medical
evidence will go to show that Mallet's heart was
in a rotten condition, and that his death was, in
in all probability, due to the excitement caused
by his scrap with Belcher rather thau from any

woman

—

injuries received.
"As for the girl—rJ met her in the Brandon
Woods. She was sitting under a tree crying
pretty badly when I blundered upon her, and
she just told me the whole story with hardly

any persuasion."
But by this time Galloway did not seem to be
He had relapsed into his old
listening at all.
condition of listlessness, and was looking moodily

window at the white road which, as he
knew, led eight miles farther on past Athalie
out of the

Railton's house, and farther still past the little
lane which meandered into Portallock Bay.
said Billy O'Farrel to himself,
" there's a woman in this, and the woman is not

"Hum!"

Now I wonder who this
and how much she had to do with
old John's departure from the paths of righteousness and grace."
pretty Alice Mercer.

woman

is,

For the present moment Billy gave it up.
There were other pressing matters which he had
shelved in order to help his old friend and
partner, but which must be attended to without
further loss of time.
" Well," he said, expanding his big chest, " I
have to go to London, and there I shall bo busy
for two days, perhaps three.
I give you those
two or three days to yourself. After that I
have matters of moment on which I want to see

you. Have you a programme ? What do you
"
propose to do with yourself ?
John shrugged his shoulders expressively.
" I have nothing to do, Billy.
1 have had my
little fling, and thanks to you I haven't had to
foot the bill in the ordinary way."
"Oh! I think you're footing it all right!"

muttered Billy.
" Perhaps I am," returned John with a sudden
tightening of the lips.
"Well, son." Billy
much of it.

cut

in

eagerly,

"don't

was only a frolic, after
all, and there's no harm come of it.
Rather
comic interlude, in fact, and in your place I don't
know that I shouldn't have done just the same
thing.
Anyway, what's the next move for you?"
John shrugged his shoulders again.
" I suppose it's to look for a job.
I must got
some sort of work to live."
" Well, there's no hurry about that.
Rest up
for a bit until I sec- you attain.
Why not stop
think too

here

J

It',s

It

a pretty placo."

quickly.
"Anywhere
must get to'London. Besides, I can't
I've nothing to pay my^way with."
Come to London with me, then," said Billy.
" I've got a room at the Majestic, and there's an
extra bed. You can roll in luxury as my guest.
They do you very well at the Majestic."
But whence all this wealth, Billy ? I've
never known you to l>e wallowing in riches

"No," returned John

but here.

I

stay here.

before.

Has anything happened

"It's a secret,"
" I've got an aunl."

said

Billy

?

mysteriously.

" Has she died ? "
" Oh, no, she's very much alive
Never
knew, in fact, that she had any money until
!

She's a surprise packet. Jane her
is, and she's a good sort.
She's handed
out a bit unexpectedly. But, mind you, I
deserve it. I've worked for her toiled for her.
I've sweated blood for her when it never looked
as if I should get a penny in return.
Now she's
repaying me like a lady."
" Good luck to her," said John without
" You deserve to have a good and
enthusiasm.
wealthy aunt, Billy. I'll Be your guest at Aunt
Jane's expense for a few days until I havo
found a job."
recently.

name

me

—

Portallock

Bay and the Magic

of

Aunt

Jane.
found that he had the run

of the
at his friend's expense, but never
enjoy its amenities.
Billy had not only a bedroom but a private
sitting-room and bathroom riotous luxury to a
man t.ho had lived in a hole in the ground, and
taken his occasional bath in a petrol tin with the
side cut out
water at the Calamity Jane being
a precious commodity.
He saw very little of Billy. He was out early
in the morning and returned late at night, with a
wearied air and a disinclination to talk. Thit
went on for four days, and still Billy seemed as
busy as ever.

JOHN
Majestic

felt less inclined to

—

—

When John

asked what it was all about, lie
things about his Aunt Jane,
and O a 'l° w ay presumed that he was working

murmured vague
for her.

These were bad days for John.
At first there had been a wild hope that there
might be a letter from Athalie in reply to th'o one
which he had sent her, and which she had never
received.
If only she would send her forgiveness
he asked for nothing more. Then ho
would get up and face the world again, and try
to take an interest in the business of living.
He had taken precautions to ensure that 9he
would have ho difficulty in finding where to
write to him.
The police of Marlingham knew
where he was also Mr. Ransom, the solicitor.
He had been told that he would be wanted to
give evidence at the adjourned hearing of the
ease against Belcher. Further, he had written
to Mrs. Weston, the housekeeper at Mallet's
house, whom ho knew could \ye trusted to spread
!

—

;

the news locally of his whereabouts.
But no letter came, and at length he was
forced to realise that he had never expected one.
What girl, however queenly in her generosity,
could be expected to forgive his elaborate and
sustained scheme of lying and deception ?
Perhaps it was for the best.
Kven if, in her angelic charity, she had forgiven him, he would never dare to see her again
and he knew that in every fibre of his manhood he was burning to see her.
But it would not do.
If he saw her, he would have to tell her the
stark truth that it was his love for her, and
nothing else, which had made him play this
mad game of sorry deception. He had sold out
his honour like a lunatic, and her love was tho
price he had sold for.
And how should he, a penniless vagrant, dare
to tell her this ?
Supposing, by some scarce, imaginable miracle,
she still loved him. Matters would l>c far and
away worse than they were now. Sho was tho

—

—

—

daughter of a rich man nnd ho was worth
well, he was not worth the clothes he stood in,
because they had come out of Billy O'Farrel's
:

trunk.
So the only thing to do was to try to forget
her, and to hope that she would not havo too
much difficulty in 'doing t he same.

(Continued on page 18.)
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EILEEN SEDGWICK
miiiir"ii»* w "

THE UNIVERSAL SERIAL STAR.
Universal star, whom
EILEEN SEDGWICK, the
seen on the screen with

you have probably
Eddie Polo in " The Circus Kins," and tho
" Cyclone Smith " series, was born in Texas.
She commenced her career -on tho stage while
She must have been a clover little
still a child.
actress even in those days, for she appeared in
drama, and musical comedy, and these are so
different from one another that it calls for great
versatility to appear in both successfully.

Contrasts.

EILEEN
height,

is

three

inches

over

five

feet

in

and has dark blue eyes and curly

fair hair.

By the way, have you noticed that Eddie Polo
He says, this
nearly always acts with fair girls.
is because he is so dark himself, and ho must
havo a contrast.

A

Thrilling Serial.

A
it is

VERY

Eileen
thrilling serial, in which
Sedgwick appears, is " The Great Radium
miss
this
must
not
You
when
Mystery."

released to tho public.

Somo

of tho scenes

from this film are shown on this page.
Other films in which you will bo ablo to see
Eileen are " Man and Beast." " Dropped From tho
Clouds," "Trail of No Return," and " No. 10
West Bound."

Picture
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meant that she knew all the time.
He grabbed his hat and made a bolt for the
door.
Duty pulled him up, and he remembered

sake

a

It

page 16)

of Portallock Bay, and
the bewildering sweetness and serious charm

But when he thought
of her

—they

were black times, and he wished
that he had never survived the wreck of the

his promise to O'Farrel to remain in to sign
mysterious papers for him. *
Hang Billy O'Farrel and his Aunt Jane He
scribbled a note for Billy, and rushed from the

Sweet

Alice.

room.

ah

!

On the fourth morning Billy O'Farrel was as
grave as an owl over breakfast. When the meal
waa finished, he spoke with awful solemnity.
" I want you to stop here this morning," said
" I'm coming back before twelve o'clock,
Billy.
and I shall have some papers, important papers,
for

you to

He

dashed acros3 London by

taxi,

and caught

a train to Marlingham. He borrowed a bicycle
there, and was enquiring at the house of the
Railtons' in short time.
Athalie had gone out on b*r bicycle. She
had not stated where she was going, but she had
ridden in the opposite direction to Marlingham.
An inspiration came to Galloway, and he set
oft at reckless speed, bearing straight for Port-

sign."

" For me to sign ? But what the deuce have
"
I got to do with your papers
°'
You've got nothing to do with them except
yours
Yours not to reason why
to sign them.
but to do as you're told. These are matters of
import, I tell you. Stir not out of this room at
your peril. You must be here when I come
"
back if the roof falls in. Do you get me t
" But these papers
What are they ? Are
"
they anything to do with your Aunt Jane ?
'!

allock Bay.

By

HE

the Wishing Stone.
found her sitting on the broad Wishing
Stone,

a solitary, rather pathetic

little

She was looking out to sea, and the tide was
coming in. The waves were breaking only a few
yards from her feet, and, owing to their uproar,

wait here until you
come back, and sign whatever you ask me."
" And, by the
" Good lad " returned Billy.
way, I've got to apologise to you humbly.
beggar."
I'm a forgetful
He drew from his pocket a dirty and crumpled
!

I'll

!

envelope.
" This

" I've been
for you," he went on.
about with me for days, and have misremembered it, until I got up this morning."
John took the rumpled envelope, and for some
occult reason an electric thrill ran through him.
It was addressed to John Galloway, Esq., at
carrying

is

it

-

Mallet's house.

"

Where did you

get this

?

"

he asked, a

little

unsteadily.

" Given to me, my son, by a Mrs. Weston,
your late housekeeper."
" When ! " demanded Galloway.
r

" Let

The day

see.

I

Mallet's death.

" For some reason or other she forgot to give
Later,
the police on the day of its arrival.
Bhe found that you were John Galloway, and she
sense
from
a
police
the
from
keep
it
to
continued
Then when I
of loyalty to jou I suppose.
turned up and told her that I was your friend,
she gave it to me. Sorry I've made a mess of it.
1 hope it's nothing important."
" But don't you see," said John, with a strange
look in his eyes, " this letter must have been

it to-

written the d;iy before the discovery of Mallet's
death, and at that time nobody knew I was

" Perhaps

"

!

answered
Mallet."
from
Anyway, I can t stop."
run.
at
a
He disappeared
Conscious that his hands were shaking and
that his breath was coming uneasily, John
opened the letter. This is what he read
" John, my very dearest. I said I would be
in bed saying good-night to you by half-past
I think I can just do it, but 1 want
nine.
to send this letter out first.
"This has been the mo3t perfect day I have
ever had. Whatever may happen to either of
u» in the future, I shall never forget our picnic
1 hope you will not forget
in Portallock Bay.
You have been very sweet to me, John.
it, sir.
" Will you promise me this one, thing ! If in
the future there should come, as come there may,
any cloud between us two, will you think of this
rather ordinary girl of yours as you thought of
her to-day, when we joined hands over the
Wishing Stone, and when she wished you all the
good that heaven can give you 1 Good-night.

O'Farrel.

"

—

!

I

John Galloway

she did not hear his quiet approach.
Not until he spoke her name.
Then she turned like a flash and saw him ;
and he saw the light come into her eyes that
comes to a woman only for one man in a lifetime.
The next moment they were in each other's
arms, and he was holding her tight and hungrily
to his breast, although through the whole
journey he had been telling himself grimly that
this was the one thing which must not happen.
He sat down on the wave-worn Wishing Stone
and drew her on his knee, secretly amazed at
the lightness and girlish slenderness of her, and
more than half afraid of hurting her with hi3
unaccustomed handling.
Ho need not have been. Athalie found his
gentleness a most exquisite thing.
" Oh, my dear " she murmured.
" What a
Why havo you been 30 long
time I've had
coining ? I was beginning to think that that
after all, you were not the sort of man which
That's rather Irish, isn't it,
I knew you were.
but it exactly expresses what I mean."
" I only had j our letter about three hours ago
" The letter
in London, Athalie," said John.
which you wrote to me on the night of our picnic
never-to-be-forgotten
bay."
in this
" Oh " She stared at him with wide eyes
still
tear-wet, but without making the least
attempt to draw away from him. " Then you
"
would not have come but for that letter, sir ?
" How could I come, Athalie ? " John wa3 a
hoarse.
The stern resolutions of the
little
journey down were making themselves heard in
"
his mind.
I was an impostor, and I had
played you the worst trick that n man could
play on a woman. I had no reason to suppose
that you would ever speak to mo again, much
!

went to Marlingham.
That was the day before walked you out of the
have forgotten it,
not
to
ought
I
court.
police
because the old soul was rather worried. You
see, she said that-this letter came by post on the
very morning of the discovery of poor old

me

13th,

1920.

you are going

to marry,

John."

The word brought him out of his dreams with
start.
He stood away from her abruptly.
'

This

is

wrong," he

all

'

said.

1

think I

—

no
I have no right to be here
right to speak of love to you."
But she was not to be frightened now. She
knew her power, and only looked at him with

must be mad.

mild astonishment.
" What is the matter now, sir ? " she asked.
" What right have I to speak of lov/s to you
"
when I cannot ask you to marry me ?
" Why not 1 John, you are not going to disappoint me ? It seems to me you have, asked

me."
Very obviously she was laughing at him.
" Look here, Athalie," he said.
You love
"

?

" Heaps and heaps " she murmured.
" Will you wait for me ? "
" How long ? " she asked anxiously.
" Heaven ltnows
But I have never loved a
woman before, and there will never be anyone
else in my life but you.
But I am penniless."
" Do we want very much to get married on ?
she asked, wrinkling her sweet brow3. " Because
I am rather well off myself."
"
" But don't you see, dear, that's impossible
" No, I don't," she said.
They were interrupted by a distant halloe>,
and saw a man emerging from a car on the
distant road. He came running towards them
waving his hand. It was Billy O'Farrel.
He was introduced to Athalie, and with one
smile she made him her slave for life.
" Phew " he said, mopping his wet brow.
" I am glad I have found you, my dear.
You
!

!

figure.

!

''They are."
" Oh, very well

sort of girl

me

;

November

Sltoic,

am afraid thi^ is a rather frail and human

I

t

it's

He knew.

:

" Athalie."
Galloway stood breathing hard, with a face as

white as the paper in his hand.
What did it mean ?
This letter was written on the night of their
pienio in Portallock Bay.
It was written and posted only a few minutes
after they parted, after he had held her in his
arms and kissed her at the gate of her garden.
Yet she, who knew him only as Dyson Mallet,
and who had quaintly insisted all day on calling
him Mr. Mallet, called him John in hor letter
and the envelope was addressed in her writing
to John Galloway.
;

!

le3s forgive me."
'*
After all," she said,

" you were not playing
a trick on me any more than I was on yoit.
Because on the day of our picnic our wonderful
picnic, I knew your real name, sir, and all about
you every bit. The night before our picnic a
Her name was Irma Gale, and
girl camo to me.
she told me overything. To prove her statements she gave me a letter which she had stolen
from your house a letter which you had
written to your friend Billy O'Farrel.
" Do you know, I had always rather hated

—

;

'

!

!

me call you my dear.' I am an old
suspected your existence, but I cou'd
not get my hand on you."
He tufned to John.
" You left me in the lurch," he said, with a
" But I'm not grumbling.
These
twinkle.
papers have got to be signecito-day, and I just
bad to pursue you in a motor-car."
" Are your
" Good Lord " gasped John.
Aunt Jane's papers so important as that ?
" You see,
" Just that. " returned Billy.
my Aunt'.Tane's full name is the Calamity Jane,
and I am here to say that I have been deceiving
you with malico. I did not leave the Calamity
Jano because I had got cold feet, like the rest of
you, but because I struck oil I mean gold, in
paying streaks. To-day I have sold out our old
claim for one hundred and fifty thousand
pounds. How does that sound to you t Poor
old Mallet's share automatically disappears with
his death, but I have made over ten thousand
pounds to the girl Alice Mercer. By a simple
process of arithmetic that leaves seventy thou"
sand pounds for each of us. Sign here, please
And Billy produced a fountaiu-pen like a
cavalier drawing a sword.
Athalie was the first to recover.
She put her arms round Billy's neck and
kissed him.
" Billy O'Farrel, you're a darling " she said.
A quick look flashed between the lovers,
and they walked away together arm in arm.
Billy sat on the Wishing Stone watching thein.
Ho "was thinking of the look he had seen in
Athalie's eyes when she walked away with his
must
man.

—

the idea that I had fallen in love -with Dyson
Mallet ; and when I found that you were nofc
Dyson Mallet I was just glad, and that's all I
can toll you about it.
" Do you think T found it very difficult to overook your deception, when I found from that
etter'to Billv O'Farrel that it was all for mv

I

Easy

I

Painting

let

'

I

!

!

—

!

!

handsome

He

paitner.

worn briar pipe thoughtfully,
tho tobacco with his toil-worn

filled his old.

stubbing

down

fingers.

" I reckon T'd give my seventy thousand
cheerfully to be fifteen years younger, and have
a girl like her look at me that way " he murnuired.
Tin: KN'l).
!
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New
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Coming

Shortly.

Every boy and

girl should enter for this
Painting
Competition.
All competitors have to
do is to paint two simple pictures of the
adventures of Mr. Toots, who is the
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EXCLUSIVE TO THE " PICTURE SHOW.
T?OR the first time the romantic life story of Norma,
A
Natalie, and Constance Talmadge has
been

Natalie
and has appeared exclusively in the " Picture
The early struggles oi these girls, before
they were stars,
readinji^especially
as
make most fascinating
THE EDITOR.
they have recently visited Great Britain.
Show."

onstaji<3&

•

month is about equal
Prime Minister.

to the annual

income of a

In spite of this they remain just two simple,
natural, unaffected girls.
When you meet them
in private life the first thing that strikes you is
that they do not belong to the actress type.
They dress well but not conspicuously. Norma
is short, but perfectly proportioned.
Constance
is tall and slim.
Both are very pretty prettier
than on the screen but there is nothing of the
professional beauty about either of them.
They are young and eager, and in love with
life.
They delight in having a good time, but
their work is never long absent from their minds,
and thus they escape that boredom which often
comes to young people who have too much money
to spend.
They have recently been on holiday in Europe,
and they have enjoyed themselves immensely.
They liked Paris, were impressed by Rome, and
thiy adored Venice.
In talking to Constance you get the idea that
to her life is a great and glorious joke.
She has been called Tomboy Talmadge, and
the appelation fits her tolerably well.
She is
just the healthy type of young American girl
bubbling over with life and high spirits. She
has a habit of saying the first thing that comes
into her mind, with the result that after every
other remark she makes she will add " Don't
print that " accompanying the warning with a
look of comical dismay.
Everyone who knows her loves her, and her
great screen rival Dorothy Gish is her bosom

—

—

!

friend in "private

Constance

life.

fond of her work, but she confesses that she has a secret ambition to appear
on the speaking stage in a good comedy part.
" I should love to be face to face with my
is

audience," she admits.

She might easily gratify this ambition if she
chose, for many managers have made her flattering offers to appear on the regular stage.
But
her popularity on the screen is so enormous and
sj world-wide that for some time, at any rate,
the cinema is likely to retain its hold upon
her services.
She takes a girlish delight in relating some of
her queer experiences as a film actress.
A little while back D. W. Griffith for whom,
by the way, she has an enormous admiration
reconstructed the Babylonian story of " Intolerance."
number of new scenes wero added,
for which Miss Talmadge again donned her
mountain girl garb.
" It was good fun," she says, " resuming the
famous character which gave me my start, but I
discovered that I had grown considerably
t liimer, and where these new scenes are spliced
in among the old ones, if you look closer you can
see that I gain or lose ten or fifteen pounds in a
second without any apparent discomfort. But
seeing the revised story did relieve my mind.
I
had been afraid I was getting old. But my
wrinkles don't register on the celluloid yet ! "
When one is twenty even if you are a film star
you can afford to jest at getting old
Apart from their screen work, the two sisters
devote a good deal of time to the acquirement of

—

A

!

new accomplishments, and latterly they have
taken up classic and Russian dancing.

You should see me doing the classic stuff,"
says Constance with a delightful gurgle. " Adolf
Bolm, who is teaching us, just looks at me, rolls
his eyes in anguish, and keeps saying the same
word in Russian over and over. Norma says it
means ' No, no, NO
but I suspect it is something a good deal stronger."
'

!

Constance laughingly denies all reports and
rumours of her various marriages.
I have been married to everybody on the
coast.
Of course there isn't a word of truth
in any of the stories.
I am not in love with anybody. I like men they're nice to have around
but I'm not going to get married for years and
years and >ears. There's something to be said
for marriage
I do love
quite a lot— but, oh
independence "
But though so light-hearted and even tornboyish, Constance Talinadge is a very conscientious and serious young artiste in everything that
pertains to her work.
She takes a great deal of
trouble in selecting her stories, and this indeed is
one of the most difficult of her tasks. Every one
knows and enjoys a Constance Talmadge comedy.
It has a flavour of its own, but it is difficult to say
off-hand wherein lies its peculiar charm.
" Although some sixty manuscripts are submitted to me every week," said Miss Talmadge
''

—

:

—

!

!

"

recently,

it

is

exceedingly

.

•
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up her swimming and riding, partly for healthy
and partly to perfect herself in theso
accomplishments for her screen work.
She dislikes anything " faked " in pictures
and is opposed to the use of a " doublo in any
In " By Right of Conof her productions.
quest," one of her most popular films, the story
has to do with a fire on a ship at sea, and she is
supposed to swim in the perilous ocean to a
exercise

written,

Norma and Constanco Talmadge now
BOTH
have their own studios and their own comThey produce their own picpanies.
tures, and the amount of money each earns in a

-9.H" » iS,

difficult

to

get

comedy I want. I want
comedies of maimers, comedies that are funny
because they delight one's sense of what is ridiculously human in the way of little every-day
common-place foibles and frailties subtle comedies, not comedies of the knock-about variety.
exactly the kind of

desert island.
It was suggested that a professional swimmer
could be vised in this scene, and with her cap
pulled down over her eyes, and only the head

bobbing up and down at intervals in the splashsurf, no one would know that another
person had been substituted for Miss Talmadge.
But Norma would not have it so she insisted
upon doing her own swimming, and took a
whole company to Florida for three or four
days to take these scenes.
This conscientiousness is one of the chief
elements of her success. She is always thinking
ing

;

she may make her pictures better, and
everything she sees or hears at once becomes
possible material for her work.
She is a great student of the fashions in
women's dress as well as the costumes of

how

many

periods.
is one of the very best dressed women in
the pictures, and she has achieved this reputaIt is"only a detail of
tion by constant study.

She

(Continued on page 20. >

—

A

Question of Art.

" I

WANT

comedies," she went on to say,
" chiefly because I enjoy making people
laugh ; secondly, because this type of work
comes easiest and most naturally to me. I am
not a highly emotional type. Norma could cry
real tears over two sofa cushions stuffed into a
long dress and white lace cap to look like a dead
baby, and she would do it so convincingly that
nine hundred people out of a thousand in front

1

would weep with her.
I
That is real art.
couldn't do it, but my kind of talent would lead
me to bounce that padded baby up and down on
my kiiee with absurd grimaces that would make
the same nine hundred people roar with laughter.
" Oh, yes," Miss Constance admitted in reply
to a question, " in
way I take my work quite
as seriously as my sister does hers.
I would be
just as much in earnest about making the baby
seem ridiculous as she would about making it
seem real. That I think is the secret of being
funny on the speaking stage as well as on the
screen.
If you want to be really funny, you
must take yourself seriously.
" Would I like to take an emotional part ?

my

Sometimes

I

There comes over

think I would.

me a yearning to emote
am not fitted, I fancy,

!

And yet I don't know.

to be a vampire.
There
is nothing alluring or exotic or neurotic about me;
Perhaps I'll stick to comedy. At any rate until
the dear public begins to grow tired of it."
Nevertheless, she is quite capable, of appreciating other and more serious forms of art.
On her recent visit to London she went to all
the best plays and enjoyed most her evening
at the Haymarket Theatre, where Sir J. M.
Barrie's
Alary Rose " is being performed. That
poetical and mystical fancy she declared to be
the most beautiful play she had ever seen.
I

Norma Talmadge, though

equally charming

a more responsible and dignithan her lively sister.
The first impression one gets of Norma is of
bigness, of womanly sympathy and understanding, and, above all, of human quality.
She knows no professional jealousy, nor has she
lost her head by reaching the pinnacle of success
while still in the very early twenties.
in another way,
fied young lady

Next

to

is

her generosity

and impulsiveness,

perhaps her most dominant characteristic.
She goes from triumph to triumph,
but still is not satisfied.
Besides working on the pictures early and late,
she studies singing and dancing. She also keeps

ambition

is

NORMA

as a gill oi fifteen.

—

—
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Paris from the trenches and brought with him
the Algerian inspiration. The bright-coloured
embroideries of last season, the deep sashes and
harem skirt3 we saw everywhere, were the result
of Paton's genius. But after all, novelty is not
the most important thing. Good dressing is

[Continued from
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her work, but with her every detail is important where her profession is concerned.
Among the thousands of letters she receives
every week from admirers all over the world
many are from women who want to know where
she gets her dresses.
But, as she says, it is the personal element
that counts in dross. You must have a very
clear idea in your own mind of the effect you
want. Then you can go to the professional
dress-designer and in consultation get the
costume which suits both you and the occasion
for which you require it.
Recently she discussed the subject at length.
" Why are certain things the fashion at one
" Why do styles recur
period ? " she asked.
at certain intervals ?
Where do fashions have
•

their origin

?

" If you want to be a well-dressed woman
and every normal woman does you should
I had to
learn the answers to these questions.
find out the answers for myself when I was
studying style from the standpoint of the

—

It is not every girl who can afford to
engage the services of a great stylist to dress her.
I certainly could not during the first years I
was in motion picture work. A great number of
my dresses during that period I made myself.
" To-day is, above all others, the day of the
individual, the time when every discerning
woman knows she can draw on any period of
style to enhance her good looks.
" Why is it that nowadays we are breaking
away from uniformity in style and seeking to
take the best from history and tradition that
we may apply it to modern uses ? I think the
War has something to do with it. Most of the
screen.

nations fighting against Germany sent representatives to France, and the French dress experts, who are wonderfully quick in picking up
ideas, borrowed inspiration from the national
dress of the people who fought shoulder to
shoulder with their men. Jean Paton, great
soldier as he is a great stylist, came back to

IF

chiefly a

:

matter of

hope Englishwomen will not judge my taste
in dress by some of the pictures you see of me
in your English picture houses.
I am charmed
with wonderful London, but I am really distressed to see old, out-of-date pictures in your
picture shows.
Some in which I am shown were
made three and four years ago, when I was
making good. They are silly and out of date in
theme and dress. I really wonder what the

women

in the audiences think of
"

old frocks

Mento-Nerve

However, the evil to which Miss Talmadge
thus draws attention is likely soon to be remedied.
The British patrons of the pictures are
beginning to get restive, and the time is possibly
not far off when only the latest and best
American films will be accepted in this country.
One interesting fact is that the Talmadge
sisters, like some other leading American film
stars, intend to return to this country next
year and make pictures here.
They also intend to take steps to insure their
latest films being exhibited promptly in England.
The art of the cinema is developing so
rapidly that a film is very soon out of date.
And although all the work of the Talmadges is
interesting, an artiste - naturally likes to be
judged by her best work.
It is one of the penalties of fame that as soon
as a cinema actress becomes a great popular

HERE
old

F
536,

Buildings,
Circus, London, E.C.4.

A

Noble's
Always

up-to-date, and of
marvellous value
Noble's garments
cannot fail to delight you with their
sterling qualities.
Write to-day for
Illustrated Fashion List
post free.

"

L "Apache."

Dorothy Dalton

—

—

THE

by Dorothy Dalton
artistic insight.
double in a rich

and lead up

"The Web

In Ivory. Sky. rink. Role, and Helio
Voile. Suitable for dances and semi-

evenine wear. The yoke is prettily
embroidered. Tucked skirt. In stock
I-'ront

Bust

Waist

84 in*
8di.iv
38 ins.

21 ins.

3t-U

20
28

8G-88 ins.
88-<0 ins.

Skirt

ins.

I

Price. 3t/e
specially to measure,

favourite, all her early and immature work is
dragged into light and offered to the public
ostensibly as a fair sample of her work.

However, both Norma and Constance
Talmadge are too firmly established in popular
favour to have much to fear from this practice.
Their new films, excellent in every way are
being widely exhibited, and it is by these films
that the gifted young artistes will be judged by
their countless British admirers.

In the next year or two there is likely to be
a great fight between British and American
film producers, and we have little doubt that
as a result of that fight, rubbishy American
films will be driven out of British picture
houses.
The public are already demanding
something better, and they will get it.
How soon a change /or the better come3, will,
of course,

depend largely on the

public.

A famous American producer visiting England
has put the case very tersely :
" The people of this country," he said, " are
being imposed upon by the exhibition of so
much trash. It is partly due to their own
fault in tolerating so much fourth-rate stuff,
and partly to the system we Americans have
introduced here. Our producers are able to
offer you about ten times as many pictures as
you need. The British people, instead of
taking advantage of this over-production by
selecting only the very best, have calmly
allowed their exhibitors to force them to take

good and bad

alike in blocks.

" Great Britain has chosen cheapness instead of quality. If the public in England will
make a stand against the rubbish which has
been poured over here, and demand the best
we have to give, they will soon get the best."
This is, no doubt, true. But whatever the
future holds, lovers of the pictures in this
country will always be grateful to the many
clever Americans who have contributed to
their delight,

and certainly

a very

in that list

high place will always be held by the beautiful
and gifted sisters, Norma, Natalie and Constance Talmadge.*

THE EKD.

phot

PATTERNS POST FREE.
Material* by the Yard
II
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John

Noble, United, will stsi.uI a selection of materials post free

JOHN NOBLE
St. Mill*.

acted

much power and

wife of nn

Apache

finds her

girl in Paris.

When

"The

ltd.

Manchester.

Polar Star."

Manora Thew and Hayford Hobbs
(

Walturdaw).

a
THEandmystery
dishonour,
of

London solicitor's death
and the attempts to

unmask the villains, form the basis of this
British photo-play, through which a pretty love
story runs.
Delightful scenes, showing the
beauties of the Italian lakes. Average production.
" The Case of Lady Camber."
Violet Hopson and Stewart Rome (Broadwesl).

AS

absorbing photo-play indeed is the screen
version of H. A. Vachell's stage success.
A cast of popular players, headed by
Violet Hopson and Stewart Rome, and including
Pollie Emery in her original part of " Peach,"
present clever portrayals.

,

many

PRETTY

Peggy Hyland, as a girl detective,
her lover was a thief, and
endeavoured to run him to earth. A great

who thought

when she does capture her
quarry, and in the end she finds herself a captive
for life. A rollicking story that will enliven the
most depressed.
surprise awnits her

" An Innocent Adventuress."
Vivian Martin (Paramount -Arterajl).
DELIGHTFUL comedy-drama, featuring the
dainty star. She tried to help a friend
by stopping a letter, and then found her
dog had chewed it up. She thinks she is a thief,
and is led into all sorts of adventures, but in the
end she

steals

nothing but somebody's heart.

" Angel Esquire."
Avrele Sydney and Gebtrude McCoy
(Qaumoni).

ength
ins.

35/6.

IBM who p.n.cU.
ForM I.
ladies
clothes made up them

is

of Chance."
Peggy Hyland (Fox).

3I'6
ins.

with

dual role

thrilling adventures
to a startling climax. Firat-

DRESS

fit

A

American

she takes her place,
elass entertainment.

Model

43, Brook

The

DAINTY
F5506

made

—

realism and fascination.

begin,

If

(Paramounl-Arlerafl).

gay haunts of Bohemian Paris and the
sordid world of the Apache both are
shown in this picture with a wonderful

reliable,

sizes to

Kentucky, adapted from the stage

success, and starring the beautiful Anita
delightful
Stewart as the mountain maid.
love story played against a background of
exquisite scenery.

Ludgate

Imperial

1920.

FILMS OF THE WEEK.

Strength'
Ltd..

four-year-

" In Old Kentucky."
Anita Stewart and Mahlon Hamilton (Jury's.)
i9 a tale of the mountain region of

of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

ELLIOTT-SMITH,

my

!

feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence

Treatmen t.— G O D

a matter of studying

one's own figure, learning the good and bad
points, and then finding out the styles that
make the most of the good points and
minimise the bad ones.
" For example, if your arms are thin, you
should wear long sleeves that are rather full.
If your heart is set on short sleeves, you should
have them cut so as to reach at least an inch
below the elbow.
" By the way," says Miss Talmadge, " I do

YOU SUFFER

from nervous, worried

line,

lZt/i.

"

The Elusive Pimpernel."

Marie Blanche and Cecil Humphreys

A

(Sloll).

HIGHLY distinctive photo-play of Baroness

Cecil HumOrc7.y's delightful romance.
phreys and Marie Blanche head the cast
as the inimitable Sir Percy and his lovely wife,
and production and photography are of the best.

WALLACE'S
EDGAR
The
picture form.

exciting

novel"

in

mystery of an old
man's fortune, hidden in a huge column.

He
it

leaves a puzzle,
gets the money.

"The

Girl

and the

first

person to solve

Woman."

Gladys Leslie and Maurice Costello
" Beyond the Dreams of Avarice."
Joyce Dearsley and Henry Victor

THE tragedy
W

(

(Ideal).

of ungovernable greed of money.
Sir
alter Besant's famous novel adapted
for the screen.
This is an intensely
dramatic story, which leads up to a terrific
climax. British acting at its best.

Vitagraph

DRAMA
a

girl

).

with plenty of

who

The story of
her father who

thrills.

tries to clear

has been in prison, and the intrigues into

which this leads her. Woven into this web of
mystery is a slight love story.
The " Picture Snow" Critic.

I
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IN THE— DRESSING-ROOM.
— How
TKe Cause of Premature ^fVrinkles
Them — Their Cure — The Pict ure Gtrl

to
Suit.

^fVrinlcles;

Prevent

tho habit of tho majority of women when
IT they have passed the age of thirty and
inaybo married and settled down to neglect
Perhaps
their looks, and personal well-being.
they find so much to occupy their time that thoy
think it is not worth while troubling about their
appearance. But littlo do thoy realise what
effect such neglect will have upon them in yoars
For time will, without doubt, lay its
to come.
hand on the physical body and lessen tho
underlying support of flesh and limb. Of course,
it is out of tho question to wholly outwit
tho hand of time, but, nevertheless, it can bo
stayed, and its ravages may be held at bay.
is

—

—

and

lines in front of tho

s

"Shots" from
Broadwest«—"
October ha been o

oars,

regard to wrinkles, whose
coming is ever dreaded, and whose first
appearance is allied with a sort of despair
and resignation to the inevitable. Often times,
top, wrinkles can be found in quite young folk,
these having been encouraged by scowling over
fine work, or poring over a book, or even by
grimacing during conversation in a manner that
is really as unnecessary as it is unpleasant to see.
Tho wrinkles that come from laughter are not
unsightly as every ono of their curves denote a
happy disposition. But those that spring from
a morose nature are as strongly indicative of
temperament, and these becomo more unsightly
as time goes on.
Deep set wrinkles that result from years cannot
be removed nor can they be lessened much by
any method. But there are many preventatives
of "wrinkles, which, if carefully practised will
delay their coining for years. The first and
roost important possession is a

THIS

happy

is true in

(

i

i

be employed.

BROADWEST

For crow's-feet smear a littlo cream at the
corner of tho eyes, and gently tap it in with the
tips of the fingers.
Never rub tho skin around
the eyes, as by so doing you are liable to .stretch
it, this part being the most delicate of the wholo

That may be

disposition.

cultivated and made a habit as
readily as any beauty culture in
the world.
Miss May Allison says that,
" More wrinkles are caused by
Then she
worry, than by years."
" Therefore
adds her remedy.

every woman should keep alive,
take an interest in all things, and
keep a broad outlook on life. She
should live up to the times, and
look alive. Tho flesh of such a
woman will be kept young, the
rounded,
face
and the smile
pleasant,

and

wholo

tho

Wrinkles between tho eyebrows should bo
massaged with a littlo cream with the tip of the
middlo finger. Work in a rotary movement.
Then remove with a pad of cotton -wool any

<

'

The Romance

oi

a

>

n n n
i

jith

is

eleased the

BROADWEST

"The Case of Lady Camber." This
amine the best of Bnti h piodu ions.

produc tioo,
film is

The -toiy is an mcellent n -, the act ng of the
and the pho og aphv and -e tings aie
best,
beyon reproach, Violet H p^on, and Siewait
Rome play the nur&e and doctor itspectiv >y,
whilst G eRory Sco t and Mercy Hut'o.i app -ar
It is a British fil.n
a". Loid and Lady Camb-r.
which no one should miss.
B.B.
1

the ear.
rule to bo
is

more difficult

to remove.

If

powder

settles at all in the lines,

it should
be brushed out immediately with a

BROADWEST FILMS Ltd.
(Head

Office),

The Picture

Girl's Suit.

175, Wardour Street,

LONDON. W.

I.

('Phone: Oerrard 240.)

THE NEW PATEN

deaf

" hare's foot."

.figure

THE A J. WALEiCO..

SOUND DISCS
completely overcome DEAFNESS an.
HEAD NOISES, no matter of how tang
standing. Are the same to the eaffl as
Invisible,
glasses are to th*- eyes.
Worn months without
comfortable.
removal. Explanatory Pamphlet F.ee.
171.

NEW BOND

ST..

LONDON.

W.I.

a fascinating smartTHERE
ness about striped material,
is

into

especially

when

a tailored

suit.

it is

fashioned

The

stripes

wear

to different
arrangement of
pattern, and thus help decorate
the costume.
Striped suitings
are particularly predominant
just now, and can be obtained
in a very large range of colourings
and widths. Cosy striped tweeds
are delightful for every-day wear,
and as serviceable as they are

than

Better

is

much can be done

physically

to

prevent

and tear

of

the

years.

Cleanliness is the first rule.
Allow
no neglect to permit dust or grease
to settle in the pores of the skin.
When drying the- face with a
towel, for instance, alwaya rub
the skin back towards the hair.

charming, being fashioned in effective colour combinations.
AVhile
for smart wear there is nothing
nicer than a costume of striped
gabardine, white stripes running on
a backgroimd of black or navy.

not rub downwards, as the
tend towards that way, and

following
their
direction
will
naturally accentuate them.
Do
not allow the. skin on tho face to
grow dry or harden, nor become
thin or sallow.
Exercise walking
or any other form that causes
perspiration i3 absolutely necesssary
to keep the tissues of the skin young
and firm.
Wrinkles are usually
tho result of loose flabby skin.
Therefore any pure lotion that
tightens the muscles will havo
a beneficial effect on their delay*

The Picture
of

lesson

a four-gored, high-waisted
skirt, with sides cut the reverse
way of the material. The coat has
sides to correspond and the fronts
are turned back to form revers, and

-

joined to the collar. The sleeves
are of ordinary shape.
Allow 4£
yards of 50-inch wide material.

PAPER PATTERNS
tume can be obtained

women who

never wrinkle.

Sleep with-

for soft down pillows
s-feot around the eyes

ont a pillow

and 23 inch waist

can be taken

Chinese

from

Girl is the possessor
suit of this description
It is arranged

BEFORE.

AFTER

with

Lesson from the Chinese.

A GOOD

a smart

— illustrated here.

—

rush crow

included lor October

lend themselves so effectively

HOWEVER,

A

list

,

O November

AH

Prevention
Cure.

lines

Her

stand u d, being can ied out. by an all star cost* It
is headed by Vi
el Hop-»jn. a- Va na <_ieorj,;<\ the
movie sta
w h Stewart Rome, G e^ory Scott,
Cameron C irr. Mercy Ha ton. and Vio.it E.Hott
Such an eminent ^ant
in the oth r leading p >its.
is --eldom seen— and what is more, they aie all

are the most
result of

remembered when massaging the
that all movements should bo upwards
and outwards, that is from the chin to the forehead, and from the mouth to the
ear.
An astringent lotion should
be applied to brace up the muscles
after each massage.
When wrinkles have once settled
on the face, great care should be
taken with the application of
powder. It should not bo allowed
to settle in any of the wrinkles.
If it is, it will only cause tho lines
to deepen and make them all the

*

iro n the exceptional scenic
interest of tliis film (for it show > .he manufacture
ol a mot on picture) the acting is oi toe hi^h st

mental or physical suffering. Therefore,
a more persevering treatment is required for
them. Smear cream gently along each line,
then slip the tongue under it., and massage across,
not rip and down. Afterwards stroke the face
gently from the comers of the mouth towards

A

r«lea e

BROADWEST film

ti»e

British Stars.

face

is

Movie Stir." Apart

the Face.

to

the head.

Do

from

productions

three

n n
The Walturd^w
MSt,

chin
mouth
THEageing, from
and aro invariably the

this will do much for
the outwitting of time, mentally."
And here I think this beautiful
actress has hit the nail right on
erect.

Lines

these

Pol owinti

Penalty," an original story t lliug of li e in the
Austnlian hush. St wait Rome has the leaning
p^rt in th s flun, a id makc> an exce.icnt bac*twoodsman.

Superfluous grease, leaving merely all that has
been absorbed, to remain in the pores.
Five
aunut.es treatment is enough each day.

lines

for

lour

have b en coin p. e ltd b/ ibi. (amou-* a.iBn ,sh Coinnany urinx hat lime. 11 The Gre »t
Gay Road " from Tom G (Don's story, wa* the
firs*..
This t*is aiewart Horn'; as tbC v> Dt RDMI he
tramp, a id is
fi m
typ cal y tin
came " T ent* La-»t Case." a thrill ng selective
ory
irom E. C. B?n ley s famous n-ivel Gre orv
s
Scott pi ys the letdin« p<rt, in this lilm, with
Cameron Carr, as th po ice nspector*. Both ot
them have rcJor ncd in this picture, -n left vil ainous deeJ-. tone f»r a time. Cameron Cj»rr, how"A
4 t in
ever, mikes un for
his'' good"
racing
Rank Out id r," another
film So. in thi-. picture he v.tars as a vii.ain ol the
deepe t ye

the noso.
Mivssago is undoubtedly tho best treatment
Before commencing
for tho removal of wrinkles.
to massage tho face, the skin should bo steamed
When
to make it more receptivo 'o the cream.
massaging wrinkles or lines on tho face, remember that a light and gentle stroke should

To Remove

months

of the busiest of

th film,

sido of

face.

Wrinkles in Youth.

-c
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and each
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p£ tQ r e
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Home

Fashions."
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—

each Postal Order made
payable to the PICTURE
PICTURE SHOW Pattern
Dept., 291a," Oxford Street, London,

shilling

28,523.
«

of this cosin 22, 24, 26,
sizes for one

Every lady can have a beautiful head of CURLYund
There is no need to have sleek, lank,
hair.
One bottle of VETKOS will keep
th^ hair in lovely curls for months, also invaluable for
m.\ kiii^r the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harmless. Send for a bottle to-day. and make yourself the
admiration of all your friends. You will be delighted
with result. Price 2/9 yer bottle, or 3 bottles for 8/11,
post paid, direct from the makers. CHAPMAN, LTD.
(Dept. 24) 15, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.
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IF

you want to know anything about Films or Film Players
THE QUESTION OF

RE-ISSUES.

It

looks so well with

its

rich golden crust,
cut, you find the

and when

which leave a more lasting impression than the
remainder on those who see them. This fact may
rightly be regarded as a proof of their quality, for it is
these few pictures which members of the public are
anxious to see once again, even though several months
or more may have passed since their first release.

texture' fine and even.
That
is because " Raisley " combines

thoroughly with

We

household

and ensures every particle
being equally raised and well
baked.

question.
It is easy, of course, to understand the disappointment of those who fail to see their favourite film once
more, but it is also easy in certain cases to discover
the reason.
There is not much use in desiring the
re-issue of a picture, no matter by whom it may have
been produced, if nobody else seems eager for it.
Obviously, the exhibitor cannot please every individual
taste.
He must consider the limit to his programme
and the release of new pictures. It would be advisable,
therefore, for those who desire to see some past screen
success to enlist first of all the support of their friends
and then press their requests.

Formerly known as " Paisley Flour"
— made by Brown and Poison.

1/1, 6£d., and 2£d.p'er
The

m

frown

Tea

&

Time

"

book,

? d.

have, of course, re-issues of old pictures from

time to time, but in some cases it seems hard to tell
what could have induced their second exhibition.
Certainly there appears to be no public demand for
them, and their inclusion in the programme must
necessarily mean the crowding out of other and better
films, whether old or new.
On the other hand, queries often reach me asking
whether there is any likelihood of an old picture
starring this or that favourite being shown once more.
This is never an easy question to answer.
It rests
with the exhibitor.
If the requests for any particular
him happen to be in the majority, then the local
picture theatre, where such requests should be sent to,
Tnight find it a good policy to screen the picture in

flour,

pkt

Stamp from

Poison, 6, {Tfouocrie Street, London,
a useful collection of recipes.

C.4., contains

Write for copy to-day.

THE EDITOR.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an. early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

House, Farringdon

Norma (New

Every Friday

Street.

—

85,

The Fleetway

London, E.C.4.

am

glad to hear that you
and your American chums enjoy reading this paper
each week. It seems to be getting famous everywhere.
Many here will no doubt envy you for

— Price

Jersey).

I

many

being able to see so

film

favourites in the

Here are two potted biographies you want.
Ray was born in Jacksonville, Illinois, in
His colouring is brown
1801, and is 6 feet in height.
hair and eyes, and his wife is Clara Grant.
Crcighton
Hale is an Irishman bom in Cork, twenty-eight years
flesh.

Charles

ago.
He
height is 5
eyes.

HOW FAT FOLKS
MAY GROW SLIM
If

you have been taking on flesh and your
become lost in rolls of annoying, dis-

figure has

agreeable, useless fat ; if you are short-winded,
puff when you walk and puff when you talk
if
your skin is sallow and pasty because of excess
fat, don't despair.
You can now treat this con;

dition easily in your own home, without annoyance or inconvenience.
Simply go to your chemist to-day and get
some Oil of orilene in capsule form, take one
after each meal and one at bedtime.
Even a
few days' use should show you a reduction in
weight, and with the reduction you will notice
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, and a
light, buoyant feeling has possession of your
whole body. Almost like magic five to twenty
years drop from your appearance, and you feel
your strength and nppearance come back to you
again, and, best of all, oil of orilene capsules are
so safe, simple and inexpensive.
Got a packet
of the capsules at your chemist to-day, or a
packet will be sent to you, post paid, by the D. J.
Little Co., 37, Hatton Garden, London, JJ.r. I,

upon

receipt of 3s.

is

married

ft.

10

ins.,

to a non-professional.
His
with light brown hair and blue

Maud (Burton-on-Trent). — I

had to give up countletter, though I
in
ing the
believe this will satisfy you all the same.
Pronounce
Sessue in two syllables. Sorry, but Louis Wiiloughby
won't tell me just yet. Wyndham Standing and
Conway Tearle both began life in the same year,
Besides the one you mention, Conway has
1880.
appeared in " Stella Maris," " The Reason Why."
and " Virtuous Wives." He was born in New York,
but was educated in this country. Hugh Dabernon
Stoke was Oliver Loach in " God's Good Man."
Herl>ert Rawlinson in " Kiss or Kill," " A House
Divided." and " The Carter Case." \*ou can fling
some more at me when you like.
Louise Mauve (New Southgate). So Elsie Ferguson's height puzzles you, and you can never be
certain what it Is. The measurements as Riven fne
are 5 ft. 0 in. Your other favourite, Winifred Kingston, is a London girl, and has played lead with Dustin
Farnum in sevcralof his plays. She has reddish hair,
grey eyes and is not more than 5 ft. in height.
" Inquisitive " (Leamington Spa). Shows what
a generous kid Wesley Barry is to have sent you eight
photos of himself all signed in his best manner in
Y'es. it is true, alas, about poor
reply to your letter.
your

question n.arks

—

—

Bobby Harron's death Sidney Wood has played for
Harma. Ideal, and Samuelson. He was born in 1008,
Her Benny," " The Ever-Open Door," and
and
" The Warrior Strain " are his picture*.
!

N. M.

S. (Belsize

Grove).

—

If

you haven't ere

this

had a reply from Douglas Fairbanks, there would
be no harm in your writing to him again. Doug:
doesn't disappoint anyone if he can help it. Some
The Beloved
of Kathleen Kirkbam's films are
'heater," " The Beauty Market," " The Master
Man," and " The Third Kiss."
(

Alice Brady's

married name

—

—

of readers, of course, are answered by post.
The
late Olive Thomas was born in Charleroi, Pa., and
Jack Pickford. who is twenty-fonr, was born in
Toronto, Canada.
The star who shone with sncli
brilliance in " Blackie's Redemption " was Bert Lytcll.
Weil, you haven't been terribly inquisitive so far.
" Pes " (Wolverhampton).
Mary Hay, whom

—

Richard Barthelmess "married, is otherwise known
as Mary Hay Caldwell. Here is something about
Conrad Nigel, as requested. He is the husband of
Ruth Helms, and stands 6 ft. high. He was born in
Des Moines, Iowa, fn 1800.
Forever After " and
" Little

" are two of his pictures.
I had to brush up my knowledge
your letter arrived. Mary MacLcan,
who played in " Marriage Beyond the Tomb," is a
Universal artiste.
No, Wallace Reid is American,
not English, and his wife is Dorothy Davenport.
You can write to him through the office of this paper.
Thanks very much for all the nice things you say.
I am giad you like the Picture Show.

Women

..

—
French when

Gaby

of

(Paris).

Anita (Cheadle).

—

am

I

afraid Jack

Armstrong

must be very shy. Anyway, he is keeping well iu
the background so far as personal information is
concerned. Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber were the
leads in " The Mystery Ship."
Marie Walcamp was
the heroine in " The Moon-Child."

—

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

BUY THEM

—

B. (Lichfield). As far as I know at present
is that artiste's real name, and her
is Mrs. James Crane.
Her height is
5 ft. 7 in., and she was born in New York City twentythree years ago.
Colouring brown hair and eyes.
A few films in which she has starred are " Her Great
Chance," " The Death Dance," " Her Silent Sacrifice," " The Ordeal of Rosetta," and " Redhead."
Sorry, J. B., but I have no photos of her to send you.
" White Heather " (Abertillery). I believe. I
have heard from your town before. " Quite a number
J.

the large number of films released for public
AMONG
exhibition eacb year, there are usually a few

Anthony (Barrv). George Walsh was born on
March 16th, 1802, and Antonio Moreno in 1388.
The latter, however, does, not tell us his birthday.
Gladys (Earlsfleld) and J. A. (Ramsey).— Francelia Billington was in " The Masked Heart " with
William Russell. In " The Four Shadows " the
names given are Rene Navarre, M. Da vert, and
Suzanne Linker.

—

"Gyp" (Calcutta). I know you have written
and I do not regard yon as a pest at all. You
are quite welcome. But remember your real name
should be given in every letter. You ask me to make
inquiries about the Picture Shows you have not
had, bnt how could I, with the insufficient address
you gave, no name, and no information whether
you are a subscriber or otherwise. You must let
before,

me know fully. I am very sorry, but I cannot spare
the space to publish any photos of dead artistes,
however papular they were. Y'ou have no idea of
the numerous requests I receive about those who arc
still in the land of the living.
" Hukble " (Bombay). Thanks for your and
your friend's subscriptions. 'In answer to your question, there is no limit to the number of letters you can
send through the office of this paper. So now yon can
both get busy.
"Henry" (Warwick).— You mint blame the
size of my mail-bag.
Olive Tell was born in New
Y'ork, but when she won't tell
just yet, at any rate.
I note you like our art plates the best, and the
coloured ones especially.
Other information will
be given when made known.
Josephine (South Shields). For sixteen, your
thirst for knowledge is simply staggering.
Three
foolscap sheets all full of question marks
Alas,
etiild, my space is limited
Y'es, Mae Marsh was in
" Miss Misunderstood."
Madge Evans is eleven.
Tom Moore was born in 1885, and is not married at
the moment. Alma Reubens was the heroine in

—

—

—

!

!

"The Answer" and Jane Novak
Come again.

in

"The

Claws."

—

" Myra " (Liverpool).
Whatever you saw about
Pearl White In previous issues of this paper was quite
correct.
But no definite news has lieen received to
the effect that she Is married to Wallace McCntehcon
Ethel
thus confirming the rumours you have heard.
Grcv Torrv. who played in " The Carter Case." was
born in Oakland, California. Her height is 5ft. Cin.,
and she has brown hair and grey eyes. She »lm>
played in " The Sign of the Cross," " Arseue Lupin,"
and " Greater Than Love."
So you don't mean to let ma
S. E. R. (Wakefield).
be idle. Well, work may be made a tonic or a
poison, but I shan't let it kill me, though I take
doses of it. Ann Little has dark hair and brown eye*.
She was born in Slsson, California, twenty-six years
Gloria Swanson was born in Chicago, HllnoK
ago.
and has reddish brown hair and blue eyes. Eni I
Bennett has light hair and blue eyes. Born n Y'ork,
Pauline Frederick's colouring Is dark
Australia.
brown hair and blue eyes. Age. thirty-four, ami
Jack Hoxie Is thirty, and
birthplace, Boston, Mass.

—

1

was norn

in

Oklahoma.

Thomas Meighan,

<

liorn

thirtv-two years ago in Pittsburg. Pa., has black hair
ai d br >wn eyes.

J

Pic turf: Show,

2.

M. K. (Cairo).— See the Picture Show dated July
The tllm you mention has not been shown hero
\ct.
There are doubtless other Japanese screen
actors, hut none so well-known as Scssue Hayakawa.
" Kktty " (Eastcote).
Your newsagent will be
I have not heard that tho Macable to tell you.
OppoAllisters or the Lees you mention are related.
site Constance Talmadge In "The Lesson " was Tom
Moore, in " The Shuttle." Albert Roscoc was her
leading man, while Harrison Ford was with her in
•24th.
;

i

s

—

"

Who

Cores

?

"

—

Blue Eves (Johnstone). Manora Thew and
Haytord Hobbs were in " The Man and the Moment."
'•

and his famous partner
of the screen, Lee Moran, is two years younger.
Frank Kccnan, not W. S. Hart, was in " The Ruler of
the Koad." Sorry, I don't know who in filmland was
born on the same date as you. Several artistes do not
Eddie Lyons

is

thirty-three,

give their birthdays.
Maud " (Norwich).

— What

were the questions

you asked me before.? I really don't remember them.
However, in reply to yours before me now, Lina
Cavalier! was the star in " The Woman of Impulse."
" Man-Hater At Twenty-one " (Ware).
Ah,
my dear young lady you will change your mind
1 can
before you are much older. So be- Ware
settle the little argument you have had by saying

—

!

that Mary Pickford did not play In " Painted Lips."
C. W. Mason was in " Hard Boiled," and J. Barney
Sherry in " The Secret Code." The leads in " Temptation " were played by (Jcraldine Farrar and Wallace
Keid.
" Jerry " (Worcester). I presume you want no
sauce since you ask for a " very nice answer." This
is as nice as I can make It.
Stewart Rome does not
say whether he was ever a bank clerk in your city.
According to his own confession he took up civil
engineering, worked for a time at Greenwich, but soon
threw up his job to go on the stage. Then he went
out to Australia where he had a varied career before
returning to this country to start on the films.
He
was born in Newbury, and is not married. It will
be better and less disheartening to you to " bloom
unseen
than to wander round film studios wearing
out boot leather.
" SYDALO " (Brighton).
Glad you value our art
plates so much.
Everyone says that they are
unecmalled.
But what suggestion can I offer you if
framing them you find is too expensive, and simply
pinning them on the wall makes them ditty. No
doubt you have thought of the album idea already.
I must leavo you to put on your thinking cap again,
unless some other reader can solve the problem.
(More answers reel week )

—

—

WHERE TO WRITE TO YOI'H FAVOURITE
" FILM 8TAK. — You are kindly requested
not to a»k for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once
with any artiste not named below, write your
letter,
putting- Hie name ol the star on tlio
envelope, and enclose it with a loose lid. -tamp to
the Editor, The Picti rb Show, Room 85. The
Fleetway
House,
Karringdon
Street,
London,
E.C.4., and it will be forwarded by the next mail.
If the letter weighs more than 1 oz. it will require
an additional Id. .-.tamp for each extra ounce. BD a
letters cannot be specially acknowledged by tho
Editor. Kememhcr always, when writing to artistes,
to give your full name atid address, including the
name of your county and country, and mention the
Picture Show to ensure the safety of a reply.
It
must be understood, however, that we cannot
guarantee that such letters will be replied to.
Please keep these addresses for reference.

MILTON

SILLS, care

of

Ooldwyn Film Companv,

Culver City, California, U.S.A.

MARIE WALCAMP,

care of Universal Film

pany, Universal City, California, U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

Com-
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The Reliable Tonic and Restorative.

Avaunt
Anaemia or
Poorness of Blood !

Let Iron Jelloids be your

shield.

—

A

"Daily Mail" Authority recently wrote : " The finest specimens of the human race
arc those endowed with a full number of red corpuscles in the blcod."
These corpuscles
carry life and energy-giving oxygen to every corner of the body.
It is most important
therefore lo maintain the number of your red corpuscles, otherwise your blood is thin and you
are Anatmic. For this purpose Iron Jelloids are warmly recommended by the best Authorities,

A

Trial (price 1/3) will convince you.

Fortnight's

(Pronounced Jell-Lloydt.)

IRON JELLOIDS No. 2 A.
IRON JELLOIDS No. 2.
IRON JELLOIDS No. 1.

Men
Men and Women

Reliable Tonic for

For Anaemia in
For Growing Children

...

Treatment
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P" b lshc «l every Monday by the Proprietors. Tub Amalgamated
Limited, The Flectway House, Farrlngdon Street, London, L.C.4. Adwrtlsnnrn:
mhE2?ou!5
""on, ine Mcctway House, 1'arringdon Street, London K.C. 4. KeAitercd Press,
as a newspaper and tor transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rate*
iniunu anu Abroad. 13/- per annum 6/6 for 6 months single copies 3d. Sole
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and .New Zealand. Messrs. Gordon & Goich. Ltd. and for Canada Tub Imperial .News Co]! Ltd.
13.11 9i0.
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MABEL NORMAND, BETTER KNOWN AS "MADCAP MABEL," WITH A FAITHFUL FRIEND.

m

Mabel Normand is a great favourite with picturegoers. She makes them laugh, but not more heartily than she did in her schoolIf you want to read her adventures at Carston House School, get a copy of the "Girls' Cinema," Out To-morrow— you
will never regret the Twopence you spent on this splendid paper for girls.
[.Photo: Mclboitrm Spun.]

days.

—

;

1
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Tom

Mr.

Cat. rushed to the spot,
into the crevice, where

Tom

arm

his

then
"

—

let

Got

out a real yell

"

no

He's got

!

!

me

"
"

whs

'the

a newspaper criiic, for Mr. McKim sayi ij
the best compliment he lias ever receivo'l
One paragraph reads
" Every time I see you pass out of a picture^
down'd by the hero in the final round, 1 feel

from

is

;

" inquired the camera man.

liitn ?

" Lor',

and turns)
was hiding,
response.

painful

applauding, not because wo an rid of th
but with something of the feeling with
which one applauds an old tragedian of the ol I
Stage days doing a classic flop to tlio board*
You build up something powerful in a pul.ii.play that one misses as soon as you pass out.
As 1 heard someone :ay at. one of \oiir |>a:.ur<M
the other day: 'Picture's over, Ho!> MrKim's
"
dead.
Let 'a go
like

!

>

villein,

He

Didn't Escape.

BARRY w
WESLEY
day, when he was

Famous Readers of tke " Picture
Skow.
No.

45-JACKY ATKINSON.

AMERICA

lias

—

have noticed by now that your
insistent demands for new3 of Briti>!i
players has been met by your favourite
paper. The Plenum-: .Snow has now a special
British correspondent, in the person of Edith
Nepean, a New York, correspondent in Louella ().
Parsons, and a Los Angeles correspondent in S. F.
Jacobs, as well as your own Pay Filiner, so from
now on you will get all the gossip and information
you can want from these four source-. The firsl
of Edith Ncpean's chats begin on p.»Lre 10.
wi!l

— »- —

My Heartfelt Thanks.
WANT to particularly
I

—

W.

Griffith's Plans.
is
rumoured that David W. Griffith is
IT finding production of motion pictures in
New York too expensive, and the latest,
news is that he is going to Southern California
to build a studio, and there make the most
ambitious phpto-p'.ny of his career- This is to

D.

have Abraham Lincoln

Your Request Answered.

-

'

;

not the monopoly of screen
comediennes.
Here is Jacky Atkinson,
whom we are shortly to see as the village
idiot in a coming British photo-play.
Jacky is
no idiot when it comes to choosing honks to
But you have found this nut
road and enjoy.
for yourself, by one glance at the nho\e snap
of her, Jacky reads the Picture Show.

YOU

is delight id the other
told that he was to
the
players
of his company,
ac-ompa iv
who were going away for scenes into the country,
especially when he heard that his teacher would
remain behind.
Jlis joy was great.
He had visions of no more
lesions for four weeks.
But when Wes. got out.
o: t he train, the first person he saw was a young
lady with some books under her arm.
I am your new teacher for the time you are
here." she said
and Wesley says she was even
stricter than the one at home.

She

render-,

the Picture Show who followed my
request and have become subscribers to my
own little cinema paper the "Girls' Cineim."
Judging by the letters I have received they are
very many, and I have not disappointed them.
In fact, I am flattered to think I have pleased
them. May I give a last word of appeal to any
reader who has not yet °een a copy to buy ono
to-morrow, when No. 6 will be out !
Among other fine things I hove gathered
together for this issue, I may mention
James
Knight edits a page in which he tells us why he
is "Afraid of Girls"; well illustrated pen
pictures of Chrissie White and Henry Edwards
a letter from Gregory Scott to the up-to-date girl
long complete story, and all the usual features.
'of

a great

home

CONWAY
JACK
these days. He

the film

lover,

and

Indignant.

is
is

a

h?is

very indignant man
been accused of curling

his hair.
Jack indignantly denies this,
claiming that hi* hair is naturally curly, and
that even as an actor he would not resort to

such

He

artifices.

now

acting the role of William Sanborn
photo-play, entitled
The Killer."
His director says that ho cannot conjure up a
funnier vision than that of the handsome,
athletic young herb of " The Killer," retiring to
in

a

is

'

virile

bed with

his hair in curling-paper..

:

;

By

When Bob McKim
ROBERT MeKIM

Dies.
was caught the

other
picture frame.
It now
hangs in his studv, and contains a letter

day buying

a

the Author of " Destiny."

has asked me
you
OURnextEditor
the Picture
week's
to

tell

issue of

will begin

a splendid

new

HAVE

'

Spender," seems to have an uncanny
influence over horses.
The other day he demonstrated his skill,
when he subdued a very nervous horse, win
had just thrown one of the picture cowboys.
One of the cowboys made a bet that
could ride any of the worst bronchos in Cheyenne. He told how Tod made his horse sat a
"The only other irreg'hir
banana, and added
diet I've ever seen that horse take uni a btia
:

of

my arm

"

!

1IIE

Hepworth Picture

received

You

another

Plays.

Royai

Ltd.. have
compliment.

remember that Cecil Hepworth'
comedy, "All's Button," was shown lo tho
Prince of Wales and his staff, and that the
will

-i

Prince sent a message of hearty congratulation?.
lformation that,
Following this, comes the
"The City of Beautiful Nonsense" and "Tho
City on the Hill" were also filmed before In
i

I

and

regret was expresses I
British picluScd

Highness and

staff,

that more

such excellent

of

-had not been shown abroad.

Real Treasure Hunt.
interesting way of

AN

advertising the ('ha

"Treasure Island" comes
from America. Arousing the piratical
instinct, which lies more or le=s dormant in
the heart of every small boy by the mention
of

version

of

Long John, the Good Ship Haspinola, tho

half-witted Ben Gunn, and all the chariniug
characters in the exciting story of "Treasure
Island," a piece of ground was hired, and t
Three treasure chests
real treasure was buried.
were buried, containing vouchers, convertible
into money or passes to view the picture.
A
chart of location was provided to any one on
application.

Casino at Monte Carlo on the screen.
For the first time, it is said, permission has been
granted to film scenes within the gambling
establishment, and these scenes were taken
when the play was at its heigh;.

The Smallest Foot in Filmland.
MISS DAISY BCRREL, who will

" at the White House.

shortly

be seen in the new boxins: film, t-The
Bride of Fancy," is said to possess the

So small are. her feet
her shoes have to be specially marie
for her, as she is, as she explains, "between
tiniest foot in filmland.

that

—

Who Had Got Who

who
Th"

film,

serial entitled

ju?t heard that the film version of
I "The Wonder Man," in which Georces
Carpcntier plays the hero part, the story
that is now appearing in this paper. h;.s been
sliown to President Woo-.'lrow Wilson, at the

White House.

led

we see " The Empire of Dian.onds."
W'HEX
we shall see the. famous
a Pathe

Show

Manacled by Money." When I tell you this
story is thought by the author to in the best
yet from her pen. and that it is written by the
author of " The Silent Dupe" and "Destiny,"
I know you will welcome the news.

The Wonder Man

it

Monte Carlo Filmed.
that in

"

"

jockey,

film, cut

in

Another Royal Compliment.
in

delights in making old-fashioned rag
rugs out of old pieces of silk, an art taught
her when a child by her Quaker grandmother.
All her friends have received these acceptable
gifts. at Christmas or on their birthdays.
If yen could peep into Mildred's boudoir you
would scq many of them in service on the floor.

No Wonder Jack

thank the

is

Bananas— and His Arm.
SLOAN, the famous
TODplaying
a coming

as its central character.

Mildred's Accomplishment.
DAVIS is much liked

MILDRED
colony.

'

!

all

size?."

?

Talmadges Coming Back.

DURING
Mary

the filming of 'Suds," Mi'- coming
Pickford
photo-play, about
a
hundred cats had to be used in one ?cene.
One black Tom-cat, of unusual promise. was
selected to do a special bit of acting, but just at
the critical moment he broke loose, and clisappeared in a tiny space between the sets.
The director, who had written the scene for

Constance, and Natalie
NORMA,
are now back, hard at work

Taltnarl^e
after their

They are moat
two months holiday.
enthusiastic about their trip, and have planned
and PARDOE WOODMAN in "The
Mr. Bernard Brown," a coming Stoll film
famous noveL

RUBY MILLER
Mystery

of

version oi E. Phillips Oppenheim's

another for next year, when they mean not only
to return to England, France, Italy, and Spain,
well
but to visit Japan

—

.
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We

stage success.
on the screen with

it

are now to see
Alice Joyce as

Cousin Kate.

Appropriate.
has just had two new pets
MILDRED DAVIS
her, and has christened them

An

Three Hundred Hats.
has always been a mystery where Raymond
Hatton gets his wonderful hats from that
I
fit so well with the characters he portrays.
He tells me he had three hundred, some he
stole, some he found at pawnshops, he picked
two out of the gutter, and designed the others

IT

himself.

sent to

" Screech " and " Scream " respectively.
Their names are appropriate, as they are two
East Indian paraqueets.
.

Left £6,000.

OLIVE THOMAS
star who

PTCKFORD,

popular
died in Paris, lias left no
little
* will. She has left personal property to
the value of about six thousand pounds.
The latest film in which she appeared was
" Everybody's Sweetheart."
is
now
This
showing in America, and we are to see it over
the

FINDING FAULTS IN FILMS.
In the picture, " The Bondage of Barbara,"
featuring Mae Marsh, Jack the employer's
son is seen threatening Tony. They are all
^n a room, and Jack is wearing a straw hat.
They turn the gas off, and the scene changes to
the passage outside, and there Jack is wearing
a large cap. 5s. awarded to S. W. Norman,
79, Talfourd Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

—

—

—

— —
:0:

A BUNGLED BUNGALOW.
A

here shortly.

couple in " His Bridal Night " go for their
to Billy Barlow's bungalow, but
scenes in the " bungalow " show a flight of
5s. awarded
stairs leading to bedrooms above.
to J. Nicholas, 36, Cornford Grove, Balham,
S.W.12.

honeymoon

A Two-Months'

WHEN

Job.

.

see " Earthbound," the Goldwyn
sensationally successful photo-play, re-

you

member

there

is

one man,

who

is

not

connection with the film, who
He is named
deserves a great deal of credit.
Alexander Troffey, who cut and edited the film
This job kept Mr. TroHey
to its present size.
hard at work for two months.
This film, written by Basil King, is now showing to record houses at Covent Garden Theatre,
London, and will shortly be shown in big houses
It has a spiritualistic
nil over the country.
theme.

mentioned

in

—

—

:o:—
In Douglas Fairbanks picture, " Say, Young
Fellow," Douglas on entering the train is hatless
and empty-handed, and yet when we see him
get off the train he has a cap and two suitawarded to Barbara Tennant,
cases.
5s.
22, Rock Mount South, Old Swan, Liverpool.

—

—

:o:

William
In " The Conqueror," featuring
Farnum, the period was early Victorian, yet
in the background stood
car.
5s. awarded to Belle

—

TWOwater

have found a home in the big
studios.
tank at the Goldwyn
These are the property of Johnny Jones,
having been caught by him while away making
Hcenes for " Edgar the Explorer," the seventh
of the Booth Tarkington series, which will soon
be seen over here.
turtles

Charles Hutchison Injured.

HUTCHISON,

an up-to-date motorReeves, 27, Culverden

Road, Balham, S.W.12.

Johnny's Latest Catch.

CHARLES

FROM

stunts.

Alice Joyce as Cousin Kate.
you luiow, " Cousin Kate " was an enor-

AS mous

Adventure," in which frhe star repeatedly took
chances of both life and limb in his desperate

who, as you know,

one of the most daring actors who has
ever appeared before the camera, has been
seriously injured, while making scenes for the

— —
:o:

In " Exile,"

featuring

Mrae.

Petrova, the

was conversing with his wife.
He extended his hand towards her. A " closeup " was shown of his wife, and the villain's
hand was also shown. It was his right hand.
When tho camera flashed back to the scene
the villain was withdrawing his left hand.-^5s. awarded to Miss Martha Troland, 2, Frederick
villain,

Perez,

serial " The Double Adventure."
With two wrists broken, both legs severely
lacerated, and other painful, if not serious

injuries,

Mr. Hutchison will probably not return

tc the studios for two months.
This is particularly unfortunate, as Air.
Hutchison had almost completed " The Double

A

thrilling

BETTY BLYTHE

wears

this

She had several interesting offers
to make pictures,' and if she should decide to
sign such a contract after her theatrical season
well, who knows ? she may take a trip
closes
across the sea. If she doe?, I hope I may come
with her beautiful England and its charming
people is one thing in the world that measures
up to expectation.

these days.

—

—

Charles Chaplin a Recluse.
POSSIBLY the most difficult man
.

to oee at

the present time, not excepting President
He
Wilson, is Charles Spenser Chaplin.
has retired into his shell, and absolutely refuses
to venture forth or submit to an interview of
any kind. This attitude on the part of the
comedian is caused by the recent trouble with
his wife, Mildred Harris Chaplin. Mrs. Chaplin,
in a series of interviews, told of her famous
husband's penurious habits, Keing quoted as
saying she couldn't extract a cent from him
with a vacuum cleaner.
Mr. Chaplin has taken these newspaper
stories to heart, and spends his iife dodgin;;
A mutual friend called
newspsfper reporters.
on him in his apartment in the Ritz, and found
him with an old violin, pleying an assortment
of classics such as one could imagine Kubelik
or any of tho masters choosing. Another time,
he found Charlie deep in Macanlay's " History
This led to the rumour Charlie
of England."
had sailed for England, and was going to visit
his mother.
He was even said to have sailed
on the Olympic, but up to yesterday he had not

HAMMOND in the Hayward production "The Battle."

VIRGINIA

OVER THERE."

Notes and News From America.
Electric Shock.
fulfil

Five Shillings will be awarded to the sender of
every " Fault " published in the PICTURE
SHOW. If we receive the same " Fault " from
two readers, and we think it worthy ol a prize,
this will be given to the one which reaches us
Editor, Film
Address your postcard :
first.
Faults, PICTURE SHOW, Gough House, Gough
Square, London, E.C.4.

wonderful negligee.

1920.

engagement. She had just time to spend
a week at her country place in Great Ne.ek
Damo Nature
beforo starting on her tour.
arranged a little surprise party for her in tho
way of a bolt of electricity. It struck the
chimney, came dancing down through the fireplace, lighted on a choice statue of Psyche, and
Psyche
darted backwards to the birdcage.
was broken into fragments, but the little bird
was only overturned in his cage and badly shocked.
As for coming back to Merrie England,
inadame hopes to make that possible one of

Place, Belfast.

scene in the coming photo-play " Dust of Desire," in which

20f/<,

PETROVA leaves for the middle
MADAME
a vaudevillo
west this week to

is

coming

"

Xotmhcr

ieft

New

York.

Dennis O'Brien to Spread the Word.
DENNIS O'BRIEN, whose ollicial capacity

as general council of the United Artists'
Company, and pcrxonnl attorney for
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, gives

Mary
him prestige, has

sailed

for

London.

His

mission is to r.rrango for tho distribution
of tho Fairbanks, Pickford, and Griffith productions. He hopes to overconio the difficulties
of delayed release dates, and has several plans
up his sleeve.
Louella O. Parsons.

LOUISE HUFF

in a heart-breaking scene in the

coming pboto-play " False Pretences."

Picture Show, yorrmbt
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Two
will

great stars who are acting for Robertson Cole
MAE MARSH, who
soon be seen in " The Girl who Lived in the Woods " ; and OTIS
SKINNER, who appears as Hajj in " Kismet."
:

" PICTURE

SHOW."

LUCILLE RICKSEN,
series,

the little Goldwyn player, who will appear in the "Edgar"
pretends that her dolls are film stars, and they all have to be " made up " ia
the orthodox style.

Christie Comedy sport is water tennis, and here you see four of the artistes playing a mixed double. This game must be delightful in sunny California, but over
shall probably prefer to keep to the lawn or hard court.
TJgh ! in our climate we would get rather chilly standing in the water waiting for a shot to come oar way.

The newest
here

We

Braioj

!

The company

tries to

think of a funny " stunt " for the film,
is seen seated on the table.

HENRY

" The

Farmerette.

GALE

EDDIE POLO

and

PANSY PORTER, who

Universal production

"

appear in ths

Circus Life."

Picture Show, yovcmbcr

Read This

The Story

First.

ROBERT STONER,
MR.supplying
France with

partner' in a firm
military equipment,

introduces to the Potomac Club Henri D'Alour,
falls in love with his daughter Dorothy. Gardner,
agent of the firm and bully of the club, invites
D'Alour to box and behaves in a very unsportsmanlike way.
Next day news comes- that Stoner's chief
clerk, Granger, lias been murdered. The only motive
appears to be some contracts of Gardner's. Suspicion
falls on D'Alour.

who

MR.

The Reception.
was a man who

STONER

Henri

of

on being able to judge a man by his
and without flattering himself he
could honestly say that in the course of a long
business career in which he had been constantly
called upon to exercise this gift, he had made
few mistakes.
But he was a little concerned about his
judgment of D'Alour, after the remarks passed
by Alan Gardner and his partner, Steven.
Also he had not been blind to the fact that
Detective Monro clearly suspected D'Alour.
In fact, the detective, though he had not said,
much, had clearly shown by his actions that he
was only biding his time to arrest the Frenchman.
Behind his natural anxiety that a man he had
introduced to the Potomac Club should prove
worthy of his trust, was the thought that his
daughter, Dorothy, was as much in love with
D'Alour as the Frenchman was with her.
Robert E. Stoner gave himself an hour in his
study to think put things, and at the end of that
time he came to a definite conclusion.
And tha' conclusion was this.
Although circumstances seemed to be against
D'Alour, he still believed in the young man.
Having settled the matter to his own satisfaction, Mr. Stoner dismissed it from his mind,
with the parting reflection that whoever had
made the attempt to get at the contracts, the
fact remained that they were still in his private
safe.

Then Mr. Stoner began to get busy on the
reception he was holding that night.
For
certain reasons he wished the reception to rank
as one of the most successful ever held by a
member of the Potomac Club.
Ho worked all tlio day with the assistance of
his wife and Dorothy, and when he took a final
survey of his mansion before the guests were duo
to arrive, he confessed himself satisfied, and
Robert E. Stoner was a bard man to please in
theso matters.
Among the first arrivals was Henri D'Alour
and had Stoner listened to the conversation
between the Frenchman and his own butler, he
would have thought that the suspicions of
Gardner and Stevens were wefl founded.
As the butler took D'Alour's coat, he whis" Gardner is here.
pered
Be careful "
!

"What

influence has Gardner?
Does he
suspect anything ? " said D'Alour, in a low tone.
Before the butler could reply, other guests
arrived, and D'Alour, with a pleasant smile on
liis face went to meet his host and hostess.
Stoner greeted him effusively, but Mrs. Stoner

gave him the most frigid bow, and then turned
away to smile on the guest that followed him.
D'Alour moved away, there was not a sign on
his face that ho had noticed the polite snub
administered by Mrs. Stoner, but ho was
" That woman suspects me.
thinking.
I must
bo careful."
littlo

pleased to

but

seemed as
meet him as her mother had
th*o

D Alour in the Ideal photo-play,

which will shortly be shown
ing Picture

Houses

in all the lead-

in the British Isles.

young man.
Dorothy pouted, and remained
"

face,

He found Dorothy,

winch Ge<
Boxer, plays the part

important business appointment," protested the
prided him-

self

:

tn

WorU-F amous

the

girl

been.

" Why so cold, Dorothy ? " asked D'Alour.
" Can you ask when you failed to keep your
appointment with mo yesterday ? " replied tho
" Wo American girls aro not accustomed
giil.
to being treated in that manner, if it is tho
fashion in your country."
" But I telephoned to you that I had a very

You know

D'Alour.

"

I love you,

Why

do you

let

silent.

Dorothy," pleaded
such a small thing

come between us ? "
Dorothy's face brightened, and she was just
going to acknowledge that she had been in the
as this

wrong when Gardner came up.

He bowed politely, but there was nothing
friendly in his voice as he tumed to D'Alour.
" Mrs. Stoner sent me to tell you she would
like to see you," ho said.
D'Alour knew that Mrs. Stoner had sent for
him merely to prevent him talking to Dorothy,
but he was obliged to obey the summons.
As soon as he had gone, Gardner turned to
Dorothy.
" Since this mysterious Frenchman has been
here you have made me play a very poor second
fiddle, Dorothy.
You know my love for you is
sincere, and I can't bear to see you being fooled

by an impostor
" Impostor,"

like

D'Alour."

cried

Dorothy

How dare you, Mr. Gardner
" I am only expressing the

"

1

"

indignantly.

But despite her doubts, Dorothy attacked
Gardner and defended D'Alour.
"You would not dare to say such things in
front of him," she said.
" Pardon me, Dorothy, but I should be only
" I love you,
too pleased," said Gardner coolly.
Dorothy, and I mean that you shall marry me."
girl
Before tho
had any idea of his intention,
he had taken her in his arms and kissed her.
"How dare you!" gasped Dorothy, as she
.

fought her way, out of Gardner's embrace.

At

this

moment D'Alour came

what had happened, and

Ho had
was deadly

up.

his face

pale.

His hands were tightly clenched at his sido
as he faced Gardner.
" Mr. Gardner has been saying awfid things
about you," said Dorothy, " and 1 dared him to
repeat them in your presence."
" I shall be only to happy to do so," sneered
Gardner, " though M. D'Alour loiows perfectly
well what I mean.
He cannot have been deaf
to what all the club is saving."
Two bright rod spots burned in the centre of
tho Frenchman's checks a? ho half-raised his
hand. But with a desperate effort he controlled
himself.
" If we were not guests in this house,"

began.

But a derisive laugh from Dorothy stopped him.
" I hate a quitter," she said contemptuously.
don't you make him eat his words?"
Before D'Alour could stop her she had moved
into the other room without so much as a backward glance.
Gardner followed her with a triumphant
glance at the Frenchman.
"-You know where to find me when you want
me, Mr. D'Alour or whatever your name may
be," he called back.
For a moment, D'Alour stood on his toes as if

".Why

would have hurled himself on Gardner.

he

Then he turned his back, and getting his coat
and hat left the house.
" I must steer clear of that man for a while,"
said the Frenchman to himself as he walked
home, "or ho will ruin all my plans."

The

Fight.

though D'Alour, for some reason, did not
BUTwish
contact with Gardner,
to come
in

"at least, for

some

time, the

latter

determined to goad the Frenchman to a
His opportunities came tho next day.
It

was the day

was

fight.

for accepting entries for the

boxing championships and there was a
goodly entry for all classes except the heavy^
weight section, of which Gardner was champion.
No member had put his name down to contest
Gardner's claims, and as the champion walked up
and saw the board he remarked in a loud voice
" What
Are you fellows going to give me a
"
walk-over ?
" You're too good for us, Alan," replied one
member. " There's only one man who would
fftive any sort of chance with you.
D'Alour,
club

:

had been.

seen

1920.

!

opinion of practically every member of tho club," said Gardner,
with a shrug. And then he poured into Dorothy's
unwilling ears a long story about D'Alour.
How
no one knew whero he came from, and how no
ono trusted hiin except her father, and that he
was suspected of murdering Mr. Stoner's clerk,
and that he might bo arrested at any moment.
Dorothy was very indignant and defended
D'Alour valiantly, but at tho back of her mind
there was a worrying doubt.
She had he^rd
from another source that D'Alour had been seen
near her father's ofhco just before tho murder,
and then he had not kept his appointment with
her, an appointment that coincided with tho
time the murder was committed. Again,
though he had made as his excuse for not
meeting her, a business appointment, ho had not
told her what that appointment wits, or where
lie

20t/i,

he

there."

He pointed to the Frenchman w ho was seated
on a settee reading a paper.
" That fellow," shouted Gardner contemp" He's too yellow to fight. Even his
tuously.
girl calls

him a

quitter."

There was a dead silence for a moment, and
then D'Alour sprang up and faced Gardner.
His eyes were blazing but his voico was calm s
he spoke.
" For some reason you appear determined to
pick a quarrel with me.
I could not obligo you
last night, but I can now.
You arc a liar and a
;

bully

"

!

Gardner raised her hands, and was about to
strike the Frenchman who was already in a
posture of defence, when the secretary of the
" We eaiuiot allow
club dragged Gardner back.
" Look
fighting in the smoke-room," lie said.
here D'Alour. This thing has gone too far to bo
settled without a fight.
Why don't you put
your name down to challenge Gardner, and the
thing can be carried out in a gentlemanly
fashion

?

"

D'Alour stepped up to the board, and wrote
down his name.
" I thank you for the opportunity," ho said !o
the secretary. Then with a bow to the rest of
the company, ho walked out of the club.
The coming light was the one topic of conversation, not only in tho club but in tho town,
and heavy wagers were made on the result.
Both men went into strict training, and the
rival camps were watched closely by the club
members.
The general opinion was that D'Alour was
slightly
the cleverer boxer, but ovcrybody
seemed to doubt his gamoness, and it was this
fact that made Gardner a strong favourite i.i
the betting.

Dorothy, who had been delighted when sha
had heard D'Alour was going to fight Gardner,
heard these doubts about the oonrnco of the
Frenchman, nnd it was this that prevented her
sending him a letter wishing him luck.

n
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19-0.

" He must first prove t lint he is game and no
" 1 love him, but
quitter," sho said to herself.
1 will never marry a coward."
Had she but known, it was the lack of a

round finished like tho first had done. Gardner
had done all the attacking and the only points
D'Alour had gathered were for defence.

him at

all.

Henri's Inspiration,
third round was a hummer from HumGardner, net iim on the advice of
merville.
his seconds, Went out for a knock-out, but
the slippery Frenchman dodged all the hard ones,
(hough he took many which shook him up con-

THE

never

that round.
white face;
itself

-

letter from the girl he loved that- was likely
to loso D'Alour the fight.
When the ought
of the fight arrived and she had not even sent
a short note to wish him luck, he could only
i.ssume that Dorothy had now no interest in

Gardner

that
ut

t<

remembered

Ho saw two

a lithe, panther-like body hurling
at him, then fell a fusillade of blo\n
he never saw coming and could make no

nipt to stop.

Hail he been a rag doll he could have been in
more powerless against D'Alour's attack. II
tried to clinch and he tried to •smother up, but
D'Alour literally punched out openings. Gardner

went down to a terrific right to the jaw. He
was dead game and got up at nine seconds, only

Never had there been such a gathering at the
Potomac Club. Over two thousand men were

siderably.
"
don't

assembled in the big gymnasium when t lie principals entered the ring for the big fight.
Gardner was the picture of a thoroughly,
trained athlete as he stepped over the ropes,
and his face was beaming with confidence as he
nodded to his many friends. In striking contrast was the appearance of the Frenchman.
True, he was beautifully trained, and his

quitter t" hissed Gardner.
For an instant there came the lijrht of battle
in the eyes of D'Alour, as he shot out a left to
the face with the speed of a snake striking.
It caught Gardner full in the mouth, but
it rocked his head he rushed in with a
of blows that forced the Frenchman to
the ropes.
Even his marvellous skill could not

ever

magnificently proportioned body would have
Hut
served as a model for a fistic gladiator.
He
that was all that could be said about him.
was very pale and dejected, and there was a
listlessuess about his whole appearance that
suggested that bis heart was not in the fight.
Some of Gardner's friends wynt to D"Alour's
dressing-room just before they came in and
ottered him as much as five to one, but he
wouldn't back himself for a cent.
"He's a good boxer all right, but he hasn't
the heart for a real fight."
The words of the speaker were justified in the
From the sound of tin' bell D'Alour
first round.
devoted all his skill to getting away from his opponent.
He boxed like a man who is without hope,
and though he showed clever defence, he lacked
the necessary grimness to inspire confidence.
As the men went to their corners at the end
of the first round as much as six to one was
offered against D'Alour. but there were no takers.
While his chief second was attending to the
Frenchman, he kept whispering to him,

save D'Alour from the hurricane attack.
" I'll lay seven thousand to a thousand on
Gardner," said a member quietly, but no ono
took it. for at that moment D'Alour went down.
" Gardner's got him !" shouted one man.
" Silence !" roared the chairman of the club.
The Potomac, like the famous National Sporting

far as his public
SO Stoner
had always

"Put some

spirit

into

your

fighting. "

he

" It was not in this way that our
pleaded.
glorious soldiers kept Verdun from the Hoche.
But D'Alour only smiled feebly.
In the second round Gardner tore into his
man, giving him no rest. Never had the club

champion fought more fiercely.
He showed his contempt for the Frenchman
by practically ignoring defence, taking what fewpunches D'Alour sent over wit a mocking smile.
"Pretty stuff," he sneered in one of the
!i

but it don't hurt me.
but you can't fight."

clinches,

But though Gardner battled

Von can
like

box.

a grizzly

bear robbed of her cubs, he could not land a
knock -out blow on D'Alour.
The Frenchman's defence was uncanny.
His judgment of distance was superb, and he
moved in and out with a grace that reminded
one of a panther.

Why

you make

a fight of

it,

you yellow

though

hail

Club of London, tolerated no remarks between
the rounds, especially when one man was on tho
floor.

Hut though no one else spoke, everybody was
saying the same thing with their eyes.
D'Alour's hail that glassy appearance that
comes to a man whose senses are leaving him.
Hut tho instinct of the fighter came to his aid,
and he struggled up at eight seconds. Mechanically he smothered, leaving no vital opening
for Gardner to get in a knock-out, and he was
still on his feet when the bell rang for the end
of the round.
While D'Alour's seconds were working like
madmen to bring their man round, the butler
from Mr. Stoner's mansion forced his way to
D'Alour's corner.
He held out a note to the Frenchman's chief
second.
"Give this to him. and he will win," he said.
" It is one certain thing he cannot lose it any
worse than he has done," said the second, as he
held out tho note to D'Alour.
The latter read it and his whole frame stiffened.
W in for me. Dorothy."
Only four words, but if someone had given
he Frenchman four bottles of the mythical Elixir
of Life, he could not have been more changed.
Gone was all Ins lethargy as he advanced at
the sound of the bell.
Before he had been a
boxing machine, almost faultless in the science
of defence, hut totally lacking the fighting
spirit.
Now he was like a tiger after its prey

—

I

anything abouS
burning eyes set in a

down with a short right to the chin
This time he stayed down. The fight was over.
D'Alour had won.
" Beckon I was right," said the veteran fight
reporter as he pocketed his winnings. " I would
to be sent

sure like to know what was in that note. Whatit was, it did remove that dopey feeling.
Gee What a fighter when he started."
!

A Happy

Ending.
utterances

went,

Mr-

set himself against tho
got the result, his eyes

fight, but when he
twinkled and he went to his cabinet and selected
a cigar that he only smoked on special occasions.
It was strange, too, that he decided to give
another reception, and that he made a special
journey to personally invite D'Alour.
There were a tremendous number of guests and
D'Alour and Dorothy had little opportunity for
a long talk, but the young Frenchman managed
to tell the girl the thing that was nearest his heart.
" 1 love you Dorothy, as 1 have never loved
anyone before, and never thought I could lo\o
"
anyone. Will you marry me, dear ?
I have never loved anyone else," murmured

Dorothy.
for not

"Even when 1 was angry with you
making Gardner take back his cruel

knew I loved you."
" Listen, dear," said D'Alour lowering his
" There were reasons why
impressively.
voice
You
I did not wish to cpiarrel with Gardner.
know now that those reasons were not fear.
But the same reasons why I did not wish to
1 want you
fight Gardner, still control my life.
No matter how strange the cirto trust me.
cumstances are 1 want you to trust me. There
are enemies who seek to ruin me, but with your
trust f do not fear them."
There was no time for him to get Dorothy's
answer, for at that moment Mrs. Stoner called
her step-daughter.
One of the features of the reception was a great
words, I

swimming and fancy diving competition in a
magnificent sw imming pool in the Stoner mansion.
Henri D'Alour proved himself as wonderful
(Continued on page 8

I

Gardner was now Using a hard left dig to the.
stomach and a right hook to the jaw. but he
could not get the right home.
Every time he chanced his right D'Alour
anticipated the blow, and with ever such a

movement of the head, be made the
glove slip past the point of the jaw.
" That Frenchman has sure got it on Gardner
A-hen it comes to defence." said a veteran ring"" What beats me is that he
fight reporter.
doesn't attempt to hand a few wallops himself."
"Too scared," remarked man a at'liis side.
" He hasn't got the grit to make a fight of it.
If he does Gardner will out him quick:"
"You talk like a babe to a doll." remarked
" I've seen every big
the veteran reporter.
fight since James J. Corbett put it over John L.
Hullivan. and I guess i can see the yellow streak
when it's around. No, sir, that Frenchie's
not scared. If this were not a gentleman's
club I'd swear he was doped.
He's fighting like
a man in a dream."
"Waiting to find a soft blow that will enable
him to go to dreamland." sneered the other.
" You can have seven to one to any amount if
you fancy that cur."
"I've just got five hundred that says you're
wrong." said the reporter, handing out a roll of
" There's sure something wrong with
notes.
him, but it's not fear."

slight

"Gee!. What a chnnce for a knock-out
uppereut." he muttered as Gardner, rushing in
wildly was cleverly side-stepped by D'Alour.
Having Gardner's jaw simply asking for a right
jolt to the point.
Hut for some reason D'Alour
did not take advantage of the opening. The
7

GEORGES CARPENTIER

as Henri D'Alour getting ready lor the fight, talking to his manager, Franjois
who played the part oi bis chief second in the film.

Deseanips,
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" THE

WONDER MAN."

lCo

rom

ed

t7e

SAILING SCENES.
HELENE CHADWICK

7.{

JOHN BOWERS

a swimmer as ho was a boxer, and he was the
centre

of

bathers.

attraction

amongst the crowd

of

As he camo away from the pool

change, the butler dropped a note at his feet.
D'Alour picked it up and when he got to a
quiet place he read it.
" Steven is warning Central Office about you."
That was all, but it caused him some conHe
sternation to judge by his puckered brow.
had promised Mr. Stoner to stay over night, but
ns soon as he could make an excuse he went

When
to his room, and sat there fully dressed.
the guests had gone and the house was quiet,
As he
lie put on his coat and crept downstairs.
looked through the window be saw a number of
men coming to the house. r
" Detectives 1" he muttered.
As he stood in the shadow he saw Steven creeping towards the library, followed by the butler.
D'Alour followed silently, and saw Steven upen
the safe and take out some papers. D'Alour was
about to move forward when the butler suddenly
appeared and pushing a revolver against Steven's
The
ribs, made him hand over the papers.
butler glided away silently and as he passed
D'Alour he pushed the papers into his hands.
At that moment there was an alarm, and Mr.
Stoner rushed downstairs, followed by his wife
and others of the household. The detectives,
accompanied by Gardner, now came into the
library and turned up the lights.
".What does this mean ? said Mr. Stoner,
" I thought you were going
looking at D'Alour.
to stay the night ?"
" I had urgent business," said the Frenchman.
" It looks as if there had been some very
urgent business here, Mr. Stoner," said Gardner.
" Your safe has been burgled."
As Mr. Stoner rushed to the safe, Steven came
up and whispered something to Gardner. The
latter nodded and turned to Mr. Stoner.
" I do not think it needs much more than
putting two and two together, Mr. Stoner, to
see who has robbed you," he said, looking straight
at D'Alour.
" I won't believe it," cried Dorothy, who had
" Tell
followed her father into the library.

and
in
Black Pawl."
great hobby is sailing, and
his friends always think of him as a sailor
first and an actor afterwards.
He revelled in his part in " The Black Pawl "
a fine Goldwyn photo play, in which he
appeared with Helene Chadwick for the company were a month or more on the high seas
aboard a ship called " Deborah " taking scenes.
First of all, however, John Bowers did not
want to go on board the " Deborah," even
though he was to play with lovely Helene
Chadwick.
The reason was that Bowers'

JOHN

to

BOWERS'

—

.

—

" Uncus " was expected any
day from New York, and he was so afraid the
" Deborah " would sail before she arrived.
." But think what fun you'll have with all of

beautiful yacht

land lubbers," consoled Miss Chadwick.
" There isn't another man in the cast who knows
as much about a ship as you do." And John
Bowers admitted that there might be compensation in that.
When the ship encountered some heavy gales,
John Bowers was the envy of all the other
members of the cast, for an epidemic of seasickness prevailed ; and as only good sailors continue to go below for meals in times like these,
(S)
us

Bowers had
meals in

his

soli-

tary state.

them it is not true, Henri !"
But D'Alour did not speak.
" I suggest you search him," said Gardner.

As he spoke he dashed up

to D'Alour

and

pulled the bundle of papers from his pocket.
" Will you be convinced now, Mr. Stoner ?"
lie
shouted triumphantly. "These are the
French contracts which you placed in your safe
yourself.
Do you need any further proof I"
Mr. Stoner turned to D'Alour.
" What have you to say J" he asked.
Nothing, except that I did not take those
papers from your safe," replied tho Frenchman.
" Guess you can tell that to the Chief at the
office," said one of the detectives as lie walked
up to D'Alour. " You're under arrest."
Just one moment," said a, quiet voice.
Standing in the doorway was the Chief of the
U.S. Secret Service.
" M. D'Alour is perfectly innocent," he said.
" We havo evidence that those papers were
ntolen from the safo by your partner, Mr.
Steven," he said as he turned to Mr. Stoner.
" One of our men, who has been employed as

your butler, saw him take them. Ho made
Steven hand them over, and then he passed them
to M. D'Alour for safe keeping.
We have now
got all the evidence against Steven and Gardner,
who is his partner in this affair. For months
the two havo been robbing tho French Government by altering tho contracts. There is also
now tho more serious charge of murder. We have
been a long time getting them, and I do not mind
admitting that wo might never have got them
had it not been for tho valuable assistance given
us by M. D'Alour, who, 1 may tell you, is a very
trusted officer of the French Secret Police."
It was then that Dorothy understood all, and
as the detectives left the house with Steven and
Gardner, she went up to D'Alour.
"1 see it all now, dear," sho said. " Please
forgive me for doubting you.
1 will never do
3o again."

" There will bo no need for me to be mysterious
any more," said her lover, lifting her up in his
arms and kissing her. " I shall never have any
secrets from you when you aro my wife."
THK END.

" MANACLED BY MONEY."
Splendid

New Serial

Begins Next Wtek.

This seems a perilous position to HELENE CHADWICK, and she takes a long look backward before
following the lead oi JOHN BOWERS.
These photographs were all taken on board the " Deborah,"
[Photot : Qohlwyn.
while the two were playing in " The Black Pawl."
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CREIGHTON HALE ON HORSESHOE "LUCK."

CREIGHTON HALE
finds

is

delighted

a horseshoe on his way

to

because

He

nails it to the door of his dressing-room
"for luck," but nails it the wrong way up.

he

thej studio.

While he

Whew

him

when

is making up, a painter dabs
in the face.
He has words with
the painter, and the painter wins

a

!

He is standing
workman on the

against a partition,
other side drives a
nail in his back.

:

First thing

on leaving

his dressing-room a ladder,
falls on his head.

used by painters,

Mo more horseshoes for me " He throws [it out of the
window, hits his director on the head, and loses his joSj.
Never mention the word "lucky " to Creighton,
!

'

"

.
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Picture

went
WHEN
Nares

t

fair

f

i

I
to have a chat with Owen
matinee last
shortly after a
Saturday afternoon, an immense crowd
admirers were wailing to. sco him- leave

theatre.
" Quite enough to

3 mere man enormconceited,"
ously
I
thought, »' but then the
idol
'

of

Romance,'

'

Mister Tom,' cannot

be called mere man
he's one of out very big
"
favourites, isn't he ?
Ho was removing the
grease paint from his
fate as I entered his
'

:

rose-shaded
dressingHo laughingly
room.
remarked ho couldn't
shake hands.
Owen Nares needs
introduction to my
no
NARES.
readers, but here is his
(Photo : Claud Harris.)
latest studio portrait.
He looked just as attractive in his grey dressing
gown as he does when wearing his immaculately
cut clothes in " Wedding Bells." He's realty tho
most, delieiouuly unaffected and natural of men,
which goes to prove it takes a lot of lionising to
'
spoil an English man

OWEN

!

And he's
ailments.

right.

Laughter can cure

many

May Go to America
"I HAVE been asked So act w ith the Talmadges,"
.

"
I he told me, and D. W. Griffith offered me
a five years' contract. Financially, of
course, it's a big temptation.
But I'm insular.
I prefer ray own country.
All the same, I expect
I shall go for a time, in the dim future.
But not
for

some months."

By

tho way, Constance Talmadge told me
here, how she admired Owen
in his part in " Wedding Bells."
She is
to star in this play in the film version.

when she was over
Nares

Where Owen Nares Failed.
1 COULDN'T resist asking him

about a
funny little doll on his dressing-table. " Is
"
it a Mascot ?
Ho shook his head at my question, nnd'took
up the queer little grey wooden creature and
examined it.
" The understudies had a competition,"
ho
explained, " making butterflies you know the
idea.
Dab various coloured splashes of paint
on a piece of white paper, then fold it, open it,
and there is your painted butterfly ! / got tht
booby prize because mine was the worst I
;

Climate and Film Work.
hiving another Summer," he
WE'RE
I'm glad my children aro
marked.
re-

"

They love it

at the seaside.

!

"

Fancy

An Open Window and

Owen Nares with two sons
From the climate wo talked about
!

(ilins,

tho

for

weather

matters

a

British

lot

when

filming outdoor scenes.

"

Bad w eather

a financial consideration
w hen taking exteriors," he told ine. " The past
exceptionally wet summer has been very trying
to the British producer.
In July you do expect
to get lino weather, but I had to journey to
1'oultor's

flashes

"

is

Lock three times

just

tremendously becoming
on her fair, sunshiny
hair.

?

" I queried.

" Those little episodes that last a second or
two on the screen," Owen Nares explained.
Three afternoons spent to get three seeonds on
the screen
1

The Discrimination

of

"

lot of

'

I

'1110

public

show a

We

sat

ljosido

an open window overlooking Esher
Common.
At the same
time there was a bright
fire
burning in the'
grate.
There is something very luxurious
about an open window, and a fire close

!

" Flashes

a Fire.

WENT

to have a chat with Ann Elliott the
other afternoon.
She was wearing a little
close-fitting nigger velvet hat, with a very
chic glace silk bow at the side.
It. looked

I

get three

to

Cinema Goers.

hand to take tho
autumnal nip out of
at

discrimination now-

adftys about tho films they want to see,''
Owen Nares told me. " More and more
eare w ill have to be taken over the selection of a
book for a plot or a film scenario. I'eople soon
hIiow their disapproval if they don't like a thing
jl

tho atmosphere.
" V\ hat made
j on
take up screen work ? "
1 njked.

SIR SIMEON
STUART, BART.
I

be artistic, and the people who produce it should
have a thorough knowledge of tho stage."

Miss Elliott laughed.
" One day, just for fun, a friend suggested
should go to a film studio and discover if there
was any chance for me. I was in a mood for
adventure, and off we'went, straight away."

£2,000 a Year Expert.

A

by slaying away.
"

To be

successful," ho thinks, " a film should

a suggestion for film companies.
Mr. Xares think" a company who desires
to achieve great things should be prepared
to pay a good salary, say £2,0011 A year, to a
literary man w ho really knows books, and would
have expert knowledge as to what would make
u really good film.

HER1-.

is

" They've got to get good things on the screen,"
he declared, " and if

|\ they pay

them they

for

w ill succeed."

Big Stars and Big
Salaries.

ASKED Owen

Nares

what he thought

of

the big salaries that
paid
to
stars
ncrosi
tho " Herring.

I

Lncky Expedition.

very kindly received at the studio,
which, by the bye, was Barker's," sho
" 1 was told that tho Eros Film
said.
Productions were advertising for a star. I
casually left my photo behind, and I thought no

IWAjS

more about

it.

"

Three days after I was asked to go to tho
studio, and there I met the producer of tho Eros
Films:
Two days after I was asked to go again
to tho studio to go through a test, but at tho
last minute I just felt I couldn't
I telephoned
and said so. To my intense surprise tho producer then came to see me, and offered me tho
part of leading lady in the Eros Film Productions, and I signed my contract before ho
!

left."

This is Ann Elliott's photograph.
seen her ?

Have you

were

Bond."

ANN ELLIOTT.

" .£20,000 a yoar is a
modest salary," -was
his answer
and then
ho added, " a friend of
;

mine who

is

a

cele-

me t he same question not
long ago. and when I told him a .Mare I'icklord
or Charlie Chaplin would perhaps make four or
five times us much, he w as amazed, and told mo
that 'the most famous surgeon cannot hope
to make more than £15.000 a year.'"
Mr.
brated surgeon, asked

Nares retort to this is worth repeating.
" Bui Charlie Chaplin is a
surgeon to millions

"
!

9
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Baronet Film Actor.

CALLED

on Sir .Simeon and Lady Stuart the
other afternoon in their delightful flat
overlooking Regent's Park ; a romantic
spot, where squirrels make sport amongst the
greenery, and sable barues creep through the
canal that winds beneath the trees.
".Colonel Sir Simeon Stuart served in tho
divisional staff in France, and after heing slightly
nas«xl one day, when lying in hospital, he told
me that a brother officer said :
" What are you going to do when you get
home. Stuart ? Your military career is over."
" Oh. I don't know
" said Sir Simeon. .
And then his friend chaffinidy retorted:

i

!

Piorvm Show Abt Scpplemext, Sovembet

20th, 1920.

HUSBANDS

v

ond'WlVES:
COME

happy photographs

of

screen heroes and the charming
women ro whom they are married

i

WHEELER OAKHAM

JOHN EMERSON
..m! ANITA I.OC~

is

HARRY CAREY
with

CHARLES HUTCHISON

is

married

Herelsa

holiday snapshot of Mr. and Mrs Hutchison

u.

VAf.Y/
v3*^v4

snappe.1

charming

his

I

,

married

PRISCILLA DEAN.

"Gentleman Jim." as JAME.
is known to his friend*

wife.

I

ZAS U

and

1

CORBETT

Mr».

JAMES CORBFTT

husband.

PITTS whh

NII.ES

and his
WELCH
DELL BOONE.

(-harming wife.

Mr. and Mrs.

HAMILTON

MAHLON
at

In

TOM GALLERY.

nfT)>i

home

.

)a-

23/'/.

.0

W2C.

'UT
STUDIOS.

PLAYERS.
BRITISH
AND GOSSIP ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS.

I'odevin,

bed, trailing to get wellj

1 foy. in

my

1

thought

of

friend's remark.

" At Oxford

I was ono of the founders of tho
University
you know,
Dramatic
Society
ly
known
as the O.U.D.^.'
1 was thero
popul u
associated with Courchicr, Holman Clark, and
,

'

B. Irving."

II.

In the Ranks.
when you

left hospital," I prompted.
" 1 shaved off my moustache," Sir
" 1
Simeon eonflded.
met Adrian
Brunei], the producer, and to get accustomed
to the camera I did crowd work.
So I served
my lime in the ranks," he laughed.
"'
last.
My chanco came at
My first part was
with the British Actors' Film Company, when I
played in The Usurper,' and a big part in The

SO

'

'

Lady Clare' I also played father to Violet
tlopson in Snow in the Desert.' I have played
in
The Auction Mart,' and The Face -\t the
Window
for
British
the
Actors'.
The
Shadow Between,' and The Squire's Inherit'

'

'

'

'

'

"

ance.-'

Simeon has*

Sir

Dean,
Cyril

just finished placing
film of " The Headmaster,"

a

in

The
with

Maude.

All in a Row.
1 WONDER how many readers of Picture
Show were present at the Victory Carnival
at the Crystal Palace, not so very long ago ?
Bri

film

fcish

udged

m

r

So much

!

was

ingenuity
played, so

much

atity

and beauty
!

t'nelo Josiah {.Jeff
Barlow) and pretends
an expert on old

to bo

books.

All efforts

At

Richard writes

last

an anonymous latter
begging for an interview at a certain spot,
slips it in a book nt the
library for Miranda's
benefit.
Uncle Josiah

and believes
him.
Then
follows the fun, and
Cupid makes
three
finds

it,

for

is

it

DOUGLAS MARSHALL.

couples happy.

" The
"

Bump."
Bump

'UK

" is another sparkling comedy.
Monfrcvor (Faith Colli likes to
jazz with Freddy (Richard Marshall).
F. W. Grant and Jane Cooper play Lillian's
parents.
Lillian wants to meet a real man.
Then by artifice she becomes acquainted with
the great explorer John Brice (Aubrey Smith).
She listens breathlessly, to his stories and,
'

I

Lillian

J[

)

fascinated by his hair-breadth escapes, asks hirn
to tea one Sunday afternoon in Kensington.
On that particular Sunday Lillian, clad in her
Sunday best frock, gives strict orders that
nobody is to be admitted but John Brice !
She waits and waits and waits in vain ! And

Jolm Brice, who has threaded his way through
the mazes of forests is lost in the labyrinth of
London streets. Months afterwards, aged beyond

earls,

with

besieged

graph
fair

and thousands at his bank
with sweet Audrey Giles
(Barbara Holfe), the daughter of Farmer Giles
(Lewis Ransom).
But Farmer Giles did not
balance,

hunters,

auto-

and

tell

He
me what

his

wouldn't
she said.

MRS.

LONGFELLOW

" Bring me five pounds earned by the sweat
your brow," says he, " and then you shall
marry my daughter."
" Done," says Tony.
" Here's my pocket-

JANE COOPER, who

in

private

of my money until my return."
thrusts aside collar and tie.
Dons a soft
Blurt; a country hat, and togs to match.
Cleans
out a pig-sty, sleeps in a barn. Sweat comes to
his brow, but only a shilling a day, or two-andsix at most in his pocket.
Squire Giles loses the note-book, and offers
five pounds reward for its return.
Audrey finds
it.
Sends a discreet note to Tony, then goes for
a walk, and carefully places the note-book in the
road of course Tony finds it, and eventually

Take care

book.

COOPER.

Tony

worker.
life

Mi's. Longfellow Cooper,
has been
chosen for a small part in Bryant Washburn's " Road to London," and will be seen with
the S toll Company in " The Mystery of Bernard
Brown."
During the war she was an inspector
of canteens.
She gave up her place, Wakeswood,
St. Mary bourne, Hampshire for a hospital.
I
think sho said it was at Christmas that the
fascination of the screen really got hold of her,
and now she declares it would break her heart
is

up.

it

in love

of

for-

Former War-

MISS

falls

believe in inherited wealth.

admirer " just

died to
tune."

j

wins

fair

Audrey

!

Producer's Point of View.

BRUNELL told me the
ADRIAN
noon,
that

The English Harold Lloyd.
DOUGLAS MARSHALL, who
in

a Minerva comedy,

is

plays the lead

perhaps better
a great artiste.

known as a singer, for lie is
studied in Italy and is a Cambridge man.
" I hope to do a good deal of screen work
now," he told me. " I took it up for a joke at
first, but now I'm deadly serious."
When I asked him his favourite parts, he
confided that they were private comedy parts.
" They call me the
English Harold Lloyd.'
"
I've been playing a lead in The Bump.'

He

'

'

Three Minerva Film Comedies.

WITH

real joy I watched three delightful
British comedies produced by Minerva
Films, Ltd., soon to be shown in the
picture houses.
The author is A. A. Milne, the
famous contributor to Punch. The first of the
comedies, " Bookworms," shows Iict Cupid

chose the infectious and dangerous season,
" Spring," in which to plant his arrows not only
into the susceptible hearts of youth but also
into other more unlikely victims.
Of course the

LEWIS RANSOM, BARBARA HOFFE. and
LESLIE

HOWARD

in

" £5 Reward."

fail.

thousands

reception.
Stewart
Rome was

to give

ea^lo oyo on Miranda.
allowed to indulge in
Richard

young dream.

"£5 Reward."

" The Stars " got a

tell

not

Love's
of
boldly visits .Miranda's

MARCHMOXT (Leslie Howard), the
TOXY
descendant of a hundred
with

terrific

one

is

thoughts

!

disorigin -

galore

(Henrietta Watson), ai

recognition, the explorer arrives in Kensington,
too late.
Freddy has won

difficult task,

me

believe

stars

costumes

the

—a very

j

illa

who keeps an

Poor Miranda

" You've Jone a lot of amateur acting. Why
"
don't you go on t ho Movies ?
'*
1
never answered," Sir Simeon smiled, " but

as

aunt Pri-

r.ut her

you "may guess, is of a serious lurn of mind.
There is a dragon, too, played by Mrs. K.

young man Richard (Leslie Howard) lives in
rooms opposite to Miranda (Pau'ine Johnson)
and falls in love with her.

other after-

some ten years ago he used

to be a short story writer.
" By accident," he said,
" I
to write a film story.
Bitten by the desire
to improve something

endeavoured

that was a new and
great art, I took it up
more seriously as the
vears went on.

Highbrow Literary
Friends
dropped
THEY
me as a crank,"
he said, with
" I'm
his slow smile.
afraid I was also re-

garded as one by

my

new

ADRIAN BRUNEL.

associates in the
film world, since I looked

from another

standpoint

upon picture-making
than that of mere

Now that my ideal has
proved to be correct, strange to say, Art has
the day in the Cinema."
Mr. Brunell is the proud producer of the Minerva
Comedies, the pictures of which vou see in the
money -making.

won

centre of this page.

Edith Nepean.

:
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THE STORY OF AN EXCITING CHASE ENDING

"\Y7
\A/

A
"

mnst

]3

Big Task.

rt

Holman gang

* T

tllosn

from the
have selected

papers back

at all costs,

and

I

you, Gordon, for the task. I'm taking a risk
Giving you the job over older and more experienced
don't
fail me."
men, so
The Chief of the Secret Service Department at
hard at Cyril Gordon as he spoke,
looked
Washington
If you
as much as to say, " Here's your chance.
if you fail you'll have to
win through you're made
wait a mighty long time lor another chance."
" I understand, sir, and I thank you for the
opportunity." said Gordon, a young man, with a
strikingly handsome face and the figure of an athlete.
" Now listen very carefully to what I am going to
" The Holman gang are at
say," went on the chief.
the Hotel Cosmopolis, New York, that is, all of them
Burnham, their expert
John
except a man named
cryptographer. Burnham has been working in
London, and none of the gang have ever seen him.
You must go to the hotel and register in his name,
andjget your business over before Burnham turns up.
The gang can't move till Burnham comes, for the
documents, fortunately for us, were written in the
new cypher. You can have all the assistance you
Irish, but it seems to me that it is a one man job."
" I would sooner work alone, sir." said Gordon.
" but if I need any help, I'll fix up with one of our
;

•

men

New

York."
" Well, good-bye and good luck," said the chief.
" I feel that I will win through, sir," said Gordon,
" May I again thank you for the
as he rose to go.
chance ?"
Cyril Gordon went straight to his flat where his
coloured servant brought out the travelling bag which
was always packed for such emergencies. When
in

New York his first task was to make
John Burnham had not arrived. A
the hotel register showed that Burnham
was not in the hotel, and with a chuckle of satisfaction Gordon signed in the book " John Burnham.''
The hotel clerk looked up as he noticed the name.
" There's a telegram for you, and a gentleman
named Brady, who is staying with a party in suite
thirty-five, told me to let him know the moment you
arrived."
*'
Thanks." said Gordon languidly. " You might
I'll be in the lounge
let Mr. Brady know I'm here.
as soontis I have dressed for dinner."
Once in his room Gordon opened the telegram.
" Let nothing
It was from his chief, and read
lie

arrived at

iurc that the real

look

at

:

hinder you."

A

minutes after Gordon had entered the
lounge a page boy brought him a note from Brady,
asking him to dine with him in suite thirty-live.
" This looks so easy that it seems to be too good
" Here 1 have got a
to be true," thought Gordon.
I am
cleat field before the real Mr. Burnham arrives.
invited to dinner by the head of the gang— second

few

only to

Holman

himself.

There can be wo question that they are all simply
crazy to know the real meaning of the documents
Well, if 1 can't get hold of the i
they have stolen.
now I'd better leave the Secret Service and go in for
catching colds."
Cyril GordQD pulled out a number of papers and
It was written in the same kind of
selected one.
cypher as the chief document he was out to recover,
and the plan he had formed on his journey to New
York was to substitute the bogus paper for the real
document. He knew Brady from a photograph that
had been supplied to him, and whe n he entered the
room, he quickly sized up the man he would have to
fear most.
Brady was a strongly-built man, with a
lion-like head and a very Intellectual face.
He was
not the kind of man who would be easily deceived,
i'he other three present (two women and a man) did
not impress Gordon as being dangerous.
Kemembering that the real John Burnham was
not known to the gang, Gordon stood hesitating
just inside the room as the waiter announced him.
" My name is Burnham," he said,
Brady was across the room to him In three quale
strides.
He shot a swift glance at Gordon as he
gripped his hand.
" I'm Brady," he said.

me from
" Yes,

the old
1

meet me,"

" Guess you've heard of

man V

was

told you would probably be the one to
" Who are the others ? "
replied Gordon.

" They're all with us, but they Ore not in Hotmail's
I'm running this show with you. I'll
introduce them, and then you needn't worry about
secrets.

them."

Brady went over to the others and whispered
something. Thru he Introduced the others to
(iordon, and they all sat down at the fable'.
.Nothing
was said till dinner was finished, and then Brady
brought out the stolen document and threw it over to
(iordon.
" Guess it's not much good to Holman till you can
decipher it," he said.
"The other papers don't
count.
They are merely ordinary busull ss letters,
instructions, and so forth, that wc found on JamlCSOD.

when we robbed him,"

IN

A STRANGE MARRIAGE

Gordon looked at the paper closely for a few
seconds before he spoke
" This is a new cypher to me," he said. " It will
take me some timeto decode it. The fact that it is in a
new cypher would indicate it is an important paper."
" If it is the thing Holman thinks it is, it means a
fortune to the lot of us," said Brady,
take your
time with it. There's all the night betore us."
Gordon took up the paper and while he was
polishing his microscope with his handkerchief, he
knocked the paper off the table. As he bent down
to pick it up he substituted the bogus paper for the
original under cover of his handkerchief.
Then he
went on making notes as if he was trying to decipher
the document.
He had arranged with one of the New York Secret
Service men to ring him up at a certain time, so as to
give him an excuse to get out of the room with the
document, and he waited with nerves on edge for
the message. At any moment the real John Burnham might arrive, and then the game would be up.
At last, to his great relief, the telephone bell rang.
Gordon did not even look up. He appeared to be so
concentrated on his task that he did not hear the bell.
" A man named Fori**, wishes to speak to you,
Burnham," said Brady, who had answered the telephone.
Gordon got up with a smothered imprecation.
" Yes. yes," he shouted impatiently, as he took up
" Burnham speaking.
the 'phone.
What is it you
:

want

The man who had brought Gordon in went to the
clergyman who was standing on the altar steps, and
whispered something. The clergyman nodded understanding^-, and then, Gordon found himself by tin*
side of the bride.

The

the best man, but the bridegroom.
to explain, but before his lips had
framed the words, he remembered the instructiou
of his chief

" Let nothing hinder you 1"
cast a glance behind him.

He

Brady was sitting in a pew watching him with i\
hawk-like look. Behind Brady was the policeman
who had chased him on the motor-cycle. If he
hesitated now he was lost.
Doubtless Brady would
have got some charge framed up against him that
would cause him to be arrested and his papers seized.
It might even be that the policeman was a bogus
officer in the pjiy of Brady.
At all costs he must go
through with the ceremony and take the name of the
real bridegroom.
Protected by that, he could defy
Brady and the Holman gang.
As in a dream he found himself responding to the
marriage service. At the proper moment, the beat
man the man who had dragged him from the taxithrust a ring into his hand. Mechanically he placed
it on the finger of the bride.
Then, with a curious kind of feeling that deadened
his
usually quick-thinking brain, Cyril Gordon
realised he was married.
Married to a woman he had never seen before

But he did not go to the lounge. He passed
swiftly through a side entrance and darted into a
taxi-cab he had ordered to be in waiting.
Under the
seat of the taxi was his bag. and a hat and coat.
" Drive off IV he whispered to the taxi-man.
It took Brady exactly a minute to discover the
In the sort of
trick that had been played on him.
game that men play when the losing end means
prison, and occasionally death, nothing is takefi for
granted.
Brady glanced at the document, and at the
He
3rSt sight everything appeared to be right.
was about to place it at the end of the table where
Gordon had been sitting, when he saw that the private

—

!

mark he had put

at the right-hand top corner was
missing.
" That guy lias rung a
" Hocussed !" he shouted.
cold deal on us.
This paper is a fake. After him, the

The

you."

inside.

Calling for his car. which was waiting outside the
Brady whispered swift instructions to his
three companions.
Then, as his car drew up, he
noticed a policeman on a motor-cycle.
" That man in that taxi ahead there is a criminal.
Follow him and I'll give you the charge against him."
The policeman looked in the direction pointed out
hotel,

in pursuit.
Brady jumped into 1 1
to follow the policeman,

and telling the chaffeur
banged the door.

the wedding ceremony seemed

ring.

What

did

it

all

mean

?

Why

had not the birde recognised that he was not
she had promised to marry ? Why had the
mother andt he best man in fact, all of those present
not seen that he was not the real bridegroom ?
Could it be that he was the double of the man who
ought to have stood at the altar ?
the

man

—

—

off
•

car,
he.

final details of

a blurred nightmare to Gordon. He heard the
congratulations of the men, and' was kissed by a
woman who. he gathered, was the mother of the bride.
But amid all his bewildering emotions he was acutely
conscious of one thing.
When he had touched the
hand of the bride to put on the ring, the hand was (is
cold as ice, and, as he caught a glimpse of her eyes,
behind her bridal veil, he saw In them such a look of
horror and loathing, that he had almost dropped the
like

Brady led the rush downstairs, but he got to the
front of the hotel only in time to sec a taxi-cab
dashing away at top speed, and u glimpse of Cyril

dashed

terrible truth flashed across his brain.

He was not.
He turned

room.

his motor-cycle

WARREN KERRIGAN

Gordon got the impression that she was young and

got scared about a Scotland Yard man who followed
us from London. Just nerves, that's all. Hold on
I won't be a minute."
to this cypher, while I see him.
He lit a cigarette casually and strolled .out of the

by Brady, and jumping on

J.

pretty.

?

Gordon

and

as Celia and Cyril.

" No, I can't possibly come. I'm very busy. I
told you I could not be disturbed till I was through.
Oh, in the lounge, are you. Right, I'll pop down !"
" It's my assistant," he explained to Brady. " He's

lot of

WILSON

LOIS

On

way to the vestry to sign the marriage
he realised that he did not know the name of

the

register

man he was supposed to be.
Taking the best man on one

the

The Wedding.
the meantime. Gordon was figuring out things with
swiftness that was one of his greatest assets.
He had seen Brady outside the hotel, and knew
he was being pursued. Taking the cypher document,
from his pocket, he screwed it up and forced it into u
Then he drew out a heavy autocigarette holder.

IX a

matic pistol and awaited developments.
The next act in this quickly moving drama, was
stage-managed by strangers, and came as a surprise to Gordon.
He saw his taxi pulled up by u
crowd of men with white buttonholes outside a
church, and as the cab stopped one of the men took
him by the arm as he looked out of the taxi and
rushed him to the church. The men were all talking
at once and from what Gordon gathered, they had
mistaken him for the best man at a wedding, which
was due to be solemnised at that moment.
" You gave us a scare, old man." said the one who
had dragged him from the taxi. " You're five minutes
late as it is.
Put a move on, old son, and explain
afterwards."
Gordon's brain worked a! the same speed that a

hawk

strikes.

He knew Brady was

close

behind

Here was a chance to slip Mm. Alter all.
there wils no harm in acting as a substitute for a best
man at a wedding.
Murmuring apologies for being late, he followed
his guide into the church.
The bride was already
waiting at the altar.
Her veil hid her face, but
him.

side,

he whispered

:

" Look here, old man.
Being late has so upset me
Honest to death, I
that I've forgotten my name.
have. It will come bark in a minute, but I don't
want to look a fool in the vestry. Tell me who am
I ?"
" George Hayne, you fool
Pull yourself together.
You've given enough trouble to ine as it is. Whatever Is the matter with you ?
Have you been
"
drinking ?
" I did have one just before I left the hotel to
steady me," replied Gordon, seizing this explanation
" I suppose it
as an" easy way out of his dilemma.
must have got in my head."
" I should say it had," remarked the best man
savagely.
Having signed the register, Gordon found him.
with the bride on his arm following the party from
the church. As he got outside he heard the policeman
say to Brady
" Nice sort of fool you have made of inc. You UK1
me to follow a man who you want to charge as a crook,
and put me on to a mail who Is coming to church to
marry Miss Celin Hathaway, the daughter of one of
Nice mess I
the most tony families in New York.
would have been in if I had not put a few questions.
Beat it
I've a good mind to run you to the station.
before I do take you."
As Gordon entered a magnificent motoccar he
(Continued on page 18.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF CHARLES RAY.

(Exclusive to the "Picture Show. "J

CHARLES RAY.
The

CHARLES RAY

Star
is

boy

^^ho

ts

Known

as

known in filmland as the wonder
The reason for his convincing

of the screen.
portrayals of the

honest

struggles

of

a

As you know, Charles bad a

desire

act even

to

his school days, and, despite repeated parental
objections, he determined to adopt a theatrical career,
and the story goes that Charles' father gave him
two years in which to make good on the stage, or to
in

enter a bank.
<.

Six Parts a Day.
to attain to bis ambition, Charles
joined a troupe of travelling players, and for
two years played all manner of parts, from
musical comedy to tense tragedies. But those uncertain
days of hard work, many performances, and little
money were surely the basis for Charles' present
success.
tells

that in those days

and his only trouble was to
himself look older than he was.

six parts a day,

make

In

Comedy

Parts.

CHARLES RAY
role

at this time that bis
for a season he appeared'

thought

was comedy, and

with Chester Conklin on the music-hall
Chester Conklin, as you know, is one of the
Sennett comedians.
It

was Thomas Ince who gave Charles

chance on ths

static.

Mack

Credulous.

his first real

but even then he appeared
in many plays before he found himself in the role
that he, as a born artiste, knew was to be his own for
always.
It 'was in the picture called " The Coward," in
which he played second to Frank Keenan, that his
remarkable performance of the boy who was a coward
and, by force of circumstances, became regenerated,
that Charles Ray attained to the foremost position
he now holds in motion pictures. And in this part
Charles Ray proved to his screen admirers that he was
right when he thought that he shoutd play in comedy,
but not in rough-and-tumble comedies.
How many
of us have seen a Charles Ray picture and
not laughed at his unusual adventures ?
films,

,

DETERMINED

He

of the Screen.

boy

against adverse circumstances, dreaming of conquering
the world and obtaining that which he most desires,
is because in these parts on the screen he is virtually
playing hia own life story.
•

Boy

the ^Afonder

lie

played as

many

as

An

Innocent.

Inspiration.

CHARLES

RAY'S, career is an
inspiration to any boy.
He
known as " Charlie " by thousands
of people, and, by sheer pluck and grit,
lie has persevered for eight years, till

now

he has reached the pinnacle of his
Charlie, as a boy, was

profession, for

handicapped

by

a

modesty

and

that would have deterred
almost any other lad from mixing with
the hurly burly of life. But he determined to make a success in life by
hard work and close study, something
which is not very popular in these days
of easy jobs and high pay, but Charles
Ray did not care for a meteoric success,
he wished it to be lasting.
Those of
you who have seen him in his latest
photo-play to be released over here,
diffidence

Bashful.

"The Knock-out Blow," know
how he has succeded.
Of course, you know Charles Ray
entitled

married, and has been for .two years.
Mrs. Ray is as pretty as a picture.
They live in the Beverley Hills, are
very domesticated, and prefer their
country home and a few friends to all
the delights of town life.

is

If
you wish to write
address your letter

c/o

to

him,

CHARLES RAY PICTURES,
Fleming Street,
E. Hollywood,
California, U.S.A.

Mischief.

CHARLES

RAY

at

Home.
Out

of luck.

Just wants to know.

—

—

:
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THE BEST MAN.'
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76.)

saw the policeman push Brady to one side as he went
towards his motor-cycle.
" I've lost the most dangerous man in the Holman
pang, but I've found a bride in a woman I have never
seen before," thought Gordon as he sat down beside
the woman who had so strangely become his wife.
The motor-car pulled up at one of the big mansions
in Fifth Avenue, and stilt like a man who is walking
in his sleep, Gordon led his wife up the broad steps.
A repast was laid in a dining-room in keeping with the
rest of the magnificent mansion, and Gordon found
himself at the head, of the table with his wife at his
side. He iistened to the speeches and congratulations
of the guests, and made a speech in reply. He felt it
was so halting and incoherent that those present
must have seen he was not the real bridegroom but,
to his astonishment, the speech was greeted with
loud cheers.
A glimmer of light came to him from a remark of a
middle-aged man who was evidently an old friend of
the family.
I haven't seen him since he was a boy, and I
suppose I'm the only one here, apart from the bride
and her mother, who ever saw him before. But I
never saw such a change in a man. When he went
away to England he was a waster. He appears to
have sown all his wild oats, and I think Celia will find
she lias got a good husband."
Further light on the reason why everybody had
accepted him as the bridegroom without any question
was forthcoming when the brother of the bride shook
liim heartily by the hand.
" I don'tmind telling you, George," he said, " that
You
nt first I refused to be a party to this marriage.
were a bit of a bounder when you went away, but
your stay in England has made a new man of you. I
thought when you did not turn up at the church that
you had left my sister in the lurch, but I'm only too
glad to apo'ogise, George. Mother and I are going
as far as Satterville with you and Sis. Then, when
you've finished your honeymoon, we'll be real pleased
to sec you at our place for a spell.
I suppose your
"
luggage
at the
;

hote

is still

l

?

Gordon remembered that his taxi-driver had
managed to think about transferring his bag from the
taxi to the car.
" All
heavy

my

luggage

brought enough things with
er

—honeymoon

out.

is

me

at the hotel, but I
bag to last the

in a

Your chauffeur put the bag

in the car, I think."
"
right.
I'll see to it," said the other.

AU

" Don't

you worry, old man."

A little while later Gordon found himself at the
His wife's brother bought the tickets, and
then Gordon saw they were for a place called Myrtle
Springs, a summer resort about a hundred miles from
Washington. From conversation with the best man
and his wife's brother. Gordon gathered that he was
going to a country cottage owned by Mrs. Hathaway.
" Well, since they are going to leave us at Satterville," he thought,
I shall have a chance to explain
to my unknown wife.
It will be awkward, but from
what these people think of the real George Hayne,
she has been pretty lucky to escape getting married to
him. Anyway, she can easily get free from me when
she knows the truth."
Up to now he had not had a chance to have a real
look at his bride.
But as she got into the carriage
after saying farewell to her friends, and pushed up
the veil she was wearing, Gordon saw she was a very
beautiful brunette, and with a strange feeling, he
realised that this girl, whom he had never seen before,
made an appeal to him as no woman had ever done.
It was a queer party that settled down in the train.
Tin biidc scarcely looked at her husband, and when
she did it was with fear in her eyes, though once
(iordon thought he caught a wondering look as
though she was asking herself If she might be mistaken. For the greater part of the way to Satterville
the. conversation
such as it was was confined to
Mrs. Hathaway, her son, and Gordon.
The bride
remained silent, looking out of the window with her
head averted.
" She evidently likes this George Hayne as much
as'the average citizen likes small-pox," reflected Cyril.
Ai|Satterville Mrs. Hathaway and her son got out.
Youiig Hathaway gave Gordon a cordial handsliakc
and Mrs. Hathaway, after tenderly embracing her
daughter looked up to Gordon as he leaned out of the
station.

—

—

;

window.
There was a tense note of appeal in her voice as she
said
" You will be good to my girl, won't you ? "
" I will be as good as a mother to her " replied
the young man fervently.
As the train went on Gordon made an attempt to
explain to his bride, but the girl turned on him fiercely.
" Surely
" Please don't speak to me," she said.
the least kindness you can do is to leave me alone."
" There's only one thing for me," thought Gordon.
" I'll slip of! the train at the first station we stop at.
Then write to her mother and leave a note for the
bride with the guard of the train."
He walked into the smoking-car and the train
slowed down, an attendant who answered the bell,
told him that they were held up with a minor accident
on the line ahead.
" This is where I beat it fast," thought Cyril.
nc scribbled a note, told the attendant to give it
to his wife, and hastily made his way out of the train.
But as he set foot on the platform he saw his wife
coining out. it was an awkward situation for both o£
I

thorn.

" I was just going to see if we could not get to
Milton, the next station, by road, and catch another
train," he said.
" That was my idea," said his wife.
" I was just
coming to tell you. I know this district. It is not
far by road to Milton."
Gordon took her bags and they stepped out. Thev
had not gone far when Celia stopped with a little cry
of pain.

" What is it ? " asked Gordon tenderly.
" Something in my shoe," replied his wife.
In a moment he was down on las knees taking off
her shoe. There was a small, sharp stone in it which he
threw away.
Then he replaced the shoe and bis
fingers lingered round the daiuty ankle as he did so.
Celia blushed, but the next second her lips tightened, and she walked on in silence. Not before they
were in a fast train for Washington did Gordon again

speak to her.
" You needn't be afraid of me," he said. " I have
tried to explain, but you will not let me."
" You have been very land since we have been
" but I can't forget those
married," she said
threatening letters and the price I have had to pay."
Gordon felt he owed it to himself to clear his name.
" Will you tell me all about it," he said.
" I think
I shall be able to prove that I am not the man you
think I am."
And then the girl poured out such a terrible story
that Gordon could understand why she had regarded
him with loathing.
;

The Explanation.

THE

real George Hayne held some compromising
letters of her mother's, and his price for silence

was that Celia should marry him. He had come
into possession of the letters in England, where.he had
been for many years, which accounted for the fact that
neither the girl nor her mother suspected he (Gordon)

was not the

real George Hayne.
After she had finished "her story Cyril
turned to his wife.

Gordon

•

"

You will have to trust me a little longer," he said.
" For the present I can only tell you that I did not
write those letters,- and that you will be safe with me.
Do you believe me ? "
" I do," replied Celia.
" You are not at all the
kind of man I expected to meet."
On arriving at Washington Cyril engaged a taxi and
told the man to drive to the Grand Hotel.
He intended to leave Celia there white he wired to her
mother and went to the Chief to deliver the document.
But they had not gone far before Gordon saw there
was something wrong. The taxi was going at a swift
pace and in a contrary direction to that lie had ordered.
Gordon tapped at the window, and as he did so he
noticed that there was another man with the driver.
The second man turned, and motioning the driver to
go on, showed an ugly automatic pistol to Gordon.
The latter then tried the door, but found it locked.
" It's a trap," he said to Celia
" but don't worry."
He settled down in his seat as if resigned and tl>cn,
when the man with the pistol was looking to the front,
he seized his suit-case and smashed it through the
front window of the cab. Before the astonished pair
could collect themselves, Gordon had snatched the
;

automatic, and placing

him

it

1920.

2Qtli,

to the driver's head, ordered,
the men to get down

Commanding

to pull up.

he left the cab In a side street, and engaging a taxi he
drove Celia to his rooms.
" You will be quite safe here," he said.
" My
servant will look after you, and as soon as I come
back we will make arrangements for you to go back
to your mother.
My secret business will soon be
finished now and then I can explain."

Gordon went straight to the

Chief's office,

and

when he had dropped the recovered document on
the chief's desk the old man shook him warmly by
the hand.
" I knew you would get there, Gordon. You can
take it from me that there's going to be a big job
in the Department as a reward for this."
" I'm afraid I've got a bigger one on at present,
sir," said Cyril.
Then, as quickly as he could, he told the chief
about his strange marriage, and wound up by saying
that he had fallen in love with the girl he had met
under such romantic circumstances.
" Then get back to her, boy, and tell her so before
" And
she goes off to her mother." said the Chief.
let me wish you luck again."
When Gordon got back to his rooms he found
Celia holding a newspaper in her lap and staring at
the great flaring headlines.
" Capture of Noted International Crook " read
the top headline.
And then the story went on to say that George
Hayne. who had been working for an international
gang of criminals in England, under the name of
Burnham, had been followed to America and arrested
by Scotland Yard detectives for a crime known as
the Stanhope murder.
" I begin to see tilings clearly now," said Celia.
" You took Hayne's place at the Wedding, but why ?
You had never seen me before."
" Nor had I ever heard of Hayne before," said
" but I impersonated him under his other
Gordon
name of Burnham. in order to get back a document
that had been stolen from the U.S. Secret Service by
The fact that Hayne. or Burnham. was
his gang.
under arrest explains why he did not turn up at the
!

;

wedding."
Cyril then told Celia the whole story, and at the
girl said :
" It's a terrible situation for you to be married to
a girl you could not care for, but I'm very thankful
to you for saving me from Hayne."
Celia, I love you," burst
But I do care for

end the

out Gordon. " The only thing is that I cannot hope
to make you care for me."
" You haven't asked me yet." replied Celia, turning
away her head to hide her blushes.
When Gordon's old servant came back, some halfhour later, he was given a long telegram to Mrs.
Hathaway. The major portion was an explanation of
what the reader already knows. But the last lines
were
" Don't trouble to come for Celia. We are both
coming to you to consult you ou best place for our
:

real

honeymoon

trip.

—Cyril and Celia."

(Adapted from the 'Ward's" film, featuring Warren
Kerrigan as Cyril.)

FILMS OF THE WEEK.
of Fate." Xazimova [Jury's).
great Russian actress, Nazimova. in
another of her remarkable films, n story
of gypsies, in which she takes the dual
role of Azah, -the gypsy girl, and Hagar, her
mother. This is a powerful, dramatic tale.

"The Ghost

"

" Fools'

"Toys

THK

The Shark."
George Walsh (Fox).
THRILLING romance of the sea. full

A

of

exciting situations nnd stirring moments,
admirably acted by the athletic star and
a fine cast. Fights and a strong love interest
will
enthral young and old alike.
that

"

The

Counterfeit."
mount- A rtcraft).

Elsie Ferguson (Para-

AN

original story of a girl who struggled to
save her invalid mother from poverty.
The beautiful star in quite a neV role
Secret Service agent in which she is called upon
Elsie Ferguson again
to tackle sofe-cracking.
proves herself a great actress. Beautiful settings
of fashionablo Newport, U.S.A.

—

"A

A

Bachelor's

Minteb

Wife."

Maby

Miles

(Astra).

LIVELY

story of mistaken identity with
the dainty little star in a delightful role.
As the young Irish girl who undertakes to
find the husband of her deserted sister, nnd
takes the baby with her, she achieves another
distinct success.

Bare Fists."

A

Harry Carey

PICTURESQUE

(Oautnonl).

romance of the cattle
country, with the redoubtable HarryCarey as Cheyenne Harry.

A

(

Alma

Flower."

Rubens

Western-Import).
TALE of the intrigues of the Camorra.
with Alma Rubens as Guilia. a lovely

Neapolitan

girl,

relentlessly

pursued by

a dreaded agent.

A

Florence
Gold."
Mitchell Lewis (Stoll).

Turner and

DRAMATIC

photo-play showing how tho
happiness denied to a man and woman
was realised by their children, but only
after much sorrow and misunderstanding.
A

mine disaster and n

thrilling rescue are sensational episodes in this film.

"A Temperamental Wife."
Talmadge Walturdaiv).
ATYPICAL role for Constance

i

(

Talmadge.
This star, who is now in the foremost
rank as comedy actress, plays the part
of a wife who is jealous of her husband's secretary.
Most amusing situations ensue, and th»
whole play runs with »j dash nnd sparkle that
cannot fail to thoroughly entertain.

"The

Girl of To-day."

Cobinne GBrrrrrH

(Vitagraph).
screen-play endeavours to show the
In thrilling
spirit of the girl of to-day.
situations and stirring scenes are shown
of
an
American
girl
who is tho
the adventures
means of unmasking a German spy. Cupid
takes a hnnd. however, with a Secret Service
lover, nnd, with tho exposure of the villain,
misunderstandings are cleared up and happiness

THIS

abounds.

<j
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LEATRICE JOY "SNAPPED" AT HOME.

A

delightfully unconventional photo of LEATRICE JOY playing with
a little friend, for
she is cutting out paper toys.

whom

The piano

JOY

is not the only instrument LEATRICE
can play. Playing the banjoline is another
of her accomplishments.

LEATRICE

is

very fond of music, and here you see her after a busy
day at the studio, trying over a new song.

A happy home snapshot of LEATRICE, taken in
the garden with her mother, who is very proud of
her gifted daughter.

LEATRICE JOY
She

is

is a very versatile young lac'y.
almost as clever with the typewriter is

she

is

on the screen.

/

—
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and children.
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The Masterpiece Library

I

of Short Stories."

of Short Stories
Times and Countries

of all

Loved

Short Story pleases everybody.

Sent

alike

by savage and civilised man, by all ages, by all classes of
men and women everywhere, it has acquired more range, variety
of interest, and general power of appeal than any other form
of literature.

WT

Prof

|

20 Sumptuous Volumes

in

""THE

|

carriage

5/-

has cradled the imagination of primitive men
quickening
It has cemented human society by
all

the dramas and humours of

common

as first subscription.

life.

^EVER

before has any work with the scope and interest of "The
Masterpiece Library of Short Stories " been presented. The realms of
literature of all ages and of all countries have been searched, and from each
the gems have been rescued for the delight and entertainment of the present
generation.
The Editorial Board of "The Masterpiece Library of Short
Stories " has rounded off the work of thousands of years of storytellers by

making the

first

little

Leaders of Literature, who
banded themselves together to select what
was most worthy in the whole realm
Short Story Literature
of ,the World's
* e
men whose names carry weight

The

living

among

Arthur
Sir
all
book-lovers.
English
of
Professor
Quiller - Couch,
William
Sir
Literature at Cambridge
the most variously
Robertson Nicoll,
gifted personality among London Editors ;
Mr. Edmund Gosse, one of the greatest
authorities
on English and Continental
Professor
Saintsbury,
most
literature
Sir Frederick
erudite of all the critics
Wedmore, author and critic of wide, rare
Mr. Clement Shorter,
and refined taste
whose influence on literary opinion is so
Sec'combe,
far-reaching
Mr. Thomas
whose delight is to discover buried
Mr. Richard le Gallienne,
literary talent
as highly honoured for his achievements
;

;

;

;

;

;

prose

in prose
in
this

tale.

and poetry
country

;

in

America as he is
Brander

Professor

Matthews, of Columbia University, who
has made the art of the short story
his special sphere of
literary -research

and interpretation Professor W. P. Trent,
Columbia,
of
an eminent
leader of
cultured America
Professor Carl van
Doren, leader of the younger school of
American literary
men these under
;

;

—

the

general

Hammerton,
wide

direction
of
Mr.
the Editor-in-Chief,

A.
J.
whose
and critical judgment
a past master in the pro-

knowledge

make him
duction
of
collaborated

interest-compelling
the
selection

in

works,
of

the

Thousand Best Short Stories of all times
and countries that are presented in the
great literary achievement
to the lovers of
what is
world of books.

now
best

offered
the

in

Magnificent Library.

volumes, each a masterpiece in

department of short story
Paper, printing, binding
the library volumes that are,

You have in
appearance on your shelves, a joy to possess a delight to
read not only from the quality of their contents, but also from the clearness
are worthy of the contents.

from

—

their artistic

of printing,

and richness

of the bindings.

POST TO-DAY
the coupon here, and you will receive by return of post an Art
Prospectus printed in four colours describing the contents of

every volume in detail, illustrating the different bindings,
and explaining the very convenient Subscription Terms
upon which the complete library (and the Jacobean

Bookcase

if

desired)

SOUTH AFRICAN
the Central

is

obtainable.

readers should please post the coupon to

News Agency, P.O. Box

1033, Johannesburg.

is

you can use
other

books.

its

literature, constitute a rich library in themselves.
all

This Shelf

an

extra one that
for

A
The twenty

I

grand monument of universal literature devoted to the

delightful, vivid, popular art of the

paid

on payment of only
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Mr. Reeves Chats About Hts
Old Friend Charlie Cktfdin.

BEFORE HE BECAME A STAR.
IF

you will cast
your mind back
to

the

early

days of tho motionindustry,
picturo
when the old Lubin

Company was one
the important
of
factors in t he business, you will recollect that the star
comedian of that

concern was

Reeves — B

Billie
i

1 1

ie

Reeves the famous
emusic-hall c o
dian, whose present

m

sketch,

"The

Right Key but the
Wi"bng Flat," is

BILLIE REEVES.

amusing audiences all over the country, and
whose name has been before the public since he
was a little boy. It was not of those Lubin
days, however, that Mr. Reeves chatted to me
the other evening, but of his more famous association with Fred Karno, and, through Fred
Karno, with Charlie Chaplin.
" Almost every day of my life," remarked the
genial Mr. Reeves, " some journalist comes to
me and says, Tell me about Charlie Chaplin,'"
and I suppose you are no exception to the rule ?
I did not deny the soft impeachment.
" Well, then
" began Mr. Reeves.
" But first," I interposed, " I should like to
hear the details of your career prior to Charlie's

and Wombwell, later joining tho Folies Bergfro.
Next came engagements with tho Fletcher
seven
Troupe and " The Three Musical G's "
years on tho legitimate stage, and then an
engagement with Fred Karno.
With Karno Mr. Reeves remained for twelve
years, during which time he figured in such

with Kama's company, but he jumped to £110
with Sonnctt, w ith whom he stayed a year. Then
ho went to another company for £200 a week,
during which time ho played with Marie Dressier
in Tillie's Nightmare.' Mario Dressier had the
stellar part, but when tho film appeared the only

Hilarity," '' Jail Birds," " Early
successes as
" Oliver
Birds," a pantomimic version of
"
Twist," and
Mumming Birds." This famous
in
yoars
England
sketch was played for two
before being sent to France, and it was whilo
tho lato Chas.
it was on at the Oxford that
Frohman saw it, and announced his intention
"
As
A Night in an
of sending it to America.
English Music-hall " it played in the States from
coast to coast a distance of over G.000 miles
one of its landing-stages being at Hammerstein's, on Broadway, where it stayed for four

the honours.

;

—

consecutive months. Alfred Reeves was a prominent member of the troupe, and it was with his
brother that Billie went to America, performing
at a salary of £40 a week.
At the end of three years Alfred Reeves
brought tho Karno troupe home, but his brother
remained behind, having accepted an even more
lucrative engagement in the Ziegfeld Follies,
with which he remained for four years before
joining Lubin and appearing in films.

'

entrance to the story."
_
And here ore the facts as Mr. Reeves gave
them to me.

An Interesting Career.
BILLIE REEVES, son of

John Reeves, was
born with Lord George Sanger's circus,
where his father Was a lion-tamer and his
mother an equestrienne. At seven years old
he was in the ring himself. When he left
Sanger's circus he went to France with Bostock

Enter Charlie.

Reeves had been playing
WHILE
America, Charlie Chaplin had been
Billie

in
fill-

Karno company at
home, figuring in such Karno classics as
" Casey's Court " and " The Football Match,"
so when it was decided to send the " Night in
an English Music-hall " troupe out to America
again, Mr. Karno instructed Alfred Reeves to
ing his place in the

take Charlie with him.
" Charlie played my old part in America,"
and got away with it
Billie Reeves told me,
splendidly.
In 1911, when my brother returned
once more with the troupe, he left Chaplin
behind, and it was then that he joined the Mack
Sennett forces. He had been getting £8 a week
'

'

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
The

Fascination of

trie

Short Skirt

Its Smartness and Its Pitfalls
a rumour afloat that
THERE
be decidedly longer during
is

Its Effedt Uf>on Footwear:

— The Picture Girl

skirts are to

the

coming

winter. This news will cause a flutter of
distress to the majority of women, for very few
wish to -return to the skirt of ungainly length

thai nearly dragged the ground, and hampered
all the movements into the bargain.
The short
skirt is such an approved favourite, however,
that I fancy the design of greater length would
have a distinct difficulty in finding favour in
milady's eyes.

Attention to the Feet.

tight or
WHETHER
cut a dozen inches

tho skirt that

is

from tho ground

is

full,

as

becoming as

it

is

hygienic, allowing

s

Office Frock.

even then the

— shoes,
lacings

whole set

and

stockings,

— should

same colour

if

be of the
they are

look pretty.
Dark
lacings on light stockings,
are fatal for showing up the
size of the feet.
Not that
girls are as stupidly sensitive over the size of their
feet as they were years
ago. They vill not sacrifice
comfort for the sake of
" four "
making
their
.foot squeeze into a " small
three "
but at the same
time they will be wiser to
avoid any touch of undue
to

;

it does for perfect freedom, and keeping the
lower part of the frock free from dust and dirt.
But more important still is the fact that it has
taught the British girl how essential it is for
her feet to bo always perfectly groomed and
ingrained into her the desire for smart shoes and
nice stockings.
For it is an undisputed fact
that more attention is being paid to footwear,
now than a few years ago. Then it was not an
unusual thing to see a girl wearing shoes that
were heavy and ungainly in make, and that
were down at heel into the bargain. Not so
now, however.
Every girl you pass in the
street steps forth with smartly clad feet peeping
from beneath a short, neat, little skirt.

as

The Tango

Style.

UNFORTUNATELY,

the dressing of the
feet is in some instances
very much
overdone, but happily this is not often

the case.
Black shoes with lacings of ribbon tied up the
leg and light-coloured stockings worn out of
doors are in extremely bad taste, and spoil any
other attempt the wearer has made to look
smart in the way of clothes. Ribbon lacings
are certainly effective for evening wear ; but

conspicuousy.
The fashion for coloured
is a delightful one,
and one that has caught on

shoes

'

was

star

A

Charlio.

Ho

romped away with

just

Little Sidelight.

" I

SHOULD

|

liko to give

you a

little

sidelight

on the kindness of Charlie's nature," continued Mr. Reeves.

"

My

present sketch,

Tho Right Key but the Wrong Flat,' has been
performed all over tho world, and two years ago
When I
I took it to tho Orpheum, Los Angeles.
'

arrived at the film city whom should I find
awaiting me but my old friend Charlie, now
grown a rich and successful man. There he was
with his motor-car waiting for me, and he and
my brother Alf now his business manager gavo
me a royal welcome. It does my heart good
now to think of the warmth of Charlie's greeting.
" At the Orpheum Elsie Janis and I were tho
chief turns, but it was for me that Charlie and
his friends bought the house out tho first night.
I played there for two weeks, but spent a month
in Los Angeles altogether, and had the time of
my lite. Charlio invited me down to the studio
with him, and took me round the beautiful
country and to Catalina Island, and altogether
gave me a royal holiday.

—

"The

Best

—

Little

Fellow Alive."

X/ES,"

concluded Mr. Reeves, " Charles
Spencer Chaplin is the best little fellow
J
alive, and the charming thing about
him is that he has no side whatever. He is as
free from that as in the days when he had but
£2 10s. a week, and that is more than one could
say of some great men."
"And how about your own film career ?" I
queried as I rose to take my departure. " Shall
we see you on the screen again ? "
But in view of his present vaudeville activities,
Mr. Reeves could not say.
"

'

'

May Herschel

Clarke.

to the critical eye appear no better than a
dusty, dirty pair of black leather.
It is not often that new fashions in footwear
make themselves especially noticeable, but this
year must be an exception to the rule, for all
kinds of new and wonderful styles have crept
into favour.
First of all tho ankle strap, then
the shoe with banded instep, and now all kinds
of wonderful sandal -shaped styles. All becoming
in their way, but to look well must suit the shape
of the foot they adorn.
The slim-ankled maiden,
for instance, does not become the shoe with the
ankle-strap, while the sandalled stylo certainly
looks most ugly on the fat foot, that bulges
through all the various straps of leather.
The long slim shoe is the predominant fashion
just now, and very pretty it looks.
But woe
betide the girl with the wide foot who affects
this style.
It will mean endless agony to her,
and perhaps be the cause of many unnecessary
corns and bunions. She will be wiser to stick to
the square-toed shape, leaving the slim style
for her slender-footed sister.
The girl who will
be fashionable and buys every shape that comes
into fashion is indeed foolish, for as she dons a
different -shaped shoe each day she does endless
harm to her feet, and paves the way for untold
agonies in the future.

The Picture

and antelope and
worrrwith a costume of
the same bus, add just tho

Girl's Office Frock.
regard to neatness and
Picture Girl has chosen
ordinary Navy-blue gabardine for her
office frock for everyday wear.
It looks particularly well, too, with its trimmings of wide black

right touch of smartness to

silken braid.

considerably.

Soft greys,

her usual
WITH
economy, the

fawns and browns all look
both in sued'o

delightful,

leather

;

if

the toilette.

In design it is novel with its smart collar that
high to the neck, although, of course, this
can bo turned down if desired.
It is also
fashioned with the new long-waisted effect, the
rolls

A Word of Reproach.
must add a
HERE
word of reproach to
I

the wearer of suede
shoes who forgets to clean
them regularly, thinking
that their texture does
not show the dirt.
Perhaps it does not at first,
but very soon the shoes

show

signs of neglect,

and

bodice being joined at the hip line to tho skirt,
while the fulness at the waist is drawn in by a
belt.
The sleeves are set into ordinary arm-holes.
No. 28,587.
Patterns of this frock can be obtained in 22,
A smart frock
of Navy gabar24, 26 and 28 inch waist sizes, from the PICTURE
dine, with trimmings of
SHOW Pattern Dept., 291a, Oxford Street,
braid, specially designed
London, W.l, for Is. each.
P.O. to be made
for the Picture Girl by
payable to the PICTURE SHOW.
the Editress of " Home
Fashions."

A

Dresser.

—

;
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Beauty Midway

Between

Two
IF you

Uglinesses,

WHEN

EASTERN&WESTERN
IDEALS.
"

\/IRTUE,"

says

Aristotle,

"

a

ia

mean

between two vices."

*

Thus generosity is a mean between foolish
modesty a mean
extravagance and avarice
between prudishness and wanton-ness a good
comedy a mean between a revue and a pro;

;

pagandist play.
I suppose the reverse

is

true,

i.e.,

that a vice

But there is
a' mean between two virtues.
probably something wrong in the assumption.
"
All cabbages are vegeLike the converse of
tables," which is " All vegetables are cabbages,"
and which landed one in a logical muddle in

is

one's schooldays.

The axiom holds good when applied

to

beauty ; a beautiful figure is the mean between
the ugly extremes of leanness and obesity. A
beautiful face has neither too much nor too
crudely, in a woman, the
little hair upon it
eyebrows and lashes are luxuriant, yet no
downy growth blurs the outline of cheek and
upper lip. Our convention which demands that
women should have long eyelashes but no
moustaches would probably seem curious to
certain savages who shave eyebrows and

—

lashes, and. admire moustaches in women, just
as our partiality for white teeth would astonish
the Hottentots who prefer them black or

yellow

to

know

onythiricr

about Films or Film Playenr

THE CHARM OF ROMANCE.

"

everything has been said for and against
the film serial, the comedy, and the domestic
drama of the familiar type, there remains the
simple romantic story with its attraction over all
others as powerful as before.
It is the one thing upon
the screen of which the public is never likely to tire,
whatever other changes they may demand in their
entertainment.
Yet the reason lies neither in the
production nor in the telling of this particular type of
story, though both these things may undoubtedly
contribute much to its success.
It is in the heart
that one must seek it. For however changeable men
and women may be in their affections, the love of
romance in each is the one human characteristic
which is never wholly removed even with the passing
of years.
It is trne that the Darbys and Joans of to-day will
derive their pleasure in looking back on the romance
of their past.
But there will be the proof, at any
rate, that they have altered but little.
Naturally with
youth it will be otherwise, for it has both the present
and the future, and what wonderful gifts may not
either contain ! And it is on the screen that both age
and youth desire to see more of romance in pictures.
are essentially the romantic sex, and it is
they who comprise the major portion of the audiences
at most picture theatres. They may not go there solely
to see romance picturised, but they certainly like it
best.
The girl sitting by her lover's side in a cinema
finds her greatest happiness when following the hero
and heroine through a romantic story.
She can
understand something of their joys ; she can symAnd there
pathise, too, with their hopes and desires.
is the equal pleasure it affords the girl without a hero
For each
of her own and the woman who is married.
of them romance on the screen has something to tell
them of hopes not yet realised or of days that have
passed.
Were producers to give still more of romance they
would delight the public as never before. It's a
subject which cannot be exhausted, and the charm of
which will always remain fresh and sweet.

Women

THE EDITOR.

over-estimated.

What glorious lashes one sees in the East
especially among the Greek girls in the native
quarter of Cairo. The tendency among such
beauties to grow superfluous hair on the face is
combated by' the razor or by depilatory paste,
recipes handed down sometimes from the daj's
of Cleopatra or the glory of Carthage.
In England women are beginning to realise
that neither shaving nor electrolysis are ideal
for removing unwanted hair. A method which
steadily gaining in popularity is that of treating the superfluous hair with a paste made of
pure pheminol and water. The paste is spread
rather thickly on the hair, and allowed to dry
thoroughly. The hair is completely destroyed
and can then be painlessly removed with a
very blunt knife or a piece of cardboard.
is

The application of a little tckko paste is
recommended after the hair has been removed
with the pheminol.
trouble with most English

women, how-

ever, is not that they have too much hair on
Scanty eyebrows,
their face, but too little.
and poor, light lashes are common in this

country, and often render an otherwise charming face insipid or even plain. It is a good and
safe plan to encourage the growth of brows and
lashes by the occasional application of a little
mennaline.
Mennalinc is rather a pleasant
substance to use, and it has the advantage of
not only increasing the growth of the eyelashes,
but also of giving them a delightful inclination
to curl at the tips.

The eyes owe

half their expression

and charm

to the lashes surrounding them, just as the face
owes so much to its frame of hair.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

House, Farringdon

Street,

85, The Fleetway
London, EX. 4.

—

" Gerat.dine " (Lclgh-on-Sea).
Your writing
seems good enough, Geraldinc, but are you sure you
signed your full name each time you wrote asking
questions ? (Irace Darmond was with Wallace Reid
in " The Valley of the Giants."
Some of Ethel
Clayton's films are: " The Girl Who Came Back,"
" The Whims of Society," " Broken Chains," " Maggie Pepper," and " Love's Bargain."
There is no
charge whatever to be answered on this page, so you
are welcome.
" Ida " (Bradford).
have
I am pleased you
written, for now you can convince your friend that
you have courage, and also that I am a most harmless
specimen.
Madlainc Traverse was born in 1887,
but Violet -Hopson does not state her age. A Una
Taylor is in her twenties. The first named artiste
has dark brown hair, hazel brown eyes, and is 5ft. 9in.
In height.
Henry Edwards is a bachelor and has
brown hair and grey eyes.
Lew Cody was the
villain in " The Bride's Awakening."
" North Country Lass " (Carlisle).
Only one of
your questions has white hairs, for it has been answered
"
on this page so often. " Is Stewart Rome married ?
is now among the ancients.
Cameron Carr was in
" In the Gloaming," and Gerald Ames played in

—

—

BELMONT'S

C'LVNOL
OBESITY.

BERRIES

FOR

(ADVT.)

Turf Conspiracy."
is

single.

in

Yes, Jack Holt was opposite
Desert Wooing." Gregory
and oblige about Peggy

A

"

I will try

Carlisle as soon as I know.
" TONY " (Dublin). So you'got your sister to start
off your letter by saying I ought to have a pet name,
and having gained courage after that " blarney," you
sat down and wrote the rest of the epistle.
However,
I th, ink you both for the compliments sprinkled
therein.
Ethel Clayton was born in 1890, but her

—

I

birthday has not been revealed.

—

Of course, you arc welcome
F. J. (Clitheroe).
again.
You must have misread my answer in the
issue for November 1st. as you wil see that the replies
are nil differently numbered, which means they refer
to different questions.
Lew Cody, of course, is not
married to Ca»«iel Myers. So you arc quite in love
with Bruce Gordon. He will have to tell us more
about himself. In " A Little Child Shall Lead Them,"
the others with him were Queeuie Thomas, Walter

Timms, and Adeline Hayden.

—

" Pip " (Leatherhead).
Ye?, there has been an art
plate of Alma Taylor.
Some of thB popular artiste's
films are : " Oliver Twist," " Heart of Midlothian,"
Comin' Thro' the Rye," " Boundary House."
" Touch of a Child," and " The Nature of the Beast."
" Marguerite "
(Fishbourne).
Art plates ot
Marv Pickford have already been given away with
these issues : Mav 3rd, 1919 ; Oct. 25th, 1919 ; Dec.
20th, 1919; and March 13th, of this year.
The last
one was a big double one of her. Peggy Carlisle ha»
appeared in " Comradeship," which was her first
picture, and also in " God's Good Man," " The
Keeper of the Door," and " Rocks of Valpre."
William Russell. Lucille Lee -Stewart, and Robert
"
"

—

Cain in

Eastward

Ho

!

—

Burton Law was the artista
G. G. (London, E.C.).
" The Little White Savage."
Why can't yon
write to your favourite through this office ?
" Tiny " (Ferry-bank); If your sister has had a
photo from Mary. I am sure she would not disappoint
you, Francis MacDouald was born iu Bowling
Green, Kentucky, twentyjiiine years ago. His wife
in

—

Mac Bush.

—

" Spasms " (EarlsfieldV.
Yes, I get them, too
the merry kind, of course. The part of the son of
Lord Broughton in " General Post," was taken bv
No, Gordon Griffith is not related
Colston Mansell.
to the producer of the same name.
N. A. M. B. (Worthing) and " Janet " (Balham).—
"The Gardeu of Allah was filmed some time ago.
and the hero and heroine in it were Tom Santschi and

Helen Ware.
" Mamik " (Greenock). I conld spare you anything
except money. Violet. Hopson and Stewart Rome
That little bit ought
are not married tovach other.
to be learnt by heart. True, Nicholas is her very
own son. and a clever one, too. Nay, Mamie. Katherine
MacDonald is not a Scotch lass, for she was boru in
Pittsburg, U.S.A.
T. A. K. (South Gosforth). So your brother and
you have been having an argument lasting over a
week. I hope this will find that peace has been
Anyway, he appears to take a lot of condeclared.
H. S. Northrup
vincing, for you were easily right.
was the villain in " The Way of the Strong." and he
is certainly not the same person as William Conklin.
" Nosey " (Manchester). Fancy calling yourself
"fwas Alan Forrest in " Rosemary Climbs the
that,
Heights " who captivated your fancy so. In " The
Rock of__Ages,"— the part of Father O'Flynn was
taken by' Bernard Vaughan. Campbell Gillian was
the artiste in "Caste" in which the lead was taken
by Sir John Hare.
" Picture Mad " .(Southwold). Alma Taylor Is
single, and Clara Kimball Young is not married now.
Kathleen Clifford was twenty-six oil February 10th
She has light
last, and was born in Charlottesville.
brown hair, brown eyes, and is an inch over 5 ft. Shu
was partly educated in this country. Ruth Clifford's

—

—

—

—

Catherine. She was born in
Marie Walcamp, who Is the wife of Harlan
1900.
Tucker, was born on July 27th, 1891.

real Christian

name

is

(Afore atfwsrs on next page.)

GIVEN FREE!
Splendid

A splendid

school story paper containing each week an enthralling
20,000-word complete tale of the
Cirls of Cliff Mouse.
Every
school-girl
the
should
read

BARBARA

Art

Plate of
of the leading
given inside
characters in the stories
every copy of this week s

REDFERN.

SCHOOL FRIEND.
PARKER

A

Enid Bennett
Scott

is

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

!

In Europe, however, and among the civilised
Eastern races, the beauty of long curling eyelashes and delicately marked brows cannot be

The

want

one

—

SCHOOL FRIEND
Out on Thursday.

Price 1 Id.

.

PktiAit Shou; Xo-'.ml«i

2Qtft.

Answers to Correspondents
••

Carol

" a
to bo

S

nil

over

'

r.y

my

^

u ;;:

you kpflw me

replies

.'

confcssto

1

cvidteutiy take me good-naturedly
write. \our eMfiis'the spirit also In wtok* 1
eon-

it hunil.lv.

which

fl

" «Jt. Berldianipstod).- -So

man

n
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PICTURE SHOW
PERSONAL.

"

But yqu

Bond, but though it has been
£c
n
bo
A
already, it is the apace that's lacking
to let mo
same, 1 want vow an.! every reader, ta t4et,
the
have opiuioiw about
£
wanted and 1 will deal with the most toterwttngoJ
bam
such opinions ta editorials. Gwy^e Hcrbertwa* »Bd
exact spot tatW),
IB Suskv. a must kxata the
are
other
fflgK
"
Her
Button."
All s
may
be seen in
**m••
Boundary House/' " The Kinsman and
"c
play
J
»t«gc
the
in
slon." Yes. Ivy Duke was
Maid of tlie Mountains."
" FBRNOH Gms" (Liverpool).— Pleased to hear,
wan., one ol
from vou. and i£ it is art ptateB you
lor
Marv Pi.kford w.vs given away with the ismk
wit lit he
Mar.h 13th, and one of Mary Miles Mmter
with
was
"
Ford
Harrison
Hth.
"P S for August
and
" You Sever Saw Su. h a .irl
Vivian' Martin in
Defer., e
Vernon Steele in "The Witness for th"
you write to
Yes, your favourites may- oblige yon it
th U
to the
F B. (Slicffl.ld) and others - -With regard
photos of he
cover of the issue for October 9»i the
right wi n
to
left
from
reading
Talmadge,
sisters
This «il
those of Natalie, Norma and Constance.
which Have
all the fierce arguments
i

*k

VqulS

Am

W

WIIKKK

TO

TO VOIR KAVOIItlTK

\Vl:lTi:

STAIt.— You are kindly requeued
Kil.M
Not to ask lor any addresses by post, owing to the
Iwge number of other quedca that liavc to be
tnawered. If vou wish to fommunlcatc at once
write your
wit!, any artiste not named below,
letter,
putting the name of the >tar on tbO
envelope, aad enclose it with a loose Jd. stamp to
the Editor. The Picture Show, Kooai 86, The
Street.
London.
Farringdon
House,
Klectwav
1

E.C. 4., and it will he forwarded by tlie next mail.
If the letter weigh; more than 1 oz. it Will require
an additional Id. stamp for each extra ounce. Such
letters cunnot he specially acknowledged l.y the
Editor. Remember always, when writing to artiste-,
to give your full name and address, including the
name Of your county and country, an.l mention the
it
Picture show to ensure the safety of a reply,
most be understood, however, thai we cannot
will
be
replied
to.
guarantee that such letters
Please keep these addresses for reference.
CH A KERB BU V ANT. AU.A XA/.I.MO\ A. cure Of
Metro Pictures Corporation, Hollywood. California,
E.S.A.

ETNA CAVAEIEHI. care of Famons-Lasky
Studios Vine Street, llollvwood. California, I'.S.A.
EI ELIAN <1ISH, ROTH CLIFFORD; care of
Frohman Amusement Corporation, Times Building,
New York City, E.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

i
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help to subdue

my plate's

Harry
,6 if g (Antwerp).— Cheyenne Harry or
was born
Care'v as his screen admirers also know him,
l at a
hau
his
tried
have
to
appears
in Sew York. He
present
good many things, ranging from cowboy to his
bv
surmounted
him,
of
ft.
6
is
occupation. There
Monde hair. His life story appeared in the J»"^
15th.
Cinema " for May

_

9

—

•

" (Stonebridgc Park). I hope it
have heard
ta=tes nice, anyway, though 1 can't say I
is
of a biscuit like that before. James L. Crane, who
ill.
Bantoul.
born
m
was
the husband of Alice Brady,
His height is 5 ft. 11 ins., and he has black hair and
burke,
grey eyes. Yes, he has played opposite Billie
Norman
as weli as his wife, in some of her pictin-cs.
Rochester,
born
in
was
Kerry, please inform your sister,
New York, end has dark' hair and hazel eyes. In
height he measures 6 ft. 2 in.
" Babbits " (East Ham).— The ages you want are
Virginia Pearson, thirtv-two ; Vivian Martin, twentytwo and Bnth Clifford, twenty. Viola Vale, was
opposite Earle Williams in " The Hornet's Nest.
"

NOR \niscriT

There's no pudding
on the plate when
it is served with Bird's
Custard as hot sauce.

left

.

You can have no
sauce

(More answers next

I

to

how

Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, lull -of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat. enjoying life
to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and. strong as 1 was, 1 began to feel
the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While my earthly
self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that I must give up
began to feel
business or reduce my weight
1
lonely, because 1 felt that my company was no longer
desired, and 1 made up ray mind that 1 was at tho
dangerous point of my lite.
One day an inspiration came to me. after I had
spent time, money, an 1 patience in vain effort to
become 3lim again.
1 acted upon this inspiration

owes

for 30 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in live weeks. I did not use drugs, practice
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, hut reduced myself by a simple home
method, and although this is some time ago. I have
never gained any weight since and my health is as
good as I could wish.
Yon could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and 1 will tell yon how fr.-e. if you will enclose
two penny at* nips to pay postage.
tirace Hartland (Dept. 52), Diamond House,
Hat ton Garden. Loudon E.C ft

IRD'S
CUSTARD

its superiority to the rare good quality of its
ingredients, and to distinct methods of manufacture.
It should be a mother's care to see thatshe really gets Bird's
Custard. Millions of mothers take this care each week, knowing
that BIRD'S adds 25% nutriment to the milk with which it
is prepared.

Responsibility for Purity.

We guarantee that
"the Pare Custard," and we make it only
of the finest quality ingredients that money can buy.
We

and succeeded,

W

for

;

we>.k.

will tell you Free

better

a boiled or steamed
pudding
and Bird's, so
cream-like and exquisite in

:

I

take this upon ourselves.

BIRD'S

is

\

\
\

'7

keep

my

Curtains beautifully snow-white with Onto."

I wash, bleach, and purify all my white
by following the
things quite easily with
simple directions given for its use. I just put the
white things into cold water with Omo, bring them
to the boil, let them boil for half-an-hour, rinse,

INDEED

Omo

MB

and hang them out to dry. Anyone can use Omo."
A'OF FOR COLOURS, WOOLLENS OR FLA \NELS.

PACKETS EVERYWHERE.

IN
R.

S.

HUDSON

LIMITED. Liverpool West

Bromnjcich

and Lon C

m

THE HOME

Bleacher
Cleanser
Purifier

omo^aj,^,
—
a name famous in every
household.

It Kir
1

0 14—34

and s*» t

1
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Printed and published every Monday by tho Proprietors, The- Amalgamated Piytss, Limited. Ttio Klectway House, Karrlngdon Street, London, K.C. 4. Advertisement
The FIcc^H ay House, Farrlugdou Street, London, K.O. 4. Registered as a newspaper
..spaper and lor transmission Uv
by Canadian Alag,
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"MANACLED BY MONEY."

Dancers

will

get

many

^r ^ BEGINS INSIDE.
BMIBTKBEB AT THK

O.r.O.

AK A NKWHPAPER,

1

hints in the coming Paramount- Artcraft photo-play, "The Dancin'
Wallace Reid and Bebe Daniels show ns some of the latest Tango steps.

Fool,"

in

which

!

Pictuit

"How I do long
for tea-time.

The

Xbrcptbtr ZiiU, 1920.

S/iotc,

fact thct Noble's

garments are world-

famous should convince you that your ou n
entire satisfaction, w lien a refuWr put;oa«
is certain. Always purchase
direct from NOBLE'S -ihei

9'

actual manufacturers.

THE "ASCOT"

46'6
Lady'sRubber proofed Mackmlosli
Coat, in a good shade cf
and
the ew deep col ar, ail- round l»cit»
and gaun'.let cuffs are Navy Blue,
i-

•

.-.

!

forming- a ccii;rast that

par:icu-

is

tarty buiatt.

Lengths

Tasty, wholesome cakes prepared
with Bird's Egg Substitute make
tea-time a daily joy for Tommy and
Kate. Give them good thick slices—
they'll be the better for them.

—

40,

16,

inches.

46 6

Price.

Materials

and 50

the

try

Yard
For

ladies trlio prefer to
iiarc their Clorlies made

Dp themselves. Jwhn
Noble, Limited, wilt
i
a selection of tnntcx «ls
post free.
•

Cakes, puddings and buns made
with Bird's Egg Substitute need no
expensive eggs or baking powder.

"Write to-day for Noble's

illustrated Fashion List.

JOHN NOBLE LTD

-

43. Brook Street Mills

MANCHESTER.

VBirds

MIND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCf

f& Subs tit u te. v
["One spoonful— one cake

!

Are yon "Master" cf your mind? Are yon ctearminded, strc tig-willed, eeli -confident, and meet sal* td?
eaiD tbc se« rets of Mind-MatHcry and Stum* Nerve*. Banish
tbynear, "»» kwaidaeM.
timidity,
worry, &rl (fears, aud
**WerTe?. M I.iarn how tout ore tbau hold your own
thaNaay,
-funy. H.A.F.. the 1'iufissions. FtKiiieaa. ami Society. Send
only 3d. stamps foi particulars cl <oi,ndcutial Men to- Serve
strengthening un tht
Used in the Navy from Vice- Admiral
to SwmsD, and in the Anuy from Colonel to Pri\art\ M.C.'e,
D.C.M.'t. aud M.M.'s.— OOUFKY RLl.IOTT-SMiTH,
luipenal BulMfogs. Luditate Circus. Loodou, B.C. 4.
I

"^"^

i

means a saving of expense and trouble in the kitchen,
and lovely golden goodies on the table. Try it to-day.
Bird's Egg Substitute

is the

'

'

:

.

housewife's best friend.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

In Packets and Tins with excellent and reliable recipes.

The
Ajr.
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It
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I

fully by
n.i * Ainp to tbi.usAiuti.ul sun, s
in oil kf>* .ill. CHE
PRACTICE
without U> Rlixbfe»t know Urdgrot music.
Siuiplr »> A.B.O. l«l,Auu .t la au<l tverjone
i

HOOKS

delight'-.!.
titnijrt If

Billiards for all

^ -at home

fM WHETHER
you

«£3

RILEY'S

"

HOME

"

BILLIARD

TABLES to rest on dining tables
arc made in sizee suitable for any room, and are
as carefully made as their full-size tables.
The (i ft tins, size, at X13-I0-0.. or iu 18 niouthly
pay meats of lt>,'-. is suitable lor tue average room.
RILEY'S " COMBINE " BILLIARD 6' DINING
TABLES from Jt34-I0-0., or in 20 monthly

live

cottage or
sion

you

have

a

in

mancan

billiard

Send

Ltd..

London Shwetoo*

Ellis
:

I

ft,

Works.
ll.Ur

SI

HowSfe-

WHEtK
communicating
Adver-

with
tisers,

mention

please
the

Picture

All accessories are included, and everything
delivered free to any address within one mile of
Kaihvay Station.
for Illustrated Price

RILEY,

m.i..!|.

i

Every table sent on seven days' free trial.

J

^..tm.

i

table

payments.

E.

.•

oot "r.Tf-w Ompl*tr. post

Show.
List

ACCRINGTON.
a. t.T.

dpi

KITCHEN UTENSILS
an

are

They

all

round

eccnemy.

burnished tin-ware or
enamelled steel many times over-a Cast
Iron pan or kettle can be counted 01. for 10,
outlast

20 or even 30 years'

good

service.

\nd they save fuel
m

tu.r»il»
prov< « li.et that » at«r
a
It
actually boils sooner in Cart Iron than euainejled

pans.

don t tt put err
with »hort - lit cd
enamelfoi atrrl or
tin-V.li
I

•military*

RUBBER
HEELS and TIPS

In

.

2 6
Imperial Publishing
i'i:
Co.
8B, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. rMaMidict

!

Cart Iron

racuruhUal

«ll
!

r.il

IronuioMyti:

PRESIDENT*
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PKc^arar^^Para Q'raDK?
SWAN'SON

SOMBRON

the
second arrived in Los Angeles the other
interest
evening, bringing with her much
and excitement in the film world. She is a film
baby, her mother being no loss a person than
Gloria Swanson, her father Herbert Sombron.
Little Gloria weighed !H pounds, and is, accordinc to information from film circles, the image
of her beautiful mother.

— —

Mae

to Desert the

MAE

.MURRAY

is

Screen for a While.
now back at work after

a visit over here with her director husband
Robert Lennard. She has started on
tho production" of a film play straight away,
though there is a possibility that she may leave
the screen for a while, as a well-known theatrical
manager has an option on her services to play
for him. providing he can find a play to fit her.

—

Famous Readers of tke " Ptdture
Skow.

— SINCLAIR

No. 46

ONEdom

of the
is

HILL,

j

youngest producers in the kin?photographed above rending- the

Picture Snow. It was Mr. Hill who pro''
Tidal Wave," and he has just completed "The Mystery of Mr. Bernard Brown."
the Stoll picture version of E. Phillips Oppenlieim's famous novel.
Now that we have Edith Nepean on our stnFfS
and two page3 devoted weekly to British productions we shall learn more about the talented
duced the

artistes in the British field of film producers.

Fay's
I

Own

CANNOT

Paragraph.
word

little

about my own paper here, for I've something
very attractive this week for you in the
"Girls' Cinema." Pauline Frederick has sent us
a letter telling us of the men who have made
love to her on the film, and I've managed to

—

get a number of Confessions out of James Knight.
A splendid long complete story entitled " Out
of Luck," and pages and pages of interesting
reading profusely illustrated. Get your newsagent to save you a copy, for seen once you will
always want it. It is a fine companion paper
to the Picture Show.

The Delight

I

"

of

Six-foot-three Male Readers.
six feet three, male gender

last
is

week that the

now appearing

serially in the " Boys' Cinema " ?
Also
that Tom Mix is writing some thrilling Wild
West yarns, and Big Bill Duncan is editing a
page, and telling us of his early struggles and
ambitions in this splendid paper for real boys.
Have you vet seen it ?

for

Good and

this issue T)f the

IN serial,

'!

A

Real Thrill.

ONKdays thethe war has been

thrilling incidents in the early
re-acted for tho

of

of

coming picturisation of the wonderful
production, "Tho Four Horsemen of tho
Apocalypse."
A celebrated Paris singer contributes this
gripping scene to the picture. She reproduces a
patriotic scene at a Paris cafe, when she wrapped
herself- in the French colours and sang "La
Marseillaise" with such effect, that diners left
their tables to rush to enlist.

If so,

seeking a permanent lovor, for screen purposes.
He must be of the rugged, athletic type, to
and must be able to swim,
match his height
ride and drive a car, and also look intelligent.
Miss Blythe has just completed the photoplay, adapted from the famous novel, J Nomads
of the North," and is now enjoying a holiday,
while her director looks for the great lover.
;

to Star.
not generally known how Hugh Thompson
introduced to the world of makebelieve. In an emergency he was selected for

is

IT was

the juvenile rolo in " Pinafore," on the merits of
Ins singing voice heard in a boys' choir by an
impressario some years ago. Later Mr. Thompson became an actor, and then the screen seemed
to otter him a place. He has since played opposite no less than thirty feminine film celebrities.
We shall see him opposite Mabel Normand in
the coming photo-plays, " The Slim Princess,"
".What Happened to Ross," and "Head Over

Heels"
for Doraldina.

bead garment,
ANEWbeads

consisting of the kind
that usually go to make up the
bag so popular these days, forms one of
the startling frocks worn bv Madam Doraldina
of.

COLLEEN MOORE.

besrins

of

Mary and Doug.

productions by
•and on .December 15th he and
will, start for a trip round the
Pickford is also to make two

—

.

in

are

more

swimming

scenes in coming photoplays, starring the world-

Neilan productions. Her
first
screen appearance
was with Bobby Harron.

famous water

girl.

Will Rogers in the Pulpit.
ROGERS has been many things ia
his life, and now he is to add to the list.
To ease the minds of his admirers, I will
tell you at once that he is hot going to leave tho
screen, nor throw away his lariats.
He is to appear in the pulpit for one night
only, and preach a sermon. He was invited by
the Rev. James Whitcombe Brougher, the
Pastor of the Temple Baptist Church in Los
Angeles, after the Rev. Brougher heard him
debate before the Los Angeles Advert isins
Club. The debate was on. " Who has done more
for civilisation
cowboys or preachers ? "
When Rogers enters the pulpit his sermon will
be on " Humour in Religion."

WILL

—

a

—

4~»

Mabel's Collections.

NORMAND, whose
MABEL
tures are now appearing

pictures before

Their present plans are that they will make
the journey to France by way of Honolulu,
lapan, China. India, and Egypt. Arriving in
France, Douglas Fairbanks will make two
pictures, one of which will be " The Three
Musketeers," and Mary Pickford will make one

to

;

to

December 1st,
Mary Pickford
world.
Mary

sailing.

*

Cinema,"

school adventhe " Girl*'

in

collector in the strict
sense of the word, but she keeps a copy of tho
scenario of every photo-play in which she Ija*
appeared, with a photograph and autograph of

•

picture.

wonderful

see

special showing of the adaptation'] of his
famous novel. " The Right of Way." in which
Bert Lytell plays the role of Beauty Steele,
the hero.
It is interesting to hear that Sir Gilbert
Parker fashioned Beauty Steele with tie)
minutest accuracy from a lawyer in Montreal
with whom he was personally acquainted aboe.c
twenty years ago.
" This man was peculiarly fascinating." Bai i
" and his exploits were the tail;
Sir Gilbert
from one end of the city to the other."

I

is

make two

to

PARKER paid a visit
SIRtheGILBERT
Metro Studio the other day, for

our new

have received from Los
THEAngeles message
says that Douglas Fairbanks
latest

MANN, whom we
shortly

Beauty Steele a Real Character.

" Manacled by Money," a splendid
story proving that gold may be a great
power for evil as well as a power for good.
Telling how money may tie a man's hands as
tightly as any bonds forged by" poverty. This
story by the author of " Destiny," is the most
fiseinating y,et from that writer's pen.
Do
not miss it.

News

KELLER-

ANNETTE

The

latest picture of this pretty
who is soon to appear
in a number of Marshall

star,

—

Evil.

Picture Show

Players

" Passion
production,
her forthcoming
Fruit."
It is a very wonderful creation, and
consists entirely of peat] beads of various sizes.
The bodice is a mass of beads, and the skirt
consists of two fringes, also of beads. A girdle of
multi-coloured beads is tied around the waist.

.

A Power

an.-i

Betty Blythe, who is
residing at the Hotel Hollywood, Hollywood, California. Miss Blythe tells me she is

Beaded Frock

of Real Boys.

the way, did
mention
BY "Return
Tarzan

My

you
AREcommunicate
with

From Choir Boy

squeezing in a

resist

To

Phy^

in

Gloria the Second.

GLORIA

cP Picture?,

TOM MOORE

You will hardly recognise handsome
in this photograph, bat this is how we shall see him
in the coming Goldwyn picture entitled " Canavan."

is

not. a

member ni the cast.
" Rather nice to look back on," Mabel suy3,
" when she has left the screen."

every

,

Picture Show, November 27lh, 1920.
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DAWN making
HAZEL
return to the screen

New Home.

Viola's

DANA
VIOLA
in

is

a home which is large rnough to lose
any effort. With her
famous sister, Shirley Mason, Miss
Dana has purchased a vine-covered house
in the Hollywood hills.
For neighbours, Miss. Dana has May Allison,
two doors away, Charles Ray a street away,
and Enid Bennett, also only a street away
while close enough for neighbourliness is the
home of Mary and Doug.
With her new home, Miss Dana becomes
tho possessor of a marble swimming pool, a
tennis court, and a kitchen garden large enough
to provide the whole of Hollywood with salad.

;

.

every last one of the bedroom farces, from " Upj
in Mabel's Room " to " The Pink Lady " wer&

;

is

of

the

house,

she

an amazing
from a British admirer. The writer
claims that he has known her for something
like 2,000 years, and apparently belongs to
that school of thought which believes in prior
existence on this planet.
" 1 remember yon well," he wrote, " when
you were an Egyptian princess and I a slave.
I saw you in a picture the other day, in which
you played the part of a princess, and old
memories returned with a rush."
letter

DOROTHY

a

PHILLIPS,

who is now busy starring
Holubar
the Alan
seven-reel production ot

Paramount production
ol " Little Women,"
and has appeared with
Sessue Hayakawa in
" An Arabian Knight."

Miss Phillips is
riage."
Mrs. Alan Holubar off
the screen, and a great
favourite
over
here.

girl,

born

at

Esses.
Beth

Designs Her

SEENA OWEN

is

in

British

Chelmsford,
She played

we can get to put in it is coal," Viola
" And what is the use of coal in
complains.
the land of eternal sunshine ! "
Letter.
has received

in

" Man,

Woman— Mar-

MYERS
CARMEL
following

does not believe in
too blindly the dictates of old
Fashion. Ever since she has been
on the screen, Miss Myers has designed everything in frocks and gowns she has worn in her
Sometimes she will buy a model costume
films.
and make a few alterations to suit her own
ideas.
When she was on the musical comedy
stage she was permitted to plan all hor own
costumes.
" No woman, though she be generously

Dame

endowed with good looks, is able to wear all
the frills and fancies," says Miss Myers " and I
always make it a rule to temper the ideas of
the professional designer with what I know

ago.

is

A

" Shooting the Stars."

Painful Experience.
by an infuriated half-tame
deer was the exciting but painful ex-

perience of Barbara Bedford, playing
the lead in Maurice Tcurneur's new picture,
" The Last of the Mohicans."
The accident
happened in the mountains of the Yosemite.
Miss Bedford . was malting a scene with
Albert Roscoe, who plays Uncas, with tho
deer in the background, and in some manner

became angered and attacked
high and coming down at her with

it

her,

jumping

its front feet.
aid, and, with the assistance
the director, rescued her
but not before
she had sustained a badly bruised shoulder
when she ducked from the infuriated animal'sGrst attack.

Roscoe ran to her

of

;

;

*'

better suited to

QHOOTING
form

of

my

the

tions she accepted with alacrity.

be "

What

is

Love

?

"

Speaking of Working

in

BRADY probably
ALICE
for working harder
star.

Own Gowns.

Tn sending me this information, Miss Owen
remarked that her recollections fall considerably
short of what occurred two thousand years

ATTACKED

box office attractions.
But Hazel
grew weary of the footlights, and longed for "a?
change of pasture, so when A. J. Bimberg offered!
to star her in a series of motion picture produce

successful

LILLIAN HALL

the cellar.

An Amazing

feels

bring back some new ideas.
membered by those who follow film history,'
starred in a series of pictures made by Famous
Players-Lasky
then came ther call of th$
stage, and Hazel, who is blonde arid beantifuhj
starred in a succession of Broadway farces.'!
Luck was with her in this stage venture for

herself in without

thinks,
" All

absence she

five years'

equally

The only superfluous part

preparations toi
She says after
she ought t<i
She, it will be re-

fold.

has acquired a half interest

Her

Two

first

will

Places.

holds the record
than any other filnS
She always has at least two prqJ

fessional engagements. The last time I saw her]
she was rushing to tho studio to finish a scene!
in a picture, and hoping she would get through
with her director in time to make a rehearsal
for her new play. All the time she was havingj
final rehearsals in " Anna Ascends " she was*

playing before the camera, working all day and)
of the night.
I
W. A. Brady, her father, who is tremendously^
proud of Alice's histrionic talent, believes honest
labour never hurt anyone. He never seems in
the least worried when Alice averages nineteen!
hours a day's work, his only concern being howj
well she is doing these various things.
" Anna Ascends " came in for a great deal of,
adverse criticism from the New York dramatic
critic, but strangely enough the entire clan were
agreed on one thing, that, poor as the play is,
Alice was at her best, and did as well as anyone
conld with such a bad vehicle. But she can snap,
hor fingers at the critics up to the present writing
the house is selling out for every performance,!
and we all know the box office is the only thing!
that counts in the end.

most

.

1

personality."

stars "

outdoor

is

sport

the
just

favourite
now at

Universal City.

Every day, between the hours of eleven and
one, hundreds of tourists and sightseers gather
around to- watch the stars as they walk across
the Plaza to a restaurant.

Such well-known stars as Priscilla Dean,
Carmel Myers, Harry Carey, and Eva Novak
are often to be seen, and most of the spectators
are armed with Kodaks.
As the stars cross
they are asked to remain still long enough
to bo " shot." As a rule, they oblige, and put
on their prettiest smiles for the benefit of the
Kodaks, and every time about a score of lens
aro pointed in their direction.

Pearl White as an Intellectual.
WAS highly amused to find Pearl White atr"
I the speaker's table at an Author's League
luncheon this past week. Sitting with her
were Sir Gilbert Parker, Rupert Hughes, Gilette
Burgess, and other well-known writers. PearL
was down for a speech on ""The Author's Place'
on the Screen," and she gave all of the " high

brow " members

of the league the surprise of\
their lives at the soundness and excellence of'
her analysis of this much mooted question.
Gilette Burgess, in introducing her, said :
" Miss Wliite is not an intellectual that is
not in the sense-of Doris Kenyon, who writes]
.

,

—

poetry ; and Charlie Chaplin, whose wife left
him because he insisted upon reading all the
time, but she does know the screen."
Evidently Pearl decided it was time to let
Mr. Burgess see she was far more of an intellectual than he gave her credit for being. She
gave some of these folk who sell their plays and;
books to motion pictures more food for thought
f han any other speaker. She showed not only a,
familiarity with their side of the qviestion, but
surprising knowledge of their shortcomings ad
well. There were shades of humour and flashes
of wit that kept the whole luncheon party
convulsed.

The Passing

of

Ned

Finley.

motion picture world
New York was
THEshocked
week to hear Ned;Finley, the
in

last

well-known screen actor, had ended his
lifo by taking poison.
Mr. Finley at one time'
was one of Vitagraph's players. He belonged to
the old stock company tliab J. Stuart Blackton,
assembled. For the past few years Mr. Finlov
has been playing in hard luck, aggravated by
the high cost of living and his apparent inability to get a permanent position.
'He attempted to kill himself onco before by slashing
his arm, and succoedod only in losing a hand.
This time, however, he was successful, and tho
end came after he had taken an overdose of

SYDNEY FAIRBROTHER
she

is

on tbe stage

is

Here we

rapidly becoming as well known as a character actress on the screen as
production, which will be
see her in " Laddie," a coming Master Film
shown by Butcher's Film Service.

opium. He was buried by the Actors' Fund, and,
many of tho men and women ho had known in ihel
old days were present at the funeral services.

Louei.la O. Parsons.

Picture

H/ioiv,

n

.Vuiimbcr 21th, 1920.

"

CAUGHT BY THE CA MERA FOR THE

mm

MARGARET LOOMIS
a

ride

being interviewed whilst taking
ostrich, by Hiss Emily Squier, one of

on an
America's best story

writers.

WESLEY BARRY

have a

little difficulty

chosen a

looks as though
he
with his novel mount.

PICTURE SHOW."

might
has

He

call for his steed.

A
a

A Him camera

MALVINA LONGFELLOW
ALEC FRASER in " A Gamble in Lives,"

love scene with

and

B.

and C. production, adapted from Frank
Stayton's play, " The Joan Danvers."

often has to be fixed into awkward positions to take a scene from the point the producer desires. Here you see the camera-man at
front of a carriage, in which can be seen ERIC VON STROHEIM, who is taking the part of a Russian prince.

work on the

—

Picture Show, November 21th, 1920.
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A Woman's

A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION. By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

!

In an easy chair, propped up with cushions,
woman. She turned her head eagerly as
the young man entered.
She was a greyheaded woman, not much past
middle life, but sorrow and disappointment had

Confession.

GREYSTONE MANOR

lay bathed in the
afternoon sunlight, as a young man,
dressed in a well-worn tweed suit, crossed
the parkland
not without effort, for the grass
was knee-deep^ and came towards the house.
He glanced up at the huge edifice of grey
stone, with its curiously turretted corners, and
a shadow passed oyer his not unhandsome

sat a

features.

not

—

—

left their pitiless

.

Surely this miserable, sad-eyed woman was
his aunt.
The sick woman smiled mournfully as she
held out a frail, thin hand.
I suppose you find me changed, Arthur,"
she said.
The young man took the hand between his own.
" My dear aunt," he exclaimed in a shocked
"
voice, " you are ill
" Yes, I am. I know that, Anthur. That is
why I sent for you."
The young man gazed at her anxiously.
She had not released his hand, and now she
clung to it.
" Arthur, I am thinking about my boy."
!

coloured, went the full length of the buildhig.
In the centre were four huge pillars which supported a porch.
On either side some half dozen large windows
reached the height of the rooms
they were
curtainless and dirty.
.An indescribable air of neglect and decay
pervaded the whole place.
The young man walked thoughtfully up the
steps, and pulled at the rusty bell.
No one came to answer it, but the visitor
did not apparently notice the omission for some

words broke from her
THEanguish.

minutes.

I

Amy

;

Although he lived not ten miles away it was
nearly nine years since ho had last visited his
relations.

He had made

an unfortunate marriage, a
mesalliance, and his people with one accord
had washed their hands of him.
It had not worried him in the least at the time.

He had

sutticient

to

live

modestly.

He

"-was

naturally proud, and when his young wife had
presented him with a daughter, and then faded
away, ho had felt at the time that he would
never forgive those of his own flesh and blood
who had dared to ignoro her.
But that had happened seven years ago, and
time had softened the bitterness.

The chango in the appearance of Greystone
Manor had been a shock to him. He had heard
vague rumours of his uncle's extravagance
and wastefulness, but that the place could have
fallen into such decay in the space of a few
years was almost inconceivable.
He was about to ring the bell again when the
door was suddenly opened, and an old woman,
wearing a tall muslin cap over her scant grey
hair, beckoned him to enter.
" My mistress saw you as you crossed tl»o
park, sir.
She was certain you would have
reached the house by now," she said, in the halfrjuerulous voice peculiar to old age, as she
fixed her faded eyes upon the visitor.
" You remember me, Ann ? " said the young

man, smiling down at her.
Somehow, it was a relief to him
unchanged in the old place.
" Yes, I

remember you,

sir.

to see

It's

someone

"

!

I

gentleman
would I not

You
Oh"

believe you, Arthur.
by birth and breeding.

are a
!

why

when I was warned ?
woman's eyes were very bright
listen

her
The sick
bosom heaved beneath her thin cotton gown.
Ho had
Arthur put his arm around her.

always liked his aunt
''
Tell me all about

!

Amy

in the old days.
he said gently.
Tho sick woman clutched at his shoulder.
" It's your uncle Cecil, the father of
Harry " she said excitedly. " Although I have
never confessed it before, he married me, not
for love, as he pretended, but for what I had.
I found it out as soon as my baby
my Harry
was born. I heard him talking. Ho was in
but a drunkard often speaks the truth.
drink
I never told him, I
1 watched him after that.
knew but ho had made me think. I had been
such a fool. Ho is ten years younger than I am,
and I would not bother about settlements, I
trusted him so thoroughly."
The woman's voice broke, and the tears
gushed from her eyes.
Ho wanted to livo in London. After that
night I left him there and came back here.
but where I saved a hundred
I tried to save
ho would spend a thousand. It was always liko
They toll me now
that, until I got desperate.
that he actually talks of putting this place into
the market."
Arthur stared at his aunt incredulously.
" But surely, aunt, you have something to
say in the matter ? I can't understand it all.
thought that you and my
You bewilder me.
that you were
uncle lived on tho best of terms
an ideal couple."
The sick woman nodded her head.
" We never do quarrel. Wo seldom get anyry
wifh each other, for he goes his way and I go
mine. He spends his timo in London, and 1 live
He murried me for what I had, and so
here.
it,"

my

!

—

•

,

'.'

—

;

I

have

let

" But.

him have

my

it."
is

madness

!

I

can be thinking
tell mo that my cousin
about
Why,
Harry is absolutely unprovided for ?
"
what age is ho ? He is at school now, of course?
The sick woman nodded her head.
" Ho was sixteen last birthday," she said.
!

"And do you mean
no

provision

mado

!

.

.

.

He

\

u

looked at her, and waited.help Harry if you could ? " she
whispered eagerly.
" My dear aunt, of course I would ! But what
can I do ? I have a ch'ld of my own. But if you
like I will go and see my uncle, and reason with
"

Would you

him."

"
" That would be of no use, Arthur, but
She paused, and her feverish eyes swept the
room.
" There is no one about ? Where is Ann ? "

.

she asked.

Arthur went to the door, and glanced out
into the passage.
Then he came back to the
sick woman.
" There is no one about," he said gently.
He was going to take his seat again beside
her, but she motioned him away.
" Over there, under the mattress " she said
excitedly. " Go and get it and bring it to me."
"
"
Bring what, dear ?
" The bag ! Quick, before anyone comes in "
Arthur went to the bedside and placed his
hand along the mattress. He could not find
anything for a moment, until he became aware

.

,

which he thought
been thrust along to keep the bed

of a peculiar shaped pillow,
at first had
in shape.

" That is it," cried his aunt eagerly.
He noticed how her frail hands were trembling
as ho watched her undo the wrappings.
Then suddenly she paused and glanced up at
him again.
" Arthur, can I trust you ? " she said again.
" I think you can, aunt," said the young
man, smiling down at her.
She seemed satisfied then.
" Take this then, boy.
It is my savings.

When I saw that my propert/ was going, I
helped to let it go.
I 8ai
uj myself, if I try to
save tho estate, Cecil will get it sooner or later.
He
1 am but saving it for Cecil to waste again.
nover knows what ho spends
ho only knows
ho spends all there is. This is mine. I've
saved it for my boy, but I dare not give it him.
If his father knew he had it, it would all go,
just as mine has, and so I have sent for you.
I should have not
I shall not live long now.
lived as long as I have, if I had not been thinking of my boy.
I want you to take this money,
and at my death this house will come into
your hands.
" It was left to me, and I can leave it to whom
When Cecil, my husband, comes to
I choose.
see me or sends to ask me to sign the papers
but
necessary for its sale, I shall not refuse
thov will come too late for me to attend to. I
shall be gone.
I will make a- will to-night
leaving to you, apparently, this house, but it is
really for my boy.
When he is twenty-one you
must pass it on to him. The. money is for you
to invest for him. and then to keep it tip whilo
You will have
the farms are being nursed.
five years, and my boy will not provo ungrateful,
Arthur.
You will do this for mo for him ?
The sick woman had cluMhed hold of his
hands
her feverish eyes were fixed with u
fierce intensity upon her companion's face.
" But, aunt, I supposo
am stupid, but oven
now I do not think I clearly understand. You
aro going to make a will in my favour, and
.

:

;

—

:

I

dear aunt, this

what uncle
Do you mean to

can't think

sick woman was regarding him steadily.
she saw in his face apparently satisfied her.
"
She uttered the name in a

Arthur

I

dear aunt, I am afraid I don't under" What does it all mean ?
stand,"' ho said.
Tell me all
I had no idea you were in trouble.
about it, and if I can do anything, you know

My

will
" Yes,

"

I'vd_

!

with a sob of

lips

I

many

not so

years ago that I clouted your ear for stealing
the apricots I was wanting for myself."
" By Jove, no, Ann
I rememl)er that
You
were in a tantrum. 1 never knew apricots were
such a little failing with you."
" You were always a greedy boy, Master
Arthur," replied the old woman, as she proceeded to lead tho way up tho bare oak stairs.
The young man noticed that the rich Turkey
carpets and the priceless pictures, which had
given such on air of comfort to the staircase,
had all disappeared.
The old woman threw open n door on the
first floor, and Arthur Weston found himself in
n large, baro room.
It was fitted up with a
hug;, old-fashioned post bedstead and a wardrobe. A few rugs were strewn about the floor.
!

Rae's Trust.

Arthur was bewildered.
"

The

What

tense voice.

'

for

neglected carriage drive which separated the
house from the park.
A flight of six broad steps, dim and dis-

her.

Arthur went forward to greet her, but suddenly he stopped and hesitated.

He could remember the time when the house
had been one of the show-places of the county.
When his aunt, Amy Greystone, heiress in her
own right, had kept open hous* to all her friends,
and there had been lavishness and hospitality
all.
That was before she had married.
The young man reached the moss-grown,

marks upon

" It is monstrous.
Arthur indignantly.
never heard of such a wrong."

Cecil

to tell
for his

mo

that there is"
future ? " cried

-

tins

He

glanced at the pliable leather bag, which

was evidently intended

for

a music case, which

rested on her lap.
it towards him.
a small fortune, and all in hundred
(Continued on u*m 8

She nodded and thrust
" It

is

Pieturi

S/iow,

November

21th,

1920.

DANCING ON THE

Wallace Retd* and Bete Daniels

FILMS.

::

a few of the steps of the Tango
JUST
which Wallace Reid and Bebe Daniels

shew in " The Danoin' Fool " are to be
seen on this page.
In the top left-hand
picture Wallace is asking Bebe to dance
with him. The picture on the right shows
the kick, which is a great feature of most
of the tangoes.
This must be done very
gracefully.

version of the " kick "
ANOTHER
beseeil in

is

to

the left-hand lower photograph. This is very effective on the
screen, but as dancing is very simple nowadays, it would be rather out of place in a
ballroom. The last picture shows the commencement of a new glide.

in "

The Dancm

Fool.

::

—

—
Picture Show, November 21th, 1920.
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never, never be frightened like Jimmy is.
He
told his mother that he wasn't, but I 'saw his

(Continued from

"Manacled By Money.'

-page 6.)

toes all squirmy like in his shoes.
frightened, and I wasn't, not one bit.'
" But what about Gyp ? You have

Bank of England notes,' she said.
" Arthur, tell me again that I can trust you."
Kae of the
Did an intuition warn poor

pound

Amy

she was taking

rfsfc

less
than a month. Are you tired of him
already ? "
" Oh no, daddy. Don't be so silly. I can't
ride a fox terrier, can I ?
And Gyp w^ants tho

?

Arthur bent and kissed her. He was greatly
moved.
" May God indeed punish me if I do not
respect your trust in me," he said very earnestly,
and at that moment he meant sincerely what

pony

The
to bite

in his chair

difficult for the man to refuse her.
the tears were standing in her eyes
eyes so like her mother's.
" Daddy dear, do say yes.
You have only
got to say yes," the baby voice was pleading.
And then as his eyes wandered round the
room, as he strove for suitable words to break
the refusal to her as gently as he could, his gaze
suddenly rested on the bag which lay on the
table before him
the bag which held a fortune.
" It is not mine.
It all belongs to young
Harry Rae," he told himself passionately. But
the baby arms about his neck seemed to be
uttering a protest.
" Naughty daddy.
You must give Jessica
the little pony.
You must, daddy Oh, please
please
please "

and

He went

—

He

glanced at the notes again, and then he
became aware that his hands had gone forward
quite unconsciously and were fingering them.
There was something very fascinating in their
!

slight noise startled him.

Involuntarily he swept the notes into
bag, glancing anxiously around as lie did so.
Never in his life before had he aught to con-

the

life,

be stock," he told himself.
" Well, suppose I say you may have the
pony ? " he asked, turning a smiling face to the

He had led a somewhat lazy, uneventful
except for the episode of his marriage.

Nine years ago he had gone to London for a
holiday, and had been introduced to a little
chorus girl a frail but charming creature who
brought out all that was best in his nature.
He had married her and brought her home.
They had been quite happy, except for one tiny
His people ignored them,
fly in the ointment.

chad.
" You darling daddy "
He was clasped round the neck in a strenuous
!

—

and the

little

wife

had

embrace, and his face was covered with somewhat moist kisses.
" Daddy, good-night
I must go to
ed
now, so that I wake up early in the morning.
I must go
I must get up, mustn't I, daddy f
and tell Jim. And tell his father, too, to send
tho other pony down to us, and not [send it
back."
She was half across the room by now, and
she had quito forgotten to whisper. Her shrill
baby voice was raised high ia her excitement.
" I suppose you couldn't go and let Gyp
in just for a minute, could you, daddy ? "
She
had stopped suddenly and turned again towards
him.
I only want to just breave it in his

fretted.

Arthur had discovered the fact. It had not
him, but after her death ho had
nursed it up against them as a grievance.
The bag was fastened, and lay on the table
before him, when the door was cautiously

As the man looked up, the tense expression on his features relaxed, as a small girl
in her nightdress suddenly peeped round the
door at him.
" May I come in, daddy ? " she said in a low,
anxious whisper, as she gave a hurried glanco
behind to see that she was not pursued.
The father held out his arms, and the little
Creature glided across the room and flung heropened.

ear."

Arthur sprang forward and caught her in his
arms.
" Gyp is fast asleep in the stables. You
would not wake him up, would you ? Tell him

upon him.
Watson was sevon years of age. Her
hair, which was now confined in rag knobs over
her head to fall in graceful curls on the morrow,
sparkled as newly burnished bronze where a
stray wisp had escaped confinement.

self

to-morrow."

Jessica

"

bit angry,

would be."
A dark flush spread over Mary's

Don't laugh

!

"

sho cried indignantly.

" I

don't love you when you laugh.
You always
do that when I tell you what I want.
And it
is:i't funny, daddy dear,
I do want tho pretty
little gee-gee.
I could ride it, and 1 would

face.

As

sho explained to cook afterwards.
" It isn't as if he wore so generous with us.
Telling us to keep on economising, and then
going and buying a new horse. Nothing is too
ho just spoils her. Sho
good for that kid
will bring trouble to him ono of these days.
;

You mark my words."
Cook smiled good-naturedly.
" She is a rare, pretty, little thing.
And if
a man don't spoil his own, whose should ho
spoil ?

eagerness.

"

I may have it.
And ho wasn't a
wero you, daddy ? Mary said you

daddy says

?

hand.

want to go out into the cold
are a bad daddy, but I do love

She broke into a volley of excuses for her
charge, but Jessica interrupted her.
" You said I would not got the pony, but

flushed with excitement.
" I have been trying to get to you, daddy,
for hours and hours," she declared, with her
mouth close to the man's ear, and her warm
little body nestling against him.
"I went to tea with tho Fergusons today,
you know, and Jim has a lovely little Shetland
pony. It is a darling, daddy, and it let mo
sit on
its back.
And there is another one,
just like Jimmy's, and I do so want it,
daddy. I said I would ask you to give it to
Kie, and Jimmy laughed.
He said it would
test lots and lots of money, and he knew 1 could
"
not have it. But
can, can't

Arthur Weston smiled at his little daughter's
She was always wanting something
It was natural, ho supposed.
Jessica patted his check with an eager little

You

waiting.

now

new.

don't

|lrfl

eyes, dark blue with the velvety softness
of the pansy blossom, were large, expressive,
and full of intelligence.
Her skin, delicate as the peach blossom, was

daddy

Yoh

yourself.

you awful much."
She had allowod him to take her in his arms.
Out in the passage an anxious nursemaid was

Her

I,

1

!

troubled

I

!

!

!

!

Harry Weston gazed down at his child.
Never before had he done a dishonourable
action that he could remember, but he had
never been so tempted before.
"She will tire of it, and then I can sell the
pony perhaps to advantage.
After all, it will

touch.

ceal.

was

It

responsibility.

Twenty thousand pounds

child caught hold of the finger and tried
it, while she laughingly carried on the

argument.

over
in his mind the conversation he had had with
Greyleaving
him
She had talked of
his aunt.
stone Manor, in charge for her son, and he
wondered how she would word the will. It
was altogether a strange business, and a great

A

so."

Even now

before him.

him thoughtfully.

me

told

at her.

The Temptation.
until that evening in his study, with
IT the curtains drawn well over the windows
and the door closed, that Arthur Weston
examined the contents of the bag.
He caught his breath as sheaf after sheaf of
notes were piled up on the table.
His aunt had spoken truly. There was a
fortune represented in the crisp bank notes

was not

Arthur Weston leaned back

He

too.

Jessica paused to discover how this information would be accepted.
Her father held up a warning finger.
" Jessica, Jessica," he said, shaking his head

he said.

stared before

He was
had him

'

she said.

J

A

The

FORTNIGHT

Will.

later

Amy

Rae

died.

Arthur was not askod to attend tho

funeral until the last moment.
But ho hod been expecting that, and was

quite prepared.
It was a cold and blustering

day

in early

September, and never had Greystone Manor
looked more desolate.
Already the loaves had commenced to fall,
and under the leaden -grey sky the old house
wore a most mournful appearance.
Cecil Rae had come down the night before
from London, and Arthur overheard him informing the Rev. Mr. Ferguson that ho had already
taken steps to place the property on the market.
He did not see Harry until they all met in
the shabby, dismantled library for, the reading
of the will.
Arthur saw a tall, slight youth, who had the
small, aristocratic features of his mother.
There was now something in his expression
which reminded his cousin very forcibly of her.
Arthur went up to him and grasped his hand.
" Where have you been, old fellow ? " he
asked, in a hushed voice, suitable to the occasion.
" I've been looking out for you ever since I
arrived."
Harry flushed slightly.
" I've been round looking at the old place.
"
It looks a bit of a barn, doesru't it ?
" Yes
but it coidd be made very nice. I
;

suppose you do not remember it in the old
days » " said Arthur.
Oh, but I do. I remember it when I was
little.
I always picture it when I am away
it was then."
Harry spoke feelingly.

just a9

He turned away abruptly. He was abnormally sensitive, and had all a boy's horror of
showing his feelings, and so he avoided Arthur
for the rest of the day.
The reading of the will did not take long.

A Boy's

Confidence.

CECIL RAE became very excited and
MR.angry
when the
was read. Somehow,
will

he had never thought of the possibility of
there being one. There were a few small bequests
to the servants. The sum of ono thousand pounds
in trust to the Rev. Mr. Ferguson, to pay for
Harry's schooling and expenses a small legacy
for the clergyman for his trouble, and five
hundred pounds to the boy himself. Greymil
stone Manor, the contents and all the
surrounding, was bequeathed to Arthur Weston,
tho dearly loved nephew of the deceased.
Mr. Cecil Rae here interrupted the lawyer
with a volume of excited protest, and Arthur
quiotly took his departure.
He had heard all
that he wished to hear. Greystone Manor was,
to all appearance, and as far as the law was
concerned, his property. Only he and his
God knew that ho held it only in trust. He
took his way slowly through the grounds. He
knew that they were neglected, but already in
his mind plans for the restoration of the place
wore forming. He had five years, he told himFive years before he wa9 to pass it on to
self.
the proper owner. Already his hands wero
itching to begin the good work.
He passed
through the kitchen garden into the orchard.
The fruit hung heavy on tho trees.
" This fruit must be sold," he was thinking,
quite unconscious that such a thought had
never entered his mind about his own orchard.
This place was something quite different. It
was left him to work ; to turn into something
like a business proposition.
At the farther end of the orchard there was a
gato which led through to tho homo meadow.
From there ho could get to the road without
returning to tho house.
As he made his way
towards it ho becamo aware of voices the other
side of the high, ovorgrown hedge.
" It is not that I mind him having it so much,
Grace.
It is tho beastly feeling that mother
did not trust me. I was her son. She know 1
loved the old place, and yet sho gives it to him
a man she never seemed to care for."
" I know, Harry, and I cunnot understand it
but you must not think unkindly of
at all
your mother. I am certain sho meant well.
Whatever she did I know she believed sho was
acting for the best."
Arthur had listened to so much, before ho
realised who tho two young peoplo wore.
Then he recognised that the boy was Harry,
and the girl Grace Ferguson, the vicar's daughter
who was about tho boy's ago.
" If she meant well, it is a strange way of
;

I.

;

showing it."
Harry's voice was harsh with pain.
" I can't believe that mother could havo
mndo such a will, Grace. Honestly, now, can
you ? She knew how I loved tho old place,
and how scared 1 was when dad talked of

a
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selling.

always thought sho hung on here

I

But that she should
just to keep it for mo.
actually make that wilt and leave it to that
never
evon invited him
Why, she
outsider.
I've been in the trap with hor,
to the place.
and she has passed him by, just as though she
never knew aim, I never did hear what ha*.
had done, but I guess it was something mean.
He looks like it. Don't you think so ?
" Poor Harry
It is an awful blow, old
fellow, but don't let it make you unjust," said
the girl gently.
The boy threw bock his head with a haughty
'

!

gesture.
" You

must not think that I really mind
very much, Grace," he said, biting his lip to
keep it from trembling. " I shall come in
I don't
ti -night and talk to your father.
mean to waste my time with any more educame
now,
of
it
to
tion.
What will be the use
to let me have some
.noney just to give me a start in life. I shall
go out to Australia that is what I shall do."
" To Australia. 1 But that is so far away ;

inyway

I shall get

?

him

The
"

" Pidlure

The Woman Gives."
(

Snow's

'

Wall unlaw).

THE

eldest

of

the

clover

three

'

(welcome visitor.
In those far

home

returned

days, when he had first
from a preparatory school,

off

had ever been his willing little slavo.
She could shoot and fish with as good results
as himself, and he never knew the hours she
spent in making herself proficient and so
worthy of his notice.

('race

" I know that I'm only a boy," he said.
"

But many boys start earning a living when
they are younger than I am. I have got to
work my way up that's all. I mean to do it,
too," he went on, as he squared his shoulders.
" I shall show them all what I am made of,
and then I shall come back."
He drew a deep breath.
The girl beside him made no answer.
She had stooped to pick the daisies at her
feet, and her face was turned away from him.
She dared not look up or trust her voice.
The idea of Harry going away filled her with
a fear that almost amounted to terror. When
he was at school she knew that she could never
go to him, that weeks would pass, perhaps, and
he would not give a thought to her, but there
was always the possibility. And when he did
come home now there would be no home.
He would go away, and she might never see
him again.
The boy guessed nothing of what was passing

Gu»Je
"

Norma Talmadqe

to P»<fture-goers.

Hkndersox
Gilfil's Love Story."
Bland and Marie Odette (Ideal).

Mr.

AN up

appealing story of an Italian girl brought
lovo
in England, and of her great

Talmadge

sisters in a dramatic rolo as a girl artist
York artists'
in a romance of the
colony. It is a story of the ties of friendship,

New

for

a man,

selfish

and unworthy.

Gilfil,

and shows how a young girl, determined and
unaided, saves a man, body and soul.

her guardian angel, does not keep for long hi*
long-awaited happiness, and the play ends on
a noto of tragedy. Fair production.

" Upstairs."

"A

A

Mabel Normand

White Man's Chance." J. Washes
Kerrigan and Lillian Walker (Oaumont).

(Stoll).

PHOTO PLAY

that will keep you in the
greatest spirits is this film, with Madcap
It tells
Mabel in her merriest mood.
of a girl " below stairs " in a hotel, and her
longings to explore the unknown region " upHer adventures when she does get
stairs."
there are of the true Mabel Normand variety.

THEandlove

and adventures

of a
in Mexico, with the
favourites in typical roles.
girl

a well-told story.

in

" The Dragon Painter." Sessue Hayakawa
and Tsuri Aoki (Jury's).

A

Bessie Love

).

DELIGHTFULLY

acted story of two
the daughters of an old bookThe dinworm, and their love affairs.
appearance of a contract adds to the complications, and a thrilling abduction provides many
exciting situations.
Acting very good.

brought to life
of a young painter

on the screen. It tells
in the mountains and

his wild and at
length fruitful search of his ideal, " The Dragon
Princess." It shows how a love came between
him and his art, and how a ruse was the means
of bringing happiness to both the princess
and the painter. Exquisite in every detail.

AN

Vitatjraph

A
(

legend of Japan

" More Deadly than the Male."
Clayton (Paramount -Arte raft).

Thrilling

between the hero and the villainom
Mexican and effective love scenes are provided

" Over the Garden Wall."

LOVE

white mail
well-known

fights

;

and you are only a boy."
The words had passed the girl's lips before
she was aware that she was speaking aloud.
Harry glanced at her sharply.
These two had always been good friends, ever
His mother
since the boy could remember.
had loved Grace and the girl was always a

WEEK

FILMS OF THE

sisters,

9

" Deuce
(

Duncan."

William

Desmond

*
Western Import).
breezy actor in a fine Western role
Plenty of
dashing, hard-riding cowboy.
rapid action and stirring moments.

—

THE

Ethel

" The Bat."

original photo-play founded on Kipling's
famous line, " The female of the species
Ethel
is more deadly than the male."

Edward Mathe and Mllb.

Stella (Oaumont).

MYSTERY

that ever holds young and old
This drama is written
alike is here.
round a plot in which a man ^s blind
in daylight, but can see in the dark.

Clayton plays the role of a woman-riddle-tigressangel, and plays it splendidly.
There is a
startling climax in this play.

;

—

1

in her mind.

He

down

at her somewhat impatiently.
He wanted her to answer him. It
was at this moment that he became conscious
of the man behind the hedge.
Arthur had stopped to listen. He was quite
unconscious that he might not be' acting quite

glanced

honourably.
Ho was thinking it was a grand opportunity
for him to discover the type of youth his
cousin might be.
He was waiting to hear more, when Harry^
'uttered an exclamation, and when he spoke
again, his voice was raised slightly.
" If you want to interest yourself in our conversation, why don't you come up and show
"
yourself instead of skulking behind that hedge ?
Arthur did not realise at first that the words
were addressed to him, but when a clod was
dropped over and hit him on the shoulder, he
suddenly woke up to the fact that he was dis-

hurried towards the gate and looked over.
"Look here, youngster," he said, "I think
you have said quite enough rude things about
me. I must confess that I never thought you

upon

me

in

this

'avoided me all day,
chance to speak to you
nuarrel.
If only for
willing to be friends."

and

light.

You have

have not ha)A a
but you and I must not
your mother's sake I am
I

;

Harry had flushed a deep crimson.
(Continued on page 18.)

He was

Mary

in

an

artistic

play
scenic

" waterentitled

" Historic
which
Hampstead,"
was
conceived and carried out by Mr. K. C. Spiers,
the well-known journalist who has also the
honour of being my uncle.
(No, that isn't
swank he says he's proud of me !)
Well, in that film I had to crawl out of a
bed of water-lilies with very little on except
flowers. It was lucky I was requested to crawl,
for I could do little else at that time, being
but well, what's less than 1 0 and a half ?
.

;

—

—

A Jammy

MY

Story.

my

second performance was in

daddy's

picture-play, " The Heart of a Rose."
I had " some " part in that
I was only
two years of age, and had to be " on " in a
dozen scenes.
Sometimes I wanted to and
sometimes I didn't, which worried the producer,
Mr. Jack Denton.
But he's awfully nice to
kiddies.
He didn't smack me, though I stuck
his working script so tight with jam that he
couldn't see what came next till the stage
!

—

MY

He

looked

experienie was to

" Testimony."
most recent engagement was a few

flight, his

Interview
Ltftle Joan

Engagement.

first

babe "

indignant and angry with his cousin's
towards himself, which he felt to be

impulse was

Ho was
'

First

MY

second to go

first

forward.
(attitude
[unjust.

My

LITTLE STAR

carpenters got hot water and unsticked it.
I wasn't the only one who got all over jam
there were other children in the scenes all
Mrs. Shufflebottom's children. We started off by
eating cakes and jam very nicely, but by the
time we'd rehearsed the scene umpteen times,
because some child looked at the camera or
some dreadful un-actor-like thing of the sort,
we gradually got so sticky all over that I was
afraid we'd have to be scraped.

covered.

His

A

Her

;

weeks ago

in the George Clark Productions latest screen play, " Testimony."

First Love.

I'VE had a really and truly love letter from
an unknown admirer a little girl in Lancashire who saw my picture in the Picture

—

Show

last year.
In her letter, she says, " I
think you're the dearest, sweetest little girl I
ever saw." Mother and I are keeping her letter,
so that when I grow up I will remember to be
always sweet and dear to other little children.

Little

JOAN MARY,

daughter of Langford Reed.

!

Picture
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Net Curtains and Sunshine.

V'ellow

DUKE lias a
IVYeffects.
When I

wonderful idea of colour
went to have a chat with
she was wearing a
morning
other
her the
delightful
b!ack silk stockinet gown, with
touches of white. The daintiest of black lace
hats showed off the
glint of her fair hair
and the charm of her
delicate feature?.
" I usually wear

dark

colours off the stage, or

when I'm not doing
work,"

film

"

me.

I"

she' told

love simple

and

things,

have a

I

craze for collecting old
oak, not oak with a lot
of carving, but plain
Puritan oak of the
Queen Aune period,

_T|

Duke's rough-haired terrier, is also a star in her
way, and often does film work.
" On a farm in Oxfordshire," Miss Duke told
me, " I've got three horses, some pigs, two
calves, and a kitten, and, of course, I've two
dogs.
If my heart was not in films, I should like
to work on the land, do rough riding, and groom

my own

WENT

to see Mr. Gerald Lawrence the other
evening.
I expect many of you saw him
in the role of Mario Cavaradossi, in " La
"
Tosca
not so long ago. Incidentally it was a
part that accentuated that fascinating musical
voice of his.

I

An

smilingly, " especially
of the old Waterford variety."
She asked me if I had ever tried yellow net

I

curtains on my windows.
They give a sunshiny effect," she declared.
'

From

Fairy Queen to Villainess.

AN

old actress told nie the other day,"
Miss Duke confided, " that there were
not so many good actresses about now
a= in the old days when many were paid about

twelve shillings a week."
" Because," she explained to Miss Duke,
" then we had to play everything from fairy
queen to villainess. One was never allowed to
f r.y,
I'm too old or too young for a part,' she
Imd simply got to make herself do it.
'

"

I

THINK

to the last.
" I was playing the King to Irving's Becket
I always used to look' forthe week he died.
ward to a little chat with him between the acts.

was a strange coincidence that only the night
before he died, he turned to me and said
" 'Just as one is beginning to know a little
about this work of ours, it's time to leave it.'
It

:

A

Strange Coincidence.
immensely interested in British film pro
Gerald Lawrence admitted.
Of course, I think that the producer ha;
the most difficult tasU.

I'Mduction,"
"

comments were

the old actress's

most useful," said Miss Duke, "

I

I

'

Way.

Will There's a

Irving Touch.

ADORED

" In fact,
Irving," he told mo.
worshipped him, and I was equally
devoted to Laurence, with whom I collaborated in the play Richard Lovelace.' When
Irving gave me the parts that Laurence had
hitherto played, the latter never showed the
slightest resentment.
We were always friends

*

Where There's a

horses."

In Picturesque Garb.

and I'm very fond of
old glass," she added

IVY DUKE.

for it's so

He has. to be so careful
to build up each consecutive part of tho
play or the effect is
disjointed.
" Amongst films in

easy to get into the habit of thinking one
ran' ofily play a certain role comedy or tra-

—

(iady.

" Personally,

I

find

comedy

and

difficult,

it's

very trying work for a producer when he find-!
If he'll take
himself up against rooted ideas.
he trouble to get one out of a rut, he's a decided
Mossing to the fortunate artiste who can awaken

which I've played are

i

David Garrick

'

and

'

LA Bunch

bis interest.
" It's a terrible

of Violets.'
film was for

mistake to let people persuade
one to do only one pari all one's life.

My

last

the

Gaumont

The Lowest Rung

a Saint.' By
tho by," he added, " of
course I did
Enoch
Fall

YOU

see I

ShouM

of the Ladder.
had luck," Miss Ivy Duke con-

" All the same, if you start off
fessed.
in a leading part, you've got to be bad
tn l>r> good.
But I quite realise it is best to begin
:it the bottom and work up to the top.
If a girl
aspires to walk on in the films, in the hope of

paining a small part one day, she must keep her
i ye9 open and train herself to be observant."
" But don't you think Cinema acting a gift ? "
I asked.
" It's a question of experience.
One has to
o terribly persevering. Anyone who has brains
1

their

in

and a

head

heart in their body can
get on.

in

'

Tho

of

'

MERCY HATTON.

Arden.'
It was on
suggestion that

my
we

played some of the
scenes where
tropical effects ' were required
in the Scilly Isles.
" We put up at a hotel there, and a few days
after the landlady came to mo and asked
Are you doing
Enoch Arden " ?
When I
admitted that that was the case she said,
Come with me.'
" I followed her through the hotel grounds
to a certain spot noar an immense tree, and
there wo* a tablet which bore words to this
effect
In those grounds in 18G9 Alfred Tennyson wroto " Enoch Arden." "
.Mr. Lawrence told me that he had no idea of
this fact when he suggested the Scilly Isles for
some of the scenes.
'

:

'

'

.

'

'

:

'

Can You Cry

at

Will?
I

DEFY

anyone

to

do

so
without
training," said
" Until
Miss Duke.
you can cry, you cannot call yourself an
artiste."

"When

first

I

started," she laughed,
I had to uso onions
to bring tears to my
eyes,
but the effect
wasn't natural enough.

GERALD LAWRENCE. Not

long ago

I

played

from ten o'clock

in the

mornine until twelve o'clock at midnight, and
most of the timo I had to cry.
" I simply had to work myself up into a state
of

real

stage

I

emotional

grief.

Having reached that

was filmed."

Another Lure.
much as Miss Duke

BUTshe

adores screen work,
has another passion and that is
" Betty," Miss
animals and open-air life.

Mercy

my own

IT'S

name," faughed Mercy Hatton,

when

I was having tea with her the other
" but they used to call me
afternoon
Fiery in the department in which I worked
at tho War Office during the war.
" No, I assure you it had nothing to do with
my temper," she laughed. " It was because of
the red tint in my hair."
;

'

'

Indian Embroidery and an Idea.
and
found
MISSweHATTON
shared one pleasure in
I

that at least

common, and

that was watching other people, but for
the moment I was quite content to look at her.
She was wearing black charmeuse, and a
wonderful charmeuse coat-cape affair, with big,

wide kimono shaped embroidered

cuffs,

and

touches of gold across the collar.
" It was my own idea," she confided.
" I
adoro designing. The gold embroidery
is
It was once a funny little Indian gold
Indian.
embroidered cape.
So if you have such a
treasure, you'll know what to do with it."

Mother

love.

Another stronf scene showing IV1

DUKE, who

takes the leading role.

PlCTrHE

Show Abt

SiH-LfcMK.NT,

Xonmbrr

Zllh, 1920.
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BRITISH PLAYERS.
)UT
STUDIOS. AND GOSSIP ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS.

A

I went to see " Tcsti.
adapted from the novel by Alice
and Claude Askew, and included in Stolt'a

lot.

Miss

films,"

of

"and

me;

Hntton told

in

several

of

Baroneaa D'Orezy's books, and I simply
adore her. She's a dear
"I've played in 'Her Son,' and In the Case

leading

'

Lady Camber for the Broadwest Films.
Also in 'The Romance of a Movie Star,' and
'
In the Sands of Time.' "
Between ourselves I think I might mention
Miss Hatton is delightfully pretty, but she
obviously doesn't mind sacrificing her youth
and beauty to her art, for she plays the mother
in " Her Son," and she also assured me that sho
was not keen on tho "fluffy-haired" heroine
type, but she preferred doing character parts.
'

In Search of a Storm.

MET

Alec Fraser the other evening. He had
come back after some exciting adventures off. the .Welsh coast, where he was
doing film work with the B. & C. Company.
" Knowing that this is the month for storms,"
he laughed, " we set off on a collier to find one.

I

just

But we sailed about on water as smooth as glass,
and beneath cloudless skies for three weeks
without the trace of a storm. Most disappointing

"

'

role.

Rachel Lyons (Man

»»

.'

of

who

have
Lyons Farm,

for centuries

lived at

has

idol in her son

arf

—Gilian (David Hawthorne), and an ideal
that what was in the

—

shall

beginning,

the Lady.

!

Lueinda (Barbara
Everest) lives with
Rachel and her son.
Rachel has trained

the part of a
his blue and gold
uniform, he was going down the stairs of
his hotel one morning to join the rest of the
company, when a lady suddenly rushed up- to
him, thrust her suit-case in his hand, and
" Porter, take this up to room number
said
"
eight
:

!

The Disappointment.

Althea May (Ivy Duke),
THENaone daycomes
as a schoolmistress
city,

" I

!

WAS

one of the

first

British

Y

village,

bewitching

charms,

gown, she fascinates

film work," Mr.
Fraser told me, " in
the days when fifteen
for

a week was
a huge
I've played

of a flower.
But practical Lueinda has been told by
Rachel, " she is to go about more with OHIian."
Lueinda at last, stung to bitterness, says,
" if Gilian wants me for a wife, he'll have to ask
me himself-; besides I'm not good enough for
him " to which Rachel replies
Take this for your comfort no woman
could be."
But Gilian becomes more and more enamoured
;

:

revue

in
le
'

my

;

nest-

nown song
Hullo,

was

Dearie.'

I

was Dick Smith in
'The Wild Widow'
at the Lyceum, and

Boy
I also played in
Heart.' Of
of
I've
course
played in

My

crowds

amongst them being
"

York.'

He's

now

'

born.

of musical comeBelle of

New

The

at work on a film for

the Ideal

Company.

The End

Scenario Editor and Producer.

ONE

of our

Air.

most

Guy

versatile of producers

Newall.

is

Hard work has no

terrors for him.
He lives, dreams, and
slaves for his ideal
that of producing the best
films in the world.
" It was when Mr. Richard Clark and I were

—

stationed at Dover on those nights of air raids,
when the war was over, to
that we decided,
up and make pictures,' " he told me the
'

set

other morning.

M
One in a Hundred.
" /~\XE has to be tremendously

of the Story.
dies, and the gulf widens,. Rachel
old power over Gilian. An uncle.
Reuben Curtis (Douglas Munro), writes and

THE babyher
regains

offers
if

she

May a home
unmarried. Be-

Althea
is

lieving Gilian no longer
loves her. and knowing that Rachel regrets

her son did not marry
Lueinda, she runs away.
A terrible scene follows
when Gilian discovers
his wife has gone, he
blames Rachel, and goes
out into the world to
seek Althea.
Althea is now the
petted heiress of Reuben Curtis; she is flung
into the vortex of

;

particular in
the choice of a scenario.
Hundreds of
books are studied by our readers
during the eourse of a year, yet the percentage
that is selected only works out at one in a

\^

hundred."

The

her mother-in-law. At last her child is
But she has now entirely cut herself
adrift from Rachel.
She refuses a bundle of
old-fashioned baby clothes, because she preferred pretty ones for her baby, not knowing
that they had been Gilian's.
In her agony and
rage, Rachel burns the little garments she had
long cherished.
will of

ALEC FRASER.

'

dies,

—

sympathy.
When Rachel hears of this, she faces the disappointment of her life. Her castles in the air
come crashing to the earth. She has a bitter
quarrel with her son.
At last, however, she has
to give way, but her stern unbending spirit
remains.
Gilian
and Althea are married.
Through many months Althea surfers the iron

considered
salary.

And with her beautv,
and her poppy red
She reminds him

Gilian.

with Althea May. At last, one glorious summer's
day, they discover their great love for one
'another.
Althea lived with a little old maid
named Lissie Emmett (Miss Marie Wright),
who watches love's young dream with wistful

actors to go in

shillings

bred

to the

"

" Hullo, Dearie

GUY NEWALL.

Lueinda to become Gilian's wife, but at the
opening of the story his heart is fancy free.

her

FRASER was playing
ALEC
captain, and rigged in

.

so

remain
Rachel is a hard, just
woman, and rules Lyons
Farm and its inmates
with a rod of iron.

old-world

The Porter and

fj/fk

Rorke), the descendant
of
Puritanical
stock

in

!

afternoon

Eminent British Authors' Series. Tho scenario
and entire production is by Guy Newall. Mis*
Ivy Duke ploys the

The

Fluffy Heroine.
I'VE played in quite a

Fine Film.

other
THEmony,"

Sub-title Habit.

SUB-TITLES

are of the greatest importance," he declared.
"The days of the
commonplace phrases are past. When
describing the intervening period, for instance,
between summer and autumn,
three months
are supposed to elapse,' was quite good enough
"
in old days for a sub-title, but not now
This is one of Guy Newall 's sub-titles to
describe an interval between the seasons
"'
The sickle of time had been to the corn,"
Much pleasanter reading, don't you agree ?
'

!

:

London

social

MARY RORKE.

life.

Reuben wants to marry Lady Letty (Ruth
Mackay). She consents to do so if Althea
marries Cecil Coram (Lawford Davidson). When
Cecil Coram asks her to be his wife, Althea has
Reuben Curtis
to confess she is already married.
She goes back to the farm.
ttirns her out.
Eventually
Gilian is still searching for her.
Rachel's heart is softened, and with Gilian's
and
abiding l>appiness comes to
return, new

Lyons Farm.

Edith XnPEAK-

—

Picture Shoie, November 21(h, 1920.
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Story of

A.

a

Strange

Legacy,

How

and

a

Backwoodsman

I've got very important business in this

WINIFRED

WESTOVER

city,

and I'm needing

a place to board at.
I've

as Caroline.

From what

heard,

one

WILLIAM

HART

S.

Learnt the AfVays of Society.

of

if

I

t

he

hotels

some

coon

will

go to

in big
clever
get ms

Would you
mind taking me as a
boarder, and sort of
sure.

as John.

looking

after

me

?

pay just what
you ask and thank
I'll

you."

of the situation ap-

pealed to him. That
he. Judge Clay Emerson Meredith, of one
of the oldest families
in the South should
be asked to take in
a boarder, and that
hoarder a rough

backwoodsman, was
too funny for words.
But then came the

thought how useful
the money would be.
Judge Meredith
was badly pressed for
money.
arrived in

New

stood outside the station.

Orleans

would have made a good photograph

Tie

for a

" Lost in a Big City."
Picture a man six feet in height with a wiry,
powerful body toughened by toil, and a face tanned
deep brown by sun and wind a strong, handsome
lace, but the face of a child oi nature.
His clothes consisted of rough homespun, with the
trousers tucked into high boots.
In his hand he
held an old-fashioned grip-bag, on his face was an
expression of utter and nervous bewilderment.
.1 ohn
Haynes was just as much out of place in that
quickly moving throng a-s any of the well-dressed
city men would have been in the timber camp from

comic paper, with the

title,

—

which he had just come.
for Hardwood Haynes coming was
contained in a letter he had received from a lawyer,
the
telling him that his uncle had left him a legacy
land, building contents, and goodwill of a modiste's

The reason

—

bllOB.

Haynes had not even
known what a modiste's shop was, and when, by
Until well on his journey

careful inquiry of a fellow-passenger be had learned
it was a place where they sold ladies' frocks and
frills he had thought more than once of turning back.
But doggedness was John's strong point.

that

He determined

to see the shop and then decide
what to do with his strange legacy.
He had the address, and after many directions he
got to the shop.
But when Haynes saw the dainty
and alluring garments displayed in the windows he
stopped dearl at the door.
" Face
" No, I just couldn't do it," he muttered.
them. girls inside with all that stuff hanging like
banners in the breeze ? No, Hardwood, you've got
l o t hink of some plan."
As he waited outside he caught sight of an old
gentleman of a very distinguished appearance
gazing sadly at a window filled with wax models

As the
wearing gorgeous lace-trimmed gowns.
gentleman was about to cuter John Haynes went up
to him.
" Kxcuse me, sir," he said.
"
you arc going in
there would you mind me coming in with you, for I
"
the
courage
to
in
alone
?
ain't got
go
The gentleman smiled, and noticing the backwoods dress of his questioner, guessed the reason.
" Certainly," he said politely.
Haynes stuck to the gentleman as he walked up
to a counter, though the flush of mortification showed
through his tan as he heard the undisguised titter of
He stood behind
the Shopgirls as he passed them.
the gentleman as the latter, producing a paper on
which were written some measurements, asked to seo
a frock suitable for a young girl.
A good many were brought to him, and he at last
asked the price of one.
" .Ninety dollars," said the saleswoman.

U

A Hush passed over

the gentleman's face.
" 1 am sorry I have given you so much trouble."
"
said,
but
1
haven't
got so much money. Could
h
1 ask you to reserve the frock for me till later in the
•

day

?

"

sir," replied the young lady.
they got outside John Haynes suggested a
bewildered, the gentleman consented, and as they stood at the bar Haynes put
forward a proposition that had suddenly leapt to his
mind.
" Yon must excuse me, sir, but I couldn't help
ove hearing what you-said about not having enough
••

With pleasure,

When

d

ink.

mo
"

Somewhat

icy."

That cannot concern you," said the gentleman

st i illy.

" Just

hear

me

out,

please,"

pleaded

Haynes.

His granddaughter, Caroline, was leaving school,
and she had written asking him to buy her a frock
for a party to which she had b.'en invited, and it
grieved him greatly to think he might not be able
to raise the ninety dollars for the dress he had fixed
his mind on.
He looked up at the face of John Haynes.

There was something in it that appealed to him.
" One of nature's gentlemen," he thought as he
held out his hand.
" I will agree to your suggestion," he said. " because
I need the money ,"and also because I feel that I may
be of assistance to you in what business you have to
transact in the' city.
1 feel sure you will never give
me cause to regret taking you to my house."
" You may rely on that, sir," said Haynes.
The Judge then told Haynes his name, and mentioned the sum he would be willing to accept in return

from his pocket.
" And now, Judge, there is only one more favour I
wish to ask yon. Will you allow me to pay one month
1 shall feel more comfortable like if
in advance.
you will."
The Judge knew only too well that It was his
poverty that hail prompted Haynes to make the offer,
"

it.

You have

the instincts of a Southern gentleman,
Mr. Haynes, and I will take advantage of your kindness.
you
will wait for me I will complete the
If
lack of funds delayed."
er
purchase which

my—

—

The Paying Guest.

ANDpaying was

that Hardwood Haynes became a
guest in Judge Meredith's house. By
the time Caroline Meredith came home John
Haynes, under the discreet but careful tutoring of
the Judge, had begun to shed much of his backwoods
He had begun to have faith in himself
roughness.
to accomplish what he had determined to do once he
haj taken up residence with Judge Meredith—show
these city people that It was easier to learn the
conventions of society than it was to wield an nxe.
But when he saw Caroline all his eld shyness
returned.
She was a petite, golden-haired girl, with a fairylike figure, two dancing blue eyes, and a mischievous
so

It

mouth which -reminded Haynes

of a rosebud just
petals for the first time.
just like a hired man in a drawing-room.
But to his great relief, Caroline did not appear to
notice his rough clothes or his awkward manners.
She talked to him about the subject* he knew best,
When she left
the big woods and the lonely spaces.
him John Uavnes heaved a tremendous sigh.
" Gee
But I guess I wouldn't mind being a city
dude, if I thought it would please her."
But, with the coining of Caroline came another, to
whom Haynes took an Instinctive dislike.

opening

He

its

felt

I

He was a young man named Wayn^ Page, a handsome, well-dressed young man, who took little pains
to disguise the contempt he felt towards Haynes
that is, when John was not present.
The backwoodsman decided that Page was a waster,
but he determined to take one lesson from him.
He meant to get some city
He broached the subject

clothes.

to the judge,

tion in her eyes.
" You'll be the lion of the evening, Mr. Haynes.
All the girls will fall in love with you, and the men
will be frightfully jealous," she burst out in her
girlish

way.

John Haynes blushed and grinned sheepishly.
" It's good of you to say that. Miss Meredith," he
said, " but if you knew how I felt. Lcrdy
It seems"

me it I move I shall burst something."
" Oh, no, you'll soon get over that feeling," laughed
" Don't forget you must ask me for a
Caroline.
dance," she cried as she ran off to meet some of the
other guests.
to

The Dance-

HAYNES swelled
JOHNLittle
did he think

it

before a

with pride at her wordswas the pride that went

fall.

At the first opportunity he asked Caroline for a
dance.
If there was one thing Haynes was certain he could
do well it was dancing. Had he not been the best
dancer in the loggers' camp ?
But in the camp it was customary for the man to
dance a reel before taking his part ner, and poor John,
in his ignorance, imagined it would be the same now.
To the astonishment of the guests he shouted out to
the leader of the orchestra
" Say, mister
Can you play Turkey Show a
Leg ?
And when the music began John set off
with a breakdown at a terrific speed.
So sure was he that he was scoring a great success
that he did not hear the giggles of the company
and as he went on not even the loud laughter of those
who could restrain themselves no longer reached his
:

'

'

I

'

;

ears.

He danced till the sweat ran down his cheeks, till
his white tie became undone and hung like a flag in
distress from his limp collar.
Only when the band
stopped did Haynes stop.
Then, as he turned with smiling face to await the
applause, he felt that he could have dropped through
the floor. With the exception of the judge and
Caroline all the guests were doubled up with laughter.
" Idiot " he muttered. " You're sure the prize
!

fool."

for his hospitality.
Haynes took a wallet of notes

and he appreciated

—

paying a dividend for years gave a party.
Haynes was dressed in evening clothes, which
fitted his superb figure like a glove.
Caroline, who was the first to see him as he entered
the reception-room, ran up to him with real admira-

1

The stranger
frowned for a second,
and then the humour

John Haynes
WHEN Hardwood
and

—

One night the Judge who had in the meantime
come Into a decent sum from his shares in a company
which had suddenly begun to prosper after not

and the

latter, who had been wondering how he could suggest
the same thing without offending Haynes, agreed to

act as his adviser.

And when John Haynes was arrayed In city garb
he certainly looked every inch a gentleman.
It was o'nlv when he began to talk that one would
have suspected that but a few weeks before he had
been felling big timber.

there, not knowing how best to get
away, Caroline ran up to him.
" I guess my brand of dancing ain't been introduced
south yet," he said apologetically.
" Never mind, Mr. Haynes," said the girl loyally.
" I liked it, and you must teach me those steps

As he stood

some time."
She placed her arm on his nnd tactfully guided hiu.
to where he could watch the dancing.
And it was
Caroline's hands that re-tied his tie.
Haynes danced no more that night, but he watched
the others, and he determined to learn the society
style if it killed him.
All that night he turned the matter over in his
mind, nnd at last he thought of a plan.
He had seen the manager of his shop and arranged
with him to draw money as he needed it. While he
had been talking to the manager the girl who had
served the judge with the dress came in, nnd she had
been introduced to Haynes as Miss Kosalie Andre.
Incidentally he had learned that there was a
recreation room attached to the shop where the girls
learned to dance, and held occasional parties.
He determined to ask Miss Andre to teach him
dancing, and full of his resolve he visited the shop
the next morning and saw the girl.
He impressed upon her what he wanted, and added
that he did not want any of the other girls to know
he was the proprietor.
" But how shall I introduce you ? " said Rosalie.
" Couldn't, you say I was a poor relation 1 "
suggested John.
" I'm afraid that would not do," replied Miss Andre
with a smile. " I know, I'll say you arc the new
store detective."

she led him through the various departments an I
Introduced him. Haynes thought that some of them
seemed to recognise him, but if they did they said
nothing.

When
number

-

they got to the recreation-room there were a
of girls present, but Haynes was determined

to learn to dance, if the whole world was looking on.
" Guess you'll find this funny, girls," he said, " bo
laugh If you feel that way. Don't mind me."
And laugh the girls did, but Haynes persevered
till, on looking round, he saw Wayne Page in Ut»
'

room.

Then he stopped, and, thanking Rosalie, liegan to
think of getting out before Page could question him.
But by this time the girls lutd become interested in
the handsome stranger, and determined to have a
lark with him.
" Let's rush him in the lift nnd keep it working up
and down," said one. " I'll bet he's never been in a
lift

before."

(Continued on page 18.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF DORIS MAY.

DORIS MAY.
CHARMING

Tke Gifted
ments.

with
little
Doris May
• DougliiR MacLoan in Thomas H. Ince productions,
and whenever we see these two artistes on the screen
we can be quite sure of a delightful photo-play. Their
Doris May and
chief charm is their spirit of youth
Douglas Mac Lean are essentially onejs ideal of a modern
girl and boy.
is

a

co-star

—

(Exclusive to the "Picture Show.")

Star

Witk Many Accompltsk-

Ranging From Music

to

Cooking.

sho thought she could do this l>ost by motion -picture
acting.
Sho applied at the Jnce Studio, and it was Mr.
Inco who finally over-ruled all Mrs. May's objections, and
persuaded her to let her daughter join his company.

The Importance

WHEN

of

Make-up.

May

applied ut tho studio, Mr. Inco
hnvo a tent. Poor Doris
did not know much about make-up, and her
hair was not quite right, so that when the test was run
It does not
off sho came on tho screen looking a fright.
seem possible, does it, whon you think of pretty Doris
*
May ?
Jt :«
Mr. Ince, however, ordered the test to be done again,
and ho personally directed Doris' make-up. This time
she was so successful that she was immediately engaged
to net -with Charles Ray
and now Doris has proved
that she chose the right profession, for she is a co-star
with Douglas MacLean.
These are some of the films in which these two have
" Twenty-Three and
acted
a Half Hours' Leave,"
/
" What's Your Husband Doing ?" " Let's Be Fashionable," " Green Eyes," and " Playing The Game."

Doris

told her that she inust

Mr.

Ince's Persuasive Powers.
wos very much against

MAY'S mother
DORIS
daughter going on
father died

tin's

the

films,

but

when

her

Doris's

sensible little girl felt that she
(ill the family coffers, and

ought to do something to help

Rather shy.

;

:

Literary Ambitions.
would naturally imagine that Miss May
had reached the height of her ambition, but

ONE

no, this little star has other heights which
she wislies to scale.
Perhaps it is not surprising to learn that she
cherishes literary ambitions, since she is the
daughter of Willie Green, a sporting editor, while
her mother was a feature writer on a newspaper.

An

All

Round Sports

MAY
DORIS
read

Girl.

confesses that she would rather
else in the world
but
also an all-round sports girl.
She

than anything

;

she is
loves to go for a morning canter on her mare
" Strawberry," while she is a good tennis player
and swimmer, and not so very long ago she started
to learn golf.
The reason for this was that in
one of the May-MacLean films, Doris had to play
golf, so Douglas offered to teach her.
She also lias a wonderful talent for music, and
is a splendid pianist.

They Knew What Was Good.

ANOTHER accomplishment of this gifted

star
cooking.
During the making of a film
was necessary to have bran muffins.
property man had a difficult task lie couldn't
is

it

The

_J

tz.

—

1

No

nonsense, please

"
I

anybody who knew how to cook them.
Then Doris came to the rescue and cooked the
muffins herself.
They were so delicious,
and a member of the cast happened to taste them
with disastrous results they had very soon all
find

bran

—

disappeared.
The scene that was to have been filmed had to be
delayed until the next day, and Doris had to do
more cooking. The director warned everj'Kbdy
in the company that they must not touch the
second batch, but he counted without " Teddy "
the dog.
Teddy happened to find the muffins
and once more the plate was cleared. Doris had
to cook on still another day, but third time lucky
!

A Short Description of This Pretty Star.
MAY has soft hazel eyes, and very light
DORIS
brown
hair with golden lights in it, and
she is only two inches over five feet in height.
She has an adorable lisp that is most fascinating.

If

you wish to
write to her,

address your
letter

DORIS MAY,
c/o Thos. H. Ince
Studio,

Culver City,
California,

U.S.

A
Appealing,

"

I

must think about

it.
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JOHN PETTICOATS."

KCo

ZTtir

They made a laughing rush at Uaynes, and before
he knew what had happened he w;is in the lift.
Haynes had never been in a lift before, and an unreasoning fear took possession of him. He began to
shout for help, and as the steel cage dashed up and
down, he became really terrified. As he clutched the
latticed steel work of the door he caught sight of
Wayne Page.
" Get me out of this " lie shouted.
Wayne Page stopped the lift, and as Haynes
staggered out he grasped the young man by the hand.
You've saved my life," he gasped, " and if the
time ever comes when f can repay yon, yon can
bank ou Hardwood Haynes to do anything you ask."
!

The

First Suspicion.
Haynes was going out of the shop he ran
into Caroline, who was doing some shopping.
" Whatever arc you doing here, Mr.
Haynes ? " she asked.
John Haynes blushed furiously. He did not care to
tell Caroline that he had come to learn to dance,

AS

-

" I'm shopping," he said awkwardly.
" Surely you don't shop at a ladies' store ? " said
Caroline.
And then, suddenly realising that Haynes was misleading her, and that she was taking too great an
interest in the doings of one who was a comparative
stranger, she gave him a pleasant bow and was'
passing on when Haynes, anxious to put himself

added
have started here as a store detective."
detective!" echoed Caroline, in a tone which
told that she did not think much of Haynes's choice
of jobs.
Then with another bow she left him.
John Haynes walked back to Judge Meredith's
house in a very miserable state of mind.
He had made a fool of himself before all the girls
in the store
had put himself under an obligation to
Wayne Page and he felt that Caroline despised him
because she thought he was a spy in a store.
right,
" I

:

"A

;

:

As he neared the home he saw Rosalie Andre outside the gates.
The girl was evidently in trouble, and
as he got nearer Haynes couM see she had been
crying.
As Haynes moved forward with the intention
of asking what was the matter, Rosalie started to

name was mentioned.

walk away.
Haynes followed

John Haynes was about to tell the whole truth ol
the matter when Page, in a whisper, reminded hin.
about the bond he had given when he had rescued
him from the lift.
No other man, probably, would have regarded hiword as binding in such circumstances, but Hardwood
John Haynes came from a country where a nun'word was sacred. He remained silent, and the

•

her, and as they neared the
landing-stage of the river he saw to his horror that
Bosalio was making for the edge of the jetty. He
started to run, but before he could reach her liosalie
had thrown herself in the water.
John Haynes dived in after her, and after a struggle
got her to the bank.
Rosalie was only semi-conscious and as she looked
up into his eyes and clasped htm round the neck she
said in a heart-broken voice
" Wayne dear. You won't leave me now, will
"
:

you

?

flash the terrible truth came to John Haynes.
Rosalie's lover, and he had deceived
her and then left her in order to marry Caroline.
By this time a number of people had come up, and
Rosalie was placed in a vehicle and taken to the
hospital.
After seeing that she was being well
looked after, Haynes began to think what was the
best thing to do.
At last he determined to tell Wayne
Page exactly what had happened.
He found Page at the judge's house, and without
any beating about the bush, he said
" Miss Andre tried to commit suicide this evening.
Does that mean anything to you ? "
" What should it mean 1 " replied Page in a
blustering voice, but Haynes saw him change colour.
" I mean that you will go to the hospital in the
morning and take a minister with you," said John.
The next morning Haynes went to the hospital, and
to his horror learned that Rosalie had died during
the night from shock following exposure. In a verysad mood he returned to Judge Meredith's to find that
the judge had read the report of Rosalie's suicide.
" I wish to speak to you and Wayne Page about
" Last night I overthis affair," said the judge.
.heard you two men quarrelling, and this poor girl's

In a

Wayne Page was

:

Ah, here he

I

have sent

for

Mr. Page.

is."

The judge repeated what he had said to Haynes,
and then, addressing the two young men, said
:

" I await an explanation."

judge, taking his silence to mean a confession ol
guilt, told him to leave the house.
Haynes's one thought now was to get away from
the city as soon as possible. He went (straight to Ms
shop and, calling the manager got him to draw up a
document making the establishment over as a deed
of gift to Judge Meredith.
While they were thus engaged, there came a telephone message from the judge saying that Haynes
was to return to his house at once.
When he arrived Haynes found that his innocence
had been proved by a letter Rosalie had written to
her mother, in which she said that she did not wish
Wayne Page to be punished, as it was as much her
fault as his.

" Why did you keep silent when you could have
cleared yourself ? " asked the puzzled judge.
John told him about the lift incident, aud how he
had pledged his word to Page, and then he added
" Besides, I figured that you and Miss Caroline
would sooner believe it of me than of the man she is
going to marry."
" You don't suppose, I would allow my daughter
to marry Page after this, do you ? " said the judge.
" I have ordered that man out of the houseV&rKl tie.
will never return here.
But there is something I can
Before all this
tell you which ought to iuterest you.
happened Page proposed to Caroline, and she refused
him. And, sir, if you have not been quite blind, you
might guess the reason."
" I may be slow, judge, but I think I get your
meaning. I'm going to find Miss Meredith right now."
And when, an hour later, the judge saw his daughter
and John Haynes walking in the garden, even his old
eyes could see in .the happy smiles on their faces that
Caroline's answer had been " Yes."
:

U Adapted from incidents
craft

in the

photoplay, jeaturi>\g

John.

-

Parammint-Art6'. Hart an

William

liy permission.)

"Manacled By Money."
—

{Cont

e

JZ 9 :>"""—

_

.

ashamed' of himself, but that fact only made

him aggressive.
" You had no rkdit to listen." he said, eyeing
" You do not seem
his cousin very steadily.
aware of it, but it is simply not done by the
people I associate with."
"You young cub
When 1 want you to

me

teach

"

!

Arth;;r went towards the boy
Harry threw off his coat.

threaterfingly.

"You co bach into the house, Grace. I'll
follow you w hen I have finished w ith this follow,''
he said carelessly.
The eirl glanced with big. frightened eye*
from the man to her companion, aud thou she
spoil away.
Harry rushed forward, and Arthur found
himself in the position of having to defend
hi

m sol
A

f.

sharp blow betwoen the eyes made him
suddenly what he was up ncninSt.

renli.-e

Arthur was no fighter. Harry had it comown way, and nfter a few minutes
Arthur had to own to an i-iuominious defeat.
He saw the contemptuous smile on the boy's
lips as he turned on his heel, and after picking
up his coat, sauntered off whistling in bravado
as ho went.
Arthur picked himself up from the ground.
Ho was furiously angry. Never sinco his boyhood's days had he been so debased.
All the bad blood which had lain dormant
All las good
for years rose up within him.
intoi.tions towards his cousin were swept aside.
" I will punish him for this " he sa:d manevolently, under his breath.

pletely his

!

It did not help matters when the storv cot.
about. Arthur had to hide his bruised foes
from nn inrniisitive world. Even his own

This unusual picture was snapped by an intrepid photographer who climbed up into the beams of the
Goldwyn Studio, while "Fans," the eighth ol Booth Tarkington's " Edgar " comedies, was being hlnieck and
The photograph shows the director telling Johnny Jones and the other
pointed his camera downward.
The whole gives an excellent idea of how the movies are made.
actors what to do.

servants sniggered when they saw the marks
that Hnrry's fi«t hud 'left.
" You be marked, sure, .u'r." the cook bail
taollessly
remarked. And she received ft
month's notice on the spot.
A few days lator Arthur received a letter
from his lawyer.
Cecil Rae was going to dispute tho will in a
court of law.

(Another ip'endid ini:alment

n

•»

•

1

1

:
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THE LITTLE HOUR OF PETER WELLS.
GRANGER— BINGER PRODUCTION.
photo-play, adapted from David Whitelaw's novel of the
THIS
presents a combination of romance and everyday fact that

same name,
somewhat

is

It is tho story of a little Cockney cleric who finds
rare in screen plays.
himself suddenly embroiled in the revolutionary "activities of a small foreign
kingdom. For a little while— a glorious hour of crowded life— Peter Wells
plays a man's part in a world of men, to retire gracefully and somewhat
Tho story is typified by the well-known lines of
heroically at its close.

Dryden the poet
:

*

power,

has
—andpast hace
had my hour."

Not Heaven itself to take
What has been has been

the

1

From the first moment when we ore shown Peter Wells cycling to his work in
interest.
the early morning we follow the adventures of the little clork with
The discovery of the wounded pierrot a late reveller from the fancy dress ball
plunges
our
at Covent Garden— lying behind a crate of oranges in the market,
humble hero into all manner of high adventures. For Peter Wells there is to be
smiles
the glamour of courts, the flash of rapiers, the clash of arms and the
For a short period the little clerk drinks deep at the cup of life, and
of women.
then . . . back to the humdrum existence, an existence to be for evermore

—

sweetened by memories.
book, is also
It is interesting to note that David Whitelaw, the author of the
" Hearts of the
the author of the story version of Griffith's great film spectacle,
World."
,
.
The picture in the top right-hand corner of this page shows ono ot the
Pranco
and
Faroa
Captain
between
play
duel
a
most striking scenes of the
Below Mr. Hebden Foster and Miss Heather Thatcher as the hew King and
'

—

Queen

of Bragalia.

To the

old

King

of Bragalia, dogs are

more important than

his subjects

I
<2

The warning

of revolution reaches the

Convent

of the

Sacred Thorn.

'J

—

—
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SHANNAW

PHYLLIS
IF

you read a novel

in which a girl
of nineteen, with
no previous film ex-

perience, was starred
in her Sreit picture,
and starred with
results
that
such

she literally became
famous overnight, I
would not mind betting the modest sum
receive for tliis
interview, thatyou'd.
put the book down
111

with a snort, re"
hat
marking,
Such
n o nsen se
0:ly
happen
things
SHANNAW. in books Necer in
Photo: Basil.
"
life

W

!

PHYLLIS

!

real

!

—

Yet such things do hfippen sometimes rarely,
1 11
admit, but sometimes in real life. They
happened in the case of Phyllis Shannaw, heroine
of
The Call of the Road," the British film which
created such a sensation upon its presentation
to the Trade and Press, that in twenty-four
hours it was the talk of London.

—

How

She Was "Found."

fame had become an accomplished fact.
She told it with freshness and modesty, for she
very like the sort
herself is fresh and mo:lest

—

;

" palled " with at school
lithe,
with a mop of wavy,
even freckled
reddish hair, blue-grey eyes, and a pretty, but
not absurdly small, mouth.. A thousand miles
from the clinging, sugary -sweet type of ingenue.
" Contrary" to some reports, I had never
appeared in a film in my life when I first cam<- to
t he notice of Mr. I. Bernard Davidson," said Miss
Shannaw. " Only in a little skelch on the halls.
But I had sent my photo in to Mr. Sydney Jay,
the film agent, and it was at his office that Mr.
Davidson happened upon it just by chance,

of girl
athletic,

wc

!

—

IN

!

British public something in the

later,

The Producer's Genius.

despite her determination to " make
good," and the feeling she hail that she
could and would do so, no one is more
astonished at the success of Miss Shannaw's
film debut than Miss Shannaw herself. In fact;
she does not attribute her success to her own
talents at all, but rather to those of Mr. Coleby,

UT

A

assume

a disagreeable or indifferent expression of
Just at the age
faeo from sheer laziness.
when life should bo a joy to them they allow
their minds to resent everything that is not for
And particularly does
their personal pleasure.
this apply to the modern girl, who is always on
the look-out for some amusement. Theso girls
assume a blqsc, stolid expression of countenance
which only belongs to women hardened by
extrome misfortunes and continuod disappointments.
No girl should assumo such an expression.
She may be a
It was not jnit there by Naturo.
little less kind to some than to others in the
way of features, but it is up to each and every

;

!

If

you resent what

gifts

The Beauty

Really Beautiful

charms she

has, be

Adopt a Happy Expression.
a girl looks at the world as her enemy,
IV bocauso everything she wishes for is not
handed out to her immediately, sho will
cultivate a disagreeable expression of features
that will grow harder and uglier with years.
Even though your nose is not just the shnpo you
would like it to be, nor your lips a perfect Cupid's
bow, you can make them appear far prettier
by adopting a happy expression. Pleasantness
Love and
will cover all disfiguring features.

I

of

a

Pleasant Expression

— Ths"~ Picture

Girls Coat.

not only skin deep
it starts at the heart."
An 1
a little thought over the matter will convince
you that his philosophy^Is correct. I No woman
can be beautiful unless her mind is equally
flawless.
So if you would be beautiful, don't
go about with a long face and groan over
every little difficulty that besets your po*h
and worry over every minute trouble in your
life.
Put a bright face to the world, and do
Thus
your' best to overcome all obstacles.
will you acquire a charm and beauty that
is preferable to perfect features and that will
gain for you more frionds and happiness than a
:

you

the

result.

mere

Exert a

features,
to guide

pretty

face.

Remember

|

girl to mako the best of the
they -ever so minute.

!"

JLav Herschel Clarke.

you simply
an unpleasant
be

make

Here's wishing ycu luck. Phyllis

;

will

interested to hear that one of her school
Beresford; daughter of Kitty
Gordon. In those days Phyllis intended to take
up a stage career, and she and Vera (who
cherished a like, ambition), would discuss tho.
possibilities of the profession between tennis sets.
Vera, Phyllis thought, stood a much bettei
chance of success than she did, in view of hei
mother's position on the boards, but anyway
Phyllis toik up dancing, singing and elocution
studies at the Guildhall, and just hoped that
one day her chance would come.
" But since it has come in pictures I intend
remaining in pictures, if the public -will have
me, and have given up all thought of the 'stage."
she told ine.
"I do hot think one can combine
the two. For the present I am continuing
with Mr. Davidson and Mr. Coleby, and my ambition is to do better and better with every picture

chums was Vera

I

have, a scowl droops your
eyes and wrinkles your forehead
while oil possible
prettiness of mouth will be
ruined by its down-turned
corners. " If
don't care,

England."

SHANNAW was educated at WentMISSworth
Hall, Mill Hill, and I was much

!

to b

Picture-

First

she considers " one of the best producers

Remaining in Films,

and

H ow

British Actress

received."

*'
How did you feel ?" I broke in, fired by the
sparkle in Miss Shannaw's eyes.
" Ob, awfully excited
It seemed too good
And yet, although I was without
to be true
experience, somehow I felt I could carry the
part through all right if I were given the
chance I" (Did I say that Miss Phyllis is a very
determined young lady ?)

Facial Expression

her

!

!

countenance
girls

:

How

came a few day 3

in

proved a success."
,**
You must have been very thrilled by its
reception at the Trade show," I suggested.
" My heart was pumping like this." confessed
" I
Miss Shannaw. with an expressive gesture.
felt, awful, not knowing how the public would
receive an absolutely unknown player, and even
when the audience seemed to like me, and the
ordeal was over, I still felt awful, for then the
pressmen came crowding round to ask me
questions, and I didn't know a bit what to
Could only blurt out how glad 1 was to
say
have been given such a chance, and how delighted I was that the picture had been well

"
heroine.
And then
" Then they found you."
" Well, thej- found ray photo." laughed
ss
Shannaw, "and then speedily found me, by
requesting an interview, and next, a film test.
I went to the studio, where J i\as dressed in the
old-time costume of the. heroine, and then had up
for Mr. Davidson's and Mr. Coleby 's inspection.
awful I felt, not knowing where to look or
what to do. especially as they wondered whether,
in the first place, I was tall enough for the part,
considering I am only about 5 ft. 4 ins, and had
to play opposite such a giant as Mr. MacLaglcn,
who is six feet two or three But they got over
that difficulty by piling my hair high on my head,
and after a little more careful consideration, .1
was allowed to go, with the promise that I
should receive their decision as soon as possible.
"

M

Fame

1920.

" Whatever effects he wan ts from on? he brings
out so naturally that the result cannot help being
natural.
I think he is a genius, and I'm particularly glad for his sake that the film has already

—

kindness in your heart will
imprint beauty upon your
face, for your expression
changes with your thought s.

Love of Pleasure.
IT -is surprising to noto how many

in

of a picture

:

picturegoor lias felt thrilled at some
time or other by the performance of one
Perhaps
or more of t he cinema actresses.
her acting was wonderful, perhaps her beauty
was striking
but if you stop to analyse the
matter you will, more often than not, have to
admit that it was her wonderful expression that
charmed and held you most of all. And it is
Beauty is
the same the whole world over.
lovely to gaze upon, but without a pleasant
expression it lacks half its charm.
;

way

which should be a departure fiom t lie type of
film imported from America
something showing a typical aspect of British life in a regular
British setting
and to this end Mr. A. E.
Coleby, who is his producer, as well as being a
fine actor himself, had written the scenario of
" The Call of the Road," but they had not been
able to find just the girl they -wanted for the

THE DRESSING-ROOM.

EVERY

whom

you know, but how luckily for me Mr. Davidson, it seems, had been wanting to give the

It

SHANNAW told me the story of her
MISSmeteoric
rise to fame a few days after that

The Nineteen-Year-Old"

Who Won

27th,

I

Little Effort.

HAVE

heard crowds of

bemoan

girls

the

_

The Picture

fact that thoy arc not,-*'

beautiful

;

yet

they do

is

printed in check pattern and show the
combination of a couple of pretty colours.
Fawn backgrounds, for instance, with brown
blue, or mauve stripes running through them,
while a background of grey
are delightful
holds an immense amount of possibility in the

Perhaps

they resort to powder and
cosmetics for the beautificat ion of their appearanco.'but
thoy entirely forget that
such applications cannot bo
expected to alter their
appearance to any great

,-

way of coloured stripes.
The Picture Girl has a very smart

coat ol
beaver-coloured cloth, with an overcheck ol
brown and mauve, and so that the effect of the
fabric shall not be lost she has chosen a simple
design for its making.
The coat is arranged with front and back
panels, cut in with the basque parts, and-joined
The fronts turn back ty
to the Magyar sides.
form revere,, and join to a large collar.

extent. Comploxion camouflages are very* helpful, but

thoy will not do everything.
Ploasant thoughts, a happy
disposition, and the desire
to please others, imprints
itself upon the features as
well- as upon the mind, and
goes very, very far to
beautify an othorwise plain
*
face.
As a well-known
cinema star remarked, only

the other day

:

" Beauty

is

Girl's Coat.

a distinct charm about the newest
THERE
blanket -cloths, especially when they are

w

not in any wny ondoavour
tomake even the best of

themselves.

that Nature gave you your
and that she also gave you the mind
them to beauty or ugliness.

No. 28,455.

PAPER PATTERNS of this coat can be
little wrap coat
obtained in 34, 36, 38, and 4U inch bust sizes tor
fawn blanket cloth, one shilling each - Postal Order made payable
checked with brown and to the PICTURE SHOW -from the PICTURE
mauve, specially deDept., 291a, Oxford Street,
A

smart

ot

signed by
ot

HOME

the

Editress

FASHIONS.

SHOW

Pattern

London, W.

1.

A Dresser.

-

ricture Show, November

27</»,
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laQHEL MYERS
r\\o

IT

might be said

Cried her "Way

tliut

beautiful Carinol

to

Fame.

Myers cried

herself to fame.

D. W. Griffith, tlio famous producer, asked
she would like to act for tlio pictures under his
direction, she gazed up at him, nnd her lips Ijegan
She was so overcome because she realised
to quiver.
that (ho big c-hnnce which comes to most people onco
in a lifetime, had come to her, that she burst into tears.
It was a strange thing that later on, when another
director wanted her to cry for a film, sho just could not
do it until she ran to her mother, and told her that sho
simply couldn't cry, and then and there the tears began
to flow.
Her mother immediately pushed her back in
front of the camera beforo they ceased to flow once moro.

When

lior if

Fond

of Motoring.
Carmel is very fond of motoring, and it is said that at
her home the chauffeur has a very easy timo, because
Miss Myers nearly always insists upon driving herself.

A Few

of Her Films.
Carmel Myers is one of the most versatilo screen
You may have seen her in some of these
artistes.
" Sirens of the Sea," " The Dream Lady," " A
films
Society Sensation," " The Haunted Pyjamas," " The
:

Little Wliite Savage."

:

Picture Show, November 21th, 1920.
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CHARLIE
CHANGEABLE
A

Superfluous Hair Vanishes

— Never

Personal Impression of the Great Comedian.

to Return.

FOR THOUSANDS
OF WOMEN.

HAPPINESS

that

A remarkable experience

befell

a

British Officer in the East has led to the disclosure of a secret Eastern remedy of vital
interest to all who take a pride in their

personal appearance.
Major Hudson, whilst on Active Service in
India, was instrumental in saving the life of a
famous Hindoo philosopher. The Hindoo,
out of gratitude, and thinking that death was
about to overtake him, imparted to the gallant
Major a closely guarded recipe for removing
all trace of superBuous hair from the arms

and

face.

After a great deal of trouble and expense
the various ingredients were obtained and
compounded, and the resultant preparation

proved wonderfully efficacious.
Mrs. Hudson, the wife of Major Hudson,
was the first English lady to benefit by the

has

marvellous hair-destroying properties of this
recipe, and is anxious to impart the secret to
aH who are afflicted with hideous growths
of superfluous hair.
Fill

up the coupon below, and

full

par-

ticulars will be sent in strict confidence.

FREE COUPON
enclose three
hair.
I
to cover cost of postage.

superfluous

FREDEKICA HUDSON,
Sect. G.4,

9,

:
:

Old Cavendish Street, London,

good many people labour under the imthat Chaplin is rather an ignorant

sort

He

of

fellow.
is
his knowledge

eutirely

self-educated,

would shame many a
been through public school
He can talk on any subject,
and college.
and talk well. This surprised me, for I had
been led to believe that he was shy and rather
He has rend every book worth
inarticulate.
reading, and confesses that he does not care
for Beethoven interpreted by a French orchestra.

and yet

man who

has

\V. i.

other day he showed me a picture
had recently purchased from one
of America's leading landscape painters.
It was the most exquisite nocturne I have
ever seen on canvas two ghostly poplars
against the soft grey* of a moonlit sky.
"Isn't it beautiful ? " he said. "It's so quiet
and peaceful, it makes yuu want to whisper."
And I thought at the time no art critic, however eloquent, could have
conveyed the atmosphere of
that exquisite picture in
more suitable words.

—

ADDRESS
Address:

A

pression

lie

NAME
:

branch of knowledge to become an intellectual
obsession.

TUB

HUDSON.

penny stamps

:

His Gift of Expression.

Please send me free information and
vour confidential instructions for banishing

first

description of the meeting runs something liko
this
" I

was ushered

room, and found

his

into

him with another gentleman, discussing hia
He loomed before me, larg-j
new picture.

me

and impressive, and greeted
minded sort of way,

—

in

an absent-

" Mr Chaplin ah, yes
Wonderful success
!'
you've had yes, wonderful
" Then followed some vague sweepings of
the arms, and I found myself involved in the
possibilities of witches and wind-swept heatli-s.
Just as suddenly lie broke off, remembered
an appointment with Griffith, and murmured
something about his little Iris entertaining
me till his return. I am fond of children, but.
when a young lady about six feet in height,
very modern and self-possessed, suddenly
dawned on my vision, I nearly eollapspd."
I think Charlie enjoys telling these storios
every bit as much as his audience does listening
to them.
'

!

;

1

'

To Write a Play.
ASKED Chaplin

the other day whether
the rumour was true that he contemplated
a visit to the Old Country.
"I'd love to see it again," he mused; "but
1 want it to be something definite
if I go.
Truth to tell." he said,
that calls me there.
with a little touch of shyness, " I want to

I

and I want to produce it in
England."
Yes, he owned, he'd long been cherishing
the thought of \vriting a play a really serious
play on a deep psychological problem.
" I've been carrying the idea about with
me for over two_ years now," he said ; then
" Tunny sort of psychology tha f
laughed."
Strange, isn't it !
would turn out to bo
growing thouchtful again in a
lie reflected,
" We always want to do the thines
minute.
we were never intended to do and we're never
satisfied with our own little gift. I shall never
I'm too restless,
write that play, you know
write a play,

—

!

;

For immediate use only.
To MRS.

chats I had with Charlie
IN Chaplin, I remember him saying
'"
Tho trouble with me is that I am so
changeable."
This explains to a great extent the puzzled
bewilderment of so many who have met him.
They find it so difficult to reconcile the Chaplin
they think they know with the Chaplin other
people have met, or, what is often the greater
puzzle; with the many different variations
of Chaplin they have encountered in print.
Yes, Chaplin is changeable ; but change
spells progress, so I think he has little cause
to bewail the fart.
His inherent restlessness,
his eager enthusiasms, his quick receptiveness
urge him on an eternal quest of fresh impressions
and wider knowledge. Thistype of self-education
tends to make of a man either a genius or a
wastrel.
The ultimate result depends entirely
upon the man himself and the use he makes
of his powers of selection. The whole of Chaplin's
eager quest of knowledge is a passionate desire
to understand the meaning of Life and i'-3
relation to his fellow-men.
The sure instinct that guide3 him in hU
erratic pursuit o f knowledge, in a flirtation
with some new hobby or intellectual " divertissement," is, in his ease, a vital and characterbuilding quality, inasmuch as it has given him
wider interests and a broader outlook on life
and humanity, without ever allowing one

one of the

:

;

too changeable, and
™

even write

— oh,

well, 1 guess I can't

!

One of these days
is still climbing.
attain that summit to which every man
"
we
view
the world and
which
from
aspires;
find it is well-designed."
And then he will give us that play.
Chaplin

he

may

Elsie Codd.

I have waxed discursive
on the suhjeet of Chaplin's
mentality, because it is an

THE NEW PATENT

aspect of his character that
deserves appreciation, since
he fundamental
it is one of
I

Beat

SOUND DISCS
nnpletely overcome

HEAD

DEAFNESS and

NOISES, no matter of bow longAre the same to the ears as

standing.

glasses are to the eyes.

Invisible,

Worn months without
comfortable.
removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

THE

A.J.

WALES

CO., 171,

NEW BOND

ST..

LONDON.

W.l.

SHORT?

'ARE YOU

If so. let the Glrvan System help you
to incieascyonrtoelght. Mr.BrifTBsrepoiUO inches increase ; Driver K. F..
3 inches j Mr.Katel iffe,4 inches Miss
L-dell, 4inebes; Mr.Ketley. 4 inches.

secrets of his success.

It

would, however, be altogether wrong to leave the
impression that he is some
" high-brow "
of
spccie9
pure and simple.
Chaplin may have the
mind of a restless philosopher, but he is essentially
a boy at heart. Kvery boy
born mimic, and
a
is
Chaplin, in a reminiscent
is the most dcliahtful
raconteur in the world.

mood,

;

Charlie and Sir Herbert
Tree.

This system greatly improves the
health. figure, and carriage. Send
penny stamps forfurther particulais
and £100 Guarantee to Enn/.iiiy
Dept. C.T., 17. fctioud Green Koad,
London. N.4.
:t

mm

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

^he

HIS

g£

'"Picture Show.

description

of

his

meeting with
Sir Herbert Tree is

first

one of his favourite stories,
and I shall always regret
that it enjoys so restricted
At tlint time
a circulation.
Tree was in Los Angeles,
collaborating with 1>. W.
Griffith

of

in a screen version

" Macbeth."

Chaplin's

change leads him to ride a velocipede, although he
looks far from happy on the shaky machine.

Charlie's desire for

—
J'ivtare

to

Xoitirbu- 2~lh, 1920.

Kfiolf,

FINDING FAULTS IN FILMS.
koKmcI that just, before Mftr. Lippott had
forced Judy- in " Dadity Long-Lc^H "—to put
her finger on tho stove when she turuod round
speak to the chitdren, she rested her own
t-o
Stand on t lie stove—-on. awarded to Mi<s Iv E.
flarkcr, Sit, King-ila-'id Road, l'laistow, K.I a.
I

KYE.
ONE LOV J3LY~ TtLACK
" the villain of the
In " Tlie Uentlenian Ruler
piece is seen, tho day after a fight, with u block
eye.
A few hours later, lit an office, the bhy.k
eye has entirely vuiishorl. Did he use vanishing
cream? 5*. awarded to Miss M. Lontbardinj,
I 3,
Newbury Ruildings, Spring Road, Boure.oinouth, Hants.
T

—

In the first episode of the serial, " Lightning
JJryee," a coach ts supposed to rush along a cliff
without a driver, but tlirough an opening in
the vehicle two hands could plainly bo seen
guiding the horses. -3s. awarded to Miss
B. Sutton, f»8, Albert Road, X. Woolwich,
l&Sex, K. 10.

Sahara.'' featuring
J "noticed in the lihn,
Louise QTatim, that during the terrible Band
storm in the desert, when the tents were being
blown about and the people unable to stand,
that the trees tit the background wi re .standing
'

upright with not a leaf astir. 6e.
uworded to Miss M. 1'. Lawrence, 1», (lisburn
Jtoad, Hotcnsey, X.8.
perfectly

|

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

<

<

ItaAaAAAMAA'aAAaAAAAai
\Y/UKKR TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOCRITK

VV KIL.M STAR. — You are kindly requested
xot to ask for any addressee liy po.-.t, owing to the
Dumber pf other queries that have to be
mswered. If you wish to coiniiiunicate at mico
with any artiste not named below, write jrour
putting the name of the star on the
Letter,
envelope, and enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to
the Editor, The Picture SHOW, Room 86, The
Lond'ui,
Street,
Farrinydon
KIcetway
House.
E.C.4., and it will he forwarded by the next mail.
It the letter weighs more than 1 nr.. it will require
an additional Id. stamp for each extra ounce. Sm.'i
letters cannot he specially acknowledged by the
Editor. Remember always, when writing to artistes,
to give your full name and address, including the
name of your comity and country, and mention the
It
Picti r.B Show to ensure the safety of a reply.
must be understood, however, that we cannot
guarantee that such letter will be replied to.
I'iease keep these addresses for reference.
Marios Davics, Marion Davics Film to.. Inc.,
811, Longaere Buildings, New York City, U.S.A.
car^'c

There's a fascinaabout every-

tion

Light,
cakes,

always eagerly devoured. And
it is good economy too when you
can be sure of uniform, wellraised results.
" Raisley " is

always associgood home-baking
because it is simple and effective

•

ated

Sessvk Hayakawa, care of Haworth Picture*
Cnrpn., Hellnian Buildings, Los Angeles, California,
I'.S.A.

with

in use.

Marjorik Uaubeai'. rare of Robei tsor.-Cole Co.,
Broadway. New York City, U.S.A.
Lionet. Harry more, Violet Hemixo, care of
Famous-Lasky
Studios,
Hollywood,
California,
J

thing made at home.
wholesome, home-baked
scones and pastry are

MM),

U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)
Eive shillings will be awarded lo the sent'er of
-every " Fault " published in the PICTURE
SHOW. If we receive the same " Fault ". from
two readers, and we think it worthy ot a prize,
this will be given to the one which reaches us
" Editor," Film
first.
Address your postcard
:

Faults,
Sijuarc,

PICTURE SHOW. Cough

House, Cough

London, E.C.4.

THE

BIG

THREE

Formerly known a* Pttstey Flout;

!

1/1, 6}d. and 2JdL per

THE "PICTURE SHOW,"
THE "BOYS' CINEMA,"
THE M GIRLS' CINEMA."

pkt.

Pain
No More
IN

YourDailyLife
There i» hardly a tome hi the world
where pain does not occur frequently
someone suffering from an attack of
Neuralgia, Headache, Rheumatic Pains or
any of the painful minor ailments that
attack the human body. Think what it
would mean to be able to rdieve every
sufferer in your home
And" here is a
simple remedy that banishes pain in a
I

!

few minutes. To prove this astonishing
claim we will send you

A FREE TRIAL
PACKAGE
of Anlikaiunia Tablets.

Many members

of

the

medical pro-

from every part of t he world report
that Antikauinia Tablets never fail to
give relief from the pains of Rheumatism,
Headache, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Toothaelf.and women's aches rw<l pains. There
arc no unpleasant after-effects from
taking Antikamnia Tablets, which are

"

fession

Good

night,

Colgate's really is

"Drop

why
jolly

Tony — don't forget to brush your
some Dental Cream, isn't it }

using that slang,

silly

!

You mean

—

I

,

Tn 2

CkUdren
$!fP|!i$£

s

Newsj>af>er

Every Frtday

-

2d.

$$%W>%$

fhis

top-hole, so

—

you say top-hole ? And don't be a swank you know
well I've never needed telling since we've had Colgate s."
can't

entirely harmless.
Test these claims for yourself :-cu«J your name
ami address on a postcard to the A'ltikaiiuua
Tablet JVpt. (A7S), 40. Uolboru Viaduct,
London, K.C. aii'l you will receive a genorouj
trial package ami an interesting book containing medical evidence free of charge.

it's

teeth,

SolJ by

COLGATE & Co. (DeP t.<0),
Established 1806

46, Holborn Viaduct,
London, E.C.I

all

and Stores,

Chemhtt
price
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Her

hair is blonde, and her eyes are blue, and her
is 5 ft. Z in.
She was born in Ystad, Sweden,
and went to America in 1907. Her screen career was

height

"

started four'years later.

—

If

you want to know anything about Films or Kim Playerj
RUSHING THE FILM.

while, I offer you willingly this little piece of information about him.
His name is John Gliddon, and

are times when the failure to enjoy a film
THERE
entertainment may not be due to the quality of

who played as Kenneth Wayne in " The
Sands of Time." Two other pictures of his are :
" The Temptress," and " The Dawn of Truth."
His

'twas he

the pictures screened or the manner in which
the programme has teen arranged. For even a good
picture can be spoilt, and a poor one made seemingly
worse, by rushing it through on the screen at a speed
which renders any appreciation of either utterly
It is one of those old grievances of which
impossible.
the public still has cause to complain, though there
should be no reason fcr its existence at the present day.
recent instance is that mentioned by a corresporfdent who visited a West End of London picture theatre
the other night during the last showing of the programme. It struck him, he states, as though the
operator's main desire was to rush through each
Scenes
picture as quickly as he could and get home.
were flashed on and off the screen so quickly that
they merged into one another before there was time
for the audience to grasp the connection between
them. Several of the sub-titles were treated in the
same way. One picture, " The Canyon Hold-Up," a
Western drama, depicted towards the close of the
story the chase of the villain up a steep and rugged
incline.
But the speed at which both pursuers and
pursued were shown clambering up its surface would
have been humanly impossible in actual life. Another
correspondent from Salisbury touches on the same
" Who is to blame," he asks, " for pictures
point.
being shown too fast ? The other day I saw an otter
hunt in which the people were shown as walking at
least ten miles an hour ; while an old man of about
seventy, who was following, was tearing along as if
he were seventeen. In fact, the whole programme
was shown too fast."
Apart from
It's a pity these things should happen.
the fact that the enjoyment of the audience is spoilt,
the attempt to make the incidents in a picture real is
destroyed by introducing an absurd rapidity of action
when screening them.

height

"

in "
'

1

1

:

;

twenty-seven; Vivian Martin was born in 1898;
Tom Mix. aged thirty-nine, is married -to 'Victoria
Fordo; David Powell opposite Billie 'Burked in
" Gloria's Romance " and
The Make-Believe Wile ":
Henry Edwards does hot state in what part of
Weston-super-Mare he was born ; Fliigrath Ms the

name of Viola Dana and Shirley Mason ; Roland
Bottomley in " The Neglected Wife."
" Pat " (Newmarket).— Are you thinking of " The
Secret of the Storm Country " ? If so, Norma
Talmadgc was the heroine. Yes. Raymond Bloomer
was in " The Woman of Impulse," and other plavs of
his are: " Out of a Clear Sky," " The Prodigal Wife."
and "The Belle of .New York." He was born in
Rochester. New York, is of dark complexion, and is
ti
ft. in height.
Glad to hear your favourites nave
real

-

replied.
D. S. K. (Billfold).
film knowledge leaves
•

-

—Your

insatiable

thirst

:

—

(

D. B. (Hastings).—Clara Weith was the star in the
film " Scaled Lips." bill 1 cannot find any other nami
mentioned in the cast. In " Think It. Over," Catherine
Calvert was Alice, and Uncle Henry whom -lie
in irried in the picture was Richard Tucker.
"
" Cei ll.OY "
That
Kiss
(Wynberg). " Oh.
-

welcome to it.
" Patience " (Birmingham).— If you. good reader,
with such a precions virtue will look through your
back numbers again, you will tind that Grace Gunard
-

—

-

.

In "Trey o' Hearts,"
featured Suzanne Grandais.
Cleo Madison and George WatMns were the leads,
while in " The Lone Wolf " Hie chief parts were taken
Of the ladies you
l>3
Berl Lytetl and Hazel Dawn.
mention, there is only one who tells us her birthday,
namely, Gladys Cooper, on December 18th.
Vou apologise for asking only
Hi K. (Heudon).
two questions. Why. there are some folk who ,-i-k
about twenty-two, and then seem filled with regret
But. I. live
that they cannot thhfk of any more.

has never been stated in this paper jis "Francis Fordls
wife.
Grace, in fact, is already Jilarfled to Joe'Moore.
Perhaps you were thinking of some film ? Warner
'

Gland was the villain in " Patria." Lillian McCarthy
was opposite Matheson Lang in " Mr. Wu," but the
other part

is not njentioncd.
" sciittik " (Inverness).— Pleased

page interests you so much.
the artiste you ask)

in

meiits."

the film version of " The' Garden of Allah," was bom
Jack Dean, husband of Fanny
in San Francisco.

You

j\ill

trie.

bo know this
Raymond Nye was

(i.

itbflut in'".

liud the

corn

Broken Coinmand-

et

ages of the throe

Talmadgc Sisters given in their interestiiig life story.
>nce upon a time someone told me a fairy tale— which,
alas
I Relieved^ -that' Natalie was the youngest.
Kui tlrAt is really Constance's place, for Natalie comes
"
next to Norma.
" Ansa Q." (Bournemouth).— Pray seek not my
pardon, for, what would 1 do if it were not "for curious
Atmu Q. Nilsson is married, but her
folk like you.
<

in 1880.

!'.
S. (Royton).- -The part of Mary Dawson in
" Jilaekie's Redemption " was taken by Alice Lane.
('. S. H. (Stroml Green).
Write to your favourites.
You may have some luck in that. way. Eileen Sedgwick is the wife of .T. H. McCloskey, and Eddy Polo
is married to Pearl Grant.
Yes, Eileen Dennes is
P. A. M. (Great Grimsby);
English, and was hi musical comedy for some time
before starting her career on the films. The part of
iid Kill in " The Better 'Ole "
tak.-n by the late
Charles Roek.
" British Film LOVRS " (Carlisle).— So you don't
think that Gregory Scott, with such delightful dimples
as he has, ought to take a villain's part.
I hope he
will think that over for the .sake of his.dimples.. He
was Reiit Gordon in "Tho Great Coup,", and tinonly other names in my printed east are those of
Pobpy Wyndbarrj as Kate Hampton^ Cameron Carr
(Richard Floxton), and Stewart Rome (Squire
Hampton). Yes, Doris Stay was formerly Doris
Lcc, and at a much earlier period in her life she was
known to friends and relations as Helen Garrett.
This young lady is now eighteen, and is the possessor
of brown eyes and golden hair.
Gladys (Croydon).— You could write t.o your
favourite by following the instructions in the Personal
Column, even if you do not find the addrss. Mean-

!

—

•

,

—

husband's

name has

hot been revealed' to

me

as yet.

:

-Abrams).
J. L. (Swanage).— It was William Dyer in " Early
to Bed," and he is evidently one of the retiring sort,
for I cannot get out of him as yet the information you
want. I will have to wake him up.
E. J. H. (Exeter).
You have seen seven o£ Jack
Holt's pictures so far.
You have not done so Glad.
I give you these at random, as I do not know which of
" The Woman Michael
his films you have seen.
Married,"
Treasure Island," " A Sporting Chance,"
" The Woman Thou Gavest Me," " The Call of the

—

East," " The White's Man's Law,"

" The Honour

of his House," and " The Best of Luck."
He was
born in Winchester, Va., but docs not state, his age. ;
"
"

Lillian (Tooting).

— So

The Right Element

just outside your own house.
1
sorry I am unable to tell you just now when it
will be released in your locality.
Evelyn Nesbit has
appeared in the following, among others : " Her
" Redemption,"
" The Woman Who
Mistake,"
Gave," and " I Want to Forget."

was partly filmed

am

—

Nessie (Edinburgh). What has set you imagining
that such articles as " Hints to the Engaged Girl,"
I am glad
etc., are likely to appear in this paper
you like it, though, and you will tind it will improve
with age. Jack Ho.xie is an American, for he was
born in Oklahoma, and his age Is twenty-four.
Harrison Ford was born in Kansas City, Mo., in 180::.
B. R. (Wynberg). Photos of film artistes who are
dead would be of no general interest now. Besides
which, there are so many living ones to be considered.
Yes, Katherine MacDonald and Mary MacLaren are
MacDonald is the tatter's real name. Cullen
sisters.
Landis was opposite Mabel Normand in " I'pstairs."
When you see tho artiste-'
A. K. (Whipps Cross).
lips moving on the screen, it means that they have
production of the picture
spoken
during
the
actually
as required.- You will notice that it is often possible
words
by
their lips.
formed
tell
the
to
"Fj.lFFY" (Reading). You find by reading this
does the thinking
always
somebody
else
page that
for vou by asking the very questions you thought
you a lot of
saved
me.
Well,
that's
of sending
postage, hasn't it ? Charles Bryant never told me
is 6 ft. 3 in.
height
His
America.
what made him go to
He has no children, as far as 1 know.
" TISH " (Harrogate). Don't Ik> terrified, " Tish."
You appear to have read the rules (there arc only two
•mall lots, one above and one below these answers
The only folk who don't read the rules arc
all right.
those who impress it on me that they have taken in
So
this paper every week since it first came out
vou like Milton Sills. " The .Claw " "The Savage
Woman," and " The Wild Cat " are three of his
pictures; and hi< wife is Gladys Wynne.
Peggy llyland i> now acting
1). K. (Wimbledon).
contract
for Samuelson's in this country, and her
with Fox wa- ended some time ago. She does not
'!

—

—

—

—

I

:

disclose her age.
G R. iDefhi). -You have, got me a few more
more luck
readers.
I thank vou. and wish you still
yet.
I haven't turned grey-haired
in the same line.
ot hnirsamples
IfT do, sonu body's sure to send me
dve whirji 1 don't want. Helen Holmes is twentyG. M. Anderson (Broncho Billy) is now
seven.

.„,._.

producing.
1
" Wt'FFlE " (York).- That second him of yours is
vorv old, but if it is possible to discover it
following,
"
The Birth of a Nation" the
lii
1 Will
took part ; Mae Marsh. Miriam Cooper, Constance
Talmadgc, Henry Walthall. Lillian Gish, Robert
Harron. Josephine Crowell, Frank Bennett, Marjone
Wilson, Bessie Love, and Seena Owen.
•

very

(More answers next ueeh.)

*>

—
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*
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Monday by the Proprietors, THE Amalgamated Pkkks, I.IM
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, Loudon, E.C. 4. Reaistored as a news
la/- per annum 0/0 for 6 montln single copies, 3d. Sole agents for
•
aud New Zealand Messrs. UounoN & Goich. Ltd. and
;

or,

dramatic, vivid tale of a beautiful English girl in the power
East.
of a revengeful Chinaman, and her terrible ordeal in the
1
Do not miss the opening chapters in TO-DAY S

A

Printed and published every

Inland and Abroad,

N

—

m*

1

Otlices,

for

me

gasping.- Each -letter of
yours seeks information about so many different
plays and players that I never. know where to start
first.
You had better get one of the trade papers
if you wish to know all about the new films you men-,
tion.
1 am sorry I have no information respecting
them at the moment. Some Of Mary Miles Minter's
" The Eyes of Julia Deep." X Social
pictures are
Briars," " The Ghost of Rosic Taylor," " Wives and
Other Wives," and " Rosemary Climbs IJie Heights "
You ask me to tell you who. in
J. B. (Lichfield).
my opinion, is the more beautiful of the two. Pea ej
.White or Knth Roland. That is rather a. delicate
ta.-k, so I think 1 will leave It- to' you.
The, ca-( of
" Dangerous Waters " which so appropriately follows
your first question) is: William Desmond (Jluimie
Moulton 1, Marguerite Do La Motto (Cora Button),
Arthur Carcw (Victor De Lara), Beatrice La Planto
(Nanette), Ida Lewis (Mr?. Burton).' Walter Berry
(DJnny O'MoorO, William P. De Vault (Judson).
Chrissic White has golden hair.
Sorry I am- unable
to oblige with the other information or you would be

:

Washington

;

1

an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

in

the Children Pay " Teddy Sampson opposite
in " Fighting for iold "
atlierine Calvert
Mary Pickfoid
of Catherine Bush "

The Career

is

letter requiring

Ward, was born

And

Tom Mix

,

Helen Ware, who appeared

{Clifton),

Two MARYS " t'Hojiand).—In answer to all
your questions, Frank Wilson was in " Social Briars";
Gareth Hughes and Bliss Milford were the leads in

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

somehow.

BETTY

E. Y. (Weston-super-Mare),-

ford),

and "

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication letters canno t be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addr es sed envelo pe must accom-

it,

10.V in.

ft,

Ted Groves (Pete), and Henry Ainley (Phillip). I
don't remember the old film you mention, but 1 will
trj and dig it up.
RUBY (.Folkestone), Caledonia (Bowness). Gladys
(London. S.W.I. G. O. McL. (Wolverhampton), M. R..
(Caithness*, S. V. ft. (Haslemer.-l. " Cakiad " (He re-

THE EDITOR.

through

5

HAZEL (Sydenham).—Alec Francis was with Mabel
Normand in " When Doctors Disagree." In " The
Manxman." Elisabeth Risdon was Kate Creegan,

A

pany any

is

R. G. (Sydenham). You and your two friends
below, from Sydenham, are all welcome. In " Sage
Brush Hamlet," the ladv opposite William Desmond
was Marguerite De La Motte. The leads in " The
Eternal City " were taken by Pauline Frederick, and
Thomas Holding. I am afraid your grumble about
the other paper does not concern me. There are only
two film papers connected with this, the " Boys'
Cinema " and the " Girls' Cinema," which, with the
Picture Show are the three best that money can
buy.
BERYL (Sydenham). In " Secret Service " the
leads were Wanda Hawley and Robert Warwick.
The east of the " Purple Dress " is as follows Agnes
Ayres (Maida), Adele De Garde (Grace), Evart
Overton (Ramsay )» Richard Wangeman (Bacbmann),
Mrs. Beck (Mrs. Bachmaun), and Bernard Siegel (Old

;

;

j

j
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Beautiful Art Picture, 16 x 10,

CAMEL WHO REFUSED TO KISS PRISGILLA

are shortly (o see Priscilla Dean in "The Virgin or Stamboul,
a screen triumph that took
in the making.
A whole day was spent trying to get the camel, who is photographed
Priscilla.
He was adamint to all her coaxing and .n vou see even preferred
watching the camera to looking at her.
-

'

months

above, to kiss

O.P.O.

S

E

.?. J° B B

DEAN.
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^SHARPTS^B

Pay

More and Get

D
|

SUPER-KREEMl

^

REEL

Tor
BETTEM VALUE
CURE

ABSOLUTE

SA*El¥.

COR 0
r
set 500 / ?

the extra Id.you pay for Daisy, you
better Value. The expensive, exclusive ingredients we use cost
FIVE TIMES as" much as those of au
ordinary headache cure.

£)AISY, alone
of headache
cures,

CERTAIN

combines

certain cure with

Daisy

TOFFEE IM.

From hand to hand goes the orange tin with the
parrot and knut on it, and nimble fingers deftly
unwrap the paper surrounding the creamiest, purest
wholesome sweetmeat ever made
most
and
Truly, it
SHARP'S SUPER-KREEM TOFFEE.
seems a rival attraction to the pictures, and while
tastes differ with regard to films, everyone looks forward

—

Daisy
Paisy

is

woitli

is

its PEK1'/:('T

— nuthins
c

REEL"

which Toffee

pleasure.
-

\

is!

wrapped

absolutely Safe.
manv times

•'

Sec that name is on
each piece of paper in

Daisy relieves pain instantly, and will
in five minutes cure the most persistent
headiche you ever had not just relieve
hut give you a certain, lasting cure.

absolute safety.

with

Super-Kreem

to

a Certain Cure.

is

Pleasure

the extra 1<A for

SAFKTV — Contains NOacctanilift

part, powerful, fet baruilcts
confirms
Dr. Wallace's letl. r

bnt

Icmenti^

Mow

orircWto that Daisy

Ik

ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

Medically Approved.

Paisy alone h»? receirtd wiitt n medical ap.
piuval— it is everywhere recognised, as a pure
and haiinless preparation which removes the
pain absolutely, but has no effect on tne system.
K«':id tbo Physician** leltvr below and decide irj
tillille totaktXOTHISf! hut DAISY fvr headache

P)A1SY

is

^stores and
everywhere
each.
lor

8

2/3,

by

tcld

cl envsts

al
(or 1 '-,
for

60

2d.

20
6

-.

DAISY TABLLTS

(specially conven ent
form) 1/3 per lin.

DAISY

Ltd.

Dr. Robertson Wallace writes
64,

:

Bitymarktl. PtcadiUlf Circu$, Loniop.W.

Dear Btrs,.-—Ton' Daisy Headache Cure merits
my complete approval, and I am especially
pleased to note that you have icplaced tho
depressing ingredient acetanilid lantcfcbrin)
by an iuSnitelv safer and more o-i tain principle.
IrCt troin any possibility of causing Injuiy to
1 lay irre t rrtreM both on its
(he system.

emtieney and safety, and compliment yen en
TOurcomiuercial curragc in placing an nnusiia'ly
'sily formula, at a re4sOMhle charge, at the
I

LEEDS.

i.

iiimand of the public.- Y.
(Signed)

'iis

faithfullr.

BOBWtTSOH WALLACE,

M.U.,

CM.

When

Ik*

you look

joyable than the King of Indoor

Your whole future
may depend en how
you

look

Use

Icilniu

to

-

Games— Billiards— especially

when played in your own home on a

to-night ?

liilcy'Homc'Billiard Table.

nt
Sons, Daughters, Fathers and Mothers— all can take their part .m
of the family circle;
wholeheartedly into the same. It is bind'
inducement to stay indoors during the VVinti evenings, which all maxes
-"
tor the good of the vouncer feneration, who how no desire to "wand
i

when they can enjoy 50
estimable a recrcatijn
within the precincts ol

night.

and

home.

Took

you

Your complexion is even
more important to your
appearance
frock,

your

than

lcilma Cream

guaranteed

pre

-

war

quality) imparts a wonglow to
derful natural
which c mpels
Vr.e skin
admiration. It gives the
beauty that makes people
say " You. are looking

radiant to-night."

—

16/-

evcryxvlierc.

"COMBINE"

down
ft.

4

BILLIARD

6*

DINING

TABLE

1
mas.
really
uiriccnt piece ot furniture
perfect billiard
.mil
a
This, also, can
table.

in. size

be secured oil easy payments spread over ;o

RILEY "HOME"

large pot 2/-,\

a P.O. for 16 will receive, carriage

paid, one of Rilev's wonderful "Home" II. Hi. r
Tables, complete w.th all
accessories and ready to
place on your dining
table. They are not toys,
but exact miniatures of
liilliartl fabli
World famous
Riley's
Cash Price, £13-10-0. a delightfully convenient f u ||. s i z(. table
Measures j n
the
to
size to lit any ordinary sized n>o:n>
addition
6 ft. 4 ius. by 3 ft. 4 Ins. Other sizes prices in
Home" Billiard Tables
proportion, from £8-15-0.
Riley's have another st vie
the

brings to your door a 6
I

»%

By sending

your bat.

Price- If3,

home!

there's joy at

How the family can spend the long Winter
nights in recreative enjoyment at home.
There is no game more fascinating and certainly none more enall

months.

Cash

prices

H orn £34-10-0.

I

Cream

Billiard Table

WR TE
T/ nAV
Y
JO-DA
i

lcilma

Use

it

is pronoitiicfd

dai y

Eye-Silma.

and look your

then whilst you play, you pay the
balance in 17 monthly payments.
EVERY TABLE SENT ON' SEVEN DAYS'

and

E. J.

RILEY,
1

Ltd., Newton Works,

nius-

trOtt* Price
ust.

FREE TRIAL.

ACCRINGTON.

Jon ihoiirooms: 147, Aldersgate

\

i

..........

:

best

for

Street,

EX.
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Paragraph cf

London, and will shortly bo shown all over tho
country, is said to have had a stupendous
Tho manager of a New
success in America.
York theatre issued a sworn statement that
during one week 73,251 people had seen the
picture.

—

StU

lio

is

in

to attend funerals.

The other day Lee remonstrated with him,

the " Picture

Famous Readers of
SKow.

47.-MARJORIE VILLIS.

No.

MAR

JOB IE VILLIS,
actress whom we

see

James Knight

many Harma

the

clever

British

playing

opposite
photoplays, enjoys reading of her sister stars across
the water in the Picture Show.
Now that.
Edith Nepeau is spending her weekdays visiting
the British studios, Miss Villis will find the
1'ictcre Show even more interesting, for she
will be able to read of her sister stars at home.
in

— —
*-*

LETTERS
"

still

pour

telling

in,

Girls' Cinema " has
in the hearts of

home

me

that the

found a permanent

many

of

my

readers,

I must say here that I am very pleased in
having the luck to find just the kind of stories
and the kind of articles to please my readers.
1 also have a very kind thought for many of my
friends in the cinema world fcr their very

and

valuable contributions.

hand talks, and the "
have provided a long

1 know you like firstGirls' Cinema " seems to
felt

want.

The Picture

Show

has always done full justice to the many
beautiful photographs sent us each week, that
the reading matter and letters from filmla id
have had only- to be allowed a small sp.ice.
Now you have the Picture Show for pictures,
and the " Girls' Cinema " for stories, letters,
and talks from your favourites. Then the
''
Boys' Cinema " brings the breeze of the Great
Wild West to your doors. In this latter paper
we can read of the heroisms of the other 'side
the spirit of adventure that is in the heart of
every real boy.

of
or

of
molehill-.
For tli
going to make a moun-

purpose of the film he is
tain out of a Surrey hill.
By the way, all tlm
male parts in this photo-play are to be tilled by
ex -Service men.

Tommy."

those chosen for the cast of " SenAMONG
timental Tommy," the photo-play version

DERICK

the novel by J. M. Barrie, is Kate
Davenport, the niece of Doris Rankin, who
played opposite her husband, Lionel Barrymore,

of the CopeExpedition's
dash to the South Pole,
is the first producer to

of

"

The Copper Head," and sister of Arthur
Rankin, 'who played a prominent juvenile role
in

with Irene Castle.

Is Charlie

Coming

RUMOUR

homejin

Brixton.

studio to Carter

who is

AIKMAN,

He

De Haven,

has

rented

his

so perhaps at last

JAMES KIRKWOOD.

directing the film

the

producer,
deserted the

clever

who has

directorial

ranks

to

play heroic parts on the
film.
are shortly
to see him in "In the

We

obtain Lady Diana
Manners' consent to
appear in pictures.

A Famous
?

busy that Charlie Chaplin
intends coming over here to visit his old
is

Heart

oi

a Fool."

Family.

WE

are to see Gustavo Salvini. Italy *
veteran actor, on the screen in tho
L.I.F.T. picture, " Hold On."
For three generations the name of Salvini has
been famous in the dramatic world. Allesandro,
the father of Gustavo', will be well remembered
by the older generation of playgoers. Gustavo's
last visit to this country was in 1903, when,
with Eleanora Duse. he drew all London to the
Drury Lane Theatre. His son, Allesandro the
second,
you will remember, starred with
Franeesca Bertini in some of her most ambitious

subjects.

Not the

First.

HAMILTON
LLOYD
the time when Bud

a good story of

tells

Duncan and himself
Kalem Company, ami

were acting for the
used the West Lake Park for many of their
comedies.
The lake in this park had often
been used for other comedy scenes.
One day Ham lost his stage moustache in a
diving scene you will remember he wore One
in those days
and called the property man.

In this film James Knight plays the
and Marjorie VilKs plays Brenda.
Another noted player in this film is Bernard
Dudley, and we shall see him and James Knight
in a fight scene, which has been filmed on the
actual spot where Tom Sayers and Heenan
fought their memorable contest many years

tions.

——

hero,

who was a noted diver, and asked him to get it.
He accordingly dived, and came up with a
handful of moustaches, lost by Charlie Chaplin.
Chester Conklin, and others who had used the
lake, and yelled as he threw them on the bank :
'"
Which is yours ? "
Hay, Ham

—

!

—

111.

HAMILTON
MAHLON
of the film colony to

the latest member
suffer in the cause
towards the end of the
is

All

Wasted.

actors, no matter how
MOST
they be, need inspiration

It was
of art.
eomine Pathe film, " The Girl Montana," starring Blanche Sweet, with Mahlon as leading
man, in which he suffered painful injuries in a
rough and tumble fight scene. But in spite of
torn ligaments in his leg, Mahlon Hamilton
went on to the end of the picture, and in conse-

A

Tho Place
reputation

the

Screen.

Old Time Recollection.
"
is seldom we see a " Punch and Judy
IT show these days, so the scene showing one
in the coming Harma film, " Brenda of the
Barge," will bring back many old time recollec-

now

"

stories,

Honour," may gain
making mountains out of

play that has
been ha ving so great a success in London
with Moscovitch in the chief part, has
been made into a film play by Goldwyn.

—+

is

Dell's

of Mole-hills.
filming one
is

—

-

"The Great Lover" on the
THE GREAT LOVER," the

-

quence

—•

Making Mountains Out

the

Don't you think you have now a splendid
trio of papers ?
I call them the Big Three.

Mahlon Hamilton

is really some truth in the rumour, ai d
have a chance to welcome the grc.it
comedian back home.

shall

le'.low to lose his job.
idea of attending all these
"
he asked. " The people are
funerals, Terry ?
not even distantly related to you."
"I'm an old man, Mr. Moran," replied Terry,
" and I've got to think of the future.
If you
don't attend other people's funerals, how can
"
you expect them to attend yours ?
-

What's

—

ago.

1

wishing tho old

In " Sentimental

The Big Three.

wo

Ethel M.

an old Irishman playing as an
the next Lyons and Moian
comedy, and for the past three months
he has been absenting himself at times from the

Q )t

there
little

SINCLAIR HILL, who

He Forgot One Thing.

THERE
extra

Play5 ard Player/

Picture.?,

emotional

for tear-.
Claire Adams tried to
prepare little Frankie Lee for a weepy seen>the other day by telling him a very, very sad
atory.
She had him nearly at the point of cryin_when she herself gave way at her own sad stor,
Even-one expected
tuid tears began to flow.
Frankie to follow, suit, but when he saw Clair

That was why

.

laid up.

—

•

Stupendous Success.

WITHoverthethewave
country,

of spiritualism spreading
it is
interesting to
"
know that
Earthbound." the big
Goldwyn picture, which is now -being shown in

Miss

MARY

SPIERS, the " Picture Show "

weeping, he threw his arms around her and
comforted her. Looking up, and his own ejo.3
were moist, he said
" I shouldn't hug Claire, but it's the only
"
way to stop a woman crying
:

first

prize winner at the Victory Ball and Carnival which
took place at the Crystal Palace on October 9, 1920.

!

——
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(Con

FROM

om

The joke was on Claire, and everyone had a
When the atmosphere
laugh at her expense.
dropped back to normal, the scene was taken,

OVER

THERE.'

News From New

Charlie Chaplin

THE

Still in

4

YorK.

New

York.
who has given

elusive Charles Chaplin,
newspaper friends to understand ha
not be interviewed on the subject cf
his matrimonial difficulties, has not gone to
London, as we were led to believe last week.
He is in New York still, spending much of his
his
will

ind Frankie demonstrated his ability to weep
without the aid of a sad atmosphere.
Isn't

"

Notes and

She Tiny.

MAY McAVO Y

Y\ e
is a new cinema find.
are to see her playing opposite Herbert

time reading Spenser, Macaulay, and Emerson,

Accompany Play.
the author of the
is
DOLORES LOPEZ
"
screen story, " Can a Woman Forget ?

playing on his fiddle, and trying to forget the
accusations that Mildred Harris Chaplin, his
young wife, brought against him. But Charlie
isn't devoting all his time to his books and
violin, he attends a theatre now and then, visits
a cabaret, and wanders in and out of some
brightly lighted cafe, possibly in search of
atmosphere. His friends say he presents a lifesized picture of a man who is not heartbroken
in any sense of the word.

now being produced ; and she is als»
writing the words for a song of the same name
which will be published simultaneously with
the release of tho picture.

OLGA PETROVA has gone to
MADAME
Indianopolis to open her vaudeville

Rawlinson in " Man and His Woman.'"
She is one of the most diminutive actresses
Her height in exactly
playing on the screen.
4 ft; 11 in., her weight is slightly less than
100 lbs., and she wears size 1J shoes.

—

Song

—

to

Opens Her Vaudeville Season.
season.

The Simple

EILEEN

know

all

my

TERENCE CAVANAGH, who

" It's

what I
up

am
to

in

saw

when

me

This is the spirit
puts into her work.

called

A

of the big problems of feminism are
discussed. Madame is an ardent feminist herself,
believing in the equality of women in business

being paid to do," she
to be on time."
which the pretty star

and

thought oS you. and
persuaded the Edi-

Woman's

" to let me
show you the photo-

graph

instructions

witli a grim determination to get a motion
Her
picture contract or die in the attempt.
looks, her pleasing personality, and the
twinkle in her eye made everyone with whom
she talked quite sure the latter course would bo
unnecessary. Still, despite America's far-famed
reputation for celerity of action weeks went on
without a thing in sight. But Miss Balfour knew
she could always go back to England and get a
job, so sho refused to worry over America's

making

this

CAVANAGH,

whoso

portrait

indifference.

At

for

An

jumper

From Plymouth.

Offer

SEEXA OWEN

be Sound in t his
week's "Woman's

wants

to

thank an admirer

Plymouth who offered her the use
some old Irish lace that had been in
tho family for over 200 years.
Here is an
at

Pictorial."

when her

British determination wasshe received an offer from tho
Fox Film Company to play the " heavy " in a,
new serial they are about to film. She is now at
the studio waiting to begin that highly prized
last,

soraly shaken

Full

will

life.

good

;

Pictorial

it.

social

Fox Signs Eve Balfour.
BALFOUR, address London, England,
EVEarrived
in New York four months ago,

appears above, has had a phenomenal
success on the screen.
His first appearance was in a crowd, since when he has always
played leading part3. Mr. Cavanagh must have
an ideal screen face, for ho has never been an
actor
but perhaps his great success is due to
the fact that his heart and soul is in his work.

immediately

till

some

for studio

Rapid Rise.

TERENCE

I

a
a

—

upon

" Sitting up to all hours in the night is not
tho woman who has to work during the
day," she says. '" The woman who isn't devoted
to her work cannot succeed."

ally pretty design I

of

to the station

will not make a
later in the season.
Her plans are
indefinite at this time, but everyone hopes sho
will soon give us a screen play
one in which

picture

for

this exception-

tress of "

down

Keith Vaudeville interests she

be

(to

the Sea."

when

says, " so it's

starred

" Branded," and " Saved

From
being punctual
work.

has

" Ever Open Door "

Barnaby," the

released this month),

that nearly
readers love

jumpers, so

rushed

close-up view.
When she saw she was recognised she hurriedly disappeared into the train,
for despite years on the stage and screen she is
exceedingly shy and timid. Having signed up
to play a twelve weeks' engagement with the

—

I

I

in time to say good-bye to her, and to see
crowd of interested spectators rush up to get

Life Pays.
PERCY has never been attracted
by the gay life which appeals to so many
nowadays. Even when she was playing
with the Follies in New York, and other girls
around her were rushing off to dinners and
dances, her mother and her home came first.
Now that she is a star, Miss Percy still
adheres to the simple life, because she knows
that too much gaiety will interfere with her
work, and with her work counts before pleasure.
For this reason, she insists en having eight
hours of sleep every night, regardless of all
She has often been told by
focial demands.
licr friends that she spoils all arrangements
Of
at a party by leaving before midnight.
course, she dislikes to leave, but she bqf determined to hold herself to a standard and make
sacrifices for the success of her work. For this
same reason, Eileen Percy makes a point of

engagement.

of

extract from tho letter Miss Owen received :
" You will pardon mo for writing you,

i

s

I
|

my dear, but I am an old woman, having
seen seventy-two -summers, and I thought I
might help you a little bit. It just happens
that I have seen you in three pictures
tho
first was
Intolerance,' and the names of the
other two I do not remember.
" Lavender and Old Lace is my favourite
book, and I saw by the paper that you are in
it.
I have some fine old Irish lace that has
been in the family for over two hundred
years, and I'll be glad to lend it to you for
ono of your dresses if you'll be real careful
of it, and send it back to me when you are
;

'

'

'

through."
Miss Owen, however, was so afraid that
the lace might become lost or damaged in
transit that she did not accept the offer.

—+

On

Circus Day.

WILL
lot

for

ROGERS

call

tho

was

in

couldn't resist the old
other day when a circus

swing on the Goldwyn
Edgar Small boy series. He
own work, and had a great

tho

full

deserted his
time displaying his rope stunts for the
kiddies in tho big tent.
" N'nthin' doin' " he protested to Clarence
" I've always played
Badger, his director.
!

hookey on circus day, and I'm always goin'
to, so

beat

it

"

!

Fay

Filmer.

The Return
|

WHEN
maine,

of Irene Castle.

Irene Castle married Robert Trcthe young millionaire who bears
such a startling resemblance to her lato
husband, Captain Vernon Castle, she said sho
was through with films and dancing for all time..
She said she could never dance without Vernon,
it made her depressed and unhappy.
But time
heals many wounds, and now Mrs. Castle-

Tremaine
millionaire

k
into films.
coming
Her
husband is going to deposit some of

is

I

.a*,

his cosh in a new film organisation to be known
as the Irene Castle Company, and I, for one,
shouldn't be surprised to hear of her accepting
It takes a stronga dancing engagement.
minded soul indeed to stay away from the glare,
of the footlights and the fascination of public
applause.

Bessie Gets a Shock.
BESSIE LOVE was highly amused the other
day at a remark made by a visitor at her
The woman, thrilled at being so
studio.
close to a live motion-picture actress, asked bir
what picture she was making.
"'Old Curiosity Shop,'" said Bessie, "by
Charles Dickens. Although most of the scenes
are laid in London we are making them here at.
the studio, and I believe the effect is just as
good."
" If you like his stories so well why don't
you get Mr. Dickens to write you another," said

the dear old lady, supremely unconscious of
tho effort Bessie was making not to laugh.

Louella O. Parsons

1

picture S/tou;

Denmhtr Mh,

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

r

It

looks as though
the ducking which

LAURA LA PLANTE has not much chance o! dodging
BOBBY VERNON and BILL BEAUDINE have planned.

Two

film artistes

who

" PICTURE

are favourites of

SHOW."

many picture-goers— PAULINE FREDERICK

and JULIAN ELTINGE.

Picture Show, December 4th, 1920.
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BEGIN TO-DAY

A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION.

!

Reav This First.
summoned
WESTON
ARTHUR
Amy Rae, to Greystone Manor.
is

by

his aunt,

He finds her
very ill, and she tells him she has sent for him
because she is worried about her son Harry. Her
husband married her for her money, and he has spent
it as East as he can, and there is no provision made
for her son's future.
She trusts Arthur implicitly, and gives him a bag
containing twenty thousand pounds in notes which
she has managed to save, and asks him to hold it in
She tells Arthur that she will
trust for her boy.
leave Greystone Manor to him ; but it is really for
Harry, and he is to pass it over to him when he is
twenty-one.
Arthur is deeply touched.
" May God punish me if I do not respect your
trust in me," he says very earnestly.
A fortnight later Amy Rae dies. After the will
has been read, Arthur Weston is walking in the
grounds of Greystone Manor and overhears a conversation between Harry and Grace Ferguson, the
vicar's daughter.
Harry is saying that he cannot believe his mother
and after he has
could have made such a will
spoken of Arthur Weston as an outsider he discovers
him on the other side of the hedge, and accuses him
He i3 very rude, and it ends in
of eavesdropping.
Arthur is no fighter, and is ignominiously
a fight.
;

dci'&fltcd
" I will

punish him for this " Arthur mutters as
he picks himself up.
A few days later Arthur Weston receives a letter
from his lawyer. Cecil Eae is going to dispute the
!

will.

Peace.

to
WESTON read the lawyer s letter,
and an exclamation of disgust escaped

ARTHUR

his lips.

He had thought he could get to work on
Greystone Manor at once. He was heartily
tired of the whole business, he told himself.
He had been quite contented with his life up
If only his relations would have let
to now.
him alone. He was still burning with the
thought of the unjust treatment he had received
from Harry, and one day he meant to punish
him for it.
But that did not even associate itself in his
mind with the dying trust his aunt had placed
upon him.
to restore GreyHo had made
sake.
to go and live there with Jessica,
so that he would be always on the spot, while

He

told himself he

Manor
up his mind

stone

for its

wanted

own

the work was being done.
A law case might drag on for years and yeaVs.
He went across the room to his desk, and
after furtively glancing around lie unlocked a
drawer and took out the leather case.
It worried him to keep such a large sum in the
house, yet what was he - to do with it ? He
could not take it to the bank. It was such a
large sum.

Suppose they began to mako inquiries as to
how he had come by it ? The sweat stood out
on his brow at the thought.
Suppose these lawyers went into his aunt's
affairs and discovered she had had so much
money in her possession ? Suppose they
accused him of stealing it f He could not tell
the truth, for, unfortunately, he had spent a
There had been one or two
little of the money.
His investments
bills which had been pressing.
had suddenly dropped. No doubt they would
recover in time, but it would have been very
awkward for him if he had not been able to
meet his debts. The money had seemed a
godsend at tho time even now he could not
honestly bring himself to regret having had it

—

in his charge.

The

crisp feel of the notes fascinated him,

and not a day passed but he examined and
counted them. Ho told himself that it was his
duty. He was only looking after what had
been entrusted to his care.
Ho was startled by a knock at the door.
Hastily concealing the bag, and locking the
drawer, he went across the room and threw open

this man know, ho wonaunt mentioned the money ?
How dared she tell anyone at all ? Her
naturally suspicious nature had made her tell
How
this parson so that he could spy on him.
many others had she told 1 His brow grew
dark with anger.
And then, quite suddenly, it came over Arthur
Weston that he was acting very foolishly. If
he was not careful he would make this good
He glanced
friend of his become suspicious.
up, and placed his hand over the one which
rested on his shoulder.
" I appreciate your friendship and the motive
which has brought you here," he said, with
apparent eagerness. " I have been longing for
someone with whom I might discuss this business without disrespect to the wishes of tho
dead. I have been worried over this affair,
but I do not see, now, that I can have the boy
told
he is young and naturally feels for his

dered

turned back into his room.
What brought the parson of Greystone over,
he wondered. Something to do, no doubt, with
Harry.
Arthur Weston flung himself into an easy

and waited.
The Rev. Ferguson entered the room with
his hand outstretched, and a smile on his face.
" Ah, my dear Weston
So pleased to find
you in. What glorious weather we are having."
Arthur nodded, and pointed to a chair.
" I presumo you have not come seven miles

chair,

!

tell me that," he remarked ungraciously.
The rector glanced round at his companion
sharply, then he smiled.
" My dear Weston," he said amusedly.

to

What

is

wrong with you

?

You

;

'

don't appear

Weston. I hear that Mr. Rae is taking tho
matter into court, but his lawyers will, I am
sure, advise

Tin" attitude of

.

I was with your poor aunt when
of a friend.
she died. Sho asked me to keep an eye on her
boy and his interests. She also told mo the
terms of her will."
He paused, but the man in the chair made no
remark, ho was waiting to hear m6re.
Mr. Ferguson placed his hand gently on his

companion's arm.
" You can imagine how sorry I was when I
heard of tho little misunderstanding between
you and Harry. It was a most unfortunate
under the circumstances,
but,
occurrence,
perhaps quite natural. I come as peacemaker,
if you would crms and
wondered
I
Weston.
dine with us to-night. I want you and tho
boy to meet and know each other."
Arthur shook his head.
" I have no wish to renew my acquaintance
But what do you mean ?
with any of the Raca.
mention to you in- connection
What did mv aunt
"
with her will ?
.The Rector glanced keenly down at the

young man before him.
" She told me she had
.

left Greystone in your
She was sure she had done
right and wanted me to agree with her, and I

charge for Harry.

must confess that I was grateful that
she had not thrust such a responsibility on to
my shoulders, and I recognised that sho had
It is becauso
given you a very thankless task.
I feel this so strongly I have come over to you
evening,
this
and
come
suggest
you
I
to-day.
I

with your permission, will tell
the boy. Then he will apologise to you for all
his rudeness, and you will be friends."
Again there was a silence.
Arthur Weston was thinking deeply.
I,

letter.

rector read it through, and sighed.
" It is such a pity. The estate has been,
drained to tho utmost," he said. " Yes, it will
take a fortune to put right as it is," remarked
Arthur, with a furtive glanco at his visitor.

" Indeed it will, Weston."
Again the two men gazed thoughtfully at each
other.
It was upon Arthur's lips to say that ho
wondered where the money was to come from,
but somehow he dared not. He found himself
quite unable to mention the money at all.
" I think, myself, the boy ought to know,
Weston," the clergyman continued, after a

to speak, but the happenings of the last few
weeks had -made him caut ious.
There was a silence in the room while the two
men looked at each other. The Rev. gentleman
rose slowly from his seat.
" Weston," he said, " as I hope you know, I
am your friend, and I want to take the privilege

meanwhile,

to relinquish the idea."

The

Harry Rae and his father is naturally somewhat disquieting," said Arthur irritably.
The rector nodded sympathetically.
" It must be. The truth is, Weston, it is on
that subject that I want to talk to you."
Arthur clutched at the arms of his chair. The
words startled him. He felt he must be on his
Ferguson was a friend of the Raes.
guard.
No doubt ho had come at Cecil Rae's suggestion.
The rector was evidently waiting for Arthur

did.

him

Arthur produced the

little girl.

not quite myself.

did

his

You and I both know what will
happen if the estate once falls into his hands.
"Quite so. 1 was thinking entirely of you,

Arthur endeavoured to pull himself together.
The Rector of Greystone and his wifo had
gone out of their way on more than one occasion
to show a kindness to him and his motherless

am

Had

?

father.

very pleased to see me."

" I

The Rector Tries

Make

How much

tho door with such violence that the maid
shrank back nervously.
" Please sir, the Rev. Mr. Ferguson is here.
He is in the drawing-room," she said.
Arthur Weston frowned at the girl.
" Show him in here," he said harshly.
The girl went to do his bidding, and the man

"

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

" You see, he is left in my charge, so
pause.
to speak, and I know that his mother wished
him to continue at school. He talks of giving
all that up and going out to Australia."
" He would be away from his father's infiuence," said Arthur.
The visitor glanced at him swiftly.
" So ho would be at school, and in the vaca
tion he can make his home with us."
Arthur sprang from his chair and began to

pace the room.
" I want to bo

left alone.'

he said querulously.

Ever since this wretched business has come
into my hands I've been worried and pestered.''
" I am -sorry, but I naturally want to do the
"

.

" If
best for the boy," replied Mr." Ferguson.
"
He paused
you would consent, Weston
significantly.
" I shall not

'

>

the kind. I
respect the wishes of the dead, Mr. Ferguson.
The boy is not to know for another five years,"

do anything

said Arthur .violently.
" You have quite

of

made up your mind

?

can say will alter you !
" Nothing, absolutely nothing."

Nothing

The

I

rector sighed.

—

" But, Mr. Weston, a law suit the estate
can never stand it. It may go on for years.
It would put a stop to the whole proceeding
now, if you allowed them to know, and it
you carry out tho
could be arranged that
"
wishes of your aunt
" I will not discuss the subject further
" You mean well. M r.
cried Arthur irritably.
Ferguson, but kindly understand that this is
an affair which rests* entirely between my late
aunt and me."
" Ah, well
Como to dinner to-night and
'

!

meet the boy again. Come and help uie
persuade him to get on with his studies."

to

" No. I believe, myself, in Fate. What is
If he wants to go abroad, why
to be, will be.
{Continued on oage 8
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A

"THE HOPE OF HIS

SIDE."

THE HOPE confides in the REJECTED ONE
SHE has found another sweetheart, and

SHE

together the; plan revenge.

first ball.

ONE
The

little

THE HOPE

tells

the

REJECTED

SHE and his rival are married,
caring for the heart they have broken.

Meanwhile

of his great disappointment.

stars in this

film are as follows

:

'The

suggests that the rivals should play for her hand.
o! cricket is decided upon, the captain of the
winning side to have her hand.

A game

that

Bowled out

coming British Film founded and produced by the well-known
P. KINSELLA, on his famous coloured picture of
the same name.
All the parts are played by children.
artist, E.

Hope

of

His Side,"

GEORGE GRIMWOOD

ADLARD; "The

Jilted

One."

:

little

"She,"

NINA SANDS.

THE HOPE
victory.

Fed up
Church

goes in first certain of
This is his smile when he gets
ready for the first ball.

1

THE HOPE

steps.

is left

on the

" Nobody loves

me!"

DOROTHY DERRICK: "The

Rival."

LEONARD

"

Picture Show, Dtccmbir Wi, 1920.
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" Nothing at

Manacled By Money.''

He may do very well out there.
him ?
As you remarked, the estate will want somestop

thing spent on

it

"

Arthur paused

signifi.

cantly.

The clergyman gave him a queer look.
" I havo not forgotten that, Mr. Weston,"
he said.

Arthur watched the clergyman go down the
drive a few minutes later, wheeling his bicycle.
in his walk.
excited, for
his hands twitched, spasmodically as he went
in
his mind.
over the conversation once more
" Did the Rov. Ferguson know about the
money that his aunt had given him to restore
Greystone Manor, or did ho not ? " That was
the question that kept recurring to his mind.
" They all behave just as though they thought
1 was not honest," he told himself impatiently.
He turned back into the room, and flung
himself into a chair.
' Everybody suspects me.
It is enough to
make a man pay them out in their own coin."
For some minutes he sat thinking deeply, and
as he did so the shadow on his face grew darker.
" The place is mine for five years, and 1 won't
give it up, not for anyone," he muttered.
" Silly, distrustful old woin.m
What did she
want to leave it to me for if she did not trust
If she told him that, what else did she
mo
bag,
Does he know about the leather
tell him ?
"
Did she toll him that, too ?
I wonder ?
It did not matter, he told himself repeatedly.
He was going to do exactly as his aunt had
asked him. He would do tho right thing. He
was only upset because the dying woman had
She had evidently trusted
not trusted him.
no one. She had even deceived her husband,
pretending to have spent money while all the
time she was saving secretly.

He was agitated. Ho showed it
The man watching him was also

!

.'

Harry Rae's Promise.

PLEASE

do not try to dissuade -me, sir.
have quite made up my mind. I had
a talk to father yesterday, and he agrees
I

with me. It ia the best thing I can do. 1 am
simply wasting my time now at college, and the
money will be far more useful in starting me
in a new country."
" But, my dear boy, think of your future
These next few years will make all the difference.
If you continue at a Public School you will bo
always able to hold your own wherever you go."
" Yes, and find myself without a chance of keepin2 among the people I have associated with."
But, dear boy, why not wait and see ?
Trust in providence. If you were to take my
advice, I would call on your cousin and make
That little affair of
your peace with him.
yours was most disagreeable and unfortunate."
" I don't caro for tho fellow. There must bo
something wrong with him, or why would all
?
his people have turned against him like they did
One should not judge by appearances. His
marriage was not approved of, 1 believe, bvit
his wifo was a most charming littlo creature,
and your mother must havo liked your cousin
or else she would never have trusted him as
she has."
Harry Rae gave a mirthless little laugh.
" I can't understand my mother," he said.
"Theiinore I think of it all, the less I understand."
The elder man leaned across tho table. They
had just finished dinner, and Grace and Mrs.
Ferguson had gone into the sitting-room, from
which sounded a sweet, girlish voice at the piano.
" Harry," said the clergyman earnestly, " I
want to impress upon you that your mother
acted as sho did from tho best of motives.
W hen you are twenty -one, my boy, you will
I may not toll you as much as
understand.
I might wish, but on your twenty-first birthday
thero will be a wonderful surprise in storo for
you. This much I feel 1 am right in telling you.
And if you are sensible, you will go back to
She
school as your dear mother wished.
planned out your lifo for you, boy, and it is
wishes."
for you to obey her
Over Harry's faco came an obstinate ex!

pression.
" I am going to Australia, sir.
mind is
quite made up," ho said calmly.
Tho clergyman gazed at him holplcssly.
" Can I say nothing to dissuade you, my
boy ? " he asked sadly.

My

all,

sir.

I've

mado up my

mind. I want you to help me to get out there,
and then I mean to waste no time."
j
" There is one thing then, that you must
promise me, Harry.
'"
Whatever happens, you must return here
for
your twenty-first birthday.
Whatever
your condition of life may be, if trouble and
misfortune overtake you, you must give me
your word of honour that you will return. If
you have not your fare, you must promise
"
to write for it. Do you hear ?
/

Harry smiled at

his old friend's eagerness.
" I sha'n t be hard irp.
Everyone makes a
fortune in Australia," he said, with easy contwentyfidence. " But I will come back for
first birthday.
I promise you that."
Two weeks later Harry called at the Roctory
to say good-bye.
The Rev. Mr. Ferguson had a friend in
Melbourne, to
he had written, and Harry
w as also taking letters of introduction with him.
Grace was very quiet when he came to say
good-bye to her.
" I shall write and tell you all about everything," she said, smiling up at him ; and Harry

my

whom

7

never guessed

how

her heart was crying out

within her.

A

secret panel disclosed an entranco from
either spot, and the children had amused themselves by appearing and disappearing at unexpected moments, almost under tho nose of
bewildered servants,
It did not take Grace long to move the top
of the sundial now, for she had done it so many
times before. The only danger was that she
could not replace it in its right position. But

was no one about, sho decided, as she
gazed around her. It would be quito safe to
there
leave

A

.

it

open.

few minutes later she was feeling her way

up the dark, narrow

A

stairs.

faint

light

through the wainscotting showed her that sho
was on a level with the library.

Very cautiously she felt
and slid the secret panel.

made

for the wooden catch,
It was very stiff, and
a peculiar little grating noise.

She stopped at once, but tho sound had
reached the man in the room. He raised his
head quickly from the papers he was examining
at the desk, and stood listening.
Who is there ? " he cried, in a startled
voice.

He shook

her hand, and laughed as ho
thanked her. In a vague way he knew that
she did not want him to go.
" Girls are like that, and Grace is curiously
like poor mother used to bo," he thought, as
lie waved to them all as tho dogcart started
down the drive to take him to the station.
They stood and waved until the cart was out
Mr. Ferguson was the first to turn
of sight.
away towards the house. Grace felt her lip
quivering. She had been so brave, but now he
was gone she almost broke down.
She mado her way into the garden, and
then took the footpath through the paddock
to Greystone Manor grounds.
The house looked gloomy and completely
deserted when she reached it.
The shutters were closed over the windows,
and all the doors were locked. Grace sat down
on tho discoloured stone steps and stared disconsolately in front of her.
Sho knew thero was a secret passage into
She
the house if she really wished to enter.
and Harry had often used it when they were
children.
They had discovered it quite by
accident, but to-day the girl had no heart to
explore.

Suddenly the girl raised her head and listened a startled expression in her eyes. Then
slowly she turned her head towards tho shuttered room behind her.
Thero was someone in the darkened room
behind her someone who evidently had no
business there, else why did they not open the
shutters instead of carrying a light ?
For a moment the girl stood hesitating, her
eyes fixed on tho tell-tale gleam which shone
through the crack3 of tho shutters, and then her
Thero
thoughts flew instinctively to Harry.
were burglars inside trying to steal from him.
She forgot that the homo was no longer his,
as swiftly and silently she made her way to tho
old sundial that stood surrounded by a perfect
circle of oak trees at the side of tho house.
It was Harry who pointed out the absurdity
to the girl years ago.
" What is tho good of a sundial if it's hidden
by these great trees ? " he had said one day,
and then they had discovered tho secret.
Harry was seated
It was quite by accident.
on the sundial, treating it as a troublesome
horse. Regardless of his suit, lie was wriggling
over the moss-grown surface, when suddenly
the dial moved, revealing to the children a
flight of stone steps.
That had been an exciting afternoon. Harry
had descended first, and Grace had eagerly
followed him.
The steps led into a passage, which was
cunningly ventilated from the outside by ft
greenhouse placed between one of the oaks and
the house. The door at the further end of tho
passage they had found open, and this led into
darkness.
Mrs. Rae had told the children that she had
played in the secret passage when she was t»
girl, but there was a legend which warned the
owners of the house not to impart tho know-

—

—

ledge by

and whe^i they discovered that tho stairs went
up between the wall of the staircase and the
library, their delight knew no bounds.

word

of

mouth

to strangers.

Every

one must ^discover the secret for themselves.
This had impressed tho children, and when Mrs.
Rae had encouraged them to explore further,

Grace, cowering bclund the oak wainscoting,
did not answer.
The man stood for a few seconds, and then
went to the door. He waited there, listening
intently, and then suddenly threw it open.
But there was no one in tho gloomy hall, and,
after satisfying himself, ho closed the door again
and went back to the desk.
Grace, gaining courage, peeped through tho
aperture she had made, and recognised him.
It

was Arthur Weston

!

How foolish she had been Of courso the
place belonged to him now. He was the master
of Greystone Manor, and she was a trespasser.
Sho should never have entered. Her father
would be vexed if he knew.
Very cautiously she slipped tho panel back
into its place, and began to de=cend. She had
reached the passage when her heart suddenly
gave a frightened jerk, and she stood still.
.Someone was moving about the stairs which
led to tho sundial, cutting off her retreat.
Slowly sho became aware that the person
was descending. Now thoroughly scared, sho
began to climb tho stairs once more, and sped
upward. She knew sho must gain the staircase
It was rather
if she did not want to be seen.
!

exciting.

Sho reached the panel on the staircase, and
She '.ad just time to reach tho
upper hall, and slip behind tho big plush curtain
which covered "a door, when she heard by tho
sounds behind her that the newcomer was also
coming through the secret panel.
Twilight was already settling in dark shadow*
in the corners of tho place, but tho girl recognised tho newcomer with a little gasp of bewilderment. It was Cecil Rae, Harry's father.
Tho gentleman was chuckling to himself as
ho closed up his entrance, and then proceeded
glided through.

to descend the stairs.

He had

proceeded half way when once more

tho library door was thrown open, and Arthur
Weston appeared.
" he began ; and then
" Who the deuce
an ugly expression passed over his face.
.Mr. Rao stood hesitating for a moment, and
then he walked down tho rest oPthe stairs.
" I was wondering who could bo here," he
" I might havo known, though, if I had
said.
given it a thought. What arc you doing, I should

know t "
Tho door closed upon (he two men, and Grace

like to

heard no more.
Her one idea was to got away before she was
discovered.
She glided to the secret panel, and shut it
carefully behind her. Then, as sho came on i»
level with the library, she heard voices raised
in anger.
Tho two men were quarroUing.
It was
hastened her movements.
parents would be anxious.
was
hesitating
and
She reached the garden,
whether or not to rcplaco tho sundial to its
normal position when ft shot rang out. It came
from the library.
Scarcely knowing what sho was doing, the
girl swung the stone back into its proper place
and then started to run.
Another instalment in next Mor.Joy's P c'.urm

Tho

girl

— her

getting late

'

Show."}

'
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF JACK MULHALL.

left
I'VE always heard that a mole on the
eyobrow is lucky, and now I'm convinced

Here is a caso in point.
Yho subject of- this, Jack Mulhall, possesses
n large ono just in the above position, and
hasn't Fortune smiled upon him
Young, good-looking, a successful actor
it.

'/

with a long contract at Lasky's, a big following
a pretty wife and a lovely
baby 1
What more could a mortal desire !
It's
And yet he's so refreshingly modest
hard to get lum to talk about himself, because
he won't admit that anybody can be interested
in him, and I have to literally drag bits of
information out of him.
When ho hears that
the interview is for the British public, ho
begins to unbend.

of admiring " fans,"

Th« Popular
::

for that reason, wa3 chosen as a model for n
Thorofore, not
very popular stylo of collar.

he familiar to the public through
the medium of the screen, but his face greets
\ou on aU the railways and trams. His teeth,
which are perfect, are also u3od to set forth the
I was just
\ irtuc3 of a well-known tooth-paste.
about to ask him if Messrs. Blank, of the Permanent Hair-Wave Company, had approached him,
but, on second thoughts, decided I wouldn't.
alone, then,

is

!

'

EE
V

f.

.

!
I love England " he starts remin
" I spent six months
iscently.
over there in 1910, and I
!

looks ridiculously young, although why
shouldn't he ?
He's only in the early
twenties. I can't imagine him as a fond
parent, but lie is, owning a bouncing boy three
years old. He says that ho adores children, clean
or grubby, and he would like doztns and dozens 1
His favourite pastime is tinkering with his
car,

He also
a handsome Hudson super-six.
some skill in handling a rod.

confesses to

Nasty Experience.
eourso,

shooting
camera had finished
went wrong suddenly and calmly
stayed where it was
and there
was Master Jack, fully dressed,

How

;

with the collar of his silk shirt
shrinking through the action of the
water and slowly throttling him
A preserver was thrown to him,'
however, and he wasn't too far gone
WKfr
to have the presence of mind to cling
on to it, and in a few moments he was being
plied with nips of brandy from a friendly flask.

His Wife's Adventurous

Life.
required of most heroes in the movies,
he is a graceful dancer, and, in company
with his pretty wife, is often seen at
cabarets
and places where dancing is
the
She, by the way, has crammed a
popular.
good deal of incident into her short life. She
lived for ten years in Mexico, and while
Trifles such
there saw many a revolution.
as raids, burning up villages, looting
towns meant nothing to her

ho whole country was in mourning for King
Edward, who had just passed away. I witnessed
the lying-in -state in the Abbey, and afterwards
saw the Royal funeral.
What a wonderful
procession it was, too
What a collection of
kings for a democratic American to gloat over

AS

!

!

can well remember seeing the trouble-maker
of the world, Wilhelm, all dolled up in a white
uniform "
I

!

His Favourite Authors.
SUPPOSE, like most of your countrymen
I and countrywomen, you did some sight-

British.

"

the
THAT
he has

'I

!

Point.

MULHALL

up.

Absolutely determined.

may know

amusement was from India, and said
" The humble writer awaited the weekly
show ing of The Brass Bullet " a serial in
:

If

!

Summing you

British public

a bit of Britain in his
veins, Mr. Mulhall points out that,
York, his mother
although he was born in
was Scotch and his father Irish. I might
passing,
that
is
5 ft. 11 in. in
he
in
add,
height, weighs 11 stone, and has light-brown
hair.
The post-bag of a movie favourite is no small
matter, as Jack Mulhall knows well.
While I talked to him a large packet was
brought in, and I noticed they were from all
One which caused much
parts of the world.

New

MULHALL appears to have
MR.disposition,
but one of the

!

is

!

" I guess I did
I've always been fond of
reading, and among my favourite authors
were Dickens, Carlyle, and Thackeray. I mado
a special visit to Gad's Hill, to seo where the
great novelist had lived, and poked about all
sorts of queer places in London that are associated
with his books and characters. I went over
Carlyle's house in Chelsea, and revelled in the
Wallace Collection, because of Becky Sharp.

a sweet
few^ things
that " get his goat " is asking hirn if he
Marcels his hair
It's a shame, really, to teas?
him ; but it's rather unfair that a man's hair
should grow in great big natural waves that
a woman would give her soul for
Added to
which attraction, ho has the bluest of eves,
with long, curling eyelashes.
A3 a matter of
fact, he is rather an Adonis ; and, doubtless

!

HHK^

I

A Sore

::

HE

?

seeing, Mr. Mulhall

Hair

lie does all sorts of stunts on horseback and in the swimming line. Talking
about tho latter, ho relates how he
nearly lost his lifo in a picture that was being
taken in San Francisco.
The 6cene was in
Golden Gate Harbour, and called for him to
receive a blow on the head which was to knock
him unconscious into the water.
This all happened as per directions, but the
engine of the motor-boat that was within call
for the purpose of picking him up when the

a dandy time."
did you happen to visit
" I asked*
** " Well,
just then I had some
money that burned a hole in my
pocket, and I thought a trip across
would be the very thing. I went
first to France, saw Paris, Dijon,
Bclfort, and many other places that have since
been nearly wiped off the map. Then I got ov
to Southampton, where, wnth a party, I spent
week exploring the beauties of the New Forest,
after which we made tracks for London.
I
happened to reach there at rather a sad time ;

"

Wavy

Adores Children-

OF

had
us

With tU

Star

Wonderful

A

His Reminiscences of England.
''

"Picture Show.")

(Special to the

JACK MULHALL.
of the truth of

"

to

yoa wish
write

to

htm, address
your letter
c o

Famous-Lasky
Studios,

Hollywood,
California, U.S.A.

Laden with thought.

—

'

'

—

appeared " with trepidation and
be spoken of, and he trusted
recipient
unworthy
of
this
the honoured
letter would live very long to please many

which

he

delight not to

peoples."
.And so say

His pleased smile.

all of

us

!

His clear cut profile.

—
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Hissed for the First Time.

THIS
PAGE
IS ALL
LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROM

—

WHEN —saw

I
the famous actor Mr. Hoi man
Clark in his dressing-room the other
afternoon, he had just faced the novel
ordeal of being hissed when playing in the
" Right to Strike."
His dark eyes and mobile features were alight
enthusiasm. He
with

—

was tremendously
elated

at

the

demon-

a

certain

stration.

There's

'

element
in

excitement
The Right
he declared

of

playing in

to Strike,' "
"
smiling.

'

Up

to

this

afternoon the house had
divided
always
been

—

two sections for
and against
" Directly I went on

into

!

the stage to-day I felt a.
certain tense magnetism
in the air. Every word
CLARK. of the play was followed
with breathless interest
and when I, as the broken man of the play,
who had lost everything that made life bearable, suddenly declared my determination to
strike also
there was a sudden spontaneous
hiss, that showed for the first time the house
was not divided."

HOLMAN

—

—

Many Emotions— One

Expression.

the theatre our conversation drifted
FROM
into the ever-absorbing one of filmland.
" Acting on the screen is very different
to legitimate stage work," Mr. Hohnan Clark
" For the screen, the less you do the
observed.
more effective is your work, providing the situation in which you are in is interesting to
yourself.
Of course, this can be overdone.
Xot long ago I saw the caricature of a film actor,
first as himself; secondly, depicting pleasure;
thirdly, anger, and so on
the point of the
story was the expression, which was exactly the
Eame for every emotion. In fact, he was himself,
"
as shown in picture one

—

and then in due course, this new public filters
Into the theatre, so the theatre will never be
ousted by the films."

Golf as a Rest Cure.

1HEN,

whilst talking of the pleasure seeking
habit, we went onto games.
After a hard week's work I prefer golf
to anything," Mr. Hohnan Clark told me.
*'
But I don't get much time now I'm a pro.

Her

.

First Picture Within a Fortnight.

PETERS, a Broad west
MISSstar,PAULINE
thrilled me another evening^with her
experiences

how

of

commenced

she

"

film work.
'

Dark Days and Sunshine.

AND

we

then

drifted

on

to

more

Yes, of course the war .was a set" It interfered
sho confessed.
with

bac

business and

my

finances,

just

so

I

packed up and went

home again

But

!

a time I was
discontented, being in
Wales.
I wanted to
get back to work.
{
had an offer to play
after

npHEN Mr. Clark went on to
His experience of screen work.
" Playing in Once Aboard the Lugger,'
tell

J[

'

n Hepworth film, gave me much pleasure," he
" Mr. Hepworth is one of the mainconfessed.
stays of the cinema, very artistic, anxious to do
the best work, and to treat his people with great
consideration."
When I asked Mr. Clark which ho preferred,
film work or the stage, he was a wee bit evasive.
" I don't dislike screen work," ho smiled
;
the legitimate stage demands the same thing
very often artistes who are excellent at rehearsals,
nre not a success at a performance.
But they
uould possibly make very good screen artiste--.
On the other hand, there are those who arc had
at rehearsal, and require an audience before
they can bring out their best work. They suiter
from the cold-blooded way one has to play out
scenes at rehearsals, but they are magnificent
at a performance."

Books Better Than Plays.
then our conversation

drifted

on to

plots.

more

serious

subjects.

The Cold-Blooded Bogey.

''

•

" My first picture with the Broadwest."
she told me, " was in Trent's Last Case,' and
now I'm playing the lead in ' Her Penalty.' I
started in pictures five and a half years ago,"
and she laughingly added, " I left my home
in Cardiff against the wishes of my parents.
I came to London, not knowing a soul in the
trade.
In spite of this, I was in my first picture
within a fortnight, playing a French maid, in
'
From Shopgirl to Duchess,' after this I appeared
in about a dozen pictures in various parts for
the B. and C."

!

AND

HB|'

ducer."
Mr. Clark has played in the screen version
of " Red Pottage," and amongst other films in
" Her Heritage." '" A Message from Mars,"
My first film, 'The Brass Bottle," went all
over the world," he told me.

think scenarios taken from books are
successful than when taken from plays,"
he declared, " and scenarios written for the
screen are better than
J

cither.
When we have
really learnt the possibilities of the art, we
shall make a very rapid

advance.

The Pleasure-Seek-

in Grosssinith's and
Laurillard's
produc-

To-night's the
1
I
accepted.
Night.
Then followed various
1
engagement:
playing various type^
tion,

GREGORY

SCOTT.

from principal boy

to girl

'

,

ingenue— and heavy

parts."

CLIVE

BROOK

as

Marlowe in "Trent's
Last Case," tbe

Broadwest

new

mystery

Him.

Friday, and a Broken Mirror.
1 DON'T quite know why we started the
of superstition, but we did.

An unconventional snap of PAULINE PETERS,
taken on tbe cliOs
at Torquay.

topic

" Don't be superstitious about breaking
" I had the
a mirror," she said seriously.
oddest experience. In May of last year, I came
back to London. Things were getting rather

more settled. I had an appointment with Mr.
Wilfred Noy, of tho British Acton*.
Before
leaving home I smashed a hand-mirror, and it
was on a Friday morning. I felt so disheartened,
and being rather superstitious, nearly made up
my mind not to keep my appointment. However I went.
" Arriving at my destination. I met Mr. Duncan
.McRac, who was then producing W. J. Locke's
Usurper.'
The artiste who was playing
Vittoria was taken ill, and 1 being the type, was
engaged on the spot. On iuy way home from
the studio in the train 1 met Kenelm Foss.
He
had heard of my playing Vittoria, and offered
me a lead in his production that is why."'
Miss Peters declares. " broken mirrors and
Fridays, will never trouble trie any more."
'

—

ing Habit.

LL

the same, I
don't thin k
films will ever
injure the theatre," he
assured me. "Nobody
will ever bo quite satisfied with tho screen,

A'

PAULINE PETERS.

unless he, or she, happens to be deaf.
Tho
human voice is missing
But tho Cinema is
attracting a new public.
It entertains them
ia their spare lime, in the afternoon and evening,
!

Once a

Villain, Always a Villain.
other words," sighed Gregory Scott, "give

IN a

dog a bad name and you know what
happens."
In real life Gregory Scott certainly does not
look the part he so often plays on the screen.
He has real Celtic blue-grey eyes, that look
one,
Whoever
straight
at
and dimples
heard of a villain with such an asset ?
But he confessed to two failings, love for hj*
pipe and, I must whisper it - gambling

<-*><>><

!

—

:

Vihl?a

}^X«2

GREGORY SCOTT

has a
aside tbe role of villain

charming mod'!. In
and been allotted tbe

'

I

bas nasted to portray lor torct ccntidl
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PLAYERS.
BRITISH
bUT AND
ABOUT YOUR OWN
STUDIOS.

Mr. Cameron Carr.
famous Broadwest
THIS
for tho heavy lead.

The whole of the trouble is this," he declared.
" I wasn't born under a lucky star "
I couldn't
a smile, for many would consider themselves tremendously favoured by tho gods, to
have such thousands of admirers as this famous
Broadwest player. His writing-table was piled
up with letters from worshippers at his shrino,
from all over the world.
" They all ask mo tho same question," he
" Why do I always play the
declared gloomily.
part of villain ? "
" Then why do it ? " I asked.
" To be candid," he answered, " I'm entirely in the hands of the producer.
I long to
try some other role."
He has his chance in the " Trent Case," and
no doubt others will follow.

—

resist

Hearts Not Always Trumps.

KEPT

my

to
point that I wouldn't believe
in the unlucky star business.
" But
bad luck is proverbial "
" all sorts of people
Gregory Scott persisted

my

!

;

When I was in the Garrison Artillery
The other
I used to play Crown and Anchor.'
day I received a missive from a certain bombardier in my old battery.
" He had cut an illustration out of a newspaper.
It was just my head, depicting an expression
of horror.
Be'ow he had drawn a sketch cf the
'
Crown and Anchor game, and there was J,
looking down upon a pile of notes on tho Crown,
and I, as the banker, had thrown a double
know

it.

'

'

Q

Crown."

The i hotograph on this page of Mr. Gregory
Scott is his Javourite, and is an hitherto unpublished one. He gave it to me specially for
Picture Show

readers.

Sunburn and Fog.

FOUND

Miss Faith
looking very
sunburnt, when I
went to see her in her
dressing-room the
other day. There was
a fog without, but

I

Celli

crowds

within,

flowers,

Broadwest Company," he told me. " British
films have improved tremendously during the
last three years."

Ho
to

will

havo more

mo when next
Ho plays

tell

we meet.

tho part of a detective

inspector

created
a wonderful
impression of summer
time.
FAITH CELLI.
" I love playing in
Blue Lagoon,' "
the
she told me ;
but I do wish they'd film it
it is such a glorious play ;
one wants to let
one's self go all the time."
Miss Celli's a fresh-air girl, Everything about
'

Do you remember

her in

Barrie's play, " Dear Brutus
?
She fitted into
her part so completely, that it wasn't like acting
at all.
She has also played one of the lost boys
in " Peter Pan," and later, the immortal boy
'

who wouldn't grow up himself!

"Trent's Last
Case "

WAS

written

WE

were discussing the intimacy of the screen
with regard to tlie audience. " I'\e a rather weird sort of feeling,
she said. " about playing for films, whatever
one's character is, it seems to show.
If
you're charming and sweet so you appear.
You can do nothing to give this illusion. It's
some hidden consciousness within. If you're
selfish, and otherwise unpleasant, you can't
disguise it by a smile
before the tell-tale

A

—

"

!

Quaker.

Little

CELLI then went on to say that she
MISScame
of Quaker ancestry —
the same
all

she adores acting.
the film?, one discovers quicker than
any other way just what not to do," she declared.
Miss Faith Celli made a hit in ^the Minerva
comedy, " The Bump."
When she isn't playing for the screen, or
acting, she slips away to the country.
" I love milking the cows an I feeding the
chickens," she laughed joyously it is this air of
feminine hght-heartedness that makes her so
"

On

—

delightful

!

by

E. C. Bentley,

and dedicated
to

his

friend, G.

Chester ion.

K.

The

Broadwest film version preserves the
brisk action of the

CAMERON CARR.

book.

The scheming millionaire, Sigsbee Manderson (George Foley), ia
murdered near his English country house. But
in spite of his vast wealth ho is more hated
than loved, and few mourn him. Manderson's
He had
enemies are numerous.
married an English girl, but there were rumours
that it was far from being an ideal union.
" The Evening Sun " was the first paper to
financial

publish the exclusive news that Manderson had
been shot. Philip Trent (Gregory Scott),
something of an artist, also a free lance journalist,
was persuaded by the editor to investigate the
case immediately.
Trent is well received on the scene of the
tragedy by his old friend, Mr. Cupples (P. E.
Hubbard), the latter is Mrs. Manderson's
uncle.
Detective Inspector Murch (Cameron
Carr), is greatly puzzled by the case, and ha
is only too delighted to get any helpful suggestions that Trent might offer.
Manderson was discovered a long way from
Xo revolver
his house early in the morning.
was found by the body, and all ideas of suicide
were swept aside. Moreover, there was no

man to see the millionaire alive. John
Marlowe (Clive Brook), a young Oxford man,
was Manderson's secretary. Any suspicion
that might have rested on him was dispelled
because it was proved that he had motored to
Southampton the night of the murder.
The Inspector could not make up his mind as
But Trent, who folto the guilt of any one.
lowed clues unobtrusively, comes at length to *
logical conclusion.

From

that

moment he vowed

he would never again undertake such a case

!

The Real Criminal.

being that he
THEMrs.reason
Manderson (Miss Pauline
fell

sight.

first

He

firmly

in love

with

Peters) at
believes that,

actuated by feelings of jealousy, John Marlowe
murdered the millionaire. He questions Mrs.
she becomes terribly distressed.
Manderson
Then Trent discovers footprints he finds they
were Manderson's, and that someone else wore
his boots
and that the man was Marlowe
Also that Manderson never took more than one
glass of whisky.
On the night of the murder
By a
several glasses were taken by someone.
ruse he finds that -the finger-marks on the glass
used for whisky are Marlowe's", but for Mrs.
Manderson's sake he hesitates to give Marlowe
away. At last he says the ends of justice must
Trent sends his
be served. Marlowe is accused.
decision to the " Evening Star."
At last, driven
to despair, Marlowe declares that Manderson
plotted against him, tried to ruin him, and then
Forttmately for Marlowe
committed suicide.
Mr. Cupple is able to prove that this is the case.
Trent is only just in time to prevent his
sensational report being published.
Time elapses, and every indication is given
that his love for Mrs. Manderson is not in vain.
The emotional acting of Miss Pauline Peters
is of a very high order.
Gregory Scott played
With buoyancy and distinction, and Cameron
Carr, this time cast for a less important part
than usual, made it a telling and interesting
study of a not too intelligent inspector ; Cliva
Brook was an ideal Marlowe.
;

Character and the Screen.

camera

in

" Trent's Last Case."

last

rose-tinted

and Miss Celli's
shapely brown limbs,

this.

usually oas*

apparent motive for murder.
Martin (Richard Xorton), the butler, was the

of

lights,

her denotes

is

had only a few

" I've

"

I

I

minutes' chat with him the other morning.
played in sixteen pictures for the

STARS.

GOSSIP

star

—

—

!

Edith Xepean.
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SPLENDID SHORT STORY TELLING OF A BROTHER'S LOVE.
E

(Special to the "Picture Show.
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dressed young man, who would have
been good looking but for a shifty
expression in his eyes.
" Anotlier discovery, Kathleen ? "
lie said with a scarcely veiled sneer.
" How these Bohemian mountebanks
impose on your good nature."
" I thought we had agreed not
to discuss music, Robert," said the
girl

coldly.

" The only music that appeals fto you is of the
cheap, musical comedy brand, and I sometimes think
that vour outlook on life is fixed at the same level."
Robert Blake scowled as he followed Kathleen to
the door.
They had been engaged for a considerable
time, but there was scarcely a day on which they
did not come into conflict, so dissimilar were their
ideas.

WILLIAM FARNUM
the

as Pierre Fournel.

village of Verlaine, outside Quebec,
Fournel lived with his sister Gabriellc.

little

IN Pierre

They were very poor and occupied very modest
apartments over the confectionery shop kept by Paul
La louche. Pierre was a musician who earned his
living, playing the violin and giving lessons.
He was
saving every penny he could scrape in order to get to
York, where he hoped to get some publisher to
buy his symphony which represented the great
ambition of his life.
But the payment for lessons was very small and
engagements very scarce. Often Pierre despaired
that he would ever save the money which he regarded
as the minimum amount which would enable him to
live in New York till he could get somebody to
publish the symphony.
It was when Pierre was
almost inclined to give up the struggle, that the
friendship of La Touche proved so valuable
The confectioner believed in the genius of Pierre,
And was always at his side in these dark hours with
friendly counsel and monetary help.
He would hurry
up the stairs from his shop with some daintily cooked
meal and a bottle of wine, and his cheerful spirits
would soon drive away Pierre's despair.
One summer afternoon Pierre was playing his
symphony with Gabrielle sitting at his feet when a
beautifully dressed girl entered the shop of La Touche.
The confectioner recognised her as Miss Kathleen
Noycs, a rich New Yorker, who came every summer
to Verlaine, where she entertained on a lavish scale.
Kathleen Noyes was very beautiful, and, to use tho
homely phrase, as good as she was beautiful.
As she heard the wonderful melody, she paused
and listened with head bent forward and appreciation
showing in her eyes. Herself no mean musician, sho
realised she was listening to a masterpiece being
played by a genius.
" Wonderful
Wonderful " she said softly. Then,
turning to La Touche, she asked the name of the

New

!

player.
" It

La Touche. " One
That which you hear him

Pierre Fournel," said

Is

day he

1

be famous.

will

own composition
move the heart

a masterpiece which
of the world."
" I wonder if he would play at a concert I am
giving ? " asked Kathleen.
" I am certain Pierre would be delighted," replied
La Touche, " but will not madaipc step upstairs and
J will introduce her to the great genius who is my
play

is

one day

friend 1

his

;

will

"

Paul La Touche had long since appointed himself
publicity agent to Pierre, and he never lost an opportunity to boost his friend, for Pierre himself could
never have been persuaded to say a word in his own
favour.
When Kathleen entered the little sittingroom she saw a tall, powerfully made man with a
handsome face and the eyes of an artiste, and a girl
with long black hair and deep slumbering eyes Which
glowed with a wistful, brooding light, who bore a
striking resemblance to her brother.
" I came to ask you if you would play at my
concert, M. Fournel," said Kathleen, after La Toueho
had introduced her. " But first allow me to congratulate you on your marvellous playing and on the
beauty of the symphony, which Mr. La 'louche tells
me is your own composition."
" You arc very kind." replied the musician.
" I
shall be very pleased to play for you.
Engagements
are not too plentiful just now."
Kathleen chatted for a little time and then went
down to the shop, where she was joined by a stylishly

Kathleen put an end to any further discussion by
saying she had some further shopping to do. and that
Blake need not accompany her.
Left to himself Blake turned into a saloon and
joined a man who had been watching him through
the window of the bar. Raul Rouget was a man
about whom few people had a good word. He lived
by his wits and he was not too particular how he
employed his cunning talents.
If you take my tip. you'll so arrange it that your
fiancee" does not "see too much of that handsome
" She seemed very much interested
fiddler," he said
in him."
" You saw her, then ? " queried Blake.
* Ye3. I was watching from an upstairs window.
As a matter of fact I was waiting for him to go out
so that I could have a few words with his sis.er
Gabriellc."
Blake raised his eves expressively
" Oh, I didn't know you were interested In that
quarter.
1 should have thought you, would have
tried for somebody with money."
" It's an old story, now." said the other evasively.
" But never mind Gabriellc.
What I wanted to see
you about was that hundred dollars 1 owe you. I
can't pay you till I can force something from that
skinflint uncle of mine."
" It may come In
" Don't worry," said Blake.
me this friendship of your= for Fournel's
sister."
" The little fool
" Friendship ? " sneered Rongct.
I got a pa to dress up as
thinks she is married to me.
a priest when 1 met her in Montreal, and we went

nselul to

1

through a bogus marriage ceremony. And now she
Is always asking me to tell her brother and my uncle.
If my uncle foiuid out anything about the attair he
would wash his hands of me. You help me. Blake,
and I will see what I can do to keep Pierre. Fournel
away from your cirl."
With this understanding the two men parted.

The Confession.
handsome cheque Kathleen Noycs
THF.
Pierre for his services at the concert

gave to
enabled

the musician to arrange for his long-contemLa Touche was delighted,
plated visit to New York.
and arranged a surprise party to celebrate the event,
—
in Hi'
of the festivities, at which Blake (who
1 1

1

i

<

I

*

had accompanied Kathleen) and Rouget were present,
Rouget had
the police arrived with Rouget's uncle.
been robbing the old man. and he had got out a
Warrant for the arrest ot his nephew.
A" the police went to take hold of Rouget Gabrielle
screamed and threw herself on her knees before the
uncle.

" Do not take blrfl away from hie." she pleaded.
" From you " cried the old man in amazement.
" What docs
Then, turning to his nephew he asked
"
this mean, Raul
" It means that it is through this little idiot that I
have got into all my trouble." said Rouget. " 1 have

Very slowly he pulled out the money that
prison
was to take him to New York. The amount more
than covered the sum stolen by Rouget, and Pierre
offered it to old Rouget on condition that he would
not prosecute. Rouget's uncle had determined that
Ids nephew should suffer, but though he wished for
revenge he liked money still more. He accepted the
offer.

" But this is madness " cried La Touche. " It will
be years before you can save up enough to get to
York, Pierre. You arc throwing away fame
and fortune to save a scoundrel who has no claim
on you."
" It is for Gabrielle. old friend," said Pierre.
" Do
not say any more. My mind is thoroughly made up."
!

New
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Pierre's hands
to his sister.

dropped from Rouget and he turned

" Is this true. Gabriellc ?

man

T "

he

Are you married to

tills

said.

he says.
We were married In
Montreal
We kept it a secret because Raul knew
uncle
would
disiidierit
him if he married a poor
his
girl." she cried.
Pierre looked from his lister to the man she claimed
" Yes.

It

is

a.-

as husband.

was the onlyTelativc he had In the world,
as he disliked Itouget he could not liear
the thought that his sister's hu-band should go to
Galirielle

and much

York.

Later.

found Pierre and his

sister in

A baby was

The Night

:

tried all I could to get rid of her."
At this Pierre, who had been listening horror struck,
flung himself on Rouget and gripped him by tho
throat.
" What Is between you and my sister ? " he
shouted. " Speak, or I will strangle you."
" Take your hands away," gasped Rouget.
" We
were married secretly in Montreal. The only harm I
have done is to myself. 1 got into debt Col her and
stole from my uncie."

A Year
later

New

born to Gabrielle which she
called Pierre, and she would liave been happy
but for one thing. She had discovered that Rouget
had never loved her, and she carried a mark of his
brutality in the shape of a lame leg.
She had sustaiued the injury in stopping Rouget from stealing
Pierre's violin to pawn for money, and in his rage at
being thwarted, Rouget had thrown her from a
balcony.
Only the pleadings of Gabrielle had prevented
Pierre from killing Rouget. and when he left Verlaine
for New York he warned Rouget that if he ever
attempted to see Uabrielle again he would not hold
himself responsible for what might happen.
Montlis passed, and Pierre was no nearer selling
his symphony than he had been at Verlaine.
He managed to get an engagement playing his
violin at a fashionable restaurant, which enabled him
to keep Gabrielle and himself in comfort, but the
great ambition of his life remained unachieved.
It was while playing in the restaurant that Paul
La Touche found his old friend, and the confectionei
determined that the symphony should be published.
He got in touch with Kathleen Noyes, and through
her influence he prevailed upon the biggest publisher
in New York to attend a musical reception at Miss
Noyes's house to which Pierre was to be invited to
play the masterpiece.
As soon as Robert Rlike got to hear of the reception
he sought out Rouget, and the two began to plot how
they cquld ruin Pierre in the eyes of Kathleen. For
Blake feared to lose Kathleen and Rouget would stop
at nothing to get money.
" We must make a clean job of it this time," said
" Kathleen keeps postponing the date of our
Blake.
marriage, and I am certain it is because she is in lovo
with this tiddler. I've got a plan which can't fail,
and I want your assistance to carry it out. Then,
when 1 have disgraced Fournel and married Kathleen,
you will find I shall not forget you. I have pretended
to be very much interested in tlds reception she is
giving, and expressed the hope that Fournel will meet
with the success he deserves. In this way she has no
suspicion.
Fournel's sister Is being invited, and
Kathleen is lending her a dress and some of her
jewellery,
She will dress in Kathleen's room, and
when they have all gone into the drawing-room for
the recital, I will let you in the house and you can
When the loss is
steal some of Kathleen's jewellery.
discovered suspicion must tall on Fournel and his
sister, for I will arrange that he shall also be in tho
dressing-room."
*'
That should fix Fournel," said RoHget. " I owe
him more than one grudge and you can depend on mo
to carry tl is thing out."

!

'!

YEAR

of the Party.

THEhadnight

of the recital arrived. Kathleen S«yc%
invited all her society friends and the great
publisher.
It was with a feeling of suppressed excitement that
she sat iu her dressing-room waiting the arrival of
Gabriellc.
She found herself asking why she was so anxlom
that Pierre's genius should lie recognised, and though
she tried to persuade herself that sho had done what
she had done in the cause of art, deep in her mind she
realised that there was something In Pierre besido
his musical genius that appealed to her.
She strove to dismiss the thought from her mind.
" I am engaged to Robert Blake," she told herself,
" and he it is 1 must marry.
If only tho recital is a
success and Pierre's genius is recognised. 1 must put
him out of my mind for ever, and the sooner I marrr
Roliert the sooner 1 shall forget this dream romance."
Her meditations were interrupted by the arrival ol
Kathleen went down to welcome
Gabriel and Pierre.
them, and then she took the girl to her room.
" You must come and see your sister when sh" is
dressed," she called out to Pierre as site went up the
stairs.

Kathleen had chosen one

of her best dresses

(or

J'icturc

Show, Dcanihcr Wi,
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and when sho was attired Kathleen looked
guest with unfeigned admiration.

Gabrielle,
Iier

ut.

"

You look perfectly beautiful, dear," she s:iid.
" No wonder your brother is proud of you."
Her maid now began to dress Kathleen and suggested that she should wear a string of pearls.
Kathleen took the pearls in her hand and then put

them down.
" No, I will not wear the pearls to-night," she said.
" Pearls mean tears, and I wish everybody to be as

happy as

I

"Once A board the Lugger"
A New Hefowortk Film,
always bo
ONE canbeing
good, and

sure of a Hepworl

film

The Lugger

feel."

No

sooner had the two girls gone downstairs than
in from an inner room in which lie In 1
been hiding, and seizing the pearl necklace he made
his way from the house uusccu by anybody except
J Hake.
The recital was a exeat success and the famous
publisher enthusiastically congratulated Pierre.
" There is no question that your genius will bring
you world-wide fame," he said. " I shall esteem it a
great honour to publish your symphony."
Pierre was naturally delighted, and he sought out
Kathleen to thank her for what she had done for him.
lint there was more than thankfulness in Pierre's
heart as he wont forward to his beautiful hostess,
whom he found alone in the conservatory.
" You have made me famous," he said. " How can
"
I ever

Rouget rame

thank you ?
" No, it is your
own genius that has convinced
everybody," said Kathleen. " It was only necessary
that somebody with power to publish your music
should hear you play, and there was never any doubt

no exception

"

— their

^

li

"Once Aboard
latest

film

—

is

to the rule.

The cast of this photo-play is a distinctly
clever one, and includes Eileen Domes,
Gwynno Herbert, Evan Thomas, E. Holm&n Clark, and John MaeAndrews.

A Word

About the Story.

CLARK takes the part of
EHOLMAN
Mr. Marrapit, and the most im.

portant thing in his life is his love
The Rose of Sharon."
This wonderful cat plays a big part in
the plot of the story, being tho means of
bringing five hundred pounds to (Jeorge
(Evan Thomas), who requires the money
to buy a medical practice.
So all ends
happily for George and the girl he loves,
Mary Humfray (Eileen Dennes).
for his cat, "

in my mind what the verdict would be.
I am only too
happy to think that I have been the means of getting
your talents recognised."
" There is something more you could do for me,"
" 1 wonder if I dare speak of that
s.iid Pierre softly.
which has been in my heart ever since I met you ?"
A soft flush spread over Kathleen's face and a
bright light tame into her eyes.
She knew that if she
ould only have said " yes
to the question that was
on Pierre's lips, she would have been the happiest
woman in the world, but it could not be. At all cost
she must keep her word to Robert Blake.
Before Pierre could say anything further she put
her hand on his arm.
" I have no right to listen to you," she said.
I
am engaged to another."
she held out her hand as she spoke and pointed to
her engagement ring.
" But," she added, " I am deeply sensible of the
honour you would have offered me, and I hope we
shall always be friends."
" Pierre bowed as he kissed her hand.
" I forgot," he said.
" I ought to have remembered
Mr. Blake. I hope you will be very happy."
next
The
moment he had gone.
i

An amusing incident in " Once Aboard
the Lugger." This film is produced
by Gerald Ames and Gaston Quiribet,
under the personal supervision ot Cecil

B

The Thief.
as the guests were departing, Kathleen's
JUST
came running into the drawing-room.
"

gone

"

Your jewels

—your

pearls, miss

M. Hepworth.

maid

They have

1

!

In an instant all was excitement.
Blake rang for
the police while he pretended to search for the pearls,
« hich he knew had been taken by Rouget.
Presently he came back with a handkerchief which
In' showed to Kathleen.
It had on it the initial " 6."
" The police found this outside the window of your
dressing-room, " he said.
"It belongs to Foumel's
lister, and the police think it was used by the girl to
There is no doubt that she
signal to her accomplice.
and her brother are responsible for the robbery. I
always warned you against trusting people of their
<0»

class."

"You have no right to say that
Kathleen indignantly.

1

"

exclaimed

" I am only saying what the police say, and I sup" I'm
se they know their business," replied Blake.
going with them now."
He hurried away to join the police who were on
1"

their

way

to Pierre's lodgings.

When

they arrived they found the musician and
were the only ones in the room. Gabrlelle
was asleep in the adjoining apartment. Pierre
looked up in astonishment as Blake followed by th.J
police, entered.
Blake came straight to the point of
J.a 'louche

Lis visit.

" Miss Tfoyes's pearl necklace

missing, and

we

sister stole it,"

he

is

have proof that either you or your
Eaid.

Pierre clenched his fist and strode forward
" It's a lie 1 " he hissed.
"
dare you suggest
"

How

it ?

" Perhaps

you recognise

this ?

" sneered Blake

showing him Gabrielle's handkerchief.
Pierre started back. He recollected that he had
seen Rouget hanging about, and he felt that the
scoundrel had forced Gabrielle to steal the jewels. At
all costs, he must save his little sister.
" You are right, it was I who took the necklace,"
he said quietly.
lilake could scarcely repress an exclamation of
triumph. He had not expected this stroke of luck.
Before the detectives led Pierre away he asked to
be allowed to speak to La Touche.
" It is that villain ROuget who made her do it," he
whispered. "But I must take the blame. Look
after Gabrielle, my old friend. The fates are against

me."
Pierre was brought up at the police-court the next
morning, but he did not go to priseon.
Kathleen refused to' prosecute, though she was coin-

(Conlinued on page 28.)

Who

could resist her ?

EILEEN DENNES

as Mary Humfray in this

new Hepworth

film.

)

)

)
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guilty in face of his
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own

)

con-

fession.

But a greater blow was to fall on him.
When he returned to his lodgings and told Oabrielle
what had happened, she denied having touched thenecklace.

" But," she added, " It. is P>ougct who has done
this.
I saw him on the balcony outside Miss Noycs's
dressing-room."
" Rouget
Your husband ? " exclaimed Pierre.
" Alas
I cannot call him husband," replied
" Since we have been living in New York
Oabrielle.
he has called on me while you were out, and lie told me
that the ceremony in Montreal was a bogus one."
Pierre's face went dark with fury.
Leading his sister to a chair he raised his hand in a
vow, as he swore he would never rest till he found
Kougc't and made him stand at the altar by his sister's
lide or else he would kill him.
After many weeks of weary search in New York
without finding any trace of Eouget, Pierre decided ho
would go back to Verlaine.
He lived only for one thing to find Rouget and
make him right the wrong he had done.
One day when he was in his old rooms La Touche
came rushing in with the news that Rouget was in the
blacksmith's shop.
Pierre ran out like a man demented.
At last the hour of his revenge had arrived.
As Rouget saw Pierre rushing into the smithy, his
face went deadly white.
He picked up a heavy hammer and struck at Pierre,
but the latter dodged the blow and tore the weapon
from his grasp.
Then he seized the villain by the throat, and banged
him on the ground.
He would certainly have killed him, but the thought
came to his brain that if he did the wrong done to
Gabrielle would never be righted.
Seizing the thoroughly cowed Kouget by the arm, he
dragged him to the church and sent La Touche for his

The
"John

—

and a priest.
Then followed one of the strangest weddings ever
leen.
Rouget, trembling like the coward he was,
replied to the responses with faltering lips.

sister

when a
and Kathleen, iu

Scarcely had the ceremony been completed
:arriago drove up and Robert Blake
bridal attire, stepped out.

As they entered the church Rouget pointed to Blako.
" Yon sha'n't get away without any punishment,"
" I have had to pay, and so shall you."
he said.
Turning to the bewildered Kathleen, he said
" It was I who took the pearls.
Blake paid me to
do it to bo revenged on Pierre, and make him disgraced In your eyes."
Kathleen turned to look at Blake and read the
:

truth In his face.

" Take me home," she said quietly to one of her
bridesmaids.
A little while later there was another ceremony at
the church.
Little Pierre was christened and Kathleen

was a godmother.

On

church on the arm of
Pierre and before the festivities of the day were over
she had promised to be his wife.
(Adqj>t£dL by permission, from the Fox film
this occasion she left the

serial

"

The
a mine

Carter Case," the heroine is buried in
explosion, and is rescued by the hero, looking
ready to enter a ballroom instead of being dug
out of about ten ton of stones and wood girders.
5s. awarded to Mnisie Cochrane, 4G, Picton
Street, Montpelier, Bristol.

—

In the picture " An Eastern Maid," Doucet
and Wyndam go in motor-cars to the farm
where the heroine, Fanny Ward, is staying, mid
although they both go iu a different car and at
different times, both cars bear the same identification number, namely XX4510.— 5s. awarded
to (Miss) E. M. Goldthorpc, 55, Cliffe Field Road,

HART,

"

BILL

S.

Hast.

Tom Moore.

(Slott.)

VERSATILE Tom

Moore in another new
role, that of a young composer whose
opera is stolen. A charming story of
wild hopes and empty pockets, with the star at
his best.
Dainty Helene Chadwick supports

A

him.

make

A

GRIFFITH'S latest production.
stirring tale of love and adventure in the
South Sea Islands which shows the regeneration of a beachcomber, ably played by
,

Barthelmess.
Clarice Seymour is
radaint as the idol dancer.
Very good, but not
quite up to the Griffith mark.

in

Belle

Trust."

Bennett.

Western Import.
appealing story of the power of motherlove and a sacred trust.
Dealing with
two widely different women, it tells of a
man who met his mother after long years of
separation, but neither knew the other.
Good
acting by the whole cast.
(

AN

" His Temporary Wife." Rubie de Re her.
(Oaumont.)

A
•

TALE

charming victim of
circumstance, who found herself forced
by hunger to act as temporary wife.
However, all things come right in the end, and
love seals the marriage as permanent.
Very
good acting and production.

"Brass

of a nurse, a

William

Buttons."

Russell.

(Antra.)

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

who,

a wealthy man
court a supposed

as

in order to
lady's-maid, changes into a constable's
uniform.
The complications wliich follow

A

Amusing

fun.

Few

winners

of

in tkis

trie

Prize-

::

Competition.

the announcement appeared exactly the same
words that had accompnnied the exposure of
the loan so long before.
5s. awarded to Edna
Smith, 39, Posbrooko Road, Milton, Portsmouth,

—

Hants.

Mobey.

gamble in order to save their
bank, but one turns coward, and it is left
for the youngest man to .take the blame.
This he does, and it is only after long waiting
that he finds happiness with the woman h<*
loves.
Agnes .Ayres plays opposite the star.
Acting is exceptionally good.

"The Lady

Mary Odette

Clare."

(Phillips.

TEXXYSOX'S
LORD
as a screen play. A
•

world-famous

romance
admirably acted by a

—

—

10,

Eldon

Streot,

Chatham.

In "The Chinese Puzzle," starring Leon M.
Lion, the betrayed details of the British loan to
China, when published in the newspaper were
flunked on either side by a partially visible
column of other matter. Later, in the same
photo-play, after a presumable lapse of months,
Roger De La Haye s resumed Government appointment was published, and on each side of

ballad

of old English
large British

cast, and featuring clever Mary Odette as Lady
Clare, a role which she interprets with much
skill.
The spirit of the poem is ably reflected
in the screen play.
It is a picture that all

English people should see.

"Kitty Kelly, M.D."

Bes3ie Bariuscale.

(Jury's.)

ACHARMIXG

story of the adventures of a
in the wilds of tha
West. There are many amusing situations, and much human interest that go to make
this one of the prettiest s.tories in which this
Average producfinished actress has played.

young woman doctor

tion.

"The

A

Wu

Highwayman."

Lincoln

Russell.

(Fox.)

BRIGHT

play that keeps you guessing

until the last reel as to who the Lincoln
Highwayman really is, and then you get
big surprise. The popular star has a fina

a

part and acts splendidly.

Good entertammeut.

COMEDIES.
" Keep Smiling " is a highly diverting
" Strand " comedy, featuring Georgo Ovey,
'

Yera Reynolds, Stonor Field,
and Harry Depp.
Billy

Fletcher,

"Good Morning,

\
Nurse."
(6.
perfect scream, featuring the same artistes
Warranted
drive
the
blues
to
as iu the above.

away

The

" ricrufcE

Show

" Critic.

In " Sunken Rocks." starring Alma Taylor
and Gerald Ames, the man playing the part of
Miss Taylor's husband drops down dead in tha
midst of a quarrel between him and Mr. Ames.
As Mr. Ames is trying to make the room look
as if a struggle has taken place, he stepped acrom
The dead man moved his
-the dead man's legs.
foot

to

prevent

it

being

stood

awarded to (Miss) G. Colthorpe,
Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.

In " Mary Moves In," with Fay Tincher, a
telephone is 6een on the library table. Someone calls over the 'phone a few minutes later,
a moving van comes and takes away the furniture.
Two men carry out the table, and the
telephone goes out with the table.
5s. awarded
to A. Gollntly, Time Office, Wm. Boardmore and
Co., Duko Street, Parkhcad, Glasgow.

(Vita-

.

In "

Dew Drop

1,

upon.-

—5a.

Stevenson

Inn," the photo-play starring

Larry Semon, he climbs up through a chimney. When he reaches the top he is no mora
This would
dirty than before he started.
be a bit of a miracle for a chimney, wouldn't it !
5s. awarded to Violet Moses, 61, Morden Road,
Newport, Mon.

—

Meersbrook, Sheffield.
I noticed nn error in the filming of " The
Chinese Puzzle." In the scene where they were
having tea on the lawn, as the picture changed
so did also the table-cloth.
One was a crochet
design, while the other was plain, and yet it
was the same meal. 5s. awarded to N. Farrcll,

an"

EOtJR men

Richard

Soul

refreshing

graph.)

life

(

DW.

A

much

"The Gamblers." Harry

film that will please everybody.

" The Idol Dancer."
Richard Barthelmess and Clarice Seymour.
Walturdaic.)

"

to Picturegoers.

fresh

poses as a detective. He finds plenty of ad-venture and to spare, and becomes enchained in a
tempestuous love affair, which brings everything
to a happy ending.
Hart in an unusual role, iu
wliich he gives us full measure of good acting.

"Heartsease."

Guide

entertaining.

from a lumber-camp,
finds himself the owner of a
ladies'
lingerie shop, and to hide his identity

FILM FAULTS.
In this week's episode of the

William

Petticoats."
(Paramount- Artcraft.

I

I

PICTURE SHOW'S

NOW ON SALE!
Packed with amusing school

stories,

thrilling

games, puzzles and article*
on sports and hobbies. Large coloured plates.
Superbly illustrated and strongly bound.
tales of adventure,

Get a copy TO-DAY!

Price

6

-

Picture Show,

December

4</i,

1920.

19

famous

acDonedd

Mary

of

who

is

Maclaren

also a Star

A delightful
MacDONALD,
and

At one time

KATHERINB HacDONALD,

birfler

photograph
with her

ol

sister,

KATHARINE
Mary MacLaren,

their mother, taken in their beautiful borne.

the

beautiful film star,

bad no intention of going into
She managed the business affairs of
her sister, who, by tbe way, is Mary MacLaren
but one day sbe suggested that she should work
in her sister's productions. She was given many
small parts, but was soon playing big roles.
pictures.

,

1

Whatever RATHER1NE MacDONALD does she does thoroughly. Here yon see
her in ber dressing-room between tbe scenes ot one of ber films, and sbe is
spending ber time by practising expressions in ber mirror.

KATHERINE MacDONALD is very beautiful,
She is one
but ber beauty has not spoilt her.
of tbe

most modest

of girls.

—
Picture Show, DtccmLer 1th. 1920.

Stained Linen Restored

Snow-white Purity

to

Y'S

Be

V hilelhe

children are home on holiday, the staining
of table linen, dainty frocks.'and clean «uits.with Ink.
fruit, and tea occurs with lamentable frequency.
If the stained
Don't worry over such mishaps.
article is white and washable, just squeeze over the

mrs

When
you

mark

a little

Movol, wait a few moments, and, how-

ever bad the stain,

it

will entirely disappear.

fry's

drink

even a

CMOVOL)IS
Pmni

And

If

coloured

^^7~~™i^r--~-~^^

use Movol

STAIN REMOVER

f^tit

Removes Ironmould, Rust, Fruit and

given

Ink Stains from White Linen, Clothing,
Marble, etc.

the

with
tube.

and see.
Buy flora Chemists. Groccrs.ptc.in 1 V and Sd.tubes.
If you cannot obtain send 12 for large tube to
WM. EDGE A SONS. LTD..
^-Z£t
BOLTON.
^-^fffflll]
'

Pjf

PURE
BREAKFAST
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= A mazing Serial Story —Starts THIS Week!

The Man Who

it

300 GRANDS
PRIX, GOLD
MEDALS, &c

Women

Despised

*6oeoa*

An

and

enthralling

original love storv

opening chapters in

THIS

WOMAN'S

week's issue of

PICTORIAL

Out on Wednesday.

Price 2d.

ii

That

illlllllllllliHIIllllfr

Few Minutes

Neuralgia or splitting Headache!
Cure it
taking a Little harmless ZOX in a cup of tea or water.
acts like magic.
To prove this we will send TWO ZOX FREE to anyone mentioning
terrible

paper and sending stamped addressed envelope.
Of all chemists and stores, 1'6 & 3'- per box or post

THE ZOX

CO.,

11,

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful M usl.al discovery of the
Age. It ttactaesyou to play the piano bean Ufully by ear and vamp to thousands of songs
in all keys villi ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the uliirbtfst kDowlcdgi- of music.
Simple as A H i'. 164.000sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money returned if not as stated. Complete, post f rec.

2/6 (per I' "
Co. tiDepI

Imperial Publishing
28, South Castle St.,

Liverpool.

Kstabllshcrt

1*72.

Hatton

free at th^se prices

Garden,

LONDON,

by
It

NERVOUSNESS
If jn»i
the greatest drawback In life to *ay nuv or woman.
are nervous, timid, low -spirt ted, lack self -confidence, willpower, mind concentration, blush, or feel awkward in th«
presence of others, send
penny stamps for particulara xA tb«
Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treatment, used in the Navy froiA
Vice-Admiral to desman, and in the Army from Colonel to
Private. D.S.O's. M.tVs, M.M.'s. luAD.C.N.'a
It

3

this

from

—

E.C.I.

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

The simplest and most reliuble depllnOne applicauo
tory procurable.
entirely removes all unwanted hair,
leaving skin soft and smooth.
Obtainable erery w here

V

free,

with

made rocket

in

full Instructions. 1.9.

<

;

The Newspaper

the

worth, 10/- monthly, etc.

6o/-

WRITE

mm

TOR FREE CATALOGUE
AND ORDER FORM.

Foreign

applications

MASTERS.
Hope

Stores,

luvilcd.

.

Mead-o-phones
nd
Columbia Regal,
Zonophcne, Pathe,

Ltd. &),
(Estd.1869.)

Ic

EdisonBell

10

Deccas.'

Inimedialc delivery. Sent on 1
days' trial, packed tree, carri,
S3 tunes and 400 nei
included.
Satisfaction, or
refunded.
Send postcard
beautifully illustrated art caul<
paid.

m

MEAD

(DEPT. 0 10)
CO.
^BALSALL HEATH, j
I

BIRMINGHAM

RYE.

Whole World Loves

E*ROM

end to end of the earth, wherever English is spoken, this
and merriest of papers is known and loved.
The following paragraph appeared in The Daily Mail of October jtli,
1920

^

:

>

Kings, Watches, etc., on Easy
Terras, 30/- worth, j/- monthly

a
violin without
study of
ious

lent on the maiket.
Hotter quality »

1.

SAVE

>

Raincoat?, Trenchcoats, Boots,

rerfcctly as

R. FIELD (Dept. 19). Hall Avenue, Huddersfleld.

Ltd.,

London, E.C.

u
finest massive TaMe
Grand*. Porta We. Hornless and
exquisite!, coloured monster

Overcoat's, Cutlery, Alarm Clocks,

It f u in en t
that plays in
keis as

rost

Circus,

direct from factory at whnVsale
prices and
POUNDS,

^Q

ROMRTEsi'lTD.

all

Range 3* Octaves.

LurJgate

The LIQUID HAIR REMOVER
i

In-

liritish-

Buildings,

DECOLTE N £

GREAT MUSICAL DISCOVERY.
BRITISH INVENTION.
A Pocket

.

Imperial

536.

..

The only

bv

LADY TROUBRIDGE. Do not miss the

ASK FOR FRY'S YELLOW & RED LABEL

Neuralgia Cured in a

=

brightest

:

sermon at Abergele, Denbighshire, the Rev. J. Talwrn Jones,
Brymbo, said the CHILDREN'S NEWSPAPER was far and away
the best newspaper in the British Isles.
It was, moreover, of immense educational value to the rising
generation, and should be read on every hearth in the land.
" In a

Boy Your Children THE CHILDREN'S NEWSPAPER. Price

2d.

YOU SHORT?

'ARE
If to, let

the Olrvan System heir

to incnaseyoi.r height. Mr.Briggsreports 5 inches Increase ; Driver E. F.,
S inches ; Mr.Ratc.i(fe,4 Inches Miss
;

l.il'. 4 inches Mr.Kctley,4ioches.
This system greatly lmproTes the
health, figure, and carriage. Send S
penny stamps for further particular*
and £100 Guarantee to En ,<..rv
Dept. C.T.i IT. Stroud Green Road.
;

London. N.4.
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The' 'Picture Skow.
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ART AND THE MOVIES.
many

respects

IN Haidce
defies

tion

Wright
classifica-

she seems

;

outsido the confines

of

all

It is

categoric?.

impossible

explain

to

why

exactly

this is so,

ono

only knows that it
A slight, almost

in.

fragile woman

of

with
middle-age,
eyes of a haunting
sadness and a wonderfully

HAIDEE WRIGHT.
[Photo

Foulsham

:

<t-

Banfield.)

sensitive

mouth, she immediately
conveys an
impression of
strength, of a

tremendous mental and spiritual virility, in a
manner which is both rernarUable and aweinspiring.
I can quite imagine that she might

— that

—

she will smile at the suggestion that
anything in her personality calculated
to striko awe in the soul of the spectator, for
no one could be more simple, sincere and
wholly human than she;
but beneath her
sudden, unexpected tendernesses her simplicity
which in a mistaken moment one might take
for diffidence
and her general warm-hearledness, there is always this impression of strength ;
there

is

—

—

repressed, controlled, magnificent.

There was ono dramatic moment.

I

Art—and

this

to

She said it quietly, without emphasis, yet I
cannot hopo to reproduce the effect of that
utterance.
It was as if Force was challenging
force.

can

is

—

for

off

AT

article, I said
that Miss Wright defies classification.
This is as true of her work as of the artiste
herself.
Therefore it is not surprising that she
should deplore tho stereotyped characters of tha
average photo-play.
" The scenarioist mostly writes for three
" If you are middletypes," she remarked.
aged, then you must portray a woman who is
not only is elderly, but cruel and wicked ; if
you are a girl, then you must be tho virtuous and
ill-used heroine
if you are a hero, you must be
Tho trouble is that one is so seldom a
heroic.
human being only a type, and types are fatal
;

to stories of

interest."

will out.

'

May Hersokex

Cr.Ar.KE.

Off to the Carnival — Choosing Your Fancy Dress — Simple
and Original Ideas the Most Popular- Many Frocks on
One Foundation The Picture Girl's "Domino" Dress.
the material is arMany Frocks in One.

—

ranged with a ball
wool
of
a
y and
couplo of
k n itting
n o e d les
•

.

v.

slipped

3

through.

Fashioned
From

Pieces.

and
ODDS
Ends "

an-

is

fancy
This can bo
dross.
mado for either a man
or a girl. In the caso
of tho latter, it, should
fashioned
bo
with

Topical Ideas.

other

costless

skirt

and

blouse

while for the

girl

who had not spent a single penny of money
or a moment of time upon her frock. The dress

man

;

a

pyjama

stylo

choice

The founda-

tion

is

best

made

is

Summer, 1920," and the girl
wore merely an ordinary mackintosh leather
hat, and carried an umbrella up
You will
agree that here was originality worthy of

common

recognition.

pieces of paper,

"

calico,

is simply
covered with odds
and ends of material,

!

and
any
other
small
" odd " objects you

Another practically costless' fancy frock can
be evolved from a large piece of cretonne. It
is to represent a " Knitting Bag," very topical
when every other girl you.meet has fallen to the

can think

of.

"Patches"

Frock.

Girl had a wish for her fancy
simple as well as original,
to
and for that reason she chose tho
" Domino " illustrated on this page.
The
foundation frock is of black sateen, and tho
panels of white satin, with spots of black velvet

upon them.
The Magyar bodice

attached all over
the foundation frock.

Street,
to the

of

when brightly
pretty " Domino " fancy
dress specially designed by
" Home
the
Editress
of

A "Domino"

Picture
THEdress
be

coloured pieces of
material, in fairly
large pieces and in
odd
shapes,
are

dress

is

this type, and very
effective
it
looks

No. 28,649.

found invaluable to the

is joined at the waist to
the skirt, while the dominoes form panels
both back and front; and are held into the waist
by a sash. A white ribbon band, dotted with
black, encircles the head ; while the white fan
is also decorated with black spots.
You can obtain patterns of this fancy frock,
in 24-inch waist size only, for Is. each, from
PICTURE SHOW Pattern Dept., 291a, Oxford

another

A

LITTLE

black foundation frock will bo
girl who attends
many fancy-dress dances. With the aid
of a lot of red tape she can convert it into a
" Red Tape " frock. The tape should be wound
round the figure, and allowed to stray looso at a
number of places. Another time the foundation
c^uld be decorated with silver stars, and a
moon placo I on the front to represent " Night."
Then, again, worn with a great big frill of white
at tho throat, and white bobbles at intervals,
it would mako a pretty little "Pierrette" frock.
Large circles of brightly coloured silk sewn
upon it here and there, and a neck frill of
multi-colours would convert it again into a
" Balloon " frock, this time a bunch of gasrilled
balloons being suspended from one
shoulder.
A white foundation frock would be equally
useful, to be converted with tho assistance of
cotton-wool, holly and " frost," into " Winter."
With the aid of large webbed sleeves of ninon.
rows of beads, and an imitation spider, it could
be transformed into a delightful "'Cobweb."
/\

of

and

tho whole

Fashions."

human

Yet Miss Wright has succeeded in being a
human being on the screen, as you will be able to
" Aunt Rachel,"
testify when you have seen
" In Bondage," and " Colenel Newcome.'' But
then she is a great artiste, and art, like truth,

;

:

A

story.

Types, not Human Beings.
'the commencement of this

it3 favourite books and plays suffer at tho
of the film adapter
that people may ask
with justice Since we do not see on the screen
what we found in our book (or play), why (rouble
to give us adaptations at all ?
" There are exceptions, of course," she said.
The Lure of Crooning Water,' for instance.
1 liked the book, and I certainly was not dis-

hands

are heaps and heaps of topical ideas
THERE
that can be represented by fancy dress.
At a recent carnival — a film carnival,
too — one of tho best prizes was taken by a

!

and no

;

the best prizes. The chief necessity
is novelty and originality.

knitting craze.
The frock is short, and comprises a bag-like affair made of cretonne, the
legs slipped through a couple of holes in tho
lower part of the bag, and the arms slipped
through slits in the sides.
frill, about a couplo
of inches in depth, stands up at the neck, so
that it looks as if tho head is peeping up from
out of the bag
Strings hang from either
shoulder, to represent the tapes of the bag ;
wnile upoti the top of the head a small frill of

star

all

Adaptations.

resist

—

indeed I think they are neces.aiy; but 1 do
object to a system whereby stories aro so
frequently distorted in order to throw the star
into undue prominence.
The result is usually

—

a fancy frock

represented

The Star System.
ono respect, at least, I think the
IN aro more at fault than wo are. Americans
1 refer to
tho star system.
I am not averse to stars,

WRIGHT thinks that the public has a
MISSlegitimate
grievance in that so many of

a fancy dress carnival ?
few dancers, anyway.
There is
suqh an air of gaiety and joy imparted
"
from the dance that demands
fancy dress
only," that few girls (or men) care to refuse an
invitation when it comes their way. Still, one
vory frequently hears grumbles about " not
being able to go because they do not possess a
fancy frock." Yet this should in no way deter
anyone from going, for a fancy dress can bo
fashioned quite quickly, and tho expense neod
bo so slight as to be hardly noticeable.
The idea of a fancy dress having to be elaborate,
and therefore expensive, is a stupid one; for
some of the cheapest and simplest of frocks
are often the most becoming, and frequently
carry

it.

only anxious that a power with such
be
potentialities for good, or evil, should
directed in 11)3 right channels, for the cinema
is the night-school that young America and
An enteryoung Britain regularly attend.
tainment of such universal appeal should bo
raised with all possible speed from its present
position of an industry to tho status of an art.
" When an author writes a book or play, ho
does not. if ho is a sincere artist, subordinate his
art to his financial instincts," observed Miss
" His primary object in writing his
Wright.
boolc or play lies in his own personal interest in
the theme he has in mind, and in his absorbing
desire to communicate that thetno to others in
the most artistic manner.
But in the film world,
a story is too often written with an eye on tho
middle-man, the man who will buy the film, and
to the end that he may be pleased, all other
It will be
considerations are subordinated.
argued that the middle-man is, above all, a
The
business man, and not a philanthropist.
same may be said of a publisher, or a theatrical
manager. Yet, it quite often happens that a
publisher puts a good book on the market, and a
manager presents a fine play on the stage,
without suffering financial loss thereby. For
the general public opinions to the contrary,
notwithstanding is not incapable of appreciating a genuine work of art when it sees it."

She

THE DRESSING-ROOM.

WHOVery

no

had

referred to Miss Wright's recent vehicle, '" The
Unknown," and the big theme that play presents,
at the same time remarking upon the enormous
disseminating power of the film as contrasted
with the more restricted appeal of the stage.
"7 he film is so powerful," remarked Miss
Wright, " that 1 am jealous of it."

IN

artiste is by
film, far from

w

appointed in
the
film
version.
Presented
exactly ns tho author intended, beautifully
played, without a single part being distorted,
both theme and characters were as near the
originals as you could possibly get them.
And
it was a British picture.
1 am proud that it wo«.
Useless to deny, of course, that tho .Americans
are ahead of us in film production (though 1 do
not think they aro so far ahead as some would
have ns believe), but I do think that the British
picture is improving every day of its life.

Man.

the Middle

stage
YETmeans distinguished
antagonistic
the

Interview

Haidee Wright.

London, W.i.

PICTURE

P.O. to be

SHOW

made

payable
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When It's No Use
Pretending.
If

THE PRACTICAL WOMAN
AND HER GREY HAIR.
.-

'"THE gayest

of us have our moments of hollow
depression.
Sooner or later we all have
to give up pretending, even to ourselves,
and relapse into unhappy candour.
J.

At no time, if one is a woman, docs one feel
more acutely miserable than when one faces
one's mirror in a clear, cold light, and marks
the

first

charms.

signs of the " going off "

of- one's

know a very charming and

I

woman whose nightmare

so-

that she
may one day find herself in the situation beloved by novelists that is, alone or nearly
" Just fancy," she
alone on a desert island.
wails, " having no comb or looking-glass or
hairpins, and, worst of all, no tammalite.
Because, do you realise, that I should actually
be grey ? " To see her soft, brown hair one
would suspect her of perverting the truth. But
she frankly assures her friends that her hair
would be nothing without an occasional timely
application of a tonic made of bay rum and
pure tammalite. " It brings back all the
colour," she affirms, " besides making one's
hair beautifully healthy.
Why, I was in
despair a year or two ago, because my hair was
growing grey in streaks. But since I discovered
tammalite, I haven't the slightest difficulty in
keeping my hair its normal shade."
phisticated

is

—

you want

to-

know

STUPID COMEDIES.

IF

criticism continues to be directed ajainst some of
the screen comedies which are being given us
to-day, it is simply because the public is becoming

obviously more bored than amused by such productions. So many ol them are being turned out from the
studios with a kind of mechanical rapidity that it is
not surprising that the humour in these turns is stale
and flat. In fact, the majority of those who see them
simply refuse to admit they are amusing.
I was impressed by this fact the other night in a
picture theatre when the item in the programme
happened to be styled a " comedy." It depicted, of
course, the usual bevy of bathing girls, without which
no " real comedy " nowadays is apparently considered complete.
But, bad enough as this recent
and senseless innovation might be, it was rendered
worse by the introduction of some of the old tricks
that one remembered having seen in the days when
the motion picture was really in its infancy.. There
was the familiar hotel corridor with the two bedrooms
one on each side, the same old rush from one to the
other, and the tumbling of human forms over one
another in a frantic, meaningless scramble. The
film was not a re-issue, but a new one, and typical of
similar comedies which are being shown to-day up
and down the country. In my mind I tried to picture
in this case bow very funny it must have appeared to
the producer, and how undoubtedly hard the artistes

must have worked

in their

somewhat

clean.

Yet the audience was coldly unappreciative.
film was viewed without the sound of a
single laugh being heard.
It is by no means an isolated instance, as many can
prove.
Elsewhere this same type of comedy is being
received with the same silence, and the absence of
the laughter it is expected to raise should be sufficient
proof of its failure to amuse.
Yet there is no sign of

immediate disappearance. And unless some
vigorous protest is made it will continue to bore us,
with only the word
comedy " to remind us that it
is intended to be something at which we ought to
its

'.'

laugh

1

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica .
tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street London, E.C.4.

Editor, "Picture

A Correction-.—The answer to " Myra " (Liverpool) in the issne for November 13th. should have
read " But now definite news has been received to the
that she (Pearl White) is married to Wallace
etc.
Alas, the
in "now" was
, thus giving
my reply a different meaning.
Yes, you can blame that imp, the printers devil, if

effect

is

not

a long time.
This very simple shampoo gives splendid

will last for

results.

The

delicious

foaming lather

it

makes

not only cleanses the hair "thoroughly, but
brings out every atom of its latent colour and
brightness.
The hair dries quickly, and though
beautifully soft, it is quite manageable.

When

the scalp

inclined to be dry. and the
hair brittle, it is a good plan to massage it with
olive oil before giving it a stallax shampoo.
is

There arc few things which increase one's
self-respect so much as the possession of lovely
hair.
It is a perpetual joy to oneself and
others, and with a little care, one can defv

hairpin-scattering winds
lomantic,
situations

and even trying, if
on an uninhabited

island.

TARKER BELMONT S CI.YNOL BERRIES
FOR OBESITY.
[A DVT.]

"w"

McCutchcon,
left

you

good enough to use just any
shampoo when washing the hair. Care should
be taken to find the very best one, and then to
keep to it. A really excellent idea is to use only
stallax granules, which are obtainable at all
good chemists. A teaspoonful of stallax is
sufficient for each shampoo, so a J lb. packet
It

pathetic efforts to

amuse.

The whole

And what

a difference beautiful hair makes
to any woman.
It excuses plainness, it enhances beauty. What man pictures the woman
of his dreams with anything but soft, abundant
hair ? From Rapunzel to Mclissande, there
is something romantic about lovely locks. It is
deplorable
nowadays
see
to
naturally
beautiful hair ruined by neglect, curling irons,
harmful shampoos, and the like.
Many girls,
otherwise careful of their good looks, think
nothing of going to bed without brushing their
hair.
Without constant brushing the hair can
never attain to that glossy " sheeny " look
that is so delightful. A good brushing for
fifteen minutes night and morning should be
included in the discipline of every woman,
plain and pretty:
A stiffish brush should be
used, and it should be always scrupulously

anyfchiricy

"

out

like.

" (Abbey Wood).— So your
mother and you have been having a strong argument
all over a stout person who was seated in the lighting
scene of " Broken Blossoms." I am sorry this stout
person is causing all this domestic unhappincss
but
if he was somewhere in the audience, he was certainly
not introduced by name. The boxers, of course,
were Donald Crisp and Kid McKoy. Junnita Hansen
was the heroine in " The Brass Bullet."
E. C. (Catford).
I don't keep any notes of the
weights of artistes, because it's information which
cannot always be depended on. Patty Arhuckle, for
instance, may decide to grow heavier than before
and Gale Henry thinner still. There's no knowing
what changes like that may take place. Maciste has
appeared in " Cabiria " and
Maciste, Alpine

Canada Struck

about Films or Film Players
" Nil Desperandum " (Tynesmouth).— Well, 1
don't want to make you despair, ton you may have
better luck next time with your other questions.
The only information I can discover just now is that
concerning John Bowers.
Some of his Alms are
" Joan of the Woods," " Sis Hopkins," " Daughter
of Mine," " The Divorce Game," " Through ttie
Wrong Door," and " The Pest." He was born in
Indiana on December 27th, 1391, and is married to
:

liita Heller.

" Devon Entbtsiast " (Ilfracombe).— Write to
Harrison Ford again and gently jog his memory. It
you send him a letter like you liave sent me, he won't
find it in his heart to refuse. Now to your questions.
Madge Kennedy and Tom Moore in " The Danger
Game "
Rowland Hill, Bob Read, and Robert
Balicc in " Kilties Three "
June Elvidgc and Geo.
McQuarrie in " The Tenth Case "
Gerafdine Farrar
and Wallace Reid in " The Woman God Forgot " :
and Olga Petrova and Thomas Holding in " Tlie
Daughter of Destiny." Y'es, you can get back
numbers from the publisher of this paper. No, you
must buy the whole set of postcards, but you will
find it worth doing.
M. M. (Wallington). Douglas MacLcan does not
state his age, but, as to the rest, I can tell you he was
born in Philadelphia, has brown hair and eyes, and
is 5 ft. 10 in. in height.
His wife is a noii-professional. William Farnum, who was born on July -1th,
1876, is married to Olive White.
E. W. (Stoke Newington). I am afraid I cannot
promise to give any particular art plate within a
given' time, but one of your favourites will appear in
due course. Ruth Roland has reddish-browu hair
and dark blue eyes, and was born twenty-four years
ago in San Francisco. Her mother, Elizabeth
Houser, was at one time a well-known singer.
" Inkstand " (Stonehouse).
Producers and others
dont seem to think, somehow, that the proper giving
of the cast is an important item, but they will probably change their minds some day. In " The Man
in the Mask " the three names I have are those of
Rene Creste. Millie. Manes, and Ed. Mat he. Lewis
Stone was the star in " A Man's Desire," and Herbert
Prior was the artiste you want in " A Model's Con;

;

;

—

—

—

fession."

" Ta-Please
(Wallasley).— Herbert
Rawlinson
was opposite Mabel Noruiand ia " Back to the
Woods.''

—

M. B. (St. JamesV Glad to hear this paper is doing
so well in your part of the world.
Hete is a list of
Betrv Btvtne's pictures as requested. ."Tangled
Lives," " The Green God." " The Silver Horde," " A
Game with Fate." " Over the Top," " The King of
Diamonds." and " The Busiuess of Life,"
" CODY " (Chatham). What strange new job is
this you have found in the Army, of keeping ffw
books relating to different information about Dim
stars ? I am curious.
Y'our first list, howevet. is
much too long for me to tackle all at once, so I will
Ksthryn Adams was born
select three for a start.
on May 25th. 1807: in St. Louis. Mo., and has blonde
hair and dark grey eyes.
Her height is 5 ft. 7 ins.
May Allison was born in Georgia in 1808, and slm
Her hair is golden, and her
is two inches shorter.
eyes blue. Janet Alexander only tells us that she
has greeny-grey eyes, blonde hair, and Is married
If you are going to work
to Lauderdale Maitland.
down the whole alphabet. I wish you a long and
pleasant time.

—

(More answers next week.)

;

—

;

Soldier."

—

" Mab " (Bradford). This department favours the
instalment system. A few each time is better than a
In answer to your three questions.
lot at once.
Gladden James was born in Zancsville. Ohio, and has
played in " The Heart of Wetona," " The Social
Secretary," and " The Third Degree." He has yellow
Armand Kalisz was Doucet in
hair and blue eyes.
" An Eastern Maid."
In the cast of " The Lone
Star Ranger," the chief players were William Faroam,
Lovely,
Raymond
Nye.
anil
Y'ou needn't
Louise
You are welcome.
forget to write again.
" Ixqi isitive
(Brentwood). Y'our resolution as
a new reader to take this paper all your life is a good
one.
May your years be many. At present. Norma
Talmadge is the only married sister of the three.
Mary Miles Mintcr is single, and her age is eighteen.
Virginia Faire, whose rcai name is Brown, is quite a
newcomer to the screen, and she will doubtless tell us
more about herself later.

—

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.

WRITING TO ARTISTES. — Please

do not ask
by po st. |,„t j[ you wish to comwith
any
artiste
not
niunicatc at onto
named below
write your letter, putting the name of the star on Hie
enclose
it.
with
a
loose
2d. stamp
envelope, and
to the Editor, the P11TCRE SHOW, Room 85. The
Street,
London,
E.C .4,
Fieetway House. Farringdon
nnd it will be forwarded by the next mail. A lett-r
ounce
will
require
an
addiweighing more than one
tional penny stamp for each extra ounce. Such lette. t
cannot be specially acknowledged by the Editor.
When writing to artistes always give your full namnnd address, including the name of your county atul
country, and mention the Picture Show to ensure
the safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarant
that such letters will be answered. Please keep these
addresses for reference.
for

any

u.blr.

~

•

ALAN FORREST, WANDA n.VWLEY.
Rcalart

Pictures Corporation.

New York City. VJB \
TOM MOORE, care
City. California.

I

Goldwyn Film

care ot

Avenue,

Co., Culver

care of Lasky Studios. Vine

Hollywood, California,

MA RJ OR IE
of Stoll Studios

Fifth

S A.

ENRICO CARl'SO.
Street,

of

4'.!>,

•

I

5

\

HL'ME, CECIL HUMPHRIES,

care

Regency House, Park Road SurbKon.

(More addresses next week.)
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GET THIS 4-in-l GIFT FOR
YOUR HAIR.
See

How

M

AKE

Will Banish All Hair Troubles, Promote Abundant

It

up your mind TO-DAY to gets the Free l-in-1
think
Gift Package here offered you. Don't wait to
it over,"' or you may miss for ever a golden oppor"

tunity for maintaining or developing hair beauty.
:r

--

Harlene Hairdhill
Outfit that is now
a Free
offered you will help you to escape' from every form of hair
trouble quickly, or, if no such trouble exists, will enable you
to add immensely to the beauty and luxuriance of your hair.

The

DON

gift of

BE CONTENT WITH IMPOVERISHED HAIR

T

HOW

"

Growth and Beautify Your

HARLENE M HAIR-DRILL HELPS THE HAIR

Not a single moment should be lost by any man or woman who has
not yet seen how "Harlene Hair-Drill '' works a literal "transformation " in the hair in writing for one of these hair-beautifying " Harlene
Hair-Drill " Outfits now so generously offered.
who tries " Harlene Hair-Drill" is surprised and
EVERY
delighted at the speedy improvement in the richness, the luxuriance, the
strength, and the radiance of her hair.
They are amazed, too, at the
comparatively speedy way " Harlene Hair-Drill " revives and revitalises

WOMAN

the hair.
The hair "glows" with
hair, not hair that is dull,

its

riehuess of colour.
and half-dead.

are only asked to
Bond the sum of 4d. in
of

and packing,

postage

and this Free 4-in-l Gift
w.H be dispatched to
your address in any part
Of the United

promptly.
clude :

moist.
Oily or greasy
hair is " corrected " to

a normal state. Men
practise " Harlene
Hair-Drill " are conspicuous among their

who

Kingdom
will

It

in-

A Free Trial Bottle

1.

"

of

now

Hair,"

fellows

for

that

" smart "

and

" well-

groomed " appearance.

Harlene-for-the-

"

who

modest scale in his hair.
Bald spots are rilled up
with strong, healthy
hair.
Too-dry hair becomes just healthfully

Outfit.

You

stamps to rover cost

"living'"'

once begins to practise
" Harlene Hair-Drill
soon sees a similar improvement in a more

return a Free " Harlene
Drill

becomes

EVERY MAN

Thousands who were formerly worried about the poor condition ot
hair have lwn amazed and delighted at the wonder-working
powoft! of *' Harlene Hair-Drill." You will be the same if you write
to-day and accept by
-

It

lifeless,

their

Hair

Hair.

WRITE FOR

universally

tonics,

YOUR FREE

and as used by Royalty,

OUTFIT TO-

recognised as the greatest of

all

hair

the nobility, the aristocracy,

social

DAY.

leaders,

This w o n d e r f u 1
"Harlene Hair-Drill"
only
takes up about two
in every grade of society.
minutes of your time There
is not the least difficulty in obtaining one of these Free 4-in-l Gifts of Beauty, for all
Harlene feeds and nouyou have to do is to send your name and address, with 4d. in stamps and the following coupon, an addition to the time
rishes the hair as noand a Free Four-fold Seven bays' Trial " Harlene Hair-Drill Outfit " will at once be dispatched to you. spent on your toilet
thing else does, and so
daily that is repaid a
thousandfold because it relieves you from all hair troubles, makes your hair
healthier and altogether more beautiful.
it naturally becomes stronger,
grow (hieber and stronger, strengthens the roots of your hair, (mparts a
2. A Free Trial Cremex Shampoo Powder, which cleanses the scalp and
charming, naturally healthy " waviness" to woman?8 hair.gices it a radiantly
"
A "Cremex Shampoo beautiful look which make all the difference, and keeps on improving it in
hair, and soon frees it from all scurf and dust.
quality until it reaches its highest possible Standard of health, strength,
is most deliciously refreshing and invigorating at any time.
public people,

lions of

and mil-

men and women

Free Trial Bottle of " Uzon," another preparation that has won
world-favour and world-praise from all sorts and conditions of people
3.

A

for giving the final

touch of radiant beauty to the Hair.

It is

particularly

ieneftcial to scalps inclined to be dry.

4. Last, but not least, the
:ull

" Harlene Hair-Drill

*'

Manual, containing

instructions for carrying out Hair-Drill in the most successful

esultful

and

way.

eauty.
After a Free Trial you will be

iiGTICE

TO THE

GREY-HAIRED.

Grey, Faded, or quickly losing to Colour, you should
try at once (he wonderful ne\e lionid compound " ASTOL," a remarkable discovery which aires bark lo grey hair new life and colour in a
yiiick and natural manner.
You can try " Astol "' free of charge by
enclosing an extra 2d. stamp for postage and packing of the " Harlene
Hair-Drill" parcel i.e%, fitf. stamps in all when, in addition to the
splendid 4-Fold Gift described in this announcement, a trial bottle of
" Astol " will also be included absolutely
free of charge.
is

—

—

I

"Harlene
tine, Is.

1

'"

at

|d,

Is.

and

lid., 2s. 0d.,

2s. Oil. jx-r

and

bottle

able

"
;

obtain further supplies of
per bottle; "Uzon" Brillian-

to

4s. Od.

Cremex " Shampoo Powders.

Is.

(kL

per box of seven shampoos (single packets 3d. each) ; and "Astol" at 3s.
and .")<. per bottle from all Chemists and Stores, or will he sent direct on
receipt of fid. extra for postage by Edwards' Harlene, Limited, 20, 22.
24,

"

SP ECIAL
// your hair

and

and

26,

Lamb's Conduit

Street,

London, W.C.

1.

FREE HAIR-DRILL" COUPON
Cut out and post to EDWARDS* HARLENE, Ltd.,
20, 22, 24 and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.I.
Dear Shis, Please send me your Free " Harlene " Four-fold
Hair-Crowing Outfit as described. I enclose 4d. m stamps for
Picture Show, 4/12/20.
postage and packing to my address.

—

N P TE TO R EADER.
Write your full name and address clearly on a plain piece of paper,
(Stark envelope
pin this coupon to it, and post as directed above.
" Sample Dept.").
in all—
X.B.— If your liair is GREY enclose extra 2d. stamp
and a FREE bottle of " ASTOL " for Grey Hair will also be sent you.

—
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1,100 s^aperlb illustrations

QEND to-day for the

you all
about the Charles Dickens Library— the Edition-de-Luxe
of the master's works
the edition which the finest private
It contains unique
libraries in the world are proud to own.
features to be found in no other edition whatsoever, and it
surpasses all others in the splendour and number of its illustrations.
It is a monument of Scholarship and Art.
Free Prospectus that

will

tell

—

CHARLES

LIBRAE
it

DO

ihe delight
and enjoying

of

forgo

not

possessing

tins

magnificent Charles Dickens Library.

Some

You

more pleasure from these

will get

CHARLES
DICKENS
Library

1

500 copyright illustra-

sumptuous volumes than from a thousand
nights at the theatre
and you will get it at
a fraction of the cost. The Charles Dickens
Library is an ornament of the home and an
ornament of the mind
an investment of

—

tions by

600

material value

;

In addition to
classic

a precious

'.

— the

illustrators

—

all

Dickens Comtelling
panion
you all you want
to know about

—

the

— Cruikshank,

this edition ha«
Leech, Phiz, Seymour
been illustrated throughout in every volume
by the inimitable genius of Harry Furniss.

is

exhausted.

The

m

the great creator

of

a

thousand

inimitable char-

Seize the opportunity before the limited
edition

volume

Special extra

the pictures by

all

Dickens

classic

Artists.

heirloom for your children.

great

Harry Furniss.

illustrations by all

the

;

more than merely

exclusive

Features of the

14,000 beautifully printed
pages will give hundreds oi
hours of pure enjoyment to
yourself and your family.
Its

lHEDrc®s

acter*.

complete Library

can be delivered to you for 7/- down and
few further monthly payments.

a

—

Bring them into your own home
Micawber, Pecksniff, Fagin, ManlaKni,

They

Pickwick.

are

all

real people

"THE PICTURE SHOW" COUPON.

who

To

step right out of the pages of the book to

entertain

you and to

fill

17,

your home with

in to talk to

New

Sir).

— Plea»e «cnd

first

you.

step

now by sending

Co., Ltd.,

London, E.C.4.

mr

Dickens' Companion, on

Take the

Book

Brlc'ge Street,

per return Full put culan ihowing
how I can »-cure ihe lM-Vo!ums tdie'on o( Diclceaa Woiki.
illu>
rations
and
including the volume olleJ the
1,100
its
with

their oddities, their humanity, their charrn.

Ask them

the Educational

NAME
this

firat

payment

of

,

coupon

which brings you an interesting coloured pros-

ADDRESS.

pectus of the finest Dickens Library in the world
Occupation

,

Printed and published every Monday l>y the I'rop, Idols, 1'HK AMALOAM.vrKD I'KKSS- LIMITED, Tile t'lcetway Home, r'arrinijdou Street, London, E:C, 4. Advertisement
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NAZIMOYA
virrritE snow. Dwranei nth.

1920.

BEOIBTBBZD AT THE

Beautiful Art Picture, 16
|

DEC.

11th,

MAURICE, THE WORLD-FAMOUS DANCER, AND LEONORA HUGHES.

GRAND NEW COMPETITIONS 50
1

IN

O.P.O,

At A

WWWBT

\

PKH.

x lO,
1920.

DAN

?^?DS? NT8

PRIZES-BEGINS THIS WEEK.

i

Picture Show,

Dcrcmhr Uth,
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Pure Soap makes
Clothes last longer
—
that
why the
is

Sunlight Guarantee
means so murh more
to you to-day.

OTHER

can never make a mistake in using
Sunlight Soap it is a pure soap, and there is
no extra charge for its guaranteed purity. The
clothes are Mother's first consideration when washing them, and clothes washed with Sunlight Soap
certainly last longer, because there are no injurious
chemicals in the soap to injure the fabric
1\yT

The name
Soap

is

LEVER

—

Then again the clothes are not
destructive rub-a-dub method with

on

a Guarantee of

Purity and Excellence.

subject to a
Sunlight Soap.
The dirt slips away easily and quickly, saving
Mother's time and labour as well as saving the
clothes.
Clothes look nicer when washed with
Sunlight Soap they are more wholesome and are
a greater comfort to tender and sensitive skins.

—

unlight Soap
jCeuer ZBrotfiers £imztecf,£7br£ Sunfig/it

—
Picture Show, December
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cP Picture,*. Plays and Players

urA Para graph?

Tn order to get
turning over in the process.
the desired effect they had to do this five times,

and even then, after the fifth time, when the car
was turned up again on its wheels, they were
able to start the motor, and drive it away on its

own power.

The

first
four times the car
but absolutely
the fence,
landing
right side up tin all
refused to turn over,
occasions.
It was an old roadster uf 1911 make.

smashed through

His

Ma jesty's.

To-day she

is

" Chu Chin Chow," a year ago ?
one of our best-known British

screen actresses.
Commencing with a small part in the Btoll
picture version of Baroness Orczy's '' E!u-..\ ••
Pimpernel," she was given the one feminine rate
in

"The Amateur Gentleman," and now

in

the

screen version of Marie Corelli's famous novi
''
Innocent," she has displayed consideral

1

'

emotional power.

Our Picture

of

Nazimova.

OUR

She

—

the 16 by 20
centre page this week
answer to
picture of Nazimova
is in
picture
of this
for
requests
a
numerous
I am son the picture will
wonderful artiste.
It is a reproducjustify your many letters.
I hope
tion of Nazimova's favourite picture.
it will please you.

—

Teddy's

ONE

Famous Readers of the " Picture
Show.

New

of the

Contract.

most famous dogs

new contract.
Teddie, who has starred
comedy films.
to sign a

in pictures is
This, of course, is
in half a hundred

No. 48 -RUBY MILLER.
RUBY MILLER, whom you see above,

Teddie's contract expires with Mack Sennet t
next January, and immediately following he
Teddie's
will be starred in special pictures.
contract calls for a salary that wilt enable him
to have roast turkey every day if he so desires.

Stoll film version of
thrilling story "The

E, Phillips Oppenheim's
Mystery of Mr. Bernard
Brown," Miss Miller has made a name for her.She is also a particularly gifted
self on the stage.

A Welcome

I remember her in charge of
character reader.
a charity stall in aid of the Red Cross during the
war, where she was able to add considerably to
the total by her clever delineations.

wrote " I love you very much, and I am
sending you half a dozen handkerchiefs which 1
hemstitched and worked with your initials. I
know it is not much of a present for a fine lady."
Miss Davies says she hastened to assure her

is a
very talented member of the .Stoll Film
Company. Besides being a screen star
of note, and playing the leading part in the

Big Money Prize May be Yours,
is some time since we have had n compeIT tition, and I know the one on page 23 will
interest

you

all

immensely.

—

THEcresting
t

article

—

little

Irish

friend

girl

that beautiful

linen

is

becoming

very rare in America, and that she appreciated
very much
the hand-hemstitched hankies
indeed.

For one thing,

there is no cost to enter. It is interesting to try
to solve the words hidden in the pictures, and a
big money prize may be yours.
A good, enough
inducement to enter, don't you think ?
Turn to page 23. and see if you do not
think you stand a chance of winning a prize.

Don't Miss This.
" Girls' Cinema

Gift.

DAVIS recently received a letter
MILDRED
admirer in Cork. The
from a

Year Ago.
you know
that

particularly

"A

making the outdo,

in France,

Gentleman

ginning.
I

Wonder

—
?

SUPERSTITIOUS

people make me tired."
said Buster Keaton, when he spilled i
few grains of salt at luncheon the other

day.
,,
Just then the man across the table whom he
was addressing turned his head to greet a friend
who had just entered the restaurant. He
wasn't sure, but he thought he caught a fleet ii g
glimpse of Buster tossing a pinch of salt over his
left shoulder.
It couldn't be true.
On the way to the door of the cafe a large
cat sauntered across the path of Buster and his
friend. The friend saw that Buster had crossed
the second and index finger of either hand, but
he didn't know whether it was a habit or not.
Buster's studio was but half a street away,
and he was hurrying to complete " The Scarecrow," his third Metro picture. In front of a
tailor's shop en route stood a ladder, and at the
top was a man erecting an awning. Just befote
reaching this point, Buster requested that hrs
friend cross the street to look at a peculiar

watch in a jeweller's window.
They didn't
recross until they got opposite the studio.
As they reached the " lot " the gafeman

long -lived

play

at

" Four-leaf ciover.' grunted Buster. " Foolishness,

that's

hope

I ne%'er

all.
Just* plain' supersfitios.
get that way."
,
-

"

-

" has a particularly inthis creek, describing

in

simple Christmas gifts which are being

made by well-known Cinema stars. Other interesting features in this new paper for girls
is a pen picture of Jack Mullhall, one of Nazimova. a page edited by Alma Taylor, and a long
complete story of the fino photo -play, the
" Grey Towers Mystery," in which Gladys

Leslie plays the leading part.

The "
worth.

Girls'

Buy

Cinema"

this week's

is

a fine twopenny-

and

see for yourself.

•

A Real Boys' Paper.

IUST

a word about the " Boys' Cinema.''
There are the usual fine complete stories,
including a real Wild West tale by Tom Mix.
A long instalment of " The Return of Tarzan,"
the splendid jungle tale by Edgar Rice BurI

<*

roughs, a fine series of Physical Culture articles
by that expert Bill Duncan, and the usual
fun and interest. If you are a boy.
or if you know a boy friend, you'll be interested
articles of
in'

this

week's

Couldn't

Do

issue.

This With a

New

One.

READERS

who complain that things are not
as good now. as they were before the war,
will be interested in the following para...
graph. *•
In the coming Lionel Barrymore play, entitled
" The Master Mind," a car was bought for the
specific purpose of wrecking it, and the company found that it was next to impossible to
•

accomplish this object.

The
stout

idea was to have the ear break through a
fence and fall down a sharp declivity,

r

France." which
Mr. Maurice Elvey, the producer, is now beof

gras-s.

that Miss Madge Stuart was
DIDplaying the part
of an unimportant slave
in

now

stooped and plucked a four-leaf clover from the

4-f

A

is

scenes for

The arrival of the broker's man in the hero's flat, a splendid scene in the Hepworth film version of
Temrle Thurston's most famous novel, "The City of Beantifnl Nonsense," in which HENFY

EDWARDS

plays the leading part.

1

—
4
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" OVER THERE.''
FROM
Notes and News ¥rom New

(Continued fiom

sage

llt/i,

3.)

YorK.

NORMA*ND,
MABEL
vescent, and wondrously

George Will Never Forget.

scintillating,

EORGE WALSH,

as you know, is an a!lround athlete. He has been in many tight
corners during his screen career, and tells
of his luckiest escapo from death.
" We were producing a picture out in Col" In one of the scenes the
orado," said Walsh.
heroine falls into the river, and I have to dive

f

Vj

My

in to rescue her.
river all right, but the

leading lady

fell

l

into the

company realised

a moment
iter that it was going to be a real rescue. As it
was in spring, the river was in flood, and rushing
along at a rapid rate. The girl screamed for
help, but as soon as I touched the water I knew
I
was going to have great difficulty in getting
ashore again.
" However, I managed to get hold of her,

The

to struggle.

remembered
was that my strength was nearly gone, and I
suppose I must have made a supreme but
last thing that> I

successful struggle for the shore.
" It was an experience that I shall never forget,
and needless to say we did not make any more
scenes that day.
Both of us were badly shaken
up, but after a few days' rest we went back and
finished the picture."

Cullen Landis and His Adventures.

A

RECEPTION

has just been held at the
Goldwyn studio to celebrate the safe
return of Cullen Landis, who was lost for
,j
two days and one night in the mountains
without food.
Landis started out with five friends on a deer
hunting expedition. He struck the trail of a
deer, and wandered oft from his companions,
lost all sense of direction, and was soon completely lost.

The first night he stayed in a cave. The
weather was extremely cold, but he lighted a lire.
This drew a pack of coyotes, which
howled at the actor, but made no attempt to attack him. Hp had seven
matches and eight shells for his gun,
and a plentiful supply of cigarettes.
The mountain streams furnished water.
At dusk of the second day, Landis
mounted a high mountain to make it
survey of his surroundings.
Great
was his surprise to see two tents. Ho
approached, and found an old prospector and his family. They prepared
for him an appetising supper of venison
steal;.
Tho next morning tho prospector guided Landis back to his camp
a distance ef .twenty three miles,
impassable except by foot.
On his return, Landis found the whole
country-side out looking for him. His
friends had been searching frantically,
and had almost given up hope of

"

and

MAE MARSH. A late GARETH HUGHES, who
snapshot of this clever
who is coming back
to the screen again after

star,

some months

1

is

Tommy

to play the part of
in the coming film version
of Sir J. M. Barrie's "Sen-

absence.

timental Tommy.''

didn't you let Renie go to the country
start life anew ? " said Mabel.

" Renie isn't a really big character," ex-'
plained Florence. " A girl used to the fleshpots.
of life, and who has never paid any attention to
the demands of society, wouldn't he content to
live in a little country town.
She would leave
her husband and come back to her lover in ft

month."
'

course got no wages, as he was doing

As he was

it

for fun.

leaving, Rogers overheard a

cowboy

say, "

Some guys have got a queer idea of a
holiday " ; but Rogers says that he has never
spent such an enjoyable four days' holiday.

The Part Luck Plays.
impression
THEorgeneral
beauty or grace,

that favouritism,
or unusual gifts
have smoothed the path for the success" It is no
ful stars." says a well-known director.
one of these gifts, nor even a combination of
them, that has counted for much in many
ease.?.
Luck has played its part the good
fortune of falling into the hands of the right
producer or director, or of having the support
of a good team of fellow players.
But no one
knows, or will ever know, the countless number
who have failed on the screen.
" But for the. most part success has com?
because of the tireless effort in malting use of
what power or gift 9 they possessed, and yet a
long observation has shown me that neither
luck nor talent puts more than one in a hundred
of the ambitious to the front.
Therefore there
are a thousand mathematical odds against even
For every one who advances
the clever girl.
to the front, ninety-nine of those who try slip
out of the game sadly disillusioned."
is

—

Fay Filmer.

The country isn't so bad," argued Mabel,
when you get used to it. Look at these,"

" not

sho said, extending- a pair of badly calloused
" I have been playing golf and living
hands.
the simple life."
Mabel dieted rather strenuously to attain a
proper slenderness for " The Slim Princess," a
picture she recently completed for the Goldwyn

Company, and as a result is now underweight
and anemic. She is drinking gallons of milk
to get fat, and is weighing herself with scrupulous earo to report every added ounce to her
physician.
Mabel never takes any care of
herself, and her friends have now taken her in
hand and prevailed upon her to try and keep
tho roses in her cheeks.
Her eyes seemed to me larger and deeper

than ever.
" Look at these lashes," said Florence Reed.
could braid them."
" Braids aro out," answered Mabel. " Bobbed
hair is in vogue."
"

You

Mabel never loses her good spirits she always
has an epigram, or at least an answer, on tho
tip of her saucy little tongue.
But as one man
said once, in speaking of the gay little lady
" You lovo Mabel not because of, but in
spite of her mischievous pranks.
She scatters
her smiles broadcast, takes everyone to her heart,
and then promptly goes away, forgets all about
them until she meets them by accident again."
But one feels it is a joy to know Mabel, and
tho world is better for having had her

DO

a

million of

it," said

Well,

from
two
the Film
Central la Company. Having a Swedish
,ancost,ry brought about this Scandinavian affiliation, which Miss West over
has found exceedingly profitable.
This is tho way it u'l happened, if
I
may be pardoned for going into
history, five months old.
The Swedish
Film Company sent a nowspapcr
woman to California from Stockholm
for tho openly expressed purpose of
obtaining a screen a< tress, SwedishAmerican preferred.
Tho newspaper
woman landed in California with a list

money

"

titled

this

play

now

ho

garb, a smart

appears

he has never

young nineteen-year-old.

puts more inimitable touches in his
character role of a boy who cherishes
memories of an old-fashioned rearing,

Will's

ridicule for

it.

Busman's Holiday.

ROGERS recently had four
WILLdays'
holiday, and spent

it

brand 3,000
spent ten hours a
in most strenuous work, and of

helping a
ralves in Texas.

toy

friend

He

just back
starred in

made

for

:

Phyllis. "« In
in up-to-date

He

and gets much

is

sho

Hansen. Each of these young women
wcro tied down with a contract, and for
that reason were unable to consider going
to Europe.
W. S. Hart said to her,
one day when sho was calling on him
What about my little Swede ? "
Winifred is blonde, young, and lovely,
and within a week all arrangements
were made for her to sail for Sweden,,

appearing, en-

Nineteen— and

where

containing the names of Anna <}.
Nillsson, Gloria Swanson, and Juanita

*-f

revelled in such a part as that in
is

.

special productions

Charlie's

which he

Winifred

Sweden,

;

New Part.
CHARLES RAY says

who played in so many of
Ray and W. S. Hart pictures.

Cliarles

Landis.

—

you remember Winifred West?
She is the little blonde

over
girl

but I wouldn't
copper for another just like

the experience

:

Back From Sweden.

finding him.

"I wouldn't take a

;

here.

,

.

a

Why

—

for

in

in one of New York's new theatres, and
Mabel's visit was to tell Florence that she had
cried her eyes out over the sad ending of the play.

.

give

effer-

opened

1

although tho current was carrying us down
stream at a terrible speed. Suddenly my head
struck a bit of flotsam, and I lost consciousness
for a moment.
When the faint ness passed away,
the girl was some yards down the river ahead of
me. I made another attempt to reach her,
swimming my utmost, and eventually caught
hold of her again.
" By this time I was in a pretty bad way, but
to make matters worse, the girl lost her head,
and clutching me around my neck commenced

gowned

pale blue and pink evening frock, came
dashing into Florence Reed's dressing-room tho
other evening.
Florence Reed is making a great success in
" The Mirage," a new play w hich recently

DALY COOPER

and MABEL LAIT, who are soon to be seen in British
Daly Cooper began bis stage career at the age of Ave in a
Dniry Lane pantomime, and since in numerous musical comedies and
pantomimes.
Mabel Lait also is a musical comedy star, and bas
played principal boy in many pantomimes.
It was Miss I. nt that
played Dick Wbittington in that pantomime at the Lyceum Theatre, ,
London, in the 1919-1920 season.
comedies.

>

Denmark, and Norway with her mother.
" And it's a mighty good thing I had
mother with me," said Winifred. " Sho
had to interpret every lino of the
scenario and every word of direction J

—

received for tho first month at least.
After that tho language came easy to
me, and I could understand their
tonsrue as well as my own Cnited
States.
'

lOueixa O. Parsons.

:

ricturc Show, Dtecmbir llUi, 1920.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Don't

yon

like

this

CHRISSIE WHITE,

new

studio

the

popular

portrait

starred in this film,

KATE LESTER in a typical character study, dreaming by the fireside, in which
she sees visions of the past.
A scene from one of the latest photo-plays in which
this clever actress has a part.

picture to delight the heart of

"Pussyfoot"

SHOW."

An amusing incident in " All's Button," the British screen comedy produced by Cecil M. Hepworth. LESLIE
HENSON, the popular actor who is appearing in " A Night Out," at the Winter Garden Theatre, London, is

o!

Hepworth

star ?

A

" PICTURE

!

RUTH ROLAND

she never drinks anything stronger than milk, and

is

does not
training her

and can be seen on the right

oi the picture.

"

Tiger's Cub," which had such a successful run at a London theatre, has
been filmed by the Fox Film Company. The above is a scene from this photoplay,

and shows

PEARL WHITE, who

mind the country being "dry,"
company to follow suit.

as

takes the star part.

A good old English bull terrier. BLANCHE
SWEET'S dog, " The Kid."

Picture Slaw, December Utfi, 1920.

BEGIN TQ-DAY

A POWERFUL STORY QF A GREAT TEMPTATION. By EMMIE ALLING HAM.

!

Read This

First.

WESTON
summoned
ARTHUR
Amy Rae, to Oreystone Manor.
is

by

his

!ihe tells

aunt

him

worried about her son Harry.
Her
for her money, and he has
spent it as fast as he can, and there is uo provision
made for her son*s future.
she

is

husband married her
She trusts Arthur

implicitly,

and

him a bag

gives

containing twenty thousand pounds in notes which
she has managed to save, and asks him to hold it in
trust for her boy.
She tells Arthur that she will
leave Greystonc Manor to him
but it is really for
Harry, and he is to pass it over to him when he is
t wenty-one.
Arthur is deeply touched.
" May God punish me if I do not respect your
trust in me," he says very earnestly.
A fortnight later Amy Rae dies. After the will
lias been read, there is an unpleasant incident when
Weston overhears a conversation between Harry
and Grace Ferguson, the vicar's daughter, and it
ends in a fight between the man and the boy.
The Rev. Ferguson calls on Weston as he' wishes
1o make peace between him and Harry, but Arthur
refuses to go to dinner with the rector to meet his
;

'

cousin.

On returning home, the Rev. Ferguson tries to
persuade Harry to give up his idea of going to
Australia, but with no avail
and one day the boy
comes to say good-bye.
Grace is very upset to think he is going away, and
after he has left she goes to Greystonc Manor and
enters the house by a secret passage because she
thinks there is a burglar in the library. She finds it
is only Arthur Weston, and as she is making her
way out again she finds that someone else has entered
the house by the secret passage. It is Cecil Rae,
and Arthur Weston comes face to face with him as
he is leaving the library. They enter the room
together, and Grace hears them quarrelling, and
when she reaches the, garde n a shot rings out.
;

The Tragedy.

Rev. Mr. Ferguson was
down
THEbreakfast
on the following morning. He
late

to

had spent a restless night.
" I think it must have been that Welsh rarebit
we had for supper," he explained to his wife.
" I had the most horrible nightmare.
I trust
I did right in letting the dear boy go," he continued, almost in the same breath.
" Why, of cour.se you did, my dear
You
!

did your best to stop him," said Mrs. Ferguson,
" And, after
in her motherly, soothing voice.
all, I agreed with Harry.
I like his spirit in
going to earn his own living at once.
You
need not fear," she went on. with quiet confidence, as she poured the rector out his coffee.
" Harry will make good ; ho will make us all
proud of him. You wait and see."
The rector sighed.
" Well, we must hope for the best," ho said,
as he opened the morning newspaper.
Grace stole a grateful glance at her mother.
It was so good to hear Harry praised.
She
wanted to speak of him, to add her words of
hope for -his well beimr. but her tongue seemed
tiod.
She could only breathe a prayer in her
heart for his safety.
Mr. Ferguson
suddenly gavo a startled
exclamation, and looked at his companions over
his paper.
This is terrible " he said, staring at them
.
blankly.
" What is ?. What has happened ? " Mother
!

.

and daughter both spoke at the same time.
Mr. Ferguson looked at the paper again, as
though doubting the evidence of his senses, and
then passed it across to his wife.
Mrs. Ferguson adjusted her spectacles.
" The body of a man was found in
Greystono
Woods last night by a party of labourers. A
revolver, which was marked with the initials
R.', was identified as belonging to this dead
man, who was well know n in t he neighbourhood.
Tin! tragody points to suicide.
" Cecil Rae, tho dead man, was the husband
of
the lato Mrs. Rae, of Greystono Manor, wdio,
in hor will, cut her husband off without even
tho proverbial shilling.
Mr. Hue, it is underblood, was very heavily in debt, and had
'

already, on the day of the tragedy, had an
interview with his lawyers. The police are busy
making further inquiries."
Grace had glided from her seat, and was
leaning over her mother's shoulder. As she read
the words, her mind was going over the events
of the evening before.
She had heard the pistol shot, but it had not
been in the woods, but in the manor house
itself.
What did it mean ? Had Cecil Rao
shot Arthur Weston and then gone into the
woods and shot himself ?
A horrified little cry escaped her.
Mrs.
Ferguson glanced quickly up* and
eudeavoured to crush the paper in her hands.
She had no wish for her young daughter' to

read such horrors.
" Now, Grace," she said kindly, as she noticed
tho girl's wdiite, drawn expression, " you do
not want to read this. It is very terrible and

Poor Harry
I wonder if the news will
bring him back ? "
Grace opened her mouth to speak, but no
words came from her lips.
She wanted to tell them her terriblo suspicions.
She had not mentioned her adventure
the day before.
A certain shyness had kept
her dumb.
She was afraid of those kind,
sad.

cerning her suspicions.
Mr. Ferguson got slowly up from his chair,
and there was a very troubled frown on his
usually benovolent features.
" I think I shall go and call on Weston," he
" Shall 1 suggest that his little girl
said.
should come over to us for the day ? "
*'
By all means," replied his wife. " Wo are
always pleased to have her."
Grace stood hesitating. Should sho let her
father go without warning hint 1
Mrs. Ferguson touched her lightly on the shoulder.
" I want you to drive into Tolescotnbe. dear,''
sho said.
There is sotno wool to match and
somo flannel to buy for the mother's meeting
this afternoon."
Mrs. Ferguson had further details to discuss,
and when at last Grace wont to seek her father,
ho was gone.
Arthur Weston was in his study. He had
given orders that he was" not to bo disturbed,
so the maid informed tho rector.
The Rev. Ferguson stood hesitating whether
he should depart, when a fairy-like little figuro
darted out from ono of tho French windows
leading front tho drawing-room, and canto
towards him.
" 1 saw you coming,'' sho cried merrily, as she
caught hold of tho reverend gentleman by his

swung herself backwards ami
forwards.
My daddy is most awful cross
ho never comes out now, and 1 am awful
coat-tails,

anil

"

;

"
missiblo
" You do not look it," said tho clergyman,
and then ho added
smiling down at her
" Poor little maid
Would you liko to como
!

:

:

back w ith

me

" Yes, that

?

"

1

would

lie

You know

pony.

don't you

?

and I can ride
havo a pony now,

lovely,
I

" cried tho child eagerly.

" Yes, I do remember something about It,"
replied tho rector, smiling down into tho pretty,
winsome face upturned to his.

You
slvi'n't be a minute getting ready.
wait ? " cried the child, as she proceeded
to enter tho house tho way she had come.

"I

will

Mr. Ferguson advanced towards him.
" My dear Weston " he exclaimed.
" I
came to see you, but they told me you could
not be disturbed. I trust you are not ill ? " ho
continued, in a voice of genuine concern, as he
caught sight of the other's ghastly face.
Arthur Weston pulled him-' lr together with
an effort, and endeavoured to smile reassuringly.
" No, I ant all right. Only I suppose I was
not out out for business
everything seems to
!

;

worry me."
"

You want

pathetically.
1

!

understanding eyes guessing her secret.
Harry meant so much to her. She could not
bring herself yet to mention his name, and she
knew that both her parents would perhaps guess
the love which was tearing at her heart-strings
if she confossed her visit to Greystone.
Grace took after her father. She was very
sensitive. Tho same feeling wh.ich had kept the
rector from stating clearly to Arthur Weston
all he knew about tho late Mrs. Rae's wishes,
made his daughter now hold her tongue con-

my

" Tell your daddy that I ant taking you out,"
called out the rector.
It was at this moment that Arthur Weston
.himself made his appearance round the corner
of the house.
He stood still and stared when
he saw his visitor.

a change," said the rector sym" Indeed, you look to me very ill.

should go away for a bit."
" I suppose my cousin sailed yesterday,"

remarked Arthur, as he moistened his dry lips,
and his companion had an uncomfortable feeling
that a great anxiety underlied the words.
Yes, he went ; but I sjtould not be surprised
the news in the papers will not bring hint
back, poor lad."
" News
What news ? " asked Weston.
" Oh
Have you not seen the papers or
heard the gossip ? The whole village is agog
with the tragedy."
" I have not been out, and I do not listen to
gossip "
"
"
if

!

!

!

Then you have not heard ?
The rector's voice was almost

incredulous.

seemed impossible that anyone could bo

It

Greystone Woods without
had happened.
havo heard ? ^Haven't I
have not left the house for
days ? " Tho man spoke querulously.
Mr. Ferguson realised that he was talking to
a sick man, and ho hastened to speak as ho
thought right.
" I am sorry, Weston.
I thought naturally
you would know that Cecil Rae came into this
neighbourhood last night."
Why should I know ? " inked Weston, with a
" I have told you before 1 have
sickly smile.
not been out. I havo seen no one."
" Then what I have to tell you may give you
a shock, .but you must hear it sooner or later.
Your uncle, Cecil Rao, was found shot in Greystono Woods."
His eyes were
Weston's face went white.
fixed straight before him, and he did not glance
at his companion.
within five miles of
having hoard what
" Why should 1
just explained that I

" Why
" I don't believe it," he said thickly.
should ho como down here to commit suicide ?
".That is what the police will find out,"
answered the rector thoughtfully.
Weston glanced at him in a seared way.
" What in the deuce do you mean by saying
" he cried
that 1
I know nothing about it
!

angrily.
»
The rector, who was the last man in the world
to think evil of anyone, looked his astonishment.
"
dear Weston " he exclaimed kindly.

My

"

What

nre

all

!

the matter with you »
unstrung.
You aro ill.
is

Doctor Swayne to
biu-k."

call

Your nerves
Let

and seo you on

me
his

tell

way

'

his head, as with a colossal
he endeavoured to pull himself together.
I to
had como out with tho oxpresa idea of
emphasising on tho rector that he was in a
normal state of mind. He had braced himself
up for the occasion, and now he experienced the
sickening fear that he was giving himself away,
and creating tho very Impression that ho was
most anxious to avoid,
"Thank you, Ferguson," he said, striving to
peak naturally, " but there Is nothing amiss
with me. 1 am a bit nun down, that is all, and
^Continued cn pas* 6.)

Weston shook

effort

—

—
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF DOROTHY DALTON.

the
to
"Picture Show.")

(Special

DOROTHY DALTON.
Tke

Star ^(Vko Believes Tkat Dreams

DALTON', who made such a success
DOROTHY
that sensational play, " Aphrodite," which set
New York talking —and thinking —a play in

in-

all

—

which Nazimova is to star in the screen version lias
had experience as an artiste on the stage and cinema.
Like main other famous actresses and cinema stars,

Come True.

her early aspirations to find Fame behind
the footlights, encountered a perfect storm of parental
opposition.
Dorothy argued and pleaded, but to no purpose.
She was sent to the Sacred Heart Academy in Chicago.
Though her ambition to become an actress was aideAfter she had
tracked, ii wii< bj no means crushed,
finished her studies at the convent, Dorothy once more
put forward tho suggestion that her future was on the
stage, and that there were electric signs waiting to spell
her name in the big letters that signal success in the skysigns of Broadway.

Dorothy,

in

Dorothy's Plans.
time her father met her
THIS
that she should study law.

with

(he proposition

Dorothy must have
had some persuasive powers, for she was able to convince her father that he ought to let her have a course
in a dramatic school, and if she failed she would have a
6hot at the law.

But Dorothy Dalton did not fail. She made good in
the school, and was able to get an engagement in a stock
company. After a spell of vaudeville, she played
leading ingenue roles in another stock company, and
eventually graduated as leading lady in B. F. Keith's
compaii3'.

Bitten with the craze to play in pictures, she secured

an engagement in " The Disciple," an Ince-Triangle
picture, in which she played with Bill Hart.
Then
followed " The Jungle Child," and later came her real
"
successes in
The Flame of the Yukon,"
The Market
of Souls," " Vive La France," " L'Apache," and " Black
is White."
Later she enlisted under the Paramount banner, and
among her triumphs with this combination will be remembered "Half an Hour" (one of Bnrrie's most
brilliant cameos), " The Dark Mirror," " Cuilty of Love,"
and " Other Men's Wives."

A Believer in Dreams.
DOROTHY, who was born

on September 22nd, 1893,
She will tell you that sho
a believer in dreams.
lias foreseen all her screen successes on the screen
and stage in dreams. She has a dream-book, but it is
not at all like the ordinary dream-book.
It is
a book of newspaper cuttings, recording the actual
experience of people who have dreamed tho things
that have come true.
John Lynch, the scenario writer, once challenged her
to the effect that if she could give him an authenticated case where a dream had come true, he would write
Out came Dorothy's
a cinema play on the subject.
scrapbook of cuttings, and Lynch agreed he had lost.
The outcome of the bet was that Lynch wrote the photoplay, " The Pretenders."
is

Always Comes True.
" I DON'T dream often,"
" but I

said Dorothy in an interview,

can honestly say that when I do, the
true, and I have received heaps
of letters from people who have had similar experiences."
By this you must not think that Dorothy Dalton is a
dreamer at work or play. On the contrary, she is one
of the most alive women on the screen.
She is an outdoor girl, and delights in every kind of physical exercise.
She can work a motor-boat as well as she can drive a
motor-car plays golf and tennis far better than the
average girl and is an expert shot and swimmer.
Dorothy is not fond of giving advice, but she has one
piece which she is always ready to hand out.
It is
Don't worry."

1

dream always comes

—

;

;

If

you want to write
address your

to her,
letter

:

DOROTHY DALTON,
C'O Ince

Studios,

Culver City,
California,

U.S.A.

—

n

J
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"Manacled By Money.''

(Continued from

page

6.)

was never good at standing any worry, this
trouble about Greystono has naturally worried
me.
1 feel 1 never want to see the place again.
It is a nuisance.
1 am wondering how 1 am to
get it done up, and now you say that there has
been a tragedy in the woods ? Well, that should
simplify matters somewhat for me, eh ? 1 am
sorry, of course, but he was a thorough wrong 'un.
The world will not be the worse for the loss o£
him. Don't you think so ?"
The rector hesitated.
" It is terrible to me, to think that a fellow
creature should hurl himself before his Maker
without being prepared,'
he began when
Arthur interrupted him impatiently.
" Oh, of course, you are a parson, and so
think ifc your duty to talk like that," he exclaimed, and the rector noticed with pity, that
his hands were clasping and unclasping spas" But you need not bother to try
modically.
but
it on with me.
I used to think as you do ;
I don't now.
This is the life one has to trouble
about. This is reality, the future is too vague
unprofitable.
You parsons preach because you
are paid to do it.
I know !"
The rector shook his head.
" Weston, my dear fellow," ho said gently.
" You are suffering from a diseased mind.
I

These

last

fow months you have been a changed

man."
Arthur evaded the kind
in

an attempt

eyes,
to treat the other's

and laughed
words lightly.

brightly.
The father's eyes softened as he glanced at
her, and, indeed, she made a pretty picture, with
her soft curls falling over her shoulders, and her
blue riding-costume fitting her slight form to
" I am taking your little girl to
perfection.

spend the day with us, Weston," remarked the
" You have no objection ?"
rector.
".None at all,. if she wants to go !"
Jessica did, and Arthur watched them both
ride away, the rector on his bicycle, and the
child on her pony.
Left alone, Arthur Weston glanced suspiciously
around him, and then made his way back to his

what

want

1

mado

approaching.

his way down to the village.
Little groups of women, and here and there
old men stood at cottage gates and open doors
discussing the tragedy.
In tho ordinary way Arthur would have
passed on, but now an irresistible impulse to
discover their point of view made him address

them.

They were all ready to talk. Everyone had
been to the woods
apparently most of them
before the police.
The body had been moved
by well-meaning but curious folk. He was
relieved to hear that all took it for granted that
Cecil Rae had taken his own life.
;

With

confidence considerably increased,
Arthur went on to tho woods. The bracken-

The gentleman must have taken
his own life.
There was a gold watch in. his
pocket, and he had got on his diamond ring."
Arthur went on to the Manor House. A
weight seemed to have fallen from him. The
sir.

passion, had cost
fit of
his lifo was not going to be brought
m
him after all. No one had seen
drag the body into tho woods, and tho villagers
had covered up all his tracks.

crime,

which in a

Cecil

Rae

homo

to

1'

He walked with his eyes to the ground,
keeping to tho way he had traversed the night
before, until lie came to the house, which he
entered.
The library was just as he had left
had, apparently, entered.

it,

no one

Luck was on his side.
He wandered through the dismal rooms, and
then out. again into the sunlight. He would
begin to have the place put in order as soon a9
ho came back, he decided, but first he would take
He had so
a holiday. Ho would go abroad.
often wished to travel. Jessica should go with
him, he would engage a proper governess for her,

DO YOU KNOW

?

§

That daintily dressed Edna Flugrath
fa makes
almost everything she wears
" That she is capable of fashioning a

IfJj

interest to

The sweat stood out

in great

beads on his

forehead.

l|t|

Suppose the dead man had been seen to enter
Greystone Manor ? Suppose someono had seen
him come out ? There was always tho chance.
Suppose ho had left a clue behind him ? A stick
or a glove.
Weston's restless eyes travelled round the
room. Ho had covered up all his tracks, but
could there bo anything that he had missed ?
He stood with tho paper in his hands while he
•vent over, in his mind, all tho events of the preceding evening.
It was not for the first time.
Ho had done it a dozen times before.
It

u
U
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That Blancho Payson is the tallest
u woman on the screen, and six-foot-three
S is her height, as will be wen in the new a
1(3]

flj

ijj]

Fox comedy that
*

*

is

coming along.
*

*

•

•

fit

'

That Poppy Wyndham is a wonderful
horsewoman, besides knowing all about

for him to sit down quietly
intended to do.
He felt ho must be

About with tho peoplo who might bo
trying to track him down.
He must know what
was going on.
Tho rector's'Visit had brought him to this state
of feeling.
Up to now he had quite niado up
his mind to lie low, but having' seen the rector,
ho now felt that ho might have given himself
away.
Mr. Ferguson had talked of tho change
in him, ho might mention it 'to others.
Weston
himself, in tho ordinary way, had dearly loved
a gossip, and he judged the Rev. gentleman by

That Pearl White has lately acquired
and that she
pet-a-baby fox
wears a gold anklet made from the
watch-chain of an Italian admirer, who
followed her nearly over the world
vainly trying to persuade her to share
a novel

Shirley Mason is such a pocket0 Venus that s'lio weighs only ninety-live

ij

was impossible

us ho
out.

his face and his eyes narrowed.
" It is that meddling old parson again. What
does he want here ?" he muttered as he stepped
forward so that the visitor could see him.
The Rev. Mr. Ferguson drove up to the wide,
stone steps where Arthur was standing, his face
was very pale.
'*

Thank God you

been

all

mind

fixed

on himself and

his

danger.

have

I

fervently.
" What

But he felt himis it ?" asked Arthur.
go white to the lips.
What had happened ? Was he discovered ?
The older man looked at him pityingly.
" I scarcely know how to tell you," he said.
" One trouble seems to come upon another so
self

fast."

Arthur Weston stared up at him, and then
some premonition of what had happened swept
over him' and loosened his tongue.
" Jessica

The

!

" he cried.

visitor

nodded.

She was riding round the paddock when the
pony took fright," he said.
Come man Get
up and let us get back."
Stunned by tho tidings Arthur scrambled into
the seat by the driver, and Mr. Ferguson turned
the horse, and the next moment they were on
!

their

s
™
A

ju jitsu.
•

•

That the Talmadg© sisters
on 1y devoted to each other, but

tpf|

not

0]

criticise

.ft,

arc-

eac;h other's pictures with great honesty

n.

That peoplo aro always giving Constance dolls, which Accounts for the perfeet avmy of Kewpics in her room.

W

a

S

That Poppy Wyndham has left the
Broadwcst Company and is now making

1

pictures

for

Stoll.

way

to the Rectory.

Arthur sat as though he had been stunned.
His companion looked at him once or twice compassionately, and then, feeling the need to
relieve his own feelings, he began to explain.
" She was so happy, and so proud to show
" We
us all what she could do," he said sadly.
thought that she was quite safe, but the pony
wht
shied and threw her off.
I was in my study
I heard the children cry.
Her foot was caught
in the stirrup, and she was dragged along.
Weston, I am so sorry, and that it should ha\ e
happened at my house of all places !"
The rector broke down. He was not ashamed
of his tears.

is

Arthur suddenly turned on him savagely.
" She is not seriously hurt," ho cried.
"
only a tumble, isn't it ?"
The rector shook his head.

It

" They sent at once, of course, for Swaile, ai d
came off for you, but as I returned from yoyl
house f met the doctor, and ho told me, Westor,
"
that I was to prepare you. God help mo
Arthur startled his companion by uttering

rl
jPI

U
u

a loud discordant laugh
" If anything has happened to my child, you
will have to answer to me for it," he cried
" Why did you come and take her out
wildly.
"
to-day ? Why did you come ?
Ho waited a moment and then, as-the rectot
did not reply, he continued furiously
" I will tell you.
You have done this foi
revenge.
You were on tho side of Harry Rao and
his father, and you have dono this to punish me,
but I tell you, Ferguson, that if my Jessica is
:

:

you shall pay for it."
The rector did not reply at once, his shoulders
were heaving. Ho had loved Jessica as thouph
she had been his own, and ho paid no heed to
hurt,

the other's threats, knowing, as. ho did, that they
wcro utterly unjust.
As they drove up to the rectory Arthur
noticed that all the blinds were pulled down.
Without waiting for tho rector, as soon as the
trap came to a standstill, ho sprang out and
entered tho house.
There was a strange stillness in the air.
Mrs. Ferguson came to meet bin). She had
h( on crying.
Sho put out her motherly hands
towards the visitor, but he swept her asido.
" Where is she ?" lie muttered fiercely.
Mrs. Ferguson' hesitated a moment, end then
led the way upstairs.
Something covered with a sheet was lying on
the bed, Arthur Weston, with a bourse cry
rushed forward.
Not until that moment had he fully realised
that Jessica, his beautiful darling, the only thing
in the world for which he cored, was dead.
Ar.ni hi
thrilling instalment in next Monday's
" Pic'ure Show."
t

his

are here, Weston.

over the place for you," he exclaimed

!

3j

charming up-to-dato frock and the hat jb
and bag to match it in a single day.
H*

inquiries."

drive.

I

13)

P]

was coming up the

recognised the driver almost
ARTHUR
immediately, and a frown passed over

.

read the paragraph that was of so much
all in tho neighbourhood for the third
timo that morning.
" The police
making
are
busy
further

cart

"

" No,

He

A

The Bearer of Bad News.

he congratulated himself at the unconcern in his

!

He

start.
stood against
pillars of tho portice and

gazed at the peaceful scene spread out before
him, as ho weaved his plans for the near future.
Suddenly he became aware that someone was

his

had been trampled down by many feet. Branches
of trees had been torn dowTi, and the place
looked as though an army had passed through
it.
Around the spot where the body had
been a cord had been placed, and the village
policeman stood on guard.
He saluted the new owner of the place
respectfully, and was anxious to talk.
I presume that there is no doubt but that
the man committed suicide," said Arthur, and

— to

get away, a
thorough change !" he muttered as he picked
up a newspaper which ho had previously thrown
to the 8oor, and which ho had been reading
when he had hoard from his open window the
rector inquiring if he was in.
is

and then they would
oho of the great stone

voice.

" I am all right.
1 have been taking things
a bit too seriously, that is all.
I shall get away
for a time as you suggested just now.
I want
a change."
At this moment Jessica, riding her pony, came
round the house and rode towards them.
•She raised her whip to them in greeting.
" Here I am, I am quite ready," she cried

study.
" That

he went up to his room and dressed himself
with extra care.
It would never do for there to be anything
mi usual about him.
A few minutes later ho left the house and

/-

'

•
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MEASURING A FILM FACE.
Wky

trie

Pretty Girl Often Makes
by someone

a

Bad

Portrait.

that everybody at some time or other
IT has entertained an ambition
to act
either upon the stage or
before the camera.
Allan Dunn, one of the most noted motion picture producers, tell*
us how to discover our photog:aphie qualities and the Perfect Camera
Face.
Here's the recipe
Take in hand a T-square, a couple of triangles, arid a tape measure,
and proceed to measure the curves, contours and planes of your face,
standing before your mirror to make certain the operation is proper
and correct. For be it known that Al.an Dwan, beforo becoming
identified with the movies, was an electrical engineer and professor
of physics and mathematics. And by applying the knowledge he gained
in this capacity. Mr. Dwan has been able to invent a formula based
on the sound principle of mathematics which will determine quickly
and dec isively the value, photographically speaking, of a face.
Hecause a girl happens to be pretty," says Mr. Dwan, " does
not necessarily signify that she is the possessor of a photographic faceThere are certain elements of bone structure which the camera calls
for that are missing, strange as it may seem, in the faces of the majority
of beautiful women."
The lines of the chin, it seems, must form an obtuse angle, when
looked at squarely.
And the distance from the point of the chin to
the base of the nose must equal the distance from the tip of the nose
to a point exactly between the eyebrows.
The distance from ear to
ear over the forehead measured with a tape measure must equal the
distance from the apex of the chin to the exact crown of the head.
The mouth, when in a smile or a laugh, should never be more than a
fifth larger than the mouth in repose.
The eyes should be the distance
of one eye apart.
And the distance from the point of the chin to the
eyes should be exactly equal to the distance from the eyes to the crown
ot the head.
The top of the ear should be even with the eyebrow, and
the ear itself should be so situated that a line drawn from the top of
the head straight downward would indicate clearly where the ear
joins on to the head.
The nose should not protrude more than threefourths of an inch
that is the maximum.
" An excellent example of what constitutes perfection from a photographic standpoint," Mr. Dwan continued, " is expressed in the face of
Mary Thurman, who has recently won Her way to stardom. Not only
are proportions perfect,
but plane? and contours
are so chiselled as to
^
Measuring
mouth.
lias

been said

—

:

-

According to

ALLAN DWAN. the

lines of the chin should just
at squarely

form an obtuse angle

when looked

—

—

—

The distance from ear

to ear, over the forehead (measured with a tape measure), must equal the
distance from the apex of the chin to the exact crown.

The eyes should be the distance

of

one eye apart.

The nose must not protrude more than

I

inch.
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Sweet <md Versatile.

LOVE

dciing film work," Mary Odette ex
claimed the oilier morning with her gay
laugh, " because it's more like real life
than (lie stage. So much is done out of doors,
and one has all the fun of real sunshine, real
sea, and a real boat !"
Then she went on to
bell
mo of her early adventures. "Early"
sounds a strange word
to use, for Odette is
still little more than a
child.
She is also a
trained dancer, she can
swim, and she .can

I

ride.

" I went on the stage
when I was eleven,"
she confided to me. " T
played Tantagiles in
'

The Death

giles

at

'

of

St.

TantaJames'

and the Savoy Theatre.
I was also the First
Fairy

MARY ODETTE.

s

u

in

'

mmer

Dream.'

I

A MidNigh t's
played

Florence Dombey in Dombey and Son,' and I
had to bo padded to make myself look older
than I was. Soon after I played a boy's part
in a film, and from that date I went straight
ahead with screen work, and I have not had
tune to think of the stage again."
'

The

Little Realist.
conversation
productions.

OUR

driftod

to

recent

film

Everything must be so realistic, if
one wants to bo a real success," Odette declared,
and any little bit of realism that creeps
naturally into a picturo helps it tremendously.
will tell you an instance of it.
When I was
playing in
Enchantment,* my hair was sup1

'

posed to catch tiro
tho man who is in love with
itio at once puis it out.
Same tow had been
arranged on my head that would catch fire, but
not burn my hair. However, when the time
came for the fire to bo put out, in his anxiety
my lover of tho play pressed tho smouldering
low so hard that it fell on my neck, causing
several burns.
I tried to bear tho agony, for
lie thought flashed through my mind 'that as
am being burnt 1 might as well endure tho
;

The Lure

of the Stage.

STARTED

acting when I was seventeen,"
Sir. Milton Rosmer told me tho other
evening. " My father was an old theatrical manager.
Ho ran away from home and
joined a circus, and was the first man who took
an English musical comedy show on to tho
Continent.
My uncle and he were known as
he Milton Rays, and were very good comedians.
And my grandfather " he smiled " w-as just
like tho rest of us
he played in the days of
Barry Sullivan, Charles Matthews, and other
leading lights."
Mr. Rosmer held up a beautiful oW gold eyeglass, which w as suspended round his neck by a
length of black moire ribbon.
" Charles Matthews gave this to my grand-

I

l

father," he told inc.

An Old

Love.

MILTONwasROSMER
trained

went on to tell me that
" A love
as a painter.
which I still retain," he confessed. " But
my health broke down, and I drifted on to tho
stage.
1 did Shakespearean
productions with
the late Osmond Tearlo.
I played various leads
when I was eighteen, and Mark Antony, Orlando
and Hamlet at the age of nineteen. My years
with Tearle were years of very valuable experience to me."
ho

.

A

Rein on the Emotions.
Rosmer talked

Milton
LATER
"
Harvey.

of Martin
playod with him in
The
Only Way,' and created a part in ' The
Breed of the Treshams.*
" Martin Harvey is a master of technique.
He was always saying
Real acting is
never over-acting
but so few people
1

I

'

:

know this.' "
Some time

I

and

tiling,

I

was filmed at

this

after-

wards Milton Rosmer
met Martin Harvey,
and they were dis-

l

real

—

—

;

cussing

critical

old times,
ex-

Harvey

when

moment."

claimed
" I expect you just
wished I'd let you
alone and allowed you
:

The Land

of Many Adventures.
South Wales this summer 1 had

all

sorts

IN' of adventures,"
** I
said Mary Odette.
was with the Ideal Company, who were
doing
Torn Sails,' and early ono glorious
Sunday morning I beggod a member of the
'

company

to lake mo out for a row in a boat
had been lent to mo by a friend.
We had to do this surreptitiously, as tho
Welsh consider it wrong to go out boating on
ho Sabbath.
All went well until a sudden
- mall
sprang up, and beforo wo realised what
w is happening wo wero near to Ina Head,
which is a dangerous

« hich

i

spot

with

rocks,
there

is

a

and

reef

near

of

by

a pool with a
double current.
The mid day squall

us helpless. Wo
were tossed backwards
and forwards forseveral
hours,
and
always
being carried nearer "to
the deadly rocks.

made

l'coplo
began
to
gather on the jetty to
watch our plight later
it scorned that all tin;
populace had collected
;

MILTON ROSMER.

there.

At

last six

men

put out in a boat, and
reached us, and wo wero
towed in after a desperato struggle.
" Everybody was very kind." Odette smiled.
" The vicar himself helped
me out of tho fjoat,
but I have a sort of idea that, in spite of their
sympathy, deep in their hearts they thought:
Servo her right, for going out in a boat on
after

some

difficulty

DONALD

to act from your own
emotions, but I had
to discipline you."

CRISP.

" Naturally,'

I

said,

'

that

had often

I

felt

like that."

And Martin Harvey answered
" There was a time when I went through
:

exactly the same phase, when I was with Irving,
feeling that if Irving would leave mo alone,
what a great, performance I could givo. But
when I left him," Martin Harvey added, " I
realised what a tremendous control of my resources Irving's discipline had given mo."

From Two to Six- thirty.
MR. ROSMER gave me some

amusing experiences of his visit to America with
Ben Greet. " Wo used to play Shakespeare in its entirety, so that a
porfor.
mancc lasted for four hours at least. Romeo
and Juliet, started at two and finished at sixthirty.
Tho theatre reopened again at seventhirty and wo finished at twelve, and by that
hour most of us were unable to speak
" In the summer we played two shows a day
for weeks, never seeing our trunks for six anil
eight weeks on end, so we travelled with a shirt,
tooth-brush, and a suit-case.
" I saw somo magnificent scenery
the lake
resorts and the White Mountains of California.
Transit, however, caused us to arrive very hvto
at ono place, so wo startod at ten o'clock at
night, tho audience having helped us to put up
our scenery, and wo finished at ono o'clock in
the morning "
!

—

!

'

Sunday

1
!

"

Odette showed mo tho palms of her hands.
There were still traces of tho blisters that wero
raised when she kept bravely to tho oars, and
lid her best to help her companion in tho fight
against the elements.
•

Moonlight and Music.

A

the same," Milton Rosmer declared,
lino productions.
Wo trawith
a Russian
symphony
Wo did A Midsummer Night's
ami The Tempest,' with full orchestra,

1.1.

"

wo hud

velled
orchestra.

Dream

'

'

'
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ConficbtiG&r
jVERYONE
someone

appreciates a good listener,

whom

one can tell secrets,
their confidences will be
respected.
These stars have found out to
they can tell their most secret
thoughts without fear of them being
repeated.
'

knowing

to

that

whom

SHIRLEY MASON
1

whispers her

latest love secret into discreet ears

MARIE PROVOST
"
" makes friends
with a stranger.

.

WESLEY BARRY

who

with his chnm,
adventures

listens to all Wesley's
in filmland.

J

i
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Life of Pleasure.
T~*ILM work?" Madge Stuart questioned
£"*
tho other afternoon, when I was having
" To mo it's moro like a
tea with her.
!

YOUR OWN

Sometimes, however,
homesick for tho stage, for
enjoyed being in Chu Chin Chow.' I started
screen work last autumn, and 1 have certainly
never regretted tho
step I took.
I
adore
ufe of pleasure than work.

and

becomo a

at one period Walter Damrosch conducted.
On Lake George our hotel was at the edgo of
the water.
I played Oberon.
The setting was
exquisite
it was the edgo of a lake, in tho white
moonlight. A band of seventy-five horn players

I

from Wagner's orchestra was hidden in the
wood. It was as near Fairyland as one cau

going

get it."

is

;

Position.
Rosmer's varied experiences in
to
our conversation drifted
" I played in
British productions again.
The Palace of Truth,' under that wonderful
" Gilbert
producer, W. S. Gilbert," he said.
could get more humour out of a funny line than
any other man I know."
Mr. Rosmer's first productions were " Justice "
Mr.
FROM
America
'

and Masefield's
"

"

Nan."

One day," Milton Rosmer went

on, " I

had

a sudden desire to appear in a film production,
and did so. Mr. Rowson, managing director of
the Ideal Film Company, thought I would make
a good screen actor, and bagged me for another
film.
There was an interruption during the
war. 1 became notorious in Dublin as the driver
of a motor-lorry.
I certainly filled an obscure
position in an obscure manner."
Amongst the many successes to Mr. Rosmer's
credit in filmland are leading parts in " Still

I

'

to

tho theatre,

to

my

and

next pleasure

see

madge

An Obscure

little

Norma

Tal-

havo
to France

films.

I

to go off
soon, to tako part in
a Stoll Picture production. I havo nev<T
done any riding until
recently ; but, as 1
shall have to do a

tremendous

when

amount

get the other
side of the Channel,
hurriedly
been
I've
I

A. V.

BRAMBLE.

afraid," she
taking lessons.
No, I'm
For
declared, " but I'm a wee bit superstitious.
instance, I put my jumper inside out this
"
morning, and I didn't dare to change it !

not

Strong and Silent.

BRAMBLE,

A. V.
MR. "Torn

producer of

the

Blos-

Co.. might
The Strong, Silent
easily be termed
" of the party
He says little, but his
keen, dark eyes never miss tho smallest detail.
" It's a great mistake," he told me, " to
imagine that film drama is silent drama; it
It's useless to move the lips without
isn't.
sound. Tho human voice brings up all kinds of
emotions into the face. In a tense situation,
if tho actor doesn't talk or shout, there are
certain muscles in his neck -that are never
brought into play, and so the expression of his
H
features are not virile as it should be.
conversation is only carried on in dumb show,
expression.
in
loses
the listener unconsciously

soms," adapted from
one of Thomas Burke's
stories in " Limehouse
Nights."

Mr. Bramble has produced, amongst many
other films, "Her Benny," Silas Hocking;
" Jimmy," John Strange Winter ; " Profit and
Loss," H. F. Maltby ; " Laughing Cavalier.''

Crisp came home
being away
n
America for sixteen
years, and his first exgetting
citement on
back to the old country
was to see his father
again after all those
long years of absence.

Baroness Orczy " Smart Set," Elliot Stannard
" Withering Heights," " Torn Sails," and ho

Waters Run Deep," " The Mystery of a Hansom
Cab," " Whoso is Without Sin," " The Man
Without a Soul," and " Torn Sails."

Battling Barrows.
an interesting chat with Mr. Donald

1HAD

the

Crisp
will

Many

morning.

other

of

you

remember him

playing

the

imposing

and

thrilling part of
Battling Burrows in the

"Broken

film

Sir.

after

MADGE STUART.

We

through.
" The one thing I notice here," Mr. Crisp
went on, speaking of his work as a producer at
the Famous Players-Lasky British Productions,
" is the co-operation of everyone at the studio.
so willing to learn.

Major

Bell

is

our manager, and a great deal of credit is due to
his magnetism in keeping the force together.

do

their best for the director in chief."

No

Lillian Gishes.
have not found our Lillian Gish or
\ty Mary Piekford yet, but who knows ?
Any day a potential Mary Piekford
or Lillian Gish may drift into one of the big
London studios as a child, just as Lillian Gish
did and work her way up into the technique
of this great art," says Mr. Crisp.
" Our own particular studio gives a contract
for a number of years, so that the artiste has
the chance of perfecting his or her work with us.
We have only British artistes in the Famous
Players-Lasky British Productions, and in the
studio we have every modern scientific device
known to man. But this lamp " Donald Crisp
smiled " has just come from America ; it's a
At San Pedro, in Catalina
million candle power.
Island, there is a lamp giving a light that can be
seen fifty miles awav.'~
"

\V/E

—

—

—

;

at work on Sir

—

Sails.
a very

James

Barry's "

The

but windy morning la-t
the
strolling through
steep, picturesque streets of Newquay,
South- Wales, when I saw an equally picturesque
Welshman strolling along unconcernedly. Latir
on I noticed an old Welshwoman, with snowwhite hair, talking to a young and beautiful
Welsh girl. They looked so attractive that for
a moment I thought I was dreaming, then the

ON summer,

said Mr. Crisp, " I am
of those
are trying to make
British films the best in the world, and
to gain this end the whole thing has to be taken
seriously.
During the war England lo=t five
precious years, and now she's got to d" all in
must struggle
her power to regain them.

all

now

Torn

J-\

And

!

Will."

Struggle Through.

is

Man

is

the moment,"
"AT one
who

Everybody

Film

"

;

i

We Must

Ideal

Sails,"

brilliant,
I

was

truth burst upon me
tho picturesque
Welshman was Milton
Rosmer, the little

—

Welsh
Odette.

Mary
They were

girl

members of the Ideal
Film Company, enin filming Allen
story,
love
Raine's
" Torn Sails," in Allen
Raine's own county,
The
Cardiganshire.
other morning I passed
out of a London fog
enchanted
tho
into

gaged

—

portals of a cinema
to a private show of

GEOFFREY KERR.

produced by Mr. A. "V.
Bramble, and the scenario is by Elliot Stannard

"Torn

Sails."

It

is

Milton Rosmer make3 a virile and fascinating
Ivor Parry, is played by
Hitgh Morgan.
Mary Odette *
Geoffrey Ken- (here he is).
Gwladys Price is a sympathetic and exquisite
won nil
girl.
quickly
She
study of a Welsh
hearts by her charm and beauty. Jose Shannon 's
acting as Mad Gwen gives an unniorkablo
piece of emotional acting, which is haunting
" Torn Sails " is a British
in its intensity.
production that should win laurels for the
producer and success to the company.
Edith Xef-eax.

Picture Show, Deccmbo-

S friend id Complete Story Telling
Marie

NORMA TALMADGE as
Marie Callender, and
CONWAY TEARLE as
Ernest Lismore.

very

felt

of a

sorry

Woman 3 Ruse

he took it bravely.
When he found the girl was
not to be moved from her purpose, he said
"I suppose I
:

With

your youth and beauty you are
fitted to wed someone better
than an old man like me. But
whoever the lucky man is I
only hope he will try to make
you as happy as I would have
tried."

he's old enough to be
BUTbesides,
I don't love him."

my

father.

And

Pretty Marie Calender's voice rose in
protest as she looked up at her Aunt Carrie, a stout
motherly woman who had looked after Marie since
she had been a baby.
" But he loves you, dear," said Mrs. Chiscolm,
" and he could give you everything, everything you
want. You say yourself you are getting tired of the

and would like a home of your own."
So I would, dear," agreed Marie, " but when I
marry it must be for love of the man, not his money.
1 respect Mr. Gordon, but I could never love him.
I have thought it all
I shall tell him so to-night.
over, aunt, and I have come to the conclusion that
it would be a pretty low-down trick to marry William
Cordon for his money. The trial engagement was a
mistake.
I shall give him his ring back to-night."

itage

" Well, you've landed yourself in a nice mess,
" Y'ou came down
Marie," said Mrs. Chiscolm.
here under my chaperonage as the fiancee of Mr.
Cordon, and after enjoying his hospitality for two
days you propose calmly to turn round and tell him
He warned by mi
that the engagement is ended.
I read the cards again la-t
Marie, and don't do it.
night and the fates say that you should marry Mr.
.

When

she
gone.

trust my heart than the cafds,"
" It's no use arguing, aunt.
My mind

said Marie.
is

made up

"
!

As Marie Callender left the room and walked out
into the garden, she asked herself if her aunt's reproach was justified. It was true that she had conic
down to Cordon's house as his liancee, but when
she mentally reviewed the circumstances that had
led up to the engagement, she did not (hink she
was to blame. In the course of a short but brilliant
career on the shfge, Marie had been pestered by men.
Most of them were infatuated with Marie Mas, the
lever impersonator, rather than in love with Marie
1

(

'allender.

Some had approached

lier

w ith honourable

others had talked glibly of
proposals of marriage
a Hat in town, a country house and a steam yacht,
carefully avoiding any reference to marriage.
Among the former was Bob Brummell, a wellmeaning but rather foolish young man, who, on
being refused by Marie for the umpteenth time had
decided to seek forgetfulncss in the wild and woolly
West.
In the latter category was .Tack Dimont, manager
He had sought
of the theatre at which Marie played.
to gild the offer of a flat in town, etc, with a contract
at double the salary Marie was then receiving.
The
actress had answered Mr. Dimont by shoving him
:

down

in his

own

office.

was while smarting under the insult that Dimont
had put on her that Marie had met Mr. Cordon, an
elderly city man, very rich and very much in love
with Iter.
After much persusaion Marie had consented to a trial engagement, and now she realised
It was not that
that she could never many Gordon.
Marie allender had yet to sen
there was another.
the man she could love, but she felt there must be
It

(

one somewhere.
That afternoon as Marie was walking in the garden,
she chanced to look over the trimly kept hedge which
Seated in a
divided the house from ils neighbour.
Marie
deck-chair on the lawn was a young man.
decided that he was under thirty, very good-looking,
and that his tousled black hair gave a boyish touch
to his Father thought lul lace.
When she got in the house she found Mr. Cordon
had returned. He was a pleasant-faced man of
over fifty.
He looked so happy that Marie decided
that she would delay telling him her decision till
after dinner.

v

" Who lives next door ?"' she asked after she
had BUDtnltted passively to Cordon's kissnnd embrace.
"

A shipbrokcr.
Ernest Lismore.
Very decent sort ," said Cordon.
Marie wished she had not asked the question.
It struck her that Gordon might connect the question
wjth her refusal to marry him when she told him
Chap named

later in the evening.

and grandfather going bankrupt.
full minute he sat with his head between bis
hands. The suggestion was absurd, impossible ami
yet it was his only chance.
He looked up suddenly.
" I will accept your offer," he said suddenly.
" That is all I ask," said Marie, rising quickly.
" Y'ou shall have the money to-day, and I will leave
the arrangements for the wedding to you."
For a

young again."
Gradually a plan formed in her mind. One of her
dearest friends was Polly Poplar, an artist, who was
Now that Bob knew
in love with Bob Brummell.
she was married to Lismore, Marie thought it would
be easy to get him to see that his happiness lay with
Polly, and in return for her help in bringing Bobbie
to lils senses, Polly would assist her.
Having decided on a course of action, Marie
rushed off to Polly's studio. The artist fell In with
the plan, and the first thing the girls did was to get
Marie
another name painted on the studio door.
chose the nam" of June Dayne, and her plan was to
get to know Lismore under that name and as her
natural self, get him to fall in love with her, and then,
in her role of his wife, give him permission to get

The Man She Loved.

a divoree.

weeks after Mr. Gordon's funeral. Marie sat
SOME
She was alone, for Aunt Carrie
in her town Hat.

met with treand that he was on the
Marie put down the paper,
and began to think. Ever since Lismore had
rescued her from the burning house she had known
But she had not seen him since
that she loved him.
that night, and she realised now that she was not
likely to meet him unless she made an effort, for they
losses

verge of bankruptcy.

never saw my face."
was not a difficult matter to get Ernest Lismore
to the 6tudio. Marie (as June Dayne) got Introduced
to him during a visit to an exhibition of paintings,
and to her great delight, Lismore became interested

He

It

in totally different circles.

" Well," she said to herself at last. " I can t go
Please marry inc and
to him and say I love you.
share my fortune," but I intend to do something.
and
I don't intend to let
love,
He's the one man I
him be ruined while I am rolling in wealth."
the night, and the
during
Marie thought it over
next morning she had made her plans. She. intended
call on Lismnre,
woman,
to disguise herself as an old
and otrer him her fortune on the condition he married

from the start.
" You remind me very strangely ot someone I
know," he said, as they stood before n picture.
" I hope she is nice ? " said Marie, turning away
in her

'

her head.
" She is more than nice," replied Lismore, thought" I think, with the exception of my mother,
fully.
shcis the best woman I have ever known. She is very
much older than you. but the resemblance Is very

her.

marked."
Marie decided to change the subject.

Marie was an adept, in the art of disguise, for her
great success on the stage had been attained by
She had not the slightest fear that
impersonations.
Lismore would penetrate her disguise, but she was
afraid that he would refuse her offer.
She got out a white wig, and attirihg herself in a
dress suitable for a lady of over fifty, she set out for

disguise as

olflre.

love.

Once

That you marry me."
"

My dear madam
Lismore was now quite satisfied that his visitor
He got up from his chair, but Marie
held ui> lier hand.
™ Please hear me out," she said.
" I can assure

w.os crazy.

I

She was

with delight at the thought, that even in her
an old woman Lismore liked her, and she
knew, with the unerring instinct of a woman that he
was attracted by her in her character as June Dayne.
But she felt thev were treading on dangerous ground.
It was too early in the plot for Lismore to declare his
thrilling

felt

"
"

„

" Yes. agreed Marie, " but don't, you see. once he
has falle.i in love w ith me as June Payne— for myself
and not for my money— I don't care how much
explaining I have to do."
" But won't he recognise you as Marie Callender,
"
the woman he rescued when you appear as yourself ?
said Polly.
" No," replied Marie.
I had a towel over my face.
I only just got a peep at him from under the towel.

to leave her cheeks.
It stated that Ernest Lismore had

in the presence of the man she loved Marie
a sinking at the knees, and had it been possible she
would have run away. But a look at Lismore.'s face,
Which was haggard and careworn, gave her courage.
" I have come with a strange proposition, Mr.
Lismore," she said. " I have read about your
I am
financial difficulties, and I desire to help you.
a very wealthy womau. and the money you need to
set your alfalrs in order will not take a tenth of my
wealth."
" It is very kind of you, I'm sure," murmured
Lismore. inwardly wondering if his visitor was quite
right in iter head.
" But thcro is one condition you must fulfill before
I give you the monev," went on Marie.
" And that is ? " said Lismore politely

,

" There'll have to be a lot of explaining at the end,
said Polly, doubtfully.

had U-ft her in a huff, because Marie had ventured to doubt some prophecy outlined by the cards.
Marie was reading a paper, and one heavily headlined paragraph caught her eye and caused the colour

Lismore 's

after the marriage.

a barrier between them.
" One can't expect a young man to love an old
woman," she said to herself. " I shall have to get

shock and exposure brought on a serious illness from
Which he had no chance of recovering from the start.
He left all his monev to Marie conditionally that
she left the stage, and married the man of her choice.

moved

was a week

:

fainted again.
came to herself the second time, Lismore

financial

Love.

Marie sat in her
house thinking hard. She had got the man of her
now she
choice to marry her for her money
wanted to get him to love her for herself. Ernest
Lismore had been very kind to her, and as attentive
as anv man could have been, but Marie realised that
her age, as represented by that white-haired wig, was

left in his car for
a very important early appointment in the city but
that he had left a message trusting she would be
none the worse for her adventure.
It was very fortunate, her aunt went on. that Mr.
L!smore had come on the scene, for Marie had been
on the verge of suffocation when he got her out of the
burning house.
A week after the fire, Mr. Gordon died. The

mendous

—

To Win His
IT

had
Her aunt explained that he had

Cordon."
"I would sooner

Love.

pride of his father

That night Marie was aroused
from her sleep by a suffocating
The room was full of
feeling.
smoke and as Marie jumped out
of bed she realised to her horror;
that the house was on fire. She
rushed out on the landing, but
the smoke drove her back. She
tried another way, but the fire
was still fiercer. Putting a wet towel over her mouth,
she made one more attempt to get down the stairs,
but the heat and the smoke overpowered her. She
Then strong arms
felt herself fainting and falling.
took hold of her, and she remembered no more till she
found herself on a form on the lawn. As she opened
her eves she saw a voting man bending over her.
It was Ernest Lismore, the man from next door.
Marie felt a delicious feeling steal over her as she
realised it was he who had rescued her.

Then she

Win

1920.

you that I am quite sane and mean what I say. You
need this money, and the conditions 1 impose are not
too onerous. If after you have married me, you at
any time fall in love 1 will agree to a divorce. Think
of what my money will do for you. The honour of
Your
the house of Lismore is very dear to you.
father and grandfather carried on this business before
you, and the firm has always had an untarnished
name. You have tried everywhere to raise the mon»y
and failed. My offer is your last chance to save the
firm.
Think it well over before you refuse."
In speaking of the honour of the firm, Marie had
played a trump card. It was just that thing that
worried Ernest Lismore. For himself he would not
have minded haying to begin life again, but, he could
not bear the thought of the firm which had been the

for

Gordon when she told him her
There was no doubt
that it was a blow to him, but
decision.

can't blame you, dear.

to

llfft,

After his first visit. Ernest came regularly to th«
and Polly Poplar always contrived that the
two should be alone for some period of the afternoon.
But though Marie knew now that Ernest was in love
with lier as June Dayne, she could see that he wm
prevented from declaring his passion by loyalty to hi-*
wile. Marie conld not quite make up her mind whether
she was pleased or angry at this. It was nice to think
that even as an old woman she had n hold on him, but
lier vanity was a little hurt when she reflected that
with her beauty and glorious youth she could not win
him from a woman old enough to lie his mother.
Once Bob
Twice Marie was nearly found out.
Brummell blundered into the studio looking foi
Polly, and not noticing Lismore, came up to Man.
and, addressing her as Marie, was about to tell her
that he had just heard she was married, when Marie
stopped him by the safe method of putting her has
over his mouth.
" Not a word " she whispered. " I am June Dayne,
studio,

•

I

I

ncrc."

1

1

:
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1

Lismorc happened to be at the other end of the
and did not hear Bob's tirst remark, but it
was a very close shave.
On another occasion Marie had run off to her house
to got in before Ernest to resume her disguise as
his wife, when her husband jumped out of a taxi
Marie
just as she was entering the front-door.
managed to dodge him, and get to her bedroom.
sitting
were
Ernest
and
Marie
afternoon,
when
One
In the studio, Marie suddenly felt that the climax In
the drama she had planned was approaching. She
was sitting at the feet of Ernest, who was seated in a
big armchair. For some time he had been silent, as
one who was very busy with his thoughts. One of his
arms lay over her shoulder, and gradually she felt his
hand caressing her face. The next moment ho had

WARD
A

studio,

year many film companies in America havo
THIS
left the West coast to make pictures in tho East,

and just as in tho poem, another " Lochinvar has
come out of the West " in the person of Ward Crane.
Ho recognised the fact that New York is going to bo
on quite the same level as Hollywood where the film
industry is concerned, and so he weiit East and signed
a contract with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and at the present moment he is working with pretly
Billie

Burke

bent down and kissed her.
" I love you, June I love you " he murmured.
She just clasped his hand
Marie said nothing.

ful

tighter.

Pictures

!

;

For a moment they remained thus, and then
Lismorc, gently releasing her, sprang to his feet.
" I'm a cur. June " he said huskily. " 1 ought not
"
to have said that. I'm married
" Married ? " echoed Marie, not knowing exactly
what to say, now that her comedy threatened to turn
I

!

to tragedy.
" Yes," said Ernest in a dull voice.
"
I

do

"

What

can

?

" Do ? Why, go back to your wife." said Marie,
keeping her face averted.
At this moment Aunt Carrie burst into the studio.
She came straight to Marie and, alter looking at
Lismore, said to the girl
" Introduce me to your husband, dear."
" You are mistaken, madam," said Lisinore. " I am

not this lady's husband."
" Not her husband ? " gasped Aunt Carrie, as she
threw up her hands and collapsed into a chair.
Poor Mane was now completely bewildered and
unnerved. Her elaborate comedy had tumbled about,
her like a house of cards, and threatened to involve

CRANE.

Movie Lockinvar.

"

comedy

in

a picturisation of Clyde Fitch's success-

The Frisky Mrs. Jolmson."

He Made

West.

in the

CRANE was
WARD
Albany, New York,

in the East, namely in
and he appeared in one

born

picture there, " The Dark Star," with Marion
Davie.s, before he wont to Hollywood, where he signed
a contract with Allan Dwan. Under this well-known
director-producer he appeared in " Soldiers of Fortune,"
" Luck of the Irish,"
The Heart of a Fool," and " The
the last two films have not yet been released
Scoffer "
to the public.

—

Future Plans.
future plans have not
HIS upon,
as several very

y.et

been definitely decided

good contracts have been

offered him by Eastern producers, to commence
when he has finished the picture with Billie Burke ; but
whatever he does his success in assured, for he has
already gained great popularity as a leading

her in the ruins.
She could only think of one thing. She must get
her husband away before Aunt Carrie came to.
Seizing Ernest by the arm, she said :
"
" Please go
For my sake, please go
Utterly bewildered by the strange turn of events
l.ismore left the studio.
!

!

The

Choice.

AS

soon as she had revived Aunt Carrie, Marie
rushed out into the street and jumping into
a taxi told the man to drive as fast as ho could
to her house. She got into her disguise just before
Ernest, who had evidently walked, arrived.
Simulating great grief, she came into the room
where he was standing against the fireplace in an
attitude of great dejection.
" 1 know everything," she said, in a voice in which
there was more pity than anger. " There is another
woman. You have been to see her every day. Please
do not interrupt me. It is all my fault. I will keep to

my

word. 1 will see her to-morrow, and we can arrange
about the divorce."
Ernest tried hard to explain, but Marie left the
room.
There was no sleep for Ernest that night.
He
tried to see his wife when he came down, but she kept
out of his way, and when at last he asked one of the
servants to tell her he wished to speak to her, he
was told that she had gone to see a Miss June Dayne.
Ernest told the man to get him a taxi, and at
once dashed off to the studio. Marie (as June Dayne)
was the only one present.
" My wife
Where is she ? " cried Ernest.
" I think she has gone to Reno to arrange about
!

(he divorce," said Marie.
" I must stop her I " said Ernest. " There can be
no divorce "
Marie smiled as he dashed out.
She Quickly
followed, and having taken the precaution to have
a taxi in waiting round the corner, she had uo difficulty in getting to the house first.
When Frnost arrived, he found her in the drawing!

room.
" Thank heaven you have not started yet " he
exclaimed, as he rushed up to her and took hold of
her hands. " There must be no divorce. It is you
"
I have loved all the time
" Wouldn't you rather have a young wife ? " asked
!

!

•

Marie, mischievously.

" Don't remind

me

of

my

folly

1

"

replied

the

unhappy Ernest.
" But you did

love this girl, June Dayne ? "
insisted J'a-ie. " I have seen her. She is very beautiful

and very young."
Ernest tried to think of a saying that beauty
existed in the eyes of the beholder, but his mind was
too worried to think clearly.
With a deft movement Marie switched off her wig.
" Look " she cried.
" You have a young wife ;
a wife every bit as young as June Dayne."
" Can you : will you please explain it all ? " said
Ernest, looking at the wig and wondering if he were
I

dreaming.
Marie drew him into a chair, and sitting on his knee,
told him the whole story.
" And so you never really did wrong, dear," she
said, " for it was the same woman you loved all the
time."
" Yes, you all the time, and you for all time ! " said
Ernest, as he kissed her.
(Adapted bti permission from the Wallnrdaic film,
featuring Sorma Talmadge.)

WARD

CRANE, with beautiful BILLIE BURKE, in a scene from " Toe
Frisky Mrs. Johnson," on which they are now both working for Paramount.
This .film is taken from the successful comedy by Clyde Fitch.
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Famous Dancer who

MAURICE

now

is

Delighting

London

Tells the Stor>

Dancing Days Specially for Readers of the PICTURE
How He Danced Before King Edward at Biarritz
Learned the Apache Dance in the Underworld of Paris-

of His

SHOW—
—

" London, Paris, and New York," st the
is the star dancer in the successful review,
Pavilion, and who is now leading the dances at the Savoy, in an interview with " Fay Filmer,"
gave a most interesting story of his dancing days, and many hints on the
Maurice has literally danced his way
art of modern dancing which will be usefnl to our readers.
His feet have been his fortune, and they are still carrying him on to greater fame.
round tne world.

MAURICE,

who

London
ot the

My

I

Early Days.

1VV A

born

S

i

n

America, of Belgian

parents, and
scarcely
first

time

I

remember the
I

danoed (ho

me

at the
Savoy). I don't know
whether I danced in my cradle, but I certainly
danced when 1 ought to have t>een thinking of,
and doing my lessons at school. 1 remember how,
when I was supposed to be listening to my teacher,
l.used to swing my legs backwards and forwards,
and then, when I got tired of that movement,
I would swing them from side to side.
That
made the boys next to me very angry and,
when I come to think of it, I can't blame them,
for even in my young days my side kicks must
said

MAURICE.

to

—

have been very

hurtful.

My father travelled about the world for a
firm of jewellers, and when I was nine he brought
me over here and put ine in Chatham College,
Rochester.

My

First Appearance.
the ago of twelve I persuaded the Director

AT

of the

Nouveau Cirque,

a chance.

He took a lot

Paris, to give me
of coaxing, but 1

my first job. The salary was two francs fifty
got (or two and a penny in your money at that
time), but it seemed a fortune to me.
You
could buy a lot of things for a franc in Paris in
those days.
Crazed with success, I went to
study the dancers in Montmarte, and soon
secured an engagement at the Royale at a salary
of five francs a night. By this time I was certain
that I was on the road to fortune and fame,
for in those early days one had to look to money
and leave fame with her laurel leaves to the
From Paris I went to Vienna to fulfil
future.
an engagement at the stupendous salary (it
seemed so to me then) of 4E0 kronen a month.
And now I won't what you call bore you with
of my early day struggles.
Your
readers probably know how since then I have
danced in all the capitals of the world.
Ah, yes, I have had some wonderful experiences

any more

!

Danced Before King Edward.

ONE

that stands in my memory (you will
it in my book, " .Maurice's Art of
Dancing '") is when 1 danced before your

find

King Edward.

late

It

was

when

at Biarritz

—

;

and

I had finished the dance
it was an ArJache
dance, of which I will speak to you later his
Majesty saw mo passing along the corridor.
One of the gentlemen in his suite stopped me

and

said

—

:

" How is it that you have the strength to swing
the girl so far out while she clings to your neck ? "
I was very much embarrassed, and scarcely

knew how to explain.
" The muscles of my back
" I began.
And then King Edward saved me.
" Would you be so ungallant as to let a lady
fall if

she were clinging to your neck

?

" asked

his Majesty.

At that
pleased to

they

all

make my

PICTURE SHOW,

laughed, and I was very
escape.

But 1 always think it was a kingly action on
the part of King Edward to come to the rescuo
of a dancer.
Alas, that memory has a side that is sad.
For

it
was during King Edward's visit to
on that occasion that he was taken
vith the sickness that ended in his death.

Biarritz

still

treasure the gold cigarette

box King

Edward gavo mo as a present.
How I Learned the Apache Dance.
now I must tell you how I came

to
By this time
the Apache dance.
I was earning a great deal of money.
I had danced at Monte Carlo, from which place
J had gone to Vienna and Budapest, and then

BUTlearn

I

had come back to
In that wonderful

many

Palis.
city I

had received many,

kindnesses.

Through the kindness of Mr. and Mis. Jean de
Reske (to whom I shall always say I owe the
beginning of the great success which has come
to me), I had danced my way into the stately
homes of the Faubourg St. Germain.
I remember it was Mr. and Mrs. Jean de Reske
who gavo the first the claimant given in Paris,
and introduced so many pupils to me that I had
to keep a special diary to remind me of my
engagements.
One night I was sitting in the Cafe de Paris
when Max Dearly a well-known dancer at the
Moulin Rouge came up to me, and asked
I supif I felt in the mood for an adventure.
pose that at that moment though I was wonderfully alive to the good luck that had come to

—

—

—

me— I was feeling
May I say that

bored.
" bored "

is

one of the most

expressive words I have picked up in my many
travels ?
Well, as I say, feeling bored, I consented.

The Paris Underworld.

MAX

took me to the Paris underworld, and,
because it was my first visit, I suppose
that is why I remember it so clearly.
We went down a flight of stairs into a den
which had, a smell as vile as the faces we saw
when we got to the cellar. I was warned not
to show any sign of fear, and I decided that
since I had consented to seek adventure, the.
only thing left to me was to face it.
The place was crowded with Apaches, who
drank with their knives on the tables in front
of them.
I shall never forget it. The low-roofed cellar,
with it's stinking oil lamps, the hunted look
in the faces of the men, and the despairing,
hopeless, yet untamed challenging stare in the
eyes of the womem
As we sat there one of the men, tired of
cards, motioned to a woman.
She arose reluctantly. He caught hold of her
roughly, and began to dance.
It was a dance such as I had never seen before.
yet it held me spellbound.
It was terrible

—

The Real Thing.

who have seen my Apache dance
YOUunderstand
what mean when say
copied exactly — steps and costumes— from
that
eyes

will

I

I

it

is

that which ] saw with my own
smelling cellar in the imder-world
The dance started with the girl dragging her
Then the quickenfeet, as if wishing to be free.
ing of the music— the passion of the dance
the most subtle,
oldest
and
one
-of
the
surely
yet at the same time most convincing of all
the means of expressing the emotions of Life.
For, however much we may deplore it,
Yes, Life
we must realise that there is Life in the cellars
of Paris, in the. dives of New York and the
slums of London, as there us Life in the salons
and drawing-rooms of the world's cities.
Whenever I dance that Apache dance, I
dance it as an artiste who strives to show somein
of Paris.

!

THE BIG THREE.
The "PICTURE CHOW, every Monday.
The " GIRLS' CINEMA," every Tuesday.
The 'BOYS' CINEMA" every Wednesday.
ALL THE LATEST NEWS AND PICTURES FROM FILMLAND.

evil-

thing that is, just as (he artist who paints on
canvas seeks to show the things that are mirrored in his mind.

Some

Hints on Dancing,
would prefer to portray
In this interview I have

too,
yes!
YES,pleasant
things.
I,

many

great pleasures I ha\ <:
experienced, but I must speak as 1 feel. I have no
wish to go again to that cellar in the under-world
of Paris, but I feci that, as a dancer, striving to
show on the stage what I have seen of life, thai
your readers will understand. Tell them from mo
that there is nothing in the cellars of Life that
will please.
It is only in the sunshine whero
happiness lies.
And perhaps I am straying
from my job, as we say in America.
And now may I give you some hints for the
readers of the Pioturk Show ?
Let us be
happy for surely the dance was meant to bring
happiness
Will you please put these things down, just
told yovi of

—

!

as I say

My

?

Favourite Dance.

MY

favourite dance
the waltz with

is,

and always

the

will

hesitation

be.
figure,

It is virtually ideal as a dance, and in
this dance, to
mind, a girl looks her best.
Here T must say that the simpler you dance in

my

any ballroom the better you will dance, because
when you try eccentric steps you look conspicuous, especially if you or your partner are
not perfect dancers.
I'd like to give a word of advice here to girls.
Do not always dance with the -same partner.
If you do, you will not advance, and, like
everything else, unless you progress you will
go back, and your dancing will become monotonous, whereas, if you continually change
partners,

you

also find out

will

realise

how much

little

nicer
partners than other?.

some
the Fox

it is

mistakes, and
to dance with

Next to the waltz

trot will always be a favourite dance,
especially over here, because the Anglo-Saxon
race likes fast dancing.
The Tani^o requires a wonderful rhythm of

music and tempo.

The Secret

of the

Fox Trot.

EVERYONE

has experienced, in strolling
aimlessly along the street, a sudden
jauntiness in our step caused by a barrel
organ playing a popular air in march time.
That is the whole secret of the one-step. It

marching without coming down smartly on
your heels. It is walking briskly, spiritedly, on
a smooth floor.
In this dance be careful not to stand too
near jour partner, and be careful, if you are a
man, not to hold your partner in such a way
tliat you lift her shoulders.
Wait for the right
beat in the music, and then start to walk either
backwards or forwards without lifting your
The girl should dance
feet from the floor.
entirely on the ball of her foot, and I believe
tho best advice I can give any girl is to tell

is

her to forget her heels as

A

much

as possible."

Compliment.

MAURICE

has more than once appeared
King George, Queen Mary, and
Queen Alexandra at Buckingham Palace.
He has also numbered many r6yal names
among his pupils, among whom may be mentioned H.R.H. Infant Louis of Spain.
It was he who created the The Daasant at
the Piccadilly Theatre, London, and during
before

recent visit to Los Angeles gave special
lessons to many well-known screen
He has also himself danced- in a number
stars.
of screen plays, among which was the Famous
his

dancing

The Quest of Life."
compliment that Maurice told m<
parting that in all the countries in which he

Lasky
It
in

is

film,

to our

has danced, he has found the best audiences
America and England.

Fay Filmeb.

in

Picture Sh»"; December 11th, 1920.
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Should Girls

"Powder"?
midPerhaps the
Victorian Miss had
no need of powder,
but for the outdoor

"19, 20,-

girl

my plate's

without a dusting of

TETLOW'S

left

You can have no better
sauce for a boiled or steamed
pudding
and BIRD'S, so

FACE POWDER
whilst the hot-house blossom complexion needs it
U is
just as much for protection in the open air.
not only harmless, but beneficial— keeping the
face cool and dry .n hot rooms.
Use Swan Down and look your best all the time

Sold in Fioe Tints at 1 $ Fer Box.
White, Cream. Pink. Flesh and Brunette.

;

cream-like and
flavor, is

made

exquisite
in

a necessity.

Golf or Tennis
complexion seems out
of place in a ballroom

empty!"
There's no pudding
on the plate when
it is served with Bird's
Custard as hot sauce.

is

it

A

in

by

a moment.

all

Stores, Chemists and Perfumers.
& Co.. Ltd (Dept S.A.)
Ludgate Square. London. E.C.4.

HENRY

C.

and

5.

4

QUKLCH

.

direct from factory at wholesale
POUNDS.
prices and

SAVE

World's finest massive Tabic
Gr.md-.Portablc-Hornlessand
exquisitely coloured monster

hom Head- o-phones to

Bird's

owes

Gmnd l>argaiui
Columbia, Regal,

select from.
in

Pa the,
Edison B ell an Deccas.'

Zonoptfcone,

1

Immediate delivery. Sent
days' trial, packet! tree, carriage
paid
53 nines and 400 needles
included.
Satisfaction, or money
refunded.
Send postcard for
beautifully illustrated art catalogue

CUSTARD

MEAD

its superiority to the rare good quality of its
ingredients, and to distinct methods of manufacture.
It should be a mother's care to see that she really gets Bird's
Custard. Millions of mothers take this care each week, knowing
that BIRD'S adds 25% nutriment to the milk with which it
is prepared.

CO.

(DEPT

0

YOU

'ARE

SHORT?

I< no, let the Olrvan System help yon
to increaseyonr height. Mr.BiigasreporUG Inches increase ; Driver E. P.,
3 inches i Mr.RatcMITr.4 inches ; Miss
Ledell, 4incbes Mr.Ketley.4 inches.
;

This system greatly improves the
health, Agure, and carriage. Bend 3
penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Knqniry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud tircen Hoad,
London. N.4.

Responsibility for Purity.

We

take this upon ourselves.
We guarantee that
is "the Pure Custard,'* and we make it only
oj the finest quality ingredients that money can buy.

Bird's

czr
A CAST
I70N PAN is
the best pan that

'The

'MILITARY*

money will btty. It doesn't
look as bright as tin, or as Randy
as coloured enamel, but it s far sweeter
and cleaner than either, and does the woik
Cooks quickly without
better than both.
burning, and lasts almost for ever.

Standard of Quality

1Y

RUBBER
hEELS and TIPS

CAST IRON SAVES COAL!

^

A

Fad —Water coils 5%

Scientific
In a Cast Iron

'PRESIDENT*

DOH'T BE PUT OFT with shortlived cmmclled steel or tinware. ln»u> on CAST

WHEN

communtcattng with Advertisers,
mention tke "

PICTURE

f>lease

SHOW " «

sooner

Pan than in an Enamel tan^

IRON.

)

Picture

S/totc,

December

llt/i,
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
Hairdressmg and Appearance

— Don

the Hairdressmg of Your Favourite

Keep

t

you want to look your very prettiest at tlio
Christmas party it is absolutely essential
that your hair shall be effectively and
bocomingly dressed. A hasty scamper over its
manipulation will not do at all, and only spoil
the whole effect of any pretty, frock that you
happen to be wearing. Nothing looks so noticeable as a shoddily dressed head.
I once knew a very charming girl, who had
quite a pretty face, although I must admit that
few people would admit this. And why do you
think this was so ? Just because her hair was
most unbecomingly arranged.
She always
would just comb her hair to either side and
carelessly braid it into two plaits.
These she
would wind round in a couple of coils over the
back of the head, hairpins sticking out from

IF

them

A

in all directions.

Changed Appearance.
day she told me that

ONE

she was off to
a special party, and admitted that for
certain reasons she wished to look her
best. But still she arranged her hair in the usual
unbecoming fashion. 1 could not see her going
out such a fright, so I just made her take her
hair down again and allow me to dress it for her.
And you would have been absolutely staggered
by the result. With her hair puffed at either
side, and a neat plaited coil at the back, she
looked absolutely charming. She was a little
amazed at herself when she looked in the
glass, and dubious of going out with such a
changed appearance.
But the next morning
she was most enthusiastic about the praise she
had received the evening before, and declared
that she was always going to dress her hair in
the new style. Not long afterwards she became
engaged, and I like to think that I had a hand
in the matter.

Look
I

for

New Methods.

KEALLY
many

A

—

of eau-de-Cologne and
most beneficial to its appearance and growth, and incidentally give it
a delightful ripple.

nightly

application

wave

falls

over the brow.

Quite a different style is adopted by the
ever-popular Elsie Ferguson.
A very small
parting is made at one side of the head, and tho
back hair is coiled into a foundation bun on the
bock. The short side strand of the hair is then
brushed right round the sides and caught at the
Then the other side is also boimd round
back.
and tucked over to one side of the back part,
the final touch being given by a comb that
finishes off the fold.

Girl's Hat.

the attraction
of a large picturesque
hat, it is decidedly in
the way when a big coat
is being worn.
Thus it is
that the Picture Girl
favours
small
hats for
wear with her winter's
coat.
She has a delightful
little
affair of soft black
satin, that points up in the
centre in the most uncom-

mon

fashion.

At

either

a curled spray of
ospreys stands off from the
side

brim, while the crown of
silk is gathered.
You can obtain patterns of this hat for one
shilling

SHOW

from

PICTURE

Pattern

Dept.,

Oxford Street,
London, W. 1,
P.O. to
be made payable to the

291a,
No. 28,916.

charming hat

of

Editress of

black satin, designed by the
" Home Fashions."

Road, Blackpool.

" Little Miss Innocence," when June
Caprice, who takes the leading part, has been
locked in her room for losing her temper with
cno of the other girls at the convent, she is so
angry that she pushes the ewer and basin off the

In

When one of the nuns appears
shortly after to scold her, the ewer and basin
are on the washstand as if they had never been
touched. 5s. awarded to P. S. Watfon,
" Phenar," Kilbirnie, Ayrshire.

—

hair-

DESPITE

—

washstand.

of

film actresses to dress the hair well down into
the neck at the back of the head ?
If you
haven't, just watch for it next time you visit
the pictures.
And very pretty it looks, too,
giving a distinct touch of youthfulness and
charm to the wearer.
Violet Hopson has a very dignified, but
effective style of hair-dressing.
Parting the
hair at one side, she forms the side strands
into two small puffs to cover the ears, and
coaxes the front strand down softly on to the
forehead. At the back of tho head, she winds
her long black tresses into a coil, fastening it
well down towards the neck.
Pauline Frederick, too, arranges her hair
well into the nape of the neck.
Dressed very
much in the fashion of Violet Hopson's it is
pulled out a little more from the face, and just
coiled into a loose knot at the back.
One deep

The Picture

as the
villain holds up the hero by digging his revolver
"
in his stomach, hissing
Move an inch and I'll
blow your head off." 5s. awarded to Rene
61, Albert

styles

you cannot do better than copy
the method employed by some of your
favourite screen stars.
Here you'll find heaps
of ideas and styles to suit every personality.
Have you ever noticed the tendency among
dressing,

£

girls

A

The "Picture Show's" Guide

"Luck

in

Pawn."

to Picture«oer«.

Uargueiutb

Ci/Arc.

(Paramouni-Artcrqft.)

THEwithbewitching
an

star as a country girl,
temperament, who goes

littlo

artistic

to the city to become a painter.
Bat
slio
finds
not success, instead adventure,
a pawnbroker with a heart, and love
Full of
fun and excitement, this amusing play shows tho
star at her best.

—

!

Copy the Cinema Stars.
IF you are looking for new

De Luxe Annie."—Eugene O'Brien

Ray,

—

Style Indefinitely Copy
The Picture Girl's Hat.

paratlin will bo found

FILM FAULTS.
"

One

do think that

could improve their whole appearance if they could only
be persuaded to pay more
attention to the dressing of
their
hair.
Instead
of
sticking to one fashion year
after year, they would be
wise to spend an occasional
evening in their room, trying new ways and means.
Not only will the change of
style improve their appearance, but it will be benefi'cial to the hair, which is
apt to become very thin in
certain places if always
dressed in the same manner.
Just now you will be
attending many festivities
that demand your appearance to be at its best.
Therefore extra attention
should be given to your hair.
Keep it well brushed, so that
it is pliable to manipulation.

1

to

Cinema Adlr esses

WEEK

FILMS ofThI

Re
"

A

Dieppe."

ANTONY
the screen,

HOPE'S

Dresser.

"

winners in

::

Competition.

this

" Film Faults," in the

War

The World's Greatest Story,"

Office serial

shows, in the
first episode,
tho first battalion landing in
France (August, 1914), and they all had steel
helmets on their shoulders. 5s. awarded to John
Smith, 1a. Kirkhani Street, Weaste, Salford, nr.
Manchester.
it

—

showing the adventures

on
in

Monroe SalisTrail."
(Trans-Atlantir).
SIMPLE story told with compelling forco

BUEY

A

full of human interest.
It appeals
to all that is best in human nature.
A
fine story, brilliantly acted.
Wonderful snow
scenery as background.
type of story of
which we would see more.

and

A

"The Medicine

Roy Stewart

Man."

Western Import).
film-play of the great West,
with the popular star as the sheriff hero.
Plenty of dash and daring, a film glowing

(

ATYPICAL

with life and action.
a very capable cast.

The star is supported by
Very entertaining.

" The Joyous Liar."

J.

Warren Kerrigan

and Lijlian Walker (Qaumont).
REFRESHING and original tale, full of
humour and action, starring two great
favourites.
It goes with a swing from
start to finish.
Excellent acting and fine
comedy-drama.

A

" The Fall of a Saint." Josephine Earle
and Gerald Lawrence (British Screencraft).

A

TRIUMPH in British screen-work.

Adapted
from a novel by Eric Clement Scott, this
one of the best home-produced films

is

seen.
Good story, splendid settings,
excellent acting and photography.
Well able
to hold its own with any foreign picture-play.

yet

"

The Grey Towers' Mystery."
Leslie

(

Vitagraph

Gladys

).

MYSTERY and romance go hand-iii-hand in
this exciting screen-play.
It tells the
story of a young heiress, the great lovo
of two men, the complications that arise at the
appearance of a second claimant to the estate.
Interest is held to the last reel.
Production is
average.

" The Cinema Murder."

Marion Davies

(Famous-Lasky).
SCREEN adaptation of E. Phillip OppenMarion Davies is cast as
heim's novel.

A

an actress who nearly comes under the
of an unscrupulous theatrical magnate.
A vivid story of life and love behind the scenes.
Thrillling entertainment and well -produced.

power

In the recent production of Rider Haggard's
" King Solomon's Mines," we had got to
the part where tho travellers had left the last
town of civilisation three days back. They were
in a sandy desert discussing the situation and
just behind them was a closely cropped hedge.
5s. awarded to W. Cole, 71, Henry Street,
Upper Kennington Lane, S.E. 11.

(

character

in

all

fiction.

All

admirers of Thacksray, and they are legion,
should see this play.

" The Virtuous Model." Dolores Cassinelli and Franklyn Farnum (I'athe).
VIVID story of life in Montmartre, and of a
sculptor who married his model and then
neglected her. How the two are brought

A

together again forms tho plot of the pieee.
Excellent acting, lavish settings and fine photography.

SERIAL.

book

—

romance

The Blinding

ADAPTED

of the Prize-

exciting

Italy of a Secret Service agejit.
Thrills,
lovo and intrigue are here, and provide the star
with a typical dashing role. Tho excellent
supporting cast includes Helcne Chadwick.

lovable

Few

Warwick

Robert

(Paramont-Arlcrxift.

" Colonel Newcombe."
Milton Rosmer
and Joyce Carey Ideal).
from Thackeray's famous book
",The Newcombcs." A tale of the most

PICTURE SHOW.

A

"Captain

" 81,000,0000 Reward."

Lillian Walker.

(F.B.O.)

A

FIFTEEN

episode serial of mystery, tbrill-i
and excitement, starring one of the
screen's favourite stars, Lillian Walker,
usually known as " Dimples.
'

Picture Skew,
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" Shots'

the release of the latest

If you

n n n

——

Released only a month after its completion which
almost a record in the land of British films " A
Rank Outsider " was first seen by the public on

is

last.

WEST Company

Racing films from the BROADare always worth seeing, and this

Cameron Carr stars in this
production, with John Gliddon, Lewis Davton, Gwen
Stratford, and Joe Plant, the famous little jockey, in
There are plenty of racethe other important parts.
course thrills in the picture which has not a dull

one

no exception.

is

moment

in

it

from

want

BROADWEST film,

The Case of Lady Camber," which took place
on November nth, the Dii'ectors of the company have received hundreds of letters and messages
trom exhibitors and public, congratulating them on
Violet
having manufactured such an excellent film
Rome, Gregory Scott, Mercy
llopson, Stewart
llatton, and C. M. Hallard, appear in the film, and
if you have not alreadv seen it, do so at the earliest
Mr. Waiter West personally directed
opportunity.
the production, which in itself is sufficient recommendation.

Thursday

start to finish.

n n n
Despite London fogs, and the prevailing epidemic
of influenza colds, the production work at the BROADWEST Studios goes steadily forward. " The Loudwater Mystefv " (the story of which is as thrilling as
its name implies), is now well on the road to completion.
Some of the most striking scenes in this
film, will be those which centre round the Loudwatcr
residence, for which a big old-fashioned ghosthaunted, and turreteel castle has been borrowed.

to

know anything about Films or Film Hay-en*

JUST TO REMIND YOU.

like to draw the attention ol my readers
I WOULD
to two simple roles in this paper, so that by not

overlooking them in the future they
themselves disappointment.

The

may

save

relates to letters sent to artistes.
Though
it is hardly necessary to state that such letters are
forwarded unopened when they reach us in closed
envelopes bearing the names for
they are
intended, it frequently happens that inside an envelope
addressed only to this paper is an open letter to a
film star.
In such cases I have often noticed that
the writers give insufficient addresses of their own,
which explains why so many of them never get replies.
How, for instance, is a person in America net acquainted with this country to know where " Pontypool " is or that " Fincbley Road, N.W." is a street
in London ?
Remember, therefore, always when
writing to artistes to give your address in full, adding
first

whom

name of your county and the word " England."
Then, again, I must ask my readers to oblige roe
any addresses to be
sent them by post. I am frequently calling attention
to this point, and the reason is simply because the
number of other queries to be answered each day is
enormous. I do not mind that, nor do I wish anyone to
hesitate about seeking the usual information on that
account. Your queries will all be answered whenever
information is available, if not on this page then by
post, provided your address is complete.
But if you
want to write to your favourites, then please follow
the

in the matter of not asking for

very carefully the simple instructions at the foot of
this page.
Thank you.

THE EDITOR.

n n n

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Next month I hope to have some very big news
for you in connection with Mr. Walter West's recent
visit to

HEAD
175,

IF

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters canno t be answered in the next is sue ?
A stamped a nd ad dresse d enve lope must accom-

B.B.

France.

BROADWEST
Wardour

FILMS,

LTD.,

OFFICE:

Street,

pany any

an early reply. Every
name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

London, W.l.

YOU SUFFER

—

Gertrcde (Manor Park). You and your chums
wonder how I got my buriip of knowledge. Well,

Mento-Nerve Strengthening
T r e a t m e n t.— G O D F R Y
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536,
Buildings,

full

:

lack of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Imperial

letter requiring

should give the

letter

irom nervous, worried feelings

Circus,

was due to an unkind blow given me by Fate, and
ever sinco then I have had to satisfy somebody else's
curiosity. William Parke, junior, is till on the films,
The Cigarette Girl,"
and among his pictures are
'*
The Last of the Camaby's," and
A Crooked
it

Ludgate

:

London, E.C.4

Romance."

—

M. M. (Oxford). So you divide your affections
between two artistes, one English and one American.
As regards the latter, Thomas Meighan, he is married
He was born in 1888 in Pittsburg,
to Florence Ring.
**
Pa., and began his screen career with Lasky.
The
Fight ins Hope," "The Heart of Wetona," "The
"
Mysterious Miss Terry,"
Out of a Clear Sky," are

HAVE
NICE CURLS

many

Y'ou want his colourIt Is black hiir nnd hrown eyes.
ing, too. I expect.
" LEEDSITE " (Leeds ).
You have taken a long
time to make up your mind to write to mc, but
your first letter is quite nice in length and appearance.
.Tack Pickford as Jack Robin and Gloria Hope as
Dorothy Mason were the leads in " A Burglar by

some

of his

pictures.

—

Proxy." nnd they were supported by Jack Dillon
(Spider). Robert Walker (Harlan Graves), and Mr.
Guise (John Mason).
Robert Warwick was born on
A. R. (Burnley).
June 2nd, 1881, in Sacrcmento, California, U.S.A.,
and his real name is Bicn. He has dark' hair and
eyes, is 6 ft. Id height, and is married to Josephine
" The Silent Master." and " Secret SerWhittcll.
vice," are two of his films.
Dustin Farnum is married
but at the moment he does not say who she is. Don't

—

'

Every lady can have a beautiful head of CURLY and
There is no need to have sleek, lank,
hair.
unattractive hair. One bottle of VETROS will keep
the hair in lovely curls for months, also invaluable for
making the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harmless. Send for a bottle to day, and make yourself the

WAVY

admiration of all your friends. You will be delimited
with result Price 2/9 per bottle, or3 bottles for 511,
post paid, direct from thi makers. CHAPMAN , LTD.
(Dept. 26) 15, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.
-

mm

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

'Uhe

<ec

:embcr Wth, 1920.

from

'

Broadwest
SINCE
"

f

Picture

Show"

some of them like to make us curious ?
" English " (Manchester). Yes, I remember Jane

—

Gall quite well, but the difficulty in tlie case of many
artistes Is that they will not release just that Information about themselves that their admirers are most
anxious to have. Christine Rayner it was, who

"The Kinsman."
Tearle, whose half-brother is Godfrey
was born in New York in 1880. His wife Is
Adele Rowland. His Alms are, ""Stella Marls,"
'"The Reason Why," " Virtuous Wives," and "The
Way of a Woman.
"Erwest" (West Ham). A reader from the
start, and this is your first let ter to me.
The imp of
curiosity docs not worry you overmuch
Here are
the required details of your two favourites.
Elsie
Ferguson is the wife of Thomas B. Clarke, a New
York banker. She has golden brown hair, grey blue
eves. Is 6 ft. 0 in. in height, and was torn ou August
10th, 1883, in New York City.
Vernon Steele, who
played with Henry Edwards in

Conway
Tcarlc,

—

took the part of Dick Hazclwood with her in " The
Witness for the Defence," was born in Santiago,
Chili, and is 6 ft. in height.
Brown hair and hazel
eyes,

is

his colouring.

—

K. M. B. (Streatham). So you. too. have solved the
wallpaper problem by using our art plates. Your
room must be a pleasing sight. Yes, the star in " I'p
Sally
certainly looked very much
Constance Talmadge, for it happened to be none
will do what I
can about your other

Road with

the
like

other.
I
requests.

"

" (Jolimont).— Well, if the name of your
anything to go by you seem to be in a jolly
note you are never dull yourself. -Dwight.
Crittenden was John Burke in " The Ragamuffin,"
and Hershall Mavall, the villain in " Carmen of the
Klondyke." This is the full published east of " The
Heart o' the Hills." Mary- Pickford (Mavis Hawn)
Harold Goodwin (Jason HoncycutO, Fred. W.
Huntley (Grandpa Jason Hawn), Clare McDowell
(Martha Hawn). Sam De Grasse (Steve Honeycutt\
William Bainbridge (Colonel Pendleton), Jack Gilbert
((•ray Pendleton), Bettv Bouton (Marjorie Lee).
Henry J. Herbert (Norton Sanders). Fred Warren
(John Burnham).
" Ethel " (Cnrslialton). When I read your letter
I began to wonder whether it was Ruth Roland or
myself you were really enquiring about. Your
questions jumped alternately from one to the other.
Permit me, however, with my usual shyness to stand
aside.
I will tell you about Ruth Roland instead.
She is not a widow, for her former bust and. Lionel T.
Kent, is still alive.
G. R. (Burtou-on-Trcnt). Is it so hard a matter
then to know how to address an artiste yon want
to write to ? If you begin as you suggest it will be all
right.
Y'ou will find your favourite quite harmless.
In "The Starting Point," the leads were taken l\
Constance Worth and Evan Thomas. Blarkhcath i>
the spot where Gerald Ames first started in tin
world, and he is now the husband of Mary Dibley
Some recent pictures of his are, " The lrrcsistibl*
Possession," and
Flapper," " Sunken Bocks."
" Boundary House."
M. I. P. T. (London). Quccnic Thomas was born in

Tomboy

town

is

place.

I

—

—

'

—

Y'ou may find the addresses you want,
have been given in a previous issue, otherwise I will
forward on your letters..
,
Svenoali " (St. James' Park). You want
me to " lull " your fears respecting the rumour about
He was not
Scssue Hayakawa, I do so herewith.
born anywhere else but. iu Japan, and I doubt if he
bas ever been to Burma.
" WESDY " (Wilmslow). You have never seen
either Mary Pickford or Douglas Fairbanks on the
screen because apparently the one solitary picture
theatre In your place has never shown them. Perhaps
Why
the poor manager has never heard of them
not enHphten him 1 Bessie Barriscale was born in
New York in 1891, and when she attained the ape of
Her husband
five, she made her debut on the stage.
of course, is Howard Hickman.
Cardiff.

•

—

—

'.

" BUBBLES "

(Wavertree).

— Were

5-011

ashamed

of your handwriting thnt you printed the whole of
your letter to me ? You ought to see my writing. I
certain it will cause a compositors' strike ouc 01
Francis X. Bushman's middle nam
these days.
Marie Waleamp lias ha/.eLgrcy eyes, but
Is Xnvfer.
your other query, Bubbles, I will have to ask her.

am

(More answers next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.

WRITING TO ARTISTES. — Please

do not.i-k
auy addresses by po st, bill ii \ 011 wish to com
mnhlcate at once with any artiste not named below,
write your letter, putting the name of the star on the
for

envelope, and enclose It 'with "a" loose 2d. stamp
to the. Editor,, the Picrr^E sriow. Room 8;>, The
Fleetway House. Farringdon street, London, E.C. 4.
and It will 1* forwarded by the next mail. A h-tter
weighing more than one ounce will require an additional penny stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters

cannot be specially acknowledged by tie Editoi
When writing to artistes always give your full name

nnd address, including the name of your county ami
country, and mention tho Pkti'kk Suow to ensure

the safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep these
addresses for reference.

FRANCIS FORD, care of West Coast Studio,
0040, Sunset Bvd., Hollvwood, California t > \
MAYO, care of I nhersal film Co.
Universal City, California, U.S.A. .
SHIRLEY MASON, care of Fox Film Co, 130
West 40th St., New York Cltv. U.S.A.
HOUDINI,
FORREST, rare ol
Lasky Studios, Vine St.. Hollvwood, California.

FRANK

HARRY

ANN

U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

FittitM Shoic, Dectmbtr Tlth; 1020.
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:OMPETlTION,
FIRST PRIZE £100
SECOND PRIZE £25
No.

A 11

£150 IN PRIZES

l.-NAZIMOVA PICTURE PUZZLE.

MZI
,4t

Alia

Mn

ON

FIFTY PRIZES

OF

10/-

EACH

this page will be foiuid a Picture
Puzzle which <2eals chiefly with Use
career of Alia Nazimova, Next week

the career oi anotlier cinema star will Ivi
dealt with in a similar t'orjji, and so on, until
six puzzles have appeared.

The above magnificent

prizes are offered
solutions to the picture puzzles which
are identical with or nearest to the Bolntion
in our possession.
for

*te^f*W™lifl)t

Do not send your solutions in yet. \V]i»i>
the sixth puzzle appears full instructions will
be given as to how and when your complect
set of solutions are to be sent to us.
This competition is run
" Boys'
with
Cinema "

in

conjunction

and

**

Girls'

Cinema/'

The Editor's decision must be accepted ha
and legally binding in all ma*tfrs con-

final

cerning this competition.

Employees of the proprietors of
journal are not eligible to compete.

THIS UNTIL THE 4/X PUZZLES HAVE APPEARED.

Billiards

own

Ml

WRITE THEM TO-DAY FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS. FREE.
The e*> tablea rest on the ordinary dining table, easily placed
in position and eaaily taken away.
The «ft. 4ins. at £13-10-0 ia suitable for the average
r". in. Can be pui.-hafu-d by is monthly payment?.
ley's have a " COMBINE " BILLIARD AMD DIHINO
TABLE from £34-10-0, W in 20 monthly payments.

ac-

paid
if.- within
to auy
one mile of the nearest

cessories, (ferriage

I

station.

J.

fireside.

F.1ZR the opportunity- now to evt oneof RILEY'S "HOME"
Don't think because yon live in a
BILLIARD TABLES
evitugeyon are debarred frcm hating a Billiard Tabl.?. Kiley'a
have eon*idcred yonr reuuirvuv-nta, and have made billiard
ta-M ea suitable (or cottage 01 mansion.

TuMfcs ate ifnt ©a V
Cays' fr^e trial, and are

complete with

by your

.

RILEY, LTD.,

Ellis

Works, ACCRINGTON.
Ald*r •eac*

St., E.C.

Always after strenuous exercise take an Evans' Pastille.
vstii
wnnc you

arp
are
IxeCP Well

vts«*ll
wen
!

The

exertion inevitably brings physical exhaustion!
unnotic(aJ
nwybe> but eurcly lheWf: and tne
temporarily lowered vitality results in increased
ever-present
danger
oi
susceptibility
the
lo^
infection.
Evans* Pastilles strengthen the nature!
resistance to tire incessant attack oi disease bacilli.

9
EVANS
An
Bit - :et
Railed
every

Your

Bar

the
oa

Pastille

guarantee

against substitution

The

Di plcrorcufi
an Iff
which
Purumituia.

/W/V/6S

effective precautionary measure
against the microbes oi Influenza,
Catarrh. Pneumonia. Diphtheria, etc.
Catarrh
per Tin from Cb miats.nr poat tree from the
makers. KVAJiS SONS.LKM'HfcR * WEBB.

1/3

Ltd.,
HO.

66,

Hanover

Livapool,
London, r.C.l.,

Street.

Hartliolomew Close,

mdXewYorif.

<*P3

thi~

Better

Work

due

to Iron Jelloids.

LESLIE WALKER.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

LESLIE

WALKER

Some

writes

was very run-down, no doubt due

imposed on
I was recommended by
and I must say I have

to the strain

one who is a public performer.
a friend to try your Iron Jelloids,
felt a different person, so much so that I honestly believe
my two latest compositions are the outcome of an improved condition!'
A Fortnight's Trial (price 1/3) will convince you.

THE GREAT TONIC.
Men
Men and Women

Reliable Tonic for

...

tor Anaemia in
For Growing Children

Of

all

...

Chemisls.

A

Fortnight's

Inland and Abroad, 13/- per

N

IRON JELLOIDS No. 2 A
IRON JELLOIDS No. 2.
IRON JELLOIDS No. 1.

Treatment

l\3.
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JAMES KNIGHT.— Full Page

RBOtHTRtED AT THB

O.T.O.

AS A NRWSPAPKE.

Art Picture «gigt

ANTONIO, VIOLA, AND EDDY, POSE TO CELEBRATE A HAPPY MEETING.

There was a joyous meeting at Catalina Island the other day when Antonio Moreno, Viola Dana, and Eddy Polo found they were
all spending a few days' holiday at the same place,
As you know, Antonio is working with Vitagraph Company Viola is with
Metro Film Company, and Eddy with Universal, s\> that they have very little chances of seeing each other. This snapshot was
sent to the "Picture Show " to celebrate the event.
;

Another chance to be a Prizewinner in £150 Competition

in this

week's GIRLS' CINEMA.

Picture Show, December 18(h, 1920.
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Just

YOUR

what
skin

needs this
weather
Useful as it is at all times Icilma Cream is particuc o now for preserving and protecting the
skin from wind and cold and changeable
weather. Even the first application soothes a
wind-burned skin (try it for cracked lips, too*.
larly

Icilma Cream
fragrant and
othei

deliciously foamy, delightfully
completely different from all
Vanishes better than vanishing creams.

s.

is

Cream
Price tjJ, large pot2\-, everywhere.
Flesh-ttnted Cream. 7/9 per pot.

3 Use

it

daily

and

look your best
a o o

CURE YOUR NEURALGIA!
Why

endure harassing Neuralgia or Headache ?
A
harmless ZOX in a cup of tea or water will send
it away in a few minutes.
To prove this we will eladly send TWO ZOX VREE to anyone menlittle

and lending stamped addressed envelope.
cbemists and stoics, in V8 and 3/- boxes, or post free at these

tioning this paper

Of

all

prices from

THE ZOX

CO., 11, Hatton

"

Accordeon,

WITH A FREE MUSIC TEACHER.

E.C.1.

The LIQUIB HAIR REMOVER
The airppleet end most reliable depilaOn* Application
tory proonrable.
entirely removee all unwanted hair,

advantage* In life. If you wlab to pro*|»cr and enjoy llfr,
etrrngtben yom nerve*, and regain confidence in yoni*»lf h\

Masters' High-Class " Scala

LONDON,

DECQLTt IM H

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Mento-herve

akin eolt and anioolh.
Obtainable every w bore

the
Rsfnfl
Strengthening TreatGuaranteed Cm* in 12 days. Used by Vice- Adwtial U
fifumin, Colonel to Ptivate, D.S.O.'e. M.C's, M.M '». and
D.C.M.'a.
Merely lend 3 penny slam p» for partle.r-»
ELLIOTT-SfiilTH, Ltd., 5j6 rmperial
bnlld)ngD Ludgat,« Circi
London E.C.4.

ment.

Garden,

tefrvlntf

or direct

O Q
*J
O

from—

GODFRY

Why

not own one of these beautiful hlgh-clas* Italian model
Accordion*, *ud entertain your family with delightful lmiaic?
Tbcue wonderful accordooit.-* are easy to play, and with the
FRKR Tutor we send you FItttE, and a little practice, the Ion*
winter evening changes Into hour* of real lvippinvas. The
Mantels' new Italian model for this Season fee
illustrated), it* tne aweett nt of all aefordron*. It In, very fine
Finiio Polished Ca«e, Nickel Corner ProUetor*. 10 Keys (two
baawM. STEEL REEDS. Fret cut pallet Cover, Ivoiite Key*.
Fine Organ Tone, etc. A splendid Accordeon for AmaUur or
on eiiiiy terras. Bend 10 6 now and
rrofenional. Price 63
We pay Csarflage.
prom ise 10/6 monthly after delivery.
Satisfaction or deposit lefunded. Scud 10 6 now, and af.lt for
the " Scalu" Accordeon.

"SCALA,"

THE MASTERPHONE
The King of Talking Machine*.
The most comp'Ct hornless
machine with the perfect round,
splendid
Ptlce
20/-

flniah

£0,

Send

monthly.

Wc pas* carriage.
Store-.

20

-

WHEtK

Rye

LTD.,

Adver-

with
tisers,

mention

please
the
can have . billiard table In your aim home. The
YOU
always
size ot roar room does not matter, for there

now.

94,

(Estd.

1>

Picture

a Rllev table to raat an your d n n< table
RILFY'S' HOME 'BILLIARD TABLE* ar>- built to thesamo
proportions aa a (nil sue table, and «lve a perfect game.
The alas suitable lor moat rooms Is * ft. « Ins.. at £13-10-3.

Every "*able complete with
all accessories. and dellrered

BUY THEM
The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY2d.

Home

communicating

Price List Free.

MASTERS,
Hope

throughout.
deposit

,

20/-

Billiards at

Show.

free to any address wtthiii
one mile of railway station.

Stnd

for

J.

l-.om £31-10-0 tasb. or In

!»)

AND DININQ TABLE

monthly payments

SEVEN DATS' FREE TRIAL OIVEN.
Ellis Works, ACCRINGTON.
RILEY. LTD.,
<|>3
Union XJWrooms. 147. AUer;att St.. B.C.

Price List.

E.

111 monthly payments of If/-.
RILEY'S •COMBINE" BILLIARD

or In

Illustrated

I

—

—

ricture

<S?iotc,

December

18th,

-

1920.

Phorjo.yraph? arA

Paragraphs cP Pidures.

hundred parts, so four hundred and ninety
nine readers who had noted the same fault were
disappointed.
At the time of writing this there are piles and
piles of postcards not yet read, so after to-day
the competition is closed, but until all these
postcards have been examined the prizes will
five

still

be awarded.

Of course we want your

criticism of films,

and

always be pleased to publish any film fault
you may discover, but there will be no more
So if you want a prize you must
prize awards.
enter our grand new competition jvist begun,
and try to win one of our big money prizes in
shall

Famous Readers of the " Pxdlure
Skow.
No. 49.— CLIFFORD HEATHERLY.
CLIFFORD HEATHERLY is another wellknown

British film star

who enjoys

his

weekly copy of the Picture Show. As
you know, Mr. Heatherly lias played many big
parts on the screen, and is now with the Stoll
Film Company. Mr. Heatherly, I hoar, is particularly interested now we are devoting a big
spaco specially for British productions. Edith

Nepean

gossip
British players.

Just a

s

is

particularly interesting

Word From

to

Fay.

1HAVE one or two

big things to tell you about
this week. Of course, yon are all trying for
in
our
new
big competition, and here
prize
a

a way in which yo.t can havo another two
This competition is also running in
chances.
" Boys' Cinema " and in " Girls' Cinema." By
procuring copies of these papers you have three
is

chances instead of one.
In the " Boys' Cinema " this week there also
begins a splendid new serial, entitled " The

Lincom Highwayman," a fiction version of the
Fox film in which handsome William Russell
plays the leading part.
" The Return of Tarzan " is appearing also in
this popular paper, which is just as full as it can

be with adventure talcs and stories of film
heroes.

A

—>

Fine Paper For Girls.
" Girls' Cinema " is also

THE

full of interesting
articles and stories this week. There is a
special page written by Charles Ray on that
all-interesting subject, to girls
namely, Girls.
Gregory Scott continues his worldly-wise letters.

—

There are pen-pictures of Mabel Normand and
Tom Moore, a long complete story, Violet
Hopson's own dress page, as well as the usual
features. Don't miss this fine little cinema book
if you are a girl of to-day.
It is just packed
with information and hints.

This Week's Art Picture.
ISN'T Our centre page just
week

delightful

this.

— —
*-*

Autographed Postcard Art Supplement.

YOU

our next week's
page is devoted
to signed Christmas postcards from the
most famous screen stars. You will be able to
stock your postcard album with autographed
postcards of your favourites if you get next
week's issue of the Picture Show, and follow
will be delighted with
issue, for our centre art

instructions.

A

—*

Thrilling British Serial.
Great London Mystery," the first
British serial, which will shortly be
released, will prove that America has
not the n onopoly of thrills or of stunt art istes.

THE

who takes the part of a
detective, among other hairraising escar ade3, jumps from the top window
of a house near Bolter's Lock into the Thames,
rescues her superior officer, who has been sent
to his doom in a crane, and after swimming the
Thames, climbs the crane, crawls over the top,
and slips thirty feet down the chain to the
bucket, and havine liberated the prisoner, they
both jump into the fast-moving waters below.
jump froin Windsor Bridge and another
from Waterloo Bridge are other daring river
scenes.

Phys

Showing Up Bogus

and

Players

Spiritualistic

Tricks.

THIS
as

particularly interesting just now,
Mr. David Devant, the world-famous,
magician, takes part in it, and exposes for
the heroine a number of spiritualistic tricks.
He shows us how, by a trjsk, people can bo
made to soe a face in the crystal, how a table
can be made to move at the rhodium's will, and
how a tambourine and skull .can bo made t
dart about the room, and the tambourine and
bell made to jinglo when, to all intents aid
purposes, everyone in the room is sitting in tho
dark, their hands touching on tiie table.
film

is

>

Began as a Clown.

DO onyou know

that Carter de

Haven

formance, a stranger greeted him as he came out
exceeded hu
wildest dreams.
That was his start, and his rise has been
rapid, until to-day, he holds a place as one of
our foremost comedians.
of the hall with a proposal that

Miss Sacie Bennett,

young won an

A

"The

Mistletoe Bough" Heroine.
the way. Lady Doris Staplcton, who has

BY the

heroine part, has among the family
possessions the ill -fa ted dower chest, the
story of which is told in the world-famous song,
" The Mistletoe Bough," which is revived every
Christmas time. You will remember it was the
lady's wedding night, an'd during the revels she
hid in a chest, the lid of which clicked to. The
frantic husband, the guests, and the servants
searched high and low without avail. Then one
day the old chest gave up its gruesome secret.
The ill-fated lady, whose wedding night ended
in such tragedy, was an ancestor of Lady Doris's
family.

Real Snowstorm.
snow scenes

THE

in

Pearl White's coming

picture, " Tiger Cub," are the real thing.
As you may guess, it is not easy to call a
snowstorm to order, and Miss White travelled
many miles to obtain the desired scenes.
Tho company went to where three feet of

snow covered the ground, hut the sky was a
bright blue.
Two days later, when they wero
working

from the hotel the storm came.
furiously as the storm
intensity, for they were precious

five miles

The company worked
grew

in

moments ; and when the light failed the sleigh
scenes were taken. It was the worst storm experienced for years, and when darkness fell it
took the company three hours to make their
way back to the hotel.

Tea

at Four.

COURTNEY

FOOTE, the English actor, who
has spent some years in America in photoplays, has never failed to hold on to the
English habit of afternoon tea.
At four o'clock precisely every afternoon,
work or no work, he suspends operations before
the camera long enough for a cup of Indian t^a,

and a toasted muffin

if

the lattor

is

this

do think these large pictures are
worth framing, don't you ? We shall see this
scene in the coming photo-play, " The Hope of
rfis Side," a story written round the famous
picture "The Hope" by the famous artist
?

I

E. P. Kinsella. AH the characters in
photo-play are taken by children.

this

Film Faults Competition Closed.
notice that
YOUdiscontinue
our
will

this

week we have to

offer of a prize of 5s. for
a postcard describing a Film Fault. You
will Bee why. We were receiving on an average
five hundred postcards a day, and many of them
described the same fault. It does not seem fair
to award a prize to one of these and the others
•

get nothing, As many as five hundred postcards
received told of Dorothy Dalton's amazing
change of frocks in " The Market of Souls."
You see her in three different fro.cks in the space
of two minutes.
The Editor of the Picture Show dislikes,
above all things, to disappoint his readers, and
he could not divide the five-shilling prize into

started

his road to theatrical fame as a clown ?
All his life, Mr. de Haven had been entranced by the theatre. As a boy he conceived
whole plays and acted them himself in his homo
or with his playmates.
He drifted into planning entertainments,
staging them, and often playing the leading rolo
himself.
Then one day, after a charity per-

Little

JOHN HENRY

with his faithful play-mate and screen dog hero, Teddy.

procurable.

—

-

-

Picture Shoiv, December 18th, 1920.
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Actor and Author.

SIDNEY TOLER,
whom you
here,

is

see

the

gifted author o£
many screen plays,
and
"

is

the author of

The Tiger Lady,"

now

being

directed

by Maurice Tourneur.
He is a well-known
America,
actor
in
and has led several
companies in the

United States-Soften

in

plays,

as

the works
dramatists.

SIDNEY TOLER.

his
own
well as
of other

disconcerting, as happened during the run of
the fourteenth episode of " The Phantom Foe."
Two young ladies were watching his screen
face with breathless interest.
" Look at his eyes'! " Madge said to May.
" Just look at his eyes
I know a girl that does
extras in the films, and she told me they got him
out of the 'sylum just 'specially to play this part.
Every now and again he has a fit right there in
the studio, and they have to put him in a strait
jaeket."
" Goodness " May exclaimed, awestricken.
" It must be dangerous to work with a man like
!

!

that.

photography has just
been accomplished by Wallace Reid in
his

difficult feat of

new

screen play.

In the course of the action there was a double
exposure showing a right scene between two characters, and Wallace Reid plays the dual role.
During the course of this battle, Wallace hits
himself several hard punches, and finally lands
himself such a blow in the eye that it turns black.
One can imagine the difficulty of filming such a

and much praise

scene,

is

due to the

skill of

the

photographer.

A

Tense Minute.

BLUE gave the company a
MONTE
the other day.
He was playing
photo-play with the suggestive

fright
in

title

the
of

"

Something to Think About," and in one part
Monte Blue had to enter the advance chamber
<>f an under- water tunnel.
A leak causes the
roof to " cave in," which results in the death of
tho character portrayed by Monte.
Every possible safeguard was taken by the
director
an iron ring, bolted on tho safety door
of tho tunnel offered Blue a hand-hold, and a
score of life-guards were on hand to rescue
Monte should ho bo stunned by impact with

—

the water.

came when Monte remained under
the water many seconds longer than was antici-

The

thrills

pated, and eventually his head appoared above
the surface just as the rescuers were about to

dive

in.

are worse than wild animals."

before the light went up.

—+—

be pleased
YOUKingston
again

to know that Winifred
to appear as leading
opposite Dustin Farnum
in his forthcoming production for RobertsonCole, " The Trail of the Axe," which is now in
courso of filming under the direction of Ernest

— —

v

is

lady,

pla3 ing
:

Warde.
Miss Kingston played with Mr. Farnum in
" Corsican Brothers," which wo are shortly to see
over here. Born and educated in London, she
made her first public appearance on the stage
in this city, and for several seasons before going
to America.
In the United States she made
her first appearance in the support of Henry
Miller in
The Servant in the House," after
which she appeared with Constance Collier,
William Hartley, and Cyril Scott, and then as
leading lady of the Orpheum Stock Company
of Philadelphia.

When August Thomas decided to picturise
Richard Harding Davis' story, "Soldiers of
Fortune," lie ofterod Miss Kingston the leading
feminine role, which she accepted. It was
during the filming of this production that she
first met Dustin Farnum and, strangely enough,
was Mr. Farnum's first moving picture
venture also.
Mr. Farnum had just closed a season playing
in the "Littlest Rebel," and had accepted Mr.
Thomas' offer to go to Cuba to play tho stellar
Tho conrole in tho " Soldiers of Fortune."
trast between his six feet of virility and tho
diminutive figure of Miss Kingston proved to
be an excellent combination, and since this
timo they have appeared together in a great
number of Mr. Farnum's pictures.
this

Fay

He Needs One.
WILLIAMS, who
HORACE
director for the Thomas H.

was casting

Ince studios,
going to have his office festooned with
swastikas, which, as you know, -aro the Indian

Again.
England didn't want Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks to pay a return visit,
she shouldn't have been so hospitable.
Ever since these two screen favourites returned,
they have been figuring on how soon they could
get back to the Old World.
By carefully adding
up the joint amount of their promised work
they have decided they can leave this country
some time in January.
Let me tell my readers a secret. Mary and

IF

are going to London to make pictures.
features to complete before
they are free to pack their baggage. The story
leaked out following a rumour that Mr. Fairbanks and his pretty little wife, or Mary Pickford
and her stalwart husband put it any way you
choose had decided to stop making pictures.
Miss Pickford's next picture will be " Rag
Tag and Bob Tail," a story by Frances Marion,
the good friend and comrade of our Man-.
Frances will direct Mary, a combination that
should provide us with some excellent Mary
pictures.
Miss Pickford's husband's next picA
ture is by his favourite author.
Sh-sh
man named Douglas Fairbanks.

Doug

They have two more

—

Fdrr.er.

!

If there is time, the celebrated screen lovers
squeeze in another picture apiece before

may

they take the boat to England.

—+

Speaking of Screen Lovers.

OURX.

Bayne and Francis
by tho time this
reaches England, be at work on a picture
old friends, Beverly

Bushman

will,

for Oliver Morosco. They are cast for important
roles in "The Half Breed," in which Ann Little
and William Desmond are likewise featured.
gossipy friend says the entire Bushman
family Number 1 and Number 2 are congregated in California. Mrs. Josephine Bushman.

A

has brought the five little Bushmans to
Beverly
to put them in pictures.
Bay no Mrs. Bushman No. 2, has been in Hollywood for several months, waiting with her
husband and her small son for tho Morosco
contract to go into effect.
No.

1,

California

A New Member

of the Film Colony.
NIGEL, who played with Alice

CONRAD
Brady

in " Forever After " last year on
the stage, and who has recently signed a
nice fat contract with Famous Players-Lasky.

to star in

some

of their special productions

i-i

the proud father of a baby girl. His wife w«i
formerly Ruth Helms, a society girl.
Miss
Helms' screen experience is confined to ono
picture, " The Fighting Chance."
She played
a part in this picture in which her husband arid
Anna Q. Nillsson were starred.

—

is

symbols of good luck.
At a moment's notice, Williams was called
upon to secure an Indian woman for a part in
an Ince production. The first one ho engaged, in
her haste to report at the studio, fell down a
step and broke her leg.
Williams
'phoned
another
squaw,
who
promised to come immediately, and bring her
husband for safety. They were hit by a tramcar
and painfully injured.
Number three simply
tailed to turn up, and the fourth arrived quito

Giving the Prisoners a Treat.

MEIGHAN
THOMAS
for prison reform.

has gone
It

in

may be

temporary impulse, but tho

last

heavily
only a

time

I

saw him he could talk of nothing but prison lifo
and how tho boys behind the burs should be
treated.
Tommy's knowledgo was gained
after

visiting

Sing Sing.

New

The

York's celebrated prison.

visit

was made

colour for a prison story called

which

and was taken with pneumonia tho
next day. No wonder Williams requires some
all

Mary and Doug Coming To England

—

About Winifred Kingston.
will

Wallace Hits Himself.

MOST

men

—

All

A

Crazy

The crestfallen, " crazy " man had visions of
what would happen if he were recognised shrieks
of wild women, a stampede, a ride in a police van
or ambulance, and a night in the police station.
He rose hastily, and sneaked out of the house

" OVER THERE."
FROM
Notes and News From New Yorh.

is

to be a forthcoming

to get

some real

"The Quarry."

Meighan

special.

right,

It's

Great to Be Popular.

you remember Miriam
DO dark-eyed
who

swastikas.

Cooper, the
used to play

After

Ten Weeks.

AS

you know, George K. Arthur has been
chosen for the simple hero-part in H. G.
Wells' famous novel, "Kipps," the Stoll
photo-play -which has just been completed.
Although he enjoyed the part, Mr. Arthur is
very glad it is over at last, as he has been able
to get his hair cut
for the first timo in ten
« ceks.

in

Recently a young woman
York's leading hotels
clerk cash a cheque.
" Sorry, madam," he answered, " but 1 shall

husband's pictures.
walked into ono of

New

and demanded that the
have to have some

—

identification."
" Sir," she said, " I am Miriam Cooper, the
actress, and I consider your action an insult."
The clerk, not wishing to offend a patron
who was known to bo a very good customer,

"As Others See Us."
HARRY S EM ELS often

visits a picture show
incognito in order to get genuine firsthand criticisms of his work. His favourito
houso is one where tho audience applaud tho
hero, hiss the villain, and often call out in their
excitement.
Sometimes he hears thine* that aro rather

littta

so
many *of the D. W. Griffith features ?
Well, Miriam, as you probably know, is married
to R. A. Walsh now and playing in her directorgirl

profusely apologised, and hurriedly handed tho
young woman the money value of the cheque.
And now ho is wishing he had not been so
The young lady, who was not Miriam
hasty.

Cooper, vanished
trusting clerk

WINIFRED KINGSTON.

is

in

thin

minus

air,

and the poor

fifty dollars.

Loueli-a O. Parsons.

Picture Show, Dtctmbir 18/ h, 1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

" PICTURE

SHOW."

The people in the group looking over the deck-rail. Irom left to right are as follows WESLEY BARRY. A. J GALLAGHAN
All aboard
(Photo : J. 0. Milliym.)
Gov. JAMES M. COX, GEORGE BEBAN. BESSIE LOVE, KA1HERINE MACiiONALD and VIRGINIA FOX.
I

In her film " The Throwbaclis." It is not everybody who could look so happy
they had to allow an animal, whose greatest delight is to wallow in mud, to feed out ol their hands

DAGMAR GODOWSKI has to play with some strange pets

il

!

A charming
NORMAND,
star.

Mabel"days

portrait

of

MABEL

the talented Golchvyn

Are yon reading "Madcap

—

the story o! Mabel's school
every
week in " Girls'

Music hath charms

members

EDYTHE CHAPMAN

ol the

I

of a Goldwyn film. Director Victor Schertzinger thought he would entertain some ol the
Left to right: MYRTLE STEDMAN, MB,.
playing to them, but evidently they did not appreciate it.
S. STONE, MABEL JULKNNE SCOTT, and LYDIA YEAMANS TITOS.

Between the scenes

cast by

SCHERTZINGER, LEWIS

Cinema."

and her husband,

JAMES NEILL,

enjoy a musical evening.

ALEC FRANCIS

and

LAWSON BUTT

iu

" Earthbound."

6
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BEGIN TO-DAY

A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION.

!

Suspicions.

THEing

folk of

Greystone

village,

when

discuss-

the squire of the manor, always pub
his altered demeanour to the death
It was a tragedy with which
they could all sympathise.
The death of Cecil Rao passed out of their
minds within a few weeks, but the loss of the
guidon-haired Jessica, and the grief of her father,
was a thing they could understand.
Pretty, spoilt Jessica, had been a favourite
among them. The men remembered her quaint,
imperious manner towards them, and the
women had admired her dainty appearance and
golden hair.
Virtues which the pretty child had never
possessed were attributed to her by the simple
village folk, and one and all had a kind word
to speak for the bereaved man.

down

I

his little girl.

No one was

when Arthur Weston

surprised

shut up his house, almost immediately after the
funeral, and went abroad.
During his absence the house where he had
lived was sold, and his few personal belongings
were taken to Greystone Manor.
But Mr. Weston was not long away. A few
weeks later the news travelled through the
village that the squire had returned, and had
taken up his residence in the old house.
Many were the surmises as to what would
now happen. Arthur AVeston was, comparatively
speaking, quite a young man. It seemed likely
he would marry, restore the estate, and bring
back to Greystone some of its old-time pros-

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.
ARTHUR WESTON, who is given by his
aunt, Amy Rae, a bag containing twentv

the big house to inquire whether they were
requiring any servants, was met by on old
man a foreigner whom the squire had
brought home with him, and who informed her
lhat his master wished him to do all that was
necessary about the place.
" It don't look as if Greystone Hall Is going
to be any sort of use to us whatever," said one
old crony, shaking his head, as ho listened to
Mrs. Taylor's account of how she had been
received. " Seems to me there is a curse on that
old place. Young Mr. Harry was well rid of it,
if he only knew it.
It don't seem no good to
no one."
" I did hear that Mr. Ferguson has been up
there three times, and each time lie has had tho
rloor shut in his face,'' said Mrs. Taylor, who
dearly loved a gossip.
" Well, it ain't natural that Mr. Weston could
abear to shake hands with the man as was moro
or less responsible for his littlo girl," chimed in
someone else. (They had met in tho villago
post office.) "Mr. Ferguson has taken it to
heart
ho doesn't look so robust as he did,"
exclaimed Mrs. Taylor cheerfully. " My word

—

—

;

!

There has been some deaths here lately, what
with one and another of them. 1 should not bo
surprised if he was tho one to go next."
" Oh, law
Don't say it, Mrs. Taylor
you
!

make me

;

shivery like " cried Mrs. Swift, who
"
post-office.
want something
lively to happen in this here village— we have
had enough trouble. Now, be quiet, tho lot of
all

!

We

kept the

I

can see Miss Grace coming along on her

bicycle.

She is coming hero for the letters.
one for her from Master Harry, bless

j

ou

:

There

is

heart
I know his handwriting."
gossips stood back as Grace entered tho
She glanced around with a bright sinilo
which included them all.
" There is a letter for you. miss.
1 know tho
handwriting," said Mrs. Swift, as she handed
'There is a cataloguo fnoiii
ho girl a packet.
London for your ma, and all the rest is for the
icctor.
How is ho to-day, miss ?
" Father is very well.
Why do you ask ?
liis

The

hop.

i

!

.

make peace

tioned.

She often went there when she wanted to bo
alone.

knew

be-

latter

to

him

after

was so much

easier for her to think

so well.

And now

she had a letter he had written to
Her heart beat a littlo quicker at the
thought. He had remembered her. Surely she
was the happiest girl in the whole wide world
Steering her bicycle through the bracken, she
made her way to her favourite spot. It was a
mound that rose some six feet from tho ground
and then dropped some ten feet on the other
side.
On the top of this mound or rising, a
mighty oak had fallen, and its trunk, crumbling
yet massive, had been the plaything of Grace
and Harry almost ever since they could remember. It had served as a oastle, a robbers' house,
and even as a gallant steed in those happy, faroff days and Grace always felt that the friend
of her childhood was not so far away, when she
was resting on its friendly, gnarled old trunk.
Leaving her bicycle below Grace seated
herself, and then took out the letter and exher.

the vicar's daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's, and she is brokenhearted when he goes abroad. After Harry
has left she goes to Greystone Manor, and
sees his father enter the study with Weston.
Later she hears a shot.
CECIL RAE, Harry's father, is found dead
in the woods next morning, and it is presumed that he has committed suicide.
Arthur Weston is in a very nervewracked condition, but after he has been
to the woods and the village policeman has
told him that it is evidently a case of
suicide, a weight seems to fall from him.
The crime which in a tit of passion had cost
Cecil Rae his life, is not to be brought home

!

all.

When he returns home the Rev. Ferguson comes with the terrible news that
Arthur's little daughter Jessica, who Is the
apple of her father's eye, lias been thrown
from her pony and killed while spending
the day at the vicar's house.

•

It

about the absent one when she was in the
environment that she and her old playmate

GRACE FERGUSON,

perity.

But the days went by, and Arthur Weston
did not show himself in the village, and Mrs.
Taylor, who had taken upon herself to go up to

tries to

tween Weston and Harry before the
goes awav, but is unsuccessful.

ALLINGHAM

Ferguson isn't as innocent as she looks, not by
a long run."
And then, with a wise shake of her head, Mr*.
Taylor took her departure, haying the satisfaction of knowing that she had given them
something to discuss and think about.
Meanwhile Grace had sped on her hieyelo
towards the woods that Mrs. Taylor had men-

thousand pounds to be held in trust for
her son Harry. She also leaves Greystone
Manor to him, but tells him this is to be
handed over to her son when he is twentyone.
She does this because her husband
will spend every pennv he can get hold of.
HAERY RAE has a quarrel with. Arthur
Weston after Mrs. Rae's death. He cannot
understand his mother making such a will,
and he determines to go out to Australia.

REV. FERGUSON

By EMMIE

amined

To

it.

her,

even his handwriting was the most
all the world.
She bent her head

beautiful in

"

Oh, no reason, miss
Only someone was
remarking that the rector seemed to have
!

grown older

lately."

Swift spoke apologetically, and Grace
laughed, although tho colour rose to her face,
and a stared expression peeped out of her eyes.
" None of us are quite the same as we used
to be," she said.
" No, that is so, miss " cried Mrs. Taylor,
" I've just, been up to tho Manor
joining in.
Hall, miss.
Did you know that Mr. Weston
had brought a foreigner back with him as a
servant, und ho isn't going to employ anyono
else ?
I don't call it fair myself, miss.
Do
you ? "
" Mr. Weston must please himself.
He has
had so much trouble lately," answered the girl
and then, with another bright smile, and a nod
which included the whole group, she turned and
.Mrs.

!

;

went

out.

Mrs. Taylor sniffed her disapproval.
" There's a parson's daughter for you," she
said contemptuously.
"It ain't her bread-andbutter. She don't care ii tho squiro lives like a
heathen, with only a foreigner to look after him.
] thought as she might have offered to go and
have a talk with him, but no nothing of tho

—

sort."
" I don't see myself how you can expect her
to.
You forget poor littlo Miss Jessica. Mr.
Weston has not spoken to any of the Fergusons
since that happened."

Taylor sniffed.
So you say. But I've seen Miss Grace in
tho woods ever so many times. She don't go
there for nothing, I know."
" Why, what do you mean ? "
Mrs. Taylor had created a sensation.
Every
eye was turnod upon her.
Mi's.

" Well,

all

I

say

is

young lady

that that

wants watching," said Mrs. Taylor stubbornly.
" 1 don't know anything, but 1 must say 1 have

my

curiously.
" That

But you

what are they
I

all

—

Dear Grace, I guess you will be surprised
to get a letter from me. I never was much of a
fellow for writing, but you have always been a
good little pal, and somehow, when 1 was thinking of all the people that I knew in tho Old
Country, you are tho only one that I can write
freely to and tell of the things which interest
me here. Of course, it is all strange at first,
but I do get lonely. I am afraid I am not the
kind of fellow who makes friends easily.
I
can't talk naturally to people 1 do not know.
I wish I could.
I wish you were out here so
that I could talk to you sometimes, but the next
bost thing, after all, is being able to write to
you.
" This is a strange sort of letter, but I know
that you won't laugh, and that you won't givo
me away. Tell everyone who asks after mo
that I am going on fine. I am really. I havo
got a job on a fruit farm, but, between you and
me, I don't see much chanco of that fortune
at least, not at present. No
I came here after
ono seems inclined to take mo into partnership
or adopt a nice, handsome youth such as your
old pal.
Instead, I sit on a stool and add up
beastly figures until sometimes 1 feel like
chucking it all, and taking the first boat back
to good old England.
While I write this I can see you, with your
big grey eyes, looking at me in that solemn way
you used to when I told you I should run awnv
from school. By tho way, your eyes are grey,
nro>they not. You might put mo right on this

—

?

"

asked Mrs. Swift

keep? to myself until I
keep your eyes open

;

know more.
that Grace

yoy T You will write, won't you T
want cheering tip, and you need not be afraid

point, will
I

suspicions."

" Well,

suddenly, and pressed her lips to the address,
and then she looked up with a burning face,
and glanced around, as though she feared
someone was watching her. But only a saucy
thrush on a branch near by was regarding her
inquisitively with his head on one side, and
then he broke into a song as he fluttered away.
Gracie laughed, and shook her finger at hiin.
Then she opened the precious letter.

I shall

won't como back a failure.
to livo at Greystone
suppose he will be marrying again, and

not stick

it.

I

Has Arthur Weston gone
yet

?

I

"Continued on page 8.)
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" Will he come back ? " Her sorrow tarns to
joy as sbe sees him coming up the garden path.

TEA-CUP
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"Manacled By Money."

(Co

young,

"^

that kid of his will be playing around just as
Those were fine days,
I used to do.
They often come
little pal, wcro they not ?

yon and

am

Mind you toll him that
the introduction to.
going strong, and that I like my work,
Harry Rae.
your old pal,
" P.S.
I say be a sport, and don't forget

me

am

—

lamely.
The old

—Harry."

The girl read
'tps.

All the cares and worries of the last
few months seemed to be suddenly swept aside.
" Those were fine days, little pal.
They often
come back to me." She read the words again ;
and then, clasping the letter to her heart, she
sprang up on to the old treo trunk, and in the
exuberance of her spirits, she flung up her
" Hurrah " she cried, at the top of her
arm.
" Hurrah "
voice.
There was a movement among the trees below
her.
In her present state of mind she half
expected to see her old playmate emerge.
Instead, however, the figure of an old man came
into view.

" I shall tell Mr.' Weston that I met you,"
said, " and if I get an opportunity I shall
him what you said."
'"
Yes, do " cried Grace, impulsively. " Tel)
him that his friends want to see him again."
The old man nodded his head. Then he turned
and slowly retraced his steps the way he had
!

come.
Grace watched him until he was out of sight.
There was something about him which
baffled her.
She had a strange feeling that

somewhere before she had met him. But
where ? "
" Jt must have been a dream, I suppose," she
" Yes, it must have been a
told herself at last.
dream, but what could it have been about ? "
She wrinkled her brows, but without success.
Failing to obtain satisfaction, she put it from
her mind, and opened the precious letter again.
Seating herself once more, she gave herself up
to the happy thoughts.
The old man reached the outskirts of the
woods. Then suddenly he stopped, and furtively retraced his steps once more.
From behind a tree he stood, r?garding tho
unconscious girl. Her hair had become loosened
by the breeze. Her hat lay on the ground at

her feet.

She made i pretty picture as she sat
and the man seemed to appreciate it.

When

:

!

something about

his bent figure which to Grace
was strangely familiar.
" Oh, please do not go ! " she called out after

him. " 1 have so wanted to get a message to poor
Mr. Weston, and I never knew how to manage it."
The man stopped. Then with a quick movement ho pulled his hat further over his eyes. "
" What do you want with Mr.
?

Weston

bo asked suspiciously.
" I don't want- anything particularly ; but
I can't help feeling that he must bo terribly
unhappy, and if I could, I should so liko to send
him a message that would comfort him. We
all loved Jessica.
She was his little girl, you
know, and 1 feci that if only he would talk about
licr to someono, it might ease the pain.
Docs
he ever talk about her to you t "
old man shook his head.
never talks at all," he mumbled.
Poor fellow."
Grace was feeling so happy hersolf, that the
thought of tho unhappy, lonely man filled her

The
"

He

"

with compassion.
" You are no friend of his," said the old man.
" He has mentionod you to me.
You nro tho
parson's daushter, nro you not ?
None of you
have given him cause to think you were kindly
disposed to him."
Indeed wo are " cried
Oh, but wo are
Grace und in her earnestness she placed a hand
on the old man's shoulder.
" Is ho so unhappy ? " she asked, her sweet
voico trembling.
I think it, must be terrible
Wo did hope that when ho came back
for him.
from abroad ho would bo himself. He is quite
!

:

!

stood for a second, and then he

tell

!

;

man

he

!

Weston would not want to keep me out. I do
no harm and I havejenown these woods all my
life.
How is Mr. Weston ? " she went on, as she
doseended from the tree trunk, and came slowly
" Poor Mr. Weston
forward.
I am so sorry,
he will not 'et any of us see him."
The old man turned as though ho would go
away as the girl approached him. There was

seems

He took a coivple of steps, and then be turned.

licr feet.

He wore a soft, felt hat that could not conceal
He was
his long, black hair, and blue glasses.
dressed in an old suit of black, and wore a whito
lie, with a somewhat crumpled white shirt.
" What are you doing here ? " he inquired, in
" Do you not know that
a low, deep voice.
"
these woods are private ?
" If they are, what are you doing in them ?
asked the girl, smiling.
" I am Mr. Weston's man," answered the
" He has toll me to have these notices
other.
"
put about. Cannot you read ?
He was pointing to a small card which was
nailed on to one of the trees, bearing the inscrip-*
" Trespassers will be prosecuted."
tion
Grace laughed.
She was in such a happy mood, that she could
not be serious even for a moment.
" But that docs not apply to rue," she said.
" I am Grace Ferguson, and I am sure Mr.

It

moved away.

the letter through, and a bubbling

laugh of pure happiness broke from her
Then unable to keep quiet, she sprang to

littlo

so beautiful.

:

Now

me.

life is

through his blue-tinted glasses.
" Yes, I know
of course it would cost an
awful lot to put the place to rights, but e-ven if
one is poor, one can bo happy. Don't you think
so ?
1 don't know why I am talking like this
to you, she went on almost apologetically, " but
I am so happy myself to-day, that 1 just can't
bear to think that there are miserable people in
the world.
It is all so beautiful, isn't it ? "
She
glanced around appreciatively.. "I am suie
wo were meant to be happy," she added

me and tell mo all the news. Give my love to
your mater, and tell Mr. Ferguson that I am
with Mr. Nichols, that friend whom he gave
i

and

;

over here.
I never
back to me, now 1
realised how jolly they were then.
" I wonder if you ever think of them ?
Somehow I hope you do. 1 have been thinking
do please write
of you quite a lot lately.

liver

really,

terrible to me to think of him shut up alone in
that gloomy house."
" He is so poor, he cannot afford to have it
done up," muttered the man and as be spoko
he shot a suspicious look at his companion

at last she rose to go, the

there,

there.
It was not until the girl and her
bicycle had disappeared from sight that the
returned to Greystone Hall.

still

Christmas Eve.
Ferguson sat in his study, presermon for Christmas Day.
Ovor a year had passed since the death of
Cecil Rae.
Up at Greystone Manor House, Arthur Weston
still

of a reeh'se.

of mistletoe.
this in your hair Miss

Grace," she cried
" Mr. Bates, tho butcher, perit ; he says as how it. will
reveal one's future husband, miss.
You havo
only got to wear it, and the first man you meet
Do put it on, miss."
will be your fate.
Grace laughed, but she hesitated.
" It is of no u«o me wearing it, Jenny.
I shall
never marry," she said, laughingly. " Why not
"
it yourself ?

mo having

try

" No, thank you, mi*s
I knows my place,
even if it is Christmas Eve," said Jenny, with
" A fine sort of person I should look
dignity.
like, with that bit of frivolity stuck in my cap.
;

my

young man

is

at Tolchester,

and he won't bo this way until the Boxing Day.
ain't going to risk

any mistakes.

Not

if

I

it," she added, smiling.
Grace would have liked to be able to say,
My boy is on the other side of the world,"
but somehow the words would not come. She
bad Harry's letters, every one of them, safely
tied together with a strand of blue ribbon, and
sbo had no wish to meet anyone else. But at
seventeen, all kinds of impossible .things seem
probable, and there was always the chanco that
Harry might return. It was certainly a long

"

!

lonely for

him up

there."

" Yes, miss."
Mrs. Taylor spoke respectfully enough, but
there was a curious expression on her face.
< !race
she was
did not hear it, however
thinking about the carols.
" I'll bring my violin," she said.
;

The Carol Singers.

GREYSTONE HALL

was in darknc--*.
was an early moon, however, ana
the place was lit up by its cold, silver light.
It

—

" Oh er " whispered one of the girls,
" don't it look ghostly
I am feeling quite
"
scared.
I wish I had not come
" Nonsense " replied Grace ; and
then,
placing her violin in position, the soft strains of
fell on the silent air.
Christians, Awake
The women's voices took up tho refrain.
Inside the house there was a silence.
" 1 don't believe there is anyone in " cried
one of the party. " What is tho use of us
"
singing to an empty house ?
I think there is someone about.
Let us
try another," said Grace.
The hymn was sung through, but no sign
came from within.
" I am not going to stay here any longer :
it is too creepy for me," said tho girl who had
!

I

!

!

'

spoken.

;

mischievously.

know

We were wondering, miss, if it would' not
be a Christian action for us women to go up to
Greystone Hall. I don't suppose as Mr. Weston
is likely to give us anything, and that is why
We
1 thought wo would go without the men.
don't get dry like they do."
" But that is a splendid idea " cried Grace.
Her imagination kindled at the thought of
bringing Christmas nearer to the lonely man
who lived there aloof. " Wait a minute, Mr*.
Taylor, I will put on a hat and cloak, and I
will come along with you.
Poor Mr. Weston.
I wish I could see him.
It must be terribly

life

they stood out in tho porch.
Grace was in her room dressing for tho
evening.
Sbo had put on a white dress, and
then, ns she stood there before hor mirror,
Jenny, the little housemaid, came in carrying

I

door.
"

She seemed to have .echoed tho thoughts of
the others, for with one accord they turned
away, evidently disheartened.
Grace hesitated then she, too, followed the

was Christmas Eve, and the village children
wcro making the cold, eriap air sweet with the
sounds of
God rest ye, merry gentlemen," as

Besides, miss,

The-ehoir must be invited in for refreshments.
But it was early ; only the women in the choir
had come round. The foremost, Mrs. Taylor,
was the spokeswoman, as Grace opened the

first

lived the

sisted in

else.

his

It

a whisp
" Put

Australia, but even such a journey
not quite impossible.
Grace smiled as she placed the piece of
mislletoo in her hair.
She was just a wee bit superstitious, and if it
could bring Harry nearer to her
It was just as she had done it that another
batch of carol singers started outside.
This time it was the village choir.
Grace ran down the stairs, forgetful of a'J
is

!

man was

man

Rev.
THEparing

way from

others.

When on

hour or so later they left her at the
vicarage gate, however, Grace felt a reluctanco
in.
The
moon and the perfect night had
to go
taken hold of her imagination. Again she saw
(Jreystone Hall bathed in perfect light, which
hid all marks Of decayv and shabbiness.
What happy Christmasses she and Harry had
spent there within those dear old walls; and
now th$ house was empty. Arthur Weston had
evidently gono away, and token his man with
him. No one seemed to take any notice of -the
Master of Greystone these days. People soon
got use.d to things. Arthur Weston had shut
himself up in the house ho was a recluse, and
now no one took any heed. There was even no
Arthur Weston and his old servant
gossip.
Grace stood
had ceased to bo interesting.
;

hesitating.

The wild impulse had come to her to visit
Harry's old home again. She would write and
tell hin) afterwards how she had entered his old
home by the secret passage, and then in tho old,
nursery she had playod a tune to their old
memory. The memory of tho littlo boy and girl
who had never realised how happy they were
until tho tithe had passed by.
Grace was romantic. She was also in lovej
and Harry was so far away. His old home, even'
though unoccupied, could have no terror for!
her.
She never even thought of such a pos-(
1

sibility.

violin under her arm, she started,
with a run, back to Greystone Hall.
(Another instalment in next Monday's " Picture^
Show.")

Tucking her

off

'

'
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF PARDOE WOODMAN.

"Picture

Show

")

PARDOE WOODMAN.
Trie

PARDOE WOODMAN,

who

is

Young

now making

BritisK Screen Juvenile.
a

big

impression by his work in recent Stoll Films, was
born in Malvern, whore he was also educated.
"Some are born great, others have greatness thrust
upon them." Pardoe Woodman is one of those
whose first appearance on the theatrical stage was more
or less an accident.

On

the alert.

A Member

f

IT

IT

Surprise.

of the Benson Company.
was whilst Mr. Woodman was a me'mber of an
amateur dramatic society, that the Benson Company, which was playing in Worcester, made

application for certain members of the society to take
part in their production.
Mr. Woodman was selected to play the part of the
Lord Chamberlain in " BfenryVHI.," and-aftcr the run
of the show was finished he was asked to become a
member of the Benson Company.
This offer sealed Mr. Woodman's fate, and he determined to take up the stage as a career.
After remaining three years with the- Benson Company, he played under Mr. Fred Terry's management.
From this time onwards Mr. Woodman appeared in
such important London productions as '" The Dynasts."
" Disraeli," " The Scarlet Pimpernel," " The Prodigal
Son," " Be Careful Baby," " Twelfth Night," and
"The School for Scandal."

A

Prophecy.

U particularly well suited
MR. toWOODMAN
character juvenile work, and although
he admits that he is at present a newcomer to British filmland, one feels on seeing
his work on the screen, that it will not be long
before he has

made a very

big

name

for himself

cinematography.
His intention is to devote all his time to film
work in future, and his greatest ambition is
to make a success of the characters which
he is given to portray for the screen.
in the annals of

An Awkward Moment.
" /"VNE of my most awkward
Watchful.

moments,"

says Mr. Woodman, " was during the
filming of ' The Mystery of Mr. Ber-

V>/

nard Brown.'
"We were working at a railway station some
miles from the studio, I was told to jump into
a train which was just steaming out of
the platform, go to the next station on
it, and return by the next train back.
" On alighting at the next station I was
promptly accosted by a porter,
who stared at me as though he
h a d encountered a walking
corpse presumably because of
my make-up but demanded my

—

ticket

—

all

the

same.
"

Thoughtful.

I

'

any

haven't
•

ticket,' I told

him, but I want
to catch the next
'

train back.'
"

Where d'you

'

want

to go to

-demanded

'

?

the

porter.

"

Where

I've
from,' I replied peevishly.
'

come
"

'

a ve

from

And where
yer

come

?

"'I don't really
know,' I informed
h i m.
For as a

f

the name of the station at which
working.
" Seems to me,' said the porter,
1

'ave come from the Asylum.
you're goin' to

wc had
'

been

that you must

Anyways,

that's

where

!

"At this moment Miss Ruby Miller and Toddy
Arundcll opportunely arrived in a studio motor-car, and
satisfactorily explained matters -otherwise the porter
would have, no doubt, conducted me to the local
Hanwell, and the mystery of Mr. Bernard Brown
would be still unsolved."

—

.

His Chief Recreations.

WOODMAN'S chief recreations are riding
MR.swimming,
and the collection
old glass
of

pet hobby.

Many

is

and
his

specimens included in his
collection arc extremely valuable, and he possesses
some of the most wonderful Venetian glass in this
country.
He has samples of the glass-worker's art
from all over the world, and if ever he is travelling, at
the first opportunity he searches out the local curiosity
shop and ransacks it for further specimens to add to
his collection.

—
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The Necessity

of Keeping Fit.
nn amusing chat with Mr. James Knight
ho of"her morning. He is tremendously
keen on boxing, anil every imaginable kind
of sport
addod to this, he is a clever engineer.
His spare moments are taken up in the building
of a motor-ear for himself.
I don't think any man can be a successful
filni
artiste," he as-^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^
stued me, " unless
VOtBL
he keeps himself m
a state of physical

HAD

(

I

J[

;

HHBBtYl

fitness.

The work

is

trying, and it takes
a certain toll upon

one's nervous energy,
therefore, to counter-

balance

this,

it

is

a

necessity to keep in
the pink of condition.
Late hours, and a
careless mode of living would bo absolutely
fatal
to
a
would-be aspirant to

If nerves troubled me, I couldn't do the exciting
parts in my favourite type of film.
For instance, not long ago I was at Windsor taking
part in a Harma film production. 1 had to be
thrown out of a window with a drop of fifty feet
into the river, and 1 was carried right over the
weir.
Of course I know that some people

would

enormously, but this sort of
than anything in the
"
world.
Miss Villis
I love doing exteriors
smiled
" because I'm a worshipper of fresh
air, and I think I like playing the character of
that is possibly
a gipsy more than any other
one of the reasons that I so much enjoyed playing the lead in the Harma film,
A Romany
"
Lass.'

'

The Inner

Self

WHEN
Knight

and the Camera.

seo myself on the screen," Mr.
confided, " I often experience
a feeling something akin to a shock.
I
notice certain characteristics portrayed of
which I hadn't the faintest idea I possessed,
until they were revealed to mc by the camera.
At any rate, I'm quite convinced of one thing
I

—

that our hidden consciousness is a very weird
and puzzling affair* I often feel that. 1 am a
stranger to myself when I watch the progress of
a (Urn in which I am playing a lead.
I notice
little mannerisms, a fleeting something that
liaHlcs my Miiderstanding
it is as if 1 am in
the presence of a being whom I have not met
before.
Disguise it as one may. one's character
is often revealed
by the smallest touch the
chance flicker of an eyelid, e"vcn the quiver of

it

thrills

me more

:

'

Animals and Theatres.
"

/|Y favourite amusement," Marjorie

1\

declared, "

|V1

a
especially

is

a mental stimulus.
I am also passionately fond
animals.
any spojie time I
I have
If
indulge in my favourite hobby gardening.
When waiting about the studio, as one has to
do, I amuse myself with knitting.
It is very
difficult for me to remain inactive for any length
of time."
Miss Villis also has a weakness for embroidering her clothes, and she showed me a hat
trimmed with kid, and gaily embellished with
silk embroidery.
" It's picturesque, and that is why it
appeals to me," sho smiled.
of

—

A

Lover of Music.

AM

a great lover of music," Mr. Bernard
said when I was talking to him a
few days ago. " I was singing for twenty
years, but in the middle of my life I found how

I

Dudley

difficult

thought
leave

conversation drifted along from

The Strenuous

back to the studio,
aide of film work.

When one is filmed
it

in

Then

my

completely lose
myself in my p»rt
I

;

much so, indeed,
that one day when I
was playing with Mr.
so

BERNARD DUDLEY.

James

Knight

I

alarmed the head of
the firm, and he declared
I
am suro Dudley has a grudge against
Jimmy
I took this remark as a tremendous
coinplimont to myself. I may odd," ho said
modestly, " I have the mildest of tempera:

!

'

ments."

Dodging Round Bookstalls.

Life.

went
OUllandconversation
to the athletic
impossiblo to do

had better

lot is
usually that of playing a horrible villain.
relate,

admit I have hundreds of letters
every week from various people," Mr. Knight

—

was, and I

I

took up film work. I
very much like the
change," he went on,
" although,
sad to

I

continued. " I often wish I could see my correspondents.
suppose a man is naturally as
I
curious as the proverbial woman," ho smiled
later Mr. Knight acknowledged that the bulk
of his correspondence was from the opposite
fox
" but, candidly, I know practically nothing
about women. I suffer from the awful curse
of never having had a sister.
I expert that's
the reason why the girl of the poriod is practically an unknown quantity as far as I'm concerned.
The ultra smart girl frightens me, but
confess I like a girl of average height, and
I
preferably the out-of-door girl."

it

alone.

endeavoured to do
something else, and I

films to letter writing.

"

it

I

ono's mouth."

y

It s

recreation
tremendous
to
me,
when I'm tired, for it seems to act as

—

r

Villis

going to the theatre.

;

Not Lucky.
I~HKN our

—

—

JAMES KNIGHT.

the glories of the
screen.
Tired eyes
cannot be hidden from the pitiless scrutiny of
the camera.
No matter how hard one tries to
disguise tlie
bit below par feeling,' it is quite
useless when one lias to face the music in a
studio.

dislike

adventure

in

a fight,

it's

then
OUK conversation
"
have two," Mr.
I

"

quite

a half hearted fashion,"
James Knight told
" In c Hunna
me.
film which was completed not long ago,
Mr. Bernard Dudley

and

1 had to indulgo
a real battle of the
fists.
For this purpose it was decided
that this particular
scono should bo taken
at VVraysbury.
We

One

is

drifted to hobbies.
Dudley declared.
dodging round bookstalls in the

Charing Cross Road, and tho other keeping
myself fit at the gymnasium. I cannot be too
enthusiastic about the one belonging to the
Y.M.C.A. in the Tottenham Court Road. It is
the best equipped in London.
If a man wants
to bo fit, there's nothing like a gymnasium
;

it's

the best tonic in the world.

in

had a most

MARJORIE

VILLIS.

inspiring

audionce, which was
absolutely astounded
that our whole energy
was thrown into the
business."

The Gipsy Lure.
IT'S very fortunate

for me," Miss Marjorie
declared the other day, " that I
simply don't know the meaning of nerves.
Villis

Not All Cakes and Ale.
a film in which I've recently been playing
lead with James Knight, there is a
wrestling bout.
The other afternoon we
were having a rehearsal on tho banks, of the
Thames, and I had concealed my script behind
a hedge. I' took off my coat and; was just going
to start, when an agitated spectator, believing

IN a

wo were in oarncst, rushed up to us. He was
not reconciled until I produced my script from
behind the bush. Jtynos Knight and I had an
encounter outsido a certain well-known inn,
the
Swan and Bottle.' Wo got to business
with cross buttocks ond flying mares.
It was
so realistic that a crowd of people collected.
It was something of au object lesson to those
'
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LUCILLE

and
accompanied by

MARSHALL RICKSEN
their

mother to

the

are

studio.
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Mine

Mme. DORALDINA has bar
mother's beautiful dark eyes.

tfUrt

Show, December

IStt,,

IB

1920.

"

BRITISH
PLAYERS.
UT AND
ABOUT YOUR OWN
GOSSIP

^UDIOS.

STARS.

present that cinema work was not all cakes
an<l ale
there are often scars about it too."
In answer to my question, Mr. Dudley told me
that amongst films he had played in were
" The Romany Lass," " Power of
Right,"
;

:

" Great Impostor,"
Forgot."

and

"

The

Man Who

screen work," he admitted, when I was
talking to him the other afternoon ; " but I'm
a very great lover of the legitimate stage, too.
You see," he added, with his bright smile,
" I have had ten years' experience in West-End
In filmland ho has played in
theatres."
" Chinese Puzzle " (Ideal), " Amazing Quest of

Mr.

And

Ideal,

EDNA

bubbling with life and
happiness, smilingly told me, over a cup
of tea the other afternoon, that she considered herself " one of the lucky ones."
" I was doing vaudeville work at three years
of age, and at sixteen I was premiere danseuse at
the Metropolitan Opera House, New York. It is
eight and a haU years ago since I started film
work.
" Viola
1

sisters.

Dana and
had a

letter

Mason are my
from them the other day
Shirley

me how much

they were enjoying the
glorious sunshine across the water.
It reached
me on a very foggy day. I did feel a wee bit
envious.
But I -have compensations. In the
summer time 1 live in a house that has one of
the finest views in Great Britain the Thames
from the Terrace at Richmond."
telling

—

A

" Build

He

pebbles.
A hundred and thirty-seven natives
were wounded, and they got out of hand, said

Miss Flugrath.

One threw his
assegai at Mr. Shaw,
the
producer,
only
just missing him by a
few inches. It was a

EDNA FLUGRATH.
Miss Flugrath told
me, " w© often had
to sleep on straw. Things were in an awf id state
at Kovno, the people were so terribly poor.
There were no vegetables. 1 saw a small piece
of cucumber priced at £2
The shops had been
stripped of everything of any value by the
Bolshevists. So the poor shopkeeper was obliged
to fill his window with anything he could find,
such as a sausage, a collar-button, and a pen.
!

A

2,500

ON

Mark

Hat.

our way home from Russia," Miss
Flugrath added, " we found ourselves
in the Berlin Revolution. I could see the

people shot down from my hotel window. It was
I fell in love with a
a ghastly experience.
wonderful hat before I left the city," she smiled.
" Naughty of me, wasn't it ?
However, I
marched into the shop, and was informed it was
2,500 marks, which, owing to the rate of exchange, was quite a low price, as the ospreys alone
that trimmed it were worth considerably more
than the hat. I bought it, and a little crowd
collected, and business was at a standstill, the
people were apparently all amazed at my
extravagance."
Miss Flugrath is wearing the hat in qviestion
in the photograph of herself on this page.

A

Clever Character Actor.

BACH—pronounced Baish
MR.—REGINALD
considered to be a wonderfully

fine

is

artiste.

Another scene from this Harma photo-play,
showing MARJORIE VILLIS and JAMES

KNIGHT.

about

He

is

extremely modest when he

himself,
but is tremendously
enthusiastic when lie discusses his work.
talks

Thy House."
Will " for

the

Company.

Au Re voir.

ON will

page you
see Mr.

this

Leslie
I

Howard.

missed him the

other morning, for ho

had

just

America.

sailed

He

for

has a

natural gift of humour,
and has recently made
a grjat hit in some
of A. A. Milne's film

REGINALD BACH.

comedies.
We want
keep such talent this side of the herring
pond. The humorous touch, without vulgarity,
is indeed a thing to prize
and, added to this,
Mr. Howard's love-making on the screen is a
Romance is the salt of
perfect delight.
to

;

no matter what cramped- minded cynics

The

Harma Photo-Play—" Brenda

of

the Barge."

BROWN (played by Tom Coventry) a
JUDD
typical bargee
Mary, his wife (Blanche
is

;

Stanley), assists him in his avocation.
John and Mary married late in life, they are
blessed with one child a girl. At the age of
five she is stricken with an illness which proves

—

After the child's death the barge is
passing under a bridge when Mary is startled
whistle falling on the deck. She
child's
by a
glances up and sees a little girl of three leaning
over the bridge. Mary hurries off the barge and
brings the child away from her dangerous
fatal.

The hunger

in Russia
filming the
"
of Mystery,'

Land

Lugger,"

now playing in
James Barries

The

child overmasters
the barge cabin, and
persuades her husband to allow her to adopt it.
The child is the daughter of a gentleman farmer
named Walden, who lives at the Manor House,
and she had as a playmate. Mr. Walden's
adopted son named Jim. Search for the missing
child proved fruitless, and the mother (Rose
Sharp) ultimately dies of a broken heart.
Judd dies, and twenty years later we find
that Mary and the kidnapped child, the latter
now grown to womanhood Marjorie Villis), have
returned to barge life, with Harry, who previously helped Judd, in charge.. Brenda believes
that Mary is her mother.
Harry is in love with Brenda, but she does
not reciprocate his passion. Mr. Walden, Brenda s
father, has died, and as his child has never been
'found, he has left his property to Jim (James
Jim meets Brenda, and a love
Knight).
inteiest is developed.
Harry becomes jealous, and seeks to revenge
himself on Jim, through
her.

was not

Sausage, Collar
Button, and a
Pen.
AV/HEN we were

\ty
'

the

position.

killed."

"

Aboard

say.

occasion the film in which she played
almost caused a revolution.
Five thousand
natives of Africa were taking part, and five
hundred Dutch. Guns were not handed out until
the last minute, then the fight commenced. But
the Dutch, thinking the occasion a favourable
one for getting their own back on account of
an old feud, had secretly filled their guns with

miracle he

the

is

life,

Life of Adventure.

has had many thrills
MISSsinceFLUGRATH
she took up screen work. On one

A

for

Ideal

FLUGRATH,

Once
Films.

Sir

Lucky Ones.

of the

"

Bliss,"

Hep worth

"

One

T like

for her

She hides the

dead

girl in

(

Brenda.
She has a
tremendous scene with
Harry, and in his mad
jealousy he throws her
into tlie river from an
attic window.
Jim
conies upon the scene
at the critical moment.
He has a struggle with

Harry, but overpowers
him. Jim jumps into
the water and rescues
Brenda. Stricken with
remorse, Mary t;lls the
true story of Brenda.
Jim realises that
Brenda is the real
heiress to the property
LESLIE HOWARD.
when he sees a whistle
which he had given her
on her third birthday.
The tense, human story ends happily, showing
forgiveness for the woman who has been the
cause of all the trouble.

Edith Nepean.

—

B
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Telling of

a

Gtrl Crook

" Emily Cottrcll. but they
catt me the Princess of Diamonds.
I only go after the
big stuff."
There was a loud knocking
at the door as she spoke.
" That's the constabulary."
said the girl quietly. " They

must

have seen the gang
getting away in the car."
" Don't make any state-

ment .when they come

in."

said Barton quickly. " Follow
my lead. I don't intend to
send you to prison. Sit by
the table."
He rose as a butler in an

Overcoat
sleeping

thrown
suit

over

his

in,

fol-

came

lowed by an officer of the
suburban constabulary.
" Well, Drew, what is it ? "
asked Barton calmly.
" I reckon I'd better ex" t
plain," said the officer.

saw a gang getting away
from here in a car and
thought
Hello

CORINNE GRIFFITH

DAVID

as

famous lawyer and genuine
philanthropist, sat in the library of his magnificently furnished mansion.
The hour was
very late, but he showed no signs of going to bed.
Presently he went to a safe built into the wall and
took out a jewel casket. Opening it, he brought out
The
a necklace composed of diamonds and pearls.
light from the lire caught the magnilicent gems,
which sparkled with a myriad colour tones.
" You
" The Tower of Jewels," muttered Barton.
arc well named, but I sometimes wonder why Mi'.
Anderson docs not sell you.
There's something
wrong in one woman wearing such a fabulous fortune
round her neck when thousands of honest people are
starving. 1 shall be glad when she sends for it. Not
only do

I

waste and extravagance you
am tempting providence by

dislike the

represent, but

keeping you

I

feel

I

Jicrc."

He put the priceless jewels in the case and locked
he safe. Then he sat staring in the fire til* he fell otf
into a doze.
He had turned out the electric lights,
and only the flames from the fire lit up the room.
But they gave sufficient light to show an observer
had one been present a number of shadowy figures
out on the lawn in front of the mansion.
" All's clear. In you get, Princess," whispered one
" Safe's on the right-hand side of the
of the figures.
room ns you face the fireplace. We'll wait outside."
A slim, girlish figure dressed in a dark ulster and
cap slipped through a side door, which others had
already opened, and made her way into the house.
Like wolves of the night the others waited.
" Trust the Princcs3 of Diamonds," muttered one
" The coolest and cutest hand in crookof the men.
land."
Something awoke the man sleeping by the fire.
He rose to his feet, yawned. The prowling shadows
on the lawn dropped Hat.
David Barton gave another yawn, and went to
bed. But as he was putting on his pyjamas he heard
Slipping on a dressing-gown,
a sound downstairs.
I

—

pistol from a drawer, he
The thick carpet
crept silently down the stairs.
made his footsteps inaudible. He could hear someone
moving in the library. The door was open, and the
electric switch was by the door.
He turned on the
light, and through the uncurtained window of the
library he, saw shadowy figures running swiftly
across the lawn.
He rushed to the window and then stopped dead.
Pacing him in the middle of the room was a young
girl.
She could not have been more than twenty-two,
with a slight figure and a pretty face peeping out
from under a big motoring cap.
She looked so sweet and girlish, but there was no
question what she was.
The sliding wooden panel
which covered the safe was open, and David Barton
knew that the fingers that were working in the
pockets of her ulster had just been engaged in
manipulating the combination-lock of the safe.
" Well why don't you send for the police ? "

and taking an automatic

The

girl

spoke coolly.

" I'm just thinking how much I am to blame for
keeping such a treasure In my house," said Barton,
" 1 suppose you came for the Tower of Jewels ? "
" Yes, and 1 should have had if in another minute,"

said the

girl.

" Please sit

"

must have a talk with you
David Barton's voice was kindly, and the girl'.down.

I

White face flushed as though with shame.
" You're a burglar ? " said the philanthropist.
" One of the cleverest. I've always been a crook,"
replied the girl, in a matter-of-fact voice. " Send for
the police and get it over. My pals have got away

by now."
" Have you ever tried to run straight
" naked
Barton, in the same kind voice.
Only once, and the policq wouldn't let inc. I
had to go back to the game."
There was no pleading in the girl's voice just a
'.'

'

I

lain
"

statement of fact.
"
is your name ?

What

—

(ntagraph.)

Emily.

BARTON,

He

!

I'd

investigate.

Who have we

here

looked at Emily

?

"

who

had not had time to get
seated.
" My new ycretary. Miss Cottrcll," said Barton.
"She -has just arrived."
The officer looked at Barton, and then at the girl.
" Sure she isn't with
that mrnch that just elearcd >"
" I have told you she is my secretary," replied
Mr. Barton calmly.
" Boots very inuddv." remarket! the officer, as he
looked down at the girl's feet-\
" Yes.
Miss Cottrcll has had to walk from the
station."
Mr. Barton spoke as though the scene presented to
the officer was the most ordinary thing in the world.
" I have to thank you for scaring away those
men you saw," went on Mr. Barton. " I don't think
there can be much doubt that they muitt have been
burglars."
" No," replied the officer drily.
He had no doubt himself that Emily Was one of
the gang, but if the wealthy Mr. Barton did not wish
to prosecute he could do nothing.
Well, as all seems dear now, sir, 1 gue33 I'll be
getting along." he said.
"Thank you for your timely help," sail Mr.

"And, Drew I'
" Y'es, sir."
" See that the officer has something before he gors."
Left alotie with the girl he came straight to the
point of the plan he had been turning over in his
Barton.

mind,

"1 feel there is good in you. Miss Cottrcll. and I
intend to give you another chance.
You can stay
••"
"
here as my secretary.'"
Emily stared hard.
/
" Anil you don't want me to betray in) pals or
anything like that ? " she asked.
" I should not dream of asking you to do anything
you would be ashamed of," said Mr. Barton
" Thank yon.
1
will take the chance you have
given me," said the girl. And Mr. Barton saw there
were tears in her eyes.
And that was how the Princess of Diamonds was
lost to the underworld, and began her second attempt
to lead an honest life.
Emily Cottrcll had not been many days with Mr.
Barton when she received a shock almost as great,
as the one when the philanthropist had saved her
from prison.
As she came into the library one morning she saw
a young man an I a girl talking with Mr. Barton.
At the sight of the young man Emily's face turned
pale.

"Let me introduce my son and my Ward to sou.
Miss Cottrcll," said Mr. Barton. " Miss Adele Warren,
my ward, and Wayne, my son."
But almost before he had finished spi ..king Wayne
Barton had come forward with outstrstclicd hand
and a smile of recollection on his handsome face.
" I have met Miss Cottrcll before, dad.
You
remember when I took that business course after
Well, I met Miss Cottrel! there.
leaving college t
"
She had the next
" How very interesting "
The remark came from Adele Warren in a sneering
!

tone.

Emily looked up, and saw a very pretty girl, but
her face was as hard as her voice was icy. Instinctively Emily knew Adele Warren would bean enemy.
But Mr. Burton was "delighted with his son's news.
though he had never doubted her that
It proved
Emily had been speaking the truth when she said
she had made an attempt to go straight before.
"1 wanted to go to town to do some shopping,
if you could spare me, Mr. Barton," said Kmily. after
the philanthropist had told his sou and ward that
she was there ns his secretary.
"Certainly, by all means," replird Mr. Rrrton.
" There Is no pressing need for your services this
afternoon, so you can take the bar ami the day off.
1 have, a lot to say to Wayne."
As Emily left the room she was followed to the
front door by Drew, the butler.

—

—

Who

Tried, to

Go

1920.

18/7,.

Straigkt.

"You're the clever one," Princess, to pull it over
the old man like you have done.
The gang got
clean away. They told me to tell you to get things
fixed so that tney could come back for the Tower of
Jewels. It .will be dead easy now that there arc two,
of us in the house."
" Y'ou're mistaken, Drew," replied the girl. " I'm
through with the game for all time. Mr. Barton
trusted me, and I mean to play fair with him. I'm
going to tell Fletcher Grimstead and the rest of the
gang to-day, as soon as I have got a few of my things
from Mother Malone."
Before the astonished crook butler could reply
she had passetl out.

Emily's Resolve.
in Mr. Barton's car, went straight to
the house of Mother Malone, the woman who
had looked .after her ever since her own parents
had deserted her? Mother Malone was a crook, but
she had a kind heart, and, apart from the fact that
she had taught the girl to be a criminal, she had
always been a good friend to Emily.
" Lucky again, Princess," she said, as soon as the
servant who let Emily in had left the room. " Fletcher
heard from Drew that you had put the sob stuff over
old Barton. I hear that he made you his secretary."

EMILY",

" Y'es, and there is something more I want to tell
you Mother Malone," said Emily. " I'm going to

run straight this time."
"Conscience bothering you again, dearie
doing
to take another flyer at the straight and narrow
path ? I wouldn't try to stop you, dearie. You've
never been really happy at tills game, but Fletcher
firimstead will prove a hard hurdle to get over.
He's set on getting the Tower of Jewels."
" I'm going round to see him when I leave here.'*
said Emily.
Then slie told Mother Malone how Mr. Barton
had saved her from the police, and how his sim
turned out to be a young man she had met when she
tried to go straight on the previous occasion.
" I hope you get your wish, dearie. But Fletcher's
a hard man," said Mother Malone. " But whatever
happens I'm with you all the time."
Having parked her things in a suit-case, Emily
said good-bye to Mother Malone, and tears cam'
into her eyes as she did so, for whatever happened
she would never forget the woman, who, although a
criminal, had been ns good as a mother to her in
everything else.
Then she drove to the headquarters of the gang.
This was in an artist's studio, for Fletcher Grimstead
was no ordinary criminal, and among the other dU-.
guises he adopted was that of a patron of the arts.
They were all there when Emily, giving the secret
signal, was admitted to the studio.
Fletcher Grim'!

tall, handsome, and dressed in the best ol
looking like a wealthy, middle-aged man ot
Then there was Jimmy the Rat, a sworn
friend of Emily's n lad who had never had a reai
chance in the world
and, in striking contrast.
Bornheim, a brutal-faced man, criminal by iustinct

stead,
taste,

leisure.

—

;

and

inclination.

There were loud shouts of welcome ns Emily
stepped into the room, hut she/ held up her hand
for silence.
She had a difficult tusk before liet, und
she wanted to get it over quickly.
" I'ac come to tell you I'm through with the
game, Fletcher," she said. " Mr. Barton has engaged
me as his secretary, and I m<*an to run straight."
" Want the whole lot for yourself," sneered
Grimstead.
" You know me belter than that, Fletcher." said
Emily. " It's just the plain truth I want to tell
you. I'm through for good and nil."
While Emily hid been speaking Bornheim had
sneaked round behind her, so that he could gel.
between her and the door.
" Maybe you've turned snitch, and got the police
waiting for us outside," snarled Bornheim.
" You cut that talk out, you big stiff," shouted
Jimmy the Rat. " The Princess wouldn't split on
us. and if she wants to quit the game she's got a

right to."

" I liavcn't squealed, and I have no intention of
" 1 made thai
betraying any of you," said Emily.
a condition of giving my word I would go straight."
" Well, I ain't taking no chances, and you're not
leaving lu re," shouted Bornheim as' he sprang
forward with a drawn knife and caught the girl by the
throat.

The next instant he was on the floor, neatly
tripped up by Jimmy the Rat.
As he dropped Bornheim, Jimmy pulled out n pislol
and covered the rest of the pang.
."Run for it, Princess. I'll croak the Drat man
that tries to stop you."
Still keeping the gnng covered, he backed to the
door with the girl behind him, und Emily slipped out
and got clean away.
" Put that gun" down, you fool," shouted Grlrasfc id
The Princess won't split, and she won't,
to Jimmy.
I'll frame it so that she will come
quit the game.
As for you,
ncross with (he goods when I call her.
I
Bornheim you've no more brains than a mule.
don't, need any knife play in this, and if 1 did. I
shouldn't pick you to do It. The Princess can't,
Once a crook always n crook, and she'll have
quit.
I mean to get the
to get that lesson mighty quick.
Tower of Jewels, and It is the Princess w ho is going to
show me the wax to them."
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Love's

Young Dream.

WHEN Emily Wayne

cot buck to Mr. Barton 3 house
waiting (or her.
she found
" I was beginning to wonder if you d ran

away and

left

me

again, Kmily," said

Wayne.

EDI

l

When we wore
this out right now.
that business college I told you I loved you, and
must have

M
l

STOCKTON
•7

to tell you again that there will never be any
You said you loved
other girl in the world for me.
mo then. Why did you run away ?"
•'
All I can say it was for
I can't tell you, Wayne.
your sake."
" But you loved me, and I believe you love me
now," said Wayne in a puzzled voice. " Was it
because I didn't make good as a business man. I
know I was not very smart, but I told you 1 would

11

il

W'itrf'-i'ft

want

have been
MANY
the chorus, because chorus
film stars

beauty n{

I have done."
„
you that had to make good, Wayne,
Emily in a low voice. " It was I, and 1 ve still
have
to
will
got to do it.
If you really love me you

t

explain because there are others

—

Happy Essanay Days.

HEREssanay,

screen experience was with
she acted with Taylor
Sho
comedies.
two-reel
appeared in about six of these comedies, ami
Edith Stockton says she will never forget the
happy days she spent whilst learning the great
earliest

Holmes

to have his way.
you thought I'd forgotten you, Emily, eh

Her Present Work.

AT

present Miss Stockton is being featured
Plympton-Epic productions. Sho has
already completed three films, two of
which will shortly be rele'ased to the public,
namely "What Children Will Do," and "Should
"
a Wife Work ?

?

Fletcher Grimstead never forgets
his friends.
Ingratitude is not one of my sins."
"I wish you had forgotten me," said Emily
" Why do you come here to persecute me ?
bitterly.
Can't you leave me to go my own way ?"
" By all means my dear, when you have fullillcd
your bargain."
He went to the door and saw that nobody was
dear.

Look

WHEN

asked what hobby or pastime sho
Stockton replied
if I am saying just
what every other screen artiste has said when
I like
being interviewed, but I am athletic.
10 be out of doors as much as possible, and I love

you little fool," he said, sinking his
" Do you think I'm going to let a fortune slip
voice.
through my ringers because you want to reform?
You have got to do this job for us, and then you can
settle down to be good and marry that good-looking
boy I saw as I came along. I promise you that after
I have got the jewels I will not worry you again.
here,

liked
Miss
best,
" It may sound as

swimming and

it's the last job I'm going to pull off.
also for the quiet life."
do it, Fletcher," said Emily. " These
people have trusted me, and I mean to prove worthy
of their trust.
can't you leave me and them

Honest, Princess,

Then

it's

Why

alone ?"

My

dear child, I have no desire to interfere with
either you or your new friends.
I simply want the
jewels, and I mean you to help me to get them."
" And I tell you I won't," said Emily defiantly.
" Oh, yes, you will. Just listen to me.
We're
coming to-morrow night, when the family have
retired.
You will have the jewels ready for us."
" I tell you I won't.
Nothing you can do will

fond of one of her younger sisters
SHEand very
loves to mother her, although she
is

is

only two years younger than herself. The
have a good time together and aro
two
the best of chums.
girls

ready, Princess," said
the crook in low, icy tones, " for if you don't I shall
see that Wayne Barton knows all about your past."
" You wouldn't do that. You couldn't play a

very

on me ?"
" You have never known me talk hot air, Princess.
If you're not ready with the sparklers to-morrow
night, Wayne Barton shall know he is engaged to a
thief.
That is my final say. Think it over, and,

Grimstead refused Mr. Barton's invitation to dinner,
but as he left he turned with a smile to Emily.
" I hope to see you again before long," he said
meaningly.
" Yes, call when you

like, Sir. Grimstead," said Mr.
Barton heartily. Little did he know the kind of visit
Grimstead was planning.

Theft.
She

way

out of the awful dilemma, but no solution came.
She had made up her mind that whatever happened
she would not betray Mr. Barton's trust. But she
sought for some way in which she could prevent
Grimstead telling the secret of her past to Wayne
Barton.
But when the following evening arrived she was

a solution. When everybody had
(Continued on vage 19.)

to

is

of

beautiful

shown below.

IS

1

cheeks.

po nearer

head study

1

me, I mean every word I have said. Ah
This is Mr. Barton, I presume ?"
Grimstead changed his voice to one of polite interrogation as Mr. Barton entered the room.
•Sillily was obliged to introduce him, but as she
did so she felt thankful that it was dusk, and that
Mr. Barton could not see the flush of shame ou her

The

charming

EDITH STOCKTON

trick like that

was no sleep for Emily that'night.
THERE
racked her brain to try to find some

riding."

and Chums.

Sisters

make me change my mind."
" You will have the jewels

believe

:

Edith Stocktdn gives one the impression that
she is full of the joy of living, and this is probably due to the fact that ever since she was a
child she has been taught to be out in the open
and breathe fresh air.

me

" I can't

"

in

Her Hobbies.

listening.

"

when

in

art of film making.

who means

my

was Edith Stockton.

would have moro opportunity of .rising." 1 her
chosen profession if she remained in New Y'ork.
The wisdom of this decision was shown not
only by Miss Stockton's success on the legitimate
stage, but also by the fact that she was immediately engaged by the Fox Film Company to
play opposite George Walsh in " Putting One
This was followed by an important
Over."
part in Alice Brady's first Realart production,
" The Fear Market."

the subject.
Days passed bv, and Emily was beginning to think
that Fletcher Grimstead had abandoned his scheme
to get the jewels, when, one day Drew brought her a
card on a salver.
" A gentleman to see you, Miss Cottrell," he said
meaningly.
Emily's heart sank as she saw the name on the
card " Fletcher Grimstead."
" What is it, Emily," said Mr. Barton looking up.
" It's an old friend of mine, Mr. Barton," stammered Emily.
" Have him shown into the drawing-room. Drew,"
" And Emily, I should like to be
said Mr. Barton.
introduced to your friend when he has finished his
business.
Perhaps he would stay to dinner ?"
Emily managed to utter some word of thanks,
but she felt her face crimson as she left the room.
Grimstead was smiling as he advanced to meet
Emily, but it was the cold, pitiless smile of a man
" So

It

investigation it was found that Mis>
Stockton had forsaken far more important parts
appear
to
in the chorus, because she felt sho

Upon

who have to be protected. Say nothing more to
me till I am free t6 speak, and then I will tell you all.
Wayne would have said more but at that moment
Adele Warren came along, and he was obliged to drop

No,

face.

opening performance.

" It wasn't

can

nowaday-

In a Raymond Hitchcock revue there was a
very beautiful chorus girl, with blue eyes anil
fair hair, who attracted great attention at the

said

I

girls

possess real dramatic ability us well as
,

make good and

trust me.

recruited from

in a scene from " Through
the Storm," a Plympton-Epic production.

EDITH STOCKTON

8
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LILLAH MCCARTHY DISCUSSES FILMS
FOUND

Lillah

McCarthy in her
dressing-room at
New Theatre,
the
reading " Much Ado
About Nothing," attired in a jade robe
which set off her
raven hair and ivory
1

" Oh, 1 played in ' Masks and Faces
and
Mr.
just because I was asked " she
" I think
replied, in her beautiful, deep voice.
an actress should never refuse work."
That was all. No talk of " perpetuat ing my
'

Miss

told

(I

I

should

this article
thus such an introduction being in ac-

—

cordance

-LiLLAH McCarthy.
[ritoto:

best

Rita llarlin.)

with

rules

inter-

of

—and

the

have
an excellent
opening. I remember that she was quite taken
with it, even going so far as to suggest a few
viewing

kept

my

And, indeed,

word.

I

it is

embellishments.)

Speech Destroys Illusion.
"

a great
life

many

brilliant

people

whom, judging from

their

appoarance, one would never
even suspect of being clever. Miss McCarthy
Jt is her peculiar privilege
is not one of these.
and distinction that never by any manner
of moans could she be taken for other than
what she is an unusual and remarkable
woman, and this quite apart from the fact
of her artistic reputation. Her unique qualities
of intellect and personality reveal themselves
in her arresting face, her superb carriage, and
truly amazing poise. She has a dignity all hor
own, a certain reserve that one instinctively
There is
senses yet never quite penetrates.
the merest suggestion of imperiousness about
brilliance
of
her, and more than a suggestion
and wit. Essentially, she is the grande dame
so much so that the simple act of tea-drinking
assumes in her presence something of the
nature of a high ceremonial, though I am suro
she is totally unconscious of the fact. Indeed,
there is a disarming simplicity about her
As, for example,
which is very engaging.
when I asked her what had prompted her to

outward

—

:

"

None

right at hand,

and

still

many

of

us have not managed to buy all tho
presents we wish to give. It is, without a
doubt, a difficulty to buy gifts for all friends
when ono compares the present high prices and
the small amount that can bo afforded for them.
Still, thero is no need for you to neglect any of
your friends if you gather your wits together,
and spare a little time for tho making of the
gifts. Many can bo fashioned even from pieces in
tho work-bag, while others will only necessitate
tho expenditure of n few pence or a shilling or t wo.
Christmas is a incrry timo in filmland, and
for weeks beforehand all the famous stars are
planning gifts for their co-stars and friends. Of
course, they have tho advantage of having heaps
of money to expend upon their gifts, yet you
would be surprised if you could see somo of the
homely little gifts that are oxchanged, and the
wondrous pleasure with which they are received.

Hint

MAY

From

a Film Star.

ALLISON makes

her gifts

;

quit© a number of
and sao avers that she receives

far more praiso for tliem than many
other stars do who spend fabulous sums upon
diamond baubles and jewelled bags.
And she not only makes a lot of her gifts, but
J'ho actually designs them herself.
Ono Of hor
favourite gifts is a delightful pair of bedroom
slippers. The top part i» composed of soft satin
ribbon that is gathered on to a cork sole, the
kind that you can buy with swansdown lining
to them. The top part of the ribbon is drawn up
to fit tho foot at the toe, and finished off with a
bow of narrower ribbon. If you desire you can
make tho slippers to the usual bought shape if
\ on use an old pair as a pattern. Fancy crotonne,
lined with flannelette, would make thorn both

ornamental and cosy.

film plans for the future,
"

at

?

I

all.

am

—

quite "

—here

she gave a little amused smile ', unattached,
and, if a good offer comes along, perfectly
willing to be tempted.
I am very interested
indeed in film work."
" Do you think it affords an artiste as much
opportunity for expression as the stage does ? ".
I asked.
" Quite, but with a difference.
On the
stage one must act towards the audience, as it
Film acting
were, but on the screen, never.
tends all in the direction of minimisation, of
restraint.
One must forget the camera which
takes the place of an audience entirely, and
act as quietly and as naturally as if no such
thing were present.
" Moreover, I do not think speech should
be employed in film acting, except perhaps
To my mind, it destroys
in a few instances.
the illusion ; it certainly doesn't look well.
be
expressed, as far as
should
Everything
possible, purely in pantomime."

Sidelights on

—

"Mr. Wu."

was a
THERE
conversation

Lillah McCarthy's
punctuated by theso
Then, suddenly, as if

pause.
is

silences.

little

the question had only just occurred to her,
she demanded
" For which of vour publications is this
interview intended ?
Whereupon she exclaimed, with
I told her.
a little smile of recognition
" The Picture Show
Oh, yes, I know
After my appearance in Mr. Wu,'
it quite well
1 had a great many kind letters from the film
public more letters, in fact, than I had ever
received after a stage performance and many
of them came from your readers. Nearly every
"
a picturegoer.'
:

:

!

'

!

—

—

For the

I

'

am

Cnridtmaa Gifts—

THE DRESSING-ROOM

CHRISTMAS

A

you any

Miss McCarthy

one commenced,

act for the screen.

IN

IT AVE

—

A Remarkable Woman.

are
THERE
in public

!

-art!"

f~l

commence

'

1

skin to perfection.

McCarthy

Wu

'

—A Few Last
who

easily-

from

is

fash-

cretonne,

Cord

will

be

inside

k

D'

of " Mr.

Wu "

as a photo-play, and her personal triumph
in it. Miss McCarthy is not in favour
of the adaptation of stage plays to the screen,
and confessed that she hod never seen one
she liked, with the exception, perhaps, of
" Tho Poor Little Rich Girl," in which Mary

Pickford appeared.

(She has a great admiration

for Mary.)
" But, then, I am not a great picturegoer,"
she hastened to explain,
because 1 have
so little leisure.
The films I care for most
are of an educational nature, and, after them,
good British or Italian film dramas."
Miss McCarthy considers that " straight "
comedy cannot adequately be dealt with on

—

the
screen;
only
drama sentimental or
otherwise and burlesque.
" Such as finds its supreme exponent in
Chaplin, whom I love ! "

—

May

Herschex. Clarke.

flat

make and

Cretonne- Covered Blotter.
of writing will

can be

made

from a piece of strawboard, about sixteen
inches by twelve. Cover the corners with eretonne, and ncaten in the back with a piece of
Fit the front part with
thick brown paper.
blotting paper.
Threo lengths of brocaded ribbon pointed at
either end will fashion into a delightful handbAg.
The sides and points at the lower edge should be
joined together, and tho top points merely
hemmed or faced into a lining.
totting
cord run through along the top part of the
bag just below tho points will druw it up a*
well as form handles.

A

de-

The Picture

Girl's Jumper.
of crepo-de-Cnine is wonderfully
useful to slip over a plain skirt when attendance is desired at a small party or musical gathering.
The Picture Girl has a charming
jumper of black charmeuse, with trimmings of

A

tho

bag to take the different sewing accessories.
Inside the bag upon
one of tho cardboard
flaps a small booklet of
flannel should bo attached to take nccdlos,
and a flat pincushion
to tho other side to
take pins.
Plaited baskets of

Her Picture Preferences.
ESPITE the great success

blotter.

compartments can

made

confided, was in reality the Rothschild grounds
at Kingston.
She added that, though I might
not credit it, \Vorking in the open on a hot yet
windy day was far more painful to the skin than
acting beneath studio lights, and that, for her
part, she intended, under future similar conditions, to dispense with powder, as that
seemed to aggravate tho trouble.

girl

form
if

dress I wore in this picture was silver,
because I didn't know any better, and it made
me look so delicate."
The garden of " Mr. Wu," Miss McCarthy

A

tho covered cardboard.
At either end it should
bo turned over to a
hem, and run with
the handles, and

—

The

who does a good deal
THEappreciate
a
This

:

elastic.

!

in dork colour can be obtained inexpensively. These can be transformed
into delightful work-baskets, with the aid of n
piece of ribbon.
The latter should be laid all
along the inner side of the basket and caught
down hero and thero so that it forms pockets to
take the cotton", wools, scissors, etc., while a pincushion should be attached to the lower part of
the bosket for pins and needles.

especially if made in
the following shape
Get a couplo of halfcircles of cardboard,
inches
about
eight
across the straight side,
and cover those with
flannelette
and cretonne.
To tho circular edges of theso attach a band of the cretonne, gathering it to

sired

Read ers

—

with her

bo

SHOW

Miss McCarthy lingered over the words as if
she thought them very quaint and appealing, and
as if she had enjoyed hearing from the writers.
She then proceeded to give me a few sidelights on " Mr. Wu."
She had never yet succeeded, she said, in seeing it at a cinema,
although it had been shown all over the country.
But, of course, she had been present at the
trade show : and, oh, wasn't she nervous
" I was genuinely surprised to find I looked
quite nice, after all," she remarked, with a
" But there was one thing upon which
laugh.
1 resolved there and then : if ever 1 played
in a film again, I would never wear anything
but black or white dark tilings for preference.

low

needle will appreciate a work-bag or
basket.
The former

could
ioned

Letters Received From

PICTURE

A

woman.
girl

1920.

Hint From Filmland— Make Triem At Home
Minute Suggestions The Picture Girl's Jumper.

Needle-

THEhandy

trie

I8//1,

JUMPER

bright blue sequins and fringe..

No.

A

ptelty

jumper

28, 458.

for Christ-

You can obtain patterns of this jumper, that
has been specially designed by the Editress of
" Home Fashions,'" for one shilling from
PICTURE SHOW Pattern Dept., 291a, Oxford
Street, London, W.l, P.O. to be made payable
to the

PICTURE SHOW.

A

Drksskr.

ricture Show, December

18</i,

" The Tower of Jewels.'
retired.

19

1920.

[Continued from

paae

77.)

Emily sat in her bedroom waiting
would tell Uer Grimstead and the gang were
for the

signal that
outside.

—

At last it came a low, peculiar whistle.
Then suddenly Emily made up her mind what to
She would go out to Grimstcad and plead once

do.

more. Jf he would not listen to her, she would refuse
to break open the safe, and if he was determined to
curry out hi* threat to tell Wayne, he would have to
do so. She could easily have saved herself, in one
way, by calling up the police and having the gang
Bad as
arrested, but she was too loyal to do that.
ihry were, they had been her friends in the past.
A man
Slipping on a cloak Emily went outside.
came out of the shadows to meet her. It was Griinetead.

" Ah, good

little Princess, he said.
" I've come out to ask you to go away. I can't do it,
'"
Fletcher.
1 can't do it
" Didn't I tell yer," came a hoarse whisper from
"
Bornhcim.
She's goin' ter stand in with her fine
But
friends, and, maybe, she's wised the police.

croak her

I'll

'.

first."

The big brute made a clutch at Emily, but Jimmy
There was a
the Hat threw himself between them.
short, silent struggle, and then the gleam of a knife.
Jimmy the Rat dropped to the ground with a groan.
" You've killed him, you fool," hissed Fletcher
Grimstead. " Here
One of you others look after
!

girl.
I'm not going to be beaten now. I'm going
to get the sparklers if I have to blow the safe to bits."
He glided away as another of the gang caught hold
of Emily.
On the ground at her feet Jimmy the
Rat was breathing his last.
" Kiddo, I'd 'ave laid n>e life down for you any
time.
Don't worry, Princess."

the

shuddering moan Jimmy the
Hat, criminal but something of a hero, passed away.
Emily never quite knew what happened afterwards.
She must have fainted, for she only dimly remembered Grimstead rushing back, and the gang jumping
Then
in the car, taking the body of Jim witli them.
there came a confused shouting further up the road,
some shots and then silence.
When Emily came to herself, she saw there were

And

with a

little

lights in the house.
When she got in the passage leading to the library

she heard the voice of Adele Warren.
" What can you expect, when you have strangers
Who is this Miss Cottrell, and who was
in the house.
her shifty-eyed friend ?"
" I'll stake my life on Emily.
But what happened,
dad ?" came the voice of Wayne.
" Just what I told you. As I came into the room
I saw a man flying through the window.
I at once
went to the safe and found the jewels gone."
" Gone I" The word chilled Emily's heart. Then
Fletcher Grimstead had got away with the jewels alter
all.
She had done no good going out. And Jimmy,
faithful

Jimmy, had

lost his life for her.

She walked into the room. Nothing seemed to
matter now.
" Emily, the jewels are gone.
Do you know anything about them ?"
" Don't ask me to speak. I can't, I can't tell you,"
said Emily sinking in a chair.
Adele Warren looked at Mr. Barton in triumph.
" I don't think you need ask any more questions,
Mr. Barton. Miss Cottrell has explained everything
by her refusal to speak."
" Dad, Emily knows nothing of this.
I know she

doesn't " cried Wayne.
" But you have not lost the jewels, Mr. Barton,"
broke in Adele Warren. " I was suspicious of Miss
( ottrell and her friend, and I took the case out ?)f the
I will bring it down."
Safe and hid it in my bedroom.
Wayne Barton smiled to himself.
Miss Warren now came running in with the jewelcase in her hand.
" There," she said.
" You can thank me for saving
them, Mr. Barton."
The lawyer opened the case. It was empty.
" What does this mean
he cried.
" This has gone far enough, dad !" said Wayne.
!

V

have the jewels in my pocket.
of the case, but left the case in the

I took them out
safe.
I did not
speak before because I could see Adele had done
something, and I wanted to get at the bottom of
tilings.
My reason for abstracting the jewels was
because I felt certain that those burglars would come
back."
At this moment there came a loud knocking at the
do.>r, and a sergeant and a constable came in.
" We've got the gang that were at' your place to" Two are dead.
night, sir," said the sergeant.
They seem to have had a right among themselves
before we struck them, for one of the dead men was
killed by a knife thrust.
The other, who told us his
name was Fletcher Grimstead, was shot by one of my
men. Before he died ho told us that there is a young
lady staying here under the name of Miss Cottrell.
It's a long story, but he gave us proofs that she is a
lady of good family, who was lured away by crooks
when she was a child."
Mr. Barton looked at Adele Warren.
" So you see, Emily is not one of the stranger? you
were speaking of. Adele," he said quietly. " I think
she will stay with us for some time."
" Longer than that, dad," said Wayne promptly.
" I'm going to marry her."
I

(Adapted from incidents in the Vitagraph photo-play
featuring Corinne Griffith and Maurice Costello.)

THE LATEST GRIFFITH

DW.young

FIND.

GRIFFITH'S

*

bilities

wonderful ability for finding
and actresses with great possi-

actors,

before

world.

them

is

well

known

in the

cinema

/

Among

these wcro Richard Barthelmess, the lato

Robert Harron and Clarine Seymour, and many other
young artistes who have since attained to stardom
mid now added to this list is still another find in the
:

person of

Tom

Douglas.

Playing With Dorothy Gish.

HE

is now playing a juvenile part in one of Dorothy
Gish's productions entitled " A Cynic Effort."
It will be very interesting to see his work in
this film, and, to watch his future career.

Intended For the Law.
TOM'S father is a member of an

old-established

and naturally ho intended his
son to go in for law also.
But Tom had
always had dramatic
ambitions,
and his
success as an amateur actor in his school and
university days only addod further wishes for a
law

firm,

dramatic career.

He

therefore attended a dramatic academy
it was there he was discovered by Griffith.
Here's success to Tom Douglas and let us hope
that he will follow in the footsteps of other

and

Griffith " finds."

)

)

)
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FILMS OF THE WEEK.

Learn to Draw
YOUR own home

in

The

THEof London
twelve

Sketch School's postal tuition course
complete lessons is the easiest and
most thorough method possible of learning to draw.
Beginning at the root of the subject it takes a student
lrom the single line to the finished drawing.'^mbracing every phase of art work, such as landscape, still
designing,

fashions, advertisement

life,

A

the wit of a lady lawyer solved a mystery
and exposed an alleged charity organisation.
A film full of tense moments, as may be
supposed. Good acting by the whole cast.

story

posters,

illustrating, etc.
Each student is given individual
instruction, whicb means that not only is a pupil's
own particular style and taste for any special branch
of illustrating fullv developed, but the course is
equally as valuable to the advanced student as to
The course includes hundreds
the absolute beginner.
of valuable illustrations on charts, easy and fascinating to follow, and endorsed by present pupils as the
best and most efficient method or instruction.
Students do not become copyists; the training ensures that they become able
lo produce original drawings,
which if they desire to turn

"

THIS

first reel.

"A

Another

writes

show how

Vitagraph

"

:

The

Bessie

Colleen."

NEWSPAPER

seller

this exciting story.

" Charge

what

I wanted,
thing should

the

Love.

is"

She

A

and copy
for

To Me."

in the lute of

Margarita

" Huckleberry Finn,"

this

fI

FREE

,

All star cast.

the scenes are taken in the
the great Canadian North
West, showing most beautiful backgrounds. A strong story, well acted, with many
exciting moments.
Very thrilling is the scene
where the hero and the villain fight on the top of
a high peak. Excellent from all standards.
all

PATERNOSTER ROW,

Fishi-r.

(Para-

COMEDIES.
"

Mary Had

Molly
a Little Lamb."
and Rory Gallagher. (Jury's.)
HIGHLY -AMUSING tale of an artist who
was not -successful in art but made a

M alone

A

good husband. How he sells his pictures
a mystery, but he does, and makes much fun
in doing it.

" Just Home Made." George Ovey, Billy
Fletcher, Vera Reynolds, Elinor Field
and Harry Depp.

A

E.C.4.

SCREAMING
resistible

" Hip,

Specially Enlarged
Xmas Number of

—

comedy.

Ir-

Hypnotism."

Hip,

Featuring

players as above.

NOTHER side-splitting
"

A Rough
{

Horse."

comedy.

Roscoe Arbuckle.

Para mount- A rtcraft.
adored "Fatty" in a comedy which
Sure to
should be a great success.

THE

INTEREST.
"Who's Who

the Zoo."

in

(Paramount-

Artcraft.)
film. Splendid
BURTON HOLMES'S interest
instructive and enter-

photography, most
taining.

The

;

OUT ON FRIDAY

" ^Irand "

!

A

on the screen.
film just as the great
Mark Twain would have it. The tale of a
lad who " fled from civilisation " and boarded
a raft on the Mississippi and went adventuring.
clever boy -actor, Lewis Sargent, plays Huck,
and there are many clever people in the cast.
Excellent will please young and old alike.

A

=

in

please.

immortal Huck
THEsplendidly
produced

'

LONDON SKETCH
(Studio 167), 34,

Harry Carey and
Fight For Love."
Neva Gerber. (Qaumonl.)

mcntnl-A rtrra/t.

CL/V

CRITICISM.

A

NEARLY
open air

a three-weeks' married

fo

ART

PROSPECTUS post
sketch

RIFT

couple is due to the husband telling his
wife to " charge it to me." His wife, to
obtain money of her own, uses her car as a taxi,
and four of her passengers take part in the fun
which ensues. Average production.

helpful."

illustrated

It

(Astra.)

Yet another student:
" The
lessons
are
great, and the criticisms instructive and

Write at once

to Ptcturegoers.

.

the heroine of
is the terror of
Cobblestone Alley, but her pugnacious
hab'ts are the means of bringing to book a
hypocrite, and true love reigns in the end.

be done."

tree

Fighting

A
(

made me ambitious."

charts are just

Guide

is

profitable
to
talent
will
good
bring
prices.
Read these appreciative letters received this week:
" I consider that
1
have
made rapid progress, due >o
your instruction. A'of only has
the school improved my work,

lo

Bryant Wash-

(Paramount-Arteraft.)
tells the story of an erring spouse who
steals away and goes yachting under the
name of Johnson. When his wife and the
real Johnson turn up and meet him in Mexico,
complications arise.
Rollicking farce from the

their

has

Too Much Johnson."

"

burn.

account,

tt

PICTURE SHOW'S

" The Reckoning Day." Belle Bennett
and J. Barney Sherry. (Western Import.)
DRAMA of a modern Portia, showing how

FILM FAULTS.

::

" Picture

A

Few

winners

Show

" Critic.

of the Prize-

in thi3

Competition.

SPECIAL NOTICE— CLOSING DATE OF THIS COMPETITION.

zE:

After the last post on Saturday, December 18th, this competition closes.
Tbe reason for this is that the
competition is not a fair one to thousands of readers who have sent postcards which would win a pnze if
thousands ot other readers had not duplicated their fault. For instance, in three weeks over 500 readers sent
tbe following

The PREMIER

:

"In The Market of Souls Dorothy Dalton leaves the house in a white blouse and dark costume. She
only goes as far as the gate., and then turns back.
When she re-enters the bouse she is wearing a jumper.
Later, her costume again changes, although she has not left the room."
A prize of 5s. cannot be divided into 500 parts, hence disappointment to 500 readers. There are still
thousands and thousands of postcards to be examined, and until these and all others that reach us up to and
including Saturday, December 18th, are examined, prizes will be awarded as promised, but no more should
be sent for the competition after that date.
We are always pleased to receive notice of film faults, and
shall continue tbe feature, but not as a prize competition.
'

MAGAZINE
A

wonderful budget of Xmas fiction
by the most popular authors of the
ORDER a copy TO-DAY!

'

day.

In one of Violet Hopson's latest films, " Her
Son," she (Violet Hopson) receives a letter from
Central Africa. After looking at the addrcsa she
it has never been sealed
turns it over and
down. Is it a general rule for people sending
letters from Central Africa to England to send
them unsealed ?
Five Shillings awarded to A. E. Hazelden,

Price 1/-

—

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical discovery

9,

hyeiranil vamp to tboi^andnof hong*
key! with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music
Simple as A. B.C. 164,000 sold and everyone
fulljr

In all

delighted. Success guaranteed. Money returned if not asatated. Complete, post free.
2/6 (re. r i)
Imperial Publishing
1

I

.

»

1.

1

'

.

SHORT?

'ARE YOU

If so, let the fllrvan RyKteui help you
to •Dcreameyonr bright. Mr. HrfRts report* & inche* IncreiKo Diivej K. ¥.,
3 inches Mr.Bi\tclilIV,4 Inches Mis*
Ledcll, 4 tncbra; Mr.Krt]ry.4.T.chcR.
This aysttwi greatly improves the
health, ngure. and an iaue. (send 3
jeonny st*rapa for further pai titulars
and £100 Guarantee U) Knquiry
il>ept. C.T.. 17.
Koad,
IxuidOD, N.4.
;

;

.

i

i

In " The Garage," Roscoe Arbueklo and the
brigade " retire to lied.
A few seconds
later they are called out, but suspend operations
in a few minutes when the dinner syren blows.
Five Shillings awarded to A. W. Carpenter,
127, Mere Road, Leicester.
"

Co.
28, South Castlo St.,
Liverpool. Established 1872.
1

Water Works Road, Hastings.

ot tht

Age. It teaches you to play the piano beautf-

firo

In " Out of the Fog," starring Nazimova,
mugs and plates are placed on the table for
breakfast, and a few moments later are reniovod
without the old lighthouse-keeper or the hcroino
The scone docs not
having eaten anything.

change between the setting and clearing of the
table.

Fivo Shillings awarded to V. Tyack, Caistor
Vicarage, North Lincolnshire.

soldier in the dug-out scene, picks up
bottle.
ami kills a German soldier
'

it, although the German is
wearing a " bullet proof " steel helmet.
Five Shillings awarded to Alice Keirnan,
16, Longfield, Prestwich, near Manchester.

him on the head with

The

funniest mistako I've ever seen occurred
Looms." Stella Muir in the
title role, was an ordinary cotton factory girl,
and yet, in one sceno where her father recjMvi a
a letter, it is brought into the room by the maid.
How many working-class homes are there, I
wonder, thai possess a servant, when the onJv
"
daughter of the houso is a " lass o' tho looms !
should
This mistake, from lack of knowledge,
sav, spoilt what would otherwise have been a
6plcndid British picture.
Five Shillings awarded to Doris O. Holt,
in " Lass o' the

I

56,

Burnley Road, Mytholmroyd, Yorks.

In " A Grim Crime," Houdini, after getting rid
of his shackles and breaking through the bars of
his prison cell, gels on the window-ledge and
throws down to the ground a '•oat and straw hat.

hem from *
get
Fivo 'Shillings awarded to Rolx>rt Grev,
Uvetdale Road, Chelsea. S.W. 10.
Where does he

In

Thing

entitled " Tho Ono Great
in Life," Lillian Gish's lover, the French

the

picture

an " empty
by striking

I

08.

—
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FREE
7DaysSILKQD0N0
HAIR CULTURE

THE

Skin Gsmo," Jolm Galsworthy's brilliant play which
is having such a big success
in London and the Provinces, has
boon filmed by tho Grangor-Binger

To-

prove to
.n
liow
<;iilckly
Dandruff. Bcurf,
banhbi
d scalp In itat ion, and to show yen
Strengthens. Tighten* ami brine*1
Wavy u, ,,,.] ,,, to hair that has pr. viou-lv
been Thin, Weak. Fad d or Hailing Out. we
"ill send yon Free 7 .lays' SUPPLY, with
Book of Instruction* for Women, Men and
Childjren, on receipt of youi name and
address and 6dU in stamps to cover postage
and packing. Sold in H 07.. Bottles 2 6,
1602.4/6. Sprinkler Tops of Ch mists. Btairdressers and Moivs, or direct (Post Free) from
Manufacturers, SILK'S TOILET CO., Dept. Q
Red Lion Street, Holborn, London. W.C.I.

silkodoko
I

Film Company.

An interesting experiment • has
boon made by this company. For
tho first time, an ontire stage east
with one exception, through illness
—has

reinterpreted the story for
tho film.
The cast
includes
Edmund

Gwenn, Helen Haje, Mary

Clare,

Dawson

it

Gold plate Pendant,
2/6; or complete

Maggie Albanesi, Malcolm Keen,
Fred Copper, Blanche Stanley,
and in the place of Athole Stewart,
who plays the aristocrat on tho
stage,

ten in

ho

with necklet, 3/1
,

'

1.

Ladies' Gold shell
Signet Ring. En-

Millward.

graved with one
1/3; two initials,

John Galsworthy has taken a

initial,

1/6.

Gent's

size, 2/6.

great interest in tho filming of
" Tho Skin Game," and has made

The Universal Jewellery Co.

many

(Dept.

D ), 147, Heathfield Road,
Handsworth, Birmingham.

suggestions as well as writing
tho sub titles.

'Uhem

{T)uy

The
Cktldren

D
Q
£4

Every
s

"

Friday

Newsf>af>er
DO YOU WANT
BEAUTIFULLY WAVY CURLS 1
CURL YOUR HAIR AT HOME.
HAIR CURLING PREPARATION
LOVELY
LASTthe

Why go to expensive hairdressers when vou can get the requited effect yourself
by using iny wonderful
in vein own home?
Produces

ING CURLS, at the same time making

soft

hair beautifully

glossy. Guaranteed effective. Send AT ONCE P.O.,
only, for large supply (plain wrapper) to W.T.S.,

and

2/6

220, Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E.I.

GREAT MUSICAL DISCOVERY.
BRITISH INVENTION.
A Pocket

In-

strunient
tbat plays in
all
keys as
perfectly as a
violin without
laborious study
of
The only Britishmailt- Pocket Iostmmenton the market.
Range 3'i Octaves.
'
st free, with full instructions. 1 9. Better quality 2$, from
3.

R. FIELD (Dept. 19), Hall A ven ae,Hudd ersfield.

STAMMERING.
Those seeking a genuine and permanent cure foi
stammering and other speech defects should write
at once for my free 24-page booklet "Straight Talk
Method endorsed by Educato Stammerers," etc.
tion Authorities, Doctors, Clergy, Army Officers and

many others.

WM.

Guaranteed 30 testimonials

holme, Nr. Blackpool.

direct from factory at wholesale
POUNDS.
prices and

SAVH

World's finest massive Table
Grand .Portable-Hornlessand
coloured monster

exquisite]
h

r

1

IWead.o- phones to

s.lccl from.

Grand bargain;

Columb a. Regal,
Zonophcne, Pathe,

in

K dison Bell and De c c as.1
Immediate delivery. Sent on
trial, packed free, carriage
52 times and 400 needles

days*
paid

m

included.
Satisfaction, or
»ney
refunded.
Send postcard for
beautifully illustrated art catalogue

MEAD
Tbe man

of

defeats his

the people is beaten, and is compelled to sign a document that
ambition, which was to purchase part of the squire's country
seat for the purpose of erecting a new factory.

1

in

WAREING, "Glendene,"

N.

G 10)
HEATH, i
BIRMINGHAM.
CO.

(DEFT

one month.

Anchors-
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BEFORE I CO TO JAZZ.
IcUer from Gertie to
Geraldine.)

confidential

(.4

her friend

IF you

want

to

know

anyfchincr about Films or Film Players

WHAT ARE THE REASONS ?
I

PUBLISH,

as requested, the following letter from
reader in Huntly, Aberdeenshire, who
prefers to bide her identity behind her initials, D.D.

a

"

lady

A

good deal has been written lately on the subject
Most
of publishing the whole cast of a photo-play.
certainly, I think that the names of all the artistes
It is all very well to learn
in a film should be given.
who the characters in a production are, when one is
inside the picture house, but if one had not chanced to
visit that theatre at the time, most probably the chance
of seeing a favourite actor or actress would have been
lost.
Only the other-evening this happened to me. I
went to see Billie Burke in " Good Gracious Annabelle," and was delighted to find that Herbert
Rawlinson (who is a great favourite of mine) was playOthers in the cast were
ing " opposite " her.

—

Craufurd Kent and Frank Losee yet only Billie
Often in this
Burke's name was given on the bills
way I have missed seeing the performances of those
!

whose acting stands highest in my estimation.
Can nothing be done to remedy this defect ? Surely
it would not be a very difficult thing to give us the
whole cast of artistes, on 'he bills, and thus save so
stars

I
I

DON'T DANCE WELL BUT
NEVER LACK A PARTNER.

many disappointments. Any extra expense or trouble
that this might entail, wonld, I am sure, be quite
worth while to all concerned. D. D."

—

My Dear Geraldine,
You ask me to tell

you the secret of my
the dances at which we meet,
and say you can't understand why you, a far
better dancer, so often lack a partner while 1
invariably get my programme filled a few
.

success at

all

minutes after
'

I arrive.

—

Well, my dear, the secret is this I am always
bien soignee," I look fresh and dainty, my

complexion, though perhaps

I ought not to say
hair beautifully waved, and
natural.
Shall I tell you
Because I am careful what toilet pre-

so, is perfect,

above

why

?

I

all

parations

I

my

look

—

beauty.
Then to givo a touch of colour to my cheeks
I choose, not one of those unnatural looking
rouges, which so many women use, but a little
colliandum, which gives to my face the faint
wild-rose tint, which all my partners admire so
much, never for a moment guessing so perfectly natural is the tint
that I owe that little
item of my beauty to art.
in all its

—

—

wonder whether you can guess

why no one

ever suspects me of making up ! It is because
1 don't use powder.
Instead of powder, which
is always so noticeable,
I
get an ounce of
cleminite and dissolve the crystals in four
ounces of hot water. This I apply to my face,
with a piece of cotton-wool, and allow it to dry
on the skin. It lasts the whole evening as no
powder would, so now you know why I never
look greasy and shiny as all the other girls do.
To keep my hair bright and moke it fluffy
and wavy, I shampoo it every week with stallax
granules.
This old-fashioned shampoo, which
our grandmothers who as you know took
immense care of their hair used, brings out all
the bright lights and gives to one's hair that
natural " kink " which is so much more attractive than the most perfoctly waved tresses.
Well, dear Geraldine, you know now that it is
to my toilet preparations that I owe my social
success, and you, too, can bo equally popular

—

if

you

will follow

my

—

advico.

Go

to your chemist and buy two ounces of
mercolized wax, J -lb. of stallax for your hair, a
little colliandum and an ounco of cleminito.
Throw away all those powders and rouges of
yours, and your waving tongs, too, and follow

my example— use

you

-

uso.

In the first place I always take care of my
complexion I don't give it a little attention
now and again, but every night I carefully rub
u little mercolized wax over my face, neck, and
arms. The wax peels off all the old, dead skin,
and leaves the fresh, young complexion beneath

I

This paper has several times called attention to the
desirability of advertising the cast in a proper manner,
because the letters which reach me from time to time
on the subject are a sufficient indication of the fact
that the public is not satisfied with tbe absurd secrecy
now observed. What reasons can there possibly be
for giving the public just one or two names outside
tbe theatre, when the whele cast, as in the case of
speaking plays, would be far more satisfactory ?
Another correspondent suggests that picture theatre
patrons might ask the managers of their theatres to
state definitely the objections, if any, to giving more
names of artistes on the bills. This would certainly
be a good plan towards remedying an old-standing
grievance.

naturally,

_

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS' TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica .
tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, "Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street. London, E.C.4,
:

** f

Valetudinarian " (Brixton).— You don't mean

nie that you would wait ten years to see an
answer to you on this page ? Why, If that's really so,
I'll know where to rome for patience if I ever run
short of it.
H. B. Warner was born in St. John's
Wood, and after playing on the London stage, ho
went to America, whore he began his fllm career. His
wife is Rita Stanwood. and they have one little girl,
Joan. Yes, some of the pictures brought over here
do get a hit ancient by the time we sec them.
N. 0. (Kensington). Twelve questions, eh ? Permit
me to answer seven, for there's a multitude of others
also waiting.
Joseph Kilgour was in " The House
of Gold," and Fleming Ward in " When Men Desire."
The ages you ask for arc Marie Doro (thlrty-flvc),

to

tell

—

:

Louise
Glaum
(Uventy-thrcc), aud
Albert Roscoc (thirty-three).
" .Netty " (Brussels).— 1 am always pleased to hear
from my foreign readers, and in your typewritten
letter you have expressed yourself very well.
I
Geraldine

Farrar

(twenty-six),

(thirty-eight),

Wanda Hawley

will, I

am

Your loving

sure, outrivaj

friend,

GERTIE.
[ADVT.]

stage named Nellie.
are not related.
since I said
Lillian Gish

Tom

Mooro

'Tis a long time, I

know,

Victor Moore and

G. M. C. (Nottingham).

—

much about Richard Barthelmess and

this page, so here's a bit about them
Richard was born in New York City twenty-five years
a<ro, and was for some time leading mau to Marguerite
Clark.
He has dark hair and brown eyes. Lillian

on

Gish reached her twenty-fourth birthday on Oct. 14th,
and was bora in Springfield, Oliio.
She is not
married and has light hair and blue eyes.
" Observant " (Bayswater) writes
" On page
seven of the issue for October 23rd, you raise the
:

question as to which artiste has acted with the
greatest number of feminine stars.
I may say that
the record in this respect has been achieved by
Elliot Dexter, who has played opposite, at least,
thirty stars, including Marie Doro, Mary Pickford,
Elsie Ferguson,
Marguerite Clark, Hazel Dawn,
Etliel Clayton, Ann Little, Gloria Swanson, Mabel
van Buren, Blanche Sweet, Margaret Illiugtou, Mac
Murray, Wanda Hawley, Kathlyn Williams, Una
Cavalieri, Lila Leo, Alice Brady, and many others."
I wonder if any other observant picturego?rs can put
in a stronger claim for any other actor ?
" Eileen Ledger " (Peterborough).
You are ten
years old and would like to see your full name in
print.
How can I refuse a lady of your age who
means to be famous somehow
Madge Evans is
eleven, and some of her films are " Little Patriot."
" Web of Desire," " Wanted, a Mother," and " Love
Not." William Duncan and Carol Hollowav were in
"The Fighting Trail," Pearl White and Henry (i.
Sell in " The Lightning Raider," and Antonio Moreno
and Carol Holloway in " The Iron Test." By the
time this reaches you in Australia, the rate of exchange
with America may rise or fall. Better, therefore, to
find out locally how much 25 cents would equal.
" Harry " (Colchester).
Pleased to oblige. Mary
Hay, or Mary Hay Caldwell to give her her full
maiden name, was born on August 22nd, 1901, at
Fort Bliss, Texas. For some time she, was a pupil of
Ruth St. Dennis, the classic dancer, and after a
career on the stage, she started appearing in motion
pictures.
She was married to Richard Barthelmess
on June 18th. One of her films is " Way Down East."

—

'!

—

(More answers next week.)

1

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
WRITING TO ARTISIKS.- Please

do not a«k
any addresses l>y post, but if you wish to communicate at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
star on the envelope, and emlose it with a loose
for

2d.

stamp to the Editor, the

Picrt re

Show, Room

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4, and it will be forwarded by the
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
extra ounce.
Such letters cannot be specially
acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the Picti'rk Show to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered.. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
HARRY MOREY. care of Yitagraph Film Co., Inc.,
85,

1000,

Broadway, New York

City, U.S.A.

EUGENE O'BRIEN, care of Selzniek Pictures
New Jersev, U.S.A.
DOROTHY DALTON, care of Ince Studios, Culver
City, California, U.S.A.
WANDA HAWLEY, care of Realarl Piciures
Corporation, Fort Lee,

Corporation,
U.S.A.

469,

Fifth

MILTON ROSMER,

70-78,

Wardour

Street,

New York

Citv,

care of Ideal Films,

Ltd..

Avenue,

W

1.

(More addresses next week.)

Signed Art Plate of
THE PRINCE OF WALES
A

superb specially autographed portrait reproduced in photogravure and showing the
Prince in the uniform of the Welsh Guards.
Do not miss it in Wednesday's

—

—

preparations which beautify

and you

haven't heard of a Dolly King at the moment, though
there arc heaps of film artistes who prefer to blush
unseen. Molly King, however, has a sister on the

SPORTS
FOR BOYS
NEW

The

Sports Weekly.

Price 2d.
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ICT
ITION.
FIRST PRIZE £100
SECOND PRIZE £25

ON

this

page

Picture
chiefly

will

£150 IN PRIZES

series,

which

OF

deals

with the career of Charles Ray.
of another cinema star

Next week the career
will

be dealt with in a similar form, and

until six puzzles

EACH

10/-

2— CHARLES RAY PICTURE PUZZLE.

No.

be found the second of our

Puzzle

FIFTY PRIZES

T

p,

so on,

have appeared.

The above magnificent

prizes

are

for solutions to the picture puzzles

identical or nearest

to

the solution

PO

offered

which are
in*

our

^?7^.

IT' in F

in

MB

possession.

JACKS

When
not send'your solutions in yet.
the sixth puzzle appears full instructions will
be given as to how and when your complete
Do

'!:er>v

-

sei of solutions are to be sent to us.

This competition
" Boys' Cinema,"

is

and

run in conjunction with
lt
Girls' Cinema."

The Editor's decision must be accepted as
and legally binding in all matters concern-

final

ing this competition.

Employees

of the proprietors of this journal

Sleepless,

HX PUZZLES HAVE

KEEP THIS UNTIL THE

are not eligible to compete.

Nervous

and Dyspeptic
Ex-Service Man Finds New Strength and
Splendid Fitness in Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

APPEARED.

learn to sketch
in two hours
Instructive 34-page Portfolio Free.

Hughes,
James Street, Wrexham,
—Evan
"
was on active service when

Mr.
says
:

To prove

37,

that this can bo clone, th? Dir ctors
of the " A. B.C." School will send free to all
who apply a 34-page Beginners' Portfolio
(prepared at great cost).
This portfolio should
in the hands of all
ambitious men and wom:u, especially those
with a taste for drawing.
It fully explains the " A. B.C." system of

I first fell

I

with neurasthenia and had to go into hospital.
terribly weak and nervous, so nervous, in
fact, that I would jump at a sound.
I couldn't
sleep either, but used to lie tossing in bed for
hours on end. Appetite I had none. Always I
was low-spirited, afraid almost to be left alone,
and a hopeless depression seemed to take all life
and spirit out of me.
" I was invalided home finally and demobilised,
a complete nervous wreck. I tried all sorts of socalled remedies, but nothing did the slightest good till at last I got
Dr. Cassell's Tablets. After only a few doses I felt ever so much better,
and very soon I was cured. At the present time I am in splendid
ill

I

was

It tells you how you can earn
home by sketching.
contains the lirst ksson.
" A. B.C." students are making good incomes
from Art work at home. There is no limit
to the demand.
If you enrol within 30 days of receiving Portfolio your name will be Dlaced on the sp cial

training.
at

money
It

H0MEPRICES:

Tablets

1/3 ajid 3/-.

The Universal Home Remedy for

world.

Ask for Dr.
CasBell'x Tablets
and refuse substitutes.

available

for

clients

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

Kidney Trouble

Neuritis

Wasting

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

Sleeplessness

Indigestion

Exhaustion
Nervousness
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and During the Critical Periods of Life.
Vital

Anaemia

Dr. Cassell's Co., Ltd., Manchester.

work

home.

A GREAT FIELD FOB

ART.

A big, well-paid field is op n for " A. B.C."
Students in the production of drawings for

Dr. Cassell's
The 3/- size
being the more
economical. Sold
by Clu mists In
all parts ot the

students

of

list

at

health."

editorial

and advertising purposes.

THIS

PACE
HOW TO OBTAIN THIS FREE PORTFOLIO. 34
BEGINNERS PORTFOLIO
„
^
Send
your name and address
to-day to:
SENT FREE TO ALL
^

,

.

PRINCIPAL (studioM) "A.B.C." SCHOOL OF DRAWING
34, Paternoster Row, E C. 4.

at r>etttime

and

note how well
you sleep continue and yon
will know tbe
joy of health and
;

:

The Principals

j

of their following

:

EQUALLY

of the

A B C Corriapond^nc-

w h

t-t hools will
Jsobenle sed to send yon any
days apprtttqt. Yon pay only if you --^re satisfied,
full price of the Course. No offer could be fairer. Put a x

famous Conrses on

and then only 35s. a the

required.
Mastt-ry of Sp tcb.
Super-Salein <nship.
Dr. Flack ford 'i Judging
Charart-r.

3

r
)
)

)

)

Mr. Puriton's Personal

)

)

David 31. Roth's Memory Course
Voice Prodwct.on.

Method of

Life-

Draw-

Draw-

(

)

ing. 16 TbOw ill's Piano

Sight

mo

(

)

Pi-

(

}

PrpnlaT Pot^ny,

(

\

Gitid

or a Prospectus of
)

A B C Method

)

Thelw

of

Re ding.

inf.

Efficiency.

vigour.

SUITABLE
FOR
CHILDREN.

have a taste FOR

DRAWING

OTHER COURSES

;

TAKE TWO
TABLETS

WH0

)

i

til's

Sapid Pi

Conrsv.
Mr. C. Pnnlt n's Story-

Wii.ing J- mn lism.
Hieruglyphi or Greek

tn»e PI ywriting.

30

•

rook to Childhood Encyclopedia of
Training. 21,-

K?lk^-iT~iii)L_

bum no coal for washing the clothes
I —that's why I've
r

plenty for general use.

PHERE'S

nothing more worrying to the housewife than to be
;
it means discomfort and inconvenience for all
In the ordinary way wash-day added to her
the household.
worry, for the demands of the copper fire made a big hole in
the weekly ration.
Now, by washing in the Rinso way, the
clothes arc just as white and fresh, and coal is saved for general
use and comfort.
Hinso does the washing with much less time and trouble than
the old method required.
Rinso does in cold water what more
costly but less scientific preparations do in hot water.
It washes
while you sleep.
short of coal

Just

try

the

Rinso

SOLD
K.

R,

Irintcd ftnd published every
Unices,

«

18/-

per

Monday by

to

water with
That's all!

clothes

Grocers,

Stores.

in

EVERYWHERE

Oilmen.

Chandlers,

etc.

I.IMiTliD, Liverpool, .West ttroniwkh aud London.

in

n

THE COLD WATER WASHER

the I'roprlelors, Thk A m*a l.c; \ mated I'RKSS, LIMITED, The I'leetway House, Parriugdon Street, Jxradon, ij.C. 4. AUvorU»t.'>iiM
Street, London, 12.0*4.
Rcuistered ai a newspaper and tor transmission by Canadian .\l luazlue Post. Subscription <
t
Sole Ageuts n>. V'
;M. Sol'; agents lor South Africa. The central News Aqency, Ltd?
IH.'I^.'iiKUl
QOTCIL Lin. and lor Canada, Tuk inn i.ivi. NEWS Co. Lid.
•

annum 0/6 tor 6 months pinole. copies,
aud New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon
;

till

HUDSON

110-31

The Mcetway House, Favrinydon

Inland and Abroad

S.

cold

dry in the morning.

Soak the

PACKETS

IN
By

method.

Rinse and hang

Rinso overnight.

I

'

:

nci cue si'ow, utitmb'i neb, inn

Bebe Daniels ready

to pay a Christmas visit to her friends.
the conventional post or the front door, and tries the chimney.
descended or not is another story.

Cl

Bebe scorns
Whether she

'.'

I

I

I

.

AT

;

in-

O.P.O.

A» A NKWSPAi'Cn
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n GIRLS' CINEMA Od.
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UNDERWEAR
Winners Always
in

Fit

and

^b^r

durability

—

Smooth and
cannot

soft

irritate the

in

texture, it
sensitive

most

Oak Tree is the underwoa.
super-wearing qualities, and
every garment is guaranteed.
skin.

World Famous

of

Gents' Hats, Ladies' Trimmed Hats,
ready to wear, Ladies' and Gents' Boots,
Shoes, Raincoats, and Umbrellas.
Please A*ofe\— AYe have no dppaittuent for Child
(dren's

w,
Wear.

JACKSON'S. LTD..
Vict, r.a W rls. Stockport.
in all large

leisure.

you choose Oak Tree Underwear.

Stvle Guaranteed.

Branches

pleasure:

to
to

Quality, finish, and comfort all the
time of these you are certain when

Jacksons'

5*4

comfort adds

Its
Its

every large town, and a huge mailorder trade, cater for the hundreds of thousands
of Jacksons' customers at home and abroad.
Last-minute styles, high grade material, sound
workmanship, and remarkably low prices make
steady friends for Jacksons'.
If you cannot visit one of our branches, send
for illustrated catalogue of Latest Styles.

Branches

t

d

For

free

with

name

fit

"Oak

wns.

Illustrated Booklet together
of nearest Draper or Out-

from whom

<r

Tree,"

write

you can obtain
Department 18,

OAK TREE HOSIERY Co., Ltd.,
25. Dale Street. Manchester

We ve

Won'

'jRep/aecc/

Jacksons' Win by 2 PointsTTTrm n

>

mm
i

1

n

1

Value

& Price.

WHEN

ijjj_llll;j_lq

i

Germolene

commumca ting
w ttkAJve rttsers

in First Aid

"PICTURE

Heals

marks

mention

please

SHOW."

Serious Wound on Hand.
Germolene
a New Era in Skin and Wo ;nd Treatment.

I

any

rest

at

-:

about Germolene, I decided to give it a trial, and can assure ymi that
I got relief from the first application.
The effect was most soothing
and comfortable. Each day I could sec great improvement and -alter
using Germolene for two weeks my hand was completely cured."

G

>molene

Eczema
Psoriasis

Rashes
Ulcers

'

Piles
Itching

Ringworm

Cuts and Burns
Skin Eruptions

Chapped Hands

M

Pimples

Drul

miniiin

ii

Co..

i

i

1

y

Owen

Oliver.

Roy

Norton. Walter &•
Grogan.
J awes
Earr, Constance

Alan J.
Thompson, etc.

Skin Dressing

Ud. ilanu/arlurtnt Chrmtitl. IttHttl

ramjj-

1

-

m MET.1

t-

I

m

s

Xmas number

I:

Number

of the

MAGAZINE
of the

"Rod"

is

chapters of the

Eune,

Sole Dletrlbutort: The Ytno

-

can a ( >rd to miss. One veryspecial attraction .will be thfe opening

Price

Margaret Pedler.
At key,
Bertram

the m»rr err-nnm^rat.
Fr<*m Chrmtili and
Alk dllHncllpftr Orrmaltnt.

The Aseptic

-

fiction

Xmas So.

Splendid Stories

Lmr§rr ttte

Storet trcrptehere.

mIimi.

undoubtedly one that no lover of good

first

Chilblains
out, bruised,' itching, or uloerated surfaces.

and all
Price! 1/3 and 3/- per tin.

Mot

"Blossom"

w

This
Specially
enlarged

matchlets at a remcdv for —

it

a

RED

Reading

night.

Harding

The Chris

—

out in various parts of my hand. The
pain was iutensc, and prevented me
getting

pplng up thr port a ol
Jit -t h ton h uf
A
will g Ive you that b antifu)
\
11. ut
It \» mud of -m h
rlfentti ho Mi lv n if tod and <1 lit* t ly peifutn <l sa to h*
In
;i
harm] us to th most d llcskta skin. In fact
in a plain p ».k. t .J ;st lik< i>n
anMufptlr. Tt ioin-8 to
ti.
ordin iy letter, »nd only rm»tn 1.2 I'oat KriSi. Seven Sisters Road. London. N.4."
••Ton't Bpoll your compl
in
nktn wttti ordinaiy ».owd»r.

colour wbl*b rv ryonr d

HARDING,

ing instance.
:

THE MOST ATi-ACilVf
WOMAN THAT I KNOW SAYS

OUT ON WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22

The value of Germolene as a First Aid
Dressing (or cuts, burns, and lacerated
wounds is again proved by the follow-

Mr J. R. Topping, 106, Sappling^
Road, Daubhill, Bolton, says
" A
few weeks since, I trapped my hand in
a heavy simblind, and. the skin was torn
away from the palm of my hand. This
developed into a nasty and most painful wound, and thoi g!i I tried many
preparations and ointments, none of
them seemed to do any good. In fact,
the wound got worse, and sores broke

iF not

satisfactory

Book-Length

NELLIE TOM
and CALDER

rVovrl

by

GALLON
WILSON

The numberless readers who have

en-

joyed the short stories written from
time to rime by these joint authors
m st not miss this prcat new romance—
their first adventure in the world ot

b >oks

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

—
Picture Show,

December

—

—

—

0

1920.

2511:,

PhoWrapK?

and Par ayrapK?

of Pictures

1 have just as much fun
it seems new.
my packagos as I did when I was a
tiny little girl. If they come in ahead of time, I
look at them, shake them, turn them over and

least,

opening

Then,
over and guess until I am guoss-less.
when the packages aro oil opened, and the
tree is stripped of all its mystery, mother sits
down in a big chair by the fireplace, and I creep
up on her hip ami snuggle down, and wo ha\e
a little heart to heart talk about Christ mases
passed and gone, and mother's eyes grow very
wet, just with tears of joy and thankfulness.
" And now my little namesake, Mary Pickford
Rupp, is old enough to enjoy Christinas with
U3,

Famous Readers of the " Picture
No.

and we

try to

all

—

S.

visiting
pictures in the contract
of

says he has got a hankering to sec England
a";ain, for he has not been over here since he
was a boy. Big Bill did not get much of a reception when he came over before, but now he 'S
known to so many millions over here, his
welcome bids fair to outvie that given to Mary
•

and Doug early

To Keep

—+

friends have grown in number since last
year, and next year I hope to number many
more, for the Picture Show has a wonderful list
<>f fiue things to come
to please old readers,
and to welcome new.

'

its

the most

on Long

Island. He works early in the morning,
or during the late evening, whenever he can be
spared from the studio. He believes in working
until he is dripping with perspiration, after which
he takes a cool bath, 'and, if it is morning, ho
says he can get through the day iu comfort.
'

—
—+

principal roles.

Famous

A Dream Come

ALL

your favourite cinema stars send yon
Our centre pages were not
nearly big* enough to contain them all.

greetings, too.

5011, tho Picture Show
as postman, for the senders did not
addresses, but knew you would find
their wishes if they were in the most popular of
cinema papers, the Picture Show. Next week
one of our art pages has been converted into
It is a calendar that is
a beautiful calendar.
worthy a place in any room. You will, I know,
be delighted with it.

To ensure them reaching
was chosen

know your

GRIFFITH says that even when
she was a schoolgirl, she dreamed that
some day she would bo a star; even in
those days she was noted for her accomplishments as a dancer, and her acting in the school
theatricals.

Then came her rise to stardom in two brief
years in the Vitagraph Company, with whom
she i3 still starring. You ,can see her now in a
very strong photo-play with Maurice Costcllo in
" The Tower of Jewels."

Know

+-*

GLYN, the author of " Thrco
Weeks," has joined the Paramount forces,
and will henceforth employ her pen solely
in tho making of motion picture stories.
Two other celebrities who have recently joined
(he film colony are Sir Gilbert Parker, author,

Bnd Penhyn Stanlaws, the world-famous

artist.

for Colleen.
has been reading the
papers.
In consequence of which she
now hesitating about her proposed trip
over here next year. She was counting on an
extended holiday in Ireland, and enjoying a
well-earned rest in the country where most Of
her ancestors lived, and where she still has

COLLEEN MOORE

But after reading the news from Ireland,
Miss Moore has decided that Ireland is not tho
place for a rest-

Are You Screen Struck.
" rT"*HERE would be fewer
girls,"

J[

screen -struck

Henry King, tho famous

director,

says, " if it were known how intensely
the successful screen players labour at their

They have heavy

responsibilities, their

not their own. nnd they have almost no
leisure, except fitful holidays, to enjoy the
financial fruits which may come to them.
'" Hard knocks, and tireless
work on the treadmill have put them where they are.
They havs
suffered discouragements and worked for small
p ly in the days when salaries were meagre, and
uncertain at that.
Nervous prostration from
hard application is often their lot."

time

True.

CORINNE

amateur

—

Novelists and the Screen.

ELINOR

tasks.

You.

Kathleen Calvert. Percy
Herbert in the

Holmes E.

and

Marmont,

relatives.

Fit.

productive

my

is

Coming

to

England.

EDWARD being sent
KEELY
Angeles with a comedy troupe
is

and England,

to

make

from

Los

to France
funny films of

Fine Ghost Yarn.

Did You

KNOW

work
on " The Truth About Husbands." which
is based on the play "The Profligate,
which was originally presented in London with
Sir J. Forbes-Robertson and Olga Nethersole in

two-reel length.
The idea is to make films in England base I
cm the famous old English comedies, and tho
cross and make French h rces in and aroint I
Paris.
The company, which is being sent bv
the Special Pictures Corporation, will spen

the principal roles.

some months over

all hoys like Christ mas stories, and
is n fine ghost yarn in this week's
Also
Boys' Cinema." Tell your brother.
that the Tom Mix yarn about the Wild West
in this number is more thrilling than ever, v. hich,
those, of you who are reading them will agree with
me, is saying something.

I

this year.

owns one of
WILLIAM FARNUM
farms of
kind

wish you the old yet ever new wish, a
This is tho second
happy Christmas.
Christmas 1 have been able to greet yon. and
I

in tho coming
" Dead Heti
big sailing vessel, which
the earlier scenes of th»i
for an incident later in

Tel! No Tales," a
figures prominently in
picture, was blown up
the play.
In this we aro to see

Not Healthy

He

My Christmas Wish for You.
CHRISTMAS DAY once again, and once again

Real Thrill.

of tho thrilling scenes
FORnewone Vitagraph
production,

which ho has

mado with Famous-Lasky.

Hie man who makes ua
laugh, takes his copy of the Picture Show
very seriously. He reads it through very
carefully each week, ami you can see lio-.v
interested he is by his tense expression when
the Picture Show camera caught him in tho
photograph above.

A

Visit.

has stated his intention
WILLIAM HART
Europe after finishing tho

BUSTER KEATON,

to

» »

William Hart to Pay Us a

Show.
50— BUSTER KEATON.

From Filmland

mother her."

A

Phyt and Players

,

there

More Christmas

?

LIONEL BARRYMORE

is

now hard

at

i

I

here.

Fare.

" Girls' Cinema " also has some splendid
articles
in.
Christmassy
this
week
Marguerite Clark who, -as you know, has
earned the name of the " Fairy of Filmland "
tells us how she gained this name, and how other
tiny girls can add to their popularity.
There
j also a fine page of fancy dresses from filmland,
a d other seasonable features, to say nothing of
itregory Scott's Christmas letter to you all.
It you aro a girl, you cannot afford to miss the
ii umber.

Til!-]

!

—

!

Mary

Pickford's Christmas.

PK'KFORD
MARY
over here that she

told

me when

she was

has never yet been
parted from her tnothci on Christmas

Day
"Time was when my
!

little old stockine
but mother always made
away just a little something in that little worn stocking, she said.
' Every Christmas is about the same, but.
avei-y Christinas brings a new happiness
at

wasn't so very

some

full,

sacrifice to put

'

—

DOROTHY FANE,

ap-

FRANK

DANE,

who

" Blood
in
Money" and " In the

has appeared in pictures
over
ten
years.
We

Night," two of the latest
Granger-Binger produc-

shall

pearing

tions.

also

see

him

in

" Blood Money " and
" la the Night "

COLETTE

BRETTEL,

ARTHUR CULLEN,

appearing in the Ideal

popular heavy lead,

film,

known

"Wuthering

Heights "

" Blood

and also

Money,"

Granger-Binger

in

the

film.

as

the
is

Tony

friends.
He
pears in the
film " Blood

to his
also ap-

detective

Money."

——

-
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Cinema " Stunt "

Artistes

ed

{Con

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

lZ 3

Form a

" OVER THERE."
FROM
Notes and News From New York.

f om
)

Club.

A

•"j-'HE overwhelming majority of film artistes
who are capahle of performing perilous
[
"stunts" have just formed a club, the
membership of which is restricted to " stunt "''
artistes.
Tho headquarters of tho " Stunt
t.'lub are at tho Film Tests .Productions, Ltd.,

it

Great Marlborough Street, VV.l. Capt.West, tho well-known actor and rough-rider,
being the originator and club captain.
Tho club members include straight or rough
riders, drivers, high divers and swimmers, motor

and

drivers,

time he had to leave his own
precious fireside ? If you have never heard of
such a domestic bachelor, then meet Eugene'
O'Brien.
I have never known of a man who
loved hi3 home with such unceasing devotion.
He is simply wedded to the little place he bought
this year on the co-operative plan, and he js
actually unhappy when he has to go away to
make a picture.
I asked him not long ago, when I happened to
see him the day before he was about to go south
to make exteriors for a Srlznick production,
why he looked so glum ? The famous O'Brien
smile was entirely missing, and such a look of
desperation was in his eyes, I thought he must
be either in love, at least, or on the veige of
every

56,

cyclists

oarsmen and yachtsmen,

boxers, wrestlers, acrobats, knockabout artistes,
animal impersonators. In short, every
variety of film artiste who is prepared to risk
his or her life to make a picture-lover's holiday.
The Cinema Artistes' " Stunt " Club already

and

includes such well known actors and actresses
as Miss Sadie Bennett, Bob Clifton, Montagu
Thacker, Lester Gard, Captain Charles West,
Alec Orac and others well-known in the film
world, and the membership is hourly growing.

HELEN O'DONOVEN.
Two cinema actresses, who

OLIVE DARNBOUGH.

are to feature in real life
British film company, which will
follow the lines of an American film company, and,
instead of filming fiction, will picture the real life
stories of these stars.
stories for

a

new

matrimony.
" Matter enough," he grumbled.
" I have to
go down into the mountains of Virginia to mako

my

next picture."

"

Mistaken Identity.

"

GRAHAM, who
VIOLET
Langholme Burton, in " A

plays

You will find Violet Graham in the lust
car but one then," replied the producer.

opposite

Man's Shadow,"
must hold a record for being mistaken
some other stage or screen celebrity.
Not long ago, when filming at Mumble's Head,
when she returned to the hotel, she was surprised to find an enormous crowd waiting.
Hero she is
Here comes Lucille " they
shouted, and she was given a rousing cheer.
Not until later was it discovered that tho
local picture palace was running a Lucille Love
serial, and nothing would persuade the crowd
that Violet Graham was not Lucille Love; in
fact, she had to come out on the balcony of
the hotel and make a pretty little speech.
Then, when she was playing Lily Elsie's part
in "Mavourneen," in spile of the fact that the
change of cast had been widely advertised, the
majority of tho audience went away under the
firm impression that they had seen Lily Elsie.

Romances

for

!

The

Girl

Who

!

Looked

Like

Gladys

Cooper.

AND

now, when producing " A Man's
Shadow." in Brighton, u largo crowd
assembled, and tho producer was taken
by the arm by a young newspaper roporter, who
asked in a stage whisper in which car ho would
bo able to sec Gladys Cooper.
" She's not hero with my company," replied
tho producer.
" Now don't try

and bluff me," rt-pHod the
" I know you don't want your work
reporter.
interfered with, but if you don't loll me on tho
•juiet I shall have to find out hy searching."

in the Letter

Bag.

which Miss
the many
ONEHopson,
tho famous Broadwest
letters

of

•

Violet
star,

received last week, was one from South
announcing the fact that a little baby
The parents of
girl had been named after her.
the baby had become engaged while watching
a film in which Miss Hopson appeared. They
were married and adopted her as theirmascot.
They expressed regret at the fact that the
screen star was not sufficiently near as to stand
as tho baby's god-mothor.
Africa,

Life Stories.
is only one of the many romances which
brought to Miss Hopson's notice
through her mail bag. She takes tho
in her correspondence, and
interest
deepest
although she seldom has time to answer each one
personally, she read3 all letters addressed to l\er..
Some of tho life stories which are confided to
this ever sympathetic actress are tragedies, and
Miss Hopson sax's that she finds that her letter
bag resembles a book of. stories of people in
every walk of life. In her they confido their
ambitions, disappointments, hopes and sorrows,
anil it isTstldoin that an answer is not forthcoming.

THIS
are

—-

Prince to Die for a Film.

KILLING

a real tiger for a scene in a photoplay was the unusual st unt done for u
coming production entitled " Tiger."
" Prince," the feline actor who is a member
of the Universal menagerie, was becoming too
savage to live, and had to die anyway.

my

—

desperate battles against heavy odds— bring him
tho relief which his strenuous nature requires.
•»

—

Girl.

and Doris May have
DOUGLAS MACLEAN homage
from an

old
rccoived charming
gentleman in Arkansas in tho form of a
number of freshwater pearls which he had colMr. MacLean's reached him in n
lected himself.
pair of sleeve-links, and tho others were strung
upon a slender chain for Miss May. The donor
in sending them wrote that ho had been saving
them for his two children, both of whom hade
recently died. Their death had been a terrible
blow to him, ond it whs only in watching thfc
work a| the "Dual Deights " of the screen that
he had enjoyed a few hours of forgetfulness in
his great sorrow.

.

Goldwyu

star.

-

privilege.

Fay Filmsr.

.

The Inconsolable

Patricia.
has instituted a country
wide search for a wiry-haired fox terrier
who answers to the family name of Billie.
Suid Billie dog belongs to Patricia, the small
daughter of Billie Burke the actress, and
Forenz Zeigfold, theatrical magnate. He disappeared one fino winter day, and Patricia has
been inconsolable ever since. She has worried
herself almost sick about her doggie being out
Thinking to console the little lady,
in the cold.
her father bought a smart looking Boston terrier
w ith a pedigree and everything, but Patricia is
loyal and she refuses to accept the newcomer as
Her devoted mother is searching,
substitute.
tho highways hoping to bring back the smiles

BILLIE BURKE

;i

o her

little

The amount

daughter's face.
is

staggering,

who has

and

of tho
sufficient to

Burke's dog in
his possession willing to return it to the family
home at Hastings on the Hudson.
thief

Billie

Tony Says It's Not True.
these mole stars do not want to be credited
IE with matrimonial aspirations they should
not buy homes. Antonio Morono, being a
young man, has recently purchased a
home: I do not recall its exact location, but to
sound well with his name I suppose it should
be a castle in Spain. Ever since one of tho
fan magazines carried the story of Tonjj's
house, feminine hearts in America have suffered
a terrible shock, and now Tony asks us to
please dony he has any immediate intentions of
taking unto himself a wife.
thrifty

—

—

Returning to the Screen.
CANNOT remember whether
I

English

readers

that

told

my

Kenyon

is

or not

Doris

1

coming hack to the screen. She has started
work on a picture to be directed by Leonce
I'crret, and will supplement this feature with a

A

little
series of productions for Mr. Perrot.
later she will appear in a stage play under tho
auspices of tho well-known American producer,

A.

MOLLY MALONE.

home."

make any

SANTSCHI, who plays the hero role in
series of two-real thrillers, says that he
probably inherits his love of physical peril
in his work from his mountain climbing Swiss
Tho big and fearless star confesses
ancestors.
to a sense of unbearable restlessness when deprived of an opportunity for physicul exercises.
Working in the movies scaling dirts, swimming
rapids, riding over dangerous trails, and fighting

latest portrait of this little

little

I muttered something about it being un-^
conventional for a woman to dine with a man
at his apartments. Then I felt very much
nshamed of myself when he said in the most
matter of fact way.
" Oh, of course, ray mother is living with me.'
You know, having her is a treat, and then
cdmbined with having an honest to goodness
home, its almost too much."
I
have some wonderful phototrraphs of
Eugene in his drawing-room with all the comStill there aro
forts of home excepting a wife.
men who might not believe a chatelaine would
add to the interest of tlieir domain, especially
when bachelorhood is considered such a blessed

reward offered

of Daring.

TOMa

A Charming

Do you

dislike the country so much," 1
asked.
" It's not the country, it's leaving my new
baby grand piano, my pipe, a,nd' my books.
Say, the more evenings 1 spend in my apartment, the more I hate to tear myself away.''
Come up some evening, and I will let you see

t

Tom's Love

Tbe

Home.

Bachelor's

ever hear of a bachelor who loved
DIDhisyouhome
so dearly
cost him a pang

11.

Woods.
I.OUEIXA O. P.\nSONS.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

" PICTURE

SHOW."

FRANK

This
photograph show3
LLOYD, Goldwyn director,
helping his little daughter, Alma, to decide to whom she shall
give the Christmas presents she has bought.

A

real

Christmas card scene
It is from " The Courage of Marge O'Doone," which was
filmed by the Vitagrapb company in the wonderful snows of Canada.
!

MOLLY MALONE.
lucky

To you

little

girls

a pretty Goldwyn player, preparing for Christmas.
They will be very
receive her presents.
Molly even likes playing with them herself

who

recognise this photograph Y It is RUTH
in the costume of a Russian dancer.

ROLAND

!

With her wonderful Christmas

tree,

It

wouldn't seem like Christmas without a Xmas tree. PAULINE
and her mother spend a busy time decorating theirs.

FREDERICK

ALICE JOYCE

childish pleasures before.

Here

y

brings joy to

many

little

hearts

who have never know-i

u see her assisted by Father Christmas,

December

Picture Show,
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Christmas Visitor.

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.

brilliant ly

candles.

of

them. Candlesticks from every room in
the house had been gathered together, and stood
on table and mantelshelf in reckless profusion.
A Turkey carpet from one of the other rooms
had been placed on the paved floor, and a black
skin rug was before the great kitchener.
An easy, upholstered chair, and heavy crimson
curtains formed part of the furniture, as did a
plush tablecover which was thrown over the deal
table.
It gave the place an air of comfort.
A man sat by the stove, which was open to
emit a gleam of the coals piled high within.
He sat well forward, his sallow face resting on
his thin, white hand.

was Arthur Weston.

It

His clothes were ill -kept, a scarf wound round
his neck served for a collar.
An ill-looking,
neglected figure, quite unlike the man who had
come to visit his aunt on the memorable night,
now over a year ago.
Much had happened to Arthur Weston since
then.
There were times when tho money, safe
within the leather bag, and which it was his habit
to count regularly every day, brought about a
strong revulsion of feeling.
In moments of clear vision, ho saw how it had
been his undoing, yet such was its hold upon him,
that he had not the strength of will to make use
of it, as had been his aunt's wish.
The death of Jessica. The only human being
in the world who could have, perhaps, kept him
normal, had been taken from him.
Jessica, his pretty, baby girl, had been as the
apple of his eye.
At the back of his mind, while she had lived,
he had had an excuse for keeping silent concerning the money.
He was keeping it for his child.
She should be a great lady, and have every
chance that wealth and power could give her.
It was this thought that had cost Cecil Rao
his

life.

of having to spend a sum of money
on a law suit in having the contents of the will

The idea

—

brought out before the public had made him
desperate.
Details might be brought to light
that would entail an explanation of the contents
of tho leather bag.

Arthur Weston had boon hampered
of that, which now that it was in
his possession, he found himself unable to uso.
He came of a class which had to keep up
appearances. Servants and surroundings wcro
essential for their position. He had had to deny
his wife and himself many things which were
All his life

by the want

Money
essential, for the sako of appearances.
had always been his nightmare.
And now now that ho had it in his possession
he could not bring himself to part with it.
Indeed, he was adding to it.
The sale of his
house and most of his bolongings had brought

—

—

in a tidy sum.
His expenses wero now
practically nothing.
He was saving, adding to
that hoard of his some of it he now had in gold
gold
He liked to let ft fall through his

him

;

—

!

Perhaps that was tho only time that
Arthur Weston was really happy.
He glanced up suddenly, and stared round him
with a frown.
These candles cost over a penny a piece,
and there were over fifty burning. It was a
terrible extravagance.
He half-rose as though
he would put them out, and then he stood
hesitating.
Ho must have light. Even hero
in tho kitchen, right away from the library, ho
fingers.

nervous— he did not

believe in ghosts,
hut there were strange noises in that room.
L'rue, ho had locked up the door, and always
carried tho key in his pocket, but he could no'
sit. in the dark,
»,<
would trouble
felt

still

*i

,

I

1920.

A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION. By EMMIE ALLINGHAM

at Grcystone Hall was
THE kitchen
with
There were dozens
lit

25//*,

ARTHUR WESTON,

who

is

by

given

his

Amy Rae, a bag containing twenty
thousand pounds to be held in trust lor
her son Harry. She also leaves Greystone
Manor to him, but tells him this is to be
handed over to her son when he is twentyone. She does this because her husband
will spend every penny he can get hold of.
HARRY RAE has a quarrel with Arthur
Weston after Mrs. Rae's death. He cannot
understand his mother making such a will,
and he determines to go out to Australia.
REV. FERGUSON tries to make peace between Weston and Harry before the latter
goes awav, but is unsuccessful.
aunt,

GRACE FERGUSON,

the vicar s daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's, and she is brokenhearted when he goes abroad. After Harry
has left she goes to Greystone Manor, and
sees his father enter the study with Weston.
Later she hears a shot.
CECIL RAE, Harry's father, is found dead
in the woods next morning, and It is presumed that he has committed suicide.
Arthur Weston is in a very ncrvcwracked condition, but after he has been
to the woods and the village policeman has
told him that it is evidently a case of
suicide, a weight seems to fall from him.
The crime which in a lit of passion had cost
Cecil Rae his life, is not to be brought home
to

him

after

all.

When he returns home the Rev. Ferguson conies with the terrible news that
Arthur's little daughter Jessica, who Is the
apple of her father's eye, has been thrown
from her pony and killed while spending
the dav at the vicar's house.
Arthur goes abroad but returns after
a few weeks.
Ou Christmas Eve Grace Ferguson, who
is very happy because she has received a
letter from Harry, takes her violin to
Grcystone Manor, and enters by the
secret passage.

They thought he had nothing

—

no one troubled
nbout a poor beggar, like himself.
Last year the rector had written, asking him
to come and spend Christmas Day with them.
It was Christmas Eve to-day, yet no one had
troubled him.
No one cared whether he was
dead or alive. They did not know about the
money.
A curious, furtive expression passed
over his face, and his lips parted in o sardonic
grin.
If they knew
were
what ho had, how rich he really was, woiddn't
they all be after him ?

What

fools

they

all

him.
" They only como round to spy
That is
They want to find out
what they are, spies
"
how I live, and all nbout me. I know
!

!

!

When

the carols were over, ho crept cautiously
round to tho front of tho house and pocped out
of the window.
Sutisfied that they were gone, ho went back
to the kitchen.
" I'll have my supper and get to bed," hi
" Christmas

Eve

.

;

establishment.

Leading out from the kitchen was a small
room, which in the old days had been used as
Arthur had conthe servants' sitting-room.
verted it into his bedroom.
He did not put out the candles before retiring,
although it evidently went against his ideas of

economy

to leave them burning.
" It is so dark in this room," he muttered to
himself, as if in excuse.
Scarcely had his head touched the pillow,
when he raised it again. The music of a violin,
played by no mean musician, sounded almost
as though it was in the room with him.
Arthur sat up in bed and listened.
Those carol singers back again, he thought
savagely.
But the music was totally different from the
conventional hymn. They were tunes familiar
to his boyhood, and as it continued Arthur felt
his hair stand on end.
There was something

uncanny about it. At first he had thought
it came from outside in the grounds, but
now he distinctly heard a footfall in the room
that

above.

Every door and window

in

the house was

barred.
No one could possibly get in. Yet,
as he sat there straining every nerve to listen,
he distinctly heard a chair pushed along, and
then the music began again, a light, whimsical
air, that spoke of villagers dancing on the green,
and birds singing among leafy branches.
Arthur got out of bed.
For a moment he stood hesitating. The
music grew louder, and then a girl's voice, clear
and ringing as a bell filled the silent house with

melody.
Sometime*, between long shadows on the grass.
The little truant waves of sunlight pass ;

My

eyes grow

Thinking

dim

with tenderness the while.
thinking 1 see thee smile.

I see thee

—

And

sometimes in the twilight gloom apart.
The tall trees whisper whisper heart to heart.
From my fond lips the eager answers fall
Thinking J hear thee thinking 1 hear thee call

—
—

The

voice died

away

;

it

.'

sounded as though

in

a sob.

Arthur stood spellbound.
Long years ago a woman had sung that song,
the only woman who had ever touched his
heart.
He could see her now. Her fair hair
dressed high above her forehead, and her big,
blue eyes shining up to him with happiness.
" Good heavens " he muttered, and then,
stirred into action, he scrambled into a dressinggown, and stumbled out of tho room.
On the landing above was a room which had
Arthur hud never
been used as a nursery.
troubled to look into it, and it was the one
room he had never locked.
The door was ajar, and a ray of light streamed
out of it. It was a strange white hulit and fo>but ho quickly
a moment the man drew back
recovered himself as he realised that it was but
!

,

!

Memories from the past floated around him.
Ho was back in his old home with his girl bride.
How happy they had been. Could that man
who had made love to a woman and said so many
extravagant things havo been himself ? And
then there was Jessica. His baby girl, as pretty
If slie had lived
as an angel from heaven.
Ho ulanced around tho humble room.
This was to what ho had been brought. A
Hiding himself from the
thief and a murderer.
There would bo four
world, which he feared.
mora such Christinnses ns this to get over before
Four years, and
FTam> ftorued
•

—

!

It was at this moment that tho carol singers
started before tho front of the house.
Arthur did not hear them at first, but when ho
did, he hastily blew out tho candles nearer to

muttered.

then he would have to get busy if lie wanted to
hold liis own. It would be quite easy, he told
himself.
He had mapped out all the future.
It was waiting on Time that was so monotonous.
Four more years of this before he coxdd act.
The thought was intolerable. From a cupboard
he took out his simple fare bread, butter, cheese
and a cake bought at the village store.
There was evidently little cooking done in the

;

the moonlight.
It shone into the room from the two hi^h
windows whoso curtains liad been pushed well

back.

The violin began another tune, a inorry air;
and then, as Arthur peered cautiously in, ho
caught his biioth.
It was doubtful what he expected to see, but
the dainty, girlish figure in filmy white, who was
pirouetting round hi timo to tho tune she was
(Continued on oag* 8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF LEAL DOUGLAS.

.

LEAL DOUGLAS.

THE VAMPIRE OF THE BRITISH SCREEN.

T

*H E R E

devoles

the

few

greater

por-

aro

Bril
h
players
are bettor
suited to vain
i

s

tion
of
her
time to film
work, but has

film

who

not altogether
forsaken tho
cgit i
a t e
stage for she
is
at present
Fear,
a p pearing as the talkative woman in

pire roles than

Suspicion.

has not dc\ otod

Iicr

m

Leal Douglas,
and although
tHis beautiful

:

a e t rc~s
ontirc attention to

vampire roles, those in which she has
appeared have been recognised as

Never Can

highly successful.

Frocks for the Film.

Although horn in Manchester, Mies
Douglas spent the greater part of her
childhood in Australia, and. on leaving
school, she mado her debut on the
Australian stage under the manage-

says that
MISSforDOUGLAS
the screen
as

of J. C. Williamson.
In her early stage days. Miss Douglas
wps closely associated with Annette
Kollormann (the world-famous swimmer
who has also starred in films), for they
wore both playing in the same show.

Small.

is

DOCGLAS
mo
MISSwhen
Kcllermaiin
MiSS

was
was
only "an amateur, and the two
girls used to spend hours perfecting
their strokes and diving.
It was later when Miss Douglas was
in Africa, that one day strolling into
a picture theatre, she saw her old friend
toils

it

feel

A

The world

is

shall
in

smaller.

I

the

world

film

sometimes wonder

if

I

ever have the pleasure of playing

a film v ith

One

my

B

must be prepared

A

i*'

a c h

"

'

I

Her

First Appearance.
completing a long tour through
Xlhv Zealand and Australia, Miss
Douglas formed a company of her
own and toured with it through Australia
and South Africa.
A little later, this
talented player arrived in England, and
ma le her appearance in " The Three
Musketeers," in which she played Milady.
About this tiirte Miss Florence Turner
was producing her first British films.
Miss Douglas, being interested in films,
obtained an introduction to Miss Turner'
manager, and was given a part in " The
Hose of Surrey."
Following this. Miss
Douglas then
" Thelma,"
" My
played
in
Lady's
" The
Dress,"
V Deception,"
Beetle,"
Under Suspicion," " Bleak House,"
Darby and Joan," and " Nothing

ON

''

'

F.lse

In

Matters."

Comedy Films.

^A^I'Ali
of

vampire and

a special study
charactor parts,

films.

She
is
a
keen
sportswoman and an
expert swimmer.
Apart from this

are not quite new. but cut well <md worn
well, thev will screen success-

and carried
fully."
It was

Miss
Douglas who brought
the fashion of painted gloves into this
country.
She recently flew to Paris in search
of Sim frocks, and brought buck with her
a pair of long evening gloves, painted
with
little
a
neat
design
halfway
between the elbow
and wrist.
This
fashion was designed by an enterprising

French manufacturer who specialises in
novelties.
Another pair had a silhouette
ot a black eat, in velvet, ncatl} - stitched
on to the cioth.

keen

she

takes

interest
rowing, riding,

Trust.

golf.

a
in

and
Miss Douslas

Coquetry.

Likes the Motherland Best.
POSSESSED of a charming personality, Miss Douglas stands 5 ft. 7
in.
Her hair and eyes are darkbrown, which are set off by a healthy

many others who have spent
years in the colonies. Miss Douglas
not anxious to return to the land of
the Southern Cross.

Like

many
is

.

sport,

lies

are worn.
If they

out. door complexion.
,_,

Miss Douglas has also appeared in

comedy

Much

clot

LEAL DOUGLAS

moon."

Sorrow.

'

to

d c pends
on h o w

-

o r s
1 1 o n ey

o

FILM

crowd work
have at least
three or four evening, afternoon, and
dinner gowns, besides walking costumes,
'hats, and other smart clothes and
shoes, which they may need at a
moment's notice.

Miss

and

A

nick-nacks, in a year.
" Even girls who do

old friend. "__

Douglas's earliest
.•ppenrance- on the Australian stage
was as Barbara Hare in " East Lynne."
Other plays in which she appeared
were "The Brass Bottle,"' "A Lovely
"Liar." '"The Dawn of a Tomorrow,'"
of

feel.

•

a small place," sny =

" and

Miss "Douglas,
-till

as she would

Big Consideration.

actress needs more clothes
than some people imagine. No
frock is ever worn in mnr
than one film, and that often monn-i
that an nctress has to provide almost
fifty each
of dresses, hats, boudoir
gowns, innumerable shoes, and other

starred in the film.
"

dressing

important as
acting, and make-up frocks that
suit me off the screen are hardly any
use for my work.
Colours that look
simply superb often photograph hadlv.
Evcryraiag films black, white, or
grey, and often the most hideous
colours photograph the best under the
senrchins <rlnrc ol the studio litrhls.
"In dressing a part there is not
only colour, cut, and style to remember, but also the kind of (lollies
your film character would wear if she
were a live person.
Wearing Ihe
clothes she would wear helps you to
is

ment

The World

You

Tell."

If

you want to write her, address
your letter
:

MISS LEAL DOUGLAS,
c o

Oarrick Theatre,
Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.

She
to

determined

is

settle

down

in

the Motherland, although it is quite
likely that she may
mako several short
trips

abroad

holidays.

for

Contempt.

—

—
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"Manacled By Money.

playing, was quite enough to bewilder a stouter
heart than his.
\nd then she suddenly saw him there, shrinking against the door, a strange, dark figure in the
>'ig dressing-gown.
The violin stopped with a squeak, and the girl
stood petrified.
It would be difficult to say
which of them was the most afraid.
It was Grace who found her tongue.
Please, who
who are you ? " she said.
At the sound of her voice Which had trembled,
Arthur Weston recovered himself.
The person, whoever she was, was flesh and
blood, moreover, she was afraid.
" What are you doing here ?
How did ycu
enter ? " he demanded.
1

—

Oh,

mo

it

is

You do

!

Mr, Weston
How you startled
look strange with that long coat

moment you must

The relief in her voice was noticeable.
" And may I ask how and why you came ? "
He bowed towards her ironically.
" 1 thought you and your servant must be
away. Wo came and sang carol-, and the house
was all so quiet. I do hope you will forgive
in'-.
I
used to spend so many Ohristmases
here in this very room, and J thought I would

to see it just once again.
It seems so
strange, nothing appears to have been altered.
It is such a dear old room, and holds so many
liko

happy memories for me."
There was such a note of feeling and sincerity
in tho girl's voice, that Arthur Weston began to
feci that she spoke just as she really felt, and for
first

time for a very long ti'mo he

felt

a

i:limrner of interest for someone beside himself.
"
young thing like you should not bother
with the past," he said.
"It is not. .until we
have lost all that makes life worth while that

A

we have memories.''
The last words were uttered under his breath.
Grace went forward and placed a gentle hand
on his arm.
" Mr. Weston,' she said, in* her low, clear
voice, " I was very frightened just now when I
found I was not alone ; but now I am glad that
1 have seen you, I have so often wanted to speak
to you.
I met. your servant once back ih the
summer. Did he tell you ?
Arthur mumbled something inaudible. Ho
was wondering how the girl had got in. Tho
question worried him.
Grace went on talking.
'.'

She was thinking

man beforo
the moonlight, and ill.
Christmas-time. Couldn't

entirely of the

He looked ghastly

her.

in

'Mr. Weston, it is
yen try and bury your grief
lather, is getting old, and he
your attitude towards him.

very dearly, as did wo all.
bygones bo bygones, and
again

1

be so pleased."
She paused, and her eloquent eyes finished
the sentence for her.
Arthur hesitated.
" You really think vour father would like to
see me to-morrow ? " he said.
" I am quite sure of it " cried the girl eagerly.
!

Arthur Weston drew a deep breath.
''
Then you can teli your people I will come."
" That is right."
The girl held out her hand

"

for a time

?

My

very deeply
loved Jessica
Could you not let
be friends with us
feels

Ho

?

Tho man looked down

at hor, but tho words
that trembled on his lips were not uttered.
Quite suddenly it came to him that he. was
acting foolishly by shutting himself entirely
away as he had been doing. Ho had only that
evening been deploring the fact that four more
years must pass before he could make a move,

but he had overlooked the Rev. Ferguson.
Ho
realised that by avoiding him he was hut placing
fresh difficulties in his path for the future.
" Did your father ask you to come and say
this to me ? " ho asked in a low voice.
" No.
No one knows I have come here, and
that reminds me, I must get bac k or I shall bo
missed.
But I know father and mother, too,
would be very pleased if you would conio and
lake dinner with us to-morrow."
" 1 can't do that.
I am a very poor men
now, Miss Ferguson. I should not bo ablo to
return your parents hospitality.
1 keep no ono
with the exception of that old man you saw," he
added quickly, with a suspicious glance at his
companion..
Hut Grace was thinking only of his words.

in the

frank manner

characteristic of hor.
" The trap w ill call here, then, at six o'clock

sharp."
let it lie

in his clasp.

" Six- o'clock 1 w ill bo ready," he said gravely.
Grace turned to go. Arthur walked by the side

Outside the room the girl stopped.
,
is very dark out here, we should have a
light,
she said laughingly.
"'
How did you get in ? " asked Arthur, unable
to control his thoughts -any longer.
The girl ignored the question.
Out here on the landing "in the dark, a sudden,
nameless horror had swept over her, she remembered the last time she had stood in the darkness
on these stairs. Then Cecil Rae had been but a
few paces away, Cecil Rae who had that very
night met his death.
At all costs she felt she could not tell Arthur
Weston of the secret passage, that knowledgo
belonged to Harry.
It was his home, despite all

of her.
" It

'

the

wills.

"Where are you going-?' called Arthur as
she began to descend the stair.
Grace managed to force a little laugh.
" I came in by one of the windows, hut 1
thought you would let me out properly through
the door."
" Yes yes of course."
He followed her down, and with the aid of a
match found the great rusty bolts. A few
minutes later and Grace stood outside.
"Good-bye and thank you," she said with a
" Don't forget to-morrow at
cheerful nod.
six." And then with her violin tucked under her
arm, she sped nwny like a wraith.
Arthur watched her go, then after carefully
bolting the door again, ho made his way cautiously into tho kitchen and secured a candle.
Then with tho light held high he made his tour
Every window was carefully
of tho house.
examined and tried. From the cellars to the attic
he made the pilgrimage, but every window was
carefully and firmly bolted as he had tlroughft
At the final window he placed. tho candle on
tho ledge and looked around, while a fearful
expression passed over his face.
" Curse all w omen " he, mutterod, under his
She lied "
breath.
She lied
There was no sleep for Arthur Weston that

— —

!

!

!

night.

He remembered
castle was no longer safe.
Cecil Rao had somehow found an entrance.
had worried him nt tho time, but Cecil Rao
was dead. Graco Ferguson also knew tho
secret, and sho had lied to him rather than confess.
Did this look like friendship t
His first impulse was to refuse to go after all
on tho morrow, and then almost immediately
Ho must go. The rector
lie changed his mind.
knew the truth concerning tho will, and his
daughter she also was dangerous, she know how
to enter his stronghold. Ho must make a way
His

how
It

to

Christmas story

to

make her

tell.

A

Christmas Surprise.

radiant and triumGRACE* FERGUSON,
into the family gathering,

phant, broke
which was comfortably seated round the
lire in the pleasant old rectory sitting-room.
Mrs, Ferguson was reading a pretty little

SPECIAL THIS WEEK!

GIRLS' CINEMA."

New Serial
" A GAY TIME WITH A MISER'S GOLD.
FANCY DRESS ON THE FILMS.
Splendid

All the usual features.

OUT TO-MORROW -2d.

children

1920.

before

they

went to bed.
Pleasant thoughts of Santa Claus were running in their childish heads, but they all glanced
up eagerly when Grace darted into their midst.
She was not usually an excitable person.
"My dear, where have you been?" asked
Mrs. Ferguson, glancing up from her book.
" We have all finished dinner long ago.
No one
could think what had become of you."
" 1 have been talking to Mr. Weston," announced the girl, her eyes glowing with excitement. "He was quite nice, but looks awfully
ill.
Mother, I invited him to dinner to-morrow-,
and he has promised to come."
" Well, that is delightful
Poor fellow
I
am glad. I often have thought of him, ami
wished he would see us.
But how did you
manage it ? "
Grace went into a few details, but she did
" She was playing carols,"
not tell her secret.
!

!

sIjc said.

Mrs. Ferguson, her motherly face one wreath
nodded her appreciation.
" Well, go and have your dinner now. Cook
promised to keep it hot for you," she said as
she returned to the book. " Your father will be
pleased when he hears your news."
Grace went into the dining-room.
The maid glanced round as she entered.
" Miss Grace, how happy you look " she
" Did you meet him ? "
cried.
" Meet whom ? " asked the girl.
" I havo
of smiles,

!

been to Groystone Hall to see Mr. Weston. He
is coming here to dine to-morrow."
Xhe maid gave a startled little cry.
" Oh, miss
But surely you have seen
someone else besides Mr. Weston ? You met
someone on tho road, perhaps ? "
" No, I don't think I did.
I don't remember
seeing anyone.
Why, what is the matter ?
-

!

What

wrong I"

is

—

" Nothing, miss at least, I hope not. After
Mr. Weston is a very nice gentleman,
though he do behave so strange."
" What are you talking about ? " cried Grace.
" 1 don't understand."
For answer the maid cauio nearer, and. from
the girl's soft hair she took the spray of mistletoe
" I was only thinkine of this, miss," she said,
" Do you mean to say you
half apologetically.
had forgotten it ? "
Grace began to laugh, but she had to admit
that the laugh was a failure. Tho same feeling
of torror that she had experienced as she stood
nlono with Arthur Weston on the darkened
sUiirs suddenly swept over her again.
" Oh, whatever made ine go ? " sho murmured helplessly under her breath.
all,

(Another instalment

The "GIRLS' CINEMA.''

in next

Monday's "

Picture-

Show.")

— That

DO YOU KNOW?
Marguerite Clark's father, A. J. Clark,

was a prominent merchant
~

*

•

of Cincinnati
*

?

— That
name

the second initial in Cecil B. de Mille's
stands for Blount ?
*

*

— That

•

the father of Geraldine Farrnr was 0
professional baseball player ?
*
»
*
-v
That Elsie Ferguson was born in New York,
*
August 19th, 1883 ?

—

*

*

— That Raymond Hatton made

•
his first appear-

ance in pictures for Mack Sennet
Russian in a mob ?
*

— That

*

t

,

as an old

*

at the ago of six. Vivian Martin was
playing with Richard Mansfield in " Cyrano de
Borcerac t "

— That

*

•

•

Charles Ray„takes a keen interest in

electrical

experiments
*

?

*

*

That Henry B. Walthall was born on a cotton
plantation in Alabama in 1878 ?
«

*

44

the

25th,

,

Arthur Weston took the hand and

!

thing on.
I thought for the
be a ghost."

Ike

" Surely, Mr. Weston, you know us bet ter
than that," she said. " Neither mothernor father
w ould dream of expecting you to ask them back.
Do not, please, let such a thonght as this keep
yen away. Do say you will come ?- Father.
know, will send the trap for you. We should all

December

*

— That Bryant Washburn can trace
to the thirteenth century

— That
recent

»

»

— That

*

probably his most noted

memory

is

Moody, the famous
»

he

is

also a writer

?

his ancestry

?

his great uncle,
revivalist ?
»
»

relative

of

Dwight L.

an accomplished swimmer and

.
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A Man Who Has Travelled.
MR. STEWART ROME, the fatuous

Broadwest star, told me the other afternoon that
work
since
screen
lie has been engaged in
He spent some time in Australia and lias

1012.

bod many adventures.
.Mr. Rome has done quite a

lot of legitimate

stage work, and lias
travelled through India and China. Then,
" I gave up the stage
for a time," ho said,

and

went back to
I took up
some land and started
inciand
farming
I

Melbourne.

dentally

lost

"

had

all

1

.T&ti.

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS
Comes Out.

Personality

ON

sonality

it must be very difficult for anyone not
hav ing some knowledge of the technique of the
stage to launch forth and start off straight away
in film work.
I think I should have been nervous in taking up cinema work had 1 not had

training for the legitimate stage ! It certainly
gives one confidence, and confidence in one's self
is a tremendous aid to success."

Hazel Mary
followed a
THEN
period of very

hard work, in
fact," he added smil"
ingly,
I spent nine
months doing real
had to turn my hand to
even took a job as a

Klronuous labour, and I
;ill
kinds of things. I
waiter, but I only fulfilled that role for three
weeks.
After working my passage home on a
boat I landed once again in dear-old England.
Then 1 returned to an old love films. I
joined the Hepworth Company, and I was with

—

i

hem

War

comes out.

!

Hard Work.

STEWART HOME.

said Miss Glynne, " perIt seems to me that

the screen,'

for three years.
!

the «ar burst upon us," Mr. Stewart.
THEN
Rome went on, " and of course joined
I

the Army.
After the Armistice I wan
stationed at Rouen, and it was whilst in this
own the Rroadwcst Film Company made me
mi oiler, which I accepted, and I have dono a
great deal of screen work since I commenced to
play for them.
As far as I am concerned, I
infinitely prefer the screen to the legitimate
singe.
1 honestly think
that the real cinema
artiste is born, not made
but of courso this
might easily become a matter of controversy.
l

!

MARY
MISSprivate

GLYNNE, who

life is

of course in
Mrs. Dennis Neilson Terry,

is tremendously proud of her little daughShe has the quaint names of Hazel Mary,
and when Miss Glynne is not busily engaged
with her art, she makes home her hobby.
1p

ter.

spite

of

Mary

Glynne's

—

—

Antiques and a Garden.

GLYNNE confessed a weakMISSnessMARY
for antique furniture and gardening.
She is extremely versatile. She played
'n " The Aristocrat " with Sir George Alexander,
and everyone knows the tremendous charm,
spirit, and pathos she put into her characterisation of " Tilly of Bloomsbury."
She also played

"The Angel in the House" with the late
H. B. Irving. Miss Glynne has already made as
great a name for herself in filmland as she has
done on the stage. She has played in the " Cry
for .Justice," "His Lost Defence," "Unmarried," and "The Hundredth Chance" (Stoll's).
Miss Mary Glynne
in

has now joined the
F a m o u 8 Players.

—

me

;

"

it

address.

create the artistic temperament, but it
a tremendous asset to bringing out the best
art.
I had done a certain amount of film
work in the States before I took it up in England.
was with Washburn in an Essanay produeion The Village Fool.'
I am very glad to have
done screen work in America the more ono
sees of life, the better one is able to depict it.

she
a cracked

great

"That's

me," she
" I always

for

laughed.
have luck when
break a mirror

'

—

I

I

;

GEORGE

K.

even broke one on
my wedding-day "

ARTHUR.

!

a Tennis Player.

my early life," Mr. Stewart Rome told
me, " my peoplo were most anxious that
1 should be a civil engineer.
J
made an
;ii tempt at that profession, but I simply couldn't
stand being indoors. An open air life has always
made the strongest appeal to me there's nothing
like it
J Climbing
is
hills
one of my
IN

—

!

favourite hobbies,' so

my

producer tells me,
because 1 revelled in
the exterior parts

all

of

'

The Long Gay

Having

Road.'

readied the top of a
hill one morning, without my make-up box.
whilst my producer
was explaining to my
dresser where my caso
was, I sprinted back
for it, thoroughly enjoying the chance of

some

more

exercise.

When

tures cannot be indulged in,

1

such advenkeep fit with ten-

Rome

and walking." Stewart
Newbury, Berkshire.

nis

is

a native of

A

Great Find.

QUITE

the greatest find in British filmland
is Mr. George K. Arthur, who is playing
" Kipps."
The production of Mr. H. G.
Wells's famous book as a film is being done by
their
magnificent
Stoll's, at
Cricklewood Studios,
under the direction of Mr. Harold Shaw.
George K. Arthur joined the East Surreys
when he was sixteen years of age and ten months,
" I went
in fact immediately on leaving school.
into the ranks in the Cadet Battalion at Oxford,
and later got gazetted and came out of the
Army in January, 1919. Two months beforo
that date," Mr. Arthur said with his humorous

First Film.
is just over a year ago since I started my
Mist film,
His Last Offence,' " Miss Mary
Glynne said reflectively, the other morning.
" And 1 like screen work immensely.
Of courso
naturally enjoyed the Success of 'Tilly of
Hlooinsbury,' but although ho legitimate stage
is tremendously
fascinating, a long run of a
popular piece is apt to become monotonous."
'

I

t

STEWART ROME

.

I had made up my mind what to do,
and that was to go on the stage. But my
family had other ideas for me. They wanted
me to become a chartered accountant, but. it
was the stage I longed for, and I regret to say,

smile, "

greatly against my people's wishes, I decided
upon the career of my heart. My father has
now, however, become reconciled to my choice.
spent three terms at Lady Benson's School,
1
and since then I have found how much I owe to
her excellent tuition."

Pastoral Plays in Wales

MADE my

debut in pastornl plays at Llandudno, NorthAVales. I played in Twelfth
'

Night,'

Dream

'

and tho

Midsummer Night's
Taming of the Shrew,' anil
the

in
'

"

'

never made up for this wonderful out -door
I
performance. I was called Non Props Arthur
by my artiste comrades.
My real chance camo when I wns acting ot
Mr. Harold Shaw, the
tho Surrey Theatre.
well-known producer, had arranged with an
agent to see me.
as

'

'

m
IwwnK

lrr<,s ' sllble

Kite

II

Hilary Tollrey Kite,
the wandering
knight ot the ro*d,
In
the Bro»d»eit
dim.

—

I

Her
IT

her

is

mirror.

luck

I

MARY GLYNNE.

Islington,

During our

showed mc

in

An Engineer and

Pro-

Pool

conversation

is

i

British

and that
a
cannot

a.sset to

'

told

I.asky

ductions,
Street,

Experience and Art.
r X l'ERI KNCE is a tremendous
man," Mr. Rome

fairy-like

ethereal,

daintiness and she looked like an exquisite
flower the other morning one felt she possessed
a very vivid and sincere personality.

(STEWART

ROMEI
1L
-JF

r
I

and Crook
rerklm lEKKEST
SPALDING), whom
he meets in * common lodging home.
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commenced

the screen, so I

/3&yew
ABOUT YOUR OWN

AND

GOSSIP

"
'

You're just the

How

" I

?

'

hoped you were five foot four
" I was just turning off to go out
when a man called out
!

'

of the

you're not five foot seven

I say,

" I

room

'
!

and

was immediately measured,
height was five feet and a half

my

!

"

the Army at the outbreak of war,
Canada, and came over to Kngland.
went to France, was badly wounded, mid

On

following Monday
test for screen work,

I
was put
and I joined
up straight away to play 'Kipps' for a Stoll

the

thVough a

in

I

later turned over, us I

'*
I always thought," George K. Arthur confided, " tliat 1 was about five feet seven, and I
told him so.
" ' No good, then,' he retorted, ' too tall ; f

*'

JOINED

want,' said he.

\vc

fch'ap

'

you

are

tall

production.
" Later we went

really a B :i man.
" Before getting out

was

of the

Army

was

I

in

charge of the Canadian Khaki" College,

where men were
trained in the art of
public speaking."
Shortly
after Mr.
McDonald's discharge
from the Service lie
wrote " Wisp of the

Woods," and now he
the famous Broad-

is

-

down to Folkestone to do
after a picture show one
night some of the scenes in 'Kipps' were run
I have never been
oil on the screen privately.
I was sick with anxiety
so nervous in my life.
Seeing myself for the first time on the screen
was a much worse feeling than a first night

west producer.

PAULINE JOHNSON.

some, exteriors, and

!

show on the legitimate

"Don't Try

Act

to

stage.

"
!

EVELYN BOUCHER assured me the
MISSother
afternoon that the great art of screen
work was to be perfectly natural. " Don't
or all the subtle effects,
try to act,'' she smiled,
which are so valuable to the cinema artiste, will
be lost."
Miss Boucher is one of those fortunate mortals
favoured by the gods. She has beauty and
temperament, and is at her very best in vivid,
emotional scenes. Amongst the films she has
played in are " Diana and Destiny," " The

"The Power

of

" The

and

Right,'

Flames

Away

ON

M

see

i

"The

in

Gay

Road."

She

played a
also
leading part in a sot
of Milne Screen Come-

She

dies recently.
one of our

charming

is

most

EVELYN BOUCHER.

young

and at the moment
doing film work in France.

cinema

artistes,

A Cowboy in Canada
HAVE had most of my
I

of writing

!

other

the

broke o
in

picture experience

America " said Mr. Sydney Seaward,

in

up

I

it,

"

afternoon.

came home

the R.F.A.

to

After

I

Then

the

war

England and joined
had finished with

the Army I went back to America, but I didn
care lor it, and returned to England again ; and
since then I have done a great deal of film work
Mr. Seaward is a great
in my own country."
sportsman
he can ride, box, and swim.
" Before I became an actor," he said, " I was
a cowboy in Western Canada, but the loneliness
I love picture work,
was too great for me.
because it gives a man his evenings, like an
ordinary business, and if a man is fond of his
fc

:

home

this

is

a tremendous advantage."

Mr. Norman McDonald,

PRODUCER
"

Broadwcst production
Road," passed the
Examination when
Cambridge
Cecil
Rhodes gave- the scholarship, and he studied
of the

The Great

Gay

" Later on," Mr. McDonald
years.
informed me, " I went off to America, and then
I produced quite
luck on the stage.
I tried
a number of screen plays, and also dramas for the
Then I went to Chicago^ and
legitimate stage.
there I met George K. Sporr of the Essanay
Company. I produced a picture called White
When
Roses,' and this was followed up by
Soul Meets Soul.' I produced for the Essanay
Company for three years. I was very tired
and worn out, and I thought T would take a
I
trip to California.
reached Los Angeles
intending to rest, but then I fell in with the
Selig people, and I could not resist the lure of
for three

my

'

1

of

London If

norm an

Q»/

RALPH FORSTER who
takes the part

°

S

Backus

'

Co., Ltd., who control the
rights for the United Kingdom,
present Stewart Rome in " The Great Gay
Road," by Tom GalJon. Adapted and produced

by Norman McDonald.
Mr. Hilary Tolfrey Kite (Stewart Rome) is a
rolling
stone, a wandering vagabond, with
nothing beyond his own wayward, whimsical
and fascinating personality. He meets Crook
Perkins (Ernest Spalding)
in
a
common
lodging-house.
Tolfrey Kite befriends him, protects him, and thus springs up_a curious friendship between the two men.
Sir Crispin Yickery (A. Bromley-Davenport)
is a fiery old martinet
he lives near London.
He is devoted to his pretty nieeo Nancy
(Pauline Johnson).
Unknown to her uncle she
is in love with Rodney Foster (John Stuart).
His aunt Azalea (Olga Riga) knows of the
romance, and rather enjoys assisting Cupid.
;

The boy ran away from homo and never

s s

played

who

Nancy
Great

is

Walturdaw
THEexclusive

years ago Sir Crispin Vickery had a
LONG
bitter cpjarrel w ith his only son Hildebrand.

John-

Pauline

she

The Great Gay Road.

The Impostor.

in France.
this page you
will

son,

for the

" Reality."

STARS

\
'

produce

Selig firm.

iJ>o«£— /3h&s-A
STUDIOS.

to

re-

turned. Broken-hearted and full of remorse,' every
night, by Sir Crispin's direction, a light is always
left burning in "the window for Hildebrand.
Kite and Perkins walk to London, and overhear this story, and they, intent on mischief,
enter the house.
They are discovered by Sir
Crispin and his old man-servant, Backus, who
declared that Kite, wlio makes no denial, is the
missing son, Hildebrand.
Tims Kite, and
Perkins are installed in the household.
But Kite, the vagabond, lias a sense of honour.
He falls a victim to the radiant charms and the

sweet and girlish beauty of Nancy.
For the first time he realises the bitterness
of the dross of life.
He decides to return to
the Great Gay Road, lie is ashamed of being an
impostor. He leaves
the house quietly
without one Word.

One

day Nancy
and imhim to return

meets him
plores

home.

He

resist

her appeal

loves her,

cannot

—

he
and so he

goes back once again
to be received as the
missing son.
Colonel Trigg, an
old friend with whom
Sir Crispin is always
quarrelling, recognises
Kite as an impostor.

He unmasks
Back

to the

SYDNEY SEAWARD.

him.

Road.

CRISPIN, having cherished the hope that
SIRthe
man whom he believed to be his son
would marry Nancy, is deeply wounded in
and in pride. Kite admits his identity,
leaves Nancy to Rodney, and sets once more..
Nancy does not know the truth. She elopes
with Rodney, but Sir Crispin does not forgive
her until her birthday and on that day a letter
of greeting arrives from Kite.
Kite and Perkins face the old battle together.
And then one day Perkins takes the Great. Road
to another world, and Kite, alone, faces the
spirit

—

setting sun, a wanderer, ever piodding onward.

Edith Nkpean.

Picture Show, December

A THRILLING COMPLETE STORY OF A MAN WHO LOST

HIS

25f/i,

1920.

MEMORY

THE DARKEST HOUR.
(SPECIAL TO THE "PICTURE SHOW."')
shadowy

and

shape,

There
c!o=ed with it.
was a short struggle,

aud then a

life-preserver
descended on Peter's

head with crushing force.
When he came to

I

memory.

no

The fact that the
house and surroundings
were strange to him
seemed to indicate that
he had no right to Iks
there, so Peter
his way out.

made

He wandered

into a

he
night,
all
himself, next

found
morning

opposite an employment
>
agencv.
The fact that he had

no money and was
hungry prompted Peter
to follow a

"

X/OU know I
Y practical.

but let us be
Neither you nor I could possibly
be happy in poverty.
Neither you nor I
have any money.
Peter Schuyler has enough (or
(en people therefore you must marry Peter."
Lee Austin, smooth, plausible, and utterly heartess, spoke iu a tone of finality.
Marian Dinsmore,
young, pretty, painfully poor though well-connected,
and almost as heartless as Lee Austin, frowned and
looked away from her lover, and glanced down at the
toes of her expensive French shoes.
The fact that the shoes were not paid for helped
her to realise, that Austin was right.
She 11 m -t
marry money. There was only one difference between
this precious pair.
In the, armour of Lee Austin's
love you, Marian

selfishness there was no Haw
he lived entirely for
himself.
Marian Dinsmore had one weakness she
really loved Austin.
" And if I marry Peter .Schuyler, what then ? "
;

—

asked Marian.
"Perfectly simple!" replied Austin.

"First of
all, you get him to settle enough money on you.
without any restrictions, to enable lis to live in
comfort aud luxury.
Then we will get rid of Mr.
Schuyler by making him divorce you. Could anything
"
be simpler

?

" You're right, Lcc," said Marian.
" It's our
only chance."
The fact that Peter Schuyler bad not even yet
told her that he loved her did not trouble Marian
Dinsmore.
She had got him iu her net. and lie
bad no more chance of escaping from fur than
woidd a cat from a mouse if both were put in a hatbox. She looked across the crowded reception-room
to where Peter Schuyler stood talking to his Mend.
Dr. Robert Culver.
Peter Schuyler was a fine specimen of manhood.
Ruggedly handsome, tall, powerfully built, and
upright, his character was in keeping with physical
make-up. He was not in love with Marian Dinsmore.
but he was fascinated with her.
He was one of
those big-hearted, boyish men who believe all
women are pure and good. Marian had not experienced any difficulty iu handling him from the
lirst, and, before Peter knew where lie was, their
relationship had come to that stage when people
were saying
" I expect we shall soon hear of Peter and Marian
being engaged."
Marian made Peter propose that night.
She chose the garden of their host's house for
the stage, and with a moment or so of moonlight, a
bower, and an uplifting of her really handsome
eyes, she got Peter to say there could never be
another woman in the world for him. The engagement was announced the next day.
Those who
did not know Marian said It was a good match
(hose who did said, " Poor old Peter "
It was Fate, in the shape of a burglar, that spoiled
Marian Dinsmorc's game.
A few nights before the marriage, Pclcr was
sitting alone in his flat.
He had let his servant off for the evening, and
was just thinking of going to lied, when he heard a
noise in the next room.
As he entered, lie taw a
:

*

.

;

I

number

men who were

to get a'job.
Louis Marcotte, foreman cf the Columbia

;

;

ttitaorapi.)

as Peter,

of
trying

Lumber

Company, who was badly wanting men

for

Ids

lumber camp, noticed the powerfully built figure
He signed for
as Peter stepped up to the desk.
the clerk to engage him.
" Want a job ? " said the clerk.
" Yes," said Peter.
" Right you're engaged by the Columbia Lumber
"
'!
;

What's your name
"That's the strange thing about

Company.
"

I

"

don't

know who

I

it," said

can cook and mend for him, but he has no real
"

love for

me

!

John Doc
lie

felt

that this was only too true, but

refrained from expressing his thoughts. He had
use for Joe Bouvier. and he felt that, sooner

or later, he would come in conflict with the manager
and his bullying foreman.
It was to be sooner than he thought.
He parted
with Justine at the entrance to the offices of the
company, and went to draw his money.
Bouvier was in the pay-bos, and he handed John
his envelope with a scowl.
John Doe took no notice of the scowl, but he
stood at the window while he counted his money.
There was a shortage of five dollars.
" There's a slight mistake here. I'm five dollars
short," said John.
" Shut your face and get out, or I'll throw you
"
clean out of the place
" You can have a try to do that, but here I stay
till my envelope is reinforced to the extent of fiveI

park, but got moved on
bv a policeman. After
walking about the city

HARRY MOREY

Not thn* I shall ever see one. My uncle;
thinks only of himself. I am useful to him because
cities.

ne searched his

—

I

The
was.
blow had injured some
part of his brain, and
snapped the chord of

who he

pockets, but the burglar
had already done that,
and there was not a
scrap of paper or a
visiting card to show
who he was.

as Justine and

thoughtfully.
don't prefer you as
"

himself, he had no knowledge of where he was

or

JEAN PAIGE

" I don't know whether I
you arc an unspoilt child of
Nature
" I don't know whether you mean that us a
compliment or not," said Justine. " But although I
have been very happy in the woods, I feel I ought,
to know about the things that happen in the big

added

Peter.

am."

drinking, that man. killing whisky or
hitting the pipe
said Marcotte, in an aside to
the dork. "Sign him on in some name. Whether
Nothing
it 's whisky or opium, he'll soon get over it.
like the woods and hard work to bring a man round."
" You're lucky " said the clerk, looking up at
" Looks to me that you're more fit for the
Peter.
Lug-house lunatic asylum than anything else!
Yuur uaiue is John Doe. Sign here and wait outside.-"

Been

!

!

dollars " remarked Jobu.
Witli a bellowing roar. Bouvier rushed out from
!

the office. He was a burly man, probably two stone
heavier than John, and he had never yet been
beaten in the fights he had forced on the men who
had dared to complain that they bad been robbed.
Whirling his huge lists, he rushed in like a mad
bull.
A heavy upper-cut, which loosened several
teeth and made his head sing, brought him up with a
jerk; and. before he could recover, Johmsent in a
line straight left that landed right on the tip oi
Bouvier's nose.
The manager essayed another rush, aud thitime John let him come in, and, seizing him with
neck and leg hold, he threw him heavilj* to the
ground. The fall took all the fight- out ot Bouvier
andy cursing and making threats, he retired Into
the office. Thrusting a five-dollar note through the
pay-window, he lifted his battered face to Jolm.
There ain't
You'll be sorry for this, Doe 1
room on this location "for the man wljo makes an
:>

enemy

of Joe Bouvier
Y'ou can try to scare somebody else with that
" All I want
said John quietly.
kind of talk I
you to understand is that If there is anything short
in ray pay euvelope again, I sliall give you a hiding
before I give you a chance to nnke the money
"
good
As John walked away, Justine came running
towards him.
" Oh, it was great, John
I saw it all. I've often
wished that I was a big man like
that I
" you, so
coidd give him a real beating np
" Young ladies, mustn't talk about fighting "
said John, with mock severity. " But I don't irrmd
admitting to you, Justine, that I was glad of the
chance to give your uncle a lesson. He bullies aud
robs the men shamefully.
1 wish you were not
"
with him. One day, soon
John Doc broke ptt quickly. He was going to
say that he hoped Justine would think enough o( him
marry him, but the thought
I o leave her uncle and
that had stopped him from declaring his love on
I

!

!

!

A

John Doe.

!

MONTH

Jiad passed since Peter Schuyler
had signed on for the Columbia Lumber
Company. He had taken to his new occupation
so well that he was now one of the best lumberjacks in the camp. He had no knowledge that he
Was any other than Joint Doe, for the past was
still a sealed book to him. 15ut he had been assimilatOne was
ing the things that hedged his new life.
that Louis Marcotte was a bully, that he was hand-inglove with Joe Bouvier, the manager, who robbed
the men of some part of their earnings every time
they were paid
and that Jnstino Bouvier, the
manager's niece, was the prettiest and sweetest
girl he had ever seen.
He was thinking of Justine one afternoon as he
went to draw his pay for the week. Peter was thinking
*o hard that he never noticed that the object of
his thoughts was seated in a tree under which ho
;

had

to pass.

Justine was more than pretty; she was beautiful.
soft brown hair and delicately moulded
oval face, slight girlish figure and happy smile, she

With her

would have made an idea! model for a wood nymph.
A piece of bark, deftly dropped on John Doe's
head as he passed under the tree, awoke the lumberman from his day-dreams.
He shook his list playfully as he noticed Justine.
" That's a nice way of greeting a friend " he said.
The girl slipped down the tree and came up to
him with a smile.
!

" 1 want you to teach mo to read and write,
" 1 can do both a little, hut I
John," she said.
have never had a teacher, and there arc some things
1 can't understand.
You will be my schoolmaster
"
won't yon, John t
" You' know I'd do anything in the ivorld for you,
" 1 think you are
Justine," said John tenderly.
Quite, right to want to improve yourself, Justine.
When you go out in the world, >ou will have to be
educated, and it is just as well you should start now.
I cannot understand your uncle not .-ending >ou to a
school or getting you a teacher.
Although," he

occasions earlier in the day tame into bis
He did not know who he was. It was possible
was already married. Something told him
be wasn't, but until his recollection of the past
retnrnetl he could never be certain.
" Y'ou bad better be careful now, John," said
Justine anxiously. " My unelo will nctVr forgive you.
He- and his ugly fricud. Louis Marcotte, will try
"
to get revenge oy some under-hand means !
" Don't you worry, Justine," said Jolm, taking
the girl in his amis. Then unable to restrain bis
Justine clung to him, and
love, he hissed her.
looked up into his face with a wonderful light in her
" I was just wishing you would kiss mc,
ryes.
John." she whispered, so John kissed leer again.
You know I love you. Justine." be said, " but
You know
I wonder if I have the rigbj. to tell you.
that I have no recollection of my past life. It may
be that I am married."
" Don't say it, John.
Don't say It." said Justine
putting her tiny hand over bis mouth, " I feel
that you just belong to me. There couldn't have
been another woman. I loved you the first time I

many

mind.
that

lie

met you."
As the two lovers walked slowly inwards tlm
woods, Jolm saw Mr. James Nelson who was the
owner of the company, beckoning to him.

" There's the boss, Justine," be said. " I will seo
von later."
As he came up to Mr. Nelson, the latter put out
" Just walk with me to my office, Doe "
bis band.
" I've got something important to say to
lie said.
you." Once Inside the office, Mr. Nelson carefully
(Continued on page Iff.)
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WONDERFUL GOLDWYN FILM
AKTHBOUND,"

by
the novel
King has been wonderfully
Goldwyn
Comfilmed by the
pany, and it is very interesting at the
Basil

present time, in view of the discussions
on spiritualism.
The film has had a very successful run at
the Covent Garden Opera House, London,
will shortly be seen in the provinces.
There is a splendid cast to this
photo-play which includes, Wyndham
Standing, Naomi Childers. Billie Cotton,
Alahlon Hamilton, Flora Revalles, Alec B. Francis,

and

Lawson Butt and Kate
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Lester.

(WYNDHAM

STANDING), whose spirit is wandering among the acquaintances ol his past life, when
Nicholas Desborough
uave been striving to reach a higher plane, at last discovers, through the words of the pastor, this great mistake.
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(Conti ued from

THE DARKEST HOUR
closed

the

"I've been

door.

some time, Doe, and

tag* 76

watching you

)

for

come

to the conclusion
There's somebody in
and I want you to help inc get
"
do you think
I've

that you're an honest man.
1

1

camp who

lis

isn't,

him or them. What
The owner pushed over a

of this ?

John. It was
from the secretary of the company with which Mr.
Nelson had a large contract, and it enclosed a report
irom their inspector saying that when the logs they
had supplied came to be sawed at least fifty per cent
were brittle and worthies*, and unless this state of
attain was at once remedied the contract would be
cancelled.
" But I

letter to

understand

can't

this, sir " said John.
right."
" There isn't any better in the country." said Mr.
" But. what lias happened is that it has
Nelson.
been doctored. There's Iota of ways of rotting
u'ood sound timber after it has been felled or even
before.
What has happened is that some rival
company has bribed some of my men to doctor the
limber, so that they can get the contract when I have
lost it.
You arc always in the woods and I thought
you might le able to find the guilty parties. If you
(an do this for mc you will not find'mc ungrateful"
" I will make it my business to find out. sir " said
John. " But please don't talk of reward. I deem
it my duty at all tiuie* to look after the interests
of

"

The timber

my

is all

employer."

In the Night.

SEVERAL

days passed

and John kept a sharp

look out for any signs of the timber being
doctored, but he discovered nothing.
Every
evening now, Justine came to his cabin for lessons
in reading and writing, and it was astonishing how
nuickly she improved.
The girl had onlv one
trouble now.
Louis Marcotte wanted to marry her,
and had begun to pester her with his attentions.
Naturally Bouvier favoured Marcotte. especially
»hen he found out that Justine was in love with Jolui.
but neither his threats nr.r entreaties could bring

Justine to his

way

He would have

of thinking.
tried lone

Justine,

One- night he saw Bouvicr and Marcotte skulking
along, and he followed them.
They went to a place
which had been marked for the next cutting of
limber, and stopped before a giant tree.
Marcotte rut a siiuaic of bark from the tree and
Lhen, taking an angur he bored a hole in the trunk.
Into this hole he Shoved some rag which had been
dipped in seine kind of liquid:
They doctored
several trees in this fashion, and then 'made their
way back to camp by a roundabout wav.
As soou as they had gohB, John went to the
doctored trees and lock out the pieces of rag. They
were soaked w ith some powerful acid.
Late as it was he made his wav to Mr. Nelson's
•llicc. which the owner also used as a cabin,
and
alter telling his story he showed him the pieces of rag.
"That settles it," Said Mr. .Nelson. " I can't say
I'm surprised at the Identity of the scoundrels,
if
I'd been asked to name two men thev would have
been the two."
Early nest morning Mr Nelson went round to
liouviers cabin accompanied by John Doe.
LoUls
Marcotte was there, and in a few straight words Mi.
•

" The Curse of the Rayburns."
Desmond.
rTe.itern-lm.porl.)

A

Wll L1AM

human

shows
how a young clergyman who succumbed
interest.

It

to an inherited craving for drink is
brought back to his true manhood by a poor
girl pianist.
How this is accomplished is shown

mnny

in

line

scenes

and

stirring

situations.

Well acted.

" Making Her His Wife."

Vivian Martin-.

(Oaumonl.)

AN young

amusing

tnic-to-Iife domestic ploy.
A
society girl marries a handsome
tnun from the country. The whole story
bangs upon the word " obey," and the husbanil
endeavouring to mn!;e his wife domesticated.
Hut ho finds she has a wd! of her own. Ciood

entertainment.

I/Ce

The

Black

Gate."

Eabxe

Williams.

(Vitarjraph.)

ntar in nn
THEoncopopular
successful lawyer.

idler

it

he assumes

g'lilt

in a

certificate.

Something in Peter's heart told him that he was
not married to Marian, but since the chord of memory

had once more been broken, he could not deny the
evidence of the marriage certificate.
But Fate, that had played him so many unkindly
tricks, changed her cards.
As Peter was going back to his flat he met Justine.
She had come to New York to find him. and aftei
being insulted by a man, she had been taken to the
•
Salvation Army.
To Dr. Culver, to whom Peter look her, she told
the story of her marriage to John Doc in the timber

agreed with him.
For a time the two lived in the Vale of Content.
They were gloriously happy. John had been given
the position of manager by Mr. Nelson, and his salary
was more than adequate for their needs. They
lived in a little

Areadv of

their

own.

Then the blow fell.
Joe Bouvier and Louis Marcotte were, not the kind
of men to go away without trying to be revenged on
John Doe. But they decided to take no chances.
They did not intend to face hiin in the open. For
days they shadowed John Doe until at last they were
able to plan an ambush. John fonght valiantly .but at
last he M'as struck from behind and fell unconscious.

camp.
Dr. Culver, who had never liked Marian Dinsmore,
got a glimpse of the real story.
He decided that there was only one way to bring
back Peter's memory. He arranged to give a party
to which Peter was Invited and theu show in tableaux the incidents Justine described ending with
her marriage.
In the meantime he made inquiries,
and satisfied himself that 4 he alleged marriage between
Marian Dinsmore and Peter had never taken place.

When lie recovered he had no knowledge of Jolui
Doe. He was Peter Schuyler, and the only thing
that puzzled him was how he, the rich bachelor,
came to be dressed in the rough garb of a lumber-jack.
The last thing he remembered was silting in his
flat.
His work in the woods. Mr. Nelson, Joe
Bouvier, and even Justine lib wife, were wiped clean
away from the pages of memory.
He felt the bump on the bark of his head, and
then began to search his pockets. All he found
was a pipe, and some matches, and a great roll of

The tableaux were the last item on the interest inz
programme arranged for the entertaining of Peter

notes.

Greatly bewildered he made his way, by some
He bought a ticket for
to the station.
York, mentally deciding that when he got
there his Mentis would know how he came to be
dressed in the garb of a lumber-Jack.
Instead of going straight to his flat, Peter went to
the house of a friend.
It was the same man who had lieen his host
on the night Marian Diusinore had made him pro-

New

IKisc to her.

By that strange chance that rules the lives of all
Marian Dinsmore and l<cc Austin were in the
next room when Peter came in the library with his

of us.

friend.
" Peter Schuyler

" gasped Marian.
" I'll
" Pull yourself together " hissed Austin.
this so that it will be good fun for l>oth of us.
Hush in to him and say Peter.
My husband
l'lav the tender wife act.
Sav you were married at
midnight I'll fix it with a Justice of the Pence, and
get a forged marriage certificate."
!

!

fix

'

I

She rushed in
Marian was a consummate actress.
to Peter, and threw her arms round his neck.
" Peter." she sobbed.
Peter Schuyler looked
at Marian.
" Miss Dinsmore

!

first

at his friend

and thcu

" he said blankly.

"

" Not Miss Dinsmore. but Maria*, your wife
sobbed the artful schemer. " Don't you remember,
dear ? We bad a midnight marriage. You wild
you wished it kept secret, and there was one witness,
Mr. Ix?c Austin. Then alter the marriage you said
you wished to speak to the Justice of the Peace, and
Peter I never saw you again.
Where have you
been ? "

—
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Guide

but then meets the
desiro for fife, ho

PicturegoeM.

to
girl

is

he loves. With his
dilcmna. How tho

in a

makes

tanglo is unravelled
Fair production.

"stufi."

thrilling

"The Woman
Dennett.

A

(

in the Suitcase."
Paramounl-A rtrraft.

REMARKABLY

true-to

life

play.

Lmd
A

girl finds the portrait of a woman,
not her mother, in her father's suitcase.
In her attempts to get to the bottom of this,
she goes through many adventures, and in the
end shows her father the right way, and marries
her accomplice in adventure.

young

" Hawthorne the Adventurer."

Wallace

Reid.

(Paramount- Artcrajt.)
REID breaks the bank at
Monte Carlo starts a revolution in a
littlo kingdom, and finally wins the
hand of tho princess when she is no longer royal.

WALLACE

!

"

It

" Justine will stay here," he said quietly.
" We
are going to be married."
With many muttered imprecations the scoundrelly
pair slunk olf.
The next day, John Doe was married to Justine.
He had decided that whatsoever was behind the
veil of his past life, he would never more attempt to
lift it.
Eor him the present with its glorious possibilities of tlie future was cuough.
And Justine

new

(

of

remember."
was a cunning _plot.
Austin had got time to arrange with a Justice
of the Peace, over whom he had a hold, to forge a
certificate
of marriage.
When Peter went the
next day, everything was in order. The Justice of
the Peace sympathised with what he described a"
" Mr. Schuyler's unfortunate loss of memory'," and
showed Peter the forged copy of the marriage
will

in the kitchen.

John Doc stepped forward.

FILMS OF THE WEEK.
full

who was

instinct,

but he had too lively

a recollection ot what John Doc had done to him
before and he knew that would be a mere gentle
chastisement compared with what he would get it
be dared to lay a hand on Justine.
John kept pondering over the doctored timber and
at last he came to the conclusion that the work was
done at night time. Alter that he made a point of
walking in the woods every eveniug as soou as he
had finished with Justine's lessons.

STORY

Still bewildered, and not able to refute anything,
Peter could only say that the last thing he remembered
was a burglar coming into his flat.
" I think we had better let Peter rest," said Lee
" It is best he should stay here
Austin, coming in.
for the night, and to-morrow I will take him to the
Justice of the Peace.
When he sees the Justice he

Nelson told the rascally pair that their nefarious
work had been found out.
At first they loudly protested their innocence, but
when Mr. Nelson showed them the pieces of soaked
rag they changed their note and begged for mercy.
" I will give you till night to get out of the camp,"
" If you are not gone by thcu the
said Mr. Nelson.
fsheriff will have a word with you."
" Pack your things, girl," shouted Bouvier to

m\

and wnsier,

Tired of lifo,
storious murder.

A

romantic, amusing tale that provides the
star with ono of his best roles.
Dainty Lilu Leo
and a well-known cost support him.

'

Marian
Schuyler's guests on the night of the party.
Dinsmore and Lee Austin were there, and had congratulated each other more than onre on the success
of their scheme to get Peter in their toils.
When the curtain rolled up it was to show John
Doc's shack in the lumber camp, with Justine sitting
at the table and the doctor made up to look like
John Doc, with a book in his hand us if he were
teaching her.
As the curtain descended. Marian and Lee exchanged glances, and looked at Peter, who was
The curtain went up
staring as a man iu a maze.
again, showing "Joe" with his arm round Justine,
protecting her from two men made up like Bouvier
aud Marcotte. The third tableau showed the
marriage of " Joe " and Justine-, and for this scene
the doctor had sent for the real clergyman who had
performed the ceremony.
As the nut. mii went up for the la^t time, Peter
rushed forward.
The chord of memory liad been connected.
" Justine, my wife " he cried.
I

Marian Dinsmore and Lee Austin made an attempt
to bluff out the situation by producing the marriasie
certificate forged by the Justice of the Peace, but Dr.
CuKer was ready for them with a confession signal
by the Justice, saying that Lee Austin had bribed
him to commit the forgery.
" Aud 1
really Mrs. Doe. your wife," said
Justine, clinging to Peter.
" Not Mrs. Doe, darliug. but Mrs. Peter Schuyler '.
" Yours is the name that those two
said Peter.

am

Tin-re will lie some legal
tried to take from you.
formalities to go through but those will soon be done,
dear.
And to me >ou will alwa>s be Justine. Jtt-t
Justine."

{Adapted from incidents in the Tilwiraph photo-plan
featuring Harry Morep at I'rter. anil Jean J'uiyc tt«
Justine, by permission.)

" Impossible Catherine."
SOS.

A

Ynaoru

1'tAr.

(Pal'ir.)

MODERN

shrew anil how she

is

tamed

at

last by love is the story of this ino«c
wedding in mid-air is
aniu-iiig film.
ono exciting feature. Acting, production, and
photography are very good. The taming of
" wild eat " provides good fun.
t ho

A

" The Ever

Open Door."

AND DAPnKE

IlAvrortD

Hobbs

LESS. -{Ideal.)
R.SIMS' famous melodrama on the screen.
stirring
tale of
London's mixed
A
#
humanity, realistic, sympathetic, and
humorous by the man who " knows London
Excellently acted.
Should
backwards."
especially appeal to Londoners.
(J

G'

COMEDIES.
Parcel Post Husband."
oomeby. {Vitanraph.)

M

IRTHFUL

EabXe Mont,

from beginning to end.
fun in a country village.

Much

" Letty's Lost Legacy." Teddy EUirMos
an d II AHRY DEPr.
about nn artificial leg and tho trouMo
fjreat fun and excitement.
it caused,

ALL
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Film Actress

IS

1920.

WKo

Knows

an
WHEN
doing

interviewer found Irene Rich
her own gardening, and remarked
upon it, this talented film actress mado
an astonishing reply.
" If being a motion picture star means giving
up all the little homey things, then I would
tmost certainly give up my career instead."
Which only goes to show that Irene Rich is a
natural, unaffected girl who has not been spoilt
by her wonderful success.
!

'

'

I

i

The Value

of Little Things.
Miss Rich had clambered down
from the porch where she was tending
a vine, she enlarged on the subject
whiih had been started.
" I think happiness is the biggest tiling in
u
life," she said,
and I mean to fight for it every
step of the way.
I don't believe it makes much

WHEN

the Value of Little Things.

difference how much money you have, or hoyi
much publicity you get if you cease to value
the little things. That is why I don't want to
be famous if 1 am going to live a pampered life
and lose touch with the everyday world.
" If we forget to take pleasure in little things,

—

how
ones

are
"

we going

to appreciate

big

?

Her Strange

Collection.
has a strange collection
dozens of rusty old horseshoes
which are hung, points up, of
course, in the garage.

IRENE

She showed this curious collection to
the interviewer, and pointed out that
each shoe had scratched on it the date
and place where it was picked up.

—

!
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most

boxer of repute.
"

How

cried

Mac

do.

Mr.

I

alive

— —

"

is

!

about

it

What

is

modest as

"The

!

'

'

that

man who

star.

time in seeking
Mr. MacLaglen out, and begging him
for details of his exceptional film debut.
I

lost

little

Call of the

Road."
a

is

3 in.,

ft.

Christmas fills the air, and at
turn one encounters preparations
for its enjoyment, folk discussing plans,
people buying presents, and others hurriedly
selecting clothes for wear at festive gatherings.
Still, one cannot pass over the season of goodwill without a word upon household decoration.
Few houses tiro without their adornment at
Christmas time, although in many instances
scant attention is givon to its arrangement.
Uranches of holly aro placed behind pictures at

moment, poising above tho head
near them in perilous insecurity.

of

Flowers aro placed in vases in the most
haphazard fashion, and plants are poked away

:

i

corners.
Jt is a great pity, for all these
decorations go a long way to help the enjoyment
of all around.
If the surroundings are pleasing
to the eye, a sense of comfort and happiness is
imparted to the entire atmosphere.
Besides,
decorations are fairly expensive, so that it is
only right that a certain amount of attention
should be expended upon their arrangement.
in

care-

often
a 6pray of
(lowers is thrust info
tho wrong vase
to
bring out its beauty

—and then stood up
piece

furniture,
where its outlines
nre entirely lost, by
of

eing shown against
the broken lines of
jthcr objects.
I

"

The

lines

of

flowers and branches
aro very beautiful,

and they should be
given a simple", neu-

Flowers as a Picture.
is impossible to witness
IT big film without
noting

tral
background,
where their full value
may be displayed. A

the showing of any
the absolute oh arm
and perfection of tho furnishing schemes
Yet perhaps it has never erossed your mind to
note the beauty of floral decorations in these

jar

Do

lilms.
so in future, and vou will realise what
a world of difference careful attention to such a
makes to the appearance of a room.

will lose all its charm
when stood upon a

table

it make its own picture.
A bowl of
blossoms placed against a wall is as decorative
as a framed picture. A rase of blooms or branches

full

—

of

nick-

nacks
the
latter
varying in colour,
and clashing with

:

picture, let

chrysanthe-

a plain bit of wall,

Mary

Miles Minter, tho clever film star, who
is as artistic as she is charming, has decided
\ iews upon floral decorations.
This is what she
says
"Don't stand a vase of flowers in front of a

of

mums,
exquisite
when placed against

detail

ifeneibyti"

I

01

|

Sffig"
Home
*

Fashions.

No.
S9.122.

!

;

again.
•

" For the present 1 am remaining with
Mr. Davidson and Mr. Coleby, and am more
than grateful for the chance they have given me."

May

Heiuchei. Clarke.

—

Christmas Decorations The Artistry of
Arrangement - Care of Flowers

Floral

ALTHOUGH summer-time blossoms aro very
arc

as

on a. cabinet, n shelf,
or on the top of a
,

Mr. MacLaglen, " I entered the Inter-Thea«re
War Boxing Competition, and won it for the
officers at Aldershot."
" And what are your future plans ? " I asked,
rather breathless after this stirring recital.
" Oh, I'm going to remain in pictures "
was tho reply. " I like acting it comes quite
naturally to me, and then I can use my athletic
I shall always be an
abilities in my films.
athlete, but "never a proicssional sportsman
of

composed and

be

—

.

over America

placed with as direct
reference to its buckground, as is the
painting.
All too

fully

all

all

The Picture Girl's Coat.
monising position, leaving its background to
bhow it off to full advantage."

should

—

by boxing

jj

THE DRESSING-ROOM

spirit of

living

(where I spent ten years), and also by going
into tho real estate business.
" I next went to Honolulu, which 1 had
always longed to see, and then to tl»e Samoa
Islands, and finally to Australia, where I did
quite a lot in a sporting way. I then went to
India, Zanzibar, British East Africa, Portuguese
East Africa, Madagascar, and South Africa,
where 1 was at the time the war broke out.
" I joined the Army, and, to get right into
the big game, camc^to England, where I received
a commission in the 4th/t0th Middlesex regiment, for which, incidentally, I raised six
hundred recruits. Later, I vo'unteered for, and
was sent to, Mesopotamia, and finally became
Assistant Provcst-Mar^hal of Bagdad.
"When I returned to England,' concluded

?

0 «*»«£Sv£nf

THEevery

making a

as

;

NATURALLY,

sit

is

'

"I. Fell Into It!"

Career.

'

one to do with a

powerfully built
with a reputation for strength calculated to strike
awe'Tin the hearts of the most courageous.
Some idea of his strength may be gained from
the fact that he can pick a man up with one
hand.
In " The Call of the Road ' he hurls
one man out of a window and picks up another
and carries him on his shoulder without any
appearance of strain whatever. Yet it wa3 not
through tho opportunities it afforded for
athletic prowess that his initial film made the
It was something
greatest appeal' to him.
deeper than that.
" The story deals with a gentleman's son
who is turned out of his father's house," Mr.
The boy takes to the
MacLaglen told mo.
road, and there finds, a<= he never found among
surroundings of
his previous
luxury, life,
His happiness comes
adventure, even love.
with the commencement of his travels.
" That boy is like me. True, 1 did not leave
home under the same circumstances as he did
but, fired with a desire to taste life and adventure, I started upon my travels at the
early age of sixteen, and it has always been in
wandering tl at I have found ray greatest
happiness.

Think you can try ? "
" Well," said MacLaglen, <! I've tried most
things, and I'm willing to try anything once.'
"Very well." returned Davidson,
I've a
leading part for you in my next film, The Call
of the Road,' it you care to accept it.
Think
it over."
"
Well, MicLaglen
thought it over," and the
vip3hot of his thinking was that he accepted Mr.
Davidson's offer, with what sensationally good
results you all learned from your newspapers.
Victor MacLaglen is Britain's latest male

who

—

"

MacLAGLEX
MR. young
giant of 6

"

the last

I

!

all

WEST

first to America, and then, when 1
seventeen, to Canada, where, in
|
Halifax, I fell in with some American
prospectors.
These fellows and I put all the
money we had in pool, and went prospecting
Success
for silver in Cobalt, North Ontario.
did not attend us, however, and it was notion" before we returned to where we started
from, decidedly wiser.
" It was then that I decided to use my gift
of strength and general ability as an athlete.
In this I was
I went into the boxing game.
fortunate, and made enough in Halifax to put
me on my feet and get me out of the place.
Like the boy in the film, I took to the road,'

—

'

IN

well,

As He Was ToU

was

You see," he continued, with a twinkle
in his eye,
I've travelled an awful lot
been
in twenty-three countries— and I suppose that
has given me a certain amount of er cheek !
Anyhow, I did what I was told, and well,
it turned out all right.
1 guess that's all there

?

Davidson,

ages
The two fell inro conversation, during the
course of which Mr. Davidson asked his friend
whether he had ever seen the inside of a film
studio. -Mr. MacLaglen replied in tho negative,
whereupon the film manufacturer invited him
to spend a day down at his own studio.
The
invitation was accepted, and. what was more,
had startling results.
For it was during his
visit
to filmland, where
he expressed tho
greatest interest in everything he saw, that
the young sportsman received the oiler that,
was to change the whoie course of his career.
" Can you act
Mr. Davidson asked him
suddenly.
" Not guilty " wa; the immediate response.

movie

—
——

chap

" I

"

watching a match.
" Haven't
seen you
for

good-natured

Did*

An Adventurous

just fell into it
"

coming up to Mac1- a glen,
who wn3

V1CTOK MacLAGLKN.

Who

" Well," he said boyishly, *' I don't know
that 1 can explain exactly how 1 managed to
fill the part without any previous experience.
The role is a very big one, and, of course", I
found the work very strange at first.
But,
somehow, with the invaluable assistance of
the director, Mr. A. E. Coleby who is the

scene was the
National Sportthe
ing Club
characters I. Bernard
Davidson and Victor
MacLaglen, one
a
power in the British
film world, the other

1920.

VICTOR MACLAGLEN

BRITAIN'S LATEST MOVIE STAR
'HE

25</i,

the flowers.
" Treat each bowl
of bloom as a picture
and place it in liar-

Christmas Decorations.

beautiful,
and Christmas flowers
scarce, the latter are particularly beautiful

leud themselves admirably to artistic
arrangement.
Branches of coloured leaves,
sprays of holly and evergreen, intermingles!
with chrysanthemums form exquisite pictures
with very little trouble expended upon them.

and

Strings of holly berries, frosted leaves and
bunches of evergreens will be effectne
decoration for Christmas.
Remember that flowers arc like human beings
in that they need fresh air and fresh water daily.
To prolong thejr life, cut off n fraction of un
inch from the stem of each flower every day,
and if tho stem has a thick covering peel off the
This
covering or bark for a small distance.
enables the flower to absorb water more easily.
Flowers with thick petals should be removed
from the vase at night and placed in a bowl ot
water so that every part of them is immersed.
large

The Picture

Girl's Coat.

NIGGER-BKOWN vclonr cloth, with

collar of

boaver fur, accounts for the smart, big
coat worn by the Picture Girl.
Tho pattern is cut in Magyar fashion, with
double-breasted fronts that turn bock to form
There is an overlapping seam dovn
revers.
each shoulder, while a couple of buttonholeand buttons in tho rovers allow tho coat to
fasten right up to the throat when it is very
cold.

You can obtain patterns

of this coal in 34, 36,

and 40 inch bust sizes lor Is. each Irom
Picture Show " Pattern Dopt., 291a, Oxlord
A Dresskr.
Stroot, London, W. 1.
38,

"

—

Picture Show, December
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FINDING FAULTS IN FILMS
This competition is closed. The reason for this is
tbat the competition is not a fair one to thousands of
readers who have sent postcards which would win a
prize if thousands of other readers had not duplicated
their fault. For instance, about fifty readers sent the
following :
" In ' The Illustrious Prince,' featuring Sessue
Hayakawa, there is a scene in a London street, and
the road traffic is on the right, according to the American
rule."
A prize of 5s. cannot be divided into fifty parts,
hence disappointment to fifty readers.
There are
still thousands
and thousands of postcards to be
examined, and until these are examined prizes will be
awarded as promised, but no more should be sent for
the competition.
are always pleased to receive
notice of film faults, and shall continue the feature,
but not as a prize competition.

We

In

" In

Kentucky," Frank Lavs.on'3
shown wearing a wedding-ring.
awarded to C. Usher, 371, Harchills

Old

maiden aunt

is

Five"Shillings

Lane, Leeds.
Isobel Elsom in " Sweethearts " is an only
child living with her father, who is a widower.
Her father, not approving of her sweetheart,
sends him away. Later we see her waiting for
the return of her lover.
Her father is dead,
and she is living with a nephew of hers. Where

does the nephew come from ?
Harrow Road, Paddington, W.

— A.

Candler,

4,

2.

Tom

In " Thirty a Week," in which
Moore
features, his mother asks Tom's wife if she would
like to hear ".John O'Clamorgan."
The girl
icplies in the affirmative.
She "then goes over
to the

gramophone and puts on a record on
Mother Machree " can be

which the words
distinctly

'-'

— (Miss)
Park Road,

seen.

Kennington

May C. Smith, 91,
Kennington, London

S.E. 11.

In the film " The Boxing Cavalier," Georges
Carpentier and Florette set out to the Hotel
Anglais on an evidently powerful motor-bike,
with full speed ahead. Carpentier's valet also
starts out at the same time on an ordinary pushbike
and arrives at the hotel at exactly the
same time as his master. Lucy Hook, 81,

—

—

Ombcrsley Road, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
In a recent Bobby Vernon comedy, entitled
the Farm," Bobby, as the principal
actor, was being chased through an hotel in
lady's attire.
Standing outside was a motorcar, in which was a rather lavishly dressed
"

Down on

young man.
Bobby thought of a means of
escape in changing clothing with the individual
in the car, so,- pushing the young man right
inside, he got in himself, and when he emerged
in the other man's clothing he looked as if he
had been measured for a suit, although the man
was about ten inches taller, and decidedly
thinner about the shoulders.
5s. awarded to
C. Gilbert Williams, 44, Kingsway, Waterloo,

—

Liverpool.

In "The Mystery of 13," Francis Ford took
part as Philip and' .Ttm, twin brothers. His
ward is captured by the members of the 13,
tied hand and foot, and put in a shed.
The
shod catches fire, and his ward crawls to a trapdoor and drops into the water. When she drops
in the water her hands are tied behind her, yet
when she comes up again her hands are still
tied
in front of her.— 5s. awarded to G. E.
Hartshorn, 47, Ree Terrace, Dinnington, near

—

Rotherham.

.

This fault I found in a picture which featured
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair. The weak brother
of the heroine wits persuaded by a bookmaker
to enter for a race an old horse named Vagabond,
and to put on to it all the money he could. He
raised £400 on their house, but when the horse
was tried it could not run on a dry track but
while taking it through a muddy lane the horse
started to rear and kick.
The hero and heroine
then started to pray that it would rain, so that
they might have a chance to win on a wet track.
That night the rain poured down in torrents
and kept on during the whole night, and the
bookmaker and his gang were gnashing their
teeth for the hard luck that made it rain, and so
losing all hopes of their horses winning, for if
Vagabond won it would ruin them all. In the
morning the horses were taken on to the sodcl. n
track, but at every movement of the hor es'
hoofs clouds of dust rose, and kept rising all
the time during the race. This drew many
comments from people round about. 5?.
awarded to (Mrs.) W. Crone, 29, Brougl am
;

—

Street, Penrith,

Cumberland.

GEORGE WALSH in " The Dead
a strong drama of love and
revenge— another William Fox film.

With

Line,"

"
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my

gentlest manner.
Your sister Is mistaken
is the wife of Basil Sydnev, while Owen
married to Marie Polini.
G. H. (Hastings)— So you had a few words with
your friend and thought you would come to me for
help ? If you said that Leslie Henson and Harold
Lloyd are one and the same, you have lost hopelessly.
The former is an Englishman and the latter is

in

Doris Keane

Narcs

If

A

you want to know any0rin 7 about Rims or Film Player/*
.<

AN OLD WISH.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

find it

Once a twelvemonth, at
season o! the year, we greet each other with
old wish, just as generations ol Englishspeaking people before us have uttered it in years gone
by.
So many of our modern ways of greeting one
another tend to reflect the spirit of our times, that it is
good to think that here, at least, is something oldiashioned which we are not willing to abandon.
Nor is there any greeting, I think, which conveys
more of sincerity than this. For one may wish another
the time of day, and care nothing, really, whether for
him or her it prove good or bad. So it may be also
with birthdays and on other occasions when politeness,
more often than not, compels us to say something.
Rarely, if ever, do we mean what we express.
The
joys we wish others are not for us, too, and, therefore,
!

this
this

somewhat
our

lips

selfishly, perhaps, the greetings which leave
without the breath of sincerity are cold, lifeless

things.

ought not to be so. Yet at this, season of the year
only do we make the exception.
Doubtless it is because of the peace which Alls our hearts and the love
for our fellow men, drawing us closer at this time,
which makes us feel that the joy we experience shall
be shared by all.
Whatever it be, I do not think there
can be any better or sincerer wish than the oldfashioned one which will be passing from lip to lip
during this week. I thank those of you who have
already sent it to me, and those many more among you
whose greetings. I know, will reach me after this has
ft my hands.
To all of you in turn I wish " A
Merry Christmas," and may it prove happier and more
joyous than any ypu have had before.
It

hard enough trying to pronounce the Welsh
give.
Opposite Evelyn Ncsbit in " 1 want

names you

to Forget "

was Henry Olive.
" A Gooleite " (Goolc). So you study my wise
and foolish words every week. Francis Xavier
Bushman, who is the husband of Beverley Bayne,
began his screen career in 1911. On January 10th,
1883, he was born in Norfolk, Virginia and later on
he rose to 6 ft., and fame. He has brown hair and
blue eyes, and has played in " The Great Secret,"

—

;

"The

Voice of Conscience," ." Social Quicksands,"

" The Poor Rich Man."
R. M. W. (Alton). Surely your eyes must have
played you false, R. M. W. for Ba~il (Jill was not with
Kathleen McDonald in " The Woman Thou' Gavcst
Me," nor has he appeared in any American film. He
is a British artiste.
Milton Sills was the hero in this
film as I stated.
The meaning of " vectis " as givcu
" An
In the Standard Dictionary is as follows
instrument consisting of one blade with a siugle curve,
employed as a lever or in making traction to assist

and

—

:

delivery."

American.

;

lie will later on.
" Irish Roskbvd " (Greenwich).— If we have a
nice-looking office boy, you would like him to 'phone
you the information. I am afraid you wouldn't be
able, to see much, however, for our' instrument this
end doesn't Itappcit to be telescopic. Talking of office
boys, our own particular gem, Horace, hopes to look
like Wallace Reid one day if nothing happens to his
face in the meantime.
Fritzi Brunette is twenty-six,
and Jackie Saunders, w ho is Mrs. E. D. Horkheiuicr
iu private life, is twenty-eight,
Bish " (St, Helen's).— What a frightful threat.
Three weeks' grace, and if I don't answer you by
then you will have brought down our net sale by one.
1 hope we haven't really lost, you, for this paper has
to go to press more than three weeks in advance.
" The pretty kid with the curls " (to quote yotO,
"
opposite Charles Ray, In " The Knock- Out Blow
was Colleen Moore." " The Isles of Conquest " was

adapted from Arthur
of Conquest."
Sorry
be had.

Gladys

—

:

—

Maggie Albanesi is correct.
"Ciakk" (Kirkwall).—I do hear from Orkney
like to oftencr.
Being a
I must ask you to look back
about the Stewart Koine question. Too much
repetition of the same information would bring mc
brickbats from bored and tired readers. So think of
them and poor me. Na zimova has violet eyes and
black hair.
Fortunately, the actors whom you adore
occasionally, and would
regular reader as you say,

.

1

are bachelors.
M. A. G. (Manchester).- I olfer you, as requested,
this nutshell about Prlscllla Dean!
She Is the wife

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
WRITING TO ARTISTES.-r Please

1

If

you

do not ask
any ,ad Ir-'sscs by po st," but it you wish to communicate at once with any artiste not named below,
write your letter, putting the name of the star on tin*
envelope, nnd enclose it with a loose lid. stamp
to tho Editor, the Picture show, Room 8G, Th-j
Fleetway House, Furrlngdon Street. London, E.G. 4.
and It will be forwarded by the next mail. A letter
weighing more than one ounce will require an additional penny stamp for each extra ounce. Such letter*
cannot be specially acknowledged by the Editor.
When writing to artistes always give your full namand address, including the name of your county and
country, and mention the PICTURE snow to ensure
the safety of a reply. Wo ennndt, however, guarantee
Please keep thc-e
t lint such letters will be answered.
tor

—

friend',

Forgot

—

and colouring, crcy eyes and auburn hair.
E. It. P. (Oxford). Surprised and pleased to hear
from me, you say. I am glad. Forrester Har\ey
was Nelson in " The Romance of Lady Hamilton."

paper every week since its birth do you
ask it Violet Hopson is married ? Such things puzzle
me. The answer, as given on this page many times
already, is the same old one, Yes.
I
cannot tell
anyone her husband's name and, remember, it Is not
Yes, Marie Waleamp was the star
Stewart Koine.
in " Liberty," and in " A House Divided," the leads
were played by Sylvia I'.reamer and Herbert itawlin-

"The Man Who

'i

" GRETTA " (Glasgow).— So there's eight of you,
you head the deputation. You are nil welcome.
Sorry, though, I have not been privileged to peer
into the family history of Edward Jobson.
Twas
lie, of course, who played the villain in " The Married
Virgin," and as regards himself he tells us that he
was born in Philadelphia, Pa., fifty-six years ago.
" Mints of Hell," " Cheating
other films of his are
Herself," and " The Merry-Go-Round."
Height

"Curious " (Barking).— Why, good

Warrior,"

The Splendid Coward," " A Romany Lass."
" Nature's Gentleman," and " The Power of Right."
Pf.tek (Bayswater).
Y'our humble opinion about
this paper Is nice, too.- John Bi>wer$ wns the hero in
" 11 Ida From Holland," and in " The Divine Gift."
the leading players were Joyce Dcarsley, and Jack
l.ivesay.
Charles Ray and Jane Novak led in
" String Beans."
For your birthday book, you can
jot down Madge Kennedy on April \'Mh, and John
Bowers on December 27th. The latter Is married
to Rita Heller, and the others you name arc al>;>
married.
A. M. (Barnes). So yon actually rode In the Same
'bus the other day as Stewart Rome, except that be
was outside and you were in. That shows how heat
and yet how far we sometimes an; frniu the creat.
Cllvc Herbert iu " The Miracle of Love " .was Wyinlhani Standing, Howard McCltnlock was Edward
ICarle, while the part of Cornelia was taken by Jackie
Saunders. The other name Is not given.
Ivy and Maijf.i. (Grimsby).— I am relieved to get
your intimation that you arc not dead yet. 1 had.
The
in fact, put you both among the " missing."
full cast of " Intolerance " would eat up a good deal
of my space as the former contains about forty
names. So let me pick out some of the cfiief ones.
Lillian Gish (Woman Who Rocks the Cradle), MaiMarsh (The Dear One), Robert llarron ( 1'hc Boy).
Bessie. Love (The Bride of Cana), Mnrgefv Wilson
(Brown Eyes), Eugene Pallctte (Prosper LaSour, her
sweetheart), Spottlswoode Ait ken (Her F'athV). V
E. Lawrence (Henry of Navarre), Alfred Paget
(Prince Belshazznr), Seena Owen (The Princes
Beloved), Tully Marshall (The Sigh Priest), and
Elmo Lincoln (Belshazznr' s bodyguard).
Mot e answc s nexi << It

arid

Lightning."

Right
can

It

"

:

liave read this

By

you where

—

"The Happy

i

Wheeler Oakman. and was born in New York In
I8'J6. ' She has brown hair and eyes, is 5 ft. 5 In., in
height and plays for Universal.
M. J. (Madras). The artiste you enquire about,
Lillian Lorraine, was born in San Francisco In 1802,
she began her screen career about eight years ago,
and has appeared in " Playing the Game," " The
Kaiser's Shadow," and " The Pest."
". LEN " (London).- The report of Bobby ITarron's
death Is, unfortunately, true. Dorothy Devote was
opposite Charles Kay in " Thirty-live Minutes from
Broadway." Herewith a few more of Ids pictures.
'"The Curse 0! (hr- Poppy." "String Beans," "The
Law of the North," " The Girl Dodger." and " Greased

tell

Norma Talmadgc ami

James Knight was born in Canterbury on May 4 lb.
1891, and has brown hair.
His list o( films comprises
"

can not be an swered in the next ssue ?
A stam ped and address ed enve lope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

in.,

blow's novel,

cannot

E. J. (Plymouth).
What made you give me a
?
Since tlte jiostiiian failed to find
am passing my answer over to the printer.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica-

10

1

you, I

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ft.

Hon

Y'our descriptions of
Brockwell are stunning.

wrong address

THE EDITOR.

r>

—

" Fogs " (London). Requests for photos go bv
the majority. Like E. J. F., of Bayswater, who is
always worrying about .Marie Doro. and refuses to be
comforted, you raise a solitary protest that there Is
not enough about Tom Mix. Well, I like Marie, and
Tom, and all the others but it is only fair that the
most numerous requests should receive prior consideration.
You ought to have sent your film fault
on a postcard to the address given. Jack Hoxlc
may be married though he does not say. He does
not disclose much about himself, iu fact) but 1 hone

l

tion, letters

is

A

delightful Christmas

photograph

M INTER,

of

MARY MILES

a Realart Star.

—

And you also ask mc a
B. H. (London, W.).
question that has nothing to do with films. Well,
well, what variety.
Your learned friend Is right us
regards the correct: pronuueiation of the word
" futile."
The last syllable should not be pronounced
" tile," but " til." >Arc you, too, without a dictionary i
E. J. (Hounslow).
Yes, Francis Ford was in
" Peg o' the Ring," but it was Herbert Kuwliusou in
''The Black Box." " Rarabbas " Is a Gaumotit film.
Arllne Pretty Is twenty-soven and was born in
Washington, DC.
Besides " The Woman In Grey."
she played in " In Again- Out Again." " The Dawn

—

of

Freedom," and "The Hidden Hand."
Gladys (Birmingham).— Edna Purvlanoo was the
who acted with Charlie Chaplin In " Easy

lady

son.

"A Dog's Life," and "A Day's Pleasure.
Mildred Harris has never neted with him.

E. P. (Glamorgan)*?- Perhaps yon have written
before and have been answered as you say.
Hut I
don't know that 1 can remember your address,
1

" WOODHINK " (Scunthorpe).- -You want, mc to
restore pence between your sLstor and yourself, and
by doing so earn l lie thanks 01 your mother. 1 will,

Street,"

addresses for reference.
ROLAND, care

RUTH

inc.,
005,
^California,

South

Norton

of

Ruth Roland
Avenue.

Los

Serials,

Angclc*.

V.S.A.

HARRISONJFORD.
V..rk City, l\S.

318, East

4*th Street,

New

V

GEORGE LA H KIN'.

are of Edward Small, I !!»:;.
Broadwav, New York City, C S V.
RITE MARSH, cure of Oliver Film
M v It*.
C'ort>oration, 808, East 48th Street, New York City,
1

(

I',

U.S.A.

(More addresses next

w.>ek.)

j
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PICTURE SHOW " COMPETITION
FIFTY PRIZES
£150 IN PRIZES
OF 10- EACH

"

FIRST PRIZE £100
SECOND PRIZE £25

ON our

GERALDINE FARRAR P T CTUPE PUZZLE.

No- 3

page will be found the third of
Picture Puzzle series, which dea.'s
chiefly with the career of Geraldine
Farrar. Next week the career of another
cinema star will be dealt with in a similar
form, and so on, Until six puzzles have
this

B

appeased.
'LTie above magnificent prizes are offered
for solutions to the picture puzzles which
are identical with or nearest to the solution
in our possession.

raTr

R' l/$ fiRlfcAL

'/o

Do not send 3'our solutions in yet. When
the sixth puzzle appears full instructions
will be given as to how and when your
complete .set of solutions are to be tent to
»!«.

This competition is run in conjunction
Girle'
and
with " Bbys' Cinema "

Cinema."

G AAA JON

The Editor's decision must be accepted .is
and legally binding in all matters con-

final

cerning this competition.
Employees of the proprietors of this
journal are not elegibile to compete.

oi Still

I

HE

SIX

ANNUAL

AND

PUCK

For children from
ft/

Price

S

6

- Each.

ones.

For boys and

'As gifts they are ideal.

A

feature of this week's BOYS'
that will appeal to all
readers of "Picture Show"

CINEMA

—

ANNUALS

The

7 to 14.

HOLIDAY

Children read and enjoy
splendid annual-,
for months and montks.
these

hVZZu^^ t>AVc APPEAnkO.

BOYS' CINEMA

PLAYBOX
WONDERLAND
little

Life Story

and Pictures of

EDITH ROBERTS

annual

girls at school.

On Sale Wednesday.

w

Are you ** astei " cf jooi mind:
Are
cl<mtminded, stioDg-will-d, self-conrid"nt, and Fnceeasful
earn ibr set-rets of Hind-Vaster} *nd Strong Nervea. fcanlab
:

awkwaidnesa, timidity, worrv, self-fears, and
L*ain bow tomoie than hold your two in the >avy,
> nny, R.A.I"., the rrofeasiorjN. I i.^th--s
and Society. Rend
h 3d. stamp* (or partkulaia of confidential >nto-Ner-re
t-irenjith ninir rat tbods.
Usttf in the Navy from Vice- Admiral
to Seaman, and id tb* Army Irom Colonel ti Piivate, M.C.'s,
y.C.iJ.''a; and M.M.'s.— GOl-FRY lit-i-IOTT-riMlTH. Lit*. .530
liiipeital ruildini-*,
dk-»i. I'tvpu*
indnn
.4.
.-

l

>

d

-

-

,

" Nerve*.'*

MONTHLY

i

BEAF

i

.

i

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most w* n.rte riu) Mns'cai discovery

SOUND DISCS
coraplptr*lv

glasses are to
comfortable.

THF

A.

.i1

1-

[ENGINEERS and

Apprentices

Kiivi EN,

"fcM'iRt" for

The

f

M

chanical Engineering

-Hon bfi

The

Technological

Fitted

3

;

two

I

*

.

i

.

;

initials, i;6.

Gent's

The Universal Jewellery Co.
(Dr-pt. D.i.

Institute

jw„ :et the Otrvar S>steiu help yt u
r bel^bt &lr.brlcss reports? inches Increace Diivn K. v
$ iiubes
Mi. Bab lin"e, 4 im hes Miss
in
L'-iH-n. 4
bfs: Mr.K'tlt-T, 4 Inches.
hi* system wreatly implores the

to in'-rease* oi

size, 2/6.

BEDROOM.

Fmpirf " la the tnVal ..-loik foi a wmkman's homp.j
with* Lmrt Alaim. tinm on two b lis, talis you
J-viv mi hi. Monntt-ri with a silvered Candvlabta i'oLvmimus handr show tirat-i
candle oi ni«ht.l*»ilit.
Dark Coloui Case inrt!
thio* gbont the ni&ht and 'lav.
lm k. .-\
A tin
Le*.#r Mov ment.
pric>- 3o'*j cash
lor 3 .'c Pasy TVnn s, fi/. monthly.
now, and promise 5 • monthly
6.
a'tei delivery. H ml 6/* now and ask foi thr " Bmpirt "

The

!

;
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Ihe

:

1

W.I.

147, HeatHfteld Road,

Handsworth, Birmingham.

bf*Itfa, flguio,

aiiri

carriage. 9en<i

S

etinystanipsforfnrtbri parti- nlars
£100 Guarantee to Knq'.iiry
.» pt. C.
17. -tiond Green Road.

and

L->iuioii.
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'The

!

,

I

Standard of Quality

Hatls'aetion or dfr-rcwit refund d.
OIr<k.
Deli\eiy by
tetu n o! pi ft' if yon nend cash pria 33 6.

MASTIRS,

0m

Ltd., 216,

Hope

Stores,

RYE.

SHOW YOUK FRIENDS

^he

'"Picture

ILL1
RUBBER

^

Show."

'MILITARY'

of

AKE YOU SHORT?

'

graved with one
initial,

LONDON.

Grent Britain Ud, ?o Ibanet
House,
:3i
Strand,
London.

Ladies' Gold shell
Signet Ring. En-

KITCHEN tyJEDBOOMCLOCKj

ST.,

Hectical Enpin enng
Draughtsmanship
Motor
EngineeringMathematics
Aero Engines.

1672.

Gold plate Tcndant,
or
complete
2/6;
with necklet, 3/11.

Invisible,

Write for Fiee look vhichteils
you ho«\ Say what trade you
want to loan. We teach by p«st

28, South Castle St..
Establis. ed

eyes.

^Earn more money at your tra^e.

o'

P O.i— imperial Publishing
Ut-pt.i.

th-*

ltfALC>Ca l7l.N?W Bl^iD

ONE

Liverpooh

DKAFXESS and

Worn months without
Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

removal

Agi*. It leaches you to j
h lly by ear and %ainp rc tbcutandsoi songs
in
keys with
HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slight st knowledge ot music.
Simple as A. B.C. l&4.00f) sold and e\» ryoue
delii:ht«'d
tnccess jwararteed. IToney retnrn-d i1 not as stated. TompJete, poet free,

2 6

oTfu-ome

1IKAD NOISRS. no matter of how long
Are the same to the eais as

standing.

tha
lav the piano beanti-

Co.

Price Twopence.

THE NEW PATENT

InU-MAolthf otoclr-UUNhUtNUt

5/-

m

|

KEEP THIS UNIIL

For the very

lilt*

step insioe- mffly

HEELS

ssnd

TIPS

PRESIDENT

" Good job our Stockings haven't
shrunk in the wash!"
-

\1I7HEN

Father Christmas goes his
rounds he will pass silently from
stocking to stocking his one thought
to give the children pleasure
but
from long experience, such a profound judge of stockings as he js,
*

*

—

;

will readily appreciate the clean, full

unshrunken hose washed with Lux.

The

comfort

and warmth

of

soft

ample

clothing are fully appreciated by the children,
especially at this time of the year.

which are made coarse and
irritate

Garments
the wash

the skin, so care for the tender skin

of her children
for

brittle in

buying Lux.

good reasons

is

one

Mother's reasons

of

There are other equally
buying Lux.

In preventing

textures from matting together

and from being

for

coarsened and shrunken

in

the wash,

Lux

LUX
prolongs the

life

and

service of

the fabric.

WILL NOT HARM A SILKEN THREAD
WONT SHRINK WOOLLENS.

-IT

Packets (two sizes) may
be obtained everywhere.
LF.VER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.
I.T

221—31
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Pll'TCHE SHOW. January

BEOI.STKHED AT THE

d.V.O.

Beautiful Art Calendar* for 1921
1st.

1921.

GETTING READY FOR THE DANCE;

Gladys Walton, who

is

AH A

NEWSPAPER

ustsipe.

A CHARMING STUDY OF GLADYS WALTON.

appearing with Jack Perrin in the coming Universal film, entitled

:

" Pink Tights."

Picture Show, January
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An Extra

i

D

STimesbetter value

gives

THOUGH
(liaa

£)AISY

the

is

i-ures

t

still

19 made frfim safe. pure,
iffeciivo
which
ingredients

it

absolutely safe

TfMES

headache cure.

Last Stage of Anaemia and thought Incurable
but Cured by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Daisy costs only Id. more
merely ordinary headache
buy by the box),
If you

lie

(less

and hiehly
cost

FIVE

You therefore
much.
back in sheer value

as

your extra

id.

Mr. H. J. Payne, 24, Mysore Road, Lavender
" I was in civil
London, S.W.ll, says
life when the trouble came on.
I lost appetite,
and then came an ever-increasing listlessness
which no effort of will could shake off. I cannot
describe how strengthless I felt
I had no energy
at all, and became very gloomy and depressed.

get
five

Hill,

limes over.

Daisy Cures Instantly.

FIVE TIMES

is a sale, scientific, and up-to-da' e
tho
quick
and
complete
for
removal of headache, neuralgia, and all
nerve pains- Never " does it fail to act
within
very few minutes.

Daisy

betterValueforan

specific

halfpenny.

extra

Daisy

useless in my case
I was
said to be incurable.
The disease was diagnosed as failure of the lymphatic glands or
chronic anaemia.
Once when a sample of blood
was taken from my ear the lobe had to bo
punctured three times before blood came.

Treatment seemed

Absolutely Safe.

is

nothing but harmless inApart from the quick cure

contains

gredients.

:

;

>

Daisy

1921.

Extreme Weakness
and Depression.

DAISY

for

1st,

which

only Daisy's expensive ingredients
can give. Daisy is worth man" times its
extra cost for its PERFECT SAFETY

ALONE.

Written Mediral Aooroval.

;

" I joined up in due cofirse, but could not support the strain of military
Soon I was in hospital, and finally was discharged altogether. When
1 came home I got some Dr. Cassell's Tablets, and it was wonderful how
I improved.
I gained strength daily, got a.n appetite, and now feel well
and fit, and it is due entirely to Dr. Cassell's Tablets."

Daisy alone has received written medical
approval it is everywhere recognised as
;i
pure and harmless preparation which
removes Hie pain abNoluteiy. but has no
iflhct on the system. Bead the Physician's
litter
below and decide in future to
lake NOTHING but DAISY for headache.

—

life.

Dr. Cassell's
r\AISY

Ct. ES HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA
Dr. Robertson Wallace writes
:

by

sold

is

6-4. Haymarkei, Piccadilly Vifcut, London, W,
Dear Sirs, Your Daisy Headache Cure inrriU
my complete approval, and I am especially
pleased to note that you have replaced tbo
depressing iiigrcd icut acctanilid outefebrfn)
by an infinitely safer and more certain principle,
five from any possibility of causing Id Jury to
the system.
lay great utr**ai( both on its
1
efficiency aDd safety, and compliment \ a on
your commercial courage in placing an unntually

stores and chemists

everywhere

8

eacb.

2d.

at

for

—

20

{/?.

23, 60 for 6'-.
TABLETS,
DAISY

for

convenient

(specially

form)

1/3

per

DAISY

tin.

Ltd.

'Good Soots on Easy

OU
t

luon tply

:

,

Sunday boot

for

•'rice

25

ft

teiius.

bUnes (n sticDJ uJV
Price
smart shape.
I, -athcr,
6. deposit. Brpen*. Klacfc.
3©'., Tan. 36 •, Sh monthly, tnpeiioi
«.

Exhaustion
Nervous Debility

Tablets

1b your case seat

on request.
Cassell's
Da.
Co.. Ltd.,
Ill

-

i

i

I

L

I.

M

Man i'H KsTKU,

Specially valuable lor Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Life.

Unit's

AC
id

that plays iu
keys as
perfectly as a
iollu without
„ laborious fttudy of
alts.
The only Britishmad.- t kct Instrument on the pjial kct
Kange 3!-i Octaves.
UetterqualttyS,!), nun
Tost free, with lull Instructions, X,
IB.
V. Belleriiiiaiiiy
all

CHELLA-PHONE
PAT 1123 63

'

R. FIELD (Dept. 19), Kail Avenue. Huddersfieltl

&KULAHD.

NERVOUSNESS

U

H

U>e greatcit drawback to )ffc to «n> man or woau.
you
sie dsivous. tlmtd, low-wplr.tcd. lack Mlf-confltltDce. willpower, lulud concvDtratton. btuab. or feci awkward In tbo
prv»cnce of otbera, aend 3 i"
atarupa for ptutfculara of the
Mcoto Narv* Btrcngtbcntoit Tt«atinent. u»ed 1« tbe Navy from
Vlce-Adiuir«l to Seaman, and Ip th« Army ii m Colonel Ij
1'ilvaU.
O.d.O'a, li.Oa'a, UM.'b, and U.C.M.'a.

GODFRY ELLIOTT SMITH,
Imperial

536,

Ludjate

Buildings.

Circus.

Ltd.,

London, E.C.4.

4»K

Ladies' t-inart Walking Shoo in
Box. 25/'-. Ulatc Kid, iO - am

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

The

EASY TERMS

Children

deposit vnlh siw and say which
Sep.il s
pair we shall send yon. i'roruise 5/.
v°" h* 16 ">«
monthly alter dettven.
hoots Jo_wcai_wh_il^ paylnii f or them

The most wonderful Musical discovery
A|fe. It

.

aialoimc

t'otl

of the
teovbes you to (Jay the piano beauti-

fully by car
in all keys

Every
s

Friday

•

QD
£j

and vamp

to

tbousaudsof songs

sitbONE UOUB'B PBAOTICE

without the slt|ibt<at knowledec of music.
Mini
a. A.M f
lSf ,QMl ftold audeverynne
I.-

Success suaranteed. liooey renot as stated, CoinpK-te, post flxv.

lellehteJ.

turned

a,«

it

ipei

I'

Imperial Publianiou

<> j-

Go. fl. fept 2». South CastleSt.,
laverpoot. EstablKuud laT'-'.

Newsf>a£er

!.

Frit.

Foreign apvUcaHont fncflf

MASTERS,
94,

Palpitation
Vital

Anaemia

relative to tbe
suitability of Dr.
Caest'll's

let,

£6;.. Tan. 36 - ami 46/*. Tan Urogoes
price 38/. v or 6/.de posit and S/-monthly_
Laulea' Stioug liosTioot, ST I.
tio. 7.
Uiaee, So;- itarv or Bottom. 6/. deposi
Ian, 46'*, V u
and 61' innntbly.
moutbly, on easy terms.

I

Neurasthenia
Sleeplessness

In-

.,

nf C

I'-asy
fiperlor quality. 30 -.
Si. deposit and fi • monthly.

,uaiitv.

Wasting Diseases

GREAT MUSICAL DISCOVERY.
BRITISH INVENTION.cket

OC
UU

Masters' " Empire " Hoot,
No.
everyday
boot for
icliable
4.

Mack

and refute
substitutes.

Malnutrition

Indigestion

Free
Information

The ZOX CO.,11,Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.

-'Cli'lor*"

and 5 - monthly Tan 36
same terms. 6 /* monthly.

No.

Dr.

Tab-

-

Kidney Trouble

trice
lonthl;
._rnonthly_

i/. deposit

f>.

tor

—

i

Kaiuoiii

workmep.

No.

A«k

Cj.-U

foi

35

Boot, a beavy

27/6

ists Id .11 parts
woild.
of the

Remedy

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

> /. depo si' an 5

MiiaU'is'

:i.

by Chem-

c

I

i.

.

ALL an extra
Tbe King of ALL—
8,
smart boot for Suuday 01 busluesa.
Hat.yT.inii,

The Universal Hon

Take a little harmless ZOX in a cup of tea or water. ZOX will drive away
Neuralgia or a splitting Headache in a inoruent.
To enable you to prove this, we will send you 2 ZOX FREE, if you mention this
pnpor and enclose stamped addressed envelopo.
0. all Chemists and Stores. 1/6 an 3 - per box. or post tree at these prices troai:—

Terms

i

fj/»

Tablets

TO GET RID OF NEURALGIA
I

No. l. Masters' Famous " AJax " 8ery»ce
Caplesa Boot for Police. Post, Qfl
Pilce
and Railwaynten,
>
in.. 6 - 'i' P
It ami 6/» monthly.
Selected materia. 35 -. sainc

.No.

mJ

costly foimula, at a reasonable charge, at the
of the public— Tour* fiiithl.il, v.
'Signed) ROBEUTSON WALLACE. N.B..C.M.

5 f- MONTHLY
I

beiug the more
economical.

command

LEEDS.

i

Home Prices:
13 and 3 -.
a. ,iie

TLo

Hope

LTD.,
RYE.

Stores,
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a coat to

-

-

-70-

at 26 •
at 33.9
at H,Who sells to the Public
Row much would tbe Public save by
dealing direct with the Maker?
-

-

Av.»n. -StDdloThi Factobrtc

Company
7.

f

ARE YOU SHORT?
.

make

costsSells to Whole. aler - And again to sU taller -

Ii

for Free

Oatalogue F.

Gore Street. Piccadilly,
Manchester.

lo
|

1

let tbe filjsan Kjstem help yci
lncreas«>oiir hrlylit. Mr.tu-ieeare-

ort»[ilncUs tneresse
iuches

;

.

DrivetB. V.,
Miss

Mi.Uat^lllTr.e iucbes

|

Udell, vlnrhes: M r.Krtlcy.e Imhes.
his system treatly impioves the
liraltb, figuie, and earrlftire. Send 9
enny stamps lor further parthulara
alOO Uuarantee to Bni|-.tliy
iK-pt. C. I., IT. etioud Greeu lined.
I

"iMi.
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Pholc grapkg arA Paragraphs cP Pictures. Play.5
t

Famous Authors Filmed.
STEPHEN MoKENNA; author

Famous Readers of tne " Picture
Snow.
No. 51. — PARDOE WOODMAN.
WOODMAN, whom you see above,
PARDOE
never lets Monday morning

go by without

seeing his copy of the Pictcre S:iow.
is certainly no doubt that American
film producers have got their eyes upon British
talent, and they are doing their best to persuade
well-known artistes in this country to seek
further fields of glory in American studios.
J hear that Mr. Pardoe Woodman, who has been
one of the Stoll Film Company's leading men for
over a year now. has just signed up a contract
for a series of films under the direction of a big
American producer, and it will not be long before
he leaves England to take up his new work.

There

Mr. Woodman, by the way, is at present
working on " The Place of Honour," an Indian
stdry by Ethel M. Dell, and is planning to take
a trip to Paris as soon as this film is finished.
Ho intends to fly across, and thus combine
burrlness with pleasure
business in Paris with
the pleasure of flying over there.

—

—

An

Artistic Calendar.
AM sure you will be pleased with the Editor's
I happy idea to give you
a calendar this
Particularly will you be interested
the same birth-month as
yourself.
passe-partout (espeeiallv
if you use brown binding), this makes a pleasing
New Year's gift. I have just received one for
my office, and I am delighted with it.

week.

in the star

who boasts
Framed in

Our centre page picture is also one that I am
sure will charm you. and altogether I feel sure
you will feel that this, the first issue of the
Picture Show in the New Year, is a fit forerunner of other good numbers to come.

his

name would

flare across the

perhaps not as big as the space given
Pickford, but at least as large as the
space given to Douglas Fairbanks.
to

Mary

Why

?

reminds me
WHICH
mine
me

of a story a friend of
told
of his visit to New York.
The film showing was the screen adaptation of "The Admirable Crichton,"
by Sir
J. M. Barrie.
The producers had renamed the
play " Male and Female," and the only intima-

tion to the public that

it

was written by the

world-famous author was in tiny letters, that
were more than overpowered by the large lettering of the other names on the programme.

Ruth Stonehouse Better.

DO

you know that Ruth Stonehouse has
been very ill which apcounts for hor
long absence from the films ? I hear she
is back at work at the Fox studio, where she will
soon appear with Eileen Percy, in a new photoplay.'

A

—

Unique Proposal.

FROM

Baluchistan comes a proposal
of marriage to Eileen Sedgwick, known to
her intimate friends as 'VBabe."
far-off

I

Resolutions.

WONDER

how many

Year resolutions

of

you have made New-

to-day.

persuade every one of

make one

me —just

my

I

wish I could
readers to

girl

HEATHER THATCHER,

who

star, introduces us to her brother,
ing in films.

is

also appear-

but none had ever touched his heart. He feels
sure that with his humble love and great wealth
he could make Miss Sedgwick happy, especially
as he could see by the picture that she is not
bound to the conventionalities of the West.
Abul is quite willing to make a pilgrimage to
America to make good his offer of marriage, if
Eileen will say the word.
Eileen has torn up several replies, to Hara jabub in an effort to frame a letter that will lot

him down

easily.

Still the

Circus King.

to

HEAR
visit

that

— ** —

Eddy Polo

to Texas,

where he

is

paying a flying
spend a week

will

or ten days with a big circus to make soni-j
further scenes for his serial, "King of the
Circus."
Eddy will perforin on the trapeze, on horseback, and will do the " leap for life " for tbo
benefit of the camera.
Although it is six years since Eddy's last
appearance in the sawdust ring, lie has lost none
of the skill that has made him world-famous.

Tales of the Terry Twins.
you seen the " Terry Twins " ? They
have supplied the humour of many a
pantomime. I always have to smile when
I see Frank come from one side of the
stage as
harles comes in from the other.
The only thine;
in which one of these amazing twins' differ
from the other is their Christian names. The
only way their friends tell them apart is because
Charles wears four buttons on his waistcoat
and Frank three. They've even each lost an
eye-tooth.
No two boys could have had more
amazing and laughable experiences than the
Terry Twins, as you will he able to read for
yourself if yon get a copv of this week's " Boys'

HAVE

Food

DO

(

Cinema."
"Tales of the Terry Twins" will
delight and amuse you as much' as their laughable pranks-on the stage.

FRED THATCHER.

Heather Thatcher, the delightful stage and screen

I

buy one copy of the
'
Girls' Cinema," out to-morrow, and if it does
not please you to write and tell me why. Talking
about New Year resolutions, Thomas Meighan
has some interesting things to tell us about
this topical subject.
This article by him is in
the " Girls' Cinema," on sale to-morrow.
for

Mystery " serial, which was recently released
the Far East;, in which Miss Sedgwick not
only captivated him by her radiant beauty, but
by her bravery and fearlessness. Ho had seen
many fine lodies in the magic pictures before,
in

street,

—«

New Year

children, all of whom are married.
Therefore he is very lonesome.
On a recent
trip to Delhi he visited a cinema palace, and
there saw a picture (presumably " The Radium

grown

Crossways."
Mr. Mackenzie, unlike Mr. McKenna, said he
had been going to films ever since they started,
and put in a plea for the author. Ho said at
present everybody connected with the film was
mentioned on the screen, but when it camo
to the poor author, his name appeared in a
flash and was gone.
He said he was living for

when

PI aye ty

The offer of marriage comes from one Abul
Harajabub, a wealthy landowner, whose estate*
are near the town of Quotta, and whose acres
extend to the southern boundary of Afghanistan.
Abul does not speak or write English, but tbo
letter was written
by a former American,
recently in the British East India Service, and
u friend of the would-be bridegroom.
Abul describes himself as a man of forty-two,
tall and slender, and a widower, with eight

of "Soma,"
has just paid his first visit to a picture
show.
the
given
At
dinner
by the Ideal
Film Company in presenting their 1921 programme, Mr. McKenna confessed that until
three weeks ago he was probably the only man,
woman, or child who had never seen a film.
Now Mr. McKenna is to have one. of his novels
filmed, for amongst the excellent Ideal programme may be mentioned " Sonia," Comptou
Mackenzie's " Sinister Street," Arnold Bennett's
" The Card," Oscar Wilde's " A Woman of
No Importance," W. W. Jacobs' " A Master of
Craft," and George Meredith's " Diana of the

the day

ad

with

JACK PERRIN

in a Universal photo-play.

food

sort

of

served to picture actors, whom
we see dining luxuriously in photo-plays.
These days, of course, champagne is sodawater, whisky ginger ale, but, apart from that,
meals served to actors for consumption before
the camera are particularly good.
Of course, there arc exceptions.
For the
breakfast we see shared between Frank Campeau and Jack Conway, in " The Killer."
exceptional care was taken that this meal should
be really appetising.
It was brought to the
table piping hot. but, just as the scene was
being taken, the lights by which the picture w is
to be photographed went out.
It was over
.

EVA NOVAK, who is appearing

for the Films.
you ever stop to wonder what
is

——
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Oh, Those Swagger Sticks.

half on hour before tho current was again working, and by that time the breakfast was stone
cold.
And there and then both actors demonstrated
once and for all their ability to act, as they
ate cold, stodgy muffins, cold eggs, and drank
cold coffee with every appearance of keep

enjoyment.

What

A Narrow Escape.
PERRIN, who is Eva Novak's leading
JACK
man, in her latest Universal photo-ploy,
had a narrow escape from drowning at
Balboa Sea a few days ago. As part of the
story, he is staked out on the beach by a gang of
smugglers, and left to drown with the rising tide.
While the scene was being filmed something
resembling a tidal wave washed about 400 feer,
inshore, drenching the company, director, and
camera-man, and almost drowning their helpless
leading m*n before he could bo released from
5

Ins bonds.

—

Eileen's Sister for the Screen.
you know that Eileen Percy has a sister !
She, Thelma, has become one of the
leading ladies in Mermaid Comedies.
She is a striking blonde, and in the first of the
comedies in which she will be seen she is a
beach nymph for a portion of tho action. Miss
Percy's experience hitherto has been in serials,
but she felt that comedy was her forte.

DO

E. and C. Film for Pathe.

A GAMBLE

IN LIVES"

is

a British

film

completed by tho B. & C. Company,
and 1 hear it ha3 been secured by
Messrs. Pathe Frcrcs, Ltd.
This is the first timo for years that this film
company has taken over a British production,
and there is no doubt that this is a step in tho
right direction, and that British films are
coming into their own.
just

—

A "Hard"

GREAT

Life.

attached to tin information, that "Rip Van Winkle " is now
being adapted for tho screen, and that
Will Rogers is to take tho star part.
version of
film
the
that
hear
1
Washington Irving s famous story has bonn
by tho
cost
enormous
an
purchased at
As you know, Will
(ioldwyn Company.
"
Boys Will
Rogers is now working on
bo Roys.'
Will if he
asked
reporter
The other day a
had to work very hard on tho movies.
" Yes, indeed," replied Rogers. " Sometimes we don't get to lunch till after 12.15."
Poor Will
interest

is

SAW

Connie Talmadge prancing along tho
avenue with a swagger stick the other day.
She brought this innovation from Paris last
fall and had converted her sister Norma, Anita
Loos, Winifred Westover, June Elvidge, and a
score of girls who pal around with her to its use.
"I like a cane," said Constance "And I
don't think a slender stick like this looks
"
mannish, do you ?

I

could I sny to this vision of loveliness,
her furs and stylish hat, looking like a picture
a fashion p'a*e. Norma carried a
cane when she came off the boat, but I haven't
seen her with one since that time. Possibly
because she spent the first *ix weeks after she
came homo in- the West Indies, and one
docs change one's mind about things in those
in

right out of

BEKWAKD ULIFFOKD,
who

a
to produce
number of real life comedies. Mr. Clifford has j ust
is

JOHN MACAWDKiiws,
who has been

playing in
for a

Hepwortb pictures
number of years.

His

greatest performance has

returned from America,
where he has been studysystems,
lighting
ing
and the last methods of

been acclaimed bis Bill
in " Alf's Button," the
Cecil M. Hepworth

producing and directing
over there.

creating

My New
BEFORE

comedy

which

is

now

a furore in

pictnre-land.

Year's Wish to You.
I close my chat this week.

I

lVpical climes.

Entertaining Bryant.

WASHBURN was tho guest
BRYANT
honour nt a gay party when ho was

want,

you my sincere and heart-felt wish
that we may still be friends at the end of

the year that has now just begun.
That 1921 may be happy and prosperous for

you.
Here's wishing you all you wish yourselves.
P.S.— And just one thought for our friends
over the sea.
How often have you reproached yourself that
mail-day has gone, ami you have forgotten to
write a letter that is to tell your friend news of
the dear homeland ?
Let tho " Over Seas Daily Mail " be a link
between you and your friend ahroad. For a

payment of 10s. » (less .than the bare
postago on a weekly 2 o/.. letter), it carries a full
week's news of tho Mother-country to any
address in tho world for 52 weeks, and never
misses tho mail.
Remit the subscription, with your friend's
name and address, to " The Chief Clerk, Carmelite House, London, E.C. 4."
If you have never seen the wonderful weekly
edition of " Tho Daily Mail," ask the Chief Clerk
to seild you a free specimen copy.
single

Y'orlc

theatrical folk
They
Island.

in

He and

who

Iiv*e

in

Great Neck, Long

there including Do
Wolf Hopper and his pretty wife, No. 5, I think
she is, although Do Wolf is willing to tell tho
world she is his favourite. Tho party lasted
until tho small hours of the morn, and it is
said a good time was had by all.

Farnum One

WILLIAM

were

all

of the Boys.
devotion

FAR N EM'S

to the
country, and his eagerness to get away
to his country place, has at last leaked
out.
Tho screen hero has brought a string of
race horses, and has them all in training for
entry in next season's races. His stable
contains, according to an eye witnes. ssomo of
tho finest horse-flesh in United States. Ho is
working hard to get enough pictures ahead so be
can take himself to tho races next season, and
not bo bothered about anything but his activities on tho turf.

Her Recess Is Over.
looked for a time as if tho screen might lose
IT Dorothy Dalton. Her success on tho stage

Filmer.

!

Scenes from the coming Master Butcher production of Charles Reade's famous novel, "Hard Cash."
her mother.
On the right, passengers on board s.s. Agron,

of

Mrs. Washburn
were asked to meet some of tho colony of

New

to tell

Fay

t

On.theJ eft.

was of such a nature, sho gave up pictures
temporarily to play Aphrodite throughout
tho country. But Dorothy is back now at
the studio, working hard and telling ovoryone pictures ore her first anil best love.
Sho has grown considerably thinner, in fact,
1 scarcely knew her when I saw her tho
other day in tho Ritz, but it is becoming,
and there are plenty of Dot's plump sisters
who would liko the recipe. In fact, I
suggested to her a column in ono of tho
papers giving hints on how to retain one's
girlish figure might not be amiss.
Louella O. Parsons.

the shipwreck scene.
S ship.

CAPTAIN DODD

Centre,

JULIE DODD and
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

IVY

DUKE

GUY NEW ALL

.that she really did shoot the birds.
film stars appear in George Clark productions.

assures

This old Chinese, by

name JO WANG,

but, in spite of his age,

he

is

is eighty-six years old ;
acting for the films, and appears in

Marshall Neilan's " Dinty."

That amusing

pair,

sometimes called

" The Inseparables,"

ELLIOTT and ETHEL RITCHIE

These two talented

RUTH ROLAND

SHOW."

comes

to the rescue and sews on a button for
her handsome leading man.

A very interesting group, reading from left to right
MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN,
LOTTIE PICKFORD, little MARY RUPP PICKFORD, Mrs. CHARLOTTE PICKFORD,
MARY PICKFORD, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, and with them are two pressmen.

EDDY LYONS
at

" PICTURE

:

and

a garden-party.

LEE MORAN,

with

JANE

A

smiling photograph of MITCHEL
character role.

LEWIS

in a

——

j
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BEGIN TO-DAY! A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION. By EMMIE ALLINGHAM

The Secret Passage
was a breath
THERE
on this particular

of spring in the air

February morning.
Perhaps it was that which made the
I'.cv. Mr. Ferguson's mind reflect that, although
Arthur Weston, since that memorable Christmas
day, had been an almost constant visitor, ho
had not yet had an opportunity to speak to
him on the subject of Harry Rae's interests.
Three times during the last few weeks ho
had, indeed, called at Greystone, but on each
occasion the old man with the unkempt hair
and the weird smoked glasses had informed
hiin gruffly that Mr. Weston was not at home.
The man was uncouth and almost hostilo
in his manner, and the clergyman resented it.
]t was a long walk to Greystone Hall, and yet
he was never asked in to take a rest, although
The old man
ho had himself suggested it.
had merely gono in and closed the door in
his face.
If Mr. Ferguson had
after this treatment as lie

;

Mrs. Ferguson
that Arthur should inform him.
said that no doubt he would in time. She was
trying very hard to like Arthur Weston, as
she was deeply sorry for him. The loss of his
little girl, Jessica, was quite sufficient to account
for his eccentricities, and she was hoping that
her own and her daughter's influence would
bring him round to behave more
shortly
normally.
If the rector had confided everything to her,
she might not have been so kindly disposed
towards the owner of Greystone
but the
rector, deeming a deathbed conlidcnco as sacred,
;

even his wife.
that Arthur had received the
Greystone into order, but though
money
over eighteen months had elapsed, nothing
had been said or done.
It did cross- the rectors mind that Arthur
might have lost the money at one of the Continental gaming tables when ho had gone for
his holiday abroad, but the idea was dismissed.
Arthur Weston was not that typo of man.
But, nevertheless, the problem worried him
for ho could not understand a man hoarding
money without placing it to sonic use.
Money, ho considered, was worthless if
not used in some way or other.
There were times, when Arthur sat at his
table, that the rector wished that Miv. Rao
had not confided in him, or. if she had, that
6he would have consulted him before acting.
Arthur Weston was not an honourable
If
man, ho did not like him being on friendly
terms with his womenfolk.
" I must tako the bull by the horns, so to
told

Ho knew

to put

;

and ask Weston
must come to some sort
speak,

in

hero.

Ho and

I

of an understanding.
For the sake of the boy, I must seo that something is done, he said to himself, as he watched
the two figures who had suddenly appeared
on the lawn.
It was Arthur and his daughter, Grace.
The man had his hand resting on her arm,
and he appeared to bo talking to her very

father

saw

his

child

throw

back

her

she was evidently chaffing
And then, as they passed out of Sight,
hiiri.
tic realisation suddenly swept over the rector
that his daughter was no longer a child.
She
was seventeen.
It had never occurred to him
before that she was growing up.
The rector got up hastily and put on his
wide felt hat.
A few minutes later and ho

head

and

laugh;

i

get hold of.

stretched

his

Why

The

,

-

have we

rector hesitated.

" I

wanted to speak to you on a personal
irfatter, Weston," he said coldly.
Arthur Weston raised his eyebrows.
" The deuce you do " he ejaculated, in
apparent surprise, although inwardly he was
fuming.
Very well," he said, rising from his

1

HARRY RAE

has a quarrel with Arthur
after. Mrs. Rae's death. He cannot"
understand Iris mother making such a will,
and he determines to go out to Australia.
REV. FERGUSON tries to make peace between Weston and Harry before the latter
goes away, but is unsuccessful.
GRACE FERGUSON, the vicar's 'daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's. Alter he has left
she goes to Greystone Manor, and sees his
father enter the study with
Weston.
Later she hears a shot.
CECIL RAK, Harry's father, is found dead'
in the woods next morning, and it is presumed that he has committed suicide.
Arthur Weston is in a very nerveracked condition, but after he has been
to the woods and the village policeman has
told him that it is evidently a case of
suicide, a weight seems to fall from him.
When he returns home the Rev. Ferguson comes with the terrible news that
Arthur's little daughter Jessica, who is the
apple of her father's eye, has been thrown
from her pony and killed while spending
the day at the vicar's house.
Arthur Weston goes abroad but returns
after a few weeks.
Grace goes to Greystone Manor. on Christmas Kve, and plays

Weston

!

chair.

-

•

Then, with a bow to the

he followed

ladies,

1

his host.

1

Mrs. Furguson glanced round at Grace as
the door closed behind the gentlemen.
" Do you know what your father -wants' to

i

speak to Mr. Weston about
The girl shook her head.

I

in

the

old

!

Arthur On da her she makes hiin promise
to dine at the vicarage the next day.

rarac upon them as they were retracing their
steps to the house.
Did you hear the tea-bell, father I
cried
his daughter, as she linked her hand in his
arm. while Arthur walked beside her.
" 1 wanted to have a talk with Weston,"
" Perhaps, after tea, you will
said the rector.
'

come and have a chat

my

in

study

If

"

;

ho went

on, glancing at the yoiuig man.

Arthur nodded

!

carelessly.

" I've got a lot to do, but I ciui wait half-anhour, " ho said
and then he asked Grace a
trivial question, as though to show that ho
attached no importance to the coining interview.
There was nothing to indicate to the ladies
the thoughts in their guest's mind as he took
tea in the pretty chintz -covered sitting-room.
;

Arthur was wearing a somewhat worn, but
exceedingly well-fitting shooting suit, and his
linen, as well as his whole appearance, had
an air of being properly eared for. There was
nothing of the wildness of a few months back.
At times there was an expression of furtiveness. which also appeared in his manner when
he was off his guard but this was seldom, and
was put down by his gcntlo friends as one of
the results of living so much alone.
Only the rector seemed preoccupied, as he
balanced his cup and saucer on his kneo and
looked at his daughter Grace with new eyes.
She seemed to have grown up suddenly.
He had always thought of her before as a child
to-day ho realised she had become a woman.
The reutbr looked at his wife, and* wondered
if
sho had noticed it
but Mrs. Furguson
appeared as serene and unruffled
usual as
she pressed hot buttered scones on those around
hi r and poured out tho tea, talking as sho
did so about tho simple happenings of the
;

;

;

village.

!

!

:

I

secret

passage,

for

instance,

.

that

lends

into

1
Greystone- Hall.
I did not tell him, and
never will. Ho must find it out for himself, if
he wants to know it. 1 don't think I need tell
"
him. do you T
Mrs. Ferguson shook her head.
" I should think he would ask you straight
out if he wanted to know." she said, smiling.
She herself did not attach any importonee
to this secret, which Groco and Horry Roe
guarded so solemnly.
Grace said no more, and a few minutes
later she left the room.
Sho had a letter to
Harry nil written ready for tho post, and this
was a good opportunity to take it to tho village.
Meanwhile, Mr. Ferguson and his guest
were seated npposito each other in the rector's
old. but comfortable, easy chairs.
The study was a pleasant room, tho furnituro
mellow with .afro. A small fire burned cheerfully
Arthur had always considered
in the grate.
it the best room in the house in tho old days
wished
he
had never seen it.
now he
Mr. Ferguson had been talking, and Arthur
now know definitely nil that had passed between
;

When tea was over, the rector put down hh
cup on the table and turned to the young man.
1 should like you to give me a few minutes,
.Weston," he

Arthur

:

:

When

nursery.

silence in the

room. Mrs. Furguson had taken up her knitting
her fingers were seldom idle.
Grace sat for some minutes storing thoughtfully in front of her
then she said
Do you like Mr. Weston, mother ? "
" Yes "
Mrs. Ferguson spoke deliberately
" I do like him " she said. " I am very sorry
for him. I think he must bo very sensitive."
There was a silence again for a few moments,
while Mrs. Ferguson counted her stitches.
Then she spoke again.
" I wish ho would visit others besides us.
People are beginning to talk again. He offended
Miss Griggs tho last time sho called here by
walking out of the room when she was announced. I hove done' my best to excuse him
to all the neighbours, but they will talk. Perhaps
that is what your father wants to speak to him
about."
Mrs. Ferguson paused and glanced again at
her daughter.
Grace got up from her scat and stood by
the window then suddenly she turned.
" Mother, there is something about Mr
Weston I don't like I don't think he is sincere,"
she added, as she caught tho expression Qf
surprise on her companion's face.
My dear
Ho is always so very nice" to
you. and you appear to enjoy his company
" Yes, mother, I know
but that does not
fee! he is different
niter the fact that sometimes
He has moods. Just now, whon he went out of
evil
the room. I saw something
in his face
something which I havo seen thcro before,
when he tried to get me to talk about the

—

'

violin

" she asked.

;

'

her

?

For some moments thcro was

,

M

seriously.

The

thousand pounds, and she also leaves
Greystone Manor to him in trust for her
son Harry.
She does this because her
husband will spend every penny he can

and

chair

not stay and talk hero ! We have no
? " he went on, glancing with a
" Why not talk here, sir ?
smile at the ladies.
"
It is very comfortable.
Don't you think so ?
"

secrets,

.

i

met Arthur Weston
made his way home,
ho would have complained to him but, as it
was, he contented himself by telling his w ifo
about it, and Mrs. Ferguson, the most kindly
The
of women, was quick to make excuses.
man was a foreigner, she had heard, and did
not know our customs. Her husband remarked

hud not

leaned back in his
legs out comfortably.

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.
ARTHUR WESTON is given by his aunt,
Amy Rae, a bag containing twenty

said.

Weston

his otuit
lit

a

cigarette.

Then ho

and tho clergyman.
ntinuet enpate
«

8.)

—
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF HARRY GRANVILLE.

(Saer/at

tht

to

"Picture Show.")

HARRY
GRANVILLE.
A
Skort Biography and

HARRY

GRANVILLE, well known to patrons of
picture palaces, began his professional career
on the music-hall stage.
Before that, he had been employed in his father's
tobacco factory, but, to quote his own words, " I was
sacked for smoking too much,"
At this time he says he thought he would like to be
a doctor, but altered his mind when a chance came
for him to appear on the music hall stage.
This first
appearance decided his career. He made a decided
hit with the public in the turn we remember as Haines
ami Granville.
Then followed his screen career.

A

Small Beginning.

was with " Cricks and Martin,"
HIS (Lion'sengagement
Head Films), in which he played a double
first

Deep

in thought.

part in " Out of His Element," at the colossal
salary of two-and-sixpence a day.
He can afford to
look back on those early struggles, and regard them
is stepping-stones to the success which he has since
achieved. Having made a name, he played with such
well-known film companies as the Hepworth Productions, Windor Film Company, Sam nelson Film Company, and in the Victory Films both in England and

America.

Coming Photo-Plays.
productions
THE" Up, Boys,
and At

in which he played were
'Em," and in smaller parts
in
To Save to a King," " The Man Who
Bought London," " Deadwood Dick," and " A Pair
of Spectacles."
Mr. Granville has produced many
pictures in America, but is now with the J. B. Film
Productions, under which banner we shall see him
last

.

shortly.

Enjoys Being Bad.
parts
GRANVILLE has played
MR, acters
on the screen, but confesses

and

all

to

a

being the bad man of
Harry tells the following

tiality to

the

What

is it ?

play.

good story against himself.
" While walking in the West End of
London, some little while ago, after a
hard day's work in the studio,
well-known picture house.

I

passed

a

"

On the streamers displayed above
the theatre was the notice: 'Harry
Granville, in
"Detective Burge and
the Counterfeiters."

^

'.

"On

the pavement was a little
urchin holding on to a big dog with a
piece of string. The kiddie was looking
at the display of the photograph with
envy.
" This aroused my curiosit
y, and I
went up to the child and asked him
why. he was looking so sad.

Say that again.

It

want

you

write to

address

to

him,
your

lettei
c'o J.B. Productions.
5, St.

Ann's
Chambers,

Broadway,
Ludgate

Hill,

E.C.4.

Just doubtful.

A

hearty laugh.

a

Good

Story.

" With a broad Cockney accent he replied
Lamtur,
guv'nor, my mates is inside seeing this bloke Granville
as a 'tec.
ain't
no
I
got
money. So, 1 say, guv'nor,
do you want to buy a dog so's I kin see 'im
'

:

'

':

Why He Was Most Pleased.
FEELING sorry for the kid,

and not wanting the
dog, I gave him a coin; and, after thanking
me, he made a bolt into the picture show.
"Later that evening I happened to be strolling in
the vicinity of the same picture house, and met the
same kid. I recognised him, and he me. This time
he was hugging the dog round the neck.
"I went to him, and asked him if he had seen the
picture, and also 'tec Granville ?
" He said
Yes, guv'nor.'
" I asked him then if he were pleased with himself,
and again he replied
Yus, guv'nor, very ; bnl I
am more pleased that I did not sell you my dog.'
" I do not mind telling you that I faded away
quickly into the night."
:

'

'

:

Twenty-Nine.
was
MR. agoGRANVILLE
on the 20th of

born twenty-nine years
October, in* Manchester,
Lancashire.
His hobbies are motoring and
writing picture plays.
He is not married.

.

'
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Arthur took a stop forward, and then hesitated.
" By the way, sir, may I ask how much of this
your wife and daughter know ? " he said.
" Nothing, that I know of," answered the rector

(Continued from

"Manacled By Money.

onae

6.*)

affair

" You have had a deal of trouble, Weston, and
dislike to interfere with other people's concerns,
but the wishes of the dead to me are sacred. If
you want advice, or help, I shall be glad to give

simply. " I never discuss the confidences of ray
parishioners with my family.
To me they are
sacred."
" Then only yon know what Mrs. Rae told you
on her deathbed ? "
In spite of himself Arthur could not restrain the
eagerness in his voice.
" You see," he went on, hoping to explain it,
" 1 feel an awful fool about that money. I should
" He
prefer, if possible, that they never knew

1

you

my

that lies within

all

power, but

must

1

confess it has been worrying me. Time is passing,
and the old place is falling into yet greater decay.
He will
In a few years the boy will be of age.
return. 1 shall deem it my duty to tell him his
dead mother's wishes, if you are not prepared to
do so."
Mr. Ferguson paused.
The rpan seated in the chair opposite him did
not -move. His face .was hidden, in the shadows
which were now filling the room.

paused

significantly.

The
"

rector patted him
quite understand.

I

on the shoulder.
But don't think about,

it

done cannot be undone. You
doing the right thing now. I am the only
living person who knew about it, and so long as
Greystone is ready for the lad when he returns,
that is all that interests me."

What

any more.

Suddenly he roused himself.
,
" Mr. Ferguson, if I told you I had not that
"
1 presume you would not believe me ?

is

tire

money,

ho said.

The
"

did

rector looked troubled.
thought you could not have
go to ? " he asked.

I

it

" 1

had

it

stolen,"

said

thing which suggested
was stolen while I was away.
first

it

now. Where

Another Christmas Day.
months went
was Christmas
THEGreystone
Hall lay covered with snow.
by.

saying tho
" It
to him.

Arthur,
itself

away
There was no need for Grace
Christmas live to play in the empty nursery,
haunted by memories of the past, for Arthur had
invited her and her parents to spend Christmas
Eve with him.
Mrs. Taylor and her daughters had also been
asked up to cook for the occasion.
" We ain't coming where there is that dirtylooking foreigner," she said to Arthur Weston,
when he called at her cottage.
" Oh, my servant, Jakes
Well, he happens to
havo. gone away for a few days, so you won't bo
troubled with him."
to steal

That is why I sold
living as I am now."
The rector gave a deep sigh of relief.
" I sec. You are economising so that you will
be able to do part of what your aunt wished.

up

my own

place,

and

this

am

might- have known it, Weston. 1 know you were
How was the money
honourable. But, tell me
lost ?
Did you not try to recover it ? It was a
large, sum
a very largo sum to lose."
Arthur's brain was working swiftly.
" 1 was all to pieces," he said, with apparently
1

:

—

!

charming frankness. " It was just after I had
lost Jessica, and nothing seemed of much importance.
Tho whole lot was taken out of my
room at the hotel. I did not miss it for a day or
two, and then when I spoke of it 1 thought people

"

Good

then,

and

looked at me curiously. 1 eouldn't^explain how
1 had such a large sum about with me."
"No, I understand that," said the rector,'
" But whatever
his head thoughtfully.
possessed you to carry it about with you. Why
it
into
tho
bank, or even
ever did you not put
givo it to me to tako charge of."
Arthur nodded his head, as though ho thought
Inwardly ho
that either suggestion was good.
was amused to think that a man of Mr. Ferguson's
3 ears could bo so easily gulled.
Ho glanced up, suddenly suspicion?.
Was tho rev. gentleman really deceived, or was
he, like himself, pretending ?
His companion, however, was .shaking his head
as ho thought of tho responsibility the dead
woman had left behind her on both of them.
" How much havo you been able to scrape
together, Weston ?
It will take quite nine hundred to put the house in repair, I should say.
Jenkins was talking to me about it only tho other
•lay.
Ho said if you do not have something dono

nodding

sir,

I

do

"

ejaculated Mrs.' Taylor.
I don't know then as I mind
!

You mu<t come up a few days beforehand
and give the place a bit of a clean. It's pretty
bail.
I'm afraid Jakes isn't particularly gifted
that way. The rooms seem somehow in an .awful
muddle.'Mrs. Taylor sniffed.
" I wonder as you don't have a woman about
tho place, sir. They beats all tho foreigners."
" J must think about it," said Arthur, smilinc,
and then, with a cheerful nod and a " good-morning," he passed up the village street.
After Mrs. Taylor had been to Greystone she
said to some of the village gossips
"Sometimes I think Mr. Weston has. got that,
servant of his .there in hiding afraid of me, .1
suppose.
I could have sworn I saw him onco
when I was trying to peep in through tho
keyhole, but when I looked again, it was Mr.
Weston that, was dusting tho books in the Bookshelf
a funny thing for a gentleman like ho is to
be a-doing."
"Oh, you always are getting a bee in your
bonnet. It was Grace Ferguson you were going,
to discover something about.
That never came
to nothing " cried one of her listeners derisively.
" Oh, didn't it.
You wait. Grace Ferguson
is playing her own
game. She wants to bo
mistress of Greystone, and sho will be, ono of
these days, and I, for one, hopes she will.
She
would send that old foreigner pucking, and have
decent maids about the place.
Arthur was dressed and stood in tho library
waiting for his guests. There wos an air of
excitement about him, which revealed itself
in tho nervous twitching of his hands.

But I don't pretend to say that
approve.
I want to seo the workmen begin.
like
you
should
to shake hands with mo though,
I
Weston. 1 have been troubled about you, and
that I must confess, but I might have known that
you were trying to do the right thing. We are
too apt, to look out for the weaknesses of our

!

I

a laugh, but

To avoid
did not tako tho rector's hand.
doing so ho caught him by the arms.
" Judge not, that ye bo not judged
Isn't
that a favourite quotation of yours, sir ? " bo
lie

'

'

!

cried jocularly.

"

J

am

stiro I

havo heard you

The Dinner Party.

Emma

Taylor was
dining-room
tho
putting the finishing touches to the cloth,
holly,
was
with
and candles
which
gay
under scarlet shades.
Arthur Weston came into the room, and frutn
the sideboard he took a short,- squat bottle.
" The ladies. I know, will not touch a liqueur.
You
I shull put this in tho study, Emma.
might bring in n couple. of, glasses and- (he box

IN

of cigars," he said.
Emma, fleet of foot,

went

Arthur Weston sfood

preach a sermon on it."
" You havo, Weston.

Quite right. You havo
mo at your mercy " cried his companion, shaking
"
We are never too old
his grey hoad.
Ah, well
" He said
to learn, and if we confess our sins
no more, but shook his head.
Arthur laughed again.
"Well; well, let us get back to the ladies,
Said Mr. Ferguson, turning.
!

!

Emma

—

that, sir."
" Yes, 1 can.

apologise."
chair with,

if

come.'-'

"

—

soon you would have it tumbling down about
to
yours ears. That is an unfortunate house. These
last few years there seems to bo a blight upon it."
Tho rector shook his head again. Ho was really
thinking aloud. It was a habit of his these days.
Arthur Weston shot him an evil glance, then,
remembering himself, ho gave a forced laugh.
" I suppose I must havo something dono soon,
but I am so beastly hard up. It will have to wait
another few months, though I don't want to start
and then have to leave off. You can understand

and so I want to
Weston got, out of his

" Well,

:

it

fellows,

again.

It

——

'

to do his bidding.
for a moment, glancing

critically around him.
The lino old room was lookiug its best in tho

Emma

had decorated the place
All the shabby
profusely with evergreens.
places on tho walls had been covered up with
candlelight.

foliage

and

The man
If all

scarlet berries.

sighed as he glanced around.
well, ho told himself feverishly, he

went

1921.

1st,

up his life where he had left it r.ff
w hen' his aunt had died. He opened the bottlo
and poured himself out a generous portion of

could take

the liqueur brandy.

" Here is success
under his breath.

The

to

my

plans," he muttered

guests arrived, and they

all

sat

down

to

dinner.

Mrs. Taylor had surpassed herself this evening.
Mrs. Ferguson, who had heard rumours about
the Greystone establishment, was agreeably
surprised.
As for Grace, she scarcely knew
what she was eating. She was once more in
Harry's home. To-night, on their return home,
she was to write to Harry and tell him all about it.
She sat in a dream world all of her own, and
her mother, with- rare understanding, managed
to shield her from the conversation by monopolising it for the most part herself.
When Arthur
suggested, with a smile, that he and the rector
should retire to tho library, where tho ladies
should follow them, after they had partaken of
coffee, the rector, with a smile, consented.
He thought that perhaps his wife, one of the
best of God's creatures, had perhaps rather
overdone her efforts to make the dinner entertaining.

He had enjoyed himself immensely. Ho
seldom dined out. and tho whole proceeding
was a very pleasant change to him. It took
him back to the old days when Mrs. Rae
entertained.
In' the library a great wood fire was burning
brightly.
The rector stood with his back
against the door, and looked around with an air
of benevolent appreciation.
Arthur went to tho table and took up tho box
of cigars, and offered him one.
The rector took
.
tl. "still smiling.
.
.Arthur helped himself, and then took up
the liqueur bottle.
" You will havo ono on this auspicious occasion ? " ho asked, striving to speak unconcern ingly
The rector moved across to tho fireplace.
t;
" Well, 1 do not usually indulge, as you
know, Weston, but perhaps this once," he said
-

genially.

had his back towards him. Tho
did not pay any attention to him.
Unlike his daughter, he was thinking of the
future.
When Harry should come back.
" By the way, Weston, .you have not been
nble to start anything yet," ho remarked, as
Arthur approached him, a liqueur glass in his
hand.
"I am just making arrangements for the
—New-Year.""replied Arthur meaningly.
" That is good nows."
The rector took tho'
glass and sipped its contents, then hp paused*
and miulo a grimace. " Whatever do you call
" It tastes as if it had pepper
this ? " ho said.
Arthur

rector

•

'

in it."

Arthur, who had been watching him through
tho mirror, gavo a strange littlo laugh.
" It's tho best liqueur brandy there is, but ypu
should not sip it, man, you should drink it down
he drained his own glass. " Then you
so,"
get the full flavour."
His companion looked dubious, hesitated,
and then, as a sound was 'heard outside, lie
tossed -the contents down his throat.
" I thought that was the ladies coming in,"
ho said, hulf apologetically. " I don't know
what my wife would say, Westoir, if sho saw
me drinking."
" Nonsense ! Have another," said Weston,
going over to tho table again, and taking up
the bottlo.
"My dear chap, just look at what you are
Whatever makes your hand shake
doing.
like that!" cried tho rector, in consternation,
as ho watched his companion trying to pour
himself out another, but his hand was shaking
as if with an ague.
Arthur strovo to Steady it, but ho seemed to
havo lost control over his hand entirely, lbput down tho bottle with a forced laugh.
" It's my confouudod nerves," lie said.
" 1
shall have to get something to steady them."
Ho placed his hand in his waistcoat pocket as
he spoke, and his fingers tightened over a littlo
empty phial. He brought it out, and with
attempted carelessness, threw it among tho

—

burning

logs.

reetor looked at him gravely.
" I trust for his own sake, ho is not a drug
taker," he thought to himself.
(Another instalment in next Monday's "Picture

Tho

Show.")
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ROD WkoLA ROCQUE
Tke

Grew Younger on

Star

OX

the screen Rod La Roequo was old
This sounds
before ho was young
rather curious, but it is the truth. He
was so often cast for eldorly parts such as
General Grant in " According to the Code."
Not but what he enjoyed some of these character roles, and Rod considers that very often
they are far more difficult than leading man

His Chance to Play a Leading Role.

ROCQUK.S chance
RODingLApart
came one day

!

Washburn was

"

him take the part. Rod certainly mad
good, and he has been playing leads practically
ever since.

•

let

The hero

A

humorous

He has played opposito Madge Kennedy,
Mabel Normand, Marg\ierite Clark in " Easy
to Get," Corinne Griffith, and with Constance
Binney in " The Stolen Kiss."
Rod has dark eyes and dark wavy hair, and
as he is six feet in height, he makes a really

of

ideal hero.

photograph o! ROD
Napoleon.

LA ROCQUE

as

He

talks with a fascinating drawl,
for by the fact

which is probably accounted
that he was born in Canada.

—

ROCQUE,

to play a lead-

when Bryant
and could not bogin

new picture. The film director did not
know what to do until Rod persuaded him (<>

generally has a pleasant allit, and gets all the praise,"
ho says, " while the character man has to
roally act."
Rod La Roeque docs not want to be starred
until he has done something which will stand.
He says " If I ever do achieve something
worth while, and an offer comes along which
means more than the title, I'll be glad to have
In the meantime well, I'm satisfied."
it.

ROD LA

ill,

his

parts.

round time

the Screen.

A

clever

impersonation.

ROD LA ROCQUE

Theodore Roosevelt.

a3

10

"

The Syren

in the

Flower Boat."
informed mo

HILDA DAYLEY
MISSother
afternoon that

the
she started stage
"
Jacket."
in
Yellow
which
work in the
she played one of the principal parts, Autumn
in "The Flower Boat":
had great luck," she smiled.

'

1

" I

read the
might get just

part to the producers, thinking 1
or understudy, as 1 had never
walk-on
a
been on the stage be"

fore

but

;

my

to

immense surprise I
was engaged to play

Au

t

u

mn

away.
Mr." Wu,'

straight"

"In

Cloud

'

I

played Nancy Ping,'
but I had to leave
'

that fascinating production, as I was
contract
to
under
play a Gretehen girl,
or a girl of the Black
Forest, at the Hay-

market, in Jerome K.
Jerome's
play,
A
Great Gamble.'
'

HILDA BAYLEY.

My Own Country
afterwards," Miss Bayley
SOON
" Cyril Maude offered nio his
'

I

was

told that the

management was

so pleased

with my first efforts that my salary had been
doubled, and then, of course there was nothing,
else for me to do but burst into tears.
"The evening before," Miss Bayley added, "a
black cat followed me home and insisted on
sitting on my bed all night."

" Bars of Iron " is a
Photo - play,
Splendid
and a credit to the

Twelve Long Hours.

Industry.

ROLAND
MR. Evesham
in
me

MYLES, who

plays

British

Film

Piers

production of. Ethel
M. Dell's story, " Bars of Iron," informed
the other afternoon that he belongs to Africa.
Stoll's

an Irishwoman and his father
is a good deal of the Celt about
Music was Roland Myles's first love. " I

His mother

is

Seoteh, so there

him.
gave three violin recitals at the Wigmore Hall,"
he said, " then later I went off to America, and
At the outbreak of war
led a lazy sort of life.
I came back to England and joined up with the
Hussars in the Imperial Forces.
" After the war was over, someone said to
Why don't you come along and
me one day
I thought it would be
do some picture work ?
'

:

!

part in

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROM TH

£.

(loud,

continued,
daughter's
Grumpy,' and he very kindly

I felt, however,
that I would rather make my name in my own
country and try to go to the States later on.
I played a burlesque part of an actress in a
play called-, Ho Didn't Want To Do It,' at the
Prince of Wales Theatre, and the leading
ingenue in 'Tiro Impossible Woman,' at the
llaymarket Theatre, and later 'The Sister,' in
Laughter of Fools,' under Mr. Curzon's
the

asked ine to go to America.

"<

'

'

I was
rather fun, and off I went to tho studio.
given a very tiny part. I remained in tho
building twelve hours, which convinced me that
pictures would not suit me
" A short time afterwards, however, I had
tho offer of a very exciting, heavy part, and as
this proposal also meant a jourr/ey that would
take me to Italy and France, I naturally jumped
at the idea and I have been doing screen work
ever since."
!

'

management.

WHEN
no

In Quest of Experience.
said Miss Hilda Bayley, "
THEN,"
I would get some experience

thought

I

in revue,

and, although I did no singing nor
dancing, I took a burlesque part in a revue called
After that I went back to 'Mr.
'Shell Out.'
Wu.' Later I played in Mr Walter Hackett's
play, The Barton Mystery,' with H. B. Irving."
Thus did Miss Bayley acquire her knowledge of
emotional acting, burlesque and comedy.
.

1

.

'

"

" Six Hours' Practice."
I nsked Mr. Roland Myles

if he had
regrets for his violin, he told me,
that although of course music was still
his great passion, nothing less than six hours'
practice a day satisfied him, and screen
work made this impossible. " However,"
ho laughed, "there are
times when I still take

up my violin.
When
I was in Italy, doing a

The 13th Chair,"

remembered by many readers of this
page.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell took the part of
the clairvoyant. Mrs. Bayley 's Mother.
01 all
the plays I've done," Hilda Bayley declared,
" none appealed to me so much as
Carnival,'
ami that is why 1 am so keen on the film of the
play, which is being produced by the Alliance
Company at St. Margaret's. Richmond. Some
of the scenes will take place in Venice, and 1 am
greatly looking forward to my visit to Italy.
.1
Strolled into tho studio at St. Margaret's
with Miss Bayley the other afternoon and
admired the wonderful setting of Silvio's
(Mr. Mai hieson Lang's) apartment, which, in tho
play, oseiiooks the Grand Canal, Venice.

MADGE WHITE.

'

A Russian Countess.

MY

first
'

picion

the
Co.,

was

film

Under

Suswith

'

Broadwest Film
and 1 played a

Russian Countess, the
strong emotional leading part." said Miss
Bayley, " and in Tho

picture for Stoll's, we
arrived at
one,
from Florence, just
over the border, one
evening.
Tho train
we wanted to catch
was too crowded, so
the entire company had
to remain at Madono
for the night.

Mad

YLEY S restrained emotional acting
MISSin BA'The
13th Chair" will no doubt bo

" We put up at tho hold, and when we reached
there wo found a fete in progress.
After the
company had dined, the Bohemian atmosphere
of the music and dancing in tho adjoining room
was too much for us, so we decided to join in the
revelry.
" I'p to this period tho local

band had been
supplying the music. Then someone asked if
I could ploy, and I took up a fiddle, which, bythe-byc, was not exactly a Strad.
I commenced
to play one- piece after another for hours, and it
was one o'clock a.m. before tho Italians would
lot me go, and only then on the promise that I
would play again the following day.

Mountains and Music.

next morning,
was
THEclimbing
the mountains
I

so

keen

on

at the back of

our hotel, that the promiso

1

had made

took the lead.

entirely slipped my memory.
On my return,
greatly to my astonishment, I found a crowd of
people waiting at the hotel.
After a hurried

Black Cats and

wards hey

'

Barton

Mystery

'

1

meal

1
I

ogain played for the Italians, and aftertried to drown mo in champagne "
!

Luck.

LACK

ROLAND MYLES.

B'

cats guard

me," Miss Hilda

Bayley said
laughingly.
"Twice

black cats followed me. and 1 had tremendously
good luck immediately afterwards. After my
very first night's performance in the 'Yellow
Jacket' when my salary was given to me [
discovered I had been paid twice the amount of
the agreed-upon salary.
I
thought there was
some mistake, and 1 handed half of it buck, but

Big

Game

Hunting.

'

IN

" Br.rs. of Iron " there is n very beautiful
hunting scene, in which Roland Myles plays
a strong lead.
" 1 am very fond of hunting," he confessed
" frl fact. I am fond of all sport, and I've had a
gooil deal of big game hunting in Africa.
I had
somo exciting moments in the boxing scene in
" I was boxing
Bars of Iron,' " he told me.
with Leopold McLaren, who took the part of
Avery's husband. He is a very big, fine man,

I

;

ROLAND MYLES

MADGE WHITE

in
and
one ol Stoll's Eminent British Authors'
In (be two photographs at)
ol Eric Denys.
in two other it

is

i
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Mary Pick ford.

Birthday. January 3rd

Birthday. April 8th.

JANUARY

APRIL

I

i

u
7
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I

2 9 16 23 30
3 10 17 24 31
4 II 18 25
5 12 19 26
6 13 20 27
7 14 21 28
8 15 22 29

CeraJdine Farrar.
Birthday. February 23rd.

Pearl White.
Birthday, March 4th.

FEBRUARY

MARCH
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M
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Norma Talmadge.
Birthday.

May

Pauline Frederick.
Birthday. August 12th.

2nd.

MAY

Birthday. June 18th.

8
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9
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29
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JULY
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AUGUST

Madge Evans.

Queenie Thomas.

I

3 10 17 24
4 II 18 25
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Dorothy Dalton.
Birthday. September 22nd.
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S

M
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W
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Violet Hopson.
Lillian Gish.
Birthday. October 14th.

OCTOBER
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Mae
Birthday.

Marsh.
November 9th.
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fortunately for himself, his sfrcnglh of mind was
a triumph over matter, for his wounds healed.
He was mentioned in despatches for his gallantry
While serving at tho front several Limes.

ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS

Patches of Emotion.

is supposed to throw his full weight of seven
I was prepared to run
teen stono upon me.
back, and when 1 was balancing I warned him
horses behind me.
to
push,
as
there
were
not
However, accidentally Mehaglen gave me a
terrific push, I lost my balance, and instead of
missing the horse, as 1 fell, I went straight
between his hoofs. It was sheer lack the horses
didn't trample upon me."

and

."The Fox and

was taking part
realistic

in

ball-room

scene, with a big band and all the setting
of the real thing at Stoll's Studios, Surbiton,
when I saw her the other afternoon.
" I loved all the outdoor scenes of Bars of
" I faced the
Iron,' "
she confided to me.
camera for the first time in that play, and I
thoroughly enjoyed every moment of my work.
In one scene where, as Avery, I try to keep
1

away from

A

fox had been
kept in the hut, with some one to look after it,
until it became accustomed to its surroundings.
Before the incident was filmed, the fox was
taken out on a cord, for a run. It was necessary
for the success of this particular incident, that
the fox should run straight into the hut, when
the hounds were supposed to be in full cry.'
" At the critical moment, before filming, the
fox was released from the cord, and to our
great 103% instead of making for open country,
hut. which was
lie camo straight into the
exactly what we wanted him to do."

the fox

the hounds.

'

Divinely Fair and Versatile.

WHITE
wonderfully fair
MISSandMADGE
versatile, and amongst many varied
is

parts she has played in musical productions are " Brie a Brae," and " Oh, Joy " and
!

she has also

name
" I

in pantomime.
like film work
said.

—

Stoll's film version of

Dell's

Ethel M.

noveL

girl,

in

am

'Varsity Trial Eights.

ERIC LANKESTER
one
MAJOR
latest recruits to the film world.
is

of the
" 1

am

extremely fond of screen work," he confessed not long ago, ^ and I am also very fond
of old furniture," *&nd he pointed to somo
exquisite specimens in his room.
He was surrounded by all kinds of trophies, cups for rowing,
and cups won for regimental shooting. Major
Lankester may easily be summed up as a real
sportsman.
" At Cambridge," said he, "

life."

Mind Over Matter.

LANKESTER served the HonourMAJOR
able Artillery Company during the war,
in

g scene in this splendid photo-rlay. which
Hiss White takes the part of Avery, wife

nd Myles and Madge White can be seen

m

this film.

and he went
He was

1914.

friend said to
'

r

"A

mo

one

You show your

feelings too clearly on
your face, patches of
pleasure, and of ill

humour

'
I

" This gavo

mo

an

idea," Major Lankes-

laughed.

ter

"I

thought of the screen,
it has com-

and now

pletely

enthralled

ne."

OLGA CONWAY.

Grand Opera.
" I

SPENT

•

half in Germany,"
said Miss Olga Conway when I saw her not
"
long ago,
and I only reached England
two days before the outbreak of war. I am
*'
passionately fond of music," she added.
I
used to play the violin, but I gave it up for
singing.
Unless one plays tho violin perfectly,
it is best to leave it alone."

two years and a

1^

Miss Olga Conway has a contralto voice
she
was with Sir Thomas Beecham in light opera
and grand opera. She played in " Madame
Angot," at Drury Lane. And when she is not
singing, she does film work.
She played in
"-Chances of Life," " Unmarried," and Beyond
the Dreams of Avarice," and lna Rose in " Bars
;

of Iron."

Famous Producer.
MARTIN THORNTON,

the famous

screen.
" In this way," Mr. Thornton
continued,
" I
find
we get realism, if actual life is

constructed, and the natural mannerisms of
the person so cast. Very often the artiste has
had no stage experience, and possibly
(j/^
little
screen experience,
so he completely
follows
the
instructions
of
the

producer, and
sponds to
to grasp

I used to row a
great deal. I rowed in the 'Varsity Trial Eights,
and I've travelled in the West Indies, in America,
in the Canary Islands, and in Spain. As I am a
very keen fisherman, I found Norway particularly attractive.
And, of course, I've ridden

of

Bar3

that the most, convincing form of screen portrayal conies from the person who cannot help
being natural, and who responds to the directions of the producer, and simply lives the
episode he portrays.
" As a producer, I find some people are moro
responsive than others in their ability to do
this.
When casting for the production, I
endeavour as far as possible to secure a prototype
of the character in the story from actual life, so
that all that is required for the delineation of tho
character is his own personality, providing
physically he looks what he ought to be on the

'

my

in "

is now responsible for many
of Stoll's great successes, is an enthusiast
"
over his work.
As far as the actual art of tho
screen is concerned," he told me, " 1 believe

MAJOR ERIC
Mother Goose,' at
LANKESTER.
the Royal Theatre,
Manchester. One gets
very enthusiastic audiences in the North. I
looking forward to it tremendously."

all

amateii

in

MR.producer, who

misses one's audience,
but one cannot, on
the other hand, say
one likes the stage
better than the screen,
they aro both so fascinating ;
one likes
each for each
"'
This Christmas,"
she added, "I am
playing principal boy
t o Gabrielle
R a y's

principal

work

theatricals.

F.

!

Iron "

Evesham

this he had done
a certain amount of

Stoll's

"Of course, one

ot

of
to

made a

enormously," she

ROLAND MYLES as Piers Evesham, and
CAPT LEOPOLD as Eric Denys in " Bars

first

that of Sir Boverley
Previous
Iron."

day,

the Hut."

WHITE
MISSa MADGE
magnificent and

LANKESTER took up screen work
MAJOR
last June, and his
leading part was

to the front in the September
in the firing line for eight

mouths. He was severely wounded during ono
of the very dark days of the war, and after
fifteen or sixteen hours he was carried to the
base hospital. Then he discovered that it had
been decided that his arm was to be amputated.
But Major Lankester would not hear of it and

—

of the

re-

his ability,

the realism

atmosphere

of

the film.

"Bars

AN

of Iron."

Ethel Jr. Dell
story in Stoll's
Eminent British
Authors' Series, produce! under the solo
production of F.

Martin Thornton.
The production is a
triumph for the producer.

F. MARTIN
THORNTON.

The setting of the
scenes are exquisitely beautiful, typical of
English hunting life, which must make a strong
appeal to everyone
and especially to exiles
from the old Country alt over the world.
;

Edith Netean.

"
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THE STORY OF A MAN

WHO THOUGHT HE HAD NOTHING TO

LIVE FOR.

after
SHORTLY
the guests

tell

*

girl.

The

!

Name

first,

and then

quick, brutal order brought the girl out of her

trance of fear.
" My name is Vera Hampton.
I dined here tonight with him."
The girl shuddered as she looked at the body, and
then went. on.
" Mr. Bowen asked me to meet him, because he
said he could get, me an engagement on the stage.
1 had played as an amateur.
After dinner he tried,
lo insult, me.
1 was struggling with him when 1
heard a shot. He fell down. That's all I know."
"
" This gun here ?
The detective pointed to a revolver lying by the
side of the dead man.
Before the girl could reply, ft young man with a
handsome face was thrust into the room. He was
very excited, and his handsome but weak face was
Hushed with drink.
" It's Wade dc Forrest, Mr. Norton," said one of the
waiters, who had hold of the young man's coat.
" We found him sneaking out, of the hotel."
The detective turned swiftly to the girl.

—

"

Do you know

this

man

"

?

" Yes.
Mr. do Forrest asked me to marry him."
The detective smiled.
" I see." he said.
" Naturally Mr. de Forrest,
wouldn't like the idea of you dining in a private room
with a man with Bowen s reputation."
He wheeled like a Hash and laced Wade de Forrest.
" Come, out with it
This gun ? This man ?
I

What do you know about

this ?

"

" I never saw that gun in ray life before.
You're
trying to put it on me
I know you are
But you
can't prove it
You can't prove it "
The voice of de Forrest rose in a scream
of protest.
" Oh, Wade
How could you ? "
It was Vera Hampton who spoke, and Norton
looked from the girl lo the young man with a smile
I

!

!

!

!

of

triumph.

" I guess you two have fixed up the easiest case I
" It's you for headquarters,
ever handled," he said.
Mr. de Forrest.
And if you'll take, a tip from me
1 should go quietly.
If you attempt, to pull any
rough stulT on the way, you'll he sorry. I'm thinking
it will take more than the Mrs. de Forrest's millions
to get you clear of this."
While Wade de Forrest, spoilt darling of a mother
who had many millions more than she knew what to
do with, was sitting. in a cell at police headquarters,
and Vera Hamilton was regretting for the thousandth
time the impulse that had made her consent to dine
alone with Bowen, a young man, named Shaler
Spencer, wag sitting in the library of a Fifth Avenue
mansion, reading the newspaper account of the ease.
A year ago Whaler Spencer had been one of the
cleverest lawyers in New York, and a leading figure

He had been practically engaged to Vera
in society.
Hampton, but one day, after a little lovers' quarrel,
she had gone off in Wade de Forrest's ear.
Both Vera and Shaler were rather stubborn, and
neither would make the first overture lor peace.
Vera consoled herself with Wade dc Forrest, and
Shaler sought forgctfulncss in the excitement of
speculation.

The result, was (hat he lost not only his own fortune
but that of his younger brother Rodney,
Shaler Spencer had just spent a very uncomfortable
half-hour.
Rodney, just of age. had come to ask him
lor his money in order that he might go into business,
and the elder brother had been forced to tell him
he had lost it speculating in what, ho had honestly
believed to be gilt-edged securities.
He had promised Rodney he would get Ulm his
money some way, and this was the problem that was
now confronting him.
Suddenly he rose and went to his writing-table.
" Dear Mrs. de Forrest,
1 can save your son from
going to the electric chair for the murder of Allan

—

I take a lew

placed his hand to his breast-pocket, and then
made an exclamation of annoyance.
" I must have left my book at the office," he said,
" Do you mind letting me have a few sheets of note"
paper ?
" Help yourself. There's plenty in the desk,"
replied Spencer sullenly.
He smiled inwardly as Norton went to the drawer
in which he had so hurriedly" thrust the papers.
His stratagem had worked.
" Hullo, Mr. Silencer
These letters and photographs are very interesting," said Norton. " I must
have a chat, with you about these."
Shaler Spencer made no reply.
It was his game to act the' part of a man who
had been caught olf his guard.
Norton read the letters through carefully, and then
he turned to Spencer.
" You were in love with Vera Hampton," he said.
" Well, what of it ? " replied Spencer.
" A lot, I'm thinking," said the defective harshly.
"You were jealous of both Bowen and dc Forres..
You followed them to the restaurant. V ou saw Bowen
dining in a private room with the girl you loved.
"
Shaler Spencer, you killed Allan Bowen 1
" You're mad, man
Wade dc Forrest killed him "
red-handed
You know he did. You caught him
" I thought 1 had, but I know better now.
Wade
de Forrest meant to kill Bowen, but you beat him to
it," eliallcnged Norton.
The scene had worked out exactly as Shaler
Spencer had intended it, should. He hung his head
as the detective lixcfl him with his eyes.
Then he looked up with a desperate light in his eyes.
" You've got me, Norton. 1 swore I'd kill any man
who came between mc and Vera. 1 killed Allan
I

lips were just framing a question,
tall, soldierly built man pushed through the
crowd that had followed the manager.
"My name is Nick Norton. I'm a detective from
the Central Office.
Guess this is my show."
He gave a swift, glance at the dead man, and then

Now then, young woman
me all about it."

if

?

when a

"

Do you mind

")

He

no more.
The manager's

turned to the

1921.

(Special to the "Picture Show.

statements as possible.
"
notes

eleven o'clock on a night in July
in the First Avenue Hotel, one of
the smartest of Bohemian resorts in New York,
were startled by the sound of a revolver shot.
Guided by the report, the manager went into a small
private dining-room. Through a veil of acrid smoke,
grim indicator of tragedy, the manager saw a girl
shrinking against the wall. Her fear-stricken eyes
were fixed on something that lay huddled up on the
carpet.
It was the body of a man.
The manager
recognised in the sin-lined face and the gross, over-fed
body, Allan Bowen, famous theatrical manager and
roue.
In that swift second when he bent over the
body, the manager knew that Allan Bowen would sin

1st,

-

EARLE WILLIAMS

as Shaler and
as Vera.

RUTH CLIFFORD
[Vitagraplt.

!

I

!

Bowen. Arc you sufficiently interested to
to-morrow morning ? Yours faithfully,
"
"

SHALER

call

on me

SrEN'CEIt."

think that will solve the problem," sajd Spencer
to himself, as he read the letter, addressed the. envelope,
and ringing for Ids butler, told him to send it by
I

registered

-

post.

The Way Out.
DH FORREST came soon

MRS.the

Bowen
after breakfast

next morning. She was a pretty but
shallow brained woman, who had indulged,
her son. Wade, till he had become one of the weakest
of the many weak fools who like to be known as men
about town.
" Do you mean this, Mr. Spencer, or are you really
" she said, holding out
trying lo get hold of a client
the letter the lawyer had written her.
" I mean every word of it," said Shaler Spencer,
" 1 can save your son by going to the electric
quietly.
chair in his place.
1 make one condition, and that is
you pay my brother Rodney the sum of one hundred
thousand dollars on the day of my execution."
Mrs. de Forrest started.
" I can't understand this " she said;
" Why
should you make such a sacrifice for my son ? "
" Because life no longer interests me." replied the.
" I have but one duty to perform
lawyer, quietly*
'!

!

on

and that

this earth,

is

to

my

brother.

When you

pay him the hundred thousand dollars, I shall have
discharged my last debt on earth."
Mrs. de Forrest hesitated.
Much as .she idolised her son, she felt she had no
right to take advantage of this strange oiler.
But a momentary vision of her boy in the
electric chair quiekly decided her.
It didn't matter
who died so long as Wade was saved.
" lint how do you propose to do this ? " she asked.
" Very easily," said Spencer.
" .Send me some
letters and photographs that Miss Hampton wrote to
your son, and I will so alter them Hint they will
appear to have been addressed to me. Then we shall
have a motive for the crime. It will seem to the jury
that in a lit of jealous rage when I found that Miss
Hampton was dining with Bowen, I shot him. 1
happened to be in the hotel on the night of the
tragedy, so that will help me. The first thing that
you have to do is to drop an anonymous note to
Detective Norton, hinting that 1 am the guilty man
He will call on me, and 1 will sec that he gets enough
evidence to get me convicted."
Mrs. de Forrest hesitated no longer.
" I'll. do it " she said.
" And I will pay to your
brother the amolint you ask on the day
" She
could not finish the sentence.
" On the day I pass through the Klack Gate."
said Shaler Spencer calmly
Detective Norton called on Shaler Spencer the
following afternoon.
The lawyer acted the part he had set himself (o play
very cleverly.
He expressed a mild surprise at the visit, and
hurriedly thrust some papers into a drawer of his desk
as the detective entered the room.
" I'm making inquiries about the Rowcn murder,"
" You were in the restaurant on the
said Norton.
night of the crime, I understand ? "
" Yes but I suppose I was one of many hundreds."
" Why do you nsk ? "
said .Spencer.
"Nothing in particular, Mr. Spencer," said Hie
" You know it is our duty to get as many
detective.
!

;

——

!

As the detective took his handcuffs from his pocket,
the door opened, and Spencer's butler appeared.
" Miss Hampton to sec you, sir."
Shaler Spencer went over to Norton.
" Let me have two minutes talk to Vera." Ik
whispered. " You can stay behind those curtains.
"
1 swear I won't attempt to get away I
" Get on with it," said the detective " but for your
own sake, don't try anything. 1 shall have you covered
all the time."
" Show Miss Hampton in," said Spencer lo the
;

butler.

As soon ns Vera Hampton entered the room she
rushed straight up to Shaler Spencer.
" Shaler, I've come back to you " she cried.
" This trouble has opened my eyes.
It wax you I
loved all the time. I was mad to listen to Wade de
Forrest, and worse than mad to consent to dine with
Bowen. My ambition to get on the stage made a
fool of me.
Can you forgive mc, Shuler ?
i
Shaler Spencer tried to speak, but all he could do
was to take the girl in Ids arms.
If Vera had only come an hour earlier.
He had
deliberately sacrificed his life because he believed
Vera no longer loved him, and he saw a way to
repay his brother by taking Mrs. de Forrest's money
as payment for saving the life of her son.
But now
Vera loved him he had something to live for.
While he was framing his lips to tell Vera, Norton
stepped in.
"You're just too late with that stuff, Ktsa
Hampton," said the detective. " Mr. Spencer lias
confessed to murdering Allan Bowen."
" But It was a lie " shouted Spencer. " f thought
at the time I had no reason to live, and I did it for a
priee.
It's not true, Norton.
I did not kill Allan
1

I

Bowen."

"

" Mrs. de Forrest !
Shaler Spencer's butler appeared in the doorway.
Show Mrs. de Forrest in," said S(>enccr.
As the butler left the room the lawyer turned to
Norton.
" You take Miss Hampton and hide behind the
curtain.
I'll prove to you that my contession was
made to get a certain amount of money from Mrs de
Forrest.
I will prove by her words that I did not
kill Allan Bowen."
As Mrs. de Forrest came in the room she opened
her bag.
" I have brought the money with me," she said in a
u hlsper. " 1 want you to liave it before yon contest."
" I'm sorry, Mrs. do Forrest.
I can't take it now
Vera has come back to me, and I want to live. 1
cant make any confession now."
Everything would have cone well with Sha'er
Spencer had Mrs. de Forrest spoken aloud as she
entered the room
but Norton, not hearing what
she said, and fearing that the two were playing a
trick on him, now rushed in
As' soon as she saw the detective Mrs. de Forres!
realised that it was her sou's life against that of
Shaler Spencer

* "

;
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Your Looks
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There's no need Send TO DAY
for the Secret of the Painless,

Permanent Antidote — it*s FREE

!

vou among the unfortunate women suffering from that
disfigurement— SUPERFLUOUS HAIR ?
If so,
good news for you that you can rid yourself of those hideous
blemishes forthwith without the aid of the Electric Needle without
pain
without difficulty and the cure will be permanent.
distressing

'tis

—
—
—
—
of treatment — hitherto a well-guarded Hindoo religious
secret — was-introduced into this country by the widow of a British
Officer.
This lady was a victim of the hideous growths — she was
public. Consequently everysensitive — she was ashamed to appear
thing was tried to cure the affliction — but everything failed. Then,
by happy chance, fate brought the remedy. Her gallant husband —
The method

in

—

saved the life of a Hindoo soldier, who,
imparted the closely guarded religious secret. He told
Hindoo women free themselves from superfluous hair, their
religion forbidding them to grow hair on any part of the body except
the head. The officer naturally gave his wife the formula. She tried
the remedy, and its success was immediate. In a matter of a day or
two the treatment had done its work. All traces of superfluous hair
were removed, and have never shown signs of returning. Thus, the
affliction endured from youth to middle-age, was removed quickly
in gratitude,

HOW

completely

— permanently.

name is Mrs. Frederica Hudson, and she will be pleased
to convey to you her secret. She suffered for twenty years before the
discovery, and desires that all those afflicted should be able to take
advantage of her knowledge.
The

av""" e£
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was no bargain."

ARE

surgeon as well as a soldier

1921.

" I was just telling Mrs. de Forrest that I can't
stand to my bargain now, Norton." said Shaler.
" It was for money that I consented to save her son,
but I ean't do it now. I've got to go back on mv
bargain."
" I deny that there was any bargain," said Mrs. do
Forrest quickly. " Mr. Spencer confessed to me that,
he murdered Allan Bowen.
Merely because that
confession would save the life of my son, I agreed to
pay his debts. It was a voluntary act, and there

WhyallowSuperfluousHair
to disfigure

THE BLACK GATE."

1st,

lady's

So write to-day. Don't waste your money on any other so-cnllcd
remedies. Send the coupon below, or a copy of it, giving your name
and address, and stating whether Mrs. or Miss. Enclose three penny
stamps for postage. 'Then all instructions will be sent you, and you
need never have a trace of superfluous hair again.

Shaler Spencer saw how the entrance of Norton
I»ad turned the tables against him.
His lawyer's
training told hiin that he could not now satisfy tinjury that his confession was a bogus one. He had
sentenced himself to death, and the only thing that
remained for him was to get the money from Mrs. de_
Forrest that would enable him to pay his debt to his'

brother Rodney.
" Very well.
Take me away, Norton," he said.
" I killed Allan Bowen."

Having burned his boats for the last time Shaler
Spencer made no further attempt to save his life.
He entered no defence to the charge of murder, and
without retiring the jury brought in a verdict of
murder in the
But despite

first

degree.

his confessions there were two people
believed in the innocence of Shaler Jin 1" 1 "' r.

who
They were

1

Vera Hampton and his brother
Rodney.
Vera obtained permission to visit Shaler in the
condemned cell, and pleaded with him till he told
her the truth.
" I did intend to kill Allan Bowcu, Vera." he said,
" but I swear it was not luy sliot that did it.
I
fired, bnt ns 1 did so lie moved, and I knew 1 hail
the
missed him. I then dropped the pistol through
curtain and hurried away. What I'can't understand
is that there was only one shot heard.
I myself
did not hear another. But despite this I swear to
you I did not kill Allan Bowen. There is no chance of
saving my life now, but 1 should like you to know
that I am innocent. It. has only lioen since 1 was
condemned that I felt absolutely certain that my
shot did not hit Bowen.
But It to quite hopeless
now to attempt to prove my innocence. Yon -(.
I should have to admit that I tired at Allan Howe.
and at first I believed I had killed him. And the
great fact against me is that only one shot was
heard."
" I
" Nothing is hopeless, darling," said Vera.
will bring you all the newspaper reports of the civ
and then perhaps you will be able to find something
that will enable you to prove your innocence. W hat
I ean't understand is how you were not certain at
first whether your shot had struck Bowen or whether
you had missed."
" Let me try to explain it more clearly to you "
" As 1 fired 1 was certain 1 had
said Spencer.
missed him, hut when I rushed up to the room and
"

.

FREE COUPON —

immediate use only. To MRS
free your full information and

(or

Please send
HUDSON.
confidential instructions to
three penny stamps.

me

banish superfluous

hair.

I

enclose

Address: FREDERICA HUDSON, Apt. V.4,
No. 9, Old Cavendish Street, London, W.I.

IMPORTANT NOTE
widow

oj

u

Prominent

:

Mrs. Hudson belongs to a family high in society, and is the
Officer, so you can write her with perfect confidence.

Army

saw him lying dead I had
you must remember that

—

to change my opinion, lot
I was positive about one

thing that there was only one report. Then I was
I
forced to the conclusion that 1 had killed him.
knew hat they could never bring the crime home to
mc, and because 1 bated both Bowen and De Forre-t.
for coming between us, I had no concern alxnit the
one being shot and the other going to the electric
I
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I was quite reconciled to everything.
Then
in life.
you came. 1 thru mode up my mind that I hail
something to live for. I Intended that Norton
should hear her admit that 1 had made a bargain
with her to confess for money, but before 1 could gH
her to speak Norton came in the room. 1 then saw
I had made a bid for life and
I was going to lose all.
you and failed. And you must understand that it

after I was sentenced that I came to the
absolute conclusion that my bnllet did not strike
ha\e been sitting M t|„.
Itoweu.
In the long hours
condemned cell many things have come clear to me
w hich before were all dazed."
Vera put her arms round her lover's neck.
" F.verythiug looks dark, Shaler," she said. " but.
something in my heart tells me we shall yet be able
to prove your Innocence. -Only promise me that
when I bring you the iwipors you will work to save
your own life as you worked in the old days to save
the lives of others."
The warder came to the door of the cell to Indicate
thai the interview was ended.
With another fond embrace the lovers parted.

was only

1

steel
rail

hair.
You nm-t understand I was in a very, bin. r
I had dost you, as 1 thought, and I had
nothing left to live for. Then when 1 began to think
things over I thought it would he a good way outVf
the tanclc to confess to the murder. But 1 was
determined that Wade de Forrest should not escape
without paying a price. I bargained with his
mother for a stun of money that would enable me to
pay my brother Rodney what I owed him. To me
that seemed the easy way out. I did not Regret
Bowen's death I don't now. He was a beast, a
was prepared to
I
vampire, who was better dead.
pay the penalty of the crime. Wade dc Forrest
would be released, and the money I had earned by
my confession would give my brother a fresh start,

i

(Continued on page 19.)
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Lane made uis film debut
rerformance was as Dr. Lanyon
Charles
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Clue.

day Vera Hampton brought all the
containing reports of the crime, the
inquest, and the
trial, to Shaler Spencer.
With the instinct to live burning within him, .Spencer
went through the reports with the greatest care.
One paragraph made him start to his feet and pace
the condemned cell with feverish haste.
It read
" The bullet taken from the body of Allan Bowen
was filed with the property clerk at police headquarters to-day.
In entering the body it flattened
Safest a bone. It is a mere shapeless mass of lead."
" Shapeless mass of lead," repeated Shaler Spencer.
" I may yet eseane passing through the Black
Gate."
He rang the electric bell in his cell, and asked the
warder to send at once for Vera Hampton and his
brother Rodney.
When they arrived he showed them the paragraph.
" In this paragraph lies
mv last hope," he said.
^
The bullets
my revolver were nickel-coated.
T.icy could not have flattened.
They would go
:

m

fiappp ana Prosperous

4 <S*%32T>r*3g5f^^^

through bone without, injuring the nickel jacket, yet
paragraph says that the bullet, that killed Allan
Bowen was a soft leaden one. You, Rodney, go to
the private dining-room at the restaurant
My
bullet must be somewhere in the wall.
If you can
find it in the wall it will be proof positive that it
You will
could not have entered Bowen's body.
remember that there was only one cartridge discharged in my revolver."
Within an hour Rodney was back with the bullet,
which, in the presence of the manager, he had lound
this

78.)

following:

fl

Lane

to the late

Kyrle Bellew.

mm

—

" April Folly," in which Marion Davies wa3 starred
then eame " Wanted a Husband," wich Billie Burks.
His crowning
" Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Above, Charles Lane can be seen with Percy Marmont and Billie Burke in a niedifeval scene.
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I

Striking Resemblance of Charles

PAST.

in the wall of the restaurant.

At Spencer's request, Norton was
new facts put before him.

sent for. and the

" I agree, Mr. Spencer, that this looks like clearing
you.
What do you suggest ? "
" Send for Wade do Forrest, and let. me question
him. In face of this evidence he must confess that
he shot Allan Bowen."
It was a dramatic scene, in the, condemned cell
the two men. who had been charged with the
same murder met
" What do you want with me ? " said De Forrest.
His face was ghastly pale, and heavy beads of sweat
stood on his brow

when

Pew

ym

is

tbe

" I want yon to tell the truth about Allan Bowen's
" My bullet has been
death," said Shaler Spencer.
found in the wall of the dining-room. Therefore, I
What do you
could not have killed Allan Bowen.
know about his death ? Look, there is the Black
Gate
Would you let an innocent man pass through
that gate to the electric chair
Speak the truth.
You killed Allan Bowen "
Wade de Forrest covered his face to shut out the
sight of the Black Gate as he gave ;i scream of terror.
'•
Yes, I killed him.
It was my shot.
I saw him
fall.
I had a silencer on my pistol, that was why
nobody heard a second shot. I hid the pistol in an
ornament on the stairs behind a bronze figure."
He reeled and would have fallen had uot Norton
caught him.
Shaler Spencer took Vera in his arms.
" 1 have passed through the shadow of the Black
Your love that saved me from the
Gate, darling.
electric chair will help me to get back all 1 have
!

'!

!

lost."

(.Ada pled from incidents in the Vitagraph photo-vla<i.
F.arle
Williams at Shaler, ani
featuring
Rl-TH CLIFFORD us Vera, by permission.)
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article

I

road some press
opinions of the
George

Clark
pro"Testi-

duction,

mony," a film version
of the novel by the
late Claude and Alice
Askew.

Apart from

the very favourable
accordedreception
the film, what im-

than a number of legitimate players, and here,
just to jog your memories, are a few of the
pictures in which she has appeared
''
" The
with Sir John
Caste,"
Hare
Second Mrs. Tanqueray," with the late Sir
George Alexander.
Two or three Hepworth
films, prominent among which were " Comin'
Thro' the Rye," the picture Queen Alexandra
loved, and " Merely Mrs. Stubbs," in which
Miss Rorke gave her famous portrayal of the
blind mother. Several Samuelson films, includ:

;

ing " Tinker, Tailor," " The Bridal Chair," and
" The Right Element."
And now the Clark
production, " Testimony."
,

pressed me most
about these criticisms

MARY RORKE.

was the manner

ance

in

came

particular

—

in

for

—

to her " tremendous power of facial expression,''
and her " very finished and natural portrayal.''
And so on. The upshot of all this was that I went in search
of Miss Rorko.

A
I

I

of the Producer.
to congratulate Miss Roike
upon her latest, and perhaps, greatest success.
She smiled. Then with a little wave of her

VENTURED

universal

(hat of Miss Mary Rorke. One
paper characterised Miss Rorke's portrayal as
a performance unequalled on the British
screen."
Another remarked: ''Mary Rork? is
simply great as the mother to my mind, the
best performance in the play:'' Others referred

commendation

The Genius

in

which one perform-

hand, as if dismissing her contribution to the
film, she said
" So much depends on the producer the
and I was greatly helped in this
right producer
case by Mr. Guy Newall. Certainly the manner
which
he
in
has produced the whole film is
extremely clover.
He is indefatigable in his
efforts to get just the right effects, and on more
than one occasion 1 have seen the perspiration
pouring oft his face as he put the whole forco of
his energy and personality into the rehearsal of
:

—

—

some

difficult bit of

'

business.'

"

1921

1st,

A Criticism of the Close-Up So

A FILM CHAT WITH MARY RORKE.
FEW

J unitary

Beloved by Some
comedy
films

roles,

— the

such as

strain

is

Producers.

have had

in several
not nearly so great as- in
I

dramatic work.
And then comedy always
seems to me so admirably suited to the screen,
for even the slightest, most delicate touch,
registers perfectly."

Criticism of the Close-Up.

THR

close-up, so beloved of some producers,
a critic to be reckoned with in Miss
Rorke, whose chief grudge against it, is
that it so often imparts an air of unreality to an
lias

otherwise convincing performance.
" Whenever a close-up exaggerates people or
things out of all proportion to life, nature at
once ceases to be, and one is immediately taken
into a world of unreality.
The whole thing
becomes a mere trick. Iihink it is a great pity."
The actress also regrets that so many producers neglect to run off, for the benefit of their
artistes, portions of the film still in course of
production, a practice that would enable the
players to rectify any little errors while re-takes

were

possible.

still

—

" I

worked with one producer Mr. Paul, who
who
The Second Mrs. Tanqueray
had this admirable habit, and found it a tre"
mendous help." said Miss Rorke.
I remember
one thing it taught me to use yellow powder
instead of Hie grease-paint I had employed
directed

'

'

—

—

earlier in the picture."

Gracious Figure.

FOUND

her in

her dressing-room

at

the

Royalty Theatre, a gracious and dignified
figure in black silk and old lace, a mantilla
crowning her silver hair and forming a fitting
background to a face both beautiful and wise,
whose only lines were those of kindliness, and
from whose eyes both love and gentle humour
peeped out.
Miss Rorke gave me a welcome which made

me feel at home immediately, and then, sitting
very upright in her chair, her hands folded
simply before her, she began to talk about her
film work, although, she explained apologetically, she really hadn't done very much.
She has, however, done considerably moro

A

The Atmosphere

Terrific Strain.

RORKE went on to say what a
MISSstrain
her performance had imposed upon

terrific

her.

" There is something really terrible about
acting in this respect," she remarked.
" For the screen, mental process must bo
registered in the face far more acutely than on
the stage, and the strain of conjurinc up in one's
mind some very moving even terrible vision,
and then expressing the emotion it evokes in
ono's face, i3 so severe that I cannot adequately
describe it.
" Perhaps," went on Miss Rorke in lighter
tones, " that is why 1 have a preference for
film

—

—

"THE HORROR LADY."

few exceptions
WITHwoman
who goes

the

in for a

career

is

aim of every
motion picture

to look as beautiful as possiblo

on the screen.

One exception
'loin's host

is

Rhea

Mitchell, one of filmactresses, who will

-known character

an Allan Dwan product ion,
Scoffer," presented by the Mayflower
Photoplay Corporal ion.
bo scon shortly

"The

ill

of the Studio.

RORKE has high
MISSmosphere
of tho film

praise for the atstudio, which she
characterises as both " kindly and nice.''
and altogether more Bohemian than tliat of the
" It
theatre. At least, the theatre of to-day.
reminds me of what the thoatre was like in my
young days," she remarked with a smile.
She does consider, however, that the hour« of
the film artiste, and the conditions under which

ho works, might with advantage be improved.
In conclusion, she made a significant remark
" The cinema is a serious rival to the theatre.''
:

May

Herschet. Clarkk.

RHEA MITCHELL

says

Difficult to Lcolc Horrible

It takes a lot of courage, Miss Mitchell says,
to cast aside whatever charm you may have,
and deliberately set out to see how horriblo you
can look on the screen. And she further states
that it is a lot moro difficult to look horrible
than to look pretty.
" When Mr. Dwan first explained to me Hint
I was to play the part of a neurotic in this picture," she said, " 1 must confess 1 was all at sea.

Tl

'it

\i

more

an Pretty.

And as he sketched in quick sentences his i lea
of tho character, the thing loomed up ns almost
With his instructions I set about
impossible.
to coneeivo a study in horror that would meet
with his approval."
II
Miss \ ii.
spent R good drill of time in
studying her part, and above you can see sfiiin
of the expressions which she had to practice for
this photo play.
I

.

J'iclure
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SHOWING THE EXCELLENT TASTE OF
THE STAR OF A THOUSAND MOODS

THE HOME OF NAZIMOVA

Madame Nazimova, the talented film star who appears in Metro pictures, has
home in Hollywood. Through the gates we can see a delightful view

a beautiful

of the house,

The charm

of simplicity is

with

its

emphasized in

brilliantly

this picture of the entrance ball

aqd

stairway.

A

corner of the room in which

of Nazimova's Hollywood home are very beautiful.
Here we see
a shady garden nook which must be very inviting on one of California's

Ths grounds

vine-covered porch.

Madame Nazimova answers
letters.

her numerous

sunny days.

Just a corner of Nazimova's bedroom, but even this small space suffices to
us with what excellent taste the room is furnished.

A

show

cosy den where a very pleasant evening can be spent with one's favourite
authors.

—

)

)

Picture Show, January

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
—
Filmland Tke Ckarm and Beauty of Cuikions
Some Ideas For Exquisite Cuikions And How to Make T.kem.
Furnisking in

—

WHAT

my

perfectly delightful cushions,
I'd give anything to possess
dear
"
!

a few like them
I heard t his remark made by a homely -lookwoman
as she sat in the audience of a
little
ing
!

picture theatre the other afternoon, and she was
admiring the really magnificent cushions of all
-shapes and sizes that were strewn over a divan
It was" not the
in one of the big film scenes.
first time that I had heard these sentiments
voiced from women in a picture theatre audience,
and one cortld not wonder at it.
Without doubt lovely soft cushions not only
add to the comfort and appearance of a room,
hut they give it just the right touch of homeliness
that is essential for the finished effect of any
And nowhere does one find
living apartment.
greater beauty in house furnishing and finishing
than on the films.

Cushions on the Pictures.

AM

picture-theatre patrons could
of the gorgeous cushions that

sure that
only see some
are really used in film stories, they would
long still more to possess them.
But really there is no reason why they should
not have such lovely and elegant affairs in their
homo. Each and every one of these cushions
can be made by the clever little home .woman,
and sizes and shapes are so irregular and assorted
that any pieces of silken material you may happen to have by you, or any small remnants that
you can pick up' cheaply at 6ales. can be brought
into play. Scrap 0 of gold or silver lace, tissue,
^alon or velvet that can be foraged out of old
boxes or chests can bo used for their adornment.
The favourite shaped cushion of Katherine
Macdonald is the gauged circular shape of soft
This is quite an easy affair to make, the
silk.
cover being slipped over a bought stuffed
cushion. The latter can be obtained very inexpensively at any big draper's.
For the making of this cushion you require
in black, rose pink, or any
n length of soft silk
shade you prefer. It does not matter if the silk
is a thin one, for the gauging takes off the sub(•anee of the fabric. Measure a length of the silk
to the size of the outer edge of the cushion, and
allow half as much again. Cut a piece of muslin
just a little larger than the padded cushion, and
mount the silk on this. Gather the edge of silk
to the outer edge of muslin, and at intervals of
about four inches run other gathering threads.
The better plan is to run these in small tucks,
and slip a piping cord through to pull it up to the
Gather this up until
size of the foundation.
you come to the centre where the silk should be

I

if

—

finished

off.

A Ribbon

Rose Centre.

centre these cushions
newest idea
THE verymake
rose
pieces
a
to
large
These
silk or ribbbn.
to

is

of

t>f

taffeta

couple of large tassels.

Taffeta and

REALLY

square, oblong, octagonal or circular shape, it is a
good plan to fill in the sides with a ruching of the
taffeta. Strips of gold orsilver galon run in squares
or criss-cross fashion form a simple decoration.
If you wish to expend more time on your
taffeta cushion, make a large bunch of grapes
out of the same material, and place in one corner
of the cushion.
The grapes are quite simply

made out of circles of silk, padded with wadding,
and gathered up to form small balls. Placed in
a mass in the shape of a bunch of grapes, they

of

his bride.

Creste.

PICTURESQUE romance blended with
absorbing mystery. A dramatic story ot
revenge that keeps one spellbound to thr
An excellent French cast tell the story of
a kidnapped girl, who is saved from marrying
the man she loathed. Production excellent and
photography particularly good.
end.

" The Golden Shower."

Gladys Leslie,

(Vitaqraph.)

A YOUNG

college girl has a love of dancing.
sweeps her into bad society anil
much intrigue. Eventually she find!
her life's happiness in the glorious South.
Dainty Gladys Leslie stars in an efficient cast.

But

it

"Louisiana."' Vivian Martin ' (ParamountArleraft.)

Oranges on Black Velvet.

A

favourite cushion of one of our big
TIEactresses
black
Tbo
the ono
film

of

is

little

plays a remarkably

star

much

t

effective.

The oronges are formed out of circles of
bright yellow chiffon velvet. These circles overlap just a shade, only allowing one full circle to
show. They are appliqued on to tho velvet with
To look more
a silk of the exact same shade.
realistic, orango paint is carefully brought into
play to give bloom to tho fruit. The leaves are
made in exactly tlie same manner, being cut
from pieces of bright green velvet and appliqued
with green silk.
A heavy black silk cord finishes the edge of
this cushion, ending at one corner with a huge
black tassel.
A Drussuu.

vcrse.tilt

fascination. The supporting cast aie all well-known players.

with

role

skill

and

HOBART BOSWORTII.

A POWERFUL

story of the sea, with many
exciting battleship and submarine scene-.
Hobait Bosworth plays the role of a
captain in tho merchant service during the w.\r.

ninny an
Jane Novak plays opposite

stirring tale of revenge with

thrill in

it.

velvet.

actual cushion is the everyday square
shape, the front being of velvet and the back
of black satin.
Placed boldly in one corner is a design representing a futurist bunch of oranges, and the
effect of the orango on ho black is as startling as
it is

is

original
the.- tor.

M arc. v er it

"Sweet and Twenty."

i:

Blanche and Laxo.horneBurtos.

(Hm/re-sx.)
British photo play,
stage-play.
Basil
Hood's
ndapted from
delightful and simple story of English
life, allowing the power of love and the tortures
of jealousy. Marguerite Blanche is a new star
whom British audiences will warmly welcome.

A

WELL-PRODUCED

A

"The Double

Event."

(.1.-/™).

IRVING'S well-known stage -play on
ETHEL
the screen. A superb British production,
replete with exciting racing scenes.

"The Tong Man."

Hwvk.uv*.

Sessve

{Jury.)

A

STRONG

story founded on Clyde C. Westover's novel.
A drama of Chinese life.
Delightful settings.

" Pirates of the Air."

St.

Rcsssl

Hunt.

J.

(Moss Empires.)

AS and

a story

of thrills

title suggests, it is
stunts, not the least of which is when
the hero climbs out of an aeroplane and
from a rope drops on a moving train.

the

"Heartstrings."

IN

fill

(T^

William Farntjm.

make his little sister happy.
venges a wrong and wins a wife
Farnuin part.

these

full

>

which William Furnuui has the sy mpat het ie
port of a self-sacrificing brother, who lives to

How
is

he rea typical

of

COMEDIES.

formed

"A

Molly Malum
Bungalow Bungle."
and Ray Gat.la.oher. (,7nry>.)

SLIPPERY SAM

of the cushion.

The back

consists merely
of a plain piece of silk or
sateen.

by
to

of crash is
most serviceable of all, for

"Don't Worry."
Depp {Strand.)

that is in everyday
wear. This material is hard
its
fawny
wearing, and
brown shade docs not too
Quickly show signs of shahStill,

unless

decorated

it

is

drab

in

sonio

make

sub-letting
tenants, asking
his plan works is

easy money
a bungalow
rent

for

shown

in

in

one

I

ono

hinr'ss.

tries to

then

hiring,
several

advance. How
long scream

The cushion

manner.

Rene

of Mystery."

" Behind the Door."
(Paramount-A rtcrajl.

manner

muslin and
the whole
Then this should
flower.
be attached to the centre

have

AN

The fruits are made in tlie same
as the grapes, only they are flattened
out a little instead of being made into balls. A
stitch should lie taken through the centre of each
fruit, and finished off with a French knot.
cushion.

by four, and doubled over
form a two inch square
petal.
Turn back the two
vomers of the folded side,
and gather the lower raw
edges on to the muslin.

many

(Western Import.)
exceedingly well-acted drama, in which
the heroine, a young authoress, is accused
of murder.
The big-hearted man who
loves her, played by J. Barney Sherry, sets
about to solve the mystery, in the end winning

a mixture of delightful comedy and
THIS
strong drama, with a vein of tragedy. Tlie

to

you need to

Barxhy

J.

Sherry.

could have leaves of silk or even a bought spray
of leaves placed at the back of them.
Another good finish for the taffeta cushion is
to moke a whole strip of fruits of different
shades of taffeta, and, intermingled with leaves,
place them right round the edge of the finished

be mounted on a
small piece of muslin. Each
petal is about two inches

as
petals as
the circle

to Picture«oer»,

(Gaumonl.

must

Make

Guide

Walton?"

Killed

" The Shot

Padded

Fruits.
beautiful results can be obtained
from the charming shot taffetas that are
being displayed in the shops just now.
There is no need for the slightest elaboration in
these cushions, the material itself supplying all
the adornment necessary. Carried out in either

•

ShowV

Picture

"Who

Ordinary cretonne forms a delightful decoration for the cushion of crash.
A motif should be
cut out from the cretonne, and applirfued with
thick silken thread on to one corner of the
cushion looks effective, and is perfectly simple
to do.
A thick cord of brown should edge the
cushion and terminate in one corner with a
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A

SURE

" Silk

KATHERINE MACDONALD

Here you
has exquisite taste in cushions.
see her with a few composed of ruched satin and taffetas.

Geor«:e Dai an

I

Hutuv

laughter-raiser.

Stockings."

A"GAYETY
dash.
„.
I

Starring

comedy,

full

„

Harhv Depp.
of
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vim mil
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t
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FINDING FAULTS IN FILMS.
The reason for this is that the competition is not a
is closed.
win a prize
Sor thousands ol readers have sent postcards which would
For instance, over
not duplicated tbeir fault.
had
readers
other
of
thousands
if
100 readers sent the following
" In Let's Get a Divorce ' there is a scene which goes back to the 13th century.
pistol,
Yet a knight in armour wears a luminous wrist-watch, carries an automatic
,
and uses a fountain-pen."
,.
.
,„„
100
to
disappointment
A prize of 5s. cannot be divided into 100 parts, hence
There are still thousands and thousands of postcards to te examined,
readers.
more
But
no
promised.
and until these are examined prizes will be awarded as
We are always pleased to receive notices ot
should be sent for the competition.
film faults, and shall continue the feature, but not as a prize competition.
This competition

lair one.

:

'

.

.

In " The Light," whore Miss Theda Bara stars, there is a scene where
The mistake is, that the train
the soldiers are coining home from the front.
from which they are alighting is most modern, whereas the Fronch trains
that were used for carrying troops were windowloss and often doorless and
broken down. Tho picture is supposed to be taken in France. 5s. awarded
to W. E. Loundes, 104, Bolton Road, Small Heath, Birmingham.

—

Every good housewife

knows
cocoa

fragrant,

.

o'

In the picture " Hide and Seok Detectives " Ben Turpin lassoes Tom
Tom grabs up his hat and coat, and
is in his shirt sleeves.
outsido
in the next scene is seen running after Ben. hut the lasso is round the
Again, in the same picture, Ben takes a photo with the camera
of his coat
produced
in
is
photo
the
when
picture,
but
upright
nek} for a vertical or
eourt it is a horizontal one !— 5s. awarded to George Walker. 41, Killeen
Road,- Rathmines, Dublin, Ireland.

Kennedy, who

the

recipe here

illustrated.
Every good
housewife knows the result—
ricjily-f lavOured

" cup

Frys."

"So refreshing" say some;
So warming and cheering" say
"So nourishing and
others;
"

!

healthful "

is

the verdict of

all.

And, wise women agree upon
the flavour and purity of a " cup
o" Frys."

The fault I noticed was in the photo-play called ''Marriage," featuring
Louise Olaum. Her husband is sent to prison, where ho is known as eonAfter serving one year he is shown making his escape, not in
vii-t 8007.
I
the convict's garb, but in the clothes he was wearing when arrested.
thought this a big fault, and others commented on it, too. 5s. awarded to
Mrs. Cushings, ill, Knowsley Road, Magdalen Road, Norwich.

—

In Episode 5 of the " Lost City " the hero and heroine escape from tho
house of Cagga, tho slave-dealer, into the jungle unarmed and unprotected,
yet on arriving in the jungle and hearing the roar of a lion. Stanley Morton,
How did the
"the hero, calmly picks up his rifle aud shoots the lion dead.
Also, in the same picture, neither Morton nor Princess
rifle get there
Surely tho
whatever.
head
Elyata wear hats or .any protection for their
heat of the African jungle would necessitate some protection from the sun.
-5s. awarded to A. R. Birtwhistle, 7, Clover Hill Road, Halifax.

frjf'4
PURE BREAKFAST

'.

^&OCOCL

May I draw your attention to the following error occurring in the film
The Way of an Eagle." In the officers' mess scene, at
production of
Fort Wara, the officers are sitting at table, some smoking cigarettes, when
the senior officer arises and proposes the toast of " The King." Now no
smoking is allowed at mess until tho King's health has been drunk. os.
awarded to H. W. Emms, 30, Avenue Road, Park Lane, Norwich.

—

FIRST PRIZE £100
SECOND PRIZE £25

£150 IN PRIZES

ON

this page will be found the fourth of
our Picture Puzzle series, which deals
Mabel
chiefly with the career of
Norniand. Next week the career of another
cinema star will be dealt with in a similar
form, aud so on, until six puzzles have

No.

FIFTY PRIZES

OF 10/- EACH
4.— MABEL NORMAND PICTURE PUZZLE.
The

(ire.

OfttQiNfvreD
in.

fc(u>

^Hf

totcW^o.

I

appeared.

The above magnificent

prizes are offered

for solutions to the picture puzzles which
are identical with or nearest to the .solution

our possession.

in

not ftend your solutions in yet. When
the sixth puzzle appears full instructions
will be given as to how and when your
complete set of solutions are to be sent to

Do

HG0QD

,us.

This competition is run iu conjunction
" Girls'
and
with " Boys' Cinema "

5|

KER

Cinema."

The Editor's decision must be accepted as
and legally binding iu all matters

final

.

concerning this competition.

Employees of the proprietors of
journal are not elegible to compete.

this

K££P THIS UNTIL

THt.

SIX

tUZZLE PICTURES HAVa APPEARED.

t

.

Carter,

and

('apt.

Hcatou Grey. The other two

films

cannot be traced.

"Qnz/.Y " ( Blackpool). -Space is so valuable,
nowadays that I often have to answer a very large
number of readers by post when I cannot find room
for their answers here. That explains whv vou were

.

my letter. Ethel Clayton is tinwidow of Joseph Kaufraann. while Anna Q. Nllsson'fi
age is not given. The address of the Pictire Snow
Postcard Dept. is 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill.
London. E.G. 4.
" I'LRU'A " (Cheadle). Lucille Lee Stewart, who
was the girl in " Eastward Ho " was born in Brooklyn. New York, and has blonde hair and dark blue
eyes. She is the wile of Kalph Ince, and the sister 'of
Anita Stewart. In " Kilties Three " the leads were
taken by Rowland Hill, Bob Reid, and Robert
surprised to get

you want to know anything about Films or Film Playerj

IF

LOOKING FORWARD.

TO some
no

whom

an occasion which fills us with fresh resolutions
and new hopes as we look forward to a future full of
unborn surprises. Many of these last will necessarily
depend on what paths we decide to take. But so far

as our film entertainment is concerned, it is to the
studios that our eyes will naturally turn.
The pictures of 1920 were many of them excellent.
Several of them deserving of this praise were British,
too, notably " The Call of the Road," which enjoyed
a record run at one house for home-made productions.
It may be said that for the first time picture goers in
this country have been afforded during the past year
rleasirrg evidence of the high quality of the work which
British producers and British artistes are capable of
turning out. Nor must we, in fairness, forget to acknowledge the entertainment given us by our American
cousins. To-day there are certain to reach us from
both sides resolutions of still better quality in film
plays.
shall look forward to it expectantly, for we
know that the industry is one of the most progressive.
And what shall we say of ourselves and you ? We,
behind this, paper, have already made our programme
—no, not complete as yet, but so far as it goes a
splendid one of good things cramming these pages for
all of you, with many more attractions to be added
as I learn your wishes. Numbers of you. I know, are
old friends.
Several are new. Let us continue together
and enlarge our circle by getting others to join us
from week to week. And may the days ahead of us

therefore. American.

NEW

10th.
In " The Son 01 Tarzan " Elmo
Lincoln will not be featured,
'llie leads in " The

December

.there

(

Helen-Jerome Eddy In

l.eei.

;">

•

'

The

.

-

height is 5 ft-. 10 in. «
"May'' (Mansfield). -stories suitable for th"if
screen are chosen by the scenario editor of a film
company. If I were lo toll yoji who, in my opinion, is
the most enterprising Britisli producer, I should have
all the others after my blood.
Myck
(Ku l London). Sorry.. I don't remember you writing three times before, but I am
"
glad you decided to
another
In

Burrows),

Arthur Howard (His
(The Chinaman)
Edward ri il(l'.\ii bye), Norman Selby, otherwise Eld
McCby (A Prize Flgh'tef), and George Berangor (The
Spying One). NaHmova'fl hTnlB'.are 'iTne war
Bridfe,
rhc Brat." " Eye (or Eyol" "The Red
Lantern," " Toys of Pate," and others.
W. B. (Beckham). Remember von 1 Why of
course I do.
So your friends iu the V S. \. think thi1^ "the dandiest paper ever." and threaten
n whole
heap ol trouble for you if yon ever forget to semi it
to them.
Well,
guess and calculate you'll be wise
jjl avoiding that trouble,
Boy Stewart was born in
San Djeco, California, just thirty-six years ago has
black hair, brown eyes, anil is two inches over six feet
height.
111
Florence Vidbr was born in Houston
lexas, twenty-live years ago.
She has brown hair
Manager). -Richard

have

Barthelnic.-s

tlie

players were
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"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
Please do not, ask
addresses bv post, but if Vou wish to communicate al once with any artiste not named
brlow, write your fetter, putting the name of the
star on tlie envelope, and en< lose it with a loose
Room
2d. stamp to tlie Rditor. the Picti RE Snow
Street.
arringdon
House,
Fleetway
55. .The
London, E.C..4, anil it will be forwarded by tin*
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
Such letters uannot be. specially
extra ounce.
"acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
iticlliding the' name of your county and 'country,
and mention the -Picti RR .Show to ensure the
sajety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will' be answered. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
C.LYN'NE. care of Stoll Picture Productions. Ltd.. Regent' Studios, Park Road, Surbiton.
WILLIAM IM'NCAN. care of Vitagraph Film Go.,
lor an)

,

I

MARY

•

Inc., 160P.

Broadway. New York City, I'.S.A.
130. West 40th
care of Fox Film Co

TOM MIX.

.

New York City, X'.S:A. <
M \UY MILES M INTER, care of Realart Pictures
Corpn.. 409, Filth Avenue, Xew York City, I'.S.A.
Street.

(More addresses next week.)
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WRITING TO ARTISTES.

the

I

iW

Karina, Annie

"Dawn

•

(More answers nex: week.)

Read the remarkable

.1

I

Madame

try.

-

Edward Conibfrmere, Madeline Seymour, Hubert

I

and eyes, and is
ft. 4 in. in height
anet smith (Edinburgh). You want, to see your
Iu
name m print. Well, lu re It is, and may all the
other members Of the great Smith lamilv rejoice
at
the honour done them, and all the Browns
and Jones. -s
•-•row envious.
Marain Sais does not give her age
hough she tells us .she was born in Marin Co Calt^

believe.

—

was Scsuc Hayakawa. Fanny Ward and Jack
Dean were the leads in " The Cheat."
' N UIMOVAITK " (
Portsmouth). Oliver Twist was
unlucky when he asked for another helping, but your
cry "for mote:" will be answered.
Gladys Brackwell 111 " The Sneak " was supported b\-Wiliiam Scott
as Wester, and John Oaker as Francis,-,, Buckley
Baby Marie Osborne, who lias played in " When Bab*
Forgot.' -"Baby Pulls the Strings,
rears and
Smiles," etc., was born in l'Jll.
|| Pr ,. js the cast 01
" Broken Blossoms."
Lillian GIsh (The <;irl), Donald
Crisp (" Bottling "

and Anita Stewart is not far ahead.
asks us to be content witn his birthday,

last,

which falls on Sept. 12th.
" Bertie " (Strealham)
My time is precious, as
you say. Irhappcn- to be. the only precious thing 1
possess, and someone U always trying to steal it.
Ulna Taylor was born in London. John Oaker was
born in Ottawa in IMS, and is 5 ft.
in. in height.
Hatry Xorthrnp was bjorn iu Paris, but wa< educated
in the States.. Martha Mansfield, who was born in
the town of the -am name in Ohio, is twenty-one, and
hn- blonde hair and 'grey eyes.
" Teregram " (Rugby).*- Most artistes do answer
fllelr letters, so why not write to your favourite T
Yes, Henry Edwards was In—the Him version of
"My old Dutch." The part of Walter Melrose in
" What Every Woman Learns " was taken by Milton
SUN.
So you like Gerald Ames'
E. O. (Keighley).
" nice curly hair." Yes. he is married to Mary Dihle>
also a screen artiste. Ggrald Ames was bom in Blackhcafh. but his hcfizlrt is not known. William Duncan's

Alan Beneath," Jane Novak in "The Debt," Twirl
Aokj in ."The Grey .Horizon." and .Mabel BallinJn.
" The Illustrious Prince."
The hero iu eac h of these

'

Ames

Gerald

must

"

—

I

January 8rd

-

.1

dental.
" Ct RTO.3 " ( Knott ingley).— Was there ever a young
lady not curious 7 Alma Taylor was twenty-five 011

1

• a. Friend. "

"
i'st ME "I (Christiana).
And me, too. for I
cannot very well, leave myself out here. The man w ho
"
"
as
When
the Desert Smiled
such
title
thought of
a
must have a very dry sense of humour. Neither that,
feature
Way
The
other
has
come
yet.
film nor the
my
you mention had a good run. anil so we discontinued
it. but 1 am glad you liked it. all the same.
" SNowiiAl.l. " (South Norwood).
William Farnum
has blue eyes and brown hair. Glad you have, a
picture gallery of our art plate'.'
M. S. (Barusloy). I do not know where you can
obtain Harrv Morey's photograph. He was born in
Charlotte. Michigan, I'.S.A.. in lS7i», and has fair
hair and grey eyes. He is married, and began his film
Cecil Humphreys
career with Vitagraph, iu L0H9.
played the title role in " The .Swindler."
" LII.uk " (Highbury). - Iu " Sacred Silence." [\v.
part of Major Marston (not.Crossk-y) was taken bv
Madison, who made her
(ieorge Mc()uarrie.
I'.lee
success in " The Trey o' Hearts," is still doing line, 1

—

:

(Waiwickv— I suppose

Gavest Me." were Katherine Mucdonald

I

Editor, "Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
.House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

-

1

-

'

;

•

1
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Woman Thou

—

—

Milton Sills, and. .lack Holt.
0. H. M. J. (Bassein).- Thanks for all the inte«esting literature, enclosed with your letter .1 war
interested to learn that the Burmese are now producing and acting in their own films. 1 have not
beard at the moment the rumour about Eddy Polo
and his brother. Sam. but it is quite possible they
may do a bit more travelling roiuut the world. Sorry
am unable to. give you the subscription rates of
American publications, but any local newsagent or
bookseller may help you
." Yvonne " (Antwerp).
So you would get a severe
lecture if a reply was sent you by post,
is it such an
offence, then.' for flu; postman to bring you anything? .Anyway. I'll spare your feelings. 1 am
afraid
cannot tell you the causes of any divorce
Poor Bobby Harron's death was purely acciease.

•

"

hero's

<

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address ol
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
-communications can be answered. Address The

Longman

cowboy

'

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

"

that

—

YEAR.

be a good deal of >uu in measurement, but your note
wjw so liny.
nearly lost sight of it. (The pari pj
Colette in " tt'hc Woman Who Gave" was taken by
Evelyn Nesblt. Corinne Griffith dues not answer
your lirst (niestion,, but she is married right enough,
and her husband i< Webster Campbell.
"SYLDAg" (Brighton). Several readers hasp
kindly answered your question about a cheap way 01
naming our art plates,' and the Informal ion will be
given -on the >Dre$siu<-i*o6m page',

is

very own name.
" Ziska " (Bombay)
You seem awfully down in
the 'dumps and all through not seeing more photos of
your favourites.. "Tis sad, indeed, but cheer up, for
they will all greet you from these pages in time. The
ones you mention are all married to somebody or
other, but to whom ?
And there 1 must confess to
being just as much iu the dark as you.
Li
y " (Bromhajn). -I don't suppose your
favourite would consider you cheeky for asking him
for his photo.
He ought to be quite used to such a
request by now.
Violet Hopson's birthday is on

THE EDITOR.

»

Tom Mix

*

Yalice.

C. G. (Gateshead).
Thanks for crowning this paper
with your praise. Arnold Daly was -Craig Kennedy in
" The Exploits of Elaine." and Kenneth Harlan was
the hero in " The Price of a Good Time." The other
Ron is a very old one.
" XaPH.vtai.i " (Bournemouth).—Ko, my mail bag
"
remains as weighty as before." Your " surprising
news happens to be old. for there ris .very little of
not
importance that happens in ftlmland which does
reach me long before, any of it may trickle through to
you. Thanks for correction about Eugene O'Brien,
though, as it happened. I had already made it j 11 —
before your letter came.
As regards Hart, several
American film authorities agree that he was born in
1876. and as only one or two differ, 1 prefer to go by
the majority. Aud the other artiste ? Well, heaps Of
them, you know- the ladies especially - are privileged to grow younger by what they tell us. Gladys
Leslie does not mention her husband's nam-. (Jladys
Hulettc is in her twenties, but does not Rive hex
birthplace.
Iu " The- Light That Failed." Jos
Collins. Robert Edeson, and Lillian Tucker took the
chief parts.. Sorry. 1 haven't fuller particulars.'

'
this page.'
" R koinalii "-(Lowestoft).— Pearl White was born
in Springfield on the other side of the Atlantic, and is

We

A HAPPY

!

(Leicester),
"HORNET" (Rochdale), " Maraot
(Chadderton), " Xema " (London. S.W.), K. B. H.
"
(Catford).
Pearl " (Shelmarke). " Curly Wlo "
(Keighley). R. W. (Manchester). K. H. (Putnev).
"
" Lor " (West Malvern), H. o.-(F.astleigh). "
"
(Shoreditch). I).- B. (Clieadle), and -" INTERESTED
(Glasgow). -—since your letters reached me the information required-has been given to other readers on

is

rrove for each and everyone-

—

fprnia.
Kingsley Benedict may be married, but I
have not heard anything definite either wav.
G. G. (Colchester). K. M. I). (Wealdstone).K. E. tZ
"

o[ us the passing o! 1920 will be like the
loss of an old friend
we had grown to love :
to others, perhaps, the event will be one bringing
regrets. Yet to all the dawn of another New Year

:
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i
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comfort adds to pleasure

and

to-day

—

notice

the

slightest

most

the

sensitive

appearance

skin.

and

irritated

it

;

Jhe Aseptfc Skin Dressing

5-

frightfully,

scratched the pain became inI couldn't go out of the house,
I dressed the skin regularly with ointment and lotions I had, but nothing
did any good. Then I tried Germolene, and almost at once tlierc was
relief.
In a fortnight the rasb was quite gone, and it has never returned. Now I always use Germolene as a toilet cream. It is wonderful."
if

tense.

Soothes at a Touch S
Germolene

Booklet,
of nearest

matchless as a remedy for

is

Illustrated

together with name
Draper or Outfitter from

Lady

wmotom

persistent and troublesome, and, of
course, disfiguring, too.
The skin
kept peeling off and leaving a scaly

to

Economical, too, because "Oak
will not lose its " goodness in the wash. It is the underwear of super- wearing qualities
end every garment is guaranteed
"Replaced if not satisfactory."
free

Rash Cured.

a year, and it has taken it all away
and left my complexion perfectly
smooth and clear. The rash was very

Tree "

For

imu

—

the

irritation

ii

Mrs. J. A. Perry, 7, Arlington Gardens,
The Drive, Ilford, says:
used Germolene for a face rash
I
that had been troubling me for nearly

weather
comfort without undue weight
cr

i

"

cold

real

i

Persistent Face

durability to leisure.
into Oak Tree Under-

difference

iinii

1921.

now uses Germolene as Toilet Cream

:

Change
wear

i

8th,

Germolene Saved
Her Complexion

Underwear
Its
Its

i

January

Eczema

whom

you can obtain \ Oak Tree/'
-write Department 18,
.
OAK TREE HOSIIRYCO.. LTD..
26,

Psoriasiu

Itching

Pimples

Rashes

Cuts and Burns
Skin Eruptions

Chapped Hand;

Ulcers

and

DALE STREET,
MANCHESTER.

Ringworm

Piles

all cut,

Prlctt J/S .Hrf 3

-

Chilblains
bruised, itching, and ulcerated surfaces.

v*rtin.

r

I

rytcktre.

tilt tht mart fouomieal
alu
.Ukdi

From CltnUts

.

i

The Aseptic Skin Dressing
TktVtHO Drug

alt DitlrHutort:

Standard of Quality

The
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•MILITARY*

HEELS
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YOU SUFFER

from nervous, worried feelings,
lack of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once j penny
stamps lor particulars of the

pHllXIpc
RUBBER
Y
^
1

/.'./

'

Mento-Nerve

Strengthering

t.

P R Y

Treatmen —G O D
ELL10TT-SMITII,

and TIPS

'PRESIDENT*

•»*!

Ltd..
5.36.
Buildings,
Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4.

Imperial

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
Themott wonderful Music*!

discovery of thj
Age. It teaches you to play the piano beaut it illy by eafand vamp to thousands of sonv*
In all keys with ONE HOUR'8 PRACTICE
wl hoot the slightest knowledge of tnusJo.
Sim
as A. B.C. 164.000 sold andeTeiycndelighted. Success guaranteed. Money returns it Dot ae stated, Comnlete, poet free.

government Surplus

V
l

Turkish Bath Towels, extra largo
Turkish Roller Towels, 3 yds
Honeycomb Towels
Turkish .Towels
„
extra largs
„
Damask Supper Cloths
..
Heavy Padded Cot Quilts, charmioj designs
Hospital Bed Tickt
1,000 Bolster Cases
12,000 Fairs Magnificent Woollen Army Blankets, lull double-bed

6

500
300
700
750
200
650
900
600

600 Pairs Twill Sheets, full size
350 Ladies' Waterprool Coats in

In bulk.

WHEN

(Room

Established

ltnu.

CM

8,6
size,

each pair weighs 8 9 lbs.
per pair 25/-, two pairs

8/2/-

45

-

19/6

37 6
8 11
6 6

16

10with iron-bound ends and steel
Free on rail

Quotations to wholesale buyers.
Hundreds of other bargains.
Send for list.

CURRIE'S STORES

Liverpool*

46
.

per pair

Special

t P O.j-Xmper.a.1 Publ-ahi-a*
28, South Castle St..

It Dept.),

2/-

lawn.
Made trom finest quality Government fabric and
Guaranteed thoroughly waterprool. Worth 4 guineas
600 Ladies' Fashionable Grey Donegal tweed skirts

Sold singly or

(p

1/3

stylish

Ladies' Long Overall Coats, blue collar and cuffs
Ladies' Waterproof Caps
Ladies' Black Waterproof Skirts
Solid Deal Tables on removable iron trestles, strengthened
bolts, 6 ft. by 2 It. 6 in. . ,

Co.

6/6
2,3

lined pure rubber.

570
700
300
800

26

-

Alio Raincoat., Snits. T.,.li.-«' Winter Coan. Ovrreo&te,
Cutlery. Melodeons, WatchesandJewelleryon Easy Trims.
Writ, lor Fro. Catalogue
SO/, worth, SI- monthly, if
and Order Form. Fareifn application, InTlted.
(Eat, 1800).
MISTERS, Lib.. !>t.Hope Store., Rye.

EASY TERMS

25,'-

Cash with ordir.

F.13),29, Downing Street,

MANCHESTER.

MAN SIZE

In these day. a inati
mu.t be Man Site,
otherwise be fall, to
obtatn tko re.peot dun
Tbe Ulry.ii
to him.

of spcolai excreta, will increase your h.-l<hi.
improee your physique and carriage, and male you In
For nine years this System has
all respects Man Sli".
b»en used by boiera candidate, for tbe police fores,
whom
soldier, sailor., business men. and all others to
Student, report
hetuht and physique are of Importance
wond. rful
from % to 5 Inches of increase in bclitht. with particulars
improTement In health. Send a poster.! for
to Tb> Hlnri.n
and nur 1100 Guarantee of th<nuinenesa R.I
t, m en. N.4.
Sy»ti in. Enuilliy D. pt C.T 17.M.O-..I tilt, n

Svstem

communicating witk Advertisers,
mention the "

f>lease
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Photographs am i Para graphs of Picture,?. Play.5 anH Plaverj"
He

For Art's Sake.
ALLISON'

MAYeven Southern

says she has discovered that
California's boasted winter
does not include si well-heated Pacific.
For her latest production, " Are Wives to
Blame," she was required to plunge at midnight
into the ocean, clad in all the finery of an

evening frock.
Miss Allison

plunged,

and

although

not

accustomed to swimming

at midnight, and in
mid-winter, she says that, after the first shock,

Famous Readers of the " Pidlure
Show.
No. 52.— EARLE WILLIAMS.
Earle William?, the popular favourite
ABOVE.
of thousands of

our readers, snapped in
his library with the Picture Show. Earl
Williams is fond of reading, as his well-stocked
bookcases show, but the first thing he reads
each Monday is the current issue of the Picture
Show. By the way, have you seen him yet in
his latest Vitagraph success, '' When a Man
l.oves " ?
J think it is one of his best, films.
The story appears in this week's " Girls'

Cinema."

she had nothing .more serious to report than
a shivery fit, which passed directly she reached
the warmth of the specially heated car which
was waiting for her after her swim.

Hasn't a Birthplace.

A NUMBER

—

splendid prize list of £250 to be won ?
This competition has all the fascination of our
previous successful " Finding the Stars " competition. Look out for it and tell yoiu friends.
-

—

Story You Ought to Read.
you like our eover this week ?
Hopson and Gregory Scott are

DO

STUDENTS

of drama, say that a creaf underworld drama comes to the fore once every
five years.
In 1900 it was "-Jim tl;e
Penman," in 1905, "Alias Jimmy Valentine,
"
in 1910 it was
Leah Klcschna," and in 1915
"

Within the Law."

Among the foremost contenders for tile
eovetcd 1920 niche is a film that was finished
the month before the end of that year, entitled
" Outside the Law."

This film is so strong that a stage version
has been promised, and it is suggested that
Lon Chaney will play the same part as he bus

of film actors decided the other
that, when they reached stardom,
they would buy the old home towns in
which they were born.
Buster Keaton was one of them.
He was
born in Piekway, Kansas, and forty-eight hoiu-s
after his arrival there, the town was destroyed
by a cyclone. Buster says he will be known
for the rest of his life as ? the man without a

birthplace."

—

CIIANEY says he was eleven years old
LONwhen
he
began his theatrical career.
first

This was when he procured a job as a
stage hand, in spite of all the protests of his
family, at the theatre in his home town, where
he was paid one shilling a day.

And He Did Scream
COSSAR, a Goldwyn player, is an actor
JOHN
who
willing to do anything for the sake
is

of his art.

He has been cast for the part of the father in
the film version of Booth 'farkington's " Edgar
in a picture now being made,
the script called for him to scream loud and long
because a heavy table dropped on his foot.
Mr. Cossar insisted that the scene should not
be faked, and said he wanted to feel the pain,
so that he could register it properly on the film;
Comedies," and

tells

the "story of a
is

taking the

don

Mystery,"

which

will shortly be shown
over here, and in which
DAVID DEVANT, the
world-famous magician,
plays a big part.

MILES,

whom

shall see as Deveraux
in the coming screen
version of Ethel M. Dell's
novel, " Place of Honour," and as Geoffrey
Norton
in
the
first
episode of the serial film

" Sherlock

Holmes."

Both

of these parts Mr.
Miles says he enjoyed.

taken on the screen on the stnge. The author
eaid that he could not visualise another actor in
America as Black Jack Moran, or as the
Chinaman, which part Chancy also plays in the

COMPSON earned three pounds
BETTY
week playing the violin when she

fine,

a

was

fourteen years old, which was eight years
She still plays the violin, but only for her
She is now starring in her
the first of which is entitled
" Prisoners of Love."

ago.

own amusement.
own productions,

high-

Tom

besmeared

by slander.

Moore's Next Part.

of my readers
MOST
."Mr. Barnes of New

l>o familiar with
York."' the famous

will

A

story to

make every

You

will like

it.

girl

and woman think.

novel by Archibald Claron, which has
been dramatised, and has secured a big hit on
the stage.
It is now to be screened, the title role giving
Tom Moore an opportunity for the sort of acting
in which he delights.

Another Famous Play Filmed.
SKIN GAME " has now been added

THEthat

to
long list of plays that have been
filmed.
But in one thing it is unique
the cast is composed of the actors who made
the play so great a success at the St. Martin's

Theatre, London, where
run of nearly a year.

it

Novelist's Niece to Star.

GERTRUDE

ATHERTOX. the famous
has a niece, Jane, who is to
her debut on the screen in " No",
blesse Oblige," which is the working title of the
first original script for the screen written by her
famous aunt.
Jane is just seventeen years old. The picture
is to go into production at the Goldwyn stirdios.
-»

had an uninterrupted

Edmund Gwenn, Mary

Clare,

novelist,

make

and Meggie

Albanesi are included in the players in this film,
which is to be released by Grangers.

Viola's Latest

—

Hobby.

DANA
VIOLA
guinea-pig

is

contemplating starting a
home in the HollyAlready she has a large

Frankie Lee's

farm, at her

wood

we

is

of the heroine in
the first British serial,
entitled " The Great Lon-

Violinist to Star.

The Winchester Woman," a splendid short
serial which has been filmed by the V'tagraph
Company, with Alice Joyce, as the Winchester
It

LUTHER

TON, who

picture.

Violet
particu-

"

minded woman, whose goodjiame

LADY DORIS STAPLEpart

larly interested in the " Girls' Cinema,"
for you know they write weekly in that interesting paper for real girls. This week's issue
deserves particular mention, for in it begins

^

Great Underworld Drama.

day

;

Woman.

but for three days he was unable to

His First Engagement.

Beautiful Pictures for the Home.
AM sure you will agree with me that our
I
double-page picture this week is worthy of
a frame.
Sometimes you come upon a
portrait that is more than a photograph
it is
a picture
and I think this one of Marie Provost
proves my point, don't you ?
And, if you like this picture, you will surelv
be charmed with next, week's study of Norma
Talmadge, in a beautiful moonlight love scene.
Did I tell you there is another competition
r-oming in the Picture Show shortly, with the

A

did,

walk afterwards.

foothills.

family of these small animals.
About three
months ago a friend presented her with a couple
of coal-black guinea pigs, and since that time
the family has .multiplied so that Miss Dana
has had to have a pen built specially for them.

New

Sister.
especially fond of children.
with Frankie Lee when he
played the role of her small brother in
"The Killer," and presented him with a miniature, steam fleet, and an electric train, when the
picture was completed, telling him that he could
alwavs be her brother in real life.

CLAIRE ADAMS
She

PEGGY [HARRISON,
who appeared
" Our

Girls."

in

known

the

seven-year-old

" Westward Ho

!

"

Miss Harrison is
photographer's model.

Little

star

and in
a well-

fell

is

in love

——

—

—
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Little John Henry.
all the courageous little men of the screen,
it is claimed by Mack Sennett that little
John Henry Junior is the most devoid of
Whether he stands on a rock in the sec,

About

OF
fear.

waiting for his faithful chum and playmate,
Teddy, to rescue him, or whether he climbs about
in such hazardous places as only small boys

seem to

find,

it

makes no

John

difference to

Henry.

John Henry Junior's

name was

him by

given

Mr. Sennett himself, because the latter felt that
his baptismal and surname did not fit the real
boy that " Don Marion Davis," for that is his
real name, turned out to be.

His Early Career.
you know that Milton Sills was born and
educated in Chicago, and had twelve years

DID

stage career before entering^pictures, five
years ago, when he played with Clara Kimball

Young

?

She Was Right.

MURPHY, who has

EDNA
by the

engaged

just been

Fox Film Company, says that she
was recently having her fortune told, and
greatly disturbed at the story
became
the seer
she read in Miss Murphy's pink and white palm.
" I see
" Look out for fire," she warned.
you trapped in a burning building. Beware of

drowning. A
His gang of
Your
paid ruffians are going to kidnap you.
automobile will be smashed by a train. You'll
Dearie,
don't
cliff.
ft.
be thrown over a 150
go up in an aeroplane, if you do, you're going
Don't go on a motor-cycle. You're
to drop.
fated to make a nose dive from a hanging
bridge.
I hope you're not afraid of lions and
vigers
I see a drove of them coming after you.
You'll need a tin bathing suit with a rope tacked

You are in danger of
man is trying to harm you.

water.

dark

—

you at the bottom of the ocean,
with whales and swordfish as your companions.'
But Edna Murphy didn't seem a bit per-

to

for I see

it,

turbed, as she laughingly answered, "I knew
I am playing the lead in the new Fox
serial picture."

all that.

"East Lynne " Again.
film version of
ANOTHER
now in the course of

Lynnc "

" East

production. It
has been chosen by Mr. Hugo Ballan,
of the great
one
as
search,
after an extensive
outstanding pieces of dramatic literature in
is

existence.
The story

the world over.
Lynnc " as a book has been read
wherever the printed wort! has
been circulated, and as a play it

FROM

a string of race-horses.

— -M

Where

ANITA
on the

is

screen.

A

very

critical of herself

friend

of

mine who

has just returned from Los Angeles, says
that whenever one of her films is being run
in Los Angeles, you will be sure to find Anita
huddled in a corner of the house, studying the
attitude of the audience towards the picture.

—

Didn't Have

To

Act.

one's face
HAVING
one afternoon

washed nine times in
is, in the opinion of LucyCotton, carrying cleanliness to a painful
ext rcme.
It was during the filming of " The Misleading Lady," when Bert Lytell, enacting the
part of the cave man lover, washed her face
with a chilly and sodgy sponge. Every time
the scene was " shot,"' s mie little thing happened
and it had to be done again. The scene was
supposed to be a disagreeable one, and Miss
Cotton had no difficulty ab all in depicting it ;
at the ninth time she simply acted just what
she felt.

Rough on

WHEN

been

run

in

the Actor.

Viola Dana, who stars in the Metro
production, " Sorrcntinain," told one
of the members of the cast, who enacts
the part of a barber, to do his port just as though
he were in his own shop, she started a lot of
trouble.
The appreciative barber in one of
the big scenes is shown at work upon a " victim,"
and bearing in mind Miss Dana's advice, he
let his clippers romp wildly over the hirsute
adornment of the actor in the chair, with dire
re£ult3 to the actor.

—

Pearl White's Mcst Thrilling Experience.
the Cinema Club in Los Angeles the other
day, a number of the stars were relating

AT

their nearest escape from death.
White recalled an incident which
brought her closer to. death than she ever wants
to be again.
She said it was during the filming
of a serial, when she had to be placed in a box,
with the cover nailed down, and then dropped
overboard into the sea. The wood happened to

Pearl

t'pon its
be water soaked, and the box sank.
disappearance,
property
men, actors and
camera men jumped into the water, and tho
box was raised to the surface, and the very
badly scared actress was freed from her perilous
prison.

Fay Filmer.

,

!

sidewalk.
" Will the person who really
come forward ? " said Pearl.

Two boys stepped out..
" Two owners — that's funny
tl

called

!

e dog.

-

;

sidewalk into the street.
Then it was Miss White did some real peacemaking. She took the two young malcontents
into the studio, and treated them to candy.
She let them see the wheels go round in the
intricacies of picture making.
At the end of an
hour they emerged from the Fox studios arm
in arm.
" You can have the dog " they said in choru«.
And now Pearl White has a mongrel on her
hands, a dirty yellow pup that cats his head
off, and is decidedly unpopular with the pedigreed darlings that live at the same address.
!

—

Gloria Swanson the Second.

much -mooted
THESwanson
has

question of why Gloria
from tho screen this

retired

.

past year, was answered

Wednesday,

last.

when Gloria Swanson Somborn the Second
made her appearance. The young lady's advent
was received with much interest in film circles,
for if ever there was a film baby. Gloria is that
Her mother, lovely Gloria Swanson, is
one of Famous Players-Lasky most popular
stars, and her father is Herl>crt Somborn.
president of the Equity Pictures Company.
I
had a wire from the coast announcing the birtli
with
Gloria,
line
a
saying she had inherited
of
her mother's beauty.
Personally 1 do not see
how this can be determined at the tender nge
of ono day, ond that was when my message was

one.

sent.

^<—_^_
Speaking of Being Recognised.
was
WHEN
Washburn

Londc
Ion, Bryant
and
bis wife
thought I ought to see something of the Soho Square district.
They started my education by taking
me to dine in a restaurant in that
I

every city and

O. Henry man, are
leading parts.

owns the dog

This one gave
What's your name, son 1 "
Jim McGaffney."
" 'Tain't his dog to give; I found it firs* '!"
Bina-hang two small forms rolled off the

me

town in America and Britain.
Mabel Ballan and Edward Earle.

who has been

tho original
play the

to

—

locality.

Tho

in

waitress

chivalry
present day
the
discussed
being
Fox
the
at
day
other
studios, -and Estelle Taylor was
She said
strong in their support.
she met a most cliivalrous man in
" You
tho tube that morning.
don't menn to say he got up and
gave you his seat ? " said ono

MAN'S
was

member

of the company.
" Oh, no," said Estelle, " that'?
too much to expect of any man,
but ho placed his newspaper so
"
that 1 could read it quite easily
!

the

French comedian,
four comedies yearly,
in
under the new contract he has
the Kobertsonjust signed with

young

Colo Company.
The first of these
will bo
entitled,
"Seven Yeaw

Bad Luck."

served

with another waitress.
They whispered together, and were eventually
joined by n third girl, who was so
excited she nearly knocked over a
man silling at an adjacent table.
Our waitress at length eamo back
to our table with a magazine.
She
compared the picture on the magawith
zine
Mr. Washburn, and was
so thrilled at her discover}*, she said
aloud :
" Oh, I am so glad, I am *o glad I "
Her tone was so ecstatic wo asked
her what made her so happy.
" Just to see him " she said,
pointing to Mr. Washburn.
To prove she isn't jealous of her
popular husband, Mabel Washburn
promised her a picture of Bryant.
When we loft the restaurant, she
followed us into the street, begging
us not to forget the photograph.
1 hope it hasn't been forgotten
Loveixa O. Parsons.
!

r

who

kept her eyes fastened on Mr.
Washburn. Finally she went into
the next room, and eamo back

IM

Kind of Him.

More Max Linder Films.
E arc to see Max Linder.

Yorh.

Quieting the Angry Mob.
WHITE was suddenly called upon
to act as a peacemaker the other day in a
dog-fight.
The Fox studios, are not far
from my office window, and I heard a great
shouting come from that direction as if the Huns
had suddenly descended upon the town, and
were about to begin the war all over again.
Evidently Miss White heard the noise, for
when the fight reached the Fox offices, she came
to the door and faced the multitude.
As near
as I could gather and see, two small boys were
the centre of the attack, and each one of the
youthful pugilists had his following.
" What do you want ? " demanded Pearl,
" We want our dog " came a shout from tho

f

has

OVER THERE."
News From New

PEARL

to Find Anita.

STEWART

"

Notes and

invested some of the big fortune he has
earned in motion pictures in the purchase of

" East

known

is

William Farnum, Racehorse Owner.
1HEAR that William Farnum has recently

1921.

PHYLLIS

MAY HOOPER,

tbe

pretty six-year-old

child actress.

Pbyllia

has

appeared with great success in a coming picture entitled " Seaside Frolics." Here
we see her with her favourite picture paper and in a pretty character study.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE " PICTURE SHOW."

In this g-oup,
JACOB i, the

on t\e extreme
group

;

while

can be seen Mr. ARTHUR T. JACOBS, son oS Mr. S. F.
correspondent in Los Angeles.
MARJORY
is also in the
can be seen in the aeroplane.

left

PICTURE SHOW

WESLEY BARRY

DAW

SEENA OWEN owns
snapped

for

the

an

oil

" Picture
visit

well

in

and waTexas,
she paid

Show " when

there one day.

:i
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A WEEK
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!

A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION.

was New Year's Day.
Mrs. Ferguson and Grace came into the

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.

It

V
ARTHUR WESTON is given by his aunt, §
Amy Rae, a bag containing twenty <)
thousand pounds, and she also leaves S
Greystone Manor to him in trust for her \

sitting-room already dressed in their out-

door garments.
Mr. Ferguson sat by the fire. He appeared
to be dozing.
Grace went up to him and
tapped him playfully on the shoulder.
" Wake \ip, daddy.
It is time we started,

Amy

dear.

tells

me

son

" It's

himself.

school

I

GRACE FERGUSON,

.

1

father enter the study with Weston,
Later she hears a shot.
Harry's father, is found dead
in the woods next morning, and it is presumed that he has committed suicide.
When he returns home the Rev. Ferguson comes with the terrible news that
Arthur's little daughter Jessica, who is the
apple of her father's eye, has been thrown
from her pony and killed while spending
the day at the vicar's house.
Arthur Weston goes abroad but returns
after a few weeks.
Grace goes to Greystone Manor on Cliristmas Eve, and plays

i

of

CECIL RAE,

course.
I must come along, but don't you both
wait for me. You go on and I will follow. 1
will follow."
To his daughter's disgust he closed his eye3
again.
" Really, daddy, dear," she began, and she
shook him none too gently,
Mrs. Ferguson, however, stopped her.
" You forget,
dear, your father is getting
" He has always
old," she said in a low voice.

my

her violin in the old nursery.
When
linds her she makes him promise
to dine at the vicarage the next day.
After dinner Mr. Ferguson has a talk
with Arthur, who finds out that the vicar
knows about the twenty thousand pounds.
He tells Mr. Ferguson that it was stolen
from him.

been so energetic that you do not realise it.
along
no doubt he will follow us as ho

Come

Arthur

;

says."

She pressed her lips to her husband's forehead,
it did not appear to rouse him, so she beckoned to Grace, and in silence they left the room.
Outside the air was crisp and cold, and for
60me seconds they walked along in silence. The
Rectory was situated on a hill, and below could
be seen the church and the school house, where
a score or so of youngsters were chasing each
other, while they waited for the doors to open
to admit them to the feast.
but

" It will be strange to give the children their
tea without daddy asking a blessing." said Graco
a little impatiently. " I can't understand him
at all lately.
He does not seem as interested in
tilings as he used to be."
" He is not well," replied Mrs. Ferguson in a
low voice.
Grace glanced sharply at her mother, and as
she did so she remembered suddenly the talk
she had overheard at the post-office over a year
ago.
Someone had remarked then that the
Rector appeared to bo breaking up. She had

not thought of

it

sinco.

" You surely do not think that there is anything seriously wrong with daddy ? " sho cried
in a

shocked voice.

" No, my dear.
I should make him see the
doctor if 1 did, but 1 think all the same that
your father may want a tonic. 1 must see to
it

to-morrow."

They wcro now surrounded by an eager,
smiling mob, and there was no more time for
conversation.
Mrs. Ferguson knew the name
of every child in the parish,
with each other now to gain

and they
\\..c

all

vied

notice.

Tho schoolroom was decked out with evergreens and holly.
An immense Christmas-tree,
loaded with gifts and shining with silver and
gold tinsel, stood on a raised platform at tho
further end, while along either sido of tho hall
tea was laid on huge boards supported by
trestles, tho forms placed ready for soats.
Tho two ladies were soon busy, attending
to tho wants of their little guests.
Mrs. Taylor
had the groat urns of tea all ready, and had cut
up hugo plates of bread and jam and cake.
It was seven o'clock, and the Christmas-tree
bail bcon despoiled before Mrs. Ferguson again
thought of tho Rector, and sho wondered that
ho had not. put in an appearance. It was tho
first time since sho could remember that n church
treat had not been assisted by his presence.
The last child had been kissed and its treasures
safely packed and placed into the littlo hands,

with Arthur V

after Mrs. Rae's death. He cannot
understand his mother making such a will,
and he determines to go out to Australia.
REV.
tries to make peace between Weston and Harry before the latter
goes away, but is unsuccessful.
the vicar's daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's. After he has leit
she goes to Greystone Manor, and sees his

FERGUSON

•

i

the

y
has a quarrel

Weston

that the children have

treat,

Harrv.

HARRY RAE

been outside the school house for hours. They
will all have the most atrocious appetites if we
do not get there soon. I do hope that the cake
will go round."
Mr. Ferguson opened his eyes sleepily and
gazed at her vaguely.
" Ah, yes," he said, and endeavoured to
rouse

1921.

ALLING HAM

wants cheering.

Tragedy.

went by.

By EMMIE

87 A,

A year passes, and thife Christmas
Fergusons to
Greystone. After dinner, the two men
are in the library drinking liqueurs, and
the vicar notices that Arthur throws a
little empty phial into the Are.
Arthur Weston invites the

when the door opened, but it was not the
but Arthur Weston who entered.

Rector,

Mrs. Ferguson glanced at him inquiringly.
" Did you call at the Rectory as you came
along ? " she askod.
" I did, Mrs. Ferguson," exclaimed Arthur
as
he held her hand. " I thought you would have
all been in, but tho Rector was asleep, and so I
inquired where you both were, and told the maid
1

would walk down and meet you."

" And very nice of you, too," cried Mrs.
Ferguson, smiling at him. " Rut you should
have come before. There has been quite a lot
to do.
1 have missed the Rector.
It makes a
deal of work, an entertainment such as this."
Arthur had gone over to Grace.
" If you had asked me to come I might have
done so," he said, speaking in a low voice.
" Wo have got on beautifully. Mother only
talks like that.
She would positively dislike
to havo "strangers here among her "children.
She is as jealous of them all as an old hen with

her chicks."

The

girl

spoke

t

lightly,

but tho man knew inhad no wish for his

stinctivcly that she for ono

company.

A curious half Rmilo that was not good to seo
twisted his thin lips.
" Sometimes 1 almost feel that you dislike
me, Miss Ferguson
and then again sometimes
you aro so kind," ho said.
Graco glanced up at him swiftly.
" I am sorry if I givo you that impression.
I
neither liko nor dislike you," sho said.
. As sho
was turning away Arthur placed his
hand on her arm.
" What has changed your attitude to me ! "
he asked.
I have not changed, Mr. Weston.
I think
I must bo tired to-night.
Will you please
"
;

excuse

And

mo

?

then, fearing that her words wero unkind, sho added, " Go and talk to mother, she

She is upset about dad. n«
has never omitted to attend a church function
before and 1 think, to tell you the truth, it has
rather unsettled both of us."
Mrs. Ferguson was putting on her gloves in
preparation to depart.
Mrs. Taylor, who had been watching the
newcomer, also had on her hat and coat.
" I shall go on.
I want to hurry, Grace."
Mr.
Weston, you are coming into dinner, are you
not ? Excuse me leaving you both to follow,''
called out Mrs. Ferguson from the door.
"I am ready
We are coming, mother!'
cried the girl hastily, and she almost ran acros;
the room in her haste.
It was unaccountable to herself even, but foi
some reason which she could not even define,
the presence of Arthur Weston was to-night
I

utterly repulsive to her.
Arthur followed her

more

deliberately.

II

Mrs. Ferguson had not been engaged with hci
own thoughts she would have noticed hei
daughter's agitation. Mrs. Taylor was the only

one who was interested.
" Them two have quarrelled," she said tc
" Now I wonder what about ? "
Mrs. Taylor would have followed the little
party home if only sho had dared, but as she
herself.

lived in the opposite direction there was nothing
to do but to say good-nieht.
She did this, and Mrs. Ferguson, who alwaye
mode it a point to be polite to the villagers,
had just answered her when a maid, her cap and
apron conspicuous in tho darkness, suddenly
rushed up.
" Oh, Mrs. Ferguson, ma'am, please do come
at once.
The master, ma'am
It was Amy, the rectory housemaid.
Mrs.
Taylor drew near again.
<
Mrs. Ferguson had taken two big strides tin
to the girl.
" Is the master ill ? " she demanded.
" Yes, ma'am
Cook told mo to run and
fetch you, ma'am."
"
" But what is the matter with him.
!

!

girl T

asked Arthur Weston, speaking for tho first
time.
They had all quickened their steps.
Indeed, Grace was running ahead.

A dreadful feeling of some terrible calamity to
come had taken hold of her:
As in a nightmare she rushed towards the
house, and into the sitting-room. The
wo-

^

the curtains drawn, the fire rwa* burning
Tho room looked quite choerfiil as she
came in from the cold and darkness without.
The cook, on old woman, who had lieen with
tho Fergusons for years, was standing on the
hearthrug, as the girl entered, but at sight of her
she put her apron up to her face and begiui to
lit.

brightly.

cry.

Tho rector leaning back in tho easy chair
appeared asleep. Graco went up to him. Ho
looke d quite peaceful ; very much os lie ho<l
when they had left him a few brief hour* before.
" Father " the girl called him softly. Then
sho pressed her lips gently to his "forehead,
but drew back with a little cry of fear. It was
icy cold.
She gave a startled glance up nt the
weeping woman, but oven then tho truth did not
!

come

to her.

Mrs. Ferguson entered, hastily followed by
Weston. Mrs. Taylor ami the maid brought
up the rear.
Perhaps Mrs. Ferguson had had *nmo premonition of the truth, for she neither fainted nor
cried out.
" Send someone for the doctor " sho said in n
toneless voice, and then sho stood looking down
at tho lifeless form which had hit n tho hope
mid mainstay of her life for tho last eighteen
:

years.

Grace had turned to Arthur with a quo ti n
lips, but at the night of him sho involuntarily recoiled.
He was agitated they fell
< on'inui
cn page 8.'

on her

—
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ENID BENNETT.
Tke

ENID BENNETT

was born in Australia, and went
She was
stage as soon as she left school.
well known to theatre-goer* in Australia before
migrating to America.
on

tlie

Among

the first important roles she played was
the big production of " Evcrywoman,"
which, you will remember, was played over here with
great success at Drury Lane Theatre. London, when our
own Jessie Winter played the part of Modesty.

Modesty,

Her

Star from Australia and

in

So good was Miss Bennett, in this part that Fred
Niblo saw her, and engaged her to appear in his repertoire company.
This was the beginning of romance,
for shortly afterwards Enid married her director husband.
Prefers a Screen Life.
stage had no charms for Miss Bennett after she
saw the possibilities of the screen, and it was easy
for Mr. Thomas Inee to persuade her to appear in a
number of photo-plays, her work so far has been only
under the Paramount banner.

THE

you will best remember her are,
" Naughty. Naughty." " The Vamp." " A Desert
Wooing," " Fuss and Feathers," " The Marriage Ring,"
" When do We Eat ? " " Happy Though Married,"
" Partners Three," and " Coals of Fire."
There is no couple more happy on or off the screen
than Enid and her director husband. Their ideals and
ambitions are essentially the same, and in their homolife, as well as in their professional, there is a good
fellowship and ideal comradeship.
Enid Bennett's mother is now in Los Angeles. When
Miss Bennett became a star, she celebrated the occasion by sending to Australia for her mother and younger
sister to visit her.
Then for the first time they saw
her on the screen.
Enid's younger sister, Marjorie, has also appeared

Screen

which a few favoured fiiends only arc invited. They
have merrily dubbed it '" the Chamber of Horrors," for
here -are the numerous mementoes and relics of Mr.
Ni bio's travels abroad.

A

Future Dream.

FRED

NIBLO

has been bitten with the wanderlust,

and whenever he hears of a boat sailing he long-t
to be up and away, and when Mr. and Mrs. Niblo
have finished their present contract, they have promised
themselves a long trip.
Mr. Niblo was the first man to take motion picture.!
into Africa, and he wants to cover the same country
again, but this time with Enid.
As for her she says she has no fads, none except

—

Fred.
She loves
her work, her home,
and her
garden,

and

is

perfectly

happy.
young
more.

Can

any

wife

say

Pictures in which

Her

smile.

in

number

a

of photo-plays, but, so far, only in those

which Enid herself stars.
The Vamp," you
If you have seen Enid Bennett in
will have seen this little star as she really is, for the
author of this film wrote the part specially for her. He
had in mind the'demure little person that Miss Bennett
really is in real life, and that, perhaps, is why " The
Vamp " is one of Enid's best pictures.
pictures in

' :

Enquiry.

Enid's Views of Matrimony.

EXID

She
has very definite ideas on matrimony.
says no girl's life is complete without love, and
so
enrich
one's
nature
marriage should
that new
dramatic power will be discovered. " Fred and I share
both our work and our play," she says.
have
complete understanding. And, after all. that is the
only basis for a happy marriage, whether there is a
career or not."
" Fred's only weakness is prowling about book-

"We

shops," says Miss Bennett, which accounts for the walls
of their study being lined with books irom ceiling to
floor.

So unhappy.

Doubtful.

Enid and her husband have one

What

do you

mean

little

room

into

Successes.

It

you

want

write

to

address
letter

to

her,

your

—

ENID BENNETT,
c

o Ince Studios.

Culver City,
California.

—
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"Manacled By Money."
,vere

the expression
—but somehow
inward

on his face

He was
satisfaction.
suggested to her
murmuring condolences to Mrs. Ferguson, but
Grace knew that lie was not sincere.
He glanced up and caught her steady gaze
concentrated upon him, and immediately his
He came swiftly over to
face became a mask.
her side.
" You are thinking I ought to go," he said,
"

remind
you that I had a very great regard for your
Indeed, I may say that he was my
lather.
only friend. .Doctor Swayle must be here in a
This has been a terrible shock for
lew" minutes.
father
Had you any idea that your
all of us.
"
was ill ? It was his heart, I suppose ?
" I never heard that he suffered from any
weakness," said Grace stiffly.
She was feeling so utterly out of sympathy
with the man that she had no wish to prolong

speaking

rapidly.

But

I

the situation.
Arthur took a quick turn

want

to

up and down

the

room.
Could it be possible that this girl had a meaning underlying her words ? He had pictured this
scene more than half-a-dozen times during the
last week, and he had told himself exactly
how he would act. He must not give himself
away by appearing too eager to get assistance.

He must suppress himself as much as possible,
and act the kind friend. That was his pose.
He knew that Grace was watching him, and

he made an effort to pull himself together. Why
did these women not speak ? Why did they stand
as though they were carved in stone ? What did
they suspect ?
He went to the door, and then turned.
Ho wanted to go out, and yet he dared not.
What might they not say to each other if he left
them alone. He must never let them be alone
together again.
He would have to be always
with them.
The dead man lay comfortably in the easy

head thrown back as though asleep.
Arthur felt no remorse for his handiwork, as ho
gazed down at him.
Only fear for himself was uppermost in his
mind.
Suppose this girl suspected ? ho told himself.
Suppose she had been watching him and the
rector on that Christmas night at Greystone,
when he had mixed the liqueurs Yet if she had,
what could she prove. The phial he had burned.
The poison, ns he knew, took seven days to
perform its deadly task, leaving no trace. So
the Hindoo, from whom he had purchased it, had
There was no reason why he should
said.
not believe the man, and that he was also speaking the truth, when he told him that the poison,
having achieved its purpose, dissolved into

chair, his

!

nothingness in the System.

bought it in Paris. He had
intended to use it on himself if ever the death
of Cecil Rae had been brought home to hiin.
Then it had occurred to him that it would be
an equally easy way of removing the Rev. Mr.Ferguson from his path. He knew too much,
and Arthur Weston had gone too far to turn back
now. He meant to keep the money intrusted
He hod
to him at all costs now for himself.
some vague idea that in some time in the
future, he might pvit it to use, but at present his
one idea was to keep it hide it, so that no one
should even guess at its existence.
There was a sound of wheels on the gravel path,
and a moment later Doctor Swayle entered the
room.
He gavo a swift glaneo around, nodded to
Arthur, and pressed Mrs. Ferguson by the hand.
Then he crossed to the dead man.
Ho was some time examining him. Ho
raised an eyelid, peered into the dead face, and
pushed tho scant grey hair from the forehead.
Arthur, watching him, could scarcely restrain
a desire to scream.
For tho moment Arthur Weston was off his
guard, and Grace, watching him through her
tears, road the anxiety which revealed itself in
his manner.
Sho caught her breath, and the tears vanished
from her eyes, as the conviction swept over her,
that Arthur Weston knew more about iicr
father's sudden illness than they did.
Doctor Swayle turned suddenly and looked
Arthur

had

—

at tho wife.

" It was his heart,"' he said simply.
" It was
affected.
I told him a year ago to be careful."
" Are you quite certain, doctor ? "
Grace "had come to her mother's side again.
Doctor Swayle nodded his head.
" I
quite certain, Miss Ferguson," he said
"
" But why do you ask ?
steadily.

am

Involuntarily the girl's eyes fastened themDoctor
selves on to the man she suspected.
Swayle somewhat surprised by her manner, also
glanced in his direction.

Arthur Weston had covered his face with his
hands. He was fearful of what it might betray.
The doctor looked from him to Grace.
" Tell me, Miss Ferguson, have you any
reason ? " he began.
Mrs. Ferguson to whom the whole terrible
evening had been a nightmare, at this moment
realised what the doctor's question implied.
She had a horror of any thought a scene
connected with the death of the man she had
always adored. To her, Grace was but uttering
a foolish fear, wrought by the sudden calamity
that had overtaken them. Her husband had
died naturally of heart disease. It was impossible to think otherwise.
" Grace is overwrought, doctor, as indeed we
all are," she said, wiping her eyes, and striving
" I myself am quite satisfied
to speak calmly.
that my husband died as you say. He has
been ailing some time. I wbb thinking of
calling you in only this morning."
" I wish you had, Mrs. Ferguson," replied
the gentleman gravely.
" So do I," replied the wife sadly.
Arthur Weston felt that ho must speak. His
silence would be accounted as guilt, he told

—

liimself feverishly.

"

Of

course,

must

lie

a post mortem

for one, think that

I,
examination," he said.
The death was so unexpected
it is necessary.
and sudden."
" Mr. Weston, I do not think it at all necessary," exclaimed Mrs. Ferguson emphatically.
'"
To me it is
1 could not bear the idea of it.
I am quite convinced that it was
Sacrilege,
What else could it be ? At any
his heart.
rate, nothing can bring him back," continued
the poor lady as she onco more burst into tears.
Doctor Swayle putted her kindly on the
shoulder.
They had been neighbours for many,
many years, and each had a kind regard for the

other.
" I

must say that I hoped my old friend
would have been with us for many more years,"
he said gently, " but
suffered with his heart,
trouble.

I

I

agree with you.

Ho

unci without doubt that
shall give a certificate to

anything whatever
Now is there
that effect.
"
that I can do for you ?
Mrs. Ferguson held out her hand.
" I think not, thank you, doctor.
I am so
bewildered at present. Every thing has happened so suddenly."
" I quite understand. I need not tell you
that you both have my deepest sympathy," he
added, and then he left the room.
Arthur roused himself to follow him.
There was to bo no post mortem. Xot that
There
it mattered to hiin one wuy or another.
would be nojtrace of the drug left so the Hindoo had said but, nevertheless, he was relieved.
Thero was always the risk. But if Grace suspected him
Yet why should she ? Surely it
was his imagination. He had nothing to fear.
" Shall I stay, or would you rather I went,
Mrs. Ferguson ? " he said in a low voice. " This
I feel it as much as
is a terrible trouble.
though 1 had lost my only friend. The Rector
was indeed that to me, you know."
" Yes. I am sure you do, Mr. Weston. That
I
l'suppose tho
is why 1 like to have you here,
supper must bo quite, cold, but let me offer you
sdlne ? "
.
Grace went up to her own room. The thought
that people could eat, or even go on living, when
such a calamity had como to pass to her was
Sho sot down wearily
almost inconceivable
beside tho bed and stored in front of her.
" If only Harry wore here," was tho cry in
"If only sho had a companion
her heart.
somcorjo she could trust to speak to."

—

—

!

-

Her mother seemed

GrMe knew now

1921.

perhaps her grief had made her
should Arthur Weston be glad
that anything had happened to her father
As he had said, he had been his only friend.
Over and over again she wrestled with her
convictions, but the memory of that night at
Greystone Manor, and the night when Harry
had gone away, would recur to her mind.
Someone had fired a shot in the library of
Greystone.. Cecil Rae had been there. She
had seen him herself, and yet Arthur Weston
had never gone forward and given his evidence.
Ho might be innocent. It was quito possible
that she was just a horrible, suspicious girl.
But one day she would have to ask liim. It
was, after all, only fair to him.
With her mind made up on this point, the
girl undressed and went to bed, but not to sleep.
She heard the heavy tread of feet as the Rector
was carried into the adjoiningroom ; then her
mother's footsteps in the room" overhead. After

reasonable

;

Why

suspicious.

'!

'

-

that there was quietness in the house.
The hours went by. Suddenly the

girl

sat

up in bed and listened intently.
The old grandfather clock struck three then
there was silence.
The girl was about to lie down again when the
noise she had heard before was repeated.
Someone was cautiously opening a window.
Grace sprang out of bed and then stood
;

motionless, her ears strained for further sounds.
Then she caught her breath. Someone was
moving about in the room below. It was the
rector's study.
Hastily throwing a wrap over
her shoulders, the girl descended.

The study door was closed, but a faint light
glimmered from under the door.
Grace hesitated
then she braced herself and
turned the handle. The door swung open.
desk
uttered an exclamation.
The man at the
His hand went to the small lamp on tho desk,
and the next moment the room was in darknc---.
The figure darted to the window, which had
been left open, and the next moment the man
had clambered out.
Grace rushed across the room. The man was
;

there

"

was the

8</i,

.

to like

Arthur Weston.

that sho had never liked him.
Sho had wanted to help him because she was
Perhaps that
Sorry for him, but that was oil.
was how her mother felt about him.
Groce found herself going over the whole
proceeding of the evening. A softer mood
came over her. Perhaps after all sho was un-

running down the drive, his shadow outlined
against the frosty path. A thrill passed through
Grace as she recognised him.
It was the foreigner, the servant of Arthur
Weston.
What had he been doing here ? That was
the question uppermost in her mind as she
turned once more into the room.
It did not tako her long to light the lamp

Then she fastened tho window and drew
again.
the heavy curtains; evidently these had been
forgotten owing to tho tragedy.
Her father's desk had been opened, but the
man had evidently not had time to ransack it.
Groce glanced at tho neat piles of papers, ami
a sob broke in her throat as sho realised that
the dear hands which had placed them in such
order would never touch them again.

She was about to close
envelope caught her eye.

it

up when a

larire

somewhat under all the other papers,
was marked with a red seal. Scarcely
knowing why she did it, Grace took it out and
examined it. In one corner it bore the inIt lay

but

it

scription

:

bo opened only after my death, or when
Harry Rao reaches his majority."
Something impelled Grace not to place it
bock, as her first impulse was to do, and for
some minutes she stood with the envelope in
her hand.
This was for a lawyer or her mother to attend
It wos not hei> business to interfere, she
to.
Yet for some unaccountable
herself.
told
reason she felt a strong reluctance to part with

"To

it

again.

This was tho po|>or sho had no doubt (hot

Weston had instructed his servant to fetch.
Tho girl's face grew very stern as she realised
that Arthur Weston hod not forgiven Horry
Thero was o secret here
for tho post.
for Harry's sake she must know.

which

Holding the packet, sho was about to lock
the desk when a sudden breHth of cold air mode
At tho some moment a
her turn her head.
dark figure, well muffled, dashed through tho
curtains and caught hold of her.
Grace gavo a little cry of fear, but scarcely
had she done so when sho felt >\ hand over her
mouth. A strange, sickly smell pervaded her
nostrils, and then sho felt herself falling — foiling.
(Another instalment in next MonJav's "Picture
Show.")
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PEARL WHITE
Glxmpses of tke Famous Star

I

3

n

s

Home Life.
WHITE lias a beautiful home on
PEARL
Long Island, with grounds that stretch
Sho has furfor miles around.
entirely herself, as she much preferred to choose everything that she liked
instead of leaving it to tho tuste of a decorator.
Pearl loves to entertain little children, and
give them a really good time.
She had a

away

nished

it

very drab childhood herself, without many
and this has made her wonderfully
sympathetic.
She cannot bear to think of
little children being as unhappy as she was,
and so tries to give them the good times that
she would have liked to enjoy when sho was
pleasures,

tho

same

age.

No More

WE

Serials.

all remember Pearl in thrilling incidents in exciting serials, but sho
decided some little while ago not to
act for serials any more, and she is now ap-

pearing in

VvT*M An
n

Vj\ja
'

Quaint
mascots.

Fox

films.

unusual

has a

pet.

H

PEARL WHITE

companion
motor trip.

strange

for

a

A

peep of Pearl's beautiful house

on Long Island.
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Genius and a Smile

Victor MaeLaglen, who, as Master
HERE
Alfred Truscott, makes such a

"Rictus SkcHQ* Sfosu

is

tre-

mendous

by

impression

his
life-liko
natural interpretation of the part.
Have
"
"
Call
of the Road
?
seen
Tho
If so,

and
you
you will agree with me, I am sure, that Victor
MacLaglen's smile has not a trace of makebelieve about it.
His eyes, too, smile in

not be too effective with the weapon, or revert
to type suddenly in the middle of a film.
" It was qviite a relief to all of us when it
was finished, and, seeing it to-day on the

refreshing
a
change
from the burning sands

to the Pacific coast," she told me, not long ago,
" visiting all sorts of quaint places, from the
big cities to little prairie mushroom towns,

The Born

c

Artiste.
may say

'YNICS
that

artistes arc

and not
but all will agree that Victor MacLaglen
one favoured by Nature, as proved by the
great success of his first appearance on the
screen.
Temperamentally and physically, he
born

" I noticed this," Pardoe Woodman went on,
"and, looking at my own helpless condition.
1 said that I hoped the dark gentleman would

unison with his merry,
whimsical mood, and
it gets straight at the
heart of his audience.
He tells me that ho
served in Mesopotamia
during the war.
He
found the
beautiful
English
scenery
in
" The Call of the Road "

of the desert.

VICTOR MacLAGLEN.

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROMf

made,

;

is

has all the qualities necessary for the
of a brilliant film star.

must say

screen, I

Little Prairie

it

looks convincingly horrible."

Mushroom Towns.

CHRISTINE RAYNER
MISStraveller,
as well as a screen
" I

Canadian

the

crossed

where the people drove many miles across the
prairie to see our plays. On one occasion the train
was snow-bound for twenty-four hours, and we
did not reach our destination until several
hours after the performance was billed to begin
but the audience was very patient.
Many of
them came to the station to meet us, and
helped us to hasten the baggage and properties
:

up
"

tea with Phyllis Shannaw the other
I afternoon. She is the pretty English girl
who has captivated the hearts of all those
fortunate people who have seen her as The
l.ady Rowena in "The Call of the Road."
She told mc that she studied at the Guildhall
.School of Music.
" Music is so tremendously inspiring' to me
when 1 am doing screen work," she says. " It
helps one enormously to bring out the deeper
I
think music is a tremendous
emotions.
incentive in drawing out the best work of the

to the theatre.

IN

the United States," said Christine Rayner,
played
in
'Carnival,'
Compton
Mackenzie's play, which, as 'Columbine,?
followed later at the Princes Theatre in London.
I came over from New York to play in
The
Yellow Jacket' when it was produced at tho
Duke of York's Theatre." This was all before
1
hail thought of working in the films.
Willi
the London Film Company I played in
Tho
Prisoner of Zenda
and Rupert of Hentzau.'
'The Middleman' and 'The Christian,' pro-

I

"I

'

'

'

'

duced

^

artiste."

by

Loano

George

—S.
^g|MlNM|fek

went

on

to

play in

"

The

then

came

she

to

saw Mr. Davidson, and

later

1.

would swallow

mc up!

I

was

terrified,

1

I

lor ine,

my

chance came.

"I am fond
have played

of swimming and tennis, and I
golf with my bio* her sinco I was

ten years old."

" Props," Please

!

PARDOE WOODMAN
story

adventures

his

told

,,-

-..

A

one

Tho scene

which he
hero n,
Ethel M. Dell s Indian
story, " Tho Place of
1

/

about ono of

filmland.

in

was

/"*"

me an amusing

tho other afternoon

i'I.iviiij

Honour,"

in

lln>

which

is

being filmed -tit Stoll'a
Stirbiton studio. Pardoe

Woodman

had been
by hillmeu
bound hand and
and was guarded

captured

and
foot,

by a particularly fiercelooking Indian.
" We really began

wonder whether wo
would have a hero to
finish the film," one of
to

PHYLLIS SHANNAW.

tho ladies at tho Stoll
studio
told
Panloe
when she saw that

Woodman afterwards,
tho Indian was given a large, formidable knife.
Not a prop.'," Pardoe Woodman laughed,
"but the real thing. The Indian fondled it
lovingly, and his eyes glittered in the light as
much as the steel blade.
'

for

Shaw
The II. -ni

I

l.

'For the

Em

'

p ire.'

Brother

and in lots
other films.
For
somo time during the
war I gave up my own
work to help, and was
of

supervisor

in

a muni-

tion factorv.

Bolshevik.

my

had

in

'

of a Child,'

EN

hair was dressed in ringlets and I wore one
of the old-world dresses to see how I screened.
" When I saw Mr. Coleby, I felt the earth

confidence in myself, if they would only wait
until I could show it to hem. I knew 1 could'do
what they required of me, and, fortunately

and

;

in, Id

Officers,'

Call of the Road."
" Mr! Jay, an agent, had my photograph
his mantelpiece, and Mr, Davidson happened
to be in his ollice one day and saw it.
ilo
seemed to think I was the type of girl wanted
for the part, so Mr. Jay sent me down to the
I

1

played

A

on

studios.

Tucker

M''.

Fine Feathers and Fears.

how

continent

Plays and Films.

HAD

explain

keen

making

The Lady Rowena.

PHYLLIS SHANNAW

a

is

artiste.

left

tho

munifaction

PARDOE WOODMAN.

St

tory," Miss
liayner
smiled, " I returned
stage
for
awhile,
and

to
tho legitimate
played with Sir John Hare in 'A Quiet
Rubber.'
In the spring of this year I went
with Mr. Harold Shaw's company to Russia.
We had some exciting experiences, as on tho
way we were caught in Berlin during the
revolution, and were unable to leave there
for some time.
When we did get away, we
decided to return to Cologne, and us we passed
through Essen the train was boarded and
We made a fresh
Marched by Bolsheviks.
start from Cologne, and this time reached
Kovno without mishap.

It

Two

Off One Plate!
Alexandrova Elova," Christine Rayner
said, " where we stayed nearly a week,
things wero so primitive wo slept on
hay piled on the tables for beds, and at first
we had to eat two off one plate and do all our
own cooking and cleaning
We had three

AT

I

I

!

drive

through

the next
village to buy food, as nothing but eggs were
obtainable at Alexandrova.
But it was all
so interesting, it was quite worth while,"
she laughed.
hours'

" Charlie's

the

forest

to

Aunt " and Sweet Fifteen.
HOLLE8, who is a son of

ANTHONY
William

Holies, (he well-known

manager,

London

was

the youngest non-comtho Army during the war.
Ho was a corporal in the Bulls at fourteen,
and, after training with tho Orenadier Guards
at Chelsea barracks, he was sent back to his
old battalion as drill-instructor.

missioned olTieer

in

The coach
which

film,

ii

is

held up in " Tbe Call ol Ura
a sporting and love drama ol
released
I
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was moro or

period I
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'

" .After the war was over," Anthony Holies
mo, " I went, on tour with
Charley's
Aunt,' and played the Aunt when I was fifteen.
told

'

iimimiiiiiimJiiitimi

Lelio

and "Carnival."

did some
THEN
played Lawrie
I

in

to get the belter of his sister in Mr. Matheson
Lang's play,
Carnival."
Lelio's sister and
.Silvio's wife was, of course, played by Hilda

Bayley.
" 1 loved playing with Mr. Matheson Lang,"
Anthony Holies said, " and now I have just
finished playing Charles in the Ideal film,

The

Will,'

by

Sir

r

the French

film work, and later
"
Little Women.'

'

But I expert many of you will
remember Anthony Holies best of all as Lelio,
with that wicked smile of his when he tried

'

well-known
films.
The initial effort, which was adaptid
and produced by mo was J>ew Lake's Bloom
bury Burglars,' which, though by no means a
wonderful achievement, was an
enormous
commercial success. I also had the pleasure of
adapting and producing Mr. Louis Bouintist<
the well-known tragedian, in his sketch, 'The
Grip,'
adapted from
ducing

ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS

I'.lllliiilillilllllllllllMllllH

James Barrie."

ALWAYS

look at films from a commercial
point of view," said Mr. A. E. Coleby,
the brilliant writer and producer of the
enormously successful film, " The Call of the
Road."
•' I
regard films entirely from the
standpoint of the audience. I have tried to get
at the people in their own homes ; therefore, I
believe all unpleasant subjects should be kept
away from the cinema.
Most people have
skeletons in their cupboards, and they go to
the theatre to be amused and carried right
away out of themselves.

I

X

play,

Grippe.'

'La g0t

A

also

I

adapted and produced
Henri do Frecce's
Case of Arson,' and
I wrote and produced
'

The
Mysteries
of
London
for Martin's
"
'

'

Feature Films.
"After a period,"
said Mr; A. E. Coleby,
" with
Mr.
Barker,

for whom I produced films too numerous

Audiences Through the Producer's Eye.
'

the pioneer of intromusic-hall turns on the
less

mention,

to

in-

The Lure of
cluding
Drink,' in
which I
played the leading role,
I
Joined Mr. T. B.
'

ANTHONY HOLLES.

Davidson.
I produced Billy Wells in 'Kent
the Fighting Man,' Marie Corelli's
Treasure
in Heaven,' in which 1 played the leading role,
David Helmsley, and 'For All Eternity,'
written and produced by me, and again 1
played the leading role. I also produced Marie
Corelli's Holy Orders,'
Thelma (adapted and
produced), and 'The Great Came,' with Billy
Wells as my leading man.
In
The Village
Blacksmith I played the title role.
'

'

'

'

'

'

All Sorts

and Conditions

MY

introduction

first

of Films.

to

the

film

world

was in 1003, and since that year I
have been connected with all sorts
and conditions of films, both good, bad, and
indifferent, amounting to about seven hundred
Mr. Coleby
the
me.
In
early days wo were
more or less dependent
all,"

in

told

on

the

could not sell through
our agents at Chicago
least fifteen copies
a subject, which
order would sometimes
be extended to forty.
" Naturally,
the
films
of those days
in

length,

being

CHRISTINE RAYNER.
fifty

feet.

Work, Little Play.
IT was my task in the

which was entitled The Guardian of
the Bank.' But the really first ambitious film
which I wrote and produced was
Topsy's
Dream of Toyland.' This film is still a hardy
annual shown in many parts of the country
each Christmas.
'

'

continued,

with whom
produced
The Fate of a King,'
' Peg
Woffington
(which, by the way, was
written by Mr. Pearson, of
Old Bill fame).
During this period I had the privilege of receiving a good deal of technical knowledge
from Mr. Charles Pathe. Following on this, I
started in business for myself, and during this
'

'

'

One

ol

the old-world scenes in this splendid
I- B. DAVIDSON photo-play

w an

of the plot grips the soul.
Victor MacLaglen takes the port of Master
Alfred Truscott, who is known as The Lamb
Phyllis Shannaw plays Alfred's cousin, The
Lady Rowena; while others in the cast are
Marten Trevor;
Williams as Sir
Phillip
Ernest Douglas as

humour

:

who

Silas,

'

Alfred's

is

Nicholas
Bates as Pagan in i
Barry
FurPrimus;
Paganini
ness as
Secundus; A. E.
uncle

N.

;

as

Coleby

Punch

Adeline
Murphy
Hayden -Coffin as The
Lady Ulles water;
a r wick Ward as
;

W

Lord

Delaval

Drummond

;

as

Fred

Ham-

mer John, a Blackholls as

on," Mr. A. E. Coleby
LATER
" I joined Messrs. Pathe,

ANGER'S

It
is, indeed, a great love story.
one right away out of the sordid, everyday atmosphere of life into the enchanted land
of romance, of passion, of chivalry, of the open
road into the glorious rolling downs, right into
the Garden of England, with its leafy shades,
The whimsical
manor house.
its rare old

smith;

Pioneer.

I

The

Road

of the
carries

old days," said Mr.
Coleby, smiling, " to w rite up a subject
between ten and twelve in the morning,
start taking in the early afternoon, printing it
the following day, and taking a sample copy
to town the day after that.
The question of
release dates, as they are known to day, did
not exist, and it was a case of selling to whom
you could and getting your money. It is also an
interesting fact that about this period one
film which I practically wrote and produced
was shown at the Alhambra for six consecutive
weeks.
The late Mr. W. T. Stead took the
trouble to write two pages of appreciation of

A

'

written and produced by A. E. Coleby,
The Call
and photographed by D. P. Cooper.

I

.

'Si

then

of Granger presents J. Davidson's
all-British photo-play, an original story

All

this film,

;

" The Call of the Road."

about two hundred and

"

it

THE house

very seldom exceeded
feet

in

Lining,' which is now
playing,
and 'The Pride of the North,' which will
shortly be issued by Messrs. Phillips. I wrote,
produced, and played lead in The Way of the
The Call
World,' and my last effort has been
"
of
Silver

'

American

majority

Woman,' and played

the Road.'
And so great was its success when it was
trade shown at the Alhambra that the audience
broke out into cheers, and, in their enthusiasm,
were not satisfied until Mr. A. E. Coleby took
This was the first occasion on
his " call."
which a producer received such an ovation.

at
of

the

\

'

/5!t

market for a profit,
and thought it very
bad business if we

forty

An Ovation for the Producer.
"T ALSO produced Eden Philpotts's

Agness NicRowena's old
and R. F.llis

nurse:
and Olive Bell as

miller and his wife.
" The Call of the

a

A.

Road

"

E.
is

COLEBY.
a joy to see

to reflect upon, and shows the
genius of the writer and producer, Mr. A. fc>.
Coleby, who is to be congratulated on having
screened one of the finest films in the world.

and a pleasure

Edith Nepean.
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A COMPLETE STORY, TELLING OF THE COMMANDMENT THAT

The

rebellious curve in

Daphne's mouth stiffened.
She was fond of her
father, and sorry that he
had been so worried lately,
but she had inherited her

mother's
and

tastes,

extravagant

after all

it

was

her wedding.

As Mrs. Kip led her
daughter from the room
saying that Daphne should
have c v c r > t h r g she
wanted, even if she sold
her own clothes to get
Kip felt like a
it. Mr.
i

ETHEL CLAYTON

OH, Clay,
Daphne

it is

a beauty

!

as

Daphne

{Paramount:)

Kip.

"

•

Kip smiled up at Clay Wimburn
as she fingered the engagement ring the
young man had just placed on her finger.
" Nothing is good enough for you, darling," said
the young man.
And if the compliments that Cloy Wimburn poured
into Daphne's pretty ear might have been believed
she was indeed a paragon of perfection.
" I suppose we had better tell mother and dad." said
Daphne, after a long interval chiefly occupied

in

criminal.
Why couldn't women be reasonable ? He knew
that his wife would not dream of selling as much as a
blouse, even for Daphne, and yet she was trying to
make him look like a miser. He sat down again to
his figures and cut out a subscription to a charity he
for over twenty years.
Just before dinner a telegram came from his son
Bayard Raying that he had been married that morning.
" Isn't it wonderful ? " cried Daphne.
" So romantic " murmured her mother.
" Well, if's saved a wedding present." said Mr. Kip.
Two long-drawn-out indignant " Ohs " greeted

had supported

I

!

Kissing.

While the young couple are walking to the house
(the proposal had been made in the garden). Ie1 us
urry on in front and listen to a little scene between
Mr. and Mrs. Kip.
It is not a pleasant one, but it is necessary (o record
it. for it is the foundation of this story.
Mr. Kip is over middle age, grey-haired and
His wife is younger under forty passably
worried.
good looking. Her only worry in life is a double
chin which has survived every treatment advertised
by the beauty specialists.
" You seem determined not to understand that our
financial position is not what it was." said Mr. Kip,
pushing away from him a pile of unpaid bills. ." Wo
really can't go on like this much longer."
" Wc must live up to our position," replied Mrs.
Kip. " I don't spend half as much as the other

this ^statement.
" I mean that it- will enable me to give Daphne
more for her trousseau," explained Mr. Kip hastily. ,

l

—

—

in my set."
Mrs. Kip had kept to this reply for the pa-t three
years, ever since a hank failure had made it necessary
for her husband to retrench.
Mr. Kip groaned. He knew it was useless arguing
ShopShe had a mania for spending
with his wife
ping was the breath of life to her, and she could no
whether
she
wanted
bargain
the
sales,
resist
at
more
a
it or not. t han a cat could pass a saucer of cream
Mr. Kip was in the middle of a long statement in
which he was trying to prove that they were liv Inj
on their capital, when Daphne rushed in.
She was a very pretty girl, golden-haired, petite
ami graceful. Her mouth perhaps was just a shade
too rebellious, but that was more than counterbalanced by the warmth of affection in her soft grey
eyes.
" Clay is going
" I'm engaged " she burst out.
Say you're pleased."
to sec you later, dad.
" Of course I'm pleased, Daphne," said Mr. Kip.
with a smile that chased his worry lines away. " Of
course we can't pretend to be surprised, can we

women

!

mother

?

"

Mrs. Kip came out of dreamland to give her
daughter a hug and a kiss.
At the magic word engaged Mrs. Kip had see!' in
a vision a million times swifter than any movie ever
moved, a wonderful trousseau, bridesmaids, orange

blossoms, and everything.
Even as sfio kissed her
daughter she was wondering what she would wear.
She hurried her daughter away to discuss frocks,
and Mr. Kip returned to his figures.
A little later Mrs. Kip and her daughter entered
Mrs. Kip had a long list of what
Mr. Kip's study.
Daphne would want, not forgetting a tew dresses
tor herself.

"I've made a rough estimate of the cost, dear,"
" I know you like to have
she said to her husband.
everything done in a business-like way, so that you
can see how much it is going to cost. And Daphne
tells me that they want to get married almost at
nice, so that we must begin shopping at once."
Mr. Kip glanced at the total and shuddered.
"1 really can't afford so much," he said, ",1've
been telling your mother this afternoon, Daphne, that
we shall have to economise. We can't go on iu this
•

way."
"

I

your father would like to see you
your walking-out costume," said Mrs. Kip.

believe

married

in

"

"

Now, is that lair ? cried the harrasscd Mr. Kip.
You know 1 will do everything 1 can, Daphne, but

no use your mother talking in that way. We
go on in this way, spending to-day what
we hope to earn to-morrow."
it

is

really can't

The next morning

there

came a

letter

from Bayard.

He had been informed of Daphne's engagement from
;id:lin£~ that h
ml :ent his cjngr itul
Chiy
i

ami
and

his bride

i

;i:

.

were going abroad for their honeymoon,

thai she and his mother would use his
shopping there
instead of in their own town.
Mrs. Kip got a chorine from her husband and
hurried her daughter otf to New York. They pronounced the flat a perfect dream, and Mrs. Kip sent
a wire to Clay Wimburn.
Clay came and admired the flat, but when he
heard th" rent he mentally described it as a nightmare. The two women told him that it would be
impossible to take advantage of Bayard's olfer to
live in the tlat rent free anil ( lav cabled to Hayard
fixing up to use the flat at a weekly rental of thirty
lie

flat in

hoped

New York and do Daphne's

dollars.

He wanted Daphne

to have a good time, so he got
a holiday from his firm and took her round New
York. Mrs. Kip found an exceedingly expensive
beaufy specialist who guaranteed to remove her
double chin, and she and h«V daughter were exceedThe money Clay had saved to set up
ingly happy.

housekeeping dwindled,
One night while he and Daphne were dining at a
very expensive restaurant a man named Thomas
Yarick Dueane came up to their table.
Ducane was a rich bachelor, a man with more
money than principles, ( lay had met him once in
New York at a club and on the strength of that
Dueane renewed the acquaintance because he had
been smitten with Daphne's beauty.
( lay Wimburn knew the man was wrong from the
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UNLUCKY TO BREAK.

now

rat, escorted

feeling-abbut as happy as a half-drowned
Daphne to the door, hi the foyer he

remembered with a vividness that cut like a knife,
that he could not afford a taxi. The few cents he hail
left woukl not have got a " Thank you " from the
driver as a tip.
" It's a beautiful night.
What do you say if we
walk home ? " he suggested in a casual voice, though
his spirits were about as low as thirty under prooi

whisky.
" I don't, mind." said Daphne tonelessly. " It
hasn't been a very pleasant evening, has it V
Clay could not think of anything to say, so he took
Daphne's arm and began to walk. After they had
gone a hundred yards Daphne began tolimp.
"It's my thin shoes," she said reproachfully.
" It is quite impossible to walk in them."
There was nothing for it now but forClay to own up.
" I'm very sorry, dear," he said, " but 1 haven't got
enough money for a taxi. That dinner cost a lot
more than I had bargained for."
Daphne looked up as if she could not believe site
had heard aright.
" I don't understand," she said.
" If you were
short of money why didn't you borrow some from
Mr. Ducane ? Y"ou could Irave got some from the
bank iu the morning."
Clay flushed angrily at the mention of Ducane.
" You might as well know, Daphne, that I have
very little money in the bank. The truth is, we have
been going the pace too much. I'm almost broke."
Daphne was staggered at the announcement. She
had always thought Clay was a rich man.
" Well, 1 can't walk, anyway," she said irritably.
" You'll have to get a taxi and get the money from
mother."
Clay dashed off to get a taxi. He felt that he did
not care what happened.
When they arrived at- the flat they found Bayard

and
"

his wife there.

thought you were stopping in Paris for another
yet," said Clay.
" So did I," replied Bayard grimly, " but the lands
ran out. I never saw a woman who could get rid ot
I

month

money

he added in an aside.
really funny," said Clay, laughing in spite
"It's just the same with me.' I've
landed home without enough money to pay the cab."
" I can manage that for you," said Bayard, handing
like Leila,"

" This

of

is

himself.

Clay a note and some silver.
In the meantime, Leila, a very pretty woman, wn<
telling Daphne about her Paris experiences and
bemoaning her hard fate at having to come back,
though, because of a shortage of money.
" You ought to have stayed," said Daphne's
mother. " Bayard would have found it somehow.
They're all alike these men.
One has got to drag
the money from them.
But don't worry, Leila.
We'll all go shopping to-morrow and have a glorious
time."

Found Out.

'

was in the Hat next day when
BAYARD
ping party came back.

They had spent all
persuaded by the manager

I

he shop-

their ready money, and.
of a large store to open

of his patent, leather boots to the top hair of his
head. but. he was compelled to introduce him to
Daphne. For him the rest ot the dinner was about
as appetising as a hash in a cheap boarding-hou.se.
But to Daphne, Ducane represented New York and all
the glitter of the great White Way.

an account, Leila. Daphne, and Mrs. Kip had run up
a bill amoiuiting to nearly a thousand dollars.
On Mrs. Kip's advice LeMa decided not to tell her
husband about the expedition, but Bayard happened
to be iu the hall when the dresses arrived from the
store.
As he saw the accompanying bill he turned

He appeared to/ know everybody, and he referred
clay
to famous actresses by their Christ inn names,
was silent, and he so plainly indicated that he did

to his wife

tilis

not desire Mr. Dm ane's company that at last even
that brass-fronted centloman took the hint, and went

back to

his

own

table.

And then to C)ay came the crowning misery of a
very miserable evening.
When lie called for the bill
he found that after he had tipped the waiter he would
only have a few cent- left. He was so desperate that
be called the waiter's attention to the fact that he
had charged three dollars for the melon instead of a
dollar and a half.
He could have cut his tongue out
the next .second, for he saw DUCftnc smiling a very
supercilious smile and looking sympathetically at
Daphne.
In that deprecating manner which i- the height ot
insolence the waiter informed Clay that the halt
melons vcro used up when he took the order, and
that he had asked for a new one to be cut.
" I naturally assumed that you wanted the best,
sir." he added, lifting his eyebrows iu surprise that
anybody' should dare to come to such a restaurant
ami ((nibble about a paltry hall dollar.
Daphne (lushed to the roots of her hair. She felt
she had been humiliated in the presence of a waiter,
but what hit her hardest was that Mr. Ducane had
overheard all.

" Surely

you must have gone mad. Leila. I
had liought you everything yon wanted
in 1'nris, and here
a bill for a black lace frock,
250 dollar-, and one for Daphne for D.10 dollars.

thought

I

i

" Gracious,

" he exclaimed, turning to his
" Who do you expect is going to pay tor
sister.
this ?
Not poor Clay. I hope. You might wait till
you marry him before y«u start to bleed him. You
women think of nothing but ruining the man you say
} ou love."
For a few moments the three women were stunned
into silence by Bayard's angry outburst.
Then Leila replied to the attack by a hysterical
outburst of tears.
Bayard heard himself referred
to as " a brute " and " a selfish wretch " as Leila
rushed into her room, followed by Daphne.
As Bayard tried to follow the door was slammed
in hi- face and locked.
Bayard started to plead fin
forgiveness, and in the end he was triad to apologise and
say that Leila could have all the dresses she wanted.
Having gained a victory', the three women plunged
from one extravagance to another, and there were no
more worried men in Kew York than Bayard Kip
girl

!

ami Clay Wimburn.
liven a telegram from Mr. Kip senior saying that a
,
copper mine in Which he bad shares bad busted, did
not s!«p hi- wife or daughter tron) spending.
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a greater trouble than

bills.

Daphne had conceived the idea of going on the
stage in order that <he could earn money, and to that
end was always seeing Dueane, who had promised to
Leila had
get her an introduction to a manager.
got to know a man named Weatherill, a fast man
about town, no longer young, whose reputation was
about as unsavoury as Ducane's.
Both Clay and Bayard protested against these
acquaintanceships, but were met by the old defence
by the women that if they were not to lie trusted
then there could be no love. And so matters went on,
each day starting with a row, and generally finishing
with one.
It was Daphne who first saw the red light.
She invited Dncane up to the flat one afternoon to
talk over the idea of an engagement on the stage.
Ducane was plausible and full of promises. In her
innocence Daphne thought he was ready to assist her
out of pure friendship, but she was quickly disillusioned when Ducane suddenly bent over her and
tried to kiss her.

Daphne sprang
blazing eyes.
" You cad

me

to her feet with flushed cheeks

" she cried.

" If

and

you try to get near

hit you."

I'll

How

"

!

was

I

to

know you would

object to a kiss to

our bargain ? " said Ducane protestingly. '" You
are quite mistaken if yon think I meant to insult you.
Forget this incident and I will give you my word that
I will help you and never try to kiss you again.
Don't you understand that people are a little more
Bohemian in New York than in your town ? "
Daphne felt, she had been to blame for inviting
Ducane to the Hat. Besides, she really wanted to
get on the stage, and Ducane was the only one who.
could help her.
" All right," she said. " Keep your word and I'll

seal

forget it."
It was just at this moment that Clay Winibum
in.
He glared at Ducane and did not reply to
the latter's greeting, nor did he say good-day when

came
ho

left.

" Why do you encourage that bounder to hang
around ? " he said to Daphne when Ducane had kit.
" Because he is going to help me to get on the
" You needn't get jealous,
stage," replied Daphne.
Clay. Six. Ducane is not in love with me and I am
certainly not in love with him.
But I mean to cam
money to keep myself. There is nothing but grumbling from you, father, and Bayard about money,
and I mean to earn some so that I can do as I like

with it."
" But what about our wedding ? " protested Clay.
" There will be no wedding till I am independent,"

Daphne.
There was another angry scene, and Clay went out
a rage, slamming the door behind him.
Ducane got Daphne an engagement with a manager
with whom he was friendly. They were rehearsing
a new piece, and Daphne was given a small part,
she only lasted one rehearsal.
The producer persevered with Daphne for some time, and then he
went and told the manager that the young woman

said

of the Hat in

bad

as

much

idea of acting as a

wooden Indian.

Ducane, who had been waiting in the manager's
office,

smiled to himself.

The more Daphne failed in her efforts to get a
living the more she would become dependent on him.
" Tell her so and fire her," said the manager
callously.
Poor Daphne left the theatre very disheartened,
bnt she was made of sterner stuff than Ducane had
imagined. The fact that she had failed as an actress
made her more determined to succeed in another
direction.

The Way Out.
was another
THERE
night.

terrific

row at the

Bayard was reproaching Leila

flat

that

for her extra-

vagance.
" Haven't you ever heard of the Thirteenth Commandment ? " he shouted. " Never spend more
than you earn."
Leila shruaeed her shoulders.
" And it's called the Thirteenth because it is unucjry to

creaking

Then

break it," went on Bayard.
it every day."

"

And you

are

Leila turned.

" You're always preaching at me," she cried in her
" I'm sick of it.
voice.
Haven't vou -heard

•hrill

.mother saying which might be called the Fourteenth
omniandment ? Charity begins at home." What
;ibout the money it costs to keen yom relatives ?
You make me tired. This place is nothing more than
a hotel for the Kip family."
Mrs. Kip and Daphne, who were in the next room,
beard every word.
" Did you hear it, Daphne ? " gasped Mrs. Kip.
She did not wait for her daughter's reply, but
tushed to her bedroom and began to pack.
Mrs. Kip left by the midnight train.
Daphne
decided to stop in New York, but not with Leila.
She got apartments with a Sirs. Chcviss, and began
to look for work.
After a week of futile searching
she came home one night and found Mrs. Cheviss
sitting with her husband.
".How does one get a job in New York, Mrs
Chcviss ? " a«ked Daphne.
" I d6n't
know,' replied Mrs. Cheviss wearily
n't know,"
" Ask my
jus. lost his."
y husband. He's just
Daphne looked at the grey-haired man who was
t

'

-

(Continued on page 18.)
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Scenes from the

DUDLEY

" Brenda oi the Barge," in which BERNARD
The bottom photograph shows the exciting fight
between him and JAMES KNIGHT.

Harma

film,

plays a strong part.

v-^
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riclure Show,
(Continued

The Thirteenth Commaiidnient.

from page

17.)

staring at the wall-paper in a way which reminded her
di the picture called " The Hopeless Dawn."
Daphne felt, sorry she had mentioned her own little
troubles.
In a Hash she realised one of the great
truths of life.
Whatever may be your own trouble,
there is always somebody battling with a bigger one.
Before Daphne went to bed that night she had
fixed up a scheme with Mrs. Cheviss to start a shop
lor brides.

Recollection of the money she had spent so reekwhen buying her trousseau gave Daphne the

ssly
idea.
I

She had a little money of her own. and with some
Mrs. Cheviss found, the shop was started.
It was a success from the first.
Clay Wimburn objected, but Daphne was not to be
switched off her idea.
Clay did not argue too much.
He was pleased that
Daphne was out of the radius of Ducane's evil influence.
He went back to his firm and a day or two
later wired Daphne that lie had been sent to get a big
contract, whjch, if he pulled it off. would mean they
could get married without any fear of money troubles.
Daphne was happy. She had found that the onlyway to enjoy spending money was to earn it.
Then there came another cloud.
J.eila,

whom Daphne had

with

*'

made

up," came

it

to the shop one evening and said she was going to
dine with We.-.therill at Mountain View Hotel.
Daphne, with her new experience of life, was afraid
of Leila's Iriendship with WcathcriU.
She accepted
Leila's invitation to join them in order to protect

January

Her

Ideas of

What

Leads to Success In Pictures

KATHLEEX KIRKHAM

tells us what she
considers necessary to success in pictures.
She says that a pretty face, a pleasing figure,
and a certain amount of vivacity are not sufficient
in themselves.
First of all comes really hard work. The screen
is not as so many people fondly imagine, a place
of comfort, ease, and a good time.
\Vhen a film
is in progress work often starts at nine o'clock in
the morning, and goes on until fire or six, and even
ten, eleven, and twelve when night scenes are
being screened.
Another essential is a good education. During
her career a cinema actress has to play many
parts, covering all nations, all times, and all
classes, and unless she is well educated she is apt
to fall far short of realism.
Miss Kirkham saysjhat last but not least is
the value of ideals. She believes that true womanhood should be the greatest ambition of every girl
on or off the screen.

was furious when Daphne joined the

upset his plans. Perhaps it was his temper that
made him drive recklessly. Anyway, the car turned
over taking a sharp corner, and Daphne was taken to
hospital with a broken arm and suffering from severe
concussion.
It

Bayard came to see her.
He had heard that his wife and Weatherill were in
car, both of whom were uninjured.
Bayard
wanted to know how it was that his wife and sister
were with Weatherill. Really he was only concerned
why his wife was there, for he had more than a
suspicion that Daphne had been dragged in as
the

chaperon.

Daphne read his thoughts in his eyes.
She turned a bandaged head to lier brother.
" You mustn't blame Leila, Bayard," she said.
" Mr. Weatherill was taking me to dinner, and on the

way we

picked up Leila."

Having

told this

lie,

Daphne assured her broHur

that she was

all right and that there was no need to
worry about her, and then went to sleep.
A few weeks later Daphne was back in the shop.
Her arm was in a sling, but otherwise she was quite
1

well.

Mrs. Cheviss was folding up stock

burn walked

when

lav

(

Wim-

in.

He had

pulled off the contract; and he told Unpin e
o( his success as he took her in his arms and kissed
her, quite oblivious of the presence of Mrs. Cheviax.
" And now. Daphne." he said. " there is rcallv

no

need lor you to work anv longer. J am. caning
enough money to keep.botli of OS comfortably. l'\e
just called on Bayard, expecting to find voii there,
and really, dear, they are so happy that h it Jealous.
Bayard is doing well, and Leila just hates the Idi oi
spending money. They told me von did somcthh
g
I

;i

rather splendid for Leila, but I didn't get it
1 was
too anxious to see you."
Daphne allowed her lover another caress, and thin
sought safety behind the counter.
" Look here, Clay," she said. " / want
to talk to
yrm seriously. • Everybody savs that money is all
enemy to love. I should like to prove that It Can 1 e
a mend, and that all I have earned in this business
will bring us happiness."
"Let us try. dear," said Clay. " I'm verv proud
of you, Daphne."
" Vcr> V( '"'" BaM "''P '" 0
" we'll start right
i,
away. Here
s my hall ol the money lor
my wedding
;

.

1

-

ring.

Clay looked at her w
"

Daphne

" Well
(

lay

lint

ith

a blank stare

!

perhaps

want

I

who has merely

T

am

carrying things a

too

hi!

far,

to come to you not as a woman
to look pretty at the brad of vour

table, but as a real pal- one who will share
all vour
troubles as well as your happiness.
If you -ire ready

to take

me on

those terms, the wedding can

soon.

"I'd take you on any terms." said Clav

t

be

t<

b

" but I

think you've got the great Idea."
Mrs. Cheviss went into the inner room
Clay
readied over and kissed Daphne.
She was crying softly ;is she said to herself
" I
wonder n Daphne would like that Japanese kimono
lor a wedding present ? "

(Adapted,

l>y

permission , from tht ParamountClayton as

Arlcrafi phnto-play featuring Ethel

Daphne).

:.

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

M

at her home in Los Angeles.
KATHLEEN KIRKHAM
a quiet time reading books to select a suitable play lor ber first
Kirkbam " productions.

Photographed

Trie

" Jricture

ow.
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KATHLEEN KIRKHAM

Leila.

Weatherill
party.

Bth,

spending
" Kathleen
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Of

St age and Screen Fame

^

BEFORE

taking up screen work Ivy Dn' e
appeared in musical comedies at Daly's
Theatre, London.
She had parts in " The

Happy Day." and " Betty," and you trill
probably remember her as Gianetta in " Th«
of the Mountains," which had such a long

Maid

alid successful run.

When Miss Duke decided to try film work, she
applied at tho studios of the George Clark Productions, and was immediately given a small
part.
She did not consider the salary offered
her was big enough, and being a very determined
young lady, she endeavoured to convince Mr.
Guy Xewall of this and she succeeded !

—

Enthusiastic About Films.

MISSandDUKE
reads

very enthusiastic about films,
no%els with a view to
finding a story that would film well.
Quite a number of novels have been purchased
by George Clark Prodxictions upon her recommendation.
She does not mind how hard she works to
gain the best effects, and considers any time spent
in gaining experience as time well spent.
An example of this is the fact that she intends
to .visit America quite shortly.
Miss Duko
wishes to see for herself exactly how pictures
are made in that country, and therefore she proposes to take a trip out to the " Filmland of
is

many

America."

Films in Which She Has Appeared.
SOME of the films in which Ivy Duke has

played are " The Garden of Resurrection."
" The Lure of Crooning Water," " Duke's
Son," and " Testimony," in which she plays
opposite Guy Newall.

Down on

M

1
ISS

the

Farm.

DLT KE is extremely fond of

the country,

and has a delightful home where she loves
to spend any time that can be spared from
the studio, amongst all the farmyard pets.
It is one of her great ambitions to be able to

and spend all her time in the country
amongst her fowls, ducks, horses, cows, and other
farmyard animals and birds.
Ivy has a beautiful dog called " Sammy," of
whom she is very fond. Although he is not
quite one year old, he, too, has appeared on the
screen in two productions.
retire

A

happy snap, taken on a day when IVY
borne

DUKE

among

was able to spend
ber farmyard pets.

some time

at

her country

—

"
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PRESENTING PAUL POWELL
T

'HK

other morn-

at
tlio
Islington stuing,

dios of

tlio

a ye
British
>*

I

r"s

1

Famous
-Las k y

Producers,
of the

met one

most

men

interesting

in the film
Paul Powell,
world
who will he rcmembered as the director

—

of many successful
pictures, prominent

among

which

Mar y

Pickford's

is

" Poll5 anna."
Mr.
Powell is now en7

PAUL POWELL.

gaged upon the
production

of

E.

Oppenheim's story, " 'J'he Mystery
load," for the aforementioned company, and
to give mc some details respecting it.
Phillips

I

was good enough

Author's First Screen Story.

ALTHOUGH
books

several of Mr. Oppenheim's
have, been filmed, this js the first
story he has ever written directly for the

screen, he told me,

and

very typical of this
extremely popular author's work.
" There arc to be no stars in it—
I made some little exclamation.
" No," repeated Mr. Powell, with a smile.
" Xo stars.
In this case the picture is going
to be the star.
I believe the public go to see
pictures, not stars.
In my opinion the star
system is a mistake, and often proves the
ruination of a story, throwing it all out of focus
is

—

in order to bring some special actor or actress
into prominence.
" In this film tho leading players will bo
David Powell, Herbert Standing Ruby Miller,
and " here Air. Powell paused significantly

—

"

—

Marian May."

My

is

considers Miss May a great
MR. " POWELL
find," and related how he discovered

We

had a

time getting the right
woman for the leading feminine part," he said.
" I didn't dare to take a girl without experience,
and yet I did not want to send to America for
one, for our policy here, as you know, is to
terrible

employ British players as far as possible, and to
have sent to the States would have been an
admission of defeat.
" Just as I was about at my wits' end, a young
lady called at the studio to see the easting
director.
She explained briefly that she had
played in some British, French and Italian
films
starring in the latter and with admirable
commonsenso produced some 'stills of herself,
taken from these pictures. She was, indeed, a

—

—

'

lesson to many screen aspirants, for instead of
dilating on how great she was, and generally
wasting everybody's time, she just left these

Here is my
photos behind, remarking, simply
evidence,' and went away.
She could not have
been here more than a few minutes.
" When these stills were handed to me later,
I immediately realised that I had found tho
girl for whom I had been searching, and lost no
time in sendincr for her.
Indeed. Miss May was
already enj.ag'd before she arrived back at the
'

:

studio
" She
!

sure,

is

most

a

intelligent girl,

HAVE

had so many

letters from readers
very successfully they have
framed their photogravures that are given
each week -with the PlCTUBE Snow, and so
many asking me how to frame them, that I
thought, for the. benefit of all, 1 might give you
both the ti;;s sent by readers, unci a few other
telling

me how

ideas.

Wooden framing is delightful, of course,
although this is far too expensive a method to
employ for every plate. If you, intend to
preserve every plate and they are well worth
it to decorate the walls of your own particular
den you will find the following me thod very

—

—

effective

anc.1

particularly inexpensive.

struck

?

"

on top of
sert

ip. It is about an inch or so in
be obtained in many colours.
Of course, for
framing the sepia photogravures you would
choose
rown binding. Procure a piece of very
l

I

far

ployed at the studio. He was born in
Illinois, but] has spent many years in California,
and so, he added humorously, he was not
really an American at all, for a CaliforiHan was
not a typical American. And even tho twinkle
in his eye didn't explain the enigma.
He told
me that he was very delighted to be in England,
that he expected to stay here for two yoars,
and tliat he wished he could stay even longer
" In spite of our weather, Mr. Powell ? "
" Well, of course, the weather here does
matter, whatever politeness may say to the
!

contrary. The fog persists in getting into the
studio, and upsets the lighting badly, but we
ore having a wonderful device for cloansina
the air ins'alled, and will. I think, soon overcome the difficulty successfully.
" And yet, you know," he added, to my surprise, " your London fog is much overrated.
If you want to see a real, honest -to-goodness
fog. you should go to San Francisco, and even
Los Angeles When there is a fog in these places,
you can't see your own hand before your face
But it's of a different quality altogether, especially in San Francisco
dense and very wet."
!

!

—

tribute

to-

was too

beautiful to be believed."
" I look out of the train and can hardly credit
the loveliness of the countryside. It seems like
fairy-talo scenery.
Photography is my great
passion and hobby— I would spend millions of
pounds on it, if I could
and my greatest
desire at present is to photograph everything in
!

—

"

England
Which, one must admit,
!

is

rather a

tall order.

Mav Herschel Clawce.

W

into

AS

—

it

make

cardboard must

Lay the

a

—

paper out about a little over an inch larper
than the actual picture nil the way rouifd,
taking small pieces out of the corners so hat
they will mitre on to the picture neatly. Bcifol
the edges of the brown paper over on to tin
gloss of the picture so that it is nil ready foi
sticking.
Lift the picture up from the brown
paper, and gum the latter all over well. Lay the
picture back in position, and bend the edges of
paper over on the glass, sticking it
t lie brown
down carefully, and wiping well with a soft
cloth. Allow it to remain for a while until it is
quite dry. mid then affix rings to the back with
which to hang it up.

for

I

I

j
'.

*

done.

Measure

—

it most substantial.
The glass and
lie the same size a-< the picture.
glass flat on the table, then tli<? photogravure face downwards and place tho cardboard on the top. Bind the edges with tape.
Next, procure a sheet of stiff dark brown
paper, and lay this flat on the table. Picl up
the picture and lay it upon this. Cut the brawn

will

them

through when
the framing is

—

a mutter of fact, ordinary brown paper
can be
of the sfiff, substantial variety
requisitioned for the framing of your
pictures quite cffectuully. Thin ^luss and cardboard will also be needed for the framing, but
tho manner iu which the brown paper is applied

couple of hangers
you can pro-

passe-partout to
fit
the sides of
the picture, and
mitre the corners

si

to the screenasked, feeling quite thrilled

this, in-

Frequent dusting will be Sufficient to keep
these pictures clean, and the varnish will
effectually take the place of glass.
A whole
dado of pictures treated in this manner and
lixed round the top part of your walls would
look most effective.
Of course, passe-partout framing is one of the
most charming and inexpensive forms of framing, although
as (he pictures are large
there
is every possibility of tho binding not holding
for any length of
time, unless the glass is
Specially thin, so that a firm hold can be taken
at, all edgeR.
In case a few of ray readers do not
quite know how this framing is done, I will give
you a rough outlino of the work.
bought by the
widt h, and can

I

thin
glass
piece of cardboard,
each the same aizj
ns the picture. L-iy
the glass flat on the
table, with the picture upon it face
downwards,
a n d
then cover with the
cardboard.
Before
placing cardboard

the plate upon u stiff piece of cardthat is a little larger than the
and that has previously been
covered with brown paper, paint them over with
size, and then varnish all over. Affix the pictures
to the walls with drawing-pins, or thread a
narrow cord through a couple of holes that
have been made in the cardboard at the top.

is

Overrated.

as he
POWELL remarked that as
MR. knew,
he was the only American em-

Framing Your Photogravures — Some Simple and Inexpensive MetScd;
th Ordinary Brotvn Paper— The P ctiire
Ciil's Dance Frock.
and a
What You Can Do With Brown Paper.

STICK

Tho passe-partout binding

:

ba

to

<Joi

sa'd, "

—What You Can Do

the purpose
so that a cord
can be slipped

—

has

POWELL paid a glowing
MR. British
scenery which, he

by this romantic narrative.
" Don't get fat.'" replied Mr. Powell, laughingly.
Then he went on "seriously, " Really, one
cannot make hard and fast rules. By so doing,
one may discourage those who have real ability
on the one hand, and on the other, mav raise the
hopes of those who possess no talent for film
work at all. The whole thing depends on the

specially

—

Advice

am

Advice Must be Individual.
" A XL) what is your advice

ruro

picture,

will, I

is

Advice

Fairy-Tale Scenery.

The Least Expensive Method.
board

and

go far."

/-\

concerned,
individual."

Your Fog

her.

"

3

to the Screen-struck.

:

person

Evidence.

THE DRESSING-ROOM

IN
I

Here

Famous Director

1921.

off four

Strips of the

Bend
each.
binding
in
half lengthways, and
wotting
after
the
sticky side, afTi* it
edges
the
over
of the
picture, and
glass,
of

The Picture

the

frock.

Allow
cardboard.
to dry thoroughly,
and the picture is
Ordinary
American leather
finished.

can" bo used nstead
of the passepartout.
In fact, this would
bo better.

Girl's Dance Frock.
(!irl has a delightful new dance
actual frock is of charmeuse.
while the under-bodice and cascades are
georgette
and edged with sequin
fashioned from
trimming to tone. The skirt is quite straight,
being gathered nt the top to the bodice lining.
The material bodice
The cascades are added.
has Magyar sides of georgette, and plastron front
and back of charmeuse
You can obtain patterns of this evening frork
in 34, 36, 33 and 40 inch bust size for ono
shilling each from " Picture Show " Pattern
Dept., 291a, Oxford Street, London. W. 1.

THE PictureThe

No. 29,112.

A charming dance

frock

specially designed for the
Picture Girl by tbe Editress
ot

"

HOME

FASHIONS."

A

Diu-;sskr.

3
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A very simple Magyar
Jumper blome design,
and
cut in one piece
across each shoulder
so as lo allow for extra fulness in the front. Yon will
with
pattern
get
this
"Woman's Pictorial," out on
slit

January

Wednesday,

i<)th.

FREE
This

Week

This hat is also given in
" Woman's Pictorial " next
out on Wednesday,

!

week,

January

A very attractive shirt blouse
design, cut with a shoulderstrap and an added collar,
which can be fastened up
closely to the neck, in the
present-day correct fashion ;
or will turn back to form a
V for the girl who ltkes lo have her neck free. This pattern
is giver, free with this week's
"Woman's Pictorial.".

1

2th.

Big Gift of
FREE Patterns
ALL

these splendid patterns

and a wonderfully

smart dress pattern as well are being given

away

to all readers of the

PICTORIAL,''

new

"WOMAN'S

weekly magazine with all the
finest
monthly magazine features.
The blouse
pattern is free with to-day's issue, the others will be
given with the four following numbers (one each
week).
Very simple diagrams will be printed in
the

"WOMAN'S PICTORIAL,"
tions

as to cutting out

giving

full

instruc-

and making up each

pattern.

certain
way of obtaining these
stylish patterns is to give your
newsagent or bookseller a permanent order for

7he

only

practical

and

WOMAN'SHi
These two camisole palterns are cut quite differently, and the pattern to
make both these dainty
garments is given in
"Woman's Pictorial,"

out

on

Wednesday,

January

d

Pictorial
The Weekly Magazine

for

Women.

26th.

On

Sale every Wednesday.

"

—

——

)

———

—
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"Shots" from
Broadwest
*
A
Christmas has come and gone,
anether year oi work and strenuous endeavour to make British films the best in the
world has been completed, and the Directors of
the
Company look back on the
past twelve months with a feeling that in part
1920 has
their ambition has been achieved.
proved a year of great success for this famous
British firm, but if the past twelve months
were successful, Mr. Walter West starts out
into 1921 with the determination to make the
future twelve months still more so.
Since January 1920, the
Company have produced, and placed on the
markets of the world, no less than twelve firstclas; productions, which is something of a
Great progress has marked 1920 for
record.
the firm, for not only has Mr. Walter West
re-organi<ied the Walthamstow Studio, but has
taken over the control of the big one at
Catford, which is now working at high pressure.

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
Husband

BROADWEST

*

*

—

«
" Were you happy when you started

And

*

*

mo

a sovereign,

know

up the

-•
i

takes

another

woman

son.

It

a

:

"

fool of him.

*

*

»

You ought

4.

Tke
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*

old

»

of stealing

"Meet you tomorrow
"

?

bean

How

!

do you

SOUND DISCS
W.I.

The Big Three
SHOW
Every MONDAY

The PICTURE

The GIRLS' CINEMA

TUESDAY
The BOYS' CINEMA
Every

WEDNESDAY

^"he Latest Pictures, Paragraphs, Stories,

and News of the Cinema World.

Saturday

(Detroit
*

•

•

*

"That?

of

"Oh,

News.)

married wan
•

My

Man

:

crature

o'
*

thim."

that

is

*

Kind Lady

"An* my

me

for six

•

And how

Poor Woman

:

-

your

has

long

my

husband been out of work,

woman 1"
mum. I ain't

poor

" Well.

quite sure whether he was married in '80 or "81."
(Melbourne Weeklu Times.)
»

*

*

" Betty's very worried, she can't
get her dressmaker to send her new frock,
although she's written twice."
Reggie : "Perhaps she forgot to enclose a
:

(London

for it."

months."

•

*

" What did you have for lunch ? "
" Thirty minutes." (Judge, Sew York.)
•

*

"
First Man
was extempore."

I

:

•

•

heard his speech

" It was not,

:

it

lost night

was rotten."—

(TitBits.)

The Judce"

few words

»
:

*

»

" So you and your wife had a

t

The Prisonkr

*

" I'm going to get a divorce.

wife hasn't spoken to

*

*

"

:

»

(Montreal Star.)

*

•

*

cherry-

for ten minutes.

" I hear your father is ill. Is his illness contagious ?
He :•" 1 hope not. Doctor says he is suffering from over work."
(Kladderadatich.)

Second Man

" replied the keeper.

a native of Australia."
"Good hivins " exclaimed Pat.
First

ft

Take one

:

•

*

Phwat kind

:

stamped addressed envelope

:

!

b€

Opinion.)

They were looking at the kangaroo at the
Zoo when an Irishman said
" Beg pardon, sor
"
that »

•

*

*

To Mark Table Linex

»

Jim Banes to-day would be alive _
If he had first learned how to drive.

is

*

pie and one baby.
Leave alone
—
(Toronto Evening Telegram.)

Gladys

-(Casscll's

you

will

(Sydney Herald.)

terrible."

EPITAPH FOR DECEASED MOTORIST.

"I had some, but

:

get a chance to use them."

I

didn't

-(Auckland Weekly

Mews.

FINDING FAULTS IN FILMS.

THE NEW PATENT
completely overcome DEAFN KSS »ni
HKAP NOISKS. no m&ttei of bow long
•tandiog. Are the same to the earn as
Invisible,
glutei are to the eyes.
Worn months without
comfortable.
removal. Explanatory I'ampblet Free.

the

How's the

sister

2?

like

usual

night,
,

What time

"Right!

client got

*

*

My

*

!

Every

She:

His

»

place, seven o'clock."

She

*

.

ashamed

to be

wife ? "
" Oh. about the same.
Journal.
"

Woman

LONDON.

" It did.
:
(Answers.y

•

"
!

You

" Hullo,

Road, London, N.

ST.,

?

*

there

"
is the cause ?
Half a guinea, please

»

i

NEW BOND

(Mr.

are equally guilty.
You received
the stolen goods." (Pearson's Weekly.) :

weather
" Oh,

:

«

"

:

*
»
" Did his speech carry con-

*

Lawyer
"

kiss."

He

i

171.

viction

He:
*

*

Meta HARDING'S 'BLOSSOM'

WALES CO.,

make a

" Cold weather.
(Cologne Gazette.)

will give you that beautiful colour which everyone desires. It
is made of such excellent ingredients &o finely sifted and deliati ly pci fumed. as to be harmleits to the most delicate bkin. In
factt t is a real aot i^eptic. It conies to KM in a plain packet,
just like an oidinary letter, and only costs. 1,2 fPtSt Free) from

A.J.

*

First

What do you suppose

says :— " Oon't spoil yonr complexion \*y stopping
akin with ordinary powilet. Just a twiicb of

281. Seven Sisters

years to

!

of the

META HARDING,

*
*
•
" Yes," said the young wife proudly, " fathet
always gives something expensive when- he
makes presents."
" So I discov ered when he gave you away,"
breathed the young husband. (Le Journal
Amersant.)

five years."

half of the world doesn't know how it's
better half lives
(Bystander.)
»
*
*
*
" Doctor, I am troubled with cold feet.

W.l.

The Most Attractive
that I

'

One

Gerrard 240.)*-""^»-"'^- , «1|

^^"^""^K'Phone:

*

»

woman twenty

*

Could you

St..

American Stationmaster (writing to loca!
resident): "Please send at once and remove
case addressed to you marked
It is
Books.'
leaking."— (Cologne Post.)

*

George Bobey.)

B.B.

7

"

you, old man ?
your debt."— (UTScho

twenty minutes to make a

She

" Better be careful.
You'll
like that."
(Variety.)
»
*'
"
»

:

Second Lawyer

It takes a
man of her

FILMS LTD.,
BROADWEST
5.Wardour
London.
Office). 1

in

!

•

will

*

*

Tom

(Head

be eternally

I shall

transports

in

*

de Paris.)

of which have been released
January Ith sees the release of " The Great
Gay Road," in which Stewart Rome creates
one of the finest characters in his screen career,
in the person of the gentleman-vagabond. The
Gallon's novel, is a
story, which is from
supporting actors and
beautiful one, the
excellent,
and the photography,
actresses
general technique, and setting, are well up to
?

for

"

?

" Lend

all

more

*

-

" Happy ?
We were
(Auckland Weekly Xews.)

I

desire

*

Second Man
*

;

France

Pauline Johnson, John Gliddon, Gwyn
and Lewis Dayton, who have played
The most important
in various productions.
1920 films have been " Her Son," "A Dead
Certainty," "The Romance of a MovieStar,^
"A Great Coup," "Snow in the Desert,"
" The Case of Lady Camber," and " A Rank

1921.

XXXXXXX
xxxxxxx

By permission of
Messrs. Pa th§ Freres

Joke

"

*

*

»

Elliott,

8th,

never get another wife
!

tendency at college ? "
" Oh, yes he's running through rny money."
[Passing Show.)

Stratford,

high standard.

except

kiss

" Does your son show any particular athletic

Mercy Hatton, Ronald Colman, Arthur Walcott. Clive Brook, Poppy Wyndham, Violet

BROADWEST'S

me

You never

(Boston News.)

BROADWEST

Outsider,"

B edi

:

the hundreds of artistes who have
Complayed in films for the
pany 'in 1920, are Violet Hcpson, Stewart
Rome, Gregory Scott, Cameron Carr, Pauline
Peters and Adelaide Hayden Coffin, who are
all members of the slock company, besides

Among

"

:

This Week's

when you want money."
" Well, isn't that. often enough
Wife

BROADWEST

January

PATHE SUNBEAMS

* MOTHER

THE

—— — —— —

——

)

This competition closed on December 18th.
The reason for this is that the competition is not a fair one
for thousands o! readers who have sent postcards which would win a prize if thousands of other readers
had not duplicated their fault. For instance, over 50 readers sent the following:
In " Heart of the Hill.;." featuring Mar; Pickford, Honeycntt, Sent., having imt some hair oil on bis bair,
takes up a nearly toothless comb, and then uses a silver backed hair brush.
A prize of 5s. cannot be divided into 50 parts, bence disappoinment to 50 readers. There are still thousands
and thousands of postcards to' be examined, and until these are examined prizes will be awarded as promised,
but no' more should be sent for the competition. We are always pleased to receive notice of Him faults, and
shall continue the feature, but not as a prize competition.
window lit Morgan, and yet the window is not
In the film entitled " Out of the Fog," in

oven cracked.

lighthouse, a lonely plate called 'Ception
Shoals, off the Florida Keys.
It is a splendid
scene, save in one respect, which I think spoils
the whole picture. In one of the rooms there

mingham.

a small window, and through this window can
be seen a whole panorama of sky-scrapers.
These, I think you will agree, would not bo
(Master) A.
likely to bo seen nenr a lighthouse.
is

Humphries,

14,

Chequer

St., St.

—
Albans,

Herts.

294,

St.

In "True Rlue," the hero (William Farnum)
sends a lettor to his father in England. When it
leaves the hero it is hand-written, yet when the
father gets it it
to A. E. Ford,
"
Surrey.

I

saw

a picture called "Just
fight takes place, ond

during which a
Clayton wrenches a revolver off Morgan and
throws it through the window. Someone on the
other side picks it up and shoots through the
Bill,"

is

typewritten.

Shepherds

—

Hill,

5«.

awarded

Haslemere,

In the film "The Darlings of the GochV one
l.arve butterflies nrw
is a huge cave.
about here, but the whole effect is spoilt
because the thread by which they are suspended
could be plainly seen. — 5*. awarded to Dorice
Foster, 2, Trafalgar Road. Fieemantlc, Southscene

Rome time neo

—

fis. awarded to Doris Oldaker,
Benedicts Road, Small Heath, Bir-

which Nazimova plays the lead, there is a scene
which is supposed to represent the inside of a

flitting

ampton.

.

!

Pietwi Show, January

8th,

W

1921.

66

24

9

FETITIOM,
FIRST PRIZE

£100

£150 IN PRIZES

SECOND PRIZE £25

ON

No. 5.— BERT

found the fifth of our
series,
which deals
chiefly with the career of Bert Lytell.
Next week the career of another cinema star
will be dealt with in a similar form, and this
will complete the series of six puzzles.

page

this

will be

FIFTY PRIZES

OF

10/-

EACH

LYTELL PICTURE PUZZLE.

Puzzle

Picture

The above magnificent

are offered

prizes

for solutions to the picture puzzles which

are

identical or nearest to

our

the solution

in

possession.

Do not send your solutions in yet.
week, when the sixth puzzle appears,

Next
full in -

how and when
your complete set of solutions are to be sent
stiu;tioas will bo given as to

to us.

This competition
" Boys' Cinema,"

is

run

and "

in

conjunction with

Girls'

Cinema."

The Editor's decision must be accepted as
final and legally binding in all matters concerning this competition.

Employees

of the proprietors of this journal

arc not eligible to compete.

KEEP THIS UNTIL THE SIX PUZZLES HAVE APPEARED.

WEEK

FILMS OF THE
The

'

Picture

'

Snow

s

"What's Your Husband Doing?" Douglas
Maclean and Dobis May.
(ParamovntArtcrajt.)

A

ROLLICKING

farce, with Doris May as a
suspicious young wife, fc'he enlists the aid
of a young lawyer, and then the fun
becomes fast and furious. Douglas Maclean cottars with distinction as the husband.
Really
t;ood entertainment.

" The

Thirteenth
Commandment."
Ethel Clayton. (Pammount-Artcraft.)

A

RICH

American girt becomes engaged to
an apparently wealthy man. She finds
out lie is really not rich, but is making
great sacrifices to satisfy her whims and extravagances.
What she Co is foims absorbing
entertainment on tho screen. Will interest all
thinking young people.

" Bleak

House."

Constance

Collier.

(Ideal.)

DICKENS'

novel adapted for the screen,
well produced and brilliantly acted. The
successful actress takes the role of Lady
Dedloek, and the rest of the east is excellent.
I'nique London backgrounds.

" For

Valour."
Winifred
Allen and
Richard Bartheljiess.
Wenlern-Import.)
GIRL'S sacrifice to save her brother from

A

-

dishonour.
patriotism

oellish

A

(

simple, yet vivid tale of

and the regeneration of a
son. Admirable acting and production.

"Common

Clay." Fanny Ward.

world-famous
THEdramatic
play showing

actress

in

l:^'od

over

hrst scene.

evil.

A good human

drama.

"The Darkest Hour."

strong

Habky Mokey.

{Vitagraph.)
hero, tricked into an engagement,
He
loses his memory before marriage.
wanders into a lumber camp and finds
love.
blow restores his memory making him
forget the girl he married in the back woods.
Returning to his former life, he is claimed by
the adventuress as her husbatld, but the truth
is proved in a sensational manner by his true'
love.
A splended story full of drama and
romance in which pretty Jean Paige plays
opposite Harry Morey.

THE

A

"The Great Gay Road."

Stew art Rome.

(Walturdaw.)

ABROADWEST
Gallon's

film

version

of

Tom

well-known novel.
Mr. Hilary Tolfrey Kite is a wandering
vagabond with no assets beyond his own
audacious and irresistible personality. He
takes Crook Perkins, a poor weakling, under his
wing, and together they travel the great gay road.
They enter the house of Sir Crispin Vickery,
who insists that Hilary is a long-lost son.
After months of comfort, during which Hilary
impersonates Sir Crispin's lieu, Hilary repents,
and goes away as silently as he came. He is
found and brought back, but eventually he is
unmasked. Trudging along the hard road of
life together, Hilary Kite and Crook Perkins
remain vagabonds until Perkins one day takes
the Great Road to another world, and Kite,
alone, faces the setting sun, a wanderer, forever
plodding onward.
One of the' finest British
productions yet shown in tho cinemas.

SERIAL.
Daredevil Jack."

Jack Dempsey. (Pathe.)
world-famous boxer as the heio in a
thrilling serial, which shows his adventures
in quest of two valuable bracelets.

HE

T

The

" Picture

FAT THAT SHOWS
SOON DISAPPEARS

to Picture-goers.

(Path".)

a

the frailty of
the final tiiumph of
Will hold tho interest from the

Human nature and

Guide

Show

" Critic.

Prominent fat that comes and stays where it is
not needed is a burden
a Itiudrance to activity
and a curb upou .pleasure. Many forms of advice
to reduce weight have been advanced, such
as
.-tarvation
dieting, dangerous
drugs, excessive
exercise, etc., all of which are cither unpleasant
or dangerous.
The latest, most modern, and pleasant way to
take off burdensome fat is to take after each
meal and at bedtime an oil of orilene capsule
and follow simple healthful rules of living.
To get rid of fat at the rate of one, two, or
three pounds a week, take these agreeable-tasting
little capsules daily, as mentioned, until you weigh
what you should.
No wrinkles will leuiain to
show where the fat came off.
Oil of
orilene capsules
are for sale by alt
chemists at 3'- per packet. If you prefer to have
them come to you direct, post free, send the
amount to the D. J. Little Co., 37. Hatton Garden,
London, B.C., and Jjid good bye to excessive fat.
;

Don't Wear a Truss

Brooks' Appliance is a new
scientific discovery with automatic air cushions that draws
the
broken
parts
together
and
binds
them
as
you
would a broken limb. It absolutely holds firmly and comfortably
and
never
slip*.

Always

light

and

coniform s to every

cool,

and

movement

body without chafing or
hurting.
We make it to your
measure, and send it to you
jon a strict* guarantee of satisfaction or money refunded, and
we have put our price so low
that anybody, rich or poor
"can buy it
1^-111*11 ber.
we
make it t) your order— seed it to you— you wear it— and if
it doesn't satisfy you, you send it back to us, and we
will refund your money. That is the way wo do business
—always absolutely on the square— and we have sold to
Thousands of people this way for the past ten years.
Remember we use Ho salves, no harness, no lies, no fakes.
We just give you a straight business deal at a reasonable
price. Write at once for our Illustrated Booklet.
of the

I

i

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO., LTD.,
(1795B), SO, Chancery Lane. London, W.C.2.

—

Will readers entering our competitions kindly notd,
that stamped and addressed envelopes should not,
be enclosed with entries, as the. latter .cannot be
acknowledged, except in the usual way, when the
winning efforts are published.
D. I. M. (Cardiff).— In " The Man Beneath," the
heroine was Helen Jerome Eddy. Pearl White is now,

IF you

want

Mrs. Wallace McC'utcheon.
She has no children!-.
nor have the other two vou mention.
"
I. W. M. (Kirkcaldy).— The full cast of " Liberty
is as follows
Marie Walcamp (Liberty Horton),
Eddy Polo (Pedro). Jack Holt (Bob Rutledge), Neal
Hart (Major Winston). Bertram Grassby (Manuel
Leon). G. Raymond Nye (Pancho Lopez), L'. M. Wells
(Jose Xeon). Maud Emory (Theresa); and Roy
Stewart (Col. Dalton). Marlon Swayne is the only
" The
artiste's name mentioned in the cast
of
Transgressor."
No, you have not transgressed by

know anything about Films or Film Playgru

to

:

SPOILING THE PICTURE.
other
THEmanner

him his question has floored me. 1 "hope to
recover when the information comes along.
" Leslie " (Wrexham).
What do New Year reso-

and

.

week I referred on this page to .the
which the programme is sometimes

—

in

lutions resemble/?,
easily broken.
forgive you. Helen

rushed through, thereby nullifying the effect of
any enjoyment that might otherwise be gained.
Apparently the trouble is not confined to this country
only, for this is what Mr. Arthur Berthlet, the director

in' the screen version of "The Garden of
Allah." Jack Sherrill was born on April 14th. 1898,
Atlanta. Ga.. and has brown hair and blue eyes.
Margery Wilson, who was Brown Byes in " Intolerance." was born in Gracey. Kentucky. Lo>"(;man " (Warwick). The more von hurry
the longer you arc.
Which is an old saying in a newsuit.
The part of Colette in '" The Woman 'Who
Gave " was played by "Evelyn Nesbit. About fortune
Griffith, she was bom at Texarhana. Texas, and lias
l igh t 4>rown hair and Mue'cj'CJ.
She is the wife of
"

situations and' people are seriously taken or made
ridiculous.
I make the comparison reluctantly, but
have you ever been in a church where the minister
read the Scriptures or Litany with a speed that took
all the reverence out of them and turned solemn
can truths thus
precepts into mere lip service ?
galloped over sink into the spirit and do their work ?
If the situations or characters of a play seem to jump
around from one spot to another, as is too often the
case, 'they can't be taken any more seriously ttan
Many a situation that
they seem to take themselves.
would have a fine dramatic effect played slowly is
ruined by a fast tempo, both for the reason given and
the additional one that the audience can't grasp the
deep significances if it is carried along swiftly from
The best drama is that in
one scene to another.
which the spectator is impelled to put himself in the
place of one or more of the characters before him.
But he can't imagine himself in the place of a character
that is made to dance before his eyes."

:

House, Farringdon

Street,

85,

The Fleetway

London, E.C.4.

—

K. s. (Navan). I felt quite angelic after, reading
the compliments In your letter. Hut, alas, my wings
and halo have not arrived as yet. Somebody else is
wearing them, no doubt. Gladys. Hulctte is the wife
Of William Parke', Jr., and has brown hair and prey
• yes.
Montague Love was born in Calcutta, India,
forty-three years ago.
He is just an inch over six
possesses red hair and blue eyes. Your last
and
feet,
question "he leaves unanswered.
"Ahountina" (Muswell Hill).— Ask the manager
of your met lire theatre politely w hy he doesn't show
the full cast where people can see it before going in.
and if he can .give you any reasons at all 1 shall be
interested to know them.
Some recent tilms of
Milton Sills' are "The Yellow ticket," "The Mysterious Client." " The Stronger Vow," and " Tfic

—

MacLcan is married. If some of you young ladies
your way these poor screen heroes would be
doomed to bachelorhood all their lives. Percy Marmont was opposite Alice Joy ce hi " The, Vengeance

....

of Durand.'
Pat and Mac (Sheffield).— So you both are not
quite taken up with Thomas Holding's " manly
locks " because they happen to be parted down the
middle.
Yes. but ajiy other kifid of parting might
give him sorrow.
Let the good man please himself.
what's
this »
Anil
After all the chestnuts I have
been consuming, you bring me' two more ! " Is
Mary l'ic kford's hair her own t " and " Is she
married - ? " Go away,
boys
You make me
smile
Mlts. .1. (Manchester).
We both happen to be

—

!

:

right.

.

—

Betty

Hansen,

it

played

true,

is

"A

in

Daughter of Destiny." but that was the Fp.x production, while the other picture of the same nam",
in -which Thomas Holding appeared, starred Olga
Petrova.
Betty is so modest that she says nothing
at all about herself;
" Z08CA " (Glasgow),

"Tkixik"

(Liverpool),

N. G.

D.

and Ml

(Nottingham),
(Margate).

RlEt.

Glad to hear from all of you. You will find questions
about Violet Hopson. Stewart Rome, Richard
Barthelmcss. etc., answered recently,
" NUISANCE " (Motherwell).— Well, that isn't my
opinion of you, and you don't Beem like one- from
your photo, for which many thanks. Sorry, if you
have hail to wait for this, but there were too many
before you.
The ages you want are
Dorothy Utah

she has played under the

name

of Lucille Love, but Ruth Roland happens to
be a dilferent person. Grace, of course, is married to

Francis MacDonald was .the hero In
Close-l'p." Don't set fighting over him,
abandoned his lonely bachelor ways long
Betty in "The Silent Mystery " was Mae

The Final

either, for he

ago.

Gaston.*'
" Arizona BlLl " (Saintlield).— There arc a lot of
things you want to know. Why, you suffer from the
same complaint as I do. Anyway, here's something to
< asv your mind.
Hedda Nova is ft. 6 in. Ccraldiml
Farrar is the same, while Betty Blythc i- two
inches taller. Please convey my regrets to Pat,
.'>

'

and
mhinted The

Ifflces,
Off)

uland and

K

published every

Monroe."
,

I'riscilla

Dean

(twenty-four),

—

saw

In

"Daddy Long

then, have lost
is

now

lead

in

chiefly

Legs." Can 'Mary Pickford,
her fame so quickly t Hen Wilson
.

engaged

"The

Trail

in directing, though he played
of the Octopus," and " The
neither of which has crossed

Si

—

—

"The Poppy

and

(Sheffield),

Girl's

" D?y

Husband." "The Con-

and '"Square Deal Sanderson."
A. M. S. (Kensington). Hope this will find you
quite well once more.
Frank Clark was born in
Cincinnati. Ohio, and has appeared in " The Spoilers,"
"The Rosary," "Ne'er Do Well," and "The Still
Alarm." He is
ft. 9 In. In height, and is the possessor of blue eyes and grev hair.
" Eager " (Stockport).
The cost of " Barabbas "
is as tollows
George Michel (Rudolph Stcrlitz), E.
Hermann (.Jack Yarney), Edward Matho (Hubert
Derrick), M. Biscot (Biseotiri), Albert Mayer (Joseph

—

S»

.">

—

:

Albans

alias George Rogers), Mdlle. Lugatc (Suzanne
Violette Jyle (No'clle Masters), M.
(Dr. Luciiio). M. Morlas (Langier). Mdlle. L.
Stanks (Laura Hartley), Mdlle. Rolette (Mme. BIscotin), Little. Olinda Mano (Odette).
«•

Penman). Mdlle.
I'.reon

(More answers next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.

Elsie

Ferguson (thirt\*seven), Gladys Brockwoll (twentyDesmond (thirty), and Bert Lytcll
six), William
(thirty-two).
A MidJack Holt was the hero in
night Romance," but ytnir description of the other
not
lilm does
help me.
M. M. (Wolverhampton).— Here Is the only thing
1
COD tell you for the present about Lewis Stone.
He has brown hair and eyes, ami has appeared in
" Man's Desire." and " Hera By the Enemy," besides
the one you have seen.
H.
A. H. (Carshalton). Can't imagine your
friends thinking it was Mildred Harris whom they

(Glasgow).— May

vert." " Scllish Yates." " Riddle Gwauc," " Border
\\ ireless." " The Money Corral," " The Tiger Manr"

:

(twenty-two).

for the present.

— You've got terribly mixed

Up about Grace cunard.

DOCGM8

all " (Bristol).
Three of you with the same question
Here, then, is "the answer.
W. S. Hart's films are:
'
Breed of .Men," " Branding Broadway," " Shark

,

"

i

.

laid

Joe Moore.

Woman."
"Ll Y " (Blackpool).

—

•

n aming Shadow,"
our path as yet. They, will be shown later.
" Soi'lkttf. " (Bedford).— Thanks for your suggestion, but though it is n> good one, space, unforYes,
tmately, prevents its adoption.
Poppy
Wyndbam is Dennis Wyndham's wife, and Bryant
Washburn is married to Mabel Forrest.
" Flossie ". (Bangalore).
Don't you think I get
many letters from India ? Well, you might to see
what my weekly mail contains. I seem to hear
from almost every corner of the world, and the post
takes back many of my answers. So consider yourself welcome.
Pearl White Is married now. hut
Mary Miles Minter remains single, as she prefers it

Fear

!

>
her-name. " Lily " (Weston.).
Well. I am glad you stopped
when you got to the end'for. of course, you couldn't
have gone further. What did you want to know about
SSSSU? Hayakawa ? 1 thought we had already given
all particulars about htm.
So you are sorry Douglas

spells

THE EDITOR.

Show," Room

—

" ct'RLY " (Nottingham).
You must have been
blushing furiously when you wrote me that letter, for
all the colour seems to" have been absorbed by tile
paper." still, it was charming. Y'es. George Watkfii
was in "The Trey o' Hearts." bet the other artiste is
not mentioned in my east.
Yola Vale is how she

'

Editor, "Picture

—

.

.

Webster Campbell.

How

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time betore publica .
tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The

asking too many questions.
G. S. (Dumfries).
It may lie possible for you to
get the back numbers you want, it you write quickly
to the Publisher, the PlcirnE- Show, 7-9, Pilgrim
Street, Ludgate Hill, London, .E.G. 4, and he will
let you know the cost.
Ha v ford Hobbs took the
part of Basit Gertrie in " When It Was Dark."
Leonard (Wisbech).— So your sister thinks
Warren Kerrigan is very lovely and handsome, and
has fallen quite in love with him.. Tell her.to queue
up. There are Jieaps more after him as well, and
none of them, poor dears, arc tfkeiy to-get him in
the end.
All. the pity of it
Minna Grev took the
title role in " The Elder "Miss Blossom," and the two
others with her were Isobel- Elsom arsd Owen Nares.
" Meo " (Edgbaston). I was nearly on the point
of collapse, but when I saw you sign yourself as
ever my devoted reader it revived me. Sorry
about your wrong initials last time. My fault or the
printer's whichever you like.
Nazimova's birthday
is 011 June 4th. but Thomas Mcighan docs not give his.
Pronounce the tatter's' name Mec-an. Marv ADderson
was born injirooklyn, New York, on June ijSth, 1897,
and is married to Pliny Goodfrieud. She has golden
hair and blue eyes.
Elinor Fair, who 1ms- brown
hair and eyes, was born in Richmond, Virginia.
Percy Marmont. and Mahlon Hamilton arc both
married, men.
Not so sure about the other. Write
again.
You are welcomed

—

'

its

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ware was born

iti

'

And among the letters which have reached me from
readers on the same subject, it will suffice if I quote
the following from E. J. F. (Bayswater) :
" All picturegoers will appreciate your remarks
about bad projection under the heading of ' Rushing
the Film.'
Surely this ' absurd rapidity of action
could not be introduced to spoil our entertainment if
the manager had his eyes open to this sort of thing.
By which I mean that there should be some. higher
authority than the operator in attendance in the
theatre and in readiness to prevent such an annoyance
to his patrons."
It will be remembered that in a previous letter
quoted here the writer of it blamed the operator. But
the responsibility can hardly be his. Often he has to
obey orders ; sometimes he may be a bit careless.
But it is the manager who should really sec that each
picture is projected efficiently and in a manner that
leaves no room for complaint.

me any

spare

and was

!

:

'

because they arc so
more, ami I'll
in San Francisco

(.'rockery,

Now

new Bessie Love features, says
" Many a good picture on the screen is spoiled by
It is
the speed with which it is run in the theatre.
only trite to say that
Macbeth played on the stage
at a galloping speed would not be a tragedy, but a
farce.
Equally true is it that the tempo with which
a serious feature picture is' run determines whether
of the

tell

WRITING TO ARTISTES.— Please do

not

ask

any addresses hy post, but if )ou wish to conimuntcate at once witli any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
for

star on the envelope, and. enclose it with a looso
stamp to the Editor, tire Picti'RB Show, Room
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4, and it will be forwarded by the.
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
extra ounce.
Such letters cannot ber specially
acknowledged by "the Editor. When writing tu
artistes always give your full'Uame and address,
including the name of your county and country,
ami mention the PlCTl'RR Show to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
2d.
MS,

Please keep

that such letters will be answered.
these addresses for reference.

WILLIAM FARNl'M,

care of

Fox Film

Co., 130,

St., New York City, U.S.A.
LOUISE LOVELY, care of Robertson -Cole
1600, Rroadwav, New York City, U.S.A.

West 46th

HKRBKKT RAWI.1NSON,

care of

Co.,

Lambs Club,

St.. Now York Cltv, U.S.A.
FRITZ! BRUNETTE, care of Universal Film Co.,
Universal City,. California, U.S.A.

West 44th

" Jean." (Dunfermline).- ('case wondering. I got
through your maze of question* safe and sound.
Duudcc folks may be funny talkers .as you say, but
I have heard funnier without having to journey. so
Lily Elsie was born in Wortlev, near Leeds,
far.
on April 8th, 1888. Arline Pretty is twenty-seven,
but liepe Creste informs us merely that he was born
in Paris.
Yes,- Matiieson Lang is a Scot, bred"and
-

born, and

if

you want

(More addresses next week.)

his birthday. Its Slay Kith

Monday by

the Proprietor*, TBI Amalgamated PRESS. LIMITED, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, K.C. 4. Advertisement
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. I.
Registered as a newspaper ami lor tian-.mU-ton bv Canadian Magazine Post. Suiiscrlption rates
Abroad. 13s_. per annum Os. 0,1. tor « mont lis single copies,
Sole agents tor South Africa I'm (
iiai. N ew s Agesi Y, LTD.
Sole \genls foi Vustralii
•
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;

and New Zealand, Messrs. Gordox
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and
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Canada,

Tux Imteuial News

Co., Ltd.
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STOLEN MOMENTS."— Norma Taimadge in

Little

Jackie Coogan

O.P.O.

AS A NEWSPAPER.

Beautiful Love Scene

P

JE, ,I&5

Charlie Chaplin's Protege

r

?

is

£W

w

co=stars
«*h Charlie Chaplin in his coming film, " The Kid." It
,5
said that JacHie is a serious rival to Charlie, and a great future is prophesied
him by the great little comedian,
(More Pictures on Page 9).

for

i

_
™
*

Are you reading TheWinchester Woman." The
nz snort serial inthe "GIRLS' CINEMA"

O'
J

.
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ALLTRACE OF SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED.
The
a

of
Revelation
Closely
Guarded
Secret Remedy.

Remarkable experience of a
Society Lady. Instant relief
after twenty years'suffering.

¥ T
I

is a fact, borne out by everyday experience,
that old-time remedies have proved more

many

than

efficacious

so-called

new

Masters' High-Class " Scala " Accordeon,

The cure is
and pleasant

absolutely painless
to perform and a
steady application will remove
every trace of hair for ever.

recipes.

These old-fashioned remedies are generally very
closely guarded. They are never made known
outside the particular circle in which they
originated,
and consequently many valuable
cures that would have been of inestimable value

WITH A FREE MUSIC TEACHER.
Why not own

one of these beautiful high-class Italian model
Accordions, and entertain your family with delightful music?
These wonderful accordeons are easy to play, «nd with the
FREE Tutor we send yon FIliSE, and a little practice, the long
winter evening changes into hours of real happiness. The
Masters' new Italian model for this Season tas
illustrated), is tne sweetest of all accordeons. It has very fine
Piano Polished Case. Nickel Corner Protectors, 10 Keys (two
basses). STEEL HEEDS, Fret cut pallet Cover, Ivorite Keys.
Fine OrganlTonc. etc. A splendid Accordeon for Amateur or
on easy terms. Send 10 6 now and
Professional. Price 63
We pay carriage.
promise 10 6 monthly after delivery.
Satisfaction or deposit refunded. Send 10 6 now, and ,<-k for
"
Accordeon.
Scala"
ths

mankind are lost to the world.
Mrs. Frederica Hudson, who for many
years
suffered from superfluous hair, has fortunately become possessed
of a marvellous Hindoo secret. A secret that has permanently
removed all trace of superfluous hair from her face, neck and arm*.
A secret that was revealed to Major Hudson, vhe husband of Jtn.
Hudson, for gallantly saving the life of a Hindoo soldier. As a mark
of deep gratitude this Hindoo parted with the closely guarded remedy
for removing superfluous hair that has been used by the Hindoo women
for generations, but which was never revealed, in accordance with their
religion.
Now Mrs. Hudson wishes to enlighten all sufferers from this distressing
complaint, and on receipt of three penny stamps for postage, full and
complete instructions will be sent to any address.
All sufferers should lose no time in sending for this wonderful cure, in
order that they may once again recover lost attractions and take their
place in society free from humiliation.
to

for

FREE COUPON.

and
superfluous hair.
j

Address

:

immediate

Please

send

I enclose three penny

Frederica Hud»on, Apt.

use

me

X

4.

No. 9.

only

free

confidential

To

your

stamps,
Old Cavendish

THE MASTERPHONE
The King of Talking Machines.
The mcst compact hornless'
machine with the perfect sound,
splendid

St..

finish

throughout.

or 20/- depoMt and
Pi ice
Srnd 20V- now.
20/- monthly.

£6,

Mrs. Hudson.
information
banish

full

instructions

"SCALA,"

O

We pay carriage.

Price List Free.

MASTERS,

LTD., 94,

Hope

Stores.

Rye

(Estd. 1869).

London. W.I

The

IMPORTANT NOTE.

Mrs. Hudson belongs lo a
family high in society, mid is the widow of a Prominent
Army Officer, so you can write her with perfect

Children

confidence.

ijiijiijiiji

Sleepless,

Nervous

and Dyspeptic
Ex-Service Man Finds New Strength and
Splendid Fitness in Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Mr. Evan Hughes, 37, James .Street, Wrexham,
says
" I was on active service when I first fell
ill with neurasthenia and hod to go into hospital.
L was terribly weak and nervous, so nervous, in
fact, that I would jump at a sound.
I couldn't
sleep either, but used to lio tossing in bed for
hours on end. Appetite I had none. Always I
was low-spirited, afraid almost to be left alone,
and a hopeless depression seemed to take all lifo
ond spirit out' of me.
" I was invalided home finally and demobilised,
a complete nervous wreck.
I tried all sorts of socalled remedies, but nothing did the slightest good till at last I got
After only a few doses I felt ever so much better,
1 Ir. Cassell's Tablets.
At tho present time I am in splendid
a ad very soon I was cured.
:

—

health."

HOMEPRICES:
1/3 and 3/-.
8/-

economical

.

Kidney Trouble

Neuritis

Wasting

ii

tli

lit

Camel l't TabM
and refnae tub
It I til ten.

for

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

world.
for

The Universal Home Remedy

»1«

by Clumlnln
ail pnrtu of

Tablets

Holi

beint

Aak

Newsf)aJ>er

Every Friday

2d. -!<*VV

-

The Waltz Divine
The u Sweet" Sublime
Men

maidens

and

— rapturous
hours —
sparkling

with
"

gaiety

their

and

waltz
are

fox-trot

is

the

harmony

in

SHARP'S

SUPER KREEM" — the
-

sweet that,
where
gathered together, is
possible
third
the
only
the
sweet with the delicate, creamy
melting flavour the perfect sweet
delectable

two

are

—

.

—

for

the

perfect

wholesome

and

hour

— pure,

wonderfully

delicious.
Sold IfOlfbo

"

!><!

or in A-tb.dtrornlrd
tint— alto in \.
and |* lint.
i

Dr. Cassell's
Tb

s

Indigestion

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

Sleeplessness

Vital

Exhaustion
Nervousness
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and During tho Critical Periods of Life.

Anaemia

Dr. Cassell's Co.. Ltd.. Manchester.

TAKE TWO
TABLETS
at tadtlme and
rfote how well
you nicer/; continue and you
will know the
Joy of health and
vigour.

SQUALLY
HTITAHLE
TOR
CHILDREN.

See that name
is
oa each
piece of paper

in

T

o

which
f f

t «

it

—
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Phofo,9rapl\? ami
"

A Good "-Looking

WHITE
PEARL
flatly refuses

Paragraph? of Pictures.

[Villain.

director who
to recognise the old-time
villain.
He
says
that
the man
type of
whose very eyebrows proclaim him to be a
villain

has a

new

has not a chance

to

perpetrate his
from the

Everyone suspects him

villainies.

So, for pearl White's next picture, lie
has selected Allen Edwards, a boyish, goodlooking fellow so
good looking
that
one
would instinctively imagine him to be a hero.
roles',
He has always played hitherto in hero
and it is because lie is so well situated for hero
parts that the director has cast hirn for this
villainous charaoter.
start.

—

4~»

Famous Readers of the " Pidture
Show."
No. 53.— ANN FORREST.

ANOTHER
along

of
filmland
sends
photograph as proof positive
that she reads, and with great interest,
the premier picture paper, the Picture Show.

favourite

this

individually who sent 'New Year's greetings to the
Picture .Show.
Let me say here that
they were more than appreciated, and every
effort wili be irmde, from Editor to office-boy,
to ho worthy of your kind thoughts and praise.
Kaeh of the fifty-two numbers of the Picture
Show during 1021 will be the very best possible
the best of art supplements, the latest news
and gossip, the finest photographs and stories,
the most interesting iit'e-stories of tho stars.
In fact, everything worth noting in the cinema
world will be found in the Picture Show.

—

— 1+—

the Stars Behind the Goggles.

BEGINNING

must toll you
that next week begins a new and fascinating competition.
The prize list is £250,
and all you have to do is to name the star
behind the goggles. If you go to picture shows,
you will have much fun identifying the faces
that look at you from behind the horn spectacles,
and you stand a chance of winning a big money
prize.

You

right

hero,

1

Chum

NAZ1MOVA

owes her romance
to being exiled from Russia.
During
the rule of the late Czar she incurred
displeasure by playing in a revolutionary play
and was banished, and; forbidden to play in
says

she

Russia.

This rent her- to the United States, where
she secured her memorable stage triumphs. She
had as her leading man Charles Bryant. That
was the beginning of romance for Nazimova.

Candid Nazimova.
way,

this delightful little star has
any, feminine vanities.
She tells
you, with amazing candour, that she is
not pretty. She iias a great sense of humour,
and here is a fact that is not generally known.
She wears eye-glasses when not acting before
the camera.
" 1 am very near-sighted." she said. " During
my stago career this bad sight has often stood
me in good stead. For instance, if an actor
was particularly bad, I simply could not

the
BY few,

see him."

—

her coat.
"
that

" I

am

afraid

I

couldn't work for

!

A

British Star.

LILLIAN RICH,

the petite film actress
as her birthplace,
be seen as leading lady for

who owns England
again

is

to

B. Warner in his latest picture play, " Dice
of Destiny.''
Previous films in which Miss Rich has plpyed

H.

with H. B. Warner are " One Hour Reforo
" and " Felix O'Day."
Yon will remember she recently played opposite Mahlou
"
Hamilton in
Half a Chance."

Dawn

H. B.'s Ambition.

HB. WARNER

says that when he was a
small lad, he used to tell his father
that his ambition was to Le a surgeon.
His father, however, was an actor whose
remarkable work in " Drink " is theatrical
This was why young Warner gave
history.
up the idea of a surgeon's career and took to
•
grease paint.
#

Was

Too Light ?
LAKE, the

It

ALICE
she
cake.
three

would

other day,
a pleasant

give

thought
surprise

to one of her girl friends. She baked a
It was one of those lovely creations,
storeys high, with eo^oanut icing, etc.

She says she wrapped it up very carefully
and sent it by parcel po s t.
Several weeks later she received a postcard
from her friend. Tt said
" Thank you very much for the present.
I was out when the postman came, so he put
it under the door.
What was ic ? "
:

f*

What Was She Worth ?
FRIEND of mine told me

A

that a girl
called at the studio the other day and
suggested that she would make a star,
adding naively
" All my friends say so."
:

"

" Well, we might use you in a ballroom secr.o
to-morrow," said the casting director.
His visitor pouted.
" How much would I get for that ? "
" Whatever you are worth," she was assured.
'Dear me!" said the girl, reaching for

if

But we have a leading

lady,'

she

was

told.

" Oh, I wouldn't mind taking small
at the start " said the would-be star.
!

will like this competition.

Have You a Boy

Nazimova's Love Story.

—

My Thanks—and a Promise.
IWOILD like to thank each reader

Naming

—

Phys and Players

parts

—

Another Catastrophe.

LVTELL jumped into
BERT
tramcar the other day which
i;i

a crowded
was packed

the most approved sardine fashion.

Bert said he found himself next to an old
a sodgy newspaper clasped against

man with
his chest.

?

a word here.
If you have a brother
u boy chum, don't let him miss next
week's issue of tho " Boys'
Cinema."

JUST
or

Jn this issue begins the thrilling

serial;

"

The

Return of Tarzan," which has just been made
into a wonderful serial film.
A splendid new
series of football stories,

the real life-story of

Ash, cowboy and outlaw hunter,
and his reminiscences of Pancho Villa, the
notorious bandit (who, you will remember,
was wounded again the other day) makes
one of the most thrilling stories of modern
day?. Thi3, in addition to all the other splendid
features in this real adventure-loving boys'

Captain

paper.
I

am

reminding you in time that next week's
'"
is too good to miss.

Boys' Cinema

Don't Forget the " Girls' Cinema."
now I am telling you about papers

ANDworth

reading, I must n'r. forget to mention
the " Girls' Cinema." If you are fond of
good stories, you will enjoy this splendid
aper for girls. In this week's issue there aro
three fine serial stories, a long complete story,
and a letter from Gregory Scott to the up-todate girl
also a special article written by
(ierald Ames on "The Girl Beautiful."
Look out for the paper with the picture of
I

;

Joan Morgan on
Cuicma " is hard

the

cover.

The

to beat for stories.

" Girls'

The

stars

have their own chairs on which to rest during studio waits.
Mary Pickford turns round
greet you from hers, and introduces you to her director, Frances Marion.

to

—

—

-

.
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r

i

Yorh.

Rather damp reading, dad " laughed Bert.
snorted tlie old man.
"Reading, my eyes
" 1 had a dozen cream meringues for a children's
parly in this paper when 1 goo aboard, and now
"

Taking the Milk Cure.

!

winsome
THAT
mand, gave

!

'

look at them

News

of

1AM glad

Tom

— v*
Santschi.

to say the condition of

who, as you

kriov.

,

roles, and it v.
will be able to

be many weeks before he
take up his work again.

ill

Now, Please.
BfcjLL MONTANA, who

Jack,

is

noted

for

characterisations of brute roles, and

has appeared in a number of Fairbanks
beginning to take on dignity.
"'
to be programmed hereafter as " Jack

films, 1 hear, is
is

Montana.

Bessie

—

in view of her proposed
visit over here in the New Year to make
scenes in England for " The Old Curiosity
Shop,' has spent much time recently in studying

the character of " Lit'.le Nell.';'
In this (ilrn Bessie hopes to make the part
of Dickens's little heroine so realistic that the
public will be swept almost into the belief
that they are seeing Nell in-lhe actual scenes
That is why she insists on theso
of her trials.
scenes being taken in England.
She says it
would be nothing less thin sacrilege* to make
counterfeit backgrounds in a studio.
**

— —

Custard, Apple, and Blackberry.
F.R CONKLIN says he could write
CHEST
book on the " Evolution of Pie-throwing

a

He says, in the early days
of the films, only custard pies were used to
smear in the face of an enemy. In the glaro
of the modern lighting those were found to
photograph bodly, and open apple tarts were
used.
These did very well until one director
discovered that blackberry pies photographed
They wero more
with even mere contrast.
juicy, and ran more when they collided with
the face of the victim.
Comedies."

MARION FAIRFAX,
author

playwright,

and

scenario editor, who has
signed another contract
with the Marshall-Neilan

" The Yellow Claw."

Studio.

A Terrible Hour.
EILEEN PERCY related

an experience that
occurred when she was crossing the Atlantic,
and the liner was caught in a terrific
storm. The waves swept the decks, as the boat
plunged to and

Coming Soon.

BESSIE LOVE,

in

MARY

MASS ART, the
pretty British actress who
is playing the part of
Helen Camberley in the
Stoll screen version ot

his

who

The women wero huddled

fro.

together in charge of an offic/sr. Mothers were
praying, children were crying piteously. Everyone was panic-stricken, and suddenly the lights
went out. After hours of tense agony, the
storm ceased, but Miss Percy said that sho
never prayed so hard as she did during those
awful hours.

—>

In the Lion's Cage.

LOUISE LOVELY

capped

all

the stories by
she was

of her experience when
playing on, the music-hall stage.
telling

On the bill with her was a wild animal 'act,
and an unusually beautiful lion, much admired
by the star, occupied a large cage divided into
two sections, with a door between and a door at
either end.

Miss Lovely, believing the lion safely secured
the farther section, walked in, and allowed
the door to slam behind her. To her horror and
amazement she saw the connecting door between
the two sections open, and the great beast
walked slowly into the same cage as herself.
She screamed aloud, and fainted, and stage
hands and workmen, hearing her cry, came just
in time to drive the great beast off with forks.
in

•

Fay Filmer.

— —

A

"Villain's" Collection.
Mr.KIM, the

ROBERT
villain,

famous

screen

believes that ho has the largest
valuable collection of fingerrings owned by a private individual.
"
that made him a collector
iind
His first
was wl.cn ho acquired an Italian ring of silver,
net with sapphires, which contained a small
receptacle for poison, which formerly belonged
to the Di Medici family.
His collection contains a ring of virgin gold,,
mad? from gold gained in the first great Klondike
strike
a plutinum and diamond ring, onco
part of the Russian crown jewels tv beautiful
lado ring, inscribed in Chineso and set with a
aTM a ring carved from a black
large pe:irl
walnut shell, and ingeniously set with a river

and

it.ost

Mnde'in gold, much after the fashion of
the modern s"al ring, it is set with e. larer, flit
ruby, carved with the scarab, or sacred, beetle.

ring.

wear

this in his

coming

photo-play, " Thero was a King in Egypt."

—

»4

A Narrow Escape.
SHIRLEY MASON adds

of

feet.

lost

Another inch, and the screen would
two famous stars.

He was

with Jack Pickford
Olive had been
purchased. We picked up Mrs. Meighan, she
who was formerly Frances Ring, a member of
the famous theatrical Ring family, and motored
dowai to tho auction rooms.
There was something so austere and cold about
this dreadful place with its crowd of curious
folk who gathered, not to buy, but to stare at
those who did want to purchase some memento
of poor little Olive.
Olive's friends were sad and heart-broken
over this public sale of her effects, but it was
Jack
tlie only thing left for her mother to do.
Pickford walked out of their apartment leaving
all Olive's clothes, her jewels, and the household
Not being in very
effects to the Duffy family.
good circumstances, Mrs. Duffy seemed to think
the. only way for her to do was to sell her
daughter's valuables and realise as much as sho
She sold two motors, and
could from them.
at once paid a deposit on a home in New Jersey.
Thero was* nothing belonging to Olive too
sacred to be kept away from the auctioneer's
hammer. Her photographs in gold frames and
tho pictures Jack had given her with tender
sentiments, were heaped up on a table with hot
It was heart breaking to tho friends
jewels.

wanted to buy.
when many of

his

gifts

the

to

warm-hearted lovable

..

and the Cocaine.

WAS

hundreds from

of

have

Delmonico's with
suggested we go

tiny vial of cocaine.
" Those men," said Tommy, " aro clever.
Thev are desperate too, and the combination is
deadly. But the prison reform has kept

to our collection of

thrilling escapes from death by telling how
she was driving one day along the banks
a river with her well-known sister, Viola Dana.
Descending an unfamiliar road, she did not know
that thero was a sharp turn, which was concealed from view, and when she reached it, she
did not turn the wheel far enough round. As
they went round, the edge of ono of the tyres
grazed the edge of a precipice ono sido of the
road, beneath which was a sheer drop of hundreds

at

to the sale of Olive Thomas's effects.
He
said there was a string of jade beads his wife
wanted, and several little pieces of silver he;

highly amused at Thomas Meighan'?
description of how prisoners iii gaol and at
Sing Sing get their cocaine. He has been
making a picture in which the gaol in Now York
City, and the famous Sing Sing prison arc filmed.
He became very good friends with tho warden,
and learned more secrets of the crook trade
than he ever knew in his life before ho mingled
with this strata of society.
I had luncheon with him a few days after he
had left his gaol friends, and he told me all about
it.
Ho had a letter witli twelve stamps on,
marked special delivery, sent to a man in gaol.
The envelope looked innoceut enough, but
Tommy explained to mo how the sender of the
lotter had placed cocaine under each stamp.
He had a box of cigarettes, which looked harmless, bi»t on closer investigation one found a

The latest addition to his collection, however,
a most valuable old-time dynasty Egyptian

to

having lunch

Thomas Meighan, and he

I

pearl.

is

1WAS

Tommy

:

McKim

Speaking of the Thomas Sale.

who had admired

;

Robert

'

lady.

gfii

;

is

eyes with their deep shadows. Mabel's eyes are'
so big and deep, when sho looks badly they
seem to cover her whole face.
After meeting her, I heard she had gone to
tho country and was drink'ng gallons of
milk.
Then I didn't see her for weeks, until
we met at the auction of Olive Thomas's things.
She has put on ten pounds, and is as round and
pink as when she used to make everyone laugh
in her famous comedies with Fatty Arbuckle.
" I am just resting," she said, ' and I refuse
to make anothcr^jicture until I can get a story I
want, and the sort of director 1 need."
Mabel looked very well in a red turban, set
jauntily on her pretty head, and a coat worth a
king's ransom bid none too good for the littlo
.

Tom Santschi,

has recently been oper-

ated upon for appendicitis, continues to Jbe
satisfactory.
In the case of many film actors work could
he rceomsiicnced r.sain trithout delay, but
Fate has cast Santschi into the most strenuous

>le

young person, Mabel No*-)
all
her friends a terrible?
shock when she grew thinner by tho houLf
a few months ago. I saw her at the thcatrO
and was haunted by her white face, and her*

"

!

1921.

FROM
"OVER THERE."
Notes and News From New

f

e

1'Z

15th,

suicides,

and many moro from

longer wear stripes, but a
comfortable pair of grey trousers and any shirt
they wish. Tho warden certainly does a great

insanity.

EDITH MAY, who has won the Sales-girl Beauty
Contest in America. She was chosen out of 10,000
Miss May has been given six weeks
entrants.
engagement in the Ziegleld Follies at £20 a week,
travelling expenses for herself and chaperon, and a
guarantee for her expenses back in case shejdecides
to return home at the end of her engagement.

They no

Work.

,

'

of these days, Thomas Meighan will he
going in for prison reform. He has all tho
is
vitally
statistics at his finger-lips, and
interested in those guest* of the State.

One

LOU ELLA

O. PAHSONS.

Picture Show, Jamuiry 15th,

1921.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE " PICTURE SHOW."

WILLIAM

S.

HART

is

very fond of children, and here you see a photograph of

him with a

little

friend

— an embryo

JANE

A*THERTON, niece of Gertrude
Atherton, the novelist, gave np society for
a motion picture career. Her first appearance will be in an original story by her
aunt for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.

If

FRANK MAYO

from which

is

VIOLET

HOPSON,

GREGORY SCOTT

many

things.

pretty

MOLLY MALONE,

a

Goldwyn

player, taken

with one of ber favourite pets.

MRS.

HAYDEN

COFFIN,

and

chatting to Joe Plant, the famous
jockey, for a scene in the new Violet Hopson film, entitled
" Kissing Cnp's Race," the famous poem, which has been
made by the Broadwest Film Company into a fine photo-play.

bargaining for a toy, he certainly has a large selection
It is surprising to think that one man could carry so

to choose

An early morning snapshot of

actress.

" Mac Edwards,"

the beautiful collie which belongs
well-known producer and player, Henry
Mac Edwards has played many parts on
the screen, and in " John Forrest Finds Himself "
to

the

Edwards.

.has

some very

difficult scenes.

Nobody could accuse MARY ANDERSON of being idle. While her horse has
a rest, Mary gets out her knitting and (plains and purls for a few rows beforo
continuing her gallop.

—

—
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BEGIN TO-DAY

!

A P OWERFUL STOR Y OF A GREAT TEMP TATION

Grace Goes to Grey stone.

IT

was daylight when Grace at

last

opened her

CHARACTERS IX THE STORY.

eyes.

ARTHUR WESTON

For some moments she did not stir. She
had been dreaming, she thought a horrible
dream, which although she could remember
nothing tangible, seemed to have hold of her
even yet.
Then, as

she began to slowly recognise her
surroundings, she tried to think, but her mind
remained clouded until the sound of someone
moving in the adjoining room roused her.
It was the housemaid clearing up the dining

room fire.
The familiar sound brought Grace slowly

is

given by

his*

aunt,

Amy Rae, a bag containing twenty
thousand pounds, and she also leaves
Greystone Manor to him in trust for her
son Harry.
HARRY RAE has a quarrel with Arthur
Weston after Mrs. Rac's death. He cannot
understand his mother making such a will,
and he determines to go out to Australia.

—

REV. FERGUSON

tries

make peace

to

tween Weston and Harry before the
goes away, but Is unsuccessful.

be-

latter

GRACE FERGUSON,

to

her feet. She swayed unsteadily and placed
her hand on the desk for support, while her
eyes wandered round the room.
the room was
Everything was in its place
The desk
as she had always remembered it.
nothing
about to
there
was
was closed, and
suggest to her mind the happenings of the night
before.
She only knew that she was tired
very tired, and that she wanted sleep.
She made her way up to her room, threw
herself upon her bed, and did not wake again
until the morning was well advanced.
Mrs. Ferguson had entered the girl's room,
and having found her asleep had given orders
that she should not bo disturbed.
While Grace was dressing, the memory of the
preceding night came back to her with startling
She remembered, also, that when
vividness.
*he had come to herself the desk had been

,

1

i

;

the vicar's daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's. After he has left
Cirej-stone
Manor, and sees his
she goes to
father enter the study with Weston.
Later she hears a shot.
CECIL RAE, Harry's father, is found dead
in the woods next morning, and it is presumed that he lias committed suicide.
The same day Arthur's little daughter,
Jessica, is thrown from her pony and
killed.

He dines at the Vicarage on Cliristmas
linds out that the vicar knows
about the twenty thousand pounds. He
tells Mr. Ferguson that it was stolen from
him.
Bay and

i

A year passes^ and this Christinas
Arthur Weston invites the Fergusons to
Greystone. After dinner, the two men
arc 'in the library drinking liqueurs, and
the vicar notices that Arthur throws a
little empty phial into the fire.

Seven days later Mr. Ferguson is found
dead in his chair. Arthur Weston has
given lum a poison that leaves no trace,

and the doctor's verdict

is heart failure.
Grace, however, suspects Weston. That
when she. is in bed, she hears a
and going downstairs surprises the
old servant from Greystone. He disappears through the window and Grace
finds a packet which he had evidently
tried to steal parked " To be opened
only after my death, or when Harry Rac
reaches his majority."
A minute later a muffled figure catches
hold of her, and she feels herself falliug

closed.

Her mother was in the library when she
entered some few minutes later.

night,
noise

Mrs. Ferguson was going through her husband's
papers.
She knew that in a few short weeks tho
Rectory would have to be vacated for tho new
Vicar to take up his abode in the parish.
Grace came into the room, and stood besido
her mother.
Mrs. Ferguson glanced up at her with a wan

falling.

my

dear.

I
letters- to write.
attend to," she said.

There are a great many
have left them for you to

" Mother, did you sec a letter addressed to
Harry in father's handwriting 1 " said Grace,
earnestly.

Mrs. Ferguson shook her head.
" Do you mean in your father's desk ? No,
Why do
dear, I have seen nothing of the sort.
you ask ? "
Grace hesitated. It was on her lips to tell
all that she knew and some of the things that
she suspected, but as she looked into her
mother's white, pain-drawn face, and realised
that what she had to say must mako her
more unhappy, she desisted.
" I ought not to bother you with such questions
now, dear," sho said, as bending her head she
" It just
kissed her mother affectionately.
came into my head as I saw you had been to the

desk
She trailed

off,

and began to speak

of other

things, and Mrs. Ferguson, generally the most
observant of mothers, noticed nothing unusual
She, poor soul, was thinking
in her manner.
of other things.
It was lato in the afternoon before Grace felt
that sho was free to follow her own devices.
She was quite certain that it was Arthur
Weston or his servant that had attacked her in
the library, and she meant to beard him in his
don.
It was not until she ncared Greystone,
standing lonely, cold and gaunt in the early
winter evening, that doubts began to assail her
as to whether sho would bo wiso to venturo
there alono and unprotected.
Arthur Weston was a strange man. In her
heart sho had never been able to like him. Tho

A grey mist had risen over the dank grass ;
the whole landscape had a dreary aspect. Not
sound
broke the stillness but the drip-drip
a
of the damp leaves of the evergreens on one
side of the house.
Grace made her way to the
other side. A few minutes later she was in the
secret passage groping her way in the darkness.
She moved swiftly yet silently, without any
sense of fear.
Despite the gloomy aspect of her surroundings,
it was peculiar that whenever she set feet in the
old house, a sense of safety and peace sTiole
over her senses. It was as impossible for her.
to think of danger to herself, as it would have
been when she was with the kind people whom
she had loved and cared for so dearly in those
far-off happy days, when she had run about the
passages and corridors with Harry as her
companion. She always felt a sense of his
nearness whenever she set foot in his old home.
To her disappointment the library was in
darkness.
She made her way to the further
panel, and cautiously felt for the opening.
It was stiff and gave a peculiar little grating
noise as she moved it with difficulty.
" Who is there ? "
The voice sounded almost at her elbow, and
the girl shrank back scarcely breathing.
She heard a sound of shuffling footsteps, and
then to her relief they passed.
The man was going his usual nightly round to
see that every door and window was fastened,
and he had gone straight for the window at the
end of the passage on hearing the noise.
As Grace realised this, at the risk of being
heard again, she closed the panel. It moved
and noiselessly now.
For some .minutes the girl stood wondering
what could be her best move, and then realising
that the men in the hotise would now be on their
guard, and she must either go round to the front
door and knock for admittance, or come another
easily

time.

The later
sensible.

proceeding

appeared

descend, miss'-d a step and
with a clatter.
suspicions which had lain dormant for the last
three years had now suddenly burst into a
flame of certainty in her heart.
A shot had
Cecil Rae had died of a gun shot.

been fired in Greystone when only lie and
Arthur Weston were there, and Cecil Rae had
never been seen alivo again.
.

And now
Tho
it

so

her father had died
doctor said from heart disease, but waa

?

Grace shivered and drew her wrap yet closer
round her shoulders. Arthur Weston was a
desperate man. A revengeful man. Could he
have had anything to do with tho death of her
Was
father 1
If "so, what was his object ?
Did he hold the Rector
it because of Jessica ?
Oh, surely not. Both her father
responsible ?
and mother had been so kind to him. No.

was not that.
Slowly tho truth forced itself upon Grace.
There was a secret connected with Greystone
Manor. Something which her father had
known. Something which he had written
down in tho letter which last night had been
Something which concerned Harry, and
stolen.
which he was to know when he was twenty -one.
Tho girl remembered how her father had dwelt
on the necessity of Harry returning to England
when he was twenty-one. How ho had tried to
persuado him to stay in tho country, and also
how the Roctor had tried to get an interview
with Arthur Weston on more than one occasion,
and had failed until a few short weeks ago.
~"
get that letter again,"
If I could but
murmured the girl under her breath as sho stood
hesitating before the great stone building which
was rapidly being enveloped in darkness.
It

the

most

Having made up her mind, she turned

mile.
" Well,

B y EMMI E ALLI NGHAM

.

slid

to

on to the next

Arthur Weston had just reached the window
when he heard the noise behind him and he
darted back.
In his excitement he dropped the
candle he was carrying, and so was in total
darkness.
" Who is there ? " he called out again in a
hollow voice, and then he stood listening, every
nerve alert waiting for an answer.
But there was only the deep silence the
beginning to be more
silence which was
terrible to him than any noise.
the spot, but stood tense
dared
not
leave
He
and on the alert, waiting for the person or
thing or whatever it was, to move again and
make some sound so that ho could get its
whereabouts.
Meanwhile Grace had cautiously descended
the steps in a sitting position, until she came
to the steps which led under the conservatory.
Here sho rose to her feet and ran.
She was trembling as she reached tho sundial, and felt the cool, moist air on her face.
She had thought it would have been an easy
matter to beard Arthur Weston in his own home,
but now she knew different. If ho had discovered her there that evening I
She shuddered at the thought.
All the way homo she was trying to think of
someone in whom sho could confide. Tho
doctor ? Her mother ? No, neither of them

—

would do.
at present she had only her susSho could actually provo nothing
It would not bo fair
against Arthur Weston.
or kind to worry her mother when sho was

After

all.

picions.

already stricken down with her own misfortune*.
{Continutd en <iv A.)
,

;
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF TOM MIX.

TOM
Tke Romantic

EVERYONE

who

goes

to

picture

Tom

romance.

to

magnificent

is

manly strength when he rushes

Just happy.

in

a
herd of stampeding steers, throws, or as
he would say, " bull dogs " one, and
hurls down the heroine and saves her life,
into

behind the quivering flesh
as he did in " Treat 'em Rough."

Tom

as a Lover.

lover
he draws a gun
as an
MIX would never win a
TOMmuch
quickerdhan he can pay a compliment, but sometimes think
ideal

prize

;

I

that Tom's rough-and-ready chivalry must mean more to a woman
who sees him on the screen, than the studiously correct lover of the
films.

Tom Mix expresses in action, admiration, friendship, love, where
other people speak it.
All who have seen Tom in that last close up,
when, after proving his love by a hundred acts of sacrifice, the time has
"
come for him to tell the heroine, "I love you
must have been moved to pity for Tom in his
awkwardness, when trying to tell the old, old tale.
Actions Speak Louder Than Words.
truth is that any city clerk with a well
pressed suit and a cheap tie could give Tom a
three furlongs start in a five furlongs race and
beat him.
It is the close up that closes Tom down.
Like all men who have lived a life of action

THE
cannot

On

A

King of

life,

Tom

Real Cowboy.

you may
AS cowboy

know,

fleecy clouds

when

the pale

has

been a

life.

cattle roping, bull-dogging, fighting, bandit
hunting were a few of the things he did
before he entered motion pictures as one
of the hard-riding " extra " cowboys, who
lent colour and excitement to the old-time

Just bored.

Wild Western dramas.

A

it

up

Tom went away

with a thoughtful

to the director with a

face.

The next morning he went

happy

smile.
" he said, pointing to the picture of the

" I can do it
cowboy. Ho
was actually filmed in the three ensuing productions, doing this dangerous " stunt," and refusing to " fake " the scenes in any way.
!

Author, Star and Director.
LIKE most other film stars,

Tom

finds that his

day

is

fully occupied.

His favourite hobbies are boxing
he has a specially constructed
gymnasium at the back of his home, where he has a round daily
with his sparring partner
swimming, reading, and motoring. Tom
has written many of the plays in which he has appeared, and has also
;

;

directed

them

himself.

One of his latest productions is " Frairie
Flowers." It is adapted from the well-known
novel of the same name, and is a sequel to
" The Texan."
Tn it he 'presents many new
stunts, said to be the most thrilling he has ever
attempted.
Other pictures in which ho
has appeared are " Six Shooter Andy,"
" Treat 'em Rough,"
" Rough Riding
Romance," " Fame and Fortune," " Cupid's
"
Round Up," The Coming of the Law,"
" Roaring Reform," " Western Rlood,"

woman

"Ace

white
moon shone behind them.
He found her in
Victoria Foidc, herself a cinema star,

"

in the

High,"
"Mr. Logan, U.S.A.,"
The Wilderness Trail," and one that
be
seen over here, " The
shortly

will

Feud."

and those who love

Tom Mix, the manly
man

of the screen,

glad to know
that the woman
sought in the
starshine of the
ranges came to
will be

'

him

at last.

If

you wish to write to him,
address your letter—

TOM
c/o

MIX,
Fox Film Co.,
West 46th Street,
New York City,

130,

Just determined.

His

dare-devil feats soon won for him promotion to the task of pla3'ing
" double " for a leading player who did not possess much horsemanship.
No feats are too daring for Tom Mix ; he regards broken wrists and
sprains as a necessary, if uncomfortable, part of the day's work.
story is told of him that one day his director was showing him a
number of Remington paintings. One was of a cowboy thrown from
his pony, being dragged by one foot, caught in a stirrup, and after seeing

A real cowboy, he imbibes his respect and
admiration for women, because most of his life
was spent in the solitudes where the dainty foot of
Eve never trod.
Under the starshine, crooning the soft melodies
Ihat'kcpt the cattle peacefully grazing or sleeping,
Tom, like every other man who rides the ranges
with a house carried lightly in two blankets on the
saddle of his pony, dreamed of a wife and home.

— the

Tom

During his
early days he was to be found
wherever there was a chance of excitement
his

all

does things.

He found the woman of his dreams
whose face he had seen dimly outlined

Cowboys.

the

act.

the screen, as in his

"Picture Show.")

MIX.

Life Story of tke

shows knows that Tom Mix is the
King of Cowboys, but few realiso
that underneath the blue shirt of »the
cowpunehcr beats a heart that is attuncii

(Special to the
it

U.S.A.
Just angry.

!
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a

By Money."

{Continued from
page 6).

to Doctor Swayle, Grace

wondered how

'Manacled
As
much

" Mr. Weston," she said, " last night a letter
was stolen from the desk in the library. I disturbed the thief and I recognised him."
There was a short silence, and tlien Arthur
Weston drew his chair yet closer to where tho
girl was standing on the hearthrug.
" This is interesting, although I do not seo
what it has to do with the subject we are
discussing.
Someone stole a letter tell me all

she could tell him of her suspicions.
Dare she put them into actual words ? Would
doctor be incredulous, or, if he believed
the
not
her would he not consider it his duty to inform
That would mean publicity for
tho police ?
her mother as well as herself ; something from
which they both naturally shrank. And then,
again, what could- she prove against Arthur
Weston ? There was only her word about the
letter which had been stolen from her father's
study the night before. No one had seen her
attacked and drugged.
And then, as these thoughts passed through
her mind, she suddenly remembered Harry.
After all he was the person who should act.
Grace sped across tho Park, and took the
short cut through the woods. Her mind was
made up. She would write and tell her sus-

—

about

He spoke frankly, without the slightest suggestion of guilt.
Grace wa3 bewildered. %he had seen an
expression of foar on Weston's face when the
doctor had said her father was dead, yet now,
when she was accusing him of being a thief, he
did not appear to turn a hair.
" Mr. Weston.
It was your servant who
entered our house last night ; and either ho or

—

picions to Harry.

The

letter did

not take her long to write,

much to say. It was with a
sigh of relief that she posted the letter.
Now she could give her attention to her mother,
who so sorely needed her help. She would try
to get back the letter if possible, but she felt it
was now destroyed. It was scarcely likely that
although she had so
little

"

own daughter.
You have been out

this evening,

Grace

come round.

any way

"
?

The

On

it

why you
have changed towards mo ? You used to bo
"
kind, even friendly, and now
he gave a
" You look as though
short embarrassed laugh.
you thoroughly dotosted me. Will you tell me,
please, what you have in your mind against
"

I

havo against you, Mr.

eager expression.
In spito of all her preconceived convictions,
Grace felt herself waver. When Arthur Weston
chose to oxert himself he could create a very
favourable impression. Thcro was oven a charm
about him. The man who now sat regarding her
was totally unliko the Arthur Weston of a few
minutes ago, so far as appearanco wont, and
Grace was not experienced enough not to bo
impressed.
Could sho have misjudged him. Was it his
servant sho had disturbed in tho study ? Yes.

Sho was certain of it. Grace managed to draw
herself up to hor full height.

week's

Sale To-Morrow.

Pries 2d.

I should not
is a most harmless old soul.
think for a moment that he would behave as
you say ho did. What did he do ? "
Ho paused and looked at her inquiringly, the
smile still on his lips.
Grace felt that he was making her ridiculous,
and a very real angor swept over her.
" It is quito true, though at present I can
prove nothing. But the day will come when I
It
can, and then you won't laugh, Mr. Weston.
I was 6orry
is true I havo tried to like you.
for you, but now I feel there is something horrid
something evil about you, and 1 mean to find
out what it is."
The words broke from her lips in a torrent.
She had thought of thorn so ofton during the
last few hours, that she spoke them almost
unconsciously.
His expression even
Arthur did not stir,
scarcely changed, except for a peculiar pallor
which overspread his features.
" So that is what you really think of me ! "
ho said very quietly. " Well. It is as well to
know exactly where wo stand. I don't know
why you should have such an opinion of mo.
am thankful that your parents havo never
1
shared it."
He glanced at her keenly to discovor if she
was likely to rotort, but Graco was breathingSho was a girl
heavily, her hand on her heart.
who seldom gave way to her omotions, and when
sho did it took it out of her.
Arthur leaned suddenly yet further .out of

—

expression on her face.
'
Grace," he said, " may I ask you

should

Story of

man

I could."

Weston ? " asked the girl steadily, but tho
colour mounted to her face despite herself.
" That is what I cannot understand, and I
want you to tell me."
Ho was leaning forward now towards her, his
not uuhandsomo face woro an almost boyish,

Life

GIRLS' CINEMA.

possiblo that she and her parents
had ever thought kindly of this man.
He glanced up sharply, and caught the

What

Wonderful

in this

Grace looked at him almost with repulsion.

?

the

Lucky Star

JOAN MORGAN

lips.

"

Girl with the.

Read

Arthur had stretched himself out in the
Rector's favourite chair, with a pipe between his

me

and that was why he had
he must know what was

Now ho allowed a smile to twitch the corners
mouth.
" Really, you must forgive me, Grace, but
My
your story
Is it not just a little wild ?

able.

was

felt

of his

Thank you. You are very kind."
The coldness in the girl's voice was unmistak-

How

He

going on.

"

'

"'My dear girl, you must see how very improbable and wild it sounds. You had a night*
mare last night. It was natural after the shock
you had sustained. Think, now. Was it not
so

?

"

Grace was about to make an indignant retort
when she caught again a momentary expression
on the face of the man before her. It passed
swiftly, but Grace saw again the evil glitter in
the eyes, which warned her of tha wicked soul

man

she was dealing with.
she had written to Harry. There
was no sense in her putting his cousin on his
guard.
"I do not think I dreamed it," she said
of the

After

all,

dear, I

earlier in the evening,

towards her.
" Grace," he said, striving to speak gontly.
" I should, bo genuinely amused, if I did not
know of tho great sorrow which bus entered
your life, but you must not let it unhinge your
brain.
What is this story about chloroform ?
Who discovered
Surely j'ou must bo mistakon.
you f I am intensely sorry for you and your
his chair

And

?

ment.

interested in its contents but you."
" You think that, do you ? You believe that
"
I would do such a thing ?
There was reproach in his voice, and a certain
dignity. Arthur Weston was not the type of
man to allow a girl to frighten him. Besides, he

began Arthur.

in

"

hesitatingly.

that lie was safe. Mrs. Ferguson had made
no mention of last night's affair. Grace had
evidently kept hor own counsel. He know that
it must be she who had entered Greystono

The girl looked up at him. The overpowering
impulse to tell him that she had recognised him
tho night before swept over her, but she managed
After all, was it not best to keep
to restrain it.
silent until she had the proofs of his villainy ?
Would it not be foolish to put him on his guard ?
So she smiled.
" Yes, I have been down the village to post
letters," she said.
Her companion nodded.
" This is a terrible calamity that has befallen
" I have been trying to express
you," he said.
I hear from her
to your mother my sympathy.
that you will havo to leavo the Rectory almost
immediately after tho funeral. I should like
you to realiso that I would bo glad to assist you

Surely you must believe that

this foolish, wild notion of yours
He threw out his hands as though in bewilder-

you came back and drugged me."
" Grace, are you really serious ? "
" I am.
The letter was addressed to Harry
Rae, Mr. Weston. No one could possibly be

knew

Arthur Weston would keep a paper which he
did not want his cousin to have.
Arthur Weston was with her mother when
she returned. He had come to see if he could
be of any use, he explained, as his restless eyes
scanned Grace's face.
She, poor
Mrs. Ferguson left them together.
lady, was in no mood for visitors, and although
she liked Weston, she felt at the present time a
certain effort was required to meet anyone but
her

it."

mother.

Arthur laughed out loud, and to her consternation caught at her

"

You dreamed

am

sure

hand and
it,

lifted it to his lips.

Grace," he said.

"

My

you did."

The Proposal.
weeks had passed away. The
THREE
funeral was over.
It was their last night
Mrs. Ferguson had
in the old Rectory.
been offered a cottage in the village, and here
she was prepared to go.
Mrs. Ferguson hod always known that her
husband was poor, but he had certainly not
expected to leave them so soon. Affairs provep
to be in a very critical state for the widow.
Grace would have to earn her tiwn living.
Mrs. Ferguson also would have to find some
occupation which would help her to keep the
wolf from the door. It was a sad state of affairs,
and though Mrs. Ferguson smiled bravely and
spoke of tho future with quiet confidence, she
All her life
realised she was no longer young.
had boen spent in comparative comfort and
luxury.
Grace felt her heart fail her when sho
realised the truo state of their circumstances.
She was packing up a few treasures which
were to be taken down to the cottage in tho
morning before tho sale of their now superfluous
furniture. There were a number of books sho
prized, and she remembered some of her father's
which he had kept in his room. Theso were of
little valuo as she knew, and she felt no qualms

at keeping them.

Thero was his Bible and prayer-book, his
book of meditations, and yet another. A
rather cumbersome affair bound in shabby
leather with a heavy, old-fashioned brass clasp.
Grace opened it curiously. She had often
soen it in her father's hands, but never open. It
was a diary, complete from the first early years
A page given to every day.
of his married life.
Sho turned to the last entry, New Year's day.

The day lie died.
At that momont Mrs. Ferguson entered tho
room. Sho walked hurriedly and not at all in
her usual manner.
" Oh, hero you are, Grade dear," she cried.
" I have been all over tho houso looking for you.
Oh, my dear. I don't know quite how to tell
you, but it seems just like providence to me.
Arthur says he will sell Greystone if you like.
In fact, ho seems most anxious to do everything
He really is a very nico man. I
to please you.
do hope you will like tho idea as much as I do."
Grace starod at her mother in undisguised
astonishment. Never before had she seen her
mother so excited and apparently unnervod.
" Whatever is it, darling ? " she asked, placing
her arm round tha older woman, and gazing
down into her face.
" It is such a relief, dear. I havo been so
dreading the future, although I havo tried so
hard to kcop it all to myself, and now this has
happened, and it is a way out for us all. Arthur
You need not leavo mo and go
will help me.
shall, of course, all bo poor, but wo
away.
can all keep together."
" Mother, dear, what are yoxi talking about ?
I don't understand in tho least," said tho girl

We

gently.
Mrs. Ferguson looked

up at her, her expressive
eyes full of tears.
" Arthur Weston is downstairs, my dear,"
" He wants to speak to
sho said unsteadily.
llo is an honourable man. and Inn
you, Grace,
asked my permission. Ho wants to marry you,
dear."
(Another instalment of this thrilling stity
in next Monday's " Picture Show,")

.

!
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JACKIE COOGAN
A

Charlie Cha|>ltn " Find.

LITTLE JACKIE COOGAN

was discovered by Charlio
Chaplin, who pave him the title role in his film "The
Kid." This film,- by the way, has not vet been released
over here. A photograph of Charlio with his little protege,
of whom he is very fond, can be seen on this page.
While on his recent visit to New York, Charlie cither wrote
or wired his little friend two or three times a week.
Ho
believes that there is a great film future for Jackie, and has
had the boy's name billed
large as his
in
the announcements of his new picture
" The Kid."

in letters as

own

A Bad Boy— For

the

Films
is now enacting the bad boy in
" Peck's Bad Boy,"
and he is thoroughly enjoying his part, for he has
to get into a scrape almost every minute.
There are many amusing incidents in this film,
which is being produced
in Los Angeles by Irving

JACKIE

Lesser.

A

sudden spill ! Traffic laws did not worry BILLY WHISKERS, who was providing goat power lor JACKIE. It wasn't Billy's fault
there happened to be an obstruction in the middle of the street.
This is one of the amusing incidents that will be seen in the forthcoming
production, " Feck's Bad Boy."

'

10

The True

Artiste

1

like to

SHOULD

!

know how many

of

you have

that wonderful British film, " The
Lady Claro " J I am sare that von w '"
has
agree with mo that no country in the world
seen

STORIES
gS. LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS.

.

produced anything finer.
bclore
Beautiful English scenery unfolds itself
the
our eyes, with British artistes, possessing all

The Doe's Surprise.

'

undertaking w^as no sinecure,"
BUTsaidtheMary
Odette," with a merry twinkle

traditions of their own
country, and the plot

that we
coining into our

know

to find

are

'

own

at- hist.

Simeon Stuart
a very handsome

Sir
is

"

ually

In some ways
is unfortunate by reason of his
for he
baronetcy
owes his rapid ad-

day," Mary Odette told me, " the
and as everyone shrank
from touching it it might have started
on its journey back to India, it 1 had not been
there to pick it up."
Mary Odette knows not tho meaning of fear,
she is "afraid of nothing, and feels no repulsion
for anv living creature, that is why, if it needs
her help and pity, she can look after the most
loathsome being, for she sees not its loathsomeness, but only its need jor compassion.

power.

Simeon

—

vancement

in filmland
title

10 his

it

—

art.

—

but
he were

not to his

peasant he would be what he is— an artist
but
This is not only n.v humble observation,
producers
the opinion of one of the greatest
!

n

in

objected to film acting, and human beings in
that tha film
I am quite certain
general."
would have been minus "The Lily-White doe"
had it not been for Mary Odette's courage and
perseverance. To .the doe's great surprise she
continued patiently feeding it and petting it,
in return for its wild onslaughts, until event-

and dignified Karl of
he
and
Bobhurst,
shows great dramatic
Sir

SIR SIMEON STUART.

" It was impossible
her dark eyes.
a tame doe, and the wild one strongly

in

imTennyson's
It
mortal ballad.
makes one proud to
is

it

came

to "love her.

The Lizard Who Escaped.

ONE

lizard escaped,

—

London.

Day.
A Bucket of Water and a Hot story
about
told me an amusing
SIRhisSIMEON
adventures in "The Lady Clare."

supposed to die alter the second
shivering, I have
act, to sit by the fire, cold and
Three buckets of water
,eeri out in a storm.
look,
h id been thrown over me to make me
thoroughly drenched with the heavy rain, and I
" I

am

I

•!ied

A

Heated Discussion.
tea with Jack Hobbs the other afternoon, and 1 expect many of my readers

1HAD

have already lost their hearts to his fine,
exhilarating performance of Lord Ronald, who
" cousin," the
fair
so gallantly wooes his

Lady

Clare.

He

The producer

left

me

the world, and on©
a bit surprised
of
that the
Wellington, in " The
in

isn't

Duke

Lady Clare," chose so
handsome and gallant
a fellow to bo his

The Lily-White Doe.

a dream of inMARY ODETTE
SWEET
nocent, youthful beauty as the Lady Clair*.

aide-de-camp.
To return to Jack

is

vroirld.

.

,
,
,
Those wild, exuberant spirits— and she has
_i heard of her coming homo across
pS
country one night after a dance, on t ho baeU of
and yet withal the charm of her
a motor cycle
«hy. modest, girlish smile is irresistible. J have
more 1
K. en ipiitea lot of Mary Odette, and the
know of her the greater become her attract ions.
She simply adores animals. Therefore " Lady
Clare" is "one of Mary Odette's favourite
AH the charfilms.

)„. n

!

acters are so well cast,
and tho surroundings
so artistic that sho

was
that
she
actually living in
felt

Tennyson's
Lord
poem. There is a wonderful
collection of animals
the production.
" Of course there is
the Lily-White Doc,"
Mary Odette laughed,
" and a very large,
green Indian lizard,
which, as Lady Clave,
carry
constantly
MARY ODETTE.
I
about in one hand,
Then there was
and n kitten in the other.
mongoose, one of the only two in England,
i:
itlao a hedgehog, which I had to pick up and
in

fondle

and upright,

with the gayest smile

!

Her spontaneous, joyous movements are a
delight to behold— and if, as it i* frequently
stated that the screen betrays the inner emotions
and personality of the artiste, Mary Odette is
stars iu the
<iuite one of the most lovable film

tall

is

!

twenty-five minutes m
mv wet clothes, whilst he went on and rehearsed
dead
the people, who were supposed to find my
body the following morning, but at the tnd of
that time so hot was the day, that my clothes
uere quite dry
"

has real crinkly

—and of course he

hair

Hobbs'

hair,

he told

mo an amusing story
He went
about it.
into a cinema to see
And he
the picture.
sat next to two girls,
to
hiin.
who were complete strangers
Whenever he appeared on the screen, he saw

JACK HOBBS.

that they became very argumentative, and ho
wondered what on earth about himself could
cause so much excitcment.
"I know it is," said one heatedly
" And I know it is not " retorted tho other
with equal determination.
" Well, watch the next time," said the former.
Jack Hobbs w.aited anxiously to know the
reason of tho serious discus-ion.
At last there was a flash of himself.
" There you are " cried his neighbour in
Ho does have his
1 told you so
triumph.
"
hair' Marcel waved
!

!

!

!

!

A Brilliant Young Actor.
HOBBS is not only good to look nt,
JACK
and a typical Englishman — during the war

he served as a sergeant in the Royal West
Knits but he is one of our most brilliant
young actors on the legitimate stage and on the
" Tho
screen. Possibly, many of you saw him in
Grain of Mustard Seed." at the Ambassadors.
He also played in " Time to Wake Up," and

—

" Tho Chinese Puzzle," in the '* Headmaster,''
at the Playhouse, and in Canada end New York
The
with Cyril Maude. Then he took a part in
'

Harding,
in
with Lyn
Band,"
Speckled
Chicago and London. Jock Hobbs also played
"
"
Scrap
of
Paper,"
and
a
Laughter of FooW,"
in
and in filmland, " Tom
at tho Criierion
Brow n's School Days," " Tho Lady Clare,"
" The Face at tho Window," " Shuttle of Life,''
" The Call
and for tho Famous Players-Lasky,
;

!

Odette, the Humanitarian.
animals," .Mary
THESE
" were procured with

Odette told me,
very great, dilli-

They wero Advertised for in
culty.
the daily papers, and it was stated, as an inducement to their owners, that I would personally
care for them.

of

Youth."
Jack Hobbs

British

Actors'

is

a member of the brilliant
Film Company and he is

—

tremendously happy with them. It was my
good fortune to have luncheon in their studio
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not long ago. The studio belonged to tlio late
Sir Hubert. TlerUoincr, Die famous painter,
ami (lis magnificent house, which is really more
castle than ordinary duelling, stands in the
romantic ground?. The British Film Actors'
Studios are certainly situated in an exquisitely
lovely district.
There is a real atmosphere of
eameradcrie and good fellowship about the
whole place.

" At the Clarendon Film Co., with whom f
was associated, we turned out twenty five films
a year, \intil long subjects came in. Then
they made me a director, and so I remained
until it was transferred to the Harma Company.
Wben I left, I became a free lance producer
until I joined up, and now, of course, I am producer for the British Actors' Film Company."

The

Phillips Film

Co. Present " The
Clare," by
Alfred Lord Tennyson.

Lady

William Noy's Six-Part
Actors' Photo-

British
play.

Wanted a Wife.

HOBBS
JACK
I warn my

declared he wanted a wife, but
readers it is not easy to know
when he is in jest or earnest.
" She must be able to ride, dance, and piny the
piano," he: told me, " because I adore dancing."
When J asked him
"What attracted him to pictures?" he
answered with his merry, boyish laugh:
" W ant of money
1 was tempted, and I
"
fell
:

!

Scnario by Dale
Laurence.
Earl of Rob-

THEhurst
is

(Sir
Simeon Stuart)
an elderly bachelor.

Lady J ul ia Medwin
(Mary

Forbes),

widow

of

brother,

!

Fewlass Llewellyn.

JENNER, in "The Lady Clare,"
DR.one
of the dominating characters through-

is

out the performance.
So natural are
Fewlass Llewellyn's movements, so subtle his
expression, that he is the distinguished doctor
whom he impersonates to the life.
Mr. Llewellyn leads a very busy life. I
snatched a few minutes' conversation with him
the other morning at the Ben Greet Academy
of Acting, in Bedford Street, Strand.
" Teaching is my hobby," he said
and I
must confess that he
looked as if he enjoyed it.

Artifice

MR.LLEWELLYN

played in
Son,"
"Goodbye," and, of
has

Dombey and

atmosphere

about

is

tremendous

FEWLASS LLEWELLYN
value

in

things,

movement

reason, with knowledge behind
it.
A student who begins to understand such
values jumps ahead at once."

BETTY FAIRE, who

playing in
" Paddy The Next Best Thing " at the
Savoy Theatre, is now at work on her
first, film, at tho Alliance Studios.
She tells me
that she likes the work immensely.
During
the war she devoted her time to nursing tho
wounded. Betty Faire won the scholarship at
Tree's Dramatic Academy.
She played the
Proud Princess in " Once Upon a Time." Betty
Faire is dainty and charming, but she leads a
very strenuous life. When last I saw her it was
nearly six o'clock one foggy afternoon and
yet she had been doing exteriors in golden
sunshine only a few miles out of London.
" Now I've got to hurry away to
Paddy,' "
she laughingly said, when we parted.
is

—

'

Wilfred Noy.

WILFRED

NOY,

the famous producer, told
me the other day that he has been
associated with film work for eleven
years.
For a joke, he once took the part of a
sergeant of police. Then he was asked if he
would like to try his hand at producing. In tho

he was handed some rough manuscript and
asked to show how he would treat it, and the
was satisfactory, and he commenced to
produce straight away. In those days a coal
mine was created out of black paper, but
such make-believe times are past since then,
office

result

:

purposes, real coal is used, " and
1 had a mining engineer to help me fix up such
a scene," said Wilfred Noy, " so that it would
be absolutely correct in every detail.

for
rd

Ronald (JACK HOBBS) with

leers, after

his brother

having been made aide-de-camp

to the

Duke

oi

Wellington.

filming

making

herself

ugly

that she will never have smallpox.
Soon after
an epidemic of smallpox attacks the village
the Earl sends his baby daughter away with
;

But Alice longs to see her own child,
takes Lady Clare to her own home, far away
from the plague
but on the journey across
country the child develops smallpox and dies.
Alice succumbs to the sudden temptation of
substituting her own baby for the dead Lady
Alice.

;

Clare.

First Film.

MISS

in

Lady Julia, who engages her.
Clare's sympathy to the broken man influences him, and when she is about to leave
him, he ask3 her to marry him and when
Lady Julia hears the news, the Earl has already

One day Dr. Jenner notices the marks of
cowpox on Alice's hand, and informs the -Earl

movement with

A

succeeds

to_ satisfy

heiress.

them that means we are going to do
There

who
enough

married his nurso.
The Countess, however, dies on the day her
child is born, the Lady Clare.
Dr. Jenner finds
a young foster-mother, Alice (Barbara Everest),
who is persuaded to part with her own baby so
that she may entirely devote herself to the

FEWLASS

course, in " The Lady
Clare."
" British films are
certainly coming to
the front," he de" There is an
clared.

and Ugliness and Sympathy.

THRALE confides this story to her
MRS.friend,
Clare Hampden (Winifred Evans),

—

of

Movement.

"

BETTY FAIRE.

that her little son, Lord Ronald, shall inherit
the Robhurst estate.
The Earl falls ill. Dr. Jenncr (Fewlass
Llewellyn) tells Lady Julia that the Earl must
have a nurse in constant attendance. Lady
Julia, terrified that a pretty nurse would prove*
a danger, sofours the country for the ugliest
woman procurable, and her friend and "confederate, Mrs. Thrale (Lena Halliday), helps her.

;

The Value

the

only
anxious

his

is

Love and Happiness.

SIXTEEN
later
the

years

Lady

Clare (Mary
Odette) has grown
into a beautiful girl.
She has many suitors, but
her sole
passion is for her pet
animals. She likes no
one so much as her
cousin, Lord Ronald,
but on account of
her obvious unreadiness for love, ho refrains from pressing
his suit.
Lady Julia
urges him to do so,
and so secure the

estate,

but

in vain.

WILFRED NOY.

The

Marcpjis of Hartlepool (Charles Quartermaine), one of Lady Clare's suitors, and who
was once in love with Lady Julia, is in need of
money, and tries to kidnap the little heiress.
Lord Ronald discovers the plot. He fights a
duel, and the Marquis is killed.
Clare's heart
opens to love, and Alice reveals her secret, but
in the end all is well, and finishes with Tennyson's

famous

lines

:

" If you are not the heiress born,
And I," said he, " the lawful heir,

We

two

will wed to-morrow morn,
shall still be Lady Clare."

And you

Editu Nepean.

•

—

Picture Show, January Ibth, 1921.
something about that
THERE'S
little girl in the first row- -the
one on the
her
type."

out.

lifts

of

right.

I

mean

'will

you

chorus

ordinary

the

treat you just as she would her
daughter.
In return, I only ask that
will talk to me and tell me about
your life. I will pay you ten dollars ;i
week, apart from your meals.
If you
want any references as to my respectability, you can see the magistrate."
The girl looked straight into his face.
" I don't figure I should go much on
the magistrate's word," she said slowly,
" but I'll take a bet on your eyes. I
believe you're on the level, but it beats
me how you can pay so much money
Why, with the
just to hear me talk.

she

own

— that

Stephen Forrester, man about town,
roue and gambler, turned in his stall
to Rufe Eglam, the manager of the
Orpheus Theatre, as the two watched

M

'

the autumn prothe final rehearsal
duction. " The Girl with the Eyes."
The manager looked in the direction
indicated. He saw a slim, elfin-like girl,
with a face that was a mixture of a
sprite and a girl of the Apache dancing-

meals thrown

in, it's

a

lot

more than
I

" Sure,

quaint

"

said

she is a
" Would you like me to
lazily.
girl in.
introduce you ?
Not " that these kids
While they are travelling to his home
stand on introduction
an
we will take the privilege of a writer and
waved
jewelled
hand
to
He
a fat,
have a look at Forrester's relatives and
attendant, and whispered a message.
" Ben tells me she is called the Brat,' "
friends.
They are in the drawing-room,
" Straight as a
discussing MacMillan and his hurried exit
he said to Forrester.
However,
from
the
6tring,
Ben
says.
dinner-table
to try to find the
piece of
"
right type of girl for his story.
that's yov» funeral
Eglam
back
in
seat
Mrs.
Forrester
Rufe
leaned
his
is a stately dame, with
more pride than Christian charity. There
and surveyed the dancing of the chorus
hundreds
through his heavy-lidded eyes.
are
like
her in every city, so we
These
with their beautifully moulded
need not linger over her, apart from
girls,
meant
him.
They
were
saying
limbs,
nothing to
that she had, in her own way,
been a good mother to her children.
a port of the show that was going to
boost up the takings of the Orpheus
Next to her is Miss Angela Vanett,
M m M ill. hi's fiancee. She is a younger
Theatre, help to pay fat dividends to
CHARLES BRYANT as
ALL A NAZIMOVA as
the shareholders, and make his position
edition of Mrs. Forrester, good-looking
MacMillan Forrester.
"The Brat." (Jury.)
and correct in all social accomplishments,
as the most enterprising theatrical manager in New York still more secure.
but believing that the world is made uj>
Splendid
• He had seen so many chorus beauties,
Story telling of a
of two classes, people like herself and
this fat, phlegmatic manager.
He had
common people. At the table, also, is
little chorus girl
her love story.
seen so many go down to the gutter, and
Bishop Farrar, a fat-faced man with
opening at the Casino. Go there to-morrow morning
a few rise either to fame on the stage or social
the oily unctuousncss of the professional Christian,
and mention my name to Davics."
eminence tlirough the ceremony of marriage. To him
but with about as much love of humanity in his
" Thanks, dad
they represented nothing more than an attraction,
poor, parched soul as would have covered a pinyou're a real sport " said the
a setting of girlish beauty to the principal girl, the
girl, as she shook his hand.
point, had it been spread out.
There was also a
matinee idol of the moment, or even the gross
When she got outside the theatre it was raining
butler entirely in keeping with the rest of the people
comedian whose banalities wearied him, used as he
not in spots, but in sheet*.
at the table.
was to the tinsel and vulgarity of the musical
She shivered in the porch of the staae-door for
MacMillan took the Brat into his study and ram
comedy stage.
some time, but as the rain gave no indication of
for the superior butler.
" Bring some sandwiches and hot coffee," he
The Brat came up to Forrester as he was thinking
ceasing, she wrapped her thin coat tighter around
of these things.
her and faced the storm.
ordered.
Rufe Eglam turned in his seat with an e/fort.
As she got on the curb, Stephen Forrester came
The butler glanced at the girl with that lofty
" Mr. Forrester wants to know you, dear. I told
towards her.
disdain which only an ill-bred menial knows how to
He had been waiting for her. His
experience told him that hunger is virtue's most
assume, but the girl merely looked up as she took
him you were
called the Brat. Guess the name tits
"
otf her shoes and placed them in front of the lire
dangerous enemy, and he felt sure that this miserable
you, kid
chorus-girl would now be sorry she had dared to
to dry.
The 'alleged introduction over, Rufe Eglam dozed
" What a funny guy
speak as she had done.
Does he always look like
in his chair.
" Come along, kid, and forget it," he said. " I've
that ? " she asked, with artless curiosity.
He might have been asleep, but nothing was
with
here.
Come
and
have
dinner
me."
The
butler
lost
his
got
my
car
dignity
and stumbled as he
escaping his half-closed eyes.
He noticed that the
tried his stately exit.
If you really wanted to do me a good turn, yon
third girl in the front row on the " prompt " sjde
" Say, this is real good " exclaimed the girl,
said the
would give me the price of a sandwich
was looking pale through her rouge, and mentally
" I'm starving, but you can keep your dinner,
as she flashed her bright eyes in a thankful glance
girl.
decided that she would not do for the opening night
"
at MacMillan. " I guess when old funny face comes'
and take that for trying to Insult me again
but at the same time he decided that she had got
in with that coffee and grub, this will be the best
Her little hand flashed out and caught Forrester
to have twenty dollars to make up for her disthe
cheek.
home I've seen since mother died."
on
appointment.
" Is your mother dead ? " asked the novelist.
" Lord " he said to himself.
" That's Ruby
The incident was witnessed by one of Forrester's
" Oh, go on
furious.
who
made
Forrester
pals,
was
passing,
and
it
I was only kidding.
That's what
Vernon
All the rage ten years ago.
Well, she'll
we girls say when we get decent lodgings. I never
There was only one way of saving his dignity. He
have" to go to the back row.
Rufe Eglam ain't
charge
for
a
policeman
Brat
in
knew
a
called
and
gave
the
mother.
Gee
This
I
is
a
swell
place."
out to run any home for girls that have lost their
accosting him.
At this moment the Brat looked down at her feet
beauty. Remember her mother."
and saw several holes in her stockings. The novelist
In vain did the girl attempt to tell her version
Rufe Eglam, having decided what he was going
had his back to her, and she bent down quickly,
of the story. The policeman hurried her off to the
to do with the chorus, settled into another half-doze
and, smudging her hands in the coal-dust, rubbed it
station, where, after waiting some time, she was
before the final act came on
but he had scarcely
over the bare pink flesh.
brought before the magistrate of a night court.
folded his arms before the voice of the Brat brought
The butler came in with the coffee and sandwiches
him back.
" Mrs. Forrester wished to know if she would be
His Heroine.
"You can keep your fingers off me. Mister Fordisturbing
you if she came In, sir," he said.
so happened that, on that very night. MacMillan
rester
I'm not on that lay! Here, Mister Eglam,
" Y'ou might tell my mother I should like to see.
"
IT Forrester, a distinguished novelist, brother
just tell this swell guy he's too fresh
her,
' said MacMillan.
of the man who had insulted the Brat, was
Rufe blinked his eyes and began to sit tip and
As the butler left the novelist turned from the
sitting by the side of the magistrate, looking for
take notice. He saw it all in a glance. Forrester
bureau at which he was standing, and came to the
material to put in his next novel.
had been trying to make love to the girl, and another
girl with a roll of notes in his hands.
but
Ills
working-girl,
heroine
was
a
poor
His
swift glance at the Brat told Rufe that she was not
" First week's salary In advance," he said cheerilv
experience of that type had been so small that he
the kind of girl to allow such advances from strangers.
" You're a real torf " said the girl, with a little
felt the book was doomed to be a failures
He was on the point of telling Forrester quietly
catch In her voice.
It was in the hope of finding a girl of this type
to leave the girl alone, when he caught sight of the
She
proceeded to put them in a safe place.
It
that he had left his comfortable study and walked
man's face.
It was crimson with mortification.
was her stocking, and it was unfortunate for the
about the city.
Also, Rufe remembered that at the last board meeting
Brat
that
at
that
moment
Mrs.
Forrester,
Angela
As soon as the Brat stepped into the dock, he
he bad been told by the chairman that the theatre
and the bishop entered.
recognised in her the very girl he was seeking.
was getting too respectable, so he decided to attack
" My heroine, mother
The girl I have been
MacMillan Forrester was a totally different kind
the girl.
looking for to give me the chief character for ray
of man to his brother. He was In every sense of the
" What's the matter with you ? " he growled.
" said MacMillan.
book
word, a gentleman. His handsome face grew thought" You ought to be proud when a gentleman speaks
Mrs. Forrester and Angela raised their lorgnettes
ful as the girl looked towards the magistrate.
to you."
" What have you got to say to this charge ? "
and said nothing.
The bishop raised his hands
" This fresh guy a gentleman ? " sneered the
" You know,
and muttered a pious exclamation as lie fixed his
unkindly.
said
not
the
magistrate,
"
Brat.
He's nothing more than a dressed-up dude
"
eyes
on
the
Brat's
stocking.
He began to shuffle
if it is proved, you can be sent to prison
who thinks every girl on the stage can be bought for a
" Well, I suppose I should be warm and dry there,
his feet on what he thought was a rug.
dinner
He's like all the other Johnnies that come
"
"
and they will give me something to eat
retorted
Can you beat that ? " cried the. Brat, as
Gee
to the Orpkeus. They fill the box-office with dollars,
the Brat.
she rushed towards the bishop. " My best fur "
and you don't care how they insult us. But I won't
"
She was tired of explaining, weary of telling
She shook out a bedraggled, cheap feather boa
be insulted
I'd rather starve than be insulted
the truth to people who had made up their minds
and put it on the sideboard.
" That'll do, you brat " said Eglam thickly.
that she was guilty.
Mrs. Forrester and Angela muttered something
" You go and get what 's coming to you
you're
" Fine her, and I will pay it," whispered MacMillan
about not wishing to disturb the novelist and withuacked
D'ye hear ? Sacked "
Forrester to the magistrate.
drew, followed by the bishop.
The Brat walked back to the stage. She realised
" They don't seem to like me much " grinned
The magistrate nodded, and in n few minutes
what she hud done. After weeks of weary rehearsal
the novelist was explaining to the girl that she
the girl. " Don't matter, though I'm only working
"
at starvation rates of pay, she had lost her job,
was free.
for you. They won't worry me none
" I saw what was being done " said the Brat.
just as she was looking forward to a spell of com" I'm afraid they aro a little conventional."
parative luxury. But she was not sorry.
" You paid the fine. Now, tell me what your Rame
said MacMillan npologctically.
"What's the matter, kid?" said 'the assistant
is ? If it's the same as the swell who had me arrested,
At that moment Stephen Forrester came In. lie
stage manager, a kind old man who was a great
you can take It from me that there's nothing doing
gave a little gasp as he saw the girl at the Are, but
" I have no game at all," said MacMillan quietly.
favourite with the girls.
bis brother did not notice It.
The Brat opened b*i
" I believe wo can help each other. I am a writer,
"I told the manager and that fancy guy sitting
mouth to speak, but thought better of It as MacMillan
with him some hard truths, and I've got the sack,"
and I want to find a girl for a novel I am writing.
Introduced his brother.
replied the Brat.
You are the first one 1 have seen that fits Into my
"I expect he wouldn't like to know his brother
" Truth is just the one thing those guys don't
scheme. All I ask Is that you will come with me
is a cad,
she thought.
(jkc, kid,'
said the old man.
"There's a show
to my mother. Y'ou will be under her charge, and
It was au awkward situation, saved by the rebit
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get for singing and dancing
Y'ou pan
lead me to it."
Forrester called a taxi and helped the
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3QO

appearance ol Mrs. Forrester, Angela Vanctt, and
the bishop.
While the three were talking to MacMillan, the
Brat went up to Stephen.
"I didn't give you away." she said, " but it
He is a gentleman.
wasn't for your sake, but for his
can't
think how lie came to have a brother like
1
'
you "
She went to the fireplace and slipped on her shoes.
" Guess I'll be going now," she said to the novelist.
" I'll be here sharp to-morrow morning for the new
job."
As she passed out, she gave a saucy back kick
for the benefit of the bishop.
" Kcally, MacMillan," said Mrs. Forrester, " I
think you might study us more. It is all very well
writing about that sort of person, but when it comes
•"
to meeting them under one's own roof
The unfinished sentence was eloquent of what
Mrs. Forrester thought.
" Oh, Mac was ever a knight errant to beauty in

VIRGINIA LEE

I

Artist's

Model and Film

Acftress.

1

Stephen maliciously.
necessary for my work," said Mac" After to-night none of you need
will
be in my study."
She
see her.
" I should have imagined you might have found
more congenial types to write about," said his
" Surely it is not necessary to go to
fiancee stiffly.
"
your
distress," said

" The

girl

is

Millan quietly.

heroine ?
'•
but as a rule, these people are
Not always
much more interesting than the average society
woman," remarked MacMillan, with just a tinge of
defiance in his voice.
the gutter for

;

'

The Work Begins.

Brat was on time
THEMacMillan
got her

the next morning and

she was twelve years old, Virginia
UNTIL
Lee lived in Mexieo's capital city, and

slio

absorbed a great deal of the romance o

Mexican life.
Soon after her graduation at a finishing schoo
her family went to New York, and there Virginia Lee soon became famous as a model for
magazine covers.
Virginia is not the first girl who has passed
on from being an artist's model to screen work
the late Olive Thomas, Kay Laurel, Edith
Stockton and Justine Johnson are a few of those

who havo

followed the same course.

Her Screen Career.

VIRGINIA LEE
"

co-starred

with

Ernest

Noxt
came two pictures with Louis Bennison,
" Oh, Johnny " and " Sandy Burke," followed
The Whirlpoo:
by an important part in
Dalton

in

Beyond the Law."

in which she has appeared are
" Luck awl Pluck," " The Fortune Teller,"
mid " The Servant Question."

Other films

to tell him about her
struggles on the stage.
Especially did he wish to hear about the incident
that had brought her into the police-court.
The girl told him all that had happened except
the name of the man who had insulted her, and then
tried to get her put in prison. MacMillian took notes
of all she said, and began to build up the character
of his heroine from life as told to him by the Brat.
The book, which had hung lire before, now progressed swiftly.
The novelist felt that, whereas before it had been
a dead thing, it now breathed life real life, not the
imaginings of a mind bounded by the four walls of
a study.
As for the girl, she found life very pleasant. MacMillan treated her with a kindness and chivalry she
had never known before. She had respected him

—

from the first moment they had met. Then she had
begun to admire him, and finally she fell in love with
him.
But she never let him know of a passion which she
quite realised was hopeless.
Had she but known it MacMillan was gradually
falling in love with her.
He saw under the surface of this child of the slums
a nobility of nature that he had not found in Angela
Vanett, and often he found himself dreading the day
when he would have to marry the cold beauty who
was so coldly correct.
But as the Brat took care to hide her love unc|er
an appearance of banter and mischief, so did MacMillan conceal his passion under the grave kindness
of an elder brother.
The only thing that worried the girl was Stephen
Forrester.
She soon found out that although MacMillan
earned a lot of money, Stephen spent it more quickly
than his brother made it.
One day, when MacMillan was busy writing

Stephen came in and asked for another loan.
For the first time MacMillan protested.
" Really, Stephen, you will have to pull up," he
" I was surprised to find how much you have
said.
had lately, as I went through my pass-book the other
day. Here is the key of the safe.
Take what you
want, but try to make it last till I can earn some
more."
With a muttered grunt of thanks Stephen took
the notes and locked the safe, throwing the key on
the table.

Without looking up from his papers MacMillan
pushed the key to the Brat.
" Look after that for me, please," he said.
Days passed and the Brat overheard Mrs. Forrester
and Angela talking about a big charity bazaaivat
which Angela was going to dance.
AU her life she had longed to be a great dancer,
and wheji she heard the two women talk about the
wonderful " Babbit Dance," which a famous professional was going to perform, her thoughts went
back to the theatre. It was the big dance in " The
Girl with the Eyes," and she had been understudy
to the principal dancer before she got the sack.
" Gee
But I should just like to show them how
that dance ought to be done," she said to herself.
Fate moves in mysterious ways.
On the night of the great bazaar the bishop, who
was the chief organiser, came to the Forresters in a
!

panic.

professional dancer who w as to have danced
" Rabbit Dance " had sent word at the last
moment that she could not come. Nobody knew
better than the bishop that, although the rest of the
programme was being carried out by amateurs like
Angela Vanett, it was the fact that the professional
dancer was appearing that had sold the tickets.
" It's just like these people. One can never trust

The

:

the

them," he said hopelessly.

(Continued on oage 18.)

A

scene from " The Fortune- Teller," showing

VIRGINIA LEE with MARJORIE

3K

RAMBEAU

(seated).
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THE

BRAT.

{Continued from
page 17.)

" If it's Mamie Swan's dance you are worrying
about, I guess I know it backwards," said the Brat.
" I'll do it for you if you like. I was her understudy
at the Orpheus."
At any other time the bishop would have snubbed
her, but now he jumped at the offer.
" It will be really good of you if you will," he said.

"

suppose you really can do
They said I could beat Mamie at it," said the
" Dont worry, I'll pull you through."
girl easily.
Angela Vanett was furious. She had expected
the bishop to ask her to do the dance, but she thought
it
beneath her dignity to offer her services now.
Her vanity received another rude shock when MacMi Han turned to the bishop.
" I'm certain the Brat will do it as well, if not
letter, than Miss Swan," he said.
The Brat looked at him with grateful eyes. Praise
from MacMillan meant more to her than any success
it ?

I

"

sho would achieve.
" I'll get my old dress from the theatre," she said.
" Where's the show ? "
" I'll take you," said the novelist.
" Kun along
and get your dress, and I'll drive you over."
It was the last straw to Angela Vanett's pride.
She knew that the dance she was doing was nothing
more than a pose in a pretty costume, and her instinct told her that the Brat would be the success
of the evening.
" But not if I can help it," she muttered to herself,
as she went away to dress.

THE

part of the charity performance went

well.
Angela Vanett was applauded,
applause was as artificial as her
The truth was that Angela's figure looked

fairly

but the
dancing.

better in a smart frock than in the loose Grecian
robes that she wore as the dancer.
She might have realised that the truth of that old
saying, " Charity uncovers a multitude of shins,"

\Mf_

VINCENT COLEMAN
A Film AAor Who
VINCENT COLEMAN

Is

is

Never

Idle.

surprisingly
things; from

clever

making all sorts of
lampshades to furniture, and he wastes no time
in the waits between scenes at the studio or in his
dressing-room at the theatre, but employs the time
in making things that most people would consider
worthless into things of use.
An interviewer found him one day cutting up a
silk coat which was part of a discarded fancy costume.
This silk was converted into a beautiful' lampshade for his dressing-room.
at

A Home-Made Home.
indeed,
VINCENT'S homo
is,

a

home-made

one,

for there one will find an umbre'la-stand, hatrack, book-cases, smoking stands, card tables,
picture frames, and many other things, all made by

Vincent while on the walls are several oil paintings
from his brush. Then there's a great big couch one
of the really " comfy
kind—and he even made
that, too, from a cheap iron bed with the posts
;

sawn oS

The Dance.
first

I\

—

!

Films in which [He Has Appeared.
are some
HERE
Coleman has

which Vincent
" Should a Husband
played
Forgivo ? " " Partners of the Night," " Good
References," and " Tho Dress of-Destiny."
of the films in
:

and. Angela's limbs would not have made a sculptor
rush to her for a model.
After the- interval came the Brat's dance.
To the girl's delight the old assistant stagemanager at the Orpheus had been lent to manage
the show.
The great thrill in her dance was when a shot was
fired muI she was killed in the middle of her dance.
" Don't forget the gun, old sport," she said to the
stage :>;;knager.
"One loud report, and I'll do the
lingeiing death act so that Mamie Swan will look a
washerwoman kicking the bucket."
With a glad back kick she tripped on the stage.
There was that sudden in-take of breath of the
audience that marks the silent appreciation of talent.
The Brat could dance. Her feet never seemed to
touch the stage. She danced like a wild thing of
Nature, easily, gracefully. Perhaps the greatest
tribute to her genius was given
quite unconsciously
by the stidly-corsetU'd matrons, pillars
of charity, and very stout pillars, too, in a physical

—

—

sense.

They had seen their own daughters treading
heavily on the 9tage, looking more like elephants
than fairies, and the twinkling feet of this comoiou
girl filled them with envy.
In the wings Angela Vanett looked at the dainty
dancer with hatred in her eyes. A little in front of
her was the stage manager, holding the revolver in
his hand that was to fire the shot
the cue for the
great death scene.
Angela had laid her plans.
She staggered forward and fell at the feet of the
stage manager.
" Get me some brandy 1 " she gasped.
" It's my
"
heart
Then Angela did a far better bit of acting than she
had shown in her performance. She eoljapsed in
such a realistic manner that the stage manager forgot
all about the revolver lie was holding.
He rushed to get the brandy and fetch a doctor.
The moment came in the dance where the shot
ought to have been Bred.
The Brat danced on and at last she could restrain

—

I

herself

no

longer.

" Shoot " she called in a hoarse cry.
But there was no shot.
Only the jealous face of Angela Vanett, with hard
staring eyes, gloating in the downfall of her rival.
The Brat danced on till tho music finished, but
oo shot came, and the curtain came down.
The brilliant dance. had ended in a fiasco.
As the Brat rushed off into the wings she saw
the stage manager looking very bewildered, with a
I

flask of

"

brandy

in his

Why didn't
my

hand.

you shoot

act."
spoilt
" I didn't queer

it,

?

" she sobbed.

kiddie,"

said the old

"

You
man.

" TlUs woman threw a dummy faint, and made oie
go for brandy."
The girl looked at Angela Vanett, and the truth

came to her

in

a flash.

She rushed off the stage, changed her dress, and
dashed into the street.
Outside was MacMillan's car. She ordered the
rhaffeur to drive her to the Forresters,
llcr one
desire was to get the few things .«hc had there and
get out of the house before MacMillan came back.
She was too proud to let him know the mean trick
his fiancee had played on her.
As she had shielded
his brother, so she would shield Angela Vanett.
{Continued on page 23.)

Another
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»

photograph of

VINCENT ;COLEMAN
"Partners

m

ol the Night.

A

scene from

" Good References," showing
with CONSTANCE TALMADGE.

VINCENT COLEMAN

—
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—
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
—
Modern Clothes and Their

Effect

Habit

Health

—

on the

Its Effect

THERE

Upon

—A

a noticeable tendency among girls
just now to develop the round-shouldered
habit.
In a great measure, I put this
down to the wearing of the big coat with largo
collar that hunches, high up into tho neck.
To
procure a little extra protection from winter's
chilly winds, the wearer of the big coat is inclined to huddle her chin well into the soft
collar, and incidentally hunch the shoulders
up at the same time. When the coat is worn,
the round-shouldered effect is not so noticeable,
although a certain amount of ungracefulness is
given to the silhouette. But when the big coat
or wrap is left off, the hunched effect of tho
shoulders is more noticeable in a thin blouse or
frock, and far more ungainly looking.
Tho girl who desires to look her best
always, must never for a single day neglect to
consider her figure. I do not mean use heaps
of creams and cosmetics upon it
although care
of the skin itself is necessary
but she must
bear in mind the litter need to always carry hersc-lf well, and be careful never to fall into ungraceful habits of walking or sitting.
is

—
—

.

the Figure

Remedy — The

the Screen.
study of screen actresses will
show you the importance of this. m Havo
you ever seen an ungraceful walk upon tho
screen, or an ugly sitting posture.
Never, I am
sure. There is charm and grace in every movement of the screen star, and that is why each and
every one of them look so beautiful, and appeal to
you so intensely. Elsie Ferguson is a perfect
lesson to every girl who watches her acting upon

A

CAREFUL

the films.
Utterly graceful and beautiful is her
walk, and her manner is always charming. This
you will realise is the secret of the screen star's
success to a great extent, anyway. Of course,
most of them are wonderfully clever actresses,
but many of them who are not so beautiful as
others are perfectly appealing on account of

—

charming manners and movements.
Just now it is an age when it is the fashion
for beauty to be carelessly attired.
Waists
are softly hung, frocks fall straight from tho
shoulders, aud collars fall well away from the
their

-neck, or, as in the manner of the big coat,
muffle up into the neck. These styles are comfortable, but they have invited the girl to allow

Picture Girl's Froclc.

her shoulders to droop, or to slump forward in n
way that soon becomes a habit, and robs tho
body of both grace and youth.
The round-shouldered
habit is an easy posture
to adopt,
but those

who

indulge in

The Week's

Kindly Stranger
down by motor car)

pedestrian knocked
Are you hurt ? "
don't know, 1 haven't, seen

:

Pedestrian

my

" I

:

lawyer yet."

Best

(to

"

(Le Eire.)

*

*

necessary at first when wrong habits must
be overcome. Later the correct positions become
second nature. The business girl must guard,
as she sits at her desk or her typewriter, that
her spine is straight and erect, and the shoulders
When she sits in a chair,
tolerably well back.
she must take pains to brace her shoulders back
against the chair
when retiring she must be
certain that her lungs have every chance of

such

a

must watch herself as she
as she
SHEworks,
and as she walks. Constant vigilance
sits,

thing

is

than it is to get rid of.
Lator on when Dame
Fashion, always fickle,

hor fancy to
quarter, the

turns

another

who has

girl

become

round - shouldered

will

;

be regretting the fact
that she ever allowed
her shoulders to sag.

healthily will

than the one who lays in bed, bent and
cramped, shoulders curved forward,
^ and who awakens both tired and list' ess
n tne morning.

the

health

as

as grace
comeliness.

well

Round

shoulders

chests,

sunken

'

The woman who

takes long walks,
who plays golf or tennis, the woman who swims
or who indulges in any healthful exercise cannot
help but breathe deeply, for she will need to do
Vocal exercise
so to keep up with her exercise.
is good for the same reason, therefore I would
advise the round-shouldered girl to go in for any
physical exercise that appeals to her. The round
shoulders will undoubtedly disappear as you
breathe more often and more deeply, and you will
find that in seeking to rid yourself of the roundshouldered habit, that you have gained immensely in health, vitality, and appearance.

mean sunken
chests

mean

quickly

taken

and coughs,

colds

and poor

circulation

;

therefore round
shoulders are a foe to
beauty.
Whether it is
laziness or just the
desire for ease, I do not
know, but the loose
way in which girls sit
nowadays is most

The Picture

A

noticeable Their

and support
not any of the figure,
and waists are high or
low as the fad may take
waistline,

No. 29,114.

A

frock

becoming

designed by

specially

the Editress of

HOME

FASHIONS.

Permission
of
Messrs. Pathi Freres.)

Second Lady

about

it."

(Boston Globe.)

*

Buckinghamshire
Hie bride carried a handkerchief that had been
in

the bridegroom's family since 1610. Wo
should like to know the name of their laundry.
(London Opinion.)
in

*

*

*

To

some

your

wife

like

"Fine!' You should

taste

of her mealettes."
*
*

interesting

?

"

*

*

*

*

!

<*

life

seen*! to

another.

:

on the

billiard table."

* "

:

*

i'i*

.

*

" Ah, well, two shillings
(quickly)
(Pearson's Weekly.)

an hour."

*

*

*

She " Did you know that Ethel has a dark
room especially for proposals ? "
:

He

'*-I

:

did.

I

*

(Brisbane Weekly.)
*

A

*

(Slrix, Stockholm.)

her

:

:

:

"
!

(Blighty.)

SHOW
L

Pattern Dept.,

London, W.

SHOW—
291a, Oxford
A Dresser.

I went to see Marion Swayne in " The Transgressor," and noticed that when the doctor had
got the child out of the burning house at fearful

they both came out looking none the worse
even the child's lovely curls. I
seemed to spoil the whole picture,
and several friends thought
so
5s.
too.
awarded to Miss N. Clarke, 4, Newbold Street,
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.
risk,

for fire, not
thought this

—

In The Innocence of Ruth," leading players
home from a late dance. On the opposite
side of the road is a nurse-maid, wheeling her
charge along. 5s. awarded to M. Gregory,
13, South Place, Ewell Road, Surbiton Hill.
return

—

^Constance Binnsy playing the part of Juliet
The Test of Honour," gives a violin recital,
film shows the audience all listening
appreciatively.
One sees Juliet drawing her
bow across the violin, but her left hand never
moves ! By this, she must have played only
"
four notes all the time, as a violinist "

in "

and the

makes

notes by the fingers of her left hand rapidly
pressing the strings.
5s. awarded to Miss Meg
Maxton, Millwall Place, Sandwich, Kent.

—

developed a negative there

myself last night."

*

PICTURE

*
:

Frank " Did you hear of the awful
Frank got on his wedding-day ? "
" Yes, I was at the church.
Jack

:

What

(Passing Shoiv.)

*

the

of this dress can be obtained in
sizes for one shilling each
to the PICTURE
from

and 40 inch bust

'

" Have you heard that Kalle has left
"
drinking ?
Frank " Has he 1 What did he die of ? "

Jack
off

towns, I've

Guest (at crowded hotel) " How much do I
owe you ? "
"
Landlord " Let me see, your room was
" Didn't have any room.
Guest
I slept

Landlord

cook and £2,000 disappeared from the same
house the same day. It was probably her pay
day we should think. (Kladderadatsch.)
»

Paris

—

one

-

A

*

?

PAPER PATTERNS
34, 36, 38,

This competition is closed, but we are always pleased
to receive notice of film faults, and shall continue the
feature, but not as a prize competition.

husband has taken

But how
*

_

bow and

frock

FILM FAULTS.

:

First Man: "How does
"
hoving a Kitchenette ?

Second Man:

my

the mother of a large family
darned stocking after
(Toronto Evening Telegram. )
i

be

At a recent wedding

"

:

town has he adopted

:

all

" Since

adopting French
not seen much of him."
this idea of

The

—P.O. made payable
Street,

nnnnnn
nnnnnn

(By

:

With smart
silk.

No man really knows a woinan like a book
until he has tried to put her on the shelf.
(Cartoons Magazine.)
*
*
*
*
up

Girl's Frock.

CHARMING

frock of brown garbardine
sash ends of striped
is cut in new long-waisted
style, the skirt being gathered on at hipline.
Interwoven bone rings form the waistbelt.

blouses have no shoulders, the filmy material
loops over the belt all
the way round, corsets
are negligent above the

Jokes.

The girl who sleeps
awaken much more refreshed

expanding properly.

shoulders

Round
affect

:

me

and fashionable may, if she likes, combine ease
with graco, art with heaith, seeintr to it that her
lungs are always well filled with air, her walk
well balanced, and her figure erect.

assume

First Lady

:

not adviso them to sit ns straight as
There is a happy medium, of course,
between the rigid posturo and the relaxed poise.
Bodily symmetry calls for some effort at dignity,
and at least a small amount of poise and balance
So the girl who wishes to be at once healthy
I do
soldiers.

The Remedy.

*

*

Mrs. Tattle " Have you had much expe"
rience as a maid ?
" I worked for the Scrapleigh
The Maid
Styles for six months before they separated."
" I'll engage you. Now tell
Mrs. Tattle

bocomo

time to como.

will

it

PATHE SUNBEAMS
nnnnnn
nnnnnn

So it seems that our girls bid
shapoless, baggy-looking figures in

woaror.

fair to

later regret
their folly when they
find that it is easier to

sooner or

and
Watch

The Round-Shouldered

the

fright
I

saw

In regard to film faults, the hero in " The
Lone Wolf " has to cross the English Channel
by aeroplane.
During the flight nothing is
seen of the water, but everything is land and
buildings.
5s.
awarded to Henry Pancoust,
2, Lakehall Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.

—

—"

—
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"

James Knight and Marjorie

Beauty hints

A

PICTURE

is

Villis in a

Charming Love Story.

now approaching com-

pletion at the Harma studios which,
believed, will prove one of the
It has
most delightful films of its kind.
been adapted fr5m a story specially written
entitled
is
and
May
Wynne,
for Harma by
" The Education of Nicky." It is a charming
love-story, set in a typical British atmosphere.

young

for

THE EDUCATION OF NICKY.
it is

and old
nn

The

Story.

KNIGHT takes the part of Nicky,
JAMES
rich young Canadian who has recently
a

this country on a- visit fo
who, having made
relatives,
their money in trade, are seeking their way
into the best English society.
Nicky is deeply attached to his pretty

come

'ctnara:

to

well-to-do

'

eousin/Chloe. played by Constance Worth
but her mother has other plans for- her,
and desires her to marry a retired colonel
Thus, as so often
with City connections.
happens, the course of true love does not
complications
more
run smooth, and a few
are caused by the intrigue of another
charming young lady, Trixie, who is wellas being in search of a
known in "society
"
This part is played by
rich husband.
;

TO

"PRUH"

is positively
the only depilatory in
that
is
world
the
guaranteed to remove
hair
superfluous
all
from face or underarm

REMOVE

UNWANTED HAIR

without irritating or reddening the skin.

—

"PRUH "

is free from risk
it is quite harmless
far superior to all ordinary depilatories.

"PRUH"
—
takes but

and

can be applied whilst preparing the toilet
a few moments, and leaves the skin
and smooth.

it

_

perfectly soft

Simple instructions

in

mtf»f

each box
Unlike

FACE POWDER
THAT BEAUTIFIES
does

not parch

the

ordinary

" Poudre de Riz
powder made of

starch.

"
rice

— "Poudre
Compacte

Vanore

the skin

<f^~

or cause, wrinkles to appear.

protects
the
beauty
that lies in the skin, and
enables one always to be
fresh and youthful-looking.
It
is
supplied in
the
daintiest of Ai t. Tortoiseshell
boxes
just
the
thing tor the handbag
and contains three times
the quantity of powder
usually supplied.
Realise
the saving this means 1
8 Tints
1 <Q
*/•'
Per box,

T"

Marjorie

Villis.

Other characters in this splendid film
are played by Mary Rorke, Winifred Sadler,
Frank Weatherly, 'Dolores Courtenay, Capt.
Stephenson, etc.
There is some delightful scenery in this
Harma film, the exterior scene having been
taken in the picturesque district of Lynton,
Lynmouth, North
„.--«».
.<•"
Devon.
1

It

In

ordinary
compact
powders the powder is
compressed on
to
a
porcetain palette.

—

:

LONG,

lu Poudre Vanort the
powder is compressed
into a flanged metal'disc.
It holds three times the

usual quantity of powder.

"EYDOLASH "

DARK

will

darken your eyelashes
and brows and make
them thick, long, and

EYELASHES

silky,

thus giving

to

the eyes that fascinat.
ing, expressive
look
which men
find so
appealing. Recommended bv leading actresses.
"
" is a
real darkener
not a

EYDOLASH

—
— thus

"imake-up." Detection
impossible
for

discreet

best

women.

Positively
harmless.
In dainty ivorinc
pots,
full
size

1/6

It

LOVELY WAVY
HAIR
"WILLOWAVE"

quite

Is

transform
lank
hair

mass

of

lovely
waves,

the marvellous
hair-waving fluid, should' be brushed
through the hair until it is well
moistened to make it bcautifullv soft
and wavy. If used in conjunction
with waving pins, it will make the
hair a mass of beautiful waves that
last several days at a time.
"
" has a beneficent,
cleansing effect on the scalp
assists
the follicles to spring into life, thus
inducing a thick, luxuriant growth,
lull
of
beauty and charm.
Pet bottle,
-I
double
/q
small size,
*/
size,

WILLOWAVE

;

3/3

The above

preparations mav be obtained from
most high-class hairdressers, chemists and stores. If
your dealer cannot supply, send us_hi9 name and
address with P.O. (postage 2d. extra), and a first
supply will be sent direct by the sole manufacturers
and importers,
toilet

A.FISHER & Co/ D iVnK 7w'.8ct r2* nd
.

One
'

film.

of the delightful scenes taken in North Devon for this new Harma
" The Education of Nicky." Nicky (JAMES KNIGHT) and Chloe

(CONSTANCE WORTH) go on

a fishing expedition.

Picture Show, January lbth,
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HAIR BEAUTY GIFTS BY POST
-nn-

Write
1

EVERY gift

of

Xaturo

is

To-day for a

Complete " Harlene

FREE

,000,000

perfect,

—

and

bounteous
undoubtedly

of all the

gifts

lias

WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF

Outfit.

DISTRIBUTION,

that

3.

the most
given to women the hair Is
l.i.'hly prized.
Yet, strange to say, it is so often neglected.
"
Under the treatment of Harlene Hair-Drill
every woman can possess this crowning beauty,
and ean assure herself of the truth of this declaration by self-demonstration free of expense.
No. longer, therefore, is there any necessity or
excuse for anyone not to prove by personal experience how "Harlene Hair-Drill" causes the hair
to grow in health and beauty.

Nature

Hair-Drill"

A

bottle

of

" Uzon "

beauty to the hair, and
inclined to be " dry."

is

Brillian tine, which makes a
especially beneficial to those

4.

"

A

copy

'of

Hair-Drill "

touch

of

whose scalp

is

final

the new edition of the secret
Manual giving full instructions

for this toilet exercise.

Do not delay in sending for this Hair Health
and Beauty Gift. Tho demand will Le great,
and early application is desirable.
After a Free Trial you will be able to obtain further supplies of " Harlene " at Is. lid.,
" Uzon "
2s. 9d., and
4s.
9d. per bottle
Brilliantino at Is. L$d. and 2s. 9d. per bottle
and " Cremex " Shampoo Powders at Is. Od.
per box of seven shampoos (single packets 3d.
each), from all Chemists and Stores, or will
be sent direct, on receipt of 6d. extra for
postage, from Edwards' Harlene, Ltd., 20, 22,
24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London,
W.C. 1.

" HAIR-

;

DRILL."

;

'

To-day all the leading Actresses, Cinema Queens
and Society Leaders make " Harlene Hair-Drill "
a part of their daily toilet, and willingly testify
to its hair-growing and beautifying results.
Healthy, radiant, abundant hair makes all the
difference to woman's appearance (and man's, too,
for that matter), and now you have the opportunity to try the " Harlene Hair-Drill " method
of securing and maintaining hair health and

beauty
IF

'HARLENE' FREE GIFT

free.

YOU VALUE YOUR HAIR— WRITE NOW.

by the expenditure of a little time— just
about two minutes daily it is possible to acquire
If

—

—

real hair health

and beauty, surely

it is

refuse or even to hesitate a single
taking the first step to secure it.

This

folly to

moment

in

Four-in-One Gift, for it includes
1. A bottle of " Harlene," the true liquid food
and natural tonic for the hair, which stimulates
it to new growth.
2. A packet of the marvellous hair and scalpCleansing " Cremex " Shampoo Powder, which
prepares the head for " Hair-Drill."
is

really a

Picture Show,

NOTE TO READER.

healthy, beautiful hair.

ment. Guaranteed Cure in 12 days. Used by Vice-Admiial to
Seaman, Colonel to Piivate, D.S.O.'s. , M.C.'s, M.M.'s, and
D.C.M.^.
Merely send 3 penny stamps for particulars.
ELLIOTT.SMXTH, Ltd., 536, Tmperlal
buddings. Lndgate Circus. London. E.C.4.

EARN BIG MONEY.

Convert your old clothes and rags into Handsome Durable Rugs with this
wonderful Hug-making machine (as illustrated). Pays for itself many times
over even on first rug made. Forms a pleasant and profitable nobby, as
these rugs easily sell at 251- to 30/- each. Hearthrug can be made in a
few hours.
This Patent Rug-maker will last a life-time, and is of best
Superior quality, with all metal parts HIGHLY PLATED.
British make.
Sent by return with illustrated directions for 2,6
Quite simple to use.
(Postage and Packing 3d. extra). Tour money willingly returned if not
entirely satisfied.
Send now 2/9 P.O. to—
E. J. R. Co. (Dept. P.S.), 682.

"

—

>

GODFRY

HOME AND

MAKE RUGS AT

Nervousness deprives you of employment, pleasures, and m m
If you wish to prosper and enjoy life,
strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence" in yourself by

Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat*

Write your full name and address clearly
on a plain piece of paper, pin this coupon
(Mark
to it, and post as directed above.
envelope " Sample Dept.")

In the best interests of your Hair, you should post
your application for 0 ne of these Hair Health and
Beauty Gifts to-day. " Harlene Hair-Drill " is the
simplest and the surest method of cultivating really

a<\rantagefl in life.

the

15/1/21.

:

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
usini?

FORM

Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE,
Ltd., 20, 22, 24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street,
W.C. 1.
Dear Sirs, Please send me your Free
"Harlene" Four-Fold Hair-Growing Outfit as
described above. I enclose 4d. in stamps
for postage and packing to my address.

Price

2/6

HOLLO WAY ROAD, LONDON,

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical discovery of the
Age, It teaches you to play the piano beautifully by ear and vamp to tbousandsof songs
in all keys with ONE HOUB/S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge or music.
Simple as A. B.C. 164,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money returned if not as stated. Complete, post free,

2 6 tpei P.O. — Imperial Publishing
Co. (L Dept.), 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Established 1872.

Cjowmmetit Surplus

i

STAMMERING.
Those seeking a genuine and permanent cure for
stammering and other speech defects should write
at once for my free 24-page booklet "Straight Talk
to Stammerers," etc.
Method endorsed by Education Authorities, Doctors, Clergy, Army Officers and
many others. Guaranteed 30 testimonials in one month

WM,

IM.

WAREINQ, " Qlendene," Anchorsholme, Nr. Blackpool.

MM SHOW YOUR FRIENDS MM
^he "Picture Show."

Turkish Bath Towels, extra large
Turkish Roller Towels, 3 yds.
Honeycomb Towels
..
Turkish Towels
„
extra large
„
Damask Supper Cloths
Heavy Padded Cot Quilts, charming designs
Hospital Bed Ticks
1,000 Bolster Cases
.
12,000 Pairs Magnificent Woollen Army Blankets, lull double-bed

500
300
700
750
200
650
900
600

.

.

BEC0MEBIGN0W?

s

life,

business
in

social

the plums

go to the man
whose appearance leaves a favourable impression— that
-,s,
tfie man who has height, and the physique to match
you
are
under
it.
If
40 it is very easy to increase your
height and improve your health, figure and carriage by
means of the Girvan Scientific Treatment, the reliable
method .which has enjoyed public confidence for nine
years, and which carries a £100 guarantee of genuineness
students report from two to five inches increase. Send a
postcard for particulars to Enquiry Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud
Green Eoad, London, N.4

6/6
2 3
1/3
2i.

.

.

4/6

.

86
8/2/-

.

600 Pairs Twill Sheets, full size
350 Ladies' Waterproof Coats in

.

size,

each pair weighs 8-9 lbs.
per pair 25/-, two pairs
per pair

.

fawn.
Hade from finest quality Government fabric and
lined pure rubber.
Guaranteed thoroughly waterproof. Worth 4 guineas
600 Ladies' Fashionable Grey Donegal tweed skirts

45/19/6

stylish

37 6
8/11

570 Ladies' Long Overall Coats, blue collar and cuffs
6/6
700 Ladies' Waterproof Caps
1/6
300 Ladies' Black Waterproof Skirts
10/800 Solid Deal Tables on removable iron trestles, strengthened with iron-bound ends and steel
bolts, 6 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in
Free on rail 25/.

Sold singly or in bulk.
In

.

6/-

.

.

Special quotations

to

Hundreds of other bargains.

CURRIE'S STORES

(Room

wholesale buyers.

Send for

Cash with order.

list.

F.13), 29, Downing Street,

MANCHESTER.

'

WHEN

communicating wttk Advertisers, please
mention trie "

PICTURE SHOW."

—

!
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WANTED—PRODUCERS.
W

DON'T
BE FAT!

Dorothy Mtnto on
TELL,

WILL

I

put

HELP
YOU!
When

I

was

fat I

cord a few
times that I " found
Miss So-and-So in her
dressing-room at the
Dash Theatre," or
words to that effect,
so it's rather a change
to relate that for once
in a way / was the
person found, the
seeker being Miss
Dorothy Minto. Xow
that stars have started
coming in search of
me instead of' t'other

was

uncomfortable and un
happy, I steadily gained

My

j

weight.

|

was a

double-chin

My

friends
mental and physical
smiled, others jeered.
I tried all advert ised
suffering was unbearable.
remedies. I sweated, drugged, exercised, starved,
sight.

My

nnd wore new-fangled contraptions that were
said to reduce weight

;

but they

DOROTHY MINTO.

all failed.

(Photo

WAS DESPERATE.

I

gave up buying nostrums and new systems, and
began to THINK as a substitute for paying out
money. I just reasoned and read. As 1 read I

wav

Claude Harris.)

:

learned the CAUSE of fat. Then
I laughed to think how easy it would be to remedy
it all.
It was all so easy
I worked out a plan.
when I understood. To reduce fat is simple to
myself
reduced
to my correct
me now, and I have
I look
weight. I have no double chin now
fifteen year3 younger, and feel fifteen years
younger. All ill-conditions consequent on superfluous fat have left me.
I am so happy that I
wan* you to share my happiness with me. I
have published a book on my simple, easy,
drugless home treatment for superfluous fat
that explains how you can reduce yourself
just as I did.
It will save you money, save you
doctors' bills, and perhaps save your life. This
book gives you a history of my experience, and
I know you will enjoy it.
I'll send it free if you
will write me. All I ask is that t wo penny stamps
bo enclosed for postage. Better write to-day,
as you may not see this advertisement again.
I

;

MissWINIFRED GRACE HARTLAND(o P t.66),
Diamond House, Hatton Garden, London,

E.C.I.

round,

mighty

I'm
danger of

in

get ting a swelled head,

I

reasoned.

folks, I've
it on
re-

I

can

tell

you.

But,

in case I leave the

impresis in the
habit of running about seeking to be interviewed, I must add the prosaic footnote that
I had already arrived at the Little Theatre
when the young lady in question came running
down the stairs in search of me her fair hair
rioting (as those novelist fellows are so fond
of saying) about her and that it was simply
due to the call-boy's or my blunder that the
little star came out of her haven to find me,
the humble suppliant at stage doors, instead
of my finding her.
Still, this is a proud day
for me.
But to get to the real business in hand. (You
eee, I'm neglecting my work already.)
sion

A

—

=
1

Begin

with, I will humble myself in
confessing that Miss Minto

TO-DAY

—

•

thrill of living.

" Well, then, films
decidedly cheered.

| GRAND NEW NOVEL

"

I

began,

see

?

—

I

"I

love

Let me
1916. Can't

them

!

in my first in
name—just a little comedy

appeared

thing.
Since then I've played in Once Upon a
Time,' 'The Glad Eye,' I will,' 'A Little Bit
of Fluff,' and "
here she paused for breath—
" I've just finished ' The Came of Life,' for
'

'

—

Samuelson."

=

H
Wonderful"!

3k GOLDEN APPLE
i
EE
|§
==

=
H
|

As a writer of powerful
dramatic tales of the fire and
passion of the East, Kathlyn
Rhodes has no rival. "The
Golden Apple" is the finest
novel

she has yet given us.

Begin

it

TO-DAY

in

ANSWERS

as a mistake fatal to the attainment of tho
best artistic effects, remarking that by the time
an actress has been forced to summon tears
nine or ten times in succession, without tho
stimulus of an audience, and with a property
man directing a spot light on her face throughout
the proceedings, she is incapable of giving of her
best when the critical moment for tho final
" shot " arrives.
" In America they don't shoot a scene until
the director is absolutely certain of tho effects
he wishes to achieve," she said.
She also expressed the opinion that close-ups
are utilised far too little in British pictures.

8

AS
=
=
=
=
%
=
|

The Fatal Re-fake.
also instanced the habit of retaking scenes
SHE(which
so much prevails in this country),

" she echoed.

remember the

of stage as well as of screen experience, who
not only have the technicalities of their art at
their finger-tips but possess the faculty of
knowing their players through and through.
" You must work with your producer and he
with you," said Miss Minto. "
man who
knows your temperament practically to the
flicker of an eyelash.
A really good." producer
can make an artiste do anything. At least I
have found so."
As an instance of the pitfalls into which
producers of inexperience are apt to fall, Miss
Minto mentioned a certain " costume " picture
she had recently seen, in which the crowd
work was magnificently handled and correctly
dressed, while a close-up revealed two littlo
pages attired in costumes of quite another
period.

feeling

" I Love Them."

FILMS

—

A

film* work than I had ever
dreamed she had, and that in consequence of my
ignorance I was somehow labouring under the
delusion that she might not be interested
really interested, you know
in pictures.
But
I was wrong.
(I often am.
It is a fault to

—

this Remarkable.

Story

celebrities, Miss
that in filmland " the producer's the thing " that
in Britain especially there is an urgent need for
more and more men of directorial genius ; men

has done more

" I am interested in everything," remarked
Miss Minto at the commencement of the proceedings thereby opening a wide field to me
and I can quite believe it. She strikes one just
that way, radiating as she does the very joy and

—

a great many other
WITHMinto
holds the opinion

Wonderful Picture.

which the best of us are prone.)

it covers is from 1837 to 1887,
Minto portrays a coster giri
throughout.
And " wonderfully " sho
does so if the character portrait she showed ma
is anything to go by.
" The role is quite different to anything I
have ever played in my life," she said, " and is
a mixture of broad comedy and pathos. It
has certainly afforded me richer opportunities
than I have been given in film work hitherto,
and I enjoyed it immensely, although never
again could I do film and stage work simultaneously as I did in this case. I do not believo
anyone can satisfactorily. That is why I am
making no plans for further film work "while I
am playing at this theatre. Contrary to some
opinions, film acting i3 very trying' and very
difficult, and I think it demands one's undivided
time and energies. I think it is a great pity and
a great mistake that stage people at least.
Dome of them are prone to treat film acting
as a side issue, that they do not take it more

" The Producer's the Thing."

TO commence
dust by
the

THEandperiod
Miss

seriously, wliereas, after "all, it is closely allied
to their own special branch of dramatic art.
Indeed. I cannot see how you can separate the
screen from the stage, for what, really, is film
acting but the old art of miming ? "

—

—

Crying Need.

Coster Girl.

—

on your mind that Miss Minto

—

a

A

this film has not yet (at least at time of
writing) been shown to the trade, Miss Minto
did not feel at liberty to divulge more than a
details, but from what she said it must be

few
one of the biggest pictures ever done in England.
Her enthusiasm for it was infectious and unbounded. The one word which seemed to her
to fit it above all others was " wonderful."
The chief roles were " the most wonderful one
could have." Tom Reynolds, her co-star, was
" a wonderful actor I owe more than I can
say to his assistance," and Mr. Samuelson (for
whom Miss Minto has the greatest admiration)
was a " wonderful producer." So the whole
thing must be wonderful indeed, especially, as
Dorothy said, it contains something of every

—

"

A

Film Maniac."

the
FORputs
us,

Miss Minto is, as sho expressively
a " film maniac," and like most of

rest.
it,

has her particular screen

Hayakawa, and

Charlie Chaplin, whom, she
considers, almost tor. great, too wonderful to
talk about in tho same breath with other film
stars.
She also much admires Paulino Frederick,
while the confesses that, despite her own
reputation for comedy, the roles she would like to
portray on the screen are such as some Gl'xdyr
Brockwell has given us.

emotion.

May

!

0» LIBRARY*! NAME THE STAR BEHIND THE

1
E The Famous Complete Story Paper =

Next Week, £250

in

favourites.

These are Wallace Reid, Mary Pickford, Sessue

Prizes-Grand

Herschei, Clarkt.

GOGGLES.

New Competition.

)

Picture Show, January 15th,

23

1921.

(Continued jwm
page 18.)

THE BRAT."

It did not take nor Ions to pack tjie few things she
IwM. and she was gliding down the' stairs when she,
heard a noise in the hall. It was Stephen on the
telephone.
He was promising somebody that ho
would pay a certain amount of money that night.
She crept into the study. On the table in Mac" To
Millan's handwriting was a note addressed
my little Collaborator."
Inside was a bundle of notes and a letter thanking
her for her part in the story which was now finished.
She took up the notes and went out through the
side door.
As she did so she heard Stephen coming.
She hid herself behind the curtains and waited.
Stephen came to the safe, and took out a key.
Then she rcmember«d that she had given him what
she thought was the key to the spirit collarette, when
he had asked for a drink. She most have made a
mistake and given him the key to the safe.
The Brat walked into the study as Stephen was
taking a roll of notes ont of the safe.
Put them back," she said qnietly. " Yon can
take these I have earned. You have never played
straight with me, but I don't want your brother to
know you are a thief as well as a cad."
At that moment there was a sound of voices.
" Beat it while you can " whispered the Brat,
shoving Stephen through the inner door.
Then she rushed to the safe to close it.
Before she could get to the door of the safe, Mrs.
Forrester, her son, Angela, and the bishop came in.
She saw MaoMillan's eyes fixed upon her.
" How could you do that when I trusted you so."
he said bitterly, glancing from her to the open safe.
" Just one minute "
:

.

!

!

was Stephen Forrester's voice.
" She's not guilty, Mac," he said, as he stepped
" I was robbing the safe when the
into the room.
'caught mo.
She made me put the money back and
gave me these notes."
" She tried to get me away and take the blame on
" And you might as
herself," went on Stephen.
well know, now, that I was the cad who got her
arrested the night you found her."
There was a silence and then Angela Vanett came
forward. Pulling off her engagement-ring she handed
it to McMillan.
" She loves you Mac, and I see now you love her.
This is where I make my exit."
" Brat, you're just wonderful " said MacMillan,
" You've got to be my
as he clasped her in his arms.
collaborator for life."
It

!

(Adapted from incidents

in

tlie

)

"Two Women."

Anita

STEWART.

(Vita-

Guide

to Ptcturegoers.

"Into Temptation.

Alma Hanlon

(Triumph.)

graph.)
picture showing the characAVERY human
women and
two

A

how they influence the life of a man.
Exquisite scenery and excellent acting,- with the
The
lovely Anita Stewart in a delightful role.
story by James Oliver Curwood.

"Telemachus' Friend."

totally different

ters of

"Red Hot

Charles Kav.

Dollars."

mount- Artcrajt.
fron foundry

AN

[Para-

the scene of Charles Ray's
latest play.
Though the story is slight,
full
of
interest, and the popular
the film is
star, as a- foundry worker who saves his employer's life and is made his adopted son, gives
an excellent performance. Gladys George is
the heroine.

"

in

Whom God

Hath Joined." Marcelle
Pradot and Paul Capellani. (Gaumont.
artistic domestic drama touching on the

AN

French system of arranging marriage. A
young wife who seeks romance almost at

the price of her life's happiness but finds out the
truth before it is too late, and a husband who is
prosaic and hard-working are the two chief
Excellent acting by two very wellcharacters.

known French

"The Tree

of

true-to-life

story,

women.

SPLENDIDLY

produced film-play, by C-

Mille, introducing a remarkable proThe cast is practically all-star.
logue.

young Englishman, played by Robert Warwick, is confronted by a woman from his past,
who tries to wreck his life. The modern daugh-

A

ter

of

Lilith,

however,

is

defeated.

Brilliant

human

It

Robert.
.McKevsev. (Yitayrtiph.)
A most
O. Henry story in two reels.
amusing tale of a henpecked husband who
tells how he met and married his wife.
Very good fun.

AN
"

Flames of the Flesh."
well.

Gladys Brock-

(Fox.)

BROCKWELL as a woman who
GLADYS revenge
for the wrongs done her
seeks
the past,

in
instead a
the
well
acted
by
great sacrifice. Strong drama,
whole cast. Reproductions of Paris night scenes

who

finally

makes

remarkably shown.

"Lady NoggS." Joah Morgan.
PARTICULARLY delightful

(Progress.)
story of a
Adapted from the

A

little orphan peeress.
stage-play by Cicely Hamilton, it will bo
Little Joan
enjoyed by alt, young and old.
Morgan, a great favourite in the revue " Bubbly,"
plays the stellar role, and is charming and clever

throughout.

De

story with a strong

shows what happened to a
girl who craved for luxury and scorned
Average production.
the humbleness of home.
appeal.

Excellent.

Robert War-

Knowledge."

(Paramount-Arlcrajt.)

wick.

A

A

artistes.

especially appealing to

CHIPPING

SERIAL.

"The Terror

Range."

the

of

Compson and George Larkin.

A MELODRAMA

The

introduces

many

for the Terror
thrilling adventures.

delightful as the heroine.
with a fine swing.

The

Betty

(Pathc.)

in seven episodes.

hunt

acting and photography.

Jury pMo-plau.)

PICTURE SHOW'S

The

FILMS OF THE WEEK.

Betty Compson is
The whole play goes

" Picture

Show

"

Critic.

^PICTURE SHOW" COMPETITION.
S
R

SEC0ND PRIZE £25
No. 6.—

J5X50

PRIZE

I1ST

ALMA TAYLOR PICTURE PUZZLE.

OF

ALMATAbJ 1K|

JLthe

handsomest
cjirl f

\

know
)

.

\J

IjjA.

F

FIFTY PRIZES

OF

•

10/-

EACH

week we publish the sixth and final
picture puzzle in the above competition.
Competitors must now prepare their
solutions, and send them in to us as soon as
All solutions must be made out in
possible.
sets of six, and the coupon to which each
Sets of
solution refers must accompany it.
six pictures must be pinned together.

THIS

Competitors are at liberty to send us as

many complete

sets of picture puzzles and
solutions as they please, but incomplete sets
will be disqualified.
All solutions must be written in ink on one
Competitors
side of a clean sheet of paper.
may send as many complete sets of solutions
under one cover as they please, and all efforts
must be addressed to
" Cinema Stars Competition,"

^sS^SA

IT

V *3 vIN

GrOUgh House.

Gough Square, E.C. 4,
in time to reach thut
address by January 22.
Solutions containing alternatives to particular
pictures will be disqualified.
Each complete set of puzzles and solutions
must be accompanied by the coupon on this
page, which must be filled in with the comThey must be posted

7*

I

enter the

decision as final

"Cinema Stars" Competition, and

and

legally

binding.

agree

to

accept

the

Editor's

petitor's name and address.
No responsibility can be accepted for efforts
lost in the post, mislaid, or delayed, and evidence
of posting will not be accepted as proof of
delivery.
The First Prize of £100 will be awarded to
the competitor whose complete set of solutions
are identical with or nearest to the solution

The other
possession.
This
in order of merit.
'"
Gills'
with
conjunction
competition is inn in
Cinema" and "Boys' Cinema," and readers
of these journals are invited to compete.
The Editor's decision must be accepted as
final and legally binding in all matters con.
cerning this competition.
Employees of the proprietors of this paper
are not eligible to compete.

no'w

in

the

prizes will be

NameAddress-

Editor's

awarded

If

you -want

to

know anything about Films

AUTHORS AND THE SCREEN.
anyone suggested to any of our well-known
HADauthors
a few years ago that they might use

their
talent for the screen, the idea would certainly
at.
It is true that even to-day there
is in many quarters among literary men a disinclination to associate themselves
unless it te through
the media of their published
works with
film
plays.
But I do not think this attitude will long
continue, since the lead now being given by some of
our most popular writers is certain to be followed.
Among /those who have definitely undertaken to
write for the screen are Arnold Bennett, Edward

have been scoffed

—

—

Knoblock, H. G. Wells, Compton Mackenzie, and
several others, while even George Bernard Shaw's
motion-pictures may result before
deep interest
long in his deciding to write for the screen.
As pictureknow
only
goers
too well, the average film-story of
to-day stands badly in need of being raised to a higher
standard of quality, and the talent and imagination
which our best authors can bring to its aid will be all
to the good of the picture-play of the future.
in

FREE

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Patterns
'"THESE

delightfully pretty

and serviceable hats are

made at home in an
hour or two and the small-

easily

amount

possible

est

material only
Both patterns
free in this

is

week's

of

required.
given
are

"Woman's

Pictorial " which also conexplaining
tains diagrams
how to cut and make them
up. These are so simple that

previous
art of

experience

in

the

hat-making becomes

is

so

seldom

"Ruth's

Admirer"

(Southampton).

— Nothing

about your handwriting puzzled me.. I have grown
quite an export in' that line after all the epistles
Your questions about George Chescbro
] have read.
leave me wondering. I wish he would toll us both.
Ruth Roland is that lady's real name as far as I
have heard. Juauita Hanson is American, and Thoda
Hani also is not Russian, French, or Polish, but
Yes, Rumour is a wonderful old
American, too.
dame, isn't she ? Tom Moore is Hearing thirty-six,
Salisbury
is bis senior by three years.
Monroe
and
Irving Cuinmings was born on Oct. Oth, 1888, in
is
married
to Ruth Sinclair. Mary
New York, and
Miles Minter was born on April 1st, 1902.
"
••
(Neath). Thanks for the
swekt William
bouquet from the family. Fancy you never summing
up courage to write to a harmless individual like me
Yes. Henry Edwards was in " Bamaby
before
Rudgc." and Fred Morgan was the actor in "The
Yes, it is a pity when a long and exciting
Jtoetle."
order to allow music-hall turns in
film is divided up
between. And the audience, 1 suppose, also feels a bit
cut up.
N. I). aud F. D. (Brixton).— Sorry if I have made
you take up your residence temporarily in the wrong
suburb, but I had to guess it from what you told me.
Irene Castle is twenty-seven, and Bobby Vernon is
twenty-three. You mean "Toss of the Storm Country." It's an old Mary Pickford 01m, as you know.
" Iscji irer " (Clapton).
In "The Miracle of

—

quite unnecessary.
//

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamp e d and add res sed envelo pe must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address : The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

that

attractive

patterns of this description are
given away that you would be well
advised to give your newsagent an
order TO-D.-1Y for

WOMANS-34
Pictorial

!

'

—

Love," Wyndhani Standing was ('live Hurbcrt. and
The others
Jackie Saunders was Cornelia Kirby.
Lucy Cotton (Duchess of Harwich), Blanche
were
:

The Weekly Magazine for

Women

OUT ON WEDNESDAY

Davenport "(Dowager Duchess of Cheshire), Percy
Standing (George, Duke of Cheshire), Kdwnnl Enrle
(Howard McClintock). Ivo Watson (Duke of Harwich)
and Lila Blow (Lady Emily), Elsie Ferguson in private
life is

Mrs.

Thomas

11.

Clarke.

—

(Bassein).
At present we haven't
Address the
postcards you want.
PICTURE SHOW Postcard Dept., 7-0, Pilgrim Street,
l.udgate Hill. London. E.C. 4. for any others. James
Corbett is Hearing fifty-three, Ruth Rolaud will be
twenty-live this year, and Pearl White will be
thirty-two on March 4th.
You ought to have sent your
D. S. (London. K.).
" Film Fault " on a postcard.
Florence La Badie
died some time ago. Peggy Hyland has not slated
1 am glad you like British picturM
her ago so far.
belter than you did once.
R W. S. (Flnohlcv). You don't consider that
nnybodv who reads the Picture Show wastes hiss
VYhv. who's boon suggesting that ? Tell me
time
Mabel Ballin was
1 would just like to look at him.
Morse Penelope in " The Illustrious Prince."
" Blossoms " (Hemel Hempstead).— At the moment of writing no photos of your favourites have
(i.

most

H. M.
of

J.

the

—

"

or Film Playenr

— Am

" (Ilfracombe).

Devon Enthusiast

I r<er

glum ? Oh, sometimes, and then I generally
have a row with myself. It's really safer than dragging in some other opponent who might prove more
formidable.
So you have started a book of id 111
information.
Well, that's going to keep us both
"
busy.
Aladdin," the starlets were Virginia
In
Lee Corbin and Francis Carpenter. Sorry, but I
don't keep track of the usual comedies, as casts are
seldom given and queries about them are rarcly
asked me. Florence Vidor was the heroine opposite
Bryant Washburn in " Till I Come Backto you." The
other artiste does not reveal the information you want.
"'
KOKO " (Calcutta). Hope you received the
copy of the " Girls' Cinema " all right.
Aureb
Sydney, Manora Thew, and Charles Rock were in
cross or

—

" Vitus." The first and last named artistes are now
no more. No, Mary Odette, who was formerly known
is not English, bnt French, for
she was born in Dieppe.
- Vi "
(Chelmsford).
Sorry, no information to
hand as yet regarding your two favourites. They
have yet to learn the " sweet uses of advertisement."
W. M. B. (Enfield).— I'll let you off this time if you
rrcmise to be good and follow the rule at the top of
these answers when next you write. Since you rind
that nobody worries about poor Wyndhain standing
of late, he shall adorn this page straight away.
Birthplace, London, born August 23rd, 1880. " His
height is 6 ft. 1 in., and his colouring, brown hair
and grey eyes. " The Law of the Land," " Rose of
"
the World." " Eyes of the Soul." and " Earthbound
are some of his films. Your attempt to describe me is
not a bad guess, though it docs not quite hit the mark..
Alice (Glasgow), J. M. K. (Lucknow), Diana
(Burgess Hill). E. R. (Barnes), " TaKFY " (Wolverhampton), A. B. (Ripley), Rose (Plymouth), J. I).
(Hythe). Come, let me address you all together.
Lillian Hall is twenty-two. aud Kiluen Sedgwick a
year older. Mabel Normand plays for Goldwyn.
Enid Bennett is married to Fred Niblo. Bes3fe

—

husband is Howard Uickmau. Henry
Edwards was born in Weston-suner-Mare. Chrissie
White is married, and has golden hair. Marie Walcamp was born on Ally 27th, 1804, and has har.el
grey eyes. Madge KenTiedy is married to Harold
Bolster, and William Farnum to Olive White.
Juanita Hansen is American.
Mahel (Belfast). Heather Thatcher was born in
London, but does not disclose her age. Her fllrua
" The Key of the World," " Ballard the l'untcr,"
are
" The First Men in the* Moon," and " The Green
Barriseale's

—

:

Terror." She has auburn hair.
" Saucy Sal " (Sheppertot).
never " crotchety " on this page.

how

I

am

read.

And then you

—Nay, dependsI'm
on
lass,

It all

add,

I

ani always
to believe '!

very jovial and saucy. So what am I
But didn't you
letter, any w>y.
quisitive enough to ask me anything ?
(More enswers next week.)

Charming

nland and Abroad.

N

Proprietors, The Amalgamated
Street. London, E.C. 4.
Sole agents tor
OsT Od.lor 0 month* '; single copies; 3d.

Monday by
The Flcetwiv House, Farringdon

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
WRITING TO ARTISTES.— Please

do not ask

by post, but if jou wish to comat once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a looso
2d. stamp to the Editor, the Picture Show, Room
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
85,
London. E.C. 4, and it will be forwarded by the
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
Such letters cannot be specially
extra ounce.
acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the Pictirr Show to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
for any addresses

municate

that such letters will be answered. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
NARES, care of Sarauelson Film Co.,
Worton Hall, Isleworth, Middlesex.
MARIE OSBORNE, care of Pat he Exchange,
25. West 45th Street, New York City, U.S.A.

OWEN

130, Wist
City, U.S.A.
care of London IndeFilm Trading Co., Ltd., 4, Detdiam Street,

GEORGE WALSH, care of Fox Film Co...

40th Street,

New York

FRANCESCA BERTINI.

pendent
London, W.

1.

13s.j)ci'

annum

,

and New Zculand. Messrs. GOBDON

Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. Advertisement
by C
,
The Central News Agency. Ltd. Sole Agents for Australia
15.1/11)21.
Tub Imjerul News Co., Ltd.

^^;.^^^' a ^ for ration

tl.c

&

GOTCH, Ltd.

;

SquthAfrlca.
and for Canada,

'
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as Odette Goimbault,
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£250 New Prize Competition ^hVndVhTgJSSSs See Back Cover.

Edith Roberts, the popular serial star, smiles at two piccaninny pets of the
mahing energetic excavating eftorts on a giant melon. The " Pics'
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For Hands, Skin
and Complexion
In all weathers the skin and complexion

can

be

by

the

No other

kept

wonderfully
regular use of

toilet

for Icilma

clear

Icilma

and soft
Cream.

cream can possibly do as much for you,
is completely different from all others.

Cream

Creamy, fragrant, foam) and non-greasy it is a delight
to use.
Even the first touch improves, and only regular

^fif

use is necessary to get the beautiful clear fresh
skin that men admire.
Guaranteed Pre-War Quality.

tctona

Beauty
Fascinates

FREE TO YOU
BEAUTY BOOKLET
with/nil information
about the hair and
siiin and FREE sample of Icilma Cream,
the World's leadint
toilet cream, sent on
receipt of a postcard.
International Icilma
Ltd.
Co.,
Trading
(Dept. 24). 37.
43.

St.

45.

39,

Cream
Price 113, large pot 2j- everywhere
Flesh-tinted Cream, 1]9 per pot.

41,

King's Road.
N.W.I.

Pancras.

Use

MONTHLY

VALUE

SOLID

GALLS
YOU
EVERY
MORN.

5/-

and look your

daily

it

THE MOST POPULAR

NERVOUSNESS

VELVET HIDE

PURSES
ON THE
MARKET
Oararnllydei-

3/-

J^art «

Sufferers from Shyness. Nervousness, Blushing. -Lack of
Confidence. Awkwardness In Company, and those of a
general nervous disposition the roost serious handicap
to success in life— will be fla<l to know tin*, m. ml in ly
new and genuine cure lias been evolved by a former
Interesting 28 page book
sufferer who ctlrcd himself.
describing this remarkable treatment sent privately for

—

GRIP

PURSE,

Post Free.
p ri
Post Free * V,
Send P.O. to
the Kingdom.
o
*
-n-ra
Clarksflold
Road,
76.
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IllLllLi

—

€*
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KlWEiiti3
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DKAFNESS an

HE

A.J.

WALES

Beautiful For Ever

HEAD NOISES, no matter of bow loot

NEW BOND

ST.,

LONDON.

W.I.

MDME. RACHELL
YOUR Hair is Curlv,

I

BRITISH PRODUCTION for

|

|

M
The

"EMPIRE

ivi

BEDROOM.

" Klnptrc " is tbe ideal clock for a woikman'jt home.
Fitted witlta Loud Alai in, rings on two hells, calls you
IDOtS. Mounted with a silvered. Candelabra (or
Luminous hands show time
candle or night-light.
thioughout the night and day. Dark Colour Case and
A tiuc timekeeper, price 33/0 cash
Lstct Movement.

Tire

irveiy

I

Of

37 0 Kasy Terms, 5

-

monthly.

now, add promise 6 '•monthly
SENDb -DEPOSITnuw
"
and ask

foi the
Empire"
after delivery. Kcnd 3Satisfaction or deposit rrdindcri.
( lock.
Delivery l.y
re turn of pnst if you send c«sh price 33 6.

MASTERS,

Ltd.. 216,

Kope

Stores,

Are yoa " Master ,J of your mlndP Are you clearminded, strong-willed. 8:*1 '-confident, and sueocaafulf
Learn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves.
Banish shyness, awkardnes*. timidity, worry, self-tears,
and " Nerves." Learn how to more than hold youx own
in the Nav3'. Army. R.A.F.. the Professions, Businesi.
and Society. Send only 3d. stamps for particulars of
confidential Menlo-Nerve strengthening methods;
U*bd
in the Navy from Vlce-Admlral to Seaman, and in the
Array from Colonel to Private. MC.'s. 1) r M
M.'s.

-'utDFHY

ELLIOTT-SMITH.

V M

LTD..

Building*, Ludgato Circus, London. E.C.4.

RYE.

536,

Imperial

Large Supply 2/6

(for

one week only),

W T.S.. 220a. Westminster Brld|[clla\. London.

MAN SIZE

M Last the time of

Children's

Newspaper

^

9d.

2?

xkkxxkxk

per

pair.

GENTS'
1/- per

torso

must

i
'

I
.

J
|

8 E

l.

|

days a

man

Man

S;n';,

otherwise he- fall* t,
obtain the respect due
Too Qirvan
to bun.

System of ap«eial exercises will Increase your height,
improve your physique and carnage, and make you In
all reapecta Man Bit:. "For nine years this System lias
been used by boxers, candidates for the police forces
soldiers, sailors, business men. and all others to whom
Students report
ln 'Klii and physique aro of Importance
from 2 to 5 Inches of increase in hilKhi, with wondr rlul
Improvement In health. sVnd a postcard tor particulars
and oar Clod Guarantee of Oenulneneaa to The Qirvan
brat em, Kiiuutry Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud Ureen ltd.. London. Vs.

three."
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The

Try our

NATURAL WAVY CURLS

'

In

IND-MASTERV& SELF-CONFIDENCE

—

YOU

.standing. Are the same to tbe ears a*
Invisible,
Kinases are to the eyes.

CO.. 171,

Vide
can be, it

I

1

comfortable.
Worn months without
icmoval. Explanatory Tampblet Pi
1

(Desk 16), 40, Lamb's
Conduit St., London, W.C

T 1

SOUND DISCS
romplctely overcome

stamps.

3d.
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Paragraph? of Picture/, Play-* and Playery*

^yn Harding has been on

the stage for over

nrty years.

Remarkable Experiences.
not only American cinema actors who
remarkable experiences.
Listen to
this.
Holman Clark, the well-known stage
actor, tells he walked through Clapham, dressed
as the green genie, with a string of camels, for
the film version of " The Brass Bottle." And
then again for the first film version of " A
Message from Mars," made over here, Air.
Holman Clark in the part he created on the
stage, that of the messenger, walked through
Hyde Park in shining armour.
is

IT have

From Betty Compson.
BETTY COMPSON thinks that

Praise

the English
the finest woman in the world for
a man to marry.
" They know far more about the problems of
life than did their carefully chaperoned ancestors,
and although they retain all their femininity,
they have the a Ivantage of knowing how to face
the real facts o* modern existence. Work does
not destroy feminine charm, but rather augments it, and it is not to be wondered nt that
men are seeking for wives, women who are
capable of looking after themselves and their
homes, and at the same time appearing as
charming as others who arc more or less
girl is

" Piclure

Famous Readers of the
Show.
No. 94.— LILA

LEE.

LEE
here seen stealing a few moLILA
ments from the studio to read her favourite
is

is

picture paper, the Picture Show.
Lila
fast becoming a great, favourite over here.
!

helpless.

Our Grand New Competition.

HOW do you
Isn't

it

our goggles competition ?
promised you ? With your

like

nil I

knowledge of film stars I am sure
you will have great fun identifying them and
think of the chance of (tinning n big money
large

An

prize"!

chance of a

—

evening's
prize.

I

fuu
*-*

Our Art

—

week, with the
be pleased.

a

know you

will

Plates.

Art Plates continue
OURnumber
the Picti re Show.

to delight a large

of readr-rs of

who

write weekly to say so. This week's
beautiful art picture of Anita Stewart is in
answer to a large number of entreaties for a
portrait of this dainty star.

— v+

hard-living, hard-riding cowboys, to immaculate
of society drawing-rooms.

ornaments

—
Sworn

MARY ANN,'' adapted from
MERELY
the famous novel, and stage success

friends.

whose photo appears on this page,
John Henry, Jr., Mack Sennett
are sworn allies and devoted

The

sagacity

of

seems only equalled by the
hiin.

Her "Benny" Screened.

ANEW

lease of life has been given to the
book, " Her Benny," by Silas Hocking,
through the popularity it has achieved
by being screened. The photo-play, w hich has
just been released, tells a story of child life in
the play, by the way, was filmed
Liverpool
:

amid that city's crowded streets. Babs Ronald
and Sidney James Wood take the chief parts in
the film version, to which Silas Hocking ha3
given his approval.

Have You Heard This

?

FARNUM
WILLIAM
while
was taking

tells a good story of
he
a holiday recently,
he was invited by a friend to spend an
evening at his hotel. He was waiting for his
friend in the hotel lounge, and fell into conOne fellow
versation with several strangers.
apparently fancied himself very much rs an
actor, and told several wonderful stories of hi?
mentioning also that
talent in that direction
he had played with William Farnum.
" Is that so ? " asked Bill, slightly bored.
" Yes, I played wits him for more than a
year, and for the life of me I can't understand
why everyone is raving about him. For my
part, 1 don't think there is anything about him
to warrant such a tremendous fuss."
" Well, there is no accounting for taste," re;

marked Farnum

dryly.

said a truer word " exclaimed
man, with the assurance of the public
speaker who thinks he ha~ the sympathy
" Do you know he's not
of
his audience.
particularly handsome when you get close to
him. Not half as good-looking as you arc, for

"

Allies.

TEDDY,
and

—

You never

!

the

" stars,"

London Slavey Story Filmed.
of the

" The butterfly girl always has a passing
charm for the masculine heart, but men tire of
her and her invariable companion helplessness.
The girl who, in the hard school of worldly
experience has learned to manage her domestic
affairs efficiently, and at the same time delight
"all weather/'
her husband by being an
butterfly, eventually displaces her more unreliable and fragile rival."
And Miss Compson should know, for the
admirers she rules on the screen range from

of screen actors and with their numer'Hifl
BCtmts, hazardous and thrilling.
According to his trainer, Joe Simpkins, Teddy
he ha*
is the only one of five. great Danes that
succeeded in reducing to docility and subjectHe (Simpkins)
ing/ to successful training.
lea-s on his person the mirks of the fang* of
the preceding four Great Danes he attempted
to " educate."
According to Mrs. Davis, her son. John llf.irv,
Jr., is just as fine a lad in the bosom of his own
home as he is_on the screen all boy, unafraid
and dear.

duo

the

Great

faith of

Dane

the lad in

Picture patrons are familiar with

this

instance."
" You don't say so," declared Farnum. "
"
what kind of a roan is he to work with ?

But

same name, by

Israel Zangwill,
into a delightful film play by

has been made
the Fox Company, with Shirley Mason as tho
little drudge of a London boarding house.
You will remember the story of the friendless
little slavey, who worshipped the young musiHe was
cian, whose art was his only asset.
about to offer her a post as housekeeper, when
Mary Ann came into a fortune.
How the course of true love was made to run
smoothly after man3 hardships is depicted in
one of tiie most sympathetic productions I have
yet seen on the screen.
•

-

— —
*-*

Accomplishments

for Films.

EVERY
WHAT
another

of J.

filmed.

I.ois

leading part, and she
use a typewriter, and
needles,

WOMAN" KNOWS

»

is

M. Barrie's plays to bo
Wilson is playing tho
tells

me

to

knit

she learned to
socks on four

both of which accomplishments were

required in the photo-play.

—

-

His First Screen Appearance.
HARDING makes his first triumphant

LYNappearance

on the screen, as Beverley,
the spiritualistic fraud in the Stoll screen
version of "The Barton Mystery." the play
which rau for a successful season at the Savoy
Theatre, when the late H. B. Irving took the
part of Beverley.
This is a noteworthy screen appearance, as

TEDDT,

the famous dog star of a score of Mack Sennett successes, has just been signed on with a new
contract with tbe Special Pictures Corporation.
Here we see Teddy reading his contract, and for the
amusement of our readers making his mark as a signature.

—

—

0
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FROM

(Continued from
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OVER THERE."

"

Notes and News From

V

Tom

.

!

MEIGHAN,

up to date so they can
They expect to leave here

England.

*-*

EVERYONE

Roscoo
was laughing
at
Arbuckle before he sailed for England.
He would declare nothing could keep him
from his foreign trip one -day, and the next he

sportsman

is,

refused absolutely to leave terra firma. It
grew to be such a^joke amonc his friends,
everyone was betting on whether or not " Fat"*
would leave Now York. The odds were
ty
in favour of his going, for it was known he had

been planning this trip for months. When
finally he did reach the Aquitania, and stayed
on board until tho ship pulled out of harbour,
those who were wagering on his voyage were

The Only Casualty.

BARRY met with an accident
last week, when he fell from Ins horse,
Wesley was pretty shaken up and
bruised, and had to spend a day in bed. But he
reports that the only casualty suffered was the
loss of two freckles through his remaining out of
the sun for a whole twenty-four hours.
By the way, Wesley and Colleen Moore gave a
party to over 200 Los Angeles orphans the Other
day. The affair look the best part of a day
a sight-seeing 'bus ride through the city and a
matinee performance at a theatre were two of

WESLEY

greatly relieved.

He phoned to me in high spirits over his
adventures promised abroad, but later in tho
week, when the time grew nearer ho was not so
Everyone wondered if he is afraid
sanguine.
of tho ocean or merely so patn'otie he disliked
leaving the U.S.A.
" He need not he afraid of the soa," said a
well-known man, "why he is so fat he could
float."

;

'

'

4-»

the items.

Norma and Eugene Dance

THEmingle

Delightful Spot.

laity

scenes of the coming Stoll photo-plny,
FOR" the
A Gentleman of France," the most

important members of the cast crossed the
Channel to film the exteriors. They stayed for a
while at a real old French inn at Aurillic, small
but commodious, a wonderful old place, having
tho old French fireplaces, in which blazed log
fires, wonderful old rooms, the structure of
which had not been touched for at least a
hundred years.
However, the company had reluctantly to
leave tho old inn, for the strange reason that
required for the production, were
horses,
hilly,
mountainous
unobtainable
in
that
district, so they went on to Nico.

MAY ALLISON

ono accomplishment, I don t think I would judge
the whole world wrong if I should havo to seek
another job.
" Or in tho case that I was in a place where
I couldn't get a hand-organ, I could mako my
living by dancing, as was the case in my role in
'The Chorus Girls Romance,' where I had to
dance my way through life."
Fay Fi liner

Birthday Dinners.

day scones wore taken

for the filming of
Ith " Edgar " episode.

Day's Diet," the 1
In the story, Edgar's
country cousin has his
birthday, and tho two
boys spoil their appotites for dinner, by eating a marvellous amount
On
of assorted fruit.

ROBERT EDESON

" For instance," she says, " I think I could
make my living as a hurdy-gurdy man, and
Jn
carry a pet monkey around with me.
'
Sorrenlina,' tho picturo on which I am now
working, I take the part of a little Italian street
waif, and havo to do tho things that all street
waifs do. Now, in view of the fact that I have

JONES celebrated his twelfth birthJOHNNY
On that
day with two birthday dinners.

"A

chatting with

was caught for the PICTURE SHOW camera. Mr.
Edeson was also caught with his favourite picture
Do you see it in his hand ?
paper.

—>

Two

Feb-

— —

V

!

<

in

make

Roscoe Gets Cold Feet.

has confessed that he cannot
In these days, w hen
chrive a motor-car.
every star has two or three, and vie with each
speed
limit, this is
the
exceeding
other for
indeed a confession

A

sail

several pictures with British
settings.
Their reception when they were in
England last spring is mainly responsible for
this desire to return.
ruary, and to

<

all-round

their
for

to

.

Cannot Drive a Car.

THOMAS
as he

York.

pictures

'

!

— —

New

PICKFORD and Douglas Fairbanks
MARY
get
are working day and night

" Well, I don't like to spread unpleasant
reports, you understand, but, confidentially,
he is what wo call a stage hog. Wants to keep
in the centre of the stage, and all that kind of
Rather a disagreeable personality,
thing.
too " And so on.
wonder of it all was that the popular
the
And
star let the man rave on without trying to
disillusion him in any way. He says he likes to
see anyone enjoying themselves.

Together.

who came
with

to the Actors' ball to
the celebrities were, elated

when Eugeno O'Brien led Norma Tillmadge out on the floor for a dance. They danced
perfectly, and made such a stunning-looking
couple there was a regular chorus of Ohs and
Eugene says ho^ never had such a,
Ahs
leading lady, and does not care who- knows it.
Thcro arc others who say the same thing
and regret the Talmadgc-O'Bricn team was
broken "up w hen Eugene reached the starring
!

!

1

,

class.

—

to Go Abroad.
fact that Elliot Dexter has only played
in roles calling for lame heroes since his
breakdown has made everyone believe
he is permanently disabled. It is true he is
not the robust, healthy young man whom Cecil

Elliot

Dexter

THE

de Millo selected
neither ho is not
attributed

to

for his romantic features, but
in the delicate state of health

him.

He

is

artist

the splendid
of yore.

still

we knew

these eating scenes were

Mr. Dexter plans to go
abroad and try a change
Ho has had
of climate.
an offer to make a picture in England, but for
the timo being ho will
merely recuperato in the
sunshine of Great

photographed, and

Britain.

'

birthday

Johnny's

when Johnny got homo
ho found his

Returns

real birthfor

AFTF.R

him.

Did he eat
"

tho

I'll

say

you ask.

it?

did,"

I

way Johnny

puts

the death of

Robert

Harron,

Gish
could not bo persuaded
to return to the screen.
For several months sho
kept away from tho
Griffith studios and paid
no attention to motion
pictures.
But that time
has passed now and she
is back at work, devoting
her time to her profession
and try n g to keep a
brave and smiling face.
It will be a long timo
before she forgets tho

it.

Worry.

DA N

Her

Dorothy

is

Viola Doesn't

VI O L A

to

Work.

day dinner waiting

A

doesn't possess a
single streak of
Sho says
pessimism.
that hard times do not
worry her, as she has
learned so many things
through acting for the
films that if she wore to

i

ono of

charming young man for
whom evcryono in the

she
would have to do u mi M
bo to brush up the
tricks of a fow of tho
trades sho has loarnod.

picturo industry moum«,
but she has her life to
live, and sho is sensible
to
carry on."
I.ouei.i.'a O. Pausons.

wake up ono morning,
and

find

horself

tho unemployed,

all

NORMA TALMADGE

anil

with Mr. Cbet Witney.

CONWAY

TEARLE, in tho New York Art Galleries, are'bere seen chatting
This picture was taken (as yon may know) during the lilming o! " She
Loves and Lies."

1'iclurc

Show, January 22ud,

1921.

If

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

A charming photograph
PAULINE FREDERICK

ol

An

as

scenes

she appears in " Roads ol
Destiny."

interesting photograph of dinner at
in

SESSUE HAYAKAWA'S

Hayakawa, the wonderful emotional

" PICTURE

This is one of the very elaborate
a mandarin's house.
Robertson-Cole Production, " The First-Born."
Sessue
is a great favourite with all picture-goers, and tbey will

actor,

eagerly await the release of this splendid photo-play.

FRANKIE LEE

has his

takes

CLAIRE ADAMS

in a

dramatic

MRS. MARGARET MANN,
who his played so many
" mother " parts on the
screen.

w
"
own " camera," and

SHOW."

KATHLEEN CLIFFORD
at

home

" snapped "

before going for her morning
gallop.

Picture Show, January 22nd, 1921.

BEGIN TO-PAY

!

A POWERFUL STORY QF A GREAT TEMPTATION.

Diary Records.

Many Arthur Weston
him
MARRY
Mother, darling, surely you are not

ARTHUR WESTON
Amy

serious."

REV. FERGUSON

sell it."

him." V
Again there was asilenco, and then the mother,
suddenly realising afresh the opportunity which
she thought her daughter was throwing wilfully
away, collapsod. Her tears could no longer
i)e withheld, and to tho girl's horror, she began
io sob aloud.
Never to her knowledge had Grace ever seen
Tier mother give way in such a manner before.
All througli her troubles she had kept, if not
Grace knew that her
cheerful, at least calm.

mother mourned in silence, when she was alone,
but it. had not been allowed to interfere with all
the sad duties with which she had had to contend.

make peace

With her eyes blinded once morp by tears,
she stooped to pick up the books which Grace
One was her
in her impetuousness had let fall.
husband's diary.

be-

She recognised it, and once again the full
measure of her loss swept over her. Then, very
reverently, she began to turn the pages.
Yes. It was all there records of their happy,

latter

she goes to Greystone Manor, and sees his
father enter the study with Weston.
Later she hears a shot.
CECIL RAE, Harry's fatlier, is found dead
in the woods ne_\t morning, and it is presinned that he has committed suicide
The same day Arthur's little daughter,
Jessica, is thrown from her pony and
killed.

;

He dines at the Vicarage on Christmas
finds out that the vicar knows
about the twenty thousand pounds. He
tells Mr. Ferguson that it waJ stolen from
him.

,

1

I

|

i

1

i

Greystone.

Seven days later Mr. Ferguson is found
dead in his chair. Arthur Weston has
given him a poison that leaves no trace,

and the doctor's verdict

is heart failure.
Grace, however, suspects Weston, and
she writes to Harry.
The Fergusons find that they will be
very poor, and Grace will have to go away
to earn her own living.
But one day Mrs.
Ferguson comes to her daughter ami tells
her that there is a way out of their diffi-

—Mr.

Weston

wants

to

marry

Grace.

Grace flung her arms round the old woman'
neck.
" Mother, darling," she cried passionately.
" You must not worry. I am young and strong,
I can earn a living for us all I am suro.
I
could not marry Mr. Weston, though no, not,
to please you.
I not, only do not love him,
but, as I havo said before, I distrust him.
I
believe that there is a secret in his life, something which daddy knew about, and I know
that Mr. Weston was glad when he died
I saw

and

—

;

it

on his face."
Mrs. Ferguson was shocked.
Sho stared at her daughter

in undisguised
herself away from tho
arms.
" Why what has come over you, Grace ? "
" No one has
sho cried in a troubled voice.
sympathised so much with us in our misfortunes.

amazement, and drew
girl's encircling
,

cannot understand your attitude. You appear
as a stranger to me, just when I so much need
your help. If only your father wero here," sho

I

added helplessly.
Grace caught her breath.
Her mother's words hurt her profoundly.
" Mother, do you not think I ought to be
true to myself
voice.
"

My

dear,

— to my soul," she said in a tense

I

suppose

it is

then she came towards the end.

Christmas Day.

A year passes, and tin* Christmas
Arthur Westou invites the Fergusons to

culties

The birth of their
life
together.
children, rind all the sacred thoughts of a good
man. She turned the pages slowly, misery
depicted on every line of her- countenance, and
peaceful

i

Day and

!

" It is not his to sell," cried Grace indignantly.
" But it is, Grace," said her mother.
" .My
dear, it was left him in his aunt's will.
He had
a perfect right to do with his own as he pleased."
Grace was silent. Sho had no reason for
saying that Weston could not Bel) Greystono
if ho wished, but the words had rushed to her
lips as the conviction came into her mind.
For some seconds there was a silence while
mother and daughter looked at each other.
Grace was thinking of how mucn she could
tell her mother of her suspicions without making
Sho felt suro that Mrs.
her inoro indignant.
Fercuson in her present mood would hear
nothing detrimental to their neighbour.
Mrs. Ferguson spoke again.
" I only want to do what is best for you all."
sho said, and her mouth quivcrod piteously.
" Nsither you nor tho children know what it is to
Mr. Weston talked of saving
be really poor.
their little pony and trap for them to-morrow,
and buying back the Rector's chair. I can't
It
bear to think of any stranger using it.
belonged to his father, and his father before

to

alone.

tJRACE FERGUSON, the vicar's daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's. After he has left

;

would rather

tries

tween Weston and Harry before the
goes away, but is unsuccessful.

quite assured.
" Mother, darling.

I have never even liked
Mr. Weston as you have," she said very steadily,
" and these last few weeks I have grown to
detest him.
I believe he is a wicked man."
" Grace
Surely there is no need to talk like
" I should
this," Mrs. Ferguson interrupted.
be the last to force you to do anything against
your inclination, but Arthur Weston is our
friend.
I have always found him most kind and
considerate.
I should have been proud to have
.had him as my son.
Ho is very sensitive and
shy, but these are not bad qualities in a husband.
He tells nte he has a little money, enough to keep
you in comfort. He even spoke of having sonio
part of Greystone put in repair, but I think ho

given by his aunt,

is

Rae, a bag containing twenty
thousand pounds, and she also leaves
Greystone Manor to him in trust for her
son Harry.
HARRY RAE has a quarrel with Arthur
Weston after Mrs. Rae's death. He cannot
understand his mother making such a will,
and he determines to go out to Australia.

Grace stared at Mrs. Ferguson incredulously,
and then there suddenly swept .over her the old
dread which she had experienced for weeks after
that memorable Christmas eve, when she had
gone to Greystone, believing it to be empty.
Amy, the housemaid, had prophesied then
that Mr. Weston would one day become her
husband, and although she had scouted the
idea, it had startled her all the same.
That
had happened so long aeo that she had forgotten it until this moment, and 'now it all
came back to her with a push.
Mrs. Ferguson's lip was trembling.
Grace
knew how her mother's indomitable will had
kept her up all through the terrible trouble of
the last few weeks.
It was appalling to think
that she would have to give her cause to suffer
more. In Mrs. Ferguson's imagination the
marriage would mean that there would still
be a man in the family to help and protect them.
But Grace did not intend to yield. If Fate
had decreed that she should marry Arthur
Weston, she would fight fate.
To give herself to a man whom she firmly
believed to be both a thief and a murderer,
could give no help to her family
of this she was

ALLINGHAM

Grace flung herself out of the room. She
wanted to get out into the air. To stay longer
and continue the conversation was impossible.
Mrs. Ferguson waited until Grace had left
the room. Sho was half hoping that she woidd
return, but the door closed, and she was left

CHARACTERS IX THE STORY.
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By EMMIE

—

was

his last Christ-

:

:

He expressed
confess that I did not.
disappointment.- When he was going he
asked after my health. I hope I do not grow
suspicious, but I mean to write a letter to be
givon to young Rao on his reaching his
majority, or at my death should it happenbeforehand.
December 29. Havo seen Weston again.
Ho can make himself very agreeable when ho
likes.
Invited me over to Cieystono to
The mon are to
sujTRest somo improvements.
1 think ho
start work early in tho Now Year.
means well. His sensitive nature, no doubt,
has a lot to do with Ins little peculiarities.
Dkcember 30. I wrote to Swayle, asking
{Continue J i n p: ge 8.)
to

because you are so

young

that, you aro so selfish.
Youth must
think only of itself, I suppose, but there aro your
brothers and sister to consider."
Grace turned fiercely.
"Then you you think I ought Jo agree to a
loveless marriago, with a man I distrust mid
detest, just for the sake of a child's pony and
trap.
Mother, dear, it is absurd. Even I know
that.
Suppose, when I havo married him, ho
changes his mind ? Suppose bo then refuses
"
do
anything
for you and tho children ?
to
" My dear, ho is a gentleman," replied Mrs.
Ferguson with simplo dignity.

—That

mas, when they had all been so happy.
Could it have been only some short six weeks
ago ?
Went to dine with Weston at Greystone
Manor. It was very sad to see thotild place
I wish to judge
in such a state of neglect.
no man, but I fear that Weston is not honourable.
Sometimes tho doubt comes into my
mind when I am with him. I wish it was not
so.
He has had much trouble, poor follow,
but he is suffering with a diseased mind.
While we were in the library we had liqueurs,
and very good cigars. At Christmas time,
no doubt, one may bo allowed a little licence,
but when one has a debt to pay as he has, I
thought the extravagance unnecessary. The
liqueur was stratige to me, and I have had a
burning in my throat ever since, but I presume
it will go off.
My host informed me that ho would soon
I was
bo putting the place into repair.
glad, as I did not wish to remind him again
that Harry will bo of age in another eighteen
months. I sometimes wonder if Weston
will be willing to give up Greystone when tho
time comes, but it will be my duty to see that
justice is dona.
I noticed that Wesion threw
a phial into the fire while he was talking.
passed
in my mind that ho might
The thought
take drugs. But this is all surmise. 1 do not
Lot mo
feel
altogether myself to-night.
remember that command of our Lord's,
" Judge not that yo be not judged."
Mrs. Ferguson was interested. She forgot
the man she hod left waiting downstairs, and
her ungrateful daughter (as she now considered
Grace) and read on
December 26. There were the usual parish
affairs which Mrs. Ferguson glanced through
until she came to the part which interested lier
Weston dined with us to-night. I hopo I
wrong that young man. When we were alone
he spoke, of his own accord, of putting GreyHe intends to have it in shipstone to rights.
shape order by noxt Christmas. Ho says
that ho never really counted the notes which
Mrs. Rao gave him in trust, and asked mo
I had
if I knew how much they were worth.

little

—

—

-

—
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ALICE JOYCE.

(Sotc/al to
tht
" Picture Show."}

ALICE JOYCE.
Tke

With

Star

Sweet Smile.

the Sad.

lected the days when she was a telephone operator
in that New York hotel, struggling along on 30s. a

JOYCE is at the top of the tree in the
estimation of cinema producers and public.
No more conscientious artiste lias ever appeared
on the films, and she is as versatile as she is thorough.
She can play the- part of a woman between thirty and
forty as well" as she can portray the character of a young

ALICE

week, she remembered
scraped to buy herself a
her ten weeks to save a
of those days made her

the time she scraped and
pair of suede shoes
it took
pound, and the remembrance
;

weep.

girl.

A
A

engagement on the screen, with
She was engaged for
"The Engineer's Sweetheart, and was asked
if she could ride, as it would be necessary for the film.
She replied "yes," not adding any details. Her solo
experience of "riding" had been five minutes on the
back of a tired plough horse..
tells of

her last release in this country, " The Winchester
IN Woman,"
she shows a wonderful conception of a
character which is intensely interesting from start
to finish, and must be exceedingly difficult for any
artiste, whether on stage or screen to portray.

In two of her scenes, the first in which she fights
honour against a dissolute blackmailer, and the
other where she defends herself on a false charge of
murder, she rises to really great heights.

Her Screen Successes.

has all the natural qualifications for
Strikingly beautiful, she
a screen heroine.
needs not the aids of elaborate coiffure or
wonderful frocks.
She possesses something which
is far greater, spirituelle beauty of face, which at once
claims the .sympathy of those who see her.

MISS
as

match a new gown.

If

to

She

Jf?^

i

's?Wd$&fc!><»A

*

[///

«»

,

'J^W*

*

'"<*\

fPf oJ^JJksM^
.

recol-

you want to write
address your

her,

letter

:—

ALICE JOYCE,
co Vitagraph Film

Co.,

Hollywood,
California,

U.S.A.

Susoiciou.

lot:^

The Yengeance
Durand." "The Cambric Mask," "The Strength of
the Weak," " The Song of the Soul," " I3etwec:i
Friends," " Find the Woman." and her latest film now
showing, " The Winchester Woman."
of

^

Alice

is

association with the screen.
Some of her famous successes are "

hates to be recognised in a crowd,
and confesses that she is most uncomfortable
under the limelight. Lately, when visiting NewYork, where " The Winchester Woman," now being
shown over here, was creating a sensation at one of
New York's largest picture houses, the management
begged the star to appear in
!>erson.
Alice confessed that
gw iS>fv*;
she was much flattered by the
^g^^V^^S^..
request, but declared that she
jvould rathei die!
ffi/jy"-"'
visit,

is one of Yitagraph's
most valued
She not only possesses beauty, but she
is a player of extraordinary ability and charm,
demonstrated by the variety of roles, both tragic

and comic, that she has interpreted during her

JOYCE

this

JOYCE

stars.

Does not Like the Limelight.

the hotel in which she
was once a telephone operator.
She went to the hotel after
spending a feverish afternoon,
driving from shop to shop to
get a pair of evening shoes to

first

;

ALICE JOYCE

While on

her

Kalem Company.

applied liniment and tears.

Spirituelle Beauty.

visited

old

In pursuit of her new profession, she galloped on a
spirited steed, fell off several times, and says that the
bruises were large, livid, and past counting her mother

for her

ALICE

First Experience.

SHEthe

Difficult Part.

ALICE JOYCE.

—

.
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u

was

Manacled By Money."

to

win her confidence and perhaps even

affection.

the present moment lie was using all his
powers of persuasion to get Grace on a friendly
footing with him again.
Mrs. Ferguson, he knew, was on his side.
If
Arthur cared at all for any living person at all,
it was Mrs. Ferguson.
She trusted him so abso-

At

him to

call

and

see me.

Met Weston

as

I

was

He

took letter for me. Very
humorous fellow at times. Chaffed me for
getting seedy after the Christmas festivities.
My memory is not as good as it was, I
forgot to take the service at six.
Jenkins
came for me *while the congregation waited.
Have never done such a thing before. This
has pulled me up, and I wrote directions for
future use to Harry Rae.
It can be kept in
my desk, and when the boy comes it can be
given him, if necessary. This will be no
breach of faith to Weston, as I toid him that
evening what I had done.
The diary stopped here.
The widow drew a deep breath as she stood
with the book in her hands.
So Grace had rcpd this, and that accounted
for her feeling against Weston.
Mrs. Ferguson
was a little surprised to discover that her
husband had for a moment harboured such
thoughts against their friend. They had
known him for so many years. It was a pity
that the Rector had written his thoughts down.
Of course, he was ill, poor dear. He had been
ailing for some time.
He must have been a
a great deal worse than she had ever suspected.
The reference to the notes and the whole gist
of the reading matter, Mrs. Ferguson ignored,
She was only interested
08 some women do.
in the parts
which bore a light on her
daughter's strong attitude.
" He never breathed a word to me about not
liking Arthur Weston," she told herself, " so it
is hardly fair to go by what he wrote down to
please himself.
No one could take that seriously.
Besides, lie was ill at the time."
She placed the diary tenderly among the
other books on a small table, and then went
going to post.

'

Mr. Weston had followed Miss Grace out into
Amy informed her mistress, and
.Mrs. Ferguson's heart beat again with renewed
hope.
Perhaps Arthur would get her to alter
her decision.
Arthur Weston's suggestion that he should
marry Grace had come as a great relief. She
knew Weston and liked him.
She knew that Grace had a very strong attachment for her old playmate Harry Rac, but
now that realities crowded around her, her
feelings regarding her daughter's future had
taken a definite shape. Harry was but a boy,
and he was away. It was doubtful whether ho
would ever make a career for himself, and, if he
did, he might never return to England.
Then,
too, he had never thought seriously of Grace
not as the girl had of him. He was too young
when he had left to think of sweethearting.
Meanwhile, Arthur Weston was walking
beside Grace through the Greystono Woods.
She had requested him to leave her, but Arthur
had not obeyed. He had come to the decision
to ask Graeo to marry him the night before,
when, alone in his room, he had reviewed the past
and thought of the future.
the garden,

Weston

had

discovered,

as

many

another criminal has discovered before, that no
sooner had he rid himself of one enemy by io\\\
means, than another mora formidable rose in
his path.

Grace would have to bo his next victim ho
had decided. But how was ho to work it so
that

lie

Even

she look

could not be discovered

'!

The murder of Cecil Rae had passed off quite
easily for him.
No one, so fur as he knew, had
tho slightest suspicion that the man had not
taken his own life. The death of the rector, too,
had been simple enough. If any suspicion did
eome to anyone's mind, ull trace of the poison
must have vanished from tho body by this
time.

Grace would not be so easy. First and foremost he must discover just what she know
about him. How often did she enter Greystone by tho secret passage, the secret of which
she guarded so closely ? How often was she
watching him when he thought he was alone.
He had to be always finding a fresh hidingplace for his precious leather bag, for the contents of which he had risked so much.
That she knew of its existence he had quite
mode up his mind, just as he was quite certain
that she often visited Greystonc in secret.
It was his guilty conscience which caused htm
U> read in her most casual words a hidden meanBg, and tho only way he saw open before him

her hat and coat.
smiled and patted

off

Arthur

her

hand

re-

assuringly.
" Say nothing

more to her. She is very shy,
I think I may hope," he said, with the
boyish smile which so altered the expression of

but

his face.

Mrs. Ferguson gave a sigh of relief.
" I am sure you will make her happy.
You
do love her ? " she asked simply.
Arthur smiled again.
" Mrs. Ferguson, I adore her," he said.
The weeks went by. The Fergusons had gone
to live in their cottage.
Arthur Weston had
earned the gratitude of the younger members
of the family by saving the pony-and-trap, and
Mrs. Ferguson had been presented with tho
coveted armchair. It had been a great wrench
to Arthur to part with the necessary amount to
purchase these thines, but even he had to consider it was worth it when he discovered the
difference it made in the attitude of the daughter
of tho house towards himself.

not easy to dislike a person who goes out
to be kind, and the Fergusons had so
Arthurs apparent affection
for them made all the difference to their lives.
He was nearly always at the cottage, and Mrs.
Ferguson discovered fresh accomplishments in
him every day.
She consulted
His. Ferguson was charmed.
him on all her affairs, he was to her practically
It

downstairs.

Arthur

She was always kindly and friendly.
his callous soul was touched by her attitude
towards him.
Grace became more at her ease as she discovered that her companion had no intention
of being serious.
His affected gaiety even had
an effect on her, and when at last they returned
to the rectory they appeared on the best of terms
with each other.
Mrs. Ferguson glanced anxiously at the man
as Grace left them together for a moment while
lutely..

is

way

of his

few

real friends, that

indispensable.

When Grace informed them one evening that
she had taken a situation as nursery governess
some miles away, there was consternation.
Arthur,
Mrs. Ferguson broke out into tears.
who was present, looked hurt, and the children
plied her with questions.
It was a little later that Arthur, waiting his
opportunity, found her alone.
This idea of yours. Is it quite necessary.
Grace ? " he said kindly. " Do you think it is
quite fair to your mother that you should go
and leave her to manago here alone ? "
Grace looked at him steadily.
" Yes, I want to go away." she said.
" This
village has too many painful recollections for
me. I want to go away, and, if possible, forget."

Arthur did

his best to look sympathetic.
seized her hand.
" Grace," he said, in a low, tense tone, "I
know that in your time you have distrusted
me, that even now you think I am not A good
man. I will not try to deceive you. There are
spots in my life which I could very well l>e rid
of.
I will even confess to you that when I
asked your mother if I could marry you. I did
not do it altogether because I loved you, but
theso last few weeks liave made a difference.
I
have seen you all under totully different circumstances, and I have a very great respect for your

Then suddenly he

mother. 1 ask you to marry inc. To let mo
take you away for a time if you wish, but I do
not want you to go alone.
You know a great
deal about me."

He glanced at her sharply as he said this, but
her downcast faco told him nothing.
He frowned ."lightly. He had hoped that his
burst of confidence would make her respond, but
as she showed no sign ho continued.
" I should have said you think you know A
Some of it is imagination,
deal about me.
sonio is true.
I want you to be frank with me.
and

tell

that

if

me

you

same with
past

with

your suspicions.

I

promise you

will bo perfectly frank, I will lie tho
yon.
1 should liko to discuss the

someone

—someone

who

under-

j-tands."
lie

paused again significantly.

"

My

servant

Jakes has gone away for a time. He is a queei
creature.
1 accused him of going to the rectory when you accused me. Do you remember

"

?

,

He

paused, and Grace nodded her head but
without raising her eyes.
" Perhaps you are interested in what he said,'
went on the man questioningly.
Grace suddenly stood upright, and looked hei
companion straight in the eyes.
" It would interest me very much to know
what he said," she answered deliberately."
And then she turned away with a little cry.
" Oh, why do you try and talk seriously to
me ? " she said passionately. " Do you not
understand that for my mother's sake, I do not
want to know or hear any more about you than
what I already believe ? Can't you understand
now whit I feel towards you ? I do suspect
you of being a wicked man. Well, let it rest at
that.
I don't want to talk about it, I want to
go away and try to forget it. Perhaps in time
I may grow to feel that I have misjudged you.
I would like to do that.
But when Harry Rae
comes back, see that justice is done. My father
left a diary.
It is now in Harry Rae's possession, I sent it to him.
Now do you under:

stand

?

"

Arthur Weston managed to mask his feelings,
but his hands were tightly clenched until the

dug into his flesh.
" Grace, I have asked

nails

you

refuse.

You

tell

»

you

to

marry me, and

me you have

suspicions

concerning my honour. I demand to know what
"
they are, what you really suspeet me of ?
" There are quite a lot of things, Mr. Weston,"
she said miserably de6ant.
Arthur Weston put on a kindly air of jocularity, as if the situation was too ridiculous to bo
taken in any way but lightly.
He was not prepared, though, for her next
remark.
Grace had drawn herself up and looked him
coldly in the eyes.
" I was at Greystone

on the afternoon of
Cecil Rae's death," she said very steadily.
Arthur, in spito of himself, uttered an exclamation.
He stared at her incredulously, his face livid.
" What do you mean ? " he said thickly.
" I mean, Mr. Weston, that it would l)e as
well for you not to ask me too many questions.
As I have told you before I want to go away.
"
1 don't want to talk
Arthur had come close up to her, his face was
distorted with fear.
" As you said have so much you must say
more," he said, in a harsh whisper. " What
have you to say about Cecil Rao ? How did
"
you see him at Greystone ?
" Because I happened to be there when the
shot was fired." said Graeo slowly.
The man before her caught at his throat. For
the moment he looked as though he was choking.
Then with a superhuman effort he recovered
himself, and only his blazing eyes revealed the
terror which was consuming him.
" To whom have you told this preposterous
story ? " he asked, speaking almost naturally.
•Grace looked at him steadily.
" To no one.
This is the first time I havo
I should not have done so
ever mentioned it.
I wantfyou to understand on<;o and for
utterly impossible it is for mo to think

now, but
all

how

what you "ask. Can't you understand how
must want to get away."
She threw out her arms passionately. " I
1 want
I dare not think
don't want to think.
to go away and try to forget."
Arthur placed his hand on her arm.
He saw that she was overwrought, but tho
danger to himself was foremost in his mind.
of
1

!

He knew that the only way in which he could
own end was by being gentle with her.

serve his

by appealing to her, and so he tried to school
himself to act a part while all the time he had
made up his mind to get her out 'of his path at the
very first opportunity.
You have said too much. Grace, for me to
let you go now without a proper understanding.
want you to be just towards inc. and tell mo
just what you saw on that particular day. and
In return, I promise to
also what you suspect.
I will even abide with
tell you all the truth.
your decision on what I had lienor do. Your
mind is prejudiced against me, but Heaven
knows you do not know all. I am tired of tho
whole business. I want to turn over anew leaf,
anil only you can help mc, dear."
[Annthfr thrilling in*talm»nt n r rl Montlay.)
I
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FRAUDULENT SPIRITUALISTIC SEANCE UNMASKED

Showing how the tambourine and skull can be worked by
confederate,

A

who

The tbought-reauer

clever copy of a well-known handwriting is one of the tricks of the trade
as exposed in " The Great London Mystery."

A

gets the

rings the bell with his teeth.

photograph slipped into a crevice in the crystal

is

This

is

answer for the credulous seeker after knowledge bv signs
from confederates.

worked by the confederate having a hook attachai

unnoticed in the darkness.

to

the

straps of

bis

wrist-watch.

Charles

Raymond

as

Cbing Fu, the High Priest

David Devant, the Master Magician (seen on the right in top left-hand picture), takes part in the coming All-British serial. " The Great London
on the screen unmasks a gang of fraudulent spiritualists who seek to rob the heroine by so-called messages from her dead fatbsr.

Mystery," an]

—

"

!

"

10

Picture Shota,M

The

Call of the Blood.
HAD a very interest ins: chat the other afterI noon with Ivor Novello. who is playing a
leading part in the Alliance Film Co.'s production, " Carnival."
lie told me that he hid
some excitine experiences in Sicily, when he \va3
playing in " The Call of the Blood," with Phyllis
" It

Neilson Terry.

is

a really beautiful film,"
said
Mr.
Novello,
" but I was ne irly

Welsh Blood.

players.
When he got hold of
me by the throat,
bis

blood

Sicilian

warmed up to the
occasion.
He threw
me into the sea from
about three hundred
feet, and I bore the
mark

Home

Keep the

HAVE

I

|

bye,

a

for

of his fingers
fortnight.

Fires Burning.
atmosphere

lived in a musical

my

all

Novello confessed.
By-thesuppose you know he is the son of

Ivor

life,"
I

authority on voice production,
" Before I knew
Novello Davis.
a note of music," Ivor Novello said, "when
I was asked what I was doing at
the piano,
that

brilliant

Madame Clara
answered

I

'

•

Making up new

me

Ivor Novello told

tunes.'

"

a curious story about

famous patriotic song, " Keep the Home
" I wanted to do quite an
VireS Burning."
entirely different tune," said he. " I was playing
lirst one tune and then another on the piano, and
yet I was not satisfied.
I turned to my mother
and exclaimed suddenly
I think it ought to
bis

'

:

be like
the

and

this,'

commenced

1

hum,

to

.

Keep

Home Fires Burn
ing.'
Guilbert
Ford came along and finished the words,
and I wrote the music that became so popular'
in about ten minutes.
It is estimated that
every officer and every man has at 01 e time or
.

setting gave
of feeling.

The whole
homey " sort

Taormina

Sicilian

.

—

to say nothing of two contented cats, who slipped milk from a saucer,
before a cheerful fire

and curios

"

acted
I
with one of the origi-

NOVEi.i.u.

Kj,
china,

strangled.
In the
scene of the fight at

nal

IVOR

)TmUok& SLotd"

1HAVE

is

to her as

London

!

Many

The Star With

MARJORIE HUME

Talents.
has played in comedy,

With
musical romcdy, and in Revue.
Gladys Cooper and Dennis Eddie, she
"
My Lady's Dress," also in the
played in
revival of " Milestones," and " Tho Man Who
Stayed at Home." She also played in " Autumn
Manoeuvres," and in the provinces she took Gina
Palerme's part in " The Dancing Mistress," ond
Gertie Millar's part at the Hippodrome. Miss
Hume understudied Unity Moore for nine
montbs at Daly's Theatre, and she remained tor
She deputised for Gabrielle Ray,
rive years.
Unity Moore, and Mabel Sealby. She took the
latter's part in " The Maid of the Mountains,"
and I expect many of my readers will remember
Marjorie Hume's beautiful voice and graceful
acting in that great success at Daly's.
" After
Maid of the Mountains,' " Marjorie
Hume told me, " I played in Betty,' then later
The Happy Day.' I started ' walking on
in
in pictures, we used to go down to the studios
I walked on in
The
for fun in those days
"
Greatest Performance.'
'

'

'

'

'

!

Ellen Terry's Eye
for Talent

me

DURING
film n

the
g of
Tho Greatest
Performance.'
Marjorie Hume told
me, " Ellen Terry
took rather a fancy
i

!

'

had over two thousand

sorts

all

for

'

letters from
and conditions of people th inking
Keep the Home Fires Burning,
1

" but it has its tragedy.
Ivor Novello
Pod? Guilbcrt Ford was killed in a London

Said
;i

ir

;

raid

a delightful

brilliant

another sang that song.

2,000 letters

one

Marjorie Hume one of our most
cinema stars, but she is also an
accomplished musician. Perhaps she owes
something of the latter art to her " Welsh
blood " V Tucked away in the .Welsh mountains there is a spot which is just as much home

NOT only

"

t

!

o

and she

in e,

me out to do
bits with her.
Then
I played in a screen
singled

Mother and Son.
IVOR NOVKI.LO

also wrote the music for
Theodora & Co.," " Arlette " and " W ho'*
Hooper ! " Madame Clara Novello Davis
is a very beautiful woman, and she is adored by
her son.
She is now teaching New York to sing.
"1 went with my mother to see 'The Call of

play with

"

" When the
the Blood,' " Ivor Novello .said.
tight scene was shown on the screen sho burst
tears.
She caught hold of my
into "floods of

band and exclaimed
"

:

You

'

PARDOE WOODMAN.

I was offered the juvenile
Mary ( 'holmondly 's book,
lead
in
Red
played the lead in 'His House
Pottage.'
I
in Order,'
and La Poupee,' and a fortnight
before these two films were trade-shown, they

and rehearsing, then

'

'

!

'

wonderful

U cor so

Robey, a war film
called,
Doing His
Bit.'
For -a year I
was understudying

'

aro there, darling— it's not true
" It took a long time to reassure her.
Mr.
" But she's wonderful, simply
Novello ended.
'

"

!

were burnt
" I played
!

in Stoll's

production,

'

The KeepCT

of the Door,' taking the part of the Mad Girl,
which really gave mo
chance," Marjorio
smiled,
for I go mad. try and kill somebody, and end up with a thrilling death bed
scene.
From a film point of view, that play did

my

An

Enthusiast.

be
ONEwithcannot
Marjorfa

Hume

for three

minutes without finding out her secret
she is an enthusiast.
She does no:, say, " I
love my work," because it appears to bo

Hume

me moro good than any tiling;" she declared.
" After this I played in a film for the London
Film Company. I did two films for Fred Paul.
Lady Tet ley's Decree,' and the Duchess of
Seven Dials.' Then I played the lead in another
8 toll film, The Sw indler,' under the direction
of Maurice Elvey.
'

'

'

more 'or less the right
thing to do
Watch
her charming, mobile
features, and her eyes
light,
up when she
MARJORIE HUME.
tells
you that she
likes
being at the
better
than anything else in tho
studio
world, and that she is perfectly miserable away

consented to this arrangement.

from it
" There

The New Studios

!

Scarlet Kiss

!

a time, after this," Marjorie Hume conFORtinued,
"
did no film work, until
took
I

I

a part in Fred Goodwin's racing picture,
It^vas after this- that Mr. .Milton
Scarlet Kiss.'
Hoffman offered me a contract with the Famous
Players -Losky, if I would leave the stnge, and 1
'

!.

is

something about a studio that

really gets hold of one," she told

mo

the other

afternoon when I had tea with her in a charming
room hot a hundred miles away from the Marble
Arch, a room crammed with beautiful, rare old

AT

the

!

Famous Playcrs-Lasky

Studios,

Islington, I played the lead in
Keeping
Youth.' and
Call of

'

'

Appearances.'

StescA> \

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROM* TH1

I

was a

little

Tho
up

disappointed that

I

!

I2.al.

IS

1921.

wreckage as it was washed up on the beach.
It was a French tramp steamer.

JDIOS.

AND

GOSSIP

ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS
couldn't go to Nice in another Lasky film, but
thcro was not a suitable part for inc.
Just when
I was inclined to repine, because I hate beinc
idle, I had a most wonderful offer from tho
Granger-Binger Company, Holland.

A

leads,''

'

!

Artist, Musician.
BESIDES doing film work," Marjorie

Hume

confessed, " I have done black and while
I studied animal painting under
Edith Magill, and when I was about eighteen,
I sold quite a lot of my sketches.
I also used to
practise the piano four hours a day
but, of
course, I cannot do that now," she laughed
however, I keep up my music, just sufliciently
to amuse myself and my friends."

work.

—

;

'.'

Oppenheim Scenario.
from Pardoe Woodman the other
morning he is one of the lucky ones who
has been basking in the sunshine at Nice.

Phillips

HEARD

;

He

me

he is playing the lead in a Famous
Players'-Lasky Film. It is an original scenario
" written specially for the Lasky folk, by
tells

'

Phillips

The

Oppenheim."

not yet
decided upon. Before
leaving for the south
of
France,
Pardoe
Woodman put in long
hours on " Place of
title

is

Honour"

other mornout of tho

:

'

can with them

'
!

LEWIS DAYTON.
.
and
King Arthur's Round Table.

m
Tantagels

THE

last scenes were taken at the top of a
which has romantic associations
with Tantagels, and King Arthur and
his round table.
To reach this particular spot,
cliff,

we motored

and had

thirty or forty miles,

to

wait for the sun to set, expecting to be blown
down the cliff every minute, and I was wearing
a crepe de Chine dress and thin shoes."

A

Screen Favourite.

THE

other afternoon I

met a

great screen

favourite, Lewis Dayton.
I expect
of you have seen him in some of the
released British films, although he only

many
newly

came

Mareh. He plays the
Shadow Between," and in " The
Great Day," for the Famous Players- Lasky.
In the " Mystery of Bernard Brown," Stoll's

back from America

last

lead in the "

;

and " The
Dayton has

SPENT

and

stepped into fairyIt was a de-

DORIS LLOYD.

lightful studio, merry
and gay with cretonne
_
flowers, where once upon a time Irving and

and

Toole rehearsed their plays. It is now occupied
by Miss Doris Lloyd, and her brilliantly clever
sculpture sister, Milba.
Doris Lloyd told me that she understudied
Miss Gladys Cooper in " Wedding Bells." She
was also in
Tod's Experience,
with Owen
Nares.
For six years Doris Lloyd was in the Liverpool
Repertory Theatre, and she played in well over
a hundred parts, which included works by
Sbaw and Galsworthy "Just the same sort
of work as the Everyman Theatre is doing now,"
" Nearly all the people who ptayed at
she said.
the Repertory Theatre are doing good work

—

virile.

" In my first picture I plaved with Marv
Pickford and Blanche Sweet. "W. D. Griffith
was quite a small man in those days, and our
producer."

The Rev.

Silas Hocking.

famous author
THEBetween,"
was an

" The
Shadow
of
interested spectator at
the trade show of the adaptation of his
book for a film play, at the Shaftesbury
Pavilion, Shaftesbury

the other

Avenue,

morning.
In answer
to my question as to
his feelings

when

first

he saw the characters
in his book brought
to

life

on the screen,

he says

theatres.

:

"

Dangerous Coast.

the scenes
MANY
Shadow Between,'
of

in

the

film,

'

The

in which I played a
were done in Newquay, Cornwall.
Unwillingly we chose a very dangerous part of
the coast for some of the big scenes.
It was not
until wo bad done the wreck .scene, and the
-breakers were so enormous that we were nearly
all washed away,
tfiat we were told there
were two deaths a year in that particular

spot

When you ask
my feehngs, yon
bring me tip with a

about

lead,

!

Luck, and a Wreck.
one scene we wanted a wreck, and it
IN actually
occurred before our eyes
Tho
!

Shadow Between."

brushed, and a noto
apology greeted
him with the words
" Done the best 1

;

land.

the charming exterior scenes in

been carefully
of

some time two hundred miles north
of Alberta, Edmonton," Lewis Dayton
told me, " trapping silver-tipped foxes.
It was bitterly cold, the temperature being
forty-eight and fifty degrees below zero."
He
also did ranching and cow-punching in British
Columbia
so Lewis Dayton has had a very
varied and strenuous career, perhaps that is one
of the reasons that his screen acting is so real

and gloom
of a London street
not far from Holborn,

of

his clothes were
put out. The day he
wanted to wear his
prepared dress suit
for the wreck, it had
all

1

fog

One

Newquay Hotel

the

Silver Fox.

(Stoll film),

West-End

glue,

also done quite a lot of w ork for William Fox, the
Universal Biograph.

ing,

A

and

rescue scenes
water.
At

the

;

Studios With an
Atmosphere

in

with sizo

been
prepared,

A Rank Outsider," Broadwest
Way of a Man," Gaumont. Lewis

A

THE

hero's

bad

"

in order to get finished
in time.

I

Tho

dress suit
specially

in

Marjoric Hume said delightedly, " one
being in the adaptation of Fergus Hume's
novel,
The Other Person,' and the other in
'
Kitty Tailleur.' May Sinclair's book. Some of
the exteriors will be done in the South of England.
I must tell you," she added, "before I
could accept the Granger-Binger offer, I had to
run over to Islington to ask Major Bell's permission for the Famous Plajers-Lasky, and it
was very kindly given, but of course in all
printed matter connected with the film, the permission must be shown

I

London, before wo wont down to Cornwall.

for tho

Pauline Frederick Part.
was to play three glorious, dramatic

IT

A

A Too-Zealous Servant.
of tho scenes for 'The Shadow BeSOME
tween,' had been taken in the studio,

picture shows the children picking up

the

very

difficult question.

For the

first

time ono

sees one's story through
other people's eyes,
and it is something of

SILAS HOCKING.

There is so
that has necessarily been left out, and it.
is another shock.
Then one begins to wonder
at the ingenuity of the patchwork, at t!ie
cleverness of tlie actors, at the amazing beauty
of many of the pictures, and at the effecthn
co-ordination of all the parts;
I was tremendously interested, and the time passed like a

a shock.

much

dream."

.

.

Edith Nepe4>".

"

:
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A COMPLETE STORY OF A MASCULINE "ADVENTURESS" AND

the library of a Fifth Avenue mansion, four men
round' a table. Three of the men were over
middle age.
Their features differed, but they had one striking
characteristic in common they all looked like

arc after is Cyrus Hewlett, the man who helped to
ruin your father."
" That's enough " said Dick.
" You can count
me in. I said I'd get even with them, and this seenia

IN sat

!

—

my

only chance."
Dick found that Charley Weston was the nomin.il
leader of the gang. Healey was the man who financed/
the gang he never took any actual risk3.
Before Dick parted with the crooks a plan had been
fixed to rob Cyrus Hewlett, and Dick and The Weasel
were the two that were to carry it out.
His sudden entry into the world of crooks somewhat bewildered Dick, and he decided he would have
a quiet walk to think matters over, before turning

vultures.

Their eyes were narrow set, and they had noses
beak of a bird of prey.
And Cyrus P. Hewlett, Nathaniel Gunter and

like the

;

Lew Carnac were human vultures.
And just as the vultures of the air swoop down on
the dead body of man and beast, so had these vultures
of Wall Street whirled down in their luxurious motorcars to clutch with their talon-like fingers the money
the man they had called friend.
of James Browning
The fourth at the table was a young man, little
more than a boy.
With his fair, fresh face, with scareely the down
that precedes the beard of manhood on his cheeks,
he looked strangely out of place in that gathering
lie was Dick Browning, the
of vulture-faced men.
only son of the dead man.
" You tell me, gentlemen, that my father left
absolutely nothing," said the young man.
" Nothing at all " said Carnac.
" Except debts," remarked Gunter.
" Debts which we have been generous enough not
to mention," added Hewlett.
" To put it quite plainly, Mr. Browning," croaked
Carnac, " the very chair you are sitting on belongs to
us the three principal creditors of your father."
" We bought the other creditors out," explained
Gunter.
" In order to give your father a chance to rc-build
his fortune," added Hewlett.
" But surely, out of the millions my father had,
"
you can let mo have enough to keep my mother ?
" She is lying upstairs dangerprotested the boy.
ously ill. The doctor told me to-day that unless she
can have the treatment to which she has been
accustomed, she will die. I don't ask a penny for
myself, and I give you my word that I will work to
pay otf any money you may allow for my mother."
" You seem to forget what we have already done,
Mr. Browning," remarked Carnac, reproachfully.
" In not claiming the debts," said Gunter.
" Which makes the three of us losers already,"
added Hewlett, rising from the table.
The other vultures took the cue, and extended
claw-like lingers to the boy. Dick Browning put his
'
hands behind his back.
" I know you robbed my father as you arc now
robbing my mother," he said. " 1 also know that. I
can't prove it in the courts, but I tell you that tin'
three of you will be sorry for what you have done
"
to-day
lie rang the bell for the butler, and told him to
^how the visitors out.

—

in.

As he was going down a side street not far from the
hotel, he heard a woman's cry for help.
Rushing to the spot, he found a young girl struggling

!

!

For days Dick Browning tried to raise money for
what time he was not looking for work
One night Dick sat. in the library looking
at a jewel-case which belonged to his mother. Only
one or two of her own personal ornaments remained
in the c;isc, and Dick realised they would fetch but
little money.
As he handled the case, the bottom
suddenly shifted, revealing a large diamond.
Dick
knew very little about stones, hut he realised that
this was a very valuable one. He could pawn It for
sufficient money to get his mother all she required.
He rushed trom the house to seek a pawnbroker's.
After wandering about, he found himself on 'the
East side, and found a pawnbroker's shop which
looked from the valuable jewellery in the window,
as t hough it would be a good place to pawn the jewels.
As he was showing the case and the big diamond
to the pawnbroker, a young man smoking a cigarette

his mother,
lor himself.

came up to him.
Dick saw that he belonged to that big army of the
Under-world, hut there was something about his face
that he liked.
" Don't

pawn it, pal," whispered the young man
take you where you can sell It "
was perhaps a foolish tiling to do, but Dick
banked on the liking he had taken to the young man,
and refusing the pawnbroker's oiler, he followed him
;

I'll

!

It

into the street.
" See 'ere, cully.

My name's The Weasel,' an'
I'm a crook. But I'm playing the level game with
" That big stone's a real
you," said the stranger.
champion sparkler. I'll take it to old Ike, the fence,
an' you'll get live hundred bucks for it. Old Iko will
try to beat, you to a lower price, but stick to five
hundred. He'll think you're one of the Healy gang
that's the push 1 belong to."
As they walked along Dick told The Weasel all
his troubles, and how he was trying to sell the jewels
so that he could get his mother everything she
needed.
" That 's the stuff to talk, pal," said The
Weasel.
" You get the money iron) Ike, and I'll shepherd you*
back into Broadway. None of the gangs will touch
you while I'm around."
The Weasel was as good as his word.
It was due to his influence that old Ike parted with
'

;

the live hundred dollars,

and when Dick

tried to force

with some roughs.
Dick at once set about the men and after putting
up a faint-hearted fight, they scattered.
Then Dick looked at thagirl.
She was very young, not more than eighteen, and
despite her dishevelled appearance due to the struggle,
Dick could see she was exceedingly pretty.
" Let me see you home," said Dick kindly.
The girl looked at him with tear-stained eyes, and
then covered her face with her hands.
" I have no home " she sobbed.
" I ran away
to-day
Little by little she told her story.
She was a niece of Lew Carnac.
Her name was Betty Carnac.
Her uncle had
consistently ill-treated her, and at last she had run
away with a man named Charley Weston.
He hud taken her to the same hotel where Dick was
staying, and while he had been engaged in another
room a woman named Mamie had come up to Betty
and told her that Weston was a crook, and that he
had a wife already. The woman Mamie had advised
her to get away while she could, and as the girl was
wandering around, she had been set upon by the footI

I

—

"

LOVE STORY.

HIS

[Western Import.

PAULINE STARKE

as Betty.

of the money on htm, The Weasel would not
take a cent.
" I wasn't
" That's all for the mother," he said.
always a crook. I shouldn't have been one, if my
mother had lived. Beat it to her fast, pal."
Before Dick could thank him again, he had vanished.
Dick got a taxi, and returned home with hopo
glowing in his heart. But as he entered the hall, lie
saw the doctor coining down the staircase.
There was something in his face that brought two
words from Dick.
" My mother " he said.
The doctor put a hand on Dick's shoulder.
" She died ten minutes ago. Don't give way, Dick
The most I could have done was to prolong her life.
She really died when those, fiends that your father
thought were his friends, ruined him. I begged them
to leave your mother something out of the fortune
of which
they had robbed your dad, but they
refused me as they reuiscd you. Her last words were
She knew tliat you were out trying to get
of you.

some

'!

'.

money

for her."

pads.

As the girl told her story, Dick listened in utter
bewilderment.
It had indeed been a night of surprises.
His own dramatic entry Into crookdom, to find the
first victim to be robbed was one of the three men
who had ruined his father, and then to rescue the
niece of another of the three vultures.
" You must let me help you," he said. " My own
case Is something like yours—or it was till about an
hour ago. You can trust me. 1 will look after you like
a sister. I will get you a room to-night and to-morrow
,

we

will find some suitable lodgings."
I feel I can trust you," said Betty.

"

sometliing in your face that
deceive me."

Dick could only clasp the hand of the kindly doctor.
late to save his mother.

The money had come too

A

Dick

He had to stay somewhere till he could get
cheap lodgings.
\
The clerk informed him that there was not a room
vacant except one which had been engaged, but the
man had not turned up.
" You can take a chance with that one, but if
the man turns up, you will have to clear oat," said
the clerk, adding " I daresay I'll be able to give you a
fix-up somewhere."
" I'll risk him not coming," said Dick.
:

got in his room

when

the telephone

rang.

" said a voice.
" Yes," replied Dick, hardly conscious of the fact
that the voice was that of a stranger.
" Right.
Come to Room 22l> as quickly as you
can."
When Dick Browning entered Room 229 he saw
about half a dozen men grouped round a table. They
were a queer-looking lot similar types to the men
he had seen round the shop of Ike, the fence.
One of them, who was apparently tho leader, a
youngish man, better dressed than his companions,
advanced towards Dick with a threatening gesture
" What's the game ? You're not Dick Harris "
" My name is Dick Browning. You telephoned to
Is that you,

Dick

?

—

I

my

room," said Dick, quietly.
" Get him, boys " cried the leader, and the wholo
gang rushed at Dick.
He put up a good tight, but he would speedily have
been overpowered, but just as he was being forced
down the door opened, and The Weasel rushed in.
" Call the gang otf, Weston " he shouted.
" I
!

!

know

this guy,

and

I

stand for him.

He'll

come

In

with us."

As the gang drew off, The Weasel whispered to
Dick
" Your only chance now Is to join us. This Is tho
Healey gang I told you about. I've been making
some inquiries about you, and if it will help you to
make up your mind I can tell you the next man we
:

"Miss Wilson Haul."
day found Dick and Betty Installed
and sister in some good lodgings
which were moderately cheap.
Betty got a job painting photographs, but there
would have been very little money in it had not Dick
said he had found a man who would buy any amount,
and by this means he was able to give Betty money
In the meantime, the- gang were preparing theii
plans to rob Cyrus Hewlett.
Charley Weston called a meeting, and when all
were present, he outlined his scheme.
Hewlett, who was a diamond dealer, was sending
his manager, a man named Kreisler, to Chicago with
a parcel of valuable stones.
My Idea," said Weston, " is that Dick and the
Weasel shall travel on the same train, and tiny
should find a chance to get those sparklers befort
following
as brother

after the funeral of his mother.
to a modest hotel.

He had scarcely

" There l?
will not

me you

THE

Night or Adventure.

day
THEBrowning
went

tells

Kreisler reaches Chicago."
" You can count rae right out of that, Weston."
said Dick.
" What do
afraid to

you mean ? " shouted Weston. " You're
do the Job, eh T

"

Not afraid, Weston, too clever to risk my liberty
on such a crude scheme. Your mind is small,
Weston. I'm afraid you will never bo a great
I have a plan that will not only get us the
criminal.
diamonds Kreisler Is carrying, but also all the stones
that Hewlett has In his sue. Listen. Kreisler will bo

met at the first stop with a wire supposed to come
tt, telling him to get off the train and meet
Miss Wilson, Hewlett's private secretary. I shall ho
Miss Wilson. I made a very good Juliet In private
Kreisler, not being afraid of a
theatricals at college.
mere girl, will not hesitate to accompany me to a
house where a customer is waiting to buy the stone*,
the talc being that Hewlett had found a in-tter
customer than the one in Chicago. I will drive with
Kreisler to a place where the. rest of you will bo
waiting. There we will not only rob him of all he ii
carrying, but we will force him to write a note to
Hewlett, saying he learned a gnng were after him.
and that he Is sending the stones back with Miss
Since I shall be actually bringing the stones
Wilson.
safely hack to Hewlett,' lie will not suspect me.
I
shall get him to open the safe on some pretext and
from H «

li

,
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the stones— the ones I bring from Kreisler
in the sate."
The simplicity of the scheme compelled even
Weston's admiration, and It was decided to carry out

Bet

all

and those

Dick's Idea.
The, night arrived for Krcisler's departure from
York. The first part of the plan worked like
clock-work.
Kreisler had no suspicion that anything was wrong
till he found himself set upon by the gang and hustled
into a cellar. The stones were taken from him and lie
wrote a note to Hewlett saying he was sending them
back by a trusted friend, Miss Wilson.
Armed with this note and the stones, Dick set nil'
He certainly looked the
for Hewlett's town mansion.
part of Miss Wilson. A little rouge and powder on
his beardless face, and an elaborate wig with cunning
curls, made him a handsome, clashing young lady.
Confident as Dick was in the effectiveness of his
disguise, he felt a little inward tremour when he faced
Cyrus Hewlett's hawk-like scrutiny. But the old
rascal was only acting on his usual plan to suspect
everybody. When he read the letter from Kreisler,
and felt the precious stones in his hands, his face
crinkled up with avaricious joy.
" You have rendered me a good serviee, my dear
young lady. And so thieves were on the track of

New

But he proved too smart for them.
Kreisler. eh 1
They might have known that Cyrus Hewlett employs
only smart men."
" Mr. Kreisler told

me that you have some wonderdiamonds and opals," said Dick, casually. " I
am often in a position to do good deals with society
ladies who do not mind what they pay."
Hewlett's eyes glistened at the thought of future
ful

business.

" I have some of the finest stones in the country,"
" I will show you some. Perhaps
able to do business together."
went to the safe and took out a parcel of

my dear,"

he said.

we may be

He

diamonds and another of opals.
It was a huge safe, higher than a man, and as
Hewlett turned to close the door Dick saw his chance.
He gave the old scoundrel a push and sent him
inside, closing the door and locking him in his own
6afe.
Then, gathering up the stones, he put them
away and scribbled a note for Hewlett's butler, telling
him that his master was locked in his sale.
As the butler let Dick out, the young man turned
to him and said :
" Oh, Mr. Hewlett told me to send you to him.

Good night."
Half an hour later, Dick was showing the stolen
stones to the gang.
" I think, gentlemen, we may say that my first
attempt has been a success," said Dick. " Our next
victim will be Mr. Nataniel Gunter."

The Next Victim.

NATANIEL GUNTER

proved

even

an

easier

victim than Hewlett. Again disguised as a
Dick got a position as Gunter 's secretary
under the name of Mary Brown, and, having watched
him when he locked up the safe, found out the combination.
The only hitch in the scheme was when
Dick, getting out of the house after robbing the safe,
knocked over a big vase. Old Gunter came rushing
girl,

down, but by the time he had turned up the lights
Dick was well away.
Dick had determined that his career of crime should
end with robbing Carnac, the last of the three vultures
who had ruined his father. Three days before the
date planned for the robbery of Carnac's house, Dick
was with Betty in the little sitting-room of their
Dick had loved the girl ever since the
apartments.
night he had rescued her from the roughs, but he
was worried with the thought that, although Betty
had shown in many ways that she liked him. it might
be with the liking of a girl for an elder brother.
After a long silence in which he had been thinking
With
in this strain, Dick suddenly turned to the gill.
the impetuousncss of youth, he told Betty that he
loved her, and asked her to marry him.
" I think I have loved you since the first time I
saw you," whispered Betty, as she hid her face on his
shoulder.
For a time neither spoke.

They were deliriously
in that silence which comes with the perfect
understanding between young people in love.
" I can't explain now," said Dick at last, " but in
three days' time I shall have finished my work in
Then we will go out West and start life
this city.
happy

together."
" I don't care
" West or east, Dick," said Betty.
where it is, so long as we arc together."

The Last Victim.
was night. Dick Browning, closely muffled up
with a peaked cap pulled over his eyes, was
waiting in the grounds of Lew Carnac's mansion
for the lights to go out so that he could enter the house.
He had asked the Weasel to take Betty in a car and
wait for him.
He intended to hand over the entire proceeds of the
robbery to the gang and quit them by sending it with
the Weasel, and then quit the gang for ever.
In the car he had a bag containing his clothes and
In his pocket were tickets to a
his disguise as a girl.
town in Wyoming, and it was his plan to drive to a
station well outside New York and take the train.
He had left nothing to chance.
Every move had been carefully thought out.
Only the Weasel was in his confidence and he had
perfect faith in him.
As he waited lie heard a low, peculiar whistle. It
was the signal of the gang. A few seconds the bushes
parted and the Weasel appeared.
" You've got to beat while the going's good, Dick,"
he said. ." Weston has always been jealous of you,
and lias telephoned to the cops saying you're here to
rob Carnac. I got it straight from Mamie. I've
changed the identification plate on the car. Betty is
waiting where you told me. Get to her and beat it."
As the two men left Charley Weston came out of
He ran to a
the bushes where he had been hiding.
street telephone, and called up the police.
" The man you want is in the ear with a girl, but
they have changed the number plate. You've got
He is taking
his description, so you can't miss him.
the Belmont road."
" I think I've worked that smart," he chuckled to
" I've got the cops on Browning's trail, and
himself.
Cuess all I've got to
left Carnac's house unguarded.
do now is to get inside, open the safe and keep the

IT

WALLACE REID AND BEBE DANIELS

These three photographs show

WALLACE REID

and

BEBE DANIELS

The gang, when they find Browning has been
arrested making his getaway, will think he intended
I get the loot, and that
to rob them of their share.
cursed swell that, stopped ine from getting Betty will
spend a few years in Sing Sing prison while 1 lead the
life of a gentleman."
But Weston had reckoned without the Weasel.
As soon as he had seen Dick and Betty safely away,
the Weasel came back in time to see Weston leaving
He in turn telephoned to the
the telephone office.
police, telling them that Weston had blulfcd thero,
and that he himself was robbing Carnac's place.
" Send your fastest motor police, and you'll get
loot.

him," he added.
Inside the house Charley Weston was stuffing his
pockets with the contents of Lew Carnac's safe.
So absorbed was he in his task that he did not
Weston
notice the door open and Carnac peep in.
turned to find the old man pointing a pistol at him
In a Hash the crook drew
with a quavering hand.
Lew Carnac dropped with a
his own gun and fired.
smothered moan.
outside
the house only to find
The crook rushed
One ol
himself in the midst of six motor policemen.
others seized Weston.
house
while
the
them went in the
In a few minutes the policeman who had gone
inside the house came out.
" I reckon it's you for the electric chair, Weston,"
" Carnac's as dead as a cold storage sheep,
he said.
and it was your gun that killed him."
In the meantime Dick and Betty were tearing along
The Weasel's warning was still
the open country.
worrying Dick. He knew the police would be waiting
True, he had
lor him in every town he passed.
changed the identification plates, but there would
still be the description of himself to give him away.
Suddenly he bethought himself of his girl's disguise.
" Don't
" Hang on to the wheel, Betty," he said.
ask me any questions now, I'll tell you everything
later."

He dived into his bag, and in a few minutes he had
made himself up as a girl. Betty gasped in wonderment but made no remark.
It was well that Dick liad thought of this plan,
for as they entered the next town they were held up
by the

police.

officer in charge of the party saw two
he gave a grunt of vexation, and said
" Drive on.
You're not the party I'm looking for."
As they got clear into the country. Dick told Betty
the whole history of his association with the gang,
and how the three vultures had robbed and ruined
his, father, and, indirectly, had been the cause of his
mother's death.
" I don't blame you, dear, but I am glad you have
finished with it," said Betty.
And when, a few days after their marriage, Betty
received a letter from Carnac's solicitors saying she
had inherited the whole of her uncle's money, the
young bride turned to her husband.
" Itsccnis to me, Dick, that the hand of providence
Carnac robbed your tether and ill-treated
is in this.
me, but it is through me that some of the money of
which your father was robbed has come back to

But when the

girls

you."
(Adapted from incidents

in the

Western Import film,

featuring Pauline Starke as Betty.)

—APACHE

doing an Apache dance in

:

"The Dancing Fool,"

DANCERS.

a Paramount-ArtcraSt film.

—
—— ———

—
——
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ARTISTE ON SADDLE

SLOAN.

AND

SCREEN.

SLOAN,
^ npOD
X
"*

THIS WEEK'S BEST JOKES.
The Teacher " There is one animal which
does not stand upon its legs atl the time, and
does not walk like other animals, but takes funny
"
little skips. What is it ?
The Class (with one yell) ; " Charlie Chaplin ! "
Answers.

"

:

«

*

The Monkey Seat."

WHEN
winners

riding in

England Tod rode

practically every
principal English race.
Hi-<
crouching seat (derisively railed the
monkey seat) was at first laughed to

—

*

in

scorn by other riders and trainers, but
before he left English tracks, every one
of our jockeys had copied his style.

" That young bride worships her

:

the one-time famous
American jockey, whose forward
seat and short stirrups revolutionised English race riding, and who
was the most successful jockey' of his

day. is now trying to catch the judge's
eye as a cinema actor.

(By remission of Path: Frcres.)

Gladys

*

"

husband, doesn't she
" Well, sho places burnt offerings
Phyllis
before him throe times a day." Auckland
Neiva.
Weekly
'!

:

*

Ernest

"

:

His First Film.
has wisely decided that the
best way to the winning post in
the screen world is to tackle the

I'OD

«

*

Would you marry a woman who
"

had sued a man

for breach of promise ?
" Well, it depends on how much
the jurv awarded her." Brisbane Weekly.

Clarence

job he knows best.
It is as a jockey in B. B. Hampton
production, " The Killer," that he
makes his debut before the camera.
Sloan can act a quarter as well as
he rode, he will soon be scintillating in
the stardom of tho screen.

-.

*

Man

*

" Sorry to hear your wife ran
away with your chauffeur."
Second Man " Well, it wasn't much of a
I033.
His time was up at the end of the week,
anyhow."— Carikuttiren. Christ iania.

First

:

:

*

*

Customer

The Photos Explained.

ON how

«

*

left you see Tod explaining
he will act a certain scene in
the coming photo-play.
Below
a studio portrait of the clever little
jockey and a snap of him on t he way
to the studio, carrying his
riding
colours in his handba".

the

" That's a bit too

:

much

you're

asking for that Queen Anne chair."
Dealer: " But, sir, think how much the cost
of labour has gone up sinco then "
L'Ocnose,
!

Paris.
»

Small Bov

*

*

" Take

:

mo

the

to

pictures,

muvver."
"

Mother
Now then, haven't yer just had yer
hair cut ? You're always a-craving after arnus*:

Auckland Weekly News.

ment."

*

«

*

Teacher " Johnny, whore's your grammar?"
Johnny: "She's home, in bed with a had
:

Boston (U.S.A.) Gfobt,

cold."

•

*

«

a Colorado Shop
" Others have cheated you
Why not give me a chance
SchenKtedy (U.S.A.) Union Star.

Sign

in

:

!

»

First

M \n

»

f

"

•

'

"My

wife waits for the least
little thing on my part to make trouble."
Seconi> Man: "You're lucky.
Mine's a
self-starter."
L'Asino, Turin.

Romeo"

notice

What do you

Romeo
tall

" Five shillings

:

"

:

an inch."
The poor fellow was
Magazine.

Heavens

"

Boys'

!

!

*

"

charge for a funeral

?

Editor
foot

"

:

:

Do you

»

*

bananas

"

asked (he lady.
" Madam," replied the dear old gentleman, a
"
little deaf.
1 do not. I prefer the old-fashioned
nightshirt."
Cleveland (U.S.A.) S'cws.
like

The Magistrate

"

?

You

:.

aro charged

with

simple theft."

Prisoner " Simple ? Simple
you do it " Le Souri

I'd like to seo

?

:

!

" You've heard of a place called New York,"
It is famous for baked beans and pork
Its motto is breezy
'

.

:

'

We won

But

the war easy.'
like the pig in the beans.

It's all talk."

*

»

c

A

lady living at Sandham.
Bestowed her affections at random
Though she's turned sixty-nine
She's still going fine.
For her motto is Nil Dr-sperandum.
,

•

*

*

"The

magistrate let me off that
rharge of exceeding the speed limit."
" Oh
Cowi.er
What yarn did you spin

Plazier

him t "
PlAZier

:

:

:

!

"I

told

him thai

a house to let. and he was
>nco."
Anstrcrs.

all

I

had heard of

sympathy*

a

1

TOD SLOAN

in

" Tbe

Killer,"

a

B.

B.

Hampton production

—
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ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK
— tke

—

of a seriC3 concerns tke romance of Ckarle3 Ray and Clara Grant, who now. as
As tke author suggests, it reads almost like one of tke flays in wkick its kero
Could any story liave a better recommendation ?
kas so endeared kimself to tke kearts of all picfluregoers.

Tkis story
you know,

firdl

Mrs. Ray.

is

By
BECAUSE love has its roots down

in

GRACE KINGSLEY
school, promising he'd give it up if ho didn't
land some sort of a dramatic job at the end of
that time.
The end of the quarter drew near, anil Charlie
hadn't done anything. So he quit and went
back to his typewriter and bookkeeping. That
is, he went back ostensibly.
But ho kept on at
dramatic school, too, on the quiet.

elemental

emotions which are impossible of analysis
even by the lovers themselves, who ever
learned the exact and true story of a lovo affair !
Who can tell the obscure sources of mutual,
attraction that draw two people together and
hold them year after year
What foundations,
of character, of constancy, or irresistible affinity
underlie the great love affairs of the world ?
Yet history records such love affairs love,
that most transient and ephemeral of emotions
T—that tenuous golden cobweb that so often is
blown into shreds before the thousand sordid

—

'I

His father found out about
instead of raving and tearing

—

and contending winds of
Even in that world

;

he worked hard."
That satisfied Charlie's father, and he let
him stay on. During this time Charlie was
.earning a little by playing in pictures, or in
if

.

small parts at the theatres.

And right hero is where the love interest
begins to come in, because right here Clara
Grant appears.

his wife.

Of course nobody actually believes any more
that there is a little god named Cupid, who,
dressed neatly in a pair of wings, dashes about
with a bow and arrow X-raying people's hearts,
and shooting invisible darts into them, making
the victims fall in love whether they want to or
not. And yet, if anybody did believe that old
story, it should be Charlie Ray and his pretty
young wife, who used to be Clara Grant, you
know. For Cupid certainly did make a neat
job of it with them.
But dear me
Who ever learned the exact
story of a real love affair, anyhow ?
Even the
people involved can't tell how it all just happened. Certainly not shy folk like Charlie Ray
and modest misses like Clara Grant. One can
only sketch the truth.
You must fill in the glowing details for yourself.
But you're not going to be a bit disappointed in Charlie Ray's romance.
It's so
exactly like him, as you know him, and is so
exactly like one of his film stories that he could
use it for a plot if he wanted to.
It wasn't as if pretty Clara Grant never had
any other beaus. Goodness, no
She was
fairly swamped with them back in the days
when she lived with her widowed mother in
Los Angeles.
But somehow they seemed
rather a stupid lot to Clara, those other young
men they had no particular ambition, most
of them, except to get some sort of job, go
to dances and on motor parties, and keep well
dressed.
And Clara Grant was ambitious. She was
ambitious to look as pretty as she could for one
thing and that was very pretty indeed
but
that wasn't all by any means. Her ambition
ran along artistic lines. She painted and
sketched and played the piano very nicely, and
she acted a little.
Her mother was a modiste,
and Clara helped her mother design the gowns
that never, never were known to fail to suit the
people for whom they were made.
And Charlie -was fresh and handsome and
modest and manly and poor
just the i,ort
that Cupid delights in picking out for a victim,
just to see him blush and wriggle. Really
Charlie wasn't especially attractive to girls in
Ins high-school days ;
he was so quiet and
!

.

!

of

it,

but

And he

he hoped.

plugged and

plugged.

Then one day a fellow student told Charlie
he was going to a certain dramatic school that
night, and asked Charlie if he didn't want to go
along.

Charlie looked up wearily from his typewriter,
thought of the awful rows of figures and of the
monotonous thud-thud of the machine, and
decided he would go. Good gracious, just
Supposing he had
supposing he hadn't
decided to stay at home and study his shorthand
But suddenly he felt a wild,
like a good boy.
thrilling desire to do something devilish.
So he went to the dramatic school, feeling
like a fish out of water, of course, as he stood
about in corners and watched those clever
young people chatting and laughing and getting
ready to rehearse.
Somebody came over and asked him if he
wanted to join the night classes. He blushed
and shuffled his feet, and said he didn't think
he could do anything, though deep down in his
heart he confesses now there sprang up in his
heart at that very moment a daring desire to
be an actor. Then somebody insisted, partly
as a lark.
!

;

—

—

,

.

Just For a "Dare."
Charlie saw he was being kidded he
squared his shoulders and looked the
somebody in the eye and said, " All
right, he would."
And he did. And somehow
he managed to make a hit in the very first

WHEN

part he played, too.

But right there he met with opposition. His
father wanted him to be a business man, not an
However, Charlie persuaded him to let
actor.
him attend dramatic school for three months,
during vacation preceding his

last

year in high

One afternoon the door opened, and in stepped
a very pretty girl. Charlie sort of gasped when
he saw her, and his Adam's apple worked up
and down. He was in the midst of rehearsal,
and he bit a word right in two.
She glanced up and saw him, too, and then he
saw that she had rather mocking blue eyes and
a .laughing mouth. So he set his teeth tight
together and went on playing his role. But out
of the corners of his eyes he watched her, and
he saw that she entered one of the dancing
classes.

" I thought she was a little bit of loveliness
right then," explained Charlie, with an embarrassed little grin, as he found himself talking
about romance, " but I was awfully bashful in

those days, and I simply wouldn't force my
attentions on her. Besides, I was awfully poor,"
he went on quietly, " so I figured, what was the

use of trying to get acquainted with such a
radiant creature ? But I admit I did want to
know her very, very much."
He was in the dramatic class, and she was in
the dancing class, and so he would just catch a
glimpse of her coming and going. But it is
proof of his depth of feeling and tenacity
never did forget her,
of purpose that he
though he didn't see her again for four long
years.

For it was about that time he left to go into
an Arizona stock company, and after that into
small-time vaudeville with Chester Conklln,
Chester playing an Irish comedian, and Charlie
a German comedian.

He was working and struggling so hard in
those days that he didn't think about much
else, girls least of all.

But whenever he thought

of the dramatic school there came into his mind
the vision of a light-footed girl who danced-

and who had mocking blue eyes and a laughing
mouth, and he wondered in a vague sort of way
if

he'd ever see her again.

(To be continued in next Monday's " Picture
Show.")

;

^

I know a girlwho went to high school with
him, and she says nono of the girls ever looked
«t Charlie then and she added that some of
them are awfully sorry now that they didn't.
Ho was attending the business department of
Polytechnic High School, and he hoped that
some day, by being very industrious, he
might get a job as a stenographer and bookkeeper.
Of course he didn't feel at all sure

—

lie

" Yes," the teacher said
" he thought that
Charlie kept on that he would some day be
earning as high as fifty or sixty dollars a week

—

backward.

earth,

if

the world of make-believe, known as thoi
acting world there gleam some of the most
beautiful, true, and tender romances the world
has known. Not romances of a moment, but
romances burning with a pure white light
whose flame bums steadily against the
gusts of emotionalism for ever surrounding
them.
Such a romance is that of Charles Ray ai d

—

one day, and

actor.

life.

of rainbow-hued and
brilliant artificiality, that life of sudden ardours
fanned by the winds of artistic emotionalism,
quickened by the exigencies of artistic demands

—

it

up the

behaved like a sensihle man, went down to scri
the dramatic school teacher, and asked him if
he thought Charlie would ever make good as an

or
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FATTY THE FAMOUS
SAWFatty Arbuckle
i

the day after he

Eng-

landed in
(I could hardly
seeing h Hi
since
occupied
he
about two-thirds of
Fainous-Lasky
the
land.

avoid

office

Street,

i

in

.

Wardour

where

this interview took place.)
was very genial,
most obliging, and ex-

He

tended (through me)

an extremely hearty
greeting to each
every reader of

FATTY

"

Picture Show,

ARBUCKLE.

and

the
but

—

he didn't strike me as
von might think he wouldfunny man
professional
The penally of being a
At
is that one is" expected always to be funny.
certain times in the day an undertaker may relinquish the dignity of his office without provoking universal comment, but a comedian
nevei 1
Why this is so I cannot tell you the
Nevertheless, I am going to put
fact remains."
it on record that in reality Mr. Roscoo Arbuckle
from time to time does allow himself to forget
that ho is a prize laughter-raiser sufficiently to
become a thoroughly normal human boing, and
on the occasion in question it was the man
(I am rather
rather than the comedian I met.
proud of this, since everyone knows the
comedian).
;

" Makes You Feel Good."

CAME

" I

over here just on the spur of the
I moment," he told me in answer to' my in'•
terrogation.
Had four weeks with
nothing to do, so thought I would come across
and get acquainted with the folk who handle
my picturos this side, and,with my friends over
here in general. I had a fine crossing not a bit
and everyone, both here and in France
sea-sick
(where I landed first) has been most kind. I
received a fine reception in Paris, and last night,
when I went to see Just Fancy at the Vaudeville, I got another.
It has all been very pleasing and gratifying, and a wonderful incentive.
Such kindness makes you feel good. I shall go

—

—

'

'

in an entirely new spirit."
murmured something to the

I

effect that

I

should have thought Mr. Arbuckle had " felt
good " already, in view of his success and comfortable accumulation of dollars. " Well," he said in Indeliberate way. " money
And don't- call me fortunate
isn't everything.
I'm just lucky. A victim of circumstances. I
No credit to me." And then he added
guess.
in unconscious contradiction, " Just hard work

—

and application.

Fatty and the French Girls.
that Mr. Arbuckle desired no perbouquets, I then invited him to
throw some on his own account -to tell
me what had most impressed him in Paris ami
London. With regard to the first part of my
query it appeared that the beauty and vivacity
of the French girls had not been without a

SKF.IXO
sonal

certain effect.

Modest.
Fatty wasn't humorous
NOT that
was that'quiet. every -day sort

-he was, but

it

of

'

humour

He struck
that is really the best of all.
me as a man of rather serious framr of mind,
and even as one possessed of a certain shyness,
which, in conjunction with the massivo proportions and expansive boyish countenance, is
not without oharm. He is not at all effusive
about himself or his work, never volunteers
information unless it is desired, and in both
personality and speech is entirely unassuming
and deliberate.
-

Wry

pretty

girls

1

of ' pep
and
gravely, " but it looks
lots

j

spirit." commented Fatty
like they shoot 'em all at twenty-five

Never saw one who

over there
looked a day over that.

Now," he explained

women between

thirty

the best companions.

!

confidentially,

and

"

like

I

They're

thirty-five.

They understand a

fellow
just like another man would then.
Sumehow
seem
get
really
women don't
to
practical until
they reach that age."
London then came in for discussion. Mr.
Arbuckle. however, had not been in it quite

FILMS OF THE WEEK
" Picture

The
"

The Skywayman."

Lieut.

Shows

Omer Lock-

A

which "the
" performs his famous

picture in

dare-devil of the air

stunts. Many thrills and brilliant photography are the outstanding points of this play,
while Louise Lovely plays opposite the hero.

A crusader

for science, the late Lieut. lx>ckloar
has appealed to the imagination as no other
will live in history as the
airman has done.
first flyer to go from one aeroplane to another in
mid-air a feat which first thrilled tliC world and
then opened the eyes of scientists and experts to
the new possihilit ies of aircraft. So highly were his

He

—

experiments appreciated that the United States
army gave him the free use of its flying fields.
" The Skywayman " is more than a thrilling
It
contains a record of all that
picture.
Locklear has done.
A race with an express train, a collision with a
church steeple, and a dozen other daring exploits
are brought out with -startling realism.

"The Eyes

of Youth."

Clara Kimball

Yotrwo. (F.B.O.)
version of the
THEA screen
splendid production
actress,

Clara

well-known play.
with that great
Kimball Young as Ginu

Ashling. The cast is practically all-star. Tho
story shows how a woman is enabled to gaze
through a crystal into tho futuro five years honce.
In this way she chooses hor path through life.

"

The Love Cheat."
June Caprice,

A

Gutde

Cbmghton Hale amp

il'alhc.)

DELIGHTFUL comedy -drama

with the

two favourites in appealing roles.
A
young artist gots into high society under

(OaunwnU)

THEchild

star role is played by a very clever
actress in a very appealing marine"
The play has many lovely sccne-i taken

moments

not a dull scene.

thore

will delight

is

young and

This play

Bessie Love. ( V itagraph.)
Love has a typical role in
this masterly play. As a little village girl
who fights for everybody'* happiness she is

LITTLE

Bessie

Exciting fire scenes thrill the onPegeen's many adventures will
interest everybody.

delightful.

and

" Everywoman."

Violet Hkmino. (Paramount -A rtr raft.)
great Drury Lane success on the screen
practically

an

all-star

No

cast.

expenso has been spared in providing a
magnificent setting. The story unfolds around
the quest of every woman for love, but only
after encountering wealth, passion, and flattery,
docs she succeed. A super production.

"The

His Next Picture.

SEEING

he was apt to dwell unduly on ths
beauty of our mutton chops, I deftly
switched Mr. Arbuckle's attention on to
his new picture for Paramount-Artcraft.
Production will have started already by the. time
these words appear, for, he said, he intended
commencing work the first of the year. This
film. I learned, is to be called "Three Mile*
Out," three miles from the American shores'
being, as Fatty delicately explained, the distance at which a thirsty traveller may with
impunity forget the existence of Mr. Pussyfoot
Johnson.
" But don't you worry about our prohibition,"
he begged me, as if ho feared I might be having
" I can tell you
sleepless nights oh that score.
there is more Scotch in New York than there is

in Scotland."

In response to sundry other inquiries, Mr.
Arbuckle told me that his ehicf hobby was
motoring
that his famous dog, " Luke." was
not with him because he required so much
attention and petting
" like a woman " ; and
;

—

that, yes, he (Fatty) did long to return to the
stage sometimes, but that no theatre could afford
to pay his salary, since in pictures he made
more money in one week than he could do in

ten on the boards.

"And
I'll

now," he said, " if that's
go and get that percolator "

all,

guess

I

!

May Hi

rschet, Clarkr.

Learnin' of Jim Benton."
Rot
Stewart. (Weetern-ltnport.)
WESTERN drama with a universal appeal

A

The

etory of a cowboys' school, through
which runs a delightful love theme. Then
is a strong dramatic climax. The hero, wrongly
accused of murder, is saved from the scaffold
at the last moment by the charming schoolinarm. Popular entertainment.

Best of Luck."

All^Stab

c«

r

.

(Jury's.)

Lane
ANOTHERof Drury
a thousand

drama

" Wanted a Husband."
( Paramount -A rtrrajt.

BILL1E* Bl'RKE

success, the melo-

magnificently
produced.
Tho cast inchnlos Kathr\ u
Adams. Jack Holt and Fred Mala testa. Wonder
thrills,

Bilue Bvbkjb.

as a slovenly wall-paper

Rut sho reforms, and having
announced an imaginary British officer as

designer

old.

" Pegeen."

THEwith

Could

" I am glad your appetite is in no way unpaired by our coffee, Mr. Arbuckle.
" No," was the reassuring reply.
" I'm eating

.

photography and acting is
of amusing ami pathetic

looker

make up for the coffee. They're fine.
eat 'era three times a day."

-

in Holland, while
Scores
excellent.
;

—

!

"The

June Caprice, Excellent.

" LtTTi c Bene."

exploration.
'"I've just one kick," he amended
"your
His eyes (blue-grey) turned heavencoffee '"
" Next thing I do is to get a percolator.
wards.
But," he added generously, " your mutton chops

I

which lead him into very hot
However, in the end he marries the

'Joy.'

long enough to form any very definite opinion*
concerning it, but according to what lie said,
everything he had seen and done from the
moment of his arrival had pleased him very
much, and made him anxious for- further

submarine scenes in the search for the Spanish
galleon an surprises upon surprises. Absorbing
entertainment.

false pretences,

millionaire's daughter,

•

ful

to Pitfture-goers.

water.

LEAR. (Fox.)

SENSATIONAL

"

GREETS THE *
PICTURE SHOW "

very well."

back
.

1921.

;rf,

!

her fiancee, she is compelled to produce one.
Fast and furious fun results, but she gets her
husband in the cud. Rollicking entertainment.

"Peaceful Valley."

Cbablbs Rat.

(I.F.D.C.)

A WONDERFULLY

human story— a rural
romance. A warm-hearted country boy
is Rav's latest role. There is full measure
of fun, w ith jusl a streak of tragedy Should have
.

a w ide appeal. Excellent.

The Garden of Resurrection."
DCSE ami Grv New all. (Stall.)
SPLENDID British film version

A

Temple Thurston's famous novel
same name.

Iw
of E.
of the

Charm:s Camtana and
Blackmail."
BEATRICE QfARANTA. (L.l.F.T.)
FINELY ACTED film with a very human

A

story, with plenty of thrills.
A story with a wide appeal.
Tut-:

" Pinriti: 5'now" Critic.
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Whooping Cough

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
—A
—The

Very Severe Attacks Cured

CoarseValue of Household Compounds
grained Skin— Affections of tke Tkroat and Nose— Tke Picture Girl's Blouse.

Health and Beauty Worries

day my post includos letters from
EVERY
girls asking for advice with regard to

norve makes

ailments connected with their
And almost all of them say " I havo triod all
kinds of preparations, but none of them appears
Can you tell me what to
to do me any good.
do ? " Few girls, apparently realise the value
compounds
that cost little, and that
of simple
You will often find
aro always in the house.
that the simpler the remedy, the more easily the
system responds to the treatment. One particular household commodity is most efficacious
that is ordinary
for the treatment of minor ills
common salt. It gives a natural answer to
many of our little health and beauty worries,
and bearing in mind the beauty queries sent
to nic, I'll tell you a few of its uses.

remedy, which

The Value

The Picture

A weak

aro few washes besides a boracic solution that

you should attempt in a home treatment on
your own responsibility you should bear in mind
the efficiency of

salt.

The benefits of salt are not to be overlooked,
and every one should keep a bag at hand in the
bathroom and resort to it when a simple remedy
is

required.

Mis.

distinctly upon the screen
in a " closo up," she
worried
over it, and tried
began to get rather
Well, it
various preparations without success.
happened at the time when sho was about to
She became a daily
take a rest by the sea.
bather in tho sea, and was delighted to find her
skin thoroughly improved and toned up by the
Of course she took care to thorsalt water.
oughly cleanse her skin by warm baths at home,
but the actual salt water effected a cure to her
skin where expensivo preparations had failed.
When sho returned to home and work she continued her salt water baths, adding ordinary,
And her skin has
salt to her bath every day.
never shown signs of coarseness since. Of
course the salt chosen for the facial bath must
be finely powdered.
For catarrhal affections of the throat and
nose a salt douche or a regular snuffing up of a
solution of salt and water is wonderfully beneficial.
Snuff up the water, and spray . the
nose and throat every night and morning, and
you will soon find relief from this distressing
complaint.
The sore throat, too, is a tiresome and painful
affection.
A gargle of salt and water to which
a littlo peroxide of hydrogen has been added is a
simple but splendid cure.
For sprains the benefits of hot salt water
Make a strong solution
are undeniable.
of salt and water and bathe the affected

showed so

Voile,

2,

King's

Cure.
Rushden,

Road,

"One of my littlo boys
Northants, says:
caught whooping cough, and soon was very
indeed. The attacks were extremely severe,
and generally ended in vomiting. My husband
suggested Veno's. He had taken it himself, and
knew its value. So I got some for tho child,
The
and soon there was an Improvement.
attacks became less violent, and quickly he
Since then Veno's has cured my
recovered.
ill

other children of the same ailment."

Veno's Lightning Cough Cure
the world's supreme remedy for Coughs and
Bronchitis,
Colds, Lung Troubles, Asthma,
Nasal Catarrh, Hoarseness, Difficult Breathing,
for
recommended
Specially
and Influenza.

is

Whooping Cough and other Bronchial Troubles
Prices: lljd., Is. 3d., and 3s.,
children.

Girl's Blouse.
a change from her frocks of gabardine
the Picture Girl loves to don a Simple shirt
Her newest
blouse and plain skirt.
blouse is charming, being fashioned from shan-

in

AS

when she was photographed

I

solution of salt also benefits tho eyes.

irritation are greatly helped by a solution of
As there
salt and water applied by the cyecup.

of Salt.
CELEBRATED cinema star recently found
She
her skin becoming coarse grained.
could not account for it, and as the surface

of the skin

known in a tooth. You
comfort from this very simple
is always near at hand.

Massaging the eyelids with salt water tonos up
the tissues and promotes a healthy condition of
Eyelids that show inflammation or
the eyes.

—

A

by Veno's Lightning Cough

itself

will find great

little

beauty.

Completely

the

Of
being tho most economical.
and Medicine Vendors everywhere.
having Veno's and refuse all sub-

size

3s.

Chemists
Insist on
stitutes.

tung.

The blouse

is

fittod

with a shoulder yoke and

A long
the sleeves being inlet flatly.
pointed collar finishes the neck, and underneath
this is slipped a soft satin ribbon that ties in a
full fronts,

bow.

I
.

,

can

obtain

patterns

of

I

mse

in 22, 24, 26, and
aist sizes for one shilling
0. to be made payable

Where Wives
are Wanted
SEE THIS WEEK'S

PICTURE SHOW), from
RE SHOW Pattern Dept.,
Oxford

Street,

Price

2d.

Haemorrhoids
Operation Averted by Use of Germolene.
Germolene marks a New Era in

Treatment of

Piles.

Mr. George Pursglove, 32, Ward Street,
New Clee, Grimsby, says " Germolene has
completely cured me of Pil^s, ami I feel I
must write and express my gratitude. For
five years I was a martyr to this terrible
complaint, and the pain I suffered was
:

of

heated

salt
in the

that

has

oven or

in

been
a pan

will generally give relief for
the toothache. Hold the pad against
the face, and you will find that tno
heat will contribute to the easing of
the pain.
Try this when a little

something inconceivable.
" I tried every preparation I could hear
of in the hope of finding a cure, but without
success, and I was almost in despair. I also
obtained expert advice, and was told that

A

only an operation could cure me.
One day
I picked up a paper in which some Germolene cures were described, and decided to
This I did, and, to my
give it a trial.
surprise, obtained relief at the first application. 1 continued the treatment, and in a
surprisingly short time I was entirely free from the trouble, and
have remained so ever since.

smart shirt blouse.

FILM FAULTS.
is closed, bat we are always pleased to receive notice of film
and shall continue the feature, but not as a prize competition. There are
thousands of postcards to be examined, and prizes will be awarded until these

This competition

Soothes at a Touch !

faults,
still

ate

all

read.

Germolene

should like to draw your attention to the following fault in a film.
In " The Appearance of Evil," featuring June Elvidge and Frank Mayo,
an impossible sceno occurs when June, as " Mrs. Marda Brown," shows
the German officers a passport for herself and husband indicating Frank
Mayo as her husband. Yet all this time she is dressed inwidow't weeds.
5s. awarded to Jenny Mitman, 246, Portobello Road, N. Kensington, W. 11.
When Xazimova, in the "Red Lantern," is captured, and taken to the
Mikado's palace, they leave her cloak behind, but the next morning, when
she is leaving her prison chamber, sho picks up her cloak, and puts it on.
How did it get there ? 5s. awarded to E. E. Whisker, 1 3, Crown Mews,
I

—

—

Eczema

is

matchle ss as a remedy [or

Ringworm

Piles

Psoriasis
(lashes

Ulcers

Itching

Pimples

Cuts and Burns
Skin Eruptions

Chapped Hands
Chilblains

and Cut, Bruised, Itching, and Ulcerated Surfaces.
Price$ 1/3 and

3/-

per tin.

Larger size the more econon
economical. From chemists and
Ask distinctly for Oermole

Stores everywhere.

—

Middlesbrough.
In " The Lost City," Episode 7, Juanita Hansen is supposed to stab
herself rather than marry tho man who is her enemy.
Just about to
stab herself she pulls her blouse aside and the supposed wound and blood
could plainly be seen before the knife reached her flesh.
5s. awarded to
Mrs. K. Rich, 40, Esher Street, Upper Kennington Lane, London, S.E. 11.

—

,

I

HOME MIRROR

London,

For the Toothache.

PAD

I

A Dresser.

portion in it, wrapping the wrist or tho
sprained ankle in bandages of absorbent
cotton soaked in salt water before you
bind with the final linen bandage.

A

|

I^^^F
\Solc Distributors:

The Aseptic Skin Dressing
TheVcno Drug

Co.. Ltd.

Manu/ad tiring Chemists. Manchester, England

J

'
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IF you

want

to

know onyihingr about Films orFilmPWerj

THE OBSERVANT EYE.
o! us
NONE
mistakes.

free

is

It

from the weakness
proof

is

that

we
make

of

are

making
human,

it an excuse
though it is a bad policy to
for carelessness.
The producer of mot'on-pictures,
in common with all other folk, is apt to err, and though
this fact in justice to him should be borne in mind, it
is desirable all the same that the errors for which he
is responsible should be pointed out.
It has been said that the public of to-day is critical
of its film entertainments, and that is a good sign,
since it reveals a keen desire to see the art of the photoplay brought as near perfection as is humanly possible.
It may forgive the producer for now and then erring
in the choice of subjects for filming, because it knows
that he has at times to rely on bis own taste and
judgment. And if either do not happen to agree with
that of the public, then it is obviously the duty of the
But the public, observing closely
latter to guide him.
each film that is shown, detects faults which it knows
could have been prevented by a closer attention to

detail.

Our " Film Faults " competition, which recently
was an interesting revelation of this fact.

closed,

And the public must certainly feel sorely puzzled
know how such errors can escape detection, if not

to
at

the time of production then at the private viewing of
the whole picture, before it is sent ont to the trade.
True, it may be too late in the latter case to remedy
such errors. But their discovery even then could be
used to prevent a recurrence of similar faults in the
Clearly, there is great need for somebody in
future.
the studio with an observant eye.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

House, Farringdon

Street.

85,

The Fleetway

London, E.C.4.

" Topsy " and " Dinah " (Kenilworth). —Yon two
will have to be more brave about Writing to me in

hope that's the name you want. It's very difficult
to try and trace a film from a description only, for
without a title to guide me I am in the dark.
"Inquisitive " (Henley -in-Arden). You are sorry

—

you cannot thiuk of his name, but you know for certain that he was taken off to a lunatic asylum in the
end.
Poor beggar
Was he an Answers Man by
any chance ? No, I don't think I could trace him.
I'd rather not.
Alice Brady plaved a dual role in
I

"His

Bridal Night," the parts being Tiny Playfair
and Vi Playfair.
" Viviense " (Calcutta). Oh. yes. I remember
you. I am always glad when old inquirers drop in
again just to show they love me still. So Chaplin
merely -makes you smile, while Larry Scmon throws
you into convulsions. Larry doesn't give his age.
His leading lady, you know, is Lucille Carlisle, and she,
too, doesn't reveal the informations you want.
I

—

may know

later.

—

" Ambitious "

(Hereford).
So you are looking
will be a film star 1
Well, there is no harm in that. It is better to look
forward to a future full of hopes, than to look back
on a past teeming with regrets. Many who thought
the> were born to shine before the camera, are sadder

forward to the time when you

now. Taylor Holmes, who was born in Newark. New
Jersey, is still playing. Evelyn Nesbit was bom iu
Tarentum, P;u. and Russell Thaw is her son.
" ROB Roy " (Glasgow).— The only" Russian film
artiste of whom 1 have any particulars at present is
Nazimova.
Charles Ray was born in 1801
in
Jacksonville, Illinois.
"Lauretta" (Sheffield).— Gwynne Herbert was
born in Sussex, nnd she may or may not be the one
you refer to. Anyway, you can write to her by
following the instructions below the heading Picture
Show Personal.

"The Immortal Quintet" (Southport).— Mv
Sorry to disappoint you at
to you all.
our first meeting, but Helen Dubors hasn't obliged
us with even the littlest detail about herself.
Try
respects

again.

—

M. O. (Arbroath). Let there be peace, child, between your sister and you. Of course, you w ere easily
right, for it was Ethel Clayton who took the title
role in " Maggie .Pepper." Peggy
Hyland was not in it.
" La Tosca " (Blackburn).— If
your favourite hasn't left the
screen, she certainly hasn't left,
word as to what she is doing.

Compensation " and Winifred
Kingston was the heroine in The
Spy."
" BTXt si.iker " (Saintficld).—
You tell me you have read this
Why
paper for years and years

Maxfleld Stanley (John Broadplnins), George Fawcett
(Rev. J. Broadplains),
Rosemary Theby (Mdlle.
Coriutee). and George Scigmann (Mr. Seymour, Brazil).
H. T. N. (Crewe). I'll oblige you with anything
except cash.
J'Accuse " was produced by Put he.
In it were
as you say.
H. Kcmuald Joubc (John
Diaz), M. Desjardfns (Maria Lazaret, M. Severin-Mars
(Francis Laurin), Mine. Mancuii (Mrs. Diaz).- La
Petite Guys (Angelc), and Mile. Marise Dauvray
(Edith Laurin).
" Winnie "
(Doncaster).— William F.irnum
is
married, and so also is Chrusle White. Gregory Scott,
Guy Newall. and Cameron Carr arc all single. About
the others, I must confess myself uncertain.
M. B. (Halesowen). I congratulate you on not
looking any older than you are.
But Why encourage
grey hairs by wanting to pursue the hopeless task of
trying to get on the films V
Don't do it.
'•
Winnie " (Haverhill).—You arc not. over inquisitive by any means.
Queenie Thomas was born
on June 18th, 1(100, and Was married last year to
George Newman. She was educated at 11 convent in
Cardiff, and made her first appearance on the screen
in a small part.
She has dark brown hair and deep

that's

—

.

:

—

*

iolet eyes.

"Diana"

(Burgess Hillfc— Andre Beaulieu and
Elsom took the leads in " The Way of ah
Eagle," nnd Peggy Carlisle and Basrl Gill were in
"The Keeper of the Door." Joan Morgan will be
fifteen this year.
Volume 3 of this paper began with
the issue dated May 1st, 1019. and ended with the
Isobel

number

for

October 23rd, 1920.
" (Last London).- So you have corne to

" Harry
the conclusion that I am capable of bearing anything.
Well, that sounds a- bit ominous.
Remember the
year is still young, and f would like, if possible, to trv
and see it through. Yes, Milton Rosmer is married
to Irene Rooke.
Peggy Hyland is now settled in Oils
country where she is acting for Siunuclson. la- it
Dallas Cairns you mean ?
If so, he is now a producer.

"Loyai, READS!

" (Plymouth). -Canary-coloured

note-paper and lead pencil don't seem to go well
together
Try ink. "JL'was Wanda Hawley who « 1in "The Heart of a Lion " with William I'armnn.
1

—

Frederick

not married now.
She was born on
August 12th. 1886, and has no children.
" Willie " (Thornton Heath).— Herewith the published east Of " The Romany Rye." Jack Holt (Jack
Hearne), Seena Owen (Laura). Wallace Beerv (Bos).
Pauline Stark (Ruth Heckett). Tullv Marshall
(Phillip Royston), and Lewis J. Cody (Joe Heckett),
" Peg " (Dublin).
What a tangle, to be sure
Let me straighten it out for you. It was Owen Moore
who was first married to Mary Pickford, and Tom
Moore was married to Alice Joyce. But both these
Moore brothers are now single. Alice Joyce is at
present Mrs. James Regan,
" Dinah " (Worthing).— Film artistes, indeed,
have to do far more amazing things than merely walk
or run when they are being filmed. Yes, what you
saw in " Hidden Fires " was a dual role played by
Mae Marsh. Clever fellow, the camera man
F. H. S. (Southport).— The part of Tom Norton in
" The Lightning Raider " was played by Henry G.
Sell.
Juanita Hansen lias appeared in
The Brass
Bullet " and " The Lost City
both serials. George
Cheseboro played in the last-named and in " Hands
Vp." Your last question is answered elsewhere on
this page.
is

—

—

"

Wynne.

—

write, but 11s mentioned beon this page, space simply
cannot be spared for favourites
who have passed away. Besides,
several photos of the late Olive
Thomas have been published in
fore

Your other request
this puper.
Alex. Onslow was
I gladly note.
tho hero In "P'ootlights and

Wav,"

The Greatest Question."

Hours,"

etc.

His exact

is 5 ft. 11 in., and he has
brown hair and blue eyes.
G. S. 8. (Holloway).— Didu
you know that Irene Castle had
married a second time ? Her husband now is Robert Treman. 1

height

Eugene

l

" Poor Little Peppina "
in " Less Than
the Dust."
M. P. (BrixtonV So you were
solemnly warned that it would be
no use your writing to me for you
would not l>e answered.
How
in

and David Powell

—

hope

\oiir loot

is all

right again.

—

"
(Ciicrawrle).
Soyour brother makes it a point,
evcrv Monday of having the
I'htirk snow with his dinner.
No need to tell me which he deAnne Luther was
vours most.
"

No wonder it required
horrible
all that effort on your part to
risk it. Sessue llayakawa will be
thirty-two on June 10th, and he
!

Anetta

1800 in Newark, New
Faire Binney was born
100 1 in New York, und hrf*

born iu

was born in Tokyo, Japan. He
was for some t ime on the Japan-

'•'

"

" After

Marshall Neilau was

ese stage, then went to America,
where he studied English, and
eventually— I am unable to say
exactly when- took to film acting.
He has black hair nnd eyes,
and his wife is Tsurii Aokl, Now.
1 am not so bad, urn I

—

" I.EEDSITE " (Leeds).
So you
more courageous now since
your first letter was answered.
Alan Forrest was the hero with
Marv Miles Minter in " A Bachelor's Wife."
Glad you read this
page regularly.
"Elsie" (Epsom). My nnswer to your last question would
lie too late now, as the competition for " Film Faults " lias
closed.
But the address of this
Carl
paper would have done.
Stockdale (I am not quite certain whether that Is. his real
name) was born in Worthlngton,
He played
Minnesota, in 1874.
in " Intolerance," " A Night in
New York," " Peggy l eads (he
feel

you

Butterfly."

to

the part of Mary Kennedy in
" The Neglected Wife." Sorry, I
haven't the information required
Milton
in your second question.
Sills is the husband of Gladys

—

Madame

(Scvenoaks).

say you are the first to
me from your town.
Maybe, but I'll put it on record
here, anyway. Corene Grant took
write

!

O'Brien

Brown Girl

—You

wonderful, for It hasn't
its second year of pubBut I am glad
lication as yet.
you have followed the example of
your little grey-eyed sister by
Yes, Shannon Day is
writing.
quite a stunning little actress, as
yon say. but she does not reveal
Alma Reubens is
her height.
just 5 ft. 7 in., no taller than you,
so take comfort.
My
M.W. (East London).
heart goes ont in sympathy to you
and the thirteen others for whom

in "

—

"Gwendoline"
(Handsworth).
Everything
about Pearl White. Well, let's start with her birth.
That took place in Springfield on March 4th. 1889.
and at the age of six she began her stage career.
Later on she joined a circus and first appcand
on the screen in Wild West pictures, afterwards starring w ith Pathc in serials. She has auburn hair, blue
eyes, is u ft. 6 in. in height, wears a golden wig for
protection against water and the strong studio lights,
has two brothers, named Fred and George, a sister
named Grace, a husband named Wallace McCutcheon,
and two nephews. What's this ? You say you a'so
want to know everything about Henry O. Sell, Warner (Hand. Henry Edwards, Grace
Darling. Charles Hutchison, and
(Here.
thousands of others!
Horace, just keep this young lady
enuaged while I slip away !)

completed

Shadows."

I

!

Edwin Stanley was opposite Norma Talmadge in " The Law of

the future. The full cast of " Intolerance " b too
Ions to print, but quite recently you will find I pave
several of the chief artistes and their parts.
In " The
(ireat Love," the late Robert Hiirron was Jim Young
15.
(Sir
Henry
Walthall
Roger Brighton), Gloria Hoi>e
(Jessie Lovcwell), Lillian (Jisli (Susie Broadplains).

'-'

" Posy." Glad you decided to be brave, an 1
write to me, but what happened to your couragt
when it came to giving me your address ? Did you
think I might come after you ? So our pages of gossip
about British players pleases you a lot ? Isobel Elsom
has appeared in " Milestones," " The Elder Miss
Blossom," " The Edge o' Beyond," " Quinney's,"
and " A Member of Tattersalls." Poppy Wyndham
in " The Great Coup," and " A Gentleman Rider."
In " Alf's Button." Alma Taylor and Leslie Henson
took the parts of Liz and Alf 'Iggins respectively,
while Gerald Ames was Lt. Deuuis Allen, Eileeu
Deunes (Isobel Fitz-Petcr), Gwynne Herbert (Ladj
Fitz-Peter). John MacAndrews (Bill, Alf's mate), and
James Carew (The Genie).
Lionelle Howard in
" The Forest on the Hill," took the part you mention.
T. G. (Pendleton).
Why did you mix up your
" Film Faults " with your questions 1
Pauline

Jersey.
iu

brown hair and hazel
same

Miss
in her

Anderson one of our readers
" Picture Show " fancy dress

eyes.

Her

Constance, who Is of the
age, has brown hair and blue
eyes.
In answer to your sisterV
question. Margery Wilson nnd
Clmrle- (iiinn played Die leads in
Klster,

"

Mountain Dew

.
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" Erin " (Belfast).— Tlie people who always niako
excuses never make anything else. 1 am glad you
hrought me your little worry, hut don't be afraid
hat as soon as vou buv an album for our art plates,
the latter will stop. We shall do nothing so cruel.
•But was that all yon wanted to know ?
M. F. (Liverpool). Scena Owen has played with
W. S. Hart in " Breed of Men," also in " Intolerance,"
" Madame Bo-Pcep," and " A Man and His Money."
Uer real name is Siguc Auen, and she was born in
Spokane, Washington.
I daresay you know that
sho is the wife of George Walsh ?
M. W. (Manchester). So you would rather see your
answer in- printer's ink ? Sorry I cannot discover
the names of the juvenile artistes you want. The
two Morans you mention are not related.
"Inquirer" (Kingstown). I don't know where
3 ou will be able to get the story of the film mentioned.
Minna Grey, who took the title role, was in " The
Klder Miss Blossom " besides Owen Nares and Isobel
t

—

.

—

.

—

Elsom.

—

You have not got the film
marvellous individual
Nf w Zealand
ought soon to be showing more British pictures, and
then you will find they are quite good indeed. Kuth
Holarid was born in San Francisco and is not married
W.

(Christchurch).

il.

You

erazc ?

!

DOW.
12.
O. (Manchester).— When I got your list of
questions and read your kind request that I might
answer you at my leisure, I felt like having a day
off.
However, here I am all. ready and smiling.
Florence Deshon and Tom Powers in " Tlie Auction
Block," Florence Turner in " Bonnie Mary of Argyle,"
Marjoric Day and Fisher White in " Damaged Goods,"
Kupert Julian and Jane Novak in " The Fire Flingers," Gladys Hulctte and Crcighton Hale in " For
Sale," George Wynn and Ivy Close in " The Flag
Lieutenant," Basil Gill and Peggy Carlisle in " God's
(iood Man," Mary Miles Mintcr and Alan Forrest in
" The Ghost of Rosy Taylor," M. Romnald Joubc
and Mile. Matise Dauvray in " J'Accuse," Daphne
Glenn in " The Life of a London Actress," Bert Lytell
and Hazel Dawn In " The Lone Wolf," May Allison in
Social Hypocrites," Cecil Humphreys and Marjorie
Hume in " The Swindler," David Powell and Marguerite Courtot in " The Teeth of the Tiger." So that's all

,

,

you can remember ? Bless your memory ; I wish it
was shorter.
E. J. C. (Colchester). Glad you think so highly of
our art plates, but we do not issue them in any other
form than that in which they are given away.
Harrison Ford was born in 1892, but Enid Bennett's
age remains unknown. She is the wife of Fred Niblo.
E. D. (Brixton). If I made a charge for every
question asked me, I would liave retired a millionaire
long ago. So keep your money and grow rich. Hank
Mann, who is also a director, was born in New York
City. He has black liair and eyes.
" Muriel " (Salop).
Alas the young gentleman
does not tell us any more for the present than that
he is Nicholas Worster, who has not yet lived a dozen

—

By

EDGAR

—

—

RICE

BURROUGHS

I

years in tliis world. Violet Hopson is his mother.
" Ursula " (East Ham). The awkward part of
your questions, you say, would be that you would
never know when to stop asking them. You seem to
be overflowing with curiosity. Juanita Hansen has
fair hair and blue eyes. Yes, Kathlyn Williams was
the star in " The Rosary."
Her other films are
" Her Kingdom of Dreams," " Out of the Wreck,"
" The Whispering Chorus," " We Can't Have Everything," and " Redeeming Love."
Mae Marsh was
born on November Oth, 1895.
She acted
in

—

"THE

:

.

Most people live in hopes
because they cannot live anywhere else.
I read
through your list of questions without a tremor. You
want to know if Mac Marsh and Marguerite Marsh arc
sisters ?
That's so. Madge Titheradge was bom in
.Melbourne, Australia, and is 5 ft. 3 in. in height.
Clarinc Seymour died on April 25th last.
Mabel
Ballini was born in Philadelphia and has light brown
hair and brown eyes.
Joseph Kilgour is a Canadian,
he was born in A vr, Ontario, and tliree of his films are
" Thou Art the Man," " The Writing ou the Wall,"
and " The Easiest Way."

the

and runs away into the
This gripwilderness.
ping story
wonderful

:

and

tells

thrilling

of

his

experiences

adventures

iceek.)
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"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.

WRITING TO ARTISTES — Please

do not ask
lor any addresses by po st, but if you wish to coraimimcatc at ouce with any artiste not named below,
write your letter, putting the name of the star on the
envciope, and enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp
to the Editor, the

all

Stories.

Tarzan's son cannot resist the call of the wild,

" Intolerance."
" George " (Reading).—

(More answers next

of

best

Tarzan

Picture Show,

Room

85,

the jungle.

I

The

Flcetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EX'.-!,
and it will be forwarded by the next mail. A letter
weighing more than one ounce will require an additional penny stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters
cannot be specially acknowledged by the Editor.
When writing to artistes always give your full name
and address, including the name of yonr county and
country, and mention the Picture Show to ensure
the safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep these

haunts of the
in
wild animals who inhabit
the

De Not Miss

the Opening Chapters in

BOYS' CINEMA

addresses for reference.

JAMES KNIGHT,

care of

Harma Film

Limes Road, Crovdon.

PEARL WHITE, care of Fox Film
4Cth Street. New York City, U.S.A.
FRANCESCA BERTINI, care of
pendent Film Trading Co.,
dilly,

W.

i,

Co., 16,

Co., 130,

Denman

Out on Wednesday

West

London IndeStreet, Picca-

Price

1.

NORMA

and

East 48th Street,

CONSTANCE TALMADGE,
New York

(Wore addresses

City, U:S.A.
next iceek.)
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Order your copy to-day,

2"

Competition
in phizes:

T-HK
*

above splendid prizes are offered to readers for the following

si in pie

On

contest.

page you will find the 'photographs of several well-known
Cinema Artistes, each of which is moire or less disguised by goggles.
Competitors are invited to write in the space provided beneath each
picture the name uf the Cinema .Star they believe to be represented.
Do not send in your efforts yet. This competition will last eight
weeks, and when the last set of pictures appears we shall tell you
when and how to send vour efforts to us.

1'rlnted
OlJiccs,

this

run in conjunction with " The

is

Girls'

Cinema,"

of those journals are invited to

compete.

The decision of the Editor of
Picture Show " must be accepted
as final and binding in all matters concerning this contest, and acceptance
of this decision is a distinct condition of entry.
Employees of the proprietors of this journal are not eligible to
11

compete.

•

„

nnd published every Monday- by the Proprietors, The AMALMAMAfED PRESS, LlMlTfiD,Thc Flectway House. Farrlngdon Street, London, B.C. 4. Advertisement
Registered ns u newspaper and for transmission by Cana'dian Magazine Post. Subscript inn rates:
Ilousc, Parrlngdon Street, London. K.C. 4.
Sole agents (or South Africa, Thh Central News Agency, Ltd.
13s. per annum
single copies, 8d.
Sole Agcuts for Australia
6a. 6d. for 6 months
1.1U21.
and New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon 4 Gotch Ltd. and for Canada. Tue Imperial News Co., Ltd.

The Flcetway

Inland and Abroad

K

This competition

and " The Boys' Cinema;" and readers

.,

,

.

—

;

;

;
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nOMFinrMnFS
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1

GEORGE

K.

wm.

****

REGISTERED AT TIIB

ARTHUR, AS KIPPS, THE HERO OF

moat famous of all characters created by H. G. Wells, the world-famous novelist,
has been made into a photo-play by the Stoll Film Company. H. G. Wells siys that Kipps
as represented by George K. Arthur is just as he imagined him in the novel.

(J. P.O.

AS A NEWSPAPER.

HART & HIS PET

s.
Beautiful

>*rt Picture,

H. G.

jCipps, the

*
!

PINTO,

16x10, INSIDE.****

WELLS' FAMOUS NOVEL.

O

Have

your copy of
Out To morrow.

you ordered

GIRLS' CINEMA?

O- -

'

!

!

.
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Don't Wear a Truss

f- MONTHLY

I.

CapW^s Boot
..i

Famous

Musters'

*•

Ajatx" Service

for police,

Qfk

1'ost,

OU

Price

)

I

«

i

Masters 4

4.

boot

'

deposit and Si

27/6=

Empire "

for

Ut-ut's

"

Wick,

monthly.

•,

oot,

without chafing or

Wo make

it

and send

it

to
to

your
you

,> r.t.r

'

f

—

your order— set.'* it to you— you wear it anti it
satisfy you. you <>.<* it hack to us, and we
will refund your money. That is the way we do business
—Always absolutely o:i the sguare— and we have sold to
thousands of people this way for the i*ast t'jn year*.
Remember we use no salves, no harness, no lies, uo fake.*.
We just give you a straight busioess deal at a reasonable
price. Write at once for our 111 u* t rated Booklet.

make

a

27 6

it t

>

does;)':

it

Easy terms,
30 .
monthly.
Shoes III atlon*: oojc
shape.
Price
/

Leather, smart
6- deposit. Brog»a,

30>. T»Q, 36

l

imd.v

tin*

mcAsure.

guarantee of satisfaction or rnqney refunded, and
ie have put our price so low
.that anybody,
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can huy it
Btfnvn.ber. we

Kasy Terms. 6 • He oait anri 6 • montlily
" Cyclops''
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B-\>t. a h-.-ttvy Siu-day boot Jo r
m
Pi
e
n irkmen.
6> deposit and 5 monthly. Tan 3d;*;
.tame ttrui
B/» mont hl y.

No.

i

hurting.

cn a

OU

reliable

Mrs.
York,
ICiug
Road,
Rushdcn,
2,
Nort hunts, says:
''One of my little boye
caught whooping .ootigh, nnd soon was very
ill indeed.
The attacks were extremely severe,
and generally ended in vomiting. My husband
suggested Veno's. Ho had taken it himself, and
knew its value. So I got some for the child,
and soon there was an improvement.
The
attacks became less violent, and cjuiekly lie
reobvered.
Since then Veno's has cured my
otl<cr children of the same ailment."

Always

2.
The Kiu'g of ALL— a.n e.\U»
mart boot for Sunday or litwi- OR L

OK
UJ

.holds

fortably

No.

ti

Very Severe Attacks Cured Completely
by Veno's Lightning Cough Cure.

firmly and comand
jiovcr
flips.
light aod cool, And
cou(or«rs to every movement

lutcly

L,

terms &.>oVpo:>it and ft> incut lily.
Selected uiatci'ial 36;*. same t^iius,
5 - monthly.
r'asy

it

Whooping Cough

Brooks' Appliance is a new
discovery with autoair cushions that draws
broken
parts
the
together
and
binds
tueiu
as
you
jj-ould a broken Uml). J anKoscientific

matic

j

Good Boots on Easy Terms
No.

Veno's Lightning Cough Cure

BRCOKS APPLIANCE CO., LTD.,
(1796B), 80, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

AC
ZJ

6t\pt>ci0f

Smart Walking Shoe in
25-. Glacr Kid, JO
Itlacll Box.
35 .. i: 36 • and 45 -. Tan brognes.
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price Sft'-fOr
hiiT Y.
I*dir? istiutnj "Scx~»*bt. »7.«.

25

i

Glace,
«•»•»

-

the

EASY TERMS

6 . deposit with site and say which
we shall seud you. Premise 6
monthly alter delivery, and yoa have the
boots to wear white pa yloe. for them.

Send

Buildings

Imperial

536,

Insist on
Biilutes.

m

QODFRY ELLIOTT -SMITH,

,

.

Ludjate

Circus,

and

3d.,

Is.

3s..

economical.
Of
Vendors everywhere.

size

3s.

Chemists and Medicine
having Veno's and refuse

the greatest drawback in life to auy man or woman.
are nervous, timid. luw-»piriied. lack aeif-conwill power, mind concentration, uluijli. or (eel
• ;*wkward
the presence of others, seud
3 penny
NtampN for particulars of the Jtento-Nerve Strengthen) oe
Treatment, ustd in the Navy from Vice-Admiral to 8e»man. and in the Army from Colonel to Private- 1>.J> O v
M.f.'ji. M.M.'». and LM'.M.'s.
If you
ftdeaec.

Prices : lljd.,
being the most

children.

in

is

(Lace ii Button), 6j.deposit
»<>-, 7 6

Tau,
monthly.
and 6
moutbly. un easy term*.

pair

Whooping Cough and other Bronchial Troubles

NERVOUSNESS

'

36

and

C'ouglis

Bronchitis,
Nasal Catarrh, Hoarseness. Difficult Breathing,
Jvpeeially
and Influenza.
recommended for

Ladies'

6.

supremo rfmedy for
Troubles, Asthma,

the world's
Colds, Lung

is

.qua lity.

No.

1921

29<7/,

sub

all
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A LARGE BALE
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PULL

CLASS
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value £4. for 50s. only.
all EOodi brim:

NEW.

'CLEAN AND PEETECT Uirecl from tliu
Mills. and all for Uoiiblisiao BcdK.
Kvery .article

U

GUARANTEED

A REAL PHOTOGRAPH OUR PRICE
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^BALt
showmg our 5U
i

WHICH CONTAINS—

50-
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I ', A11>

K

b.

accepted

ONE PAIR OF LANCASHIRE WOVEN Sf^^ScSCT'fn fu'u^taa*
FINE TWILL SHEETS.
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ONE PURE WHITE IRWELL VALE
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ONE FINE SILVER GREY HEATHER_
ctiiSl photoc ra ph
AC
COLOURED BLANKET (very heavy).
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*,\ tlu- World Jw
?l*"nONE PAIR OF BLEACHED FRILLED
CAMBRIDGE L0NGCL0TH PILLOW loc Pbotosrapli of Uia gooda.
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1/6
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nUU.
* ntt RIIR

cases.
,

ONE BLEACHED LONG BOLSTER CASE.
ONE LOVELY COLOURED ALHAMBRA
QUILT. Splendid make and

I

ONE FLORAL-PATTERN
PANE (assorted colours).

quality.
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Driiu i.made
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Il^rtbni K
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in
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with each BALE.
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Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

My slomach became

ttirbed.

up

my mind

distiixleix-d,

passctl

away

and

I

1

intide

In a surprisingly shorl tune
nerves Ixwatue ttteady. the indigestion

to try Dr. Caswell's Tablets.

food ceased to cauee pain,
altogether,

my

mid

mm

1

am

ijuite well

uud

fit

ngain."

Dr. Cassell's
H0MEPR1CES
1/3 iiml 3

sit

LeiuK the luoi
bv Cb*ml»t»

ii

nil parta of tb
woifd.'

Aak for Dt
CaaaelCa Tablot
and refute tut
• UtuUi.

Tablets
Tke Universal

•.

--ououiieal. Woli

Willi
Tu'

Art

Vtm.

Novell!.

>at,v! ,. li. ii
M.m. v Ha< ...
St Free. Watcbwi.floekljrwelhrj,
»r«l ISoud.. Toy*. Ktc.
PAIN'S

Nov*lti«»«,

always hud puiti after meals.
" This had gone on for months when

Tb.1,

IK

1.7

Mr. Eknkst H. Cakb. of 173, I)a«linh Road.
Loytou, Londnii, K.I0, «a>s-.
" 1 put in five years with the ( 'olours, and I
suppose the strain told on sue, for just liefore
1 was demobilised 1 began to feel very rundown,
and nt hist I was almost n nervous wreck. Sometimes I. could hardly keep still, and always 1 was
shaky and ready to jump at a nound. Headaches
bothered me a good deal, and my sreep was di«-

,

?,",'!,

IJt,

i

Strain of 5 Years'

ami toe

World,

Dilfwnt.

Biraain

Cured by

Creatritt of all Adttriiimade by
Otl-r».
lilK

-

BaH

Indigestion &
Sleeplessness

501The Greatest Bargain

HcMn

w>Ui BU Picture!.

Uoad. Leudou, N.4.

BEDDING

v

1

All

?J?»I**i«?.*

WARM WINTER

(

H

•>" l«-n« l"w'
»H.
»l Blaek NrUI|,iDNu.
Box, with 100 Re.
K lu-mtFilni Picture

whose appearand- leaves a favourable im
u. the mau wlio has height, and the ptiyai
If you are under 40 it is very easy to
ii.
he-Kht and improve your health, figure aju
ituaiiH of the tiirvan Scientific Treatment
method wh-ch has enjoyed public oonftd*
years, ami which carries a £100 guarantee u
Students report from two to five incite* iue

Newst>a£er

Every Friday

• cop,

H

Nervous Breakdown
Narv* Failure
Malnutrition
Neurasthenia
Sleeplessness

»c

Remedy

Indigestion

Wasting
Palpitation
Vital

s

t

bedtime and

Kidney Trouble

Exhaustion
Nervousness
Anemia
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Life.
Dr. Cornell

TAKE TWO
TABLETS

for

Co., Ltd., Manchester.

met and you
kD»w the
or of health and
rill
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KOI* M.I.Y
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Paragraph? cP Pictures.

Placard Players

Edward Hickman's Fad.

HICKMAN who. as you know,
HOWARD
the husband of Bessie Barriscale, docs not
is

.

any of the outre fashions

affect

of

cinema-

land.

however, that he. has one fad
on having his initials and family crest
are silk or otherwise, as the
which
on
weather and the nature of his work require.
These initials and monogram, which are
worn on the front and sleeve, arc the work of
the Philippine natives, who made manila work
famous. It is embroidery work in silk or linen
of the finest and most expensive kind.
Bessie

tells us,

:

lie insists

his shirts,

[Xauina.

Famous Readers of the " Ptdture
SKow.
No. 55.— DAISY BU RR ELL.
yon

IF

live in Sheffield

you

above
your pantomime, for
will recognise

the dainty Cinderella in
Miss Daisv Burrell has deserted the screen
for a while to appear on the stage. Miss Burrelt
is a great
favourite, and has thousands of
admirers all over the world. She confesses also
lo a great admiration for the Picture Show.

—

A

Treat in Store.

you yet seen " The fall of the Road "
HAVE
thcVonderful British picture that became
?

world-known

in

a

when

day

was

it

In fact, so
privately shown to the trade.
enthusiastic were the audience that the author
was called before the screen.' This film is being
Hhown all over Great Britain, and I am pleased
to tell you that the Editor of the Picture Show
has been able to secure the story of the film in
serial form, which will begin in these pages the
week after next. Everyone is talking about this
splendid British story. Don't miss reading it.

A

Story to Interest You.

ANOTHER

famous film story also begins
this week in the " Girls' Cinema." It is
entitled " The Climbers," and tells of a

girl

who

lias

two lovers

—and chooses the wrong

No more terrible fate can happen
woman than marriage to the wrong man.

Wesley's Christmas Party.

BARRY gave a Christmas recepWESLEY
tion and
the other day invitations
ball
to

were given

:

the entire movie colony

freckle-faced boy film star.
Dressed as Santa Claus, Wesley received his
guests at the door. The ptiblic were invited to
take part in the festivities for the benefit of the

Cripple Guild.

Illness in

Movie Land.

movie
MANY
from

celebrities arc now suffering
appendicitis, among whom are Tom
Santschi. the star of Western dramas,
8yd Chaplin, brother of the famous comedian,
Dagmar Godow sky, playing the lead in Universal
pictures,
Lois Wilson, leading woman for
Paramount pictures, George Tucker, and Alan

Holubar, who

am
naw

Dorothy

is

Phillip's

husband.

all

recovering.

Mme. Olga

Petrova to Return.

OF Mme. Olga

Petrova, whom you see below,
has been said that as well as bringing a
personality and the highest
dramatic gifts to the screen, she ,: acts with her
brains."
Indeed, she is so insistent on the
necessity for elevating the character of the
photo-play, that it is nearly two years since 6he
last took part in a new production, and in tho
it

This

The Climbers,"
photo-play in which Corinne Griffith makes so
appealing a heroine, which begins in to-morrow's
issue of the '* Girls' Cinema."

TARZAN."

Metro productions.

meantime she has refused innumerable offers
owing to plays which had been propo«ed t*. her
falling short of tho
dramatic and arti.stio
standards she has set herself.
On the speaking stage, Madame Pet ro\ a is
accepted throughout the United States as the
leading emotional actress of America, and her
career is in many ways one of the most romantic
in the annals of the theatre.
She is of mixed
English and Polish parentage, and the larger
part of her life has been spent in England,
although it is since her settling in America soma
seven years ago that her fame and success have

become

international.

Mme. Olga Petrova was

recently in England
and it is quite on the cards
that she may be back amoncc us before many
months with a view to a great new film
production under the scgis of an all-British
visit,

firm.

—

From Blonde

to Brunette.

AT Theda

the age of three, surprising as

My
first

seem,

and yards

best costume
That was mv daughter's
appearance in public in costume " laughs
!

!

her mother.
As the years went on, Theda's hair crew
darker and darker until it reached the suite of

Captain Ash's

cowboy and out-

law hunter, the new series of football
utories. and the further adventures of The
Terry Twins, of whom the author quotes
"In face and feature, form and limb,
I grew so like my brother,
That folks kept taking me for him,
And ench for one another."
arc delighting the readers of the " Boys" Cinema."
Jf you know of any boy who has not yet read
t hix real adventure and sport loving boys' paper,

jetness which

now

it

is.

Doug's Leading Lady

:

know,
AS you
changed

Douglas Fairbanks has hitherto
but

his leading lady frequently,

I

de

la

hear that he has

Mottc

now

signed Marguerita

for a year.

—

New Western Story.
BESSIE LOVE is now playing in

Bessie's

him to buy this week's copy. You will bo
uoing him a good turn, and it is stilt" near
enough to good resolution day to want to do
tood turns.
get

photo-play with

a Western

many unique

feature.*.

For instance, the story is without .»
villain, a saloon or dance hall, and there is no
shooting. Yet I hear it is full of situations that
Most of the scenes have been
call for thrills.

A Much Photographed Star.
EILEEN PERCY'S photograph

has adorned
the covers of more magazines than, perhaps, any other screen actress of her years.
She l>egan posing in 191.'* and continued till 1917,
when she appeared in the " Blue Bird," Maeterlink's famou« story, in the role of Tytyl.
Her greatest ambition is to play heavy
emotional roles on the screen. L'j> to the present
licr work has been confined to ingenue roles.
Her latest portrait adorns this p.ige.

may

it

Bara was a blonde of the fairest
type, with long, fair ringlets covering her
small head, and large, violet eyes.
Her mother tells how, when a youngster,
Theda had a positive genius for disappearing.
One day, after leaving her alone for a few
seconds in her bedroom, she returned to find
Theda gone. She rushed out of the house and
down the street, and there, in the distance, she
saw what appeared to be a dwarf, with a huge
hat upon her head, which completely submerged
her. And dragging behind were yards
of train.

For Real Adventure and Sport
Loving Boys.
of his life as

LAURENCE GRANT,
now appearing in

of

PERCY.

gracious

—

OF
THEtrueSON
story

portrait

EILEEN

on a private

— *+ —

the story of the Vitagraph

•

I

glad to say, however, that the victims are
;

how mercenary ambitions can bring
about much unhappiness and worse dishonour.
If you like a real human story, don't miss
story tells

latest

pretty

by the

to a

one.

The

taken in Arizona.

Niece of a

Famous

MARCELLE

who. as you taay
is a niece of the famous gener.d.
has signed a contract to appear in
comedy with Ford Stirling, Chester Conklin.
and others and is also to appear in the feminine lead in ono of Ait Acord's western pro-

know,

'

MME. OLGA PETROVA

the Editor of "

taken

with J. A. Hammerton.
The Harmsworth Encyclopedia,"

on board tbe Lapland bound for
York.

New

General.

PERSHING,

j

ductions.

—

•"
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Doraldina Received Her Name.
you know how Madatno Doraldina, the
originator of tho Hula Hula dance, and

some time. The death of his young wife
was a shock in spite of tho many accusations of
indifference

-

Olive

directorial

:

'

—

A Unique Holiday.
LOUISE FAZENDA, the well-known
a Unique holiday.
enne,

is

left for

having

a tour

America, where she

various luncheons, banquets, receptions, and
dances. I hear New York Motion Picture Colony
-.nc planning an elaborate reception for her, and
Lafayette, Indiana, the birthplace of the little
'omedienne, has declared tho day of her visit
a holiday, and a Fazenda fair will be staged in
her honour.

—

Good News From Fritzi Brunette.
FRITZ I BRUNETTE, 1 am pleased

to say,

that she is now convalescing after
a severe attack of influenza, and will shortly
begin work .on a new photo-play.
tells

me

the Devil Was Cold.
all due respect to tho climate of
California, Philo McCullough confesses
that after sundown it becomes decidedly
and refreshingly cool, and tho thermometer
sinks down until the rising sun starts it on tho

When

WITH

upward course

again.

This confession follows an account of Mr.
McCullough £ experience tho other njgbt when
taking a part in a Fox picture. He was requested
to dress in tho .costume of Mephistophcles for a
masked ball scene. It was an outdoor scene Ojf)
the deck of a boat, and in order to

GWYN STRATFORD,
of

the heroine in the Stoll version

Nat Gould's famous novel " A Rank Outsider," is
birth, and is, among other things, an
excellent swimmer and horsewoman.

a.Camdian by

Music,

at the

end one of these days.

— —

»

«!(

hi?

home

— there are plenty

lives there

of books)

and magazines scattered about, and a genuine
occupancy that somehow is missing ih
many American houses.

air of

How

entertainment

this interesting
to your town.

Dorothy Keeps

is

recognised as

one of the most physically perfect actresses,
has this to say about keeping lit under such
a strain.
" All actresses
stiige

who work simultaneously on
and screen have certain definite health
have adopted from experience.

rules they
" I have

always taken the greatest care of
myself, and havo taken part in as many outdoor
sports as possible. -So I suppose I naturally
had an unusually strong constitution to begin
with.
However, when I accepted the heavy
role of Aphrodite, which I knew would entail
eight performances a week, I realised that it
woUld mean giving up social activities, end
buckle down to nothing but work and rest.
Practically the only exercise I could ever
get was walking, and I assert that even ten
minutes of honest -to-goodness. walking will do
moro than several hours of languid rambling.
•Some walking enthusiasts claim that, if properly
done, a man needs no other form of exereise.
Perhaps they are right, but I am too fond of
other forms of exercise to agrcv'

More Marguerite Clark Films.

MARGUERITE CLARKE

is

you think it is easy to act in a motion picture
with a French director and an entire French
company, ask Fanny Ward. She had her,
True, there was an interpreter, and
troubles.
she does speak a little French, but not enough
to cause any anxiety in Paris. Tho interpreter
grew bored with his job, and only reported when
there was nothing else to occupy his time.
When tho picture was about half finished,
Jack Dean, Fanny's husband, came to her ono
day. and said dramatically
" Something is wrong
They havo changed

IF

Fit.

DALTON, who

Switching the Plot.

producing with

own company now, and is hard at
work on the screen version of tho wellknown stage play, " Scrambled Wives.
her

-'

:

!

It doesn't look right ! "
,
Fanny, who had a dim suspicion that she was
being too vampish for an ingenue, was in a panic.
She brought two English-speaking friends to tho
studio, and found to her horror her worst fears
were confirmed. The villain grew weary of his
thankless role, and switched parts. Fanny was
supposed to bo lured into his room and to fall
into his toils, instead of this little secno the
tables were turned, and she was tho sinner
instead of tho victim.
In other words she did
tho lurking.
Then there was a sceno acted, that will not
soon bo forgotten, according to Fanny herself,
who told me tho story when 1 was in Paris.
In her best French, generously interposed with
a sprinkling nf strons; English, sho told tho
director what she thought of the whole blank'etyblank plot. The director protended to bo
aggrieved at her accusations, bnt tho villain
came forth and admitted tho truth.
" How dared you " gasped Fanny.
" Well," he explained, " my public likes me.
and I did not like to play a character
so devoid of moral sense."
" What
about me ? " shrieked

the plot

•

!

.

.

I

Fay Filmer.

Fanny.
"

'*

Pictures,

It is said
skill

-

Try to see
it comes

when

get the right lighting effecjt., * the
gecnes had to bo taken at night.
At 2 a.m. l'hilo says that ljo
declared in a chattering voico that
dawn tho .f devil
before
long
would be frozen past any thawing.

Hawaii

is

than whom there is no
one with more exquisite taste, has
brought back enough curios and antiques
to fill a room.
She gathered all theso Chinese
jade, Ming, and bits of rare ivory and brass on
her trip to the Orient. Her home is one of tho
most beautiful houses 1 have ever seen, and will
havo to havo an addition built to hold all theso
treasures she has carried homo with her.
Elsie's house looks as though some ono who loves

comediShe has

of all the principal cities of
be the guest of honour at

by tho
eager to "direct

direction

ELSIE FERGUSON,

DOROTHY

will

He

Bringing Back the Orient.

will attract the public/'

n regular all-round fight, from which George;
on account of the script, emerges beaten, owing
Just for once-,
to Bill's sledge-hammer blows.
he says, he would love to be a hero, so that he
hiding.
good
villain
a
the
could give

his

a picture,
with Marshall Neilan, tho youthful Irish genius

-

wants to take a hero
In a coming film with William
part.
Brute McGuiro," he is again
Russel!,
,
have
cast for the villain, and he and " Big Bill

in

admirers.

who used to direct his sister Mary,
he may be given a chance to try his

!

Can You Wonder?
GEORGE FISHER

levelled

Thomas

and has spent a great deal of time

-

The name alone

OVER THERE/*

PICKFORD has expressed himself as
JACK
being unwilling to return to tho screen for

probably the most famous dancer of
America, came into possession of her name ?
Years ago she journeyed to Madrid to see a
famous daneiog instructor.
At a railway station en route, a baggage-man
produced a piece of paper, and indicated that sly;
nas to write her name thereon. " Dora L. Dina/'
wrote the girl.
Some hours later the trunk arrived at her
hotel, with a great red label affixed to every
" Doraldina '' was the name
yiecc of baggage.
ihe railway employee had written.
When the dancinf student showed tho ejyjl
to her instructor, as an evidence of the many
trialfl of the traveller, he smiled at first, theh
uttered an exclamation of triumph.
" Willi
" Just the thing for you " he said.
that as your professional name, you cannot but
succeed.

"

Notes and News From New York.
Jack Pickford Wants to Direct.

was

I

didn't think you [would care,",

his naive answer.,

„

After having exhausted her vocabulary and her temper, Fanny's
well-known sense of humour asserted
itself,
and sho laughixl until sho
cried.
Thinking he hod a crazy
woman to deal with, tho French
nctor wrung his hands, and said: J.
~" Oh,
those Anierienns,
those.
"

and

Dances.

.

ONEshows the
of

in

most entertaining
London, which is

now

being held at tho Philwhich will
Hell, and
shortly travel to all tho principal
is " Happy
Britain,'
halls in Great
Hawaii.''
By coloured photographs and
thrilling moving pictures of volcanoes
in eruption, surf ridinc. anil tho visit
of our own Prince of Wales to tho
islands in April last, Mildred Leo
Clemens, u cousin of Mai y Twain,
tells us about these beautiful islands
in tho South Pacific.

Americans

harmonic

A band of Hawaiian dancers and
in native dress sing their
native songs, play their primitive
music, and dance their native dances.

!

One on Marguerite

Clark.

There goes Marr
Clark," said a girl
watching tho tiny actress*
disappear into a milliner store tho
other day.
" No, ft i "n't she," was the answer.
" Well, if it isn't, it is someone
tryinn to look exactly like her,"
was the reply.
Mis* Clark made no sign of having
heard tho remark ; but sho heard it
all right
at least, «ho says sho did.
look
OH,guerite
!

singers

HENRY EDWARDS
scenes in

snapped at a London coffee stall while appearing
"The Amazing Quest ol Mr. Ernest Bliss."

for

—

Louella O. Parsons.

']

Picture Show, January 29fh,

a

1921.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE " PICTURE SHOW."

CHET WITHEY.

director

of

"Romance." and

ARTHUR RANKIN,

with

little

JUNE TERRY, who

is

VIOLA DANA

the grandniece and godchild of Ellen Terry.

MAY ALLISON

and

BULL MONTANA
Bull does not

in a scene
to mind

seem

from " Peggy Does Her Darudest."
May's frown.

EDGAR LEWIS,

finds

that pumping
hot work.

up tyres

is

very

producer and director, chatting to the youngest member
of his

company.

"

rUture Show, January

BEGIN TO-DAY

A POWERFUL STORY OF A GREAT TEMPTATION. By EMMIE ALL1NGHAM

!

" You cannot pretend that you never wander
about the house without being invited," added
Weston.
" You do not understand, Mr. Weston.
I
shall always feel that the Manor is Harry's
home.
He would not mind me visiting it
sometimes."
" Yes, to spy on me," shouted Arthur, suddenly and violently.
They had neared the coppice which divided
the woods from Greystone Park. Grace cainc
to a standstill.
"•
I shall not go any farther, Mr. Weston, but I
should like to say that I have no wish to spy
on you. I did come once to try to recoyfer
the letter, but that is the only time I have
entered Greystone since Christmas, when you

Sacrifice.

has been conquered by the
MANY a woman
appeal
a man
her syminsidious

of

pathy and help.
ire

for

Her natural

instincts

instantly aroused.

Arthur Weston knew this when he appealed
(o Grace Ferguson, and he waited 'anxiously for
the girl's reply.

And Grace was young.

She knew

little

or

nothing of the world outside of (Jreystone. Sho
firmly believed everything that was said to her,
providing that she liad not already found the
person out in a deliberate" lie.
Even then, sho
whs always willing to give them the benefit of the
doubt, if possible.
Arthur Weston had spoken with such an air of
conviction, that the girl looked at him with ik.

sudden renewed hope.
Perhaps the nightmare of the

few weeks
was, after all, but the result of her own imaginings.
If Arthur Weston said that he could
explain, without doubt he could, there was so
much that she d'd not rightly understand. If
he would only tell her the truth.
True, she had written to Harry, but a letter to
Australia took so long in going, and so long before
she could receive an answer.
Meanwhile lifo had to bo lived, and what with
her mobhor's tirgings, and her own suspicions
regarding Weston, Grace was in an unenviable
state of mind.
" Tell roe," she said eagerly. " I want to know.
hate
Oh, if only you knew how unhappy 1 am.
to think evil of the people I know."'
" Suppose you tell me everything, then I
shall be better able to explain,''
he persisted
last

I

gently.

The girl hesitated for a moment. Some instinct told her to keep her own counsel, but the
desire to know the truth was too (irmly impressed
in he» nature for her to do anything but to
respond.
I did not know that you were at Greystone.
It was the day Harry went away,"' sho said at
" I saw a light through the shutters and
last.
in to investigate.
Mr. Kac must have
followed me in, because I saw him.
He went
into the library to you, and I heard you both
quarrelling,
I do not know what it was all about
because when 1 found that it was you in the
house, 1 knew, that you had a right tlrcro, as it
belonged to you, and so I went out, but I had
scarcely got oulsido when I heart! a shot."
Grace paused and her clear eyes' searched the
face of the man beside her.
" Well, what then ? " ho asked hoarsely.
l;
I went home, and when
I
hoard that
Cecil Hao had shot himself in the woods I
thought that he hail, perhaps, shot you first,
but when father came home I knew he hadn't.
Father told us that you had heard nothing, and
that you had not been out for some days, and
that made me wonder.
You never said that
you had been to Greystone or even seen Mr.

went

.

Hne."
"

And who

did you

tell

this to

"
?

Arthur spoke in a tenso whisper, his head
thrust forward.

Involuntary the

girl

shrank back.

" I told no one.
You had a lot of trouble
after that," she replied, simply.

Arthur drew a deep breath.
"

The reason I did not tell anyone that Cecil
I met at Greystone is simple enough,"
" It had nothing to do with his death.

fiac ami
he said.

He did threaten to shoot himself, but I naturally
knocked the weapon out of his hand, that was
when it went off and you beard it, I suppose.
He must have taken it away with him after
1

left

him."

VVhero J " asked Grace, as Arthur paused.
He glanced again at her sharply. It Hashed
through his mind that she might have seen more
ihau she said, and if she did he meant to forco
her knowledge from her if he could.
"

29th, 1921.

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.
ARTHUR WESTON is given by his aunt,
Amy Kae, a bag containing twenty
thousand pounds, and she alio leaves
Greystone Manor to him in trust for her
son Harry.
RAE goes to Australia after his
mother's death.
GRACE FERGUSON, the vicar s daughter, is
a great chum of Harry's.
CECIL RAE, Harry's father, is found dead
in the woods one morning, and it is presumed that he has committed suicide.
REV. FERGUSON is found dead in his cliair
about a year later. Arthur Weston has
given him a poison that leaves no trace,
but the doctor's verdict is heart failure.
Grace, however, suspects Weston, and she
writes to Harry. The Fergusons rind that they will be
very poor and Grace will have to go away
to earn her own living. But one day .Mrs.
Ferguson comes to her daughter and tells
her that there is a way out of her difficulties
Mr. Weston wants to marry
Grace.

()

" I left

he

HARRY

(S
.

0
(S

X

yourself invited us."
. jSH
Arthur, staring at her while she was speaking,
was convinced in spite of himself that she was
speaking the truth.
Once more he tried to undo the bad impression
he felt that he was creating.
" Grace
Miss Ferguson " he said. " Please
You have been
forgive me.
I need your help.
frank to me, and now I mean to be frank with
you.
My servant Jakes, has a hold on me. He
did me a great service when 1 was away abroad.
His affection for me is the only real thing now
in my life.
No one cares for me. I havo lost
everything- everything which makes life worth
while.
1 did hope to win your love, but that
you deny me. Rut if you could, Grace " he
came a step nearer to her " if you could I would
By law it
give Greystone back to Harry Rao.
belongs to me.
It was left me by will, and no one
on earth could take it from me unless I gave it
up of my own accord. I am in no hurry for you
Next
to marry me, you can take yovir time.
year, the year after, or even tho year after that.
It would lx> all the same to mo, knowing as 1
should that you were a woman of honour, and

/

v
-

—

him

at Greystone, just outside,

'

.

said.

Grace made no comment.
"You do not believe me,"" lie said
She looked up at him then.
" Yes, 1 do, Mr. Weston."
In spite of himself, the man's eyes

sv. iftly.

fell

—

" Well, that settles that in your mind, I
hope," was his next remark.
Grace nodded.
" What is the next thing you have against
mo ? " ho asked with an attempt to smile. Ho
was thinking how simple it was to hoodwink a

was

"When my

father died

said at last.
" Nonsense.

your head
"

You

some

intense

would not go back on your word."

Ho waited with an" hypocritical expression
of yearning on his face.
(Jraoo stood staring before her, she was
thinking of Harry. It was actually in her power
little sob caught
to give Greystone to Harry.
in hor throat.
" You mean that.
make Greywould
You
stone over to Harry ? When ? " sho asked.
"
race, " he said
he day that you marry me,

you were glad," she

Whatever put such an idea

in

V

did.

My

face.

from

suffering

I

father

A

saw the expression on your
knew something about you.

Something connected with Harry. My father
had written in his diary a record of a conversation ho bad with Mrs. Roe before sho died.
It was not very clear, but it was something to do
It was because in the
with you and Harry,
end my father did not trust you that he wrote
that letter which was to be ffven to Harry in tho
event of his death. The letter which was stolen
"
by you, or your servant
" You* still persist in your conviction that
"
thcro was a letter ?
" Yes.
That is a foolish question to ask me,
Mr. Weston."
The man walked a few paces in silence.
" Suppose I told you that if my servant took
the letter it was not at my instigation, that I
knew nothing of it. Would you believe mo t

"

"

will

havo a deed drawn up by a Iawy«|

nodded.

You

love

Then ho cought her in his arms.
him so much that you would do

"And I love you so
this for him ? " ho said.
well that I will give up Greystone."
He did not attempt to kiss her. He knew too
well to do that.

" I must think about it," she said feobly.
" But why. ? Why not settle it now, at once ?
Think how it will please your mother, if you

'

go back and

tell

her.

She

is

a good woman,

Grace, and sho has been so brave.'.
Yes."
I*
The bright, wholesome colour had faded from
- ^
the girl's cheeks.
" You will not hurry mo.
You will wait. I
and
years."
years
marry
for
to
want
don't
" Pon't worry.
I only want to know that
someday you will belong to me. dear."
Ho added tho dear as on afterthought.
.

diet riot answer for a few minutes.
think 1 should like to have a conversation
Jakes,
as you call him," she said.
with
Arthur shot another quick glanco at her, but
her face told him nothing.
" Jakes is a queer character.
Ho dislikes all
I

women."
" '1 hat may be, but if ho broko into tho
Rectory, and you say it was not on your acoounf,
then surely ho should give an explanation. I do
not know if i( was you or your man. You are
somewhat aliko in figure, and I did not see tho
of
face of the thief, but it was either you or he
that I am quito certain."
man's
eyes.
in
tho
glow
light
.began
to
An evil
" How often do you trespass at Greystone,
Miss Ferguson ? "lie asked.

"
will give Greystone to Harry ?
havo said so."
Grace drew a deep breath. Sho could think nl
nothing but tho pleasure of writing to Harry
Ho need not stay
to tell him tho splendid news.
away any longer— then suddenly "sho remem-

;

silent.

You

He

last.

Grace was

I

to that effect," sho asked.

Grace
"

<

I

promptly.

!

he said at

—

—

before

hers.

Grace
emotion.

!

!

:

"

And you

"

I

bered the price.

" Thero is no other way f I mean you v\ ill
not give Greystone to Harry unless wo marry 7
(Continued n ouge fl.l
"'

i

—
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ALEC

ALEC
The

B.

Britisfk Article

With

B.

FRANCIS

to
tht
"Plcturt Show "'

(Satc/al

FRANCIS
the Face of a Phllospker

B. FRANCIS is a Londoner, who first made a success as an
actor on the Jxmdon stage, where for more than a year he appeared
with Mr. and Mrs. Kendal in " The Soloists,"' and followed with
two more big successes remembered by the older generation, " Tho

AfJSC

Barrister,"

and " The Guardsman."

This according to Mr. Francis, ''turned his head." He was so elated
that he asked a ridiculously big salary, and his punishment was swift.
The manager decided to punish him for thinking himself indispensable, by
dispensing with him entirely.

A Man

of Moods.

FRANCIS

is a man of moods, to him this seemed thee nd of all
Instead of waiting for things to right themselves, he
went straight from the theatre to the recruiting office, and enlisted in a regiment bound for British East India
This seems a foolhardy thing to do. yet Mr. Francis now says it was
the best step he ever took, for he has seen and grown to love India and
South Africa, and so much was the wander lust with him. that, on his
return to England, instead of continuing the success he made on returning
to the stage in " The Empire Builders," after the run of the piece
he set sail for Canada in search of a fortune.

MR. things.

A

Jack-of-All-Trades.

fortune did not
THEFrancis's
numerous

materialise, however, in spite of Mr.
occupations, for,, speaking of this time,
every
kind of work possible, from running a
says he did
ranch to nursing in a hospital
From Canada he wandered over the world, until at last his first
but it was the New York stage. From
love, the stage, called him
Perhaps one of the
that day he has never returned to England.
reasons that Mr. Francis decided to stay in America was that on
his first tour there, he met Romance.
A dainty little lady was playing lead in his company, and the plav
Before the tour was ended,
was "Coram' Thro' the Rye."'
Mr.
Francis and the leading ladv were married.
lie

;

His First Screen Appearance.

MR.

FRANCIS

first

appeared on' the screen

in

Vitagraph photo-plays

and he has now played with some of the screen's most
famous stars, including Clara Kimball Young, Florence Reed,
GeraMino Farrar, and Norma Talmadge. and in such photo-plays as
"The Cinderella Man," "The Anction Block," "The Hungry Heart."
His latest and biggest work was in Basil King's " Earthbound."
etc.
produced by Goldwyn. in which, you remember he takes the part of
Doctor Galloway. Of his interpretation of this exacting role, Basil
King said, " I had hoped for a real Doctor Galloway a man with all the
potentialities of the true minister of the gospel, and man of dignity and
kindly philosphy. and of wisdom, and I believe he was given to Earthin 1911

;

—

'

bound,' in the person of Alec Francis."'

His

Home and

Hobbies.

FRANCIS
MR. another
long

now a confirmed California!!, having just signed
Goldwyn contract, and is settled down in a cosy
bungalow, near whjfh is a fine golf course, a tennis court, and
where he has everything around him which he loves, music, garden,
is

.

and a few miles to the west the pleasantly situated
studio where he works

flowers, pets, motor,

Goldwyn

ALEC FRANCIS.

If

you wish to write

to

him, address

your" letler

ALEC

B. FRANCIS,
co Qoldwyn Film

Co.,

Culver City,
Los Angelas
California,

U.S.

Th

e Quesioner.

Determined.

.
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"Manacled By Money."
am

" 1

afraid not.

1

am

{Continued from
imge 6.)

lie could scarcely change his mind abo\it
Greystone if he broke off their engagement.
She had asked him on more than ono occasion to
call on the lawyer and have the deed drawn up,
but, without actually refusing, there was always
some engagement which prevented him paying
the promised visit.
It was a bright, clear morning when she awoke
on the following day. She had one or two
duties to perform, as since they had come to
live in a cottage Mrs. Ferguson had dispensed
with a regular maid, and Mrs. Taylor came for
an hour in the morning.
But by eleven o'clock she was able to go to
her room, to put on her riding costume. Tt was
many a day since she had worn it, and she half
'

not a saint, Grace.

must have somo reward for my generosity."
He was smiling down at her. It amused him
to think that she was taking it all so seriously.
" If only 1 get her promise.
1 shall find somo
way of getting rid of her," he was thinking.
"It must be in an accident. I must think out
ihe details.
I can easily assume the part of a
heartbroken lover, and oneo she is out of my

1

way with her tongue

silenced for ever, there will
bo only the boy to deal with, if ever he should
come back. And if he docs I shall bo ready

for him."

wondered if it would fit.
Mrs. Ferguson was busy

Harry Returns.
news
the engagement spread quickly
THEthrough
the
village.

Mrs. Taylor took the half-day off from
you so " was repeated
charing, and " I told
triumphantly in almost every cottage in Greystone.
" She has been setting her cap at

him for
years," Mr.?. Taylor informed anyone who would
listen to her, and the post-mistress was the only

who did not agree with her.
In the homes of their neighbours the Fergusons
wore also criticised. The mothers of marriageable daughters shrugged their shoulders, and
some ventured to remark that Mrs. Ferguson
was a clever woman. The way that she had
managed to keep Arthur Weston away from all
jicrson

3iis

old friends

amounted

Grace

'

he was

The

girl's

mechanical^',

dropped her eyes, while the colour

just going to Greystone, Harry.
Mr. Weston has bought a horse for her to ride,"
" You
said Mrs. Ferguson, in her gentlo voice.
will be surprised, Harry, to hear that Graco is
engaged," she continued.
Mother, dear. There is plenty of time to
talk of our affairs," laughed the girl nervously.
She wished that Harry would not look at her so

When questioned about Greystone by his
neighbours, he spoke quite frankly of soon being
able to put it in order, but ho never encouraged
visitors to call on him, and if anyone did, it was
to be told by the old man who continued in
harge of the place that his master was not at

is

steadily.

released her hand.
So Grace has grown up with a vengeance,
"
he exclaimed teasingly. " She is
has she ?
"

lady,

more openly curious than the

others,

had asked pointedly to be invited in so that she
could rest, but old Jakes had merely pointed to a
garden seat. The visitor had waxed indignant,
and threatened to inform his master of his
rudeness, but even this made no impression.
Tho man had shaken his head and disappeared
Tound the side of the house. He never by any
iihance opened the front door.
Grace was often beseiged with questions about
her fiance's way of living, but she always turned
Uic subject.
As to Grace herself, she always kept herself
irell occupied so that she had ho lime to think.
That was the one thing that she had decided
after telling her mother of her engagement.
She refused to let her mind either dwell on
Jho past or the future:
There was no letter from Harry as the weeks
went by. She had written to tell him the
j!Cod news, bijt a letter took so long.
One evening Arthur called at the cottage.
He had been at a neighbouring horse fair, and
be was in'the best of spirits.
" I've bought a horse to-day, Grace," he
said.
thought you might

like to ride her.

She

engaged;

"Grace

to Greystono

is

to-morrow you might

try her."

was the first time since their engagement
that Arthur had suggested that Grace should visit
the old place, and the colour sprang to her face.
Arthur Weston had been everything that .she
It

lould wish these last few months.
Gentle, kind,
< onsiderate,
and not too affectionate. In spfto;
of herself, Grace had to confess that she liked
him.
It was flattering for her to seo how other
r umen desired his companionship.
Sometime;
^hen she saw him talking to their neighbours
when they were visiting, Grace could not help

wondering

why

ho

had

chosen

her,

when

evidently ho could havo had any of the othor
hidics of his acquaintance for the asking.
Sometimes when this thought occurred to her,
kIio had an overwhelming desire that one or
other might take his fancy, and so leave her free.

is

1

know

the lucky

man

?

1

"

marrying Mr. Weston,' said Mrs.

Ferguson complacently.
" Marrying Arthur Weston ! "
Harry repeated the words incredulously.
Grace placed a hand impulsively on his arm.
" Come and walk part 01 the way with me."
she said hurriedly, " and then I can tell you all
about it."
Mrs. Ferguson looked troubled. The return of
Harry Rac at such a time was most uiitortunatr,
i-ho considered.
The boy was young still a boy,
nut yet twenty-one, but Graco had cared for him.
Tho mother looked at her daughter's glowing
face, and shining eyes, anil the dread of tho
future swept over her again.
Are you staying in tho neighbourhood,
Harry ? " she asked. " Because, if you are, yen
ran seo Grace another time. 1 should like you
to stay here now and talk to me."
" I came with tho idea of staying with you,"
You know that
replied Harry, his face flushing.
you are the only friends I have."
" Gur place is so small," began Mrs. Ferguson,
and then she suddenly stopped. SJie remembered that Harry was the cousin of Weston.
She decided then and there that she would tell
Weston at tho first opportunity. No doubt ho
would give hospitality to Harry.
Mrs. Ferguson wondered a little impatiently
why he had come. She had entirely forgotten
nbout tho pages in her husband's diary which
She had one of those minds
referred to Harry.
which never care to dwell on anything which
they do not understand.
Meanwhile the two young people were taking
stock of one another.
Harry was taller and altogether bigger. His
face was bronzed and a small crisp moustache
Hhadcd his upper lip. Qraoe, too, had grown,
hut she was slighter than when he had gouo
away. There were dark rings round her eyes,
and she hail put up her hair.
This was a new Grace, like and yet so unlike
And she was
the girl whom he had left behind.
going to marry Weston, the nam she had written

—

a line-looking thing, has a bit of a temper, but
just the mare 1 should think for you.
If von

fome up

Do

!

)

-

not take the idea seriously. Ho had given up
his job out there in Australia, and etime home,
because something in her letter had suggested
she needed him.
Ho could not believe that she
had brought him all this way simply on a fool's
errand.
''
Mr.

Weston will give Harry a room," said
Grace answering her mother's remark. " He
can come along with me now, and then we can
arrange it."
Mrs. Ferguson nodded.
She felt herself quite incapable of dealing with
the situation which had suddenly arisen.
She watched the two young people as they
went down tho narrow path, and a great
depression fell upon her.
Harry Rac, whom she
certainly under ordinary circumstances liked,
had come at a most inopportune moment, and
she could only pray that he would not spoil her

•

-

daughter's- future.
Neither of the young people spoke until they
reached the lane which led down to the village.

Then Harry turned

his

head and looked down

t

at the girl beside him.
How small she was, and dainty Somehow
he had never pictured her quite like this.
She returned his gaze frankly. She had now
quite recovered from the first excitement of
seeing him. A strange feeling which she could
only describe to herself as safeness, had taken
!

hold of her heart. That part of her that had
been going out to him all the years of his
absence had now returned to her. He was belt
beside her.
Handsome, young and strong. Sho
asked nothing more of life just then.
She asked him questions about his journey,
and then talked of trivial matters. The questions she knew he wanted to ask her, sho prevented him from saying. She would not have
time to explain before they got to Greystone.
Afterwards, that night, to-morrow, there would
lie plenty of time to talk seriously.
And Harry,
walking beside her, realised something of all
this.
He trusted her. He knew that she was.
not some frivolous butterfly person, but a
woman child with a heart of gold. Whatever
she did he was certain it would be right.
Through Greystone Woods they walked side
by side, the boy looking eagerly for the old
familiar landmarks.
Nothing had changed.
Even the old oak that had fallen in the great
storm when Harry was twelve still lay as it had
fallen, and Graeo called to rememborance how^
Uiey had clambered over it, and hidden beside it,
.

j

The young man

•

homo.

I

girl

" Graco

I'Cgan to look like his old self again.

l*

toilet

flamed her cheeks.

brought to light a number of suits ho had had
when he lived in the village. He had always
been a careful man with his belongings, and he

One

her

searched her face..

surprise Arthur accepted. Indeed,
always seen about with his fiancee. He

the

finished

knowing what she was doing, and then
down the narrow little stairs.
There was a visitor in tho sitting-room.
Again she heard the dear, familiar, boyish laugh.
The next instant she was in the room, and her
hand was being clasped by Harry Rac.
" I came home just as soen as I received your
letter," he was saying, while his deep grey eyes
scarcely

to genius.

invited.

To

kitchen

she went

Grace, who had been neglected by the people
id the parish sinrc they had had to leave the
Rectory, found herself again a centre of attracShe received invitations and Arthur also
tion.

was

in the little

preparing the lunch. Grace, in the room above,
suddenly heard her utter an exclamation, and
then came the sound of a man's deep voice.
Grace, in the act of putting on her bowler
hat, paused with her hands uplifted, her heart
seemed to stand still.
That merry laugh. Surely her ears were
deceiving her.
Despite the years tlxit had
passed, she remembered it.
Did not she sometimes hear it in her dreams 1
There it was again, and then her mother's
voice was lifted in glad surprise.

of

him about in such strong terms the man she
had practically accused of committing crimes
He was staggered, bewildered, but he could

'

in the frolics long ago.

As they neared the house, they saw Arthur
Weston. Ho was standing on the steps of tho
entrance, and as they appeared he came forward
to meet them. There was a question on his
face.
He did not recognise his cousin, and there
was irritation in his manner as ho greeted them.
" You do not recogniso Harry ? " said the girl
" This is your cousin, Arthur, Harrv
quietly.

'

Rae."
Arthur Weston glanced suspiciously from ono
to the other.

.

.

" Harry Roe " he ejaculated incredulously.
" Yes.
Have I changed so much, Mr. Wescame down here this morning to see
ton ?
1
my friends. Mrs. Ferguson tells me she has
not room 'for ine at her house. I wondered if
!

you would put mo up here."
Arthur seemed to lie deliberating.

From

under his brows he glanced furtively from one to
tho other.
" Sho sent for him," was the thought in his
mind. "Well, so l>e it. I will deal with them
both and get it over."

Aloud ho said
"I shall ho delighted to entertain you while
you are here, hut 1 have no conveniences at
:

is practically unfurnished.
will arrangn
must, stay in the village.
with Mi's. Taylor to put you up«"
ami
smiled,
as he
Ho spoke in a hearty way
spoke. Then ho placed his hand on tho girl's
shoulder.
"The man has just brought the mare. Sho
I have told him to
looks a beauty," he said.

Greystone, the plaeo

We

Yon

saddle her and bring her round."
" I will go and have a look at her," cried
Grace, thinking tho men might get more friendly
if they were alone.
'"

Grace

woman,

'

is

mad

said

She
to ride.
Arthur as tho

is

a

girl

away.
[To be

rontiititn].)

fearless horse,
sjied lightly

.
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Pretty Peggy Hyland.
fill know now charming Peggy Hyland

''factum Sk<Hd'' Stestf

YOUlooks

on tlio screen, therefore I don't
expect that yon will be one bit surprised
to hear that she is even more charming in real

.

There isn't the slightest trace of affectation about her.
" I am very keen on films," she told me, the
other evening, as she nestled back in a big

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROliP

life.

as pood as that one."
In America, Percy
Standing acted with Pauline Frederick and
"
Ethel Barrymore.
I must have done quite a
hundred pictures. I acted with Alice Joyce
for nearly a year with the Vitagraph.
And my.
all

She was

lounge chair.

wearing the daintiest
of little feathery brown
toques, a gorgeous fur
coat, and the smartest
of smart little blue
coat frocks in short,
it was all delieiously

opinion of screen work ? I look upon it as a
craft with a certain amount of art, a craft in
which, if everybody pulls together, and there

—

Peggy Bylandish

is

a

the
hate
being late at the
studio," she declared.
" My greatest joy is to
have a good day's work.
PEGGY KYLAI.'D.
I have a great respect
for the camera. Spontaneous movement is one of the great features
of film-acting.

I

was

in

America

of
I

I learnt
a great deal.
rnglish producer, Charles Brabin,
wonderfully artistic pictures.''

had

I

stories,

—

for live years,

where

DON'T -believe in building

the artistes round
but the stories round the artistes,"
Mr. Jeffrey Bernerd, the managing director
of Stoll's, remarked the other day.
At the
moment, now that the British Film Industry is
bounds,
going ahead by leaps and
Jeffrpy
Bernerd must be quite one of the busiest men
in London
and the Stoll Studios at Cricklewood are like a new world.
Many of you have, no doubt, heard of the
discussion that rages about block booking.
Mr.
.Jeffrey Bernerd is convinced that this system
is beneficial to the public, and he thinks if it
were stopped fewer pictures w ould be produced.

I

so fond

one

who makes

Sleigh Escapade.
day Peggy Hyland nearly had a
" The slciph
terrible smash in a sleigh.
was too light for the horses," she told
" the traces snapped and fell on the
rne ;
animate, they took fright and away they went.
The small sleigh was so light, that it con.
stantly ran on to the traces
it was jnst like
piece of matchboard swajinsr behind the
terrified horses.
It is hard to say what might
have happened, had not a mounted policeman
seen our plight.
He started after u«, and as we
swerved around a comer he caught us up,
"lowed down, and stopped the runaways."

and that the picture-goer

;

accomplished
this
is
they will realise only
too well what they

have

Film Clothes.

films

—

for

•

;

!

j J

N

!

OT

long ago 1 had a chat with' Mr. Percy
Standing (son of
Mr. Herbert, and
brother nf
Mr.
Wyndham Standing,
w hose wonderful acting
in " Earthbound
has
caused such a sensation.)
Percy Standing
'

plays

the

part
of
" Dawkins," a schem-

ing

company promoter

the Donald Crisp
production of Edward
in

Knoblock's

"Appear-

ance." for the
Players-Lasky
Productions.

Famous
British

The Bad We Do In
Pictures

PERCY STANDING.

" Tho
remarked.
interred in the cutting-room."
years' screen work in America.

laughingly

When

I

!

bad we do
THEpictures

in

lives,'

Percy Standing
good is often
He has had ten

asked Mr. Standing what parts he had
humorous smile:

played, ho answered, with his

Everything from Chinese Mandarin to a tamo
rabbit with asthma
My brother Guy," ho
added, " who was knighted after the war. saw
Wyndham in Earthbound,' and he told me
lie would like to come back to films, if they were
'

!

'

to say
Bernerd is a

great believer in the
progress of British
Films films possessing
the true British atmosphere must
always

for

that firm she has
" John Halifax, Gentleman "
"
"
"
and
Infeliee
also in
The Honeypot " and
" Love Maggy."
She designs and chooses her
own clothes, "because," she explained, "quite
a beautiful gown often doesn't look anything on
the screen. In a shop a dress may appear enchanting, but it is quito a failure on the stage.
have had lots of success with my clothes,"
1
" 1 think it's more amusing to
*he confessed.
play the unhappy rich, in preference to the
unhappy poor.
Clothes are a great help "
And with this last remark J think most of us
w 1 agree.

Bawkins

lost."

Need less
Jeffrey

in

saved

by the

"The exhibitor is agitating to do away with the
advance booking of pictures," Jeffrey Bernerd
went on to explain. "They do not wish to
book until they have seen the picture, and they
would then book from
week to week
but if

•

now doing

is

benefits

output.

11

is

when a

believes that

dozen plays are booked, money

ONE

HYLAND
PEGGY
Samuelson's. and

-

Saving Money.

JEFFREY BERNERD

A

played

a good picture."

Artistes— and Plots.

!

Afraid of Being Late!

I'Mscreen that

fine story, there" is

attract.

I

wonder what

the readers of Picture
Show think on this

JEFFREY BERNERD.

A

subject.

Parisian Sunshade.
this page you will

ON

see Miss Evelvn
Boucher, who plays the lead in Stoil's
production of " The Flame."
She is
vivacious and petite, a brunette, with dark hair
and vivid colouring. Like most pretty women,
she confesses to a weakness for pretty things,
and needless to say, pretty clothes in particular.
As some of the scenes for " Tho Flame " were
laid in Paris, she decided to buy a parasol of
the fluffy, frilly persuasion, as required in the
film, in the Gay City, which, as you know, is so
famous for all kinds of dainty feminine frocks
'

and frills.
But Evelyn Boucher searched in vain for the
type of parasol she desired, and eventually she

was

obliged to content herself with a Parisian
creation that was devoid of lousiness.
Directly she got back to dear old London,
glancing carelessly into a shop window, the
first thing her eyes rested upon was the parasol
with which Paris could not supply her the real
sunshade of her dreams !

—

Pictures in Florence
SCENES of " The Flame " were also laid in
Florence, arid one evening Evelyn Boucher
and some friends decided to take a 'busman's holiday and go to see " tho pictures."
They walked miles and miles, hut could find no
trace of the cinema, and when they at length
reached it, it was closed.
A cab came along, and they hailed it, asking
!

the driver to " drive round." Eventually they
discovered that they wero lieing driven into tho
country, anil fire-flys, like sparks of light,
fluttered around them.
At Inst they began to
grow neTvoiw, and they tried to explain to
Cabby " that they wanted td go home, but
in vain
He was not sc.iisficd until he had
!

A

f?as«

situation.

Tonj

pit*

b«r wits

i

Picture

14
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BSHDNED
"

She
wooed

a maiden, therefore to be
is a maiden, therefore
It
to be won, ' runs the old song.
is
the same to-day, but fashions
is

;

She

—even

change

in

wooing.

Here we

see the old-fashioned way.

BR If ANT

WASH

BURN -in
"What Hapto
pened"

Jones

Beneath

her

casement window.
VICTOR
and PHYLLIS SHANNAW

MACLAGLEN

—

in

"

The

Call of the Road."

(Granger

I

Fin i theaghu
lore

of

JOAN MOR

:
I

G A 19 and DER i
RICK ZOTAH..
"Llttle:i
Dorrlt."
la

(nnlrhrr

"The

FRANK

Proposal."

MAYO

and

BURNHAM

BEATRICE

in

'

Hit. Inn' Posts.

1

I
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Junuanj
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OWN
STUDIOS.

AND

GOSSIP

YOUR

STARS 4
of the
us for our

" which jtiitc recompensed
disappointment over tlio pictures','
Boucher smiled.
district,

A

<

Rose at Full Gallop.
EN Roland Myles was

WH

playing

Evelyn

'

the heart of Sir Charles,
enters a French con
vent.
in

" The

Flame," he had to pick up a rose from
the ground on horseback,
at full

gallop.
" 1 was riding a

!>ig horse, and I succeeded
picking up the rose all right. At the second
attempt, however, I ricked my knee," he continued, " and I hod to take my right foot out of
the stirrup.
I flopped over to take the flower,
said a few prayers, and picked up the rose
again."

Toni Returns From
the Convent,
years brought
LONG
no happiness to

Lord Robert

in

The Hotel

THEtaken

villa

'Bus.
scenes

in

"

(as

—

them a wonderful panorama

shown

a child, Sidney Wood), through llm
intemperate habits of their father. Captain
Wynford Saumarcz, are children of tho slums.
At his death ho confides these waifs of humanity
*o his brother Sir Charles Saumarcz (Arthur
Lady HenCullen), and his embittered wife
rietta (Dora do Winton).
The bey is Sir
Charles's heir.
Fano's education is undertaken by ljuly Henrietta. Toni, who has won

Fane

The Flame

"

were

just outside Florence.
The villa
belonged to the Count Imperalli ; who
took the greatest interest in the production.
had an exciting time in the hotel 'bus,"
Ronald Myles went on, in lu's gay, happy-go"
lucky maimer.
were driving back down.

"We

We

with a gradient of one in six or seven, at
the speed of thirty miles an hour, the bolt slipped
out of the socket of the steering gear, and the
driver just pulled up as we were about to crash
into a wall.
"The cause of the breakdown had to be remedied and the only moans the driver had was a
bootlace, which he arranged in a mysterious
fashion to keep the bolt in the socket however,
that did not deter him
going faster than' ever
hill,

Wycke (Lady

Henri-

brother)

etta's

(Reginald Fox), whose
wife is in an asylum.
His-

great friend is
Jean, Comtede Salunes
(Mons. Win Lenders).

When later Toni
(Evelyn Boucher) returns from the conROLAttD MYlES.
vent, she receives a
cold welcome from Lady Henrietta. Sir diaries is
dangerously ill at a nursing homo later he dies.
Lord -Robert comes to the rescue, and is kind
to Toni.
Fane (Fred A. Thatcher) has now come
into the baronetcy.
He sends Toni to a finishing
school, and she is nearly expelled, but Lord
Robert appears on the scene. Toni loves him
but he resists her charm, and tells her the
tragedy of his marriage, and they part; but
later she determines to follow Robert, because of
unhappiness in her surroundings.
;

;

;

afterwards."

The

Producer

of

"The Flame."
ARTI N
MR. THOM RXTOX
told me the
other afternoon,

—

of

Summer

The Flame," because

1MET

there was no artificial
fake about the scenery
it was
real country.
He aims at producing
;

EVELYN BOUCHER.
that

by a

hypnotic influence and by word
producer gets the best effects.

sort

parallel,

of

the

Women's Emotions.

"THE

depth of the emotion depends on the
story of the subject that is being por" and
trayed," says Martin Thornton
the spectator is carried away by the emotions of
the actor, if he is a real artiste.
But if the
situation is artificial, no amount of acting will
touch the spectator. If a situation is not real
it is ludicrous.
woman has a natural tendency
to become emotional, and she is able to work
herself up to a crisis with greater ease than a
man. In a strong situation a man often has a
tendency to become self-conscious."
f

J[

;

—

A

Clever, Isn't It ?

ONEhave the
yet

cleverest photographic effects I
seen on the screen has been
achieved in " The Flame."
If you notice the top right hand picture in
the centre here, you will see Evelyn Bone In ir
with the village schoolmistress. Do you know
how this really good-looking lady came by her
large mouth and chin ?
Not by the aid of
grease paint or any other disguise, but simply by
holding a magnifying glass before her face as you
will see she is doing in the picture.
of

"

The Flame."

Flame " is a Stoll British production,
adapted from Olive AVadsley's novel.
It is an intensely htiman story, and
under the capable direction of F. Martin Thornton, it becomes an enthralling drama of love,
with tense emotional situations.
Toni (as a child, Iris Lunan) and her brother
" ""[""HE
I

—

Toni's dreams of happiness arc realised.

thoroughly enjoyed producing

!

many trials and tribulations, the death
Lady Robert Wycke and a long parting—

After

that

real emotion in
his
artistes,
real
tears,
real smiles
He thinks

Robert joins Jean de Salunes, and
introduces him to Boris Ritsky (Roland
Myles).
During a conference between the three men
Toni arrives, btit Robert is about to leave for
Russia she consents to remain with Jean's
Paris,

IN ho

housekeeper until his return.

he
'

Happiness.

Scenes In Winter.
Edna Flugrath the other

day, and she

told me that one of the greatest drawbacks
in film making is having to defy the calendar,
taking winter scenes in the middle of summer,
and summer scenes in the middle of winter.
One of her worst experiences was when making
a summer picture in the middle of winter some
years ago in America.
The outdoor scenes were
taken in the middle of January on a little island,
and it was so cold that all the men wore leather
coats lined with fleece, except when actually
before the camera.
" And there was poor little me in a thin blouse

and

skirt," she said.

Awkward

for

Kipps,

DURING
ing

the film-

of "Kips,"

she
told
me
that the funniest incident was when the
summer scenes were
being
taken,
and

young

George
K.
Arthur, who, as you
know, plays Kipps,
slipped in the mud in
white flannels, and
had to hold his little

moustache

on

when

the wind threatened
to blow

it

away.

MARTIN THORNTON.

British School Story Filmed.
Fifth Form
THEfamous
school

of St. Dominie's," the
story, is the title of a
British picture that is now in active
preparation.
The greatest care is being taken
to choose locations in perfect keeping with tho
story, and Messrs. Grangers tell me that it is
more than probable that one of the scholastic,
institutions that has helped t.i make our
country's history will be used a sa background.

new

Edith Xepeajj.

Picture Show. January
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Telling of a 'Woman
Outcast s Gratitude,

Sple ndil Complete Story

he passed
pied.

A

lie looked at the house.
It. was unoccucard advertised that it was to be let fur-

nished.

Ml the better for us," lie muttered.
On his way back he gathered some

sticks.
His
act on entering the barn was to place the pan of
water before the dog, and as the animal began to lap
it up, Jim fished about his bag till he found a bone
with a decent amount of meat on it.
Then he began to prepare his own meal. He built
a fire, made some coffee, and cutting off a chunk of
the cold meat, salted it, and placed it on a hunk of
Having finished his meal, he brought, out a
bread.
pipe and tobacco, and a flask of whisky.
When the
flash was half empty he put it back hi his pocket.
" We must leave some for the night, Tice, old
boy," he said cheerfully.
Then he- patted the dog and gave him a lump of
•

•

" That's a special treat to ratify the partnership,"
"he said whimsically.
You mustn't expect sugar
every day."
Tlce gave another wag of his tail, which meant,
I understand."
Then he gave himself a luxurious
stretch before curling himself up before the fire.
Tice had found a new master and a home.

The tramp
Whether

on

sat

staring into the

his

sack,

elbows on

kuccs,

fire.

glowing embers he was seeing
pictures of the past, or visions of the future, one
cannot say, but in either case they brought no happiness or relief.
There was a settled gloom in the
eyes of the hobo, the look of a man who has burned
his boats behind him
who has only bitter memories
of the past and no hope for the future.
in

W^onderful Faith

s

my duty to keep an eye on
Peevy never failed in his duty yet."

feel it

1921

an

ar.d

and Hiram

her,

And

first

sugar.

29///,

the

—

with that the gossips departed, fee ling EUt
that if anybody could spy out anything a.bout tho
mysterious stranger, Deacon Peevy was the man.
In the meantime, Martlia Sellers and Jim Ransom

had become acquainted.
The mysterious woman had. a dog named Spot,
and Spot, in his investigations of his. new home.
found Jim and Tice. Jim Ransom was not too
pleased at the discovery, and when Martha Sellers,
who had followed her dog. saw him standing at tin:
door of the barn, he faced her with a sullen stare.
" I suppose you'll want me to clear out ? " lie said
aggressively.

No, you're welcome to stay there if it's tho best
place you ran find," said Martha quietly. " But if
you want my opinion. 1 think a strong "young man
like you ought to be able to get work.
If yon like to
do something for me in the garden, I will nay you.
Rut not in money. I will give you food."
" You think
said Ransom.

1

would spend the money

in

drink

?

"

" I'm afraid so. I should say you had too much
to drink last night."
There was no hint of preaching in the woman's
words, and there was real sympathy in her kindlv,
brown eyes, which the tramp was quick to detect.
" Thank you," said Ransom.
" Y'ou'rc a real
Christian; not one of the preaching sort. I'll do
any odd jobs you want me to do, and I'll start now.
But it must bo understood that 1 don't -promise to
reform. One thing I will promise, though I won't
worry you. and I wou't come round to work unless

—

I'm sober."
Martha Sellers nodded and. pointing out the work
she wished to lie done, went into tho Imu-r. Some
time later she came out with a good lunch for the man
and a feed for Ticc.
Jim Ransom thanked her. but had she known it,
tho tramp thought more of her kindness to his dog
than of what she had done for him.
Days
:d in this way. and Martha Sellers had
no reason to regret letting Jim Ransom stav on at
.

The Other Stranger.
the 12.30 passenger train that same day there
came another stranger to Trimville. She was
a woman of about twenty-eight with a beautiful hut rather sorrowful face.
In her kindly, brown
eyes there shone the soul of a good woman.
As Iter trim figure passed down the street, many
inquisitive eyes viewed her from behind the curtains
Of the best room, a habit common to the dames of

BY

BELLE. BENNETT

as

"The Lonely Woman."
{Western Import.)

AS swung

the 3.10 freight train swung into the wayside
station of the little village of Trimville, a man
olf a car in w hich he had been stealing a

ride, and, dropping lightly on his feet in a wav which
suggested Ions; practice in this form of illegal travelling, cut down the lane running by the side of the
track and made for the village.
He was. a typical hobo, or tramp.
A beard of about a week's growth covered a face
which, though retaining the outline of handsome

was marked by dissipation.
would have been difficult to guess his age.
and weli; he might have looked thirty, but with
unkempt appearance he looked over forty. With
hands in his pockets and his head bent, down, hd

features,
It

Fit
his
his

slunk into the town.
Just as he was about to leave the side of the railway, a poor, half-starved dog of a mongrel breed
came running towards him in terror. He had a tin
can tied to his tail, and he was being hunted by a

gang of boys.
In Jim Ransom's mental and physical make-up
there was a lot of bad, but there was one section of
him that, was pure white. He respected women,
loved all children and animals, especially dogs and
horses.

Ami the dog must have known this, for lie came to
him without fear.
Jim patted the dog. untied the tin from his tail,
and shook his list at the boys.
They retaliated by throwing stones at him— from
a safe distance and calling him a dirty hobo.
Jim didn't hearthem. He was too much interested

—

in

the dog.

" Reckon you and me are about as well matched
two spots on the same earn," he said.
You've
no home, and I haven't. What about making a
partnership? Share and share alike through wet

as

.

and

fine."

Like all real animal lovers, Jim Ransom spoke to
the dog as though he were speaking to a human
l>cing.

The dog couldn't speak, but he understood, and he
wagged his tail to say, " It's a bet."
" Reckon I'll call you-Tice," said Jim. " Come on,
old man. we've got to fiiufa shelter for the night."

was characteristic of' Jim Ransom that he did
look behind to see if the dog was following,
lie
No dog had ever left Jim Ransom.
Dodging the main street of the village, he moved
towards the outskirts, and presently pulled up outside a small barn that stood in the grounds of a little
larni house just oil the road.
" This will do us. Ticc," said Ransom, viewing
the
place with the eye of the experienced hobo.
He moved in swiftly, and alter a look round proceeded to unpack a sack he carried on his back.
It contained some bread, meat, salt and pepper,
tea, coifee, and sugar, and two pans and a small
kettle.
Taking the kettle and a pan. he went to a
well in the garden and filled them with water.
As
It

liot

knew:.

.

Trimville.
The stranger went straight to the house of

Deacon

Peevy.

The Deacon was one of the most important men
in Trimville.
He had grabbed every office under
the local governing body that he could provided
there was pay to it
and lie also carried on a business
as estate agent and collector of his own and other

—

—

people's rents.
A hard featured man of alKiut fifty years of age,
with a colourless skin and a fishy eye, Peevy was the
perfect type of the unctuous hypocrite who used
religion to help his business.
" I called about this advertisement," said the lady,
"
holding out a cutting". " Is the house still to let ?
" Yes," said the Deacon.
" May I sec your re"
ferences ?
reference is three months' rent in advance,
" 1 sliould like
if the house suits me;" said the lady.
to see it, please."
"Certainly," said the Deacon. Of. all languages,
money talked the plainest to him. and he decided
that a tenant willing to pay in advance was the one

-"My

he wanted.
He grabbed his hat and came to the door. Then
he escorted the lady to the hous- on the "outskirts of
the village.
It was the one to which the barn occu-

Jim Ransom and his dog belonged.
The lady, who gave the name of Martha Sellers,
looked over the house, said she would take it, aud
paid the three months' rent in advance.
Deacon Peevy tried hard to get to know what the
stranger was, and what made her come to live in
Trimville, but to till his. questions she gave polite
nut non-informative answers.
When the Deacon got out of sight he pulled out
his book and looked at the naoie she. had given him.
" Martha Sellers." he muttered to himself. " Why,
I didn't even get out of her whether she was a miss or
a missus. There's something strange about that

pied by

woman, and

mean

to watch her.
But first of all
I'll sec if these notes she gave me are genuine."
When it became known in Trimville that the
mysterious lady who so many had watched down
the st reel had taken one of Peevy's houses, the Deacon
was besieged by gossips who wanted to know all
about his new tenant.
Itut for once Peevy, the man who made it his business to know everything about everybody, was
beaten.
He could only tell them that she had paid
her rent in advance, and that she appeared to have
I

money. He felt bitterly disappointed because he
had not been able to find out anything about Martha
Sellers, and he therefore determined to put the vil-

lagers against her.
" Mini! you, folk. It ain't for me, a Christian and a
Deacon, to say bad things about anybody, but when
1 tell you that she just gave me the name of Martha
Kellers, never saying whether she was maid, wife, or
widow- well, as n prominent eitlxen of Trimvirle, I

i

the barn.

He went down town and got drunk almost every
day, but he took care that she should not see him
when he was in -that state, and he was always ready
for work in the morning.
True to his word that he meant to find out things.
Deacon Peevy came round to

see

Martha and

tried

to curry favour with her by warning her against emBut
ploying Ransom.
Martha turned on him
furiously.

" I can't understand how you can call yourself a
Christian, and yet object to a man who is down in
the world trying to make good. I have done nothing
for him except to give him work.
You are one of
those who want to keep a man down, not help him to
rise."

The baffled Deacon returned to the village, and
since ho had boon unsuccessful in his spying mission
ho started a report in the village that .Martha Sellers
employed Jim Hansom because .-in- was afraid that
if she got one of the villagers to work for her ho might
discover her secret.
But a week later

Hiram Peevy saw a chance to
got at the supposed secret of " The Lonely Woman,"
as the villagers had now begun to call Martha Sellers.
Tho perioil for taking the census had come round,
and amongst the Deacon's many jobs was that of
centus taker.
Armed with his book, he once more went to I lie
house.
After explaining his duty, he gave Martha a cunning
look.
" You needn't lie afraid of telling me everything,"
he said. " I wou't put any more In the Ixiok than
I'm obliged to. and you can rely on me keeping uiy
tongue still about anything else."
I have nothing to hide," said Martha shortly,
" but I object to people prying into my business
as you have tried to do. I will answer the questions
that the law demands and no more.
am twentyI

and live in New Y'ork.
you are entitled to know."
"That's where you're wrong, Mrs.
law wants to know whore you get

eight, married,

1

think that

is all

Sellers.

The

your money
from." said Peevy.
*'
And I say the law does not. and I don't intend
to tell you," retorted Martha.
" I ran have you nrrested for refusing to answer
the deacon.
my questions," blustered
Have a care
"
rile

how you

me

I

He shook his hook threateningly in Martha's face.
The next moment two muscular hands were round
Ids throat, choking the life out of him. Jim Kansoia
had come up unobserved.

" Y'ou miserable worm " he shout ed. as he shook
the deacon savagely. " I'll rid this humbug town of
one of its clt liens."
The deacon was beginning to go black in the fare
when Martha Sellers managed to pull 'Jim Hansom
from him. As soon as he was free Peevy ran for all
I

(Conl/iiwed on

fuipr

18.)
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RUSSELL SIMPSON
A

Character A<ftor

Who

Is

An

Expert In the Art of Make-Up

SIMPSON, who plays the title role in the Goldwyu picture, " Black Pawl,"
a wonderful character actor. His make-ups are really marvellous, as can ho
seen by the photographs on this page.
He is of athletic build, just over six feet in height, and his physical fitness is probably
due to his great love of everything connected with a life in the open. He is just happy
when he ean get out into the wdds for big game hunting, or angling for trout in the cold
mountain streams. On these expeditions, Mr. Simpson usually takes several books with him
to read before turning in at night, and these books are usually from the pen of authors
who deal with life in the open.

RUSSELL
is

Strong Roles.

USSELL SIMPSON

has shown his ability to play big, strong roles by his work in such
pictures as " The Barrier," "The Brand." "Out of the Dust," "The Branding
Iron," " The Strange Boarder," and " The Penalty."

As Tanimas Biggar
tbe.

RUSSELL SIMPSON
film

" Black Pawl "
of- the tame Dame,
as

in tbe

Goldwyu

in

" Bunty Pulls

Strings."

photograph illustrating the marvellous

RUSSELL SIMPSON.

make-up

13

Picture

"THE LONELY WOMAN."

57.

ow, January 29th, 1921
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'

from page

16.)

lie was worth, but when he got into the road he stood
and shook his fist.

" Vou'll be sorry for this, the pair of yon. I'll
have you out of Trimviltc for this."
Then, as Ransom made a move to go for him. he
set olf runniug as fast as his spindle legs eoidd carry
him.
" I'm sorry this happened," said Martha Sellers.
" Deacon Peevy is a vindictive old man, and he will
make trouble in the village."
"•
Ii it hadn't been for Von he'd have made trouble
lor the last time," said Ransom savagely, as he
walked back to the barn.

The Deacon's Vengeance.
when
days
TWOmaking
some

Martha was in the village
purchases at the store, she heard
com" from police headquarters
that all dogs whose owners had not got a licence had
to be destroyed.
As soon as she got back she found Ransom arid
told him the news.
" I havcu't got a dollar," said Ransom slowly.
later,

VERA GORDON
A
An

Artiste

Who

Excels In Mother Parts.

SYMPATHETIC

expression, of a

mother

always makes a widespread appeal.
The most recent example of an actress
who has made a wonderful success in a mother's
rolo

was Vera Gordon in the Cosmopolitan pro
Humoresfme." Her great success
which, by the way, marked her
screen debut
was due to the "fact- that she
gave a characterisation which was so sympathetic and real that scores of critics sang
role

duct ion

in this film

—
—

her praises unanimously.

that an order had

Martha

hesitated.

" You can soon earn a dollar if you don't drink,"
she said. " If you repair that fence and get all the
wood in, I will pay you a dollar. And if you earn
any more please don't spend it in drink, for my
sake."
" For your sake I will try," said Ransom, as he
went out to the wood Bile,
Dick Ransom did not. touch a drink for two days,
and when Martha paid him the dollar he went down
to the village to get a licence for his dog. Rut once
in sight of the local public house the old craving for a
drink returned.
" What's the good of trying to reform ? " he argued.
" I'm only getting that good woman into trouble
with the villagers bceansc she lias befriended inc.
The best thing I can do is to get a couple of drinks
and slide out wit h Ticc. Once I get on the road, I'll see
that no sheriff shoots him."
Hut once iusidc the public house Jim Ransohi's
resolution about the two driuks did not last long.
When he had had half a dozen drinks he forgot all
fact, hud gone
about the danger to Ticc. The dog.
His money gone at last.
outside to wait for him.
Ransom reeled out of the bar. As he got into the
It was unfortunate that
street Ticc ran up to him.
just at that moment the sheriff appeared. He caught
Since
Bight of the dog, and demanded the licence.
Jim eoidd not produce one he pulled out his gun.
" Stand back " he shouted. " That dog's got to
"

Other " Mother " Parts.

CORDON was !>om Russia, and
VERA
the favourite game
her childhood was
in

of

"playing theatres," and when she was
only thirteen years of age she commenced her
professional career. It is strange that her first
part was as a mother
she was a big girl for her
age, «nd she was cast for this part in u folk play.
Later she toured many cities in Russia and then
went to Canada. Her first English part was
also as a mother in a vaudeville sketch entitled
"The Shattered Idol." Besides " Humoresquc," Vera Cordon played in a Goldwyn film
;

called

"The North Wind's

Malice."

m

!

die

!

Jim Ransom, shouting incoherent threats, rushed
As the two
at the Sheriff and grappled with him.
men struggled Martha Sellers rushed out of the postollicc and called to the sheriff
"
:

Don't shoot the dog.

I

will

pay (he

licence
the sheriff
!

Somebody separated the two men, and

not with very good grace, accepted the dollar that
Martha ollercd him. Martha then persuaded Jim to
go back to the barn.
It was only when she had seen him on his way
that she remembered the letter she had just got
from the post-office. As she turned sin- saw Deacon
J'ecvy surrounded by the village gossips.
Peevy,
had picked up the letter, and he brought it to her
with a malicious grin on his face.
Martha felt the blood rush to her fare. The vindictive old man had discovered her secret.
As he handed her the letter he leered at her tri-

umphantly.
" I see it

from Sing-Sing prison," he said. " No
folks to know anything
From your husband, I take it "
Martha made no reply as she hurried away, but her
checks flamed scarlet as she heard the sneering
remarks of the gossips as she passed.
Deacon Peevy \\a right.
The letter was from her husband in prison, but
Martha knew that he had been unjustly convicted.
Had the cackling gossips scon the tears drop on
the letter that she wrote to her husband that night,
even tlieir cruel hearts might have been moved to
is

wonder you didn't want
about your past.

'!

;

pity for the lonely woman.
For the next few days Jim

work with a

Ransom went about

his

sullen air.

He

cursed himself for having given way to drink,
and risking the life of his dog, and he felt ho could
not meet the eyes of the woman who had once more
befriended him when every man's baud was against
him.
In the meantime Deacon l'eevy was stirring up
animosity in the village against Martha and Ransom.
Nothing would now satisfy him lint that they should
both bo driven from the village, and gradually he got
public opinion on his side.
Ho only waited for some little act on the part
of cither that would enable him to frame a utairgc
which would induce the mayor to make ait order
that they must leave the town.
Just over a week after the incident of the dropped
letter", Martha was again in the village.
She had comedown in the hope that she could see
Ransom, to tell him of a job she had heard about.
As she entered the main street there came to her
cars a confused clamour of Voices and cries of " Stop
'em " Down the street rame two runaway horses
Attached to u wagon. There was no driver, but a
little child was swaying from side to side in the vehicle,
which threatened nt every moment to turn over.
!

(Continued on page 21.)

VERA
GORDON,
studio
trait.

a
por-

The sympathy sod compassion

ot

mother

tors.
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ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK
—

concerns tke romance of Ckarle3 Ray and Clara Grant, wko new, aa
tke autkor suggest:, it reioU almost like one of tke plays in wkick its kero
Could any story kav» a better recommendation?
kas so endeared kimself to tke kearts of all pidluregoers.

tk; 9 story— tke firrft of
you know, is Mrs. Ray.

a

serie3

As

GRACE KINGSLEY

By
B

BAP THIS FIRST.

CHARLES KAY

was

attending the

business

department of a Polytechnic High School,
when one day a fellow-student.told him he was
going to a dramatic, school that evening, and asked
him to go too..
Charlie was tired of rows of figures, and decided to
.

At the school there sprang into Ids heart a desire
lo be an actor, and he there and then commenced
go.

lessons.

" Don't you think Clam Grant cared for you
tho while ! " 1 asked.
"Well, I don't know. Girls are awfully
smart that way, you know," answered Charlio
" But," and ho
in a boyishly awe-struck tone.
smiled whimsically, " even if Clara didn't know
it, I was engaged to her all the while, whether
"
she was engaged to me or not
The two were friends for two whole years. Of
course Charlie was worried all the time for fear
some other boy would take Clara away from liiin.

happened when Miss Grant came down tho
stairway after removing her wraps, when Charlie
came suddenly round a corner from the room
where they were dancing, and they ran smack
into each other
Miss Grant was going to bo
just a little bit mad
and then she looked up
into Charlie's earnest eyes and face red with
embarrassment, and her face broke into smiles
And, my
but didn't
of glad recognition.
Charlie recognise her, and didn't lie blush
Ho
hastily apologised, and then they looked at each
other a minute.
Just then the dance music struck up.
W-w-won't you dance with mc, Miss
It

-

There was a very pretty girl who attended tlie
dancing class at t he school, and Charlie wanted.to know
lie verjj much, but because he was poor he would not
force his attentions ou her. He did not sec her again
for four years, because he joined a stock 'company •
but he often thought of the little dancer, and wondered if he would ever see her again.

!

all

—

!

!

!

In fact, once they were estranged because soma
man a real " villain," I'll say, told Charlie that
Clara was engaged to be married to him. So
Charlie
stopped calling, and of
course Clara just wouldn't send for
Charlie, and there they were
But
they met accidentally one day on a
country road, and Clara asked
Charlie to call in
quite formal
fashion,
and Charlie said, "All

—

When They Meet

ANDwasWhen

I

..after

Again.
met her again it
I had gone into

!

pictures," Charlie, told me.
thing fate
is," Charlie
" I went one night to a
on.
'party at Constance
Johnston's,
just by a chance meeting with
William D. Taylor, the director,

•

Funny
went

on the
didn't

street,

want

who asked me

to go,

I

if

right."

But

I..

'Sure,'

said,

;

—

IJj

^

—

;

!

Ray

picture.

Charles Ray's beautiful

"The Feud." Tom Mix.
DRAMATIC story of a

A

who

fariiilies,

lived

district of the Wild
crinolines.
Romance and

s

Man

having

WEEK

feud between two
the bluegrass
in the days of

good.

in

Loves."

Earub Williams.

Vitaqraph .)
^
story of an Englishman who finds his
love in beautiful Japan.
The scheming of
a husband -hunter almost parts him from
the woman he loves, but all things come right in
the end.
Margaret Loomis plays tho role of the

THE

much distinction.
" A Little Brother of the Rich.,' Kathryn
Adams, Frank Mayo, and J. Barney Sherry.
with

girl

(Phillips.)

.

DRAMATIC

and compelling is this story of
an ambitious young man and a theatrical
star.
It is very human, and is remarkable

for its lifelike characterisations.

" The Hard Rock Breed."
Wilson. (Western- Import.)
bred in the
WHAT'S
hard workers and
great

West.

A

everything for seventy-five cents, self-mado
'music on a player-piano included, and where
you could feel very adventurous and a little
wicked, sipping the red wine and looking about
at the bobbed-haired women and the long- haired

men.
" Lots of times I've sacrificed a couple of neckneeded," said the ingenuous young
man, " to be able to take her to the theatre and
have an ice-cream soda afterwards."
(To hi concluded in nixt Monday's ••Picture
tics I really

Show.")

Carmelita,

who

to Pidturegoers
worked

He

try to

before,

succeeds, but
kill

him by

to

make

makes many enemies,

firing

"A

Daughter of

Talmadge,

Two

dynamite.

Worlds."

AS

" Lorna Doone."
Bertie Gordon and
Dennis Wyndham. (Butcher's.)
BLACKMORE'S famous novel on the
screen.
The adventures of John Ridd
,
and the doings of the terrible Doones
provide drama of the first water. All lovers of

RD.

see

" The Spitfire of Seville."

Margery

bone "—a story of
hard fighters in tho
voung man, never

Norma

WalturdaW.)
a daughter of the underworld, tho talented
actress gives a remarkable performance.
Sho becomes victimised in a forgery case,
is hidden in a boarding school, where she lives
for four' years!
At the end of this time her past
dramatically confronts her.
Deeply interesting
is the star's study of this character.
(

the book will rejoice to
characters on the screen.

(

their

favourito

Hedda Nova.

Oaumont.

THE

Mary

wild ways and passions of a band of
outlaws near Seville form the motive of this
story.
Hate and revenge, swift and sure
intensely dramatic episodes follow in quick

THE

>

plays
beautiful outlaw.

Comes to Town."
(PtramoaM-ArtcraJt.)

irrepressible

part

the

Ellen

Gish.

endeavours

Hedda Nova

succession.

West

(

Japanese

Guide

(Fox.)

become happily united.

a

in Los Angeles.

?

But they spent long, happy Sunday afternoons together, taking rides
and long walk? in the suburbs of
Los Angeles, looking wistfully up at
handsome homes and dreaming
happy dreams. Often there were
theatre parties, when Chariie was
working, and then there were jolly
little table d'hote dinners together at French and
Italian restaurants, where- you got positively

"

Show

adventure is carried
from one generation to another. Two people
are parted through this feud, but their children

"When

home

" asked Charlie, partly because he could
think of nothing else to say. They found they
danced very well together, and Charlie's stage
experience helped him to overcome his shyness
with the girl of the mocking eyes and the laughing mouth, so they danced together a good many
times, and then lie took her home, and?, as I said
before, it was moonlight, which always docs help.
Afterwards they went out to parties and
theatres together a great deal.
But Charlie
remained very poor for two long years.
" You don't feel you can take all a girl's timo
when you have nothing to offer," said Charlie
with reminiscent wistfulness.

Grant

FILMS OF THE
T he " Picture

'

SaL-il
By^HH

this
out afterwards that Clara
hadn't intended going to the party.
She had been working ail day and
was tired. But our hostess, Miss
Johnston, who was very fond of
Clara, called her up on the telephone and asked her please to come over and
dance with the surplus of men. Clara had gone to
bed, but finally Miss Johnston persuaded ller
she got up and dressed and came over, and as she
lived only two blocks away they let her come
alone.
Which was another little stitch of fate,
as you can see.
Because afterwards it enabled
me to take her home. I just ditched dear old
Taylor and took Miss Grant home grandly in my
car.
And it was moonlight "
But that was later in the evening. Tho
funny part of it was their meeting, which you will
admit all happened exactly like a scene in a

Charlie

was all made up again.
Charlie's conscience

it

wouldn't let him propose.
"Not,"
he told himself with his teeth shut
tight together, "until ho was earnn - one hundred and twenty-five
dollars a week."

I

and invited him to ride in my little
Overland car— yes, I hod a little
car by that time
father helped
mo to buy it. It seems I found

So

still

of

Dorothy

Dorothy Gish as a country

who leaves her sleepy village and
seeks adventures in New York.
She
intends to be an actress, but has to accept a job
as cabinet singer. At this haunt she falls in with
As " tho
crooks, and here the fun begins.
funniest uirl on tho screen," in this picture
Dorothy Gish fully lives up to her reputagirl,

tion.

" The Brat."

NAZIMOVA,

Nazimova.

(Jury's.)

incomparable, is quirk a
different role to any she has yet played.
As a shabby little chorus girl she is
rescued by a novelist from a trumped -up
charge at the police court. He adopts her,
and from now onwards develops the plot.
Many great acting scenes lead up to a powerful
the

climax.

" His Wife's Friend."

Dorothy Dalton.
Paramou nt-A rtcraft.
MYSTERY, love, and adventure play their
parts in
this screen-play.
The story
of a young wife married to a much older
man, whose life is spent in solving chess
and tho
problems. His mysterious death
intrigues of a Chinese spy form an amazing
(

A

vital society story with
tangle.
pressive scenes.

many

im-
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DONALD
f

"O

CRISP
Donald

soc
C risp

" on

job

is

in

Wky He

Burrow 9

CKooses to DireA Ratker Tkan

Ad 0

was directing Bryant Washburn through the
clay, and working at the Griffith studio at night.
And yet," added Mr. C'rLsp reflectively. " there
was a certain pleasure in returning to my old
love, the acting end of the business."

the

some-

his

and Tells

Battling

I

thing of a revelation.

Seated

Discusses His Part in " Broken Blossoms

low

chair in line with the

camera,

hemmed

Would Rather

in

assistants, electricians, Kleig lights and

?

;

have been directing

his
Cooper-Hewitts,
"
players and his " set
before him, this fine
handsome),
(almost
genial man, with his

DONALD

CRISP.

"

f

years

Money
returned the director with a
smile.
You can make much more directing
!

But I would always
megaphone than behind
drown myself in a part, so
nothing else, but when one is

than acting, you know.
prefer to be before the
it.

I

always

lose,

that I am alive to
directing one's energy

Burrows," who

" Broken Blossoms,'" gave to the screen one
of the greatest, and at the same time most
terrible characterisations ever depicted in the
world of shadows.
" Yes, Burrows was ft horrible character,"
Mr. Crisp admitted the Other day, when I had
the pleasure- of meeting him at the London
studio of the Famous-Lasky British Producers.
" I should not like to portray such a role again.
As a matter of fact, I only did so then to accommodate Mr. Griffith, who had been totally unablo
to find the man he wanted for the part, and who
did me the honour of begging me to take it.
Besides, I owed Mr. Griffith and still owe him
a big debt, having worked with him since the
Majestic Reliance days, and directed under his
valuable supervision over eight years ago.
But all the same, the role was repellent to me,
a3 well as to the public, and I have never
worked hardqr in mv life than at that time, for

is

scattered in a thousand

different ways, which considerably adds to one's
responsibilities, and makes the strain of work
much heavier. At the end of the day I feel
'

all in,' I

can

tell

you."

Advocates Freedom for Actor.
Mr. Crisp's
THAT
of inestimable

experience as an 'actor is
advantage to him as a

at once apparent to anyone
at work.
Every part in
every scene is acted by him before the actor or
actress concerned- is permitted to portray it.
It is at these times that one sighs a little for the
grease-paint which has been supplanted by the
megaphone, for surely never was there a more
eloqxient face.
A curl of the lip, a glance of the
'eye, a flicker of an eyelash, and all is expressed.
It would be difficult to imagine any player
being unable to work in harmony with such a
director

is

who has watched him

—

^

many

" I began.

Then why

"

in

—

for

"

now."

quiet voice and regestures,
strained
seems a far cry from
the bmtaliscd " Battling

Act.

would rather act than direct
THEN" y-ou
Oh, yes
much rather, though

by

directorial force.

COLGATE'S IMPROVED PROVERBS.-No.

I.

Cdga&'Sit tkt

as

Further evidence of the value of his ex"
perience before the camera is displayed in Mr.
Crisp's sympathetic attitude towards each of
his players.
Despite his personal rehearsal of
every " bit " in his productions, he is entirely
in favour of the freedom of the actor, to the
end that the player's individuality may have
perfect access to the public. " Get across," in
other words.
"Mere puppets, imitators of the director,
are no longer to be tolerated," lie overs. "To
be sure, the director is in the best position to
judge an effect. But he talks the matter over
with the actor, rather than gives positive
orders.
Some actors, of course, have no
and must be told exactly what to do.
It is then that the director is obliged to restrict
the freedom of the player.
Such esses, however, are very rare
fortunately."
initiative,

—

A

Challenge.

CRISP remarked
MR. recruiting
players

upon the

difficulty of
for the screen over
here, because, he said, legitimate artistes
would persist in regarding pictures as a '"sideline," whereas in the States almost, any actor
was willing to leave the theatre at least for a
time to act in films.
" And think of the advertisement attached to
film acting ! " he remarked. " What stage actor

—

—

can boast of a nightly audience of two or three
million people, and. daily being seen, admired
and loved the world over. Add to this the
excellent salaries we offer in many cases_more
than the player asks the costumes we furnish,

—

—

and the first-class accommodation we provide,
and you may well ask yourself why on earth
should have difficulty in finding over here the
artistes we want.
" I must say I deplore the supercilious attitude adopted towards the screen by some of
your stage players, especially by those who.
despite their antipathy to films, have not refused their tempting allurements on occasion.
They say they do not like films. Well, yon
may state that I challenge them to come forward and tell me why."

w

His

New

Picture.

met
WHEN
" Appearances,"

Mr. Crisp ho was engaged upon
a somewhat free adap-

I

Knoblock's pity,
tation of Edward
featuring David Powell and Mary Glynne.
I
sow some of the sets for ttiis picture, and was
struck by the minute attention to detail which
they displayed, even to some really exquisite
fingerplates on a door.
Mr. Crisp told me that
production had been delayed by the weather,
"
which he had found
awful:" but by a wonderful air-washing apparatus shortly to be installed
at the studio (costiHg. by the way. £20.tMHM, ho
hoped soon to work under more Btftt refactofy
atmospheric conditions.
•

BeaCPeOeu

00

HJEN your

chemist asks

What kind?"
w-."Any
kind will

don't say

do"

— say

Safe, sure and
delicious.
safe policy for
tooth insurance.

"Colgate's."

A

A

Londoner.

A WORD

in

A

conclusion

— Mr. Crisp

i*

English.

Londoner, having been born at Kensington.
Kensington has cause to bt

proud.

Colgate's
dentists

is

recommended by more

May Hmscsst

Cuurkei

than any other dentifrice.

FILM FAULTS.
This competition is closed, but we are always plea' ed
to receive notice of film f salts, and sball continue tie
There are
feature, but not as a prize competition.
still
thousands of postcards to be examined. *a\
until
all
read.
these are
prizes will be awarded

Harrv Sims, the rich man in " The Twelve
Pound Look," was seated in his office. Standing
by his desk was a poor man. whose wife »;w
After h while, the poor man. who hml
starviiiL'.
been pleading in vain with Harry Sims for
to leave the office as he took up
from the table. Instead of it being on'
old cop it was o high irilk hat.- -5s. awarded to
Miss Lily Xeove, 28. Salisbury Avenue. Colchester, Esse*.

money, turned
his hat

42 Inchet of Cream. in Trial Tube, >ent post fret
for 3d. in $tamps.
!

COLGATE &

CO. (De P M0)46, Holbom Viaduct, London, E.C.1
(f,>labtished 1806)

When William l'amum rides down the onoun.
" he n
tain side in the " J-nst of the Duanes
riding o bltirk horse, going up the Other Mdo it
How does ht> ch:uii^ ! Alien
o white horse.
Hcynmowr,
Harrington, c o. Market Holl,
Itrecou.

—

'

•
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(Continued

from

page, 18.)

'
happened in a flash.
Martha saw her dog Spot, run out, to be followed
the next second by Ransom's dog.
Then rami: Jim Kansoin, rushing straight at the

It nil

heads of the, horses.
A motor-ear was tearing along in the opposite
direction, and as Ransom eaught the reins of the
horses, only to be Hung aside, he fell under the wheels
of the. motor-ear.

Martha gave a cry of horror as she rushed to the
Some 01 the villagers were just, pulling Itansom
out as she got there. He was not killed, but. he was
very badly injured and unconscious.
" Where are you going to take him ? " said one.
" There's no place for him but the poor house,"
upot.

said another.

Martha
"

Sellers pushed her way to
sha'n't. go there," she said.

He

the front.
" It

would be

Think how he tried to save that child's
life
Take him to my house."
One would have thought that Christian act of
charily would have appealed even to the shrunken
souls of the gossips of Triinville, but their minds
were too narrow to understand any genuine act of
terrible.
!

self-sacrifice.

" You see how it is," whispered Deacon recvy.
She's afraid to let him go to the poor house because
she thinks in his delirium he may betray her secret."
A nodding of heads showed that the deacon's view
was the popular one.
For days .Mm Kansom lay at the point of death,
aud it was only the careful nursing of Martha Sellers
that saved his life. For the greater part of his illness
'•

he was

rambling about his past.
One night, as Martha was watching over him, he
said something that made the face of the watching
woman turn pale. In his delirium Ransom made
a confession that he had committed the crime for
which her husband was in prison.
delirious',

When Ransom recovered Martha made up her
mind that she would tax him with the confession.
The first thing he asked about, was his dog.
" Roth Ticc and Spot were killed," said Martha.
She led him to the garden, and showed him a double
grave she had dug herself.
When they returned to the house Martha was
considering how best she could broach the question
of Ransom's confession, when there was a knock at
the door.

was the mayor.

it

is Mrs. Johnson Blair, but though my husband is in
prison he was not guilty of the crime of which he
was accused."
At the mention of the name of Johnson Blair, Jim
Ransom started to his feet.
" That's true, Mr. Mayor. I committed the robbery
for which Johnson Blair was sent to Sing-Sing.
I
have some of the stuff buried in the barn."

"

The Symmetrical Figure — How to Acquire It-The Power of Fresh.
Air — And Deep Breathing— The Picture Girl's Smart Frock

the order of the day to bo moderately
At tho saino time, it is not cither
pretty or becoming to bo slim to flatness.
Apparently most girls realise this, for so many
write to me and ask me how thoy can develop
their figure. True it is that frocks are perfectly
straight in cut, and that they tend to hide any

IT

is

slim.

figure

one

may

possess. Still, they also

emphasiso

tho flat chested. Wasp waists and big busts aro
a thing of the past. And a very good thing, too.
for the former meant a great amount of uncomfortable and unhealthy corseting, whilo tho
latter meant a vast amount of discomfort.
Still, there is a happy medium, and if frocks and
coats are to hang becomingly, the
contour of the figure must be
symmetrical. All of which goes to
say that a well -developed bust
means a great deal. Certainly yon

turned to Martha.

of decision has come to me at last. It
will send me to prison, but I have never been so
happy before."
Jim Ransom returned to the village as a prisoner,
and when the mayor met Peevy and the chief organisers of- the agitation against Martha, he told
the hypocritical deacon just what he thought of him,
and though the language he used was far from polite,

The day

every word was true.
(Adapted from incidents from the photo-play by permission of Western Import.)

" Sonny, run
over to tho chemist, and get yourself another
bottle of castor oil."
" But, mother, can we
Sonny (anxiously)
afford it ? "
{Answers.)

Leading Economist's Wife

:

:

—

.

Teacher

:

To Improve

And what

animal life ?
Little Peter

— (Boston,

(like

is

the highest form of

a flash)

"

»

:

The

Giraffe."

*

believe in heredity ? "
:
Of course I do. Why, I've
got one of the brightest boys you ever saw "

PinsT

Man

:

Second Man

— {New

"

The Value

PRACTISE

!

York American.)

and

of Deep Breathing.
deep breatliing before your open

getting up. Stand as erect as possible, with

arms hanging at

sides,

and

head and

uee.'c

Inhale slowly and deeply through tho
nose until the abdomen is distended. You
will now find that the chest is raised Ear
above the normal position.
Hold for a few
seconds, and then exhale slowly through tho
nose, lowering the chest and contracting
tho abdomen again.
Five
minutes of this deep breathing practised each night and

erect.

morning,
improve the

do much

will

ti>

And you

figure.

also feel the benefit in
health, for fresh air breathing
instils new life into the body.

the Figure.

Take a good long walk whenever you can manage it, and
when indulging in the tramp,
breathe deeply.
Take good,
steady breaths,
preferably
holding your neck well back into
your collar while so doing. 'J lx>
method of acquiring a good
figure is simple and slow, but
the chief point is that it is sure.

;

month by taking a remedy. To be
successful the remedy must pc far
less

\
1

Slow but sure is the
motto for figure develop-

hasty.

reliable

Remember that hard pressure
tends to flatten the figure, there-

The Picture

fore any massage undertaken must
Cocoa butter is most
be gentle.
And be
beneficial for massage.
careful that your corsets are not,
worn so high as to press against

coat frock portraying

Food also must be taken intp
consideration. Be sure to eat fatmaking foods, plenty of real butter

—

drink milk and
meat
take cream as often as possible.
Sleep a good deal, and got lots of
;

To

fresh air.

tho

gabardine, decorated with black
silk braid and oxydised ball buttons.
Tho long-waisted frock is arranged
to fasten up .high to the throat
as the majority of Spring frocks will
do and is faced back with tbo
material, so that it d.i be worn ope:;,
as the small sketch shows.
Tho
skirt which is joined on at the hip
line, is pleated at the sides, while a
patent leather belt draws iu the
waist fulness.

top.

fat

all

latest details of smart fashion. It is
a charming affair of Navy-bloo

the figure. Sensible girls nowadays

and

Girl's Frock.

up-to-date, tho Picture
ALWAYS
Girl has recently acquired a

adopt the sports corset with its
band of deep elastic along the

inhale fresh air in

In
breaths is invaluable.
fact, there would' be little work
for doctors if the true value of

deep

You can obtain patterns of this
dress, that has been specially deair were
signed by the Editress of " Homo
religiously practised.
No. 28,972.
Fashions," for one shilling from
Nothing helps you to learn to
Pattern Dept., 291a, Oxford
PICTURE
relax, both in action and in rest
ike deep
are
London?
W.l, P.O. to be made payable
nerves
breaths of good fresh air.
Jumpy
Street,
to the PICTURE SHOW.
one of the drawbacks of the underdeveloped
Dresses
girl.
You can prove this by a glance at
deep breatliing of fresh
realised

and

SHOW

A

The Young Mother
w ill you weigh

my

The Butcher

:

" No, mum.
Her friends always
Maid
washed before they came to dinner." (fit

A

Capo Town

:

Bits.)

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx

(to the

butcher)

:

girls'

-

tho

•

school had a debate on
the best companion for a
"

the subject,
What is
spinster, a cat or a canary ?
" Well, a cat's got whiskers," said one damsel
brightly.
(Cape Argus.)
*

*

*

" Mary, why didn't you bring on
Mistress
the finger-bowls ? Didn't the lady you last
:

worked

for

have them

?

"

*

" Mr. Smith, did you see
anything of my daughter at the dance ? "
" Madam. I should say I did."
Mr. Smith
{Judge, -Yew York. )

Proud Mother

—

:

:

" Oh,

madam, with
*

*

*

baby ? "
" With pleasure, madam.

Thirteen and a half pounds,
bones." (Pearson's Weekly?)

Do you
"

find a stout girl

happy-go-lucky

You can

window every morning, immediately upon

of all, don't resort to
internal remedies except, of
choice
of
in
the
course,
Don't let yourself
correct foods.
into the belief that you can
enlarge your bust in ten days or a

*

U.S.A., Globe.)
*

Seldom do you
altogether

FIRST

*

"*

"
"

not

will

Messrs. Pathe" Freres

.

girl.

is

learn a lesson from
her on the fut-produeing value of cheerfidness.
And, after all, there is no cheaper way in tho>
world of acquiring this developing factor than
by taking into your lungs ull the fresh air they
can hold.

follow the instructions I am giving
here for the benefit of all who have
written to me.

By permission of

**.

fat

perfectly cheerful.

cannot have a symmetrical figure
without a right bust proportion,
but you can possess both if you

PATHE SUNBEAMS
BR

tho

who

ment.

J)eacon Peevy had succeeded in working up the
agitation against Martha and Ransom to the extent
that a town's meeting had been held, and they had
passed a resolution that the two strangers should be
ordered to leave the town.
The mayor was not in sympathy with the resolution, but he was compelled to carry it out.
He expressed his regret that he had to perform
such a painful duty, as he acquainted Martha with
the decision of the town's meeting, explaining that
the residents had learned that her husband was in
prison.
" I do not deny it," said Martha. " My real name

He

THE DRESSING-ROOM

IN

*

»

*

Frivate (just demobilised) to Captain :
" Understand, I take back every bally salute
(Blighty.)
I've over given you."
*

*

*

'

Rejected Suitor

:

*
-

" Y'our laugh shows

yon have no heart."
" Heavens
Giri.
mouth as Wide as that ? "•

mo

that,

The

:

!

Did

I open
(I.e Sourire.)

my

*
*
*
V"
price of cabbage has dropped 41 per cent.
But, as usual, the cigar dealer says the consumer
will not feel the effect for some time.
(San
Diego, Cat., Tribune.)
The

it
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"CaRETITE" (Wallasley).—Yes.

it

was

Harrj

Edwards. Harry Carey was married quite reoeutl»
to Olive Golden.
Harry has blond hair, is 6 ft. in
height, and was born in New York. He- has played
in " Riders of Vengeance," " The Rider of the Law,"
" Marked Men," and " Overland Red."

If you

want

to

know anything about Films or Film Players
Two

OVER-PRODUCTION.

THE

other day a significant report was published
press to the effect that, owing to
over-production, the leading film concerns in
America had decided on a drastic reduction in the
number of studio employees. At Los Angeles, it was
stated, the staffs had been considerably reduced.
Several actors and actresses (presumably "small
part " artistes) were to be discharged, and films which
had cost about seven million pounds to produce were
now unsaleable, and bad, therefore, to be stored.
The cause of this slump is not altogether surprising.
For a considerable time the many film studios in the
States have been turning out so many films each year
that in numerous instances the exhibitor has been
induced to buy far more than he need have done.
Many of these productions, too, had to be booked so
far ahead that some of them which were made during
the war in America, containing scenes now quite outof date, have only recently been released in this
country ; while a few more similar pictures have yet
to be shown, unless they are scrapped.
It cannot
be said, either, that all of these hastily-turned-out
productions have been of the best. Time after time
these pictures sex problems, weak dramas, and
absurd comedies have been used to make up theatre
programmes, and the audience has gone away disappointed and unimpressed. For a good picture must
have a story that can grip, and which will be talked
about by those who have seen it.
Then came the slogan from a few producers of
" fewer and better pictures," followed by rumours
that the enormous salaries paid to certain stars would
no longer be possible. Undoubtedly over-production
in this case was not proving a good thing, for the
only cheapness the picture theatre patron got was in
the quality of the entertainment. It is time, therefore,
for a slowing down in the race for production between
one producer and another. The public would be willing
to wait if it knew that by doing so it would ultimately
be shown nothing but the best.
in the daily

—
—

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue t
A stamped and addressed envelope must accomrequiring an early reply.
Every
tetter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous

pany any

letter

Show," Room

House, Farringdon Street,

"N.XCY"

(Woking).

—

— When

:

Standing.
" Fraxcettf. "
(Paris).
Y'ou
mean the film
" Stella Maris," do you not ? Y'es, Mary Pickford
played a dual role in it, and the hero, whom you
ask me about, was Conway Tcarle. He was born in
New Y'ork in 1880, has dark hair and eyes, and is

:

memory

married to Adelc Rowland. He is Godfrey Tearle's
half-brother. Some other films of his are : " Nancy
i.ee," " The Reason Why," " Virtuous
and " Mind the Paint Girl." His height is

">

—

"

Wives,"
ft. 1 1 in.

Val " (Gravescnd). Big Bill Fanium would not
mind getting a little note from you, I am sure. He
was born in Boston, Mass., on July 4th, 1876, and is
0 ft. 101 in. in height. His wife is Olive White, and
his colouring, brown hair and blue eyes. " Bootle's
Baby " was put to rest long ago, and it would not be
possible for ine to have it shown again.
" Odette " (Willenhall).— Do you know that every
" also " in your letter kept me wondering what next
was coming? Let's begin, anyway, with Lillian Halt.
Though born in Brooklyn, New York, in 18D7, she
was educated in this country, and has golden hair
and dark blue eyes,- which helps to make her look
" perfectly sweet," as you say.
And Hazel Dawn,
too, was educated over here,
she began her screen
career with Famous- Lasky.
Born in Ogdeu City,
I'tah, U.S.A., she has blond hair and hazel eyes,
and measures

just

;.

ft.

4!

in.

in height.

exciting

«

!

—

So you mean to
collecting film stars' biographies.
Let's see what I can do for you.

make

How
We'll

start with the ladies first.
Marguerite Courtot was
born on August 20, 1897, in Summit, New Jersey.
Peggy Shanor was born in] West Virginia in 1896,
and Mary Anderson in Brooklyn on June 28, 1897.
Robert E. Milash was born on April 18. 1885. in
New York City.

(More answers next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
WRITING TO ARTISTES.

Please

do not

A

name

of your county and country,
Picture Show to ensure the
cannot, however, guarantee
safety of a reply.
that such letters will be answered. Please keep
reference.
these addresses for

including the

and

mention

the

We

PEARL WHITE, care of Fox Film Co.. 130. West
St., New York City, I'.S.A.
PA1LINK FREDEK1CK. (are of Robertson-

46th

New York City. I'.S.A.
FAIRBANKS, Douglas Fairbanks

Cole Co.. 1600, Broadway,

DOl'GLAS

Corpn., Hollywood. California, I'.S.A.

STEWART ROME,

175,

care of Broadwe>t Film
St., London, W.I.
(More addresses next week.)

Co..

Wardour

:

woman

must be going now," you can depend on

HOW TO

it.

says "I
she means

If
If
If
If

Adverplease

tisers,

Traitor."

mention

" I'r.KOF.T " (Mossend).— Yes, " In the Balance " is
an old tihn. It was released in 1018, and the sl-ar in
it was Grace Darruond, while opposite her was Earlc
Williams.
The only tihn she appeared in last year
was " A Diplomatic Mission."
"Inquisitive" (Rcdliugton). Alma Taylor is
Isobel Klsom was born in Cambridge on
single.

the

'Picture

—

Nature Cure and get rid of all your Exceoi Fat.
Without exercising, starving, sweating or dangerous
drugs vou can banish all your excess fat in a very
I
You can get rid of that superfluous weight which hampers all
short time.
vour movements, and can regain ynurformer agility and good health. \ on
an have that free and buoyant feeling which it is impossible to have when
functions by too much fat.
all the organs of the bo lv are hindered in their
You can regain that slight youthful appearance which Is so desirable. To
/jT

X^

Vs.
1

i

Show.

18!)4.

" Wixnifred "
" Mary "
(Thornton
Heath),
(Maidenhead), " Rafflks " (Gloucester), C. S. C.
"
"
(Northampton), and
PlIYl.MS
(East Grinstcad),
M. P. (Forest Hill), and " Poppy " (St. John's Wood).
Ay, this is another " Lucky Dip." Can you all
Henry Edwards and
pick out. your answers
lirissic White arc not related to each other.
The
(iloria Hope in " A
latter was born in London,
Iturglor by Proxy," David Powell In " Less Than the
Priscilla Dean was born in New York.
Dust."
Marguerite
Forrest Stanley in " Rescuing Angel."
Ulnrk was born in 1887. Harold Lockwood died in

yon feel and look balky
your health is indifferent
you feel unable to enjoy life
your appetite is poor
you feel sensitive in company
If, in fact, nothing seems the same
Send for a FREE SAMPLE of my Simple
IT

communicating
with

RID YOURSELF

OF TOO MUCH FAT

WHEtK

Oh. yes, Doris
for having n keen sense of'humour.
Pawn is American, and the Norfolk she was bom in
happens to be in Nebraska. U.S.A. Von know, 1
never learnt so much geography at school as 1 have
Mac
since you folk started asking me questions.
Marsh and B. K. Lincoln played in ,*' The liclovcd

—

'!

1

1018.
" DOkEER " (Blocmfontein).— So yon have ceased
to worry about ine because I am far too mysterious,
Dear me. that's too
in fact, positively uncanny
bad. You seem to know all about Warren Kerrigan
as it is, so what more can I tell you ? Yes, let's have
a look at the more attractive notepaper you promise
Kenneth Harlan was born
10 send me next time.
And now, "tot
in New Y'ork on July 28th, 1 8i>."».
u'odcr siens," or, in plain English, as you inform me,
till we meet again.
"TOM" (Penarth). Harry Pollard was born in
Melbourne, Australia, and Conrad Nagcl in Des
Moines, Iowa. U.S.A. Y'es. Elsie Janis is not married.

I

LOVELY ART
POSTCARDS OF
CINEMA STARS

!

—

ask

for any addresses by post, but if vou wish to communicate al once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose
2d. stamp to the Editor, the Picture Show, Room
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
85,
London, E.C.4, and it will be forwarded by the
letter weighing more than one ounce
next mail.
will require an additional penny stamp for each
Such letters cannot be specially
extra ounce.
acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,

Also you

wantXo know what I advise a girl to do when she has
a passion for screen work. Why, get rid of the passion.

?

" Archie " (Eltham).

a hobby

—

85,

a

—

:

to stay another half hour at least. I guessed, therefore, you had something else to tell me when you said
you were goiug to conc lude. Well, I like you, anyway,

March 10th.

—

;

Address The
The Fleetway
London, EX. 4.

communications can be answered.
Editor, " Picture

films in which she has appeared are " A
Regular Girl " and " The Imp." Oh, yes, you can
drop in again
I am always at home on this page.
Mas. 3. S. (Greenock). Y'ou have been having an
argument then ? Not another domestic quarrel, I
hope ?
Elmo Lincoln's real name is Otto Elmo
JLinkenhelt.
May peace be restored.
" Coliseumite "
(Harrow). In " An
Eastern
Maid," Fanny Ward was Innocent, Johu Miltern,
Wyndham, and Armand Kalisz was Doucet. The cast
of " The Miracle of Love " is as follows
Lucy Cotton
(Duchess of Harwich), Blanche Davenport (Dowager
Duchess of Cheshire). Lila Blow (Lady Emily), Jackie
Saunders (Cornelia Kelly), Wyndham standing (Clive
Hubert), Ivo Watson (Duke of Harwich), Percy
Standing (George, Duke of Cheshire), and Edward
Earle (Howard McClintoek). The following were the
players in " An Innocent Adventuress "
Vivian
Martin, Lloyd Hughes, Edythe Chapman, Tom B.
Bates, Hal Clements, and Spottiswoodc Aitken.
In "Through the Wrong Door," the chief artistes
were : Madge Kennedy, John Bowers, and Herbert

" Norah " (Whitchurch).— In " Barabbas," the
part of Robert Derrick was played by Edward Mat he.
while E. Hermann portrayed the character of Jack
Varney. They don't give the particulars you want.
Herschell Mayall as Abe Strohman was opposite
Bessie Barriscale in " Maid o' the Storm."
" Bubbles " (Walthamstow).
You do not know
what I have got used to in the question line. Why,
yours were as mild as milk. Gloria Swanson was bom
in Chicago, Illinois, in 1809, and has reddish-brown
hair and blue eyes. A few of her pictures are "Society
for Sale," " Everywoman's Husband." " Shifting
Sands," and " Her Decision." Sessue Hayakawa may
have overlooked your little note among the vast
number of others he has had. Why not gently jog his

Ruth
portraits
of
Little
Fannie Ward
Roland
Marie Osborne Mrs. Vernon
Castle and Pearl White,

Beautiful

—

—

—

" Mizpah

Novels "

will

contain

one of

photogravure postcards
delightful
Make
every week for the next few weeks.
sure of them all by giving your newsagent
for
or bookseller a regular order
these

TO-DAY

MIZPA.H
NOVEL*

2?

On

5j/c Evtry Thursday.

rhtinc Show, January

29'//,
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Competition
PICTURE SHOW" COMPETITION.

Third

ec©HK<

""FHE above

splendid prizes arc offered to readers for the following
simple contest.

On tins page you will find the second set of photographs of several
well-known Cinema Artistes, each of which is more or less disguised by
goggles.

Competitors are invited to write in the space provided beneath each
picture the name of the Cinema Star they behove to be represented.
Do not send in your efforts yet. This competition will last eight

10

when tin last set of pictures appears wc shall tell you
when and how to send your efforts to us.
This competition is run in conjanction with " The Girls' Cinema,"
and " The Boys' Cinema," and readers of those journals are invited to
wocks, and

compete.

The decision of the Editor of " Picture Show " must be accepte d
as final and binding in all matters concerning this contest, and acceptance
of this decision is a distinct condition of entry.
Employees of the proprietors of this journal are not eligible to
compete.

11.
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TPWINK
*

is

bination

a most successful comof

various

attractive

shades of dye with the well-known
Lux soap flakes, a unique and
excellent means of dyeing at
home all kinds of wearing and
furnishing fabrics.
Price

7 2d.

per Pocket

OF ALL GROCERS, STORES, OILMEN. CHANDLERS. ETC.
In Ike following Eighteen Beautiful Shades:

Navy Blue
Light Navy

—

Rust Red

Purple

Tahac Brown

Geranium Red
Grais Green

Whit

D.iffodil

Saxe Blue

Grey

Shell Pink

Reseda

Nigger Btown

Old Gold
Black

Old Rose

Lilac

Yellow

1

Th ere are
h&autiful
^Iiades

MADE
BY THE \\
MAKERS OF LUX

of

TWINK

Lever Brothers Limited. Port Sunlight.
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CHARLES RAY & CLARA HORTON

REOISTERKD AI THE G.P

RUTH ROLAND, WHOSE SPECIAL BEAUTY HINTS

Beauty for Everyone
begin

inside

this

is

Ruth Roland's title to the splendid articles that
and are exclusive to the "Picture Show."

issue

•

O.

AS A

NEWHPAPEK

BEGIN INSIDE.

Out To-morrow.

The GIRLS' CINEMA.

'

Picture Show,
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First Aid

Home.

in the

Experiences of a Trained Ambulance Worker with
Germolene, the New Aseptic Skin Dressing.
CermoUne marks a New Era in Skin and Wound Treatment.

Cure your Headaches
and cheaply

quickly, safely,
£)AISY

ths

is

absolutely safe

headache cure.

FIVE TIMES
better Value for an

halfpenny.

extra

.Mr. George Moore, 206, Church
Road, Kearslcy, Farnworth,. near
Bolton, writing 22nd Sept., says
" After using the new preparation

DHOBABLY

nolhine else In Hie world
cured so many headaches as
is safe to say that praoticatljr
NEVKR does this safe, scientific, and upto-date specific- for Headache ant! Neuralgia fail to cure. Usually it lias completed
its kindly work inside lira minutes.
It is sood to know too that Daisy contains nothing but perfectly harmless inKiedlents. Aimi
from the QUICK Cure
which' only Daisy's expensive luRredients
can Rive, Daisy is worth many times its
i-xtra
cost for the
perfect safely IT

:

*

lias
J)aisy. It

•

.

550°
,k

a public service in rccommeuding it
to the public at large.
I was amongst the first to give
it a trial, and was astonished at the

I

As a household remedy for Cuts,
Bruises, Burns, and various skindiseases it is a Priceless Treasure ; no house should be without a
box for minor accidents. I have treated scores of cases with it,
many of which have been dressed with other preparation for months
without avail, and which Germolene cured in 10 to 14 days. 1
offer this unsolicited testimonial for public welfare."

safe.

Written Medical Approval
Daisy .alone has received written medical
« every w here recoirni scd as
a pure and harmless preparation which
removes the pain absolutely, bat has no
ftfect on the system. Read the Physician's
letter
below and decide in future to
take NOTHING but DAISY for headache.

n ppro val— 1 1

P)AISY
U

is
sold by
stores and chemists

everywhere

3

each,
for

2 3,

1/-,
for 6'-.

TABLETS

(specially

1/3

form)

20

60

DAISY

2d.

at

(or

convenient
tin.
per

DAISY

Ltd.

LEEDS.

Soothes at a Touch I
CermoUne
remedy

i

Dr. Robertson Wallace writes

Psoriasis

Rashes
Ulcers

:

W

Hoymark+t, Piccadilly Cfrrui. London,
Sirs,— Tonr D*Uy Uerulfcche Cure merits
my complete approval, ami I am especially
I'lcased to note that you have replaced tho
*"4,

And

and

^^dW

ROBEBT60N WALL ACS, M.R..C.M.

Sole

for

Piles
Itching

Ringworm

Cuts and Burns

Chapped Hands

Pimples

Skin Eruptions
Chilblains
bruised, itching, or ulcerated Surfaces.
per tin. From Chemists and Stores everywhere.

all cut,

Prices 1/3

deprcafttog ingredient acetanilid iant«fchrln>
by an Infinitely safer and more certain principle,
free from any possibility of causing iojnry to
the system.
1 lay great xtresa bt<th on Its
rflhiency and safety, and compliment you on
Yourcoiniiicivlal courage in placing an nnmmally
costly form n la, at a reasonable ch-irgc, at the
temmaod of the pnbllc— Yours faithfully,

Matchless as a

is

-

Eczema

\)ua,T

'Signed)

As a trained Ambulance worker
have used it with remarkable sueboth in the factory and else-

where.

Better Value
made from

doing

cess,

pure, and
highly -efCectiTc ingredients which cost us
tire
limes as much as these usod in
" cheap " headache cure?.
Tlie extra |d.
\ou pay for Daisy you get back in sheer
value FIVE TIMES OVER.
-t-v

am

I feel I

result.

ALOXE ENSUEF.S.
Tl

GERMOLENE.'

3/-

The Aseptic Skin Dressing
THE VEftO DRUG

Distributors,

Chemists,

ilanufactunnti

'Manch.'iter,

i

iw*aiwi««wiiiwif
Its the Cream that
counts—NOT the jar
The

value of Icilma Cream is in the cream itself. *
pay for the cream only not for the jar.

—

practically

You

Elaborately designed pots or imitations of famous
ware, however dainty they may seem, do not hold such
a splendid Toilet Crecun as Icilma Cream.

The familiar Icilma Cream green jar with
known all over the world contains a

the pure tin
creain
that is completely different from and superior to any other.
No matter what you pay you cannot get anything better
for your skin and complexion.

cap

—

—

toilet

"ttir
choice.

FREE TEST.
!
j
1

Cream

•

:
j

!
1

Send a postcard for a dahtfy
<-<{• '
,1,/ a cof>y 0/
our booklet, " The Icilnut
.

.

•

1

.1

Way to Beauty." InterIcilma
Trading
national
Co,UJ fl\ft 24'.
41,

i

;

I
\
I

••

j

Price 113; large pot

Use

it

2]-,

evsrywhere.

daily

Flesh-tintei Cream, 7/9 per

and look your

po\

best

j

43, 4Si

:

eras,

King * Hoad. St. PanLondon. N.W.1.

;
:

CO.,

Ltd

.

tinsland.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

HENRY
COOPER.

MIRIAM

actor-illustrator, U here shown painting a portrait of
Clive declares that Miss Cooper has a perfect Grecian profile, and is using her as a
model for many of his magazine covers.

CLIVE, noted

" Mama " Wong Arc is the self-appointed guardian
Sessue Hayakawa's Robertson-Cole productions.

of

She sees that every

detail of his pictures is authentic.

HELENE CHADWICE,

Goldwyn

A charming
small pets.

GEORGE BUNNY,
instructions

CLAIRE ADAMS with two
must be difficult ior her to know
"t'other from which."

portrait of
It

" PICTURE SHOW.'

son o! the late John Bnnny, taking his first
from Mark Goldaine, his director, at the First National
studios.

ALICE LAKE, Metro
picture, "

star, in

Mother Love."
with

actress, thoroughly enjoyed the taking of this scene for the film " Mr. and Miserable Jones,"
Hopper.
It was a very hot day, and the sea was delightfully cool.

its

a scene from her latest

The baby

is

quite

happy

new mother.

which was directed by E. Mason

ricture Show,
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Occident

safe distance, certainly), at the

young

intruder.

Arthur Weston laughingly apologised on ono
occasion for his servant's brusque manners.
Harry did not. reply he only looked ke'onty at

—

his cousin, which, for somo reason or other,
g:ive that gentleman some discomfiture.

That evening he was able to find Grace alone.
Mrs.. Ferguson was visiting in the village, and
the children were in bed.
Arthur Weston had
not yet arrived. Grace was seated by the fire
\rhen Harry came in.
She gave him her uninjured hand, and the soft light of pleasure,
which shono in her expressive eyes, made liiiu
certain of his welcome.
This is the first opportunity I have had to
Bpeak to you," he said, as ho soatcd himself
opposite her, and held out his hands to the blaze.
.

'Yes," sho responded,

"and goodness only

knows when someone will come in and disturb us."
" Do you notice that, too," he asked quickly.

Grace nodded. " How could one help it ? "
sho said laughing a little.
Harry left his seat und knelt, down on the rug
beside her.
" You have never told me yet why you and my
cousin are engaged," he remarked, his eyes
lixed on the fire.
" .Mother was very keen," said Grace quietly.
Somehow it seemed quite natural to her to tell
Harry exactly what was in her mind. " And
J don't dislike him,'
she added.
"I called him
to account about all the things I suspected him
of, and he was quite decent.
He explained them
all very satisfactorily.
He even admitted that
Greystone was left him in trust for you, anil ho
has promised to make it over to you when you
come of age."
"Ho has " Harry gave a surprised whistle.
Then his clear eyes fixed themselves on the girl
before him.
"He promised that,
did he?
"
!

_

What

for

?

"

Graco leaned back in her chair and averted
Ikt face, she was afraid those clear, grey eyes
might read her secrets.
" Only because he wants to !>c decent," she
" He did think of keeping it, but
said at last.
he told mo he thought better of it.
He said
ho would go to a lawyer and make out a deed
of gift in your favour."
" Oh
And has he done so ? "
I
don't know,'' answered the girl hesita!

linaly, " but

I

will

speak to him about

am

it.

Ho

sure he will,'' she added emphatically.
Harry took hold of the lhtlo uninjured hand,
Which lay in the girl's lap.
What a trusting little soul you are, Graco "
" 1 feel
he said, half amusedly, half sadly.
a brute to dispel your illusions,
ut my dear,"
"
he bent nearer to her,
Arthur Weston is a
will,

I

" I
Gx'ace

1921.

!

t

serial

by Jjmmie Allingh am.

thorough wrong 'un," he said quietly. " What
the secret, he keeps so carefully at Greystone ?
Why does he never liavo visitors ? I will tell
"

you
Harry glanced cautiously round the room,
and then he bent close to the girl again.

!

!

He

has a leather bag," he said shortly.
I
it.
1 have seen my mother with it.
It contains papers
papers which he guards
closer than his soul,
fie loves them, or appears
to, but 1 can't make out what they can be.
Anyway, he sleeps with the bag and its contents
under his pillow, and he alters the hiding-place
of that bag half a dozen times a day.
l'vo
watched him, from our secret panel, but I have
never gone into the room, or l>een near enough
to see what it actually contains, but that bag
holds the secret which bars people from entering
Greystone," he paused a moment, and then went

was something queer about my mother's will,
you know," he added frankly, turning to the
elder man.
Arthur bowed, ho dared not trust lu'mself
to speak.
He turned hi? head away sharply so

remember

;

that they could not see the hatred he could not
repress any longer,
his eyes.

He went

popular with women.
A few minutes later and they left tho cottage,
and took the path through Greystono Wood.
They walked silently, each possessed by their

own

!

The Explanation.
first

twisted his white lips. " I intrude, I'm afraid."
" Not at all," replied Harry, rising from the
hearthrug and taking possession once more of
" All the same, though, 1 think we
his chair.
should rather like to know how long you have

been there."
" I have only just eome in.
Why ? Wero
you talking about me ? " asked Arthur, speaking
naturally with a strong effort.
Harry gave an embarrassed little laugh.
" Well, we were really," he admitted.
" You
are surely not going to say that you did not
"
hear what wo were talking about ?
Arthur came and stood on tho hearthrug
between tho two young people, and glanced down
from one to tho other.
" I
never listen to 'conversations which
arc not intended for my ears, he said with an
" You two
ironical bow in tho girl's direction.
ure old friends, und, if you will excuse the word,

Your imagination is wonderare romantic.
You weave mystery where there is none.
you care to accompany mo back to Greystono to-night, I will explain to both of you
any mystery which yon would like cleared up."

you
ful.

If

"

Why

at

Greystone

?

Why

not

here

f

"

Harry sharply.
Arthur Weston patted the boy on his shoulder
with a fatherly hand,
Tho man's self control wos enormous, he was
playing his lust card, and ho knew it.
At tho
last moment he was obliged to alter all his plans.
Grace he could havo managed successfully, if
she had liccn alone, but the unexpected return
of Harry Hae, before Graco was safely out of
tho way, hud upset all his calculations.
Ho
would havo to act BwifUy, desperately.
" We can talk better at Greystone.
I have
papers and document* which I shall have to
refer to, besides it is a long story, and it will bo
cried

j

us well that

wo

are not disturbed."

Hurry sprang up from

his chair.

thoughts.

Grace was wondering and hoping that tho
two men would not quarrel. She feared Harry's
impetuous temper, and she dreadod-to think he
might raise the4vil which she instinctively felt
lay donrtant in the other man's heart.
If only she had known the real evil of tho
man, Grace Ferguson would never have walked

|

must apologise," he said, while a smile

into the tiny

in

and returned with

hall,

girl's hat and coat.
Arthur never forgot these little attentions, it
was through these that he was generally so

!

" I

and which he knew burned

the

on eagerly. " Shall I tell you something elso ?
Have you ever noticed that servant of -his ?
I can't understand how you are all deceived.
I
heard about Jakes in the village, but I had a
strong suspicion the first time I set eyes on him.
Don't you understand ? There is no Jakes He
is a myth.
Jakes and his master are one. No
one has ever seen them apart." „ In his exeitemfnt Harry had slightly raised his voice.
Graco was staring at him startled, incredulous.
" No Jakes ? " sho echoed blankly.
It was at this moment that they both became
aware, that they were not alone. Someone had
entered the room, and was standing just inside.
It was Arthur Weston

some seconds there was a tense silence.
FORArthur
was the
to speak.

'

?

Why

is

"

am

What do you say,
quito ready
" he cried.
Grace glanced swiftly from one man to another.
Arthur was smiling, but sho had seen that
expression on his face before, and she distrusted it.
"
not to-morrow ? In the day-time ?
she said hesitatingly.
" Oh, no. Let us go now and have it over
" I should not sleep a wink if
cried fiarry.
1 went to bed without having heard what
Arthur has to say. I always did think there

The concluding chapters of thi3 thrilling

happened, was a three
clays
m Greystone village. The
talk
horse was a new one bought at the fair.
That she had broken more necks than one, her
record showed, and how Grace Ferguson escaped
with only a broken arm was the mercy of Providence, as Mrs. Taylor remarked.
-Mrs. Ferguson put down the accident to Harry Rae's
untimely arrival, she even said as much lo Arthur
Weston when lie brought his fiancee home.
Arthur was upset at the occurrence.
" Shows how much he cares for her," commented the village, and stories were told of
how Arthur Weston had said that the horse
should be given away, before he would allow
(J race to ride it again,
but the horse stayed
in the stables at Greystono, and Weston made
no effort to part, with it.
It was a week before Harry Rac had an oppor1 unity
to
talk
alone with Grace.
Arthur
Weston showed quite a flattering desire for his
company. Indeed, the only person who resented
his presence was the old servant Jakes.
At times
when Harry appeared the man was openly
hostile to him, and would shake his list (from
(he

5tk,

BEGINS, SPECIAL TO THE "PICTURE SHOW," "THE CALL OF THE ROAD."

Unmasked.

HOW

February

,

so innocently into the trap his diabolical miud
was even then busily weaving for her destruction.
Arthur took them round to the servants
entrance and let them in with his key. A fire
burned in the kitchen, but with tho aid of a
lighted candle ho led them up the staircase
towards the bigger and more important rooms.
The young people followed him readily enough.
They knew every turn and twist of the place. It
was not until he led them up past the bedrooms
that they glanced wonderingly at each other.
"What are you taking us up into tho attics^

Harry suddenly.
"I have something to show you," responded
Arthur promptly.

for ?_" asked

It occurred to Grace, that, perhaps, it

was

Jakes who was ill. Jakes whom fiarry bad
Without doubt. If Arthur
said did not exist.
had overboard him, it was natural that ho
would want to disprove tlie statement.
At tho door ot the smallest of the three attics
Arthur paused. He gavo a quick glanco at his
companions, and then he opened the door.
Holding tho candlo above his head, he
motioned them to enter.
,

The room was quito

small,

and practically

without furniture. It had been built as a box
room, and had uo window to it.
A few pieces of broken furniture which had
boon discarded years ago from the other rooms,
and a couple of old trunks, wore all it contained.
Arthur closed tho door carefully behind him
and motioned the visitors to bo seated on tho
trunks.

They gave amused glances ut each other as
they were about to comply. If they had wanted
mystery, surely Arthur Weston was doing his
best to satisfy them.
" Now wo can talk,' said Arthur with unconcealed satisfaction. And he smiled.
" Yea, but what a place " cried Harry.
'"
What have you brought us up hero for, anywft f "
y
!

That you

will

know

all in

good

...

liino," said

Wait a moment I must just fetch
Arthur.
my papers."
He opened the door and went out.
" Hero, leave us the liuht " shouted Harry,
but his cousin apparently did not hear.
:

'
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF CORINNE GRIFFITH

(Special to the

"Picture Show.")

CORINNE GRIFFITH
The

Beautiful Vitagrapk Star

Wko

GRIFFITH had her
chance to appear on the screen
when she was proclaimed Queen of
Beauty at ft garden fete, and while she
was still a school girl.
She accepted, in spite
of the protests of a

CORTNNE

Her

horrified

smile.

now,

family,

who

by

the way, are very proud of her.
She says that success on the screen is
really a matter of good lighting and g^>od
photography, for she didn't know the
first thing about acting when she was
The host she could
put into pictures.
do was to try not to look dazed, but she
confesses that she really was.

Wanted

be a Dancer.
bred, for
was convent
when she was quite a kiddie she
was sent to the Sacred Heart convent, in New Orleans.
Her ambition was
to become a dancer, but a few months
after she was crowned Queen of Beauty
she was making a success on the screen,
with the Yitagraph Company, and before
a year was out she was playing leading
to

CORINNE

Sorry Ske Has Dotted

is

places she means to visit.
Versatility is the keynote of Corinne
Griffith's acting, as those of you who

have already seen her in "The
Climbers" will acknowledge her emotional success..
When you see her
in " Bab's Candidate " you will find
comedienne
who
carries you laugha
ing through a delightful film story

parts opposite Earle Williams.

Corinne's Great Part.

FOLLOWING

this she

won

recognition

through playing the heroine in the
screen adaptation of the famous

A

At the studios she

is a great
because she is
honest and sincere, her personality
radiates these qualities, and she
That is
works hard to please.
her secret of success. Away from
the studio, she is only to be seen
in public at the theatre, shopping
or motoring. Known as one of
the best dressed women on the
screen she designs many 'of her
own gowns, and is fond of visiting

chiefly

is

a

thorough

screen adaptation of the famous story,
" The Memento," by 0. Henry, as

Rosalie Ray, the top lined music-hall
dancer, Miss Griffith was not satisfied to
fake a few steps and generally prance
about. S!ie felt that before she essayed
the part, she must be able to dance. So
she went to Theodore Kosloff and took
dancing lessons. After several weeks of
hard work he pronounced her ready to
step into the shoes, or rather the slippers,
of Rosalie Ray, terpsichorean queen.

the sliops to get ideas.

The Real Corinne.
MISS GRIFFITH'S nationality is Irish

Her One Regret.

CORINNE

—

and

If

you want to write to her, address your

letter

—

CORINNE GRIFFITH,

head of long, luxuriant hair.
She snipped it with the scissors,
and now Corinne is sorry. She
found when she went to her
of a

Good-bye.

GRIFFITH

athlete, a graceful dancer, and an
intelligent actress, traits that have
stood her in good stead in her different
character studies. When she was called
upon to play " The Garter Girl," the

achieved emotional heights.

has one big regret
that she bobbed her hair.
Once upon a time, Corinne
was the unappreciative possessor

Graceful Dancer.

MISS

O. Henry stories, and in " The Climbers,"
the film which is now being shown all over
the
United Kingdom, Corinne

favourite,

Her Hair

favourite photographer for a scries of
new photographs, that after one look at
her shorn locks, he refused to pose her
until
it
had grown again.
Now,
away from the studio,
Corinne wears little closefitting hats, and never
removes them unless she
In repose.
is compelled to.
She confesses that the first day after
she had bobbed her hair she revelled i:i
the luxury of he r shorn tresses, but when
she arrived at the studio after a joyous
week-end, she found she was cast for the
part of a dignified society lady, and had
to push her new short hair, a great thick
mop, under a tight wig, and in consequence suffered innumerable headaches.
Now Corinne is waiting for a summer
holiday, when she declares she will go
abroad and will let nature take its course.
By the way, this holiday planned by
Corinne has Paris and London among the

Vitagraph Studios,
1708,

Talmadge

Street,

Los Angeles,
California, U.S.A.

Pensive.

Supplication.

Italian ; she possesses an
Italian coat-of-arms.
There is no
Irish one, but Miss Griffith's blue eyes
They
proclaim her Irish antecedents.
are of a wonderful misty blue, with thick,
black lashes ; she has a sensitive mouth,
and hair that crinkles round her neck.

Dignity.

Fear.

'Manacled Bv M"nev.

Weston. Of this lie was quite certain. That
evening, too, sho hail given him a strong suspicion of why sho had promised, but dearly as
Harry loved the old plaeo, he loved the girl
beside him more. Not for a hundred Greystones
would he allow her to make such a sacrifice.
It came over him to tell her so, when Graco
suddenly clutched him by the arm.
" Look, Harry " she whispered hoarsely.
"
" What is that t

(Conlinueri from

for

Harry rose to Ins teet, as the door shut with a
m and they were in dm-knoss.
Grace uavo a nervous little laugh.
" llo will no doubt ho back in a minute," sho

ski:

sai.l.

Harry had reached the
find the door.
" Silly idiot

!

he playing at,

anyway

Was

it

without

wall.

Ho was trying

ho cried angrily.

'

?

"

fancy, or did a

"

What

to

!

A narrow tongue of flaino was issuing from
under the door. It grew larger even as they
watched it.
" Greystone is on fire
"
The words broke
from tho girl in a shriek.
Harry tried to pacify her. Then he rushed to
the door, and tried once more to force it open,
but it stood firm.
Belching flame and smoke was now creeping
through the cracks. The youiifr man rushed to the
opposite wall. He began to beat on it with his
hands then ho suddenly drew tliein buc.i iri
horror. The wall on this side also was hot tho
loom was surrounded with firo.

is

mocking laugh sound

?

'

Hurry at last found the door and tried to
wrench it open, but tho knob came off in his
hand Ho tried to fix it back in its place, but
although he fumbled ho could not find the spot
\\
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8

her^

belonged.

it

"

What is it, Harry ? Is anything wrong ?
Grace asked the question anxiously.
Harry turned at tho sound of her voice.
" No, I suppose it is all right, but the silly
idiot has shut tho door, and 1 can't find how to
open it."
L.et mo try." The eirl endeavoured to find
her way towards him, but stumbled and fell
over a three-legged chair in her path. Involuntarily >hc put out her injured hand. Then, with
a groan, sho fell.
The boy hurried toward her, guided by her
vcieo. Ho bent over her, and thin he lifted his
voice and shouted for a light.
N'o answer came out of tho inky blackness
around him.
" Whatever can tho fellow bo thinking of ? "
" He can't keep us
ho cried impatiently.
locked up here. What can bo his game, •any'

;

;

A

'

"

way

V

Oraco nestled closer in the strong arms which
encircled her.
"Ho must como back soon," she said. " Ho
can't possibly think that, ho can keep us here,
can ho 1 My mother will bo suspicious, if sho

do not oomo home."
Harry bit his lip.
Ho had almost uttered the "terrible suspicion
which had now entered his head.
Arthur Weston, if he was a big enough villain,
finds

.1

could account for their absence in his own
diabolical way. Suppose he was te keep them
thcro and givo out that thoy had run away
would be able to give him tho lie,
togo'thor.
if they were not heard of again ? The attic doors
were of oak. seasoned and hard as a rock. No
ono '-ould hear them, should they cry out.
No one ever visited tho houso. They were us
rats in a trap. Quito suddenly Harry found him-

Who

'

—

brought up against a grim reality tho evil
which a human being is capable of descend;
Tho conviction grew on him that Arthur
Weston had lured them there because ho had
overheard their conversation. It was truo. Tho
man was bad, and capable of committing any
self

to

ing.

crimo.

Grace stirred in his arms.
".Supposo ho does not como and let us out,
Harry I " she whispered in a frightened voice.
Ho tricd-to comfoit her, but his own hoart
Most of all did ho blame
Bank within him.
Ho should havo been on his guard.
himself.
Taney walking so innocently into tho trap
He, at any rate, should have known better
!

I

"

You

not really frightened, aro you,
Oraco ? Wo shall be able to see when it is day :
light, and then 1 will get you out, if 1 havo to
tear tho walls down " ho said, between his
aro

!

set tooth.

sigh of complete happinoss.
What did sho care for tho wickedness of Arthur
Weston whilo she had Harry by her side ?
Sho did not doubt for a
llo was so strong.

Grace cave a

little

that ho could not break down tho
whole of Grey stone itself, if ho wanted to.
" Do you think ho will givo you Greystone,
sho asked, after a silence, in which
Harry ?
tho man wis straining every nervo to hear if
thcro was any sound to indicate that Weston

Terrible Revenge.
Arthur Weston was waiting to
his work had been done well.
His precious bag was fastened in hisovercoat.
He had been through its contents
earlier in the evening.
That was why he he d
arrived later than usual at the cottage. He had
not thought of using such drastic methods, but
tho young people had forced his hand. It had
occurred to him on his holiday abroad that on
his return he would impersonate a servant.
It
would bo handy if ever his crimes were brought
homo to him. Then, when he discovered that
the Rev. Ferguson knew his secret, and that
Hai ry would ono day come and perhaps claim
his own, it occurred to him that at a fitting
time Jukes might disappear. Ho would pick a
below
DOWN
know that

.

with Harry.
They should come to
a public place, and then tho man
should disappear.
Harry should be charged,
and with his assistance Harry should suffer for
the supposed crime.
Tho words ho had heard Harry uso that
evening upset the whole scheme. He was glad
that he had not let it go too far. Tho boy was no
fool.
He had detected the disguise, although,
so far as Weston knew, everybody else had been
in

deceived.

Ho would have to get rid of him and Grace at
once, if ho wished to retain that which he lield
to bo his own. The money had boon entrusted
to him. Ho had a perfect right to it. He would
have spent it without a qualm, co ild ho havo
brought himself to part with those crisp slips of
paper which stood for so much wealth.
How ho loved them How his lingers trembled
as ho touchtd them, and there was a strange,
warm glow in his heart which lovo lor any of his
fellow -creatures had never fired within him.
His idoa had been to lure his victims to
Greystone, but the box-room occurred to him
only when they had arrived. Thcro was a secret
It
passage connected with tho lower rooms.
was only in tho attics that ho could bo certain
of keeping them prisoners. And then, as Harry
called to him to bring back tho light, ho had
thought of tho (ire. If their charred remains
were discovered, ho could easily explain them
away. They were lovers. A cruel smile played
oround his thin lips as ho stood listening nt tho
faint crackling of the wood in tho rooms above,
and tho bunging of his cousin's brawny fists.
1

They wero even now growing fainter. Soon
they would cease tho smoko would force him to,
;

relax his efforts.
The girl s shriek for help broke out abovo tho
sudden roaring of the flames.

1921.

Arthur Weston decided

it was time for him to
gained tho entrance, and glided out
into the night.
Scarcely had he reached the
narrow path wliich led to the front of the houso
when a dark shadow came clattering and snorting from the stablc3.
The mare smelling tho
fire,
had broken loose and half-mad with
Sho
terror was rushing towards the scene.
neither heeded nor seemed to see the man in her
path. A sheet of flame at tjiat moment burst
out from the centre of the building, and its

He

leave.

lurid glow illumined the sky.'

Arthur saw tho rope from tho halter dangling
from the mare's neck as she was about to dash
by. Some idea of her giving the alarm crossod
his mind, and acting on the impulse, he caught
hold of the rope.
The mare, brought to a standstill, with every
nervo in her body tingling with fear, lunged out
with hei foreleg
Arthur, totally unprepared,
and not having_the sense to let go the rope, was
loiveu uowii co ins knees. Tho mare, half-mad
with fright, plunged and hmged.
Suddenly finding herself free sho started oil
again, leaving behind her a writhing figure on
When, a few minutes later, tho
the ground.
villagers arrived, they were horrified to see two
figures clinging to one of the ramparts which
ornamented the .Manor, and Arthur Weston lying
dead on the gravel path below.
Jim Cole, the village hracksroith, climbed up
to the prisoners with a rope, and tho crowd
watched breathlessly as, with Grace Ferguson
Harry, although
in his arms, ho descended.
nearly exhausted, was able to follow him. The
crowd cheered when at last they arrived safely
on the ground.
The truth was never known in tho village,
but tho contents of tho bag found on tho dead
man became Harry's property by right as next of
kin, as did what was left of Greystone.

Wedding

quarrel

words

bth,

was a year

Bells.

on Harry's twenty-first
birthday, that he and Grace met in the
little village church and wero mado man

IT
and

later,

wife.

" She meant to get Greystone somehow,"
said Mrs. Taylor knowingly to her friend the
postmistress, mid that good lady nodded her head.
But this did not prevent the two gossips from'
giving a rousing cheer as tho bride and bridegroom came out of the church.
Grace lifted her eyes adoringly to the young
man beside her.
" I am so happy I feel I want to cry I " sho
said tremulously.
Her husband squeezed the little hand ho held.
"The tinio for tears has passed, my dear. If
you dare suggest such a thing I shall kiss you
here and now before the whole village."
Grace put up her disengaged hand hastily.
" No, please, Harry " she said, anxiously.
He laughed at her tenderly, and raised the
hand he was holding to .his lips.
!

"

I

much

shall kiss you when and
You forget
us I like.
all sorts of things

promising
lie

how and just as
you havo been
this

morning,"

said boyishly.

Grace gave a tremulous, little smile.
" No, dear, I don't. I remember everything.'
Oh, Hurry, isn't it just wonderful wo shall bo
timet her- -always ?
" Yes, dear always," echoed Harry, almost
'

—

reverently.

And then they gazed silently into; each other's
eyes for a moment, and as they were now in tho
seclusion of the carriage, his arm went around
her,

and

their lips met.
THIS

USD.

{Don't f'/rgit that the fine story "1'hcCattoJlhe
Hoad" beyiim next tceek.)

moment

'

was returning.
Harry was about to answer when
w:is arrested by a light.

A

NEW Paper

his attention

Weston was
It shono from under the door.
Ho had given
evidently returning, after all.
them a fright. Harry .drew a deep breath of
relief.
Ho ivr.s thinking, however, far more of
the girl beside him, than of himself)
Ho had always cared for Grace, ho told himself. And therein the darkness ho made a vow/
to himself that come what may, one day ho
would ask her to marry him. Sho did not care
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THEODORE ROBERTS
r amous

Cka racter

THEODORE ROBERTS
in 1880

and

lie

began

Actor.

his stage career

played in countless produc-

Then
tions and took many varied parts.
several years ago ho entered pictures and signed
a long term contract with Lasky.
His most sensational screen success was " In
Old Wives For New." while other films in which ho
has appeared are " The Barrier," " The Girl of the Golden
West," " The Admirable Crichton," " Everywoman."

Thoroughness

in

Make-Up.

ROBERTS believes
MR.study
the make-up

in giving tho most careful
necessary to a character
part.
He says he has let his hair get long and
unkempt, allowed his board to grow, grown a moustache,
and then shaved off for his next picture, and even shaved

to

bis eyebrows.

Hobbies.

THEODORE ROBERTS

lias

many

hobbies.

raises Airedales, and. is very fond of pigeons
tame seagulls. In his house in Los Angeles ho
has an aviary with a little miniature lake in which
the birds can swim. Then he goes in for painting,

Considering
drawing, and is also a sculptor.
that Mr. Roberts is a cinema actor, one
wonders wben he finds time to indulge in
his various hobbies.

ITo

and

10

A Favourite Villain -First Among British

"fcudbuMi,

A.i*t is tcs •

and forty-four
Picture Show voted that
villain.
favourite
their
was
Cameron Carr
his
If you want to see him at his best, watch
movements when he plays heavy lead, in a
eyes
"
dark
drama like A Rank Outsider." His
and mobile, expressive features transmit a real,
thousand
hlVE
readers of

eight hundred

creepy sort of feeling that there

brewing

is

On the second day of the war, as Peter
Upcher already belonged to the 1st City of
London Field Ambulance, he went off to Malta,
and later to the Balkans, Serbia, and Macedonia.
Latterly he was in Bulgaria. " 1 used to run all
pantomimes," he told me,
divisional
the

real mischief

!

Cameron Carr has
had a varied and

talking about careers the other
" I wrote
afternoon at the Automobile Club.
a play whilst I was serving, called 'Magic
recital
Elixir.' When I came back I gave a long
with the Queen's Hall Orchestra of all my
included
which
compositions,
active service

when we were

He

interesting career.

me that during
twenty years on
he has taken
stage
the
partin several musical
comedies in the West
tells

his

End

of

London and

'

'

in

the provinces, having
played in " The King
of Cadonia" at the
Wales
of
Prince
Theatre ; also in the
original production of
" Three Weeks," at

CAMERON CARR.

the Adelphi Theatre,
by Elinor Glyn. He

has

played

also

in

drama and revues at the London
Oxford Music Hall, The Empire, and

Shakespeare,
Pavilion,

Palace Theatre.

first

'

'

'

Co.),

The Mother of Dartmoor (London Film
and, amongst others, 'Big Money," and
'

for the Harma Co.
Nature's Gentleman,'
Three years ago I joined the Broadwest, and
since then I have appeared in numerous pictures,
some of them being ' A Fortune at Stake," • A
A
Turf Conspiracy,' "J he Woman Wins, ^
In the Gloaming,' ' Under
Soul's Crucifixion,'
Her Son,
Suspicion,' 'A Dead Certainty,'
The Romance of a Movie Star,' Trent's Last
present,
At
Case,' and 'A Rank Outsider.'
" I am playing a very fine
*a\s Cameron Carr,
Yard detective
and interesting part— a Scotland
"
Lowdwater Mystery.'
in the
'

'

'

'

•

'

Best Beloved Villain.

CAMERON CARR
and

works very hard at his
he tells me that screen
acting is a strenuous art. At the same time
there always
it is a very absorbing one, and
seems to be something fresh to learn. The part
the
of a villain is particularly trying as a rule
actor has the antagonism instead of the symof
case
But in the
pathy of his audience.
profession,

:

Carr, as results have shown, villain
the
or no villain, he holds a very big place in
hearts of thousands of admirers, which shows
the power of a magnetic personality

Cameron

!

An

Attractive Lover.
you have seen " Mr. Gilfil s Love Story, I
IP am sure you have admired the grace and
debonair stylo of Peter Upcher, but although
to his
BO attractive, ho is heartless and cruel
Mary
first love— so realistically portrayed by
Odette. Peter Unchcr's love-seenes with Odette

started

when
Benson,
he was fifteen and a
'

half. Pelissiersaw
later, and gave

a

contract

" Follies,"

for

him
him
the

from 1910

to 1011. Then he had
He played in"
a year's contract with Tree.
Trilby," '" Oliver Twist," and in " Oh, I Say
at the Criterion, so that ho has had plenty of
experience which suited liis versatile tempera-

ment admirably.

of

!

played his old

Meadowes.

Jack

in

"

The

Lover of " Midget."

devoted to his horse,
is equally devoted to

One day sho followed him
her master.
hat!
into a shop, and incidentally gnawed up a
She won the Norfolk point-to-point races, and
"
also
I
Ranelagh.
at
jumping
first prize for
film
use ' Midget when I require a horse for
work," said Peter Upcher, " and so it was
Story,'
'
Midget I rode in Mr. Gilfil's Love
when I had to swim my liorse across the river
tree,
to reseuo Mary Odette off the branch of a
'

'

'

and bring her back on
my saddle. I accomplished the rescue in
a quickly running
river with great diffiIn c o in i n
culty.
back, when we had
reached the middle of
the river, and were

wondering

we

if

should ever get to
the other side, 1 heard
the producer calling
Kiss each
excitedly,
'

other,

you

idiots

'

"

!

Peter Upcher is
now playing in " The
ETTA HARDY.
Knight of tho Burning
Pestle " at the Kingsway Theatre.

A

Clever Child Actress.
a photograph of little Etta
will
Sho played tho
this page.

YOUHardy notico
on

part of " Francois " in Maurice Elvoy'a production of " The Scarlet Pimpernel." This was
her first picture, and she put' up a very creditable
performance, especially in the Cell Scene,
where she had to play with some live rats
She was also quite prominent in the big scene
of the play, in which Chauvelin attempts to
" sign his conthe " Elusive Pimpernel
!

make

Pete in

PETER UPCHER
with

PETER UPCHER.

Peter Upcher

this

UPCHER
PETER
who, by the bye,

finds his dead body
!>eneath the trees near
old
his
f a t h e r's

Youthful Actor.

and

Rest,'

Arcadians." When Louis Bradfield died,
he took up his part in " To-To," at twenty-four
hours' notice.
lie
Peter Upcher is working hard at films,
played the lead in " The Definite Object," and
in
the heavy lead with Gertrude McCoy
" The Wife Whom God Forgot," and for Stoll,
Van Noord in "The Yellow Claw."

fession.

A

•

AFTER
part

are full of passionate
ardour, and when she

mansion, the crisis is
full of real, appealing
drama.

'

Jack Meadowes and " The Arcadians."

is

Career.

picture," Cameron Carr told me
The Beryl
not long ago, " was
Coronet,' which was a Sherlock Holmes
that I
After
ago.
This was ten years
story.
appeared in The Message from Mars,' followed

by

Song of Love and "Friendship,'
In Fountain Court.'

A

Cameron Carr's Film

MY

LATEST PLANS OF

•

"The Manxman."

1MUST

confess to being more interested in
work than film work," Frank Petley
remarked the other afternoon. " I played
Jim Carson in The White Man for five years,
and Pete in 'The Manxman,' but I think my
with
favourite part was the one I played last
"
East is West.'
Iris Hoey— Sang Kee in
readers
Show
expect many Picture
I
remember Frank Petley's stolid, mask-like

stage

'

'

'

indifference in this play, his expressionless
features, and then, just at the last, for a brief
moment how he thrilled one, with the revealing
glimpse of slumbering passion, that was held in
complete check by tho Oriental— who was also

a

A

man

!

Gift of

Humour— and Holman

Clark.

PETLEY |>o«8esscs that most
FRANK
It
gifts— humour
less of

price-

quito
impossible to be in his company without
gaiety.
light-hearted
becoming infected with his
all

!

is
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CHARLES RAY,

s to Lovers'

With Me!"

having brought

CLARA HORTON
unu^ally sh,

a
and

^
of chocolate, feds more than
rouW
may he
reflects that though silence
speech.
of
gift
pre aD he has for the surem

box

.£^J*7
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The Screen Star knows the value of keeping young in
They are never too tired to play with the younger
members of the household or the studios, as you see

heart.

in these photos.

1

spare time from thr
studio playing with net
young brother

Show Akt

Supplement, February 5th,

1921.
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zAotUSTUDIOS.

AND

fi.rand tho simplest but most perfectly cut
trimmed coat and skirt for country wear, wlncli
and
possessed tho hall-mark of good style
smartness.

f?6x#e*
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ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS

Lewis Dayton.

I

I

strong, emotional scenes with Holman Clark, at
It was a Harold
Stoll's Cricklewood Studio.

Shaw

"

in

A Bank

Outrider."

If"

is

Guy

Selby
busy with

Hard work has no fears for
films in Holland.
" Tho screen demands the best in
him, he says
a man." Tho outdoor

Music was used during the

production.

Dutch postcard

hail a
other afternoon
T'HEfrom
Lewis Dayton, who plavs

watched him tho .other afternoon doing some

:

tense situations ; it was a wonderful pieco of
acting, and yet Holman Clark was not satisfied
with himself, for he turned to the producer

scenes

in

"A Bank

:

ceptionally
as Lewis

!

ex-

are

Outsider"

and exclaimed
" Let us do that again "
I wonder how many Picture Show readers

and
Dayton' l«
lino,

very fond ot horses,
he enjoyed every

realise when they are at tho Pictures that
the artistes depicting the various situations give

moment

minds, their bodies, and their deepest
emotions to the work of perfecting a good

of tho

racnm

their

items.

production, and this is why so often we cry, or
Our favourite stars are giving us
laugh 1
themselves, the very best that is in them.

Sherlock Holmes at
Cricklewood.
day
THEwasother
taken over
I

"My

Lord Conceit."

the Cricklewood

Martin
PETLEY has taken part
FRANK
Thornton's productions for tho lost twelve
in-

Studios, and shown CONSTANCE woRTH.
the realistic sets that
are arranged for Maurice Elvey s latest production, " The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes."
No detail has been overlooked, photographs

years, the latest being " My Lord Conceit."
has also played in the " Power of Right,"

He

" The Flame," and " The Silver Greyhound."

A

With a Voice

Girl

AM

I

told

woodwork windows and doors of a house
Baker Street were taken, before the designs
were handed over to the irtaster carpenter and
even Dr. Jim's ashes, from his pipe, were left
upon the table to give the real touch of reality

of the
!

that Constance Worth

of the

Films is doing excellent work. She is also
very keen, Which means that she is enthusitho
astic, and this emotion reflects itself on
She is fair, dainty, and extremely
screen.
and
hats,
large
for
affection
an
has
pretty. She
looked quite charming in one made of black
charmeuse, and lined with turquoise blue, the
other morning. The blue under-brim matched
her eyes, and it is just as well to realise that
when the tone of one's hat " goes " with one's
Many
eyes, the effect is always becoming.
1

!

Mary Glynne.

Nice Mary Glynne is working hard on
" The
the Famous Players-Lasky film,
Mystery Road." The spring flowers are
Woodman says
all in bloom now, and as Pardoe
able to
in his last letter, it is delightful to bo
bask in sunshine without a great coat, in a
summer suit, at this time of year.

AT

Show

Picture

would

readers

"A Rank Outsider."
taken from
Broadwest production
THIS
Nat Gould's famous dramatic novel,

also

is

have admired her
very simply made
black charmeuse gown

Captain Ferndale (Cameron Carr) is a
his
plausible adventurer who exisis mainly o.i
enables
wits. A violent quarrel at a card-party
Winchmoro
Ferndale to obtain a hold over Ralph
(John Gliddon). In the heat of tho moment
Ralph strikes a man. Ferndale exaggerates the
to
man's injuries, and induces Ralph to fly
fr-end s
Australia. Ferndale forges and cashes a
incriminating
and
cheque made out to Ralph,
latter
circumstances spread the belief that the
is the forger.

—

it was embroidered
with small steel beads.
This is a very frivolous paragraph, is it
not ? But 1 will tell

you more about

Worth's

Constance

work

in a

week or so

;

at present engaged in a film called
" The Education of

she

is

A

Nicky»" with Bernard

Dudley, Marjorie

and James

Villis

HEABD

f

from Ivy Duke the other morning

•

;

in the South of France, film making.
But she. tells me the weather has been
decidedly chilly, even on the shores of the blue
She took crowds of pretty
Mediterranean.
" film clothes " away with her ; they were all

she

I

is

in London. Amongst her treasures was a
gorgeous carnation pink velvet cloak, trimmed
with ostrich feathers. She also had the sweetest
composed of
of evening gowns, almost entirely
Ivy Duke's dogs
exquisite bead embroideries.
are remaining at home, patiently waiting the
return of their mistress.

made

Clothes and the

Woman.

DUKE

considers that clothes express the
IVY
type of a character almost as much as the
emotions, providing, of course, that the artiste
does not rely too much on those outward and
visible signs of poverty or riches, as the case may
for
be. Therefore, before Ivy Duke left London
the South of France, she had to make a very
would
careful study of the frocks and frills she
wear for the part she was to play, in her new

In one film she is playing tho
daughter of a duchess, therefore suitability of
But
clothes was the very first consideration.
although everything was the last word in
screen play.

elegance,

it

of simplicity, tho
accentuates in her

was the elegance

note that Ivy
O vn gowns.

Duke always

.

overlooked. There was a bridal
think
frock of such filmy beauty that it made one
by fairy fingers,
it must have been created

*

No detail was

Race-Horse Disappears.

A

FRANK PETLEY.

Knight.

Ivy Duke.

—

in

Hanna

disappeared near
has
Sydney. Ralph; now an exile, is emagent, who
enquiry
private
ployed" by a
thinks the
sends liiin to England, whither he
horse has been smuggled.
Meanwhile, Ferndale has struck up an
squire,
acquaintance with a sporting English
Guy becomes
<iuy Solby (Lewis Dayton).
Ralph,
eneaeed to Mvra Winchmoro, sister of
buys a promising
the exile in Australia. Selhy
ohristens
Myra
colt without a pedigree, which

RACE-HORSE

" Mystery."

The Suspicion.

all
tells Myra that he knows
Selby.
about het brother. Myra marries
Selby has not the sli-l.te.i_

FERNDALE

character,
Fern dale's
and entrusts the manof his stables
friend.
during his honeymoon,
Selby hears stories, and

agement
to his

But

hastens home, and on
the suspicions formed
by his trainer, breaks
off his friendship with
Ferndale.

Ralph Vindicated.

WINCHRALPH
MORE returns,
and

satisfies

him-

Ferndale's guilt
IVY DUKE.
in the forgery episode ;
and later tracks him down as a forger and
Ralph, is vindicated, and ho
blackmailer.
self of

renews his

and Guy.

life

in

England with his sister Myra,
Edtth N Err an.

February

Picture Show,

had been married exactly
THEtwoTemples
days when they
vcars and
began in
a tea-shop. Clara Temple looked up from
her plate to find an exceedingly dashing
woman of the type known as " Vampire
snaking eyes at her husband.
It is truo that Jack Temple had not
given the woman any encouragement, nor
did he return her glance, but Mrs. Temple
their first quarrel.

soothe her, one of the heels of her high

It

When you
took no chances.
husband who is known as the
handsomest man in town, it is simply
asking for it to let him remain in the
Mrs. Temple was
vicinity of a vamp.
prettv— as pretty as. her husband was
handsome, and was confident of holding her
own with any woman, but all the same she
lurried Jack out of the restaurant, giving
the vamp a glance that would have frozen
evidently
liave

a

pleaded, raising his voice.
" That's it
Bully me now, yoi
brute " came the smothered reply from
the couch.
" pleaded Jack.
" But I tell yon
" I don't want to hear anything. Yoi
(sob) know (sob) it's (sob, sob, sob) face
I

A Story of

I

wtfe showing " what a tingled
first we practise to deceive."
iimniiiii w, in tut ift/mimi : : imwMwmmi&miinit « a ts vu iuc am j
a jealous

web we weave when

powder."

,

In vain Jack tried to explain, but Im

was only met by more charges, and at
last he banged the flowers to pieces on
the table, and, throwing the remnants
across the room, rushed out, hurling a
defiant
" You'll be sorry for this ! Whatever
I do now, remember you drove Sue to
" as he banged the door.
ii
Clara's kicks and sobs ceased like magic
as she heard the door slam.
A startled expression came into her face.
•'
Suppose he docs go to find that
:

red-hot lava.

Who is that creature ? " asked Mrs.
Temple, when they reached the street.
" Never saw her in my life before."
" Rather pretty,
replied Jack truthfully.
"
don't you think ?
" Pretty
I think she looks like a hungry
pelican," retorted his wife.
Jack decided that the conversation was
not going to be pleasant, and took refuge
in silence.
But Mrs. Temple was not to
be balked by such a simple device.
" Why don't you say something ? " she
•'

:

1

woman
only

when they had walked about a
hundred yards. " You're annoyed because
I took you out of the restaurant, away
You can't deny
from that awful woman
" added Mrs. Temple, with true feminine
it
1

!

disregard for facts.
" You seem to forget, dear, that you
took me in the restaurant, and I can
assure you it i3 the first time I have seen
it or the woman," gently expostulated Jack.
" There, that's it " exclaimed Mrs. Temple.
" You boast that every woman falls in love with
you the first time she sees you. Do you
think
"
that is a nice thing to say to your wife ?
" protested Jack.
" But, my dear
" Don't dear'' me, after your terrible behaviour,"
said Mrs. Temple, with that supreme disregard fur
truth or logic which is woman's chief weapon in an
" If you weren't angry with me for
argument.
taking you away from the woman in the restaurant,
why are you so grumpy ? You glowered at me"
absolutely glowered at me, as we walked along I
Jack Temple strove in vain to stem the torrent
of his. wife's talk, but every attempt to defend hlmseil
from a charge which was absolutely without foundation only led to Clara making other charges, and ii
was with great relief that he at last found himself
pulled up opposite the select hair-dressing establishment that his wife patronised. As a general rule Jack
hated the idea of Oiovanna Bruno handling his wife's
golden tresses, but when Clara entered the shop with
her usual intimation that she would not be more than
rive minutes (when her best previous record was one
hour and ten minutes) Jack felt he would like to step
inside and treat Bruno to a drink as a man and a
brother.
" Now, don't run away," was Clara's parting
injunction. " We shall be late for lunch as it is."
Jack stared at the wax heads in the window for a
few minutes, and then decided he had better work out
some scheme to take Clara olf the vamp story. He
nad never experienced her in this mood before. She
had always been as sweet in temper as she was in

-

I

" I wonder if I really did give that woman any
encouragement ? " he muttered to himself, but
though he gallantly tried to take the blame, he knew
he was not guilty.
" I know what I'll do " he said to himself. " I'll
get Clara some (lowers. That will please her."
He rushed off and got some choice blooms, and was
hurrying back to the hairdresser's, though he well
knew Clara would not be ready, when he ran into his
old friend, Frank Fuller.
As Frank is going to play a rather prominent part
in this story we had better give a thumbnail sketch
!

of him.

Frank Fuller was* young, but very fat, and, like
most fat people, he was the essence of good nature,
lie had married a woman much older than himself,
who was so rich that she would not let Frank work.
Mrs. Fuller was jealous of her husband, and after
a peep Into the office from where she had taken him,
in which she hap)H-ncd to find Frauk dictating a
to

n

very

whenever Frank

pretty

left

home

she decided that
she would be right by his

typist,

side.
.

She allowed Frank two nights at his club— after
having ascertained that no ladies were permitted on
the premises, and she safeguarded this little favour
by insisting that Mr. Smith, a Iriend and a member
of the .same club, should lunch with them on the
following day, so that she could compare their
Accounts of what had happened in order that there
should he no possible chance ot Frank making the
hib an excuse lor a night out at some other place.
(

When Jack struck Frank the latter was waiting
who was buying a hat. Jack (elt in need
of a sympathetic soul to whom he could confide his
(rouble about Clara.
So sympathetic did Frank
become that when they had finished talking, Jack
Temple realised that lor the. first linie jn ids married
for his wife,

"

What

a

fool

been

I've

I

If

welcoming smile on her face.
Jack had a wild thought of calling for a policeman, but a second's reflection made him decide
to seek safetv in flight. He rushed into a draper's
mporium having a hazy idea that he would dodge
woman in the crowd inside the shop, and then
get out bv another door.
As he turned up a flight of stairs he did not notice
Private":
the sign on the side: "To the roof.
and it was onlv when, after a long climb, he found
himself on the top of a skyscraper, that he realised
what he had done. But his chagrin at this discovery
was nothing compared to the horror he felt when, on
turning to go down the stairs again, he saw the
vampire woman approaching.
" Fancy meeting you here ! " she said, with a
i

'

looks.

?

She stared blankly at live crushed
flowers, and gave herself up to another
bout of kicking and sobbing.
Jack Temple had not the slightest idea
where he was going as he rushed out of
the house, but had his worried brain been
able to reason at all. he would have bet
himself a million to one that it was not
to the vampire woman, but under the
spell of that malign fate that had dogged
him all day, she was almost the first
person he saw when he got to towu. She
was coining straight towards him, with a

paid,

letter

1921.

French shoes caught him a nasty hit right
on the funny bone.
This did not help Jack to control the
temper he was fast losing.
" Will you listen to reason ? " ha

four

had

5th,

WANDA HAWLEY

and

BRYANT WASHBURN

as Mr. and Mrs. Temple.
life

lie

as she

(Paramount.)

would probably be too

late to meet Clara
of the hairdresser's shop.

came out

His fears were justified.
five minutes when he called.

Clara had

left

He engaged n

exactly

taxi, and,

carefully carrying the flowers that he fondly

hoped
would make peace between them, he set olf for home.
In the meantime, Clara, whose temper had not
been improved by finding that Jack was not waiting
after she came out of the hairdresser's,
received another jar when she arrived home.
Wigson, the butler, met her in the hall with .in
expression of strong disapproval on his face. Wigson
was one of those -superior butlers who domineer not
only over the other servants but over mistress and
master; but, since he had been in the best English
families, had the dignity of an archbishop, and was
coveted by all Clara's married women friends, she
stood his bullying, and allowed him to do pretty
well what he liked.
" Really, Mrs. Temple," said Wigson, raising a fat
hand deprecatingly, " we are getting worse. It is
over an hour past luncheon time. Punctuality is
what I have always been accustomed to. At thp
"
Duchess of Planetrce's
" Bother the Duchess of Planetrce's I " exclaimed
"
Clara. " Has Mr. Templo arrived ?
" Not that 1 am aware of." said Wigson solemnly.
" He may i>ossibly have come in by the side door.
Mr. Temple, if I may say so, docs such extraordinary
things, even in a house, which to me is very extraordinary. I remember
" If you don't mind, I will wait for your reminiscences till you write them," almost screamed Clam,
as she rushed into the drawing-room, flinging herself
on a conch, and kicking her heels in hysterical rage.
She was in this state when Jack arrived with the

for her,

flowers.
"
darling,

My
I'm so sorry " he began.
Clara answered with a succession of kicks which
of her transparent stockings than Jack
thought it advisable for Wigson (who had followed
him into the room) to see. He quietened the kicker
on the couch, and as she turned her face to look nt
him, he held out the flowers.
But it was not the flowers thai Clara saw. With
a little shriek she pointed to some white substance
on the shoulder of Jack's coat.
" Powder " she screamed. " And off that woman's
!

showed more

!

"

face, I'll swear
.lack remembered that, in passing
!

under a ladder,
a workman had dropped some whitening on his coat,
and he strove to explain.
" Don't speak to me " exclaimed Clara.
" How
could you (to it. No wonder you were not waiting
for me when I came out of Bruno's
You must have
gone straight back to her."
She turned to the couch, and indulged in another
bout ot hysterical kicking, and as Jack sought to
!

!

pleasant smile.
" Fancy I " echoed

" Precious little
Temple.
fancy about It. You followed me up here. May I
ask vou as a favour to stay here while I get into the
"
street ?
He raised his hat, and made for the door leading
stairs.
To his consternation he found it waa
to the
locked on t he ot her side.
watched
him with an amused smile on
The vamp
her face.
" I suppose the porter locked It after me. she
" I heard someone following me up the stairs,
said.
and thev were closing the stores as 1 came in."
Jack could not control himself sufficiently to speak.
He moved to the wall which ran round the roof, and
gazed down into the street. There was no means of
getting off the roof except by the stairs. The afternoon was fast turning into evening. In a little tlnw
He shouted in an endeavour to
It would be dusk.
attract the attention of somebody in the street, but
'

at that great height it was impossible for his voice
to carry to those oelow.
He. turned, to find the vamp standing beside him.
" All nlonn
" How romantic " she murmured.
"
with you. It's like being on the roof of the world 1 "
" I wish to goodness you'd talk sense, madam !
"
realise
unless
you
that
a
Don't
snapped Jack.
"
miracle happens we shall be on this roof all night ?
" Then 1 hope a miracle won't happen " she said,
looking up at him archly. " With you as my knight
to guard me, I fear nothing. 1 am sure you arc tho
!

!

soul of chivalry."
V You'll l>c thinking more about rheumatics than
romance after a night up here," remarked Jack.
" A' night 1
Good heavens 1 I must get down
somehow ! What can I say ? How can I explain ?
" I shouldn't worry about it if I were you," said
" There arc many men who would
the woman.
give years of their lives to find themselves in such a
romantic situation."
•
1 do wish you would stop using that word
'
romance ' I " broke In Jack irritably. " It may
mean romance to you, but it spells ruin to me."
He took off his coat and began to wave it In tha
air, hoping to attract the attention of some policeman on point duty, but though he waved till his ariui
ached, It did not make anyone notice him.
Once more the vamp sidled up to him and laid a

hand on

his sleeve.

" Kiss me," she whispered.
" Are you mad ? " he gasped.
" No. only madly In love," she replied. " I am
beautiful and yet I have to plead with you to kins
me. Most men would have been begging me to kisj
them before this. You arc most ungallant."
to

" I.ook here," said Jack, trying to force himself
speak calmly. " Do try to understand th«
no other
1
nm married and then-

situation.

it,

ricture Show, Fcliiuary bth,

woman
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my

mo

THIS

wife.
iu the world for
If
except
iiad any womanly pity you would be sympamc in this terrible dilemma instead of
babbling about romance and asking me to kiss you.
j

ou

NEW

SERIES BEGINS THIS WE^K.

thising with

comes out that

If it

you

1

"

A

I

have becu up here alone with

shall be ruined."
kiss is such a little thing," pleaded the vamp.
She really was beautiful in her tigerish way, and
.lack, who was only, human, had to turn away his

head.

—

"

If you won't give mc one kiss
just one, I swear
throw myself from the roof " cried the woman,
rushing to the wall, and climbing on it as she spoke.
Jack ran after her and pulled her down, but he
did not kiss her.
It was now almost dark and Jack realised that
he was trapped till morning. As the night wore ou
the vamp became very tired and dropped olf to

I will

Sleep.

Jack covered her with his jacket and sought solace
a cigarette. Eventually he dropped olf into a
doze, but his fitful sleep was disturbed by dreams in
which he stood before his wile trying in vain to
in

explain his all-night absence.

The Biter

Bit.

the meantime, Clara Temple was having quite
bad a time as her husband. When midnight
came and he had not returned, she felt that the
worst had happened. Either he was dead or he had
.'
left her for ever.
" What a silly fool I have been," she muttered,
as she paced about the room. "I have brought all this
on myself by not trusting him. And supposing ho
has gone to her and she attracts him ? She is very
beautiful.
Nobody could blame him if he fell after
the temptation I have put in his way."
At last, worn out by pacing about the room, she
got some rugs ami threw herself on the couch, having
lirst given orders to Wigson to wait up for his master
and let her know the instant he retnrned.
That order settled a problem Wigson had been
debating all day. He wrote out an advertisement
offering his services to any first-class family that
desired a butler with unimpcacliablc references, and
dropped the letter in the pillar-box before making
up a bed for himself in the hall.
It was five-thirty in the morning when Jack
Temple returned. He had been released by the day
watchman of the drapery stores and had succeeded
in dodging the vamp, but his troubles were by no
means over. He had slipped down in a muddy road
on a banana skin, covering himself with dirt as
completely as if he had rolled in the road, his hat
had blown off, and a milkman had driven over it,
and as he stood before his wife he looked a first-prize
scarecrow.

IN as

•'

Well

?

" asked Clara.

was only one word but Mrs. Temple put more
meaning into it than many a preacher could have
It

got into a long sermon.
" It's all right, dear.
I spent the night with an
old friend of mine, Brown John Brown."
" Oh "
If ever utter flisbclief was expressed iu a single
word Clara Temple conveyed it.
" Yes, John Brown, of Elm Avenue. Pickleton,"
went on Jack, cursing himself that he had not had
the wit to think of a better excuse, or at least a more

—

1

uncommon name
with a great

his supposed friend.
Then,
he forced a pained look to his

for

effort,

face.

" Surely you believe mc, dear,' 1 he said.
" 1 think you had better get a bath and get into a
clean suit," replied his wife, without attempting to
answer his question.
Jack, unable to tlnnk of anything else to say

went

upstairs.
The day had not dawned well for
him. As he tubbed and dressed he began to frame
a plan of campaign to back up the tarrididdle about
John Brown. He knew there was a suburb called
Pickleton, but he doubted whether there was an Elm
Avenue or a John' Brown. Why hadn't he said he
stayed at his club. He could have squared 'the
steward to back him up.
As he strode moodily into the hall he saw Wigson
opening the door, and standing on the steps was his
friend,

Read these

I

Frank

Fuller.

Unable to repress a cry of joy. Jack ran forward and
grasped Frank's hand before the butler could ask
for his name.
Leading him into the drive he
fold Frank all about the happenings of the night and
tile excuse he had made.
" And there is only one thing that can save nie,
Frank. You must run home and come back as Mr.

him

of Ehn Avenue, Pickleton.
The wife
you, Frank, for you have an honest face,
be well.'*
Frank Fuller tried to point out his unnttedness
for the part, but Jack would take no excuses, and at
last he consented.
In the meantime, Clara Temple had sent the following telegram to John Brown, Elm Avenue,
Pickleton, which read : " I implore you to come to
see ine. My happiuess is at stake.
By one of those amazing coincidences, there was

John Brown,
will believe
and all will

a Jolm Brown

living in Elm Avenue, Pickleton, and
he was none other than Giovanni Bruno, the hairdresser who had taken the name of Brown beeause
the house agents had an objection to letting to
foreigners.
The telegram was opened by his wife,
an Italian, and therefore possessing her share of tho

jealousy common to the Latin race.
.She re-sealed the telegram carefully and smiled.
It was a hard, bitter smile, and could Bruno have
seen it he would have shivered. Mrs. Bruno made
her arrangements. They were simple but complete.

helpful articles

By

and be

convinced that eveiy woman,
can, if she wishes, te beautiful
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"TTIE

"

windows

"
of the soul

— our eyes — are

our possessions tho most valuable,
and are invariably excellent barometers
of our health and vitality. The colour is not so
important, although I confess a weakness for
dark eyes myself, but their shape, and, most of
Love, hate, jealousy,
all,
their expression.
happiness, and all the human passions, both
J

of

all

OF THE EYES
need a moderate thinning. As a rule, howif well brushed and occasionally
nourished with a little pure olive oil or vaselmo,
with
the
colouring of the hair, and aro
correspond
in harmony with tho facial expression.
One
should bo careful always to brush all powder
from them, as overlooking this makes for a
badly groomed appearance.
ever, tho brows,

good and

evil, are revealed in the eyes.
1 find a good standard eye-wash, usually a
solution of boric acid, absolutely essential at
least twice daily for bathing all dust and impurities from tho inner eye. Occasionally, when
the eyes arc inflamed, a compress made of

medicated gauzo with scraped raw potato,
bound over the eyes during tho night, or for a
few hours, will make them as good as new.
Lashes may be lengthened
and improved by tho application of a little white vasclii.e.
taking great care not to get. a
particle of it in tho eye itself.

A

dear,

elderly

friend

mine, who is able to do
the most exquisite embroidery, although past
her
seventieth year,
has never worn glasses.
Her explanation is that
several times daily, or
whenever she thinks of
it, she gently massages
the eye-ball round and
round.
As tho years
advance, our eyeballs
flatten,

seems,
folks

and
is

that,

The

Massage.

Effect of

UNDER-EYE massage

is usually employed to
lines, a fault that is not
easily corrected, because there is so little
muscular tissue below the thin skin. Persistent
and daily massage, using the finger-tips of the

remove laughing

index-fingers only, will, however, give excellent
results.
An astringent lotion of witch haze) or
diluted tincture of benzoin may
also bo patted on the lines after
tho gentlo massage.
Circular
massage around the eyes is also
good, as the muscles around
the eyes and the mouth are
circular, and the mas-

sago

of these muscles
to advantage.
A good
skin food applied will
likewise assist in the
smoothing out of tha
tiny hues or wrinkles.

it

why somo

Colour of the Eyes.
the
THEeyescolour
plays a most

have to resort to

of

important part in
choosing one's gowns.
My eyes aro dark blue,
so in almost overy frock
I possess, whether for
street or evening wear,
thero is a touch of a
certain shado of Old
Blue to intensify and

Eyebrows.

AS

to tho " pulling
out "
of
eyebrows, which has
for
somo time past
seemed a fad with cergirls and women,
seems to me, especially when overdone and
tho brows
made a thin,
almost invisible line,
to

tain
it

accentuate the bluo of
Were they brown, I
should uso brown and golden
hues. A little study of one's eyes

my

render the expression unnatural and silly in tho extreme. Sometimes brows aro
so heavy and bushy as to

by Jack.
After Frank had told his story aud apologised for
keeping Jack, Mrs. Temple said :
" But why didn't you send me a w ire ? "
" My dear Mrs. Temple, you don't know Pickleton,"
Why,
said Frank, nobly stepping into the breach.
the nearest telegraph office is at the next town."

assisted

" Now, that's

real clever of Frank," thought Jack,
his hand as much as to say : "

My

you might have known I should have done
that if it had been possible."
But Clara's next question sent a shiver through

" So you did, Frank. You meant well, old bov,"
added Jack feelingly.
" You seem to have done your very best, Mr.
Brown," said Clara, holding out her hand, with a
smile.

"

'?

:

'

Brown

is

one of the best," said Jark fervently.

All might have been well, but at this moment
Wigson put his head inside the door, and in a loud,

clear voice said

:

Mi Brown, Mrs. Brown is here."
Mrs. Bruno (who had given the name of Brown to
get in) was a large-sized woman of the peasant class.
There was no subtlety about her. She believed in
"'

-

.

the frontal attack.
Advancing to Mrs. Temple, she said, in a cold
voice which was in direct contrast to the burning
hate in her eyes
:

"

You

steela

Clara was

darling,

the spines of the pair.
" Surely you could have 'phoned "
Both men hesitated for a second, and then Frank
once more stepped into the breach.
" For that I must take the blame," he said blandly.
" Jack wanted to 'phone, but I persuaded him not
to, for, as I said
By this time Mrs. Temple will
have sobbed herself to sleep, and it would be wicked
to wake her,'

orbs.

and their possibilit ies for beauty
isjmost desirable, and a real aid
in choosing becoming clothes.

RUTH ROLAND.

She meant to sec this woman, Clara Temple, whose
"happiness depended on seeing her husband," and
then, having dealt with her, she would wait for
Bruno to call. Mrs. Bruno felt confident she would
shatter Clara Temple's dream of Romance, and also
knock all the Romeo stuff out of her husband.
While Mrs. Bruno was hurrying to the Temples,
Frank Fuller had arrived.
He played liis part as John Brown well, ably

waved

—

circle

artificial aids to sight.

as he

movements should

conform to theirshape
often a spiral movement
upward and downward
is used in describing the

to

my

husband."
She realised that her telegram

terrified.

Brown had been seen by a

terrible

woman

—hij

wife.

She cast a frightened, appealing glance at her
husband, and this time it was Jack who acted.
" Brown), see to your wife. Explain all to her,"
he said, as cool as an iceberg.
As Frank hustled Mrs. Bruno out, Jack turned to
Clara.

"You see, now, what awful trouble you have
caused by your unreasoning jealousy," he said coldly,
(CoidtiiitKi ON potje 21.)
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DAVID OF THE WINNING SMILE
one
THEnoticesthin?about
his

One

smile.

to

is

rea-

almost

lises

unconthat he is

sciously

tall, good-looking, and
generally attractive
the thing that hits one
in the eye, as it were,
:

smile.

his

is

because

—

it is

— but

isn't

it

cause

be-

his ch ef
characteristic, an expression of the man
himself.
It may be
a brilliant,
flashing

DAVID POWELL.

it

:

is

such as frequently
punctuates
bo the most wistful,
whimsical thing in the world, as often happens
when he lapses into his natural reticence, but it
David Powell. Of the two, I think
is always
the latter mood is the more characteristic, for
his conversation, or

it

—

by no means an exuberant personality.
He strikes one as a little shy, somewhat elusive,
and extremely sensitive. His attitude towards
life is, I should imagine, a smile, but a 6mile
half-sad, half-glad, and wholly sympathetic,
as if he were moved to tenderness by the
pathos, frailty and fitful sunshine of the world.
his

A

is

Welsh, But Born in Scotland.

POWELL the
MR.note
to be transferred

first

is

British

actor of

from the Famous
Players-Lasky American studios to that
Corporation's British studios at Islington, and
it was there
in
that vast hive of ceaseless
activity that I caught him— I said he was
elusive
between a
wait."
" So you are bock again " was my obvious
and banal remark, as' we found a quiet corner
behind a huge "set."
*'
Yes," he rejoined heartily. " and believe
me it is good to be home again. Many years
in the States have naturally endeared America
to me, but I think one's heart must always

—

!

-

on stage and
It began, he
on the British boards with Sir
Herbert Tree, and continued with such celebrities
as Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, Miss Ellen
Terry, and Vedrenne and Barker.
With Ellen Terry he made his fir3t trip to the
is

told me,

States, first appearing with her in "

The Good

Hope," and then in other Frohman productions.
His second visit was made with Forbes-Robertson, in "

The Passing

of the Third Floor Back."
the great actor's company for
three seasons, and then the movies got him
For some years now Mr. Powell has been
playing lead with several American companies,

He

remained

in

—

!

greatest successes, however, having been
achieved tinder the banner of the corporation
for which he is now working, in such pictures
as " Idols of Clay." " The Right to Love,"
Ladv Rose's Daughter," " Counterfeit," " Tho
Teeth'of the Tiger," "The Make-Believe Wife,"
and " On With the Dance," which, by the
way, ranks as one of the screen masterpieces of
the year. At present he is under contract to
appear in two of the F.P.L. British productions
an adaptation of Edward Knoblock's
" Appearances," and " The Mystery Road,"
which has been written expressly for the screen
his

—

by E. Phillips Oppenheim. He was engaged
upon the first when I met him.

!

—

turn homewards ultimately."
" To your beloved Wales ? "

A Theme

Picture.
one of the most interesting films I have
" A
done,"
he confided- to "me.
I
theme picture, which shows in a graphic,
and aUo in a symbolical manner, how the
desire for, and the struggle to maintain,
appearances can wreck the lives of the young
and ambitious.
Don't know whether you are
"

IT

is

ever
'

'

'

'
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FILMS OF THE
The "PiA ure She
"The

Thunderbolt."
Katharine MacDonald and Thomas Meiohan. (Walturdaw.)

the strangest marriage on record,
THE story ofa high-class
drama with a strong
this

3E

is

domestic appeal. A girl, in order to
save her father from disgrace, marries a man
she docs not love. He marries her as part of his
scheme of revenge for the past. His plan is
made clear when he tells her she shall be the
last of her family.
The happenings which
follow
introduce some rem irkable
scenes,
notably a most realistic thunderstorm, during
which the play reaches a terrific climax. Acting,
production and photography are excellent.

" Nothing But the Truth." Taylor Holmes.
(Film Booking

Offices.)

who
ALLhearty

seo this play are assured of a
laugh.
It is a picturisatien of the
successful stage-play, and features that

laughter-maker, Taylor Holmes and a notable
The tale of a great bet which stipulated
that the hero should tell the truth, tho whole
truth and nothing but tho truth for a week.
Screamingly funny are the situations in which
the hero finds himself.
Great fun for young and

=7tFT

The Beggar Prince." Sessue

BEGGAR

—

is

II

iyakawa.

a
unhappy with

rich in the lovo of

fisher-

maiden a prince is
all his
glory.
The prince steals the beggar's
sweetheart but Niki usurps the prince's throne,
rescues his maiden, relieves the down-trodden
people, and teaches the prince how a prince
should rule. This story is as fantastic as " The
humorous, full of
Arabian Nights,"
it
is
adventure and love. The great little Jap is at
his best and plays a most difficult dual role
while the supporting cast is excellent.

cast.

old

—everybody

will

want

" The False Road."

to see this play.

Enid Bennett. (Para-

fnount-Artcraft.)

DAINTY

Enid Bennett plays the part of a
girl who is a member of a band of crooks,
and whose sweetheart also a crook just

The Tower
(

of Jewels." Cobinne c eufftth,

Vilagraph.)

produced and
WELL
always obtain a

—

'

'

—

work

to

them."

for either of

Dislikes Personalities.
far the interview had progressed smoothly,
but when I endeavoured to switch the
conversation from David Powell's work to
David Powell himself, the interest, so far as he
was concerned, languished. One simply cannot
"draw" him at nil on matters of sentiment,
and even on the subject of hobbies he is curiously

SO

retiring.
" 1 can

never understand how people can
be interested in an actor beyond the
imits of his work," he remarked, with alarming modesty.
Oh, but they are," I assured him. not to he
put off. " For instance, my readers would love to
know your pet recreations please, Mr. Powell."
He smiled at me wanly.
"Oh, well, then fishing, pottering about my
home and with my dog, and reading. Preferably in bed."
At this juncture came a call from Mr. Crisp,
and David, together with the interview,
vanished.
fiossibly

—

—

May Herschel Clarke.

Bnvwr

"Mrs.

Temple's Telegram."
Washburn. (Paramount Artrraft

COMF.DY-DRAMA
jealous

in

which

)

husinnocent look
The~play goes with a
flirtotious

wives— all

acted

crook

plays

welcome from the
public, and
The Tower of Jewels," is
no exception to the rule. With such a popular
star and capable cast it stands out with the
best.
The story is a good one, true-to-life, and
full of suspenso and action while Romance is
"

mingled throughout. Will prove of absorbing
interest to the average picturegoer.

—

6wing from start to finish, riotous situations
abound, and the outcome is a thoroughly merry
mixup. How the tangle is unravelled is told on
the screen with great gusto by the star, supported
by a practically nil -star cast. Cannot fail to
entertain

all coiners.

"The Amateur Gentleman." Lanobolui
Burton and Cecil Humphreys.

(Jury*.)

"

;

thoroughly guilty.

distinction to this play.

A

—

and

out from prison, determines to go straight.
When she is sent by the band to rob the bank
where her sweetheart works, naturally complications arise.
He turns crook again in order
to trace the missing money, and how he succeeds
is told in many thrilling scenes on the screen.
Strong heart appeal and splendid acting give

"

David Powell

all familiar with it
I play Herbert Sea ton,
the young architect."
" And your other film, ' The Mystery Road.'
Can you tell me anything about that f"
> " Well, I'm afraid that for tho present it
must remain like its title, a mystery," replied
" but it is the type of
Mr. Powell apologetically
story by which Mr. Oppenheim has endeared
himself to his countless readers.
Mr. Paul
Powell ye3, a coincidence, isn't it ? is directing it. In fact, it was Mr. Powell who brought
me over, but ho is ' sharing me with Mr.
Donald Crisp, who is directing Appearances,'
because Mr. Crisp could not get quite the
man he wanted. Crisp is a very fine director,
by the way, and so sympathetic in his methods.
Funny to think a man who could play ' Battling Burrows' has a sympathetic personality,
eh I But if you noticed him directing just
now I expect you observed how quiet and
patient he was no shouting or gesticulations—
and yet all the time he was drawing out of his
players just th^ effects he wanted. He is a
great chap.Tind so is Mr. Powell ; it's a pleasure

at

to PiAuregoers

Hi

'I

I

Guide

1921.

A Ckat Witk

—

Comprehensive Career.

POWELL'S career
DAVID
screen
comprehensive.

affair,

may

"

nationalities

Not

obtrusive

—

" Well yes, of course, Wales means a lot
me, but I was not born there, as manv people
imagine. My parents were Welsh, but my
birthplace was Glasgow."
" While your dramatic experience is principally English and American," I supplemented.
He nodded, adding, with a smile :
'"
You see, really I am quite a blend of

first

David Powell

5th,

JEFFERY FARXOL'S

(8loU.)

famous romance told

on the screen. The doings of gentlemen of
fashion over a century ai;o are depicted with
much spirit and charm. A young man, left a
large sum of money, sets out to London to liecome a gentleman. His adventures start
almost as soon as he takes the ro.td and all
film lovers will delight in the many picturesque
and romantic scenes in which these adventures
lead him.
A well told British production with

an eminent cast of players.

" The Man Above the Law."
Richardson. (Wettern Import.)

AN

J

\

s

appealing drama-full of interest. A man,
outside the law, married a squaw an I

later meets a white woman
he saves from death by the Indians, h«
is tempted to abandon his wife and child and
return to his own people. How he resist*
temptation is admirably told by the star and a
well-known cast. Claire McDowell gives a
wonderful rendering of the squaw's part, and a
clever child actress, May Girncia, has a touching

when he

whom

role.

Picture

Show, February

btli,

1921.
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IN THE —DRESSING-ROOM.
How
—A
—
Beautiful

Beaded Bags

to

.

Make One

Picture Girl

THE

newest bend bags arc far too beautiful
not to have been envied by every woman.
They add such a touch of smartness to tho
plainest costume, and aro at tho same time a
pleasure to the owner. Their expensive price,
which runs into many guineas, however; puts
them out of tho rango of tho girl with a tiny

dress allowance.
Still, it is possiblo for ar.y girl
to becomo possessed of tho most charming
bended bag for about fifteen shillings— if she
likes to spend a few hours upon its making.
Perhaps the work may strike you as being
tedious, but I can assure you it is not so.
As a
matter of fact, there is a wonderfid fascination
about it, that quickly gets hold of you, and
makes you desiro to get on with tho work
qmckly even if it is only to witness the result
of your labours.

—

s

Snirt Blouse
fashion.
Two ball button moulds were placed
together, flat sides facing.
This made a completo ball, which was covered with beads in
rows of alternate colours. Secure a thread to
the ball, thread enough beads to extend round
from holo to hole, slip tho thread through tho

thread with the other colour beads, and slip
thread through ball again, and so on until tho
bobbles are entirely covered.
ball,

How

to

Make

THE

prettiest beaded bags are worked very
finely in crochet, so that the entire bag is

covered with beads, although they aro
quite effective

when

the work

is

more

oi3en,

and

the

THE
actually

made

from Star Sylko,
as the founda-

tion

is

tirely

The handles

will

You
much

ounce.

will find

this

less

colouring of the bag. Heaps of delightful colour
schemes can be evolved, while it will be found
quite effective to just string all coloured beads
in haphazard fashion.
Tliis will give a charming
Oriental effect.
If, however, you prefer to combine merely
two or three colours, then you will rind it both
becoming and simple to make the bag with
stripes of the lighter beads running through a
background of beads of a darker shade. One
charming bag I havo seen was made with a
foundation of dark royal blue beads, with stripes
of white china beads running through it, while
another combined the most alluring rose-pink
and grey beads. Tho decoration, winch was as
uncommon as it was effective, was made from
bobbles of the. beads, made in the following

pensive than

if

Girl's Shirt Blouse.
a distinct smartness about the
blouses, which are cut high to the
throat, and show a row of tiny buttons
right down the centre front, placed very tightly
together.
The Picture Girl has chosen a heavyweight washing silk for her latest shirt blouse,

then crochet a small

which

and

crochet

until it is full right

(

and pushing
a bead along after
every stitch.
Continue working round
No. 29,300.
round
and
with A smart sbirt blouse specially
double crochet, in- designed by the Editress of
'

up,

creasing

all

the

is

particularly smart.

The centre

way

HOME FASHIONS.

flat

into the nrmholes.

PAPER PATTERNS of this
34, 36, 38,

and 40 inch bast

—P.O. made payable
tbe

Street,

London, W.

blouse can be obtained in

sizes tor

to the

PICTURE SHOW

one shilling each
SHOW—from

PICTURE

Pattern Dept., 291a,

I.

C mema.

In £he

llent>ur>ys
Glycerine & Black Gur>r*ant~>

PASTILLES
demulcent Iruit pastille, dissolving smoothly
mouth, soothes the throat in a close
smoky atmosphere. The 'Allenburys' Glycerine and
Black Currant Pastilles are prepared according to
they contain the choicest fruit
the old French recipe
The smokei .appreciates
juice and pure Glycerine.
them
they are acidulous and something more than

/I

soft

t/"*

in

the

:

;

Non-smokers in a tobacco-laden
atmosphere lose the annoying tickling ol the throat
which sometimes troubles them when the blue haze
settles over the company.

cloying sweetmeats.

fr,

front

and basque are cut in one, while the
basque at the back is added. Shoulder straps
take the front fulness, the neck being finished
with a close fitting collar, and the sleeves set
panel

into this work
double

three long lengths

upon the Sylko, and then

is

and

beads,

made from

THERE
newest

bought them by the'
Thread
the

aro

The Picture

ex-

you

up a goodly number
circle of chain,

continued.

plaited together, and attached at either side of
the top part of the bag, or threaded through
imitation tortoiscshell or bono rings that have
been previously attached.

small hank.
of

is

of the beads threaded

be most hard wearing
and strong.
Use a
No. 2 crochet hook.
By the way, buy
the beads by the

a silken lining shows through.
Of course, a great deal depends upon the

;

beads.

'really
enof
double
bi">g

no necessity for me to give you comdirections for tho rest of tho bag,

is

Make about halt a dozen of tho beaded balls
as previously explained, and attach these at
intervals
round tho frill.
Make a larger
one for the lower part of the bag, finishing
if off at the lower part with a tassel of the

bag must bo

and

There
plicated

which is merely worked in double crochet, a
bead pushed along between cnchs'iteli, until tho
whole has assumed tho shape of an ordinary
Dorothy bug.
When you get to the top part of the bag, inafca
a frill to turn down over the bag in the following
manner. Push up one bead, then do one chain,
and repeat until there are four chain,, and four
bends, then miss three of the foundation beads
at tho top of bag, one double crochet into tho
fourth repeat these loops all round tho top of
the bag, and then continue round and round in
tho same manner, until a frill of about tinea
inches of these loops

Bag.

crochet, the

Crochet Beaded Bags.

The

Novel Decoration

along until you have made a substantia! little
foundation circle for the lower part of your bag.

^Distinctive

2 02

and^loz. Tins,

cAMen&i Hanbur\ys Lid
37; LOMBARD STREET. E.C.3.

A

Oxford

Dresser.

February

Picture Show,

1921.
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PATHE SUNBEAMS
THE WEEK'S BEST JOKES

iLZfXZji

Boardiso-house Landladt

or cocoa, Mr. Hibbs ? "
Mr. Hibbs (tactlessly)

:

"

" Tea, coffee,

:

Anything you

like

ma'am."

Answers.
•
*
A storm knocked out the telephone service for
six hours the other day, but nobody noticed it.
Detroit, U.S.A., News.
to call

it,

•

—

•

•

*

Woman

is

a delusion."

Young Minx ; " And man

is

always hugging

Old Bachelor

:

"

some delusion or other,
»'

isn't

he

?

»

.

*

"

Tit-Bil*.

" Quarter of a pound of marge, please, and

mother said

you please stamp a cow on

will

Toronto Globe. «
»
»
"
He : " Will you be my
She " Oh, George, J his is so sudden
me a little time."
He (continued) : " Partner for the

wish it was my
Birthday every day.
I

dance

Egg

(continuing): "To get my breath back.
I haven't quite recovered from the last jazz
yet."
Cologne Post.

Substitute.

spoonful of this pure golden powder mixed with
your flour, saves the need of eggs or baking powder.
Bird's Egg Substitute makes lovely crisp table-dainties
as sweet and light as the children's happy smiles when
they taste the good things.

got

up

it,

but

I

his coat."

*

saw Jimmy Briggs stuffin' somefink
Winnipea Tribune."*
*

»

•

" In the old days a woman used to threaten
to go back to her mother."
" And now T "
" She threatens to go back to her job."—*
London Mail. »
#
*
a shilling go
How can I make
"
did before the war ?
Answer: "Pest it." Karihaturen. Chri»m

Question":

as far as

^Bird's

'

it

'

»
*
*
wife complains that you don't speak
to her for a week at a time."
" Well, I don't like to interrupt her."—
L'Asino, Turin.

tiania.

"

§gff Substitute^
"One spoonful— one cake

»

•

(loudly, swishing his cane) : " Now,
"
where is the Baltic » AYhebe is the Baltic!
Small Bov-{frightened) : " Please, sir, I ain't

Teacher

A

i

next

"

?

She

Every day is a "birthday" for the child whose mother
makes plenty of delicious, nourishing cakes and puddings
with Bird's

Give

!

:

"

it

we've got visitors coming to tea."

'cause

Your

ribs.

:

An umbrella by

— Washington

a

gentleman with bent

Time*.
*

•

In Packets and Tins with excellent and reliable recipes.

•

•

•

Lost

!

*

The present day stocking is shocking.
With its o|>en work ankle and clocking
But it's noticed that Man,
Whenever ho can.
Takes stock of the stock in the stocking.
:

IF

YOU SUFFER

irom nervous, worried

FILM FAULTS.

feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3

stamps

for

particulars

Alto Ralncrati. Snita. Ludlei' Winter Cut*. OrercMU,
Ciitleiy MeloUroiia, WttcliMUldJewallery on Easy Terms.
Write for Free Catalogue
SO/- worth, 6/ monthly, &o.
and Order Form, foreign application! invited.
(Eat. 1809'.
MASTERS, Ltd., 91 Hope Storea. Rye.
.

penny
of

the

Mento-Ncrve Strengthening
T r e a m c n — G ODFRY
t

t.

EASY TERMS

ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd.,
536,
Buildings,
Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4.

Imperial

BECOME BIG NOW

In

THE NEW PATENT

business

h
in
life, the

social

Green Road. London,

to the

17,

man

SOUND DISCS
DEAFNESS
completely overcome

and

HEAD

how long

NOISES, no matter of
Are the same

standing.

to the ears as glass?s are to the
eyes. Invisible, comfortable. Worn

months without removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

Stroud

N.4.

CO.. 171,*NEW

BOND. ST.. LONDON. W.l.

MILITARY"

HEELS

When Mary

Piokford was wrecked on the

lonely island in "Hearts Adrift" she had no
clothes for herself, and she made a dress out of w
ship's sail, but still when the baby was bom it.
had a shawl on. 5s. awarded to Miss D. Cox,
21, Queen St., Frouingham, Scunthorpe, Lines.

—

and TIPS

^^

Why

is

the

antique

sideboard

in

Henrv

Edwards' apartments in London exactly th>>
same as the one in his parents' home in Venice
" ?
in the film " The City of Beautiful Nonsense
5s. awarded to L. 'Britton, 144, Booth Street.
Handsworth. Birmingham.

—

Standard of Quality

prllLLIpo
RUBBER
Y
I

Walthamstow, E.17.

.

THE A J. WALES

'The

Larry Scmon, in a Vitagraph film, is seen
sittingon a pavement grating with his bowler
hat on. He is blown sky high a second later. His
hat is seen to fn.ll distinctly off his head, but he
5k.
lands in the building below with it on.
awarded to Miss M. Prior, 9, South Grove.

plums

whose appearance leaves a favourable impression— that
Is, the man who has height, and the physique to match
it.
If you are under 40 it is very easy to increase your
height and improve your health, figure and carriage by
means of the Uirvan 'Scientific Treatment, the reliable
method which has enjoyed public confidence fur nine
years, and which carries a £100 guarantee of genuineness.
Student* report from two to five inches increase. Send a
postcard for particulars to Enquiry Dept. C.T.,

This competition is closed, but we are always pleased
to receive notice of film faults, and shall continue the
There are
feature, but not as a prize competition.
still many postcards to be examined, and prizes will
read.
are
all
until
they
be awarded

In

"An Eastern Maid." starring Fanny Ward,

the heroine goes to sleep in a big armchair,
but when she awakes she is seen lying on n
B*.
part of the room.
sofa in another
awarded to Miss D. Satchwell, care of Mrs.

—

Birmingham Houxe, 25, Ashley
Upper Porkstone, Bournemouth.

Cole,

'PRESIDENT'
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Competition
IN

PRJZE£
cone

set no.3.

"PICTURE SHOW" COMPETITION.
irst Pri

i^es ©f
"THE

above splendid prizes are offered to readers for the following
simple contest.

On this page you will find the third set of photographs of several
well-known Cinema Artistes, each of which is more or less disguised by
goggles.

Competitors are invited to write in the space provided beneath each
name of the Cinema Star they believe to be represented.

picture the

Do

uot send in your efforts yet.

This competition will last eight

5L1

each

weeks, and when the last set of pictures appears we shall tell you
w hen and how to send your efforts to us.
This competition is run in conjunction with the " Girls' Cinema,"
and tho " Boys' Cinema," and readers of those journals are invited to
compete.
The decision of the Editor of " Picture Show " must be accepted
as final and binding in all matters concealing this contest, and acceptance
of this decision is a distinct condition of entry.
Employees of the proprietors of this journal are not eligible to
compete.

HOUSEWIFE
SMILES —
£ecaase MonJceyJ3rancf£rii?ys
j6riy/?/i?ess easily

& economically.

keep her home as bright and clean "as a
TOnew
pin " means a
of work, as every
lot

to Monkey Brand
none of the weary
drudgery that leaves her too jaded and tired to

Thanks

housewife knows.
it

isn't

hard work

enjoy the

home

Monkey Brand
it

for

Cutlery,

;

there's

pleasures.
is

cleaning

Cooking

*

the universal polishing bar.
Use
aid polishing Metals, Marble,
Utensils,

Floors,

Tables,

Wood-

work, Enamelu are, Stonework, Unoleum.

WON'T WASH CLOTHES.

MONKEY BRAND
m I'm-

m

BPNJAM1N BROOK E A COMPANY

I

IM1TB.O

P intcd and published every Monday by the Proprietors, The amaluamated Press, Limjtkd, Tlie Klcctwav Honec, Karrlnadon Street. L >ndon:T..('.
Advertisement
OHices, Ihc Jleetway House, ParrinRdon Street, London, 15. C. 4. Mtejrlstercd as a newsn*per and for transmtelon bv Canadian Magazine- ft>«».
Subscript ion rates
Inlancland Abroau. 13s. per anuuin 6s. 6d. for 6 months ; single copies, 3d. Sole agents for South Afriea. The Central r>K\vs Auency, Ltd. Solo Agenta tot AusttnliB
and New Zealand, Messrs. Uordoji & Gotch Ltd. : and for Canada, The Impbbui. Mews Co.. Ltd.
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"THE CALL OF

r

SA.FE IN

BEfli

THE ROAD,"

DOUG 'S

U.A.NDS

"f RED At THE O.PO. A3 A NEWSPAPER.

K^SoSTiRrSSS Begins Inside.

"
i looks
pose specially for the readers of the " Picture Show.'

Marypich

Picture

Show, February

12//,,

1921.

WONDERFUL LIQUiDTONIC
THAT MAKES YOUR HAIR

GROW

BEAUTIFUL.

reader to enjoy Free
Harlene-for-the-Hair, "Uzon"

Every

Colds

Wine to the Hair Roots."

"Like a Rare and Stimulating

'Harlene Hair-Drill,"
Brilliantine

including

"VY/HEN

suffering with a cold, the breathing difficult,
the throat soie, tremendous relief is obtained by
dissolving in the mouth an occasional Evans* Pastille.

Gratis

and "Cremcx " Shampoo.
'

PUBLIC OFFER BY WORLD'S
FOREMOST HAIR EXPERT.

MUNIFICENT

Evans' Pastilles moisten the dry catarrhal throat, and by strengthening the natural resistance and nullifying the action of disease
bacilli which attack by way of the mouth and throat, they prevent

o
Tlio foremost Hair Specialist, of tho age wants everybody to
they can save their hair now and commence to prow it in the loveliest
luxury and profusion free of charge, by means of a wonderful liquid tonic
that acts almost liko magic.
TIhs sensational announcement is made by Mr. Edwards as patt of his
great national Campaign against Hair Poverty, Baldness, and Lack Lustre.
" This year," says Mr. Edwards,
The Postman uill
" will see tho greatest business
bring your Free
the
and social competition
Gift,
country has known."' No one
who wishes to get on by perreali:;

tliat

serious development of the cold.

EUANSVW///**

An effective precautionary measure

against the microbes oi Influenza,
Cat arrh, Pneumonia, Diphtheria, &c.

— II w-^m
I I
XI

sonality and charm can afford
to neglect their hair and to
look
ill - groomed.
old
or
Beautiful hair is almost everything in a- woman's appearance.

1

V

per Tin from Chemists, or post frvo
.the makers,
Evans Son*.
T.» M-h. r & Webb, Ltd.. 50. Ilanov. r
Bartholomew
St.,
Liverpool, SO,
Close. London. EC], * 5cw Turk.

from

But see the Raised
Bar on every
Pastille.
Evans' The
StreptoPa stilUs are different coccus Brcvi ;,
from any other pes* which
cau*es
on

the market.
possess unique
Hie
Raised Bar, a patent*
ed mark.
your
is
guaramoe
against
subst itution.
tllle

Sore

Throat.

They

virtues, and

FREE GIFT

from
photo - micrograph
taken
at
our Runcorn labillustrated

a

Men, too, can look
years younger by possessing crisp, healthy
Moreover, with
a clean and healthy scalp you FEEL more

hair.

more confident, more impressive.
is why I have decided to present
absolutely frco a full Week's Toilet
Outfit for this purpose, including a bottlo
the wonderful hair-grower
of " Harlene"
about which everybody is talking as
well as a supply of other toilet requisites to every reader
Coupon published below.
energetic,

That

—

—

who

sends the

WHAT THE POSTMAN WILL BRING

YOU.

Baby Wasted to a
Little Frame
So Weak and Pain-worn. But Soon Cured
by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Mbs. Florbie Sbadlock, Mill Lane, Morton,
Gainsborough, eays
" Dr.. Cassell's Tablets
saved my child's life. She cut her first teeth at
thirteen month?, but from that time -\i<< lost
health and becamo a weak, puny littlo thing,
with no appetite, and getting thinner every
tiny.
Her bowels wore affected, sometimes

Resolve to have beautiful, enviable hair— hair that clusters caressingly
adorablo waves and curls— the distinctive hair that only " Harleno
can eiuluro and maintain in its natural glory. Sit down then now and
write out your name and address on a sheet or slip of pa|>er. Cut out and
pin to the Coupon below with Id. in stamps for postage and packing, and
then post to Mr. Edwards at the address printed on tho coupon. By return
in

—

of post

2

you

will receive

:

trial bottle of " Harlene," the ideal liquid food and natural growthpromoting tonic for the hair.

A

1

—A

:

—

packet of the unrivalled " Cremsx

" shampoo— the

finest,

purest,

and most soothing hair and scalp cleanser which prepares the head
for " Hair-Drill."
3. -A bottle of " Uzsn " Brilliantine, which gives the final touch of beauty
to the hair, and is most beneficial to those whose scalp is " dry."
A copy of the newly published "Hair-Drill" Manual -the most
authoritative and clearly written treatise on the toilet ever produced.
"
After a Free Trial you will bo ablo to obtain further supplies of " Harleno
at Is. IJd., 2s. Od., and 4s. 9d. per bottle; "Uzon" Brilliantine, Is. 1 J<L
and 2s. 9d. per bottlo "' Ci'emex "Shampoo Powders, Is. Od. per box of seven
shampoos (single packets, 3d. each), from all Chemists and Stores, or will
ho sent direct on receipt of 6d. extra for post ago by Edwards' Harlene,
Ltd., 20, 22, 24, and 2tS, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. 1.
5

—

dreadfully loose, and again just tho reverse,
and she wasted so fast that soon she was just a
She hadn't even strength to sit
little frame.
up, but had to lio all tlay or be earned about.
She was in great pain, too, and moaned continuously. All the treatment
] had for her did no good.
"However, reading about Dr. Cnssoll's Tablots I tried them on
baby, and I bless the day I did.
In a littlo while I could see improvement, so 1 continued with tho tablets, and tho result is that lClsic is now
quito cured, and a bonny little'giil of three,"

;

u

Dr. Cassell's

HARLENE" FREE GIFT COUPON

Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE, Ltd.,
20, 22, 24 and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. 1.
Dear Sirs, Please send me your Frco " Harlene " Four-Fold
Hair-Growing Outfit. I enclose 11. in stamps for postage and packing

—

of parcel to

my

uddross.
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NOTE TO READERS.
Write your
pin this

FULL namo

coupon

to

it,

and address clearly on a plain piece of paper,
and post a» directed above. (Mark cnvolope
" Sample Dept.
')

Nome
1

3

'The

Prices

&
it-

3,-.

sue

thn more
economical!.
Sold by Chein.
mt« in all parts
of the world.
Ask for Dr.
Cassell's Tablets
aud refuse
substitutes.
iMMiiff

Tablets
The Universal Home Remedy for

—

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

Kidney Trouble

Neuritis

Wasting Diseases

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

Indigestion

Vital Exhaustion
Nervousnees
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods ot Lite.
Dr. Cassell's C»., Ltd., M*nt%nt0,

Sleeplessness

Anaemia

TAKE TWO
TABLETS.
bedtime and
note how well
at

you sleep: continue, snd you
will
Joy

know
of

'i *

the
ili'.

and vigour.
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Para graph? oP Pictures, Playyt a,d Playetyr

with Doug as d'Artagnan; they wil
England.

Our Splendid New

for

sail

Serial.

story, " The Call of the Road,"
issue.
This charming
in
this
romance of a hundred years ago will, I
know, delight and interest you. The story has
made a charming photo-play, creating a precedent in tho picture world when Mr. A. K.
Co'.eby, the author of film and sfory, was called
before the curtain (or should I say screen) when
this film was first shown.
The story is absolutely authentic as to the
customs and manners of the day. You have
heard a lot about the " good old times " : now
for yourself,

and

see

the characters living before -you on the screen.

Famous Readers of tke " Pidture
Show.
No. 57.

— RAYMOND

HITCHCOCK

HITCHCOCK here soon smilRAYMOND
over something in his favourite screen
is

ing
paper, the Picture Show.
Raymond
has the reputation of being the cleverest charhis make-up is really
acter actor on the screen
marvellous. The old man or the young swashbuckler any part is easy to hifn.
:

—

—

The Return

of Marie.
page this week, of beautiful
Marie Doro. I think you will agree with
mc is a perfect picture. Since Marie
came over here to appear in " Twelve Ten," we
have missed her on the screen, but T hear
another of her films will be over very shortly
now.
.

OUR

centre

—

From Mary and Doug.
MARY PICKFORD and

Douglas Fairbanks
honeymooning, as you can see
for yourself in tho photographs sent
you through the Picture Show, and printed in
arc

still

In his last letter Doug says they are
looking forward to their return visit here this
year, and Mary says she knows she will revel
in the part of " Little Lord Fauntleroy."
The
latter film, by the way, will be directed by Jack
this issue.

Pickford,

who

is

to

accompany Doug and Mary

According to present plans they will
the beginning of February for France,
when, after completing " The Three Musketeers,"
over here.
leave

SUCH

IS

when you

Confession.

MULHALL confesses that he loves the
JACK.
flapper.
Do you want to know why ? If
so, on your way to business or shopping
to-morrow buy a copy of the " Girls' Cinema.''
He has written a page article on this subject.

is

Going

to Be.

NOT

so very long ago, that arch scoundrel
of stage and screen, Cecil Humphreys, in
pursuance of his desire to become a hero,
was heard to declare that he would " bo hanged
if ho would play a villain part again.".
Looking in at the Stoll Studio the other day,
I found him again in the role of villain, as Rupert
Deveieau in the film version of E. Philip
Oppenheim's novel, " False Evidence," and,
strangely enough, in it he is hanged.

Good News.

BERTRAM BURLEIGH

has just returned
from a tour of the American studios. He
tells

us there are more British productions

showing or about to be shown in American
cinemas than ever before. He says if we have
as many successes in 1921 as in 1920 we shall be
well on the way to leading the cinema industry.

Did He Break a Mirror ?

YEARS' BAD LUCK " sounds a
good title for a comedy. It is written
by Max Linder, directed by him, and
acted by him.
You will remember Max was
absent from the screen for five years, during
which time he wore the uniform of a French

SEVEN

welcome him back

in

this

A Wonderful Chinese Drama.
to be the greatest Chinese drama thnt
SAID
has ever been put on the screen is tho
new Robertson-Cole

super-special,

"

Tho

Born,"
starring
Sessue
Hayakawa.
Experts who are familiar with Oriental Bcener.t
have declared that the Chinese fishing village,
constructed especially for atmosphere in tlii-i
picture drama, is a perfect reproduction of those
found along the rivers of the land of Confucius.
Far away from the Hayakawa studio in
Hollywood, on the banks of the quiet river in
Northern California, the fishing village was
First

built especially for the picture. It
in detail as to convinco almost

is so accurate
any Oriental
that the scenes had actually been taken in
China. Quaint Chinese houses were built, amid
wild rice and bamboo. The funny little wharves
on " stilts " are there. The strangely woven fish
baskets and- the racks for net drying, lend
colour to the scene.
4~»

All

He

shall

About

MAMA
appeared
v

—

Mama Wong Arc.
WONG ARC, whose

since,

in

these

photograph
pages a few weeks
a Chinese

was taken to America as

slave, and is now
in Los Angeles.

among

the wealthiest

women

When a Chinese picture is to be made, tho
first step towards making it authentic is to
secure the services of Mama Wong Arc. But it
is not always easy to secure.. her, for hers is a
What her business is,
life of strango activity.
In the Chinese
no one knows but herself.
quarter she reigns with all the power of a mandarin. Outside of that quarter, she is a mysteii.
ous little woman who only talks when she wauls
to.

At the Shrine of Sessue.

HER

of

is

friends are limited within the bounds
China town, with one exception. She
a faithful worshipper at the shrine of

Sessuo Hayakawa.
When he is about to star in a new production,
there is no business that can keep her away
from the studio, and if there is something
that is not quite authentic, she demands to
have it altered.
She insists on dressing the
hair of the ladies of the company in true Oriental
style
when the scenes are being taken she is
usually to be found standing near the director.
;

THE SCREEN. — On the left you see EUGENE O'BRIEN in the power of the villain of the piece, and nothing will make you believe
" The Wondeiful Chance " that he could ever forgive the villainy of this scoundrel of the screen. Yet a few hours afterwards in GENE'S
own flat this snapshot was taken o! them.

LIFE ON
see

A

Wo

comedy.

promised
THKbegins

you can read about them

soldier.

Show, February
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Once

T

manager

mistake of
her money
business,"

out

!

her

"

You

you get
And since

it,

"

day she has never
looked nor spoken to

that

him.

She may be the
head of a notorious

LURA ANSON, whom
.

,

.

,

,

narcotic
syndicate,
she may be the proprietress of a ganiinghouse,
though this
lias
never been
proved to the satis*u_ police,
„t the
u__
of

we
as

shortly
to
see
Thomas Meighan's leading

are

in "

but tnere

18

That is all very well, but often the
stage artist will not photograph well, and the
two techniques are distinct.
artists.

my

was

sharp answer.
like

:

offering
for her

" This

services.

no

3.)

business
made the

a

so that, witli ease and efficiency a
picture can be completely cast in two days.
" Here you must draw on the stage for your
classified,

u

page

Why Not

WHY

Find

New

Talent.

not look about and discover the
mute, inglorious Miltons
of the
cinema ? Your girls and women have
without argubeauty, charm, and personality
ment many possess the necessary photographic
'

'

;

and have the innate talent.
" There is pride and
exultation in the
discovery of new talent in any art, and while
I am in England I shall try to discover one
or two personalities
that possess, howqualities,

ever untrained, those

rare

one thing

" Kinephased."
has become quite
IT the fashion nowadays to have

—>

Doubles in Real

" expressions "

Life.

REFERRING

to double characters, of which
see so many now on the screen, and of
which both characters are generally portrayed by the hero or heroine, as in " Anna the
Adventuress," " The Birth of a Soul," " The
Mystery of the Double Cross," " The Midnight
Stage," and " The Vengeance of Durand,"
many people have written saying that it is

we

impossible for two persons to resemble each
other so strongly.
It is to these readers that
I give this little bit of information.

Queen Victoria had a double, in the person of
nn old woman, who was employed in a London
hurch as a cleaner. The Duke of Clarence bore

<

a strong resemblance to the late Czar of Russia,
as also did King George himself.
Sir William
Harcourt had two extraordinary doubles.
It is the belief of the Hindoos that every
man and woman lias a counterpart. These few
instances are of people well known and high up
in the world, but in everyday life we often come
striking

resemblances.

Why He Was So

photos used of
Pardoe
Woodman
DENISON CLIFT now

and Leal Douglas in
our Expressions page

pro-

ducing " The Diamond Necklace

"

Mr.

Clift is

the new
phase

directors who writes his own
scenarios, directs the production,

and

Aim

and

edits

titles

the

in Season.
the time

NOWthoughts
is

and

are

series,

taken

by the

Adamccy

Studios,

Berners

Street,

for final exhibition.

A Word

from
"Kine-

recently were

the Ideal Studios.
one of the few

at

London.

when every woman's
to new jumpers

turning

blouses.

Have you seen the Free Patterns which are
away in " Woman's Weekly," I wonder ?
They are extremely pretty designs. Ono is an
attractive little jumper made with a round nock
given

and. three-quarter sleeves

—

taken

the photographer's. Tho
at

tho other a little
blouse.
Just tho easy sort of
design you could run up in an afternoon.
And there are other patterns to follow, they

TALKING

of doubles, a good story is now
going the round of the Pathe studio.
Ernest C. Ward, tho director, on his
way to the studio one morning, met a young
man. Ho ran after him in the street, caught
" You are just the
hold of his arm, and said
type I am after the identical one "
" What do you mean ? " asked the astonished

—

mo.

A

smart

and an
overall.
They're such good patterns you would
be wise to secure them for yourself.
tell

a

skirt,

Fay Filmer.

:

" His wife ? " questioned one sad-looking girl.
" Can't be, he isn't married.
Perhaps it is his
"

Tho young man allowed
to the studio,
to his office.

himself to be taken

and tho director took him straight

" What is the name ? " lie asked, as he
bent
over the salary sheet.
" Roy Stewart," replied the young man.

—-

DENISON

portrait

?

He

give them time to find out, but
along with a rapidity that only gave
meachanee to grab my brother by the other arm.
" Where are they all gone ? " he gasped
when ho reached his motor.
They were. Not even the rustle of a feminine
didn't

swept

me

—

skirt

was anywhere

Nazimova Likes

NAZIMOVA

is

woman

Tommy's Love

Affair.

those who
ALLMeighau's
devotion
talk

so loudly of

Tommy

to his Frances, should
listen to this bit of scandal.
In tho same

and Mrs. Thomas Meighan—
she who was Frances Ring live is a young
person who adores Tommy, and to whom
Tommy gives a frank and open devotion.
hotel where Mr.

—

appears

Going to See the Boxing
Match.
America women are not

is a well-known American
and producer. Now he is producing over here. Speaking to him the other
day, he said that the most noticeable condition

this page,

has observed here

to Boss.

the sort of woman who believes
being her own director,
her own scenario writer, and her own
actress.
No one ever dares contradict her, and
least of all her husband Charles Bryant.
With
the consequence some of the choicest stories tho
Metro Company has purchased for Iter havo
suffered cruelly,
diaries Bryant, who admits
he is a fine business man, but perhaps not so good
a husband, thinks madamc should have her own
way, and with that thought has encouraged her
to go blindly ahead without advice or help.
She is about to do " Camille " now.
""We can only hope," said a man in the Metro
Company, " Madame Navimova will not consider the death scene of Camillo unimportant
to the story, and choose to let her live."
in every

writer

IN supposed

to have any
interest
in
pugilism,
boxing, or any of that class
Therefore, it
of sports.
was a bit of a shock not long since to have
Ethel Clayton, Anna Q. Nilsson, Seona
|:,|*
Owen, May Murray, and several motion
picture directors walk into Madison Square
Garden and tako front seats. The attrac/
tion was a boxing match, and tho-girN
applauded several scientfic attacks of their
favourite.
.There was much buzzing ftot
it was over on the
part of tho sports who
were in the crowd.
They were far more
interested in watching tho stars than in tl.o

m

the utter lack of real
cinema artistes trained directly for tho screen.
This condition is indeed unfortunate for the
British film world, says Mr. Clift, " but its
correction opens up marvellous opportunities
for progress! ve producers here.
lie

in sight.

meant.

Marys and Normas.
CLIFT, whoso

sister

Every evening when he comes home to dress for
dinner he creeps up to her room, and spends a
half-hour with hor in the privacy of her boudoir.
I cannot tarry long to-night, darling," he
tells her, " because Frances is waiting."
" Oh, dear," she says,
your wife is always
in the way.
Cannot you do something ? "
This young siren who would willingly break up
the home of the Meighans is Dorothy Dickson
Heisen, aged five. Sho is the daughter o(
Dorothy Dickson and Carl Heisen, the dancers.
The kiddies all adore the curly-haired lovable
young Irishman who has a way with him.
Frances Ring Meighan says sometimes tho grown
kiddies share this adoration. Wonder what she

!

an.
" I need a man to double for Roy Stewart,"
" You are the very image
rcplieu the director.
of him. I'll pay you anything you like if you'll
come along to tho studio with me."

on

idea.

dress,

young n

British

he had been on location, and discovered he could
not find any place on the entire train free from
motion-picture fans. Everywhere he went ho
was pursued by some female, determined to
have a little conversation with him. I happened to meet the incoming train, bringing my
brother heme.
I ran into Gene, closely followed
by three women who flocked after him, hoping
some of their relatives or friends would think
they had travelled all the way from the south
with their hero.
Gene saw me and gave one scream.
"'
So glad you came to meet me," he said.
" Everything all right at home ? "
" Everything fine," I assured him, getting his

;

round-necked

Like Him.

OVER THERE."

THERE

Easy Street"

on the
llayakawa.

across

of

M

1921.

Notes and News From New York.
Eugene Is Recognised.
are times when being a motionpicture star has its disadvantages. Eugene
O'Brien came home from the south where

to glorious careers."

tnat 1S certain, she is
the best authority on
sort of productions made by Sessue

woman

qualities

beauty, charm, and
personality that lead

FROM

12*/;,

is

^

•

W\
i

The

IN

Difference.
Los Angeles, where 80 per cent. -of our
American pictures are made, we have
10,000 artists altogether who devote them,

selves exclusively to the making of pictures.
" Tho casting director of every big
studio
has tlic photograph and full personal description
tt every star, near-star, and extra person,
all

MARGARET CULLINGTON.
Maggie

in the

as

we

ring.
shall see

her as

coming comedy, " Bringing Up Father."

Lori'M

\

O.

Pahsons.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

MIRIAM

COOPER

" Mayflower,"

better known as " Fatty," copies the
pose ol photographs that we find in old family albums.
His coat is too up-to-date to make the picture realistic.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE,

and
showing

her

i

wounded

in

action,

for

life

all

which he received a medal.

behind the scenes " photograph in a cinema studio, showing the camera-man at work
on a scene from " The Cinema Murder," a Paramount-Artcraft picture, in which MARION
DAVIES and NIGEL BARRIE played the chief parts.

A "

SHOW."

dog,

how

The dog was trained
saving is done.
by Miss Cooper in co-operation with
the Red Cross.
During the war be
was attached to a field hospital and
was

" PICTURE

of

JACK DEMPSEY,

the world's heavy-weight boxing champion,
having his hands bandaged previous to a fight in a scene from
" Dare-devil Jack," which is now
the new Pathe. serial,

being shown at

many

picture-houses

in

the country.

Miss EMILY SQUIER, one of Los Angeles' foremost writers, " interThe lion looks as though he is
views " a Universal lion player.
thinking very deeply about the questions Miss Squier has put to bim

:

Picture

BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

The

Two Gentlemen

y A. E. COLEBY and*
HERBERT ALLINGHAM

of the Road.

!

man

old

appearance.

of not very
garments were

His

beyond were the Kentish hills behind which
the sun was just beginning to sink in a blaze
of golden sky.
It

old

was a lovely English scene, and oven the
high praise was scarcely as exsoundod.
addressed to a boy of about
was lying on his stomach a yard

travagant as

it

His words

\^pre

twelve, who
or t wo away, idly chewing a bit of grass.
" 'Tis pretty enough," said the boy. " But a
crust of bread and a chunk o' fat bacon would
be more to my liking just now, I'm thinking."
" Boy, you have no soul " oxclaimed the
old man, as he gazed at the boy with a whimsical
smile in which there was more affection than
reproof.
"Maybe, answered the lad. " But a stomach
Sccundus,
1 have, and my stomach says to me,
"
thou art not treating me fairly
" But look, boy look at yonder sunset!

1

'

'

!

—

Did the greatest

world ever paint
such a picture ? Docsn t such beauty as that
raise your mind to higher things ?
Doesn't
"
it make you think ?
" Ay
it makes me think of a dish of ham
and eggs. But what's the uso of thinking ? "
" You're right, lad
'tis timo wo ate.
Tis
true, wo havo no money, but we have our wits
and our divine art
Ho tapped the old violin
affectionately as he put it carefully into a bag
which ho carried for the purpose.
Betwixt the
two, maybe we'll contrive a meal before this
artist in the

;

;

'

day

is

out."

" In truth, I hope it may be so. To m> mind,
there's naight like the comfortable feeling
that comes of a good feod.
The trouble is,
it soon passe-i and one hungors again.
" Ay, lad
all joys are brief
jbrici as the
splendour of yon sunset sky. But be of good
cheer
Other joy.s are to follow good food,
good company, and tho tripping of merry feet
to the music of
fiddle.
Here we are at
Sissinghurst.
Tis a villago that has treated us
well before.
I have good hopes.
Old Mother
Morgandall will hardly refu«e a howl of broth
to two hungry artistes.
She has a good heart

—

:

—

my

and a cheerful countenance, has Mother Morgan"
dall. Mark you, lad, thoy go together
He picked up his riddle. The boy swung a
!

baa

containing

few chattels over his
together they tramped down
their

shoulder, and
tho hill towards the village.

" Heaven grant they treat us W6ll " said
the boy. as ho tightened his belt.
" Ay, ay,
replied the old man cheerfully
" thov'll treat us well
This is Master Alfred 3
country, him that gave us our names tho two
Pauaninis. "I'was said in jest. but. the name has
stu'k. and now wo'U bo Pagamni I'rimus and
Pananini Socundus to tho end of tho chapter,
I rockon.
I
reckon so. A fine, upstanding gentleman
is Master Alfred."
" Ay, though wild, thoy sav. with much
!

.

—

no second

ho

"The

VICTOR MacLAGLEN

WILLIAMS

as Alfred, and PHILIP
as Sir Martin Trevor.

strength in his limbs and little sense in his
But there,
head.
There's a reason for that.
"
'tis an old tale
!

He

said no more, but trudged on in silence,
good-humoured face becoming suddenly

his

fiddler's

for

bidding, but dived in through the doorway
like a rabbit into its hole. The old fiddler was
about to follow more leisurely and with greater
dignity, when his attention was attracted by
the clatter of horse's hoofs on the road. Glancing
back over his shoulder, he perceived a horseman
approaching in a cloud of dust. He appeared
to be in a great hurry, for he was riding hard.
It was Mother Morgandall who first recognised
the newcomer.
" 'Tis Master Alfred s man," she said.
" Ay, 'tis Tony Ronald," muttered the
" Would that all who serve the young
fiddler.
"
roaster were half as honest as
!

"

travel-stained, and a battered old
He
hat was perched jauntily on his head.
wore a black patch over his right eye, and his
old face was lined and bronzed by exposure
But there waa a humorous
to all weathers.
wrinkle about his sensitive mouth and a merry
twinkle in nis one good eye.
Ho was seated by the side of the road in a
charming Kentish lane, and on his knees he
nursed an old fiddle.
From where he sat, he could see over a
Trim hop-gardens,
wide expanse of country.
with their neat festoons of bloom, growing
crops, rich pasture land, patches of many -tinted
woodland stretched away before him down to
where a tiny village nestled in the hollow, and

i

bowls of broth for

two famished souls "
Paginini Secundus waited

!

reputable
torn and

Two

look lively, there!

the fairest country in the
world, and this is the fairest spot in
England. Mark you, lad, I've travelled,
is

and 1 know
The speaker was an

1921.
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servants of Master Alfred aro honest
enough " retorted the woman sharply. " 'Tis
the gentry he calls his friends as are dragging
him to ruin." *
At that moment the rider came abreast of
them and pulled up his horse.
mug of ale, for the love of Heaven, good
,
mother " he exclaimed. " 1 have ridden far,
!

"A

!

my" mouth

and

itself

grave.

Ho brightened up as they entered tho quaint,
picturesque villago street. The old vagabond
had an eye for beauty, and his idea of earthly
happiness was to sojourn for the night in an
old-world village such as this, and then, in the
morning, take to the open road again. Ho now
gazed almost lovingly about him, noting
everything of interest.
As for Paganini Socundus. his gaze was
steadily fixed on one object only.
This was
tho creaking sign of Tho Old Punch Bowl,
the villago inn.
Tho inn was a low, rambling, red-tiled
building of great age, and it had an old-fashioned
porch jutting out on to tho road.
As the travellers drew near, they perceived
in front of the inn two farm-hands on their
horses, drinking from earthenware mugs, while
a woman standing in the porch, and nearly filling
it with her generous bulk, looked up at them.
Mistress Morgandall was both stout and
comely, with a broad, good-humourod face
shrewd eyes.
farm-hands pointed down the
road with his empty mug, and directod her

and a pair

One

of

of

the

attention to her new guests.
Thou wilt bo having a gallivanting and a
this night, I'm thinking," said the
man, with a erin.
Mother Morgandall surveyed the weary pair
as they approuehed the inn door, and maybe she
noted the eager, hungry look in tho boy's eyos.
Tho old man, however, stepped in front of
his yonna companion, and, advancing, took
off his hat and made a sweeping bow.
" Greeting, Mistress Morgandall " ho said.
" It is good to see again tho most famous
hostelry and the most generous hostess in nil
jigging

!

England
That means,

my man,

that thou hast no
money in thy purse to pay thy reckoning, I'm
said tho Indy sharply.
thinking
Tis true
thou hast divined it,
roplied
the old fiddler, not in tho least disconcerted.
" And yet, such is our noed and such is the
sharpness of the night nir, that wo would
crave permission to enter and rost awhile,
"
warm ourselves, and maybo feast
Feast, you rascal
With no money in thy
purse
Feast
" On thy bpauty. gracious lady
explained
tho fiddler
and in his uncovered eye thero
was a look so droll and whimsical that the
good hostess capitulated at once.
Resting her hands on her hips, she began
to Inugh, and she lauuhed so heartily that Iter
!

'

I

!

!

as dry

and dustv as the road
ale

hersolf,

while the man sat heavily in his saddle and
wiped the dust and sweat from his faco.
The wise hostess of The Old Punch Bowl
waited until he had emptied tho tankard before

she spoke.
"
"

You have travelled far
From the coast. ". v

?

" 9he said at length.

With news, I reckon, since you ride so bard ? "
The man nodded gloomily.
"Master Silas has landed in England with
ho Lady Kowcna. They are on the road now.
They slept tho night at Maidstone, but in the
morning they'll be at the Hall.
ride to warn
"

I

I

Master Alfred of hw uiiclo's approach.'
" Tis time the old man eaino to stop- (ho
doings at tho Hall
'Tis dice and dice and cards
and wino, both day and night
A mad young
fool is thy master, and he 11 come to a beggar's
end
" But withal he is a man with A heart of
" They call
gold " declared Tony stoutly.
him the Lamb, and simple, mayhap, he is
*"
hut he has the strength of a lion
" Oh, ay strong of 'imb and weak of head
" You can't
said the hostess contemptuously.

'

!

'

!

!

'

;

!

'.'

!

;

make

lions claws out of lambs' tails. He may
strength,, but he II never have brains to'
use his strength to any purpose. He i< a wastrel,

have

is Master Alfred Truscott. wasting his substance
on a pack of bicger rogues Ulan himself "
" My master is no rogue
shouted Tony
I

!

indignantly.
'*
Tell (hat to Master Silas
retorted the
woman and then, with a shruc of her big
shoulders, she turned away and entered tho inn.
Tony Ronald and the tiddler looked after
her. and then looked at one another.
"She isn't fair to the lad
declared Tony,
as he gathered up his reins.
The fiddler stroked his chin thoughtfully.
"She says hut what the whole coiuitrysido is
saying." he replied.
But go, warn thy DHHtei
and keep loyal to him as long as you can. The
'

I

:

hour

is

coming, methinks when

he'll

need every

true friend ho has."
S» saying, he walked slowly and thoughtfully
into the inn and disappeared, while Tony
Ronald, after wast ing a moment or two in gloomy
thought, dug his heel viciously in the flank of
his mare and rode away in a cloud of dust.
.

I

:

body shook like a jelly.
(!ci you hi, you saucy scamp
she said,
as sho wiped her oyes. And then, turning, she
"
called to someone within
Merlinda— Salome,
whole

fat

'

'

I

!

-

!

'

!

'

is

!

Mother Morgandall fetched tho

When

the Eyes ol the

Lamb Were

Opened.
oak room
THEapartment,

at Truscott flail was a noble
richly furnished and havinu
about it that air of solid worth and refinemont which wealth alouo can never procure.
Here, in days past, famous tueu ami beautiful
(Continued on oage 8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF MILTON

MILTON
The

Star

Who

SILLS

SILLS,

Psychology

Studies

and

Philosophy.

MILTON

SILLS, who is giving us such a wonderful performance at present in "Eyes of Youth." in his younger days
eame very near to- being' a college professor.
It was hh> own ambition, and he very nearly realised it, even
to obtaining a position in the University of Chicago at the
magnificent salary of f>20 dollars a year, with the bright prospect
of becoming a professor of philosophy and psychology.
But psychology interested him more than philosophy
he
wanted to enact the dreams he had, he began to yearn for action.
;

His First Part.
day a friend

ONE

offered him a small part in a stage producaccepted, and that was the last time the
college saw him.
It was a chance to travel, to see
different kinds of people,
to
study them, to practise
philosoplry, to listen to ideas and opinions different from
his own, to make the dreams realities.
So he began his
stage career.
He says now that screen work is even more to his liking,
for, on the stage, the actor comes to rely a great deal upon
his lines, the continued repetition of which tends to make him
repeat them parrot fashion, and he loses the enthusiasm of his
first few performances.
tion.

He

Expression Alone.
lUT on the screen, he
this occurring.

tells

us. there

is

little

possibility of

There arc no lines to be heard, no voice
It is through expression alone that the

to register.
screen message is conveyed.
philosophy and psychology.

Screen interpretation

is

applied

A little while ago, when he returned to the stage for a time, he
proved the correctness of his belief that screen work improves the
He says he got twice as much out
actor's power of portrayal.
of that part as he would have got previous to his screen experience.

In All Star Productions.
SILLS' first screen appearance was lead with Clara
He also
Kimball Young's production, " Deep Purple."
played with this famous artiste in "The Claw " and "The
Also with Gcraldine Farrar in " The Wild
Savage Woman."
Cat," with Ethel Clayton in " More Deadly than the Male," and
Viola Dana in " Satan's Junior," in which for the fourth time we
eaw him in a humorous role and with Mildred Harris in " The
Another big picture, which he considers one of
Inferior Sex."
The Honour System " with Miriam
his greatest successes, was in
Cooper. He has featured in two big all-star cant pictures, the
Katherine Macdonald in " The Woman Thou
first was with
Oavest Me," the screen version of Hall Caine's famous novel, and
the second with Clara Kimball Y'oung in " Eyes of Y'outh."
Other films we are shortly to see him hi are with' Enid Bennett

MILTON

in

"The Gay

Goldwyn

film

Miss Fortcsque." "The Street Called Straight/'
version of Basil King's famous novel.

His Career in a Nutshell.
MILTON SILLS was born in
of age this year.
He
grey eyes.

entering

before

the

He

had

1882, so he will be thirty years

six foot in height, has fair hair and
eight years' experience of the stage

is

screen

world,

and

is

married to Gladys

Wynne.
Mischief Loving.

AT home

Mr.

big outloves to ride
is a great lover
He confesses that
of country life.
what he likes best of all, however, is to
drive as fast as he can in his ear,
exceeding the speed limit, whenever
he possibly can.
Sills is just a

of-doors boy.
and hunt, and

If

you want to write him, address your

letter

C/o

MILTON SILLS,
Metro Pictures Corporation,
Hollywood, California.

a

He

Whenever Milton Sills is not acting
before the camera, you will always find
him with a big pipe in his mouth. He
and his' pipe are inseparable.

He is also a keen musician
whiles away many a wait at
studios by playing the piano.

and
the
Enquiry.

"THE CALL T°HFE ROAD."
women had

often gathered to
tality of old Silas Truscott.
To-night a far different

<Co

df

'%7/ e

r"

enjoy the hospi-

was

company

there had been much singing, laughter,
boisterous horse-play, but now the room

and
was

very quiet.
Cards had been introduced, and this was a
company with whom card-playing was a very
serious business.
'

The majority of the company were gathered
round the table intently watching the turn of
every card.
Only one man stood apart. Resting his head
against the mantel, he stood with his back to
the company, and yet he had the air of listening
intently to every casual word which dropped
from the lips of the players.

!

on two of the players.
The first and most notable of these was a very
His
handsome man of forty or thereabouts.
clean-cut features, his pale complexion and his
bold, black eyes combined to give him an air

way

And distinguished in his
of distinction.
Sir Martin Trevor undoubtedly was. It was his
habit to take the lead in any company in which
l.o found himself, and few there were who cared
He was an accomplished
to dispute his right.
and a gambler with whom card-playing
had long ceased to be a game of chance. Ho had
never been detected in any dishonourable act,
but his remarkable good-fortune in all games of.
hazard was the subject of whispered comment

duellist,

anxiety as to render it almost painful to gaze
.'
upon.
Quite suddenly his expression changed, and he
flinging
the
samo
time
sprang to his feet, at the
cards he held away from him.
.

me '" he said, halfnot lose my all
The other men, amused, looked at the speaker
from under their half-closed eyelids, and leaned
back in their chairs. All save Sir Martin Trevor
who, rising languidly, strolled across the rooin
to a sideboard and carefully poured himself out
a glass of wine.
Then, with tho gloss in his hand, he turned
and looked back towards the table, a smile of
mockery in his dark eyes.
Youi all, Master Ulleswater T " he drawled
with studied offensiveness. " Is that so much ?
Methinks twould hardly (ill a cat's cradle."
The pale face of the lad flamed at the taunt,
and regardless of consequences ho blurted out
an angry retort
"
" Muybe
but it was gotten honest
There was a stir among all present, and then
a tense stillness.
Sir Martin Trevor did not turn a hair.
Still holding the glass of wine, he walked
towards young Ulleswater. His handsome lips
were curved in a faint smile, and only the glitter
in his dark eyes betrayed his anger.
With a gesture that was deliberate and yet
almost casual, he tossed the contents of tho glass
Tis

sufficient
"

I

for

!

will

!

'

I

1

into tho boy's face.
" Does Mr. Jackanapes imply
1 " ho said,
and then paused, as awaiting an answer.
Everyone sprang to his feet. There was an
eager interest in tho eyes of all, and perhaps hero
and there a little pity. There could bo onjy
one end to Ins. The drama so suddenly staged
would now rush swiftly to its inevitable conclusion when a lad on the threshold of life would
die by sword or bullet in the groy dawn, and
t

Sir

Martin Trevor would add ono more victim

to his list.
" He implies

farther

"

!

!

my

He would

'

!

The

grip tightened on young Ulleswater's
wrist, and the next moment the lad found himself being led forcibly towards the door.
" Come, Dick, get yoti gone " said Alfred
in a low voice. " I am sorry to have brought you
into this. It seems my folly brings trouble not
only to myself, but to better men than I. But
!

you
you

shall suffer no more through me. This night
ride for home, and in future, lad, choose

better

company."

were stamped upon

his faco

and 4urked

in his

shifty eyes.
" 'Twould seem so,' lie answered.
In truth
But you
ho has spoiled a pretty adventure.
pass.
the
matter
let
were right, Sir Martin, to
There is no need to quarrel with tho Lamb just

naught

I

This business goes no

I

The words, sharp and

clear,

were uttered in a

—

yet."'

There was a general laugh at this.
But Sir Martin Trevor yawned.'
" I grow weary of tho Lamb
he said.
" He still has wool " murmured Ralston, as
v
ho thoughtfully stroked his chin.
'

'

!

" Then the sooner he is shorn, the better,'
exclaimod Trevor, with a laugh. " A little more

company and I shall die of ennui.
"
Methinks
He stopped abruptly as the door opened again
and Alfred re-entered. He came forward smiling.
" My thanks to you, Sir Martin, for your forof his dull

bearance. The lad is my friend."
" Say no more about it.' replied the other,
" Bad losers should not play
that's
genially.
Can we do aught to take
all that need be said.
the taste of the affair from our moutlis ? What
"
say you to ono more hand ;
For a second tho Lamb hesitated, but the
spirit of the gambler was in his blood.
" he said, with a laugh.
" Why not
Fortune owes mo something. Mayhap I'll find her
in tl»o mood to pay her debts. Look to yourself,
Trevor, i am going to risk my all on the chance
;

'

I

what I've lost."
That's tho spirit of the true sportsBravo
man. It s a pleasure to mateh with so game a
fighter " cried Sir Martin, rather more boisterously than was necessary.
Tho others crowded round as the two men
faced one another at the card-table.

of winning back
"

!

!

And so the game began.
The Lamb was a keen

player.

Tho

bits of

painted pasteboard fascinated him, and with
the cards in his hand he forgot everything but
tho game.
»
Ho soon became absorbed, and for a timo the
luck favoured him with extraordinary consistency. He could not do wrong, and.tlie pile of his
winnings grew.
" Gad. Trevor," ho cried, with a bojiwh, goodhumoured laugh, " if you had not had such »
good innings yesterday, I should have it in my
heart to be sorry for you."
Tho ghost of a smilo flickorcd over the other's
pale,

handsome

face.

12th,

1921

" 'Tis the

way of the cards. They are beNight" I've played when ) could not
lose, and nights when I could not win.
The
man who wins in the end is the one who has the
courage to so on.'
twouid seem so, but twas lucky
c"' In truth,
for me Darne Fortune delayed no lonuer before
deciding to smile on me.
Here's your revenge,
witched.

Sir Martin.'
From this point, however, the luck changed,
and as the night wore on the Lamb lost steadily.
All his winnings dwindled away, and then
mxich more besides.
Better stop lor the night, t's close on
'

dawn ? suggested Geoffrey Ralston suddenly.
The Lamb glanced up sharply, a look of angry
'

protest in his eyes.
Sir Martin Trevor shrugged bi« shoulders.
" Tis as Truscott pleases," ha said with

a

'

yawn.

confess I grow weary.
I
Alfred frowned and tapped with the tips of his
fingers on 'be tablo.
"
" I am the loser. Sir Mamn, and 1 think
he began when the baronet interposed.
forgive me.
Quite so quite so we go on.
But stay, it is somewhat iate. What say you
Tis quicker' and you may win
to the dice ?
a fortune with a throw.
The L*mV« eyes lit up at the suggestion, and.
rising to his feet, he eagorly swept the cards
from the table to the floor.
" I Ifthrow
Good
he cried recklessly.
you once, and sp we'll end the came."
" One throw ?
To whs.t amount ? "
" I owe a thousand guineas we throw to
make it two or nothing."
'

—

—

'

'

'

!

•

—

Sir Martin
" Aereed
i

They passed out of the room together, and as
the door closed upon them, Sir Martin Trevor
dropped into a chair and laughed aloud.
1*. The
Lamb is growing tender-hearted,
Geoffrey," he said, turning to a man who stood
elbow.
at his
Geoffrey Ralston was a younger man than Sir
Martin,, and his bosom friend. He was not only
a rogue, but ho looked it. Cunning And treachery
'

circles.

The other player on whom tho Lamb's eyes
rested was a mero boy, with a weak, womanish
face now distorted by a look, of such tens©

"

'

—

'

particularly

hysterically

'

!

He was a young man of uncommon height,
with a powerful, athletic figure. Once lie looked
quickly round towards the card -table. His faco
was handsome, and there was an expression of
gentleness and simplicity in his big grey eyes.
This was Master Alfred Truscott, the Lamb,
the giver of the feast and the temporary master
of Truscott Hall.
In that quick glance his gaze was fixed more

many

tone of authority, and at the same moment
Alfred Truscott sprang forward.
He looked a very giant among them as he
strode into their midst and stepped between
Sir Martin and the lad.
" 'Tis enough
'Twas but the
he said.
wrath of a fledgling the idle word of a boy.
It is my request. Sir Martin, that the quarrel
ends here."
Young Ulleswater, however, by this time was
mad with rage, and the restraining hand of
his friend only added to his fury.
Tearing himself free, he leaped at Sir Martin.
All prudence, all discretion were flung to tho
winds.
His one desire at that moment was to
dash his clenched fist into that mocking, sneer
ing face.
But just before the blow could fall a hand of
steel closed on his wrist, and he was swung
round as though he had been a child.
Panting, he looked up, and found Alfred
glaring down at him.
" Fool
exclaimed the big man. " 'Tis death
"
you seek, to fight with such as he
Sir Martin, who was now surrounded by his
friends, laughed mockingly.
" Faith
he jeered.
'Tis good advice
"
"
tenth
bo
!

assembled.
Half-a-dozen men were present,
and although not exactly unknown in their day,
they were for the moat part notorious rather
than famous.
They had dined well, and earlier in the evening

in
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nodded, smiling.
'

Tis a hazard with

he replied.

some spice in it."
The .dice were procured and

carefully

ex-

amined.
said Sir Martin, handing
. ." You to throw first,'
tho cup to the Lamb.
all.
Tis
one to' me. replied the latter as ho
took it and then without a second's hesitation
.
he 'brew.
The three dice patterod on the table, and the
whole company leaned eagerly forward.
Alfred Truscott stared blankly at the numbers
"Showing, and his tace turned a shade palor.
•

A

two and two lours
Did ever Fortune play a
!

trick t
" 'Tis
'

I

a poor throw, was
have seen much worse,
'

man

all
'

so

mean

a

he said.

replied Sir Martin,

laughing.
"
At the same time he approached the l.anih and
patted him on tho shoulder in a triendly way.
" Courage', man.
1 once saw a total of eight
win a big stake and you make ten."
While he was speakini! Geoffrey Ralston
In so doing
gathered up the dice and the cup.
he changed the dice, replacing those which hud
held
ready
in his
been used by others which he
hand. The thine was done so neatly and with
such a swift and sleicht of hand dexterity, that
no one noticed it.
" It is your turn to throw. Sir Martin, said
Alfred quietly.
The baronet picked up the dieobox. shook it
lightly, and then tor a second or two toyod with
tho
it gracefully at the same timo smiling at
'

Lamb,
he threw and stepped baok.
There was a solitary laugh from someone, but
boyond that only a curious stillness.
Some of the men exchanaed glanco3, and
Geoffrey Rnl*ton rai«ed his hands in a gesture
"Filially

of pretended surprise.

Alfred Truscott saw nothing but the numbers

on the

A

dice.

a six, and a two.
Martin Trevor was tho first to speak.
Coming forward, he rested both bands on the
edge of the table and leaned over it.
" A pip or two the better.
What think you? "
ho soid with his bland smile.
But Alfred Truscott made no answer, nor did
he raise his head. His oyos were still fixed on
the dice.
Geoffrey RalstotK stepped forward and carelessly put out his hand, but ho was just about
throe seconds too late.
With a spring like a nanthcr Truscott flung
himself half across tho tablo and snatched up the
five,

Sir

dice.

Then he lonpod back, and stood
all,

ft

He

facing

them

grim look in his grey eyes.
stood weighing tho dico in his hand while
{Continued on

i>oge

23.)
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"Dell" Hero.

Ideal

SYDNEY SEAWARD

has been having a
strenuous time lately. Only a few weeks
with Maurice
Franco
went
off
to
ago lie
f'lvey, to taUe part in the exteriors of " A Gentleman of -France," a Stoll film production.
Sydney Seaward is a fine, dashing type of man
who might easily be called an -ideal " Dell " hero.
But in France he did not portray the idol of
lopular romance. On this occasion ho played

the

villain

— De

Old
SEAfond

is

ancient
buildings and
that
antiques,
so
he revelled in the
chateaux
old
fine

Pardoe Woodman- is another old Bensonian
so many successful stars declare their gratitude
Pardoe Woodman was also with
to Benson.
Granville Barker in "The Dynasts," and with
Fred Terry and Julia Neilson, for whom he has
the greatest regard, lie played in " Sweet Nclt
of Old Drury," and at one period, he tells me,
he understudied Godfrey Tearle.
;

France.
"

But

unfortu-

nately,"
"
me,

he

we

told

were
any
SYDNEY SEAWARD. unable to get
horses, and as they
Elvey
riding
scenes,
Mr.
were necessary for our
d cided to push on to Nice, where we remained
"
jil.out ten days anJ the weather was perfect
-

The School

left

Realistic Scene.
all is not gold that glitters in the life
of a cinema star, as no doubt many

School for Scandal," and then he was
tempted to worship at the shrine of the all-

BUT

.
conquering screen.
He played an emotional character -part in
" The Mystery of Bernard Brown," a role after
his own heart. Not long ago I saw him looking
his very best in tho mess uniform of a fatuous
regiment, which showed off his slim figure to
perfection. Ho was playing the lead in a big ballroom scene, and he was so perfectly natural

Picture Show readers have realised by
time. It is not always sunshine and blue
enough, quite suddenly, real,
skies
often
adventurous episodes turn up, which the artiste
Not a few have risked
has to face like a man
their lives in trying to get realistic screen results.
" In
Sydney Seaward,
said
Wave,'
Tidal
" I
think the most interesting thing that
1 1

lis

for Scandal.

tho army, ho
Pardoe Woodman
AFTER
appeared in Fagan's production of " The

!

A

—

!

'

that there was an air
reality
absoluto

happened was when Miss Poppy Wyndham,
the heroine, was actually washed

of

who played
<>lf

tho rocks into the sea

H

-facial

Boiling Surf!

—

Little

HERE
has

Genius.

She
Iris Lunan, aged seven.
a great career in front of her, _and
already she has shown a touch of"rcal
genius in her work in several of Stoll's productions.
She is tho type of child who takes the
is littlo

when

lead

with

playing

other

children.

She

and

recites
amuses
them,
not

is

one

but
pre-

bit

cocious.

Before

sho

Martin

picture,

Thornton,
famous
talks to
her part.
" Now,

does a

Stoll's

p r o d u c c r,
her about

what do you

think about

it ?

""feays

movements and

•

as little as
possible," ho told me
not long ago, " but in
repose, all the time."

gesture

WE

A

his movements.
I believe in using

about

!

were at a little place called Kynanco
I
Cove, near the Lizard, Cornwall.
was playing Rufus to Poppy Wyndham's Columbine." and I had to rescue her from
Well, we duly went through tho
a big rock.
rescue, and then Sinclair Hill, our producer,
would mind doing it again. As
wo
asked us if
wo were both thoroughly wet, wo agreed.
" I carried Miss Wyndham out through tho
surf and placed her on the rock, and was just
getting into my position when an enormous
wave washed her right off into the boiling surf,
l.ii' Uily 1 was only a few yards away, and so
was able to haul her out. The tide was coming
and Miss Wyndham
lip very fast at the time
could iiofe swim, so it might have turned out
badly, although I don't think she would havo
drowned. 1 don't wish to appear as a hero,"
Sydney Seaward laughed, " but I thought the
-iory would interest Picture Show readers."

'

artisto to be able to play with a woman like
Joso Collins, who is herself a real artiste, from
the crown of her head to the tips of her toes.

of

of

still

he writes.
There seems to lie an invasion of Nice by
Pardoo
film stars and producers this season.
Woodman is a very conscientious worker, and
he certainly well deserves his popularity, lie
took the part of Frank Knight in " The Tidal
Wave."
He played .with Jose Collins in
" Nobody's Child," and found her very charming to act with. It must mean so much to an

Chateaux.

SYDNEY
WARD

am

hero with Lasky Players, filming
The Mystery Road,' by Philips Oppenhcini,"

'

Bruliul.

Fine

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROM T

TtSy.
" I

This

is

no

doubt

the secret of his

•

OLIVE SLOANE.

The Rush

WHEN

for
I

acting,
the
natural
reason why ho makes
everything appear so
true to life when he
is seen on the screen.'

Diamonds

!

saw Olive Sloane tho other evening

at the Alliance Studio, St. Margaret's,
she had just come back from a day in
She has played
the country doing exteriors.
in numerous musical comedies, amongst the
"
"
Joyland .and "To-night's tho
latest being
Night."
Then, pn her marriage, sho left the
stage and went to Africa, where she had some
exciting experiences.
" 1 was present at the great Teaping Rush,"
she told mo. " It was a very difficult place to
reach, as it was a terribly rocky country.

A Woman
"

'T'HE

Dressed as a Man.
Government

proclaims
'ground
Olive Sloane went on, " and
dig
for
Off
to
everybody
goes
diamonds. Thoy carry pegs with them, so that
on the day of tho rush,' when a tape is held
across tho land, at tho firing of a revolver all
dash over the ground, each intent to peg out
In the desperation of tho
the best claim.
moment Reveral people were killed on tho
rocks, and one man fell on a peg and waft fatally
injured.
A woman dressed as a man was the
One has to sleep
first to reach tho best claim.
out in the open, and tho wind comes along and
takes everything with it."
|

open,' "

'

lie.

answers

She
lRIa

LUNAN.

brightly
" 1 can
:

do

it !„"

She understands tho situation at once.

Pardde Woodman.

DOE WOODMAN
another of
PARlucky
mortals favoured by the
is

He
that

sent

made me

me

Call of Africa.

SLOANE says that in Africa tho
OLIVE
pcoplo seem to tio themselves down ti
native pictures. They have small openair studios.
the other hand, they havo
in.iaiuliccnt offices and building.
" 1 liked tho horse. racing immensely, and 1
must confess," she added. " Africa creates a

On

those
god*.

a picture postcard from Nice

terribly envious.

The

longing to go back thero

"

!

A

charming country scene Irom the

From

lelt

to

right

we

see

Stoll

Ala

PARDOE W00I

J

Picture
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ROD LA ROCQUE

owes

his first

appearance

°<f$

as a screen hero to the sudden illness of Bryant
Washburn. Previous to this he had been playing <jl
villain roles.
Now he has played hero to almost every
well-known star on the screen, including Mabel Nor-

mand, Mae Marsh, Constance Binney, Corinne Griffith,

Madge Kennedy, and Marguerite Clarke.
Rod makes an ideal lover perhaps this is because
Rod has never been in love. He explains this by
;

;

saying that he has a great many friends,
and he doesn't have time.

With CONSTANCE

BINNEY—in "The
Stolen Kiss."

With

DOROTHY
A visit

DICKSON
to

:

her dressingroom.

„

2
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DOROTHY GISH
caress

not to be

won

over by a
—in " Mary Ellen Comes to Town."
is
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on leaving school he looked round for an
artistic occupation, and ho believed that ho saw
it in the film world.
Sinclair Hill went to an ol
nil'

fZCayehS
Motet— ftrthsLABOUT
AND

TUDIOS.

GOSSIP

I

YOUR OWN
Ruby

ONI
latest

sunshino at Nice, whilst playing in tho
British Productions.

Famous Players-Lasky

HAD

tea tho other afternoon with Colette
charming old-world room not
a hundred miles away from the Crystal
Palace, and as a means of obtaining inspiration
for my notes on British Films and Artistes, for
readers of the Picture Show, Colette insisted
on my sitting in a chair that had belonged to
I

Brettel, in a

Dickens

!

—

—

dining-room

!

1
THAT

Colette
Brettel's passion ? Picture
is

A

Great Artiste
Haidee Wright

.

THEnoonother

!

Pie," but all tho while
simply longed to
film work.
Then

>hi

wet

very

day.

just before a matinee,

her chance came.

She
was asked to go and
in
a producer
Wardour Street, and
was engaged straight
away, after going

the Stage.

the theatre.
" Besides, one can be home in the evening,"
she smiled, " which is heaps nicer "
She
played in " Wuthering Heights," with
I
!

women

her attitude of mind
before she went to the theatre each evening,
or before a matinee.
" I always feel a little sad, sad and nervous,"
" If I don't feel
tho great actress answered.

sad when I am playing Gertrude, I know I
am not doing my best and 1 should like to"
know how many tears I shed in 'The Unknown.'

—

frightfully

there," she declared.
the Binger-Granger
happiest time of my life."

Triangle.
day Rufus takes Columbine to the
rocks, and on their way they meet Frank
Columbine's beauty
Knight, an artist.

stirs his artistic senses.

Rufus shows Columbine a bell-buoy. When
the bell rings it means the Tidal Wave. Once
comes up, the way to the cliff path is cut off
in less than thirty seconds.
Later follows the old story of the eternal
it

Columbine is flattered by the artist's attenRufus madly in love, and jealousy afield.
Then one day Knight and Columbine aro caught
by the tide on the
rocks.
She is saved
by Rufus, but Knight
is

Jazz Band at Elstree.
other day I went off

to Elstree.

I

Wynne was

producing a scene out of
and a Bal
Masque was in progress. No expense is spared

Mountebank,"

in these up-to-date days. Every effort is made
to obtain the best possible results. The revellers
in all kinds of fancy costumes, with confetti
showered upon them, and streamers encircling
them, to the, accompaniment of a band from
town, danced with hilarious enthusiasm and
spirit. When'they were worked up to fever heat,
the whistle was blown, and the scene was filmed.

Sinclair Hill.

BE FOR
Wave

Mr. Sinclair Hill produced "Tidal
for Stoll Picture Productions, ho
had obtained much experience in Italy.
tells me tha't he was educated at St. Paul's,
10

S WYNDHAM,

and

" The Tidal Wave.'

SYDNEY SEAWARD.

He

"

;

to

left

his

by

Taunted

and
THEfound very gay doings at the Ideal Studio.

story,

Ethel M. Dell, one of Stoll's eminent
British Authors series. The exterior scenes

tions

the

COLETTE bRETTEL.

Pathos and Tears.
1 ASKED Haidee Wright

Money."
" Everybody was so

Mr.

for

original part in the revival of " Milestones."

triangle.

" Belphcgor

London,

in

although she had been
working all day at the Ideal Studios in a screen
version of " The Old Country," under the direction of Mr. E. V. Bramble, she was going on to
the Royalty Theatre to play Certrude, her

Milton Rosmer. Later, she went off to Holland,
to play in a Binger-Granger screen play, " Blood

kind to me
In fact, when I was with
Compaq, it was the

Dell's

wonderful

most

ONE

thinks that the screen is so much
more real than the stage, and that is one
of her reasons for preferring film work to

A

to

Leicester Square with
Haidee Wright. Surely
she is easily one of the

The Eternal

COLETTE

M.

Elstree

her Uncle
Spanish.

RUBY MILLER.

to play in a screen play.

More Real Than

camo

I

along in a car

welcomed by her Aunt Liza; and distrusted by
Adam, because her mother was

s->e

test,

after-

wcro photographed amid the rugged
grandeur of the Cornish coast. It was adapted
and produced by Sinclair Hill. The cast includes
Judd Green (Adam), Sydney Seaward (Rufus).
Annie Esmond (Aunt Liza), Pardoe Woodman
(Frank Knight), Poppie Wyndham (Columbine).
It is a story of a girl reared in the slums who,
on the death of her father, comes to live -with
her aunt at the Ship Inn, on the desolate grandeur of a rocky, sea-swept coast. Columbine is
met at tho station by her cousin Rufus, and is

making
She played
for a time in " Bran

Ethel

an accomplished

films.

BY

Love.

through a

is

" Tidal Wave."

Greater

Colette's

do
one

;

he

scenario writer, and
has himself acted for

from

Colette Brettel is very fair and dainty. Her
hair is like a glittering web of sunshine, and her
smile, and delicate pink-and-white complexion,
are enchanting.
Do you want to know wUat she was wearing ?
The simplest little black frock in the world with
a Magyar bodice, trimmed round the low neck
and short sleeves with lace. And the skirt was
aecordian pleated. Colette has four loves and
three of her secrets I will give you straight away.
First there is her admiration for her brilliantly
clever sculptor mother who, by the bye, had
just been planting a plum-tree in the garden
when I arrived. Secondly, Colette loves old
china, and she and her mother have a wonderful
collection of tho blue variety.
And thirdly,
Colette has five rabbits whom she looks after
entirely herself.
They are so tamo that she
calls each one by a pet 'name. They respond at
once, and often they chase after her into the

W

established firm of Continental film importers.
Here he learnt the financial value of a picture.
In 1912 ho went back to Italy which he already
knew on account of his business connections
and he joined tbo Italia Company, as tho firm
wanted a foreign correspondent and an English
advisor. But Sinclair Hill is not only a producer

—

Miller and Sunshine.
this page you will see a photograph of
Miss Ruby Miller. She is enjoying the

Rabbits and Old China.
I

I

that

bine

fate.

Colum-

he

a

is

coward

not to save
Knight, wet and tired
with his great exeragain Rufus
tion,
goes

the rocks;
with the roar-

to

alive

ing

Knight,

sea.

trapped and helpless,
shivering at his fate,
is

saved

by

Rufiw.

Knight

leaves

the

village

without

one

SINCLAIR HILL.

farewell to Columbine;
And thus in
the end she finds the one true man, the man
who risked his life to save hers.
" Rufus
Rufus " she called.
Let

word

of

!

forget I ever loved

!

anyone but you

"

!

Edith XurnAV.
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d Comf>1ete Story cf trie romantic
days of tk? Wild V^'est.
(Special to the "Picture

a wild bit of country in the Far West
n young girl was driving in a number
I\' of w ooden posts.
In tiit language of the gold seekers, she
wa< ' staking a claim," like everybody
ilse in the little frontier .settlement had

again."

" began
" It's very good of you
Betty hesitatingly.
" Oh, you needn't worry that you're

me to any trouble," said the
young man with, a smile.
It's just a
putting

<-onc.

Alter years of peaceful agricultural prosthe little community had been
stirred out of its calmness by the news
prospector had disthat a wandering
overed gold.
At nat magic word, which has brought
moil irom all parts of tbe woil to suffer
untold hardships and often death, the
:e lers lelt tueir ploughs and harrows.
n ;ious to get to the promised HI Dorado
before gold-seekers earner irom other parts,
an
bopti g by a lucky stroke to make

precaution.
I don't suppose for a minute
that Brady will really come back, but
no use in taking chances. Besides,
there may be others of his breed around."
Betty was quick to see the sense of his

j.critv,

there's

i

remarks.
Her encounter with Brady had unnerved her, though she did not know the
meaning of physical fear, but she felt she
would sooner have died than have been
And again, she
kissed by such a brute.
f dt quite safe while John Smith was with
She knew with a woman's sure
Jit.
instinct that he was the soul of chivalry
and that she could trust him.
I shall be pleased for you to stay if
not keeping you away from your
I am
own business. Which reminds me that I
have not yet thanked you for saving me
from that ruffian. You only came just
in time."
" Please don't mention It," said Smith.
" And don't think mc rude if 1 say this
place Is hardly one for a girl. There will
be some rough characters around of the
Brady Brand when the rush sets in."
" I know," agreed the girl. " I'm used
to the frontier, and before the gold rush I
was never insulted. But I have my old
coloured nurse with me and a strong manBesides, I don't intend to stayservant.
on the claim. It Is going to be worked
for me. and I shall go back to my farm
when I have got it started."
very wise decision," said Smith. " I think
must l>e your servants coming along now."
pointed to where a coloured woman and a
man were coming up the trail with a pack

I

'

:

I

in ire money in a
by tilling the land

day
all

than they

could

their lives.

Hetty Summers Brown, the girl who was
driving in the slakes, had not only always
been in the West.
Her parents were of fine old Southern
but (inancial reasons hail compelled
< trick,
then to sei k a new fortune in the wilds.
1 1 it- Ihev
ua scarcely begun to retrieve
their fortunes when they both died, leaving
Bitty with a tew loyal servants to carry
on a one.
etty had enjoyed the life and did not
mind the hardships. Her only trouble was
that ou a neighbouring selection were two
0 the Lynch family", with whom her
family on her mother's side (the Summers
had pursued a relentless leuq for generaI

I

tions.

As the girl stood up to rest from her
labours she presented a pietur that would
tired the blood of any man.
Tall and willowy, with a perfect oval
lace set in a mime of silken hair the colour of
corn, red pouting lips and blue eyes, she
And there ' was a grace
indeed beautiful.
dignity about her that would
have tot
observer that she would have looked even
in a ballroom.
Suddenly iter eyes darkened with anger as she
looked down tne rough trail.
' There's Bill Brady, she muttered.
" I suppose
the Lynch brothers have sent him to spy out my
claim."
The newcomer was a man between thirty and forty
years ol age, hard laced and rough looking,
lie was
it partner with Bob and Dan Lynch, and having taken
a bitter dislike to Hetty because she had deservedly
snubbed him. he had made the feud bis own, anil
in vcr lost an opportunity of worrying the girl.
You can just pull up those stakes," he said with
"That little plot of land is mine.
a leer.
1 staked
out yesterday."
it
''
You know you lie, Bill Brady," said the girl
quietly,
"There was no stake here before I drove

have

in mine."
'•
No stakes ot nunc here now, 1 can see," sneered
" -Not likely, when you have pulled them
the man.
out to put yours in,
But that game won't work
Il you were a man I'd shoot you tor attempth re.
ing to juui!) my claim, as it is I order you to clear out."
" Il you «t re a man you wouldn't conn bullying
a girl and trying to rob her," retorted Betty spiritedly.
" But you're not a man. only a cowardlv bully that
fawns at the table ol the Lynch brothers, glad of any
scrap they throw you.
Now you know what I think
about you get oil my claim,
might want to grow
something la te it I don't find gold, and nature would
Biirely refuse to give up her treasure at tiny place
that had been polluted by your presence."
" You shut your mouth or I'll close it in a way
you won't like." said Brady with an ugly scowl.
"Clear while you've got the chance."
With a disdainful glance the girl turned her back
OB him and UCglMI to drive in another stake.
With a bound Brady was at her side and began to
kick the stake out ot the ground.
Betty came at him brandishing the! hammer, but
the bully easily avoided, the blow, and jumping in,
lie seized her round the waist.
" You shall pay lor that with a kiss," he hissed,
i- he strove to draw her lace towards him.
But Betty was strong, and She put all her strength
forward as she struggled to escape Irom the arms ol
hot captor
Suddenly she left the man lly Irom her, and looking
tip, she saw he had been torn away by a young man,
who was shaking her late assailant like a rat.
" You skunk " said the young man.
'<
What
sort of a reptile do you call yourself attacking a girl.
I'd a good mind to put a bullet
through you, but
good lead is too valuable to waste on you."
" Well, I'll wasic some ol mine," snarled Brady
as
lie backed away and drew his gun.
.lust how it happened Betty could never tell.
The young man seemed to move like a streak of
I

I

lightning.

•'

Ho knocked Brady's gun irom bis band, and the
ext second he was giving him a hiding which wasfts
artistic as it was effective.
Brady tried in vain to
1

" That fellow Brady might take
into his head to try to leave his card

Smith.
it

•

1

Show")

Mammy

TOM MIX

as Smith

and

EVA NOVAK

as Betty.

[Fox.

stop the shower of blows which the stranger |nit all
over him, and he decided to quit by siuking to the
ground.
" She jumped my claim," he whined, as he held
his arm before bis face as if expecting another blow.
" You're a liar," said the stranger.
" Without
going into the merits of the case I know you're a
liar.
Your face tells the world you're a liar. Besides
] happened to ride past here early this morning, and
there was never a stake in the ground.
Now jump
your ugly carcase out of this before 1 make you a
target for a little bit of gun play.
And if yon want
to know who's trimmed you, ray name is John
Smith, and I'm always to be found around here."
Brady did not stand on the order of going, but ran
away as swiftly as his legs could carry him

The

Introduction.

young man took off
bowed to Betty.
" (iuess it was lucky

Till,

his big

sombrero and

happened along just
" Who is the skunk ? "
then," be said.
" It's Bill Brady.
You were right when you said
be was a liar about the claim. I had to tell him
what 1 thought about him once because he insulted
mi and since then he has given rac no peace. My
name is Betty Summers Brown."
" Wish I'd have known that before," said Smith
I

j

.

thoughtfully.
" So; 1 don't mean your name, Miss Brown " he
added quickly. " 1 meant that that coyote had
1 guess he wouldn't have got olf so
insulted you.
However, I don't suppose he'll worry you
tightly.
any more. Now if you will allow me I'll knock
these slakes in lor you. and then I guess I'll bo
getting along."
As he went to his task Betty looked up at her
rescuer.
H''

was a

Chloc and Ja kson,"
_ es, that's old
" Allow me to thank you ({gam."
said Betty, rising.
" I was happy to be along just when I was needed."
" 1 II
stid Smith, taking off his wide-brimmed hat.
call in apass along the trail to-morrow."
He whistled tor his horse, and swinging himself
into the saddle with the case of a born horseman,
1

galloped

down

the

The

trail.

Terrible Truth.

as good as his word. He called nt
the following day and gave Betty
sorae valuable advice about registering and
other things, hen rode away with an assurance that
he would always be knocking around if she wanted

was
SMITH
the claim
t

any help.
That was the beginning of a strong friendship
between Betty and John Smith, a friendship that

—

quickly ripened into love If, Indeed, their mutual
liking had not been love from the start.
In 4css than two months from their first meeting
they were married, and when John Smith went iutc
Betty's farm, which they had decided to make theii
home till they saw how the mine panned out. be
was the happiest man in the' whole settlement.
As for Betty, she felt that life had only just begun
lor her.

John was so happy, kind, and thoughtful. He
anticipated her slightest wish.
As far as money was concerned they were olmost
the richest people in the settlement. John had a
prosperous ranch and a carrying business that brought
him in a considerable profit, and with his money he
made many Improvements on the farm that Betty
had been unable to afford.
Ono day Betty told her husband that she hod inJohn was
vited her grandmother to visit her.
delighted.

" I shall have to share her with you, Betty," he
" I never knew my father and mother,
or hi fact any relative." He broke off suddenly, as II
and Bctt)
the subject 'was a painful one to him
asked no questions.
said jokingly.

;

tall,

knit figure gave

well-built

young man whose

well-

Indication of the great strength
she had just seen displayed.
His good-looking face
was tanned with the tan that comes of living in the
little

open, and Betty decided he had never seen city life.
Best ol all she liked his eyes, which were honest and
tender, though there had been a very different look
in II
i when he was chastising
Bill Brady.
" Yes." thought Betty.
" Decidedly ho is a

man."
When he had finished his task Smith held out his
hand with a boyish smile.
»
" Beckon I'll be moving now. Miss Brown.
Maybe
you're coining my way.
I'm making for tho settlement."
" Not just yet." said Betty.
" I'm camping in
that tout there."
She pointed to a miners tent.
" Two ol my servants trom the farm arc bringing up
provisions.
They should be here any minute now.
" liuess I'll hang around till 1 sight them," said

It

was a happy day

Summers arrived.
Mrs. Summers was a

for

Betty when Grandma

distinguished-looking lady,
carrying herself erect despite her seventy odd years.
"No need to ask If you're happy. Betty, said
" That look In your eyes could
Mrs. Summers.
And where Is this
only have come through love.
"
wonderful husband of yours ?
" He won't be long, grandma.
He wa« very much
annoyed that ho could not meet you, but he had an
he was obliged to
ranch,.
and
urgent message from the
He said no would rldo his hnrdest to get back to
go.
went on with I
happy,"
she
meet you. Yes, I am
" I think I'm the happiest woman in
glad smile.
lor
that matter.
the
world
In
the settlement, or
There's only one thing that worries me. Two of
hate
each
other Just
We
here.
thoso Lynches are
It was through
as much as ever our parents hated.
Lynch
that
1
had the
the
brothers
of
a partner
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only trouble I have experienced since wc came West."
Betty tlicn told her grandma how Bill Brady insulted
her, and how John had rescued her.
" Quito a romantic meeting," smiled the old lady.
" Yes," replied Betty.
" 1 suppose I ought to bo
thankful to the Lynch brothers for getting an
il ,lr
them.
husband, but
introduction to

my

NEW

A

SERIES OF ARTICLES

1

It's iu my blood I suppose
I was reared on hatred
to that family."
" 1 wish that feud was dead and buried," sighed
" It broke your mother's heart, Betty.
the old lady.

a sad story, and 1 won't spoil your happiness by
you now."
There was a clatter of Hoofs, and Betty ran to the

It's

Read tbese

telling

convinced

door.
" Here

stepped

lie

is,

can,

grandma," she cried as John Smith

No. 2

in.

But there was no response from Mrs. Summers.
Her face had changed to a dull grey, and as she supported herself against the table 'she looked like a
woman who had seen a ghost.
" Jere Lynch " she gasped.
Johu looked from one to the other in a bewildered
way.
" What does it all mean, Betty ? " he asked.
" 1
" Sit down, please," said Mrs. Summers.
wish I could have held my tongue, but the likeness is
too remarkable.
It brings back the tragedy of the
last fetid-killing.
What did you say your name was "?
John Smith ? Did you never have another name ?
John Smith shook his head.
" No.
in an
Indian
.My parents were killed
I was the only one left alive when tho
massacre.
too late. The wagons everything
soldiers arrived
was burned to cinders, including the bodies of my
parents and the rest of the emigrant train. The
soldiers took me to the fort and brought me up.
I never
They, gave me the name of John Smith
knew any other."
" You arc Jere Lynch's son," said the old lady
"
" A Lynch
I've married a Lynch
Her
The words came in a scream from Betty.
hands Were clutching her throat and there was a look
of horror on her face that terrified her husband.
He rushed towards her, but she shrank from him.
" Don't touch me
Don't touch me " she

helpful articles

As Pope has

By

and b3

that
eveiy woman,
she wishes, be beautiful

it

RUTH ROLAND

— CARE

it

" Fair tresses

man's imperial raco ensnare,
us with a single hair."

OF THE HAIR
Curled hair may suit best the oval face, whilo
the round countenance looks prettier with tho

And beauty draws

hair plain.

does seem too bad that healthy, abundant,
and beautiful hair should be so rarely seen.

The Correct Comb.

!

—

—

—

1

!

!

I

moaned.
There was a tense silence for a few moments, and
then Betty got up slowly.
" (»o on, grandma.
Tell us all."
" You know enough, Betty".
I am certain your
husband is tho son of Jere Lynch, but what of it.
This wretched feud has ruined both families for
generations.
Let it stop now.
An old nigger woman
prophesied that it would end in a marriage between a
Summers and a Lynch. I see the hand of Providence
in your marriage with John.
Let the feud be
buried."
can't.
I'm a Summers " cried Betty, raising
" Go oh, tell me all.
herself to her full height.
"

I

!

There

may

be some mistake."

The old lady shook her head, and went to her
satchel which she had placed on a chair.
From it
she took a photograph which she banded to John in
silence.
He gave one look at it. and then placed it on
the table. There was no mistaking the likeness. It
was the double of himself. Only the dress varied.
" Yes.
I guess 1'in a Lynch all right," he said
slowly.

" Perhaps you had better
Mrs.

Summers.

"

know everything,"

When you have

heard

my

said
story,

Betty, you will see there were faults on both sides.
There was a feud between the families before I was
born, but it had smouldered without any killing till
your mother was a girl of nineteen. Then she met
For the first
Jere Lynch, your husband's father.
time a Lynch and a Summers wished to end the feud.
They had found something greater than hate love.
They met secretly in the cabin of an old negro nurse
It was this old woman
of your mother's, Betty.
that prophesied that a marriage between the two
families would end the feud, but first there would be

IT

The first essential is cleanliness.
do not deem it advisable to shampoo the
however, each
hair oftencr, than once a week
individual must be their own guide in tin's, as
so mo scalps contain far moro oil than others.
Many scalps are too dry and require additional
purpose,
there
is
this
nourishment. For
1

;

nothing better than pure vaseline, well heated
and thoroughly massaged into the scalp. It
goes without saying that soft water real rainwater,

if

possible

—

The Importance

—

is

best.

of Rinsing.

the purest soaps should be used, and
ONLY
they must be thoroughly melted before
application.
One secret of a really good
After the scalp and
is in the rinsing.
hair are really clean, they should be rinsed and
re -rinsed until not the tiniest particle of suds

shampoo
remains.
I

The ends of the hair should always be clipped.
have never permitted my hair to be singed.

use wire brushes nor metal combs.
NEVER
Tho comb should be of hard rubber with

teeth well shaped and roiuided at their
sides and theso tooth should be uniform throughout, not a comb half coarse and half fine.

Bobbed Hair.

PERSONALLY,
even though

I

do not like bobbed hairsometimes piquant and

it is

fascinating to certain faces, but one tirea
of it as they never do of long tresses, and nV
one decides to let it grow again, the in-between
stages are so unbecoming. 1 do not like the use of false hair, but when
from some reason- it is necessary, its use should
be in extreme moderation, as it overheats the
scalp and injures the natural growth.
Dyeing or bleaching the hair is in bad taste
and never to be recommended. A little lemon
in the rinsing water will brighten light hair, and^
for the snowy white hair, a bit of blueing is
excellent.

Health and the Hair.

Massage.
massage with
BOiH
brought
blood

the finger tips until the
to the surface and the
scalp glows and tingles, as well as electrical massage is good for hair health, and the
regular brushing at leas.t 150 strokes with a
good bristle brush every night before retiring
makes one s hair bright and shining.
1 do not believe in curling the hair with irons,
as it renders the hair lifeless and gives it a
is

—

tendency to break

1HE condition

of the hair is a good barometer
When we are
of one's physical well-being.
nervous orin ill-health, the hair lacks lustre
is
most
important,
and falls out rapidly, so it
if one
wishes beautiful hair and who does
not ? that they carefully watch their health
as well as the care and condition of the hair
and scalp.

—

—

Dry Your Hair In the Sun.
shampooing,
AFTER
the hair in the sun and

off.

it

Dress Your Hair to Suit Your Face.

ONE

should not follow the latest style in
hair arrangement, if it does not suit their
type of face. The shape of the face should
be studied and different arrangements tried out
until the most becoming one is found, then
stick to that one
for any coiffure is attractive
if becoming, and tho hair is clean and alive.
;

ally
for

headed

is

when out in the open nir, go barea while and the hair and scalp like

—

killings

and much

suffering;

How

terribly

Your grandfather my husband, found
true that was.
out that your mother was in love with Jere Lynclf.
He went to Jere's house and challenged him outside
the door. Our son Ben at once went and challenged
Jere to a duel.
Jere refused to fight because he loved
your mother, and wanted the feud to stop. But my
son refused to be pacified, and as they were talking
Jere's father came along, and calling his son a coward,
be fought my son. They fought with pistols, and ray
Seeing his father dead at
son killed Jere's father.

He accepted Ben's
his feet broke Jere's resolution.
challenge and killed him on the same dwelling ground
where his father lay dead. Then he rushed away,
and calling at the old negro woman's cabin, he told
mother what had happened and now the
quarrel had been forced on by our family, saying he
was going out West and asking her to wait for him. 1
lorgot to tell you that on the very day these two
fatal duels had occurred, the lovers had planned to
Your mother promised to
elope and get married.
wait for Jere, asking him to write as soon as he got
Jere did so, but as he could not address his
settled.
letter to her home, he enclosed it in one to liis sister.
She was perhaps the most fanatical of all in her
hatred to our family, and she tore up the letter, at
the same time telling your mother that Jere had
Not hearing from him. your mother, after
married.
many weary months of waiting, married a man named
Cat Brown, your father, who had long been in love with
her.
I can see now, that Jere Lynch, must have
acted in pretty much the same way. Not receiving a
letter from your mother, he believed that she had
your

(Continued on page 18.)

A

ebarming photograph

of

—

will be all the better for the
grateful plants
oxygen and moisture.
My own hair is dark auburn, but, as I said
before, no matter what the colour, any hair may
be made attractive, and a real beauty asset
by care and a proper arrangeirient.

—

many

advisable to dry
and occasion-

air,

RUTH ROLAND

id

ber dressing-room.
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Picture

THE

FEUD."

forgotten him. and in time married someone else—
the mother of. your husband.
There you
liave all the sad story.
Betty dear, 1 am an old
woman Hearing my end, Let mc pray you as.onu who
has suffered so much from this relentless feud to let
die."

Isn't our love more than this
Betty:
"
senseless family hate ?
The man came towards his wife, but again she

A

"..Yes,

shrank from him.
" Dont touch me

" she cried. " I am a Summer?,
i can't undo the fact that I am marricd'fo you, but I
will never live with you again."
" Is that your hut word, Betty ? "
!

"Yes.""

The Stranger

at the

passed, and there
MONTHS
reconciliation between the

up

was no sign

of

two.
John had
taken up his abode with the other Lynches,
lor Betty's hate had put some spirit of the feud into
his heart, yet he waited, hoping for the day when she
would send for him. for his love only grew stronger
though he was parted from her.
One afternoon a rider halted at the Lynches
homestead and asked for John.
" I thought I'd just tell you in passing that there's
a stranger at your old home and your wife seems to
think an awful lot of him."
John sprang to his feet, and reached for his gun.
" Drop that. Smith." said the rider.
" It's the
gospel truth I'm giving you. and I thought you ought

know."
" If it isn't the truth you won't live to see many
more sunsets." said John ur.mly. "She's still my
wife though we're parted."
" You'll find it the solemn truth.
Go and see for
yourself," said the stranger, as he rode away.
John turned to Bob and Dan Lynch. " You heard
what he said, boys. I'm going to sec."
He looked over his guns, aiid mounting his horse
galloped to his old home.
" Guess we'd better follow him," said Dan.
" You
never know what tricks a Summers will play."
As John knocked at the door of his old home, a
to

curious feeling came over him.
His determination
was engulfed in a wave of tenderness, but stifling his
weakness he shut his lips and walked in. Old .Mrs.
Summers came to meet him, but before she could
speak, Betty came into the room.
Husband and
wife stared at each other for a few moments, and then
John spoke.
" I hear there is a stranger in the house a man.
Where is he ? "
" In my bedroom," said Betty quietly, making room

—

him to pass.
With black murder in his heart, John passed up to
the bedroom.
As he stared round the old familiar
room he saw it was empty. " The cur's got away "
he muttered as he went to the window.
Just then there came a little cry from the side of the
bed, and turning swiftly John saw a little cot, and in
it the man
a baby his soil
Big tears rolled down his cheeks as he picked up
for

1

—

the

little

—

When lie looked up again Betty was standing at
the door, and in her eyes he read that for her the
feud was ended. Once again it had been killed by
this time the lovo of a mother for her child.
love
Betty took the baby from him, and placed it in its
ot, and the next second she was in lus arms.
As John hugged his wife to him. he heard the
voices of Bob and Dan Lynch asking where he was
and the quiet answer of Mrs. Summers telling them
he was upstairs. John smiled to himself.
" Come right up. boys, I've got the man," he
shouted.
As they rushed into the bedroom. John licltl up

—

(:

his sou.
" This

greatest athlete on the screen in a
typical role. The story is brisk and cheerful and gives the star manv opportunities
for the thrilling fights in which' he glories.

Wit Wins." Florence
>TERY stories are

is

the feud."
" I guess

young Summers Lynch, boys.
it

permission, featuring
as Betty.)

NOVAK

"

A Girl Named Mary."

TOil

in

the

MIX

Fox

DELIGHTFl'L Marguerite f 'lark is supported
in this film by a splendid cast, including
that fine actress. Kathleen Williams.
This is the story of a woman who seeks her lost
daughter for fifteen years, and finds her in the
little typist.

" The Winchester
(

ruin.

Gregory

Scott,

Pauline

(Uroadu-cst.)
films arc always

detective
GOOD
and
story

must be placed among
The mystery is not solved until
scenes, and "onlookers will be kept
this

tho

last

wondering as to what that solution

" The Right to Lie."

Dolores Cassinelli.

an accident a father finds his unknown
and brings her up in his house as his
ward.
But his wife, who is ignorant of
the child's identity is jealous, and the daughter,
now grown up, is set up in a studio by her father.
Scandal ensues and follows the heroino through

many

After her marriage it again threatens to wreck her life. To save her husband's life,
she stoops to tell a lie to the world, but in the

"

MONDAY

CINEMA
Every TuESDAY
The BOYS' CINEMA
Evzry

WEDNESDAY

The Latest Pictures, Paragraphs, Stories,
and News of the Cinema World.

1
Cabpentieb.

(Ideal.)

AN

exceptional picture with the boxing idol
as the hero. Carpentier's first appearance
on the screen, in which he proves himself
an excellent actor and also gives a wonderful
exhibition of his prowess iu the ring.

"

Anna

the Adventuress." Alma Taylor
and Gerald Ames. (Hepworth.)
British production which will
be hard to beat.
The talented actress

ANOTHER

plays a dual role with great distinction.
"

Rustling a Bride." Lila Lee. (Paramount.)
star as a typical Western girl.

THEA youthful
photograph,

enclosed in a letter-froin
her cowboy sweetheart, is the cause of all

the trouble.

" Heart's Desire." Anita Stewart. {Jury't.\
Anita Stewart as a young girl

CHARMING

with a great love for babies,- who escajies
from a convent in Italy during a storm.
She goes to America, dressed as a boy. Her
adventures there will thrill and hold the interest
all

her

manv

admirers.

The Husband Hunter."
adoe and

Mapc.e Tithes-

M. Hali.ard.
the background

C.

(Ideal.)

of moat of the
in this story.
It is a British proof outstanding merit, and tho
stars play their parts with much dramatic power.
missing ring, hidden in the desert, provides
advent ures for a party of English people.

EGY]
sc
scenes
l'P'4'

is

duction

A

"Only a

Mill

Girl."

Harm- Foxwelt,

(Ideal.)

ADAPTED
desire

from the great

drama.

mill

The

to obtain the plans of a shuttle
invention and the love of two men master and man for a mill girl, are the themes
about which the plot is woven.

—

years.

nil

made

is

clear,

and happiness

"The Lure
Ddkf. and

of

hv

Crooning Water."

Gey Newall.

(Stoll.)

AFIRST-CLASS

reigns.

The Pursuit of Pamela." Edna

Flcy-rath

and Douglas Muxbo.

THE

well-known stage success adapted for the
screen.
Popular Edna Flugrath hns an
exacting role as Pamela who, brought up
in an atmosphere of restraint, welcomes freedom.

British film.
Ivy Duke's
best work up to date.
An actress is
advised to rest, and goes to a farm to
recuperate. The young fanner becomes infutuated, and leaves wife and children to follow her
to London. Hero he learns the truth about her
character, and returns to the farm completely
cured. Excellent from every standpoint.

PATHE SUNBEAMS
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx

Tlxxs

Week's

It is said that skirts are to
will end in being nothing

Berfl

be shorter yet.

— well,

really

^a

(London Opinion.)
•

•

has never been fooled by a woman
probably wasn't worth the effort. (ludt/e, Sew
'

York.)

Cuv

:

:

"

Gerald

But what difference did that make » "
" Only that my name isn't Jack."

:

(Tit Hits.)
•

" Thcio day3 a
ufiless

•

man

he can show tho

" Two licences ?
" Yes. marriage
Tribune.',

"

two

licences."

car."

(Winnipeg

*

"

:

Oh—

— —

:

collecting for tho
"
eoiitribulo ?

"

Good mornine,

Poets' Hospital

The Editor " With plensura.
with \<nr nmhuhiiirc, mi'l I'll
ready.
[L'Asino, Turin, »
:

and motor

*

" But i« your love true ?
StiE (whispering)
He (passionately) : " As truo as tho delicate
flush on your dear check."
er— isn't the
She (quickly and aloud) :~"
band play nicely ! "
the
er rloosn't
(Detroit, U.S.A., I'rce Prett.)
*
*
*

The Caller

•

can hardly gel married
girl

:

*

'

Gey

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx

" Banks made a bad mistnke
1st Man
during tho election when ho began kissing all
the babies."
2nd Man " I sTibuld say he did. His opponent, Miss I'eachblossom, took the hint and
started in on the fathers.."
(Yonkcrs, U.S.A.,
Statesman.)

0

*

Why

"

did you break off your engagement with Mildred t "
Gerald Well, her parrot wa« always saying,
Oh. .Tack, don't.' "
:

Bi permission of
Messrs. Patht Freres

Jok c

:

A man who

•

Every

be.

child

•

The GIRLS'

will

(Path*.)

BY

hem.

PICTURE SHOW

welcome,

1921.

to Pidluregoers

"The Wonder Man." George?

l

the best.

They

Toe

Pj cbbs ao

]2tk,

which she innocently believes will be hers as the
wife of a rich old" man.
An hour after the
marriage, she resolves to run away, and here the
pursuit begins.
Her guardian" and husband
follow, and she is onIy«savcd at the last by a
faithful Chinaman. Excellent British production.

of

" Trent's Last Case."

BYA

The Big Three

Alice Joyce.

is most true to life.
Alice Joyce
the role of a woman who is charged
but acquitted of killing her husband. To
avoid tlio scandal she moves to a distant town,
but here her past follows her.
She is torn
between allowing herself to be exposed, and
saving the daughter of the man she loves from

That ends

and

Woman."

Yilagraph.)
story

THIS
t,akes

plioto-plan by

ax John,

Mabgdebite Clark.

(Paramount-Artcraft.)

does." said Dan.

(Adapted from incidents

Billings. (Gaumont.)
always inviting. All

sco " Wit Wins " "will find themselves held to the end. This story shows
how a girl, apparently a crook, brought off a
wonderful coup against a millionaire financier.

end

one.

Geoec.e Waisb.

[Fox.)

his

Home.

Manhattan Knight."

THE

.

Without another word her husband took
hat and went out into the night.
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on

the Screen

one another before a battle royal

CHARLES RAY

and " Whiskers," as the;
" The Old Swimming Hole."
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appear in
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I

will tell you Free

how

George

N'

Fitz-

maurice. producer
Parasuch
of

1

•

mount film successes
The Avalanche,"

as "
"

A

Society

The Witness for the
and latterly,
On With the
"
(which creDance
Defence,"
'•

furore
in
ated
a
" Tho
America),
Right to Love," and

'^l^hZ^'

GEORGE FITZMAURICE.
meeting a man who merits,

my

am

my

rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and
consternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or reduce my weight. I began to feel lonely,
because I felt that my company was no longer
desired, and 1 made up my mind that I was at the
dangerous point of my life.
One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain effort to
become slim again.
I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear
any appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and althoujih this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is as
good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.
\V. Oraeo Hartland (Dept. 89), Diamond House,
Hatton Garden, London, B.C. 1.

was

FREE
SILK0D0N0
HAIR CULTURE
DAYS

To

provo

Ml.KOOONO

you

to

bntohM

how

qufiklv

semi.
IU-hjng ami Scalp Irritatiori, and to show yon
how it Strengthen*, Hrk'hteiiH ami bruMI
Wavy Abundance to halt that hua previously
Lcen Thin. Weak, Faded or Falling Out, we
will send you Free 7 days' SUPPLY, with
Book of In«trurtlons for Women, Men and
Children, on receipt of youi name and
address and 6d. In stamps to cover |>ostago
and packing. Sold in B OS. Bottlca 2 0,
4 6. Sprinkler Tops of Chemists, Hair,
diessers and Stores, or direct (Post Free) from
Manufacturers, SILK'S TOILET 00 Dept. Q.
Red Lion Street, Holborn, London. W.C.I.
Dandruff,

1

.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness deprives you of employment, pleasures, and
in life. If you wish to prosper and enjoy
life, strengthen
your nerves, and regain confidence m
.vourseli by using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. Uuarantced Cure in 12 days. Used by
V ire-Admiral lo Seaman. Colonel to Private. D.S.O.'S.
M.C.'s, M.M.'s, and D.C.M.'s.
Merely semi 3 penny stamps

many advantages

particulars.

lor

— OODPBY

ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd. ,536. Imperial Buildings. Ludgate

business

In
is

in

social

the plums
go to the man
favourable Impression— that
life,

appearance leaves a
man who has height, and physique to match it.
easy to increase your height and improve
your health, figure and carriage by means of the Oirvan
Scientific Treatment, the reliable method which has enjoyed public confidence for nine years, and which carries
a £100 guarantee of genuineness. Students report from
two to five- inches increase. Send a postcard for particulars to Enquiry Dept. O.T., 1", 8troud Green Hoad,
London, N
ivhosi

the

It

is

very

t

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

^he

Ckat With the
Famous Star-Direrftor

—

Unrivalled Scenery.
visit

to

better, although they are not on so large a scale
as some, and Ihave not the slightest doubt that
the studio will yield facilities for work which in
every way will" be as good as any I have met
with in the States.

England was

pleasure, Mr. Fitzmalirice admitted that it was a mixture
of both.

" I have been charmed by everything I have
lie said with the French accent which
makes one forget his Irish parentage. '' par.
ticularly with the exquisite beauty of your
countryside, which lias impressed me more, I

Importance of Studio Equipment.

npHE

importance of good studio equipment
cannot be over-estimated," the director
went on, " without it, it is impossible,
however capable your star, or however worthy
youi own intentions, to make a finished photo"

i

play.
I -must confess that I am rather a stickler
for'AnislC and that is why. although I do not
specialise in big subjects. I depend so much on
Bad camera work,
the equipment of my studio.
for instance, is unforgivable in these days when
artistic photography has reached so high a plane
It almost takes precedence of the
of excellence.
story.
Anyway, I expect you have noticed on
several occasions how far indifferent photography is capable of ruining an otherwise excellent story,

An

and the work

of

a capable

cast.*'

Ideal Partnership.

MENTION

screen

of

stories

natura'ly

brought the name of Mr. Fitzmauriee's

wife,
scenarioist,

Bergere, the Paramount
the conversation, and the

Ouida
into

director paid n glowing and affectionate tribute
to his domestic and film partner.
" My wife writes the scenarios of oil my
" We work together on every
films," he said.
production, and I owe more to her contribution
We each
to our team work than I can say.
look at things from individual angles, and thus
each contributes something to the general
result.

seen,"

than anything else. There is moro
grandeur in American scenery, perhaps, but for
charm and delicate loveliness, yours is unrivalled.
There is a distinctive character, too
an atmosphere, an impressive sense of antiquity
about some of your buildings which America,
think,

—

young country,

as a

The

Spirit of

totally lacks.

Good Comradeship.

thing
ANOTHER
pressed me

which has greatly imis
the spirit of good
the
comradeship which obtains
in
British film itorld, and which specially touched

me when

paid a recent visit to the London
studios of the Famous-Lasky British Producers.
This spirit has made me particularly desirous
of producing a picture over here, and 1 intend
doing so before very long.

Already
"

I

Commenced Work on

a Film.

CANNOT

give you any particulars about
I -it at the moment," added Sir. Fitzmaurice,
seeing my look of interrogation. " but can
only tell you that I have already commenced work
with one of your prominent authors on the story,
and that when actual production commences, I
shall avail myself of your unique opportunities
for beautiful outdoor locations to the fullest
Most of the interiors will, of course, be
degree.
shot at the Islington studio, which, as I have
said, I have already inspected.
The lighting
arrangements ond general equipment there are
entirely satisfactory— indeed I have never seen
I

A

Romance.
know,"
YOU" our
love

added almost boyishly.
story was a regular movie
I first met Ouida in the
romance
Pathe office, where I started as a scenario
at that time, however,
editor
was
an
writer.
I
and she brought me one of her stories for
considerat ion
Mr. Fitzmourice chuckled at the remembrance.
Ho did not tell me whether hr accepted the
In addition to being
story, but I bet he did.
very talented. Miss Bergere is decidedly easy In
look at. Which is not so irrelevant as it may
seem.
lie

!

. '

Value of the Star.
most famous feminine slnr.- on
have come under the direction
from Paris, including
Irishman
of this
Doraldina, the celebroted dancer, Irene Vernon
Castle, Fannie Ward, Elsie Ferguson, and
Murray, the last-named l>eing the heroine of hi*
three latest and. perhaps, greatest successes.
Mr. Fitzmaurice is among those who consider it
star and by that he means a player of genuine
ability
a decided asset to a really big drama,
because, as ho has said more than once, " the
star is an instrument upon which the intelligent
As an organ of interpretation,
director plays.
the value of such an actor or actress is infinite."
But despite his attitude towards stars, and
tho fo?t that he himself has attained stellar
dignities as a director, George Fitzmauriciplaces ond always has placed <me thing before
stardom or anything else the cause of true art.
of the
SOMF
the screen

Hk

—

—

—

—

—

May Hekschel

Claukf.

Circus. London. £.C. 4.

BECOME BIG NOW
i*.

of

in every sense, that
too often ill bestowed title artist.
That every one of Mr. Fitzmauriee's productions bears the hallmark of beauty is not surprising, in view of the fact that not only waS
he born in the greatest art centre of the world,
Paris, but was himself an artist, being a graduate
of the famous Julien School, one of the most
It is to
renowned studios in the Gay City.
his early training as a painter that his wonderful
handling of light, shade and grouping, and his
general artistic sense, may be traced ; while his
travels in various parts of the globe
in Japan,
China, Egypt, India, and America (wh^re he
lias lived for the past twelve years) arc responsible for his cosmopolitan outlook.

whether his
ASKED
one of business or

1921.

Exile,"

"

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life
to its fullest extent, when suddenly
weight began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel the
burden, especially as I
a business woman, and
earthly self
have plenty of work to do. While

'

\Zth,

A

GEORGE FITZMAURICE

Reduce Your Weight

to

February

Shoic,

MM

"Picture Show."

FILM FAULTS.
Tim competition is closed, but we are always pleased
to receive notice of film faults, and shall continue tbe
feature, but not as a prize competition.
In the film " In Old Kentucky " (Jury's),
featuring Anita Stewart and Mahlon Hamilton,
the stable was burned to the 'ground, and a few
days later it was seen acn-.u exactly as before
tho (ire. and everything in it was in exactly tho
pome place as before. 5s. awarded to Miss
Nina Inglis, Rock House, Calton Hill, Edinburgh.

—

of the villainous-looking tramps
(who
looked as though ho had been on the tramp
for six years, judging by his face), happened
I'm sum
to put his bond on tho privet hedge.
such a hand as that wouldn't have disgraced
any lady in evening drejs. 5*. awarded tt

one

—

Phyllis

first

episode of the " Fatal Fortune,"

Cramp,

Holmhurst, Church

Street.

Mcxbro', Yorkshire.

In the film, " A Social Pirate," the horoieo
(June Elvidge) is supposed to look at herselt
in a mirror, but looking at the reflection and
then at the heroine herself, the positions nnIs such a thing possible in a
quite different.
rral

In the

*

—

5s. awnnled to Miss Alice Peal,
mirror !
Luke's Mount. Bceslon Hill. Leeds.

St.

Pkturc Show, February

\2th, 1921.
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ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK "Shots" from
Broadwest
Meeting
Tke
BY BROADWEST
Maoel
=
======
By GRACE KINGSLEY
Second of Tins Deltgktrul Series, Telling of tne
CKidester
Marriage of Bryant \Va9kLurn and

and

EE

" /~*

exclaimed Bryant Washburn, that

'I

!

bright June morning, his eyes sparkling
just as they should under the circum" Gee "
stances.
just like that
" what a
"

\

%

girl

He was

—

—

!

pretty

!

talking about Mabel Chidester, and,

though the remark may not sound very romantic,
when anybody, especially a very good-

still

looking young picture star exclaims in just that
" Oeo, what a pretty girl " why, she
girl, and you may be sure

way,

!

certainly is a pretty
of

it.

know

you do that that Adam-andEve, love-at-first-sight idea is old stuff. Absolutely nobody uses it any more, not even people
I

with

as well as

established

reputations

that

could

get

away with it, like John Galsworthy and Nina
Wilcox Putnam, and as for high-school sophomores and members of dramatic classes, they
simply scorn

it

tioned

them

Their

Honeymoon

for worlds.

THEY
honeymoon

—

An

Stewart Rome stars, " The Loudwater
Mystery," featuring Gregory Scott and

—

Cameron Carr, and 'In Full Cry." When
the last named film is released, Mr.
Walter West has a big surprise for his
public, in the shape of a new and hitherI hope to tell
to little known player.
next month.
Some time ago Mr.

BROWN

:

care

"

!

So brown eyes manoeuvred
oh, well, you
it is done yourself, and got an intro;

know how

Washburns, never having had time to
cake one before.
" We'll have a perfectly lovely time
on our
honeymoon," quoth Bryant, before they left,
" if only my bride doesn't worry about the
children."

For the youngsters were to be left with Mr.
and Mrs. Chidester, out at the Washburn home
in Hollywood, and if you only knew them, those
Chidesters, you'd know that everything about
tho children
behaviour, manners, winter flannels, and onions on the chest for a cold, would

—

carefully attended to.

But,

goodness, this story isn't getting on
anything like as fast as the affair of Bryant
Washburn and Mabel Chidester did.

Brown Eyes and Blue

fate,

but

thing that just at the moment
that Bryant was making that " Gee, what
a pretty girl " remark, Mabel looked up to
encounter a pair of handit's

up a stump

eyes

all

of a

sudden found

— didn't know what

!

i

offered

consideration.

to say.

Despite all his celluloid love affairs, real emotion
put an awful crimp in his style.
" It's a pretty good day, isn't it ? " he began.
Which, come to think of it, may be news in
Chicago.
For what ? " smiled Mabel Chidester. And
Bryant grinned back.
" Are you working to-day ? " asked blue eyes,
of course, not really caring much whether he
was or not. What she was thinking was that
she was glad she had on her pink organdie men
always like pink organdie, she had found out.
Also she was thinking, " My goodness, isn't he
handsome ? I do wish but, of course, he
never will being a star and everything "
He might well have answered, " Oh, no, I'm
playing cards. Can't you see ? "
What he actually said didn't make any
difference anyhow.
It was what ho was thinking that mattered. And" that was, "She looks
as if she were a nice girl and had lots of sense ;
and gee, she's prettier than I thought she was
from over there "

West

£500 to
anyone who could supply him with an
original story suitable for production by
the BROADWESTCompany. Thousands
of stories were received, but so far only
one has been selected. The story is written by Mr. Benedict James, who achieved
no small amount of fame by his stage
play, "The Little Brother." Mr. West
hopes to find one or two other stories
amongst the ten he selected for final

eyes, glancing over and happening
at last to catch blue ones, asked quite
plainly " Want me to come over there 1
And blue eyes flashed back : " See if I

And then brown

Eyes.
you like about

§

BROADWEST

Introduction.

himself

recently been on their
trip to Europe, the Bryant

all

the

have

—

BROADWEST

duction.

Trip.

only

can say
NOW youa funny

will

1

—

—

in print,

film

you more about Mr. West's discovery

—

be

extras gathered about on the set, and a bunch
of tough property boys swearing in tho distance.
Of course, Bryant was working at the studio,
but just how pretty Mabel Chidester happened
to bo in a picture studio at all can bo explained
only on tho ground that sho had taken out the
" only child
concessions in the family, and so
did pretty much what she liked, because her
parents were stern Presbytorian New England
stock, good church folks
Mr. Chidester being a
deacon or elder or whatever it is tho Presbyterian Church has
and didn't greatly approve of
theatricals in any form.
But, anyway, there she was, very pretty and
young just turned seventeen clad in a pink
organdie, with her golden-brown hair shining
out from under a pink hat, shading her blue eyes
and her pink and white skin, not to mention
tho tip-tilted nose.

with a white-hot scorn.

So I must apologiso for Bryant Washburn and
Mabel Chidester, because love at first sight was
actually what happened to them, and I can't
deny it, no matter how early Victorian it may
sound. They were early Victorian in other
ways, too believed in home and in babies, for
instance.
Though, of course, just at the
moment Mabel Chidester wouldn't have men-

have

the time these notes are

latest

been released. It is entitled " Trent's
Last Case." and Gregory Scott plays the
part of Trent, who is a journalist. Adapted
from the novel of the same name, "Trent's
Last Case " is regarded as a classic in
detective fiction.
The story has lost
nothing; by its transposition to the screen,
and is very engrossing. If you do not
know how important news reaches the
public
you should not miss this
film
for every detail of
newspaper production is shown from the
time the news reaches the Editor's office,
until the public reads the news in the
evening papers.
Three big films have been completed at
the
Studios during the
past month. " Her Penalty," in which

Mr. Andrew Soutar has also written a

BROADWEST

story specially for the
Company, the film version of which Mr.
West will direct personally. Further details concerning this production will be
B. B.
available in a few weeks' time.

FILMS LTD.,
BROADWEST
Wardour
London. W.
(Head

Office).
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(7o be continued next week.)

some masculine brown
eyes looking square into
her own blue ones
and
though she blushed and
quickly looked another
way, it wasn't until after
something important had
happened. Of course, yon
know what that was, after
;

" Accordeon,
Masters' High-Class " Scala

WITH A FREE MUSIC TEACHER.
Why

not own one of these beautiful high class Italian model
Accordeons. and entertain your family with delightful music?
These wonderful accordeons are easy to play, and with the
FREE Tutor we send you FREE, and a little practice, the long
winter evening changes into hours of real happiness. The
Masters' new Italian model for this Season (as
illustrated), is tne sweetest of all accordeons. It has very fine
Piano Polished Case. Nickel Corner Protectors, 10 Keys (two
basses), STEEL. REEDS, Fret cut pallet Cover, Ivorite Keys,
Fine Organ Tone, etc. A splendid Accordeon for Amateur or
Professional. Price 63 •« on easy terms. Send 10/6 now and
We pay carriage.
promise 10/6 monthly after delivery.
Satisfaction or deposit refunded. Send 10 6. now, and ask (or
the " Scala" Accordeon.

what I've said.
Mabel
was talking to somebody,
and thereafter every time

"SCALA,"

she chanced to glance up,

which was middling often,
one might say, she'd see
those brown eyes either
just seeking hers or just

roving away.

THE MASTERPHONE

Where was all this happening ?
I
knew you
were going to ask that,
and I've been putting off

The King of Talking Machines.
The most compact hornless
machine with the perfect sound,
splendid

yon as long as I
could, so that you could
conjure up your own

Price

telling

background,
a sylvan
^lade or a shady country
lane, or some such romantic spot. But stern
truth
compels me to
admit it really happened
in the ratty old Essanay
studio in Chicago, with
a bunch of queer-looking

20/-

£6,

throughout.

finish

or 20/- deposit and

monthly.

We pay carriage.

Send 20/ - now.
Pric»- List Free.

MASTERS,
Hope

Stores.

Rye

LTD.,
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A

delightful
kiddies,

BRYANT WASHBURN and bis wife and
FRANKLIN BRYANT and DWIGHT LUDLOW MOODY.
home
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two
'
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Picture

IP you

want

to

public did not look with favour
film plays was a fallacy which
a certain amount of support.

long enjoyed
producers, as a result, contented themselves
tilling the field of modernity and neglected the
fresher material which might have been theirs belong-

Many
with

ing to bygone periods.
Yet the costume play

has never really been unmerely because the fashions it portrayed
happened to be those of the past. On the contrary,
it is one of the features which gives it an additional
touch of interest. For history in the reading may be
dull, and the average person may care little for printed
descriptions of how Dame Fashion ruled in the time
of the Stuarts, the France of the 16th century, or the
Italian Renaissance.
But let it be picturised on the
screen, and the colour and interest which the imagination must fail to give, is at once made vivid and living
before our eye?.
The essential point, of course, is
that there must be a good story to tell.
The mere
casting together of well-known stars, backed by a
lavishness in production, is not sufficient.
For if the
plot and its unwinding be not strong enough to hold
us captive till the end, the characters will move merely

A stamped and addressed envelope m ust accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, "Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
:

House, Farringdon

Street,

popular

like so many puppets across the sheet.
This is precisely what has happened to make so many costume
lays lose in favour.
To-day we are witnessing a revival of this type of
picture, and it is good to note that British producers
are turning their attention to it.
This country is rich
in historical romance, and its ancient castles, stately
mansions, and picturesque spots, still fruitful with
memories of olden times, are assets too valuable for
the motion picture to neglect.
The only point to be
careful of is that the costume play is not overdone,
tor even the public will tire of too much of a good
l

THE EDITOR.

thing in time.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publicalion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

A. E.F.J. (Woolwich).
"

London, E.C.

—You are

4.

The

right.

correct

the film is
The Master Mystery." I expect
you treasure the autographed photo of Houdiui given
you by the great mau himself.
" Pal " (Bloemfontein).— Tom Hardv in " The
Sea Rider " was Webster Campbell, and Paul Willis
was Bud in "The Cry of the Weak." Yes, it was
Lcatricc Joy in " Just a Wife," opposite Roy Stewart.
1 read with interest your letter in which vou say of
me: ."One thing I am certain of and- that is that
you are very humorous as you make very sarcastic
remarks, and people who arc sarcastic are generally
supplied with a liberal stock of humour. However,
I advise you not to be sarcastic with me as I have
title of

'

rather a reputation as far as sarcasm goes. I am
not threatening you, r,-al!y. biit I am just telling
you."
Thank you for the warning, "Pal," I
am duly impressed. Good-natured sarcasm is the
essence of all humour, and every joke in existence is
just a pleasant thrust at .somebody or something.
Jll-naturcd sarcasm, however, is a thing wc should try
studiously to avoid.
But, pray, dub me not a
humourist. It's a serious business trvmg to be funny
F.S.G. (Berkhamstcad).— It's the old storv, but
.

the number of people who want to act for the
films is so great that there are not enough openings
for even a quarter of those who are contiu'ually
besieging the various studios.
H..M. (Durban).
Thanks for vour suggestions and
criticisms, and I am glad to be able to add vour

trite,

—

appreciations as well.

But what would vou have

Die do, so far as this page is concerned, for instance,
with the great mass of questions which reaches me
even from your part of the world, al>out film stars ?
Ignore all the queries
Why, 1 should be at once
t ho
most despised and
friendless of men.
As it
is the wrinkles on many a
troubled brow have been

away

smoothed

my

by

assurance that Charlie
Chaplin has never been a
Mormon, that Pa 11 1 n e
i

Frederick's hair is
certain colour, and

A

Thames).

Some

joys

are soon forgotten

with

Wilson was

tins

—

A-lb.

1

Ben

"The

in

Mystery Ship."
N.D.P. ( Warrington).

of its ingredients.

Sold looscby weight or in

— And

the information. Yes,

—

wholesomeness

a

you want
to know when everybody
was born ? In your census
register of the stars, you
can jot this down. Henry
0. Sell
(1880),
George
1. arkin (181)0). and Douglas Fairbanks (1883). The
other two decline to give

but never those
Sharp's Super- Kreem.
SuperKreem differs from all other confections in the
fact that
its
superiority is never called into
question. The first taste conclusively proves its
unique fascination. Not only is it more delicious
it stands in a class by itself for the purity and

connected

of

that
Nazimova measures so
many inches in height.
And so on and so on.
Oh, it's a great game, I
can tell you.
J.O.
(W a 1 on-o n'-

"Sweet" Memory.

A

list

order it, of course. Yes, Henry Edwards h one of
the finest. See under heading Picture Show Personal for his address, and herewith all about him.
He was born in Weston-super-Mare, Somerset, in [882
and spent fifteen years on the Tstagc. Is an actor,
playwright, and producer, and is with Hepworth's.
Colouring, brown hair and grey eyes.
He is not
married.
L.J. (Liverpool).
You started to take this paper
in only two months ago.
Whatever were you up to
before that ? To somebody on this page the other
week I confided quite a lot about Pearl White, So
let me give you the usual stuff about your two other
favourites.
Ruth Roland is not married just now.
She was born in San Francisco, and will be twentyfive this year.
She went on the stage at three and a
half, and began her screen career when she was
seventeen. Has dark blue eyes. Milton Sills, who
was born in Chicago. Illinois in 1882, has fair hair and
grey eyes. He is 6ft. in height, and is married to

Gladys Wvnne.
M.M. (Brighton), G.W. (Church) and H.K. (Boreham
Wood). Your patience shall not go unrewarded! so
watch coming issues. Jack Hoxie was born in

—

Oklahoma

can

give you those I
remember off-hand.

Thomas Holding, Herbert

Rnwlinson, Wyndhani
Standing, Mary Pickford

and

her

brother

(though
American

he

is

Jack

now an

citizen), Charlie

Chaplin. William Duncan,

and Matt
Moore, Creighton Hale,
William Desmond, William Faversham, Bertram
Grassby. Belle Bennett,
Percy Marmont, SpottisOwen, Tom,

woodc Ait ken, Billic
H It chic, David Powell,
Mabel Whitcomb, Knid
Bennett, Annette Kellerniaun. and Craufurd Kent.

There

are,

of

course,

many

others beside*.
" Bf.eby Head" (Cape

—

RIDE.
1

Ann

Little

began her

life in
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Womau in " Lightning Bryce." Satisfied ?
.l.C. (Felixstowe).
T have no recent news of the
doings of the Fairbanks twins.
IC.D. (Heckmondwikc).
As to your second question, I am sorry no information is available.
Yes,
in answer to your second.
Your sister and you must
be tremendously proud of your collection of autographs.
B. K. (Upper Holloway).
Mary Odette is in h<-r
"
"
Mystery

—

—

—

The part of Arthur Kendall
was played by Robert Elliott.
teens.

in

Checkers

—

"Phyllis" (Clapham). lam not guilty, Phyllis.
Your previous letter must have wandered somewhere else instead of coming here. The stranger In

"What Am

I

Bid?" was Ralph

Graves.

Other

pictures of his are " Sporting Life," " White Heather."
" Her Kingdom of Dreams," and " The Scarlet Stain.''

Birthplace, Cleveland, Ohio.
Age, a mystery.
" John " (Bos"hom).
Your first question leaves
just as mystified as it docs you.
Rattier sad,
Gloria Hope was the heroine opposite
isn't it ?
Jack Pickford in " A Burglar By Proxy." This is
the cast of " Thelma." Malvina Longfellow (Thelma),
Maud Y'ates (Violet Yere), Leah Douglas (Lady
Winsleigh). Arthur Rooke (Sir Philip Erringlon).
A. E. Colebv (The Bonde), Fred Shaw (Sigurd),
.ludd Green (Olaf Olsen), H. H. Wright (George
Lorimer), and .Marsh Allen (Sir Francis Lennox).
Florence Turner and Henry Edwards led in " A
Welsh Singer."
No, Queenic Thomas and the late
Olive Tliomns were not related. Norma Talmadge is
that artiste's real name.
C. J. L. (Grimsby).
Sorry, no information available.
Thanks for nil your good wishes.
" Katet " (Exeter).
Henry Edwards and Cecil
Hcpworth are two different people, but if your
friend means that the former has produced as well a" A
acted thdn he Is right. Jack Holt's films arc

—

me

—
—

:

Woman Thou Gavest Me."
The White Man's Law." and " The Uouour ol
His House." Gerald Ames is married to Mar>
Sporting Chance," " The
"

.

Diblcy.

—

" Gektrcpe " (York). Why you have not been
over curious at all. So Sessue Hayakawa has capTwas he who nlavn
tured all your admiration.
No,
as Prince Maiyo In " The Illustrious Prince.'
it was Macistc himself.
Mitchell Lewis does not say.
R.P. (Alfreton).— The " t " is silent. Gale Henry
If you write to the Publisher, the
is a woman.
PICTURE Show, 7-<), Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill.
London, E.C. 4, you will be able to get the back

number you want

for 3d. post free.

E.M. (Llanhilleth).— Oh, yes, Mary Pickford Is still
acting and wc have yet to see "Pollyana " and "Suds."
Mabel Normaud was boru in 18tH. Cannot say.
(More answers next teeek.)

of all the British

me

let

also

in 1890.

Sisson, California, and has appeared in " Less
Than Kin," The Squaw Man," " Alias .Mike Moran,"
" The Roaring Road," etc. She has dark hair anil
brown eyes. Jill Woodward took the part of the
in

born artistes In America
would be a long one, but

decorated

1921.

—

know anything about Films or Film Ptaverj

THE COSTUME PLAY.
idea that the
THEupon
costume

12f/( ,

Town). So your sister is
good enough to think of
you by sending you this
If you want to get
paper.
it
regularly, you could

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
WRITING TO ARTISTE3.- Plea.ie

do not «?k
any addresses by post, but if you wish to cpni
555fi5t5 at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of tlie
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loosa
2d. stamp to the Editor, the PlCTlRg 8H0W, Room
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Stre<t.
85,
London, E.C.4, and it will be forwarded by the
next mail. A letter weighing more than one oume
will require an additional penny stamp for each
Such letters cannot be specially
extra ounce.
acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the Pif Tl'RR Show to ensure tlm
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
for

HENRY EDWARDS,
Plays.

Ltd..

care of Hcpworth Picture
Hurst lirovc, Waltou-on-Thames,

JACK PICKFOKD,

care of

Goldwyn Film

Co.,

Culver Citv. California, U.S.A.

PR1SCILLA DEAN,

care of Universal Film Co.,

Universal Citv. California, U.S.A.
WILLIAM DUNCAN, care of Vitagraph Co., 1T09,
Talmadge St., Los Angeles, California. U.S.A.
next Keek.)
( Wore atlilrrssrs

.
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his gaze travelled slowly round the company,
finally rested on the bold, handsome face of
Sir Martin Trevor.
For a moment tl»cy looked at one another in
silent challenge.
Then the Lamb spoke, and his voice was cold
and stern.

and

ALL DkeM tktte*** FREE!

"You ask me what I think ? I'll tel! you.
Martin Trevor. 1 think that these arc not
the dice I threw."
Instinctively the rest of the company fell bac k
like men shrinking from a danger which suddenly reveals itself, and the two principals wore
left slone confronting one another.
Sir Martin Trevor did not flinch under the
other's merciless gaze.
Daintily he flicked his handkerchief as though
to brush away some trivial unpleasantness, and
then with studied insolence he addressed hrs

Sir

accuser.
'*
Rustic fool, thou hast drunk too much of
thy uncle's excellent wine
Thy brain must be
"
addled to suggest
Ho got no further.
!

"

You hound

"

!

The- words leaped live-hot from Truscott's
lips, and at the same instant ho matte his spring.
Clutching Sir Martin by tho throat he lifted

him

bodilj off his feet, and flung him backwards
with a crash on to the broad table.
" Doubts I hrtd, but now my eyes are open "
he cried fux'iously.
Then with his rago still unspent he dragged
tho bewildered and half-mocking baronet from
the table, and hurled him across the room where
ho fell sprawling to the floor.
Sir Martin's friends, now at last roused from
the state of helpless inactivity into which the
Lamb's accusation had thrown them, rushed forward to the rescue of their champion.
In a moment Truscott found himself surrounded, but the Lamb had at last discovered
the lion within him.
Like a giant among pigmies ho stood in the
midst of his assailants, and flung them from him.
Then as they scattered he pursued them, sending them down one after the other with sledgehammer blows, not too skilful, perhaps, but
!

terribly effective.
Sir Martin Trevor had risen, and, standing
well back had been a silent observer of this
discomfiture of his friends.
He now advanced a little towards Alfred,
but took care not to come too near.
" There can only be ono end to this unseemly brawl," he said haughtily.

Alfred surveyed the speaker contemptuously.
" When, where, and how you like," he an-

swered curtly.

Then
"

I will

send

What need ? "
What sayest thou

"
friends to arrange
interposed Alfred curtly.
"
to swords ?

my

100 New Designs

Acain Sir Martin bowed bis assent.
" In the field of stunted oaks two dawns from
new ? Are you Bgreeable ? "
"Perfectly," replied the baronet, with some

For the Early Spring

" 'Tis not usual, but
of his old self-possession.
it matters not to me which way you die."
Alfred walked to the door, opened it, and held

open.
" Oentlemea," ho said quietly, 11 1 bid you
good -evening."
As they trooped rather shamefacedly towards
him-Iie called to a servant without.
it

The man appeared

instantly.

" Roger,"

Lamb

sr.id

company from the

the

Hall,
master's chattels."

drily,

and watch

"

show

this

carefully thy

Most of, tho company had passed through the
.loorway, but Sir Martin Trevor was on the
threshold when the words were spoken.
He turned like one who had received a blow.
His face had turned to a deeper pallor, and
was distorted by rage and hate.
" By Heaven ! Master Truscott you have
sigr.cd your own death warrant " he mutterod
" I had thought to bo content to
fiercely.
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maim

theo for thy drunken insolence, but for
you die 1 "
" That's as maybe," replied the Lamb coolly :
anil tho look in his grey eyes was as hard as
this last insult

"

But do not forget, Sir Martin Trevor,
that when we meet it will be on even terms.
The dies will not bo loaded."

dint.

(To be conlinwA in next Monday's
Shuts.")
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MOTUEB SHOW.
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MIRIAM COOPER.— Beautiful Picture Study,

NICK COGLEY MADE UP

Blonde Haired, Blue-eyed Nick Cogley was not downhearted wnen cast for the character of
Aunt Mandy in the Coldwyn picture, " Boys will be Boys," starring Will Rogers. When he
had finished with grease-paint and make-up he came before the camera as shore.

16 x 10, Inside.

AS "AUNT MANDY."

•

J
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Great FREE Gift
Bouquet Face Powder

to introduce Icilma

2 0

Dainty Sample Packets of Icilma Bouquet
Face Poivder Waturelle tint) — the twin-sister
of the world-famous toilet cream, Icilma Cream
—ABSOLUTELY FREE. Post Coupon NOW.
500,000

Silk-sifted

Icilma Bouquet Face Powder is a wonis free from any suspicion of grit, and

derful creation,
as light as air.

Scented with the glorious elusive Icilma Bouquet Perfume,
it really adheres to the skin, but is almost invisible.
It absorbs odour and perspiration, and is very refreshing and cooling.
Nothing is even remotely like it.

§
Free Sample Coupon

Write your name and address ONLY
on the coupon, NOTHING ELSE.
To International Icilma Trading Co., Ltd.
King's
Road, St.
(Dept. 24). 37/45,
Pancras, London, N.W.I.

Bouquet

Face Powder
— tieiu-sister
boxes.

j,'i.7<i

of Icilma

Cream.

One

2'.6.

Please send vie a dainty free sample
of Icilma Bouquet Face Poxcd.r.

In dainty 6/«*

size

Two

only.

and

—

tints

Name.

Naturclle for most complexions; Cretne for brunettes.

— after
toilet

using Icilma Cream complete your
with Icilma Bouquet Face Powder

3B03 OOB0OOOOO
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CALLS
AN
YOU
5/- -#AfEVERY
MONTHLY
MORN.

a
3

Address.

Post in unsealed enveloie for Id. (2d. stamp if a
letter enclosed), or send postcard stamped Id.

oooooooooe

<-»

Post to-day

°COO SOODO O*tol*

THE NEW PATENT

M IND-MASTERY& SELF-CONFIDENCE

Arc you " Master '' cl your mind? Are you clearminded, strong-willed. self-conSdent. and MKcasfulF
Learn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerres.
Banian shyness, awkarduess. timidity, worry, self-tears,
acd " Nerves." L«arn how to more than hold your own
In the Navy. Army. B.A.F.. the Professions. Business,
and Society. 8eud only 3d. stamps for .particulars of
confidential Mento-Nerro strengthening methods.
Used
in the Navy from Vice-Admiral to Seaman, and In the
Army from Colonel to Private. M (V*. D.C.M.'s. M M.'s
-OODFHY ELLIOTT-SMITH. LTD.. S3*. Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London. E.C.I.

SOUND DISCS
DEAFNESS
completely overcomo

SEAFI

and

how

HEAD NOISES

no matter of
Are the same

long standing.

to tor ears as k-& rs " a are to tin*
eyes. Invisible, comfortable. Worn

months without removal. I'm
atory Pamphlet Frco.

THE A .J. WALES

CO., 171,

NEW BOND

ST..

LONDON. W.I.

"Last the time of three."
LADIES'
9d.

per

pair.

GENTS'
1/- per

pair.

PHILLIPS
'SPECIAL*
P

REVOLVING RUBBER HEELS

Keep Your Boys

at

Home!

Let your boys find
KITCHEN £»BU»800MCU)CI

The

41

EMPIRE "

for

5££&&5t.

The " Empire " is the ideal clock for- & woikm&n'« borne.
Fitted wtth a Loud Alaint. rings en two belU, calls yon
evciy inoro. Mounted with a silvered Candelabra for
candle or night-light.
Lveoinoua hand* show time
throughout the night and day. Dark Colour Case and
Lever Movement.
A tino timekeeper, price 33 6 cash
01 37 8 Easy Terms. 6 - monthly.
5,* DEPOSIT now, and promise 5 . monthly
after delivery. Send 6 - now and at.k for the " Empire "

SEND

Satisfaction or deposit refunded.
Clock.
Delivery by
return of post if you send cash pilot* 33 6.

MASTERS,

Ltd., 210,

Hope

Stores,

RYE.

WHEK
mention

rings to your door a

6

ft.

4 in.

sue

16/- RILEY 'Home'
down Billiard Table

the

^Picture

Children

s

Newsi>af>er

Seven Days' Free Trial Given.

-

2d.

(£>(g)<g)&2

Write to-day for Price List,
ELLIS works.
PII
I
iA
LflCl.,
. J. IV I Lit, I
ACCRINGTON.
London Showrooms : 147, AUersgate St., EX.

EI
<|>

Every Friday

;

they

at

will

estimable a recreation as
" Riley "
Billiards at

please

Show.

amusement

home

have no desire to "wander" if they can enjoy so

communicating
with
Advertisers,

their

FY

,

home.
By tending a P.O. (or
16 - you will receive
carriage paid to any address witnin one mile of
railway station, a Riley
Billiard

Table

to rest

on

any dining table (Cash
The
Price jf 13 10a.)
remainder you pay in
17 monthly instalments.
Other sizes supplied

—

prices in proportion.
"Combine"
Riley's

& Dining TabUs
from Jt.34 19a. or in
20 monthly payments.
Billiard
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Pholo,<yrapk5 atd Paragraph c? Picture/.
alone, acting through the scene, and again with
the messenger alone, acting before a curtain of
black velvet.

—

Phys

and

Meanwhile, he craned his neck to watch the
actions of his favourite star.
It was while in
this craning attitude that ho overturned th"
barrel of " snow," dropping it into Miss Dana'i
face with an effect far

How Could He Eat ?
CHOOSING the wrong

time to take a scene
was the cause of filming being held up at

Playerr

more smothering than

that of any genuine blizzard.

a studio recently, when an actor was called
to consume a large sandwich, with every
appcaracne of enjoyment, almost immediately
.

upon

after lunch.
Three times,
the filming haj

something went wrong, then
to be stopped altogether, for
the unfortunato victim found that his capacity
to register enjoyment had stopped with the third
sandwich so soon after a good lunch.

Famous Readers of the " Picture
SKow.
No. 58 — LUCILLE RICKSEN.
LUCILLE RICKSEN is one of the olever
.

children

we shall sec in the coming Edgar
now r.earing completion at the

comedies,

Goldwyn Studios. Lucille isaconstant readerof
the Picture Show, and is more than pleased
when she finds her portrait or one of her fellow
players inside, so
this is=ue.

be delighted with

she will

—

Milton

interrupt

the

will

remember

list
ideal screen
head
lover in our recent voting competition,

keeping his admirers faithful. I hear in
a competition just finished in Chicago, Wallace
Reid again flew to top of the list. Those of you
who admire him will bo pleased with our Art
Supplement this week, one page of which is
devoted to this- screen favourite in various

is still

guides/-

Real Pictures.
centre page,
OURmore
a picture

Miriam Cooper is
than a photograph,
and Miss Cooper, since her appearance in
" Evangeline " has doubled her admirers, so
picture
this
should please you.
also, of

of

A Chance You Must Not
tell

in

Miss.

your friends of the
to-morrow's " Girls'

loca-

trip the other day he had eight
rattles from a rattlesnake attached to
his belt.
It was during the taking of the
exterior scenes of " What's the Matter with
"
Marriage
that a rattlesnake arttempted to

tion

proceedings.

mediately disposed of him, and

hang from the
at the studio.

doorway

Mr.

now

Sills

im-

his rattles

of his dressing-room,

Tony's Plans.

is

taking a holiday as

Before he commences
able.
the first of his new series of short stories,
for which he is shelving serials, he is to take a
holiday, the first for three years, and it is his

soon

BEID, whom you
WALLACE
was
of the
as the

to

Capture.
Sills came back from a

Sills'

WHEN

ANTONIO MORENO

Wallace First Favourite.

won't forget
YOUstory
that begins

Milton

a's

he

is

Antonio says he
intention to visit Honolulu.
expects to sojourn in the land of grass skirts and
ukeleles for several weeks.

—

Snowed Under.
admiration
one
THEnumerous
followers
but

of Viola Dana's
of
all
cost the little
It wasn't
star her life the other day.
caresses that nearly smothered Viola, however,
it

was snow

!

story of " Home Stuff," in which Viola
is playing a part that differs from any role in
which she has yet appeared, required that she
The little player
brave a comedy snowstorm.
tottered out into the snow in true stage style,
"
"
in
the
wings pumped
while the
prop
man
snow down on her.
the big flakes of paper

The

AMBROSE PALMA, a
leading native character
in a new picture company
producing
in
Manila,
which country is luxuriant in beautiful waterfalls, gigantic caves, massive
mountains, eruptive volcanoes, and wonderful tropical scenery.

AGNES

AYRES.

The

portrait
of
this
beautiful star, who will
shortly be seen in a series
of special pictures which,
it is freely predicted, will
soon bring her into the
limelight as one of the
really great stars of the
photo-play.
latest

Star's Appearance Before the Screen.
KIMBALL YOUNG has been making
a personal appearance at the theatres in
America, and exhibitors have testified a>
to the profitable box-office results obtained on
the days Miss Young visited their theatre.
The success of this tour has been so emphatic
that it is said future appearances will be planned
periodically.
A picture from her latent relca-e
appears below.

CLARA

" Never Again !" says Lloyd.
T. WHITLOCK has had one, and
one only, attempt at starring in a serial.
He says he was cured before the first
episode was ended, and you cannot wonder at it
when you listen to some of the situations, frotu
which, by the way, he says he never expected

LLOYD

to survive to play in the next.

Cinema" will you ? It is the story of
" Eyes of Youth," showing the different paths
Fate had in store for a girl who wanted to do
right, and of her chance to gaze into the future
The story made a wonderful
before choosing.
play, yon will remember, and with .the all-star
cast
a photograph of the players appears on
it has made a beautiful photo-play.
this page
Here is your chance to read the story.

—

—

News

of Irene Castle.
from Irene Castle. She is now
on holiday at Miatnai, where she expect3

I'VE

just hoard

to gratify her love of swimming and flying.
this is to be her last holiday for some time
us she expects to begin work on her new contract, immediately, by which she wjll be starred
iu four productions yearly.

For

Trick Photography.

than 300 double exposures, which
MORE
any production,
a record number

is

for

have been made in the Metro production
A. Message From Mars."
As you know, the fantastic order of the story
tells of the message and the dream of the
Messenger from Mors, and this necessitated the
employment of some trick photography that
would render it convincing, as the messenger
appears always in transparent form.
The scenes in which Horace Parker, the hero,
played' by Bert Lytell, and the messenger,
appear together, had to be taken twice in exof "

actly

the

same

positions,

onco with

Parker

All-star cast appearing in the screen version of " Eyes of Youth," now showing on the screen.
story begins in this week's GIRLS' CINEMA. Seated, and reading from left to right, is ALBERT

The

The

PARKER

PAULINE STARKE, CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, WILLIAM CORTLEIGH, MILTON SILLS,
RALPH LEWIS, and HARRY GARSON (producer). Standing VINCENT SARRANO, SAM SOTHERN,
EDMUND LOWE, GARETH HUGHES and RUDOLF VALANTINO.

(director),

:

«

"
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He had

jump off the passenger-coach of
to
" bumpers " in a dress suit
ft fast .train, ride the
and high hat, and jump off while tlie train was
making a pretty good speed.

-The wheels just
missed him, incidentally. He rode on the top
of a fox. car, and let a bridge knock him off to
the ground (fortunately a physician was at
band to fix him up) jumped out of the carriage
of a fast -moving train, and rolled down a steep
;

bank

jumped

;

into

—

a lake,

fully

dressed,

to

lie was getting them ashore
one of them kicked, and all three went
together, so that the rest of the company
Jiad to pull them out. Then he had to do it all
over again. He rode backwards on a galloping
horse, tied to the saddle. The horse ran awaiy,;
and the result was painful to say the least of it.
He was in three bare fist fights in one episode,
.and nursed a real black eye, received accidentally, of course, for several days.
Then he was
thrown down a long flight of stone steps, after

rescue two girls
-alien

down

mother

were undergoing the ordeal of
graph in a portrait studio.

fight.

"

There was at least one scene like that in
'every episode," he said, " and some of them had
a dozen thrillers."

Even

a.

studied plioto-

"

Notes and

OVER THERE."
News From New

YorK.

the Prince of Wales.

EVEN

the attractive smile of the Prince of
Wales is more often seen in ordinary photographs than on the film.
Lloyd George is an exception, however, for his
good-natured,
fascinating smile consistently
flashes out when he realises that he is receiving
the attention of the cinema camera.
'

.

Eren hardened boxers seem to suffer from
cinema nerves " when being filmed, and' Frank
Moran, Jimmy Wilde, and Joe Beckett assume
an air of grimness consistent with their teiise
expressions in the ring,, when the camera lens
"

is

FROM

-•

turned in their direction;

•

Jean Page Married.

Acting as Stepmother.

BEVERLY BAYNE

has returned to NewYork, after a strenuous month stepmothering five little Bushmans, all of them
the children of the first Mrs. Francis X. Bushman. Beverley, not much more than a girl
herself, was suddenly called upon to accept this
responsible position.
She and Francis X. were
playing in Lps Angeles when the five Bushman
children arrived.
v
-7f
Beverly, who is one of those serene sort of
women-who is never ruffled, refused to lose her
composure. She took everyone of them in, the
oldest daughter looking as old as her little stepmother, and the oldest boy towering above
-

EAN

PAIGE is married— to Albert E.
Smith, head of the Vitagraph Company in
J America. You will remember that Miss
Paige, although a newcomer to the screen, has
appeared with great success in a number of O.
Henry film stories, and about a year ago she
won stardom.
Her latest production will shortly be seen over
here, when she stars in
Black Beauty."
'

Fay

Filmer.

her.

They loved Beverly

at once, with the result the

newspaper carried interviews with Ralph Bushman, who has been in many pictures, telling
the world what a fine woman Beverly Bayne
Bushman is. Her own little son fifteen months
old took his half brothers to his heart at once,
and this strangely assorted household moved

along most smoothly until Beverly and Francis

had

to

come

......

east.

.

Mae Marsh's New

A

NOTHER

Part.
welcome re-appearanoe

on the screen

Hanging Around the Theatre.

RICHARD BARTHLEMESS

Mae Marsh,
see in " The

is

whom we are to.
Little 'Fraid Lady," which is a screen
adaptation of the popular novel, "The
Lived in the Woods."
Girl
There is apart for Mae in this story
which allows full scope for the expression of her whimsical charm, which
has mado ber so great a favourite.
You'll love her in this photo-play.

Who

Forty-Nine Varieties.
the steeplechases, which form an
feature of the Stoll picJelfery Farnol's novel,
" The Amateur Gentleman,'' one of the

IX important
ture from

motion-picture celebrity, Richard has
married a famous actress.
David

riders, you will remember, is thrown,
and his horse comes in with empty
saddle, less than a length behind tho
winner of the race. The rider is sup-

thought so well of Mary Hay,
he gave her one of tho leading roles in
" Way Down East," after the death of
CFarinq Seymour removed her from tho
Griffith

posed to be killed.
It was Maurice Elvey's ambition, as
the producer of the film, to present this
" accident " with absolute fidelity, as
w ell as several other less important falls
which are supposed to occur during tho
race.
And so, although only seven

cast.

AS

a

result

of

told you he
appendicitis

his

long illness—

had an op.'ration

—Tom

man,

just

before

HELENE CHADWICK

and "

LEBTX

posed before the camera, where they had to pretend they
seen each other before.

" FLYNN
had never

Miss Clayton has been in Europe all
summer motoring in London and
Franco, and having.* delightful vacation.
Her mother and Donald, her
brother, went abroad with her.
at Work.
all
missed
Eugene
have
O'Brien from his usual haunts.
is working in
Fort Lee,

WE He

N.J., njhich is geographically located
across the Hudson^Rivcr, and about
Ho
ten milej from Now York City.
hai been travelling to this spot on tho

map

every day,' and comes homo so
tired at night that ho has to seek his

forget the days when
ho was a free spirit.
I haven't laid
eyes on 'Gene for Weeks, but they tell

downy couch and

—

Lucky Seena.

OWEN has a swelling bank
SEENA
these
balance
in

and

1
her
since hor husband, Joseph Kaufdied, came back homo last Sunday.

Eugene O'Brien Hard

pounds. He made this
however, without it being
very apparent to any but close friends,
lor his ordinary weight is nearly 250
pounds.
liy the way, Tom wishes mo to tell
yon that if it were not for tho strenuous and active nature of the pictures in which he appears, ho would
have been back at work long before this,
lost forty-five

down

Again.

for

Santschi has

sacrifice,

fields

Work

fit

Snapped

Santschi.

for

CLAYTON, looking
ETHEL
happier than
have seen

!

A Message From Tom

—

Ready

falls are actually seen on tho screen, no
fewer than forty -nine were taken in
order to get those seven right

—

has

curiously enough taken on tho
role of a stage-door Johnny, and
might be seen most any evening
waiting at tho door marked exit of tho
New Amsterdam theatre. The object
of his- wait is no beautiful chorus lady,
but one of the principals in the cast of
" Sally," tho newZiegfeld comic opera.
The lady to whom the critics gave
considerable space is Mary Hay. In
private life she answers to tho name
of Mrs. Barthelmess.
She is one of the
hits of the show, and it now appears
in place " of Mary having married »

mo

days.
The oil
Texas, in which

his hair

is

a3 curly as of yore.

Marjorie and Her Hats.

she has a great many shares, have
lucky.
struck
But Seena doesn't
mean to desert her old friends, and is
still working before the camera.

I

MET

Marjorie

Rambeau on

Avenue one day
.a suiart

lost

Fifth

week, wearing

chapeau.

" It's one of the thirty -nino I brought
" I am
in. m, Paris," she said.
wearing tliem as fast as I can, because 1 haven't any placo to store
thorn in my hotel."
Commodore, where
It seems tho

homo
Celebrities' Elusive Screen Smile.
is there about the click of

WHAT

cinema camera which
makes smiles fade from the

the

faces of celebrities who are caught for
he topical film V says the man who
secures topical pictures
for
Pathe
I

i

ia/.ette.

Mr. Honar Law, Mr. Asquith, Mr.
Hi'fonr, Karl Bentiy and Sir Douglas
Hag, ho says, invariably gaze with
immobile features at the lens, as if they

RICHARD DEX

says film kisses are not all they're cracked np to be.
Here are a few of his instructions during the Aiming of this scene,
Don't smash Miss CHADWICK'S nose.
Don't torn yonr face from
the camera.
Don't forget to look at your watch. It's all don'ts,
says Mr. Dei.

husband, Hugh
Marjorie and her
Dillman, are now living, refuses to
givo the American actress a special
room for her hats. She is in a quandary
because everyone of
Una nro
French creations, and it breaks her
heart to part with them.
Lot'ELLA O. Parsons.

—
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Charming snakes

is this

B. de Mille's studios.
super-special

NORMA TALMADGE

FRANK LLOYD,

lady's business when she is free from her work in Cecil
The famous producer has just completed work on a
"Something to Think About."

BABS RONALD.

one of the picturesque scenes of the East, specially selected for her latest film play, " The Branded
in Mr. Oliver D. Bailey's play " Branded."

Goldwyn

director,

is

very

daughter Alma.

proud

of

his

six-year-old

SHOW."

" I want number 4,708 Daddy, please." A charming incident from Mr. Robert
Buchanan's play, " A Man's Shadow," featuring VIOLET GRAHAM anj

film entitled

in

" PICTURE

EDITH ROBERTS,

Woman,"

adapteJ

the Universal serial star, famous both in
tries her hand at being camera-man.

drama,

from incident

comedy and-

ia

rkture Show, February

CALL OP
1

l

Splendid

New

ROAW

T/IE.

COLEBY and
HERBERT ALLINGHAM L
thy father got thy mother —the
— the gutter "
By A. E.

Serial Story

of the Famous Britt/h Fill

Read This

First.
vagabond wifcli his violin aiul :v
young boy of about twelve arc
tramping along a Kentish lane, when
they come to an old inn. Before the two
" gentlemen of the road " enter, a horseman

AN

Then at last, stung to revolt, Alfred
Truscott turned upon his relative and
guardian.
" Stop

in a cloud of dust.
He stops
the inn for a mug of ale, and says he is
<m his way to warn Master Alfred that
Master Silas has landed in England with
a.lv Roweiia and they are on their way
i.i the Hall.
••
'TIS time the old man eamc to stop the
"J'is diee and eards and
doings at the Hall
wine, dav and night " said the hostess of

approaches

I

!

!

The Old Punch Howl.
are gathered in the

oak room at Truscott Hall, seated around a table
upon Which a game of eards is in progress.
One man only stands apart, watehing the players.
This
i-

is

Alfred Truscott,

called

watehing two men Intently

Trevor,
pression

" the

— tho

Lamb."

first

He

Sir .Martin

handsome and distinguished, with the exof the inveterate gambler; the other a mere

playing with lev. rish anaitj,
at length refuses to play longer,
and implies that Sir Martin Trevor js not playing
lairly.
The Lamb prevents the matter going further,
and succeeds in making the lad leave the Hall.
In the play that, follows, the Lamb loses steadily,
:nid at length stakes his all in a throw of the diee.
sir Martin changes the diee for loaded ones, and
wins
but the Lamb, roused to fury, attacks him,
and, after a rough handling, Sir Martin challenges

\oung llleswater

;

"bjm to^a duel.

The Lamb Leaves

the Fold.

the door closed upon his departed
guests, Alfred Truscott stood staring
at it, his hands buried in his pockets.
His strong, handsome face wore an odd
expression, the expression of one who has just
awakened from a dream or a nightmare, and a
grim smile played about his mouth.
" A man is known by the company lie keeps,"
lie mattered to himself.
"That sorry gang of

rogues tiave been my boon companions for half
a year. Of a truth 1 have no one to blame but
myself."
lie shrugged his great shoulders, and, turning
-lowly, walked moodily across the room to ono
of the tall windows overlooking the trim gardens
and noble park-land of Truscott Hall.
The dawn was breaking, and the twittering
birds heralded the coining of another day.
A kind of feverish restlessness stirred in the
young man's blood. The folly of the past was
now clear to him in aU its sordid reality. If
only he could break from it all and go out into
that clean, wholesomo world, and live a man's
life

!

Tho fumes

heavy upon him,
and yet his brain worked actively and he saw
things with a clearness that made him loathe
himself and the life he had been leading.
Hp dropped into a chair near the table, and,
throwing out bis arm, rested his head upon it.
For a while a crowd of gloomy thoughts
tilled his mind, and then quite suddenly, liko
a tired

of

child, he

wine were

still

asleep.
later he

fell

Some two bom's

was awakened by an
roused himself, and

unfamiliar noise.
He
looked about him stupidly, Gradually he beame conscious of his surroundings. The disordered room, the playing cards scattered all
over the (Igor, an overturned chair, the heavy
brass candle-stick lying at his feet, all Served
to bring back to him t lie events of the previous
i

night.

He rose to his feet, atid immediately became
aware of the noise which had awakened him.
\ disturbance of some sort was going on outside
thO door of the room.
A harsh voice was raised in anger, and then
(.one tho voice of the faithful Roger mildly and
nervously protesting.
'Hie protests were soon drowned by the harsh
tones of the other speaker.
" Tho devil take you
Answer me
Whero
is the Master Alfred, and why is he not here to
"
greet us 1
!

I

" he said sternly.
wilt.

" Say of

Thou canst not

say harsher things of me than 1 have
already said of myself. My father, too,
maybe cost thee pain, though methinks
'twould have been more generous not
to taunt me with his weaknesses when
he has lain these twenty years in his
grave.
But of my mother, not one
word from thee. Her name shall be as
holy to thee as it is to me."
The two men, the one flushed, tho other
while with anger, faced one another in silent
challenge.
Then suddenly the younger turned
abruptly, and strode towards tho door, Before
reaching it, however, he paused, swung round,
and again confronted his uncle.
" Sir," he said quietly, " it shall be as you
•

Silas

i

ERNEST DOUGLAS) and

his niece,

The

Lady Rowena (PHYLLIS SHANNAN).

be;.,

WHKN

!

me what thou

.,t

men

road

!

old

Half a dozen

1921.

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS TODAY.

BEGIN THIS. SPLENDID

TKe

19th,

The next moment

the door flew open, and an
excitedly into the room.
Silas Truscott was a man well over sixty,
and at the best of times he was quick-tempered

old

man stamped

and

irritable.'

At the present moment he was very angry
indeed.
He took hut three paces into the room, and
then stopped dead, staring with astonished
and indignant eyes at the scattered cards and
overturned furniture.

As he realised the uses to which his beloved
oak-room bad been put, his rage rose to boiling
point, and his rugged face becamo almost
apoplectic.

Then he looked

up,

and

his gaze

fell

upon

his

As you have reminded me, my mother
was a gipsy girl. Maybe it is her voice that is
calling me.
1 go to the open road."
I am not
ungrateful for the many benefits I have received
at thy hands, and I deeply regret I have repaid
them so ill, but I do not regret that I am leaving
thy house this day. By doing so I lose much of
"
worth, and I gain freedom
Old Silas Truscott blinked his eyes several
time*, moistened his lips, and became suddenly
the victim of a new kind of agitation agitation
not wholly due to anger.
" Stay " he said grumpily. " We must even
make the best of a bad business. If thou wilt
learn he error of thy way I will allow thee—"
" Naught " interposed the young man impulsively.
It has pleased thee to remind mo of
thy charity. I thank theo for what thou hast
given me, but I will take no more at thy hands.
1 have naught
1 want naught, save to rid theo

—

little

!

—

!

t

!

nephew.
Alfred stood erect, his tall figure towering
above the older man, his face haggard in tho
morning light. So for several seconds the two
men stood in silence, looking into one another's
eyes.

Then

.

wish.

at

himself no
" So "

Silas Truscott
longer.
ho cried furiously.

could contain

last

—

—

of

my unwelcome

presence.''

The old man's anger flamed up again as he
shook his clenched fists in the air, in a vehement,

unseeing eyes straight in front of him. He felt
no inclination to excuse or defend himself, and,
indeed, as well ho knew, excuse there was none.
This old man had been a kind and generous
patron to him, and he had made but a pitiful

angry gesture.
'*
So be it " ho shouted furiously. " Fool or
knave, or maybe lioth, 1 know not go thy way
As he uttered the words ho turned his back
on his nephew and strode down tho room in a
towering rage.
Alfred Truscott gave one glance at the bowed
figure, and his self-reproaches and unavailing
regrets were mingled with a feeling of profound
pity for the old man. He wanted to say some-

return.

thing

I

"

The

vicious

haunts of the town are not enough for thee!
Thou must need make a taproom of my house "
Alfred inado no answer, but gazed with
!

His silence only added

fuel to Silas Truscott's

anger.

man shook

Coining quite close, the old
fist

"

in the other's face.
Wretched libertine

his

" he shouted furiously.
" Thou art a worthy son of a worthless brother
who left me but thee in payment of his debts "
Tho young man flinched at the bitter taunt,

remained outwardly calm.
effort he contrived to speak.
" I am sorry, sir. 1 have been a fool."
Master Silas, who was now pacing excitedly up
and down the room, turned upon him savagely.
" A fool V
A rogue, you mean
Enough
Go thy way go to the devil "
still

With an

!

—

!

!

At the words, uttered in a tone of passionate
contempt, the young man's tall, athletic figure
stiffened, and a new light came into his grey
eyes.

He made no answer, but turned his face again
to the window, and gazed out over the rolling
park -land to the Kentish hills beyond. A new
emotion was

stirring within hiin.

In the misty

see shadowy hands
his ears there sounded
a voice, faint but urgent, calling calling him
to the open road.
His uncle's strident, angry voice broke in
again upon his thoughts.
" I'll havo no more of thee
Go to whero

seemed to
beckoning fo him, ami in

distance

—

ho

—

!

!

—

some word of friendliness and goodwill
parting, but somo other emotion, prido or
shyness, held him dumb, and in silence he passed
slowly out of the room and out of the house.
in

The Open Road.

!

!

but

'.

must l>e confessed Alfred Truscott's fit of
depression did not last long. As ho marched
down the dusty road with long, swinging
strides, and breathed the crisp morning air, his
spirits rose as ho experienced a feeling of extraordinary exhilaration.
He felt liko a boy oii a stolen holiday, or a
bird set free from its cage.

IT

He was young, strong, and lusty, brimminl
over with health and tho joy of life, and for tha
first time he was free, dependent on himself alon".
The farther he left Truscott Hall behind him
tho higher his spirits rose, and ho began to
laugh and sing liko a schoolboy.
Ho skirted tho village by a footpath across
the fields, and plunged into Transcomb Woods.
Ho had no notion whero ho was going. In his
present, mood ho was content to wander and
enjoy his new-found sense of freedom without
a thought for tho morrow.
He was in tho heart of the woods when it
suddenly occurred to him that he had not
breakfasted.
Ho stopped,

and thrust

his

(Continued on page

hands into
8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF VIOLA DANA.

VIOLA DANA.
The

V

Peter

Pan of tke Screen

'IOLA DANA,

A

Welcome.

A Word

to Cinderellas.

HER

latest

Wko

Doesn't Intend to

Grow

She has been called the " Peter Pan
of the screen, and as far as can be

Viola Off the Screen,
you were to call in the Metro
IF studios you would recognise
Viola
once, if you have seen her
at
on the screen. [She looks just the

judged at present she docs not intend

same

to

is

sifter

to

as everyone knows,

Edna Flugrath and

Shirley Mason.

grow

"

merry,

up.

"A

part has been in
Cinderella," and she believes that
girl is a Cinderella at heart.

Twin
every

" Every girl in her innermost heart hopes that
one day Prince Charming will come along
'
and raise her from her humdrum existence

play-loving child, and
like the little girl
she plays so well,
she has all the enthusiasm of -the child for
"dressing up."
She is also a beautiful
dancer,
the result of having Le?n trained
for
the
stage
danscusi-.
by a
famous
Although she excels in classic dances Viola
also admits to
a great fondness for
modern ball-room dances, and has

won

in contests.
also that she likes no
film better than the one in which sho
has an opportunity to dance.

When

SHEamusing

—

was 10 years

when she

appear

and

Screen

has been a star

since she
of age,

peared
stage

.

in

on
"

the

aplegitimate

V

as a child
can well be said she has
been on the stage ever since she can
Her first appearance on
remember.
the screen was with Edison, when
she was eleven, but she forsook the
it

she has persuaded Shirley to
have hers bobbed too. One of the
inducements was that they could wear
each other's hats. They love wearing
each other's clothes, too,, and can, as
they are both of the same height,
4 ft. 11 ins.

at Sixteen.
Collins who gave Viola
position in pictures.
He

was John
first

first

Now

Girl."

her

Viola Bobbed Her Hair.
IOLA DANA was one of tha

!

screen for the stage again until after
her success in ''The Poor Little Rich

IT

to

of screen stars to " bob
her hair."
She likes It now,
but says that at the time, after
making up her mind, she went
alone to the hairdresser and, after
the
first
clip,
horrified the poor
" Oh, it's
assistant by crying out,
"
awful, put it back

Her debut was made

A Widow

trying

When

Viola Flugrath.

•

mother.

find such a child.

this play that
took the najne by which she is
now known, for her real name

so

like its

Days were spent

The Poor Little
It was during

Rich Girl."
the run of

five,

most

her
career was when she waa
cast for the part of a mother
in " Gladiola."
Miss Dana is bo
small herself that the child (to
play her screen child) had to bchosen with great care so that
she would look big enough to

Career.

VIOLA

"Mother"

that
the
incident of

tells

heart."

Stage

Cast for a

Part.

Charming it was because she was
fine and good, and had a real kind

A

them

prizes for

She admits

says,
royal level," .she
and here Viola has, a word of
" So,
if
you are a
advice.
Cinderella, read the story again
Carefully, and you will find that
Cinderella did not depend on her
Prince
beauty alone to win
his

to

Uj>

VIOLA DANA.

was always her hero and he used
to tell her that he fell in love with her
that very day.
When Viola was sixThen came an
teen, they married.
epidemic of influenza and he died, but
Viola said it was wonderful to have those
memories to help her through the day3
that followed.

Enquiry.

If

you want to write her, address your

Her Ambition.
letter

'IOLA'S ambition

:

VIOLA DANA,
c,o

(Mention the

Her Smile.

Metro Pictures Corporation,
Hollywood, Los Angeles, California.
Picture Show to ensure an early reply.)

Suspicion.

Just Coj

is to return to the
stage, for she says no one can
be truly reconciled to give it up
entirely, but it is dreadful to like both
stage and 6creen so well that you wish
to be doing both at once.

Fear.

Picture Show, February

B

"THE CALL the ROAD."

(C

^rl?

For a moment he looked very grave,
and then gradually a broad smile spread over
,For the 6rst time
l>is good-humoured face.
in his life he was hungry without the means of
and
as
yet the experience
meal,
obtaining a
was sufficiently novel to be amusing.
He laughed as he flung himself down at the
foot of a giant beech, intending to rest a while
and think the matter out.
" 'Tis good to be free
free as a bird," he said
" But even birds must eat, and,
to himself.
unluckily for me, I have more than a bird's
pockets.

—

—

—

It begins to

appetite.

dawn upon me

that what

want is a job. What offers for the services of a
young man, strong as a mule, and with no more
sense in his head than there is in a turnip "
He began to sing first softly and then lustily,
making the woodland arches ring with his
I

'!

.

voice

:

" There were three ravens sat on a

tree,

With a down hey down hey down.
They were as black ax they could be.
With a down hey down hey down.

And one

of them said to his mate
Where shall we our breakfast talce ?
With a down derry deny deny dovm down."
'

'

He had barely come to the end of the verso
when he heard a sound which made him stop
singing abruptly, 'sit up with a jerk and gaze
eagerly about him. It was the sound of music.
Somcwhero id the depths of the wood an in truinent had taken up the song he was singing, and
now the air of "The Three Ravens," played
with a lively spirit, floated to him through tho
t

rees.

He listened, and the music came nearer, and
presently ho descried two figures forcing their
way through tho sea of bracken which surmunded the little clearing in which he was
seated.

His eyes lit up with pleasure as he recognised
the newcomers.
The foremost was the old vagabond fiddler
whom, long ago, ho had christened Paganini
Primus. And behind him came the boy Secundum
almost hidden by the tall, russet-tinted bracken.

The old man was so intent upon bis playing
that he did not perceive Alfred till he was quite
near.

Then, with a

sweep

final

of his

bow he looked

up, and at once uttered an ejaculation of delight

and

surprise.

"
" Master Alfred
By all that's wonderful
" Why not ? " said Truscott, with a laugh.
mischievous twinkle came into the fiddler's
roguish eyes.
k
!

!

.

A
"

The Lamo hath wandered from

its

fold,"

he

Ml id drily.

Young Truscott laughed again.
" Nay, not wandered— pitched out neck and
crop, old friend."
The old fiddler's cheery face assumed a
sombre expression, as ho seated himself against
the tree-trunk by the young man's side.

"

Ay

!

So

1

hoard an hour agono

!

'Tis

a

talo

that will travel fast,. I'm sorry, lad."
" Sorry ! " cried Alfred in a tone of mock
" Sorry that thy old friend hath
indignation.

gained his liberty

— how

road ?
" Ay

Say now, Primus,

?

tell

mo

long hast thou had the freedom of the
Two score years at least, I warrant "
"
'/

!

And more

!

" And wouldst thou barter thy freedom for
aught this world can give ? "
" Nay. 'Tis true.
Tis good to be one's own
master. But I am an artist, and the collar of
servitude does not rest, easy on the neck of ono
who has the artist's soul. All the same. Freedom
has its price, and tho price imjat bo paid. This
at least, in patches
life is- hard
and 1 would
not recommend it to a friend.
I ployed tho
fiddle at. thy christening, Master Alfred, and
knew well thy father and mother."
Alfred gavo the speaker a quick look.
" Ay, so I've heard. Tell me about them. 'Tis
an old tale that has come to me in scraps. I
never heard the truth of it."

—

—

Tho old man, turning his head, glanced at
Sccundus, who had built a fire and was now
frying bacon over

it.

Tho fiddler held up three fingers stealthily,
whereupon tho boy nodded, and put another
rashes in tho pan.

"Thy parents?"
iseently.

"

As you

The old man was

have to tell but what is common knowledge.
'Twas said thy father had played high
and lost his all. Anyway, he took to wandering
the country, and it seems he fell in with a

little I

0 "'

said the old man, remin«ay, 'tis an old tale. There's

Romany

Secundus,

He

an ancient snuff-box, opened
and took an enormous pinch.
breath, and snapped
the box viciously.

Then he drew a deep

" Well, well," he said, irritably, " 'tis part of
work to play at burials— besides, thou art
friend."
Alfred, who had risen to his feet and stretclied
himself, laughed and clapped the old man on
the shoulder.
" Then if it is for me thou hast to play, let
thy tune be a lively one ! " he said, lightheaVtedly.
The old fiddler remained silent and motionless for several seconds.
Then, slowly and

my
my

" shouted
the sizzling bacon

master

who was shaking

and then profound-

stupefied,

it,

He was

she was beautiful."
" Breakfast is. ready,

1921.

agitated.
fished out

ly

a boUhy, good-natured
lad, hail fellow and well met with high and low,
and he soon made friends with the gipsies. He
fell in love with a girl of the tribe, and married
her. She was your mother. A little princess she
was, as beautiful as the stars, and as good as
tribe.

19</(,

!

in the pan..

The old fiddler rose hurriedly, as though glad
of the interruption.
" Come, lad, let us eat " he said, with a kind
of forced heartiness.
" One minute," said Alfred, still seated on
the ground, and looking up gravely at the old
man, " what happened to her— to
mother ? "
" She died at t hy birth, lad, and for four years
nothing more was heard of thee or thy father.
And then one day the gipsies pitched their tent
on the lower meadow of Master Silas Truscott's
own land. Even in those days thy uncle had a
quick temper, and he was furious. He went himself to drive the trespassers off his land, and
when he got to the camp he found his own
brother there on the verge of death."
"
father ? " said Alfred, in a low voice.
" Ay
And he was far gone. He pointed to
!

solemnly, he put out his hand.
Alfred gripped it heartily.
" Courage, old friend. VVho knows what the
morrow will bring » Sir Martin Trevor and I
have had many duels of sorts. 'Tis time the luck
changed.
I was ever one to believe that the
next throw of the dice would be in my favour.
Come Be a man, and you shall be my second.
The sight of thy old face will keep me in good
heart."

my

!

The
"

man nodded

old

Ay

eagerly.

At

come.

I'll

!

least, I'll see

thou hast

fair play."

My

Rowena.

!

who

you,

stood near by, a wee lad, and said

Lady Rowena, niece and ward
THETruscott,
sat
her dressing-room

of Silas

Silas. "Twas little he said,
and he died that night. Master Silas made him
a promise to care for thee, and he took thee back
to the Hall.
And that's the end of the tale.
Master Alfred, as far as I know it, and as it is the
same tale as is told up and down the countryside, I reckon in the main it is true. But 'tis ill
dwelling on the doings of twenty years ago
when a man is hungry and good food waits to

something to Master

in

girl
barely twenty, and
beautiful with that fair, exquisite
loveliness only to be found in the rural districts
of England.
She had a disposition as sweet as her appearance, and everyone loved her, but next to her
uncle there was no ono who had for her a more

devoted attachment than Hulda, her maid.
Rowena had been silent for some time, and
then she spoke, hardly conscious that she was

already commenced his breakfast.
Alfred Truscot t spent the rest of the day with
the two Paganinis, sharing their simple adven-

expressing her thought aloud
" 'Tis odd he should have left the house
the very hour 1 entered it ! "
" Your cousin, my lady ? "
Yes."
" 'Tis said he quarrelled with your uncle,
my lady."
" Yes, that's tine.
They parted in anger.
My uncle has told me all. What manner of man
is my cousin Alfred ?
He was but a boy when
:

their frugal fare.

He found the life curiously attractive, and
when he thought of the money he had squandered in the wild pursuit of artificial pleasures,
he was astonished to discover how much happiness could be obtained at such little cost.
When night fell, however, new thoughts came
to him.
During the day they had paid a visit to a
neighbouring fair, which had not been a great
success to them financially, and now they were
back in Transcomb woods.

I

fire was burning, and Primus was feedwith twigs. Nearby, Secundus was lying
full length on the ground, fast asleep.
Alfred was seated with his back to the fire,
and his good-humoured face wore a look of
complete contentment.
" It has been a good day. Primus," he said,
" 1 feel twice the
as the old man approached.
man I was."
" It's the fresh air, lad," said the old fiddler.
" To give a man a contented mind there's
naught like good air and a good conscience."
"And good company,'' said Alfred, with a

The

old fiddler grinned complacently.
Maybe, maybe. It's a sad heart that never
rejoices, and if you can't always get what you
want, the next best thing is to be grateful for what
yoii'vo got, and keep up a cheerful spirit.
It's
been a good day, but to-morrow will be better,"
" I'm not so sure of that," interposed Alfred.
The old man gave him a quick look.
" What mean you by that ! "
"

Alfred looked up at him.
" 'Tis good of you to keep mo company and
give a relish to my first taste of freedom, Primus,
but the dawn must see us part."
" Hey t "
Alfred nodded, smiling.
" I

have an engagement.
Just one more
of business to be settled before I cut
myself adrift from tho old life. To be frank, 'tis
a small matter of honour betwixt Sir Martin
Trevor and myself."
The old fiddler stared, his one good eye wide
open, and the flickering light of the lire showed
a look of comical dismay on his genial face.
" fle gasped.
" Sir Martin Trevor
"
"
little bit

'.'

Ay

!

A

"

very proper man, my lady, big and strong
to look "upon."
Handsome "

"

it

smile.

went away."

and good

A good

ing

hair.

Rowena was a

So saying, he turned on his heel ajid strode
towards the fire where young Secundus had

and

auburn

radiantly

be eaten."

tures

while

her maid brushed her luxurious wealth
of

,

?

The maid hesitated before replying.
" I know not what to say, my lady," she
" You would not call him
said at length.
handsome, maybe, but he is a fine man, and
here is in his eyes that which even a groat
lady might find dangerous."
Rowena laughed.
" Thou art a romantic child," she said. " He
l

•

a ne'er-do-well who cares for naught but
wine and cards. Nath'less, I would I had seen
Now I shall never see him. He is in
London by now, I warrant, back in his old
haunt."
is

him.

"
"

Not yet, my
How know

lady.

you

Ho

is still in

that

T

"

these parts."

demanded her

mistress, sharply.
" He fights a duel with Sir Martin Trevor
to-morrow at dawn in tho field of tho stunted
oaks. In the servants' hall it is all the talk."
"
duel ?
Trevor ? Is that tho man who
"

A

killed

young Devon

?

my

" Yes,

•
lady."
rose to her feet, her glorious hair
tumbling about her shoulders and her bright

Rowena

eyes sparkling with excitement.
" Hulda
she cried, in an eager whisper.
" Listen
I leave the house just before dawn,
and thou must accompany me. Go, child, sro
that all is prepared, so that we may go out
without being observed."
" My lady " protested tho maid, in horror.
!

1

!

"

Enough

!

1

havo made up

my mind

"

!

exclaimed tho Lady Rowena with an impetuous
stamp of her little foot. " My uncle hath given
mo his description of Alfred. I would find out
the truth for myself. I will see with my own
eyes if this gipsy cousin of mine hath any mettle,
in him."
(Another thrilling instalment next Monday.)
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" Aunt Mandy's "
borror

" Boys

expression oi
in
the
Goldwyn film
Will Be Boys," starring
Will Rogers.

9

I

10

Sis Years in Filmland.

(STARTED

doing film work about six
years ago.
Before that 1 had many years
experience on the legitimate stage," Langhomo Burton told me the oilier day. " In
my early days I spent some time in the English
provinces, and was lucky enough to be associated ivrlh such well-known actors of the old
school as Henry Neville
and Edward Terry,
whose advice and help
were of great use to

me."

Langhorno Bur-

'Mr.

ton has also appeared

New. Zealand and

in

Australia

leading

as

man under Williamson,
and in America with
Olga Nethersole.

The Best
" IN'
|

of

Luck

!

Burton

appeared for five seasons
LftWGttOrvWK bUrfTON. at the Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane, as the hero
in
The Best of Luck and Scaled Orders,'
l>y the late Henry Hamilton and Cecil Raleigh.
Naval parts have rather followed me through
my professional career, one in Sealed Orders,'
one in the
Flag Lieutenant,' and one in the
Luck of the Navy at the Queen's Theatre."
Lahghorne Burton has also appealed in London
under the management of Miss Ethel Irving
and Alfred Butt, in " Kitty Mackay " and " Peg
the late' H. B. Irving, Cyril
of My Heart,"
.Maude, Frederick Harrison. Miss Mary Moore,
and others, but for the last year and a half ho
has devoted himself to film work.
'

I

'

'

'

'

'

The Pretty Kind

of Story.

ONEand thepretty

best pictures of the purely slight,
kind to be produced in
England," said Langhorno Burton, ''in
of

my

is "Sweet and
Seymour Hicks'

opinion

appear

in

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROMf

A Temperamental

STUART
MADGE
France, but she

My Most Interesting
PERHAPS it's the

again from
that she still
longs for the sunshine and the flowers of
the south. However. France or no France,
she was surrounded by colour and beauty, in
one of the nicest little flats in London, when I
had tea with her tho other afternoon.
Although Madge Stuart is decidedly of the
temperamental type, there is a delicious " honieiness," if one may coin such a word, about her
personality.
It is the eternal feminine in her,
and the entire lack of self-consciousness and
conceit that are points almost as attractive as
the brightness of her dark brown eyes and the
charm of her smiling lips.

'1'wenty, ' in

which

chance came when Violet Essex left Chu Chin
(.'how,' 1 played her part for twelve months.
Only girls who have taken part in a long run
of a successful piece can have any conception
of the strain upon the artiste," Madge Stuart
" Especially in a part like Marcontinued.
janah, when one plays all the year round in
bare feet, and all the time in such productions
one is dependent on perfect health, this is an
absolute necessity. Ono must keep up to concert pitch, or one's voice suffers, and it's one
of the most difficult things in the world to sing
night after night on the stage," Madge Stuart
added.
'

Picture Fever.
was when Madge
IT Stuart was at His

I

old part of the jolly
has only just been

Film

Majesty's that she

was asked to go down
to the Harina Studios,
and she got her first
films on
lead in
a
screen test.
" When

?

'Amateur Gentleman,'

Jeffcry Farnol," said Langhorno
Burton, " and in some ways the most.
There were three fights in it, two
The
affairs with pistols, and a steeplechase.
author Came to watch the work, and knowing
writing.
intended
to
convey
in
his
what he had
Lis suggestions were often invariably of untold

doing

assistance.

it,

Its Fascination.

screen

work," Lunghornc Burton told
both in the theatre and on tho
is

most
t

lino

and

I
look
prejudice
against it in the Cinema
world dies down. Two

interesting,

when

the

cos) iinio

films

Tom

'

Jones and Cod and
the Man,' in which I
'

'

featured for the Jdeal

Company

some timo
ago, were both enormously Successful in this
country, so one feels
hopeful in this direction."

An Edward
Knoblock Film.
TELY Lang-

MADGE aTUART

borne Burton has
been w o r k n g
i

under the famous producer, Donald Crisp of tho
famous PlayorsLasky British productions,
" Keeping up Appearances," by Edward
in
Knoblock at their studios at Islington. " was
being
in
connected
enormously interested
v.ith so perfectly eiptippcd and lighted a studio,
and with men who understood the technique of
film production so thoroughly.'' -aid l.am;horn:»
I

Burton.

CECIL HUMPHRIES.

I
reached
the Studio at Croydon," she told nie.
" there were crowds of
other women on tho
same errand, and each
one of us went through
I hurried back
a test.

to

mine,

and

the

theatre

thought no more

I

after

about

received another letter from the
Harma Company asking me to go and see them.
1 went and fixed up my contract straight away to
Nature's Gentleman,' produced
play lead in
\intil

J

'

COSTUME
"
forward

t

Stuart declared.
".I joined the company as a chorus girl, bvit one day it so
happened that Oscar Asche discovered that I
had a voice, and I was put on to understudy
Violet Essex as Marjanah.
Then one day my

by

me,

me

Oscar Asche and " Chu Chin Chow."
"'/^>HIN' was rather luck for me," Madge

Strenuous.

Costume Work and

home

is

tells

This
lieutenant.
released to the public although completed over
a year ago. Altogether there are twelve pictures
in which I am featured, awaiting release some
time or another.
naval

%

Artiste.

London," Langborne

went on, "

'

Igvj.

by Martin Thornton."

Beauty and Brains.
Madge Stuart

WHEN

left

His Majesty's she

understudied Fay Compton in '' Summer Time," and then she played a small
but important part in " Tho Elusive Pimpernel."
But her acting stood out so brilliantly as well
as her beauty, that Maurieo Elvey.gave her tho
only woman's part in " An Amateur Gentleman." As she proceeded with this picture her
In some emoart developed tremendously.
tional scenes taken in the studio one day, she
revealed such power that sumo of the preceding
scenes wero retaken.

Romance and Cecil Humphries.
1 EXPECT that many PierunE Show

readers

remember Cecil Humphries' triumph in
" Romance," Doris
Keanc's enormously
successful play.
" My first, acquaintance with tho screen

was

made about six or seven years ago in a picco
called 'The Life Guardsman,' produced by the
British Actors Film Company at Bushey.
" I played a very small part, and when I saw
the result

I

made

a resolution, that nothing

would ever induce me to act again for the screen.
All good resolutions, however, seem destined to
get broken, -for one night during the long run of

LANGHORNE BURTON,
as

as Br-verlev.

and
I

MAI

_
'

walk through the Ken USD ,*
has been thrown from her h

Lady Cleone,

1
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l^ALIACE
WALLACE REID

has had a

career off and on the
He played his first part
on the stage at the age of four
as a little girl and tried being a
ranchman, a general surveyor,
and a newspaper man before
adopting the screen as a profession and winning fame as an
ideal screen lover and dare-devil
of the films. Here we see him in
a few of his screen successes.
varied

screen.

;

ft
Laughing and frowning
Fool

A

"

" He

laughs best

-in

" The

who

Dancin'
laughs last"

"knignt" in
armour in
"You're Fired."

—

jj
'

A

snapat
taken

happy

shot

home.

7

"PET

" in unaccustomed
guise -in "Double Speed."

Our "

ideals lover

[fa
ill

>2

ANN LITTLE

calls

him " over the coals "
—in " Excuse my Dust.

Photo:

Paramount Artcraft. r_

15

day unworkable, but wc take advantage
"
minute wo can

of every

!

December Rain-Water.

YOUR OWN STARS

played Ronald BarrvPARDOE WOODMAN
the weak and rather degenorato

my

dressingroom was invaded by a producer who offered
me a leading part in a film play. I thanked him
for the offer, and told him that, having seen myself once, nothing would ever induce mo to inself
on a long-suffering
shadow
flict my

Romance,' at the Lyric Theatre,

'

'

'

public.

The

mainc,
brother of tho heroine in " The Amateur
Gentleman" who was all the limo tho right
stuff

many

Ronald was the cause
of

Pleydell Mystery.
"

prothat
while he quite agreed I was a horriblelooking person he happened to be an old
friend— the type he wanted for the leading part
was the most horrible -looking man he could find.
Pleydell Mystery,' in which
That was in the
I played the part of John Pleydell, and from
that moment I seem to have been playing for
pictures, except for an interim during the war,
more or less ever since.

—

'

Pardoo Woodman.
"

Some

Successes.
from memory, among the many
parts I have played I remember Gascoigne Devigne in The Veiled Woman,'
Lord Dangars in The Profligate,' Prince Lucio
in The Sorrows of Satan (in which 1 co-starred
with Miss Gladys Cooper and Mr. Owen Nares),
Charles Greville in 'The Romance of Lady
Hamilton,' the leading parts in The Hours of
The Pride of the North,' The Swindler,'
Trial,'
The Elusive Pimpernel,' The House on the
Marsh,' The Winding Road,' and The Shadow
The
I also remember Chichester in
of Evil.'
The
Amateur Gentleman,' St. Remys in
Tavern Knight.' At the present time I am

QUOTING

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

1

'

'

'

playing

my

production
parts I have

of

'

False

Chichester

my

Stoll Film
Harold Shaw's
Of all the

the
in

general tussle, 1 finally
got knocked out and
fell into a large puddle
of icy cold rain-water,

and

to

lie

the

in

it,

unconthe end

until

scious,

This

scene.

CECIL EGERTON

was one joy of the
'Amateur Gentleman.'

A

LEIGH

Pistol Duel.

THINK

" I

the best scene." Pardee

Woodman

went on, "is the death of Chichester
(played by Cecil Humphries) and myself.
a pistol duel, a really big scene, and a
have
We
ft was a great pleasure to all of
very long one.
us owing to the fact that Maurice Elvey took
}

the scene in one long shot of about 300 feet,
instead of the usual shots and close ups, and it
was so good in the long scene that he left it as it
was, and it just plays itself."

Flugrath's Smile.

Edna

afternoon
THEveryotherdelighted
with

I

met Edna Flugrath,

had greeted

"

'

'

favourite.."

Charm

had

I

supposedly

the enthusiasm that
the. trade show of " Kipps."
to my flat," she
get
back
to
glad
I am very
for she has
told me, and I was not surprised,
probeen working hard in exteriors for a Stoll
miles
hundred
duction on a great common, not a

played

Amateur Gentleman
is

with

Evidence.'

perhaps,
in
The

thihk,

1

part

fifth

Rupert Devereux

Company.

tho scenes

of

were taken in December,
and during a

of

Many Parts—Many

'

trouble

the

all

throughout the film, I
had most 6f the
dramatic scenes," said

the
said Cecil Humphries,
BUT,"
ducer only smiled and assured me

'

underneath his
''As
vices.

away from London.
Edna Flugrath's great charm
and full
it is such a happy one,

of Person-

ality.

Adeline
HERE
Hayden
is

lies in her smile,
of kindness.

Coffin,

who has

been

Young Ambitions.

Walter

engaged by

twenty-one," Cleak Morton
BEFOREme was
not long ago, " I selected my
I

explay
to
for Broadclusively

West

told

west Films. Mrs.
Hayden Coffin, besides
possessing

and

refined

a

distinguished

ADELINE HAxDEN

manner,- great good
COFFIN.
looks, and a perfect
knowledge as to what to wear, and when and
how to wear it, has charm and personality.
She has won her way right into the hearts of all
picture-goers.

Picture
" I

WAS

under the direction of Mr. Camiller.
ambitions besides
Cleak Morton has also other
it is that
film acting
Elliott,

—

Making
in

own company, and took it on tour. It
that wo
was in the day of portable theatres, so
town to town
could pack up and move on from
as the
billed
was
I
country.
at will; all over the
Cleak
youngest actor manager on the road.
Hall, for
Morton has done film work at Worton
1 he
Samuelson's, and he played a lead in
Upcher and Ann
Definite Object," with Peter

in

Smyrna.

Smyrna when

I

saw a

first

picture

taken," Cecil Egerton Leigh told me the
" Some native
boys were
Other- day.
filmed on the beach, and I was bitten by the
I had no great liking for
desire to do film work.
ordinary business, so 1 determined to try my
When I got back to
Movies.'
luck in the
England, I played Martin Sabine, in the George
Testimony,' produced by
Clark production,
Guy Newall. In A Rank Outsider I played
I have also played in the
Sir Charles Westcott.
Alliance production, 'The Door that Hath no
Key,' with Olive Sloane.
"It's not all joy doing exteriors in winter
time in England," Egerton Leigh laughingly
" Shivering
evening
in
about
confessed.
clothes in the middle of the day is not an entirely
acting
film
blissful experience, all the same
"
has its roses, as well as its thorns

and I am sure all
Picture Show readers

I

1

'

1

'

—
!

Judd Green and a Roving Vagabond.

HEARD

he
from Judd Green recently
playing the part of a Roving Vagabond
in "The Mystery Road," for the Famous
Paul Powell is the producer. Writing
Players.
" the
from Nice, Judd Green tells me that
weather has been much the same as we get at
times in England ; one day fine, and another

I

is

;

writing,

scenario

of

will

wish him every

success.

"The Amateur
Gentleman."

BY

Jeffery
Stoll's

Farnol,

Eminent

British Authors'
Series,

produced

Maurice
Typical

by

Elvey.
English

scenery, love, passion,
the whole

ambition,

of human
emotions flows along
merrily through this

gamut

CLEAK MORTON.

magnificent screen play.
" It is a picture version of a story written
round the doings of a gentleman of fashion a
hundred years ago, and the desire of a young
man to become a gentleman. Telling, too, how
"
he failed in this respect, but won a wife

A strong, human story that will appeal to
readers of Picture Show.
Edith Nepean\

all
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fine

19?//,

1921.

story of a croolc
to go straight.

who wanted
% £t iiiiiiiiiiliuiiiiirmiiiinii.il7 I nun ijii ""'""y,/,,,,,,,,,,,///^^^^ ^t

He sat down suddenly and faced the
crowd with a grim smile on his lips.
For a moment they stared at him a?
if they eoidd not believe what he said,

SAPPHIEE " MIRE WILSON, chief

of the toniest gang of crooks in
New York city, sat back in his
easy-chair and blew a cloud of smoke
from liis Corona Corona with a purr of

of the
threatening gestures.

then "several

men

rose

with

One of them drew
life-preserver from his pocket and
called him off.
Mike
made for Roger, but
*"
Just clear out into another room, all
he ordered:
Betty,"
of vou except
" We'll see this thing through."
side.
one
He called the girl on
" Don't get scared, Betty," he said.
" They all talk like that after doing
I'll leave
their first bit on the island.

satisfaction.

a

His gaze rested on the sumptuously
furnished room, only one of many in
the magnificent mansion that was' the
headquarters of his gang, and then
rested on his pupils.

Again he purred with approval.
Men and women, they were all stylishly
but quietly dressed, and looked just
similar to the thousands of society folk
who occupied similar mansions to his
own in the exclusive neighbourhood of
Fifth Avenue.
Mike hail no use for toughs or tofTs.
He had brought his ice-cold, quick.

you to talk sense into him.
'

You'll do

the two loven

He went out, leaving
together.
£»
" You don't mean it, Roger.
You re
not going to cut the gang? " said Betty
" I do. Betty. I ought to have told
,

tiiinking brain into the business of rob-

bing other people with the same degree
you in the street, but somehow, I was
thought that a merchant pits his exI want to play
afraid of losing you.
and business acumen against
I want to marry
straight all round.
In Mike's case his rivals
his rivals.
both cut the gang
you, Betty. Let us
_
were the police.
"
and start again ?
Against them he waged a perpetual
".Why couldn't wc get marrrd
battle of wits, and so far he had had
without'being honest ? " replied Betty.
more than his share of victories.
" Because vou would be ashamed of
True, the police won a skirmish here
mc and I should be ashamed of you,"
and there.
Hi; card index had just
" Let s both hit the
replied Roger.
icminded him of one which was a not- 'w////////////////////////////y///////v////////^
able triumph for his enemies.
One oi '//^////////////////////////////////////////////////////,////'////////////////>///////////;//'///////////////* straight trail together."
Bettv shook her head.
the cleverest pickpockets in the gang,
" It's no use, Roger.
We're crooks,
[Paramount-Artcrajl.
ENID BENNETT as Betty tells Roger they must part
Roger Moran. had been caught nearly
and it's the only trade I know. What
two year. ago. He was due to be renarrow
At the best
and
?
straight
on
the
leased in the morning.
could I do
look as though of a man who had lived under the
"A smart lad," mused Mike. "Only that bit ot
get a job washing steps, or waiting in a third-class
shadow of death.
and
to
iHxury,
I couldn t
used
got
I've
bad luck which even the best plans can't prevent, got
restaurant
The chief warder shook hands with him heartily,
Koger in the pen. The police will be keening a sharp
stand the servant stunt. Besides, I couldn't desert
and then turned to Betty.
wait till
shouldn
I
t
to
go,
"
mean
"
you
eye on him now. but I guess we shall be able to bead
Use
my pals- If
You're his sweetheart, I guess," he said.
them off."
Hike comes back. He might get nasty."
all your influence to keep him away from the lot he
"
and
whole
gang,
or
the
Mike
of
afraid
He turned to a pretty young woman who sat on
I'm not
mixed with before."
Nor am I afraid of the
the edge of his desk.
vou kuow it, Betty.
As ho handed Koger some papers he fixed the
straight,
want
to
go
" Roger is due out from the pen to-morrow, Minnie.
because
I
just
It's
ilaii"er
young man with his keen eyes.
" You'll not forget what I told you, Moran.
Funny Hetty isn't here to talk over arrangements to
and because I want to take you with mc tliat I'm
It's
meet him."
pk-ading."
the straight game that pays."
" Betty Palmer will be on hand. Milce, don't you
" I'll not forget, sir," said the ex-convict. " You've
For a moment Betty hesitated, then she gave a
reckless laugh.
trouble," said 'Frisco Minnie.
been very good to roe."
"She was buying
,.
" You've got my final, Roger. Forget me.
I in
things for him the other day
She knows the date."
The two men shook hands, and Roger passed out
" Guess she's as fond oi Koger as you are oi me,
sticking to the gang."
with Betty, a free man.
Minnie,'' said Mike, with a sly chuckle.
Roger Moran knew that it would be useless to plead
" You seem to take a lot lor granted, Mr. Wilson."
further with the girl in her present mood, but lie
Roger's Resolution.
made a silent vow that when he got fixed up. if ever he
said Minnie with that aristocratic air that hail de"
"
/"> EE, this is good
ceived half the jewellers' salesmen in New York.
did, he would come back and get Betty out of the
exclaimed the man as he
" You're sure the real duchess, Minnie " said .Mike
" Two years in a
clutches of Mike.
inhaled the fresh air.
Roger took up his hat and crossed over to Betty.
admiringly.
"Hello! Here is Betty."
tomb
Only those who have been through
" So long for a bit, Betty," he said as he took
All the gang ro-e from their seats as Hetty Palmer
it was real good of
it can realise what it means,
her in his arms and kissed her. " But you can stnke
stepped into the room. Young, not more than twent yyou to come and meet me, Hetty," he went on, lookon mc that I'm not going to lose you."
two, she looked as much unlike a crook as a bishop
ing very tenderly at tljc girl beside him.
" Well, it's all over now. Roger," said the. girl.
looks like a burglar.
" Once a Crook."
" Spike has got the most scrumptious feed waiting for
A dainty, lasciuating girl, she looked a lady from
the top of her coquettish fur toque to the shimmering
you, and all the bunch are waiting to give you the
weeks later Roger found employment
tips of her tiny shoes.
Honesty shone in her merry
glad hand and welcome you back to the fold."
with Joshua Starbuck, the manager of the
brown eyes, and the smile on her bfl would have
Roger halt opened his mouth to speak but thought
one bank in the little town of White Harbour.
allayed the suspicion of any detective tliat ever wore
bi tter of it.
He gazed ahead in a dreamy kind ot
It was not much of a job as jobs go. being nothing
a badge.
Yet those delicate hands, so charmingly
way.
more than a man-of -all-work at Mr. Starbm k's pretty
gloved, could coax the secret ol the cunningest comWhat's the matter, Roger ? " asked the girl,
country cottage on the, outskirts of the town, but
bination that ever locked a sale.
The lit He, shellpulling »P and looking at him with some alarm. "I
Roger Was happy.
like cars could detect the slightest sound of the.
know it must have been awful in there, but but you
Mr. Starbuck was a man nliout seventy years of
rumbling ot the tumblers in the lock as certainly as
don't seem pleased now you're free."
age, and his wife was two years younger.
" 1 was thinking, Betty.
a great musician could pick out the slightest discord
You get to do a lot of
Thcv were the dearest couple imaginable. All
in an orchestra,
thinking m there," he added bitterly.
through life they had tried to help others.
She curtseyed with mock politeness to the gang,
You're surely not thinking of what that old
They did not preach religion much, but they pracand then went over to Mike.
warder said." exclaimed Betty. " It's their business
tised it a lot.
"Just talking about you, Betty," said Mike.
to reel oil that stuff, just as it is the business of tho
Roger had liecome a great favourite with the old
" Roger comes out to-morrow."
It's all part of the
bulls and dicks to nab crooks.
couple, who had no children of their own, and they
" Did you think I had torgotten," said the girl.
game."
began to look upon him a« a son.
" I've thought of him every night since he was
" 1 don't know," said Roger slowly. " That headThe time passed very pleasantly for the cx-conviet,
taken.
warder is a rcaUsport. He did a lot for me. Used
who never had the slightest desire to go back to tieThere was a soft note In her. voice, and the susto be a famous baseball player in his time, and I
He was happy in the daytime, among the
old life.
picion of a tear in her eyes as she spoke.
reckon he's always played the game straight."
fruit and flowers, and he spent his evenings reading
Then she threw back her head and laughed merrily.
He was longing to tell Betty that he had meant
and studying in order that he might be able to take
" I don't suppose I shall sleep a wink
o-uight,
what he said when he had told tin? chief warder that,
a better position when opportunity nrose.
but yon can bet I'm as Iresli as a rose when 1 go to
he would not forget his advice, but somehow lie could
About a mouth after he had lieen with the Starmeet Koger to-morrow," she said. "Two years.
despise
was
the
girl
would
him.
alraid
It
not.
He
bucks, Roger received a great shock. Coming Into
" Y'ou'll soon clieer up when you se the gang,"
has seemed twenty, but it has passed at last."
the cottage one afternoon he saw Betty and 'Frisco
" Minnie tells me that you have lixed up everyAnd then .-he kept talking of things tliat
said Hetty.
Minnie taking tea with the old couple. It was a<
thing that Koger is likely to need " said Mike.
hail happened in his absence till she got him into a
much as he, could do to control himself, nnd he could
Betty nodded,
cheerier frame of mind.
see the two girls were equally surprised.
" I've got his trunk packed, and since 1 am not vet,
Roger Moran received ft great welcome from SapHe had given Mr. Starbuck the name of Roger
known to the police, I llgured it would be best lor
phire Mike and ttW gang, and he was laced in the
Hampton, and it was under this name that old Starmc to meet him alone."
Chair of honour at the banquet Alike bail arranged.
buck introduced him to his visitors.
"Then, that's settled," said the crook, rising.
The chief crook had kept his word, it was a feast lit
Betty and Minnie had told the bank manager they
" I've arranged for a swell dinner here, so you can
lor a prn.ee.
were sisters, both artists, who had come from New
tell him the old bunch will be waiting to drink his
tho
Roger
.Moran
was
the
only
unhappy
person
in
York for a rest, but they found the country around
'
health."
room. Come what may, he had decided that he was
White Harbour so charming that they intended to
Betty Palmer was at the gates ot the prison long
going to run straight in future, and he cursed himself
prolong their stay. Mr. Starbuck had found tin m a
before the time of Roger's release.
She was shown
lor his weakness in not telling Hetty outright and recottage, and they had Just come back from inspect ing
into the room of the chief warder, a kindly looking
living when he was in the street.
His onlv, excuse
it when Roger came In.
man who gave her a quick scrutiny and then ottered
was that he was passionately in love with Hie girl,
Roger was by no mean? satisfied with the story,
her a chair.
Betty hail given the suit-case containing
and he was afraid lie would lose her if he deserted the
nnd his suspicions were increased when, nftcr excusing
Kogcr's clothes to a warder, and presently Koger
gang.
himself to the company, he strolled round the house
came into the office. Betty could scarcely restrain
But when it came his turn to respond to the toast
and saw Chauffeur Charlie, one of the members of
a cry oi pain that came to her lips as she saw him, he
his old gang, smoking a cigarette as he leaned against
ol his return, he thrust all doubts aside. _
" Mike and all of you who have been my pals," he
was so altered. It was not that he looked very ill
a new six-cylinder car.
" 1 mean to play square with you.
physically except a pallor on his checks through
said.
I ought
He hung about hoping to get a word with Betty
confinement, he seemed tit enough
but there was
I have finished with the crook
when she came out of Starbuck's cottage, hut tho
not to be here at all.
something in his eyes that frightened her. It was a
game. Ia future 1 mean to run straight."
bank manager accompanied the two girls to the gate.
of

perience

!
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and there was no opportunity for Roger to speak to
them. Tim next ilay, however, he went to the cottage the Kills had taken, and found Betty drawing
water from the well.
•'
Look here, Betty, what's the game ? " said Roger
bluntly.

" Minnie
" No game at all,'' replied the girl.
There's
I have eome down here for a rest.
nothing doing just now, and Mike said we could have
merry
milkmaid
playing
the
a holiday, so here we are
Don't tell me you own all the
in this lilllr arcady.
place already. Roger, :m<l that you're going to evict
us from our charming cottage."
" Don't try to put me off, Betty," said Roger.
" You know what 1 mean. Is this trip on the
»'
"
square ? "
.
" I've told you that we are here for a rest," replied
"
advice,
If you'll take my
Roger,
Hetty evasively.
you'll let us alone.
Minnie and Charlie have got it in
for you as have the rest of the gang, and if you prowl
about here they may give you away to your employer.
1 thought we had decided at our last meeting that
you go your way and 1 go mine."
Roger was in a cleft-stick, and he knew it. Betty
would never give him away, but the other two would
not hesitate a moment if they thought lie was interfering with their plans, whatever their plans might
And if they told the town that he was an exbe.
convict, it would be good-bye to his job, and well he
knew that it would be hard to find another. Mr.
Starbuek had taken him without a reference, but
there were not many Starbucks about. He decided
hat he could do nothing for the present but watch.
" All right, Betty," he said at last.
" I see what
you mean. But if you're on the crooked lay, it does
have
chosen this
seem mean to nie that you should
little place irbove all others to work in."
Hetty flushed with anger.
" You can take it from me, Mr. Moran," she said,
" that 1 had not the slightest idea you were here, or
1 would not have come.
Neither has Mike for that
matter." She took up her pail and was going towards
the house, when Roger took the pail from her.
" I'm not
" Let me carry this, Betty," he said.
going to preach to you, but I do wish you would
throw up this game. I haven't made much more
than my keep yet, but I tell you I never was so happy
before.
When I get on my feet I mean to ask you
to run straight and marry me, and I shall keep asking

and

•

I

yon till I die."
For an instant there came a soft, longing look in
Betty's eyes, and Roger hoped she was going to yield,
but the next second she threw back her head with a
hard laugh.
" I'm afraid the straight

and narrow is too thorny
a path for me, Roger. The thin soles of my French
kid boots wouldn't stand the pricks. You'll have to
forget me.
Some day you'll meet a girl down here
that has never seen wicked New York except on the
movies, and you'll marry her and be happy ever

.

after as the story-books say."
" There'll never be another girl for me, Betty,"
said Roger, as he raised his hat and walked away.
Weeks passed, and the autumn had changed to
winter, yet nothing occurred to disturb the serenity
of White Harbour.
Roger had begun to persuade
himself that Betty and Minnie were really down in
the country not so much for a rest, but to evade the
attentions of the New York police.
He argued with himself that this must be the
reason.
Sapphire Mike was a careful man. If'
Minnie and Betty were suspected by the police, he
would not hesitate to give them a year's holiday if
necessary, till the police suspicions died away.
He
had adopted a similar course when Roger was in the
gang, and there was no reason why it should not be
the case this time.
Hut just, before Christmas the blow fell. Mr.
Starbuek went down to the bank to find the safe
rifled, and every dollar missing.
The burglary had been carried out in a remarkably
clcv'er way.
The safe, which was of the old-fashioned
kind, reaching from the floor almost to the ceiling,
stood facing a window without shutters or curtains,
which looked out on to the side-walk. The one
policeman in the town made it his business to peep
through the window every time he passed the bank,
which was every half-hour, so tiiat any burglar working on the safe would be certain to be seen.
To get over this, the burglars had adopted a very
ingenious ruse.
They had painted a facsimile of the safe, and
sticking this in front of the real door, they had worked
behind the camouflaged door in safety. When he
learned this, Roger realised the ironv of the state-

ment made by Betty and Minnie that they were
artists.

"Artists!" muttered Roger

'

,door

is

Guess that

the only thing they painted."

He

false

did not

need to go to the cottage to see if Betty and .Minnie
were still there. Well did he know that by this time
they would be well on their way to New York. But
to make double certain he went.
As he had anticipated, the cottage was empty.
The artists had
gone
With bitter rage in his heart, Roger went to the
Starbuek cottage, lit', found the old bank manager
I

trying to comfort his wife.
" You'd better lay down, lassie," said the old man.
" What's done can't be mended. We can only trust

Providence."
Tears stood in Roger's eyes as he watched tlie old
couple go from the room.
He waited till Mr. Starbuek came back into the
in

\

.

sitting-room.

[Continued

on

page

18.)

"THE WIFE WHOM
GOD FORGOT."
Cecil

H.

AVERY
leased

Novel Filmed.

Bullivant's
interesting film
" The Wife

be reForgot,"

shortly to

Whom God

is

which is the screen vorsion of Cecil H. Bu
The film has been prolivant's famous novel.
duced by the All -British Alliance Corporation at
their studios at Twickenham.
This film which features Gertrude McCoy deals
with the great social question of divorce. It is a
very powerful story of a woman's tribulation for
another man's sake, and a great repentance.

The Author.
CECIL H. BULLIVANT,

the author, has had
varied literary career. "Before becoming
was the editor of a
he
author,
an
famous as
weekly journal. Since those days he lias written
numerous serial stories and novels.

a

Novels That Have Been Filmed.

BULLIVANT
MR.many
books
of
is

writing

so that
his
they can be easily adapted for
the screen, and quite a number
of his novels have already been
filmed, and included amongst these

God
— besides" " The" Wife WhomWins,"
Forgot —are The Woman
took the

in which Violet Hopson
chief part, " Whose Wife," featuring
Gail Kane, and " Blood Money," a

Grainger-Binger production.

Stories of Love, Mystery,

and

Adventure.
country and in
America, to say nothing of
the Continent, where his work
has been translated into many diflanguages, Mr. Bullivant's
ferent
stories of love, mystery, and adventure are read every week by

BOTH

in

this

millions of people.
The fact that Mr. Bullivant travels
to find suitable and
his
for]
romantic backgrounds
stories gives them a freshness and
particularly
charm which appeal
to women.

extensively

j
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" I suppose this means practically ruin to you, Mr.
Starbuck ? " lit said.
" About that, laddie," said the old man. wearily.
" It will take more than mv savings to make good the

The
for I teel that I must do what I can.
in my charge."
" Buf that would be foolish " expostulated
Roger. "You are not to blame for the robbery.
You took every precaution. I don't suppose for an
instant that the bank would allow you to try to
make good the loss."
" I've told them I shall do all I can," said Mr.
Starbuck. " It's the way I see it, and my wife agrees
with me. I wouldn't care so much but for one
"All my savings were for one
tiling," he went on.
The doctor told me that my wife could not
object.
live two more winters in this country, and we
intended to give up the bank, and spend the rest
We were to have gone in the
of our days in Italy.
spring, but all that is over now."
" But the police may get the robbers," said Roger,
more with the idea of cheering the old man up thau
for any belief he had that they would.
" There's not much chance of that," said Mr.
Starbuck, sliaking his head. " The whole of the money
is in small notes, which can be changed without
arousing suspicion."
Roger stayed a little while, and then he went down
the town.
By discreet inquiries he found out that Betty and
Minnie were not suspected. They had told the agent
who let them the cottage, that they were going to
Moreleave before Christmas, some weeks before.
over, the minds of the townspeople never associated
for
young
girls,
and
with
two
such a daring burglary
that matter neither did the sheriff.
rough-looking
tramp
The suspected party was a
whom the sheriff and policeman had seen prowling
loss,

money was

!

No. 3

CARE OF THE TEETH
badly treated as the near-sighted
a half century ago, who was forced to
ear the dunce cap, because he or sho
mid not see the letters of the book that
ley were blamed for not understanding.
The wisdom tooth enamel is just a*
sound as that of any other tooth
so I'm going to be very careful
always to see that my farthest-back
teeth are as scrupulously immaculate as the very front ones.
" One should visit a reliable

is
f

—

dentist at least every three
for

" The best te3t of a toothbrush
is,

from the

!

—

man a chance

"

I

" I could have told you that before you left," said
Mike grimly. : Well, you Can come back to the
'

bunch, but If you're thinking of crossing me, Koger,
The man doesn't live thai can
I should think again.
say he put it across Sapphire Mike and got away
with

It."

The return was managed much easier than Koger
Mike just
had anticipated.
repeated
Soger's
story to the gang, and he was received with open
arms. There was not a man there who did not know
how hard it was for a crook to run straight many
of them had hod actual experience
so there was no
reason to doubt Koger's story.
Only Betty looked disappointed, much to Koger's

—

—

surprise.
I knew I couldn't do
would run straight," she

it,

Koger, but

I

believed you

said.

" 1 couldn't stay there for ever a« hired man,"
said Roger, "and I Couldn't get a better job.
As
you said, Betty, once a crook always a crook."
" And you arc the one that wanted to reform me "
said Betty, scornfully.
" 1 did my best to keep straight," said Roger.
!

Does

it

where

cleanse

it

is

designed to cleanse ? "In plain
words, the way to brush the teeth
and gums is to brush them. One
should avoid the use of too largo
If the bristles are too
a brush.
stiff, the brush should be placed
in hot water for a minute each
time before using.
Healthy gums,
however, can bear the same scrubbing as the flesh round the fingernails, and with the same benefit.
In fact, often, unhealthy inflamed
gums, when given a vigorous
scrubbing twice a day will (in the
course of a weeic or two) become firm and
It may be a little painful atlienlthy.
first
as severe as the pains in the back of

about the town on the night of the burglary. The
policeman had followed him from the bank premises
to the outskirts of the town, where he had lost him.
Roger understood the whole, scheme when he got
It was an old trick that had often
this information.
been worked by Mike's gang. The supposed tramp
was no other than Chauffeur Charlie. He had disguised himself, and by acting suspiciously, had drawn
the attention of the policeman and the Sheriff. While
they were shadowing him, Betty had got in the bank*
put up the dummy door, and securely screened from
observation, had opened the Bate,
It was a clever ruse, for it removed all suspicion
girls, besides allowing Betty to work in comparative safety. Only ltogcr knew the truth.
But although he had been unable to prevent the
gang robbing the man who had befriended him,
Roger was determined to get back the money if he
had to choke it out of Sapphire Mike.
After much thought he conceived a scheme which
he felt would be successful.
He would rejoin the gang on the pretence that lie
was tired of trying to run straight, and once in Mike's
confidence, he would find some way to get hold of the
money they had taken from Starbuck. It was an
easy matter for Koger to get a holiday on the
pretext that lie was going to spend Christmas with
his relatives, and the following night Found him giving
the secret signal at Mike's palatial dive.
Mike met liim with a suspicion}
Sapphire
frown.
" What's the game ? " he said abrupt Iv.
"Simple enough, Mike," replied Koger. "I've
come back."
" Didn't know that I'd sent you any invitation."
" We arc getting along line, and
said Mike, curtly.
1 don't know that we have any room lor quitters."
" Oh, cut it out, Mike " burst out Koger, working
" Can I have live minutes
himself into a passion.
with you in your room ? if not, say the word right
away, and I'll go to MeUuire's gang."
Let's have the tale," said Mike abruptly.
"There's little to tell," said Koger. "I meant
every word I said that night, and if I'd have had a
chance to go straight, you wouldn't find me here.
hired man —and then schooled
I got a job of a soft
myself till I was proficient for a clerkship.
I
applied for scores of berths, and got some of them,
I couldn't .-how one, and
till It came to a reference.
Hetty was light.
»o they showed me the door.
Once a crook always a crook. They don't give a

months

a thorough examination, and

as is truo in mo;t other things,
the best dentist is usually in the
long run the cheapest.

—

an athlete when he

first starts to get himbut the trainer tells the
into condition
athlete to go on with the work and he will be a'l
right, and the same thing applies to unhealthy
Tincture of myrrh diluted is an exgums.
cellent rinse for the moutlPund gums. Peroxido
of hydrogen is also beneficial in killing any germs
ond' whitening the teeth.

self

SIN'C'E

I'

can remember, when

I

first

meet

person, the condition of their teeth
impresses me favourably, or the reverse.
in these days of scientific dentistry thero
n

And

:

"Biting thread, nut -cracking, and eating
foods too hot or too cold is injurious to the

really very little excuse for unlovely teeth.
" While the general health is responsible for
pood or bad teeth, yet in recent years it has been
conclusively proven that infection of the teeth
and gums causes directly, or indirectly, one-half
of the fatal disea-ses.
" I prefer a certain tooth paste, but any good
paste, powder, or liquid dentifrice, if used
regularly
five minutes to ten minutes daily
will keep one's teeth in order.
"
dentist recently assured me thnt the
wisdom teeth, which supposedly go first, have

enamel of one's teeth, and causes decay.
" Not only are white, even teeth a beauty
requirement" (and particularly for anyone like
myself who is in motion picture work), but our
very health, happiness, and life ofleu depend

He wanted to tell Betty
and acquaint her with his
Mike had many secret

This is an honour, Betty," said Mike. " Come
to have a crack with the old man, eh
" I was bored with the others, Mike, and thought,
you would not mind me having a drink and a
cigarette with you." she said.
" You
" Mind "
know I
exclaimed Mike.

is

—

—

My

that he was still straight,
plans, but he knew that
listening posts, and he
played the part of the returned crook.

Roger's Plans.
the next day when the two were alone, Betty
BUTre-opened
the conversation.
" I'm sorry you couldn't stick It, Roger,"
" Somehow I thought you would."
she said.
" Oould you ? "
Roger whispered the question In her ear.
" I'd have a try now," said Betty.
" Now I know
that the bank robbery will mean that dear Mrs.
Starbuck will probably die because they will not
have the money to take her to Italy. I fed that mean
I could hide myself in the river for ever."
" Look here, Betty," whispered Koger. " My
turning crook again is all a bluff.
I've come back to
get the money you took from the bank.
Will you
"
help me 1
For a moment Betty hesitated, then she said :
" Keep in your room till midnight. (Jet a bag
packed, and when I give the old signal, be ready to
bolt with me. 1 am with you, and I think I have
a scheme whereby we can get Mr. Starbuck's money."
About ten o'clock that night, Betty, attired in a
gorgeous evening gown, knocked at the door of Mike's
private sanctum. The chief crook looked at her
udmiringly as he asked her to enter.

upon them.
"

A

not love'y unless the teeth are
perfect the other
features may be, or how jierfeet the hair, complexion, and eyes, badly cared for teeth will
ruin the picture."
smile

sightly,

is

and no matter how

'

!

"
worship the ground you walk on
He said It jestingly, but Betty knew that thero
was an undercurrent of truth in the remark. One of
the most difficult tasks since she had been with the
gang had been to keep Mike at a safe distance,
she knew she had only got to say the word, and ho
would throw Minnie over and marry her.
" What about Minnie ? " she said, coquettlshly.
" Minnie is out on a job, and between me and you,
Bettv, I hope it takes her a longtime."
!

" Well,

(jet

me

a drink, then," said Betty, lighting

a cigarette.
Mike got out a bottle

two

of his best wine,

and

filled

glasses.

" Here's to

" cried Belty, gaily.
" Your eyes," supplemented Mike gallantly.
Betty put down her glass with a little shudder.
" That's much too strong for me, Mike.
You'll
have to get some water or soda."
Mike went to the wine cupboard for the soda,
!

Betty
but only found nn empty bottle.
removed two full ones earlier, smiled.
(Continued an page 19

)
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" There's
" Won't be a minute, Betty," said Mike.
some in the next room."
" W ell, shut the door and knock before you come
" I don't want any Of the others
in," said Betty.
to sec me here. They might tell Minnie."
"You're a good thinker, kid," said Mike.
As soon as lie was gone out, Betty went to the,
drawer where she knew he kept his drugs and knockout drops, used by the. gang in doping their victims.
In a trice she had found the phial she wanted, and
emptied some drops into Mike's wineglass.
When the crook returned, Betty was sitting on
Uie arm of his easy-chair, swinging her legs.
Then she began to flatter Mike, and insisted on

ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK
The Second

of This Delightful Serie9, Telling of tKe Meeting
of Bryant Washburn
and
Mabel Chidester

Marriage

and

—

= By GRACE KINGSLEY

then Bryant os!<ctl if lie might call.
It was pretty sudden, Til admit.
But not
for nothing bapd Mabel Chidester's ancestors
braved the perils of the deep in the Mayflower,
and as Bryant had asked it most respect fully,
yet. in somewhat the same anient manner in
which an ancient Puritan, knowing he had no
time to los.', might suddenly have asked the ladv
of his heart to go to America with him, Mabel
told him that he might.
But if you think she let Bryant know just
how she felt about him, you're mistaken. Tin
first time he called there was another young
man already in the Chidester drawing-room, ami
Mabel made no effort v hatevcr to get rid of him.
And the second time he called, another young
man was there. But as Bryant gradually got to
calling oftener. and taking Mabel to parties and
theatres, gradually all the other young men
faded out of her horizon.

being his cup-bearer. So intent w:TS she on playing
her part, that she did not notice the door open
gently, and the face of Chauffeur Charlie peep in.
He closed the door silently, and when he got out
into the passage he gave a low whistle.
" Guess Minnie will be pleased to hear of this," he
muttered. The crook chauffeur had long worshipped
'Frisco Minnie, and he saw here a plan to get into
her favour.
In the meantime the drugged wine had got to Mike's
head. He made several attempts to throw off the
drug, but at last, to Betty's relief, he dropped back
in his chair.

After assuring herself that Mike was thoroughly
under the influence of the drug, Betty went to work
on the safe. She had got it open, and had the notes
she had taken from Starbuck in her hand, when the
door was flung open, and 'Frisco Minnie stood before

Their First Home.

her.

Betty made a dash to get past her, but Minnie shut
the door behind her, and turned the key in the lock.
Then she shook Mike and aroused him.
The crook was still dizzy from the effects of the
drug, but the open safe and the two women told him
ill he wanted to know.
" You Jezebel " lie hissed, lurching towards
Betty.
" Yes, a fine end to your pretty love scene, Mike "
" Oh, I know all about it
Betty
sneered Minnie.
fooled you so she could rob you.
You get those notes
from her, and we'll talk about the other business
"
later

were
ONEBryantwhen the two
on leading

out for a stroll,
insisted
Mabel into a
certain street. It was anice, homey street,
with a lot of good-looking flats faring on it.
'"
We're going to make a call," said Bryant.
With that he led the way right up to a certain
door, and instead of ringing the bell, took a key
out of his pocket, Unlocked the door, threw it.
open, told Mabel to enter, and when they we.ro
inside a snug little flat, he put his arm around
her I don't know whether for the first time or
clay

!

!

!

—
—

!

Betty dived under the table. Neither Mike norMinnie saw her make a quick movement with the
envelope she held in her hand.
She looked scared to death when Mike dragged her
out.

Snatching the envelope from her hand, Mike told
Minnie to open the door.
" Now get " he cried.
" And you can thank your
stars you're a woman, or I'd have filled you full of
lead

"

!

Betty nce.'cl ni second order.

She flew through

!

!

now."
Roger realised that

this

was no time

to talk,

and

as the train started.
They were alone in the compartment Roger had
seen to that.
" You'll feel better when you've tried the straight
game a bit," said Roger.
There was a long interval, in which Roger held
Betty in his arms, and told her in about fifty different
ways how much lie loved her.
Then they argued as to which loved the most, and
by the time they had decided it was a draw, they
'
had arrived at White Harbour.
\s they walked from the station Roger stopped
*
suddenly.
" Do you know, Betty, it is Christmas Eve "
" So it is " laughed Betty.
" Just fancy, Roger.
What a title for a movie I 'The Crook Turns Santa
"
Claus

—

!

!

'

!

And, as though to add to a setting to the part they
wore playing, the snow began to fall.
It was a happy party that sat round the table at the
Starbuck Cottage that night.
Roger made a clean breast of the whole story, and
while he and Betty asked to be forgiven, old Mr.
Starbuck pointed to the calendar.
" On the eve of Christmas, it is the duty of all
Christians to forgive.
Both of you have atoned for
your errors, and the straight road lies before you.
May you both be very, very happy."
{Adapted,

by permission, from

ealurwg

ttie

ENID BENNETT

photo-play

as Betty.)

:

;

!

ft.

J
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BRYANT WASHBURN

lie liolted.

They met the next day as arranged. Roger had
taken two tickets to White Harbour, and they got in
the train without noticing any of the gang.
" I'm beginning to feel good already," said Betty,

not
and inquired very tenderly
" Dear, do you think you can stand it to live
"
in a four-room flat ?
It's all very well to tell how the girl kissed
him, when it's a fiction tale but somehow when
well, anyhow, I'm going to let.
it's real people
you imagine that part. At any rate, she didn't
"
say no."
And just two weeks later they were married.
" But he left me to break the news to father
and mother that I was going to marry an actor,"
declared Mabel Washburn, with an injured little
pout that was belied by the twinkle in her eye.
As a matter of fact, after the first plunge of
acquaintanceship was made, father and mother
Chidester thought there was just nobody liko
Bryant Washburn. And they think so yet.
" But during my courtship I had to go home
every night at ten o'clock " exclaimed Bryant.
" That was father Chidester's cruel rule. Even
the night before we were married they sent mo
home at the same old fatal hour."
Bryant Wa-shburn and Mabel Chidester that
was spent the very nicest evenings in the
whole world alone together in their new home.
You remember " Skinner's Dress Suit " and
" Honey " ?
It was just like that all over
again with them. Mabel learned to cook nicely,
and when Bryant came home it wasn't to a
funny actors' boarding-house, but to a lovely
young wife and a nicely cooked dinner.
" as the subtitles say
" And then one day
see business of making booties, robes, and
Because Sonny
other funny little thingumys.
He came one bright autumn
was coming

—

!

the door, and as she passed out she heard Minnie
giving the faithless A. ike awhile lot of names, that
were as stinging as they were truthful.
" Hope they keep that up a little while till I make
my getaway " muttered Betty, as she dashed up to
Roger's room.
He was all ready, and Betty dragged him out on to
the passage.
" I've got it, but there's no time to talk," she said.
Once outside Betty pressed a bundle of notes into
his hands.
" Minnie caught me with the safe open " she said
" I hid the notes while she was waking
hurriedly.
Mike, whom I had drugged, and put a newspaper in
the envelope which had contained the notes. Mike
will get the trick when Minnie has finished telling him
what she thinks about him. Meet me at Central
Station to-morrow at six. We'd better separate

======

And

and

his

little

son.

Read This First.
an old and none too clean Essanay studio in
a pair of brown eyes looked suddenly
into a very brilliant pair of blue eyes.
It was
love at first sight, and the owner of the brown orbs
whilst the more brilliant
was Bryant Washburn
ones belonged to Mabel Chidester, then at the age
known as sweet seventeen." Last week we left
them talking rather shyly to each other on topics
such as the weather, but below you will learn how
into something
their acquaintanceship
ripened
IN Chicago

;

greater.

Bryant Asks
"

If

He May

Call.

A RE you working to-day ? " asked Mabel
J-\ and this gave Bryant a chance to show
;

a bit. So he airily exclaimed
I've
I'm not working to-morrow
been working three straight weeks without any
off

:

" Well,

!

"
and
But just then lie caught
"
" That is
he coughed

rest,

sight of his director.

—

—

"
that is I have
laughed.
It was a
clear, rippling, spontaneous laugh that you just
couldn't get away from, so full of mirth that
Bryant couldn't do a thing but join in. That
laugh broke the ice entirely, and established
another real bond between them, the bond of a
common sense of humour. Without which,
you may remember, George Eliot says no
married couple can ever be really at one.

And Mabel

Chidester

—

!

morning. Of course, his real name is Bryant,
Sonny was
but nobody ever calls him that.
born in the little flat, and proved an admirable
infant. He never cried at night or got a pain in
his

stomach that made

his

dad have

—

to sit

up

his dad's.
his beauty. sleep
Sonny himself made no pretensions to
I mean
beauty at the time.
But Bryant's salary had to be stretched to
meet the new needs. He worked and worked
along for two years. Like Honey, in " Skinner's
Dress Suit," Mabel thought he ought to have his
raised a lot.
So she set out to
salary raised
learn what was wrong, why a man with Bryant's
genius wasn't getting his name in electrics
Finally they decided together it
everywhere.
was the stories he was doing. To be sure, they
were as good as anybody's stories, but not,

with him and lose

—

—

Mabel was

sure,

good enough

for Bryant.

(To be concluded next week.)
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Prominent fat that comes and stays where it is
not needed is a burden; a hindrance to activity
and a curb upon pleasure. Many forms of advice
to reduce weight have been advanced, such as
drugs, excessive
starvation
dieting, dangerous
exercise, etc., all of which are either unpleasant
o; dangerous.

most modern, and pleasant way to
burdensome fat is to take after each
tak'e off
meal and at bedtime an oil of onlene capsule
and follow simple healthful rules of living.

The

latest,

To get rid of fat at the rate of one, two, or
three pounds a week, take these agreeable-tasting
little capsules daily, as mentioned, until you weigh
No wrinkles will remain to
what you should.
show where the fat came off.
are for sale by all
orilene capsules
Oil of
chemists at 3/- per packet. If you prefer to have
them come to you direct, post-free, send the
amount to the D. J. Little Co., 37, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.I, and bid good-bye to excessive fat.

Tke
"

Twp
(

Weeks."
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Picture

Constance

Show

s

Talmadce.

Walturdaw.)

fascinating comedy
THIS
girl — and a very

queen as a chorus
hardworking one, too.
rich admirer helps her to become a star,
and after her triumph offers her marriage, but
as she dislikes him she runs away and takes
refuge in a house kept by three bachelors.
They
take her in, and the way in which she turns the

home and

A

opinions topsy-turvy and eventually

finds true love, makes most uproarious fun on
the screen. The delightful star in her best vein.

"
•

The Sleeping Lion."

Monroe Salisbury.

plenty of action in this photo-play
THERE
and many poignant
is

The hero

moments.

an Italian plaster cast

is

seller in

New

who

York,
a.

LADIES & GENTLEMEN OF INDEPENDENT

MEANS

who

befriends a little waif. The two go
West, and with his savings the hero buys
ranch, and in a short time becomes a regular

Prospects of be-

Taking part in forthcoming productions.
A pply

THE
192,

"

rancher.
He makes an enemy on arrival at
the saloon, who does his utmost Jo injure him,
but after many tips and downs the hero gains
the day and marries the girl he loves.
Should
be very popular with the majority of picture-

are desirous of

coming part of
the

—

Company.

goers.

SOUTHERN " FILM PRODUCTIONS
(BIRMINGHAM), LIMITED,

Church

Hill

"Fair and Warmer." May Allison.

Road. Handsworth, Birmingham

,

"""-"""**»«******»***"***

Don't Wear a Truss

Appliance is a new
discovery with automatic air cushions that dra»s
toecther
parts
broken
the
you
as
them
binds
and
would a broken limb. It absolutely holds firmly and comslips
never
and
fortably

THEsuchscreen
a

Brooks'

Always

light

«nd

cool,

and

conforms to every movement
ol the body without chafing or
vie make it to your
hurting,
measure, and send it to you
on a i.t*rict ituarantoe of satisfaction or money refunded, and
-ve have pui our price so low
[that anybody, rich or poor,
!
!

I

can

buy

it

BmhcM,

we

tt t) your order— sem' it to you— you wear it— and if
it does:/', satisfy you. you send it back to us, and we
will refund your money. That is the way we do business

make

—always absolutely on the square— and we have sold to
ihousands of people this way for tin. past ten years.
Remember we use no salves, no harness, no lies, no fakes.
just give you a straight business deal at a reasonable
price. Write at once for our Illustrated BookK-t.

We

BROOKS APPLIANCE

LTD.,

CO.,

(1795B), 80, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

(Jury's.)

version of the play Which was
great success in London and New
York. One of the most laughable stories
seen on the screen with dainty May Allison as
" Blanny " Wheeks.

The Admirable

scientific

All

Crichton.

(Paramount Artcraft.)
world-famous plav produced on
the screen by Cecil B. De Mille and played
by an all-star cast, among whom Thomas
Meighan and Gloria Swanson shine in particular.

An aristocratic family and servants are thrown
on a desert isle, and the one-time butler, Crichton,
becomes master of the party, while the daughter
of Lord Loam finds herself in love with him.
A
super-production which should be seen by all.
Six Best Cellars."

burn.

Bryant Wash,

(Paramount- Artcraft.)

PROHIBITION
amusing

in

Guaranteed 30 testimonials in one month,
N. WAREINQ, " Olendene," Anchors-

in

a.most

Henry
Carpenter
(Bryant Washburn) and his wife, daintily
played by Wanda Hawley, arc members of "a
most exclusive suburban set. He gives a dinner
party with the promise of some first rate wine,
but when he finds his treasured bottles empty,

PATHE SUNBEAMS
THE WEEK

S

business

BECOME BIG NOW:

In

life,

social

the plurai

go to the man
whose appearance leaves a favourable impression— that
ix. the man who has height, and physique to match it.
It is very easy to increase your height and improve
your health, figure and carriage by means of the Girvan
Scientific Treatment, the reliable method which ha* enjoyed public confidence for nine years, and which carries
£100 guarantee of genuineness. Students report from
•x
Send a postcard for partlcujvo to flvo inches increase.
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Urccn Hold.
rj 10 Enquiry
London. N.4.

BEST JOKES

By permission

cf

asked to stand for

Mary Glynn

The Hundredth Chance."
and Dennis Neilson Terry.

(Stoll.)

M. DELL'S popular novel as a screenETHEL
play.
It shows how a man took a bis

won in the end after
story provides many intense
moments and leads up to a great crisis. Beautfirst-class production.
ful English scenery.
chance with love and

much

The

sorrow.

A

"Tin Pan
Fair.

Albert Ray and Elin4b

Alley."

(Fox.)

THE screen offavourites
a factory

story.

in a delightful

lad who became a
song-writer through the inspiration of a
gets caught in
however,
He,
little shop girl.
the whirl of stage life and forgets his little sweetheart until the time comes when he is down and
out then he makes the greatest song-hit of his
Excellent in every way a romance that
life.
all will enjoy.
It tells

—

—

"The Very

Idea."

Taylor Holmes.

{f. B. 0.)
successful stage-play with
resourceful fun-maker, Taylor
the husband who thought of

THE

that most
Holmes, as

-'
the very
Glorious scenes from Palm Beach are
idea."
introduced. The picture moves rapidly from
the first act there is a laugh in every scene.
Excellent.
'

—

"Riders of Vengeance."

Harry

Casey.

(Butchers).
of those

ONECarey,

Western plays in which Harry.
as " Cheyenne Harry," is so poputhis is a strong dramatic

Though

lar.

play there are many human and light touches m-"
Seena Owen
separable from this star's work.
plays the heroine with much grace and power.
A lite-long feud between two families Supplies
the plot for this story, which is cleverly worked
Excellent.
out to a happy ending.

The Black Sheep."

Marguerite

Hi

w he,

Kjsene, Eve Balfour. (Bn/tckers.)
novel adapted to the screen, this
time by Ruby M. Ayros. This story is
It shows the reformafull of surprises.
tion of the black sheep of the family, and how a

George

ANOTHER

woman endeavoured

calculating
happiness.

Excellent

to
British acting.

ruin

darling, kiss
*

"
Her

my

cheek and. make

Husband

but don't think
—
(The World's

it wrtnts
Keu-s.)

I

doctors rocontly nrrived simultaneously

an accident

in

*

Preaciier

:

"

•

•

We will now

up.
**

I'll

kiss

sing

I

:

Fido's noso."

hvmn number

Telephone Operator (waking up)

— (H innipey Telegram.)

Num.

(Bystander.)
»

married 1
Victim

"

(after

*

»

the

smash)

:

" Are

:

7'ttrin.)

Beautifully

Every
Friday

2*

unungnnnnnnn

rcpitiduced in irany

colours, this delightful transfer will
give just the right finishing touch
to your ' Undies,' Blouses, Traycloths, etc. Make sure you get it.
It is free inside every copy of

nannnnnnnnnn

PRETTY
COLOURED
TRANSFER.

you

" No, I got those
of Accident
scratches where the tramcar hit me."
(L'Asino,

I.

Children s
News£a£er

it,

anv more making up."

He " Darling, I kissed he very stamp <n
your letter because I knew it had been touchedby your dear lips."
" Oh, Jack, I moistened it on dear old
*She
Doctor

785."

ber engaged.''

it

(ungraciously):

1

The

his

Messrs. P.the Frerrs

which a wealthy landowner was
injured.
It isn't yot known whether they have
decided to halve the bill or double it. Passing
Show.
at

In

'

:

Two

holme, Nr. Blackpool.

ts

is

Congress.
Then comes a great surprise, and the
hero has to make a hustling decision. Sparkling
entertainment, bubbling over with clean fun.

°

many others.

WM.

he turns Prohibitionist, and

"

America treated

manner.

STAMMERING.
Those seeking a genuine and permanent cure for
vtammerius and other speech defects should write
at once for my free 24-page booklet "Straight Talk
Method endorsed by Educato Stammerers," etc.
tion Authorities, Doctors, Clergy, Army Officers and

to PiAuregoers

Star

Cast.

BARBIE'S

"The

Guide

1

(Phillips.)

to the
I

WEEK

FILMS OF THE

FAT THAT SHOWS
SOON DISAPPEARS

1921.

rORGETMEAOT
Out on Wednesday.
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AND
HER
£2S

MILDRED LEO CLEMENS
THEnoon

other
I

after-

went to

Happy Hawaii.
Tho journey was much
shorter
than
you
might
fact,

expect
if

I

;

in

rememher

aright, it was accomplished in exactly two
'bus rides. By which

you

conclude that
trying to bo
that I am
referring to a visit to
Miss Mildred Leo

funny

;

Clemen 8' unique
MILDRED LEO CLEMENS

—

'

show "

held at

now being
the Philhar-

—

monic Hall at least, at time of writing and
not to an honest-to-goodness trip to that
Hawaiian paradise situated so I find,, after a

—
frenzied search in my Atlas — in the
"

The Paradise

VV j ELL,

Pacific.

of the Pacific."

Miss Clemens' entertainment is a
very pleasing substitute for the real
\ft
thing.
The first part of the programme
ntroduces us to representatives of those happy
sles, in the persons of Kuulei Poiuo Olo, Aue
Hilo, Kahaia Palm, Keoui Pauui, Kawaki Palm,
and Kewini Pauui, who dance and sing in
native fashion to the melody of steel guitar,
ukulele, mandoline, and other instruments.
A
really charming performance, in which the participants appear to take as much enjoyment as
the audience, and which brings one into direct
communion with the spirit of a people whose
very speech is a song. But the real thrill of the
affair is Miss Clenv ns' travelogue, which she
designates as " Rambles in the Paradise of the
Pacific," accompanied alternately by her own
story and incidental music and dances by her
ttle company of Hawaiians.
I have seen some
beautiful coloured cinematic pictures in my
time, but rarely, if ever. a»y as beautiful as
those still and moving—which Miss Clemens
!

—

loveliness of land

earliest opportunity.
Flowers such as one has
but dreamed of, fishes whoso colouring would
put many a lovely bird to shame, wondrous
symphonies of colour, light and shade, intimate
and tender glimpses of native life, custom and

—

achievement
fusion which

To Tour

ore

at

Panama

BUT

are the pictures
given of a volcano in eruption. To see
tho lava dashing up like sea-spray, pouring
down in a crimson stream, or creeping and
crawling in a terrible oleaginous-looking mass,
is to witness something which, to my mind, has
the thrill of a " western " beaten to a frazzle.
of

Exposition

Pacific

all

'

These unique pictures, as may be imagined,
were obtained w ith no small amount of personal
risk.

In addition to these wonders, some delightful
pictures of the Prince of Wales, taken during his
Royal Highness's visit to Honolulu, when Miss
Clemens had the honour of being presented to
him, are included in the travelogue.

'

jector."

A

Forerunner of "Chautauqua."

CLEMENS has a
MISSpersonality,
whose
teristics

Traveller, Writer, Lecturer.
now something about Miss Clemens
herself, whom I had the pleasure of meeting on the afternoon in question.
She
is, as you have doubless read, a cousin of the
one and only Mark Twain, but she is not resting on that honour, I can tell you, though she is
naturally proud to claim it.
Indeed, it was

AND

humour

and

vivacious, winning

dominant

She believes that '* real life is much
interesting than make believe," and a
woman who has the pluck to descend into the.
greatest extinct crater in the world
as she
has done, Haleakala, twenty-one miles in circumference can readily convince us that it

more

—

—

Clemens' show is not
" (pronounced Shertaw-qua), it may be described as a forerunner
of that vast educational system, designed to
bring all English-speaking peoples into closer
relationship, which, forty-six years ago, sprang
from a small assembly in the woods of North
America, and now extends over the whole of
that continent, Australia and New Zealand,

Although

is.

actually

—

a

"

Miss

Chautauqua

May Herschel Clarke.

C in. em a

In £he

Glycerine & Black Cur>r>ant^

PA.STILLES
soft

demulcent

Iruil

pastille, dissolving

smoothly

«/* in the mouth, soothes the throat in a close
smoky atmosphere. The 'Allenburys' Glycerine and
Currant

Black
the old

Pastilles

juice

and pure
;

are prepared

according

to

they contain the choicest Iruit
The smoker appreciates
Glycerine.

French recipe

them

:

they are acidulous and something more than
Non-smokers in a tobacco laden

cloving sweetmeats.

atmosphere lose the annoying tickling of the throat
which sometimes troubles them when the blue haze
settles

fn Distinctive 2 oz and -4 oz

Tins.

ist*r.

.

c/l

37.

tiPcle

iAlarw/acture s*S' >

e n & Hanbur\ys Ltd
LOMBARD STREFT.E.C 3.

1 1

Sstd.

!pS.

charac-

appear to be a keen sense of
indomitable courage and en-

durance.

this family connection with the great writer
that gave her trip to the Hawaiian Islands an
added personal interest, for it will be remembered that Twain has quite a bit to say concerning those joyous regions in his " Innocents
At Home " the result of his visit there fifty
years ago.
In addition to being a traveller
and lecturer of distinction, Miss Clemens has
also wielded the pen with success, having been
associated with a number of prominent American

/I

for

tho

IMS.

in

She has toured " Happy Hawaii " lor the past
four years, all over America, Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand.
" I shall be here at the Philharmonic for
six weeks," she said, " and then I shall take
Hawaii
into
the provinces."
(So many
Picture Show readers will have the opportunity of visiting this unique entertainment.)
She added that two-thirds of the pictures she
had taken personally, and the rest under tho
direction of Mr. Robert E. Schenck, an invaluable member of the company, combining
the offices of director, photographer and li pro-

Volcano In Eruption.
most wonderful

Provinces.

CLEMENS has br— n lecturing
MISSabout
six years, commencing

here in a glorious profor once is not bewildering.
all

CAMERA

journals while yet at tho University of California, of which she"is a graduate.
" 1 liked journalism," she said, "and am still
a member of the League of American Pen
Women. But 1 loved travel better.

will

am

I

Such

and sea as
she shows us is at times breath-taking, and
makes one yearn to embark for Hawaii at tho
presents.

over

the

company.

Vicluie altow, February

'T'WINK
*

is

bination

a most successful comof

various

attractive

shades of dye with the well-known
Lux soap flakes, a unique and
excellent means of dyeing at
home all kinds of wearing and
furnishing fabrics.
Price

7 2d.

per Packet

OF ALL GROCERS, STORES, OILMEN, CHANDLERS. ETC.
In the following Eighteen Beautiful Shades:

Navy Blue
Light Navy

Red

-Rust

Saxe Blue

Geranium Red
Grass Green

Shell Pink

Reseda

Old Rose

Lilac

—

Purple

Tabac Brown

Wine

Daffodil Yellow

Grey
Nigger Brown

Black

Old Gold

I

ere are

18.

'

beautiful,
\

LJ
Tw

1-157

shades o£

BY THE
MADE
MAKERS OR LUX \\
Lever Brothers Limited. Port Sunlight.

TWINK

19th,

1921.

•Picture Show, February

Vjth,

23

1921.

"The Dub," "Alia* Mike Koran,"
Koariim Roajt,*" " You're Fired," " Tin- Love
Burslar," and " Tlio Lottery Man."
Inily by writing to No'ii a
D. L. II. (Burgess Hill)
Tulruadge, perliaps. Ulorta Hope and Ja r k 1'iekfor l
were the leads in " A Burglary By Proxy.''
A. D. (Driffield).— You want, me to come to Hie
But, unfortunately, Tom Mix dtcUrje* to
leacm.
give Ids exact height, so you and your iii nd Mill
have to find some way out of your argument. Yen,
Babv Marie Osborne was born in America.
" EXPECTANT " (Newbury).
You has.: a good
memory, evidently. The writer should have said,
of course, that it was another film version. So yon
Well, let
have a ton of queries waiting for me.
ine have a hundredweight at a time.
H. B. (Kew). I felt quite impressed by the
warning you gave me nut to answer you by post
so
here you are. Bad projection is the cause of the fault
to which you refer.
" Miss Inquisitive " (Leicester).
Antonio Moreno
was the hero in " The, House of Hat* " with Pearl
White. No, Mary Pickford has no little one* of her
own.
How are the nuts ?
A. L. B. (Brazil).— Hullo
I buried myself deep in the bunch of newspaper
the

F.S.A.,"

"The

—

If you:

want

to

know anything, about Films or Film Players
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FALLING STARS.
the film public fickle in its love for its favourites P
IS Some time ago, it will be remembered, this
question was asked* and answered in this paper
in the affirmative, and though it brought forth two
or three spirited denials, there are signs which go to
Vet it is only right that one should
prove that it is so.
remember that the waning popularity of film stars
is not due to fickleness alone on the part ot their
admirers ; nor is the film public distinct from any
section of the people.
Years ago the latter might
have been the case, but to-day it is not so when the
film public is all the public that loves good literature
and stage productions in the same way as it does the
cinema. And it will be found, moreover, that even
in literature and the stage, writers and artistes have
their rise and fall when fresh talent must needs push
new ones to the fore.
The cinema is, therefore, experiencing nothing
unusual. Its stars of a few years ago are falling, and
though some of them can still be seen, their brilliance
does not seem to be like that of old. At any rate, they
do not get now the whole-hearted popularity they did.
Yo j can put it down to a certain fickleness in human
affection, and you will be right.
But you will be
right, too, if you take into consideration the keen
spirit of competition which exists. For obvious reasons,
o:ie does not wish to mention names, for some of them
are still trying to struggle back to the positions they
have lost. But you will know whom they are when you
remember how little is seen or heard about them now.
In their places new names and new faces are constantly being seen.
This change, too, is strikingly evident in the
correspondence for the stars which passes through
tais office.
The bulk of it does not decrease, but the
recipients of the most letters are not to-day those who
were the favoured ones a short time ago. It is, of
course, the survival of the most successful, and the
honour must therefore pass to those who deserve it.
Yet even in the saddened reflection concerning old
favourites there is a grain of wisdom which might
benefit the host of film aspirants.
It is this :
That
the glory of stardom is, after all, a transient thing.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
gees to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope ust accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address : The
Editor, "Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

m

A.G.W. (Winchenford).
so go-ahead in
probably thinking
is

—

up questions for the last thirty-six weeks.
Why
yo :'ll burst yourself with curiosity if you go 011 like
that. Yes, Eva and Jane Novak are sisters. Evelyn

"

Woman

The

" The

t'od Forgot," "

The Devil Stone,"
Funeral Range," " Hawthorne of

Man From

,

My

;

Tablets were tried. Then it was wonderful how
appetite came back and my nerves grew steady, ami
in a few weeks I was able to go back to

wont on improving fast, till
work strong und well again."

Dr. CasselTs
1/3

Prices

A

3/-.

(The
3/site
being the more
economical^.
Sold by Chemists in all parts
ot the world.
Ask for Dr.
Cassell's Tablets
and refuse
substitutes.

I

—

turn

here every

Monday morning

You want news
hers are:

Can

of Jewel Carmen.
"The Bride, of Fear,"

Tell."

for

knowledge.

Two new

film

-

of

and " You X'v.

-

—

Back," and " The Lion and the Mouse."
H. F. J. (Cape Town).— " The Lost City " wai
produced in America. I wish you success with your

:

Home

lot

After,"

Miss Florence Parker, 1 1 Aspinnll Street East,
Siddal, near Halifax, says " It is two yearssince
I fell ill.
I just lost strength till I was as weak
as a kitten.
nerves became frightfully
shaky, and food 1 never wanted to touch the
very sight of it made me feel ill. Very often I
had palpitation, and sometimes a dizzy feelinp
that mode me afraid to. cross the street.
1
trembled from liead to foot, and in fact I was
just a bundle of nerves.
•'
No medicine did any good until Dr. Cassell's

My

what a

now I am wondering what it is I have been trying to
read. British films will come along your way veiy
soon, I hope. So don't weep.
" ' P. S." ADMIRER " (Gateshead).
I am glad you

'G. L. (Reading).— Here is a list of Wallace Keid's
films : " Believe Me. Xnntippe." " Loss Than Kiu,"
" The Firefly of France," " Too Many Millions,"

Sufferings from Indigestion,
and Dizziness. Sound Health
Restored by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

I

!

me just to show those who came
know about foreign languages. And

cuttings you sent

Illinois.

—

Girl's

picked up.

—

R. J. (Birmingham). So time is very scarce with
you. Alice Brady does not tell its her birthday as
yet.
Yes, with regard to Harrison Ford.
Your luck's out, for your
\V. E. O. (Bristol).
favourite has not revealed any information about
himself. Watch our British Studio gossip, however.
" Morelev " (London).
Never heard of the

;

Palpitation,

so

;

Nesbit, after whom your fond parents christened
you, has brown hair andliazel eyes. She was born in
Tarcntum, Pa.
and Mitchell Lewis in Syracuse,
New York. Bessie Barriscale has golden brown hair
and blue eyes. Y'ou want to know whether Patricia
Palmer wears her own hair. Well, I hope so. Anyway,
I can tell you she has never had any of mine.
But
let's get back to this colouring business.
Queenie
Thomas has dark brown hair and deep violet eyes,
and Mildred Davis has golden hair and blue eyes!
This answer of yours looks like an artist's palette.
" Florrie " (Shoreham-by-Sea).
Work on the
films is hard enough, but what, is much harder stiil
is the chance to get there. Geraldine Farrar was born
in Melrose, Mass. ; and Charles Kay in Jacksonville,

Weak, Anaemic
and Nervous

I

—

in

—

Glad to hear your town
the matter of films.
You an;
of " The Master Mystery " in

which Houdiui was featured.
•'
ThkO " (Millwall). So you have been hoarding

THE EDITOR.

Young

—

Tablets
—

TAKE TWO
TABLETS

The Universal Home Remedy for
Nervous Breakdown Kidney Trouble
Nerve Failure
Indigestion
Neuritis
Wasting

at bedt.me and
note how well
you sleep continue and you

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

will

know

Sleeplessness

Vital

joy

of

Exhaustion
Nervousness
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Life.

Anaamia

Dr. Cassell's Co., Ltd.. Manchester.

;

the
health

and vipour.

EQUALLY

SUITABLE
FOR
CHILDREN.

—

—

young

lady.

—

" Win * (Bristol). Remember the person who is
always " going to do " a thing is passed on the road
Why are you
to success by the one who does it.
anxious about Alma Taylor ? She is still playing.
She was born on January :3rd, 1S95, and is not married.
Conrad NaRel, who was born in 1886, and is
married to Ruth Helms, has appealed in " For Ever
" Little

Women,"

"

The Man

Jilm stories.

(More answers next week.)
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tollowing
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Cinema
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All

of
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them

are

photographs

of several

more or

disguised

less

eac!

weeks, and when the last set of pictures appears we
and how to send your efforts to us.

This competition

is

shall tell

not send in your efforts yet.

run in conjunction with the " Girls' Cinema,"
of those journals are invited to

and the " Boys' Cinema." and readers

This competition

will

last

eisht

The decision ot the Editor of
Picture Show" must be accepted
as finai and binding in all nutters concerniiu this contest, and acceptance
of this decision is a distinct condition of entry.
Employees of the proprietors or ttiis journal are not eligible to compete.
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SCREEN NEWLYWEDS

:

DOROTHY GISH AND JAMES RENNIE.

Note the wedding ring on Dorothy Gish's left hand. Dorothy is now Mrs. James Rennie, and here we see husband and
We shall see them also on the screen in the coming photo-play, entitled " Flying Pat,"
(riwto: Paramount-Artcrad.)

wife.

Picture Show,

February

1921.

by your

Billiards

own

First Aid

26th,

fireside.

Home.

in the

Experience; of a Tralnal Ambulance Work«i* with
Germ -Icne, the New As -pt'c fek.n Dressing.

w

Germol ne marks

j
/V
£ra in
Mr. George Moore. 206. Church
Koad, Kearsley, Farnworth, near
Bolton, writing 22nd S*-pt., says
Alte r using tbe new preparation
:

GKRMOLiiNli."
a

foci

1

t

a

W~»»-->

Treatment,

—

F.IZKtbe. pportnnity nrw

hav

it

Tables

»

7

was amongst the first to give
trial, and was astonished at the

As

all

lisge

both

cess,

01 the

with remarkable suc-

it

on

trial,

Cat -

any
to
withinooemile
paid

nearest station.

factory and else-

in the

Bent

tree

km.-caanriea.

Ambulance worker

a trained

have used

are

days

a mpiete « mi

result.
1

to get oni-of JttLET*S •HOM^'
ttatt'l think because von lire in a
u< ra ba\ 1114 a Billiard Table, hiley's
eonsmeuvfl y,.iu rv-imittn nt*. and taavr made bill:ai,l

BILLIARD TABLES,
(Ctt.iL.-yo

doing

recommending

public service in

to the public at large.
I

am

I

Skin and

RILEY.
BB

w here.

i

are

>le barrel

tables sellable I01 cot ta^e

t>t

mausion.

WRI1E THEM TO-DAY FOR ilLUSTR ATED
These tables rest

m £34,-10-0, or in
Ell s Works.
117. A>vr oa ' St.;

TABLE

fr

it is a Priceless Treasure ; no
house snuu.d oc without a
(or minor accidents. I have treated scores 01 cases with it,
ot which have been dressed with other preparation tor months
without avail, and which Germolene cured in 10 to 14 days. I
oiler this unsolicited testimonial lor public wellare."

'_ri

mrnth.v payments.

ACCRJNGTON.

LTD..

fcmfc" Sk.vroo"'

As a household remedy (or Cuts,
Bruises, Burns, and various skin

LISTS. FREE.

lb ordinary riinin,: tai>le. easily placed
in pwiti-.n anH eaiiHg takei away.
II.
.,ii.4!w Bice at £13-10 0 Is suitable (ot the av.rcje
room. Can be j,u, Ua>.-<1 by 1* montb.lv payments.
Kiley s have.
••COMb'SE" LILLIARD AND DINING
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diseases

box

100 New

many

Soothes at a Touch— !
remedy
Germolene

is

matchless as a

For the Early Spring

lor:

Piles

Ringworm

Psoriasis

Itching

Pimples

The March

Rashes

Cuts and Burns
Skin Eruptions

Chapped Hands

sale, tcils

Eczema
Ulcers

And
-Priffx

1

issue of "Home Fashions," now on
you al! about the coming spring modes.
It contains free patterns to make 6 diflerent
designs, and gives over -100 up-to-date styles for
costumes, coatfrocks, dresses, blouses and underBuy a copy TO-DAY!
clothing.

Chllolains
bruised, itching, or ulcerated Surfaces.
tin.
From Chemist', and Stores everywhere.

all cut,

a net 3/- per

t

Designs

ASK FOR

The Aseptic Skin Dressing
Sole

THE VENO DRUG

Distributors,

•

Manufacturing
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Chemists,

CO.,

HOME FASHIONS 4
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England.
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workmen.
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No.
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wear.
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The very

$36

latest

early
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Lndgate

Circus,

L

Ltd..
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BIG & SUCCESSFUL

'•Easy-as-easy"

to

make,
and

To be

smart

" comfy "
wear. See

iiiccrsa

Every
Friday

full

Tuesday's

nnaaaQu,-.an.iu

either

hav« on* of the chlvf qualiAcationfl for
bualni>Ma or aor'.al
If you are

Hfe.

Tliis

under 40

it

appllra
ia

wry

to

uX

HONE

THE ANSWER

COMPANION
Famous

In

Increase your hetchl by the Olrvan Rciert flo
T*i«(menr, a T^ry pliawant method, which l« carried out
in y^ur own home, and nu**e prlia*#-|v. Btiid^nta report
from 3 tn S tnchea Increase, w'tn groat b im fit to be*i<th,
and lmprorerrfnt In figure and eaniaRe. Send a pontnard .or narttcuam and our COO R-uarant*»e.N *o Enquiry
Dept.
N 1?. Stroud Oreon Koad. London. K.4.
ea.«y

instructions in
this

lall la to

both to men and women.

to

issue of

MASTERS,

Imperial

design for the

-
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EASY TERMS
'

awkward In I*" rrpR*-nre of ctu^s, send "* nenny
>i%mps for particular* of the II nto- Nerve SiremttheninK
Tr-atment. vIn the 7V*t.v f^oni \
\ i"tlrai
to Seaman, and in th*> Army from OolonH M» Pr'Tate, D S OX
II C 's.
and DCM.'a.

i

.

i» (He creates! »7t-r» a \>i-r\ tu life to any man or woman.
yon ar» nrrrvtia, (imld. low.]tpirtte4, Urk wlf^onddence. will now« r. mind concentrft'lon. blush, or feel

OODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Lait^s' St on k Hok Hoot,"a7 uT
(Jlace, 3o<* (Lat*- or buttoni, 6i>dvpo«l
i au.
46
7/4
and 6- mr.nrhlv.
monthly, on ea«y term*.

-

cnmr'-i!

If

!

25
u^vi.oi

.

I

,

NERVOUSNESS

Jumper
Frock

..

MM

6.

'

OH

Knitted

u-nui>,

4»y.

SoTt^

SUP-ON

110

La UcV Smart Walking Sboo Id
Kid. JO
and
Mack i*ox. Z6
36/-. Ian. 35;- and 46 *. >an Bnauea.
ii m 36/' f »T ft/- 'le poult and ft/-mo nlb>y
No.

•

HA1RSOLVENE
RA1RSOLVBHE

H MFSor.VENC

monthly.

Hioi;utj,

<

i

30

30-.

quality,

'lviiosit

.

Sale.

neck. armt. etc.. instantly and rumplrteljf voniahen Willi
" Koi an »TilBrat application of "
amrllmj mcssj- paste, but a plfAsancly periumcd liquitl
" im tho moat ( rt.ci
preparation.
ual r- in. .ly for .hi., 'tin, ua laair. aa it atticka the hair
root th**oueh the follicle. iuim<d'a*cW wtakming. and
CTon , tially destroying u All oth- r m-thoda aro Koiont'hc.
allv wrong. If you arc a cuffon-r from thia hidooua
>:ii
take tho Aral atop toward* a pcrmaii«nf cure
to-day l»v aomline 1/9 for a I'W-ral rrial rur'iv <>(
'
'•
with full particulars of o«r
spctull Introdxrltrt nHtr tn IFT!
CO.,
(Dept. !1
37 '38. Strand. London, W.C.3.
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Good Boots on Easy Terms
•

Now on

Issue.

H A I Ft on the FACE,

5

*•

ID.

2

for Fiction

and Fancy-work.

IS.

1

YOU CAN HAVE,
no matter how straight vour Hair. \
voi u,e our BRITISH PRO- 4
it
t
DUCTION for

NATURAL

WAVY CURLS

LARGE

(

Sl.'PPLY 2 6 (for one week orvlv)
J
220," e tmi-,|arBri<ieeR<<. L»ndai SE I.J
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PkqfcqraDKs and Para graph of Pictures Play^ a-d Pla.yevs
One

a love scene between the Eastern hero and
lie beggar maid.
The other a characteristic pose
of Otis Skinner as Hajj, which will remain with
you as an interesting souvenir, long after the
l

spectacle has faded from your

—

"

memory.

She Wasn't Impressed.

t7ARLE METCALF
himself.
in the studio,

against

|j

day

sends us a good story
Ho was at work c no

when

a lady, a

member

was going round on a
personally conducted tour of the studio. Just
as she reached the door, where her car was
waiting, she dropped her scented handker-

of one of the smart sets,

No. 59.—

tine

"

Ptdure

MOLLY MALONF.

MALOXK another constant reader
MOLLY
we must
to our famous readers of
is

never

will be,

*

wedded.

«

— —

er
I'm the leading man," he stammered, in confusion.
" Is that so V " she inquired coldly.
" Well,
I am sorry, but this is all the change I have."

—

her in her favourite picture paper.
By the way. Molly Malone is perhaps one of
the few stars who would not mind if high heels
were abolished.
She almost invariably wears

for the screen.

This picture \\n&

I

the way. the rumour that Miss Theby imarry a well-known screen actor is emphatiVarious reports that have been
denied.
circulated in (he past have all received tl
same answer. Miss Theby never has been, ami

snapped of Molly in her garden. By the smile
on her face she has found somet hing that pleases

Show.

t

By

Another Screen Romance.
LAI HE WHITNEY, as you know, is Mrs.
Robert Emmctt Keane. The romance

Picture

i

I

••

acid

the

is
said to be
lance leading won: highest
in the Los Angeles picture colony.
hear she has planned to make four more fea'ui
plavs before departing for a' year's stay overbore, where she will study music and art.
At present she is taking the part of a queen
of a. Chinese opium dcrr in a Fox film, entitled
" Clung."
Yon can see her now in the spectacular photo play, " Kismet."

to

.Mr. Metcalf happened To he standing near,
ami picked it up. and presented it to her. She
thanked him. and handed him a shining silver

coin.
" 1

Marry.

to

THEBY
ROSEMARYsalaried
free

cally-

chief.

Famous Readers of
SKow.

Never Intends

C

'
began when both were playing in " The
.Mr. Keane is
Innocent Idea." in New York.
now in vaudeville, while Claire is again actilSy

—

sandals.

Always Said "Yes,"
This Week's Special.
week readers have a special treat
THIS
being able to read the story of the

in

won-

derful picture play now being shown all
over the country. "If 1 Were King."
The story of this picture play was oriainallv
written as a novel, by Justin Huntly McCarthy.
Then mode into a successful stage play, arid
now into a most stupendous Fox photo-ploy,
with William Farnum as the vagabond saviour
of France. Francois Villon.
Of this photo-play
die .eminent author, Justin Huntly McCarthy,
has written
" I witnessed^ the Fox Film Company's
presentation of my story,
If I were King,'
.

:

:

'

with keen interest, which soon become a warm
approval that ended in cordial admiration.
The tale has been retold, vividly and brilliant
in the terms of the new art.
The characterisation is excellent, the setting remarkable for. its
beauty, and the handling of the great crowds
towards the close a marvel of effect. But the
triumph of the film was William Farnum's interpretation of the part of Francois Villon.
Humour, poetry, rascality, gallantry-, valour,
passion, tragedy, played in their turn
I

upon

William

Farnum's

MILTON
screen

SILLS

is

a

success

great

He

as

a

has proposed to
many lovely leading ladies, and. ii is
said, not one of them lias ever turned him

ELLIOT

down.

and husband

husband.

.-

—

The Stunts

CHARLES

1

many

af Charles Hutchison,
II ETCH ISO N says that

his

all

are physically possible, and are
a matter of close calculation and ncrv 5.
Many men could do them, if hey had he
nerve, but it fails them at the crucial moment.
" I do all sorts of stunts," he says.
" And I
always practise them beforehand, or do them
as soon after the rehearsal as possible."
Charles Hutchison is a great lover of animals
he tells me how once, when struggling with a
bear, he was afraid of hurting it.
" I knew how to tackle him," he says, l; and
buried my head in his neck and used wrestling
holds.
I knew he would try to trip me, and
would not try to bite mo until I was clown.
That bear had no quarrel with me, on the
contrary, it was I who had picked a quarrel

stunts

—

I

I

;

Christened Lioness' Cubs.

IRENE WALLACE, who
in the Sclig

with him."

Pearl's

is

that

*-*

—

HEAR

me

she

never

misses

impressing

upon her

friends and fellow artistes
great faith in this maxim.

her

Photo

From

A

MONO

who

lived

the Past.

her letters received from
all corners of the world, Viola
Dana was pleasantly surprised
the other day to receive a photograph of herself, taken when she
was a youngster visiting her uncle's
farm in. Massachusetts,
The picture was one of herself and a boy

is

Cinema World
" Kismet," which, as you

know, is the Kastorn term for
" Fate."
This story again, was a
theatrical sensation, the first of the
Eastern spectacular plays in whieli
Oscar Asche and Lily Brayton

astonished London, and the forerunner of " Chu Chin ('how." Otis
Skinner, the famous American aetOr,
was the creator of the part of Haij,
in America, and has now re-acted
his characterisation of the jovial
beggar on the screen.
The photoplay is a marvel of the splendour
of the East, in which is incorporated
a charming love story- -the Caliph
in disguise and a beggar maid.
Two
striking pictures from this production
adorn our centre paces thU week.

hi

trookrd Dwart

Maxim.

A
From

playing at pros

that Pearl While, at present, is at
Bermuda, where she is busy filming the
exterior scenes for her coming Fox picture
entitled " Woman or Tiger."
Pearl is a firm believer in the
old saying that " an apple a day
keeps the doctor away." She told

I

" Kismet."

photo play
ANOTHER
the talk of the

is

ffis

—

I

face,

send

the other day became godmother to a
lit ler of lion cubs.
r
i he lioness Sleezee plays with Miss Wallace
in this serial, and the keeper of the zoo has .i
"superstition that the star who is playing with
the lioness at the time should be godmother to
So Miss Wallace lias christened each
her cubs.
with water Irorn the zoo lake.

6.

Pictures

of the star soon to be
seen with Wallace Rerd
in " The Dancin' Fool."

Marie

of

Doro.

so
elecpient in its wordless action that
^ could almost believe I was hearing
William Farnum's voice."
Don't miss seeing the photo-play
or reading the story that begins on

page

DANIELS,
a
btBr.
charming new portrait

UtiX'L-tM, toe
hero
of
plays
screen

handsome

on

neighbouring farn
now a young man.
photograph, asking Mi"
Dana to aurograph it. and return
it
to him.
She did so, but no'
before she got the studio phot grapher to make a copy of i'.
he boy.
sent the
't

who

a

i-,

Nick Cogley's Tame Ducks.
NICE COC.LEY. whose clever

GEORGE CLARK,

of George
his right,

Clark Productions fame, with GTJY

and IVY

DUKE

on

bis left.

NEWALL

on

impersonation of Aunt Mandy.
.was pictured on last week o
cover, has a pair of tame dic k-,
which, follow him about the garden,
and even into the l.ou -e. Mr. Coglej

Picture Show,

4

February

2bth,

1921.

/

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

FROM "OVER THERE."

(ells me he is training the ducks for motion
pictures, in case he is ever forced to retire from

LOUISE FAZENDA is weary of custard pic*,

Notes and

I

lie

—

screen.

Her First Stage Experience.
know that Myrtle Steadman gained
DIDheryoustage
experience at the age of twelve,
when she appeared as a solo dancer. Vfe
are shortly to see her in a new Goldwyh photoplay, entitled " The Concert."
-

•

Sounds Easy, Doesn't

It ?

SUKELY

no one has been more modest than
Darrel Foss, who was asked the other
day how he happened to become an act or.
"I was walking by the old Kalem studio
one day," ho answered, " and they called me
in.
1 went in and sat down, and I've been an

Tom

—

—

,

MUTUAL ADMIRATION

SOCIETY?'

Tom

Moore and

has grown up between

Childers, who ore playing together
in- -" Mr.
Barnes, of- New York." Tom calls
Naomi a " proud patrician beauty," while she
dubs him, a " wild Irish rose."

Naomi

By the way, I hear that Tom is practically in
hiding these days as far as any social life is
concerned, for he has grown side whiskers of
(he sort affected in the seventies and eighties
lor his role of Mr. Barnes, and .says he is the
subject of
embarrassing
remarks
personal
whenever he appears in public.
++

— —

Cullen as Engineer,

CULLEN

LAXDIS, the Goldwyn jnvcnije
says lie intends to apply for One
month's salary to the Canadian Pacific
llailway.
The reason is that when the company was in Canada, making the snow scenes
Snow Blind," a special train was hired to
for
take the company to different spots, and Cullen
played engineer most of the time. He says that
it they want proof,
he has it in the form of
pictures taken by the Goldwyn camera-man.
star,

—

STELLA MUIR, playing in " Tbe Heart ol a
Rose " and " Tbe Lass o' tbe Looms," now at
work on a mystery drama by Langford Reed.

Bumps -and Bumps.
was between scenes at the Goldwyn studios
that the assistant director was running, his
Cullen'
Landis's
hair.
through
.lingers
"He's got a lot of bumps on his head," ho said.
" Let's help him along," suggested a member
" Let's give him a few more."
of the cast.

IT

—

Not Over Here.

WE

—

Kay's
faithful
Charles
narrowly escaped a terrible
other day, when a heavy
table-lamp toppled from the table.
Afterwards, it look the united efforts of
liarlie, two leading ladies, and about forty
actors, camera-men, etc., to find Whiskers, who
Mas eventually discovered, looking very pensive,
in the corner of Charlie's car, mute ready to go
home, the minute Charlie had finished work.
follower,
fate the

(

—-

Connie's Stern Parent.
Constance Talmadge returned from
her runaway marriage, she found for the
first time in her gay, young life, a stern

WHKN
parent.

Heretofore Mrs. Talmadge has been one of the
with her lovely daughters, but she w.x
unrelenting this time, and refused to hcc.l
Connie's tears and pleas.
" I had such plans for her." was all she would
soy. speaking of her daughter as one who has
passed on.
As for Constance, her 'lovable heart was
nearly broken.' Sho tried bravado, but tbo.-o
of her friends who know her well, say sho wbu'd
have given a year's salary *to get one smile out,
girls

are not to see the Goldwyn screen
version of Graham Moffat's famous play,
"Bunty Pulls the Strings " after all. I
hear that this film was made for the United
States of America only, an 1 cannot be shown in
any other country.

"Whiskers."

WHISKERS,"

torn froc ks, and messy houses. That is the
reason she has resigned from the Mack
Scnnett Company. Like Charlie Chaplin, who
has always longed to play Hamlet, she has a
feeling she could do much better work if she
were permitted to exercise her woman's privilege
of looking as well as she can.
Usually, a desire like .Miss Fazenda'sf- jof
wanting to do something other than tho tiling
t hat has made one famous is stifled at birth, aild
the actress follows the line of least resistance
and remains as contented as possible. But not
with Louise Fazenda. She has signed a eontract as star of the Special Pictures Corp.
For the edification of tho readers of Pictur
Snow, who have not heard of this new American
film company
it is a film-producing organisation formed by Los Angeles business men.
Miss Fazenda is their first star, and she has
'promised herself a regular spree in slap-stickle>s
comedy. She is determined, no matter what
happens, she will not part icipate in any custard pio combats, but confine herself to dignified fun.
The second star to follow Miss Fazenda into
,
tho new camp is, tho dog, Teddy, seen in so
many of the Mack Sennet t pictures.
Teddy's master signed a contract for him to
appear with Miss Fazenda, and now with the
assurance of his dogship's support, she is starting
on hor new contract. During her visit to. New
York' she was entertained by many exhibitor-;,
who took this occasion to let her know that she
can always have a place on their scrcon.
"

In Hiding.
-

A.

_

YorU.

"

1

actor ever since."

News From New

Special Notice,
judging
our
THEPuzzle
Competition
of

recent Cinema Star
has been a very big

owing to the record number of
This has accounted for the delay in
publishing the names and addresses of tho
fortunate prisewinners, -but the task is Hearing
ompletiou, so look out for the result in an
curly issue of tho PiCTtnii Snow.
one,

entries.

<

Fay

Filmer.

of

Mama

Talmadge.

Norma

intercede')],

and

while a truco is on, and Constance has been taken
back into the bosom of the family, it will bo som"
timo boforo Mrs. Talmudgc forgives.

— —
*-*

Frances Marion to Direct Marion Da vies.
that Frances Marion has come on

NOWfrom

the coast and confided to a few of'
her close Friends her engagement to direct
Marion Davies,' ovcryonc is wondering just why
she did not stay on the l'ickford lot. -Francos
and. little " Mary " have been close-film friends
for years.

Mary frequently consulted her about

and was largely guided by Miss Marion's
judgment. Both girls Imd longed for years -to
stories,

try

the experiment of having Frances direct
addition to writing many of hor

Mary, in
.-renarios.

But, alas and ahvek, it didn t work atLittle Mary, despite all her sweetness, has
h mind of her owiif-and is one of the beet informed
actresses on screen technique in the business.
Frances, likewise, knows what sho want*, an 1
alii

I

when she wants it, with the consequence the girl*
B"rocd it was belter to select another director
Her brother Jack, who has shown tin
for Mary.
inclination to act since his wife, Olive Thomas
died, is now wielding tho megaphone.
»

Rumours About Fatty.
FATTY AHBUCKLE, who

returned

homo

fatter and more popular than ever, has
had a mob of newspaper reporters on his
Someone said Mr. Arbucklo would
trail.
announce his engagement to Dorothy Wallace
within the month, and theso energetic ones,
knowing something of tho interest with which
such a story would be received, wanted to bo on
band when it was ollicially announced. Now
comes the sad and disappointing feature.
Fatty says, in the words of the immortal Mark
his engagement has been greatly
Twain,

A

producer at borne.

REGINALD BARKER
borne

is

does not confine bis artistic
artistic achievement.

an

settings to tbe screen.

Hi;

exaggerated."

Lovella p.

Taiisons.

.

,

l'iihiir
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

VIRGINIA JONES,
brother

Charlie,

in

four-year-old
the Goldwyn

of
picture,
sister

Johnny Jones, as Edgar's little
"Edgar's Little Saw," by Booth

A

home photograph of the popular film
By now many of us have seen her in her

delightful

YOUNG.

SHOW."

CLARA KIMBALL

star,
latest film,

" The Eyes of

Youth," adapted from the great stage success.

Tarkington.

.TSURI AOKI, a favourite with all picturegoers, and wife
Hayakawa, dees not seem much impressed by the

" PICTURE

of Sessu»
idol

Did the

little bit

of hair enable

EDITH ROBERTS

to

make up

with Arnold Greg in " White Youth."

her mind

?

-A

3cena

Show, February

Picture

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS

BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

Pke CALL OF T/1E,
The

Splendid

of the

New

Serial Story

Famous Britiih

By A. E. COLEBY and
HERBERT ALLINGHAM

Fil

t

a cloud of dust.

in

Master

mug
wain

He

•

stops

of ale. and says he is
.Master Alfred that

but Rowcna did not notice this, for
oxcitemcnt sent the hot blood coursing
through her veins.
Her lips moved,
and she found herself praying that her
cousin's life might be spared.
It was
dawn, there was a deep glow in the sky
away there behind the trees, and no
one had arrived.
Perhaps the fight
had been abandoned. Perhaps Alfred
had hail run away
The thought, bringing a hot flush to her

landed in England with
and they arc on their way

Silas lias

Lady Rowcna

to the Hall
" "lis time the old man came to stop th^
doings at the Hall
"lis dice and cards an
wine, day and night " said the hostess of
I

I

!

The Old Punch Bowl.
Half a dozen men are gathered in the
oak room at Truscott Hall, where a game
of cards

—

in progress.

is

One man only stands

apart, watching the players.
This is Alfred Truscott, called " the Lamb."
If''
is watching two men intently
the fust, Sir Martin
Trevor, handsome and distinguished, with the expression of the inveterate gambler ; the other a mere
hoy, playing with feverish anxiety.
Young Ulkswater at length refuses to play longer,
nd implies that Sir Martin Trevor is not playing
fairly.
The Lamb prevents the matter going further,
and succeeds in making the lad leave the Hall.
In the play that follows, the. Lamb loses steadily,
and at length stakes his all in a throw of the dice.
Sir Martin changes the dice for loaded ones, and
wins; but the Lamb, roused to fury, attacks him,
and, after a rough handling, Sir Martin challenged
liim N) a duel
When Silas Truscott returns to the Hall he orders
Alfred to leave the bouse, and the latter takes him
:it his word.
In the woods ho comes across Paganini
I'rinius and Paganini Sceundus
the old fiddler an I

—

•

—

—

the young boy and spends the day with them.
He
tills the old man of his coming duel, aud promises
liiin he shall l«: his second.
Lady llowena is told by her maid that this duel is
to take place, and the girl is horrified when bcr
mistress says that she will go to the spot appointed,
as she wishes to see of what mettle her gipsy cousin,
whom she has never met, is made.

In the Field of the Stunted Oaks.
!

in

Hilda's
voice as sho confronted her
young mistress, and a look of dismay in her wideeyes.
open
" Must not V "
I

Tho Lady Rowena hail turned away, but flow
she again surveyed Iho maid, and hi her pretty
Wilful face there was a look of anger and surprise.
Forgive mo, my lady, I know not what 1
" Hut of a
say,'' exclaimed Hulda agitatedly.
truth 'tis madness. Consider thy undo. Ho hath
quarrelled with Master Alfred and hath turned
lini from tho door.
If thou should'st do this
thing
" He will turn ine also from his door ?
Is
that thy meaning, girl ?" intorruptod Rowena.
with a light-hearted laugh.
"Oh, no, my lady. Master Silas loves theo
too dearly for that, hut thou knoweat his tem"
per.
If ho should learn
" Peace, child ;
ho neod never know. Bo
Ibqu only discroot and there is naught to tear.
It is my fancy to sec my cousin Alfred, and see,
.

'.'

Say no more

will.

I

"

Thoil wilt not see him to good advantage,
nicthinks," rotortod Hulda.
"Sir Martin is a
practised duellist.
Master Alfred will bo but
us a child in his hands, so they say.
Thy
cousin would not thank theo, my lady, did lie
know hou wcrt so anxious to witness his humiliation/'
t

Kowena frowned, and then shrugged her
shoulders with a girlish poltishnoss.
"My cousin is a full-grown man, and the
blood of the Truscotts runs in his veins.
]fo
should not pick quarrels if ho lark the skill and
courage to defend himself in fair fight," sho said
i

ontemptuously.

Hulda sighed,
v ..n

"
••-aid

realising that further

argument

usoless.
will

1

awake your ladyship

at

dawn," she

resignedly.

j

Alfred

VICTOR MacLAGLEN)

in

the

woods

with Paganini Primus.

We

" I shall be awake.
must start before
dawn. See that thou art ready."
Indeed only a very faint tint of grey was (o
he seen in tho Eastern s{cy when tho two girls,
with their wraps held tightly about them,
emerged from the Hall.
The spot selected for the duel was a low
meadow loss than a mile away on the other side
of tho thick bank of trees which shielded Truscott Ha]l from tho north wind.
Rowcna and her maid swiftly crossed tho
gardens in the immediate vicinity of tho house
and were soon within the friendly sheltor of tho
trees.

Both were excited, and now that they were
launched on tho adventure Hulda was tho
more eager of the two. Sho chattered incessantly and made all kinds of unpleasant sugfairly

gestions as to the result of tho fight.
Would
Sir Martin kill Master Alfred or would he he
content to wound him only ? Did her ladyship hink sho could tolerate tho sight of blood *
Or perhaps Sir Martin would be merciful and
agree to accept an apology. Then thcro would
t

"

my lady, you must not
BUT, There
was a nolo of desperation

him

-it-

was too proud to draw back, and sho
permitted Hulda to lead her down the
side of the long meadow.
They reached tho clump of bushes
and concealed themselves behind it.
The minutes passed and nothing
lappencd. The morning air was chill,

Read This First.
old Vagabond with his violin and a
young hoy of about twelve arc
tramping along a Kentish lane, when
they come to an old inn. Before the two
" gentlemen of lie road " enter, a horseman
at the inn for a
on his way to

TO-DAY.

ROAD
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bo no fight at, all."
Rowcna hardly spoke, and it was doubtful if
she heard a quarter of what her companion
said.
Sho was nervous and possessed by an
anxiety for which -she could not account.
Alfred Truscott was nothing to her.
If they
met they would not know one another. And
evidently ho did not want to know her.
Ho had
not wanted to sco her on her return from abroad.
Why should she give him a single thought ? It
was too absurd.
Nevertheless, she quickened her pace and her
heart heat fast as they drew near to tho scone
of tho coming encounter.
When they emerged from among tho trees
they found themselves on the «dgo of a largo
moadow the gras< of which had been closely
grazed.
Now it was quite deserted, aiid in tho
half-light, wore a desolate and mournful aspect.
" 'Tis here," whispered Ilulda.

Tho Lady Rowcna shivered
gazed about her.
' Where will thry

light

?

slightly as she

" sho

Tho meadow stretched down

murmured.
them

before

in

a rather steep slope from where they stood, but
at tho further end was a level piece whore tho
eloso-eroppod grass looked almost as smooth as
a lawn.
" Mothinks 'twill be there!" said Hulda,
" Let us go round by tho
indicating the spot.
hedge so that we can got nearer. That clump
will
bushes
yonder
hide
us well enough.
From
of
here wo could scarce hear the report of their
pistols."

"
thoy fight with pistols 1
not.
Sir Martin is equally skilful
with sword and pistol, so they say. Perchance
they will fight with both."
Rowcna was now trembling and hil t oi ly
regretting the mad impulse which had urged her
to start on this unpleasant adventure, but sho

"Do

"I know

!

checks, bad scarcely crossed her mind when
she \*as startled by the sound of voices mingled
w ith laughter.

Sho gripped Hulda's arm almost fiercely.
The maid looked at her. nodded eagerly, and
thon peeped out from behind the bushes.
Almost immediately she drew back her ey05
big. with excitement.
" Oh, my lady," she whispered, " 'tis Sir
.Martin Trevor with all his friends.
PoOr Master
Alfred will stand but little chanco against so
many. 'Tis not fair
Cautiously Rowena peeped out and beheld,
scarcely a hundred paces away, a group of men
who wore laughing and chatting together in
tho highest spirits.
Foremost among them was one who, by his
manner, his speech and his appearance, dominated the rest. Ho was a tall, handsome fellow
with bold black oyes, and he had an easy,
swaggering style which was natural to him and
l>y no. means assumed for the occasion.
It
\v:vs clear that tho others all looked up to him
!

as their leader.

.

In spite of his good looks Rowena look an
instinctive dislike to him.
" That is Sir Martin, and ho is cruel ; ho will
have no mercy " she said under her breath.
Hulda, who was standing very close to her
mistross. caught the whispered words.
" "Tis true
'Tis said lie alw ays kills his
man," sho said.
The party had now come to a halt some fifty
!

!

yards away and were examining the ground.
Rowena counted seven of them in all.
Two were on their knees with a case of rapiers
between them.
" They fight with swords," whispered Hulda
" 'Twill last tho longer "
excitedly.
At a little distance was an elderly man
examining tho contents of a bag he had been
I

carrying.

" Tho old man, dost see him, my lady T "
'Tis (ho
exclaimed tho irrepressiblo Hulda.
When tho fighting's douo 'tis ho
doctor.

"
who
Rowena

-

•

«

.

.notioncd to her to ho silent.
At that moment Sir Martin sauntered acros*
to the medical man.
'The baronet's face wore a mocking smile, and
ho looked diabolically handsome So it seemed
to Rowena, and sho shrank back A pace, as from
something deadly and dangerous. She still kept
her gitzo fixed upon him, howover.
The indolence of his hearing angered and yet
This was a man, she f«It, who
fascinated her.
was accustomed to ochievo success in whatever
ho undertook.
What chance had poor Alfred against such a

man

?

With his hands behind him" and his foot apart
he was now looking down at tho doctor, an
amused smile curving his eruol, thin lips.
" Tho Lamb, methinks, doctor, will not need
thee, for I have a pretty pass," ho said laughingly.

The words wero uttered in a loud and lw>astfnl
voieo for t he benefit of the company at largo, and
(Continued on paye

8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF SESSUE HAYAKAWA.

SESSUE
Famous Star

THKRK

Who Made

East

down

1 1

(

ieisha.

Why He Changed

His Mind.
was lorn

SESSUE HAYAKAWA

I"

'•

Show.")

t'icturc

HAYAKAWA.

has been no more powerful factor i'l breakthe barriers of prejudice and misunderstanding that divide the nations of the world
than the' cinema, and though much lias yet to Ik- done
in 1 is respect, it is certain that cinetnagoers have
gained much mere knowledge of the world from the
Hereon than they ever got from school.
Sessue llayak.iwa has given hundreds of thousands of Western
peppfe an insight into the home-life and customs of the
people of Japan that -has done much to dispel the mists
of ignorance through which we viewed the land of the
ing

the

(Special

West Meet on

and

Movies.

the

His ambition changed through reading a novel,
and shortly after he had read this work he met an aC.tor.
This, coupled with the fact that in doing a dive whilst
in training he broke one of his eardrums u Inch, of Bourse,
made him unfit for military or naval sen ice. altered
(he whole course of his life.
«

His First Appearance.
dramatic experience was with
stock
HIS company,
lie went to America where he learned
a

first

to admire Shakespeare, and spent much time
there translating his works, and also those of Ibsen
and cither great playwrights, into Japanese.

Sessue then returned to Japan to interest some of

Tokio, Japan,
in 1889. He was sent to the University of Chicago
to be educated, and then returned to Japan, and
h'ul six years' experience on
the legitimate stage
before taking up screen acting.
In his younger days
he was reared with the prevailing Japanese respect
tor military training, and his ambition for a lime was
to be a naval ofliccr.
in

the Japanese producers in the production of Shakespearian plays. And although these were incongruously
acted in Japanese dress, he did much through these
plays to further the love of the drama in the land of his
birth.

was while he was touring in America with his own
that he visited Los Angeles, when Thomas
I nee was producing some Japanese pictures, in which
It

company

he persuaded Sessue to take part.
l:

Vou w ill remember his first pic ture was The Wrath
the (.Joels " when Tsuri Aoki played opposite him.
It
was she who first turned his thoughts from his Japanese
theatrical company to pictures, and as the culmination
to a happy courtship, they were married while with the
0.1

luce coiupauy.

Then came The Tvphoon," " In Pawn," li The C'it v
Dim Faces."' "ThejDall of the East," "The Honour
II is House," and then the photo-play that made him
famous over here, with Fanny Ward in " The Cheat."
"'

of
of

A

Fatalist.

HAYAKAWA

'five feet seven inches in height.
Orientals, he always has a cheerful
expression, and a smile full of humour.
He is
very athletic, and is. fond of riding, swimming, fencing,
boxing, and wrestling.
He is also a
very clever writer.
When he speaks,
is
it
without a great deal of gesture,

Unlike

is

many

and- impresses the stranger with his
and reserved manner.
Like all of the East, Sessue Hayakawa is essentially a fatalist.
He
docs not fight against any unwelcome
thing that comes- to him, and
in
accepting things he saves himself many

quiet

unhappy
-

hours.

No

one should be unhappy more
" Yet
than is necessary." he says.
people hate this and that* It is not
'

wise.
love,

Hate

hurts.

then hate

is

But

when

you

nothing."

If you want to write him, address
your letter—

SESSUE HAYAKAWA,
c

o

Haworth Pictures Corp.,
Hellman Buildings,
Los Angeles,

California, U.S.A.
[Mention the " Picture Show" to ensure
an early reply.)

J'ieture

"THE CALL T°HFE ROAD."
ihey even reached

Continued from
onoe fi.1

cars of the

tlie

two

listening

women.
pale,

and a

chill

w cut to her heart.

ould

v

" I
murder,
she breathed faintly.
had the courage to interfere. 1 would

is
I

She stopped abruptly. Her gaze had travbeyond the group of men away across tho

elled

meadow, and now it became fixed
for out of
ho morning mist now being dispersed by the
w arm rays of the sun she beheld emerging three
;

i

strango figures.

:

.

Grotesquo figures they were, for the most
put in rags and tatters such tramps as the
Lady Rowena had never seen before save on
io high-road from her carriage window.
She wondered who they could be and what
they could want. They advanced rapidly, the
foremost of them, a giant of a fellow, coming
along with great swinging strides.
He wafollowed by a tattered old man and a boy almost
equally disreputable in appearance.
The big fellow was better dressed, but his
clothes were rumpled and mud bespattere 1,
a- of one who had spent the night in the woods.
Then ho came nearer. Rowena saw him pore
clearly and her heart gave a sudden bound.
This was no tramp
This splendid athlete

—

1

1

!

with the free and easy stride, the laughing,
boyish face and tho clear, steady eyes.
Again she seized her maid by the arm.
" Who is ho
Hulda
sho demanded.
This man
who is he f *"
The girl peered ovor her shoulder.
'"
'Tis he, my lady.
'Tis thy cousin."
Rowena expressed no surprise. Sho said
nothing, but her gaze icmained fixed on the
'

';

!

—

Trevor's friends looked at one another, exswift, inquiring glances.
" By my faith, the Lamb can hold liis own "
muttered one.
" 'Tis naught,'
Ralston.
replied Geoffrey
" Tis his bullock strength hath served him so
!

Trcver knows every trick of fence. Ho
can end tho business how he pleases and when.
"
1 mind the lime he fought
h He stopped abruptly and started forward,
staring with distended eyes at the two combatants.

They were moving over the springy turf in a
kind of zigzag line, and it was Sir Martin Trevor
who was moving backwards. His face was white
and set, and ho was breathing heavily.
Alfred Truscott, his great shoulders slightly
'crouched, was pressing the attack with a speed
and energy which never seemed to tire.
Again and again the baronet made desperate
attempts to break down, or at least stay that
merciless attack, but 'every attempt was weaker
than the last, and all the time Alfred kept up
the assault with a kind of whirlwind ferocity.
The two women in their places of concealment
clung to one another, sick with fear and dared not
look
but they could hear the hissing of the
blades and the panting of the men only a few
paces away.
sudden startled exclamation caused Lady
Rowena to turn her averted head, and gaze
once more upon the conflict, her anxiety, to
know what was happening overcoming he fears.
The exclamation came from the lips of one of
Trevor's friends.
" By the lord, it's a guinea to a groat, on the
;

A

newcomer.

lamb

He came

torward smiling gravely and made
a sweeping bow to Sir Martin and his party,
who were now grouped- together surveying him
und his ragged companions with curious
glances.
Sir M&rtiri shrugged his shoulders
a diort, unpleasant laugh.

was indeed a remarkable on".
Sir Martin Tivvor was retreating before his
relentless opponent in a -cries of spasmodic
bounds. The cold sweat of fear was on his livid
t.ice, and a glazed look of horror was in his dark

ami gave

eyes.

Geoffrey Ralston, who was standing near,
turned to his pa'ron.
Forsooth, Trevor," he said, " the Lamb
was hard put* to it to find a friend. Ho brings

And

tramp
Primus heard tho words and turned
sharply on the speaker, his one eye gleaming
!

I

Old

dangerously.

.

pi ly thy friend's way into
ho observed pleasantly.
After this the preliminaries were quickly disposed of, for the men about Sir Martin had
much experience in affairs of this kind and w astcd
no time.
Rowena watched the scene with straining
eyes.
The mental tension was almost nio'e
h iu she could bear.
Now the two men were face to face, gleaming
sword in hand.
Geoffrey Ralston stood with a handkerchief
uplifted ready to give the signal to engage.
Sir Martin's cronies were in a croup, watching
the scene with the keen, interested eyes of

"Perchance to

1

lades,'

I

experts.

A

then suddenly there came one of those
common in such affairs:
Sir Martin seemed to realise that further
retreat was madness, and could only have one
nd.
He stopped abruptly, parried a deadly
thrust,' and then made a savage, despairing lungo
at his opponent's heart.
Alfred Truscott caught the blade on his own,
L;a\e one rapid turn of his iron wrist, and Sir
Martin's sword leaped into the air and fell to
the ground five yards away.
There was a gasp from the onlookers, and
then a strung.: stunMQS.
Many of those who witnessed the scene had
icon present on previous occasions when Sir
.Martin Trevor in the position of a conqueror,
swift changes so

'

n fiddling

!

Tho scene which Rowena's eyes gawd upon

I

hail deliberately killed his
t

I

nervous glitter in his eye betrayed his emotion.
Kalston's arm dropped, the handkerchief
in the same instant (here was
the clash of steel against steel.
Sir Martin Trevor was an expert swordsman,
ir4Jie was in the mood to play a little with Ins
\i>lim before proceeding to business.
His admiring and obliging friends, who had risen SO
early from their beds deserved a little entertainmint for their pains, they should have it.
He made a spectacular thrust, a quick parry,
and then contemptuously lowered his point, this
uiving his opponent an opening.
At the same
lime a look of mockery and contempt flashed

Happed down, and

i

from his dark eyes.
But the look vanished as quickly as it came,
and gave place to one of mingled amazement
and terror, for Alfred Truscott was quick of eye
and quick of brain, and, moreover, in spite of
his mighty frame, had an almost cat-like agility,
Ifo saw his chance, and, like a streak of flame,
his sword leaped at Sir Martin's throat
Tho baronet saved himself by an adroit
movement, so Swift as to be almost superhuman.
.

And now

Truscott, his

weapon

raised,

his

Alfred

advanced upon

his

The victor's face was grimly set, his
Livy eyes cold and hard as steel.
By all tho
rules of the game he was entitled to take the hfo

enemy.

of this

apart sal the two 1'aganinis.
old fiddler w as taking snuff rapidly. ho
muscles of his face worked convulsively, and a
little

The

man.

urn had come.
Slowly, and with cruel deliberation.

not

man who had

have

hesitated

sought, his own, and
their positions

had

would
been

reverse d.

•

man's anger suddenly

the

•

.

mingled pain, rage, and
astonishment the baronet writhed and [wriggled
in a desperate effort to release, himself, but the
l.amb held fa.st. He was still angry. This man
had swindled him, and like all simple, honest
natures, he was rendered furious by any kind
of

away from him.

Lamb

as comic.

With his hands on his hips he flung back his
head, and burst into a roar of boyish laughter.
Sir Martin Trevor stood motionless a safe
distance away, his handsome face distorted by
stirred within
lie conflicting emotions which
him. ,
Fear battled with rage, and at length rage
conquered. Ho even came a step nearer,
" Alfred Truscott," he said, in a tono of concentrated hate, " from this hour I have but one
Byobject in life.
It is to get even with thee.
all that's holy 1 swear thou shall pay in full for
"
this day's work !
The l.amb. was still laughing, but the two
Paganinis had now come up, and it was Primus
who replied to tho infuriated baronet. "
" Tarry not, Sir Knight.V said the old fiddler
Ho
soothingly, "my friend hath many moods.
may change his mind yet again, and pull thine
i

car."
Sir Martin opened his lips to speak, then
checked himself, and, swinging round, strode
angrily away, the laughter of the others ringing
in his ears.
By this

time Hiilda had overcome her fears,
and, bubbling with excitement, was straining
her neck to get a good view of what was going
forward.
Her mistress look her by the arm and drew
her away.
" Come, 1 have seen enongh.
N'ow 1 know."
Something in the speaker'^ voice caused the
maid to give her a epiick look.

Lady Rowena's cheeks were

'The

flushed,

and

her eyes were very bright.
Kuldu concealed a smile.
"Yes, my lady," she said demurely, "thou
knowost now what a rough, unmannerly fellow-

thy cousin. No wonder Master Silas would
have naught more to do with him. To pull a
"
gentleman's nose indeed, 'twas outrageous
"Cease thy prating, child. Thou art foolish,
and know not what thou art saying."
Huldtt tossed her head.
is

—

" t)f a

eyes saw.

tweak

Sir

!

my lady, I know what mino
your ladyship says ho did not.
Martin's nose it shall bo so, but of a

truth,
If

"
truth
" Peace, child
-

my cousin
I know what
saw all."
"
And was it [not unmannerly ?
Lady Rowena' turned swiftly her glorious eyes

ablaze.
" It

With a scream

fell

Sir Martin's nose still bore traces of the treatment it had received, and somehow that pinched
wlrito {leak jutting out of a purple face, struck

gloaming sword.
And then Suddenly Alfred's whole demeanour
changed. His tense, crouching figure became
erect, and with u contemptuous gesture he flung
his weapon from him.
" 'Tis an insult to the steel to use it on the
likes of thee " he' cried.
And even as hint tered the words he leaped forward and s*ized
Sir Martm XrOvor'a nose between his finger and
kuinb.

save the two

all

!

did.

I

1921.

himself began to kick savagely.
Whereupon
Alfred let go the nose, seized the baronet by
tho waist, swung him in the air, and with S
mighty heave tossed liim to the ground among
his precious friends.
They scattered, and Alfred, still a little annoyed, made a rush at them, but they bolted
in terror, and, Alfred, turning again, beheld Sir
Martin Trevor.
He had risen to his, feet, and was struggling
into his coat.
His face wore an expression of
diabolical rage, and he was half choking as he
gasped out threats of vengeance.
" 'Tis for thee to laugh now, but wait " ho
snarled.
Alfred gave him one look and then the young

Sir Martin Trevor stood rigid, his jaw hanging
loose, stark terror in his eyes.
Nearer and
nearer to his breast come the point of that

!

26</i,

Paganinis, who roeked to and fro in wild spasm*
of uncontrollable laughter. )f —
Sir Martin, his rage overcoming all other
emotions, when he found he could not release

changing

far, tint

wide-open astonishment,

in

fury.

Rowena's lovely taee turned
" It

but even so lus skin was pricked, and the next
moment ho found himself fighting desperately,
•lighting for his life while Truscott pressed him
harder and harder with a kind of cold, relentless

Show, February

!

1

'•

"

was splendid " she cried impetuously.
Never have 1 seen such a man. So gallant,
and so gay
Hulda looked up slily from under her droop-

so strong, so brave,

!

!

ing eyelids.
Master Alfred would be glad to know he
leaves bohind him ouo who wishes him well,
now that he is a beggar und rid of all hie line
•
friends," she said meekly.
The Lady Rowena sighed.
" 1 would ho could know it," sho said simply.
And then with a shrug of her shoulders sho
" Not that it matters much to my
added
Cousin Alfred. He goes' out into (he world
:

—

where he will soon mnko many friends, and 1
never see him again."
After that they walked in silence back to
tho Hall, which they reached without being

He djd not want in the least to
of trickery.
kill Sir Martin Trevor, but ho was very much
disposed to teach him u much -needed lesson.

shall

Therefore he wrung the baronet's nose vigorously,
and derived great enjoyment from the process.
Those who witnessed the scene gazed upon it

observed.
{Another tkrWiwg instalment in tttM Monday's
" Picture Show.")
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FILM VERSION OF A STAGE

DRAMA

AVERY
r

clever symbolical film adapted froir
the great Drury Lane stage success,
Violet Homing takes the part of
s

Everywoman, who

is in search of Love and
Happiness, but she -mistakes Wealth for happiness and Passion for Love. She soon finds
that Wealth has no use for her once Beauty
and_Youth have departed. She is poverty

jk

stricken,

and wandering

in the streets, and
then she finds that a youn"
'/7^7 tully ; physician is the Love for whon
M
LI
^Puff 1 6ho has been searching.

~|^

••

v

»,

>t

is

VIOLET HEMING

ilium
vS

as Everywoman with
Beauty, Youth, Modesty, and Conscience,
played by Wanda Hawley, Clara Horton
Margaret Loomis, and Mildred Reardon.

CUMMINGS
as Passion with

Everywoman.

MARGARET LOOMIS

i

,

U

/

WANDA HAWLEY

duction of " Everywoman.'

Nobody (JAMES NEILL) allows Everywoman a peep into the
sne wi " be like wnen sne

is °' d iS

MONTE

as Modesty,
as Love, and
Paramount-Artcraft
in
the
Beauty

BLUE

future,

sne continues in her present

and shows her what

mode

of living.

as
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A

is "
Happy Family."
bright and sunny morning not SO
found myself at Wallon-on1
Thames nnd in a sheltered corner (here
is a little world of its own. It is quite unlike any
other world dot I have ever seen, and it is
ailed 1 10 Hepworth .Studios.
Jn this idyllic
spot the pictures that delight so many Picture
Snow readers are made.

Where There

OWElongveryago

—

•

1

hy chance you meet anyone who has worked

If

f^r-

"-Hepworth's,"

th 'V will

"*V

.

—

—

:

at

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

LATEST PLANS OF PRODUCERS. STORIES FROM
aims are simplicity and sincerity. 1 try to get all
effects simply. The bigger the effect, the mpre
simply 1 like to approach it " and then he
added, with a twinkle in his eyes n My w< rk
is my hobby and, after this, criticising criticism.

exact y

all

tlie

1

yon

t'-ll

same story
a happy

" It's like

family

!

"

A

is
one of the
reasons
that the
purely sordid aspect
never creeps
of life
into a Ilepworth film.

Picture Making.

WIS del

AR

NG

I
i

a
io usl y

c

gown

woolly

a subdued shade of
pink, and an attractive little hat on her
of

hENRtf

EDwARDS.

BO ft golden hair, Chrissie Wliite sat by my side
in the studio, and watched Henry Edwards"

producing one of his pictures.
Many Pier run Snow readers, I know, will
nvy my good luck in seeing the favourite star
of thousands of picture-goers, calmiy an coolly

•

Doesn't Like Shopping.
1 am sure you will be
I was at this piece of

is

this

A Woolly Gown and

Who

Girl

White.
SHEjust Chrissie
as surprised as

Perhaps

intelligence, because at all times, in private

and in " the pictures," she is so charmingly
gowned, and pays attention to accessories,
which gives her quite a distinctive style. Do
you remember the way Chrissie White carried
her parasol in the " City of Beautiful Nonlite

sense " ?
It was lield so gracefully that it
added a curious touch of dignity to her part.
But although Chrissie White doesn't li Ue
shopping, she has ninny admirers the other
side of the counter.
Xot so very long ago si e
went into a shop in Birmingham and noticed
that some of the girls smiled and whispered
when she entered. When she had finished
making her purchases a little girl brought her
her change, and as she was about to leave the
building, she said breathlessly
Please, tell me, you are Chrissie White,
aren't you
We do want to know "
:

'

•?

!

I

directing a film production.

Sweet Sixteen.

Patience, Artistic Sense, and a Vein of

Humour.
seems to me from personal observation,
IT that the modern " picture producer" must
Ho must
of prodigious patience.
possess a real strain of humour, unless ho
senses
unerring
instinct
his
An
desires to fjse
for detail is indispensable. Spend five minutes
bo a

man

!

with Henry Edwards, and you
I

ofore

be laughing

will

you have realised what has happened.

CHRISSIE WHITE
the
"

1

Hepworth

sixteen.
just came to

play a fairy.

ite

"

with her hair
back tightly
from her forehead, in

a film called Towards
"
Hie Light.'
Many of the seen< s
in tho Hepworth production, " Tl»e City of
Beautiful Nonsense,"
1

First Production.

—

first,

and

he added what 1 am sure you will disbelieve
that ono of his hobbies is laziness, and
the other sleep. Of course, ho is tremendously
fond of animals. In conversation I discovered
that lie often writes and works into tho early
hours of the morning. After writing a scenario ho
dits it freely. " I like tO know it by heart, until
feel that 1 live with the characters," lie said.
Henry Edwards spends moro than half of his
time whilst picture producing in his study so
i hat
every detail is mastered before ho comes
into touch with tho artistes who are to play in tho
film. Thus there is no risk of the artistes being
Henry lid wards
confused by complications.
makes up his mind as to exactly what he wants
before he enters tho studio and then every*
thing goes along like clockwork.

—

•

I

—

—

films," she said.
of a count ry

was that

girl,

us the most attractive pictures.

told mo that his
" Welsh Singer,"

when

drawn

producer ? Surely it is the man who views
through rose-coloured spectacles, who gives

EDWARDS
HENRY
production was a

letter,

sister Rosina, who was on the stage, was in
hospital with scarlet fever, she was sent for, oi d
1 went down to the studio and asked if 1 might
take her place."
And that is Jiow Chrissie
White drifted into filmland.
" One of my favoi r-

ideal

A

that she joined
she was

my

Me is go light-hearted, so enthusiastic, that his
whimsical, spontaneous merriment carries one
along on (he sunshine of his happy disposition.
•\nd are these not qualities to ho valued by the
life

me

told

Company when

were filmed

in Venice,

and she enjoyed eveiy
hour in that city of
enchantment.

JAMES REARDON.

Chrissie

White

played under Mr. Cei it
Icpworlh for four years. Besides her passion for
screen work, sho adores her motor-bieyele.
London trallie has no fears for her, and she used
1

to

motor cycle down

every

day,

before

to tho studios front Louden
she lived at Walton-on-

Thames.
Chrissie

White

is

even prettier

in

real

lifo

is on tho screen, which yon will agn o
saying much. She is full of enthusiasm at d
girlish fun.
A grcut favourite with all of us, :s
she not 1

than sho
is

James Reardon, Actor and Producer.

The Charm

of

Simplicity.

N R V
HE WARDS
ingly

that
to

E Dlaugh,

told

mo

homcono wrote
him oneo and

" why he
asked
never used a 'collar"
stud !
Ho thought
I

a

unfair, a.s
weal's a
shirt with
a collar
attached
He tried
it

ho

little

usually
!

to,

CrtRIoblE

WHITE.

tho

persuade
things

mo
of

that
"ton-a-

mount importance to
himself were dollies and appearance, but the
next minute he added
I'm afraid mv shoes
w ant mending "
Honestly, I do not believe that
Henry
I'd wards cares what he wears, for his work is his
:

!

hfe.

In picture production/' he said, "

my

great

MKT James

Reunion, of the British Art Film--,
the other morning, and he assured me tin t
he believed in British productions "down to
the ground.'" But he deflated, " Wo shall have
to work as hard as possiblo to get even with
I

America.

"Authors should write stories to meet, with
tho necessities of tho climate, so that in the
winter months stories could be selected that
are more suitable for interior than exterior work.
It is distressing for ovcryone concerned when a
film is hung up on account of the weather.".

A Lucky Bean.
CAPTAIN 11 RATON GREY,
"

who is at
fount Paul tie
playing the
Blaquy
in tho Ideal production "Bel*
phegor, the Mountebank," has sent mo a
It
mysterious "lucky bean."
was one of the
wo hundred w Inch ho found in a king's armoury
When Captain <!rey was serving with tho first
battalion of the Nigeria Regiment in the Comeroons, after severe fighting through I ho bush,
they attacked the town of Oeschange Bcde.
present

'"

t

.

Tr

u

Picitre

Show Art
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Siklium, a finicky,

Miss

played tho part of

interfering, gossiping spinster."

MacDonald Hastings.

DIOS.

AND

GOSSIP

Surrey Music Halls, in a -sketch entitled
the Doctor Ordered, " and later with
Griffith in " The Air Ship." She has also played
" Never,
in Wilson Barrett's company, in the

of

In the king's house tliey found a collection
furiously carved beans, hidden in a iced bag.
The
They had been made by a " holy man."
" ju-ju " against
natives believed them to bo
tho
wild animals and various ills. The fame of
Dcsbeans spread far and wide. Tho king of
tbo
all
obtain
to
desire
lian-o Bede, in his selfish
beans
.'ood'Mueli for himself, bought up all the
greediness broko
that, could be found, but his

"What

Never Land," " Tho
Eve of Her Wedding,'
and " No Name," and
in "

Tho Tide," undei
Ethel Warwick's

c

artistic, considered
strikingly like her

Game

GREY told me recently
CAPTAIN HEATON
many years he was associated
tho

m

E

Why

.

Johns mother (Gwynne Herbert) shares her
promises
husband's wish, and once again John
to " walk

steady."

who

landed on tho

is

John

asks,

"

floor,

stares at the

Why

doesn't he

move

•"

?

CAPTAIN hEATON
GREY.
.,

,

at Little Marpleton,
impecunious
but
honourable
an
I
lives
gentleman, Stephen Grey (Victor Prout).
result ot
the
and chance brings John, through
is nursed
an accident, to the Grey House. He
hitc), and
by Joan, Grey's daughter (Chnssio \\
John falls in love with her straightway.

n jou

tell

Chains.

House from
Ezra Blott
a
(Gerald Ames), lias promised to marry
man, Vere Blair, the man whom John

to save the Old Grey
BUTtheJoan,
threats of the landlord,

Marjorio Hume's lucky colour.
time I wear anything green,
something nice occurs," she assured me.
" The thirteenth, and a Friday, are always lucky
Nothing makes me so delighted as a
to me.
especially it it
business interview on a Friday,
'
happens to be on the thirteenth!
is

Wilson Barrett's Niece.

ON

of
this pa^e you will sec a photograph
Kathleen Barrett, a niece of tho great
Wilson Barrett. Many of you have no doubt,

seen

her

in

Brent,

-'Patricia

Spinster."

„

.

""I went with Sir Martin Harvey to Canada,
she told mo
and understudied Miss N. de Silva,"
oi char-

I am very fond
the other evening.
in the te«|St
acter work, and I don't mind
for my work.
sacrificing my personal appearance

rich
believes he has killed.

John does not know that
from his injuries. John gets
He curses
is a blank.
hour he ever
the
tasted wine. One day
Ezra Blott forces his
obnoxious attentions
upon Joan, and John
another
remembers
Just as he is
tight
Ezra,
punish
about to
drops
lie recoils and

KATHLEEN BARRETT played in " Hamlet

comin Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson's
"
antl during that season
•
•
pany
we
Hamlet
in
I was understudying
down to the Hepworth studios, where
was filmed. I also played in I he
•

'

'

which was produced at Surbiton.
*
scenes were very beantilul
;

Blair has recovered
well, but his

mmd

!

his arms.

Blott calls

Joan,
him a coward
puzzled and unhappy,
;

coes home.

The Triumph.

"Hamlet" and Forbes-Robertson.

Spinsters,'

and ghastly
motionless figuro-

inert

Cupid !
IN the Old Grey House,

GREEN
" Every

acting

John, he has another " night
the Hon. \ere
later, after a blow from John s

quarrels with

fiat.

Superstitions Defied.

The garden

his
'

John's two friends get him away to their
The next morning, to their horror, they hear
pack John
that Blair is dead. The two friends
a village in
off, and he goes to Little Marpleton,
the depths of the country.

,

when
went
HamU-t'

adoring parents,
devil aren t

his

Why "the

son's shoulder affectionately.
" You've had a very good innings, old chap.
don't you try and find a nice little wife

and

!

clever

"

:

vou augrv with me sometimes 7
Old John Forrest (Henry Vibart) pats

white.

And there
Done.''
one
goinwug-*, u»<=
are two golliwogs,
not
red and the other black, but I dare

'

after a very late night

Blair,

of
cats,

tall, and the
other very thin, which
christened
has
she
" C.I.D.,"
w hich is
short for Marjorie's
motto " Consider It

names

exclaimed one morning to

fist

one very

their

MARJOR1E ttUME.

SELF," adapted from the story by
Donovan Bayley by H. Fowler Mear, produced
by Henry Edwards.
John Forrest, junior (Henry Edwards),

alas for
BUT,out,"
and

Two

are black

them

(Edwards

Broken Promises.

has a
passion for colShe
ting mascots.
showed mo quite a
most
the
family of
fascinating, ugly
creatures the other
afternoon that I have

ever seem

luck.

deserves
success

'

Bachelor Husband"."

R'T

and

of

FORREST
J^OHN
FINDS HIM-

;

J

best

Play

of our
roans, where he commanded a company
He was officer commanding
Hoosa troops.
Nigeria,
the Muri Province, Northern
for
Owing to wounds and
British West Africa.
appointment
malaria fever he was given a Staff
was transferred to tho
fit Dover Garrison, and
Air Force as staff captain.
He has shot lions, leopards, elephants, hippo
and bush cow. He has played for tho Lucoquo
Films in " Dawn," and " Castles in Spain
The Gaumont Company in " The Fall of a
the
Saint," and for the Astra Company

R O
MAHUME

the

Hepworth Picture

withthe late Cecil Raleigh.
musicpioneers of the tabloided plays on the
Captain Grey was the original crook, Alt
hall.
Theatre.
Wilson, in "Officer CGO," at the New
and
He also played at the Criterion, Strand,
war he
of
declaration
the
On
Princes Theatres.
regiment, the Royal Fusiliers.
i-ejoined his
From Franco lie was sent to the German Came-

Mascots

and

uncle,

Hunter.

They were

is

of enthusiasm for
She is very
pictures.
full

!

Actor, Playwright, Soldier and Big

She

management.

Grey
he charm, and thus gave Captain Heaton
Needless to soy I am taking
the best of luck
the greatest care of my mascot."
i

that for

.

BARRETT also played with
KATHLEEN
MacDonald Hastings at the Oxford and

ABOUT YOUR OWN STARS.

triumphs
BUTinlovethe
end

KATnLEEN BARRETT

that.
Joan learns the truth, and John,
wishes to
not dead but that the tetter
the chorus
marry " A charming little girl in
those who love
Thus John fulfils tho desires of "a nice httte
him; ho takes unto himselt
beautuul daughter.
wife," Joan, John Grey's

Blair

is

16

Picture Shoic,

The splendid story
version

o! the

Justin

of

p 2>P

Fox

'

Huntly

McCarthy's Famous novel.

the middle of the fifteenth
wis in the throes of a
struggle that might have
been likened to the illucss of a giant
The body, as represented by the common
people, was healthy. Soldiers and peasants
were burning with the fire of patriotism, |
the flame of which had been lit by the tire j
which burnt at the stake the body of Joan
of Arc, the Maid of Orleans.
The soul of France had been stirred to
the height of spiritual exaltation by the
sacrifice of the girl martyr.
But while the body was healthy, the
brain, as represented by the King and the I
nobles, was decaying through selfishness,
greed, arrogance, luxury and all the other
vices that had centuries before destroyed
the mighty Roman Fmpirc.
The King, Louis XI., was a degenerate
who was royal in nothing but name. A
physical weakling, he lived in perpetual
fear of his enemies, too cowardly to face
thorn in the open, but sometimes sec living
their downfall by treachery or, more often,
"
by bribery.
.
On the day this story opens, the King
was holding court.
With his shrivelled
figure, sombrely clad in' black velvet, and

the tankard after taking a drink that
almost emptied it.
Then, with another
bow to Hughette, he began to sing in a
rich, rolling baritone
" Alas, for lovers, pair by pair

Katnerine

(BETTY ROSS CLARKE)
at

!

?

Thibaut flushed with mortification. He had paid
court to Katherine ever since she had arrived at
Court, and he meant to win her for his wife, despite
It went hard that she
the designs of the King.
should attack him in the lull hearing of the Court.
•'
interests
in
the
ol France," he said
speak
1
but
stiffly.
"My plans are not yet completed. It
wfiuld be playing into the hands of Burgundy to
attack at this juncture."
Katherine turned to the King.
" Surely, sire, you will give the order to fight ? "
"No," said the King, shifting uneasily under the
look from the girl's eyes. " Thibaut is right. Delay is
our best weapon. When he is joined by the others,
they will quarrel among themselves, and Burgundy
will be hard put to it. to get away with his army."
was the policy of a weakling, but one that
It.
might have been expected from a ruler whose favourite

The blunt

Show.")

" I have nothing fresher than my horse,
and by my faith, that poor beast is stale
enough," laughed Villon, as lie bowed to
Hughette, and raised the*tankard she had
brought him to his lips. " But 1 will give
you a song," he added, as he placed dow n

Katherine de Vaucelles was only eighteen years
and she had brought to that corrupt court,
not only the beauty of youth, but a purity of spirit
that was proof against all the vices which surrounded
her.
The dc Vaucelles had often died for France,
but they had never lived on her. The Court well
knew the sinister designs that Louis harboured
against Katherine de Vaucelles, but even that
crowned reprobate had not been able by all his lavish
promises of wealth and power to turn the girl from
the path of honour.
As the King chatted with his favourite gossip,
Tristan, a messenger, who, from the appearance of
his apparel, had been riding hard, craved Immediate
audience of his Majesty.
A frown crossed over the face of Louis.
" Bid him step forward," he said irritably.
The man, a blunt soldier who had been flghling
for France while the court gallants danced and
gambled, came forward with a proud step.
Bending low before the throne he delivered his
message.
"•
" The Duke of Burgundy is
Sire," he said.
encamped Outside Paris, scarce two leagues from the
city walls.
My commander has evidence that he
intends to attack the city, and he wishes your
Majesty to give him orders to attack the Duke at
oneo before others who arc coining to his assistance
can arrive."
The King's hand trembled as he made a sign to
Thibaut d'Aussigny, (fraud Constable of France, to
approach.
Thibaut was a fine specimen of a man, with a
soldierly presence, but, his lace was not in keeping
with his figure. It was the lace of a plotter rather
than that of a fighter.
" You heard what he said, Thibaut," said the
" What do you advise ?."
King.
"I do not think the time has arrived for action
yet," said Thibaut, after a pause.
Katherine de Vaucelles started to her feel.
" The time not yet," she Bald indignantly, " when
the barbarous Burgundy threatens the very Citadel"
of Paris
What, then, sir Constable, would be the
"
the
is
ashes
time

" He who knows not how
motto was
knows not how to govern."

1'ietvre

i

of age,

:

"

host's nt the. present moment, for 1 am
as dry as a limekiln.
Hughette ran to bring him wine, and*
Villon, seating himself with careless east-,
looked round nt his followers and asked
them the news."
• " 'Tis
you, Francois, that we looked
for to bring news, since .you have been
so long away," said one of them.

his cunning, fox-like face, he looked more
the meanest of his subjects than the
nller of % nation,
By his side was a young girl of surpassing beauty.
y

in

a vagabond saved a
nation in the reign of Louis
(Special to
XI. of France.

built and graceful figure, as he stood
Then, as light as
a ballet dancer lie jumped the remaining
steps and, going tip to Hughette, he lifted
her in his arms and kissed her.
" Hughette, lass, there's more real nertai
in those lips than in the whole of the
vineyards of France," he cried gaily.
" Not that I would despise a flagon of our

The wind has blown them all away
The young and rare, the fond and fair "f
Where are the snows of yesterday !

like

city

1921.

smiling at his friends.

terrible

When

26///,

How

lite

in
FRANCE,
century,

?

February

to deceive,

soldier could scarcely hide the disgust

on his face, but Ire made no remark as he passed
from the royal presence.
liven the blase courtiers were astounded at the
.

not to light.
The Duke of Burgundy was one of the most powerful nobles in the
country, and he was the chief cause ol the unrest
in France referred to at the beginning of this story.
Most of the other nobles who were plotting against
Louis, were
only seeking an extension of their

King's decision

.

the

visits

Fir

(WILLIAM FARNUM)

Villon

Cone.

[Fox.

estates at the expense of their rivals, but Burgundy
had set his ambition on something much higher
the throne of France.
And so, though he had -decided not to attack his
chief enemy, Louis was worried and frightened at

the Duke's audacity in threatening the capital.
King Louis was ridden with superstition, and in
his dilemma he sought couuscl, as he invariably did
in such circumstances, with his Arab astrologer.
There we will leave him for the present while we
leave the glittering Court for the Fir Cone Inn, a
rendezvous of thieves in the lowest quarter of Paris.

IT

The King of the Cockleshells.
was night and the low-roofed rooms of the Fir
Cone were filled with knaves and vagabonds
and their women friends. Most of them be-

longed to a secret society
shells,"

known

as "

The Cockle-

of assassins, robbers and beggars.
plentiful that night, and mine host

composed

Money was

smiled to himself as he kept refilling the tankards
with win", taking care to collect his dues every time
he served a fresh round. The habitues of this
strange tavern were attired in a variety of costumes,
that of the men being chielly remarkable for a
certain tawdry finery which proved that at one time
it
had been worn by their betters. Among the
women, there were many young and pretty lasses
arrayed in finery which had unmistakably been

made

for the quality.

Queen of this remarkable gathering was Hughette,
a dainty, dark-eyed girl with wonderful figure whic h
was revealed by the fact that she wore the dress of
a page, n disguise she had adopted in order to carry
out a recent robbery.
She was talking to a girl about
her own age, but her mind was evidently elsewhere,
for every tew seconds she would turn her eyes to the
stairs which led to the underground room in which

they were sitting.
" It is easy to see, Hughette, that your thoughts
" And I would
are, wandering," said the other girl.
wager a silken pair of hose that they are on Francois

King of the Cockleshells."

Villon, the

"

And you would

win, Ninette," said Hughette
" Our Francois does, indeed, occupy
thoughts, but I am afraid I never cross his mind
except when he sees me. He lives in Unit dreamland
of which we only know when he recites those wonderblusliiiigly.

my
ful

poems."

•

the room and approached a man who was standing
apart from the others, leaning against a pillar.
The man by the pillar was known to the Cockleshells as Rene, and it was an id that he had once
fluttered it with the best at the Royal Court, before
some crini" had driven him to mix with the under
world of Paris.
Villon gave a sign to the others to carry on with
the merriment, but he himself, though apparent!)
doing nothiug but drinking, kept a keen eye on
Rene and the stranger. After the two had conversed
in whispers for some time, Villon saw Rene point
him out to the stranger, ifnd'a little later Rene called
to Villon. Setting down his tankard, Villon staggered over.
»
" This gentleman has asked me if I know a man
with a stout heart who would be prepared to run a
" I said he would travel
risk if well paid," said Rene.
far before he met a better mau lor such a task than
Francois Villon."
" Von" honour me, mv dear Rene." said Villon,
with a bow. " I think 1 might merit your recommendation, but first I would like to see our friend tare.
I like not dealing in the dark."
Tho stranger threw back his hood.
Villon gave a little start, but it was almost imperceptible.
He recognised in the stranger, Thibaut
d'Aussigny, Grand Constable or France.
"Metliinks it were well that I should learn as
much of this as I can." thought Villon. "Though
something tells me that I shall not work for Thibaut.
."
He is no true friend of France if all t hear is correct
" And what may this task be ? " he inquired aloud.
" Only to carry a message to the Duke of Uurgundy." whispered Thibaut. "Here is gold more
than enough to pay for such a service."
He thrust a bag of gold into Villon's hands, but did
not notice that the eyes of the vagabond had narrowed ominously.
" What
Would you have me betray all that the
Maid of Orleans died for?" shouted Villon. " Rpj
Little tlo you know
for the foes of friend France
"
Francois Villon
He threw the gold among the drinkers.
" Fill every glass and tankard, landlord " he
" And you, my friends, drink this loa-t
cried.
"
Confusion to the Duke of Normandy
While the Cockleshells drank the toast with main
t
lie
Duke of R-urguiid\
maledictions on the head of
Thibaut and Rene hastily retired to the far end <•>
the room.
" A thousand curses on that roystering varlel
pretty plight you got me luto
cried Thibaut.
!

!

!

!

" Yet have I thought that sometimes there is
more love than comradeship in those glances ho
gives you," observed Ninette.

" Mayhap.
Who knows ? "said HUghette thought" You are my friend and you know my
secret, so I do not fear to tell you that I love Francois
But I do not understand
Villon iH-ttcr than life.
him. MettUnks he is an enigma to himself. A
It must be a
great poet, yet n thief and vagabond.
strange history that brought such a talented man
among us— the vagabonds of Paris."
Scarcely hud she finished speaking when there
was a loud shouting from the merry-makers.
" Villon Villon
Our Francois is here " they cried.
Standing half-way on the stairs was n remarkable
man. A strikingly handsome face looked from under
a broad-brimmed hat in which was stuck jauntily an
The black curling moustaches ami
eagle's plume.
pointed beard gave a half-Spanish appearance to the
man, but Fraucois Villon was French —as French
as the wine from sunny southern France that he
loved so well.
His doublet and hose were of the finest material,
but the silver trimmings were tarnished and his
whole apparel showed signs of wear. There was an
air of rakishness about him that sat veil on his finely
fully.

I

Villon ceased his songwbruptly a; a tall man, whoa
rich habilfiuent was only partially concealed by a
cloak, the hood of which shielded his face, entered

!

!

'

'

!

'

"A

Rene."
" There

is no need to worry," said Rene calmly.
" Villon will lie drunk to-night and forget all ubOWl
But since 1 have inthe incident In the morning.
advertently spoilt your plan, let me carry th«

message."
Thibaut looked at him closely.
"I think I ran trust you." he said, at length.
" This is the message you must deliver by word of
mouth. The times nrc too plaguey to ri-k writing.
will open the gates oi Paris on Iwn
Tell the Duke
conditions— that he gives mo a Dukedom and
Katherine de Vaucelles as wife."
" And now we
" Consider it done," said Rene.
I

had better away

before" that rabble thinks of u*.
a secret way out. Follow me."
In a few minutes Thibaut found himself in th.i
When the CockDstreet where he and Rene parted.
I

know

Picture Show, February
shells

had drunk

all

the

2bth,

1921.
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brought,

landlord

Villon

beckoned them to him.
" I have a plan where we can cet good rod gold
without betraying France, my friends,' he said.
••
Tin' plate In the Kind's chapel will bo unguardod
to-morrow afternoon. We shall only be robbing the
fiing, who is robbing France."
Selecting the men he rciinircd, Villon outlined his
plans* and fixing on a meeting-place, he left the

,

tavern.

The

Vision.

THEentered

Villon and his men
following afternoon
Royal. Leaving his
the Chapel
followers to get the plate, Villon wandered
into the chapel proper, but started back a-s lie saw
a veiled woman praying before the High Altar.
It was the fresh voice of a girl who uttered her
prayer aloud.
" Oh, (iod, give men to France, in this hour of her
greatest need."
As she roso to her feet she threw back her veil
and Villon stood transfixed at the sight, of her beauty,
for the girl was Katherine do Vaueelles.
Her prayer had touched the heart of this strange
mail, weird blend of rogue, patriot, and poet.
Silently he tiptoed behind the curtain ami joined
his
"

men.

" We must
Tut back that plate," he ordered.
not touch it. France needs it, just as she needs a
king that is fearless and sons that are true."
The Cockleshells were by no means so patriotic
:s their leader, but though they grumbled at sacrificing so much wealth, they obeyed him.
In the meantime Villon had sent a man he could
trust to follow the girl and find out where she lived.
The man cainc back with the information that she
lived in the palace, and Villon determined to enter
the Royal gardens to see if he could catch another
glimpse' of the beautiful girl who had stirred his
heart as it had never been stirred before.
Wi ll (lid he know that it was madness for him,
vagabond that he was. to aspire to a court lady,
nor did he forget that if he were caught in the
grounds of the palace, he would probably pay for
his temerity with his head, but these things weighed
nothing with him at the moment.
His poet side was uppermost, and he would have
risked anything for another look at the charmer who
had enslaved him. He had paper and pen in his
doublet, and before setting forth he composed a poem.
Fie wrote rapidly, but. when he had finished it he
was satisfied. He gave his versos' the title, "if I
Were King."
" // / were King, ah, love, if I were King,
What tributary nations would I bring.
To stoop before your sceptre and to swear
Allegiance to your lips, and eyes, and hair.
Beneath your feet what treasure would 1 fling.
The stars would be your pearls upon a string.
The world a ruby for your finger ring,

should hare the sun and moon
Jf 1 were King."

And you

Having folded
gardens

till

wear

to

he wandered about the
saw Katherine sitting in pen-

his verses,

at last he

mood under a tree. Clambering up a
he dropped his poem at her feet. The girl
sive

bank,
looked

had withdrawn
from view. When he peeped down again he saw
that feminine curiosity had got the better of her
fears.
She was reading the poem, and by the
bright look in her eyes and the delicate flush on her
As she read, a
cheek, she found it most pleasing.
number of court ladies came towards her and Katherine read out the verses to them amid their expres-

up with a

startled cry, but Villon

sions of delight.
Villon was hugging himself with ecstasy
felt a strong hand on his shoulder.

when he

Turning, he saw himself surrounded by the Palace
Guard.
" You look like paying for this intrusion with your
life," said the captain, as he motioned his men to
seize Villon.
In spite of his struggles the guard dragged Villon
On thqir way they passed
to the prison.

away

Katherine,

who ordered

the

captain to

conic

to

her.

"

Who

is

that you have there

?

" slIC asked.

" A knave who was caught by my men dropping
something from yonder bank," slid the Captain.
Katherine immediately decided that it was the
poem Villon had dropped, but she had no idea that
it

was the rakish vagabond who stood before her

who was
"

Who

the author of the verses.
is

your master

'!

Whose pqpm

is

this ?

"

she asked Villon.
" The poem is mine," said Villon calmly.
At this moment Thibaut hurried on the scene. He
recognised Villon, and a look of triumph came in
After ho had heard the Captain of the
his eyes.
Guard he turned to Villon.
" You do not seem quite at home in these surr< undings, my man."
" As much at home as you were when you wore
plotting at the Fir Cone last night," returned Villon
dryly.
Thibaut's face flushed darkly.
" Put him in the dungeon," he ordered.
Villon tried to speak, but a hand was thrust over

month and he was dragged away.
Katherine looked at Thibaut inquiringly.

his

{Continued
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" What, was that he said about the Fir Cone ? " she
asked.
" How should I know what the drunken vagabond
? " replied Thibaut.
[Catherine did not pursue her inquiry,

means

but her

mind was alert as she walked to the palace.
l''or some time she had suspected Thibaut, and she
meant to find out the meaning of the vagabond's
strange rcamrk if there was meaning to it.
That evening she went to the dungeon where
The robber poet was sleeping
Villon was confined.
on the rough straw, and as the. light held by the guard

Read these helpful articles and be
convinced that every woman can,
if she wishes, be beautiful.

—

CHARACTER

is often denoted by the shape
the hand, and it is easy to discern
various temperaments by the shape and
structure of the hand, and the care that is given it.

of

on his lace he rubbed his eyes and looked up.
As he saw the fair form of Katherine above him
" If this be a dream, pray Heaven i
he murmured
may never wake again."
" I came not to listen to your poetry, but to learn
about Thibaut d'Aussigny," said Katherine, after
telling the guard he could wait outside.
"It was true what I said." answered Villon. ''He

foil

:

Many do

not exercise their hands sufficiently.
Gripping exercises should be practised daily.
The plumpness and shapeliness of the hands, ns
well as their flexibility, can be greatly increased
by massage. In massaging the hands one must
be careful to make the movements downward
toward the finger-tips, with geutlo pulls and
pinches across the back of the hand, and a few

last night, plotting against the king in the
If you don't
interests of the Duke of Burgundy.
believe me go to the Fir Cone yourself."
Katherine regarded him closely. .Something told
her that lie was speaking the truth, yet she hardly
bought it- possible that Thibaut could be so treacherous.
*'
You know you have already forfeited your life
by entering the grounds of the palace ? " she said
" If you could prove your words you might
coldly.
save your head. Go yourself to t his inn and see what ydu
can find out I will account, for j our escape from here."
With another cold glance she left him, giving instructions to the guard as she passed out that the
prisoner was to be allowed to go free.
" Faith, she thinks more of lie; as a spy than a
" However, the road is long.
I
poet," said Villon.
am at heart a king, and I will win something more
than a cold glance from my enchantress before I die."
Villon stretched himself, nodded haughtily to the
guard, and swaggered out, once more a free man.

was there

delicate upward strokes
palm of the hand is also

I

movements towards

When

point.

pure

little

stiff,

the

finish.

The

the skin around the nail, so as to reveal as tnudjl
of the half-moon at their base as is possible

The Colour

of the Nails.

UXLESS one

is able to secure a manicurist,
will not abuse the nails, it i-. better]
to devote a few moments daily to curing
fortlio nails personally, and once they are in good
condition, it is really very simple to keep tlu-inw.i
The habit of biting the nails indicates a lack!
of will power and ruins the apjiearanee of the]
hands. If you are'too nervous and weak of will]
to overcome this fault, try bitter aloes tinctuivl
on their tips, or a solution of quinine.

who

With the popular above-theelbow sleeve iii our day-tinm

niicldlo

its

massaging, use a
oil
or cocoa

the
wise

frocks,

hands

roughened

is

it

them

at

massaged with rotary

CARE OF HANDS, ARMS and NAILS

olivo

If

butter.

become

.

to

and

warm

_

evening

sage with cocoa butter i*i
and if the elbow
l>e rough or reddened,
apply lemon juice or'
peroxideof hydrogen.

excellent,

to wear during the
night a pair of loose
gloves.

;utd follow wit h
a. careful
and
thorough daily

—

massage, as an
a n s i g li t I y

And Hands.

Plotters,

sleeveless

I

soak

and then

oil,

oral

gowns a shajK-ly arm is of
rea importance. Mas-

for a while in

Housework
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that strange chanco that, is the shuttle in the
warp of destiny, there were others who had
Tristan
business in the Fir Cone, that night.
the gossip had told the king of the mysterious remark
about the Fir Cone made, by the vagabond the
guards had arrested, and that it had caused Thibaut
to change colour, and acting on the advice of his
Arabian astrologer who had previously given him a
reading of a dream in which the king had " Picked a
pearl from the gutter and placed it in his crown " to
mean that he would be rendered valuable assistance
by a roving vagabond Louis found sufficient courage
to visit the bir Cone in disguise, accompanied by
Tristan.
The two were drinking at a separate table when
Villon appeared.
At once there was an outburst of welcome from the

in excelcondition.
The care of the
hands is Of

Arm

prime

EXF.RCIS

excuse for badhands
looking

t

levellers.

and

plump and

BY

IT

crown," said LOUlS to Tristan, "this
rabble has more loyalty to their vagabond king than
my courtiers have to inc. Let us engage this rascal

poem

:

folk, vlieresoe'er yf be,
country soil and sand.
From Faris to the. Breton Sc«, and

who

lore

your

tack again

lo

Norman strand.
" Forsooth ye seem a silly hand, sheep without shepherd,
to.

cluince.

Far

otherwise, our land would be if Villon were the
king of t rance
" The figure, on Ihe Throne you sec, is nothing but a
puppet planned
To wear tlic regal bravery of silken coat and gilded
wand.
" Sol. so we Frenchmen understand, Ihe lord of lion's
.'

heart

And

and glance

such a

the

am

m

the

fists

If

become broken while
they arc being mnnicured, rub vigorously
with a Turkish bath-towel
The nails themselves should
always be filed, never out
and always shaped to an oval of

medium

length,

" Louis the

Little, play the Grand ! llnffit the foe with
sicord and lance
'Til what uvtild happen by this la ml if Vilh.i trrn
the King of France.

;

man would

King of France.

take

command V

Villon were

" ll> Irani a chief to bear the brand and bid the diiinne
/lurgnndiaiis dance.

Where

oriflammr woulil stuml.
were the King of France."

"

!

Bow

is

the

that,

t

o»»1
in-

my rum

if

I

Vilhn

" cried Villon as
applied his lip- to the

friend

the
as tightlv"

I

as possible, and
hen revolv e them on

t

wrists until they
ache. At first, his will

be found very tiring
but after a few days' pracit can be done with
case, and in a short while
he improvement in the appearance of the arm will be noted.
Tho length and shape of the
ROLAND
arms should - be studied in
choosing sleeves and draperies, as they ran be
unproved in appearance by careful disyrimination in dress. Tennis, golf, Indian Mis. rowing,
anil other forms of out-door amusements, all
ir
itjiprove the shape of one's arms, and make
good health, which is. after all, the prime essenbeautifuL
tial toward thejbody
.

too

God

s

tice

nails too. long
coloured or
highly
RUTH
polisliod are not in good taste.
ever
be used
should
No metal
in cleaning underneath the nails, only a pointed,
I consider
slightly curved orange-wood stick.
powdered puinice-stohe most excellent, with a
occasionally
ou
t lie cot ton
peroxide
little hydrogen
w rapped about the orangewood stick as a bleach.
Always wipe the hands perfectly dry after
washing them, and press down and gently back
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hat
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bruised

any way.
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left
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careful in never
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daunt kind.
Thus pressed, Villon took another drink at. a full
flagon that stood before the king, and recited the

import-

nails.

I

Exer-

cises.

and there

really
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attention.'

little

lent

"By my
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come with »J

hands

ance,
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do
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elbow

labour and yet
keep one's
to
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conversation."
Tristan waited till Villon had drunk with his
friends, and then he beckoned him over to their table.
" We would be honoured if you would share a
'flagon with us," said the king.
" I care not who 1 drink with to-night, for I have
not a coin in my purse," said Villon. " I have been
an unwilling guest of the king, and his rascals of
guards have lllrhcd every piece I possessed."
lb' took up a tankard and raised it high.
" Here's death to the Duke of Burgundy " he
cried, as he emptied the measure.
"You are loyal to Louis," said the king slj ly.
" 1 am loyal to France," said Villon bluntly. " As
lor Louis— if I could not make a better king than
Louis Do-Nothing, Dare-Nothing, may I never take
another drink."
" Our Francois has made a poem about what, he
would do if he were king," said one of the Cockle" You should ask him to recite It."
shells to Louis.
" If my poem came to the king's cars it would
ost me my neck," said Villon with a laugh.
" Kecitcit, Francois," .shouted the crowd.
Nothing
that happens at the Fir Cone will ever come to tho
ears of the king."
" This is indeed entertaining." whispered the king
to Tristan, for with all his faults, Louis had a keen
>ensc of humour, though most of it was of the raor-

is quite
possible
to

1

he finished and once mora
tankard.
Louis made no reply, but had Villon known what
he was thinking the smile would have left his face.
As 'he king of the Cockleshells turned to join the
others he saw one of the Palace (iiiards standing in
the far corner of the room trying to attract his attenIt was tho man who had let him out of prison.
tion.
Villon, wailing an opportunity when the others

i.

were not looking, went up to the uuard who whimpered
She would speak
," The lady is outside.
in ids car
to you alone."
How could li* brin*
Villon casped in dismay.
Suddrolv
her in that room full ol the rabble of Paris,
an idea struck him. The landlord, who had been
In -hiing himself to drink, was snoozing on a bench,
ami In his girdle were the keys of the cellar.
:

In a

moment

the poet had got possession of

Hi.-

keys, and unlocking the door, he whispered to his
" (lo In the cellar and drink your fill.
I
followew
have important hnsiue**, and must he alone."
With chuckling cries of glee the band truojx:

below.
In his anxiety Villon forgot the two men he had
been drinking ' with, and Louis and his g»«wlp,
realising Hurt something importan' v.. is a'- nt lo
happen, CTOUehed behind a bench.
{To be court udnl nrrt tredk.)
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BLANCHE
AND
MARIE
THE
MOVIES
An
Witk

Interview

THEREn
t li

i

tke

was someg

very

homely about
Marie Blanche's dressing-room
at Covent
Garden
a sense of
:

familiarity and comfort rarely to be found
in theatrical dressing

rooms.

A

tiro

was half-past

it

!

—

She Makes You Feel at Home.
a way, Marie Blanche is like her dressingIN room, or rather, her dressing-room is expressive of herself.
She, too, is homely— not
in appearance, of course, but in personality.
She is sincerely anxious to make you feel at
home, to answer any questions you may wish
to ask her, to be as obliging and kind as she
possibly can.
And in her endeavour to achieve
these pleasant results, she quite forgets to be
spectacular.

Sort,"
spectacular.

Her splendid

height,

fine proportions (on this occasion dis-

creetly hidden by a grey velvet robe), her
fair hair, and pleasant, laughing- face, radiating
health and good -temper, see to that.
But I think,
of all her charms, the one that shines the

"

One

I

From Film Fans.
'HOUGH I've appeared

'

of tke Latest Productions

in

Our Tendency
'

But

I've just

consider to bo .the greatest
British film artistes have to
overcome ? " I asked.
" A. tendency to over-act,"
replied Miss
Blanche adding, " and I think we have yet to
master the art of make-up."
Miss Blanche confessed that she had experienced eerrain difficulty, or rather, discomfort during her outdoor work for pictures,
becauso, she said, she had felt " so silly," so out

The
had

faults

another offer of film work, and I shall probably
appear in a picture after I've finished in this pantomime. Funnily enough, I had more letters about
my Lady Blakeney, in the latter film, than 1
have received since I appeared in Cinderella.'
Only this afternoon two autograph books were
brought to me to sign, and each of them belonged
One was most exciting, containto a film fan.'

:

'

of her element.

'

Mary Pickford's signature, and
screen celebrities' autographs."

all

sorts

of

Stage Experience.
"

We Might Do.
Li HOUGH Miss Blanche

Things

A

to Over-Act.

WHAT do you

in only two," she
'

Elusive Pimpernel.'

the

picture."

added "' The Great Impostor and

1

\^OU

do not consider stage experience
helpful to the screen ? " 1 suggested.
" No," sho concurred.
" I think one

J
has

a

great

much

interest in film work, her interest by no
means blinds her to faults in film production (especially British film production), and
errors in film acting.
In the latter respect she

better without it.
But a stage artisto
many useful lessons from the films.
Personally I have acquired some useful hints
about the value of repose, and the art of facial

her own severest critic.
" I nearly wept when I saw myself as Lady
Blakeney," she told me. " I was too nervous to
face the trade show, so I went out to King's Cross
"
to see, the film later
" But surely strips of the film were run off in
the projection room day by day, while the picture
was in the making ? " I interposed.
Miss Blanche shook her head.
" No," she said, " they don't seem to havo
that admirable practice over here, and yet it
would bo such a help to the artistes, and assist
one to correct so many little mistakes. I think,
too, that it would bo a great help if British producers followed the example of the Americans

expression from them."

is

can learn

is

The Part She Wants

AS

!

A NEW HEPWORTH FILM
Cecil

and

—

five

dressing-table, altar of mysterious and
Otherwise the apartment might
alluring rites
havo been an ordinary living room. And yet, a
little turn to the right, outside the door, and you
were in the land of make-believe! on the vast
stage where, a few weeks ago, Tristan and Isolde
told thoir deathless love in music as immortal,
and where to-day Cinderella goes to the ball.

is

,

Letters

For

star's

Good

!

BLANCHE

ISS

having comfortably
IVi installed Ourselves on cither side of the
fireplace, the proceedings opened favourably with the star's assurance that really and
IV

two Films.

in

in

Films.

truly she was very interested indeed
subject I had come about
films.

I

"A

having several sets built on the. stage at once,
so that consccutire scenes might be shot without
undue intermission.'' You've no idea how difficult
it is to remember exactly what you did and what,
you were in a scene shot, let us say, five weeks
ago
Which reminds me, I do think every film
artiste should keep a dress chart.
I've known
an important, bit of film to be scrapped and taken
all over again, just because some member of
the cast had omitted some small but important
item in the costume ho had -worn earlier in the

huge easy chairs, and
over the fire a kettle
or
so, the time when Miss
Blanche takes her evening meal, and already
her big, sensible table was laid for dinner. Away
at the end of ho room, half-hidden by a screen,
as if it really had no right to be there, was the

YEThershe

Aj>|>earecl

cheerfully in the grate,
beside which were two

sang merrily.

MARIE BLANCHE.

burned

Pantomime Favourite AfVko Has

brightest is her golden heart.
In the halting,
colloquial manner people have of describing a
universal favourite, she is invariably referred to
as " a good sort/'

- " MRS.

I

was about

Blanche told

me

my departure, Miss
that the part she would

like to play best of all in pictures
light comedy role
that she felt such

would
be a
a part
would suit her far better than heavy drama
.and from her maimer I fancy she will yet give us

—

such

a

comedy

—

role
in Marie Blanche's best light
vein.
But all the same, Covent

Garden's principal boy has for her film favourito
Pauline Frederick, whom she specailly admired
"
hi
" Sapho

—

!

May Herschet, Clarke.

ERRICKER'S REPUTATION

That

This Pkoto-play

M. Hepwortk Has

H as

Cast of Well

K

a
t

SP
own Hep!

wortk Favourites,

Completed,

A scene from " Mrs. Erricker's Reputation," adapted from
Thomas Cobb's novel. This photograph shows GWYNNE

HERBERT

to Play.

to take

on the

left,

and

EILEEN DENNES on

JAMES CAREW

the right.

and

EILEEN DENNES

" Mrs. Erricker's Reputation."
left

to rieht.

in a scene
seen,

Above can be

from
from

EILEEN DENNES, ALMA TAYLOR, and
GERALD AMES.

"
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THE WEEK'S BEST JOKES

Cdgak'6v$tkt

Lily " I went to a bargain sale to-day."!
Elsie " Did you see anything that looked!
cheap ?
Lily " Yes several men wore waiting ou$«i
side for their wives."
JS'ew York .American, tm
:

:

:

" Look here, waiter, how much longeg
wait for that half portion of cluck H
"
ordered ?
Waiter : " Till somebody orders the oil ed
half. We can't go out and kill half a duck."

Guest

must

THEN

T J

vour chemist asks

yy

"What kind?" don't say
"Any kind will do" say
"Colgate's."
Safe, sure and

—

A

delicious.
safe policy for
tooth insurance.
Colgate's
dentists

is

recommended by more

:

I

—Lc

Brown

Sourirt.

j

*

*

*

]

'

So Alice found her husband
kissing the maid. What's she going to do about
Mas.

it 1

:

"

j

" Wei!, she can't seem to make
up her mind, poor dear. Sometimes she thinks,
it would be easier to get a new husband than anew maid." London Opinion.

Jones

Mits.

:

than any other dentifrice.

*

*

-

'*"
I

Mrs. Musthy (who has just had a cablegrams
from her son in India): "Wonderful quick

"
things, these telegraphs, ain't they ?
Why.
Mrs. Casey " Quick ain't the word
(he gum ain't dry on the e-nveloi<e yet ! "-3
!

:

Pearson's M'cetty. 1
»

.4.'-'

*

" Tin so tiredd
can hardly stand on my feet."
Second Lady Assistant: "So am 1. KtlelJ
Are you going to that dance to-night ! V
" Whv, of cota'MBj
First Lady Assistant

First
Mamie.

Lady Assistant

:

I

:

silly

!

"—ifae

l'ork
*

Lady Customer
cheese)

:

U crM.
(sniffing

Viaduct, London

E.C.I,

ii

iablished

a piece of Koquefortj

" I'd like sixpenny won h of this

Grocer's Assistant
you've hod it." Urgina
'or 3d. in stamps 42 inches
nftCj
rua ppCC
»» Ki C of Cream in Trial Tube
COLGATE & CO. (Dept. D.C.40). 46, Ho4born

•

*

*

(politely

The Stranger

i

heesc."

Madam,

Post.
*

*

"

"

>

Vo

u wouldn't lake ad vantage of the mistakes of others, would you ? " J
:

Clergyman: "Certainly not!"
" Then perhaps you'll re-turn
guinea I paid you when you married nie."'-S

'J'iie
i

The Stranger
the

:

Country Gentleman.
*
'•'

Vour landscape

Ah. yes.

pretty

a genuine

let in it."
Petit Parioien.
*

Le
»

this

i«

antique. Xo doubt about it."
" Why ? "
" There's a picture of a house to

Paper Pattern
of

•

»

»

Rai.d Lecturer " Friends, when I tl ink of
the lack of decency in modern women's dress

overall

:

Voice from the Hear: "Cam! Why,
naked verself when \er 'at'* orf " —

GIVEN FREE!

'arf

«
•

r

!

Tit-Bits.

Spring-cleaning time will be here
before very Ion.?, and you cannot
start making your new overalls too
soon.
This is quite the prettiest and
most practical of all the new designs.
You can get the pattern FREE this
week with

FILM FAULTS.
In the 5th episode of the

''

Fatal Fortune,

Jack Livering, acting as Tom Warden, come*
on the film with a lot of sticking-plaster on hi*
forehead. There is K a "scrap" with two men.
during which the sticking-plaster is knocked
off. and strange to say there was not even a u.ark
Did
whero the sticking-plaster had lieen.
wear the sticking-plaster for fun ! Sent hj V

M

WOMAN'S

WEEKLY

Moore,

Sale To-morrow

(

Tuesday)

rfo/jn
is
7 lie
arranged u ilh a Ion
tcaistcd upper pait,
fastens
centre,

Prru

2d,

Langley. nr. Macclesfield, ('hemline.

—
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On

37,

In "The Miracle of Love," Wyndham Standing left his house to visit FJcna in his ear. He
was wearing a grey suit, but when he arrivrd ni
her houto he was wearing a dark suit. Sent b\
IS, Railway Terrace, l'orthti
J. Davies,
(.dam., S. Wales.

down the.
andhns patch

pockets.
Allow j]
yds. of Jr-tnci cretonne or casement
cloth.

-Illllllllllllll!l!lllll!lllllllllllll!llllllll!llll!lllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli!lll

In " The., Way of a Maid." when the .signal
given that the police were milling the hony
the gamblers in their excitement upset the con
tents of the table which were scattered on tl
floor, and the chairs were knocked over including
When the police enteretl the root
the table.
soul had lieon in t\rit was as tidy as if not a
Who tidied the room T Sent by Sadie
hous«\
Pi;*ca
lilly. W.I.
Street
t'orre, 51, Uriels
>
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ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK
Tk« Second
and

of Tkis Delightful Series, Telling of tke Meeting
of
Bryant ^fVaskburn and Mabel Chidester

Marriage

-"

By

Read This

First.
C \v v^nitlJltN and Mabel Chidester met
Essanay studio
in mi old and none too clca
in Chicago. They became acquainted, and t ho
acquaintanceship soon ripened into something greater.
One day when they were out for a stroll, liryant
bowed Mabel a little four-roomed flat, and asked
her if she could stand living in such a tiny place.
Jjist two weeks later they were married.
After their first baby was born they found it
<litli< ult to make both ends meet.
Mabel set out to
barn why a man with Bryant's genius was not getting

BRYAN

i

•

name

his

in electric lights.

Finally she decided that

it

Was t he stories he was doing. She was sure they were
not good enough for Bryant.

" Skinner's Dress Suit."
afternoon when Sonny was taking his
nap and everything was quiet in the flat,

ONE

or as quiet as

ever gets in Chicago,

it

Mabel sat reading a magazine. She turned the
pages rather idly
then suddenly she sat up
straight, us a tit'.o caught her eye, " Skinner's
Dress Suit."
When she was halfway through
with the story, she jumped up, ran to where
Sonny was sleeping in his crib and cried, " I've
"
got it
Here's the very story for Bryant
Of course, Sonny awoke with a start and
didn't appreciate the situation at all, but began
to cry, but Mabel danced about like a girl.
She thought she'd telephone to Bryant about
it, .and then she thought no she wouldn't, but
would wait and watch his face when he came
home. He wasn't fairly in the house, of course,
when she rushed to meet him with a glow on
her faco and the magazine in her hand.
Manlike, he was quite able to wait until after dinner
for the story, and then they sat with their faces
close together and read the tale of the good
:

!

!

GRACE KINGSLEY

=====

twice afterwards that evening Mabel dragged
him around tho corner to surprise her Bryant's
name in electric lights. Bryant's salary went up
and up after that," and tho little fiat was exchanged for a big one, while a neat maid in a"
cap was added to the household menage. The
old Skinner charm seemed to work right along,
for pretty soon along came tho offer from Pat ho
which took tho Washburns to California. When
they reached the Western State they never

stopped a minute until they had bought a large,

handsome homo in Hollywood, where there was
a big, sunny backyard for Sonny to play in.
Next, Washburn got the contract from Famous
Players-Lasky, which made his name assured
everywhere.
It was there, in the new home, that baby
Dwight was born. Followed soon the Washburn's lirst big trouble. The new baby was taken
very ill, and there were many days and nights
when neither Bryant nor Mabel stirred from his
bedside.
Somehow the Iittlo fellow pulled
through, but he didn't rally, and one day tho
doctor gave forth his dictum, there must be a
transfusion of blood from the veins of some

strong, healthy person to tho baby if tho little
ono was to live. Of course, Bryant at once
offered, tho operation was performed, and from
that day on tho child began to thrive.
If I luwe dwelt too much (in Bryant's professional career in connection with bis romance,
it was only becauso that love affaia was so inextricably connected with tho fact that his sweetheart and his wife was his helpmeet, and I can't
tell about their devotion at all without mentioning his work.
Tho Skinner luck goes right on working.

Bryant Washburn now has his own company,
with every prospect bright for success.
Luck,"
did 1 say ?
It's a lot deeper than that
tho
Bryant Washburns' good fortune. 1 think it,
springs not only from real excellency of mind and
talent, but somehow from foundations of real
'

character in the

man

—

and' his wife.

Because you know, as well as I do, that it
wasn't just Skinner's dress suit that brought
Skinner's luck.

(Marguerite
next week.)

THE END.
Romantic Love

Clark's

Story

fortunes that came to Skinner because he dared
to buy a dress suit.
''
Oh, the author will want a lot of money for
that " was Bryant's comment.
" Well, Essanay will pay it," replied Mrs.
Washburn, all full of enthusiasm and the glow
of optimism superinduced by the story.
"I
"
I'm going to ask
!

them myself
turned out. That, is, she went with
Bryant to the heads of Essanay, and together
they approached the subject of tho story. If
you know Mrs. Washburn, you'd know how hard
it is to refuse her anything.
The final outcome
of it was that Essanay did buy tho " Skinner "
story for Washburn, and when the picture came
out well, if Mabel hadn't been a Chidester sho
!

And

so

it

—

would have cried

for joy.

Famous

at Last.

Washburn was famous. Known
FORandBryant
liked before, his pictures were now in

demand everywhere. So Skinner's Dress
Suit " proved not only lucky for Skinner, but
lucky for the Washburns, too.
That first night it was released in Chicago,
Bryant and Mabel sat in the back of the house,
where it was dark, and held hands. Only Bryant
affected to kid the picture a good deal.
And
'

IN

BiWAWX

WASriBditN, with

his wife

anulittle son, in tae

THE DRESSING-ROOM
—
Beauty in tlie Bedroom Tke Use and Effed: of tkz
Boudoir Cap— How to Make an Impromptu Boudoir Cap

I

ONCE

heard a cinema star remark that there
was absolutely no need for any woman to
look untidy or unbecoming in her bedroom,

and

I heartily agree with
her, although the
glimpses one catches of some girls en 'Icshabilta
belies
rather
my statement. Still the fact remains, and every girl should make a point of
looking as well dressed when she is in the precincts of her own room as when she is in tho
presence of her friends.

The Invaluable Boudoir Cap.

PERHAPS

a

girl

has straight locks and has
up in curlers every night

to put her hair

upon
Tier to let

retiring.

them

Well, there is no iieed for
around her head

stick out all

such a grotesque fashion. A simplo Iittlo
cap will slip over the head in the twinkling
of an eye, and bide all ugliness; in fact, it will
give a piquant effect to the wearer.
Many girls
refuse to wear such a frivolity, declaring that it
is an unnecessary vanity, but I can assure these
girls that it is a most useful Iittlo article of bedin

mob

room attire.
Not only does

it hide unbecoming crackers,
it is invaluable for the girl who has her hair
Marcel waved. Tho hair will keep in wave far
longer if a fine hairpin is clipped iu each ri ;ge
of the wave, and a boudoir cap slipped over tho
head to Keap them in place, so that they do not
come out when you twist and turn in bed. And
not only can a cap be put together in about half
an hour, but it can be manufactured from scraps

but

grouadj of taeir beautiful Hollywood home.

and

of silk
undies.

lace

left

over

froi

blouses

and

From
IF

a Handkerchief.
you are in need of an impromptu boudoir
cap, you can make one in the following

manner. Select a pretty lace or embroidered
edged handkerchief from your sachet?,
ft will
need to bo of a fair size. Place tho handkerchief
upon the head, one straight side flat across the
brow, and tie a band of ribbon right round the
head, gathering in the rest of the hankie toward
the back.
The ribbon will, of course, have to
be kept in place in tho front with a few fine
hairpins, and a posy of wee flowers could be
placed at one side if you wish to look particularly charming.
Another idea'is to place the handkerchief upon
the head with a point coming down over the
nose,
ie the ribbon round t lie hea l, finishing
with a bow at the centre-back, and then catcli
the front point back over the ribbon. Caps oi
this description can be fashioned for general
wear from a small square of silk, edged with lace.
'l

FILMS
The "

Warwick.

[Para-

Jack is introduced as
of the new rich.
the Duke of Pomerania to the family of the
damsel, and later on, the mother is delighted
when the engagement between her daughter
and the supposed Duke is announced. But
he hero is exposed and shown the door. Then
comes a great surprise which completely alters
the situation.
I

" Full of Fight." Jess WlLfcABD. (Artistic.)
ex-world champion in a go-ahead story

THE

country west of the Mississippi;
Gripping scenes and some great lights are
here while many dramatic moments occur,
notably when the hero meets his unknown employer, whom he had previously thanked.
laid in the

"Shod With

William

Fire."

Russell.

(Fox.)

WESTERN

romances aro always appreciated by young and old alike, and
films full of action and thrills such as
Shod with Fire " are sure to please.

" The Cigarette."
Signouet.

Asdbee Brabant and

artistic play,

well

produced, with

standing in the way of her love for a younger
man. He plans his death .shall come through a
poisoned cigarette and this leads up to a most
dramatic climax.

"A

Damsel In Distress." CuEicnTos
Hale and June Caprige. (I'athe.)
STORY of a man in a cab and a damsel
Ho falls in love with her,
in distress.

A

and the

result

is

which de-

a flirtation

velops into a love entanglement. June Caprice,
as the heroine, runs two love affairs at the same
time, and the onlooker is kept guessing as to
which swain will be chosen, and this is not
divulged until the end.

The Thinker."

IF

you want to know onythincr about Films or Film Playenr
THE LONG AND SHORT OF

Andrew Nox and Mdlle.

Madys.

(Qattmont,)
story of a man who discovered the
secret of the wonderful statue by Rodin.
"The Thinker," and read the souls of
An artistic screenpeople, including his wife.

THE

IT.

it were necessary at all to apologise fur touching
on an old subject, then I for one would hesitate
to put pen to paper.
Yet I am encouraged by the
reflection that there is nothing new under the sun,
even though the knowledge of it may be disconcerting.

IF

In the film world there are subjects of greater age than
the art of the motion picture itself since they have
been hammered out by controversialists in relation
to other things as well. So when I turn to the question
from a correspondent whether long or short films are
best preferred, I am reminded of the differences in
opinion which have prevailed regarding the length of
stage plays, magazine stories, lectures, and sermons.
At the same time, it may be interesting to recall the
discussion relating to film plays which occupied the
attention of several in the film industry in America
not long ago.
According to it, the two-reel subject
seemed to be the most favoured, and plans were said
to be in preparation to give the public a greater nnmber
of pictures of this length than hitherto. It was claimed
for the two-reel drama that it could depict stronger
action, and that there would be fewer instances, if
any, of the tensity of the story being interrupted by
scenes which were no more than padding. Also, it
would give the audience a more varied programme,
and save those who came the tedium of seeing two
long,

(Grangers.^

MOST

some beautifully photographed scenes,
and a strong story. This play shows how
much older than his wife, suddenly
man,
a
thought that he was too old for her and was

"

drawn-out pictures.

There is much, of course, to be said for this view.
Yet a survey o! the Alms to be released during the

coming months shows that the picture of
more still dominates the field.
Many

five reels

and

of this type
already released could certainly have done with more
cutting down, for several feet of country roads or bare,
unnecessary interior scenes are apt to distract from
the interest of the play.
But it is a mistaken idea that
It
the public does not favour the five or six reel film.
will always welcome it when the quality of it is good
throughout.
That is the long and short of it, for
quality is the thing which counts most.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time belore publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelop'' must accom-

pany any
letter

letter

requiting an early reply.
Every
full name and address of

should give the

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

House, Farringdon

Street,

85.

The Fleetway

London, E.C.

—

"The Birth

your question be instead if you were Staving in
England or Ireland ? Sorry. In any case, I don't

of a Soul."
Harry T. Mori y.
Vitagraph.)
splendid actor in n dual role in which he
plays ho parts of a dissolute drunkard
and an upright young lawyer. A feud
breaks out between two families, and this gives
the drunkard his chance to make good.

THIS

l

"April Folly." Marion Davies. (ParamountArtcrafl.

DAINTY

Marion Davies as an author who
reads a story with herself as heroine, to
her publisher, with whom she is in love.
There is mystery and romance in this play and
the popular star is supported by tin efficient
cast, including handsome Conway Tearlc.

Beloved

Cheater."

Lew

Cody.

{Jury'*.)

A

1

;

—

—

bom

:i

—

" Tim.vh " (Singapore).
Both well Browne is the
name I can And. lie was born in Denmark, aud is
as
described
His screen
a female impersonator.
career with Paramount and Mack Sennett comedies
includes " Miss Jack," and " Yankee Doodle in
Berlin."
D. B. (Swaffhnm). You say I have to put up with
a lot, whether I like it or not. Oh, I ran assure you
But how can I trace a girl only from the
1 like it
fact that she has fair hair. There is quire a multitude
of damsels in Almlaiid who favour this colouring.
" Dear Mr. Home " would do quite nicely if you want
to address him.
Gerald Ames' birthday is on Sep-

—

and uncommon

story.

—

It

show- how

a love expert played by Lew Cody
helps a bashful man to make love to his
sweetheart.
A kiss in the dark is the cause of
the trouble and many
episodes which follow.
all

are

the

amusing

"Go

and Get It."
Agnus Ayres, Pat
O'Malley and Wesley Barry.
(First
National.

DIRECTED

by Marshall Noilnn. this picture
13 full of th Us.
is the romance of a
II
reporter.
He changes from one plane
to another in mi 1-air, from plane to train and
hack, and from seaplane to Steamer.
A strong
mystery and a delicate love story runs lirough it.
I

tember

J

2th.

Gwendolyn".— Were you too shy or afraid to tell
abide ? Eddy Polo was in " The Grey
Ghost " with Priscilla Dean, Baity Carter, and Emory
In " The Bull's Eye " Eddy Polo was
Johnson,

me where you

Cody, Vivian Keed (Cora Clayton), Frank
Banning (Nathen Loose), Ray Jlanford (John Clayton), William Welch (.John North), Hal Cooley (Lee
McGuire), and Nobel Johnson (Sweeney Bodln).
Marguerite show and Mitchell Lewis were in " The
Ed.

Million Dollar Mystery."
Doris (Hartley). You have discovered that I am
the only one who can answer you.
I suspect you,
young lady, of trying to Hatter me. All the same. I
feel tremendously sorry that I cannot answer your
first question.
The reason is this that there is only
one name given in the east of " The Transgressor."
and that is Marion Swayne. So who the little one*
.ire I must leave you to guess.
Yes. it was Ann Little
opposite Bill Hart in " Square Deal Sanderson."
Wesley Barry does not sav a word about his relative**.
"Hkabtskask" (Sheffield).— You knew all along
that it was not Sessue Haynkawa in " Temptation."
That is just what i was trying to impress 011 some
people who wouldn't believe in.-. No, the Talmadgeof Aim [ante are not related to the One you mention.

—

—

1

1

A. H. (Brondcsbury).— Whose child N Ben Alex-,
ander ? Well, he was born in Goldtield. Nevada, in
1913. and was christened Nicholas Benton Alexandel
I II.
So his father's name must be Alexander, too.
MoLLIE (Bowes Park). You will run out of you!
stock of question marks, Mollie,' if you send me -

—

many

at once. Ami, unfortunately, there are only
two out of the whole bunch that anyone could answer
Pearl White's birthday is on March 4th, and Billii
Burke was born on August 7th. ls*o. 1 haven't
heart! that rumour about Irene Castle.
all

" Snowdrop " (Exeter).—Thanks for bringing this
paper to the notice of your friends. 1 know they
must have been delighted. Have you seen the pre.
vious information about Alma Taylor, Gt-rald Ames.
Yiolet Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Pauline Frederick?
If so, I'll tell you about Altee Joyce. Her mother was
born in Wales, but Alice herself first saw the world in
Kansas City io. 1890. She was a telephone girl befon >
she began acting, and her husband now i- James
Regan.
Madlaine Traverse and Wheeler Oakinan
were the leads in " The Splendid Sin." and Marie
Walcamp was the star in " Tongues of Flame."
E. D. (Burton Latimer). Sorry, but Rose Mann.'rdocs not divulge what you want to know about her.
D. P. (Wnnstead). George Cheseboro ha- appeared
in) " The She- Wolf " and "The Lost City."
Yc u<
might try your luck.

—

—

DOI.I.IE (Bn wood). -Marriages, it is said, are madheaven, and divorces hi the C.S.A. Go careful!)
with your matrimonial list. Antonio Moreno is a

in

bachelor, Frank

Kccnan

is

married.

Ann

Little

is n'.t

married now, and Owen Narcs's wife i- Marie Polini.
G. (London, S.E.). This is the fourth time vim
have written to me, you say. Well, go ahead
there
will be no charge at all.
Questions one. two, and

—

As regards the others, the leading
men were Charles Spore in " The Lamb and tieLion," Trano Zini in " All the World's a stage."
W. E. Lawrence in " The Japanese Nightingale." and
Frank Mills in " The Silent Woman.
" BTNNY " (Liverpool)- So. owing to stolid parcn
tal opposition, you have turned your ambition from
the Alms to commerce. Well, that come- of having
wise father and mother. Alia Naximova is a Russian.
She was born in Yialta, Crimea, in 1H79, and wai
educated at Zurich, Geneva, and Odessa. Chart Bryant is her husband. Ruby de Homer »;e horn in
" PalColorado, Denver, and Ihree of her Alms are
First,
rhe Great Romance," and " Ashes of Love,"
(More antirert next ireeU.)
I

must

leave.

.1

"

!

)

GAY

know.

i

three

Terence Cavanagh i- a British
J. II. (Dysart).
actor, for he was born in Oxford. Your second question leaves nie tilled with curiosity. " As I stay in
Scotland," you write, " I would like to know where
Jack Mulhall's mother was horn." But what would

(

Bessie Barriscalc's eye* arc blue.
But I would f
stake ray life on it. That is merely what the " otfti if*
account of her tells me.
" Blvebei.l " (Erith).— Juanita Hansen has
hair. Natalie Talmadge anil Benlah Livingstone af>,
of course, two different persons
and the latter I
might mention, is not an artiste. I will find out
what you want to know about Rosemary Theb>
Sorry, but I do not know of tunP. W. (Hornsey).
paper giving the information you want.
"Echo Delane " (Bradford). No. I cannot 1:1
you in what part of Bradford Gregory Scott wiU
I am glad you think our calendar is simpiSomeone else w rote to say it was r<
gorgeous.
delicious, because it was so full of dates.
The yoilaj
man's name is not given on the photo we have. A
Dorothy Gish is now Mrs. J. Rennie, ami CoostaHrr
Talmadge is Mrs. J. Pialogon. Ob, no, I am nut
a lady. Never was one, you know.

;

4-

play with the powerful actor, Andrew Nox, in
tjie leading role.

"The

1921,

oEH WEEK

WARWICK as Jack Straw, an
ROBERT
ice-man-waiter in love with the daughter

A

26<'i,

Picture Show's" Guide to Picturegoers.

" Jack Straw."
Robert
mount Arlrraft.)

"

February

Show,

ficture
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PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.

WRITING TO ARTISTE3.- Plea.«e

do m»t ml
any addresses by post, but it >ou wish to com
imuncato at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of tie
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loos*
2d. stamp to the Editor.' the Picil'Rl Snotv, Room
M>,
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street.
London, E.C.4, and it will be forwarded by ti.
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
extra ounce.
Such letters cannot be specially
acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
including the name of your couuty and country,
and mention the Pictlri Show to ensure MM
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep
these addresses for refereure.
for

HARRY MOREY,

care

Vitagraph

of

Shlittfl

Iftth Street, New York City, C.S.A.
El'GENE O'BRIEN, tan' of SeUnirk
Corporation. Fort Lee, New Jersey. C.S.A.
DOROTHY DALTOV, care of Ince

East

IVturej
Studio-,

Culver City, California. C.S.A.

WANDA HAWLEY.

Corporation.
U.S.A.

109,

(Mure

Fifth

care

of

A\enue.

aititrturt ntxt

Restart

New
trttk.)

•

PirtnanfJ
City,

York

Show, February
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5000 pages. Thousands of vivid and
arresting pictures.
True stories more
Every
entrancing than any novel.
"
Picture Show " should
reader of the
post the Coupon for Free Booklet to-day.

7 of the most fascinating
volumes in the world

Explore the
Wonder-World
of Science
PEN
you
on.

any

of these superb

volumes and
on and

will find yourself reading

For

here, in simple language, in

vivid and arresting pictures, you have the

marvellous story of scientific discovery and
from the dawn of time' to the 20th Century.
The world
revealed by modern Science is a reality far more wonderful than anything
that poets or philosophers have ever dreamed. With Hannsworth Popular
Science in your possession you are free to explore that world in any
direction you choose.

invention,

Your key

to the Universe

SCIENCE
HARMSWORTH POPULAR
ARTHUR MEE
Edited by

—

V/ou can

because your mind has lost its original keenness but simply
because there was no means of getting a simple and inteltigible answer..
You found the ordinary text-books written in
such technical language that nine people out of ten could not
understand them.

follow the flight of the monstrous winged lizards
*
through the forests of the Coal Age, or study the force
f
that drives our Aeroplanes to-day. You can traverse the silent
oceans of space and watch the movement of suns and comets, or
gaze down upon the microscopic hosts of bacteria
that are at once man's best servants and his
deadliest foes.

Yours for

Story of Human Progress.
|7rom the marvels of plant and animal life you
*
can turn at will to the story of human progress, culminating in the triumphs of medicine and
surgery,

commerce and

industry, art

and

architec-

5|with order

chemistry and engineering. You can descend
into the crater of a volcano, or watch how the
""""
might of Niagara is transformed into the electricity
that lights cities and drives enormous engines. X-Kaysand Radium
Wireless Telegraphy the Submarine and the Aeroplane the
ture,

—

—

is

We mua

evc, y

"

s ''<"» "

reader to form his or her own considtred iudgment of Harmsworth
Popular Science before deciding to purchase. If yon lived near our
Offices, we would gladlv let you examine the 7 vtfmncs at your leisure.
V.tt as this is generally impossible, we have prepared a Hooklcl in
which you can see specimens of the actual illustrations, together ictth
a complete summary of the contents and plan of the .whole Work. It
It will commit
will cost you nothing to get this interesting Booklet.
you lo nothing. Send t or it to-day. Use the coupon SOW, white

Cinema and the Gramophone and the Calculating Machine
Harmsworth Popular Science you can not
the pages of
only read about them all but understand every word you read.
This

—

possess.

in

the Atce of Sc'.etce.

V/ou may do without Latin and Greek

Delight to Read.

and interesting that it is. a delight to read. There
is no other work that can compare with this masterpiece for simple arrangement and perfect clearness
none that will so completely satisfy your own
It is a book you ought to
love of knowledge.

Send no money
Gst
_ B .. . «
tn~ tK&t. Booklet
first.

—

—

A

VI ow Harmsworth Popular Science tells you what
* '
you want to know, in language so lucid

—

but the man who is
ignorant of Science is shut out from the best that this 20th
this paper u in your hands.
century has to offer. Do not be content to go through
life without enjoying your share of the priceless inheritance of knowledge that men of science have won
for you.
!
You have always been a lover of knowledge. ReS
BOOKLET.
FOR
member the questions you used to ask in your childhoo J
Co., Ltd., 17 New Bridge St., Lcndcn, E.C.4.
Fducaticnal
Book
The
a
"
"
What makes the noise
" Why is the sky bfue ?
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Satisfy Your Longing for Knowledge.
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your

have long ago given up asking about many
things you would like to understand
not because
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satisfied

not
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MERELY MARY ANN

'Merely Mary Ann," by Israel Zangwill, was an appealing story and made a deliqhtful
stage play. Now it has boen immortalised on Ihe screen with Shirley Mason as Mary
Ann.
Shirley has Iwo famous sisters on the screen, Edna Flugrath and Viola Dana.

Shirley Mason's

New

Part

^

- - ~T ~ ~~ "7~T 77 7o77 7X777X7" ~~T*J
fsplenaid
new serial, A rna.en ol
Q lri[ s_Clfl8ma
Beginsjn this_ week^s J""
^e^creen.
_ _ .J
;
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Extreme Weakness
and Depression

paid for

Last Stage of Anaemia and thought Incurable
but Cured by Dr. Casseli's Tablets.

gives

and
f)AISY
;

valuecure
perfect safety

a cer-

13

Daisy

perfect safety.

is

a real

scientific

headache

Daisy

lo-c'ay.

is

Safe

Only pure, powerful (yet harmless ingredients are used
so Daisy is absolute:?
safe. This Uatnrt alone it woHK many
;

tima

the extra

id.

Medically Correct
—

Dais; alone lias received written medical
approval it is everywhere recognised as a
pure and harmless preparation which removes the pain absolutely, but has no
fleet on the system.
Read the Physician's
letter below and decide in future to take

r)AlSY

^

sold

is

8
2 3.

each.
(of

f>4, Ur.ymarket, Picftilly Ctrcwt, London, »\
J>car airs,— Yo.ir Daisy Headacbt Core merits
my complete approval, and ! *m especially
pleaded to note that you have replaced the
u -pressing ingredient acetaailrd (antefebrin)
1 y an infinitely safci
and mors certain principle,
fiec froin any possibility ol causing injury to
the system.
lay great .-•
roth on Its
1

60

DAISY

If-,
for 6'..

TABLETS

(specially

form]

20

for

1/3

convenient
tin.
per

DAISY

Home
l/S

and safety, and rctnpliment yen on
youi commercial courage in placing an unusually

Ltd.

WALLACE.

M.B.,

Prices
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31-

ists in all

costly formula, at a reasonable chnrge. at lbs
!...[,.;.
of the public.— Yours faithfully,
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Tlie Universal Home RemeJy for
Nervous Breakdown Kidney Trouble
living the more
Nerve
Failure
Indigestion
re ononiloali.
Malnutrition
Wasting
Sold by Chem-

/The

efficiency
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cannot describs

Tablets
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by

I

Dr. Casseli's
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nothing but Daisy forHeadache
Dr. Robertson Wallace writes

storesand chemis'f
••vcrywhere
at
2d.

off.

;

the lobe "had to be punctured three times before
blood came.
"1 joined up in due course, but could not support the strain* of
military life. Soon I was in hospital, and finally was discharged altogether.
When 1 came home I got some Dr. Casseli's Tablets and it was woiidcrfui
how 1 improved. 1 gained strength daily, got an appetite, and now- fee!
well and lit, and it is due entirely to Dr. Casseli's Tablets."

specific,

reliever

Get Daisy

1 lost appetite, and
listlessness which no

;

cures instantly— net a temporary * pain
"—but a lasting cure.

it

—

strengthless 1 felt
I had no energy at all
and became very gloomy and depressed." Treatment eeerned useless in my case I was said to be
incurable.
The disease was diagnosed as failure
of the lymphatic glands or chronic anemia. Once
when a sample of blood was taken from my ear

Daisy Cures

tain ctr.', ensures

shake

how

pay FIVB TIMES as much for the
**
exclusive, costly ingredients used In
Daisy as for those used in " cheap " headache cures, yet -you get 500 pc. better
valus for an extra id.
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Keep the Youthful
freshness of your skin
A little care and the regular use of Icilma Cream and
you can keep the youthful freshness of your
is

skin.

Icilma Cream, the world-famed aid to Beauty,
it vanishes better

so different from the Others

—

—

than vanishing creams
it clears and refreshes the
skin, and is, too, a splendid base for powder; Icilma

Bouquet Face Powder

FREE TEST

1

Scud a Postcard

I

for a dainty free
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PhoWrapks?
Tom

ard

is one of the pioneers of the
said that he has played in over
two hundred parts. Ono of his oarly releases
This- was
still stands out as one of his greatest.
as Macnamara, in " The Spoilers."
Santschi's real name is not Tom, but Paul.
Ono of his directors called him Tom, and Tom

Santschi

cinema.

It

is

he has been over since.

The Most

—

Beautiful.

JUSTINE JOHNSTONE,

whose photograph

appears on this page, has just been acclaimed
by Paul Helleu, the famous French etcher,
"
the most beautiful woman ho has ever
as
seen."

Famous Readers of tke " Picture
Show.
No. 60. -MARC MacDERMOTT.
MARC MacDERMOTT has a sens© of

humour. When he received his copy of
the Picture Show, with Snooky on the
cover, he posed for this photograph and sent ifc
with a letter saying he is wondering if there is
really something in that Darwin theory.

the Picture Show you will be pleased with
the centre page art picture of her this week.
'"
Twelve o' Clock " is Ruth's favourite and
latest picture.

I

hope you

like

it,

PRINCESS OF THE SCREEN'"

lying seriously

ill

in

a

I.os

Angeles hospital.

I hear that he is suffering from a complication of internal trouble, and it is feared that a
serious operation must bo immediately performed.

—

Charlie's Progress.
tradition is that an actor should
not attempt to '-direct. But Charles Ray
has just completed a film entitled " Scrap

is

the

fascinating title of a splendid new serial
beginning in this week's "Girls' Cinema,"
out to-morrow. The author of thi3 story is
just back from Los Angeles, and has written
specially for the " Girls' Cinema " a most
intimate story of a heroine in filmland, and her
adventures among all your favourites of the
screen.
You have never read ft story liko it, so
if
you like novelties and are interested in

screenland you must read

it.

I

now

featured
in
comedies.

star,

film

the Picture Show, and used to
of the wonderful happenings and sights
to be seen in New York, and in the great movie
colony.
Last summer his opportunity came to visit
there, and during the last few months he has
been wandering about seoing the
wonderfu
places that he has read about in the Picture

reader of

dream

New York
"
HERE

Picture Houses.
is only one word for the movie
theatres on Broadway," ho says, " and
J[
Mighty.'
that is
The Capitol, one
of the largest movie palaces in the world, is a
wonderful piece of work, both in interior and
exterior.
When lit up at night it is a sight
worth coming many miles to see.
" A few weeks after I'd been here, I made a
'

'

Wyndham Standing.
in a certain cinema one day recently
and saw among the audience Wyndham

Standing, watching his ghost flit across the
Earthbound." It was quite an
screen in

trip

over to Fort Lee, over in

New

Jersey.

There are the Universal, the Selznick, and other
big film studios, there.
You can imagine my
excitement when I saw a street ready for a
While I was
scene, rr.ado of movio props.
chatting with one of the studio men a party

Wyndham

Standing was in the theatre, until someone,
waiting in the queue to see the film, recognised
him as he left the cinema. Mr. Standing sprang
into a taxi, and was whirl ?d away before the
crowd could persuade him to stay awhile.
Mr. Standing is over here on a holiday. So
many people discovered that he was staying at
the Savoy that his day became one long procession of interviews, and signing of autograph
books, so he slipped away to another hotel,
where he has remained unrecognised up to the
time of writing.
While ho is over here, it is quite possible that
he may take part in a British play. For although Wyndham Standing has played over in
America for so long, he is an Englishman by

came riding in. In the car sat a
young lady, a young man, and two
men with a camera between them.
" I surmised they were movie actors,
and turning to the man to whom f had been
talking, 1 asked him if this was so.
He
said they were, and pointed out Elaine
Hammerstein, who was one of the party. Their
faces were all powdered white, for they had ju>o
come in from shooting' a film.
v
of people
beautiful

'

Seeing Cinema Celebrities.
RECENTLY a ball was given

birth.

William Hart's Successor.
W. S. Hart .keeps to his resolve

to retire,
he will leave Tom Santschi practically undisputed as the screen's exponent of the
Western type of photo play.

a musical comedy

he tells me about Broadway, New
which he describes as a " Wonderful
fairyland, where night is turned into dav."

promise you

and no one know

pictures.

First

WAS

visit,

NELLY EDWARDS, once
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE,
now starring in Realart

York,

About

unofficial

Ha
tunity of being able to visit America.
begins by telling me that he was a regulai

Show.

a treat.

I

—

Interesting Letter.
1HAVE received a most interesting letter from
a reader, who has had the wonderful oppor-

1HEAR

Fascinating Story of Film Life.

A

—
An

«-»

ASTCDIO

too.

Iron," which, it is said, has upset this tradition,
by turning out a splendid picture.
Charlos Ray seems to have made a bin stride
W'a
in every picture in which he has appeared.
can remember him a few years atio playing
in
two-reel
Hart,
dramas,
small parts with W. S.
while to-day he is ono of the best known stars
of the screen.
By the way, I hear these two reel dramas aro
to be re-issued, so wo can compare Charies'
work then, and his acting of to-day.

Billie Ritchie 111.
that Billie Ritchie, whom you all
remember, like that famous comedian,
Charlie Chaplin, was a member of Fred
Kamo's company and who has recently been
making a reputation in Fox Sunshine comedies,
is

Our Art Picture This Week.
you are reading and appreciating Ruth
IF Roland's Beauty Hints now appearing in

.

Miss Johnstone was dining at a restaurant
the other night, when Helleu. who happened
to be dining at a table near by, spied Miss
Johnstone, asked the head waiter for a card,
and proceeded to draw a rapid two-minute
sketch of Miss Johnstone. When he had completed it. ho went over to Miss Johnstone's
table, and presenting her with the sketch, told
hor that, she was the " most beautiful woman
he had ever seen," and asked to have the
privilege of making a sketch of her this winter.
Florenz Ziegfield, creator of the Follies,
recently pronounced Miss Johnstone as one of
the five most beautiful women on the screen.

—

Player^

Paragraph? cP Picture;. Play^

at the Hotel
How I wish that all of your
Astor.
readers could jiave been there
A few
of the many stars present were Constance and
Charles
Chaplin,
William
Norma Talmadge,
Farnum, Alice Brady. Pear' White, and others
too numerous to mention.
!

IF

IVY

DUKE at Nice, reading some of the letters she
bas received from PICTURE SHOW readers.
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(Continued from

page

boxers.

—

FROM

a Broadwest film in which
lead, supported
Stratford.

—-M

by

make Gladys Brockwell
first

time

in'

or otherwise, attempted
Falls in a boat.

FEW

of the latest films that I have seen,
and that will cause a hit when they
reach England are D. VV. Griffith's

miserable,

history, cinematograph
to go over the Yocmite

The drop was about one hundred and thirtybut it was possible for an expert diver
and swimmer to do it. I hear that twenty men,

Way Down East,'- Passion,' a film with
wonderful scenes of the Revolution Period
with Prlscilla Dean
Outside the Law,'
Broadway and Home,' with Eugene O'Brien;

all

expert swimmers, offered to double for the

villain and do tho stunt.
In this play, Wallace Macdonald is the hero.

'

'

'

'

and
I

others.''

am

sine

thanking

Ho

all

my

readers join with

Sir. Phillips for

New

Hopkinson Avenue,

York.

—+

Screen Version of " Black Beauty."

{HEAR

that the screen version of " Black
Beauty," known and loved for forty years
in every part of the world where books are
read, is all the book was, and more.
Every incident of the story lias been told,
with one or two additions.
The story has not been changed. But in the
book, you remember, Black Beauty knew only
what was going on outside the house, and what
he actually saw, or what he was told. Tho
show what
scenes that have been added
happened when Black Beauty was not present.

— —
*-*

Correcting an Error.
a recent issue of the Picture Show, a

IN photograph
'*

appeared of

Gwynn

Stratford,

who is appearing
A Rank Outsider."

tently attributed

Real

Difficulty.

MILES, already well known as*
ROWLAND
a screen hero, having played in Ethel M.
Bars
Lord Conceit,"

Dell's
in

his interesting letter.

gives his address as 753,

Brooklyn,

me

A

in the screen version of
This film was inadver"
to tho Stoll Film Co.

A

"

My

'i

now

at

Wadsley's novel, " Frailty."

was made a co-star with Douglas MacLean
"Twenty-Three and One-Half Hours')
Leave," and other specials made by Thomas
H. Ince. I- believe she was originally called
Doris Lee. Every lady has a right to change
her name at least once and there are few in
the motion picture business who do not take
advantage of this opportunity and try a name
or two before a definite selection is made.

This is his most trying part, because in this,
as the hero, he has the role of a young man,
a victim of tho drug habit, who, in order to
become worthy of tho girl he loves, struggles
against it.
It is in the early part of the story
the difficulty arises, for as a cocaino fiend, he
has to look the part, and lie has not tho remotest idea of the effect* of the drug. But Mr.
Miles is consulting a doctor to put him right.
.

Alma

i

— —

in

—

'

Taylor's Charm.

Theda Bara

THE

role of Helen, in " Helen of the Four
Gales," just released, gives Alma Taylor a tremendous opportunity for displaying her versatility. Helen is certainly one
of the finest woman's parts from an emotional
point of view yet seen on the screen. Alma
Taylor, the famous leading lady of Hepworth
picture plays, has been acting for the films
since she was a child of eleven. This is possibly one of the reasons that she does not
betray tho least sign of self-consciousness
before the eye of the camera. She is perfectly

natural

York.

orange

bells,

For my readers who may not recall Doris,
she is the little girl with the fluffy hair and
great dark 'eyes who played opposite Charles
Ray in all his earlier successes. Later she

and Rita's
work on Olive

Iron."

of
is

OVER THERE.

blossom and
Pretty little
is
in the air.
Doris May, the brown-eyed child who'
1
first came into fame as Charles Ray's leadmarry Wallace Macing lady is soon to
Donald, a motion picture actor. Doris didn c
mean to let a word of her secret leak out,
but when a girl has a new diamond ring, and
simply cannot resist the desire to wear it,
what is she to do? Doris wore it, and after
much questioning on the part of interested
friends she shyly admitted (one of these days'
she expects to become Mrs. Wallace MacHaving a conventional soul, and
Donald.
being o'd-fashioned, Doris plans to have a
wedding with bridesmaids, bridal veil and
Lohengrin's far-famed wedding march.

MASON, who plays the villain in the
JAMES
Pathe film, " The Sage Hen," and does his
best to

5th, 1921.

News From New

WEEDING
romance

For the Screen.

has for the

"

Notes and

five feet,

Films to Remember.

A

is

have been to boxing matches, where

round the ring side sat such stars as Charles
Chaplin, William Farnum, and others equally
Charles Chaplin was introduced
well known.
in the ring at a recent bout, and the house gave
Really, I didn't
ovation.
tremendous
hini a
know whom to look at, the movie stars, or the

"

Outsider "

Rank

Cameron Carr plays the
John Gliddon, and Gwynn

3.)

March

*"*

Sick.

BLUE FLAME " has had to temTHEporarily
cease performances. The

star.

Theda Bara, en the verge of a nervous
breakdown, has been ordered to take a complete rest. Poor as the play has been dubbed
by critics, the box-office receipts have been so
heavy the Woods offices are in despair over
Miss Bara's need for a rest. In every town
As one
she has played to capacity houses.

man
"

said after seeing her:
willing
to
is

Everyone

'

once."

try

anything

—

Fay Filmer.
June Elvidge

in Vaudeville.
to see June Elvidge at the
few weeks ago looking particularly happy and fit.
I asked her why tho
smile, and she said she had a new vaudeville
contract that appealed to her as being one of
the best things that havo come her way in
some time. She is playing the Orpheuni
is
the big time
circuit, which in America

HAPPENED

I

.

Rita

a

for vaudeville artistes, in a sketch called " The
Later reports from New
Crystal Gazer."
Orleans say the south took June to its heart
en masse and she received a reception sucli
as is seldom accorded any ployer.
v»

—

.

To Make "Wedding
Constance
ALLlaughing
over

Bells."

Talraadge's friends are
the title of her next

of

you
" Wedding
Bells,"
if
picture.
please, adapted for her from a play that had
year.
run
last
York
New
successful
highly
a
**

—

Billie

—

Burke Don't Mind Acting.

America the motion picture stars are having
At least a dozen of them,
a sad time.
whose names I refu«e to mention, are dying
to vote in the coming presidential election,
but find it impossible to do so because they havo

IN

they aro just eighteen.
in order to bo permitted to register at the primaries. Billie
Burke, not being one who care9 nn iota about
told

tho world

that

One must be twenty -6ne

tbe clever boy actor, wbo has been on tbe films since
just six years old. You can see him now with CLARA
in the school scene of " Eyes of Youth." Bobby
TEARLE in " Carnival," when
made a stage success with Mr.
Bobby is now touring America with
that play was produced in America.
William Hodge, a well-known American actor, in a new play entitled " The
Guest of Honour," and has received much praise in the newspapers for bis
clever acting.
One paper said : " Allentown last night saw a wonderful child
aotor.
The lines given this toddler are difficult, and develop many ot tbe
finest situations ot the play.
Tbe child, however, came up to every exacting
requirement of what is actually the keystone role of the play. Bobby is
British.
His lather is a native of Leeds. Little Betty Clark, Bobby's sistsr,
aged four, has also appeared on tbe screen.

BOBBY CLARK,

the age of three,

is

KIMBALL YOUNG

GODFREY

age, walked boldly to tho primaries, deciding
to do her best for thoeause.
" And now, Miss Burke, I shall have to a«k
you one question," said the clerk, flushing with
embarrassment. " You are supposed at least
it is required, that is tho law— will you please
"
toll me your one T
" Certainlv.. she replied briskly. " I am over

—

twenty-one.'

'

"Twenty-one?"
" Well,

you

he

answered

certainly don't look it."

J

gnllantly.
«

And now Miss Burke is wondering why nil
women are making such a fuss over voting.

the
"

Tho clerks are so polite," sho jpaid, " I
didn't in tho least mind telling my age."
LouEi-tA I'\n«o\s.
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''Helen of Four

6

1921.

5th,

PICTURE SHOW'S "
GUIDE TO PICTUREGOERS
"

Alma Taylor.

Gates."

(Hcpirorlh.)

"Black Shadows." Peggy Hylaxd. (Fox.)
"Nothing But Lies."
Holmes.
Taylou
(A'. 13.

"His

O.)

Fiancee."

Official

«

i

'Alarm Clock

Andy."

Charle3

hero,
George Dewhurst, who plays
Martin, is not the conventional "prettypretty " type.
Ho is a strong, rough man
who wins the heart of the wild but Bewitch
ing Helen.
Alma. Taylor, as Helen, is seen at her
best
beneath the joyous temperament an 1
adoration of nature.
There is also that
sweet feminine allurement that chains Martin

—

Mahtin.

Vivian

(Paramount .)

The

to her.

Ra-tf.

(Paramount-. I rlcraft.)

"The Lonely Woman."
(

Belle Bennett.

OF

the story " Helen of the Four Gates," by
Mrs. F. Houldsworth, may easily be
called one of the
greatest Hepworth
films yet released.
Abel Mason, played by
James Carew, is a realistic piece of workalmost terrifying in its grim relentlessne-s.

Western Import.)

"Only

Her

Husband."

Tilda

Kassay.

(L. l. F. 2.)

" At the Mercy of Tiberius." (Sarmelson.)
"At the Villa Rose." ManobaThew. (Stoll.)
" The House on the Marsh." Cecil Hetm-

rHREYs and Peggy Patterson.

"Yes or No."

I

who

those

*

man
poor

*

is a British proprize film story,
with Henry Ainley as a Labour chamThere is a big surprise in this play,

pion.

two adjoining

the

5J209

and onlookers arc kept expectant

all

the

way

through.
*

Hepworth, the famous producer and
pioneer of British Films, told me the other
morning when we were discussing " Helen
of the Four Gates,'' which deals with life in
" It was written by an
the Bronte district.
almost illiterate mill-girl, so I am told," said

"

THEmystery
HOUSE
£

divulged

*

»

ON THE MARSH
which the secret

tale in
until

the

end.

It

"
is

is

a
not
the

is

picturisation
Florence
Warden's wellof
known novel, and is interpreted by a cast
of first-class British players.

Mr. Hepworth.
Dwellers in Lonely Houses.

WE

Mrs. Gaskell's life
IN the
following phrase

of Charlotte Bronte
throws an illuminating light on the characters depicted in
" Helen of the Four Gates ":
" Still there are those remaining in this
class— dwellers in the lonely houses far away
in the upland districts even at the present
day whp sufficiently indicate What strange
eccentricity— what 'wild strength of wi.l—
nay, even what unnatural power of crime was
fostered by a mode of living in which a man
seldom met his fellows, and whose public
opinion was only a distant and inarticulate
echo of some clearer voice sounding behind
the sweeping horizon."
Mr. Hepworth added that he believed pic-

*

«

*

Peggy Hyland again in " At the
Mercy of Tiberius," a mystery story
see

in which a girl is accused of being the
cause of the death of her grandfather. She
is shielding her brother,
and this leads her
to prison.
The prosecuting attorney, whom
she likens to Tiberius, the cruel Roman
tyrant, is resolved to prove her innocence
after resigning from his post.
He not only
does this, but finds her brother and also
makes her his wife.

—

A

*

*

»

MAKE-BELIEVE

"for
engagement
business reasons," which ended seriously
but happily, is the theme of " His

Official
Fiancee."
Vivian Martin in an
appealing role as a stenographer who is
employer
to pose as hi?
asked by her stern
Her brother
fiancee for a sum of money..
and, of
being "hard up" she consents,
course, this leads to all manner of compli-

tures helped to make people unck-rstand their
neighbours better. They were often strangers
although
living
just
across
the
border,
strangers in customs, thoughts, and ideals.

cations.

Lovers of Real Life Stories
be fascinated by Cecil Hepworlh's
fine production.
The scenery is wild,
beautiful,
desolate,
also
there
are
enchanting glimpses of verdant pasturage.

Helen (the daughter) pleads with Martin (played by

—

of

Cecil

,

a

THY HOUSE "
BUILD
duction

v-ounties " goes a long way to solve the riddle,
of the Brontes and their wonderful books,"

WILL

*

problem drama in
Norma Talmadge plays two
is

neglects

{Ideal.)

how many " Picture Show "
readers know that part of Lancashire
that
joins
on to
Yorkshire?
The
of

"

*

WONDER

psychic atmosphere

NO

distinct roles the wife of a rich
her, and the wife of a
engineer who is absorbed in his work.

{First

Rational.)

"Build Thy House." Henry Ainley.

»

*

OR
YESwhich

(Jury.)

Norma Talmadge.

Hepworth's Production

Cecil

GERALD AMES

as Henson, warns
Helen (the mother) against marrying
Abel, and so begins a terrible hatred.

GEORGE DEWHURST), who

"AT
J-\
story

has

won

her heart.

JAMES CAREW

is

*

*

»

THE VILLA ROSE

" is the film
version of A. E. W. Mason's play produced at the Strand Theatre. The
thrilling and mysterious.

as Abel

Mason and

ALMA TAYLOR

as Helen.
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BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS

Uhe CALL OP T/IE.
The

Splendid

New

is a graceless scamp.
He will go
his father went.
So be it. He shall
never darken
doors again. Never have I
been angry with thee, Rowena. Ever have I
tried to bo thy indulgent guardian and thy
loving friend, but in
own house I will be

the

master, and

'

—

best, and I will say no more."
child," said the old, man somewhat
Women
mollified.
'Tis true.
I know best.
are ignorant of such matters, and should not
meddle. Thou hast not seen thy cousin. If

"Good

thou hadst you wouldst despise him even
I

retired to rest, but could
late and for (he rest

of the day she was strangely pro-occupiod.
Try as she would she could not forgot even

a moment that scone in the field of the
Stunted oaks. She saw every detail of it as in
B picture so vivid as to be almost real.
Sho
saw it as it began in grim tragedy and as it
ended in roaring farce.
But, most vivid of all was the face of Alfred
Truscott, now hard, stern, and resolute, now
breaking into joyous laughter.
" What concern is it of mine ? "
Sho asked herself that question again and
again while her checks burned.
"JHe is naught to mo," sho argued, " wo liavo
never spoken, we can never spoak.
Ho hath
turned his back on the world to which I belong.
Our ways in life are far apart. Mino uncle will
never forgive him, and he, forsooth, is not the
man to seek forgiveness. I would 1 had never
"
-con him.
I will think of him no more
And then she sighed and continued to think
lor

!

of

him and

of little else.

ICarly that afternoon she wandered alone in
be quaint old garden of Truscott Hall and yet
never in her life had she felt loss alone.
A wholo crowd of shadowy figures were her
companions.
Thero was an old fiddlor with a
lr morons face and a black patch over his right
there was .Sir Martin Trovor, his handsome
oyo
fa o distorted by rago and hate
and thero was
Alfred Truscott hurghing like a mischievous
schoolboy.
The girl's expression changed with every
fleeting thought.
Now she would frown darkly,
and now again a faint smilo would flit across her
lovely face and flicker in hor soft bluo eyes.
Sho wandered 'through tho garden picking a
I

;

;

'

with her.

Tho

i

sleep.

as

do."

Again the guilty flush came into the Lady
Rowena's cheeks, but she did not speak.
" And now, child, I have news for tbee," went
on the old man. " Thy godmother, Lady Ulle-swater has written. She has expressed the wiOi
that thou wilt visit her and spend a long holiday

i

Maiden Fancies.

.

Thou knowest

;

THEnotLady Rowena
Sho rose

it is

" Thou art so
thee," sho said affectionately.
good and kind to me I cannot bear to think I have
displeased thee.
Much would I give to bring
about a reconciliation between thee and my
cousin, but if it may not be, I will hold my peace.

'

.

i

my
my command

that thou shah
speak no more of this."
He was trembling with anger, and the girl
moving to his side, took his hand gently in hei
•
own and strove to soothe him.
'"
Forgive me, uncle, I did not mean to vex

!

He
This is Alfred Truscott, called " the Lamb."
the first, Sir Martin
is watching two men intently
Trevor, handsome and distinguished, with the
the other a
expression of the inveterate gambler
mere boy. playing with feverish anxiety.
Young Llleswatcr at Ictigth refuses to play longer,
and implies that Sir Martin Trevor is not playing
fairly. The Lamb prevents the matter going further,
and succeeds in making the lad leave the Hall.
In the play that follows the Lamb loses steadily,
and at length stakes his all in a throw of tl»e dice.
Sir Martin changes the dice for loaded ones, and
wins ; but the Lamb, roused to fury, attacks him,
and, after a rough handling, Sir Martin challenges
hiin to a duel.
When Silas Truscott returns to the Hall, he orders
Alfred to leave the house, and the latter takes him
at his word. In the woods he comes across Paganini
Primus and Paganini Sccundus, the old fiddler and
he young boy, and spends the day with them. He
ells the old man of his coming duel, and promises
him he shall be his second.
Lady llowena is told by her maid that this duel is
to take place, and the girl is horrified when her
mistress says that she will go to the spot appointed,
as she wishes to sec of what mettle her gipsy cousin,
n hoiu she has never met, is made.
She and the maid witness the duel from behind a
lump of bushes. Sir Martiu Trevor is full of self'onridencc, but soon funis he has met his match in
he Lamb.
Sir Martin's sword is suddenly .sent
spuming in the air, but Alfred, instead of killing
Imid, tweaks the nose of his enemy, who vows vengeance for this act.

Alfred

way

my

1

'

ROAD

flesh.

Read This First.
vagabond with his violin and a young
bov of about twelve arc tramping along a
Kentish lane, when they come to an old inn.
Before the two " gentlemen of the road " enter, a
horseman approaches in a cloud of dust. He stops
at the inn for a mug of ale, and says he is on his
way to warn Master Alfred that Master Silas has
landed in England with Lady Rowena, and that they
are on their way to the Hall.
" "lis time the old man came to stop the doings
at the Hall
'Tis dice and cards and wine, day and
night " said the hostess of The Old Punch Bowl.
~
• •
.*
/ *
Half-a-dozen men arc gathered in the oak room at
Truscott Hall, seated around a table upon which a
game of cards is in progress.
One man only stands apart, watching the players.
old

'

TO-DAY.

A. E. COLEBY and
HERBERT ALLINGHAM

Serial St

of the r amous BritUli Ft

AN

bth, 1921.

A. E.

COLEBV

as

Punch Murphy.

flower here and thero, but not really interested
in her task, and when her uncle suddenly came
upon her ho surprised her idly pulling to pieces
the delicate blooms sho had gathered.
" Why, lass, is it true that even thou canst be
cruel at timos ? " said tho old man with a smilo
in which there was a great deal more tenderness
than rebuke. " I never thought to see the
harmless flowers ill-treated by thee."

Rowena looked up guiltily, but with woman's
wit quickly regainod her self-control.
" If I am cruel, 'tis to thoso who cannot feel
" Canst thou say
the pain," she said quietly.
"
as much, uncle of mine ?
Tho old man looked at her sharply.
" 1 trust so, 1 trust so, my dear," lie replied
brusquely. " There is no man living who can say
that Silas Truscott ovordid him an injustice."
" And is there nothing greater even than
"
justice, uncle dear ?
" Naught, my child, naught " declared the
old man vehemently.
"If all men were just
there would bo little amiss with tho world."
" And if all men cot their doserts who would
escape a whipping ?
quoted Rowena demurely.
Silas Truscott's face clouded darkly, he gripped
tightly
stick
more
tho
he was carrying, and
rapped it once or twice sharply on tho gravel
path.
" Now, look you, niece," he said querulously,
" what nonsensical notion hast thou in thy
!

dismayed.
The proposed visit had its attractions, for in
her godmother's country mansion there would,
she knew, be plenty of company, but just now
she would have preferred to stay at the Hall.
She would not have confessed it even to herself, but at the back of her mind was the thought
that her cousin might still be in the neighbourhood.
" I cannot bear the thought of leaving thee,
uncle," she murmured.
" And I shall miss thee, child, but thy godmother's wishes must be respected. And maybe
thou wilt find a better companion there than
this old cqrmudgoon."
For answer she flung her arm3 about his neck
and kissed him.
" That wo3 said, uncle, that I might deny it "
she said teasingly. " I could be happy here with
thee as thou knowest, but 'tis true I must go.
"
Is't for long ?
" Two months. Thy maid had better prepare.
Tony Ronald will guard thee on the journey."
"
"
!

Ronald

my

affairs

head

?

Wouldst thou meddlo

in

1

" Yes, uncle," replied the girl meekly, casting

"
hor eyes down.
as thou art just.

1

would have thee bo merciful

My

cousin Alfred

"

hear no more "
cried the old man
outburst of fury.
" Am I to havo no peace in mine own house ?
Am I to he plagued by thee as well as by that
ungrateful dog who has bitten the hand which
fed it ?
Did I not take him in his rags and do
the best I could for him ?
Did I not treat him
But tho blood of his parents,
as mino own son ?
was too strong within hint. His father was a
spendthrift and a wastrel, his mother a gipsy
wench. What's. bred in the bone comes out in tho

Now, by

my

faith, I will
in a sudden

!

?

Was

" Yes, yes, he
now ho is thine.

he not

was thy

cousin's servant,

and

He can be trusted. He hath
not been corrupted by the evil example of his
worthless master."
Two days later Rowena with her maid set forth
on their journey, and by the side of the great
lumbering carriage rode Tony Ronald.

Punch Murphy's Tavern.

'

pretty, foolish
"

be lonely without thee, child.
looked startled and even a little

I shall

girl

ON and

field of honour Alfred Truscott
his two friends took to the open road.
Primus was anxious to rearh a town
some fifteen miles away, whero he had heard
there wero to be gay doings in connection with
a wedding.
" 'Tis a wedding of the quality," he explained.
"Tho whole town will be agog, and 'twill go hard
if I do not reap a silver harvest with the aid of

leaving the

my

old friend hore."

As he spoke he tapped

his violin significant v.
I

In high spirits, therefore, the three set forth.
Thoy wont through tho village, past the Old
Punch Bowl, and so out to the open vountry.
They did not halt till close on noon, when
Alfred suddenly flung himself down in tho
shadow of a hedgo and declared his intention of
resting a While.
.Nothing loth, the others seatod tlpnischr*
beside hiln.
During the last mile or two Alfred had become

{Continued on pane

8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF BEBE DANIELS

(Special to the
Picture iSliow.")

BEBE DANIELS
WKo
BEBE

DANIELS

Made Her Debut on

says that the secret of her success

was having a Spanish mother and a Scotch father.
For her temperament eombines the warmth

and poetry of the Latin race, together with (lie persistence and doggedness of the Scotch.
She was just ten weeks old when she first made her
debut on, the speaking stage, in a play in which her
mother was taking part.
When four years old she was playing in Shakespearean
repertoire in New York.
From New York she went to Los Angeles, and having
once appeared before the camera in a screen play, she has
lived in the great film colony ever since.

Her Screen Career.
Bebe
AS you know,comedy,

Daniels

career in

began her screen

first

until she

When Ten

the Stage

was discovered by

Weelcs

OU

"There is quite a psychology in the matter of shoes
and stockings," says Bebe, " and I always buy two
pairs of different pattern stockings and two pairs of
shoes, likewise different, to go with each gown.
" I don't mind wearing the same frock for a demure
miss part and a vamp if I can change my shoes
and stockings, a plain pair of hose and shoes for
the demure maiden, and filmy lace stockings and highhcclcd shoes, decked with diamond buckles, to advertise
me as a very "dangerous" girl.
Bebe can do other things beside act. She is quite a
clever pen-and-ink artist, and decorated her own bedroom set of ivory with painted clusters of garlands and
flowers. She swims like a fish, loves to dance and rido
horseback, and can ride any fashion, but confesses that
she prefers the English method, though she is an expert
rider Western manner.

Cecil De Mille, and given a part in the film
version of "The Admirable Creighton."
Since then she has appeared in a number of pictures,
including, ** Why Change Your Wife," " The Fourteenth Man," " Everywoman," and in " The Dancin'
Fool," a film which will be released over here the third
week in Mav, and in which she plays opposite Wallace
Rcid.

Romance Rumours.

4

Daniels
a Realart
NOW ABebe
few months ago
were

star.-

is

many rumours
marry Harold Lloyd with
you know, she played in comedy for two
there

that
whom, as

sire

was going

to

years.
It was said that

Bebe and Harold had a sort of understanding between them.
Then suddenly Bebe realised that her career was
all she cared about for a few years, so she decided
not to marry.
She was only fifteen when she first met Harold.
But when that awful accident occurred that nearly
caused Harold Lloyd to lose his sight, I hear she called
every day to see him, and confessed to a friend that
if he really did go blind, and could not work any more,
she would rnarry him, and take care of him for the rest
of his

life.

Bebe's Ambition.
ought to be

BEBE

spoilt, for she has the distinction
of being the only daughter, the only niece, and the
only grandchild.
She has just taken a house in the Beverley Hills, and
declares that before ever she thinks of marrying, she
is going to see her mother settled in life, and for a few
years really spoil her grandmother. In this house
she has fitted up one room in purely Eastern Jk
fashion, and has collected some beautiful Oriental A

curios.

.

j

This room is very Eastern, even to the crystal. ['
But Bebe says that though she has often gazed
into it, she has never seen her future depicted ill
in its shadowy depths.
She has original ideas ^Hf
on dress, and says she will let anyone pick out
her dress, as long as she is allowed to choose^ he
shoes, stockings and hats to go with the frock.

Her Accomplishments.

BEBE says

if you
would be well

dressed, remember it is these
accessories
that
mean so much. It
.

is

the

commonest

fault with
to
spend

Her frown

women

hours
picking out a suitable
frock,
and
then to purchase
the accessories in
a few hurried
minutes.

If

you want
-

to write to her, address your letter

BEBE DANIELS,
C

O

Realart Film Co.,
469, Fifth Avenue,

New
(Mention the "Picture

Show"

to

York.

ensure an early reply.)
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A Iamb he would a-wandering go, but what
ho wanted he did not know, and the farther that
o or littlo lamb did roam the more he wished
in id self at home."
Alfred, who was lying on his back apparentlyl.alf-asleep, opened his eyes and gave a smiling
glance at his old friend.
" Wrong, Master Primus, wrong " he said
very emphatically. " The Lamb hath no desire
He is quite content to
to return to the fold.
roam the world at large, but he is not content
If I seem sad, 'tis because
to live on his friends.
it hath been borne in upon me that I must go
become
a burden to thee."
my way alone or else
''
A burden " cried the old fiddler indig" Never
by my faith. 'Tis a joy to
nantly.
"
have thee
"

!

!

!

!

!

a

At this young Secnndus began to laugh
most immoderate and unseemly maimer.
The old man turned upon him angrily.
" Thou unmannerly scamp, is't not a joy to
"
have Master Alfred with us ?
Ay " replied the boy still choking with"
" 'Tis a joy to see him tweak a nose!
laughter.
The others joined in the laughter, but Alfred
was soon grave again.
" 1 have not the price of a piece of bread and
no means of getting it. 'Tis vastly pleasant to
navel with thee in this fashion, but if 1 go on
"
what shall 1 become but a common tramp ?
" A common tramp, forsooth
Then what am
" cried the old man springing to his feet and
n- suming an attitude of much dignity.
" Nay, nay, old friend," protested Alfred
in

!

!

';

:

" ihy case is vastly different.

Thou art an artist
Wherever you go you bring joy and merriment
tmd bright faces to those who were weary with

You

the feet of lads and lassies
Lipping. You- teach the young folks to be
merry and the old to remember the days oi their
Wherever you go you more than earn
youth.
I

oil.

set

But, alas, T have no art, no skill
liy fee.
have naught but these strong limbs. Bui a
man's work 1 can do, and that I must seek."
"Well, well," said the old fiddler lightly,
" just look around thee as we travel on. Maybe
But for the
thou wiit find what thou seekest.
moment thou art our truest. Come, we are but
half a mile from Punch Murphy's tavern. There
warrant we shall find such hospitality us will
speed us on our way."
!

i

I

Alfred and his friends greeted the company,
their seats at a little table close by.
As they did so there was a stir behind the bar,
the sound of grunting and grumbling, and then
Punch Murphy hiinself appeared.
The landlord of The Two Fishes was a big
lusty fellow with a bulldog face.
Ho was now
a bit puffy and out of condition, but one could
see with half an eye that in his time he had been
a tough customer, and a dangerous man to meet
in a twenty -four foot ring.
He gave a surly nod of recognition to the old
fiddler, but he did not seem inclined for conversation.
The three travellers were busy for a time on a
meal of bread and cheese and ale, but when this
was cleared away Alfred, who was by nature a
jovial soul, felt the need of some kind of
entertainment.
" Is this thy pleasant company, Primus ? I
" As for tho
think little of it," he whispered.
landlord, a surlier dog I never met. He hasn't
spoken three words this half-hour."
The old fiddler grinned.

and took

strangely thoughtful, and the old fiddler, whose
no bright eye missed little withiSits range, had
been slow to notice this.
Li >:
lie now took out his fiddle and began to play
on it ybry softly, and as he played ho murmured,
jn-it loud enough to be heard

1
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"

He

him on

can talk when he w ill," he
his

own

subject

said.

and before

he's

li

Get
done

be praying for something that will stop
him. Punch, is it true, that when the Chicken
beat thee at Wandsworth thou wert drunk as a

you'll

lord

At

"

?

moment Punch Murphy was gloomily

raising a tankard of ale to. his lips.
He stopped in the very act, banged

down the
tankard, and came bustling out from behind
the counter into the open.
His whole demeanour had changed. He was
now all excitement and animation.
" The Chicken never beat me " he roared as
he faced the company.
The man with the battered top hat gave a
!

derisive laugh.
The landlord turned upon him fiercely.
" You may laugh, Ikcy Barnes, but 'tis true.
The Chicken never beat me in fair fight. He got
the verdict and his backers got the stakes
tidy sum.
That's true, but 'twas a foul blow
that knocked me out. Look you, 'twas thus."
He flung himself into a fighting pose and began
dancing about in a surprising manner for a man
of his weight, sparring warily against an

—

imaginary

foe.

Ho
beat in the second round.
never had no chance arter that, and in tho
And
nineteenth round I drawed his cork.
"
then
He knocked you out " interposed the
objectionable Mr. Ikcy Barnes.
Punch Murphy shouted aloud in his anger.
"
'Twas a foul a foul, I tell 'ee
" A foul bo dangod.
The Chicken wor the
better man. Best own up, Punch, and ha' done
with it."
"Tho better man!" roared the old prize" Did the Chicken ever tap
fighter furiously.
my snout as I tapped his'n 1 Tell me that. No
man ever did it and no man ever could. Dan
Mcndoza couldn't do it, no nor Dutch Sam
neither. Out of training though 1 1x2 1 defy any
man living to tap my snout."
A cackle of derisive laughter from 1 keynames roiined the excited landlord of The Two
Pishes to a perfect, frenzy.
Duncjng about like a eat on hot bricks ho
pointed oxcitedly to his little tunied-up nose.
" If you're so clever, Ikcy, produce your
man," he roared. '' I don't care who 'tis. I'll
wager a guinea there ain't a man liv ing as will
"
tap my snout
Alfred, who had been watching the sieno
with mild interest, pricked up his ears at the
last words.
" he
|> " I wonder if the silly chap means that ?
"I had him

!

—

!

Alfred Truscott smiled as ho rose to his, feet.
" 1 warrant. Primus, thou knouest every decent
tavern on the road. Who is this Murphy ? "
" An old bruiser. A good man, too, in his day.
I'm told. But that day's long past. Now he is
a professor of the noble art and gives lessons (o
such of the quality as ate not too particular.
And what concerns us more, ho keeps a tavern
where the food is good, the liquor fair, and tho
company no worse for being a littlo low,"
Alfred laughed again.
" Then by all means let us pay our rasped s in
the worthy Punch and sample his food, his
liquor, and his company," ho exclaimed.
When they had proceeded rather less than
half a mile they came to a wayside tavem
standing well back from tho road.
It was a low-built wooden house in a bad state
of repair, picturesque, but also, a littlo disBy its side, and
reputable in appearance.
separated from it by a yard, was a much more
prosperous-looking smithy.
The throo travellers entered tho inn, and
Primus led tho way into the bar.
The place had no pretensions to comfort.
The walls were bare save for a couple of sporting
prints and a case of stuffed fish.
On a high-backed wooden bench sat three
customers in a row like worshippers in a pew.
Two of
quite as silent and almost as solemn.
these were typical yokels with nothing partn ularly interesting about them, but tho fellow
in tho' centre appeared to bo something of a
His slovenly dress and his old
character,
battered top hat indicated that ho was not a
You would have said ho was a
labourer.
hanger-on of some sort, or perhaps a petty
dealer.
His face froro a sneering, malicious
expression, and there was a cunning look in his

foreo to achieve its purpose.
With a grunt of astonishment Punch Murphy
and sat down with a weighty thud on
his own floor.
A shriek of delighlod laughter came from
young Secnndus, but the rest of tho company
ooufd only stare at the fallen champion in open-

hi lie ferret eyes.

lUOMthed astonishment.

,

,

Primus immediately sprang to his friend's
side anticipating trouble, but the prize-fighter
still remained seated on the floor tenderly feeling
his nose and gazing about him in a bewildered
way.
Alfred and the old fiddler helped him to his

.

feet.

"

!

said to himself.
Then ho rose quietly from his chair and
strode carelessly towards tho gesticulating man.
guinea a golden guinea " shouted tho

"A

—

!

latter, almost in a screoirl.
Alfred.'s left fist shot out in a flash, and
fair and square on tho landlord's nose.

landed

The blow was by no means savago, but it was
remarkably swift, and it had behind it sufficient
collapsed

You caught me

blinking.
" Another foul

provoking

?

unawares," he said,

still

" said Ikey Barnes, with his

titter.

Alfred smiled good-humouredly.
" I did not know guineas were so easy to earn,"
he said.
.
" But you will not catch me so a second time.
"
Come on
cried the landlord, quivering with
rage. At the same time he again threw himself
into a fighting attitude.
But Alfred thrust liis hands into his pockets
and shook his head.
" No, pay thy guinea first," he said.
" Ay, 'twas fairly earned
'Tis up to thee to
pay," cried Ikey Barnes, now rising and coming
!

!

-

forward.

Punch Murphy hesitated for a moment, but
ultimately he turned up his apron and fumbled
in his pocket.
He produced the guinea at last, and handed
to Alfred.
" he cried, still very excited, " thou
art paid. Now art thou man enough to meet me
in fair fight for another guinea ?
it

•

the

bth, 1921.

" There

!

" Another guinea ? Indeed I'll meet you when
and where you like," replied Alfred cheerfully.
" Be
" Steady, lad," whispered Primus.
content. He knows the game, and you don't."
But Alfred only laughed.
'
Then mayhaps I'll get a lesson from him
.jvorth my guinea," he said lightly.
" Come to the barn," cried Murphy, " and
I'll show you what' real fighting moans. '
When tho old fiddler saw that the fight was
inevitable he at onco assumed a confident air,
and took control of tho proceedings.
" Would any gentleman direct us to the
barn ? " he said in his most dignified manner.
'

together. Ones
Barnes disengaged

The whole party trooped out
outside, howover, Mr. Ikey

himself from the rest and darted across tho yard
to the smithy.
" Hammer
" Hammer John " he cried.
"
!

John
As he reached the entrance a figure emerged.
The newcomer was a splendid-looking man.
wearing the blacksmith's apron, and with his
muscular aims bared to the elbow.
'"
and ho
What's amiss ? " he exclaimed
did not scorn over-pleased on discovering who it
was that had disturbed him at his work.
Ikey Barnes began laughing and gesticulation
!

;

so extravagantly that, ho could scarce make
himself understood.
'•
A strange lad has tapped Punch on the

nose and floored him. In his own bar. I tell
theo 'tis true. For a guinea. I'll wogcr a guinea,
says he. But that's but the beginning. They bo
"
going to fight it out in the barn. Como
The blacksmith threw down the hammer ho
was carrying and followed the bubbling Mi
Barnes.
'•
Who is the chap ? Does ho know tlio
game ? " he asked as they walked across tho
yard.
" No, that's the jest," replied Ikey Barnes,
with a malicious chuckle.. "He be just a raw
lad, simple like, but he'll allers bo able to boast
he tapped Punch Murphy's nose, for I seed him
I

1

.

'

do
to

it.

"

It

would ha' made you

split

your sides

But Hdmmer John, waiting to hear no more,
strode on in front, pushed open a door, and
entered a large barn.
In one corner Punch Murphy, assisted by
one of his customers, was stripping for the fray
in the other Alfred stood witji his two friends.
Hammer John walked across to the landlord.
" Punch, what's the game ? " ho said curtly.

;

" 'Tis a chump I'm going to thump for a
guinea," repliod tho prize-fighter, and there was
an ugly, vicious look in his littlo eyes.
Tho blacksmith frowned, and then glanced
across at Alfred, who had taken off his coat and
was rolling up the sleeves of his shirt.
" Punch means mischief," muttered Hammer
John to himself. " 'Tis a plaguoy dirty business,
and if I can I'll stop it."
[Another thrilling instalment in next Monday's
"Picture Show.")
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THE STAR WHO MADE A STRANGE
ENTRY INTO FILMLAND * *
4>
d>

SHIRLEY MASON,

sister of Yiola Dana and
Flugrath, commenced lier career in a
strange way. Mrs. Mason saw an advertiserheftt in a New York paper for a boy to appear
in a stage production.
She dressed Shirley as a
boy, and presented her to the stage-manager, who
mistook her identity and immediately engaged
her.
It was several weeks before the company
discovered that their " Little Hal
was a Helen.
Shirley has never appeared in pictures in any
other than star roles. She was starred by Edison,
later by Paramount, and now she is a Fox star.
Her hobbies are riding, swimming, and driving
a car, but her greatest hobby of a!l is to hide her-

Edna

'.'

self

away

in the ;music-

10

10

Picture Sho

SEE HER IN "THE KEEPER OF THE DOOR"

HUME

Miss Hume first appeared on
MARJORIE
is glad to get away from the studio sometimes and bave a spin in her car.
Some of her big successes have been in " The
the legitimate stage, but has since joined the ranks o! film players.
"
"
girl, in Ethel M. Dell's
Great
Day,"
and
as
Violet
Campion,
the
mad
Duchess of Seven Dials."
The Swindler,"
The
famous novel, " The Keeper of the Door."

HARRY CAREY
Pierre

Winton

In

in a strong character role as
bis new picture, " Bullet

Proof."

SPAR1NC

MOLLY MALONE
director Al Green

said it embarrassed ber to
and the camara-men enter

screen love scene

Even JANE and

KATHERINE LEE

there seems to be just a
of

little

Jane and Katberine's

when

bave caught

filn

th

hitch in the jumper,
latest film is

" Doing

WANDA HAWLEY, a
HARRISON FORD, in a

Realart star, with her leading man,
love scene from " Food For Scandal."
as Beauty in " Everywoman "
and you will soon be able to see Harrison Ford in " Tbe Veiled

Yon can now

see

Wanda Hawley

Adventure."

:

Even
play.

in a

bnsy film studio there are sometimes a few minutes for recreation, and on tbe day this pbotogta,
" Sally in Our Alley," accompanied by PAULW
is aeen singing
enjoyed tbe entertainment

LYDIA YEAMANS TITUS

Pictcbk

Show

An

Supfumknt. March

6th. 1921.

Screen.

ftold

mudge

in
Smiles.

" Mirandy

:
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IER

DONALD CRISP AT WORK

BLUSHES

IN

LONDON

m

many men

looking while

JACK PICKFORD

Hie joke and pretended to blindfold themselves
list Out of College " at the Goldwyn studios.

&

kissed her.

So

for this thrilling

r
They
from

MARY GLYNNE is seated, while standing
are MISS M. OWSTON-BOOTH, DONALD CRISP (the well-known screen star and
MAY HERSCHEL CLARK (who has interviewed so many Aim stars on behalf of
PICTURE SHOW), and PERCY STANDING. This pieture was snapped for the PICTURE
SHOW in the Famous Players-Lasky Studios at Islington.
all

look very thoughtful and business-like, don't they ?

left to right,

director),

the

;

craze but

WHEELER OAKMAN, who

The

in

title

MISS

scored big successes

" Mickey " and " The Virgin of Stamboul," in
which be played opposite bis wife, Priscilla Dean.

ken there was a

little

music between the scenes of a pbotoWe hope the onlookers

JERICK and ROY STEWART.

This

is

graph

charming
of

herself,

MAY
and

ALLISON'S
it

is

readers

sure
too.

to

favourite photoplease all our

EEATRICE JOY, Goldwyn

player, does not look
MISS
YOUNG is showing
very happy.
her bow to walk in Chines* footgear.

CHOW
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of this Romantic
Story.

t

With the strong forces of the Duke of
Burgundy behind him, it was more than
probable that he would succeed in cap-

First.

FRANCOIS VILLON

the kin? of
vagabonds in the time of Louis XI.,
King of France. He is a poet, and
no day he writes some verses to Kathcrine de Vaucelles, a member of the court.
While in the palace grounds, he is caught
l.y the guard, and Thibaut d'Aussigny.
grand constable of France, hurries on
the scene.
Francois taunts him with
having plotted at the Fir Cone the
previous evening.
This comes to the
cars of the king, who determines to visit
Whilst there,
the Fir Cone in disguise.
Francois, not recognising him, tells him
what he would do " it he were king."
Villon is then told that Katherine is
Is

turing Paris.
Tho king's brow was furrowed with
thought as he strode about his apartment.
Suddenly he stopped and faced Tristan

<

with a cunning smile.
" That vagabond poet bragged enough
what he would do if he were
king," said Louis. " A mad poet may save
Paris for me, as the Maid of Orleans saved
Give this Villon
France for my sire
some drugged wine, shave off his beard
while he sleeps, and when he wakes
tell him that he is the Count of Montcorbier and grand constable of France."
And so it was that when Francois

about

!

outside.

Villon awoke it was to find himself in a
magnificent bed in a still more magnificent
liedroom, surrounded by the gentlemenin-waiting and a host of lackeys.
A puzzled look spread over Villon's
face as he stroked his beardless chin.
" You slept heavily, monseigneur," said
one of the gentlemen.
For a moment Villon stared at him in
bewilderment, then he said :
" My memory is bad. Would you mind
"
telling me exactly who I am ?
The gentleman pretended to look surprised as he answered
" It pleases monseigneur to be facetious this morning," he replied, with a
" You are Count of Montgrave smile.
corbier, grand constable of France, an. I I
for the day."
orders
await your
Villon did not know what to make
position, but, like tho
his
strange
out of
philosopher he was, he did not allow ths
him.
worry
seeming miracle to
"At all events, this is better than a
around
glancing
dungeon," he thought,

The Duel.
a few minute3 Villon returned with
Katherine.
girl was heavily veiled, but she
dropped it as she came to the centre of
the room.
Louis started and nudged Tristan.
The night's surprises had been greater
than he had anticipated.
" Where is Thibaut ? " said Katherine.
" Was it a lie you told me, hoping that
I would come to see for myself ?
" It was no lie," answered Villon " but
lie is not here."
Just then the innkeeper awoke, and
finding his keys missing, raised a loud
outcry'Rushing to the door of the
cellar, he drove out the roy3terers.
Katherine, terrified at the strange
scene, rushed to the stairs, shielded by
Villon, and while the tumult was at its

IN

The

;

"

WILLIAM FARNUM

Thibaut and Rene came In.
you sec I spoke the truth,"

height,

as Francois

Villon.

Now

whispered Villon.

The colour left Katherine's cheek..
Villon was paying no attention to Thibaut and
Rene. His burning gaze was fixed on Katherine.
•'
Would that I could make you believe that my
love is as true as my word about Thibaut," he whis" When I saw your loveliness the old earth
pered.
seemed to shrivel away and I only saw .the light of
>our love."
Katherine drew away her hand, which Villon had
At any other
seized with an impassioned clasp.
lime the very thought of such a vagabond making
love to her would have filled her with horror, hut
now she had seen Thibaut in this den of thieves
plotting against the king, she only thought of France.
" You say you love me," she whispered.
" More than life itself. Tell me how to prove it,"
.

Villon passionately.

replied

Katherine bent her head and whispered in his ear
" Kill Thibaut d'Aussigny."
No sooner had Katherine de Vaucelles uttered
he words, "Kill Thibaut d'Aussigny!" than
Villon ran down the staircase and plauted himself
in front of the grand constable.
" So you come here again to plot against France,
traitor " he said, looking straight into Thibaut 'g face.
" You insolent vagabond " shouted Thibaut.
" I know not by what trickery you have escaped
but this time 1 will deal with
from your dungeon,
"
you myself
"Nothing would please me better!" replied
Villon mockingly, as he drew his sword and stepped
:

I

I

!

I

look of confidence in the port's face and a mockin;
smile on his lips. Then, as the duellists swung round,
she saw the face of Thibaut.
It was tense with apprehension, the face of a man
who feels he has met his master.
Suddenly the grand constable lunged with fury
nt the quickly shifting figure before him.
It was
his first

and

last

move.

Villon parried the thrust, and at the same time,
turning his own weapon, buried it in the side of
Thibaut.
With a groan, the grand constable fell to the
floor, his sword flying from his hand.
The duel was over, and the Cockleshells, cheering
their champion, rushed to put on the lights.
No

sooner had the place been illuminated than the
city guards ran in, headed by Rene, who had slipped
out during the duel and brought them in the hope
of saving Thibaut from Villon's sword.
As they entered, Thibaut raised himself on his
side, and, pointing to Villon, he gasped
" Hang that man to the nearest post
I am
Thibaut d'Aussigny I "
As the guards advanced to Villon. Loais stepped
into the circle.
" Stay " he commanded.
" Who are you that interferes with the king's
justice ? " demanded the captain of the guard.
"I am the king's justice, for I nm the king!"
said Louis, tluowing back his hood and revealing
:

!

I

his face.

"

Good

lord

!

And

I

called

him a noodle

"
!

hack.

gasped Villon.

The grand constable whipped out his blade and
lunged at Villon, hut, with a cry of " .Stop " Hughe tte
ran between them as they drew away, Villon having
easily parried Thibaut 'a thrust.
" This is not a fair fight," said Hughctte to Thibaut.
" You are in armour. Fight it out in the dark with

" Arrest everybody here," continued the king,
" and take good care of Thibaut d'Aussigny "
" I am afraid he has passed beyond your Majesty's
rule," said the captain, pointing to the form of
the grand constable, which was stiff and lifeless.
" Then bring his body to U»3 palace." ordered
Louis, as he wrapped his cloak around him and
moved to the staircase ou which Katherine was still
standing.
" You seek your love in strange place3, Lady
Katherine," said Louis coldly.
" I love no man, sire " replied the girl proudly.
" I came to this wretched place*. to serve France,
"
and, since Thibaut is dead, I think I succeeded
" You had better come with us to the palace,"
said Louis, making no reference to Thibaut "s treachery.
And, calling Tristan, the three left the inn, escorted
by the city guards.

!

sword and lantern."

A
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How a Vagabond saved a
Nation in the reign of Loais
XL of France. (Special U>
the " Picture Stow.")

The Conclusion

Read This

March

chorus of approval from the Cockleshells greeted

Ilughettc's words.

Thibaut muttered a savage curse as he saw the
had been one too much for him. Protected as ho
was with a breastplate of steel, he would have had
all the-advantagc of the fight; but now he had to
meet his antagonist on equal terms, and from the
easy way Villon had parried his first thrust, he
knew that he had met his master in sword play.
With ill grace, he unbuckled his armour and
girl

waited for the preliminaries to be arranged.
This kind of duelling was very popular at that
The duellists were each given a lantern,
which they carried In the left hand, and ail tho
other lights were extinguished. Slowly they circled
round each other, waiting for a favourable moment

I

.

*

!

!

The King's Plan of Revenge.
that night, just a3 Louis WM thinking of
LATF.
retiring to bed, Tristan cam? to him with

to lunge.

the news that Thibaut d'Aussigny had onlv
been shamming when he was carried out for dead,
and that he had been rescued from the bier on
which he was being carried by the guards and had
escaped to the Duke of Burgundy's camp.
The' news brought a look of terror iuto the eyes

Katherine, peering into the semi-darkness over
the banisters of the staircase, prayed that the saints
would strengthen the arm of the vagabond and
rid France of the traitor.
Once she caught a glimpse of Villon's face "as
There was a
t ie light (rem tho lantern tell on it.

till

" I think' the

first

sun's rays

me

thing will be to dress, since tin
then breakfast.
Is high noon
And, hark ye, good sir 1 See to it that there is
plenty of wine."
The gentleman-in-waiting bowed low, and. whispering some instructions to the lackeys, the laittec
hurried forward to conduct Villon to his bath.
When he returned, he found many suits of gorgeous
apparel waiting for him, and, choosing one, he
submitted to be dressed.
In another apartment a meal consisting of rare
meats and fruit had been laid out, and Villon noted
with satisfaction that the wine had not been forgotten.
The gcntlemen-iu-waiting were about to eat
with him, but realising that his partiality for wini
thus early in the morning might not fit in with Unit
ideas of conduct suitable to one of his supposed
rank, he dismissed them.
As soon as he was alone, Villon applied hinmlf
to the wine but even under its stimulating influence
he was no more capable of solving tho strauje
puzzle of his changed identity.
Leaving the future to take care of itself, he called
his suite and asked if there was any pressing business
he ought to see to himself.
"There Is a note from Lady Katherine, asking
for an Interview," said the one to whom he had
" She wishes an interview- with
tpoken earlier.
monseigneur. I understand she wishes to plead fnc
Villon,
the life of a vagabond poet named 'Francois
."
who was arrested by the king's orders last night
Despite his sangfroid, Villon could not repress
a start as he heard his own name. Then he flushed
with pleasure as he thought the proud lady of ttie
royal court was so Interested in his welfare.
" 1 will sec the Lady Katherine at once," he
tell

it

:

;

said quietly.

The gentleman retired, returning in n few minutes
with the information that Lady Katherine was
waiting in her bower In the palace gardens.
It was with a beating heart that Villon saw Wis
woman he loved so madly pacing pensively in fnnt
of the bower, but his spirits sank as she made him a
curtsey. It was plain that she did not recognise bin.
" Faith
I cannot wonder at it," thought Villus.
" I did not know myself when I looked in tho glass."
" I nm told that you wish to speak to me," he said,
bowing low. " My chamberlain informs m>- that ftm
would ask something of m<-. May I say, fair lady,
.
that It is already granted ? "
Katherine looked him full In the face, aftd
Villon saw there was not the slightest look of recognition in her eyes.
" I wish you to spare the life of one Francois
!

-

period.

It was a grim scene as the two shadowy figure
manoeuvred for an opening. In the dim light of tho
lanterns they looked like two spectres.

" If it be a jest, I nope it will contimw
I have had breakfast and a flagon of wine, for
Aloud, he said
which mv dry tongue craves."

the room.

of the king.
It.
was Thibaut who had perfected and arranged
the defences of Paris, and he knew the weaknesses
of the city as did no other man.

ana

Villon, who was arrested lost night by order of the
king," she said.
The poet looked at her closely, but he could a-A
read anything In her eyes.
" May I ask If by any chance you have any high
regard, or perchance love for tht» man whom row
seek to save ? " said Villon.

[Continued

on

page

IB.)
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and {here

is riding and walkoutdoor exorcise -and, of
which I love.
Tho Whale
atmosphere is good and refreshing. 1 never feel
tired at the end of a racing picture.

are so exhilarating,
ing,

and plenty

of

course, tho horse*,

A Famous

Producer and a Big Romance.
page you will see Mr. Walter West,
the producer of " Kissing Cup's Race,"
and numerous Broadwest films. It was
only about ten years ago that he became

ON

Violet

HAD

enamoured of the screen.
The infatuation
startod by going to a cinema.
" And within an hour," said he, " I was so

Hopson.

an interesting ,™
chat with tins famous

I

^

BARBARA HOFFE.

othor evehad liad a

star tlio
ning.
She

tremendously big day at the Broad west Studios
at Cat ford, but she was just liko a happy
schoolgirl, without a thought beyond tho fact
that she was going to have a rare treat an
evening at the theatre
/

—

!

of " Kissing Cup's Race."
WAS present at a crowded trade show a few
I weeks ago, when Violet Hopson's last fifm,
Kissing Cup's Race," was shown to an

The Romance

enthusiastic audience.
It was during a long railway journey that she

took up Campbell Roe-Brown's famous poem.
It gripped her imagination, and she read on to
the end.
'

the cry ran like fire tip the course, sir,
thousands on Sugar Cane
The stand was reached, Sugar Cane leading,
Two seconds and all would be o'er.
Lord Rattlington wins No, no, not yet, though
We're neck, sir, to neck two strides more.
'

'

;

1

'

—

!

A
J

—

saw

I

in a great sea of faces,
face pale, white as the dead
cried ' For God's sake, " Kissing Cup "
"

—

girl's

Twas
" I

— we'd won by a head

over

thought

it

now

!

would make a wonderful

lilm,"

:

a dull moment in '-'Kissing Cup."
It
one along with breathless interest to the
climax where Bob Doon, played
by Joe
Plant, the famous English flat race jockey,
isn't

—

most exciting race ever soreened.
you know when it's released.

rides the
let

I'll

WANTED

to produce," .Mr. West told me,
after some experience of the trade
present partner.
took a
third-floor oflico in Denman Street
just one
room where 1 wrote, produced, and acted in
own films.
did several short films,
meeting with fair success. I wrote a story ami
produced it called
Bold Adventure.'

I

"

I

my

and
met

We

my

—

—

We
'

We

A

and took a six -room
Ifhilding in Wardour Street, and just when all
was going well the war came, but we [managed
enlarged

our

dressing-room,
o\er a photograph, there was a piooo
VIOLET HOPSON.
of white heather " for
luck,"
and he usually touches wood after
in

his

pinned

boasting.

"

Where There's a Will

business

Beautiful Barbara Hoffe.
upon a time I read that Barbara Hoffo
was one of the most beautiful women on
thought tho
the screen.
I certainly
description was justified tho other afternoon
when 1 saw her at Stoll's Studios, Cricklewood,
whore she was appearing in a Martin Thornton
production.
She told me that Charles Buchel,
the famous artist, had just painted her picture,
and that it was considered tho best thing that
he had ever done.

ONCE

of Racing Pictures.
lead, Constance Medley, is played by
Violet Hopson.
It is a part that suits
her admirably, and she is a very beautiful
figure, with powdered hair and silken gown.
" I like racing stories," she told me.
" They

THE

the. duel.
vision

A Remembrance
Flying and the Screen.
the early
of the war cadets were taught
IN the art ofdays
flying in classes of twenty -five.
Later Mr. West produced special films for
them, showing each particular part of the aeroplane, and tjje aeroplane in flight.
Eventually,
by aid of the screen, instead of a class of twentyfive, it was possible to hold classes of 2000.
first,

and

big-wins were conservative at
did not realise that the screen could

be of such service.
Mr. West has a feeling that the screen should
be used more than it is for educational purposes.
Children would grasp details, ho believes, without realising that they were being taught.
"The British film is still making a tremen" Not so
dous advance," Mr. West told me.
very long ago it was a job to find an English film
exhibition,
Well, we

The Charm

After

"

Lots of tho

!

Violet Hopson told me. " The poem was so full'
of incident."
Her choice has been well justified
there
carries

astonished at the possibilities of the film trade
that 1 decided to move heaven and earth to get
into it.
I began at the bottom, visiting cinemas
as a traveller for a renting house."

WALTER WEST.
saw Owen Noras, ami

I

to weather the storm."

And
It's

•

this

and now

"

know how
ahead, don't we ?
all

Superstitions.

new

Violet

Hopson

MARJORIE

VILLIS is not one bit superand often wears a very beautiful
opal pendant.
Not long ago, however,
stitious,

film,

" Kissing Cup's Race."

she

met the

late Charles Garvice,

and she

to remark that he must work very
hard. But, to her surprise, ho answered
No, no, I don't. I just stand in the room
"
dictate to

happened

:

my

and

stenographers

!

Amongst Barbara Hoffe's treasures is a signed
book from him called " A Farm in Creamland."

Gregory Scott's Advice.

A FEW

weeks ago a Picture Show reader
wrote and asked mo how " Greg," and
other British stars, became famous.
I met Gregory Scott soon afterwards and I
him
"how he got there." He answered
afiked
that there was only one way to succeed on tho
films, and that is by hard Work and by beginning
at the first rung of the ladder.
" I walked on for six months before I had a
part," he told me. " There is only one thing to
do for screen aspirants start from the commencement, walk on, watch producers, watch

—

«

VIOLET HOPSON, GREGORY SCOTT and CLIVE BROOKE

scene from the

British films arc going

of Charles Garvice.
did six films with the
Clarendon Company.
During this period

BARBARA HOFFE

in

a

History repeats

artistes

— and

if

there's

you, success must come

any art and
"

ability in

!

Edith Nepean.

itself.

GREGORY SCOTT

In this photograph we see VIOLET HOPSON,
and CLIVE BROOKE in more modern attire.
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"IF

I

WERE

Not even a flush mantled the
plied coolly
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girl's
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RUTH ROLAND

By

'Continued from

KING."
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)

cheek as she

:

The man is nothing to me. I merely ask clemency
fir liiin because it was I who urged him- to kill your
"
\Jecessor who was a traitor to France
j
" If I had stood
" Ah 1 " said Villon slowly.
have
would
willingly
too,
In this rascal's shoes, I,
mhraccd death to serve you. Fear not, he shall
may
do
to
thing
I
what other
go free. But tell me
"
win your favour ?
" Help to save France, monscigneur," replied
Katherine, as she made him a low curtsey and
•'

!

/

CARE

i

Bead these

him.
Feeling very distressed that ICathcrine'* interest
him was only that which a lady of rank might
feel for a servant who had served her well, Villon

It-

it

callous skin ami corns.
It must be of
the best steel and not too thick in the
blade.

in

walked moodily back to his apartments.
On the way, he came across the king, taking a
(

i

The Tweezers and Hone.

ustitutiona] in the gardens.

THEwithweezers .should be meeting

There was a malicious smile on the face of Louis
as he beckoned Villon to him.
" By my crown, your habiliments become you
well, you rascal " said the king.
" Since your Majesty has put me in them, would
it
be permissible to ask why a poor poet has been so
honoured ? " said Villon.
Another mocking smile played about the foxy

The hone. or
the nail.
is used for keepinc sharp the
instruments used in pedicuring the
feet.
Plenty of oil should be used
in sharpening and a number of
even strokes aro needed to secure
the proper edge for your scissors
neath

you will have
Thiuk of it
can do what
which
time
you
Seven full days, during
ybli boasted you would do in your poem. I couldn't
admit
I have done
hiake you king, but you must
'.

and knives.

the next best thins."

"At

least, 1

HEN one's feet

reply.

you have not heard the best of the joke
yrt
went on Louie.
This week yen will tulld il
gibbet, and your last order as grand constable will
l.e to sentence Master Villon to be hanged."
" You have an excellent taste for giving a man a
good send off, sire," said Villon, bowing low.
" But there is one chance for you," said Louis.
"If during the seven days you win the Lady Katherine
for wife, you shall escape the gallows."
Again Villon bowed low
" Your Majesty gives me seven days in paradise
" But since I
before I leave the earth," he said.
have the power, I hope to do something for France
as well as woo the fair Lady Katherine."
The king, annoyed that lie had not been able to
frighten the poet, gave a curt gesture of dismissal.
" One can do a lot in seven days," thought Villon,
as

he continued on his

way

A Man

to his arartments.

at Court.

meantime, Thibaut and the Duke of Burhad not been idle. Reports reached the
palace that the duke's army was daily being
strengthened, and that before long it would be thunderthe

IN gundy

ing at the gates of Paris.
On the fifth day of Villon's
.as

new role, Rene came
a messenger from the duke's camp to Louis, de-

manding the surrender
"

And

it

we

of the city.
refuse." said Louis, a craven pallor

showing iu his twitching face.
" Then there will be more gold to be paid, and for
yourself no hope of pardon." said Bene, insolently.
With Thibaut's knowledge of your defences we
cannot fail."
The eyes of all the courtiers were turned to the
king, but he, instead of ordering the herald away,
towered in his seat like tha ninny Villon had called
him,
Katherine, her disgust showing on her face, bent
ever and whispered something in his car.
The king nodded, and turned to Villon.
" You are our counsellor, Grand Constable.
What
"
do you advise ?
\ illon stood erect, and facing Bene with a disdainful eye. he cried
"
"Tell your master that we bid him defiance
Then turning to the courtiers he shouted "
" God and St. Denis for the King of France
There was a loud cheer from tlio court, as Bene
wheeled and left the courtyard.
Only Louis was afraid.
" What will it mean ? " he moaned, as lie rose and
placed a trembling hand -on Katherine 's arm.
" It means that at last a man has conn to court,
" said the girl, with a flush of pride on her face,
sire
as she glanced at Villon.
On the evening of the sixth day, Villon sought the
:

I

!

I

!

king.

" I have laid my plans, sire, and I think I can
promise you victory. I have arranged to lure the
I burgundies to a hollow which
will mask a thousand
men. Once they ride into the trap, we shall give
(hern such a reception that they will be massacred."
" Yon
promise much," said I/mis, moodily.
" Mcthiuks it would have been better hatl 1 come
to terms with the duke."

{Continued on page 21.)

are tired they
should be soaked in water
as hot as can he borne,
with a solution of sea salt, witchhazel or iodine some prefer a little
*
Borax hlso. In drying the feet
always run them downward toward
the toes and dry very thoroughly,
paying particular attention to the skin
between the toes.
In the event of an abrasion or callous the
same should be filed or even cut away as much
as possible, just after the foot-bath, then
carbolated vaseline applied and in case of acute
soreness painted over with flexible collodion,
which may be got at any pharmacy.
If the arch of the foot becomes weak or
broken, care should be taken to be fitted by a

—

!

made no

,

Tired Feet.

the Fir Cone

Inn," said Villon.
" Aye, and slandered me, too," retorted Louis.
" If you had as many necks as there are lines to your
scurrilous verse I should lie justified in stretching
"
every one on the gibbet
Villon
" But

•

course,

1

in

They

arc used
to raise pieces of skin or soft corns
They
that require to be cut away.
are also used if one's nails become
ingrown to convey cotton under-

I

served your Majesty

well

'stout,

hu e of the king.
" It was just an idea of mine a joke
I have
made you grand constable of France for a week."
" A" week, sire!" exclaimed Villon, utterly bewildered.
" Yes, seven glorious days in which
he same power almost as myself.

of steel

t

sharp points.

I

—

FEET.

helpful articles and be convinced thai
can, i! she wishes, be beautiful.

woman

every

RUTH ROLAND

THEas very

first

knows

the value of well-fitting
footgear.

shoe a baby wears should be

carefully chosen as in later life.
No
one, no matter how costly the footgear
may be, should ever for a moment cause their
feet torture by a slipper or shoe thnt is cither
too tight or too loose; in a word, nothing spoils
one's whole- appearance
more than badty
fitting. ill-kept footgear.
Naturally, light colours in footwear increase
the apparent size of the feet, while dark colours
accomplish the reverse, yet no matter how large
the foot or shoe, it can be made attractive by
being of a proper shape and lit.

Instruments for Chiropody.
I

HAVE
had

been truly fortunate in never having

to

consult

a

chiropodist,

yet

on

in-

quiring of one who is an expert in this line,
lie told me thnt while the instruments required
arc few, yet they must be of the very best, as
cheap steel instruments soon lose their edge
and must lie discarded. The following comprise
the list
1. Nail clipper
2. Nnil scissors
3.
Corn knife ^ 4. Scalpel ; 5. Pair tweezers ; 6.
:

Hone

:

and

;

;

7.

Pumice

stone.

The

nail clippers

should be curved so that in clipping the nail
one may shape it properly at the same time.
The nail scissors should be curved on the flat.
The blades must be short and stout, as they arc
used to'cut or trim the nails as well as any bits
of loose skin and, of course, should be of the
very best quality of steel.

Scissors.
choosing scissors, for hygienic rea«on3, the

IN so-called

" French lock " is preferable, since
tfiis allows them to be taken npart
and
thoroughly cleansed and dried : the ordinary
screw lock is hard to clean and there is danger
of their not being free from germs. The cornknife is a type of razor my good friend, the
chiropodist tells me a short, slightly hollowed
blade with one cutting edge. The handle also
should be of steel to insure perfect surgical
cleanliness.
The scalpel is !•»;•> a small metalhandled operating knife use«.i for paring otl

—

—

competent orthopedist, most of

whom

prefer

the leather arch to the less comfortable arch of
covered with leather. If proper care were
taken of the feet from infancy they would cause
little or no pain, but since this isj so seldom Qbp
Qase, one must use judgment in selecting and
caring for shoes that do tit.
steel

Sports Shoes.
goes without saying that shoes for sports
should be of low or medium heel, and of
heavier lenthenhan those for street wear
or dancing. If one is stout they should Tyear
shoes that amply support their weight, in fact,
too tight shoes are never beautiful, and the Encomfort able expression worn by their wearer is
evidence that they cause pain ; while too loosely
fitted,
the footwear is clumsy ond causes

IT

callouses

nnd

corns.

It

is

much

liotter for all of

us to go barefooted or to wear the simple
sandals than to torture our feot by so-called
" bargain " shoes that fit badly.

Another Warning.

FASHIONS

in footwear change, as do all
fashions.
A little while ago we wore
wearing shoes with short, broad toes and
very high French heels. This is now changed,
nnd most of the new shoes have long, narrow
pointed toes, with a lower type of French heel.
If you have pairs of both typos, do not keep
changing from one to the other. If you d>>
you will find that your feet will become very

sore and painful, and
growth of corns.

Shoes

A

to

il

will

also

cause the

Match Frocks.

CHARMING

frock and hat may be utterly
spoiled by untidy shoes or slipper-..
Personally. I prefer shoes in harmony
with the colour of my frocks—even though they
may not show their shade iu the pictures, just
to know they are appropriate, gives me an inner
peace of mind, which, I believe, is reflected In
my expression on the screen.
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IF

were
romantic

of

I

sition,

I

a

dispo-

should

emulate Edna Lyall
it was Edna Lyall,
wasn't it ? and en-

—

—

"

interview,

this

title

Won

by Waiting,"
ever an interview was earned by
patience, this one was.
for

if

You see, it was
way
My first

this
visit

:

to the Strand
theatre in search of

MARIE WRIGHT.

Marie

"Testimony."
I'

Wright

was

paid on the second
night of "A Safety Match," with the very
natural result that I was reminded of the atmos-

—

Newcome most

profusely,

and issued forth into

the Strand, where I wandered up and down in
'one of the finest pea-soup fogs I have ever seen,
torn between an impulse to buy Arnold Bennett's
new book, which I couldn't afford, and a desire
to quit journalism for ever.
Tea, however, and the kindly greeting of Miss
Wright when I did manage to see her eventually restored me to a condition of sanity.

—

—

—
!

in it."

WRIGHT
MISSdexterously

buzzed about a little more,
putting on first one and
then another garment, and then resumed the thread of the conversation.
Quinneys,' too," she went
•'I appeared in

A

screen stars."

'

little

pressure on

my

'

'

Talmadge, and Mary Pickford.
" Miss Talmadge and Miss Pickford are more
than clever, they are brilliant " she remarked.
Seeing that by this time Miss Wright was
ready to don her hat and coat, I gracefully at
least, I hope it was gracefully
rose to take my
depart ure.
!

reason," she said, at length.
One has periods of idleness, and film work is
an admirable way of filling in the time. And
then I am very interested in the work. It is
special

"

—

further on. the subject of her film experiences,

but she would not be drawn, contenting herself
with the remarks recorded, adding that she
thought films were " perfectly wonderful," and

do further work

for the screen."

—May

Herschel Clarke.

3&

cold
is

ini^hi: ai'?^-

warm atmosphere of the cinema,
sudden changes, to result in a "throat."

the close

apt, like all

You should

carry a tin of 'Allenburys' Glycerine

& Black Currant Pastilles as a

lenbupys'
ILLES
OF ALL CHEMISTS

In 2oz.

&

4oz.

tins at 9d.

&
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" And shall we see you in some more pictures ? " I asked, as we shook hands.
" Well, I have no plans at the moment,"
replied Miss Wright, " but I am quite willing to

but most interesting."
endeavoured to " draw " Miss Wright

tiring, of course,

after

part,

however, elicited the information that she had
a certain weakness for Violet Hopsou, Norma

and in Red, White and Blue,' and also in
"
Mr3. Thompson.'
" What prompted you to take up film work,
" Somehow, you
Miss Wright ? " I put in.
seem so essentially of the stage."

No

—

—

Tiring But Interesting.

on, "

;

She has

Mary Rorke, who played Rachel Lyons,

was simply splendid

—

like her voice
very alert.
bright, alert
not, that sense of brooding tragedy
underlying her sister's personality, but she
possesses the same nervous energy, the same
tact a tact that amounts to reticence
and, I
should imagine, the samo tremendous determination. Baffling, intriguing personalities, both
delightful to meet, the dickens to
of them
interview
Miss Wright, however, made one or two little
confessions.
She said she " adored " American
films, but preferred seeing a stage play to any
motion picture, and that she disliked the early
rising entailed
by screen work. She was
decidedly elusive on the subject of her film
favourites, remarking that she liked " so many

is

:

1

an

Baffling Personality.
it was inevitable that mentally
I should contrast Marie Wright with her
sister Haidee,' with whom an interview has
already appeared in these pages.
And it is a
contrast, though I found one or tgro points of
similarity.
Mario Wright speaks very rapidly,
on a somewhat high note, and her personality

—

I

beBf

ISUPPOSK

you, Miss Wright ? ' Testimony,' for one ?
" Oh, yes," she replied brightly, as if I had
" I was
hit on a subject of real interest to her.
the little old maid, who, you may remember,
.was so sympathetic with the girl. There was
much more of her in the book, really the role
in the film was quite a small one.
The picture

"

"lb

particular,

A

!

tions.

were allowed during the performance, and so,
said the stagedoor-keeper
who looked better
fitted for the role of Colonel Newcome than
anything else— would I be good enough to call
back in an hour-and-a-half's time ?
Whereupon I said some things about the
management very, very softly, thanked Colonel

in

Crooning Water," had struck

sit

me know just what you want to ask me.
You'll have to excuse my dressing as we talk,
but it's just one rush between ono performance
and another " And with that she busied
herself at the dressing-table.
" Well, then," I said, coming to the point at
once, " you'vo appeared in some films, haven't

quested to

!

of

specially fina.

let

upon tha beginning

interview.
But, alas when I called the following day
at the time appointed, it was to find that a hardhearted management had, in the meantime,
issued a new decree, to the effect that no visitors

Lure

all

was adapted by Guy Newail from Alice and
Claude Askew's novel, you know. Produced
by Mr. New-all, too, for George Clark Produc-

phere of excitement and nervousness attendant
of a new " run," and recall the following afternoon, when
things in general and Miss Wright in particular
would be in a condition more favourable for an

Star of Stage and Screen

that ono British picture

QO very sorry you. have had (his trouble,"
lJ apologised the lady in question. " Now
down there — in that comfy chair, and
•

From Marie Wright,

NORMA AND MARY

PRAISE FOR

measure of precaution.
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KING."

(Co

Villon averted his head to hide the

21

'^f^om

look of con-

ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK
Trie Third of This Series which Deals with the Love Story
of Marguerite Clark and Lieut. H, Palmerston Williams

Such a king was not worth
fighting for, but there was France to consider.
" Have no fear, sire, all will be well," he said, as he
took his departure.
"Think of yourself!" said Louis, spitefully.
" You have but one day to make good with the Lady
Kathcrine. If you fail, you shall dangle from tho
gibbet before the duke enters these grounds."
It was of Katherine Villon was thinking as he went
•way from the king's presence. He found her in the
garden, and she smiled as she saw him.
" How go your plans against the dul« ? " she

tempt on

liis

face.

'

By

,

,

LOUELLA PARSONS

because

with

you

"

!

steadily
of fame.
•

said

" It
for
the life of the poet Villon," he said softly.
Kathcrine turned angry suddenly. There was a
flush of anger on her cheek.
" How can yon mention that vagalxmd's name
Win n I was speaking of you ? " she exclaimed.
There was something in her tone that made Villon

would

corbier.

He

kissed her hand, though he knew he could have
lips for the asking, but that strain of chivalry
in his nature would not permit him to do so under a
name to which he had no right. The next moment
he had gone.

had her

The

AN

Sacrifice for Love.

hour later, when Villon was closeted with the
king, a messenger came, saying that a wise
astrologer would speak with Louis.
The superstitious king was about to go, when
Villon whispered something to him.
" Tell the astrologer I will meet him by the east
fountain in a few moments," said the king.
" But it was Villon who left the palace.
As he
neared the fountain a girl came out.
" Hughette " gasped Villon.
-.
" You Francois
Alive " stammered the girl.
'
Bene fold us you were dead, and because of that
bo persuaded the Cockleshells to join. Burgundy.
Listen
Thibaut, in the disguise of an astrologer,
waits in that grove for the king.
He intends to
nbdiirt him.
There are others close to him. Join
us. Francois.
Louis is not worth one good man's life."
it to m;
s-.id Villon
Ih3 king will
see Thibaut presently."
1

!

!

i

-

Thibaut, and Villon, returning
to the palace, borrowed Louis's hat and cloak. With
bent body and dragging steps in imitation of the
kmc; villjn -ipproac hc-J Thibaut s hi3injM5ls.ce
As the traitor saw him he threw himself on the
cloaked figure, and gripped him by the throat.
" To-night you shall bend the knee to Burgundy,
Louis of the craven heart " he hissed.
Villon gave a cry for mercy, but as Thibaut released
his grip, he tore away his cloak and drew his sword.
" You " cried Thibaut.
The next second the two were engaged in deadly
ran to

girl

tell

!

!

combat.

At the clash of steel Thibaut's men leapt out, and
one, attacking Villon from behind, would have slain
him, had not Hughette stopped the blade with her
body.
With a little cry she sank to the ground, as
Villon ran Thibaut through the heart.
The King's Guards came running up, and quickly
Thibaut's men were killed or taken prisoners.
Villon flung himself beside Hughette.
One glance showed him she had not many minutes

Bend

and her husband, LT. H.

PALMERSTON WILLIAMS.

Marguerite Clark's career, in her stage
screen success, and in her choice of a
one sees the influence of her
sister Cora.
To this wonderful woman she
owes her ability to discriminate and to decide
the right way.
Cora Clark was a young girl
of eighteen when her father and mother passed
on, leaving her as a part of her heritage a small
curly-haired child, who cuddled up in her arms
and clung to her. This wee mite of a babe was
Marguerite, suddenly bereft of an adoring
father and a mother who lavished everything
in the world on her.
The Clarks were people
of money, they belonged to one of the old
families in Cincinnati, the father had been a
prosperous banker, and the'children had grown
up in the lap of luxury with every whim gratified.
all

IN and

husband,

A Splendid Sister.
SUDDENLY, without

any warning,

this

was

taken away, the beautiful home, the
horses and carriages, and servants. The
girl Cora faced a grave responsibility.
She had
to meet the world with very little money and
a child who was not old enough to think for
all

herself.

even then,^ was an un-

Marguerite1

,

usually lovely child.
She had grace, she had
charm, and she had beauty. These were the
assets which Cora realised were valuable.
She
started to train the child to dance.
The best
teachers available were obtained, and day afterday, painstaking eifort was spent on the little
girl whom Cora knew had a brilliant future.
Marguerite, child-like, was impatient.
She
-wanted to play. But Cora was firm, explaining
just how important all
these lessons were
going to be some day. The little tot adored
her sister, and as she has often said since, she
worked, not because she wanted to, but

Towards nopn the following day, news was brought
had won the day, and Burgundy's
army was routed.
to Louis that Villon

Later, with the banners taken from the defeated

In jive.

"

MARGUERITE CLARK

1

'

closer, Francois," she

whispered.

"

men have loved me, but you alone had my
Give me your lips before I die."

Many
heart.

Villon bent and kissed the girl.
A great light shone in her eyes as she looked into
liis face.
She made an effort to clasp him in hoi
arms, but with a little sigh fell back dead.
Tenderly Villon placed her on his cloak, and
rising, saw Louis looking at him with a malicious
grill.

" You seem to take a great interest in such a
conm.on wench," said the king.
Villon bit his lips to keep back the angry retort.
she had God's breath in her body, sire. She
Bavod my life and your throne to-night " he said,
pointing to rtie dead body of Thibaut.
!

Louis started.
I would I could grant you your life, but that rests
With the Lady Katherine," he said.
" 1'crhaps France will have asked for my life before
"to-i lorrow," said Villon, as he gave orders for the
burial of Hughette.
Two hours later, Villon, at the head of the king's
forces, went out to do battle with the Duke of

Burgundy.

ladder

story isn't
It is

about

was instruin

helping Mar-

guerite make the final
decision, but only inasmuch as her sheltering
care kept all undesirables
away from her small

I

.

I

mental

tell

loved you," he whispered.
Katherine averted her head, but not before he had
Been a tender look in her eyes.
" 1 shall pray that you live," she said simply.
And then Villon knew that if she had no love for
Villon, her heart was his in his guise as Count Mont-

The

influence

closer.

still

" If I were sure of dying to-morrow, I

this

climbed
tho

Marguerite's romance and
how she found the one
man in the world. Perliaps we should say bow
the one man in the
world found her. In the
beginning, we said Cora'a

drew nearer, and looked into her eyes.
was on this very spot where you begged

you that

Now,

tip.

about Cora.

Villon

come

it.

tho stage, anil from that

time on she

asked.
" Well," replied Villon.
" I have noised it about
that to-night the king holds revels in the palace to
give Burgundy the idea that we arc unprepared.
The revels will be held, but the fighting men will
*oon retire. To-night we ride to strike a blow for
ride

asked

chance to dance on

i

France."
" Would that I might
Katherinc, fervently.

Cora

Then one day came her

i

I

'

foef Villon rode into the courtyard.
He gave a grim smile as he saw right in

he centre
a gibbet with a masked executioner standing in the
t

centre.

While the cheers of the people were ringing in his
Villon came to Louis, and as he looked at
Katherine, who stood beside the king, he saw in her
face that she knew his real name.
She greeted him with a cold stare.
" Would that you were the man you pretended to
be," she said, as she drew away.
" Does love count for nothing, then ? " whispered
ears,

Villon.

"Love!" exclaimed
not shame the word

Katherine

Y&u
"

!

false

name,

like

a thief

stole

bitterly.

my

"Do

love under a

!

Villon bowed arid turned to the people in the courtyard.
" It is my last act as Grand Constable of France
to declare the life of Francois Villon forfeited," he
" The fact that I am Francois Villon does not
said.
alter the question."

A murmur of rage came from the crowd,
looked threateningly at. the king.
Louis afraid thus would be a riot, rose to his

who
fset.

sister.

Cupid at Work.

MARGUERITE

had almost taken the oath
of eternal maiden bachelorhood, when
a good-looking young officer .in uniform
made her change her mind. It was the war
that acted as a background for that designing
young person, Dan Cupid. .Because of tier
exceeding popularity with the public, little
Miss Clark was pressed into service at each
Liberty Loan Drive. She made a tour from
coast to coast at the request of the LT uited
Her winsome smile and
States Government.
her gracious personality won many dollars from
the public.
In each city Miss Clark was fairly mobbed
by great crowds who trailed her from one shop
to another, and from office to office and back
again to the hotel. She had the chaperonage
and tender cafe of her sister Cora, who saw
that she had a heavy enough coat that she was
not unduly fatigued, and that no undesirablo
About this time
folk reached her at the hotel.
there was a great deal of good-natured rivalryMiss
Marguerite
loved
the better
which
over
the army or the navy. The navy claimed her
because of the attention of one of the commanders of a war vessel. This young lieutenantcommander, who had known her from babyhood, gave as his right, the privilege of looking
after her while he was on shore leave.
Then one fine day the commander was called
to sail, and Miss Marguerite was left without
her devoted watch dog. Here, said the army to
itself, is a fine chance to get in some good work.
" Don't forget the navy ' was the commander's
parting words to her, when he kissed her band

—

and

said good-bye.

" Never

!

" solemnly promised the

little

lady.

(To be continued next week.)
I will spare Viiiou
people.
I am no tyrant.
will take his place on the gibbet."
sardonic smile passed over his face as not a man
volunteered.
" You see there is a limit to adorat ion, Master
Villon," he sneered. ,
" I desire
" 1 am ready," replied the poet quietly.
no man to hang in my place."
But as he moved towards the gibbet, Kathcrine
sprang to her feet.
" I will take his place, sire, for I love him more
than life," she cried.
A deep hush fell on the populace, which was broken
in a few moments by mighty cheers.
" Nay," said Louis. " Neither of you shall die.
I have tried a man's heart, and found it pure gold ;
a woman's soul, and found it that of an angel. You
shall both live for your happiness, and the glory ot

"

if

My

anyone

A

France."

Another deafening cheer broke from the crowd, anil
as Villon held his love in his arms, he whispered
" Where are the woes of yesterday ?

The wind has blown them all away.
When in my arms I hold my fair."
Where are the woes of yesterday
(Adapted from incidents in the Fox photo-ploy from
Mi-t;att]nj,
Haiti/'/
the noeel and play by Justin
featuring William Farnum as Villon.)
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Farnum was Bruce Andrews, Louise Lovely (Isobel
Hollins),
Lamar Johnston (Burton Mortimer),
Charles Clary (Edmund Rawn), Al Fremont (Oarson),
G. Raymond Nye (Slade), Carrie Clark Ward (Mrs.
Benson), and Irene Rich (Juanita).
P.I/. (Alexandria).
My thanks to you also for
new readers. Sorry I do not know of any
artistes who collect postage stamps, but they get a
lot sent them all the same on the letters of fervent
admirers.
Enid Markey was the leading actress in
" Tarzan of the Apes," and she will be twenty-five

—

those

want

IF you

know anything^ about

to

Films' or Film Player^

this year.

DEATH-DEFYING STUNTS.
SENSATION, whether of a mild or nerve-racking
a part of life. In due proportion on the
screen it is sometimes necessary to the effective
telling of a story, and for that reason it would not do
But there are
to wholly exclude it from the Kims.
limits beyond which the producer should not step.
For even bearing in mind the fact that exaggeration
of a sort is essential in film drama, the value of human
life is too sacred a thing to be lightly held for the
kind,

is

edification of picture-goers.
Yet too many of the stunts performed for the average
serial are accompanied by terrible risks for those who
do them. Only occasionally when an artiste receives
injuries does the public bear the news, but more often it
does not. It is only when a fatality occurs, such as in
the unfortunate case of Lieut. Locklear, that the
public awakens to the realisation of the extremes to
which sensation is being carried. Here, for instance,
is a list of some of the feats which Charles Hutchison
had to perform for a new serial : A Jump from one
motor-car to another while both were travelling at

high speed
a jump across a wide ravine on a motora
a jump from a falling tower into a tree
;
hand-over-band climb on a rope stretched across a
and an ascent, human-fly
deep cut in the rocks
fashion, up the side of a twelve storey building.
Viewing these and other similar dare-devil stunts
on the screen after they have been successfully
performed may not strike some minds as very dreadful.
But the tremendous risks that are run during their
actual performance is a consideration not lightly to
be thrown away. That the public admires the splendid
courage of those who carry them out, I am certain.
But I do not believe it desires to see their lives risked
merely for the entertainment of others.
;

cycle

;

;

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO C RESPONDENTS.
^ill readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue f
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address: The
Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

85,

The Fleetway

House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

jolly old Pit ti re Show, for then you will miss something about Violet Hopson from time to time. And,
do you know that she chats about frills and furbelows every week in the " Girls' Cinema " ? But
how can I tell you whether she has spent any of her
holidays in Folkestone, or is eyer likely to ? Maybe,
she will drop in and hayc tea with you when she docs.
Jimmy (Clydebank). So
you
work
in
a
chemist's shop ?
That accounts for your letter
looking so much like a prescription.
You will rind
your questions one, two and three answered on this
page.
See also previous issues. Marguerite Clark
was in " Uncle Tom's Cabin." You must keep on
trying for a prize, and you may have luck.
" The Wasp " (Morpeth). No, .Tuanita Hanson is

—

:

—

very much alive, please tell Dame Rumour. Malvina
Longfellow was the star in " Holy Orders," and
" Thelma."
Come to me whenever you get a thirst
for knowledge, and I will try to quench it.

—

OLIVE (Leicester). Your American acquaintance must surely be thinking of someone else. Mary
Pkkford has never had her hair bobbed. You
were right in saying it was dollars.
F.A.H. (Barnes). Clarinc Seymour, who appeared in " The Idol Dancer," died in May last year,
as the result of an operation.
She was born iu
Brooklyn.
M.J. (Plymouth). "I have at last plucked up
courage to write to you," hits me in the eye so many
times a day that I feel I'd like to meet the inventor
of that classic phrase.
I think it's time he started
something fresh. Sorry I cannot enlighten you, for the
publication which, as you say, has "gone west " had
nothing to do with this. Y'our bouquet for the
Picti're Snow is very pleasing.
E.E.W. (Middlesborough) has had a good many
brickbats hurled at him by readers for stating in the
issue for January 22nd, under " Film Faults," that
when Nazimova, in " The Red Lantern," left her
c loak behind in the Mikado's palace she was seen with
the cloak next moruing, though apparently it had
not been picked up. As a matter of fact, one of her
captors followed her with the cloak, so there was no
What has E.E.W. to say ?
fault in the film at all.
D.A. (Upper Quinton). You're a brick." Go

—

—

—

ahead advertising us, and
your fair head. Here are

some

of

Owen

I will

shower blessings on

—

" Rossie " (Londonderry).
You have heard that
Roscoe Arbuckle has been dead for over two years.
Well, I might tell you that a very substantial ghost
of him appeared in London a shorl^time ago, and
created n weighty impression before departing for
America. Eileen Denne3 was opposite Gerald Ames
in " Alf's Button."
Leslie Hensoh was Alf 'Iggins.
and Alina Taylor was Liz, his donah. Do you mean
Arnold Daly in " The Perils of Pauline " ? It was
shown rather a long time ago.
Leslie (Ayr). Your views of who should marry
who did not upset my nerves at all. I get worse
shocks than that every day. But if the actors you
named were to marry the actresses of your choice,
there would be trouble in at least eight peaceful
homes. For these eight aro already wedded to other
partners, and only two among the gentlemen are
"
"'
fancy free." Thomas J. Carngan was " Checkers
in the Fox picture of that name.
James Knight, the
British artiste plays for Harma.
No, none of the
others have any children.
" Przzi.ED One " (Manchester).
And you can
put me down as number two. Jack Mulhall certainly
did play in " Storm and Sunshine," but not having
seeu this picture myself, I am sorry I caunot say all
he did in it. Mary Rorke is silent.
" Sxowflake "
Pretty nom-de(Abcrtillery).
plume. to be sure. No, Violet Hopson's husband is
not on the films. May that set at rest those anxious
minds who still keep asking me whether it is Stewart
Rome. Gcraldin Farrar was born on February 28th,

—

—

'

—

I like old-fashioned pictures,' too.
D.D. (Acton) and P.H. (Southwark).— Julian
Eltinge and Master Robey have not as yet disclosed Hie particular information you both require.
C. D. A. (Clasgow).
Sheldon Lewis was born in
1870. and he played a dual role in "The Exploits
of Elaine " as Perry Bennett and The Clutching
Hand. Never heard of the other artiste you mention.
I will find out about Ralph Kcllard.
V. H. (Guildford).— Edward Polo, eh ? Oh. that's
too dignified
Let's stick to Eddy. He is marrieil
to Pearl Grant, and must be about forty, it not over.
He and Eileen Sedgwick were the leads in " Tho
Circus King." No the other actress is not married.
(More answers on page 23.)

1S82.

—

I

;

Nares'

" The Elder Miss
Blossom," "Milestones,"
" Tinker, Tailor. Soldier,
films.

"The Man Who
Won," and "Gamblers
"The Wolves of

Sailor."

4.

—

" Hopsonite " (Folkestone). Don't go (loins
anything so desperate, young lady, as to lorsake the

All." In

the

Night,"

W

il
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!
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it

is

made from

the choicest
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"Riley" Billiards
at

Home

BREAKFAST

Spend the dark Winter
evenings at home with
a Riley Home Billiard
Table it will provide
endless pleasure and
amusement for all the

—

family.

Made

in sizes to rest

on nnv

16/-DOWN

dining table.
The Oft. 4 in. size at
CIS IDs., or in 18 monthly payments of
ICR is suitable for the average room.

Brings lo your door
a 6 ft. 4 in. size

Riley's
"COMBINE" Billiard and
Dining Tables trom £34 Ins., or in 20
monthly payments. 7 days' free trial.
Complete with accessories and carriage
paid to any address within a mile pf
Kailwav Station.
WHITE TO-DAY FOll PRICE MST.
ELLIS WORKS,
tA
E.I
8 the balance you pay in
KlilCiI, Iliia.
.
O. DlfPV
t ACCRINGTON
monthly payments.
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to Correspondents

Answers

^l

/ro

(Wandsworth).— Pardoc Woodman was
F. M.O..
born oil March 26th, in Malvern. He has brown hair
ami haxel eyes, and lias played in " Nobody's Child,"
" Defoe," and " The Mystery of Mr. Bernard

a spoonful of

G. M.T. <Cardiff).- For a woman, young and
single, who doesn't care how old your favourites arc
or whether they are married or stogie, you arc a
marvel. Anyway, yon can write a clear and sensible
In answer
letter, so I will forgive you its length.
to vour first question, 1 hope to receive the informa" The Admirable Crichton " and " The
ion-later.

Bird

The

new

was

films oi

released this mouth.
a Dustin Varnura picture.
first

was

Thomas Meighan."
" The Virginian

H. A.R. (Nottingham)-— I have not heard of any
you mention.
"Kss" (Penzance). I never swear, you know.

puddings so light and
spongy, and so tasty.

film dealing with the subject

—

Not when anybody

listening,

is

at any rate.

If

that's your real Christian name you have got something original. 1 don't know why other Penzance
readers are not more curious. If you mean tho
original Billy West, his real name is Roy 13. Weisberg.
and he was born somewhere in Russia. I cannot
fay wluit he is doing at present. If you want to
have a better opinion of British Alms, von ought to
see " The Call of the Road," " All's Button," and
" The Great Gay Road," to mention only three of the
best.

—

Just a spoonful does itone spoonful to each pudding
or cake.

Cooking difficu lties vanish
with the use of Bird's Egg
No expensive
Substitute.

can tell you like James
Knight very much. 1 am not blaming you, of course.
1 expect he likes girls, but which one best, and tlierc
you have me. Some things you know' require
courage to find out, and this is one of them. His
birthday is on May 4th, when he will have reached
the age of thirty. He has brown hair, was born in
Canterbury, and now measures 5 ft. 104 in. in height.
NOEL (Tottenham). So you have turned tip
1 hope you feel
again after a long spell of rest.
Virginia Pearson and Sheldon Lewis wen;
refreshed.
"
the leads in
The Bishop's Emeralds," The second
Ruth Roland took the
Bill) must be an old one.
part of Belle Boyd in " The Tiger's Trail," but about
the other part, 1 cannot say. Gale Henry is a woman,

Marjory

(Devizes).

I

eggs, no self-raising flour
required. BIRD'S saves time,

money and trouble— and what
goodies it

—

'

and she

is,

in fact, the wile of

s Egg

Substitute"
— that's what makes

t

Miracle Man," are two

and

• • • • •

Brown."

lovely golden
produces.

To-day

is

the time to buy a tin of

Bruno Becker.

L..I.
(London,
S.W.).
(Dcwsburv).
W.).
(London,
(Nottingham),
J.L.
(Harrogate)
F.H. (.\'ewcastle-on"
Rosebud."
(Portsmouth/.
Tyne),
N.C. (Crawley),
" Florrie " (St. Helens), "Mabel" (Hounslow),
The Movie Mads" (SalisC.S. (London, W.C.),
bury), and B.T. (Surrey).
The information will be
found in recent issues.
(More answers next tseck.)
I. P.

L.K.

Rosamund

Wirc/s

,

'

PICTURE

TCT

'Ones poonful—^one cake ! "p""^

SHOW" PERSONAL.

Cases for binding volumes 2 and 3 of the Pictitre
can be had from the Binding Dept., 7-!>,
...... m. E.C. 4.
Back
Pilgrim Street, Ludgatc Hill.
numbers of the paper can also be obtained from the
ublislier (same address) at SiL per copy post free.

Show

and try the famous "Castle Puddings" or "Rock
Buns." Recipes in every tin and packet.

I

I

Do you want photos of your favourites ? If so,
send for No. 2 set of our " All Star " series of postcards, containing photos of Cliarlcs Ray, Pearl
White, Antonio Moreno, Pauline Frederick, William
Dtuican, and Milton Sills, from the Picture Show
Postcard Dept.. 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgatc Hill,
London, E.C. 4. The price of the set complete is one
>liilliug
No single postcards can be sold. Postal
Orders should be made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., and cro^sjd Bank of England, Lawcourts Branch.

IF
nom

ELLIOTT-SMITH,

SEITZ, care of Pathe Exchange,
New York Citv, U.S.A.

Comedies,

Imperial
Circus,

6,250,

Eleanor

Seafi

23,

THE

California, U.S.A.
t

Studios.

1

A.J.

WALES

(Eat. IS09

1

.

fit

.

PTl.

n

II

Which are you.

Short or Tall?;
SOUND DISCS
DEAFNESS
completely ororcome

HEAD

NOISES, no matter of
how long standing. Are the same

and

to the car.* as Rlasses are to tho
eyes. Invisible, comfortable. Worn

months without removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

of

BEN TURPIN. care of Mack Sennet

Ludgate

Buildings,

Store*. Rye.

EASY TERMS

536,

THE NEW PATENT

Busfer-Keaton
Avenue, Hollywood,

care

Ltd.,

applications invited.

MASTERS, Ltd., 9»Hope

London, E.C. 4.

Street,

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE,

,

and Order Form. Foreign

Mcnto-Ncrve Strengthening
Treatment. — G O D F R Y

envelope, and enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp
to tl.e Editor, the Pictcre show. Room 85, The
Fleet way Honse, Farringdon Street, London. E.C.4.
and it will be forwarded by the next mail. A letter
weighing more than one ounce will require an additional peuny stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters
c.uinot be specially acknowledged by the Editor.
When writing to artistes always give your full name
and address, including the name of your county and
country, and mention the Pictore Show to ensure
the safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep these
addresses for reference.

GEORGE

/(so Raincoats, Suit**, Toadies' Winter Coats, Overcoats,
Ctulsrr A^lodcons. Watches and Jewellery on Easy Terms.
Write for Free Catalogue
30V- worth, 5/ monthly, &c.

ot others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

do not ask
you wish to com-

by post, but it
municate at once witli any artiste not named below,
write your letter, putting the name of the star on the

West 45th

YOU SUFFER
nervous, worried feelings,

lack of energy, selt-contidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence

WRITING TO ARTISTES. — Please
ior a ny addresses

Substitute,

CO., 171,

NEW BOND

ST..

LONDON. W.l.

dentistry can remove the drawback of deficient teeth,
so a deficiency in height, can rapidly te made good Mr
the Girvan Scientific Treatment, if you are under 40.
Students report from 2 to S inches incrc^e. Successfully practise*! by business men. ladies in Society, actorp.
soldiers, and all to whom beisrht and appearance court.
Nine years uinblcmished r putation. Send a post-card Inr
Dept.
nirtictilars and our £100 guarantee, to Enquirj
C.T., 17,

Stroud Green Road. London, N.4.

.712,

Alessandro Street. I.as Angeles, California. U.S.A.
BESSIE BARRISCALE, care of Brunton Studio?,
5,335, Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

The Standard of Quality'

(More addresses next week.)

LLlp
BBER

YOU canhome

solve the'problcm of keeping the children
of an evening.
Buy a combined
and dining table, ami the boys and
girls can play together.
Messrs. E. J. Riley, Ltd.. Ellis Works, Accringtoa,
have made a speciality of these tables, and supply on
•the easy payment ^y3tem. They will send you an
ilhistrutcdjjricc list, post free, on receipt of a postcard.
at

billiard

U

f

MILITARY

EELS and TIPS

*

PRESIDENT *

Competition,
PRIZES

IN

v.

PICTURE SHOW" COMPETITION.

75 Prizes ©f

£.1

eac

""FlUi above splendid prizes are offered to readers for the following
simple contest.
,
On this page you will find the seventh set of photographs of
several well-known Cinema Artistes.
All of them are more or less disguised by goggles.
Competitois are invited to write in the space provided beneath
each picture the namo of tho Cinema Star they believe to be

Next week the last set of pictures will appear, and we
you when and how to send your efforts to us.

represented.

of this decision is a distinct condition of entry.
Employees of the proprietors of this journal are not eligible to compete.

Do

not send in your efforts yet.

shall then tell

This competition is run in conjunction with the " Girls' Cinema,"
and tho " Boys' Cinema," and readers of those journals are invited to
compete..

The decision of the Editor of " Picture Show " must be accepted as
and binding in all matters concerning this contest, and acccptanco

final
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HOW TO

ONE MILLION HAIR BEAUTY
—

nnn

1,000,000 'Harlene
Luxurious, Abundant,

Hair Drill" Outfits FREE,

Wavy

Tresses for All

GIFT COUPON

AS

poverty

the

Post

The " Harlene Hair-Drill " four-fold
is
for you if you are troubled

as t lie magic words,
.Sesame," revealed to
the hero of the Arabian Nights
Story priceless treasures in gold,
f-i!ver, and precious gems, so to-day
is the golden treasury of beautiful
liealthy hair, by the wonderful Gift
Offer made here, placed in the
possession of the tens of thousands
of men and women readers.

gut
with

Open

Hair

Who

Below To-day.

surely

."

1.

Falling Hair

5. Scurf.

2.

Greasy Scalp.

6.

Over-Dry Scalp.

3.

Splitting Hair.

"1.

Thinning Hair.

4.

Dank

or Lifeless 8. Baldness.
Hair.

unquestionably

Hair
a dowdy appearance.
health brings with it the return of
youth, a fascination of appearance

RID YOURSELF

You Feel And Look Bulky
Your Health Is Indifferent
You Feel Unable To Enjoy Life
Your Appetite Is Poor
You Feel Sensitive In Company
IF, in Fact, Nothing Seems the Same
Send for a FREE SAMPLE of my Simple

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

Nature Cure and get rid of aU your Excess Eat.
get rid of that superfluous weight which hampers all your movements, and can regain all your former agility and good health. You cau
liave that free-and buoyant.feeling which it is impossible to have when
all the organs of the body arc hindered in their functions by too much fat.
You can regain that slight, youthful appearance which is so desirable. To
prove that my remedy is capable of doing all these tilings, I am offering a
free sample to any lady or gentleman who is too fat, or growing too fat. free
of charge or obligation.
Send postcard giving your name and full address to
(Dept. P.S. 2.21), 13, Red Lion Square, LONDON, W.C.I.
A.

You can

MASON

MRS.

Lei " Harlene Hair-Drill " ciu-icb
your hair and increase its value to you.
Simply send -hi. in stamps for postage
and packing, and a Free " Harlcnc
Outfit will be sent to your address.

means
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OF TOO MUCH FAT

FREE GIFTS.
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Infantile

Eczema
Severe Case.

Little

Boy & Baby BothCurcdbyGermolene
Mrs. H. Johnson,

Ihighton Street,

i

Hessle Road, Hull, says: " When baby
was four months old I noticed a slight
rash on the bark of his head. This
proved to be eczema, which gradually
spread until the child's head was a
mass of sores. The constant irritation
prevented the child from sleeping. I
tried all sorts of lotions and ointments
without the slightest benefit, and I
was in despair of finding any treatment
which would remove the trouble. My
husband and 1 decided to give Grrmo-v
lene a trial both in my baby's case and
also for my little boy, who was suffering
similarly at the back of his car.
After
the

and now

first

my

few applications 1 noticed a
two little ones arc completely

Soothes at a Touch!
Oermolenc

Eczema
What lovely hair I How diSeruit ! The secret t
Why, " Harlene Hair-Drill," of roame Jua
two minute* a day given to thin delightful toilet
(«»•»•, unit the. most imiiocerishrd head of hair
.'

awakes to magnificent beauty. Yon arc invited
tmt " Harlene Hair-Drill " to-day I'liKK.
Seeid Hie form below, together with
your name unit adanu, anil it Four-Fold? Hair Health (Jift will at once tic potted to
to

Ijottr

own

iuhI

charm which

is

irresistible

in

appeal.
hair in
It is hair heullh and
abundanej that "Harlene Hair"
Drill
offen you to-day.

A GIFT EVERY READER
WANTS.
Everybody should

try

the

de-

experience of " Harlene
Hair-Drill," and, of course, par,
ticularly
those who have thin,

lightful

weak, straggling hair

that, is

Rashes
Ulcers

•

i

Cut out the coupon below and post as
directed to-day.

The Aseptic Skin Dressing

After a Free Trial you will be able to
"
obtain Further BuppnOB of " Harlene
Is.
at
lid., Js. 9a:, and Is. !M. per
"
rwu " Brilliaiitiuo at
bottle;
Is. lid. and 2s. ftd. per bottle;
and
"

Cremex

Is.

M.

(tingle

"

Shampoo

per Imix of
packets 9d.

Powder*

seven

Sole

in detail arc the actual contents
"
'•
Harlene Hair-Drill
gift

of your
parcel

Che

trial

bottle of
liquid

scientific

hair-food

3.

1

and

tonic.

A packet of the unrivalled " Cremez " Shampoo, the finest, pureit
and most soothing hair and scalp
cleanser, which prepares (he head

A

CO., Ltd.,
England.

at

ffhjmjTftai

from

each),

all

lii iiii-ts
and Store*, or will be sent
direct on receipt of ttd. extra for post age
(

from Edwards' Hnilnne, Ltd., M-HS,
Lamb's Conduit Struct, London, W.C.I.

Harlenc'Free Gift

Home

Billiards at

Coupon

Detach and post to

EDWARDS' HARLENE.

Ltd.,

London, W.C.

" Harlene "—the

natural growth-promoting

for

Manchester,

£0-26, Lamb's Conduit Street,

:

2.-

THE VBS'O DRUG

Distributors

always

fulling out, splitting at tho en. Is.
or losing its brightness and "lone."

A

—

Ringworm

Pimples
Chapped Hands
Cuts & Burns
Chilblains
Skin Eruptions
And all Cut, Bruised, Itching, or Ulcerated Surfaces.
'j e>
per tin.
Prices
Larger size the more economical. From
5
.1st' distinctly for Ccrmolenc.
Chemist) and Stores everywhere.
Psoriasis

-

1.

matchless as a remedy for:

door.

its

Here

is

Piles
Itching

" Hair-Drill."
of " Uzon "

Brilliantine
which gives the final touch of beauty
to the hair, and is most beneficial
to those whose scalp is " dry."
bottle

A copy of the newly published
" Hair-Drill " Manual, tbo most
authoritative and clearly written
treatise on the toilet ever produced.

Dear

Sir*,

1

— Please send mc your

Free " Harlene " Four-Fold HairCrowing ( )ul lit as announced above.I enclose 4.1. in stamps for pontage
and packing to my address.

PkTlRK SHOW,

•OU can have a billiard table la your own horn*. The
_ t \ te 0 f your room doe* not matter, tor there It always
a Rilev table to rest on your dining table.
1..-

12/3/21.

Write

your

full

name

RILIYS- HOME'BILLIARD TABLES". >»''" I"
aea Inll tile table, and «lve a perfect name,
proportion"
*1

Every Tal.le

NOTE TO READER.

c.

mplete » Itn

delivered
free to any addiete within

nil s.-u'»orleK,aud

and

address clearly on a plain pic 1.1
paper, pin this coupon to it, and
(Mark
post as directed above.
envelope " Sample Dept.")

W

ut „,,, s „| table (or moat room* let
ffl , n ,„ lnun tiiiy paymoota of 16/-.
raEy g OOMBIME" BILLIARD
.

..nomileoliallway«tatlOD.

E.

/Ze
J.

,

LU,

traU ''

'

el

ft. 4 int., at

£1310-3.

AND DINING TABLES

''Z^VMnnTX^™™.
Work.. ACCMNGTON.^,

Mlkr^LT^JLm*

M

future H/iow, March

Vith,

1921.
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Phofjograpk? anJ Paragraphs of Pictures, PIay.5 and
What

Will

They

Call

George K.
YOUNG
shortly to see in

Him

?
Arthur,

are

trayal
of
version of the famous novel by H. G. Wells,
now is to take the name part in Arlemas' first
novel, " Dear Fool."
As everyone is in the habit of calling him
" Kipps " at present, he told me that he is
rather wondering what he will be called when
he takes up his next part. Laughingly, he told
me that he would have no particular objection
to " Dear."

antous

—

eaders o

He Knows

tlw
leading role of Beryl Foster in the S to!
screen version of '" .My Lord Conceit," is
an ardent follower of the news in the Picrunr:
Snow, as ytiu see above. Miss Boucher says
she is particularly pleased with our latest improvement, the double page of news pictures,
which give at a glance all the latest happenings
I

Cinema

heir to a mongrel dog.
itself to the animalloving star, and refused to be cast out.
Tom hadn't the heart to send him away, and
shortly after the dog attached itself to Mix, the
name of Bingo attached itself to the dog.
Mis now declares that he is very fond of
fell

No. 61.— EVELYN BOUCHER.
EVELYN BOUCHER, who is playing

of

the Time.

MIX recently
TOMwhich
bequeathed

SKow.

land.

Duncan's Latest Thrill.

Bill

whom we

his very successful porKipps in the Stoll film

Player/

DUNCAN
BILL
closest call

recently

experienced

tlie

of his dare-devil career during
tho filming of some of the under-wate*
scenes in his coming serial, " Fighting Fate."
After a rapid succession of sensational happenings, Bill was imprisoned in a large ivai-r
tank, which occupied the whole of the boat.
The tank had a side outlet, operated by intricate
hand machinery from above. According to the
play, the outlet had to be opened by the villains

from above, then shut with a snap

in

Duncan's

when lie reached it.
The outlet valve operated smoothlv until
Duncan took his dive through tho opening
which led to the sea. Then it stuck, with the
faee-

that Duncan's body went half «ray
through before the slide came down, wedging
result

body

his

tight

and

fast.

Bingo.

Why, do you know," remarked the

star

proudly to a friend. " that dog's the smartest
one in California. He can tell the time."
You don't mean it " responded the friend,
!

incredulously.

Pictures That Please.

!

EVERYBODY

loves a lover, and everyone
interested in a bride. This is to introduce you to our centre page this week,
surely one of the prettiest pictures of a bride
you have yet seen. 1 know this picture will
find a place in many of my girl readers' own
sanctums, and our art. picture of Alice Lake,
will please many of my men readers. I am sure of
the latter, because Alice has found a place in this
supplement in answer to a perfect avalanche of
letters from her admirers, and not the lesser
number of these letters were from the sterner sex.
is

—

A

" Sure thing " was Tom's reply. " He had
a scrap with a bull dog about four times his size
not long ago, and ever since then, whenever he
sees that dog, he knows it's lime to strike out

—

for

home."

—>

Ten Days' Old Actor.
are the
GONE
was used

days when a property baby
for the cinema.
In a scene in a coming film, entitled
" Dangerous Curves Ahead," you will see probably the youngest baby who ever acted for the
screen.
It is only ten da,vs old, or was, w hen
the scenes in which it appeared were filmed.

Real Heroine of Romance.

THE" AnewPrincess

in the " Girls' Cinema."
of the Screen," has gained
approval with the readers. I knew this
story would please, because, naturally, everyone interested in pictures is anxious to get a
peep behind the scenes, and as the heroine goes
to Los Angeles, and meets and works with
celebrities of cinema land, the story has one
serial

long appeal.
Have you read the
yet out last Tuesday ?

—

first

an American

The men both inside
tried to force up the slide with their
hands, while others worked desperatelv at the
machinery. Duncan said that he would never
have come through this ordeal alive if he bail
not made use of the secret of breath suspension!
told him by an Indian Yogi.
He was near the point, of exhaustion when
the valve jerked into action as suddenly an.
mysteriously as it had stopped.
Duncan was
hurled out with a rush of water, and promptly
hauled on board in a state of collapse.
and outside

number

It
required
considerable
wire-pulling
to
secure permission from the authorities to" lock

up an innocent man in gaol, but it was finallv
obtained, and Tony was treated just like the
other prisoners.
After the experience, Tony is of the opinion
that it pays to be good. He never fully realised
the blessing of freedom until his privileges were
curtailed.
He says that he knows how to sympathise with convicts, and intends to do all in
Ins power to better the conditions of prisoners.
The penitentiary in which Moreno spent his
three -days is considered a model prison, and the
star had many words of praise for the treatment
received during his experiment.

Here

All

artistes

has
to

been
write

of the

most delightful kiddies to watch
is Sunshine Sammy, tl e

the screen

diminutive screen

star,

now appearing m

comedy role?, and who first made a name for himself when appearing with Baby Marie Osborne.

Sammy

quite a discovery. His antics arta comedian of long experience.
Much of the humorous appeal on the screen is
due to the fact that, despite his lack of inches
and youthfulness, he always endeavours to enact
a man's part, and with amusing seriousness
throws down the gauntlet to mature contestantfor the favours of screen maidens.
Sammy is a real negro, and is not, as is som.-times suggested, painted for the part.
The
extent to which he is dragged through ponds,
and saturated with water from fire hoses in
comedies, should effectively dispel any doubt as
to the genuineness of his colour.

worthy

inspiring her
to her.

poems

one that was presented to her on

St. Valentine's day.

" There's joy about the studio,
And joy upon the stage.
There's joy in each scenario.
On every written page.
At least it s Joy when Leaf rice
Is called upon to play.
The Goldwyn folks discovered that,
So Joy has come to stav."

About Sammy.

ONEon

of Joy.

is

black of Piccadilly."

Near Thing.
peril

just, fieard from
Antonio Mbreho,
after spending three days in prison in order
to get atmosphere for his coming film.
jntitled " Three Sevens."

fellow

has been on films for
about a year, and has
appeared in " The Call
of Youth," " Enchantment," and "The Shoe-

by the accident.

'

LEATRICE JOY

studio.

VICTOR
HUMFREY,
now playing juvenile
"
in " St. Elmo
Rex Wilson.
He

lead
for

was immediately evident, and the
HIS only way
of opening the tank was blocked

HAVE

A Poem

young Englishman

in America, whose
greatest
ambition
is
to make British pictures in Britain.
Mr.
Goulding says the only
way for an Englishman
to
learn
American
methods is to work in

A

Tony In Prison.
I

EDMUND GOULDING,
the

now

NAN HERRIOTT, playing Lady Loudwater in " The
Loudwater Mystery." At the age of sixteen Miss
Herriott was an artist's model.
She then took up the
stage as a profession, and appeared in pantomime,
revue, and musical comedy.
Before being given this
big part on the screen. Miss Herriott worked in the
crowd of three Broadwest pictures
in the " Romance
of a Movie Star," " The Great Gay Road." and the
:

" Rank Outsider."

is

of

Wrongly Named.

PICTURE SHOW owes an apology
THEGladys
Walton whose beautiful picturo
to

adorned the last page of our Art Supplement last week. Her name was wronglv printed
as Gladys Walters.

—

—

—

4

rictttre

(Co

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

A Narrow

FROM

»'"

'£,7/jf

Escape.

seventeen he

Lewis

S.

Stone narrowly

sailor ?
Before lie
sailed before the mast,

was

W

—

» t

and we understand
to

and

over."
" All over what ? " inquired Farnum.
" All over with," was the prompt reply.

—+

Fearsome Beast.
amusing incident happened at the Fox
Sunshine studio the other day, when a
number of large African lions were needed
of the ludicrous action of the

At rehearsal

it

comedy.

was found that the Hons

filled

heir roles perfectly, with the exception of
incident, where a lion of playful propensities
)

one

was
get any

required, and the trainer was unable to
suggestion of playfulness from his " kings
of the jungle."
Jn desperation, he secured a large mongrel
dog, and fitted it out with a huge mane, and a
fuzzy decoration at the end of his tail.
The dog, however, with all the impatience of
the true artiste, as soon as the camera's attention
was turned elsewhere, made a dash for home,
without troubling to remove his make-up. He
created something like a panic in the streets,
and some hours later a notice was brought to
(he studio to the effect that any upholstered
lions in Hollywood must have the last vestige
of make-up removed before leaving the studio.

—

*-f

QUITE ono of the most exciting scenes in the

Justin Huntly
McCarthy's famous novel and stage suc"
cess,
If 1 Were King," is that in which William
Farnum in the role of Francois Villon, the
vagabond poet, engages in a duel with his enemy,
Thibaut, enacted by Walter Law.
Farnum is noted for his ability as a swordsman, which dates back to his theatrical days.
At that time his prowess in this particular line
won for him great fame, and it is safe to assume
that this will be considerably enhanced when you
seo his spirited display in " If 1 Were King,"
screen

now

presentation

of

released.

Consequently, when Walter

Law was engaged

Thibaut, and Claude Payton for
(hat of Montigny, both knew that they would
have to cross swords with Farnum, and being
veteran actors, knew also that this would not bo
Therefore, they approached the
child's play.
slar, and all agreed to practise togetlier, so that
(he duelling scenes would be beyond criticism.
They were days rehearsing before Farninn
declared himself satisfied, and the results are
undoubtedly some of the most realistic and
fiercely
contested sword
encounters ever screened.
for the part of

capacity

FRANCES MARION,

the clever

little

lady

who

money

directed

Pickford in her coming photo-play, " The
Love Light." The story centres about tbe romance
o! a young girl who tends the lighthouse where she
lives when her brothers are called away to war, and
contains a strong mixture of romance, tragedy and
humour, with a great deal of action.

.

at the front door, to remonstrate with my young
friend, and soon had him by the collar.
" Hi, there, laddie,' I said.
That pineapple was rotten.'
" The young scoundrel twisted himself free,

WiHiam Farnum, he was going through
at that.

his

'

A Much-Travelled Actress.
PERHAPS the most travelled

film actress in

the profession is Eunice Fernandez, who, I
hear has just been .engaged by the Film
Enterprise to feature in their forthcoming productions, whero she will play opposite' Jack
Harding and Douglas Perry, of "Jack, Sam, and
•
*•
Peto " fame.
Miss Fernandez has been twice round the
world, and lias acquired a numerous collection
of curios and costumes, and "photographs of
almost unknown lands and people.
She has made her appearance on the operatic
stage at Brussels and has studied art and acting
•

.

Rome.

—
it

was due

to Elsie

Janis that Eileen Percy first took (o the
films.
It seems that Douglas Fairbanks
went to Xew York seeking a leading lady, and
Elsie Janis recommended Eileen Percy, and
Douglas acceptod her. Since then Eileen's riso
to fame has been rapid, and now although she is
married, and to a millionaire, Ulrich Busch, she
still works as hard as ever for the screen as she
did before, when she mado her living from it.

—

For Girls Only.

(MUSTN'T

close before telling you of a simple
yet beautiful dressing-jacket pattern that is
given free with this week's " Woman's

proper tempo.

is

—

—

Personalities.

Madge Kennedy agreed

to return
to the stage she insisted on a particular
kind of play, one that would give her tho
chance to do ajl the cunning little Kennedyisnis
so popular before Madgo sold herself into
screendoni. The result of this wide search for
a play brought forth ''Cornered," in which the
Strangely enough,
little lady plays a dual role.
simultaneously with the appearance of "Cornered." a Goldwyn production mado its appearance, with Madge Kennedy playing another
dual role. For weeks she was playing four
parts at one time, and getting hundreds of letters
from Kennedy fans who assured her oven four
parts -a day are not enough of their favourite

Madge.

you are a girl, you
want it. Of course,

If

my

will

only need (o see

it

news

is

this tit-bit of

— —

girl readers.

Fay Filmer.

If you please.
is no loimer Bull Montana.
Mr. Montana has dropped the. Bull, and
profers to bo called Jack.
Ho is the prizf
fighting gentleman Douglas Fairbanks brought

to the screen.

Disappointing the Fans.
Eugene O'Brien moved

WHEN

new apartment-

—

!

I

stage.

One day,

while playing in a small
the south of England," Iro
says, " I was accosted at the stage
door by a small boy bearing in his
arms a huge pineapple. Thinking to
have some fun with the boy, I asked
him what ho wOuH lake for the pineHo answered that I could
apple.
have it if 1 would let him seo the show.
As it looked liko a good bargain, I
paid ho youngster's way in.
Upon cutting tho pineapple in
my dressing-room, I found it was in
suc h a badly decayed stage that no
one could eat it.
" After tho performance I waited

his

and bought it on the cooperative plan, everyono whispered
a woman in tho case
Eugene i»
to bring homo a brido
] heard
io
many reports about the mysterious
Mrs. O'Brien, I asked Eugene to tell
mo the truth one day when I happened to meet him in tho street.
" Yes, 1 have a woman in my
now home," ho sakl, " and lior
namo is Mrs. O'Brien."
" Why in tho name of sense
didn't you tell nie you were goiiiu
to got married t " 1 gasped.
e
Because I couldn't tell you a
" The wom ui
lie," ho answered.
"

!

is

"

•

IT

occurred during his early days,
he toured tho English music-hall

(own

to listen to the

never want any sob music," she said.
Miss White wore a
too diverting."
that
looked as if it had been torn
dress
Regular serial
forcibly from her shouluer.
at least, that is
stuff injected into a drama
the way someone in the Fox studio summed
iip her disarray
Speaking of " Erminie," wo are tok:
olTered for the motioi
SSIOO.OOO has been
picture rights.

" It

COOK
fond of relating
CL1VE
8omo of the funny incidents that
when

While, working

Pearl.

violin.
I

Tbe Bull Rebels.

Pictorial."

only for

the

on another scene, came over

BEFORE

J

to

,

Madge Kennedy's

How Eileen Began.
I HAVE just heard that

his

—

the tune of a violin and sob music
He wore a white wig, and had to
no a pathetic scene that is supposed to bring
tears to the picture-goer's stony heart.
" I am just out of prison," he explained,
" after having been imprisoned for twenty
years under a false sentence."
The music. I gathered, helped to give him

act to

'

and running down the street, cried over
shoulder,
So was the shotv. '."

The

way.

another

in

theatre is Mr. Farnum's love first, last and
always.
Someone said " Erminie " would
be a good investment, and because Mr.
Farnuin knows something of its reputation
and record he at once look steps to have it
revived.
With Francis Wilson and De Wolf
Hopper, the old-timo favourites of " Erminie " in the cast, needless to say the
receipts are sufficient
please the most
to
Speaking of
ambitious theatrical manager.

Mary

'

at

into

Rotten

fully

is

it

houses

spend their

in

Exciting Scenes.

for

playing each night
the Park Theatre.
WiiUuni Farnum is one. of the highest priced
slars in the picture business.
Some actors
have one dissipation and others elect to

'

likes to listen to people and collect
unusual sayings.
Recently, while working in a small out-of-theway town, he went into the only restaurant in
the place, and asked foi* some steak. In a few
minutes the waiter returned.
" Sorry, sir," he said, " but the steak's all

talked

half an hour the other day, when I
saw him at the Fox studios, on the

joys of sponsoring a play.
Ho has brought
back the old time light opera " Erminie,"

•

Now He Knows.
WILLIAM FARNUM is an observant person,

much

OVER THERE."

AV/ILLIAM FARNUM

.

but

decided to change his profession.

for

1921.

News From New Yorh.
William Farnum as an Impressario.

when he learned that he could not obtain a
pilot's certificate before he was twenty -one, he

AN

12th,

Notes and

you know that
DIDescaped
being a

A

"

Show, March

in

'

is

I

my mother

!

And those who juv (hey Know,
declare the handsome (ieue i->>
ony nearer matrimony than he was
i

Two

GERTRUDE NORMAN

clever studies of
Lvdiard. a coming

Goldwyn

as
picture, entitled

the elderly lady in
" Out ol tbe Dark."

Mrs.

a year ago.
Locei.la O. Patwoxs.

March

Picture Sliow,

3

1921.

Villi,

SHOWS

PICTURE
THIS WEEK'S
THE PICTURE SHOW'S
"

"

" The Brand of Lopez "

Jury,

Sessue Hayakawa.
B.E.T.
"Fou! Play?"
Rene Kelly.
" Th3 Cost "
I'aramount-Artcrajt.
..
..
Violet Hemming." Tto Climbers "
Vitagraph.
..
..
Corinne .Griffith, Percy Marmont.
" Clary's Ankle "
Paramount-Artcraft.
..
Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
" Her Benny "
Grangers.
Babs Kkyxolps and Stanley Wood:
" The Devil Dodger "
Western Import.
Roy Stewart.
" Edge ot Youth "
Oaumont.
Josephine Earle.
" Faitb "
Fox.
.

.

.

.

!

of Sessue Hayakawa will have
an opportunity of seeing this versatile

The Brand of
artiste in a new role in
It
I.opez,"-in which he appears as a Spaniard.
13 a thrilling story of outlaws and bull-fighters
with revenge as the theme for many exciting
incidents.

.

What Came

THE

Exhibitors Films, Ltd.
This is a fine dramatic film, released this
week, and I am sure will be greatly appreciated
by all Picture Show readers who are on the
look-out for a good British film.
The story is written by that prince of theatrical
writers, Charles Reade, and the story is full of
action, which makes it eminently suitable for

The Romance

young and impecunious doctor

of the scenes are

tremendously exciting,

A

Village Play with Thrills.
" is a play which*ought to interest
There
Christian Scientists and others.
are charming scenes of Scottish life in a
village, and a pretty romance woven round a
hard-working Scotch kissie played bv Peuu'.
Hyland.

they include the scuttling of a ship on the high
then the encounter of the heroine with an
enormous boa constrictor but " Alls well that
ends well."

FAITH

—

The Rev.

Silas Hocking's

Disappointment

the ever-popular story " Her Benny."
THIS
It was filmed in Liverpool, that great port
is

The Result of a Decision.
" The Edge of Youth," a British play based
IN on a story specially written for the screen.

on the Mersey, where the flotsam and
jetsam of

flows along like a restless river.
" it may surprise you to know," the Rev.
Silas Hocking told me the other day, " t hat 1
have no interest in the book or in the film, except
a sentimental one. 'One sows and another
i

life

caps,' yet I loved the story.
" The principal characters 1
Nelly in the hospital, and

Josephine Earle is separated from her lover
by a scheming aunt. The young man has no
money, and in tho years that pass the .girl
marries a'man of wealth. It is a simple plot in
which love, as usual, is on one side, but instead
of the sort of ending that might be expected ;»

knew. 1 visited
had many a long

little

decision on her part made at a moment of life
and death gives another, though equally happy,
close to the story.

1

with Joe Wrag.
The story is not very true to life in these
days.
Times have changed but it was true
forty years ago.
The producer has done his
work well. Joe Wrag was magnificently acted,
>o I think were the parts of the children Benny
t.ilk
'"

—

and

A

GRIFFITH, always an exeep'"
The
is at her best in
Climbers."
It is a story of a girl who.
encouraged by her parents, marries the wron^
man for the sake of a social position. There an;
tense scenes in the picture when the financial
crash brought about by his dishonesty towards
other.;, reveals that he had married her only for
Edith Net-eas
her monev.
tionally fine actress,

Nelly.

'

scene from " Her Benny,"

showing

BABS RONALD

clever child actors.

Matrimonial Mistake.

CORINNE

" My
only disappointment was in
the
Hospital Scene, which failed to convey what I
think the book portrays.
In all other respects I
was delighted. I hear it is an enormous success
in the North.
the Rev. Silas Hocking added.
The author himself takes part in this film. It

A

in

falls

love with the owner of it.
This is what happens
in " Mary's Ankle," in which Douglas MacLean
and Doris May are -featured.

screening.

Many

of a Sprain.

a sprained ankle can provide an
EVEN
interesting situation, especially when a

-

sea,

of an Elopement.

story of an elopement with a younj
financier and its consequences enable-'
Violet Hemming to portray some really
fine acting in " The Cost."
She pays tho pr« e
of her youthful folly, though a dramatic incident
in later life opens out the way to her happiness.

"

by Charles Rcatle. directed
Collins, an all -British
J.
production by Master Films, Ltd.,
scenario by W. Courtenay Rowden, British
?

Exciting Story of Bull-Fighters.

ADMIRERS

"Daddy Long-Legs."

of

PLAY
FOUL
by Edwin

a pathetic story of child life, in the Liverpo •!
Little Nelly Bates and Benny, h'-r

streets.

An

l'EGGY HyLAND.

The Heroine

is

brother, sold matches and suffered cruel treatment from their father and stepmother. In oim
of tho scenes Nelly is struck down by a passing
motor-car. The story was filmed in the actual
bustle of the streets, and so realistic was ." Hie
accident " that a policeman on duty thought it
was real, and before anyone could intervene, the
" patient " was driven off to hospital

.

.

.

GUIDE TO PICTUREGOERS

-

.

and

STANLEY WOOD,

the

Another scene from

"Her Benny," which
K. Hocking's

is

the film version of Silas

well-known novel.

"
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ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS

BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

CALL OP

Effie
The

Splendid

of the

New

Alfred,
through his inexperience, missed
of the openings which his opponent gave
him, but at last he brought round a swinging
left which caught Punch on the very point of
his bulldog jaw.
•
The old bruiser went down with a crash to
the wooden floor, half-rolled over, and then
remained quite still.

1

up.

as

by

"

He has been brought

The Lamb."

his uncle,

-

.

who, returning one night,

SILAS TRUSCOTT,
out the state of

affairs,

and orders

his

luids

nephew

to leave the house.

SIR MARTIN TREVOR, an

inveterate gambler, is
the Hall- on the evening
He changes
before Silas Truscott's return.
some dice for loaded ones, and the Lamb, roused
The result is that Sir
to f ury,:. attacks .liiin.
'
V£l
Martin challenges him to a duel.

aniongst a -party

Alfred stood ready, that watchful look still in
He had not forgotten the advice he

.at

his eyes.

.

and he thought this might be a trick.
Hammer John joined those who were bending
over the landloi'd and trying to bring him round.
After a very brief inspection the blacksmith
turned, with a smile, to Alfred.
" Thy guinea is safe " he said drily.
Alfred, quickly followed by the two Rnganin s.
A alked across to the group.
Primus had put away his snuffbox and tried
received,

•

and PAGANINI SECWDt S,
an old fiddler and a young boy who are
" gentlemen of the road," are joined by Alfred
when he takes his uncle at his word and leaves
the Hall, and Alfred appoints Paganini Primus
as his second in the duel.

PAGXMNI PRIMUS

!

:

Alfred's cousin, is told by her
maid, of this duel, and determines to witness
as she wishes- to sec of what mettle her
it,
cousin, whom she has never seen, is made.
She and her servant, from behind a clump of
bushes, watch the duel which commences with
Sir Martin Trevor being full of self-con tidenre,
but his sword is suddenly sent spinning in the
The Lamb, instead of killing him, tweaks
air.

I,\DY

ROWENA,

the nose of his enemy,
this

Two

act.

forth on a

days

visit to her

who vows vengeance for
Lady Rowena sets

later

godmother.

After the duel Alfred and the two Paganjnis
take to the open road and presently they conic
to a tavern owned by Punch Murphy, who is
proud of his fighting abilities. He wagers a
guinea that there is not a man Hiving who can
"tap his snout." Alfred walks quietly up to
him and his fist shoots out, landing squarely on
Punch pays his guinea and
the landlord's nose.
challenges Alfred to a proper fight.

parn— The Genial
Stranger.
young blacksmith was genuinely concerned on Alfred's behalf. .Ho knew all
there was to bo known about'- Punch
was not to the old prizeMurphy, and most of
The Fight

in the

THE

it.

fighter's credit as a sportsman.
Ten yeara before, Murphy's savage ferocity
and his unscrupulous tactics in the ring had been
notorious. Even in a proper fight with a strong
referee to see fair play Punch Murphy had not.
hesitated to resort to some very ugly tricks.

Then was no knowing what

he would do

in

an

informal set-to of this kind in' his own barn.
With these thoughts in his mind. Hammer
John walked across to tho foolhardy young
stranger, who was already peeling for the fray.
" "lis foolish of theo, lad," said tho blacksmith bluntly. "It took me an hour to stop
his gab."
Alfred grinned in his cheerful boyish way.
" Then, mayhap, 'twill take me two hours,"
he answered. " But even so, half-a-guinea an

no bad pay."
" It will not last so long," said

hour

is

Hammer John

" He'll break or maim thee in the first
rive minutes. He has a punch liko a mule's kick,
and what's more, he'll fight foul when ho gets
the chance."
" I'll make a note'of that, and many thanks,"
said Alfred as he stripped.,off his coat,
Hammer John was about to speak again, hut
checked himself as his gaze fell upon the halfstripped figure of the young man.
The huge yet shapely shoulders, the muscular
ju-ins, the splendid sinews gave a suggestion of
extraordinary strength, combined with a cat-

gravely.

j

like agility

and

grace.

A puzzled expression came into tho blacksmith's face.
" Hast ever been in the ring, lad ? " ho asked
abruptly.
" 1' faith, no " replied Alfred, with a Inugh
" 'tis a sport I'd liefer watch than play at."
" 'Tia a pity.
.
Thou hast the makings of a
Put yourself under me for three
goo'd 'iin.
months/ and I'll niateh thee "against Punch
Murphy for twenty guineas. Hut this is a fool's
Without exyan.o thou art ploying now.
"
perience
!

;

TO-DAY.

many

TRL'SC'OTT. who lias fitted the Hall with
card-playing friends; and is known' amongst

\LFRED
litem

1921.

By A. E. COLEBY and
HERBERT ALLINGHAM

Serial Stor

THE STORY.

IN

32/.'i,

T/IE ROAD!

Famous British Film

CHARACTERS

March

" Well, lhv
"
trussing ?

coxcomb

ready

Punch Murphy, leaving his friends, strode
into the operr space in the centre of the hamNow that he was stripped he looked a formidable character. He was shorter than Allied,
but the great knotted muscles stood out on his
hairy chest, and he looked as solid as a rock.
" It's all in, mark you," he sairl with a
cunning leer, " and we stop when one of us has
had enough.

Hammer

make a note

You'll

of

thai.

John, and not be interfering."

Tho blacksmith frowned,

He had done

his best,

fool

must take tho consequences of his own folly.
Tho two Pugauinis were watching the proPrimus
ceedings witli the koenest anxiety.
cspcciully was very nervous as his champion
advanced to meet the landlord.
Alfred's
face
wore its customary goodhumoured smile, but his keen eyes were very
watchful.

Punch Murphy was full of confidence. He was
and dull-witted, and even his brute
had been sapjicd
to some extent by years of soft living.
It was his over -confidence, however, which

slow

strength— -His one great asset

—

led to his downfall.
He advanced recklessly, with an exaggeration
of the classical pose, as of one who is about to
give an exhibition.
There was nothing classical in Alfred's pose.
Ignoring tho rule that a boxer should tako full
advantage of his height, Truscott came in

crouching, standing square on with both hands

advanced.
Punch inado a feint with his left, and then
sent in a savage blow with his right at the mark.
Alfred just saved himself, and than clinched.
There was a wild wrestling scramble, and then
to the

amaaement

of

nil

present the landlord

was lifted bodily and Hung heavily to the
wooden floor of the barn.
Hammer John gave a ga«p, and then a
delighted, gurgling laugh.
" It's all in, Punch, and I'm not interfering,"
feet, and blind with
rage flew at his antngoiiist.
Tho whirlwind fury of his attack cAused
Alfred to give ground, and for several seconds
I lie re' was a terrific rough-and-tumble, the two

fro

and round about

whilo the audience shrieked and yelled encouragement and advice.
Then c <« suddenly the end came.
i

<

i

t

!

—

There

was something about him

—a

slightly

exaggerated swagger, perhaps— which marked
him out as one who aped gentility, and was not
to the manner born.
He looked up as the party entered, anil surveyed each member of it with a bold yet friendly
stare.

He was a man who got on well with stranger-!,
.and it was part of his bxfsinoss to make now
acquaintances.
Good-day to you. gentlemen " ho said
!

pleasantly.

he shouted, with a chuckle?
Murphy scrambled to his

men- trampling-' to and

!

!

but said nothing.

and now the young

to look as though the result of the combat was
exactly what he had expected.
Tho landlord was beginning to stir. When
at last his little eyes opened he fixed them- on
Alfred in a dazed stare.
Alfred put out his hand.
" Tho luck was mine," he said good-naturedly.
" Xot badly hurt, I trust ? "
Punch Murphy made no answer. His silence
was not due to surliness. He was still dazed, and
his expression indicated not so much anger or
He
indignation as a kind of infantile wonder.
could not yet understand what had happened
to him or how it had happened.
He allowed himself to be helped to his foet.
and thou still in a very groggy state, lurched
out of the bar without a word.
In a moment Alfred was surrounded by a
voluble throng of admirers. The most exuberant of them all was I key Barnes.
" Wonderful, 'my boy ; wonderful " he cried,
dancing round the new champion like a eat on
" One round
Punch Murphy in
hot bricks.
one round
And it took the Chicken twenty
"
rounds to beat hiin. My boy, you're a marvel f
" "l'was a different Punch Murphy who
fought tlte Chicken," said Hammer John
quietly. " All the same, sir, 'twas prettily done.
Thou art a natural fighter, and hath the makings
of a champion, if my opinion is worth aught."
" Meanwhile," interposed Primus, as ho took
a leisurely pinch of snuff, " methinks there was
some talk of a guinea—
" That's true," said Alfred, with a laugh.
" Conic, lads, lot's get back to the bar and make
a hole in that same guinoa. Mayhap our good
landlord hath a bottle of wine in his cellar."
They trooped back to tho bar oP Tho Two
Pishes in a body, where they found Punch
Murphy slowly recovering over a glass of neat gin.
He was not alone. At the little round table
near the wooden settle sat a now customer.
He was a young man under thirty, smartly
In a bold way ho was
but soberly dressed.
handsome, with a pair of keen, sloe-black eyes.
In spite of his attire and the easy self-assurance
of his manner he did not look quite a gentleman.

•

as

Most
is

of tho
the rustic

company eyed him suspicions^
manner, but Alfred acknowledged

his salutation with a friendly nod.
"Good-day, friend. Our worthy landlord is
about to treat us to a bottle of his l>e«t wine.
o
May bo you'll' join u*;
That will I " said tho stranger. " These
parts are now to me. Rut 1 like your custom*.
.

,,!

.

,

-

>

!

(Continual on page

8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF WALTER HIERS

(Special to the "Picture Show.

'

WALTERWHOHIERS
STANDS

THE SMILING COMEDIAN OF THE SCREEN

FOR A LEAGUE OF RATIONS

j^ggMHHBk^.

better to
bom lucky than rich," says the old adage, and it
IT might be saidbewith equal truth in these days of the cinema, "get fat
and you may be famous."
It was fat that made the late John
Bunny, the late Smiling Bill Parsons, and Roscoe Arbttekle, popnlar star*
of the screen, for though all of them certainly had acting ability, it was
their fat that helped them to be funny on the lilm.
Another fat comedian who has made a great name for himself i.; Walter.
Walter is really funny, whether he is laughing or wearing that
Kiers,
pathetic look which begets the sympathy ot his audience.
is

.

>*»

.

.

A Jolly Comedian.
STANDING five feet

ten and a half inches in his socks and weighing
over sixteen stone, Walter is one of our jolliost comedians of the
stage.
Being on the fat side, you can readily imagine he is generally
smiling, and perhaps because this is^his natural expression, the audience

when he is not.
He began his professional career on the music-hall stage in sketches.
His fate has always been farce, and he was a great acquisition to the screen
when he was cast for a part in " It Pays to Advertise." Among the best
Known films in which we have seen him are. "What's Your Husband
Doing," .with Douglas MacLcan and Doris May; "The Fear Woman,"
Spotli<rlu
i'i
which photo-play Pauline Frederick plays the lead;
Sadie," a Mac Marsh film ; " Mrs. Temple's Telegram," " An Ex-

laughs loudest

perimental Marriage," a Constance Talmadge film;
Disagree," "Hard Boiled," and " Bill Henry."

"When

Doctors

Real Fun.

TEMPLE'S TELEGRAM"
MRS.screen
plays now before the

finest and funniest
and although Mr. {tiers
piays with those splendid stars, Mr. Bryant Washburn and Miss
Wanda Hawley, he is by no means a
is

one of the

public,

secondary character, as the genial ev;rwilling-to-oblige-a-pal
kind of fellow,
which lands him from one trouble to
another
with
bewildering
rapidity.
Walter plays a par^ which is perhaps
unequalled in that kind of comedy.
There is
nothing
of
the slapstick
comedy about Mr. Hiera, he is reahv
humorous.

The

Ideal Figure.

V.

WALTER'S

A

welcome.

fatness fits him like the
proverbial glove.
Like many
other stout stars, his
great
weight is in no sense unwieldy.
As a
matter of fact Walter is an all round
athlete, but though he takes an immense
amount of exercise, he cannot grow thin,
and since he, receives such a good
salary
for
being stout,
he doesn't

worry

any

When you

more about

his

waistline.

Walter the reason for
his great girth, he will tell you with a
solemn look
that
he considers his
the ideal figure.
"If the world were
made up of men like myself and Mr.
he
saj^s,"
there
Arbuckle,"
would
never be any trouble. War3 would

Surprise.

Suspicious.

ask

disappear, because fat men are too
contented to quarrel. There would be
no need for a League of Nations though
there might be a necessity for a league of
Fat is the milk of human kindrations.
ness made in the churn of laughter.
I

Worried.

you want to write
address your letter

WALTER

to

uiin

HIERS,

Realart Picture Corporation,
469, Filth Avenue,

New York
[Mention the " Picture
to

ensure

ait

City.

Show"

early reiity.)

don't believe that any really fat man ever committed a serious crime.
What did Shakespeare say ?
"Yon C'assius hath a lean and hungry look," and later. "Would he

were fatter."
Which shows he distrusted thin men. and believe me, William of Avon
knew what he was talking about.

A

Universal Favourite.

LIKE

all

jovial people

artistes of the screen.

Walter is a great favourite with his fellow
His chief recreation is aquatic sports, and h^>

can often be seen on the Californian beaches indulging in his favourite
pastime.
He is now devoting all his working time to appearing on
the screen, so we shall see him in many more laughtcr-raisincr parts.
The above photograph was sent specially for readers of the Pk tciib
Show, and, humorous as ever, he had signed it "'Fat '-fully yours,
Walter Hiers."

His smile.

Just wondering

So innocent.

—
ricture Show,
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page 6

)

And when we have drunk

to our better acquaintance in the landlord's best, maybe you'll
break another bottlo with mo at my expense."
"

The more the

merrier," said Alfred cheer" Landlord, wo rely on you to treat us
fully.
well. Glasses round, and see what you can find
in your cellar."
Punch Murphy was able to execute the order,
for although the bulk of his trade was in ale and
cheap spirits he occasionally had to entertain
the young bloods to whom he gave lessons in
'ho noble art, and his stock of. wine, though not
extensive, was of excellent quality.

The party soon became a merry one, and
oven Punch Murphy brightened up. The guinea
he had lost was soon swallowed up by the
hirsty company, but the last arrival, whoever
he might be, seemed well-supplied with money,
t

example and
playing the host to the whole company.
Old Primus played his fiddle, and the welldressed stranger was loud in his applause. Then
he latter told stories-, and told them so neatly,
and with such spirit, that he soon had everyone

and

upon following

insisted

Alfred's

I

eagerly listening to him.
especially, was attracted by the
good humour of the fellow.
Old Primus, top, was delighted, for in the old
fiddler's philosophy all company was good as
long as it was merry.
Mcthinks, friend, if you stay long in these
Never have I seen
parts you'll be a godsend.
The Two Fishes so merry.'
" Nay, I'm but a bird of passase.
Forty
mile have 1 ridden since sunrise, and in an hour

Alfred,
plausible

or so

1

must be

" To-rright
"

Ay

"

in the saddle again."
"

t

!

" In good truth thy business must be urgent
" Even so," replied the stranger
with a
whimsical smilo.
But he gave no further explanation and pre!

sently broke into a drinking song.

Landlord

fill

the flowing bowl until

it

does run

fill

the flowing bowl

it

does run

Landlord

until

over^

For to-night we'll merry be,
For to-night w e'll merry be,
And to-morrow w e'll get sober.
For he who takes his pipe and pot
.And goes to bed mellow,
Lives as he ought to,

in the

'

"

No

It reminded me of the
'Twas in a tavern down
"
him that sung it

offence.

heard
Kpping way.
I

it last.

And

"Well?"
There was a very menacing note in the
stranger's voice now.
" "lis naught;" said Barnes, uneasily.
" I've
forgot already.
My mind's a blank "
" Then keep it blank for the good of by
health, friend," said the stranger with a sudden
return of his good-humour.
The rest of the company were still roaring
out tho chorus of the song, and were quite
unconscious of what had taken place.
!

t

The stranger

rose.

" 'Tis late friends," he said. " I'm loth to
leave this pleasant company, but
business
urgent,
and I have tarried too long.
h

my

Ho moved briskly to the door. He had been
drinking heavily, but he won quite sober now,
and ah

He

pany."
"
"

his

movements were

ignored

brisk

and

alert.

the noisy protestations of the
company, and was about to step away when
Alfred detained him at tho open door.
" At least give us thy name, friend, that wo
may drink to thv health as we finish the bottle.''

No

1921.

mythical about the fellow altoone could swear who he was, or

;

Thanks

And

to thee, friend," said Alfred heartily.
success to thy journey.
May we meet

again."

;i

A

sudden smile played about the stranger's
lips and sparkled in his dark eyes.
" If we do, remind me of this night, and,
maybe, you'll not be the loser," he replied,
mysteriously, and tho next moment he was gone.
Alfred looked round at the company.
" 1 was an odd saying," he remarked.
" 'Twas an odd fellow, but a merry soul
withal," said old Primus.
A good friend to
meet on a dull day."
" Ay
or a dark night " snapped lkey
Barnes, with a curious note of sarcasm in his

i

'

!

!

voice.

.

At the same time he darted to the door,
opened it just an inch and stood listening.
Presently was heard the clatter of hoofs in
the yard outside, and then on the road beyond.
Barnes stood motionless until the sound had
died away. When he faced round everyone was
staring at him inquiring looks in their eyes.

A sneer came to his hps as he surveyed their
puzzled faces.
" Mr. Shaw of Bristol
" he said with a
" Why not ? One name's as good as
snigger.
another."
" What ails thee, man ? " demanded Alfred
" Dost know aught against the gentlesharply.
man who has just left us ? "
" Tis a gentleman I'm glad to see the back
" Though in truth.
of," replied Barnes drily.
Punch, I'd sooner meet him in thy bar than on
t he
King's high road. He's a merry gentleman,
but a trifle too fond of making folks dance to
his tune."
" You don't mean
" cried Hammer John,
*
striding forward.
" Ay
that's what I mean," replied lkey
" 'Twas Jerry
Harnos, with an emphatic nod.
!

Abcrshaw, the highwayman
the

"

I

Road Again.

friends stayed tho night at The
Fishes, and they were somewhat
late in leaving the next morning.
Alfred
paid the scoro out of tho landlord's own guinea.
He then went across to tho blacksmith's shop
to havo a parting word with Hammer John.

very midst of the roaring chorus
when ho stopped abruptly, becoming aware
that someone on the opposite side of the bar
was staring at him with wide-open eyes.
Ho lurched over the table with a curiously
impulsive movement upsetting his wine and at
the same time his hand slipped to his pocket.
" Who are you staring at ? -he growled, in an
oddly changed voice, and his glittering, black
eyes were fixed on the startled face of lkey
Barnes, the man with the battered top-hat.
Mr. Barnes at once pulled himself together.
" Twas the song," ho muttered apologeti-

time

—

My

On

Lives like a Briton true
dies a jolly fellow.
Landlord fill the

something
gether.

12th,

what he was like. Half a dozen descriptions of
him were current, and they all differed in
material particulars.
One said he had red hair
and a florid complexion, another that he was
dark and swarthy. One affirmed that he was
young, a mere boy another that he was'middloaged.
One absurd and extravagant story
which, nevertheless, had many supporters
was to the effect that in private life he was
nobleman holding- high office near the throne.
When following his occupation he always wore
a mask, and ho carried pistols which he never
hesitated to xise if his victims showed the
slightest delay in obeying his commands.
" Had I known it was a footpad whose wine I
was drinking no thinks I should have enjoyed it
less," said Alfred, with some disgust.
Old Primus gave a chuckling laugh.
" Why so ? Who knows whore the money came
from ? Mayhap, 'twas from the pouch of some
fat old alderman Jerry chanced to meet on tl e

half -defiant.
"
name is Shaw Jacob Shaw, of Bristol,
" And
at your service," he said with a bow.
now good-night, and thanks for thy good com-

THETwothree

And

cally.

was

I

over,

He was

The stranger hesitafed-for a second, and exchanged a swift glance with lkey BarnesThen he raised his head with a gesture that

March

There was a merry look in the blacksmith's
eyes as Alfred strode in upon him.
" None tho worso for thy bout last night ? "
he said with a grin.
" Nay, though 'twas somowhat late and
mcthinks 1 had my share of the wine."
Hammer John smiled again.
" 'Twas not of the drinking bout I spoke.
We
all had our share in that, I'm thinking.
Your
set. to with Punch-Murphy I had in. my mind.
You would pay for training, lad. Will nothing
persuade thee to try thy luck in the ring ? "
Alfred Truscott shook his head, laughing.
" What of thyself, friend ? " he asked.
"Hast
thou given up the game for good and all "
Tho blacksmith smiled.
" Tis too early to talk, but there be rumours
afloat.
If tliero be aught in them you may
hear of tne anon. Meanwhile, I be keeping
myself fit."
" The best of luck to thee when the day
" And may I be
comes," said Alfred heartily.
'.'

there to see."

The two men parted

in

mutual

respect.

They

had taken to one another naturally, but neither
foresaw the queer chain of events which was to,
link their fates in the no distant future.
It was a fine, cloar day, with the crisp tang
of early autumn in it when Alfred and Ins two
iiiends took to the road once more.
For some time their conversation chiofly con-

Give thy fancy rein, Master Truscott.
all unknowingly provided for our entertainment last night may have been some most
worthy and illustrious person. Jerry was butroad.

He who

tho servitor, who handed thee tho tankard.
Of one thing you may be certain. 'Twas not his

money

that

scattered so freely."
the worse," said Alfred, " such
'Tis
rascals are a plague to our English roads.
time they were all hanged so that peaceful folk
could go about their business unhindered."
" All in good time," said the old fiddler cheer" Jerry will hang when his hour comes.
fully.
Meanwhile, there is one way of getting the
"
better of him, and such as he
" How is that ? " asked Alfred.
•
" By travelling as we travel with no money

" So

Fie

much

!

—

in our purse," replied Primus with another
chuckle, " you can't rob a naked man of his
breeches, and you can't rob a traveller who bus
naught but a merry heart to see him on his way.''
The delay at The Two Fishes caused an alteration in the old fiddler's plans.
When the three travellers reached a point
whore tho roads crossed he paused and seemed
to deliberate.
Alfred looked at him inquiringly.
" Lost thy way, Primus f " ho asked.
The old man's droll smile crept slowly over
his genial countenance.
" Nay, lad, there's not a lane nor a foot-path
in the whole country that 1 don't know better
than your stay-at-home knows his own bnckgarden. Yonder lies Fenhurst, but we be too
late now for the wedding.
Tis useless going
tliero now.
To the right is the road .to Chiddingstone."
" Is there aught of interest there ! "
" Not. till a month or more, when wo must be
(here for the fairing.
Thore will bo great
doings.
It might be as well to find out, though,
what preparations are being mado. What say
you to Chiddingstone ? "
" All's one to me " replied Alfred lightly.
.

!

"

How
"

far

Somo

is't ?

"

twelve miles."

" Faith, but

the open road
" Twelve mile

my

to give me
fill of
cried Alfred, with a jovial laugh.

you mean

!

And we've dono as much

!

already

'

but an hour or so to sundown.
" Nay, we'll break the journey," replied
Primus. " I will deal gently with thee until thou
art hardened and hath learnt tho trick of covering
a distance without wasting thy strength. There
We will stay t he
is an art in walking, mark you.
night at Friars Ford. Tia less than three mile
along the road."

and

'tis

" Friars Ford T I like the name," said Alfred.
and I warrant it has an inn which meets with
your approval."
The old fiddler shook his head, smiling.
" 1 cannot promise thee a highwayman and a
"

cerned the mysterious stranger who had so
entertained thoin the previous evening.
Was it possible that they had actually mot
and spent a whole evening in the company of
Jerry Abershaw, the most notorious highway-

bout of fisticuffs at every stopping -place. Master
" Thou wilt find Friars Ford
Alfred," he said.
Tis a quiet, English
dull enough I'm thinking.
village, and oflors naught to those who seek
excitement. It has an inn in truth, but little
cl°e save the mill."
" I'm
" Bless thy heart " exclaimed Alfred.
Tis thou, yon old rogue, who
for a quiet life.
hast led mo astray. Thy Friars Ford will suit me

man

excellently well.

in England T
this time Abershaw was almost a national
celebrity, and bis amazing exploits were discussed—often with a chuckle in every class of
society.
of the stories told about, hirn

At

Many

were, no doubt, inventions.

—

Indeed, there was

I

Lead on

"

!

while tho sun was still
woll above tlic horizon, tho three travellei a
marched abreast into the sleepy village of
Friars Ford.

Less than an hour

later,

{To be continued.)
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TOM SAMTSC
The Weiftern Hero
f

at

OU

are all used to seeing Tom Santschi
of the screen, so for a change here is a
page of photographs of Tom Santschi

home.

Tom

that everyone should have a
r uiet retreat where they can shut themselves
up when they arc feeling grumpy and worried,
and want to have a good old grouse. He himself chooses his study, a cosy room with walls
hung with photographs of his many friend--.
Ho goes right away in there, and whilst he
has a quiet smoke he tells his pictured
pals all about his troubles.
'Twould bo
a far happier world if we all followed
says

at

Work

and Play

His Latest Films.
is now engaged on a

TOM

reelors of

is

a Western typo

series of
for Pathe.

tuo

the star part.

t

suit

!

He

directing these films as well as taking

TOM SANTSCHL
H.s favourite portrait.

10

Pi

"CAN YOU

DORALDINA AS A HAWAIIAN DANCER

WILL ROGERS and a friend reading through his part in
" Boys Will Be Boys," Will's latest picture for Goldwyn.
H.s own boy J mniic has appeared with him in several films.

TOM MOORE.
of Stars

Tom

This is the second of onr series
Favourite Photographs of themselves.

certainly looks very

happy and smiling.

A

scene from

VIOLA DANA'S

RECl

latest starring P>t*«J-J°
teen in the photograph wiib FRAHCis.

r
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crecn Shocks
Some of the most amusing situations on the screen is
when our hero or heroine is in trouble, and we can
laugh when we know that it "all comes right in
the end."
Every one who has seen the
incidents on this page depicted on the screen
will remember the laugh or thrill caused
by these screen shocks.

ry

I

'

;

torch 12<A,

1NISE

THEM

" Sorrentina." VIOLA
and JACKIE SAUNDERS.

entitled

NALD

1921.

?

DANA

"

WHEN A " PROPERTY " BABY

MARIE PREVOST as sbe will appear in " Small Town
Idol," a Mack Sennett production. Marie does not look at
all frightened of tbe animal that was photographed with her.

A

can be

JOE RYAN
'.o

IS

has "shaved

NEEDED

off his

moustache and beard

appear in hero parts, but in this picture with
ELINOR FIELD was taken before the event.

.

IG
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A

Splendid Story of

WEBSTER
HARRY
" Speed " Carr by

CARR

a

was

Man Wko

Impersonated

An

woman.

:

Cinderella.
The slipper was forgotten by Speed till the following morning, when, in emptying his overcoat pocket,
he came across it.
He pushed it into the poekct inside the door of Ills
tOUrlng-C&I with a smile, and started on his journe>
Always in search of something new. Speed had
determined to motor to Los Angeles. He carried on
the baek of the car a complete camping-out kit,
including a tent to sleep in.

Speed was in no hurry, and the first t,wo davs went
very pleasantly. On the evening of the third day he
pitched Ins eainp, and after a good supper went to
bed.
When lie. awoke all that remained ot his
elaborate outfit was the pyjamas he slept in.
His
clothes, money, car. papers— everything had gone.
As a matter of fact, they had been stolen bv tramps,

who had watched Speed making his camp and had
him while he slept. A little wav from hicamp-Speed found a blanket, part of which lie wrapped
round him and the remainder he cut up to make a
sort of mocassins to save his feet from the rough
roads.
As Speed plodded on, thinking that the adventure he had always longed for might have had a
despoiled

beauteous princess in it instead of the painful
on his heel, he saw a motor car approaching.

modern
to
,

have

bllstei

In a
fairy story a girl of radiant loveliness OUghJ
been driving the car, but to keep to the cold

truth, the driver was a very ordinary farmer, accompunied by a very ordinary son, a stout wife, and a

homely daughter.
The romantic Speed sighed but brightened up
when the farmer, having pulled up at Speed's signal <>t
plain,

was going to Los Angeles.
Speed explained his position.
There was something iti his good-looking face and
frank eyes that told the farmer Speed was speaking

distress, said he

the truth.

He not only said he would give Speed a lift into the
city of the cinema, but that he had a spare suit of
clothes belonging to his son— who had bought a new
outfit on the way, which he would be. happv to loan
to the stranded adventurer.
Speed changed behind a roadside tree and entered
When they got to Los Angeles the voting
man thanked the farmer and told him he would
send on the borrowed suit to the address he had
the car.

Speed strolled up
cashier's
window,

to

the

in

his

usual light-hearted way, he
gradually became aware of the
fact that the other customers were
looking at him iu a way that
people look at a freak in a circus.
Speed, catching a glimpse of
himself in
the
dim reflection
afforded by a picture, realised
(hat his homespun clothes were
not calculated to inspire confidence.
Still, there was assurance in his
eyes and voice as, leaning on the
ledge of the cashier's window, he
said
'.iMy name is Harry Webster
Carr,
known in New York a*
S]>ced Carr.
I am a
nephew of
Mr. John Ogden, and I wish

financier.
Neither did Speed give up any considerable part of
his strenuous days and nights to chasing the Blu<
Bird of happiness as represented by love in the form

Angeles.
•*
In case I am delayed by business and cannot
be there to meet you," wrote Uncle John, " T am
sending a letter to my old business friend. Donald
McPherson, instructing him to advance you all Hie
money you require. When I do see you and have the
chance of a talk with yon, we will discuss your future,
and I daresay we can manage a little fishing trip while
we work out the business side."
"Just like good old uncle John." thought Speed.
" Never preaches at one like the rich uncle? in the
play."
Speed got busy on his departure from New York.
He arranged for a farewell dinner, and determined to give his friends a good time. Among the
many stunts he arranged to give the spice oi variety
to the dinner, was a model aeroplane which flew
round the room dropping presents for his guests.
Among the presents was a lady's slipper, fashioned
It
after the famous one in the story of Cinderella.
" For the one whose loot it
bore the inscription
will fit."
But after all the ladies had t ried to wear it,
Speed found it in his pocket, with the adventure before
llhn of trying to rind a girl whose foot was small
enough to claim the distinction of being a modern

Htmself

Adventure.

AS

it.

Speed was no woman hater. In fart, he was very
popular with women, and knew any number of pretty
girls, but not one he had met had yet interfered
with his digestion.
Speed was an average, clean-living young man
His ideal of woman was very high, but his idealism
did not make him a fool.
And so at the age of twenty-six he had successfully eluded :>ll the efforts of the many match-making
mammas, and was still in the romantic stage.
He hoped to meet the " One " before he grew
blase and developed a waist-line.
Speed was getting bored with the artificial social
life of New York when he received a letter from bis
unc le, John Ogden, asking him to meet him in Lo-

1921

president.

This was not a wonderful virtue on Speed's part,
for he had a comfortable income, and be was the
favourite nephew of John Ogden, the millionaire

of

12(4,

got from his benefactor (Speed
also made a mental bet tie would
send a good cheque with the suit,
and made his way to the bank, of
which his
uncle's
friend
was

well-named

his friends.

ever a young man hustled through life i^
was Speed, as we will now eall him, without the
Quotation marks.
He hustled from the first moment he jumped out o;
bed to the time he crawled into it the following
morning.
Usually we associate a hustler with the pursuit of
wealth, but Speed had no use for money, except to
If

spend

March

:

an

advance
of
five
hundred
dollars."
The cashier must have been
brought up a firm believer of the
maxim. " Brevity is the secret of
business."

He wasted no time on

Speed.

" I don't know that you are a
nephew of John Ogden. and it
you told me again I shouldn't
believe you.
I
have heard of
Speed Carr. and you don't look
WALLACE REID as "Speed" Carr and
as
a bit like him.
Now get while the
Sallie McPherson.
^Paramount- Altera fI
going's good."
Speed had a lightning thought of pulling the.
" This make of car. I mean." said SpeeJ.
" I u- 1
cashier out of his rabbit pen, but he decided not to
U« own oue that was just like it."
do so, because at the precise second he raised his
"Oh, you're the man from Judd's agency.''
hand he saw that he had still on his wrist his watch.
" How stupid of me not to have thought ot
the girl.
Bad he reflected another second he might have
it before.
You won't, let father know that I tried to
remembered that his initials were engraved inside the
drive it before you came, will you ? "
ase, and that he might have established his identity
" An oyster would be talkative compared with
in this way, but Speed realising that he was not cutting
mc," said Speed.
a very distinguished figure was only too anxious to
At this moment a grey-haired gentleman eame up,
get out of the bank and into a decent suit of clothes.
and Speed recognised him as Donald McPherson.
When Speed got to the pawnbroker's he decided
He was just wondering how he could introduce himthat he would not use his own name in signing the
self when McPherson put another idea into his hea
pledge book.
" You're from Judd's, eh ? " said the banker.
"
Speed was a real democrat, which is another wav of
shall want yon to teach my daughter how to drive this
saying he was a bit of an aristocrat, and liecause
thing, and act as chauffeur till she gets the hang •>(
he was very fond of his uncle, he did not wish to
the thing.
What's your name ? "
disclose his real identity, even to a pawnbroker.
". Barry Cole," replied
Speed promptly.
So he gave the name of Barry Cole, a racing-man
With his usual swiftness he decided that the position
he had met when he was last in i.os Angeles.
of instructor to the pretty banker's daughter was <
With the money he obtained on his watch. Speed
bi tter post than being the business represent. ith
got himself a suit and sent back the clothes tlte farmer
" I'll just go down to the garage, sir.
oi John Ogden.
had lent him, enclosing some money as an acknowledgand get a few tools. The car wants overhauling "
ment of the kindness.
McPherson nodded. He was not at all concern
The next day Speed found himself wandering about
with the car. He was worrying about what hit
the residential district of the city, wondering how he
happened to another ear Speed Carr. Old John
could explain to McPhersou that lie had arrived.
Ogden had departed without fixing tip the contra i
As he stopped to light a cigarette Opposite the
the hank so much desired, because the millionaire
drive entrance to a big house, a ear came dashing
was worried about the non-arrivai of his nephew.
through the shrubbery, crashed through some trellis" I won't dan single thing till that boy turns up."
work, and brought up against a tree.
he had said. " Something must, have happened to
The driver was a girl, and Speed, with his customary
him. I am going to put the police oil the job. Tfha
quickness, dec ided she was the nicest girt he had ever
worst of it is I have not seen him since he was a (tipper,
She had that elusive type of beauty which
met.
and therefore can't give them a description, if It*
makes a man discovers fresh charm With every glance.
turns up look after him."
.•speed took a good many glances before he decided
MrPhcrson knew that tilt the missing man vuk
tba] the girl wanted help.
When he reached the
found John Ogden would not sign the contract which,
car he had a shock.
It was his own
the one that
meant so much to the hank.
had been stolen from him by the tramps. As ho
Speed, totally unaware that he was such an imporpeered through the bushes he got another shock.
tant person, hurried to the garage to tell Judd's that
The girl had got down from the driving seat and was
he had been engaged by McPherson. By agreeing to
tinkering with the engine. AUtthat S|>eed could see
the firm's preposterous demand in the way of comof her was her feet and ankles, and her feet were shod
mission, he got them to give him a driving license at
with his Cinderella slipper-.
their representative, and taking a few tools he returned
" At last a fairy princess." said Speed to himself.
to his car.
He found his new employer waiting for him
" The adventure is progressing."
and discovered fresh charms in her as he gave her tho
"
"
llrst lesson.
be of

WANDA HAWLEY

I

I

c

'

I

I

•

t

—

;

Aloud he said,
Can I
any service ?
" If you know anvthing about cars you can."
the girl. " This is a new one to inc. My
dad bought it second-hand, and I should have
waited till-the man from Judd's motor agency taught
inc how to drive it.
I took a chance and I think I
have smashed it up."
" Not quite that." said Speed. " though you have
had a pretty good try.- Let me help you."
He repaired some minor breakages and. then took
the driving seat.
In a few minutes he had hacked the
car out ot the shruhherx and got it on the path.
" Vou do understand cars," said the girl, admirre

plied

,

ingly.

" Well.
Speed.
"

ThH

The

I

am

;

1

rather familiar with thi* car," said

"
car ?
looked up inquiringly

girl

When they returned to the McPherson mansion.
Speed had made two discoveries. One was that the
girl was called Sallie
the other that he was in loviv
for the first time in his life.
Speed determined that,
he would so do his job that there would be no chance
of losing it, and he succeeded so well that as Sallie got
out of the car she rewarded him with a dazzling smile
" You're a wonderful driver," she said, " but what.
I like best about you is that you are promt of your
Most chauffeurs I have known have wanted toj
job.
give one the impression that they were dukes in diaguise.
1 hate a man to pretend to be something
which he isn't.!'
" oh, I'm fond of my job," said Speed nastily. " I
don't know that I've had a job that suited *mH
better."

'
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A

Grandfather's Clock.

WE

.took tho grandfather's clock from
tho first to tho fifth floor, and hid it
tho linen cupboard.
Tho next
morning tho concierge camo up to me, and
said
" Have you <rot my clock, Mr. Arthur ?'
" I searched my pockets, and assured hifti
it was not there
in

:

'

!

Hints for Fancy Dress
were two gorgeous fancy dress
balls," Arthur rattled on, With the

THERE

EDNA FLUGRATH.

"
vivacious enthusiasm of youth.
as Kipps.
At the second,

went to one

Keep Your Eye on
George K. Arthur.

DO

won

you remember
some weeks ago
HAROLD SHAW.
I told you that
there was a potential star in our own film
world, who might one- day rival Charlie
.

I

I

It was in
costume all covered with wood shavings,
and called myself 'The Man from the Plains' !*"

the

first

1

am

sure

all

my

readers will wish our

now

star continued success* in filmland.

Miners' Swollen Head.

from the pictures with a nauseating memory,
but there is never any fear of this in a Harold

one

as

feels

to

inclined

call

George K," is the most unaffected
of mortals, and he will tell you everything in the world but the fact that he went off
lo the war when he was just over fifteen, and
won tho Croix de Guerre.
Before the ordeal of that terrible trade
show, which has the power to wreck or make
a star, he gaily went to Switzerland for winter
sports.
Certainly he made things lively at the
hotel
here are a few of his escapades after

—

falling in love 1

might add

— between ourselves.

THE

famous producer, Harold Shaw, discovered George K. Arthur. Mr. Shaw's

ideal in filmland is never to give to the
public anything but a really clean and wholesome story. Nobody could persuade Harold
Shaw to produce a sordid picture of life, or a
travesty of it.
He is not only a great producer, but a great idealist, too, which means
much to the British picturegoer. Few of us
care to see an unpleasant story, with the
" seamy " sido of life strongly coloured, for
effect.
It is a hateful thing to como away

Shaw

production.

ACTIONS
"

"

are stronger than words, and
here are a few of Harold Shaw's favourite
" House of Temperley,"
productions.
Bootle's Baby," " V.C. Brother Officers,"

Me and My Moke."

" England's Menace,"
London," " Liberty Hall," " Heart
of a Child," "iTrue Tilda," and last, but not
:

Lil o'

Kipps."

least,

K. ARTHUR and some kindred
decided to have a great rag ono

propitious night.
" I made up a dinner table of about thirtyfour people, and every man had a girl each sido
pi him
and after each course we shiftpd down
two, so that we got two different girls every
time the plates were changed, which wc found
most successful, as it helped to thaw the ice,
;

A

many

Edna Flugrath has been
oi the

above pictures.

Novel Dinner Party.

GEORGE
sports

Jazz Night in a Swiss Hotel.
waxed furiously. At a tabic

FUNby, there were
officers

a party of

Army

Cologne,"

said

from

;

GEORGE
hurry,
pin "

Realism.

FLUGRATH, who plays Emma so
EDNA
brilliantly in " Kipiis," doesn't believe
wearing crepe de Chine underwear
is playing tho part of a little maid of
She likes to feel that she is suitably
clothed throughout for the characterisation of
her part. For the time being she is the
person, the real Emma.
She lifted up her
skirt in explaining this to me. and showed mo
a torn ftill in her little black petticoat,
fastened with a safety pin.
in

when she
all work

Another New Star on the British Film
Firmament.

Kathleen Vaughan, an amazingly
ABOVE
pretty Irish
is

girl.
With small, regular
features, bewitching dimples, and the
sweetest of smiles, to say nothing of merrv

brown

—

!

A

^
S
far as actual "work goes," Kathleen
Vaughan told me, " 1 miss the words,
the voice.
All tho same, film workis fascinating
the more one does, tho more
one likes it. My first film work was the lead
in
Handy Andy,' under Mr. Bert Wynne."
:

'

An

Adventure.

^XDY ANDY" was filmed in the Wicklow

HI

Mountains during the present disturbances.
One night Kathleen Vaughan.
with a friend, was held up by a masked "man,
who pointed two revolvers at them. This incident happened soon after the death of tho
Lord Mayor of Cork. Explanations followed,
nnd they were allowed to pass on unmolested.

A

Lover of Books.

K \THLEEN VAUGHAN

down my

Had Not Seen

face

and neck.

When they came to a river,
swam across, with the cart

we 'jammed' all the handles of the
doors.
And there was a certain professor who happened to bo a bit of a
'kill joy," so we put jam and cream
into his bed, and he didn't know about
he got between the sheets
Having exhausted our resources in the
jam line, we hid ail the boots under
the lift, the next morning there was
a general

A

call for

boots

1
!

lived

in

(GEORGE

ARTHUR) and Ann become sweethearts in " Kipps," the film version
oi H. G. Wells's famous book.
Kipps

K.

i IV'

they just
behind.

Wise Mother.

ALWAYS

liked acting, and always
wanted to go on the stage,''
Kathleen
Vaughan told me.
Luckily my mother was philosophical, and said
If the talent is
"
there, you cannot stop it.'
Edith Xefean.

I

!

'

"The

Africa until a few years ago.
Before she left Africa for England, she had never walked upstairs,
seen a horse, a boat, or train; she lived
right up country, in a mining camp,
and the mails were brought up to the
camp in a cart drawn by mules.

last all the staid persons
and in due course

until

in

a Horse.

KATHLEEN VAUGHAN

ivtired for the night,

it

that she

.

She also played Miranda,
Tempest," at the Aldwych.

!

REMEMBER

However, at

me

lead in a real children's play at tho
Repertory Theatre, Birmingham. The
artiste who was to play the lead in
" Where the Rainbow Ends " was
taken ill. At ten o'clock one morning,
Kathleen Vaughan was asked to tako
her place, and at two o'clock she was
due at the theatre, and took the pari

nothing more, for a
eliampagne bucket full of icy
w ater was banged upon my head
like a hat, and it wouldn't come oft
for ages.
I sat helpless, with roars
of laughter in my ears, and cold water
•

tells

tremendously fond of reading. She
danced in the production of " Judith,"
at tho Kingsway, and she played the
is

Tit for Tat.

trickling

She

"hair.

The Voice versus Films.

!

1

and masses of dark

;

" One, a good sport, a
K. George.
major, had a fascinatingly bald head.
When we reached the ice course,
scooped out tangerines were served,
with ice cream in the centre.
The
devil in me made me long to smash one
of these things on the chap's bald
head: it was irresistible whizz
Over
it. went,
and reached the spot

—

eyes,

has just signed a two years' contract with the
Ideal Film Company.
She is playing the
lead in two of their films at the same time,
something in the nature of a record, 1 believe.
One film is " The Old Country," under the
direction of Mr. E. V. Bramble
the second,
" Belphegor, tho Mountebank," produced
by

Bert Wynne.

What He Has Done.

starred in

A

usually the

" but J
assured me
feel that for a torn
K. ARTHUR.
frill and possibly in a
Emma would have used a safety

!

i'haplin? Well, lie has arrived. He leapt
into fame at tho trade sliow of " Kipps,"
nnd of course he is George K. Arthur. His age
is twenty-two, and I shouldn't be surprised
if he is earning as big a salary as any artiste in
tkia country.
There was at first a fear that
his young genius would be whisked off across
'"
Hie
herring pond," but Fate is kind, and ho
has signed a contract with Stpll's.
His next picture will be " Hear Fool," by
Artemas, whose satires on English life during
the war caused so much amusement.

KIPPS,"
"

am

tidiest of persons,' she

a"

Harold Shaw, the Producer of " Kipps."

i

" I

prize for originality.

'

:

'

t

.
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"DOUBLE SPEED.

in his eyes as lie

There was something

This

rather confused Sallie.

By

(Continued from
page 16.

1

12th.

1921.

RUTH ROLAND

spoke that

young man was

in-

clined to be daring, she thought. as she turned to go
in the house, sayiug very stiffly: "I shall require
you to-uiorrow at the same time."

A WEEK

The New Chauffeur.

No.

6

CARE OF THE COMPLEXION

pleasantly for Speed,
and he began to tear that every morning
work Mr. MePherson
he turned up to
would send tor him and ask him how much longer
It was going to take him to teach the girl to drive.
As a matter of fact Sallie already knew everything
speed could teach her about a car, and a lot more
about love, but so far a-s the young man was concerned he had made up his mind that he would carry
on till he was stopped.
One morning there came t Ik? message that Mr.
MePherson wished to see the chauffeur.
"That's done it." groaned Speed. " The old
man has got vise to my game. I reckon there'll be
a chauffeur at liberty in a few minutes."
But it was a totally different proposition that Mr.
MePherson put before Speed.
"Sit down," said the banker as he eyed Speed
" Von look fairly' intelligent."
narrowly.
" 1 try to, sir," said Speed modestly.
The banker coughed, cleared his throat, and
seemed at a loss to proceed.
" I am going to put a rather peculiar request to
you." he said at last. " You " may have heard ot
John Ogden, the millionaire ?

passed

very

Read these helpful articles and be
convinced that every woman can, it
she wishes, be beautiful

nnd keeping

it
firm— the ben-;
zoin also has a pleasant fragrance, and its occasional use
in the bath is also advisable.

'

Rouge.

PERSONALLY
rouge,

believe in
many instances'" its use
permissible.
painter
often
A
touches tip a lovely portrait,
nnd if a touch of colour improv es
one's appearance, it is silly net
to use it
only be careful to get
rouge in harmony with your
colouring." as Moore the poet IttW
scng in describing a beautiful

—

" The bank of which I am president has entered
The papers should
.into a big contract with Ogden.
have been signed over a week ago, but a fellow named
Carr, Ogden's nephew, who should have met him in
The result is that
i.os Angeles, did not turn up.
I
»>2den will do nothing till this nephew is found.
have made certain arrangements, and Ogden expects
to meet his nephew here when he arrives to-night.
J fully expected that this C'arr would have been here
private inquiry agents as good as promised
as
me he would, but they failed to get hold of him. So
you will realise that 1 am in a peculiar position. The
point is would you pretend to be Ogden's nephew
just for a night*, and do you think you could play

maiden

Do Not Frown.

POISE

and a cultivation of
calm means
much for
a countenance free from

"Oh, 1 think I could play the part all right," said
part?,
Speed, "in fact I'm rather' good at playing "
but wouldn't Ogden recognise me as a fraud V
"No. That's where you have snch an easy job.
The old man hasn't seen his nephew since he was a

dently.
" Well, there
ber.

is

Your name

I've

only one thing for you to rememis

Harry Webster (.an and you

are known a* Speed Carr."
" That will be quite easy, sir."
Speed was i" 'he reception-room when Mr. Ogden
As he caught sight of the yoima man the
arrived.
millionaire rushed forward and grasped him by the

hand.

"You're my nephew. Speed Carr.
known you anywhere.' You're the

should have

living

imam-

ot

our mother.**'
"How simple it i-< to deceive people," muttered
MePherson. " Ogden accepts this man as the real
thing without a question."
As soon as he could get the millionaire to himself
MePherson hurried him away to the library. Speed
was playing the part so well that Mr. MePherson
who hail never really been happy with the business,
began to have serious misgivings. He realised that
tlie chauffeur, in the guise of the millionaire's nephew
could do a lot of harm.
He might borrow money on
the strength of Ogden's. name.
A cold shiver ran
liowu the banker's spine' as the possibilities of the
;

.

I

(Continue

I

on paje 20.)

.

lines*

or wrinkles.

pet

iiito

careless

People often
habits

ot

frowning over trifles, or letting
Gentle
their
mouth sag ot tbo corners.
massage, if one has made a study of the
facial muscles.- is often good, but improperly

kid."

\ery good-looking young fellow, and Sallie was very
romantic.
" By the way, how is my daughter getting on with
her driving lessons ? She ought to have picked up
the thing by now."
" Well, sir, she has in a way.
But f think it would
be advisable for me to be in the car with her for a
little longer, just to give her more confidence."
" We'll talk about that to-morrow. Cole.
.Vow
you had better get ready to go with me to fix up
about those clothes."
That night Mr. MePherson and Speed had a sort
of dress rehearsal before the arrival of Mr. Ogden.
" You'll do," said Mr. MePherson.
" I don't suppose Ogden's real nephew would cut a better figure
than you."
" 1 feel sure he wouldn't," remarked Speed confi-

j

:

"

got an uncle wh'o hasn't seen me since 1 was a kid."
"Never mind about your uncle," said Mr. McPher" Will you do the job 1 "
aon,
" You can count on me, but what about clothes ? "
said Speed.
"Oh, you can get a dress suit down town. You've
a figure that's easy to fit.
What I'm worrying about
is will you pass muster as a guest."
"I think you'll find me all riaht there." assured
" You see, 1 used to be in a better position
Speed.
once."
Mr. MePherson looked up sharply. A thought
had just crossed his mind that this chautfeur was a

:

" Cheek
flushing
white
and
softened red
Mingling, tints, as when there
glows
In snowy w bite and bashful rose.

my

"No more he has," said Speed absently.
" said the banker sharply.
" What's that
" Why I was thinking it very strange, sir. but

do not use

I

is

Speed nodded.

the part ?

I

but

AS

n tiny pirl 1 was taught ihnt one triust
be clean bodily, mentally, anil spiritually, and to that splendid lesson I

attribute my complexion, which enables me
"
to face the merciless camera " close-up*
without grease-paint, powder, or rouge.

Treatment

EVERY
water,

at Night.
night 1 tnUe

and
but

Castile,

lukewarm
soap

pure

personally

(not hot)
prefer

my

choice

is

and make a pood, stilt lather,
well into the akin of my face nnd
neck.
After several rinses of cooler water.
1 make the flesh linn and close the pores with
a bit of ice. rubbed gently until the cheeks
glow.
1 follow this with a pood nourishin;.'
It is not passible to recommend
night -cream.
any particular sort some skins require one
with a glycerine base, while others are lex
oily, find a cream with a cocoa-butter foundation is wiser.
The sensible method is to find
n good cream, and then adhere to that particular kind.
it

—

before

powdering

my- face
to use only a

most careful
good rice powder ns many powder*
which adhere well nnc apt to contain white
lend or bismuth, both of which a>e injurious
to the skin),
rub well into the pores a g>od
cleansing cream —almost any reliable Mieatric.il
cold cream will do.
After removing nil of this
that is possible with n soft cloth, apply the
powder, which applied thusly does not clog
the pores. a*it would if applied without use of

—

I

the cleansing

cream previously.

For Enlarged Pores.
one notices any enlarge!

IF

the

1

.

pores, or

for

prevention or eradication of any
on the face, a simple astringent

line*.

either witch-hazel, or n diluted
benzoin, are excellent, in toning

The Foundation

—

tincture of
ur< tire skin

of a

Good Complexion.

radiant,
THEfrom
proper

perfect health which come*,
exercise, right thought*,
nnd the avoidance of envy. hate. fear,
self -pity, or cynicism, and a proper proportion
of good honest work. nnd. good, honest play,
A I*"
is the foundation of a good complexion.
1
nm not a heavy eater, and am careful t«i
avoid rich foods* or an over-indulgence in

sweets.

never ta-te liquor in any form, nor d<>
smoke. A cup of coffee in the morning,
with boiled milk, not cream, nnd plenty or
good, pure water and fruit juices, comprise
I

I

my

Choose Your Powder Carefully.

INYARIAHLY
(and 1 am

—

(some

Cuticura),

rubbing

or carelessly done it results in sagging
muscles. A good facial massage once a month.
and an occasional use (gently) at home of an
Lut it must be carefully
electric vibrator
given to a small part of the skin at a time,
ns the thing desired is to stir up the Inay
muscles, and increase the .blood supply of
1
find a good
the part of one's skin.
steaming once in a while most excellent -as
it rids
my complexion oi even the slightest
impurity.

.

liquid diet.

It
goe* without saying that ns much
out-of-door life a« one can manage is exl.aat, but
cellent for health and complexion.
not least, insist on plenty of good, fresh air
Pure air. and nn
in your sleeping, room.
av oidance of heav y draught*, never give anv
one ft cold on the contrary, lack of clean
air is almost sure to result in illness.
While beauty is affirmed to be '" only skin
deep "—-it is a fact Hint we all admire a lovelp
complexion, whether it Vie the velvety slyf'
of a darling baby, or the still delicate texturu,
of skin possessed by •tine's grandmother. r*-j,;
miniseent of the tiny s n lien she wn»
mm
.
reigning belle.
Everything that is worth while in tliif
world takes time nnd care to achieve, omll
no matter how.
there are no cosmetics made
costly that will disguise- a neglected corhplexionu
•

—

—

—

|
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ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK FAT THAT SHOWS
SOON DISAPPEARS

Trie Third of This S eries wKxcli Deals witk the Love Stcry
rguerite Clark and Lieut. H, Palmerston ,YiUtams
of

Ma

=====

1

By

LOUELLA PARSONS

and stays where it is
a hindrance to acttvil
Many forms of advloe
to reduce weight have been advanced, such as starvation, dieting, dangerous drugs, excessive exercise,
etc., all of which are either unpleasant or dangerou*.
The latest, most modem, and pleasant way to
take off burdensome fat is to take after each meal
and at bedtime an oil of orilene capsule and follow
dmp'e healthlul rules of living.
Prominent

not needed

Marguerite began to dread the time when she
would Have to return to the north anil tako up
She took a real
her moti'orl picture eafeer.
f-iivnirio delight in the protection and admiration of this stalwart youth who acted as if
he were afraid a breath of cold wind might
.blow on her.
'

'

To

Cora Approves.
who
CORA,
tenders

had frowned at

all

other prethe lovely

heart
of
to the
Marguerite, favoured the lieutenant. His
.family, as good as her own, were of the old
south; he had wealth, breeding, and every

making an ideal husband.
eve of Marguerites return home,
Lieut. Williams said to her
May I come north and see yon ? "

qualification for

On

the

fat that comefl

a burden

is

and a curb upon

;

pleasure.

get rid of fat at the rate of one, two, or three

pounds a week, take these agreeable-tasting little
capsules daily, as mentioned, until you weigh what
you should. No wrinkles will remain to show where

came

the fat

off.

Oil of orilene capsules arc for sale by all chemists
at 3/- per packet.
If you prefer to have them come
to you. direct, post-free, send the amount to the
1). J. Little Co., :J7, Hatton Garden, London,
and bid good-bye to excessive fat.

E.C.,

:

"

:
'

1

reply.
"'I

hope you

will,"

was Marguerite's earnest

want you to meet

my

family.

May I
tunately they are in the north now.
"
bring my mother to see you ?
Marguerite blushingly admitted that was the
one thing in the world she hoped he would do.
I am coming north to see Miss Marguerite,"
the dashing young officer said to Cora, as he bade
" I want to ask
i hem farewell at the station.
your permission to pay my addresses to your
sister after I have brought my parents to call
on her ? "
In less than a week the lieutenant had kept
He had come north. His family,
his word.
who own large lumber interests in the south,
spend their winters in Washington, where they
He startled his
are very prominent socially.
mother by walking in on her one day and
announcing he had come to enlist her aid in
helping him win a bride. At fu'st just at
the very first the aristocratic Mrs. Williams
was not entirely pleased with her son's decision
But, then, she met our
to marry an actress.
iittle Marguerite, and was so charmed with her
breeding, her poise and her beauty, she entered
into the love affair, and was one of the most
enthusiastic supporters of the romance.

—

—

MARGUERITE CLARK at home.
Read This First.

MARGUERITE CLARK

was only a tiny curlyhaired child when her father and mother
died but she was well looked-after by her
sister, Cora, who was then eighteen.
Cora realised
her little sistcr"s abilities, and had her trained to
•lance
and then one day came Marguerite's chance
to dance on the stage, and from that day she began

—

A

During the war Miss Clark was pressed into service
at each Liberty Loan drive, and there was a gooddeal of rivalry as to whether she loved better the
Army or the Navy. The Navy claimed her, because
of the attentions of a young lieutenant-commander
who had' known her from babyhood
but when he
was called to sail, the Army thought they had a
good chance to get in some good work.
:

Marguerite Meets Lieut. Williams.
HE next stop on the Liberty Loan toxir was

rT"r

New

I

Orleans.

A

gallant

young

Southerner, Lieutenant H. Palmerston
Williams was detailed to meet Marguerite at
the train and act as her escort during the
drive in the south.
" I have come in the name of the army to
protect and help you," said the tall, handsome
lieutenant, who towered over Marguerite.
She
meastires just four feet eleven from the tiny toe
of her satin slipper to her reddish golden head.
" Oh, thank you
The army is always
!

kind," answered Marguerite, trying not to see
the admiration in Lieut. Williams' eyes.
" We ask a fair chance with the navy," lie
"

You

have it," was her answer.
happened in the month of April.
For two weeks Lieut. Williams fought crowds,
rushed Miss Clark through mobs and acted as
her bodyguard. He saw men go down in their
pockets and give every cent, they could afford
lor the glorious cause, and all because of the
oratory and personality of a slender little girl,
lie saw her charm crowd afiVr crowd, and
never complain once of being tired.
Isn't she marvellous ? " he asked his brother
shall

all

officers.

They agreed with him,
this eligible

winking slyly at
young man's obvious interest.

AmHB€fl and Interests Kiddies -nd Grown nps Alike. The Film
Novelty th»t is creating :i >ensation wl»*rever it is shown.
>elling in Thousands. One of the Etegeyt Nove'tics of Recent
rears ThisN a
PICTTJRFSCOPr'
STEREOSCOPE (with Picture
1

Kinema Films, tha
h

ivi-

actually he. n

shown at various
"

Picture
PI ice

Paluc
Piclure

s
iii

Focus t
suit «ight. nd hoM
to the Hunt, the
result will Astonish and Delight You. All the 100 Picture*
are different nd the nT jects Widely Assorted. Cur .-pecial
Price, complete in Neat Box.
t Post Free. A B»rg in Novelty. Amusing to All. s ti.-f iction or >toD"y R ek, FREE :— IllnsWat h s, Clrcks, Jewellery,
tr.ted Catalogue Post Free.
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SlLKODOHO
MAGIC lAIR REMEDY
t

married

in

To prove to you how quickly
SILKODONO banishes Dandruff. Scurf. Itching, and Scalp
Irritation, and to show you
how it Strengthens. Br ghtens.
and brines wavy abundance to

September.

honeymoon, and then Marguerite came home
contract with Famous PlayeisAt the expiration of her contract her

to finish her

who

is,

you may know, a

.

exactly what their husbands tell them to do,"
" But here I am, wanting to
said Miss Clark.
I am an
please Lieut. Williams in all things.
old-fashioned wife in every sense of the word."
The war, at the time of their marriage, took

He never failed to call
Lieut. Williams away.
his little wife up on the long distance telephone
every day. Marguerite used to wait at the
studio, fearing she would miss one of those
tender messages that floated over the'wire.
As for her choice now, she says there was
never any doubt in her mind she always loved
army

hair that has previously been
thin, weak, faded or falline out. we will send you

\

FREE.

."^

millionaire,

insisted his wife come south and tako a long
holiday.
She has rested lor over a year, and is
just now returning to the screen.
" I always laughed at the women who do

the

A POWFRFUL

:

A quiet little wedding in the early
morning at a little church. They had a brief
Lasky.
husband,

Consists nf

Holder.) Size 2} ins. long,
rn.uk' of BUuk Metal. H«a
Powerful Lens and is sent
complete with 100 P c
Hires, whiih are complete sect ions of Rea/

and Lieut. H. Palmerston

Williams were

I

*

7

days SUPPLY.

wiih Book of Iustructiorjs.
women, men. and
for
children, onreceipt of your
name and address, and

in stamps to cover postage
bottles 1/6. Soz.. 2/6; 16oz.. t/6;

and packingi 4oz.
sprinkler tops: of
Chemists, Hairdressers and Stores or d reet from Silk's •
Dept. Y, Red Lion St .Holborn, London W.C 1

6d.
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» Toilet Co.,

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness deprives you of employment, pleasures, and
in life. If you wish to prosper and enjoy
strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence in
li f e.
yourself by using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. Guaranteod Cure in 12 days. Used by
Vice-Admiral to Seaman. Colonel to Private. D.S.O.'s,
MC's. M M 's, and D C.M.'s. Merelv s<»nd 3 penny stamps

many advantages

for

particulars.

— GOOFRT

ELLIOTT-SMITH.

T,td.,536.Imoer'a' Buildings Ludgate Circs. London. E C.

best.
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said.

This
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September Bride.

MARGUERITE

;

to climb the ladder of fame.

Unfor-

— That

DO YOU KNOW?
J.

Stuart Blackton, the well-known
a painter, an author, and a yachting

producer, is
enthusiast as well

— That

?

*

*

takes between four and five thousand
drawings to make one reel of. an animated
cartoon ?
*
*
»
*
That the drawings are magnified- on the
screen at least 25 times ?
*
*
•
That Dorothy Dalton can wield a canoepaddle like an expert ?

—

—

it

Full Sized

Men

men who win
success in

business ami
If you are under full siz", increase your
snffial life.
height by the Girvan Scientific Treatment, provided
you are under forty. This trea'mcnt has even increased the height of soldiers after years of arm-'
drill had failed to so. Students report from 2 to 5
inches increase. Send a postcard for particulars an 1
our £100 guarantee, to Enquiry Dept. C.T., 17,
Stroud Green Road, London. N.4.

MM

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
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"Picture

H

Show.

—
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DOUBLE SPEED."

{Continued from

LUPINO

parte IS.)

.scheme Dashed across his mind. Colo seemed straight
enough, but .f lie chose to abuse the confidence lie
had placed in him anything might happen. At all
costs he must get Ogden to sign the papers and
Linage Cole into a chauffeur again.
In the meantime Speed was having a good time,
hut though he went from room to room he could not
lind Sallie.
At last he caught her just as she was
>
descending the stairs.
" You ? " gasped the girl.
" What does this
mean? If my lather sees you he will send for t lie

WHEN
door

the stage-

at the

Mr. Ogden went away beaming.
" How dare you pretend to 1* Mr. Ogdcn'3
nephew ? " whispered Sallie indignantly.
" I am," replied Speed.
" 1 mean," he added
hurriedly, " ] am obliged to say I am.
Don't worry
about it, Sallie. I'll explain all when we have a

moment

together."
" 1 can't bear the thought of you pretending to
he what you are not," said Sallie tearfully. " You
know it is the one thing I despise."
" But I can assure you that it can all be explained."
,said Speed skilfully piloting the girl into an alcove
away from the reception-room.
" Sallie, you know I love yon," he whispered. " and
1
feel sure you love me.
1 read it in yxuir eyes yesterday. Say you love me.
Say it, dearest."
" Yesterday I believed in you," said Sallie. turning
away her head tor fear he should read another contession in her eyes.
" But I promise I can explain all," said Speed.
He bent forward and kissed tlte girl.
" Oh, let me go " pleaded Sallie tremblingly.
" Oh, look
There's Sir. Ogden and father* " •
Speed turned to find the banker and Mr. Ogden
looking at them. McPherson 's face was purple with
suppressed fury, but Ogdeu's was wreathed in
He evidently approved of his nephew's
smiles.
!

choice.

Mr. McPherson was in a terrible dilemma,
ne
wanted to get Speed alone so that he could tell him
just what he thought of him. but that astute young
gentleman always managed to keep close to his
uncle.
But at the same time he found an opportunity
to speak to Sallie alone.
"There's nothing lor it now, dear, but to elope.
We must get married before your father can stop us.
It you don't he will be sure to send you away."
At first. Sallie would not entertain the suggestion,
but Speed brought her to his way of thinking, and
they made arrangements to meet early iu the morning.

Speed had now to get out of the house before
McPherson could collar him, and he achieved this
by going up to the banker when his uncle was with
him and saying he had received an urgent telephone
message, but that he would be back iu the morning.
" All right, my boy," said Ogden.
" But don't
he late.
There are certain papers I have promised to
sign and they require your endorsement.
It is a
pity you have to run off like this."
Speed gave his uncle a wink as he looked at
Mcl'hersou. and the old gentleman nodded antler*
standingly.
He saw that Speed did not wish to talk to
.Mcl'hersou at that moment, and, anxious to help
him iu his love affair with Sallie. he carted the banker
to the bullet

while Speed

made good

hi? escape.

was very early next morning when Sallie stolo
IT out of the house and went to the lane where
Sjx>ed was waiting with the car.
Speed had
explained the true story to her briefly on the. pre\ious night, and he went into details as they rode
along.

"So you see. dear, when he finds out that I really
am John Ogden '8 nephew he will forgive us and we
happy ever after as they do in the story
hooks."
"I think wo might have told him the truth and
then got married without eloping," said Sallie, *ut
only half-heartedly.
"My dear Sallie, you father is in such a tempo*
that he would not listen to reason now.
I cau't
iltord to take any ri.-ks of losing you."
I.eforc they had gone many miles they saw a car

shall live

j

.

following them.
" It's daddy " cried Sallie.
Speed grinned.
" Then xnH give daddy a good run before
he has
his breakfast."
Ho had nude arrangements with a minister overnight, and bj dodging down a lane and throwing his
Pursuers otl the track, Speed got to the minister's
!

nearly

laughed

—

it

seemed so absurd,
somehow, to think of
that little animated
funniosity ever being
a state of repose.

in

Many people;

LUPINO LANE.

I

share
my
imagine,
Indeed, I have heard several express
the belief that in the dead of night, when all
the little Lanes are sleeping (assuming, of course,
that there dr* any little Lanes), Lupino arises
feeling.

and beneath tlie silv'rv moon twists and twirls
and charms his" agile limbs into new and weird
manifestations
art.
contortionist's
of
the
" Otherwise, how does
he keep so supple ?
they plaintively demand, though at least one
gentleman has grudgingly (and inelegantly)
admitted to me that he supposes " rhe poor
little bloke floes rest sometimes."
Apparently he does.
Anyway. I know I
unwillingly explored Coventry Street for the
space of thirty minutes while Mr. Lane completed his beauty sleep.

1921

A LANE OF

::

:.

MANY TURNINGS

The Fairbanks'

Principle.
There are many
little pause.
pauses in Mr. Lane's conversation, which partly explains why he is at
once one of the easiest and one of the in>>st
difficult people to interview.
Y'ou ask him a
question, he replies briefly and to the point,
and while you are writing down the answer
there is dead silence. He does his part, you on
yours no time is wasted. It is all very businesslike and convenient.
After a moment, however, he volunteered a
little bit of information.
" At present I am negotiating for the film
rights of a very well-known book, by a popular
author," he remarked.
" Oh," I ejaculated brightly, in a " Do tell me

THERE
such

was a

little

:

"

all

tone.

" But," concluded Mr. Lane imperturbably,
am afraid 1 cannot tell you anything about
it at the moment."
" Perhaps you will give me a little information about tlie type of work you intend doing
for the Fox Company ? " 1 suggested, trying to
keep curiosity aud disappointment out of my
" I

'•'

Conviviality

WHEN

finally

I

the arm of a chair, attired in a bath-robe,
already engaged in the delicate art of make-up.
Of his surroundings I can give no clear account.
1 seem to have the remembrance of a lot of
comfort crowded into rather a small space
and yes. certainly I have a recollect ion of
conviviality and a corkscrew on the dressingtable.
But that's neither here nor there.
(Decidedly it wasn't here.) In the background
bustled a hefty dresser, while just behind the
star himself sat a gentleman wlio appeared
much interested in the proceedings, and
secretly intent on discovering just how au
" interview
is conducted.
:

'

The Fox Contract.
of
NOW,
lately

all

the " movie " gossip

1

nothing has interested

have read
me more

than the announcement that during his
recent trip to the States Mr. Lane was signed up
for films by William Fox,
1 asked my host to
verify this statement.
"Yes, it is quite true," Mr. Lane admit led.
"I have a six months' contract with Mr. Fox.
to take effect in the spring, after which I shall
return to Mr. Cochran."
And with that he
applied a generous dab of grease-paint.

Were you

discovered
by Mr. Fox while
you were appearing on the stage in Afgar ? "
" story."
asked,
scenting
a
romantic
1
Mr. Lane, however, is not romantic—^nt least,
" No." he replied briefly,
not in interviews.
working assiduously on his features. " 1 received'
introduction
to
him
through my work over
my
'

'

'

that

fc?o

unmolested.

was

'

Only then he remembered he required

but Speed solved the difficulty
by forcing two country people into the car. 15ut as
they were driving oft to the church the pursuing
car appeared round the corner.
Once again Sliced acted up to his name.
"There's no law against being married in a car. I
guess," he said.
And with the car travelling at tup
speed, the witnesses trying to protest, and an angry
father in pursuit, Speed and Sullic were married.
Dropping tho minister and the witnesses. Speed
tore along at a terrible rate, and owe more dodging
his pursuers, he reached McPherson's house.
After a bath and u brush down he went into the
set back,

library.

His uncle was sitting at the tabic with a bundle of
papers before him.
" Oh, here you are. Speed.
Just countersign those
papers. The money i< part oi your estate, and It
needs your signature."
As Speed l»ent dow n to sign Mr. McPherson rushed
in. followed by detectives who had bevn with him in
the car.

Mr. Lane embellished his cheeks with some
rouge.
" 1 shall

do a

with four- or
said,

series of two- or three-reelers.
five-reel pictures in between,'" he
work will be on the Fairbanks

"and my

principle."
I carefully noted this
patiently for me.

May

I

down, Mr. Lane wailing

say anything about salary ? " 1 asked
the impertinence inherent in

at length, with
interviewers.

me

Mr. Lane turned and gave
very pleasant smiles.
" I'd
mind,'"

say

one of

Ins

much
lie

it will

rather you .didn't, if you don't
said confidentially. " though you can
be a very nice one, if you like."

An Old-Timer.
LANE'S dresser brought forth a
MR.wig
of startling appearance, and
the star adjusted

it

he became a

blae!;

while
lit tit-

more loquacious
" You know," he

said, as though pursuini
I like film acting
suke. Have been at it for twelv e year!
started with the Ideal
I
now, off and on.
Company, under the direction of WillianJ
is a member of a verf
myself,
like
Kellino who,
old theatrical family. And then 1 played in 1

the prev ious train of thought, "
for its

own

'Homeland' and Kinekature comedies. " si
yon see 1 am something of an ' old-timer.'
"Folks prophesy that you are going to di
'

'

w;onderful things in America. Mr. Lane. Froul
accounts Mr. Fox considers he has a tremenj.
dous ' find in you," I remarked.
But Lupino woi/d have none of that.
-"
Oh. no." he insisted. " I'm just an ordin.nv
person, and will do nothing startling at ail.
nil

'

]

Quite ordinary."
in that wig.
.Well, he didn't, look it
"There's one thing 1 nm proud of, though.''
he said in conclusion. " and that is that
commenced my theatrical career at the age of
three, when I appeared at the Prince of Wales
Aladdin ' is my
Theatre, in Birmingham.
twenty-second pantomime "

—

I

'

!

.

May HEnsracL

that.

witnesses.

This was a

voice.

"

and Comfort.

was ushered into the
presence chamber, it was to find my
victim much reireshed and. seated on

here."

The Elopement.

London

Hippodrome, addressing me as his maternal parent, requested
ine to step back again
in half an hour's time,
as Mr. Lupino Lane
" resting,"
I
was

police."
*"
Oh no. he won't. I am here on your father's
invitation." said Speed.
At that moment old John Ogden came out of the
library, and with a happy smile on liis face came up
to Sallie.
" And what has this good-for-nothing nephew of
he cried, giving bpeed a
mine been telling you ?
playful pat on the back.
Sallie was too bewildered to reply, but Speed was
quite cool.
" Miss McPherson and I arc old friouds. uncle.
I
was just telling her how wonderful she is looking."
"And you are quite right, my boy." said the old
gentleman heartily? "Sallie is the prettiest girl in
the room, or in the city for that matter.
It I were
"
only thirty years younger

keeper

12th,

Claukk.

" Stop this, Ogden. This thing can't go on.
It
was my fatdt. 1 got this man to impersonate your
nephew. -and he has tried to ruin us all. But the

scoundrel shall suffer for it."
" Don't forget you are speaking of mv husband."
cried n voice from the doorway, and Sallie walked in.
Old John Ogden looked from McPherson to Speed,
" Wait a minute " cried the millionaire. " I
ran settle this. If you are my nephew Speed Cam
how many llsh did you catch "when you went with in
as a boy" to Cross Klvers t
"Three shiners, a mullet, and a bad cold," rcphr
!

1

I

Speed promptly.
" Ouess you're Speed Carr

man with a chuckle.
And later, when
chasing Speed

all

right," said the oil

tho detectives (who had
under the impression that he

Ixeil
w:ij

really Barry Cole, who was wanted for robbcr\
|
lnund out the\ Verr mistaken, then' was iiothini
loft for -Mr. McPherson to do but give Speed am}
Sallie his blessing.
iiicid'utt <x tie Varamotint-Arlcrari
Jraiiirmg Wa.'l.nv lt -i i n< " .*;>-«/ " an t
IVanrla Hau leu as " S<iUie.")

{Adapted from
<lo-plii'j
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NAVY
BLUE

LILAC

^PURPLE

j
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'
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WINE.

displ
plays ro ner

aJminn friends tke wonders

CLEANS

NIGGER
{ BROWN

of Twinlf wKicK
an d DYES at tke same time
Not only

preparation, enables every
lady to obtain the latest fashionable colours to her heart's conBy this wonderful easy
tent.

useful for personal wear, but
it also restores and revives the

home-dyeing process you can
have just the shades you desire
for your Blouses, Dresses, and

Curtains,

other items of daily wear.
Twink gives a liberal range
of full, deep, brilliant tones.
all

all Grocers,

furnishings and decora-

tions.

Window

Stores,

Twink.

Oilmen, Chandlers,

no
ran
MADE BY THE

MAKERS OF LUX
Limited.

|

TABAC

Door

Covers,

—

o

Lever Brothers

r

Quilts, Cushions, Coloured
all
Table and other Cloths
can be made to take on a newbeauty and usefulness with
^

etd.

CLEANS AND DYES AT THE SAME TIME.
MADE IN EIGHTEEN BEAUTIFUL SHADES.

Tw 8a— 161

and

Draperies,

PER PACKET

PRICE
Of

home

J

Twink wonderfully

'y'WINK, the marvellous new

is

^\

J

I

Port Sunlight.

daffodil;
YELLOW )

!

.

March

Picture Show,

"Shots" from
Broadwesti
"The Loudwater

:

Mystery," in which Gregory Scott and

Z

\X/'TH

-

Z

the completion of

Cameron Carr

Z

Z

the leading parts, and
"In Full Cry," which features Stewart Rome
and Pauline Peters, two other films were immediately commenced at the
Studios
One which is beinj personally
directed by Mr. Walter West, and stars
Violet Hopson and Gregory Scott, has a
sporting flavour, and the other is an adaptation of
C. Murray's novel, " The Penniless
Millionaire."

Z

Pauline Peters

Z

Z

play

j

Z
Z

BROAD WEST

Z
Z
Z
Z

Z

who

Z

Z

her

Z
Z

:

;
Z
Z

BROADWEST

Z

Z
Z
Z

Z
Z

Z
Z
Z

2
:

=

:

•
;
"

\

;

-

Miss violet Hopson has

Z

before her. for it
that she shall star in a series of five produclions, the first of which will be the racinz
film, now being made under Mr. Walter
West's direction.

~

Z
;
;
:
Z

Z

a

5
;
"

Z

;

details will, perhaps, put
THESE
girls off from

:

:

]
;
'.

;

—

:

St.,

Many of the dyes tell you
that the material, when in the dye.
for ten to twenty

inclines for failure.

must be boiled

minutes. This is sometimes difficult
as the dye spoils the receptacle in

which it is boiled.
Remedy this by boiling in an
enamel bowl, which can be cleaned
with a good cleansing powder so that
no sign of the stain will show.

Dyeing.

choosing colours
for then garments, especially
with a small dress allowance,
who cannot possibly afford to keep
on replacing clothes before they are
actually worn.
Hut in these days when dyes
have assumed such perfection, and
such wonders can be done witlt
simple everyday commodities, thei-e
is no need for these details to stand
girls

DEPT. C,

Wardour

Home

Perfect

I

175.

rules for the
It is because thes«
are ignored. I think, that some girls make a
hash of their dyeing, and declare it impossible at
home. One is not to meddle with the recipe
Whatever the instructions may be upon the dye
you use, follow them implicitly. The slightest
guesswork is apt to ruin the work.
Another important' rule is absolute cleanliness.
The presence of the slightest dirty sediment in
the receptacle in which the dyeing is being done

even more

:

LTD.,

London. W.l.

The Picture

Girl's Overall.
the Picture Girl
has no prospect of indulging
in actual spring cleaning, she
finds a pretty overall most useful
to slip over her frock when dusting
her own. room.
Her latest overall

ALTHOUGH

is
quite simple, of
fawn linen,
trimmed with bands of brown linen,
spotted with white.
The overall is
cut in one piece, and arranged with
straps at the back which cross over
and button on the shoulder.

in one's light.

One

hears of clever girls dyeing

water in which some
marking ink has been dissolved, and
making them the most charming
shade of mauve.
Even the lead tn
an indelible pencil is sometimes

-their blouses in

You can obtain patterns of this
which has been specially

overall,

into play for the same purBut oftentimes, unfortunate
results
come from these experi-

designed by the Editress ol
Home
Fashions," in 34. 36, 38 and 40 inch
bust sizes for one shilling each from
Pattern Dept.
PICTURE

called
pose.

SHOW

the garment catching the
in streaks.
This is merely
because the ink or pencil is not
evenly dissolved in the water.
When ink or pencil is it-ed you
must be most careful that tincolour is worked well into the walcr
before the blouse i> dipped, and
that there is not any vestige of n
blob of ink. or the tiniest grain of
the pencil left on he side of the bowl.
Red and green ink can be utilised

ments,

dye

'

are a few important
THERE
amateur to remember.

•

:

Office),

nondescript colourless affair.
in the summer months

drastically and harmfully than washing, for it bleaches the material in
patches.

application for Portrait List to:

(Head

a

;
"

As it has been found impossible to distribute
any mere postcards of BROADWEST Players
free of charge (owing to the tremendous demand for them, and the \n increase in the
cost of photographic material and printing),
those of you who are anxious to obtain
portraits of any of these stars, should send an

BROADWEST FILMS

it

While the rays of the sun

Overall.

make

Rules to Remember.

however, prefers more change
in her garments, and therefore takes full advan?
tage of the lovely colours offered to her, choosing
among the more subdued shades all the wonderful brilliant shades that are now manufactured
in materials.
But, unfortunately, they are
liable to have a little more trouble with their
garments when they choose these brilliant hues.
Frequent washing will invariably eventually
destroy the original beautiful colour of a garment
girl,

will also affect the colour,

:

Z

tire.
For there is no doubt about it, continual wear of a bright colour soon becomes

The modern

Home Dyeing

G'irl'9

1

before

arduous.

Pt:ture

a good solution if you wish to dye
anything a deep cream or ecru.
The majority of dyes stain the hands, an
this is most objectionable, as it spoils the look
of the fingers and nails for days.
Rubber
gloves can be worn by anyone who does not
mind working in gloves, otherwise the material
can be handled with a stick.
will

was worn

-

"

very busy year
has already been arranged

Z

more choice in the manner
nowadays than they ever had

and leave
:

BROADWEST

"

Z

have far
GIRLS
of colouring

not

:

Z

'

Z

Done Successfully—
ly- Tke

;

z

first

TKetr Drawback and tke R«
.emeJy — Simple

Can Be

It

Z

;

big part
for the BROADVt EST Company in "In Ful!
Cry. will appear in "The Penniless Millionaire."
Although she has been playing for
films for many years, it was not until Mr.
Walter West cast her in a
him, that Pauline Peters had her big oDportunity to make good. Mr. West, who is one
of the best judges of talent in Britain, now
has the biggest Stock Company on this side
of the Atlantic.
It
includes all the most
popular
English
stars,
Violet
Hopson.
Stewart
Rome, Gregory Scott, Cameron
Carr, Pauline Peters, and Adelaine Hayden
Coffin, are the most important members ot
the Company, and as they all will be exceptionally busy during the coming year, it is
certain that the acting in
productions will leave nothing to be desired.
plays

— How

1921.

THE
DRESSING-ROOM
—

Beautiful Colours

before.
In years gone by, when a frock
for one. two or three seasons following
it was cast aside, it was essential that
girls should select chiefly neutral shades that
did not date too quickly." and of which one did

l
Z

D

Z

IN

I2l><,

291A, Oxford

-

Street,

W.l.

t

Masters' Italian Model Accordeon
WITH A FREE MUSIC TUTOR.
Wli.v

not

own one

in a like

.Cold

manner.
added

tea

to

hot

water

5EL\ "EDGES OF 50 INCH MATERIAL

No. 28,709.

llicsc beautiful

luch-clas* Italian
model Accordtous. and entertain .vour family with ddiglitlul music?
Tbehe wonderful accordeoiit; are ca*v to plav.
of

Neuralgia Cured in a

tin FItKK Tutor we t>end you FREE, and a tittle
practice, ttir Ionic winter evetiitiK chanceM into liours of
real happiness. Masters' new- Italian model actordeon
fojr this Season
(as illustrated
la. the sweetest of all

and with

63

-

terrible

paper and sending stamped addressed envelope.
Of all chemists and stores, l 6 5 3 - per box or post tree at these prices from

Accordeon.

THE ZOX

THE MASTERPHONE
he King of Talking Machine..
the moat compact hjrnlrs,
in ichlne w ith
he pel fect sound,
splendid
flninh
throughout
Met £0, oi lto dr P c..-it and
20/" montl.lv.
Bend 30 - now.
Wepaytaxiiiigr. PilerLlat ftrw

Few Minutes

Cure it by
Neuralgia or splitting Headache!
It
taking a little harmless ZOX in a cup of tea or water.
acts like magic.
To prove this we will send TWO ZOX FREE to anyone mentioning this

That

.

eeordeons. It lias very line Piano Polished Cane Nickel
Corner Protectors. 10 Keys (two basses). STEEL REEDS
Fret cut pallet Cover. Ivorite Ke>s. Fine Organ Tone,
etc. A splendid Accordeon for Amat'-iir or Professional.
Price 63 -, on easy-terins. Send 10'6 now and proinite
10 6 monthly after delivery. We pa.y carriage. Sativ
faction or deposit refunded. Send 10 6 DOW and ask
for Masters'

CO.,

11,

Hatton

Garden.

LONDON, EC

.

t

MASTERS,

LTD., 94,

hope Store. R/e

|Eatd, 1889
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Before choosing your new spring costume,
see the splendid designs given in No.

I

of

"Harmsworth's Home Dressmaker," which
gives over 60 " easy-to-make
costume
stvles and a FREE paper pattern of one
of the most popular. ORDER TO-DAY
'

!

nnnonnaDann

The
Ckildren

s

News£a|>er

Every
Friday

QD
••
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" EAS Y-TOrMAKE "

COSTUME DESIGNS-

HARMSWORTH'S

V

HOME DRESSMAKER
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to whom you bad
But it you
curious
Lincoln, you might

wheeler Oakman

<2sk £'Rk3ejho0
If vou:

want

to

Wark
l.a

never

written.

very

That's

want a photo

-till

Llmo

Of

now

try writing to Edith Robert*,
was the hero in " IBckoy." David
bom 011 January 22nd, 1880, 111

WM

firillilh

Grange, Kentucky

—

11).
Yes, it was Helen J. mm:
Eddy. Holmes Edward Herbert l| bis lull name.
Walt Whitman and Alfred Whitman are two different

W.

know anything about Films or Film Playenr

J. T. (Tenterdc

artistes.

Marc

Manon

ia

is

the

correct

spelling.

Dwight Crittenden was in "The Ragamuffin."
" Kit " (Brighton).
Impossible, young lady. Our
large art plates arc so admired by all that a return

—

HOW'S YOUR EYESIGHT

letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The

P

used to be a frequent complaint in the old days of
the cinema that even those with good eyesight
experienced after a while the strain of looking at
Matters have improved considerably
the pictures.
since then, and the projection of to-day is steadier
and clearer in many respects. It must be admitted,
however, that the fault has not been entirely remedied,
lor the blurred and jumpy picture may still occasionally be seen.
The explanation of the cause would be
too technical to interest the ordinary reader, but it will
suffice if I say that it can sometimes be attributed to
laulty setting of the parts of the projecting machine.
Yet, despite the fact that on the whole the flicker
on the screen is now hardly noticeable, the point has
often been discussed whether the pictures are injurious
to the eyesight.
Even oculists have been divided
on this question, though it has yet to be proved that
any definite harm has resulted. On the contrary, it
lias been established that the fault doe3 not lie so
much with the cinema as an entertainment as with
the eyes.
If your eyes are inclined to be we3k, ther?
is little doubt that a too frequent visit to the pictures
will indicate, after a while, your need for glasses.
The wisest course seems to be to enjoy your cinema
shows in moderation like everything else. The following, which I have culled from a bulletin issued by the
National Safety Council of Chicago, may be of interest
" If your eyes are all right, it should not hurt them
to look at moving^pictures for an hour or an hour and a
half.
If your eyes feel tired or if you have a headache
aiter looking at clear moving-pictures, it may be that
something is wrong with your eyes. Have your eyes
examined by a competent eye-specialist."

IT

:

Editor, "Picture

Show,"

House, Farringdon

Street,

Room 85, The
London, E.C.

Fleetway

4.

—

"Doris" (Oxford). Jane Gail did play in "The
Prisoner of Zenda." So now your father saves Bye
bob on the bet, you lose a nice box of chocolates i'i
consequence, and here am I without even a threelialfpenuy bar with which I can console you.
Your
luck's completely out this time.
A. E. (London, W.C.). John Bowers was the hero
Yes, Godfrey Tcarle Is that
in " Easy Money."

—

name.

artiste's real

—

" Victoria " (Hath).
Maybe since writing to nr
you saw the artplate of Anita Stewart. If not, it,
was Riven away with the issue for January 22ml.
John Bowers, who has played in " Daughter of Mine."
••
The Pest." and " The Divorce Game," was barn in
Indiana on December 27th, 1891. His wife is Rita
Heller.
M. C. (York).

been released.
• Bcnty " (Finchley).
So vou have admired
Stewart Rome since you were thirteen, and you are
now nearly seventeen. Shows you believe in being
Grace Darmond and Francis Ford
faithful to one.
were the leads in " The Purple Domino." In " CorahV
the artistes were
the
Rye,"
Alma Taylor
Thro'
(Helen Adair), Stewart Rome (Paul Vasher). Mar(Sylvia
Fleming).
Blanche
Campbell
garet
Gullan
(George Tempest), and Lionello Howard (Dick

—

THE EDITOR.

:

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope ust accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every

Chrissie White and Violet Hopson wan
Fellows).
also in it.
" Vivienne " (Calcutta).
Yon say yon wrote to

—

m

J

for a photo, and souk time afterwards
received, to your surprise, a photo of Edith Huberts.

Elmo Lincoln

N.

W.

(Stockport

).

— Ronald
—

Coleman

"Joe"

regrets.
Von
P. L. (Alexandria'*.
Glad to hear from you.
lind an article about. Viola Dann in a previous
Moreno
was
in
1888
in
Antonio
born
Madrid,
tgsne.

—

will

Molly Ma lone comes from Denver, Colorado,
where she was born on February 2nd, 1807. In
" Cleopatra," the leads were taken by The la Bam and
Spain.

"

JEAN " (Glasgow).— So yOq decided not to bother
with hundreds 01 questions at once. 1 thank you.
little ads of kindness do I hope to live to a
ripe old age.
Miss Kvetyn was the star in " The
Jockey of Death." J?0 other names are given.
"Alan" (Harrow). Buck Jones, the rowbny
actor, was born in Vincennes. Indiana.
Exact date
not stated.
He was formerly a motor mechanic,
then became a cow puncher, and afterwards did his
bit in the war.
v. M, (Kensington). I expect you must have
How
looked in vain for an answer " next week."
Basil Gill is the on!v one of
could 1 have done it ?
H was
the three you mention who tells us his age.
born on March 10th. 1877. Marjorie Hum: and (' il
Humphreys in "The Swindler." Geraldine l'arrar
and Wallace Raid in " Joan the Woman," ami Basil
QM and Peggy Carlisle in " Rocks of Valptv."

me

By such

—

—

1

<

(Mole

ansirert next areel;.)

JOY LET LOOSE
17 VERY

tin of

TOFFEE
who
little

SHARP'S SUPER-KREEM
is

full

of

messengers

little

carry sunshine into the heart of some
boy or girl or grown-up, as the case

—

may

be.
Sharp's Super-Kreem Toffee is
so thoroughly good
It
good in every way.
nourishes the body as well as tickles the

—

palate
as

—

Look

possesses nutritive value

it

most charming,

the

flavour

lingering,

as well

creamy

ever possessed by any confection.
out for the orange tin with the

parrot and the Knut upon
you see one buy it.

See
name

that
is

on

each piece
of paper in
which Toff e e
is
wrapped.
&

it

— and

when

Sold loose by BtigM or in
4 lb.
111'

decorated
i, i,

and

tins
l

— alio

ib. tins.

unobtainable in your
kindly send postcard giving name 0/ your

Jf

district,

confectioner.

SONS,

LTD.,

MAIDSTONE.
r<Zi ;
:

Rudge-Whirworih Lid
a££

8*u>

COVENTRY

New

SHARPS

TOFFEE

a

1

Bl

Catalogue
Write to (Dept. 394.)

Illustrated Art

post free.

/

ISUPER-KREEM
y-

was the

A Son of David."
(London. E.). You linve b^n living in
the past, Joe.
I
felt quite aged looking tor those
old llhiis of your-, and now I cm only Oner you my

artiste in "

Albert Roseoe.

—

Cameron Caff was born in 1S70,
and Antonio Moreno in 1888, Eugene O'Brien lias
Margaret Marsh,
light brown hair and blue eyes.
who will be twenty-eight this year, has auburn hair
and dark blue eyes. Yes, " The Wonder Man " Ins

:

to the smaller size would not be welecniel.
David
Powell was the artiste in " The Firing Lin'!."
" Der Freischit/. " (Littlehampton). - I am not
printing your initials as desired, but. couldn't you
have dhoaen a nom-de-plume in English for preference ? Particulars of Lewis Willouchb;.' may reach
me later. About Edward Mackay. his films include:
" Clothes,
1'he ( hie," " Man and His Angel," an I
" The Window Oppodte."
His height is 5 It. 10 in.,
and his colouring, light hair and dark eyes.

JJudge it!- dont

pmdgeit

London Depoi:230,Tottenrum Court Rd. (Oxford St.End),\V'.l.
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£100

£50

Prize
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THIS

week we publish the eighth and

of

11

prizes are offered.
Efforts tnust now bo gathered together in sets! and each set pinned
together.
The coupon on this page must be filled in and pinned to the
top of each set of efforts submitted.
Altered or mutilated efforts will be
disqualified.
Sets of efforts should then be sent to

...

.

:

"

GOGGLES " COMPETITION".
Gough House, Gough Square,

a

id

£25

Printed and published every
Offices,

The

Mon

Fleet way House, Forr_

aland and Abroad,
ff/Y

ly*.

per

anuum

Q
13

E.C.I.,

and

legally binding in all matters concerning this competition and
can only be accepted on that distinct understanding.
Employees of the proprietors of this journal are not eligible to compete.

final

efforts

GOGGLES " COMPETITION.
I enter " Goggles "
Competition, and agree
Editor's decision as final and legally binding.

Xarno

..

accept

to

:

despatched so as to reach that address not later than Wednesday,

.March L'3rd.
This competition is running in conjunction with tho "Girls' Cinema"
and the " Boys' Cinema."
v
The decision of the Editor of tho PICTURE Snow must be accepted as

1

Third
Prize

75 Prizes of £1 each.

pictures in the
Goggles"
which the above splendid

last set of

Competition, for correct solutions

Prize

13

Address

"

tho
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P^MAY ALLISON— Beautiful Picture Study, 16x10,

SWEETHEARTS

Thomas Meighan and

IN

fffiffi,

THE MIRACLE MAN.

Betty Compson play leading parts in the much discussed photo-play
that has just been released by Paramount-Artcraft. "The Miracle Man."
It was the play
that made Betty a star. Other pictures appear inside.

l
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Icilma Beauty fascinates
The girl who uses Icilma Cream day by day has a
complexion that wins admiration from the men folk. She
" card
is always sought after at the dance, and her
is full early in the evening.
In fact, wherever she goes
"dance,"
"concert,"
or "dinner"
she fascinates.
You too can be just as attractive, for the secret is
simple.. Icilma Cream
the wonderful natural beautifier—
will make and keep your complexion fresh and clear, your

—

—

—

liands,

daily

Use

arms, neck and shoulders smooth and attractive.

— that's the important point.

it

Get a pot to-day and judge for yourself and a box of
Icilma Bouquet Face Powder at the same time.
;

FREE TEST
Price 1/3; large pot 2/-, everywhere'. Flesh-tinted
Cream, 1\9 per pot. Icilma Bouquet Face Powder
(two tints Naturelle and Crime), 2j6 per box.

a
it pvstcard for
dainty free .Him/->. and
cof>v 9/ our booklet,
Sferf

—

a

*•

t'ne

/cit'ttA

11

ay

to

Int/maricnal
TratHu* Co.,
1.1,1. (A//. 941.
;7,
it.
4l.Ji.tS. 4V«;'J
A', if 1.
St. Pmmnu,
Jimn'y,"

Use

Jctt»:a

*W,

—

J

Wrecked Nerves
and Indigestion
Weak, Sleepless, and Afraid to Eat;
Cured by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Mrs. M. E. Thorp, it, Meadow Place, South
Lambeth, London, S.W. 8, hhjs:
" My troublo was due .to reaction following war strain.
] lout all my strength, and became
Jt. was an effort
terribly nervous and run down.
anything,
to do
even to go out, and ns for housework, I don't know how 1 got through it. Then [
began to have pain after food, and this soon
developed into severe indigestion'.
Yet another
trouble was sleeplessness, and naturally this
weakened me still more.

—

"

1/3
The

&
8/.

3/-.
»'»«

bslng Hie more
economical).
Sold by Chcm>sIr in fill parts
r( the world
A*k tor Dr.

OfMMlriXftttet*

and refuse
KUbsi itutri.

The Universal Home Remedy for

—

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

Kidney Trouble

Malnutrition
Neurasthenia
Sleeplessness

Wasting

Indigestion
Palpitation

Exhaustion
Ancemla
Nervousness
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
end during the Critical Periods of Life.
jl

Dr. Cassell's

Vital

Co.. Ltd., Manchester.

ming new

V9.
l%r*
1

Tablets

GOWN

Velour Cloth is a
wonderful bargain at 37/7, and to
of beautiful

it

to the readers
will

include

of

with the

0F A SMART
FPFI7
rVHiH PICT
Vail 1 MUSHROOM HAT

match the Gown, The Hat alone in a West
store would be anything from £1-1-0 upwards.
The Gown is a delightful creation of Velour finish
cloth; it washes well, will not shrink nor lose
colour.
The material is of a delightful texture,
strong and warm, ideal for Spring wear, and
the cut and finish is all one can wish for.
to

End

It

can be had

in all the fashionable colours

BLACK, JADE, DARK BLUE, WHITE,
NAVY,
BROWN,
MOLE,
CERISE,
C
J 07
ijenU 31 7I

At

If

you strep continue, and you
will

know
of

the
health

MAUVE,

and 40

bust.

and we will send the Gown and the FREE
J
T nO-Uay
1

0 f the

Hat

to

match, post free

to

gift

youraddress.

you are not entirely satisfied
will gladly refund your money.

we

;

Joy

first

*

Sizes: 36, 38

bed t) m 0 and
note how well

n

"Picture^

,000 orders the

BRICK, SAXE BLUE. GREY,

TAKE TWO
TABLETS

best

This

Show" we

Dr. Cassell's

your

look

with Icilma Bouquet Face Powder.

introduce

kept trying all sorts of medicines, but nothing did any good, till ono lucky day I got Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
In n
short
very
timo I felt better. Mv nerves wero stronger and 1 steadila
improved, until now 1 feel ever so well again. The indigestion is completely
gone, and 1 am thankful to say 1 sleep well, too."

Prices

toilet

y(V^

J

Home

and

daily

it

and complete your

and vigour.

first 1,000 will probably be sold in a week or two. Be one of the first
1,000 and send remittance now, stating colour and bust measurement, to

CHILDREN.

HOWARD & SPENCER, 37 QUEElno nrddonbawyswater

ROT ALLY
KUITAHLB
FOR

The

s

-

Murch Wh,

r>iturc Show,

1921.
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Paragraph? cP

and the whole town stayed up all night to see
him sword-swallowing in the market place by
the light of a brilliant portable arc lamp. Bonfires were lit, and there was a picturesque torchlight procession to add to the excitement.
Other scenes in the film, which is founded on
the old stage play, were photographed in tho
fine galleried courtyard of the George Inn, at
Huntingdon, where Milton Rosmer startled the
inhabitants by performing the difficult feat of
balancing upon his chin a pole supporting a tiny
child.
Mr. Rosmer asserts that he lias had
" no
experience
whatever,"
previous
and
Huntingdon still wonders how it was done.

PI

Picciire.r.

aw and Playerj

Many women, who would

otherwise stay a^
and leavo
they proceed to enjoy -themselves for a time in tho

home, now bring

their little ones,
in charge of the matron, while

them

theatre.

Congratulations.

AM sure all my readers join

with me in sending
congratulations to Louise Huff on the birth

I

of a son.

Miss Huff, vou must know,

off

the screen

is

tho

—

Modest Nazimova.

RECOGNISED as one of the greatest

Famous Readers of the " Pidture
Show.
No. 62.— M. B. (LEFTY) FLYNN.
who
perhaps better known as
MB.,Lefty,
Flynn
a keen admirer of the
is

is

#

Picture Show. Lefty gained this nickname when he was a famous football player. He
is now playing for the films in Goldwyn photoplays.

actresses

on the American screen to-day, Madame
Nazimova is said to be still as modest as
on the day she first arrived in New York as a
member of a Russian company of dramatic
players, who embarked with borrowed capital
upon a season of Russian presentations in the
metropolis.
At that time her artistry and emotionalism,
coupled with her type, compelled dramatic
critics and exacting theatregoers to admit that

she was something new and great.
This opinion she knew, of course, but when
it was repeated to her, Nazimova protested
" I am not great. I am not even well known
in Russia.
I have played in Petrograd, but
only for a single season. In Moscow, and in some
of the smaller cities, they like me a little, I think,
but really I am not so great as some would
:

.

4-t-

A Story You Mustn't Miss.

MIDNIGHT BRIDE
as
THEa story
as the
suggests. The story
"

thrilling

is

title

also made a splendid film, with
Gladys Leslie as the girl heroine. This story
is
now appearing in the " Girls' Cinema,"
beginning to-morrow, Tuesday.
You'll regret
missing it when you see the film if you do not
lias

buy a copy to-morrow.

—>

believe."

—

LYDIA YEAMANS TITUS,

the

now appearing

in Goldwyn
pictures with her husband,

appearing in Cameo

Comedies on the screen.
His latest picture being

introduced a piano on
music-hall stage in
(at the Oxford
Each night for
many
months she sang " Sally
in Our Alley " on the
stages o! the
Pavilion,
Mile End Road, and The

first

the

"Sea-side

entitled

Frolics." Mr.

An Innovation in Picture Shows.
NOVEL feature of a new picture

A

WILKIE LISTER,

well-known comedian, is

now

Lister

England

is

also

theatre

opened in America is a room where
mothers can leave their babies when they
wish to go to the movies.
just

well-known i n
pantomime, taking Idle
Jack in " Dick Whittington " and principal
comedian part in " LittIe
Jack Horner."

.

Pavilion

(

in

Coventry

Street.

The Real Thing.
we
WHEN
Joe Ryan

see the "Purple Riders." with
in the star part, we shall see
of real Westerners with whom
Joe rode the plains before his motion picture

—

days.

The
we can now

see in "

of the Make-Believes,"

is,

as

The
you

Hope Diamond.

" Memoirs of the

Hope Diamond." the

;>>ial picture in which the history of the famous
jewel which for centuries has exercised such an

know, one of the youngest motion picture
stars before the public. She is well known on the
music-hall stage, where she lias earned the name

uncanny

influence over

many women,

When but fourteen years of age she was
announced as a " find " by one of the largest
producing companies, and she lias certainly

her husband, a nephew of General Smuts, and
her personal supjrvision as well as the information she has been able to gather is of enormous
value to the directors in the piecing together of

expectations since then.
" Cuddles," Lila Lee was prominently
identified for nine years with a vaudeville show.
song, " Look Out for Jimmie Valentine,"
needed a cute tot to properly express the
humour of it. After a prolonged aiid unsuccessful
search, Lila was discovered playing in the
street, dancing and sinking to a barrel organ.
The consent of her parents was obtained, and
Lila became " Cuddles " at four years old.
fulfilled their

As

this panorama of events,
interest
and strangeness

A

which for unusual
have never becu

equalled.

Why He

Followed.

IN

a recent film a dog followed the hero around
\ with a fidelity and devotion that was
turn ual, even for a faithful animal, and
specta rs wondered how tho director had
managed it, or how the actor in question had
inspired such wonderful affection.
But when ib
was explained it was simple enough.
The ac tor had a nice fresh piece of liver in his
pocket, and it was not a case of any wonderful

«-»

Good Fun.

CULLEN

LANDIS says there is nothing in
the world that is better fun than collecting
eggs from one's own chickens.
He has a large number of chickens working
for him.
He started with a few prize birds,
then became interested in them, and gradually
purchased more and more, until now, he says
lie will Lave to dispose of some of them, or buy
a ranch on which to keep them,

You Must Laugh.

A Sensation

has come through that
NEWS
Bad Luck," Max Linder's

MILTON

training,

or

unusual affectionate faithfulness,

but simply one of " following the lunch basket."

in Lyndhurst.

ROSMER

created quite a sensation the other day in the old market
town of Lyndhurst, where he has been
enacting scenes for his new film, " Belphegor,
the Mountebank."
Mr. Rosmer, of course,- plays the title role,

as related

May Yohe. one-time musical comedy actress.
May Yohe is now herself in Los Angeles with

by

of " Cuddles."

—

Ill-fated

curiosity has been excited by the
ML'CH
arrival and forthcoming exhibition of the

How Lila Received Her Name.
LEE, whom
LILA
Cruise

New York

business man. She has only
screen temporarily, however, and
expects to be back in the studio shortly.
wife of a
Toft
the

a group

greatest

laugh-producer

,;

Seven Years
is tho
projected

latest,

ever

upon the

CONSTANCE

WORTH

as

a pierrette

in

the

Harma's coming photo-play
" The Education of Micky."

carnival scene from

silver screen.
As a matter of fact, the film has created a
record, and if the old adage is correct, you will

have the whole world laughing with yen when
see the film, and begin to giggle.

you

—
Picture Show,
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British

FROM

Titles.

GENTLEMAN RIDER has been
THEre-named
" Hearts and Saddles "
"

for

Will Goes Home.
HEAR that a big reception is being planned
I for Will Rogers in his own home-town.
Rogers is now with his director, making
exterior scenes for his newest film away in the
country, and is to return to the Goldwyn
studio by way of his old home-town in Oklahoma, where he expects to spend a short
He'll be surprised and flattered at
holiday.

When

liis

reception.

A

Quick Rise.

—+

NEWS

has just reached me that Lon Chancy
has just been signed to play the leading
male role in a coming production entitled
" The Night Rose " at a weekly salary about
the same as that received by the President of the United
four
States.
Yet,
years ago, Lon Chaney

was working as an
His rise is
something like that of
Cullen Landis, who,
extra.

three years ago, was
doing odd jobs round
studio, and
is
the
now one of the most
popular juvenile stars
But,
of the screen.
then, both Mabel Noimand and Torn Moore

started as extras.

distribution in America.

A

correspondent has written to the Broad west
suggesting some titles that could be
used for other films going over there.
He says that " Under Suspicion " might be renamed " Nearly Had Her Then," " A Great
Coup " called " I'm the Guy," " A Daughter

Company

Eve " changed to
A Prize Petticoat,"
"Snow in the Desert" renamed "Always
Boss Your Bride," *' Her Son " might be called
'The Kidd for Keeps," "The Great Gay
Road " changed to
Happy Hobo," " The
Case of Lady Camber " could be titled " Who
"
Sent Her to Sleep ? " " A Rank Outsider
" A
graphically called
Yellow Pup," and
Her Penalty " Americanised by " The Twicer."
of

'

The Secret

of

Tom's Success.

mot ion -picture directors rehearse
MOST
every scene many times before " shooting,
"'

but there is one star who rarely goes
through any bit of action more than once.
He is .Tom Mix.
There are certain scenes that, from their
very nature, could not be reheai'sed.
For
example, in " Prairie Flowers " there is a
great dive over a cliff.
The scenario, at this
point calls for Tom Mix, as Tex Benton, to
scramble down the face of the cliff, leap upon
.

,

a horse, and get away before the men who
are fighting at the bottom are aware of what
has happened.
When the director read the script and explained this scene. .Mix remarked
" Don't you think it jvould be belter if
"
I .lived off the cliff ?
" What do you mean by dive ? " asked the
"
director. " The cliff is about forty feet high
" That-'s so," said Mix.
"But I think I
could do it."
" It sounds crazy to me," said the director,
" but you know what- you can do."
" Camera ! " cried Mix ; and over ho went
in as clean a dive as any expert swimmer
ever took.
He landed on the shelving sand within a
few feet of the struggling men, and, before
they saw liim, he had lxnvlcd them over with

playing opposite Roscoe
The first
Arbuckle.

Just

film in which we shall
see her is "The Life
oi the Party."

"

as

Hard

as

They Appear.
A KEEN eye and
f-\ good jud-

aic instinct are
needed by anyone who has hopes of becoming
a good acrobat," said Buster Kcaton. who is
considered one of the screen's greatest tumbler--.
" There are times when the best athlete,
while performing some exceptionally difficult
stunt, logins to feel a bit uncertain.
But he
must maintain a grip on his nerves, or get
" Most of
out of the game," he continued.
the stunts dono on the stage or in the films
are just as hard as they appear."'

!

his fists.

Fay Filmsr.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Charles Ray's Childhood.
his early childhood, a
FROM
Charles Ray wanted to

friend tells mc,
be an aetor,

and his father's barn was always converted
into a theatre on Saturday mornings.
In fact,
it once gained attention by being set on fire
through the histrionic aspirations of Charles.
Young Kay started out in a small dramatic

The

result
of
oar recent puzzle-pictuie
competition will appear in next week's issue
of the

PICTURE SHOW.

you entered our " Cinema Stars " comorder your copy oi the " PICTURE
SHOW early. Your name may be among

H

petition,

the prize-winners.

YoiK.

MY

last letter spoke of Somerset Maugham's
determination not to be lured into pictures
by any extravagant offers of fabulous
salaries.
But Mr. Maugham reckoned without
the fascination of seeing one's own stories
visioned in shadow drama.
After watching
Elsie Ferguson in " Sacied and Profane Love,"
he straightway signed a contract with Famous
Players-Lasky, proving even an author can
'
change his mind.

—

Tired Out.

1WENT out to Madame Olga Petrova's country

place for tea a few Sundays ago. She has
only recently returned from an extensive
vaudeville tour, and is resting, and trying to
get back her strength.
The two performances a
day has been very strenuous for her, especially
in view of the fact that enthusiastic crowds
in every theatre kept her on the stage much
longer than her time-schedule called for.
Her home at Great Neck is very beautiful
this time of the year, with its alluring fires, in
the open grates and artistic furnishings. She
has a penchant for lamps, and one room, which
she designed herself, boasts of twenty lamps,
ranging in style from Chinese lanterns to tiny

desk

lights.

Madame lias written a play

for the stage which
should be a great hit as soon as she gets a chance
to revise it, and put it in shape.
She is a very
painstaking workman, and will not deliver any
of her work until it is flawless in composition and
style.

Lillian Gish's Real Self.
has the idea that American filmstars are the most mercenary wretches in
tho world.
I happened to meet W. L.
Sherrill last week, for whom Lillian Gish is now
working. Mr. Sherill is president, of the Frohiuan
Producing Company, and ho told me something
of Lillian's character, which 1 think is worth
repeating, although I am not sure I ought to
tell it, since it was given to me more or less in
Lillian is getting $3,500 a week.
confidence.
Her salary started August 1, but she returned
her money for August, because she had a few
scenes to finish for D. W. Griffith in " Way Down
East." Then September came, and there was
no story, Mr. Sherrill said he would have considered it was a wonderful thing if Lillian had
offered to work on half-wages
What she really
did was to come to his office and refuse all of her
salary until she started on her picture.
" She is tho most wonderful girl in tho world,"
he said. " I have never known anyone to be -so
unselfish and so unmindful of her own interests,
and I have been in this business for many years."
Mary Pickford, who adores Lillian, said to me

EVERYONE

one day

Sometimes they had
a payday and sometimes they didn't.
But, anyway, Charles stuck to it,
and afterwards made his appearance
in musical comedy. ..Then, came the
pictures,
Ray's chance, and subsequent ly. jus. /ameiuid fortune.

"

:

You

will

be good to LilUan, won't

you ? She is so gentle and good." I
have always remembered the expression on little Mary's faco when she
n*ked mo to be kind to her friend.
There is a beautiful friendship'between
the two girls that fame cannot change.
Lillian's
work in " Way. Down

Charlie's Intentions.

,

East"

has given her the title, of
America's great >titm star. This may
be exaggerated, but one thing is certain
there has never been any screen .wprl:
to excel her performance of Anna
Moore.
„ <--.*.•

the completion'
I of three moro short pictures to
w ind up his present contract,
Charlie Chaplin intends to make only
.*.
-<
livei. reel pictures.
that,

1521.

THERE."*

News From New
Signs Somerset Maugham.

stock company.

HEAR

OVER

19th,

Notes and

:

VIOKA DaMUL, now

"

Mauh

after

».

Only' ono of his previous comedies'
Ims run this length- the coming,
uiuch-talked-of picture, " The Kid."
.

Now

"Eyes of Youth.''
RUDOLPH VALENTINO,

Forsakes the Screen.
a season
AFTER
Lillian Walker

in

wfcttin

m

you can now see as the rogue
employed by Robert Coring
in tho third vision of " Eyes of' Youth,"
was -.educated to become a scientific
farmer.

.

.

most

sensible conclusion.

She

is

now

a member of the Shea Stock Compam
touring the country, and the ovation
sho receives compensates for all the
heartaches for the
motion-picture
.

broad acres

to work.
Ho discovered
the screen offered opportunities, and
dreams of agriculture vanished.

attractive offer to join a stock
leading
as
woman was

instrumental In haying " Dimples,
as her friends call her, come to Mus

on which
his

it >>

company

.-

in search of

uncertainty.

coming.

An

Rudolph Valentino Gulielmi, to give
him his full name, was born and
educated in Italy, and went to tho
United States

of

has decided

useless to
wait for motion 'picture engagements that are fid*

THREE SISTERS ON THE SCREEN.— Betty
listers,

all

Franciso and

readers oi the "Picture

Show."

her

two

past.

Locella O.

Fapsoni".

•
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THIS WEEK'S PICTURE
The Pride of the North "
Phillips.
Cecil Humphreys and Nora Roylance.
"
London Pride
..
London.
..
Edna Fi.ccrath and Fred Groves.
The Cruise of the Make-Believes " Paramount,
Ljla Lee.
'Daughter Angele "
..
Western Import.
Pauline Starke.
The Glorious Lady "
Waltufdaw.
Olive Thomas.
'
»»«• '«,'
.

.

1

'

'

.

.

..

Man "
l'aramount-Arlcraft
Thomas Meichak and Bettv Compson.

" The Miracle

.

" The Third Kiss "

.

.

.

Paramount-Artnajt.

Vivian Martin.
" The Will "

Idral.

Milton Rosmer.
" Innocent "

Stoll.

Madce

THE "PICTURE SHOW'S
GUIDE TO P1CTUREGOERS
artiste

has ever forgotten to bring along to the

Playing at

Make -Believe.

BESSIF MEGGISON,

THEfamous

the daughter of a
drunken ne'er do-well, is only able to obtain
happiness by indulging in a game, of
pretence. She has a wonderful ship constructed
out of various objects on which sho goes for n

photo -play.

of real romance which camo to her in the end.
Only Lila Leo as Bessio Mcggison can tell you
all about it if you seo her iu " The Cruise of

6tndio.

" Innocent."
production of Mario C'orelli's
novel.
The author herself has
taken great interest in the adaptation of
her book to the screen, and Maurice Elvey
spared nothing to make the film a wonderful
Stoll

pleasure

But she never expected the

sail.

spieo

tho Make-Believes."

A

Cockney Picture.

AMUSING

scenes and humorous sub-titles
are a feature of " London Pride," starring
Edna Flugrath. It concerns the adventures of a British Tommy who, during the war,

impersonated a dead friend.
The manner in
which he practises his deception, and his snbee-

Stl'art.

quent experiences, aro well portrayed by Fiod
Groves as the coster hero.

Milton Rosmer.
THIS famous Ideal

star tells mo that lie
considers ho has done some of his hest
screen work in Sir John Barrie s " The
Will." He plays the part of a man who starts as
a clerk at twenty-five and rises to prosperity at
sixty-five, and later he is a lonely, embittered,
and disillusioned millionaire.
These are the
three stages at which hemnkes " The Will."
" I acted these parts on the stage," said
Milton Rosmer, " and so had some valuable
practice in the make-up.
On the stage I had
less than two minutes between scenes in which
to do a complete change of dress and make-up.
For the film I used to take over one hour for the
old man. Each eyebrow was st uck on separately,
und each whisker had to be adjusted with
infinite care for the sake of the searching closeup.'
I did one day's take, but when 1 saw the
effect on the screen I had to start again.

A

Spy and a

Girl.
of tho chief figures in a drama
to bo a spy, tho interest in it is
bound to be keen. " But it is heightened
also by the cleverness of the pretty girl heroin©
as shown by Pauline Starko in " Daughter
Angelo " when sho seeks to establish a reunion
botween her grandfather and her mother.
There are plenty of exciting incidents, one of

ono
WHEN
happens

which

is

in the defeat of the spy.

Love Knows

ANDhow

No Law.

The Glorious Lady " we are shown
the love of a poor peasant girl successfully defies the law of tradition by marrying into a family of a much higher social scale
than hers.
But there follow intrigues giving
scope for several thrills and adventures which
keep one constantly in suspense.
The only
touch of regret will be in remembering that the
delightful star in it
Olive Thomas is no more.
in

'.'

—

—

An

Historical Play.
I Were King," foaturing William
IF deserves the description given it ofFarnum,
being a

'

" super -special."
Excellent characterisation, beautiful settings and details which aro
historically correct help to make it a picture
really worth seeing.

A Strange Producer and Professor Huxley.
day," Milton Rosmer went
ONEstrange
producer came
the

on, " a
studio,
and asked me if I would consent to
a-ppear in a film giving the life of Professor
Huxley, you
may see some resemblance,
although 1 do not aim at more than making an
old man of Milton Rosmer. All tho same, it was
rather a curious coincidence that a likeness to
Huxley should have been noticed, because in
my early youth, Huxley was the writer who
influenced my mind perhaps more than any
into

Crooks and Cures.

AN

all-star cast, with Thomas Meighan at the
head, is to be seen in " The Miracle Man,"
the production of George Loane Tucker,
an Englishman. Hearing of an old man who can
perform marvellous cure3 by faith, a gang of
crooks get hold of him in order to foster their
" get-rich-quick " scheme.
Their exploit provides a surprise, even for them.

other author."

A Magic

A Dainty Romance.

Cabinet.

"

BRAMBLE,

the famous Ideal
producer of "The Will," has a magic
cabinet at the Ideal Studios at Elstree.
In other words, it is a studio make-up table.
The top portion opens and forms a mirror and
a table, containing everything in the way of
cinema make-up. Beneath, there are numerous
drawers, and they contain everything that an

MR.

B.

V.

K ILTON ROSMER

and

EVANGELINE HILLIARD

ia

"HE Third Kiss

".
is one of those dainty
screen romances which leave behind it
a pleasant memory as you wend your
way homewards. This may be due, perhaps, to
Vivian Martin for her acting in it, and her
rendering of the love scenes can certainly l>e
characterised by a truthful use of the adjective)
'

I

1

MADGE STUART
BONE

in a scene

and BASIL RATH
irom " Innocent,"

delightful.

Edith Nepean.

" The Will."

Scene froa " The Will." by Sir John Birrie.

MILTON ROSMER

as

an elderly man.

—

;

Manh

rkture Show,

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS

THIS SPLENDID

I3EGIN

CALL OF
The

lias tilted

the Hall with

card-playing friends, aud is known amongst
thorn as "The Lamb."
Ho has been brought
lip hy his uncle,
SILAS TK I' SCO IT, who, returning one night, finds
out the state of affairs, aud orders liis nephew to
leave the house.
SIB MAKTl.N TKKVOR, an inveterate gambler, is
amongst a party at lie Hall on t he evening
before Silas Truseott's return.
He changes
*ome dice for loaded ones, and The Lamb, roused
to fury, attacks him.
The result is that Sir
Martin challenges him to a duel.
I

FAGANIJTI PR 1.MI'S and PAGANINI SECUNDUS,
an old tiddler and a young boy who are gentlemen of the road," are joined by Alfred when ho
'*

takes his uncle at his word and leaves the Hall,
ana Alfred appoints l'aganini Primus as his
second in the duet.
LADY ROWIJNA, Alfred's cousin, is told by her
maid of this duel, and determines to witness it.
The duel commences with Sir Martin Trevor
being full of self-confidence, but his sword is
suddenly sent spinning in the air. The Lamb,
instead of killing him, tweaks the nose of his

enemy, who vows vengeance for this act. Two
days later Lady Rowena sets forth on a visit to
her godmother.
After the duel, Alfred and the two Pagininis
take to the open road, and presently they come
to a tavern owned by Punch Murphy, who is
proud of his righting abilities.
He wagers a
guinea that there is not a man living who can
" tap his snout."
Alfred walks quietly up to
him, and his fist shoots out, landing squarely on
the landlord's nose.
Punch pays his guinea
and challenges Alfred to a proper right, in which
the latter is again victorious, and wins another
guinea, with which he treats everyone in the bar
of the tavern.
There is a very genial stranger
amongst them, but after he has gone one of the
party tells the company that he is none other
than Jerry Abershaw, the highwayman.
The next morning before leaving Alfred says
good-bye to Hammer John, the blacksmith,
who wants to train him as a boxer. Alfred,
however, refuses, and he and the two Pagnninis
set otf on a tramp to the village of Friar's Ford.

A

ON

Man No More.

a low bench outsido tho Ford Arms, a
very old man sat and warmed himself
in

tho declining rays of the sun.
incredibly old.
His lips curled in
gums, and his skin was tike

Ho was

iiver his toothless

browrii wrinkled parchment.
c

heeks thero was

tho"

But

withered
glow of health, like tho
in his

faint, reddish tint on a russet apple, and Ins
eyes wcro tilear and bright.
Ho looked
about him with the lively and cheerful interest
of a' child 6r a bird.
From time to time ho
would pick up the empty mug which stood- orr
tho bench beside him and look into it.
On
finding it empty, his old face would express
the most comical surprise, and ho would put

old

ii

down

again.

very' entertaining.

He

lifted

tenth time,
looking into

Ho

is a pretty wit," he said, with a Wry
" 'Tis plain that you are single."
Alfred looked up with a careless laugh.
" I cannot earn enough to be otherwise,"

he said lightly.

The miller, who was turning away, looked
back. and surveyed the speaker attentively.'
Into the big, simple face there came a look
of eagerness, and into the mournful eyes a
gleam of hope.
Miller Jones had but one passion
he wanted
to be left alone. He yearned for a quiet life,
with plenty of leisure in which to smoke his
pipe in peace. He was one of those few people
who can only be perfectly happy when
they -are perfectly idle, and Fato had tied
him to a shrewish, energetic little woman who
mado him work. That was his trouble, and now,
ivlien his gazo fell upon Alfred, thero seemed
to open before him a way of escape.
" Thou be a hefty lad," he said. "It should
not be hard for thee to find work if thou art

—

!

Alfred laughed, and Primus handed his
snuff-box to the old boy.
" Did you try the nettle tea ? " asked the
fiddler.

The old boy took a pinch, sneezed violently
once or twice, and then replied
" The old lady mado 'un, and, says I, drink
:

"
nettle tea
They all laughod, but the old boy's attention
was now directed elsewhere. Ho was gazing
out across the river towards tho mill, and there
was a keenly interested expression on his
old face.
Alfred followed the direction of his gaze,
and became aware of a most extraordinary scene.
In the open space outside the door of tho
mill a big man was hopping and dancing and
waving his arms, while a little woman was
it

thyself

Darn the

!

!

really seeking it."

The

frenzied antics of tho big
little

tho empty mug for, perhaps, the
when suddenly he paused without
it and pricked up his ears.

see theo later."
miller nodded and entered tho inn.
Alfred remained for some time in thought,
while old Mullins continued to chatter in his
genial garrulous way, and Primus went on
playing.
'Thero aro tunes when tho old fiddler forgot
everything in his music.
Mtich as ho loved
good company, his favourite companion was
It seemed to
ever his beloved instrument.
talk to him in a language which only he fully
understood, and it always responded to his
mood. It could bo gay or it could be sad, just
as ho chose.
.
As the sun sank out of sight behind the mill,
Grandpa Mullins rose and hobbled away.
'

man and tho
woman mado

—

It was nearly dark wdieu Primus stopped
playing and looked about him. He was surprised
to discover that ho was alono.
Ho rose, shook himself, and prepared to
enter tho inn
but on tho threshold he met
young' Secundus" coining out.
Something unusual in tho boy's expression
attracted tho old man's attention.
N>

liveliest interest.

;

" 'Tisonly to give her tonguotho better chance
of wagging, I'm thinking," said Primus drily.

The woman was now standing with her
hips, leaning forward and hurling
reproaches at her lord, who stood somo distance
away glowering back at her.
Hor shrill voice camo clear across the water.
" I'M learn thee, thou great slobbering loon
If thou wilt not do thy work, thou lazy loafer,
get a man a« will
I'll slave myself to tho bono
no longer for such as thee "
She went in at last, slamming the door
behind hor. and tho miller drifted away mournfully and disappeared.
Old Primus took up his fiddle, and, with a
twinklo in his eye, began to play.
Alfred, recognising the tune, gavo. a laugh,

bands on her

" Thero

hoard voices, and they wore tho voices

strangers.
Grandpa Mullins knew quite
well the voices of every native of Friars Ford.
livon as he replaced the mug on the bench
lie owners of tho voices turned the corner of

<•!'

i

ho building and confronted him.
lie looked up. and his old faco beamed as
he rocognised tho two Pagnninis.
Primus at once saluted him.
" Mow nils the Grandpa Mullins ? " ho asked.
" I
be very well, eonsidorin' my years
very well I be," replied tho old man unci then,
glauming at Alfred, he touched bis hat.
Alfred dropped on the bench beside him.
" You look well, sir, well and hearty
and
< a pleasant spot you've found here."
il
As lio spoke, ho looked out across tho road
l

;

;

was a
Dee

river

miller once lived

by tho

sang from morn till night
no lark moro blithe than he.
And thus the burden of his song for ever
used to he
I care for nobody, no, not I, if nobody
"

lost

:

'

?

Master Alfred."

"

Eh
Ho

'

?

hath just hound himself to tho miller
Jones, and ho is a free man no more."

He was still shouting the lines, to tho groat
enjoyment of the company, and especially of
Giandpa Mullins, when Miller Jones 'himself
appeared upon tho scone.
Ho was a big man, with a round', fat laeo
meant, one would say, for placid good-humour.
Just now, however, it woro a very doleful
everyone

surly

!

"
"

cares for me.'

his
song,, -and
miller.

'

should say thou hadst lost something."
The boy gave a quick nod.
" Ay, and that's true, master," he replied.
" 1 have lost something, and so hast thou.
Wo bo poorer than when we came to Friars
Ford an hour ago."
" What's thy riddle, lad ?
What is't wo'vo

:

applauded except tho

lad ?
ho demanded.
was the curt and rather

nils thee,

1

He worked and

expression.
Alfred -finished

Naught,

Hum

voice, started to sing':

jolly

What

"

" Boy, thou host I " said Primus calmly.
" 'Tis .a bad habit in the young.
To lio with
success one must have a wide knowledge of
the world and much oxporienco, and then it's
"
6carco worth the trouble. What ails thee t
" Naught."
" mused the old man thoughtfully.
"
" Did 1 not know, boy. that thou art ha|>py
in possessing naught save the clothes you wear,

!

a lusty

"

reply.

I

in

"

The

;

and then,

?

I'll

a scene indescribably comical.
To add to the absurdity, tho man was shouting
indignant protests, while a torrent of shrill
upbraidings poured from tho woman's lips.
" "Pis Miller Jones receiving his weekly dole,"
Said Primus, with a shrug of his shoulders.
Grandpa Mullins laughed till his old body
shook.
" Ho desarves it, says I, for letting her wear
tho trousers
Three wives I've had nay,
four, now I cornea to think on't
but never
did 1 let ono of them wear tho trousers.
Ft),
but she's taken a rest at last," ho added for,
even while ho talked, ho was still following
every detail of the scono at tho mill with tho

—

Dost

suggested tho miller cautiously.
Ten shillings ? " said Alfred judiciously.
" 'Tis a goodly sum.
If thou art in earnest,

Hogging him unmercifully with a thrashing-cano.
grim determination of tho

"

" I'm easy suited," replied Alfred.

know a master whd needs a man t "
" What say you to ten shillings a week

!

At times he mumbled to himself, but always
a cheerful way, and tho merest trifle that
came under his notice was enough to set him
chuckling.
Obviously, the old boy still found
in

life

" Yours

!

:

Film

smile.

!

!

Free

RO

T/IE.

to the lush meadows, the winding river, and
the picturesque mill on the other side.
Grandpa Mullins gave an interested look at
the young man and then, without the least
hesitation, began to feel his arm and his leg.
" Hard," he commented judiciously, when
" Hard
he had finished the examination.
It ain't tho big- 'vuis as is allers the hardest.
But you be big and you bo hard, too. A fine
lad you be, and so would I," he added, with
sudden and most unexpected fierceness, " but
for the plagucy gout
My eyes bo line, my ears
be fine but darn the gout, says 1 "

1921.
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ALFRED TRUSCOTT, who

19f/f,

Rowena's Plan.
how beautiful you aro "
was an old lady who spoUo. She
herself was strikingly handsome, and
in hor youth had been the belle of three aeasofc*
Her old eyes were full of admiration as riffi*
gazed down upon her godchild, w ho was smiling
up at h« r from the depths ot a low armchair.

MY

-

child,

!

It

[Continued on jHtge
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF THEDA BARA

THEDA
BARA
THE WORLD-FAMOUS SCREEN

SIREN'S

IT
the

was due more to Theda Bara
siipn of the screen that people

know

Atlantic came to
word " Vamp."

the

than to any other
on this side of the

modern meaning

of

Probably there is no woman in the world less like a
" than Theda Bara, when she is her natural
I had been told this some considerable time
before I had the pleasure of meeting this distinguished
artiste, but when I saw her, and talked to her, and
found her such a charming, unassuming woman, with
'

vamp

self.

Pensive.

a great interest in the simplest things of life, I could
not refrain from putting the question that she must
have answered thousands of times, why did they make

you a vamp ?
" Did you take to vamp parts yourself ? " I asked.
" Not any more than a child would take to measles,"
" The directors and producers
she replied sadly.
decided that I was to be the worst woman on the
All I can say is
screen, and I think they succeeded.
that I should not like to meet a woman half as bad as
some of the characters I have played. But whenever
Don't
I made a similar remark to a producer, he said,
worry, Theda. There are plenty worse women in
"
mansions than you have ever been on the movies.'
So we let it go at that.
'

In repose.

For one thing. Miss Bara says that the ramp
wise, and although it
that
is
her wisdom
attracts, it cannot win the heart of a man, as can
the winsome smile of the schoolgirl.
A man may be a vamp's abject slave, but the first
little girl who looks like an angel, and who can maku
her.
is

too

a cake, is the girl who wins his love.
A man after all
loves the quiet, unassuming little girl, whose
harm
lies in her simplicity: the vamp may entertain him,
but he rarely marries her.
(

Her Second Time on Earth.

MISS BARA

is a firm believer in theosophv. and is
well versed in every argument for reincarnation.
She discusses the theory of transmigration much
as you or I would discuss the latest novel.
She says
that she has the feeling that she has lived on this earth
a long time ago.
" But of tin's I am
" 1 can't explain it." she says.
sure.
I lived on earth, and ruled a people not by love
but by fear. I firmly believe that, when I die. 1 shall
return to this earth again, in some other person."'

If

you want to write her, address your

became a world-famous star overShe had spent
night, but it was no accident.
years preparing herself for the work, and gained
She
her experience in the workshop of the world.
has travelled to the ends of the earth to gain a more

Fox Film Corporation,
130, West Forty-sixth Street,
New York City, U.S.A.
Picture Show fo ensure an early reply.

(Mention the

comprehensive understanding of life.
The first record we can find of her professional life
was about eight years ago in New York, where she
played small parts on the stage as Theodosia de
Coppcte ; lier real name, as you may know, is
Theodosia Goodman.

IT vampire

Thoughtful.

Role.

picture that decided Theda as' a
of the screen, which was entitled "
Fool there Was." She has starred as most of the
famous sirens that Jiavc mado
Cleopatra, Madame du
history

was her

first

A

:

Barry, Salome, etc.
role is that of a bad

Her
girl

favourite
with a good

heart.

Although Theda has won countadmirers through her characterisations of sirens, she does not
advocate the girl of to-day. to copy
her methods.
less

Nobody Loves Her.
SHE says that a vamp might

just'

as well go into the garden and
cat worms she is as badly
off as the fat man
nobody lo\cs

—

Her

—

smile.

Wistful.

:

c/o

BARA

Her Favourite

letter

THEDA BARA,

Hard- Won Fame.

THEDA

ADVICE

Supercilious.

THEDA BARA

|

"

.

pay

—

vow

6.1

The scene was Rowena's own boudoir at
Ulleswater House. Her maid was waiting on
her when Lady OTleswator camo in. The girl
now placed a ohttk for the elder lady, and then
silently withdrew.
" Yon spoil me,

make me

vain,"

" Well,

I

".

my

dear

?

"

cheeks

'

'•'

" 1 was going to .say," said the girl, lowering
her eyes, " I wonder If there is anything in the
"

world yon would deny

me

?

Lady Ulleswater laughed.

"Upon my

word, child,

think th Me

Rowena looked up quietly, and there was a
mischievous gleam in her bright eyes.
" Be careful,"
she exclaimed warningly,

said.

''.Perchance 1 may put you to the test."
Lady Ulles\vater,"who was a very experienced
old lady, a woman of the world with somewhat
unconventional views, at once seated herself,
carefully arranged her gown, and then folded
her hands.
" Dear me, this is very interesting," -lie said.
" My little Rowena actually has a secret, and
she is now burning to tell her old godmother all

about it."
For a moment the girl looked positively
vexod. Was she so transparent as all 'that ?
She trembled to think that this shrewd old
woman might at any moment penetrate the
secret which she kept so secretly locked up in her

bosom.
" Indeed, you are mistaken,"
she said
promptly. " What secret could 1 positively
have ? "
" One never knows, my dear. My exprricr, 36
teaches me that a woman is always falling in
love, and if she is pretty she gets a lot of encouragement. You are sure you are not in
"

?

•'

Quito sure, dearest."
Well, that's a comfort in one way. though
something of a disappointment, too. 1 thought
Well, my dear, it won't
1 knew the symptoms.
be long before you have plenty of suitors now yon
have come to stay with trie. You only have to
bo seen. Do you know when Dick told rhe this
morning that he had to go to London- -those
tiresome lawyers, my dear 1 experienced
"

—

i

—

laugh.

" she cried, springing from
her seat and kissing her godmother impulsively.
" I vow you are accusing inc of setting my can at
1

"
" Hush
My dear, hush " exclaimed Lady
How can you
Ulleswater in shoc ked tones.
suggest anything so immodest.
If anything
happened, my love, I am quite sure you would
he as innocent as a newborn babe.
Bvtt, toy
dear, young men are so impressionable a?;
so very beautiful."
are so

Dick

!

!

!

When children quarrel 'tis woman's
1
make them kiss again and be friends
and what are men but children ? 'Tis woman's

done

part to

—

"You

l!>
darling r "
cried
" Dick and I are like brother and sister."
The old lady sighed.

foolish

bring about a re-

faithful

He is seeking hhn."
" By thy command
" Ye*."

replied

1

"
'

shrewd gazo without flinching.In truth, child, thou hast lost no time. I
fear thy cousin little deserves so much con*
sideration at thy hands."
"
"
.

'

My

"To

Uncle Silos
be sure to be

—

sure.

A

'

"

Why

not

!

"

;

'-

--r

'

'

'
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There was a bright, eager }ock in the girl's
eyes as she tittered the words.
Lady Ulleswatcr was amazed.
" Rowenn, are you mail ? " she evduhr.ed.
_" Alfred is proud and" Listen, dearest," interrupted Rowena, fall" He knows
ing on her knees at the ot hor's feet.
me not, his eyes have never rested on my face."
.

'.'
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Ronald

cousin."

?

"

"
labourer ?
la<lies uttered the word together.
" How how dreadful " exclaimed Lady
Ulleswater.
How splendid " murmured Rowena under
her breath while her bright eyes glistened.
" Tell me what you know," she commanded,
addressing Ronald.
The man then related how lie* had tracked
his lato master to Friars Ford, and how himself
unseen lie had watched Alfred at work.
Rowena listened with glowing eyes, and whe-i
he luid finished she dismissed him with a word.
Then she turned quickly to her companion.
" Dearest,
what think you ? " *ho mid
excitedly.— "Wilt- thou help me now with
mv'•• plan • "
Thy plan ? "
" Ay, didst thou not note the name Chid'
dingstone ? " went on tho girl eagerly. -" 'Xwixt
Uhiddingstorie and Friars Kurd there is a cottage where lives my old nurse, Mrs. Merridew.
"
"

A

Both

reeonenliation

would be desirable for all concerned, but how.
can you" hope to achieve it ? Even if your servant discovers where ho is we are little nearer,
it is not thy purpose, child, to take thy cousin
by the hand and lead him ba'.'k to Tmscott
T
-:
Hall ? "
\«

-4?
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Rowena, meeting the old

lady's

my

'•'

to Alfred.
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He

your return," said Rowena.

shall look for

"
but when you have leisure
" I" will see him, I will see him now," interrupted Rowena impulsively.
The young man bowod again and withdrew.
Rowena turned to her godmother. i
" Ronakl
breathlessly.
exclaimed
she
" And he brings news.
'Tis of Alfred."
The old lady looked curiously at the girl's
animated face, but did not speak.
A few moments later Tony Ronald entered.
"Thou hast news?" exclaimed Roweua
before the man could speak.
" Ay, my lady, and 'tis of Master Alfred. '*
"
Well Y
Tony Ronald seemed to hesitate for a bare
second, and then answered bluntly.
" He is working as a labourer, my lady, ot
Jones's mill in Friars Ford, near Chiddingstone."

servant'? "

and formerly my cousin's.
fellow, and deeply attached

^.

" Yes, he hath news it seems, and in his own
opinion at least 'twould appear to be of some
importance. Doubtless he seeks some favour,

Lady Ulleswater looked very thoughtful.
" 'Twould please me well," she said after a
" Thou art -thinking of thine uncle,
pause.
and that is only natural, but. Alfred, too, is
worth a thought. He is not the worthless
For they lad's
Creature you imagine him to be.
sako I would do much to restore him to his
But what can we do ? Alfred
uncle's favour.
has disappeared, and wo have no means of finding him."
said
"Tlioa kriowest Tony Ronald;"
" Yes,

1

You may have news

"

conciliation."

Rowena.

>:

Yotuig Ulleswater looked doubtful.
" Not from London, dear lady, if I know
Alfred." he said.
•"
Why say you that ? Dost know where he
is ? " exclaimed Rowena,
" Nay, but London is no magnet for thy
'Tis the open life, the field and the
cousin.
woods that appeal to him," answered the young
man. " But still, if I hear aught, I will acquaint thee.
He was bowing himself out, but at the door
paused and spoke again.
" T had forgot.
Thy servant is without, and
would speak with thee."

see, Uncle Silas is very obstinate, and so
They are both proud. Neither will
Alfred.
yield or make the first advances, but you may
Mire
they
are both sorry for what has hapBO
pened. Mine undo will never confess it, but
Can naught bo
in truth he is heartbroken.

"

'.'

"
"

You

"Thy

her eye; wide in her. astonishment. Sho knew how devoted L'ady UHeswa't) r.
was to her only son, and how she could scarcely
bear to have the young man out of her sight.
The old lady nodded mysteriously.
"It is true, my dear. His engagement to
Delia is not announced, but it is quite a .settled
thing, you know. It wotdd be tragic if anything
happened to to disturb that."
" But what could, happen, ? " began Rowena,
and thou suddenly she burst into a delighted

<i

.

is

to

-.

•

come

Rowena once more.

look of undisguised astonishment.
" A plan i ?
''
Yes, dearest," went on the girl excitedly.

now

"

to say farewells I am sorry, mother
mine, but this call to London is. imperative."
He kissed her again, and then bowed to
" I

—

Rowena opened

the old lady.
Rowena preoccupied by her own thoughts
ignored the compliment, and went on.
" Why should I not seek him, meet him as a
stranger, become acquainted with him, and.
having learnt his nature and the workings of
his mind, use my woman's wit to make -him
"
think more kindly of his uncle ?
Lady Ulleswater stared at the eager face of
the girl in astonishment.
" And is this thy plan ?
A wondrous plan
You, the Lady Rowena, will follow thy
truly.
worthless cousin into the gaming houses 'of the
town and the other low resorts, where no doubt
he seeks his .vulgar pleasures. Of a truth.

brow.

..

wit that's needed

1921.

Sho stopped abruptly as the door opened and
young Ulleswater came into the room. ^
He bowed in a court ly fashion to both ladies
in turn, and then kissed his mother on the

suddenly she leaned forward and
placed her hand on the older woman's.
"Lady Ulleswatcr," she said, with an eagerness she cou'd not conceal, '* if 1 thought of a
plan by which this reconciliation could be
"
brought about, would would vou help nie ?
The old lady returned the girl's ga.ee with a

"

lQlh,

they done so, child, methinks he would
left Truscott Hall in such haste,"' said

Rowena

Then

positive feeling of relief."

Ah, j'ou darling

.

:

I don't

is."

love

:

...

.

Had

not have

!

Ulleswater, and you
said Rowena, laughing

Lady

-"
wonder
She paused and the flush in her
deepened and spread all over her lace.
happily.

,T

" Yes, dear, that is what I wish, but well, I
I am glad he is called to London."
" Perhaps he will hear news of my cousin
Alfred," said Rowena, in as indifferent a tone
as she could assume.
Lady Ulleswater raised her hands in a despairing gesture and shook her head sadly.
" Poor Alfred Uis conduct must have been
a great shock to thee."
Strango to say we do not know eacb other.
T have but seen him in the distance," replied the
girl
with studied carelessness. " A rough,
"
brutal fellow, is he not ?
" Oh, scarcely that, my child, scarcely that,"
protested the old lady.- " A lkt(35 wild like his
poor father, but a line figure of a man and high
f cannot but think he has good
spirited",
qualities, and that thine lincle was a l tt!o
I
Silas was ever quick of temper.
hasty.
would gladly see him reconciled to-' the lad."
Rowena's heart was beating fast.
"So would I for mine uncle's sake," she

(Continued from
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You remember Margery Merridew
" Ay. a good
" Indeed she

?

woman."

and would do aught for me.
Now list, godmother of mine,' I will go and live
with old Margery, but not. as tho Lady Rowenn.
I will bo a simple country gir?, and in that guise
who know s
I will meet my consul, and then
"
what what may chance ?
" Who, indeed " exclaimed Lady Ulleeis,

—

—

I

water indignantly. "Child this is midsummer
madness. What you a-k is inipos*ihle. Thinfc
no more ot it." t
,

(Tn.hr

rnnthiliril.)
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"THEY'RE OFF!": A TORTOISE DERBY

Suite a

new

type of race for

MONROE SALISB

Some of tbe principals in tbe forthcoming Tod Sloan Picture act as
TOO SLOAN
From left to right can be seen: TOD SLOAN, FRANCIS FORD, KINGSLEY
BENEDICT, famous author and actor, and L. MILLER.
.'

"starters" in a tortoise race.

MONROE SALISBURY, as he will appear in " Tb
formed his own company. This picture is being
and white print, and the second preparing for oo)l0
sheet in

3
tl

VIOLA

DANA. Tbe third ot our series of Stars' Favourite
Viola Dana is one of a famous trio, her
being Shirley Mason and Edna Flugratb.
She first appeared
on tbe stage at the age of eleven years. Some of the films in which
" False Evidence," " The Gold Cure,"
tbe bas appeared are
" Tbe Night Rider," and " Please Get Married."
Photographs of themselves.
sisters

TOM MOORE,

a Ooldwyn star,

purchases
a present for bis lady love in " Mr. Barnes
o!

New York."

:

WANDA BAWLEY

has • few moment* .well Cf.tr
rest while ber coiffure is being attended so between
She takes advaat
scenes of ber latest Reahvt picture.
of the few minatee to bave a qniet read.

I
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po%r"MIEACLE

MAN"

i

Paramount Artcraft.

The Frog, now a reformed
character,

embraces

adopted mother.

h

i

s

LON CHANEY as the Frog
and JOSEPH J. DOWLING
as the Patriarch.

^fi

14

Picture

MILTON SILLS and

WYNNE,

his

famous actress

wife,

GWLADYS

with eight-year-old Dorothy.

BILLIE

BURKE

Show Aki

Supplement, March

19'/;,

shakes hands with her gymnast master

while husband

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD

looks on.

1921.

left

19f/r,

IN

An

1921.

"THE BARBARIAN"

unusual dolly !
This little Universal player has a
big choice oi pets at the Universal Studios and seems
•very fond ot the one she has chosen.
She is to
appear in Frank Mayo's film. " The Tiger."
<

18

"OH, MARY!

HOW COULD YOU

!

EILEEN DENNIS,

besides being a popular Hepwortb player, is a
professional dancer.
The photograph shows her as she
imitation
appeared in her
oi Pavlova's Swan Dance, which she
danced on the English and American stage.

talented

MALVINE POLO,
is

to

idaugbter ot Eddy Polo,
" Fcolish

appear in a Aim entitled

Wives."

10

A
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are many stages to the state of impecuniTHERE
osity, but Dr. Arthur B. Hampton, Johnny

Stokes, and Stub Masters had travelled them
nil till they had arrived at the last one, when one
not. only has no money, but is unable to raise any.
Hampton was a doctor without a patient, Stokes
a lawyer without a client, and Stub an estate agent
without so much as a cottage to look after.
Their trouble was that they were too young all
of them were well under thirty
and most people
have a prejudice against youth when it comes to
trusting their lives or their money.
The three chums were discussing the situation in
Hampton's surgery.
" I feel desperate enough to try blackmail " pftid
Joluiny Stokes.
,
" There's nothing I would stick at to get a steak ! "
commented Stub Masters.
Arthur Hampton turned from a gloomy contemplation of his medicine cupboard.
"There arc some chocolate coated pills in here.
If I were only certain what I put inside them, we
might try a meal eating them."
'"
I suppose it's no use suggesting that your landlady
said Stokes.
" Not an earthly," replied Hampton. " Poor old
I am
soul ; she has done everything she could.
ashamed to look her in the face."
" You'll have to, I'm afraid," said Johnny. " If
I'm not mistaken, that, is she arriving on the landing.
That bronchia! accompaniment to her steps is a real
winner as a warning."
The next second Johnny was on the operatingtable, and Arthur was bending over him, stethescope
in hand, while Masters looked on with an agonised
wa it ing-for-t he- verdict expression.
It was an old dodge of the chums to make believe
Arthur really had a patient.
There was a knock, followed by heavy breathing.
" Come in " cried Arthur.
Mrs. Huggins, a stout, motherly-looking woman,
entered, but. gasped out an apologetic " Oh " as she
saw the " patient."
" Pray take a seat, Mrs. Huggins.
I have just
finished with this gentleman," said Arthur.
Then, turning to Stokes, he said gravely
" You have improved wonderfully since I last
examined you. I should continue on the same diet.
Steak, varied with game and a little fish occasionally.

—

—

!

!

!

,

:

Burgundy with every meal."
There was a real, agonising look on Stub Masters'
face as he heard

Hampton

pered
" As for the rent, sir, it
doesn't matter for another
week or so, though I thinkthat gentleman that takes
up so much of your time
:

ought to pay you a little."
" It
is
merely thoughtlessness,
Mrs.
Huggins,"
" These young
said Arthur.
millionaires never think that
a doctor may be in need of
money, and of course it would
never do for us professional
people to press for payment."
He bowed the landlady
downstairs, and entered the
room with a triumphant
'

smile.
''

looking bird.

Arthur made
" This

ft

desperato effort, and maintained

manner.
au interesting

is

case,

Mrs. Huggins," he

said.

What he

thought was
" If only that bird had eaten all the good things
offered him, what a feed he would have made for tho
"
really

:

three of us
Johnny Stokes murmured
" Birds refuse while humans lack dry bread "
and Stub Masters tried to conceal liis real thoughts
by suggesting that if the egg had been poached Polly
might have fancied it.
" Of course, I know you don't doctor birds, Mr.
Hampton," said Mrs. Huggins, • but I thought I
woidd ask your advice."
" You couldn't have come to a better man, Mis.
" In fact, before I decided
.Huggins," said Arthur.
to take up ministering to the maladies of man, I made
quite a name as an authority on birds. If you will leave
Polly with me, I will take her to a friend of mine who
keeps a bird hospital. I can promise you that she will
cat anything when I return her to you."
" Oh, it is good of you, doctor " breathed Mrs.
Huggins. " You've got a teal kind heart "
!

:

!

!

I

'

.

!

The

DOUGLAS MacLEAN

ae Arthur

this dyspeptic thing on
the perch should be offered minced kidney, while
brain for somestomach is sending wireless to
thing to keep Its sides from caving in, 1 will be as
silent as the grave," said Stokes.
" you've hit It, Johnny," said Arthur. " It is thi 9

"If you can explain why

my

Hampton and DORIS

HAY

as

Mary Jane Smith.

send to l : nclc George the other cards wc will send
to your friends. George and friends will send presents ;
'
wc will sell or pawn them, and there you arc."
" Delightfully easy " said Arthur, sarcastically.
" But have you thought about the lady ? Thcro
usually Is one, you know, in a marriage."
" Surely between ttic three of us we can invent a
;

my

horrible bird that is going to save us. Polly's gluttony
shall spread a feast before us.
"
shall feast while she fasts. This is no bird of
ill-omen for us, my friends, but a dove of pcace-andplcnty. To drop the high faluting stuff and get down
to brass tacks, thks is what I am going to do. Polly
refuses her food because she has had too much., I

I

name,"
"

We

And

replied Stub.
land yourself Into a nice little action for

can cure

a girl's name for such a purpose," said
»
Johnny Stokes.
" I hadn't thought of that," said Stub, scratching
" But 1 say," he added brightly. " couldn't
his head.
wc get a common name Smith, for instance?
There are so many thousands of Smiths. Mary
Jane Smith, wc will say. There must be as many
Mary Janes as Smiths in the world."
" Not a bad idea. Stub," said Arthur
" but why
"
shouldn't you be the bridegroom ?

we

" You forget I have no rich uncle George. No,
Arthur, you are ttic man."
After a little persuasion Arthur consented to the
scheme, which was duly carried out. Tlie present*
began to arrive, but the first batch were very disappoint ing. Still there were enough to raise sufficient
money on to tide over temporary difficulties. Then
came a telegram from uncle George.
" Leaving for Honolulu with my bride-to-be and
her niece. Expect me at three o'clock with wedding

libel for using

.

tier.
As I promised Mrs. Huggins, when
she returns to the dear old perch in the dear old homo
she will cat brick-dust and think it the best bird-seed.
The hospital I am going to take her to Is the pawnshop
round the corner. She is a bird of good family, and our
friend will advance us dollars in plenty. I shall give
him strict instructions that Polly shall live on water
till she begs for crumbs.
In a few days her appetite
will return. We will redeem her, and take her back to
her loving mistress comirtetely cured. In the meantime

shall feed."

" Arthur, if I had twenty hats I would take them
" I sec in
off to you," said Johnny solemnly.
your face a distinct resemblance to the
great
Napoleon."
" Let us sally forth with Polly," said Stub Masters.
" A lesser man would ask how we are going to raise
the money to redeem the charming Polly, but why
worry."

The pawnbroker advanced
and the three friends made

five dollars on Polly,
fast time to a tittle
restaurant, but their good-fortune received a cheek.
It happened to be a flag day, and within a hundred
yards of the place they were seeking they were held
up by four girls.
Arthur Hampton thought the leader was tho
prettiest girl he had ever seen, and though he knew
it was madness, he paid a dollar for a flag. 'It cost
half a dollar each for the other two, but three dollars
sufficed to get K real meal, with a few' cents over for

*

cigarettes.
All through the meal,

He 'was

thinking of the girl who had sold him the
If he would ever see her 'again.
out in the hope of meeting her
In the street, but lie reflected that his only excuse
to speak to her would be to buy another flag, and ho
had not the money to do that.
The next morning, when the three friends met lo
discuss the question of raising the wind, Arthur
produced a letter, ho had received from his undo
Oeorge.
Arthur had written explaining that patients wcro
very scarce, In the hope that Uncle George, who was
very rich, would send him a cheque, but t he appeal had

and wondering

He would have gone

failed.

"When

you marry nnd

uncle, " I will set you up.
bimply fooling around."

present."
" Good old I'nclc George," chirped Stub.
" May
it be a nice fat cheque."
„
The three did a war dance round the room, but
suddenly Arthur stopped.
" We've done it
he cried. " Fools, idiots that
we were not to have thought of it. Where is tho
bride ?
l ; ncle George will insist on seeing the bride—
Wc can't say she's dead alreaay. You've lauded me in
a nice mess. Stub."
" It is a bit awkward," agreed Stub. " Let ma
!

'

think a minute."
" There is only one thing to do. We must say sha
Gone to her relatives. I'ncle George can't
is out.
stop long if he is off to Honolulu. We will put a few
of the presents in the wardrobe and you can show
-

Arthur Hampton was very

sliest.
flag,

—

;

all

I

his professional

.

"

situation is
solved.
Don't interrupt me,
please. I wil. explain."

in his eyes.

I

:

Boys, we are saved " he

cried.

them but a mere memory.
Stokes looked up to the young doctor with a

;

1921.

She gave a mysterious nod,
indicating that Arthur should
follow her to the door.
Once outside, she whis-

speaking so glibly of dishes

" You're sure you haven't forgotten anything,
doctor ?
I understood from you on my last visit
that I was to have pale de foic gras and caviare."
" Well," said Hampton, swinging his stethescope
thoughtfully, " only a little of each, just to stimulate
the appetite, you know."
" Oh, for a piece of just ordinary bread-amichccsc " murmured Stokes, as he rose from the
table. " liven a suet dumpling three days old wouldn't
be bad just now."
Arthur had turned to his landlady with his best
professional manner. But as he did so, he gave a start.
Mrs. Huggins carried In her hand a wooden perch,
on which sat a most unhappy looking parrot.
" It's not for myself, doctor," said Mrs. nuggjus.
" It's Polly, I've come about. The poor dear seems to
have lost her appetite. She can't eat anything. I've
tempted her with all sorts of dainties. Nice fresh eggs
boiled fit for a millionaire to cat
bits of the best
up and seasoned, but she wont touch
kidney chopped
"
thing
a
Tho three young men groaned as Mrs. Huggins
went on describing other little delicacies which sho
had made to tickle the jaded appetite of the Rejected-

19th,

Impecunious Cr»um9.

that were to

murderous glare

March

settle

down," said

his

At the present time you are

" That's another avenue closed," said Arthur, as he
his chums the letter.
On the contrary," remarked Stub Masters,
"I see in this letter the road to prosperity. Your
t'nclc Oeorge wishes you to marry. Right. He shall
havo his wish.
You shall be married to-morrow,

showed

Arthur."
" Don't talk rot 1 " said Arthur. " I have not the
slightest intention of getting married,
There are
limits to what I will do for friendship."
" When I say ' married," I don't mean it rcallv,"
said Stub. " This Is my plan. I will get a pal of mine
to put a paragraph In the paper announcing the
marriage, and I will prevail on my printer to do us

some dinky wedding-cards.
" One of these, with a copy

of the paper,

we

will

them, casual like."
Arthur was more than dubious about the success of
the Hull, but there was nothing to do but try it. It
was too late to draw back now.

WHEN

Uncle George Arrives.

the hour approached for the arrival of
Uncle George the surgery was scrupulously
tidy, and In a wardrobe at the end of the
room were placed some articles of feminine at tin-,
chosen from the presents, the door being left open a
lit He as though by accident.
Arthur was standing at the window when he sa*r
a crowd surge into the street.
«.
'>•.
"It's an accident," said Stub Masters.

there

Is

We

a girl l>cing helped along.

What

a bit of hick.

must get her In here.
It will help to put on*
George a bit. He can't question' you lo*
when you are busy with a patient."
He ran out, followed by Arthur and Johnny.
When Arthur had pushed his way through tht
crowd he gave a start, for the Injured girl was the on*
who had sold him the Dag.
" I am a doctor," he said. " nelp me to carry

Icicle
closely

licr

to

my surgery.

Stub and Johnny picked up the

girl

and carried

her in the surgery.

Then Arthur waved them away as he saw the
looking at them in a puziled wav.

girl

" Fetch a glass of water," said Arthur to Stub.
" Hadn't we better fetch n doctor," said St ub uiiichicvously as he ran out of the room.
The girl gave a twinge of pain as he licnt over her.

(('ontinitnt

on

pigc

18.)
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nico things,

amongst others that he was surprised
so mu".h about American films

knew

that we

artistes over hero. Wyndham Standing, in a
grey lounge suit, a spft grey felt hat, and a
smartly cut, grey overcoat, \yas tremendously at
home amongst our stars -Victor Maclaglen,
Frank fetley, Roland Myles, and Evelyn
Uoucher and he was particularly delighted to
meot his old friend Martin Thornton onco again.

and

—

—

Still

PAULINE PETERS.

Another British Star.

SHEtho

Pauline Peters. Ages ago I told you
exciting story of how she commenced
to act in tho pictures. Luckily, her adventuros ended happily, which is not always tho
case with film aspirants.
Pauline would not
listen when she was warned not to go on the
films.
Like Julius Caesar, however, sho could
easily exclaim of her success, " I came
I saw
"
is

"

Her Penalty."

liroailwost
THIS
met' with a

film
fine

at tbo
1 latitat
vvtiiiE.
recently,
and I shall have more to say about it on release.
The production has been directed by Mr. Brunn,
under the supervision of Mr. Walter West. It
is a thrilling plot, the heroine, Paulino Peters,

reception

show

trade

Some wonunwittingly committing bigamy.
derful exterior scenes, with grounds of a beautiobtained
have
been
ful old country, mansion,
and one is carried from tho whirl of London to
Stewart Rome.
the loneliness of a sandy desert.
Clive Hrook, Pauline Peters, and Philip Hewland
play principal parts.

Basil Rathbone.
you remember the beauty and dignity of
Basil Rathbone's acting in " Peter Ibbetson," Du Maimer's exquisite play 1 His
scenes with Constance Collier leave an undying
memory behind. I was surprised when he told
mo that Peter Ibbetson was his first big
part in London.
"After the Army," Basil Rathbone said, I
that was in
went down to Stratford-on-Avon
August 1919. Constance Collier saw me there,"
"
and she
Romeo,
played
when
I
he told me,
engaged me to play Peter Ibbetson. After
Mrs.
this I played Alfred de Musset with
Patrick Campbell, under Fagan's management.
tho
played
and
Tree,
Viola
Then I went on to

DO

;

Then I
The Unknown.
Fedora at the
played with Marie Lohr in
in
Henry
Globe. Aftev this followed Prince
Henry IV.,' for Mr. Fagan at the Court, and
sceptical atheist in

'

'

'

'

'

also

series of Ibsen matinees at
of Ostratt,' in which I

an interesting

the Court,

'

Lady Ingar

played Nils Ijkke, the part played by Henry
Ainley when it was produced by the Stage
Society."

My

—

1

conquered

!

great chance was " Her Penalty,'
and I hear that sho is playing a still more important
part in the Broad west production, " Full Cry."
Pauline Peters is dark, and reminds me just a
perhaps her
wee bit of Mrs. Patrick Campbell
great, dark, haunting eyes give me this impression.
She lias a slim, graceful flgm-e, and wears
a coat and skirt of the simplest make, but tho
smartest cut, with real distinction. She is full
of unaffected gaiety, and will certainly make a
stir upon the horizon of filmland.

Her

first real

;

Madge

Stuart.

plays " Innocent "
SHEfamous
novel, which,

First Film.
'

Marie Corell> 'e

—

although they

Innocent,* Basil Rathbone anwas
IT" swered, " and I have found that filming
is of great value to the actor and actress,
for the simple reason that it makes you express
in your face all that as a rule you express with
words. English actors and actresses so often
don't give sufficient attention to the eye. Frequently the face doesn't express tho words.
Repose is one of the greatest assets on
There seems to be trethe screen.
mendous possibilities in film work.
There is no time limit. On tho stage
so much must be expressed in a. short
space of time. A book can be unfolded
chapter by chapter on the screen, and
this is not possible on the stage."

in

by the by, is released this week.
So I expect thousands
of Picture Show readers will be charmed by
her delightful- and vivacious personality.
By
tho by, Madge Stuart had bad luck a few weeks
Whilst doing exteriors in a new producago.
tion, all her pretty clothes were stolen from her
Unkind, was it not ? But it was just as
flat.
well, if such a misfortune had to happen, that
the theft was committed at the end of a season
instead of at the beginning of one, when all
one's frocks and frills have been replenished.
Madge Stuart is an indefatigable worker, and
she doesn't mind riding a horse in a biting wind
for the glory of her work.
" Innocent " gives Madge Stuart great opportunities for displaying her emotional tempera" Innocent " has all the real Mario
ment.
Corelli sentiment, with a strong love element,
which appeals to the "majority of mankind
will

not always admit

it.

Fisher White.
famous actor who

THE

causocl such a sensawith his fine acting in " Damaged
Goods," plays one of the leads in " The
Will," and, like most great artistes, he is the
most unassuming of men. Ho recently told

tion

me
in

that his first experience of screen work was
a charity film called " Masks and Faces,"

of " Innocent."
at

of

"

1USED

to rather despise films at one time,"
Fisher White went on to tell me. " But
there is no danger of the screen killing the
stage ; it is a real asset to tho actor.
I find
film work a great art, and it is so entirely different from stage acting that what holds good
for one art is quite the reverse for the other.

Not Too Big To Learn.

FISHER WHITE

says that he is still in the
process of development in filmland, so
that he is quite interested to see if ho
has advanced in this great new art when " The
Will " is shown.
" I make a point of seeing myself on the
screen, as I always do, to know if I have
advanced or otherwise."
Fisher White found "The Will" very interesting, in view of increasing age, as the plot
unfolds itself.
Although there is a lack of
exciting incidents, it is full of psychological
interest, and
if
this subtle atmosphere is
expressed, it will be a triumph for the camera.
February 1st was Fisher White's twenty-ninth
anniversary on the stage. He started his
career at Ipswich in 1892' His favourite parts
have been the doctor in " Damaged Goods,"
David Roberts in " Strife," and he added, with
his quiet smile
I

loved 'Macbeth'!"

me

the other day.

—

hit

" Earthbound." Of course I wanted to know,
what Wyndham Standing thought of
our pictures," and he said crowds of
:

titles.

At First Despised.

;

know.

you remember, made a big

;

'

THE

that

original part of tho doctor."
Fisher White thinks that a now art of writing
that tho
should be developed for tho films
author should strive to gain his effects throughout his story without sub-titles. Charlie Chaplin's " Shoulder Arms " had few, if any, sub-

interesting because I play three different
periods.
In the first part I am supposed to be in 1888, and I am twentyfour then follows 1908, when I am fortyfour ; and, best of all. in 1920, when I
am fifty-six. It's just a wee bit difficult to get one's features quite right to
go through the three stages, but it is
tremendously interesting although I
admit it's a very tough job to go through
three different ages."
Evangeline Hilliard is tho granddaughter and the daughter of clergymen, which is another strange coincidence which goes to show a subtle kind
of affinity between church and stage.

other afternoon, after an important trade show, I was introduced
to Wyndham Standing, who, as

in

my

Hilliard told

An American Star Visits a
British Trade Show.
many

'

'

' 1

—

my readers

I

Thon during the war I did some nursing,
and afterwards I thought that I would
like to do film work.
I was asked to play
Emily in the Ideal Film version of Sir
James Barrie's The Will,' and it is

?
He is tall and dark, full of
full of ambition, and tremendously handsome as no doubt crowds

of

T hen

'

Evangeline Milliard.
PLAYED in 'The Shepherdess
I
Without a Heart," Evangeline

saw Marie Corelli in her gondola
on tho Avon; and usually she wore a
white linen dress. And Basil Rathbone
himself
energy,

"

:

told me that
BASIL RATHBONE
Stratford he often

when lie was

plained.

played tho part of an old Chelsea pensioner
God Bless
for Samuelson's in a film called
which apRed, White and Blue,'
our
parently went all over the world, for within
three weeks of each other I received three
letters of congratulation, one from India, ono
from South Africa, and ono from South Wales.
Later I played in a film called Nobody's Child,*
with Godfrey Tearle and Jose Collins. In tho
screen version of
Damaged Goods,' I played

"'Macbeth.

—

The Author

which he assured me
was an excellent lesson.
" It showod mo what
not
to
do," he exEVANGELINE HILLIARD-

remarkable picture

PAULINE PETERS

and CLIVE

BROOK

Penalty."

in

scene from

Edith Nessan.

Picture Shore,
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MARY'S ANKLE."
"

((

";';:

it trying
I
It's my ankle," she sakl.
to avoid a motor-car."
• You ought to have taken the driver's name."
said Johnny .stokes, who had returned with stub.
•
There is a
I am a lawyer and could advise you.
cicar case for damages."
• I am afraid I could not spare the time." said the
" 1 am sailing for Honolulu this afternoon with
girl.
•'

sprained

my

aunt. Miss Bums."
" Honolulu " cried the three.
•'
Aunt and niece," thought Arthur.
!

Can this he
Aloud
he said:
"
"

Uncle George spoke of?"
Did vou mention vonr name, miss ?
'•
No, but it is Smith—Mary Jane Smith," replied

tlx- girl

the patient.
The three

chums changed

colour.

—

Arthur rumpled his hair in
"That's just the difficulty.

his distress.

He gets frightfully
Quite
told the truth or contradicted.
violent, in fact."
"•
Do you think the man ought to be allowed loose ?"
" It seems fo me that he is dansaid Mary Jane.
gerous."
"No, not dangerous, really." said Arthur hurangry

if

he

is

me?

riedly.
"I was wondering if you would help
He won't be
sec, I don't care to offend him.

You

— —

more than a minute, and if you could cr
could, well, just pretend, you know, that we were
cr
that you were my wife."
" What an extraordinary request," replied Mary
Jane severely, but there was a mischievous look in
litre

—

her eyes that belied the tone of her voice.
"It would only be for a minute or two." pleaded
Arthur.
" Well, since you helped me with my flags I don't
mind," said the girl.
"Yon remember mo, then?" said Arthur. "I

was hoping you had."
••
Mind you. I won't tell this crazy patient of yours
lie, but I won't undeceive him if he thinks we are
married." said Miss Smith.
" You're an angel." cried Arthur.
Miss Smith blushed, but as Arthur was bonding
down attending to her ankle he did not see her face,
or he would have decided that she looked prettier
than ever.
A few minutes later Uncle George rushed in.
He looked at Miss Smith with an approving glance
and thru shook hands with Arthur.
Most sensible thing
'Congratulations, Arthur.
you ever did. Your wife is the prettiest girl I have
seen for many a long year.
A kiss for Uncle George,
my dear."
licfore Miss Smith could protest Uncle George had
The girl blushed again.
kissed her on the cheek.
The deception was calling for more than she had
bargained.
" Haven't a moment to spare." went on Uncle
I'll
George. You must come with me to Honolulu.
arrange everything. Meet nic at the docks as soon
as you can."
He rushed out like a whirlwind.
Arthur looked at Mary Jane admiringly.

a

"However can I thank you ? You were a brick.
I
must tell you the whole story and then you will
understand."
When she had heard all about the supposed marriage and the fictitious Mary Jane Smith, the girl
burst out laughing.
" It is really as good its a play," she said.
" Your
uncle George is going to marry my aunt, but he has
never Been me before to-day. Can't you imagine
lie sei ne when my aunt sees me on the boat and your
tilde George Introduces us as man and wife?"
I can, and I
an just hear I'mic George telling
me what lie thinks about me and how much I can
said Arthur dolefully. " " He's
expect from him,
always been crazy about me getting married, and
when he finds out I've pulled a joke on him on his
big hobby there's going to be a whole lot of trouble |rj
the family."

19<A.

1921.

A TALK WITH THE TERRY TWINS

w

In face and feature, form and limb. I grew so like my trotker.
folk kept taking me for him. and each for one another.

That

HEX

'

colled

I

upon ll«e Terry
Twins the other
evening it was a good
thing for me that Frank
remained
standing

r

for
for

interview

and

make

know

twins

celebrated

what

Ho we v c r."
e
resumed, when tinapplause had died
FRANK

and

down, " for the screen
we were obliged to
break our rule, though
th? only time we have ever used make-up durum
our professional career was for 'The Fordington
Twins.'
And on the screen it was a real
difficulty, I can tell you, to appear exactly

the

alike."

" About our only difficulty," Charlie supplemented, " and 1 think we have got over it quite
successfully.
Say,
Frank,"
he
observed!
tonderly eyeing the huge beaver powder puff 1
had been given to admire, and which 1 was

resemblance between ns. And then the things
we might do Why, Charlie suggested, the other
day, that we could easily travel as one man, for
"
when the inspector came round
Further utterance was interrupted by Charlie's
hat suddenly flying in Frank's face.
" He's always saying absurd things like that,"
remarked tho former gentleman bitterly.
" Thinks thein funny, I suppose."
" Well, it trould be funny," pers-.stod the
dauntless one. " Especially," ho added in a soft

unconsciously caressing, " some girl will be
taking a fancy to that puff one of these days."
The feminine element gently deposited the
puff back upon the table. Somehow puffs are

!

you were the one under the

irrelevant to interviews.
And, anyhow, Swans.is prettier than beaver.
At. least, I have

down

always thought

A'

"The Fordington Twins."

though," explained Frank.

need for 'em
"

"

which you can

"

!

When do you

think you will appear on the
screen again ?
" Well," said Charlie, before Frank could
reply, " I am afraid we can give you no definite,
information at present, but it is quite possible
that before very long we shall appear in some
American pictures. More we cannot say."
That being so, I figured out that it was about
time I took my departure, especially as 1 knew
that the brothers had an appointment beforo

" Very well expressed," remarked Frank sotlo
Except the end bit."
" It is a comedy drama," went on Charlie

vore.

unperturbed, " and though it contains many
funny things, they are hardly funnier than the
experiences wc have almost every day of our
lives.
Mary Urough plays the part of our aunt,
and a very excellent aunt she makes, though I
guess she's mighty glad she isn't saddled with
such nephews in real life. The film contains
many beautiful features other than our own.
including some lovely scenery shot at Grantham."
" Very good," commented Frank, ns Charlie
paused for breath. " Only a bit stilted. Now

Concerning

Right Scenarios.
of appearing in any
more pictures t " I asked, Suddenly
grown very professional.

readily understand, in view of our peculiar
Catering for twins is something of a
needs.
Still," he addod obligingly
novelty, isn't it ?
" we could save quite a lot of time and trouble
in the matter of double exposures if the scenario
demanded anything of the sort, for, of course,
where we were concerned, thero would be.no

'

-

•

second evoning performance.
Very
their
politely they escorted me to the front entrance
In the midst of farewell
of the Palladium.
handshakes, Frank remarked
'•
It is a good job you saw both of
:

"

my turn."

.

" Oh, yes." tho brothers replied simultaneously.
(" You see, we even speak together,"
Charlie pointed out with pride.)
"The difficulty is to get the right scenarios,

bloodshed was imminent, I
deemed it high time to remind Messrs.
Terry that I had come for an interviow,
and that 1 should like to hear something about
Wheretheir film " The Fordington Twins."
upon Charlie reminded Frank that he would be
glad to have his hat back, as it was a new one,
and the brothers buried the hatchet.
" The Fordington Twins is the only picture
in which we have appeared so far," said Charlie,
before Frank could get in on the interview,
" and we think it is something of a rocord to
have appeared in the title role of a six-reel
feature at the first go off."

it's

so.

Difficulty of Getting
RE you thinking

seat,"

THINKING

'

It

CHARLES TERRY.

slightest inconvonience to each other, though,
as Charlie pointed out, sometimes it is a bit
disconcerting to go to bed in the happy
knowledge that you have five pounds in your
pocket, only to find that it is missing from the
•coat you put on in the morning, your twin
having got up a little earlier.
" Yes," put in Frank brightly. " funny things
are always happening through the striking

if

refrained

"

they can oxchange

voice, "

1

from comment.

are

as like as
peas.
Even to
their
clothes,
which

causing

!

Tactfully

two

without

de-

head

we never
" he returned
triumphantly.

twins

—

should be

he

my

" Because

quarrel

what diffiFor these

just

"

?

foolishly.

1

not-

culties.

up

manded.
I
shook

1

might havo got into

on the
vaseline
our hair, and a

Only

becoming touch of
powder on our faces.
Why do we never

while Charlie was
seated, and that they
kept their respective
positions
otherwise
this

our work

halls.

:

,

Here was a pretty state of affairs with I ncle George
expected at any moment.
"I think wc had better leave this to Arthur,"
" He is so tactful."
whispered stub to Johnny.
Arthur made a .despairing appeal in his eyes 'as
two ignored it.
but
the
two
the
room,
left
the
" What can 1 do ? " thought Arthur.
At any moment his uncle might conic in. and if
he began to talk he would be sure to find out that
If he could only get rid of
lie had been deceived.
Hie girl, but she was not fit to be moved yit.
into
his
head.
He would ask the
A wild idea came
real .Miss Smith to help liini.
" 1 am expecting a relative
a
cr— patient of mine,
every minute." he said. " He is very rich but very
eccentric.
Suffers a lot from delusions, you know,
(hie of them is that he fancies everybody he meets is
Most awkmarried. He is sure to think we arc.
ward, vou know."
" Still, between us
" Very." said the girl drily.
we ought to be able to tell him that wc aren't."

March

,

"

Make -Up.

to

Why. yes," I
You see," he

YOU

tell

"Of

us, to-night

course

it

'
.

is."

said, "if you have anything
us you must tell us together. l>ecnu-e
he winked at the moon "you can't
"
us apart !
May Hi;nscnKr. ClarkK.

tell

— here

observe," ho said, making a sweeping
gesture towards a singularly
bare
dressing-table, " that we use no make-up

assented.

—

i

•''

'

Mary Jane looked .sympathetic and Arthur took
courage.

"There's one nay things might be straightened
if you would only help IMC again.
I've thought
you ever since you sold me that Hag. You must
have seen it. Mary Jane, I love you. No., don't
It's nothing to do with this trouble I'm
run away.
in at all.
I just tell in lOVfl with you the first time I
cut
ol

Don't you think you could get to care

saw you.

me ? "
"I think

this
"

is
I

all

so

know,

care for

for

I

do care."

—so

said the girl shyly;

"but

extraordinary."
in Arthur. " but if you
get engaged, and Uicn we could

know," broke

me we can

get married after."
" We shall have to get to the docks," said .MaryJane, " but what we are going to do when we get
there I ically don't know."
" I'm not so worried about liu-le George now yon
say you care," said Arthur. " Something "ill happen
to clear things up."
Ami something did happen when the two young
I'ncle George had engaged for
people got aboard.
them a double cabin, telling the purser that it was his

nephew and

After that there was nothing for Arthur to do ut
J±
make a clean breast of the whole affair.
At first I'ncle George stormed and raved, but when
Arthur fold him how he had really fallen in lo\e with
Mary Jane at first sight he began to relent.
" Well. 1 might forgive you. Arthur." he said.
" But look at the unpleasant posit iou you have pla< ed
Miss Smith in."
" I think that can be remedied, sir." said Arthur.
"The Captain of this ship is empowered to |K-rfonn
the marriage ceremony, and since Mary June has
promised to marry me why not let us ? .
And married they were just as the sun was setting
on the water, and with signs in the skv ot g"odj
I

to
I

his wife.

.

.

for their honeymoon.
(Aitaiitnf frmii the I'tiramvHiit-Arlrrnfl
jifrniiwion.)

weather
hff

.

-n/
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BUILDING THE SET

It is

Showing

Erected for an Erie

really surprising to learn what wonderful and realistic sets are erected for just a single film.
photograped tbey will bear comparison with the real thing, and the cost of some of these
" marvels " must be stupendous. Here yon see a set in the coarse of construction for an
Eric von Stroheim Universal production, at Monterey, in California.

When
film

Photographs

tit

e

Wonderful Scti

Von Stroheim

Production

How

the set looked when finished.
Nobody would realise
that this had been hastily constructed and was not a strong
castle built on a rock that had weathered many an angry

storm.

r

For another sceue in Eric von Stroheim's new production, the Casino was repaired. One would naturally imagine that it would te almost an impossibility
to build a set such as this.
But no, nothing daunted, tbey built a replica of the Monte Carlo Casino at Universal City, and in this photograph yon can see
this wonderful example of film sets being built.

Another

set

which was

the Von Stroheim production
rugged, scenery of Monterey.

built for

amidst

the

beautiful,

In this photography you see ERIC VON STROHEIM, for whose production all these sets were made, with his wife in their car.

Picture Show, 3Iurch 19th, 1921.

THE DRESSING-ROOM

IN

women have a hobby of some kind or
MOST
the other. They are as diverse ns the
poles, and often totally different to what
you would expect from that particular person.
•Some girls select a strenuous hobby long games
on the golf course, or a hard game of hockey
while others prefer something a little more
restful and quiet.
It is the quiet hobby, I

—

generally appeals to the bu?y
as 1 come under that category,
hobby is a most ordinary one,
is exceptionally pleasing, and a
restful change after a hard day's work at the
It is
studio.
1 love making dainty undies.
such a fascinating pastime, and so useful, too.
But what I like best of all is thinking out new
plans of decoration for them. I find that in
some cases the simplest hand embroidery looks
perfectly beautiful, and gives the garments the
style and finish of Bond Street without the
exorbitance of their price.

that

think,

woman, and

my

particular
yet to me it

think
Gar-

at work are bound
of dust, and they
must be fairly durable to stand the amount of
jolly good nainsook,
washing they demand.
or fine madapollam, are admirable for uudies

ments worn when one is
up a certain amount

to pick

A

hard wear, and much washing.
these fabrics nowadays of such a
fineness that they feel just like silk in the hands,
and retain that asset even when they have been
washed dozens of times. And for good, hard
wear, there is absolutely nothing to beat hand
embroidery. Perhaps the work is. a bit tiring
for the girl with [little time on her hands, "but it
is so charming when it is completed, and even
outlasts the material, that it is well worth the
time spent upon it. And after all, the simplest
hand work is the prettiest. 'Whet do you think
of the set of undies on the right-hand of (Jie
sketch on this page ? They are as charming as
you could wish for, and yet their decoration did
not take long to do.
The edges of the garments were finished in
This work you will find quite quickly
scallops.
done if you hold the top of tho scallop facing
left, and work with the thread beneath your left
thumb, instead of working in the usual button*
It has the same effect in the end.
hole stitch.

demand
You can bus'
that

This
Pattern
Given

FREE!

A

A Hand-Embroidered

HEBE
simple.

you

dainty design
that you can make
up at home in no time
one of
"Woman's
Pictorial's" very best
really

—

FREE

patterns.
The
directions and diagrams
given are so simple to
follow that you simply
can't go wrong.

Order a Copy TO-DAY

WOMAN'S- 3*
Pictorial
The Weekly Magazine

for

Women

Out on Wednesday,

always
simple

my

undies,

if

I

for dressy

Set.
the garments are quite

|

like.
The camisole is so easy fitting
with its circular neck. The lower edge is
gathered into an elastic, and allows you to slip
it over the head, and avoid fastenings.
The
chemise has a square-neck part, while the
admirable knickers are of the charming French
order.
Never was there a prettier design than
the full Directoire knickers that is if they aro
cut fairly short— say a couple of inches above
the knee.

you would

—

A Crepe-de-Chine Petticoat.
UNDIES are certainly rather
still

there

is

scanty

no reason

for

not to be moderately substantial. W hen
a thin evening frock, you must have a
substance to your undies, even if they are
exceptionally dainty. Why not indulge in a very
nice white crepe-de-Chine petticoat a fairly
little

—

thick one that will give body to your flimsy frock
It will not run you into much, and will last such
a long time. Don't decorate it too lavishly
with lace. I must admit that a little good and
fine lace looks beautiful upon undies, but it can
never appear so alluring as hand embroidery.
The work upon this particular petticoat (which
is fitted with a couple of points that extend well
up to the shoulder, and connect by satin ribbon)
is worked by hand, in Broderie Anglaise.
'!

-

A

Lace-Trimmed

Petticoat.

girls favour the undergarment with
SOME
very small' sleeves, especially beneath tho

for evening wear.
The second pettiwill appeal to this girl.
1 have
selected this style specially fop the slim girl. The
straight bodice part is gathered all round into a
band of lace at the neck, and a hand of matesmall piece of material
rial at the waist line.
forms an undersleeve, and both the top of these

arm

coat design

A

and the shoulder parts are connected with
straps. The straight skirt is gathered on to
the lower edge of the material waist hand.
obtain patterns ot any design on (bis page
and 28 inch waist sizes for one shilling
Pattern Department,
each, from PICTURE SHOW
291a. Oxford Street, W. 1.

You can

in 22, 24, 26,

wear
a

little more elaborately.
Arduous seams, and

difficult joins

only spell

and are

failure,

cult to

dilli-

fit.

The

embroidered

design on the front of
both the camisole and
chemise is arranged as
an oblong, with a circle

running into
cil

it

at cither

You

end.

out

could pensimple
this

motif yourself upon
your work. The actual
design is first of all
outlined with stem

and at intervals

a couple of stitches are
taken out to the side,
to give the appearance
of small leaves. One
spt of undies that 1
decorated with this
design they were of
white silken material
I outlined with very

—

—

palo mauve
interspersed
ally

with

pale

blue

silk,

and

occasiontho wcest
forget-me-

nots, with pink centres.
They looked so effective, and yet the actual

work took under nn
hour.

Talking of the

in

them

you wear

them

decorate

I

stitch,

ASK FOR

choose
ideas for

even

will see

Chosen by Violet Hops:n

embroidery upon undies. I must tell you of
another design that I loved doing. It was
just a small bunch of four roses. These I outlined in different pastel shaded silks, with a
simple running stitch, taking out a couple of
green leaves at cither side of each bunch.
I have chosen this particular set of undies
because I thought they were just the very things

these days,

Your Everyday Undies.
everyday hard wear, I do not
FORcrepe-de-Chine
undies are sensible.

Beautiful Under Carmen's

No. 29.881.

Picture Show, March Vdth, 1921.
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ROMANCES OF FAMOUS FILM FOLK Learn to Draw
The Fourth

By

YOUR own home

in

of This Delightful Series. Telling of the
Meeting and Marriage of Thomas Metghan and Frances Ring

Sketch School's postal tuition courss
THEof London
the easiest and
twelve complete lessons

LOUELLA PARSONS

is

of learning to draw.
Beginning at the root of the subject it takes a student
from the single line to the finished drawing, embracing every phase of art work, such as landscape, still

most thorough method possible

ho
ABOUT
announcing

tinio certain male stars were
t
in public their freedom from
matrimonial ties, Thomas Meighan surprised everyone by boldly giving out long
interviews on his happy married life. This
smiling acknowledgment of a wife was no pose
with Tommy, who was sincere in his conviction
tho world had alright to know there existed
6uch a person as Frances Ring' Meighan.
" They must be bride and groom," said a
" Xo
writer on a motion picture publication.
good-looking chap witli Tommy's popularity is
going to confess to being handicapped with a
wedding ring standing between him and his
'

public.

Instead of being honeymooning at the time

statement was made Tommy had been
married nine year's. His was a love' match
pure and simple, and during that time there
lias never been any other woman who measures

this

up

to his Frances.
Both the Meighans were professionals at the
time they met. Frances Ring, slim, pretty, and
with an undeniable charm, was the flirtativo
girl in the " College Widow " who buried a lover
each season, when school ended. Tommy was the
student whom she vamped to the point where
lie forgot his school and followed in her wake
even to playing in a rival college football team.
Frances, a sister of Blanche Rltig, and descended
from four generations of actors, knew all the
tricks of her profession.
Tommy, a young
Irishman whose family were all in professional
life, watched the young actress with admiring'
eyes.
She knew so much moro than the
average girl he met on the stage. One day she
smiled encouragingly at him, and his heart bent
high.
Five minutes later she gave the same
smile to another man in the cast, and the sun
didn't seem to shine quite so brightly.

Cave- Man Tactics.
some weeks Frances

bered
FORwithout partiality, just seal
like the

her smiles
girl in

the

and Tommy's hopes alternately rose
nn.l fell.
He knew she was the one girl in
the world for him.
He liked her brains, her
play,

smile, and her womanly interest in all her
fellow players.
" Finally," said Tommy, " I couldn't endure

the thought that she might like some one else
better than she did me, so I decided to try some
cave man tactics. I put on my most ferocious
air one night after the performance and said

"
"

Come here Frances Ring.'
Yes, Tommy,' she 'answered.
we are going to find a
your hat
priest and make arrangements to get married.'
" Why, certainly,' she answered,
I always
"

'

'

'

(.let

;

life,

expected to marry you.'
"That
as over
nine

years ago," said
don't know how she feels, but
I have never regretted our marriage for an
instant.
She is the best pal and friend 1 have in
the world. She is my best critic.
1 never select
a story without her approval.
Every play and
book is handed promptly to her, to decide if she
thinks it is suitable for me.
I have learned a
lot from Frances.
I might say I owe any success
I may have had in the world to my wife and
David Warfield. They both have given me
constructive criticism, and told me frankly and
honestly just where my stage faults lie."
Mrs. Meighan continued playing for many
years, helping the family treasury by bearing
her sharo of the burdens.
She has not played
during the past few years, because Tommy has
made enough to support two not only in comfort but in luxury.
But he isn't selfish. He
permits her to play on the stage now and then,
only he prefers to have her travel with him on
his picture engagements.
My contract specifically states that Frances
is to come with me wherever I may be sent by
" I
Famous Players-Lasky," said .Tommy.
can do better work with her by my side. She is
an inspiration, and she understands me better
'.\

Tommy,

"

and

fashions,

advertisement designing,

1

best

and

most

their

slorv

profitable

to

talent

of instruction.
the training ^en-

will
bring good
prices.
Read these appreciative letters received this week:
" / consider that I have
made rapid progress, due 'o
your instruction. Not only has
the school improved my work,

account,

it

has made

'

me ambitious."

Another

writes:

"The

charts are just what I wattled,
to show how the thi>ig should
be done."

Yet another student:
The
lessons
are

"

Great, and

the criti-

instructive
helpful."

and

Write at once
illustrated

for

cisms

ART

PROSPECTUS pest,
free and copy this
sketch for
FREE

than anyone else."
Sirs. Meighan is mother, wife, sweetheart,
and friend to her big Irish husband. She is
tactful, sensible, and wise.
There is not such a
thought as jealousy in her head. She is always
interested in Tommy's feminine admirers, and
keeps in the background whcne\er she feels a
wife is in the way.
During Mr. Meighan's
public appearances she discreetly withdraws
from public notice, and permits the (thousand
and one Meighan admirers to see her husband
without having a wife in the offing.
" You know," said Tommy, " if there were
more wives like Frances there would be less
divorces in the world.
She isn't in the least

^CRITICISM.

fl

,

V

(JUS

LONDON SKETCH SCHOOL
(Studio 291), 34,

PATERNOSTER ROW,

E.C.4.

DON'T
BE FAT!

if she is she has never shown it.
I
always tell her any adventures 1 may have, and
no one laughs more heartily than she when 1
tell her of things that happen when I am appearing at theatres or receptions.
She has made

jealous, or

•

method

efficient

Students do not become copyists;
surcs that they become able
to produce original drawings,
which if they desire to turn

'

:

posters,

illustrating, etc.
Each student is given individual
instruction, which means that not only is a pupil's
own particular style and taste for any special brunch
of illustrating fully developed, but the course ii
equally as valuable to the advanced student as to
The course includes hundreds
the absolute beginner.
of valuable illustrations on charts, easy and fascinating to follow, and endorsed by present pupils as tho

'

'

I

(Continued on paye 22.)

When

I

was

fat, I

WILL
HELP
YOU!

w is uncomfortable and unhappy.

My double chin was a
steadily gained weight.
My friends smiled, others jeered. .My mental
and physical suffering was unbearable. I tried all
advertised remedies. I sweated, drugged, exercised,
starved, and wore new-fangled contraptions that
were said to reduce weight, but they all failed.
I

sight.
J

I

WAS DESPERATE.

gave up buying nostrums and new systems, and
began to THINK as a substitute for paying out
money. 1 just reasoned and read. As 1 read, I
I

Then I
I learned the CAUSE of fat.
reasoned.
laughed to think how ea~y it would be to renicdy
was
out
a
plan.
It
all
so
easy
when,
it all. I worked
To reduce fat is simple to me now,
I understood.
myself
to
correct
weight.
my
1
and I have reduced
I look .fifteen years
have no double chin now.All illyounger and feci fifteen years younger.'
conditions consequent on superfluous, fat have left
mo. I am so happy that I want you to share my
happiness with me. I have published a book on my
simple, easy, druglcss home treatment for snpcnliious
you can reduce yourself
fat that explains how
It will save you money, save you
just as I did.
doctors' bills, and perhaps save your life. This book
gives you a history of my experience, and I know
you will enjoy it. I'll send it free if you will write
me. All I ask is that two penny stamps be enclosed
for postage..
Better write to-day, as you may not
see this advertisement again.
Miss

THOMAS MEIGHAN

enjoys a quiet

smoke by

the fireside of his

own

den.

1

WINIFRED GRACE HARTLAND (Dept. III).
LONDON, E.C.I.

Diamond House. Hatton Garden.
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THE WEEK'S BEST JOKES

ei

Messrs. Patht Frerei

" Ma, didn't the missionary say that the
savages don't wear any clothes ? "'
" Yes, my boy.''
"Then why did Pa put a button in Ilia
missionary -box ? " Pearson's Weekly.
*
*
•
care for Maeterlinck ? " asked tha
poetical person of his fair companion.
" S'sh
Not so loud, please," she whispered.
" My husband is fearfully jealous." Le Hire.
•

"

Do you
!

The Shopper

" I

:

want

a

fashionable

skirt."

" Yes, madam. Will you
too tight or too short ? " Li-c iS'eio

The Shop Girl
have

York).

THE GREATEST BARGAIN BALE OF
BEDDING EVEROFFEREDtt„°ePUBLIC

WORTH
FOR
NEW

£5

Extraordinary

»

*

Thick

BlanketS,

Soft

Heavy

and

Extra

Make.

Size.
Design.
Full
Pure Quality. (Not a

Pretty

Heavy

Magnificent
Well
Bed.

:

:

see yer fice in 'em, sir

Ugly Gentleman
Bootblack
-

?

"

" No, thank«."
" Yah,
coward " Montreal

:

:

!

Slar.

•

•

" What could be
Liter atcre Mistress
more sad than a man without a country i "
Pretty Schoolgirl (feelingly) " A count ry
without a man." Karikaturrcn, Chrisliania.
:

:

common

Artdown

Filled.

boj

" Please.

Coloured Quilt.)

Quilt,

any

?

•

Honeycomb Quilt,

:

:

Splendid All-White
Floral

"

Boy (after a long pause)
7ur,
another wurrum." Auckland Weekly News.
«
•
•
" Shine, sir T "
Bootblack
Ucly Gentleman " No, thanks."
Bootblack : " Shine yer boots so's yer can

Sheets,

Quality.

a wurrum."
" Good. Can

:

name another

Bordered

Bed

Beautiful

?

"

Boy " Please, zur,
The Inspector

British Manu.Strongly Whipped Edges.
(not cheap rubbish sold by
facture
competitors).

Quite Pure.
Large.

»

:

whatever

Woolly

Nicely

*

IN A COUNTRY SCHOOL.
The Inspector (in despair) " Can anyon*
tell me the name of any animal — any l>easi

This Bale Contains:

Lovely

•

•

" I've just about decided to open a butcher'a
shop," said the barber, reaching for the powder.
*'
And will you close this one ? " his victim
gasped feebly. Passing Show.

50'-

Offer.

it

:

Full size for
looking
and

Romances

of

Famous Film Folk

f

^z

i

TEN YEARS AGO WE WERE THE FIRST TO ADVERTISE
BARGAIN BALES OF BEDDING. SINCE THEN WE HAVE
HAD MANY IMITATORS. EVERY YEAR THEY CROP UP
AND DIE OUT— BUT WE ARE STILL ADVERTISING, AND
GIVING BETTER VALUE THAN EVER.

absolutely indispensable to
mo. 1
simply could not do without her."
After Fra'nces and Tommy were married in
Cleveland, Ohio, they finished their season in
" The College Widow." Then came nn offer to
go abroad with a company and play George
Adc's famous comedy in London.
" We'had never had time to take a honeymoon," said Tommy, " so wo planned to cro a
with our company and call our sea voyage our
wedding trip. We stayed abroad for some time,

DEAL WITH THE ORIGINAL AND WELL-KNOWN FIRM AND
RUN NO RISK OF LOSS, DISAPPOINTMENT, AND DISSATIS-

and liked it so well that wo went back in IBIS
and played with Seymour Hicks and Kllalinn
Tenia at the Punch and Judy theatre iu
Broadway Jones.' '"
The Meighans have no children. Frances

QUALITY AS WELL AS QUANTITY.
Thousands

o! customers' letters prove

it.

Double
necessary

A

rich

Bed Cover.

TAKE IMMEDIATE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS REMARKABLE OFFER.

A rticles for
Full-Size Bed.

All

make sure to whom you
send your Hard-earned money.

'

FACTION.

and

separate parcels carriage paid.

DON'T BE MISLED BY OFFERS

OF SMALL INFERIOR ARTICLES.
Treasury Notes must be sent by registered post.
Postal orders and cheques shoulil be crossed " <t Co." and made This Artdown Quilt included In
payable to THE UNIVERSAL STORES, Ltd. Don't forget to every bale Is warmer and more
write your name and address clearly.
comfortable than any two other
ASK FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE CONTAINING Quilts. No bed is complete without one of these Cosy nud HandHUNDREDS OF BARGAINS.

some Covers.

;

•

:

Also

;it

21.

New Cannon
Cannon

Street.

St.,

Orme

MANCHESTER.

Buildings, Tlie Parsonage;

i

I

A

valuable

Lovely Thick
42 x 22 Ins.)
to

and Devonshire

all

St.

man who

i

—

readers enclosing
this coupon with order.
free,

standings.

" If wo never quarrelled," said

-of two
Towels (size
will be given.

present

is

Tommy

Tommy,

would never have the fun of making up.

"PICTURE SHOW"

COUPON W

:

14,

kept busy looking after her big boy,
finds Frances sufficiently interesting
to make any other factor unnecessary. Once
Ring
family have a reunion at. lilanche
year
the
a
Ring's country place, ami the one whp has the
best time of anyone at the party is our friend
Thomas, who is as popular with his wife's family
as ho is with his wife. That you will admit is
nome accomplishment, for the average in-law is
looked upon as an unwelcome necessity.
The Meighans liave frequently been asked to
give their recipe for a happy married life. They
say they have none. They simply believe in
They admit they have had
living and let live.
the usual number of family jars and misunder-

says «he

Buy from a firm with a 20 years' reputation. A Firm with large
warehouses of valuable goods, not office or private house addresses.
" Satisfaction or money back " is our regular policy.
Put 50s. in an envelope NOW, together with your name and
address. The Bargain Bale will be dispatched to you by return.
These goods being too heavy for one parcel are sent in two

(The Firm with a Catalogue of Goods.)

herself

!

I

North. Manchester.

"

wo
The

says ho has never quarrelled with In*
It would be exceedwife is either a liar or a fool.
ingly stupid to always agree, and I for one could
not endure a monotonous existence. Disagree
once in a while just to make life a little exciting.
Only don't forget to kiss and make up— that ia
the only thing that makes a disagreement permissible.

THE END.

March 19^,

Picture Show,

1921.

Beauty

Com-

petition

was

released

in

February last
year.
Exhibitors as a rule

book so many

IP you

want

to

AN OVERCROWDED PROFESSION.

SEVERAL
is

a

readers have been anxious to know why
I do not encourage film aspirants to
Here, for instance,
A. F., who writes to

that

is

it

try their luck at the studios.
letter from a lady reader, H.

me from Highbury

cesirous of screen work could obtain it, owing to the
Now, I
supply, I suppose, exceeding the demand.
would very much like to know if a trained, moderately
talented, good-looking beginner, has any chance of
earning a livelihood this way, or must she have
influence or money to aid her ? Is this profession one
wherein a girl cannot succeed so'ely on her own
merits ?
Also, perhaps, you would be good enough
to tell me if a long period of training is required by
the girl of average intelligence ?
Could one become
a proicient beginner after twelve lessons of an hour

receives at a studio after having been selected.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CO-RESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address: The
Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

House, Farringdon

each ? "

which. I have already endeavoured to dispel, is that there are plenty of openings
at the studio?.
Nothing, in fact, could be fvirther
from the truth. Let us, therefore, get down to the

cannot

who has the physique to stand the strain of hard work
and the talent that will survive the test of competition.
As regards training, the best is that which a beginner

:

" I noticed in a recent reply to a correspondent a
statement to the effect that only a quarter of the people

The prevailing

lilms
at once
that several of
these
pictures

know anything about Films or Film Playenr

Street,

85,

The Fleetway

London, E.C.

hard facts. Every film company in this country
receives direct several hundreds of applications from
would-be artistes every week. They are people in
every station in life, and range in age from the schoolboy who has not yet reached his teens, to the man or
woman on the shadier side of forty. Many of them,
obviously enough, are without any acting experience ;
and, what is worse, they have no special qualifications
to tt them for camera work.
Let U3 remember, too,
that the film profession is not elastic.
It can absorb
only a certain number and no more.
And, as the
po.iiion is at present, many film companies have no
vacancies at all.
My correspondent asks whether influence or money
is necessary.
The answer is that no reputable producer to-day wants either. An applicant must be
able to prove the possession of real merit, for it is
merit first and foremost that will keep the motionpicture industry cn its feet.
If he or she 13 also the
particular type the producer may be looking for,
then the chance to " make good " is open to the one

.">

M

question in " Beauty in Chains." She w\ls born in
New York, and will be twenty-four this year Her
screen career includes the following films
" Heart
of Rachel," " Which Woman," " Under the Top,"
and " Sates of Doom."
" Chkrry Hitk " (Manchester).
As far as I know
the lady you mention tias been married only once.
M.H. (Wallsend).— " The Bridal Chair " featuring
Miriam Sabbage, the winner of the "Daily Minor"
.

:

—

—

The

'

receipt of attached
Allenburys

contains

92.

'

booklet

bound

on

printed

pages,

ill

"CtRIOSITY "

(Macclesfield).

— For
a

'

For news of any
she

on

art

paper

embossed

MlCSEY

follows

Frank

Joseph
(The
Judge).
Lydia
Knott (Aunt
Sarah Jiulkins),
Lon C h .1 n ey
Bet*),
C,

i

r

a

r

d

(Hud Spencer),
Martha Mattox.
Evelyn Selly
(Miss Whitherspoon).

(More answer*
back- jf

on

'

and embodies the results of all
most recent work on Baby Welfare.

POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY TO

Allen &~Hanburys
LTD.

LOMBARD STREET,

"The

my.

n n n

37,

Bill

Jorgins), Alfred
Alio n (Silent
.T a k e),
Jack
Mullhall (Jim-

revised

i

e

Brown-

(Big

Icc

cover.

J

as

Ma

.

Mulanc),

sy

Management
and delightfully

will be pleased io receive (gratis)

of
— Go

is

Murray (Muag-

the results of over a quarter of a century's intimate contact
High compliment to the value of the
with the problem of Infant Feeding.
booklet has been paid by Doctors, Nurses, and Mothers during the many
The present edition has been entirely
years it has been before the public.

i

"

—

The cast

clothing, etc., etc.

I

you

(D ur h am).

The book embodies

'

etc.,

of this paper.
"

—

the

is

play-

ing,

There are concise and useful articles on every aspect of Infant Feeding and Infant
Management time and quantity in feeding, .feeding after weaning, sickness and
convalescence in infancy, minor infant ailments, general nanagement and

a
copy of the 'Allenburys' booklet
on / nfant Feeding & Management.'

that

Is still

should w a t c h
the other pages

is a perfect mine of useful information on the hundred and one points
baby management which inevitably arise from day to day.
It comes
from the pen of a medical man, a specialist in all that concerns infant welfare, and
is of value and interest to every mother no matter how she is feeding her little one.

Mrs.

thanks.

whether he or

affecting

SPECIAL COUPON.

yonr
c iation,

e.

artiste,

coupon

Infant Feeding Sr

arlistieally

1

pp r

many

The book

.

after-

wards.

This Book will be sent post free

upon

till

months

Slow"
J.T\ (Liverpool).— Roger Lytton was born In Xcw
Your other
Oilcans, Pa., ami is
ft. 1 1 in. in height.
question he docs not answer, Same with Raymond
Nye, who was bom in Tatnao.ua, l'a., and is just half
aii inch tailor than Roger.
"UISOER" (Whetstone).— I don't know whether
old Job ever had any questions to answer, but when
you kindly suggest that I must be a descendant of his,
I am glad to think, at any rate, that I don't suffer
from his- complaints, t'laire Adams is doubtless as
She is a Canadian by birth. Winniline as you say.
peg being the place. Received part of her education
Among her other films ate " Lord
in this country.
Jim," " Invisible Bond," and " The Desert of Wheat."
W. (Cambridge).— EUa Hall was the actress in

be
the

to

public

" Danger

4.

idea,

cold,

shown

E.C3.

cover.)

Miss Helen M. Barker, wearing the
PICTURE SHOW fancy dre33 for
which she gained a prize.

Aoswers to Correspondents JSSWaa:

—

" Punch " (Harrogate).
Janet Alexander and
A. K. Coleliy in " The Treasure of Heaven,"
In
" The Lyons Mail," the leads were played l>y 11. IS.
Irving and Nancy Lee.
The others' are old and
difficult to traee so we'll turn to something more

modern, (iregory Scott is a bachelor.
J. H. (Newcastle). Thomas Ince, tie' producer,
was born in Newport, Kho'de Island, in 1882, and. had
a staae career before lie entered filmlamr first as an
artiste and later as a director and producer.
K.C.
Heading). - John BpwefS was the hero in
" Through the Wrong Door."
"Dot" (Acton). -You know a young lady who
wants to get on the films'. You'd be -surprised if I
told you, but I have heard of her.
1 note you say
that slit _&n svrfm beautifully is ; beautiful diver :n 1
has won some beautiful prizes. Altogether beautiful,
in b.ct.
Juanita Hansen gives no matrimonial
(

Gordon

(Tom Sawyer), and Frank Lanning

Griffith

(Huck'S father).

MANUFACTURERS

M.B. (Bournemouth}.— C'arlyle Blackwell has appeared iu " Hit or Miss," " Love in a Hurry,"
"Courage for Two," and "Three Green liycs."
Ask tire manager of your local picture theatre.
H.B. (Burnley). On the contrary you are quite
modest for a beginner. All you want Is just a
description of Constance Talmadge.
She has golden
hair, brown eyes, and in height is 5ft. 6in.
"GWen " (Calcutta?.- -Ah, you are an old friend.
How's the heat and the mosquitoes'? Sorry, but
cannot discover anybody whose birthday falls on
the same clay as yours.
(More answers next week.)

STARTLING

actual Manufacturers dealing direct with tho
Public we have built up a huge Mail Order Business
and earned the confidence of our customers by the
genuine quality of every pair of Boots and Shoes we
offer.

Every pair

—

Bargain Novelty,

STEREOsa

Amusing To
PowetiUl

Jj 'lis

Ail,

sierco-

Ipide

ami lOO Heal Kin
film Victures as AUiaily

Shown

THE MONEY

Subjects A idcly

and

suned. 1/6 Po»i Free. .Dditlii or Molley
Back. Selling in Thousands, i'reatii.g a Behsation

1^6

Wherever Shown.

FREE

Etc. PAIS' 3 PRESENTS

Catalogue. Novelties.

HOUSE. DEPT. 60S. HAST1NCS

Don't Wear a Truss!

and in newest style
cost nearly double in any

of superb finish

Would

is GUARANTEED OR
REFUNDED IN FULL.

each
IS

pair

•

•

"

To

new Mail Order Service,, we make
payment offer for one week only.

popularise this

a special easy

SHOW " PERSONAL.

PICTURE

WRITING TO ARTISTES.— Please

do not ask

any addresses by post, but if you wish to communieate at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose
2d. stamp to the Editor, the PirilRE Show, Room
So,
The l'leetway House, Karringdon Street,
London, E.C.t, and it will be forwarded by: the
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
v>ill require an
additional penny stamp for each
extra ounce.. Such letters cannot be specially
acknowledged" by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the PicTirtE Show "to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Flease keep
for

•

these addresses for reference.

at Kine-

ma.i. -• Ail t Different, 1

is

at maker's price.

shop.- Further

•

particulars.
" .Movie Fie.np " (Edinburgh).
Your opinions of
certain artistes do not offend but interest me.
But
I shall spare you the brickbats that wonld follow if
" The Ironmaster,'.' was released
I printed 'them.
fest XovcuiIxt.
The leads in it 'were Plha Miuichelli
and Amleto Xovclli. The chief characters in " Huckleberry l inn " were :
Lewis Sargent (title role),

OFFER

As

MARGUERITE

7Cft

of
Pathu
Exchange, 25, West 43th St., New York City, U.S.A.
JACK HOLT, care of Lasky Studios, Vine St.,
Hollvwood, California. C.S.A.
,

care

5

St.,

Brooks* 'Appliance in a &8W
ducovcr> w hh automatic air-cushions hat draw.*
the
broken
pari s
togr lu r
and
binds
as
them
you
would a- bcoktn limb. It absolutely holds firmly and comfortably
and
never
blip*.
Always light and cool, and
coni'orms to every movement,
o/ the body without chafing or
hurting. We make it to jour
measuic. and send it to >ou
on a strict guarantee of satisfaction or money, r-.-'unded. <\\u\
we have put our price so low"
that anybody, rich or poor,
can buy it.
Rem. mbcr. we
make it to your order
end it to you -you wear it-and
11 it doesn't satisfy y
you you send it back 10 us. at:d wo
will refund your mom
ley. That is the way we do bU(drv»e
- always absolutely on thu square—
and we have sold to
thousands <>f people this way for the past ten years.
Remember we u*e no salves'.' no harness, no lies, no faki»w.
We just give you a -straight business dial at a reasonable,
price. Write at cure for our llluftritt-d Bonklpt.

Granger's

Exclusives, Ltd.,

191,

-

with order,

5

weekly pavmcnts

\Yardour

order with

London, W. 1.
(More addresses next week.)

goods

will

i

M IND-MASTEHY& SELF-CONFIDENCE

THE

Diny others,

4

N.

HEAD NOISES, no matter of
how long standing Are ihe same

to the ears as glasses are to the
eyes. Invisible, comfortable. Worn

months without removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

(jiiaranteed 30 testimonials

CO.. 171,

mone month,

WAREING,

" Qlendene," Anchorsholms. Nr. Blackpool.

LADIES
9d.

p?r

per

business

Id
In

social

the plums
go to the man

life,

hose appearance leaves a

-

"Last the time of three."

-

PHILLIP*
'SPECIAL'

pair.

CENTS'
I,',

LONDON. W.l

ST..

favourable impression—that
la, the~ man who has height, an'd physique to match iteasy to increase your height and Improve
It
Is very
your. health, figure and carriage by meaus of tho Girvan
Scientific Treatment, the reliable method which ha* enjoyed public confidence, for nine year*, and. which carries
a £100 guarantee of genuineness: Students report from
two to five inches increase Send a postcard for particulars to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road,
London. N 4k

.

SILVER ^ LEVER
ALARM
KING

NEW BOND

BECOME BIG NOW

Those seeking a genuine and permanent cure for
stammering and other speech delects -should write
at once for my Irec 24-pnqc booklet "Straight Talk
to Stammerers," etc.
Method endorsed bv Education Authorities, Doctors, Clergy, Army Officers and

WW.

completely overcome

and

.

STAMMERING.

CALLS
YOU
EVERY MORN.

•MONTHLY

SOUND DISCS
DEAFNESS

EOT
THE AJ. WALES

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO., LTD..
(1795B), 80, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

in full.

THE NEW PATENT

Art; you *' Master
of your mind? Are you clearMindod. stroi.g-v\ill.-d. s It-confident, and succssiulP
Learn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves.
Banish shyness, atvkarducss, tiniidh.v. worry, self-fears,
and " Nerves." Learn how to more lhau held your own
in the Navy. Army. H AP. the Professions. Business,
and Society. Send oely 3d. stamps for particulars of
confidential Meato-Nerve si n nei hei ini? methods.
Used
in the Navy irom Vice-Adniiral 10 Seaman, and in the
Army from Colonel to Pr vale. M C 's D.C.M.'s Mil's
lioiiKh'V
ELLIOTT-SMITH. LTD.. 536. Imperial
Buildings. Lodgate Circus. London. E.C.t.
,

money refunded

'n^WcS^""

THE JAMES SHOE CO.

•

2 '6.

first remittance and od. ex. for pestage, and
be sent by return. Every pair is guaranteed

to give absolute satisfaction or

BcLenrtHLo

1

of

GLACE GIBSON
Cflfl PAIRS LADIES' TAN
WyV
SHOES,5.-with ordcr,6 weekly payments of 2/6.
How to Order: St ate style required and size. Send your

VICTOR MacLAGLEN. PHYLLIS SHAN N A W.

care of

PAIRS LADIES' BLACK BOX SHOES (as
flflO
jVUV
iiius. 1,5 -with order, 5 weekly pa'vments of 2/6.
PAIRS LADIES' BLACK GLACE SHOES.

1
1

COl'RTOT,

*

pair.

REVOLVING RUBBER HEELS

fa Remarkable Offer by Riley's
A

WHEZht

I

mention

rinted
Offices.

.-mil

published every

Tho Pleetwhy House,

Inland and Abroadj 13s. per

N/V

enjoyment

during

the long winter
the buying
terms are so easy that

and

nights

please

brings to your door a 6

the

16/down

:

The " Silver King " is the ideal clock fir every
workman's home. Filled with a Loud Alarm, nniiing on two hells, cnlls you every morn. .Mounted
wirh a siivir, d Candelabra for candle or niKhi-lieht
Luminous hands show time throughout the niKbl
and day. Oak Case and Lever Movement. A true
timekeeper, price 33/6 cash or 37/6 on Easy Terms.
send si- deposit
now. and promise 5 monthly alter delivery. Send SI- now and ask for
the "Silver KinR" OiooS. Satisfaction or d posit
refunded. Delivi ry by return of post if vou fend
••ash price 33/6.
MASTERS. Ltd.. 94. Hopo Stores, RYE.

'

thorough

Silver-

Users,

*££g=£

for B

Free

Riley "Billiard Table
in your home will provide

communicating

The -SILVER KING"

Days'
Trial.

A

with

Billiard Table on

Seven

^Picture

Rjley

ft.

4 in size

:

"Home"

Billiard

Table

Riley'. "COMBINE" BILLIARD AND DINING
TABLES (rom i >4-I0-0, or in 20 monthly payments
WHITE TO-DAY FOR PRICE LIST.
ELLIS WORKS,
IT I, I
*A
K11_.IL
Lila
J. WI¥
,
aCCRINGTON.

Show.

EI

wmmmm

.

•s»

Monday by

V

London Shotrraotnt

:

IV. Aliltmgalt St.

F..C.

every

own

home can have

its

table.

AP.O

for 16 - will bring
vour door carriage
paid
a 6 ft 4 in. size
Riley "Homo" Biliiard
Table, to rest on your
dining table (cash price

to

—

—

Ihe

jtl3-I0-0).

re-

mainder
you pay in
17 monthly instalments.
Other sires prices in

—

proportion.

'
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£150 WON. — Prizewinners

You Dirty Boy

TIE'IISTERED AT

1921.

!

in our recent

Mary Pickford puts

THE G

P

AS A rJEWBPAPCT

Cinema Stars Competition

eE

pag e

the finishing touch to the toilet of Herbert Ralston.

3;

2

rieture Show,

OMO

Bleacher Cleanser
Purifier

'

a shame

It's

to fight with such beautifully

white pillows," says Mother.

OTHER

washed, bleached and purified
those pillow-cases herself, together
with the sheets and all the household
linen, with Omo.
Mothers gladly pay
tribute to the great worth of Omo for
adding a full charm to the beautiful
ftjt

simplicity of white things.

Not

for Colours, Woollens or Flannels.
Put the uhite things into cold water with
Omo, bring to the boil, let them boil
fcr

rinse

and hang

to dry.

PACKETS EVERYWHERE

IN
R.

half-ari-hour,

S.

0IM-2.'

HUDSON

LTD..

Liwipo
-

•!.

Wot

Bromwich aad

London.

OMO

—a

Is made by HUDSON'S
name famous In every

household.

March

26/.'(,

1921.

March

Picture S/ioic,

2bth,

a

1921.

Pholo cpapks and Para graph?

oP

Ena Easter, WalthamG. Perrv, Grimsby
Lark
Eva Rubridpe,
stow
Rose Masters, Stcpnny
G.
Btlghton; H. Ooldthorpe, Bradford; Irene
Ma
Wix,
Brighton
Gladys
t.
Tocher, Aberdeen
Ada
Dorothy Dewey, Poole
slmw, Shirebrook
Mabel
Violet Brace Ystrad
Ball, Wolverhampton
Mrs.
Annie Taylor, Morecambe
Martin, Shankliu
Earner,
Lclghton
Edie
I.ytham
Moore
Prank
Buzzard
Alice Turner, Watford.
The correct solutions of these puzzles will be
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

found on page 22.
Our Competition dept. is now busy finding
Goggles " Competition.
the prizewinners of our
I must also tell you that another and even

more fascinating competition is now
prepared, and will shortly be announced.
out for it.

Show.
63.— DALLICE RISKETT.

No.

BOVE

studio photograph of
Miss Dallice Riskett, the popular cinema
actress.
While waiting for the photographer to arrange his camera. Miss Riskett
amused herself by reading the current number
of her favourite paper.
One glance at the
above photograph will tell you the tille.
the

A'

latest

—

Important.

QUITE

one of the best British pictures yet
produced is the Alliance production of
'*
the famous play
Carnival,''
which
drew big houses to the thentres, added to
Matheson Lang's reputation as an artiste, and
gained universal praise for the emotional acting
of Hilda Bayley.
Next week this film is
released, so you will be able to see it for yourself.
.Matheson Lang and Hilda Bayley have their
The
original parts supported by Ivor Novello.
story of this film has been secured for readers of
he Picture Show, and will he in next week's
issue.
It is one of the most human stories ever
written, with the old and ever-new theme of
the eternat triangle.
Don't miss next week's
i

story of " Carnival."

—

The Lucky Prizewinners.
GOOD many readers of the Picture Show

A

made joyous by finding their
names among the prizewinners in our
be

will

recent "

Cinema Stars " Competition,

£150 Won.
this competition one competitor sent in a
correct solution of all the six sets of pictures.
The First Prize of £100 has been
awarded to: Mrs. May Watson, 63, Queen's

IN

Road. Reading.
The Second Prize of £25 has been awarded
to: Miss Louie Hawkins. 92, Albert Street,
Ramsbottom, nr. Manchester, whose complete
set

come next

of solutions

filming of a dramatic scene where a man illtreats his wife.
" I'm not sure about it, Miss Blythe, but I
am sure that all women arc angels."
" I know that isn't true," smiled Betty, " but

being

Look

I'll

listen."

" Well,

THEawarded

fifty prizes of 10s.

first

of

all,

they are always up

in the air."

" Y'es.'"

"

And they are forever harping on something."
" Not so bad."
" And they never have anything to wear."
" Quite so."
" Yes, and this reminds rne that I had a
terrible nightmare the other night."
"

W ell

?

"

"Seemed

—»

like I was in heaven and couldn't
my coat on over my wings. It was awful."
" Sure it wasn't your hat you couldn't get on
over your horns 1 " asked Betty blithely.

get

A Narrow Escape.
SEENA OWEN narrowly

escaped death (he
other day in the Bahamas, according to a
letter received by a friend of hers in Los
Angeles. The mishap occurred near Sassau.
The company were working on a cliff fully
200 feet high, when the ground began giving
away and they were carried down with the
Mr. Vignola, who
sliding earth inio the ocean.
is an expert swimmer, ^rescued Miss Owen, who
the
day's work in
insisted on continuing with
Native clivers recovered the
spite of the shock.
cameras.

Coming Over Here.

PAULINE BUSH

is

making a tour round

the

world.

She has

already arrived and departed

from Honolulu. This trip is to take her two
years, with the chief purpose of gathering new
material for stories to be filmed by her husband, whom you know is Allan Dwan. the
well-known producer director. The trip includes
South Africa and winds up in Great Britain,
Charlie's Ambition Fulfilled.
'HARLES RAY has spent such a busy life
since he first entered pictures that up to
recently he had never yet been able to
spare time for a trip to New York, although
For
journey can be done in four days.
t ho
seven years it has been Charlie's ambition to
visit America's greatest city, and at last his
wish has been fulfilled.

c

Betty Scored.

A

WITTY*

conversation was overheard the
other day by a friend visiting the Rocket
studios.
As near as can be remembered

went like this.
"Are all men. devils ? Betty Blythe asked
Mahlon Hamilton, as thev were watching the
it

'

RUTH R0YCE — the

latest photographic
this fascinating star.

y

study of

Sessue's Strongest Role.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA'S

next pail is the
story of a love struggle against the iron
will of Chinese tradition which enacts
from its victims sacrifice without question.
The working title of this film is " East is East."
Sessue tells rne he believes it is the strongest
role in which he has yet appeared.

—

Another Famous Play Filmed.

THE

illness of H. V. Esmond, the well-known
actor, reminds us that he is the author of
that charming play, " When
Were

We

Twenty-One," which is now being
filmed as a Pathe Special, with H. B.
Warner in the starring part.

nearest,

with three errors.

Prizewinners
Fifty
Shillings.

and Playetv*

;

;

amous Headers of the

Phys

Picture;.

Ten

of

Snowbound.

LAKE had the unpleasant
ALICE
experience of being

each have been

to the following comwhose solutions came next

snow -bound

petitors,
in order of merit
Lilian Black,
port

Edith Nichols, StockWigtownshire ;•<;. C.
Northfteet
Waters.
Annie Shimmin,
Douglas Margaret Peatherstone, BirkenMrs. Bevington, Burton-on-Trent
head
Lydia K.
B. S. Balmforth, Moreeombe
Edith C. Ouiton, stalls
Scott, Torquay
Jack Maunders,
Lily Morkunas, Bristol
Swansea
Jean Swan. Wimbledon
T,
Allan. Liverpool
Bora Ayrcs. LiverVera Hannam, Leicester
pool
P.
stokes. Port Talbot
Winifred Heath,
Nottingham:
Miss I. Dawson, ManChrissie Chishofm. Glasgow
chester
P. Lucas. Leeds
Miss D. Richardson,
Twickenham
Mrs. A. Robertson, Arbroath Miss Gwen James, Birmingham
Hilda Jarvis. Bromley ; Miss K. M.
Spencer, Spennymoor
Miss K. Fennell,
(ioodmayes
Nellie Maskell, Plymouth
Miss Doris Ainslie, West Kirby
Sidney
Johnson, Edmonton
Miss M. A. Yapp,
New Cross Mrs. Maddox, Darlaston
^Joseph A. Wood, Fife
Ethel Nicholson,
Carlisle
Grace M. Binyon. Victoria

for eight hours during taking
in Arizona, for her coming
picture, " Uncharted Seas."

scenes

:

;

;

Midway between

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

:

;

;

and

The only consolation that was got
from this experience was some of the
most remarkable winter scenes ever

;

;

:

;

station

she and her

;

;

the

their destination, the sledges in which
company were travelling,
were caught in drifts, and forced to
turn back. Several hours late temporary quarters were found, for the
drift of the snow made movement
absolutely impossible.

;

pictured, as there
live feet of snow.

;

was

a

fall

of nearly

;

:

;

It's

:

:

:

;

;

;

MARJORIE HUME, LEWIS DAYTON,

and other members of the GraingerBinger Film Company snapped in Italy, where the exterior scenes of the
coming film, " Kitty Tailleur," were taken.

Sentimental Value.
VISITORS to Eugenie

V

Besserer's

ranch are always puzzled by a
picture frame
containing an

Picture Shou;

PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

FROM

(Continued fiom

page 3.)

M

Notes and
ordinary paper bag instead of a painting like
others in her cosy home.
Miss Besserer's reply to the curious is that
there is a lot of sentiment attached to that old
basr, because her father invented the machine for
making paper bags and this was the first one

made.

and

fancies " of

June Caprice is a perfume fancier and
an ardent worshipper of apple pie. Marguerite
Courtot is insane over hats. Harry Semels, the
screen villain, is either occupying the ring-side
seat at a prize fight, or else singing his kiddies

home

caused,

fireside.

He's a Red Head.
you know that Wesley " Freckles^'
Barry is a Red Head
I hear he has just been made honorary
member in a Red Head club. Wesley's mother
'!

is a peculiar shade of crimson
which might be called a Californian sun-kissed

says his hair

present, indicating

Postponed Christening.

THE

clever child actress whom we shall see
in the coming film version of " Carnival,"
is Florence Hunter, well known in t ho
theatrical and film world as
Twinkles." When
in Venico with Alliance Film Corporation's proto
exterior
scenes for " Oatstaff,
do
ducing
she had rather an usual experience by
nival,
being christened at' the famous St. Mark's
'

Cathedral in Venice.
This little artiste, who portrays the character
the small son of the leading character
of Nino
was dressed and made up ready for some
it was discovered
scenes, and din ing a " wait
that she had not been christened. Hilda

—

—

Buy ley and

Ivor

Novello,

who

appear
production of
also

with Matheson Lang in this
"Carnival," suggested that the ceremony
should take placo at once, and promised to stand
as nodparents to this attractive and talented
child.

The party hurried to the world-famous
cathedral, where an olliciating priest was quickly
pressed into service, and, much to his consternation, when arriving at the most solemn
part of the ceremony, he discovered that
was wearing a wig, which is part
Twinkles
'

was tho exactions of

It

his next picture we see Wesley minus most
of his hair, as his head has just been shaved
clean.
scars " adorn his cranium at
Several

In

A

Mrs.

chatter.

Thomas

writes'

States.

red.

marks from mules' hoofs and
mountain lions, for in his next part Wesley is a
" wild and woolly " cowboy.

this

all

under the nom-de-plume of Michael Strange.j
She writes beautiful verse and prose, but the
screen drama has never teen included in her
literary attainments.
At the time Mr. Barrymore was forced to take a rest from his nervou*
breakdown, he was at the high tide of 'success;
with " Richard the Third," iuany of America's
foremost dramatic critics declaring his performance the finest interpretation of the
Shakespearean ploy ever given in United;

—

DO

Yorh.

put

1

film stars.

to sleep at the

News From New

'

an end to ail
past week by signing
a contract with the Goldwyn Company fori
a term of rive years.
The busybodies who!
shook their heads mournfully at the mention
of Mr. Barrymore's name, and declared he would;
never come back to the screen again, will have,
to swallow all these false prophecies, and gaze
upon the popular John heading his own producing company. He returns with tho John'
Barrymore Productions, especially .formed to
star him iu pictures.
Possibly it was the lovely Mrs. Leonard
Thomas, now the wife of Mr. Barrymore, who

—
" fads

2bth, 1921.

OVER THERE.

BARRYMORE
JOHN
wagging tongues this

Fads and Fancies of Film Artistes.

HERE are some of the

Muich

MISS JtAN BUTT,

the violinist, woo has won a
reputation for herself by her star turn in tbe foremost
cinemas of London, Scotland, and the provinces.
Her playing has made a great impression among
musical critics. She has just returned from a tour in
Switzerland.

of her

make-up.

This having boon removed, the

service was concluded, and the party
their way back to " face tho camera'.

wended

Another

New

HAD

little note from Mabel Northe coast.
Leave it to Mabel

a chatty

mand from

.

any excitement turned loose, it. is
and drink, to her. The amusing thing

to find

Dress Paper.

choose your
DON'T
costume this spring

—-

Mabel Does the Honours.
I

— -»

this tragic role that,

brought about Mr. Barrymore's long and serious
illness, and our merry gossipmongers say Mrs.
Barrymore is very ambitious to have her
husband, now that he has fully recovered hi*
health, come back to tho stage and play a
return engagement, and ignore the films.
Despite these rumours it may be Mis. Barrymore that is the cause of her husband's returning to the screen. Tho expense of matrimony has driven many a man to work.

food

style

for

your

new

before you see .No.

of " Hannsworth's
It contains pictures of over

Homo

1

Dressmaker."

new and
most attractive costumes.
If you are thinking of making your costume,
this new paper will be more valuable than
ever, as perfect paper patterns have been prepared of each of the sixty designs, and with
of the

si'.i/y

"

.

a very attractive Free Pattern of
a new spring Coat and Skirt is given away
this first issue
inside.

There's sure to be a rush fur this new dress
Ask
paper, so make-Mire of your copy to day.
Price
for " Harnisw oith's Home Dressmaker.'
threepence, at all newsagents and booksellers.

Fay Filmer.

about Mabel's quest for excitement, when
anyone has any sort of a party or ceremony,
Mabel furnishes so much good nature and so

much

real hilarity she is at once pressed into
Moore decided it was
service.
useless for him to. wait any longer to marry
Renee Adoree, the musical comedy favourite,'

When Tom

Mabel was invited to be tho maid of honour.
Sho accepted, and was so full of, life, and so
good to look at, she nearly took the honours
away from the bride. Jack Pickford was been'
man. Mr. and JUrs. Moore have gone to
Honolulu on a honeymoon.
1

Welcoming George
FORCE ARLISS

G

Arliss,
has been assured of.
screen reception seldom equalled in this
His Devil " has been heralded
country.

Curiously
as one of the big pictures of tho year.
enough,, he was not especially sanguine over
his work before tho camera.
•"
"
talk too much," he told inc.
I
lips
seem to be constantly moving. T had no idea
pholograi>hud
movement
so
distinctly."
every
He has been rehearsing in a new play, so that
affections have been somewhat divided
Iris
between pictures and the stage.
The Arlisses are charmingly English, with that
delightful hospitality that seeins such a part of*
every well-regulated English home. 1 dropped
in for tea one afternoon, and spent such' *»
pleasant hour 1 barely gave Mrs. Arliss time to
change- her frock for dinner.

My

i

— **—

.

•

Claire Whitney Married.

CLAIRE. WHITNEY,
Mary

who has been called
and who has

double,

Pickford's

played in many r'o\ and
tions, was married October 2nd.
stole a march on her friend?,

Metro producMiss Whitney
and inarrie-1

Robert Einmett Keaue, who was playing with
hor in this, stage production, " Tho Innocent
1 say stolo a march, because sho had
Idea."
quite a romance with Eugene Pallctte, with
whom sho played in " Fine Feathers," .i

Metro feature, and everyone thought if wedding
bells rang they would ring forth for Claire and
Eugene. But tho young lady evidently had hf r

own
The FlClutib

Los Angeles correspondent calls at the studio and finds BUSTER
'ms director arguing as to who shall read the PICTURE SHOW first.

SHOW'S

KEATON

and

ideas in tho matter, for sho

is

now

Mr*.

Robert Emtr.ett Kcane.
Locui.la O. PinsoN*.

Picture Show,
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1921
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SHOWS

THIS WEEK'S PICTURE
"Excuse My Dust "

..

Pargmount-Artcraft

Wallace RCIDv
"Please Get Married "

Jury's

"

THE " PICTURE SHOW'S
GUIDE TO PICTUREGOERS

Viola Dana.
" The Midnight Bride "

VUaqraph

Gladys Leslie.
The Amateur Wife "
Paramount-Artcrafi
Jrexe Castle.
"The Last Rose of Summer " Granysr-Samv
Owen Nares.
" Once Aboard the Lugger "
..
Hepworth
Kile en Denxes, E. Holman Clark & Evan
Thomas.

turned up trumps for £500.
for

Mary

Bliss,

and George,

.'

*'

.

'

A

.

Question of Trust "

Stoll

Madc;e Steart.
" Hell's End "

Western Import

Jose Sedgwick & William Desmond.

OWES

Madge

Stuart.

Stephanie, in the Stoll production.
SHE" Aplays
Question of Trust," by Ethol M. Doll.
It
was produced on the shores of the
Mediterranean. A story of the fierce loves of
the Sunny South. Madge Stuart is particularly
fine when she lias a real chance for emotional
acting— she is delightful in " Stephanie," and
her vivacious manner endows her part with

particular

XARES;

beloved by thousands of
pieturegoers, plays the part of Oliver
Selwyn in Samuelson's five-reel superproduction, " The Last Rose of Summer," by
Hugh Conway and Roland Pertwee. The
world's rights owned and controlled by Granger's

charm and

grace.

T

"

is

only for tho sport of the
thing, but because of tho oxcitoraont it
affords.
But his wife does not beliovo in
racing not

Exclusives. Ltd.
The Last Rose of Summer." Mr. Owen Xares
me the other afternoon, was taken at the
L'nfortunately. before the film
fall of the leaf.
was completed, most of the trees were bare, so
that artificial leaves had to be taken down to
the spot where we were doing exteriors, and
attached to the trees."

the Cat

An

and

nephew
of
George.,
his
Evan
Mrs.
Major (Gwynnc Herbert),
The Rose," by the bye was a beautiful cat
Ceorge failed in his medical examination, and
(

Viola
reputation.

aroused Mr. Marrapit 's anger.' But, in spite of

A Drama

to fall in

Summer,"

Dana

comedy,

humour

as the star sustains her

of Fights.
of

return.

o!

a

the

is

of

—

" The Last Rose

sometimes

gentleness
love and the rough afmos.
THEphere
a Western saloon are

with a poor little governess,
Mary
Hurnfray and she loved George.
George passed his next examination. There
came an offer of a good practice for £400.
George hadn't 400 shillings. Marrapit refused
" The Roso of Sharon " disappeared,
help.
Wybern suggested a reward of £200 for its

in

further

Honeymoon.

though

humour.

!

OWEN NARES

still

appears exaggerated there are several
really amusing scenes.
A young couple decide
to get married despite parental opposition, and
the chance appearance of a clergyman enables
the ceremony to be performed.
The parson
himself, however, gets into hot water and a
hotel fire gives the play excitement as well a-

Thomas),

After many vicissitudes and trials, the reward
reached £400, meanwhile George had temporarily
disappeared.
Later he acknowledged that he
had borrowed the " Rose," and then Marrapit

Exciting

PLEASE GET MARRIED "

THE

had managed

Bogus Marriage.

intrigues she has to fight against.

Aboard

pockets, George

girl

ceremony was not genuine, there are

the Lugger."
ROSE OF SHARON," dwelt at Haron's
Holt.
Mr. Marrapit (E. Holman Clark)
loved lier. Mr. Marrapit 's household

love

eventually marries.
a startling end. and
scenes showing how
Justine alters lier views.
Irene Castle is tho
star, and the opportunity of showing her as an
exquisite dancer is not lost.
the

acquaintance with a man is persuaded to marry
him.
His end, however, is swift and dramatic,
and even when the girl learns that the marriage

the eat,
filmed, he was terrified of
which tore large holes in his trousers and knees
when reclining in his lap, and lie felt it hard to
express an affection he did not feel for the
beautiful but ferocious beast.

empty

whom

the title suggests, " The Midnight 'Bride "
is a story of intrigues and complications.
Gladys Leslie as " Jeanne Stirling. " is
portrayed as a country girl, who after a brief

tells

"

husb'and

The mother meets with
there are some excellent

AS

!

consisted

in

on a plot not wholly now, is, nevertheless,
presented in a fresh and attractive manner.
Justine has been brought tip in a convent, and

A

me that when
CLARK
MR. "HOLMAX
Once Aboard the Lugger," was being

M Once

Matter of Dress.

chill

a keen motorist who loves

told

Holman Clark and

A

are three chief characters
The
THERE
Amateur Wife," which though constructed

therefore, her ideas of dress when she leaves it,
the affections of her mother and tho

Exceeding the Speed Limit.

OODLES

excessive speed, with the attendant risk* whl h
he must necessarily face. So between her and
tho tempting offer of a motor firm, *' Toodles "
finds himself in an interesting situation.
When
you learn that the hero is Wallace Reid. you
will know what good entertainment to expect.
There is a real thrill and some during riding over
a bridge closed for repairs.
The dramatic
effect, however, is lightened by plenty of occa"
sions for laughter in
Excuse My Dust."

HARRY BRABAN

STUART

and

MADGE

in the StoU film, ,"
Question of Trust."

a Granger -Samuels on film.

A

scene from

effectively

introduced in " Hell's End," in which
dainty Jose Sedgwick and burly William
Desmond move as the central figures. Once
they were boy and girl sweethearts, but Tin:*
separated them and brought its changes,
handing wealth to the once poor girl and a
saloon
proprietorship
to
the
Their
hero.
meeting is marked by some exciting scenes, and
those who love witnessing a good fight will be
able to see two real ones in this picture.

Once Aboard the Lugger."
" The Rose of Sharon "

EILEEN DENNES
in her arms.

seen with

Pi'jlurt

BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

card-playing

by

lie

Hall with

has Been brought up

hi* uncle.

returning one night, finds
out the state of affairs, and orders his nephew to
house.
leave the
MARTIN TREVOR, an inveterate gambler, is
amongst a party at the Hall on the evening
He changes
before Silas Truscott's return.
some dice for loaded ones', anil Alfred, reused
The result is that Sir
to fury attacks him.
Martin challenges him to a duel.

thou so

I

I

"gentlemen of the .road," are joined by Alfred,
who appoints Paganini Primus as his second
in the duel.
LADY
EN A, Alfred's cousin, is told by her
Maid of this duel, and determines to witness it..
The duel commences with Sir Martin Trevor
being full of self-confidence, but his sword is
The Lamb,
suddenly sent spinning in the air
instead of killing him, tweaks the nose of his

ROW

enemy, who vows vengeance for this act. Two
days later Lady llowciia sets forth on a visit to
liar godmother

LADY ULUiSWATER.
Alter the thiol, Alfred and the- two Paganini?
take to the open road, and presently they come
to a tavern owned by Punch Murphy, who is
piuvd if his lighting abilities. Allred ho iover,
beats nii.i. and with the money he ullia treats
lhctc is a
everyone in the -bar of the tavern
very genial stranger amongst them, but after
company
party
tells
the
lie has gone one of the
that he is uonc other than Jerry Abcrsluuv. the

highwayman
The next morning

before leaving Allred says
good-bye to Hammer ..lohn, the blacksmith,
who wants to tram him as a boxer. Allred,
however, refuse?, and lie and the two Pagauinii
set olf on a tramp to the village, of Friar's Ford,
where Alfred accepts a job as labourer to a
miller
Lady Rowena. learns of .this and suggests that
tht PMthi go and stay with her old nurse who
lives near Friar's Ford,' but not as the Lady
Rowona. She would be a simple country girl,
anil in that guise meet her cousin and endeavour
to bring aboirt a rccoiu Hiat ion between him and
Rowciia's godmother tells Iut it is
her uncle.
madness and to think no more about it.

Love Will Find a Way.

ULLKSWA PICK'S

LADY
derided,

manner

so

her tone so emphatic, that any
« ell -In. night .-up
young l.iily
would have como to the conclusion that
was
further discussion
useless
Kowona was. not quite ordinary, and,
moreover, she had very strong personal reasons
for desiring to get her own way.
liver sinco that- hour when .-^c hud seen
Alfred Truscott s laughing face pa lie stood
confronting one of the most deadly swordsmen
in Eluiope she had never been -able to g,:t his
•«
image out of her mind.
.
She wanted to see him again in the flesh,
and she was quite determined that nothing
Should prevent her from doing so.
Lady Ulleswater s objection w as an obstacle
had foreseen, ana she deliberately sat
#:ho
,

*

t

,

it.

,

herself to

overcome

{

it.

"Alfred and Ulicjo Silas will drift further
and further .•part, she said sadly. " My cousin,
the hired servant of some petty taskmaster,
will sink lower and lower: uud, perchance,
like his father, he will marry a gipsy.
Unable
to support J^er as ho would wish, his health
will break down, and he will die broken-hearted
by the roadside. ''Via a great pity.''
She sighed, and, folding her hands, gazed
'

mournfully
meeting her companion's eyes.
u
Yes, indeed, 'tis a great pity,
old lady primly, pursing up her lips.
i

in front of her, carefully

ill

Especially as

it

upon

this foolish
naught to thee."

Thy

cousin is
" Oh, naught

avoiding

my

best to

Ah, dearest,

what we

is

" declared

let

reconcile

all desire.

him

to

mine

uncle.

This reconciliation
Cans.t thou think of any

us bo frank

I

better plan ?
Let mo try.
I shall meet my
cousin on -his present level. Ho will not act a
port with me, and I shall learn what manner
of man ho truly is."
" lis hardly fair to the lad," said Lady
i'lleswater, with a change of tone.
li'i.o.'iia smiled.
" 1
will
not be inconsiderate, nor judge
him too harshly. Y'ou say ho is not wholly bad.
shall
find something in his favour."
Mayhap 1
"Pis a strange thing for a lady to do,"
said Lady Ulleswater doubtfully.
" Naught may como of it. 1 may never even
speak to my cousin. Do thou but consent that
1 pay this visit to old Margery, I ask no more.
Do
Ah, dearest, 1 urn set upon this thing
"
not say me nay
spoke,
she
arms
eoaxingly
put her
As she
round the old lady's neck.
In the end, Lady I'lleswater, though much
judgment, j icldcd and
against her
bettor
gave her consent)
Tho truth was that the old lady was curious,
also, to know what manlier of life j oung Truscott
,

!

!

living.
all you leurn concerning
You will send
the lad ? " she said.
"
will
keep naught btiek," replied
I
;

mo

"

Ay

Rowena, not knowing what

proiuiso she was
making.
Three days Inter, two simply dressed girls
knocked at the door of a cottage which stood
alone on the high road somo mile and a half
from Friar's Ford.
There being no answer from within, the
taller of the two girls pressed tho latch, pushed
tho door open, and entered, followed by her
companion.
They found themselves in an old-fashioned
parlour or liv ing-room, comfortably
cot tag.;

and neatly furnished and

tho

her."
" Your ladyship should have allowed mo to
come, on in advance of thee and make the

Nothing is prepared,
Mrs. Merridew will be at a loss to provide
."

and

pro|ier for
"
• child

Peace,

!

'.'

I

raised

" Yes, yes,

and opened her

1

and
what

thy entertainment."
rotorted the other imspecial entertainment.
would havo thee bear in mind what I have

is tit

want no

told thee.

She spoke sharply and unconsciously raised
her voice.
her

The

old- lady Stirred

drooping
eyes.

'

!

ingly.
" Hush

head with a

in

her seat,

little

\

-

jerk,

--

" she said, in a mysterious whisper.
"
lives with thee in this house ?
" No one, my lady.
daughter, Molly,
hath left me but a month ago to. enter service
'Tis best
in the town, and I am quite alone.
for her and I do not complain, and the neighPraiso be to God, 1 a):i
bours are friendly.
If your
still active and can do for myself.
ladyship will honour me by resting hero while
"
1 prepares a dish of tea
" Nay, nurse
Hulda and I will get tho tea.
Do thou but tell us where .to find the things.
!

Who

My

;

Wo

propose to stay with thee somo time, u

thou wilt havo us."

"Her ladyship wishes -to stay with thee
somo days as a relation," explained Hulda.
Margery Merridew's simple face wore on
expression of such utter bewilderment that
Rowena laughed.
" You darling " exclaimed tho girl, pressing
!

the old lady back into her chair, and tlien
slipping down in a kneeling posture at her
" You will help me, I know "
feet.
Then, in a flood of eager words, she told her
story and explained her plans.
Mrs. Merridew's eyes glistened with excitement as she listened.
It was an adventure after her romantic old
heart, and she entered eagerly, into the spirit
0$ the thing.
v
" "Pis happy and proud I am to help thee,
1 havo three uicocs
she
declared.
my lady,''
of whom I have oft spoken, but whom I hove
not seen this ten or twelve years. Thou and
Hulda shall pass as tho two elder, and 'twill
Alice Grey is the name
1x5 a pretty comedy.
"
of my oldest niece. Wilt thou take her namo ?
" Alice Grey t "
!

•

.'

,

repeated the namo and sm'lcd.
""lis a pretty name," sho said musingly;
" Remember, Hulda, to ea'l. nib by no other/' —
And so it was arranged, and it soon became
known in the district that old Mrs. Merridew's
two pretty nieces from London had come to
spend a holiday w ith her.
So far, Rowcna's plans had succeeded rehut now she was 'confronted
markably well
by the most difficult and delicate part of Iter
«•'
self-imposed task.
How was *ho to Iwcomo acquainted with her
cou-in ?
An unaccountable shyness took
possession of her.
Sho became alarmed at 'her
own boldness. What would ho think of lie?
Would he dare to think sho _wus
if he knew f

Rowena

.

;

Would he refuse to"beV
that she was only thinking of her uncle's
happiness ?
She found herself blushing hotly, even when
she was alone, as theso thoughts crowded into
her mind.
She even half-|>er8uaded herself that alio
really did not want to meet Alfred, and bad
only come here so that she migut enjoy for a
while the company of her old nurse.
At any rale, sho decided she would take DO
steps to become acquainted with her cousin.
On tho morning after their arrival, she and
Hulda went out for a" walk to explore the
neighbourhood. .
from the middle of Tho road in front of the
cottage they could see quite plainly a mile and a
half away the sails of'tftn old mill, but when
led going towards it, Rowena
Hulda -o
turned and proceeded in tindeliberately
opposite direction.
.Sirs. Merridew, watching from tho window,
looked puzzled, and was about to trip on the
pane, but a thought entering her mind, she
[Continued on pofit 8.)
running after him

spotlessly clean.

Seated in an ancient, well-worn armchair,
with a piece of knitting on her lap, was an old
Her head was nodding, and
lady, fast asleep.
her glasses hud slipped to the lip of her nose.
Sho had a round, fat face which now -wore an
expression of placid contentment, and, somehow,
gave her the appearance of a comfortable,
well-fed baby.
" Isn't she a dear ? " whispered one of the
I vow, Hulda, 'tis a shame to wake
visitors.

"pifl iently.

!

!

thou hast a romantic picture of lijm
in thy mind, child, do not destroy it by seeking
him out and seeing him as ho i*>. Thou wilt
find him engaged in monial tasks and mixing
in low company."
" I would see him as ho is," said Rowena
gravely, " and if I find him worthy, I would

lady Ulleswater tapped nervously on the
floor with her foot, and on her fine old face
ificre was a look of distress inid-tnirertamly.
" Master Silas would never forgive me if'
Ughl of harm fame to thee," she said presently,
quite impossible

whatever

" If

do

For a moment she stared at her .visitors,
a look of blank astonishment on her simple face.
Then, in a state of great agitation, she
clutched the arms of her chair and raised
herself to her feet.
" The Lady Rowena " she exclaimed.
Rowena piaced her finger on her lips waru"

arrangements.
said

murmured Rowena.

'tis

?

Rowena, with rather unnecessary. "empliasis.

could so easily he remedied,"

"

— naught

notion, child

was now

was

ordinary

I

set

Fil m

Brittsk

ALLINGHAM

What harm

'!

'

PAG AM N PRIMUS and PAGAN IN SE€UNDUS-

Famous

think you could come to me
from a visit to my old nurse, Margery Merri-'
dear
godmother
? "
inquired Rowena
dew,
" Of course, I should take Hulda
innocently.
with me," she added, watching the other from
under her eyelids.
" Little harm, maybe," said the old lady,
" But what good
after a pause.
Why art
"

SILAS TRUSCOTT, who,
SIR
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF WILLIAM FARN UM

(Special lo the
" Picture 6'/

WILLIAM FARNUM
The Strong Western Hero

WILLIAM FARNUM

lias

won much

of the Screen

praise during his screen

which heis most proud is a letter
from the well-known author,Zane Grey, when arrangements
"
were being made to film his novel " Riders of the Purple Sage
In this letter Mr. Grey wrote
I regard William Farnum as
the best interpreter of our Western life, and think he will make a
"
wonderful Lassiter in Riders of the Purple Sage.'
It is in strong parts like these that William Farnum excels.
You will remember- him as Sidney Carton in A Tale of Two
Cities." as Jean Valjean in " Les Miserables," as Ben Hur, and
Francois Villon in " If I Were King." as the adventurer in the film
of that name, an adaptation of the famous opera " Maritana,"
in " The Rainbow Trail,'' " The Lone Star Ranger," and other
Kane Grey stories.
career, but the praise of

' ;

:

!

Feats of Strength.

IT

parts like these that have won for William Farnum
the title of '* the strong hero of the screen," for

is

Farnum

William

remember

his

Valjean

is

You have

strong.

only

to

."Les Miserables." when Jean
heavy waggon that had sunk into the

feat

in

lifts a
raising it on his shoulders.
This was a real feat of strength, and William Farnuni
did it.
It was not camouflaged for the film.

mud by

A
Suspicion.

Lover of Music.

WILLIAM FARNUM

was born

in

Boston on July

4th, 187(1, so he will be forty-five years of age
this July.
He is very musical in fact, be

—

says he doesn't remember the time when he couldn't
play the piano, though he plays all by ear, and is proud
of the fact that his first professional appearance wasin a cornet band.
When fourteen years of age he began his theatrical
His father had a stock company, and William
career.
Later he organised his own company,
got a part to play.
and succeeded so well that at the end of a few years he secured
his own theatre in New York City.
Now he is one of the best
known screen stars.

A

Traveller.

WILLIAM FARNUM

likes

change, and moves from

New

York

His winning smile.

to California, and then to Florida for the production
of his pictures.
When he goes to California, he spends much of his time fishing
in the waters of Catalitia Island.
That is his favourite hobby,

and he has several times broken the record for landing the biggest
fish in the shortest time, and shows a proud decoration of a
little red ribbon which has been given him for accomplishing
this feat.
Many of his finest fishing expeditions have been taken
in

company with

his brother. Dustin,

who

is

also well

known

as

a film star.

A

Great Favourite.

WILLIAM FARNUM

" Big
is known to all his friends as
but his bigness consists not so much of stature as
of spirit, though his strength is prodigious for his height
he is just under six foot.
He is a great favourite with other members of his company.
He is so full of good humour, and ready with a helping hand to
Bill,"

;

less

fortunate

members

of the profession

— those

who

are striving

for- success.

As you know, William Farnum
In a dangerous mood.

Olive

is

is

married, and his

little

daughter

the apple of his eye.

WILLIAM FARNUM

It

to

you want to write
him, address your

letter

:

WILLIAM FARNUM.
c/o

Fox Film Co.,
West Forty-sixth

130,

Street,

New York
(VmtfM the
to

Determined.

Enquiry.

Doubtful.

Good-bye.

••

City, C.S.A.

Picture
ensHrf an tar\y ftptfj

•'
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The girl in her simple country frock carrying a basket on her arm, who was walking
quickly past the inn, jnade indeed a very prettj

rest

Rowena nodded, and taking the basket,
smilingly set forth on her trip.
The old nurse, turning back into the room,
found the laughing eyes of Hulda fixed upon

the

her.

" She's pretty enough," admitted Ralston.
" Ay
Methinks there's entertainment here)
Geoffrey, 1 11 seo thee anon."
So saying, the baronet strode rapidly to ti e
door and passed out of t he inn.
Meanwhile Rowena, on passing the Ford Arms,
easily found the footpath and entered the
woods.
There was a smile on her tips and a happy
light in her eyes, while her colour came and went
in response to the thoughts which passed
through her mind.
She was approaching Jones's Mil). She saw
by the turn of the footpath that she would have
to pass quite close to it. Of course, she would not.
go too near, and she would not even look in its
direction. Also it was very unlikely that anyone

THE CALL T°HFE ROAD."

(Continued from

page

6.)

rained herself and returning to her chair by
fire, sat down to think the matter out.
She was a simple old soul, but no woman can
reach the age of sixty-five without acquiring
.-omo knowledge of human nature, and before
long some glimmerings of the true state of affairs
penetrated her slow-working mind.
" It's my belief," she declared to herself, as
one who makes a great discovery. " that my
lady has a tender feeling for this ne'er-do-wcil
cousin of hers."
And then Hulda returned alone with the
information that my lady had expressed her
desire to continue her walk unattended.
" My lady seems less light-hearted this morning than she was when she arrived," remarked
Mrs. Merridcw. without looking up from her

Mistress Merridcw," said the
thou art trying to help the course

Methinks,
girl, saucily,

of true love to run smooth."
" Peace, girl " replied the old lady, severely.
" Ho has but -to look upon her fair face and the
!

love-making

will

need no help from

me

or

thee."

The Footpath by

the Mill.

bar-parlour of the Ford Arms two
gentlemen w-ere seated at their liquor.
tho

IN

They were garbed
and were strangers to the
"

like men
district.

of

fashion,

a wild-goose chase, Geoffrey," said the
and most distinguished-looking of the two.
yet I'll swear we are not far off the scent.
When Delaval made the match with me, 'twas
just after he had paid a visit to these parts. 1
\ow I m not mistaken. His man is hidden somewhere hereabouts,- and we must get sight of
him and see. what kind of a champion it is my
lord hath discovered.
" Lord Delaval is a sportsman, but overfond of backing his fancy, returned the other.
" I'll warrant the man ho has found is nothing
'

'Tis.

taller

knitting.
" My lady, methinks, does not know her own
mind," replied Hulda pertly.
The old nurse frowned her disapproval.
''It is not becoming to speak thus of thy
mistress," she said coldly.
" I
" Nay
" replied the girl, impulsively,
love her ladyship as much as you ever did, but
The trouble she hath taken
is she not perverse
The planning and the
to bring this thine; about
scheming to be near Master Alfred. And now,
forsooth, she must pretend she does not wish
No such thought ever entered
to meet him.
her mind.
I must be mad to suggest such a
thing.
What is Master Alfred to her, indeed ?

"

!

':

And

'

!

great."
" That

Am

may be, but we must be sure."
" Do you doubt the quality of the Pigeon,
Trevor ? "
There was a note of anxiety in the speaker's

love."

voice.
" Nay,

man.

his class.

If T

.

I
crazy ? Crazy indeed I must be, but not
so crazy but that I can tell when a mud's in

At this point Mrs. Merridcw looked up from
her knitting.
" I thought my ladv had never seen Master
"
Alfred ?
" Ay, she's seen him."
" And he, I'll warrant, made love to her ? "
" Indeed, he did not.
He gave her not so
much as a glance. -'Tis all on her side, and 'tis
that, perchance, that vexes her. To dote upon a
man who knows thee not must be provoking."
Old Margery Merridcw bridled up at this.
" What mean you, girl ? " she said sharply.
" He knows her not, you say ? "
" 'Tis true
he hath never seen he?."
Then she glibly told the story of the duel
in the field of the stunted oaks.
The old lady listened with the greatest
attention.'
" He must

when the

,

bo

a goodly

man,"

she

said,

had finished.
good to look upon, and ho hath,
a fine spirit. 'Twould be a good match even for
my lady, and since her fancy sets that way,
w hy will she not seek him out and let him gaze
"
upon her beauty ? Mcthinks
" Peace, girl
You do not understand fliy
mistress.
'Tis maiden modesty, and if thou
hadst a little of it 'twould do thee no harm."
The old lady would discuss tho ^natter no
further then, but her brain was busy and she,
too, began to make plans.
Rowena came in just before tho midday
moat, It was a simple meal to which they all sat
down in tho littlo parlour, and Rowena was
girl

" Ay, ho

is

!

delighted with the novelty of it all.
When it was over, and Hulda was clearing
away, Mrs. Merridcw turned to her ladyship.
" Alice," sho said, w ith a smile, " I wonder if
you would mind doing a little service for your
"
.

old
"

aunt

1

You know, dear aunt, nothing would
mo moro " cried Rowena eagerly.

delight

Mrs. 'Gripper of the rectory
1
have two score eggs last week, but could only
make up thirty. I should like her to have tho
balance to-day, for I know she needs them,
with all her little ones, poor thing. 1 would go
myselfj but my rheumatism has caught me
again, and 1 would rathor not go out if I could
get someone to go for me."
" My dear, of course you must not go out
1
ill
Where is the rectory ?
take tho eggs.
"
let

!

How

do

go ?
Mrs. Merridcw packed tho eggs securely in a
basket, and handed it to the girl, and then led
I

"

Thy way
tilt

is

down

the road

towards tho

you reach the Ford Arms. Then you

u£n and go along the footpath through tho
woods by the mill. When you pass the mill,
j on will see the rectory on tho brow of tho
J

hill."

know him

to

l>e

the best in
a good 'un

challenge, and a match was arranged.
At iirst
the general opinion was that Trevor had made
another victim.
Williams at oneo became a
strong favourite. And then suddenly and for no
apparent reason, tho betting took a queer turn,
and it was found that the Jews were backing
Lord Delaval's unknown champion very heavily.
" There must bo a reason for it," said Sir
Martin to his friend and confident, " and tho
sooner wo find out what it is, the better.
must discover Delaval's mau, and have a look at

Wo

him."

Tho present fruitless journey to Friar's Ford
was tho result of this decision.
Ralston had ferreted out somo information'
which indicated that Lord Delaval's nominee
was in training somewhere in this part of the
country, and Friar's Ford had been Selected by
Martin as a likely spot.
Wo had best get back to London," said
He is
Ralston, " ami set a watch on Delaval.
sure to visit his man sooner or later."
" Ay
But it grows lato to travel, and the
We'll set out for town tohorses need rest.
Sir

!

early.
I would tliero was sou" way of
passing an hour or so in this dull hole. There's
little entertainment in cards or dico with thee,
"

morrow

(jleofTrey

!

The other laughed, and Sir Martin, yawning,
window and gazed out moodily

strolled to tho

upon tho deserted country road.
Suddenly ho uttered an exclamation,

and

leaned eagerly forward.

"Geoffrey*!"
hither quickly

her to tho door.
dingo

didn't

is

"

!

promised to

'

•

ho

cried

Look

1

excitedly.

"

"Coma

!

Ralston moved to his
"

Do you

see

side.

that?" demanded

Sir

Martin.
"

I

seo

a wench." replied the othet.

""A wench
"
morsel ?

?

picture.
1

working there would see her.
Still, she would not hurry by. To do so would
only make her tho moro conspicuous.
She
slackened her pace. Now she was walking very
slowly indeed.
Suddenly she became aware of hurried footsteps behind her, and turning in some alarm
sho beheld a stranger rapidly overtaking her.
She stood hastily aside that he might pass
by, but instead of doing so, he stopped immediately in front of her and raising his hat, smiled
boldly into her frightened face.
" Good-day, mistress.
This is indeed a
fortunate meeting."
Shrinking away from him, she stared back into
•

dark eyes.
do not know you, sir, " sho said in tho~
tone of one who is puzzled rather than angry.
The truth was that the face of the man seemed
somehow familiar. She was almost sure she
had seen it before, but sho could not remember
his bold,

Pigeon Williams

he wouldn't carry so much of my money. But
we can't afford to run even tho slightest risk.
'Twould l>e a bad business for both of us,
Geoffrey, if aught went amiss."
It was indeed business of a very important
character which had brought Sir Martin Trevor
and Geoffrey Ralston to tlie. sleepy village of
Friar's Ford.
Lord Delaval was a famous Corinthian and
one of the finest sportsmen in England. One
day in a London club-room the merits of a
newly arrived prize-fighter, Pigeon Williams,
were being discussed, and Sir Martin Trevor was
loud in his praises of tho man.
Lord Delaval, a little bored by the baronet's
enthusiasm, broke into tho conversation and in
his careless way offered to produce a man who
would beat Williams in a tight to the 'finish.
Trevor, keen as ever, at oneo took up the

:

\

March

.Man, didst ever

Me

" I

1

I

where.

"That

is

a matter which can soon be reme-

" In a
still smiling.
promise you we shall become great
dazzled
friends.
I am but a poor gentleman
by thy wondrous beauty."
Tho fear deepened in the girl's eyes a? she
retreated from him.

died," returned Sir Martin,
little

time

I

With that smile

half of

mockery and

half of

admiration on his handsome face, he advanced
upon her until she stood with her back against a
tree and could retreat no further.
" Fear naught, you bewitching little fairy "
" Thou hast many a rustic lover, I
he said.
1warrant, who is less gentlo than I shall bo.
"
teek naught but a kiss
As he spoke, he mado to take her hand.
Then it was that Rowena's terror gave way
!

1

to indignation

and anger.

She raised tho basket sho was carrying and
dashed it with considerable force in the smiling,
leering face.
In his time, Sir Martin Trevor had met many
ladies who resented his advances, but never one

w ho had done so with quite so much emphasis
as this.
His smiling expression turned to one of savag <
fury, and leaping forward, ho seized the girl
roughly in his arms.
She struggled violently, and in her terror
screamed for help, but Sir Martin, still smarting"
from the blow, was now quite reckless, and
obstinately determined to conquer the littlo
rugtie fury.
Her struggles grew feebler and an awful
horror assailed her as she realised that hot
strength was failing her.
In her despair 'rfho
cried again for help, but it was a faint, pitiful
cry, and tho man's low, triumphant laugh

sounded in her ears.
And then suddenly there was another sound
like the angry growl of a wild animal, and it did
not come from her assailant's lips. The next,
moment the man was seized by the back of tin*
neck and by the loins, swung into the air lik»
a sack, and dashed to the ground.
White, trembling, and breathless, Rowena
Maggered back against the tree and stared at her
deliverer.
He stood there erect between her and hrr
assailant, a tall, powerful figure, and her hear*
beat fast as she looked into his strong, handsome
face.
It
(ield

a <f«»ati©r

—

now.

•

.

was the face she had seen oneo before in the
of the stunted oaks, but it was not Iau«hirg
*
:

'

"

!'/'->

Vt~|
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BEERY started his dramatic career with a circus, where
WALLACE
he was initiated in the art of elephant training. Later, he discovered he had a voice, and decided that comic opera would be
the right channel for his talents. He did not find it difficult to obtain
n hearing with producers, and appeared in many stage entertainments.
His great chance came when he understudied Raymond Hitchcock,
nnd lie awoke one fine morning to find himself famous. He Advanced
very rapidly after this, and finally, like so many other successful stage
actors, he started film work.

Studies His Characters.
The Unpardonablo Sin." For several
first real screen hit was in
years now JMr. Beery lias been acting unusual characterisations.
He male/* a great point of studying his characters well before he
commences a film. Once he had to make up as a Dickens character,
and spent several days with a set of Dickens, studying
,:

HIS

all

Eg

the old pictures.

net

"

A

RAG " AT THE GOLDWYN STUDIOS

There

is a jolly atmosphere about a film studio, and the players are always ready lor a joke.
IRENE RICH and her
FRANK LLOYD, were snapped the other day at the Goldwyn studio, whilst Frank was pretending to be a
horse and endeavouring to give Irene a Iright. This " ragging " took place between the scenes ol " A Tale of
Two Worlds." an original photo-play by Go'erneur Morris.

director,

mad

An- amusing incident in a new film in which TOM MOORE and
are playing.
Other films in which, these two have played together
1
are " Gay Lord Quex," " Lord and Lady Algy,*' and " Duds. '

The bashful lovers.
>'AOMI CHILDERS

There are
wonderful

many

MAKING-UR

NORMA TALMADGE

had plenty ol help wh<
an important point of film work as in close-m
paint had been put on carelessly, and many
t Des are 3I

kinds of animals at Universal Citv which are Died for
HOPE HAMPTON, J. BERNSTEIN 'manager?,
BURNS are here seen witb three little lion cubs,

serials.

Detective

ffc.

at

Pictcre

¥

> *
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EAST&-VEST
rxScreenlarxd
For " East is East and West is West, and never the twain
shall meet." wrote Kipling. This theme is a fascinating
.•object for novelists, and many tragedies in real

%

life

owe their'ongin

to ignoring Kipling's words.
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Western mend.
Hidden Pearls "
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MART PICKFORD
when

bellev-

still

(be

ru

/

ii

a native
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ETHEL CLAYTON
Oriental
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meets

Streets.'
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DOROTHY DAL
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FERGUSON
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and

RUDOI PH

Barbary Sheep."

tries

™l

craftiness

Crooked

not to

show her fear
"Black
in
White."
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THE FILM

fbat a difference a wig will make! One
scarcely recognise this to be a

Wd

Kograpb

18

2b"', 1921.

of

MARY MILES MISTER.

'

WOULD YOU

LIKE TO TAKE HIS PLACE

Brewster's Millions," which bad a great snccess on the stage, has been- filmed, and ROSCOE
and BETTY BOSS CLARK are appearing in this Paramount production.

ARBUCKLE

TOM

?

MIX. The fourth of our series of Stars,
Favourite Photographs of themselves.

A

Splendid Complete Story, Telling

IN

How

she

was pretty, with dark eyes and
the

knew too

name of Arthur would call no more.
Tilda saw the men coming fo carry her
down, then she ran out to Arthur.
She wanted to say so much, but she

ucxt bed.
girl

1921

well the meaning of the
screen round the bed.
She who had moaned in her pain the

of one of London's largest
hospitals, a girl of about
fourteen sat watching a woman in the

a wealth of black, curly hair.
She had been carried into

26?/',

Renews a Happy Romance.

a Spirited Little Girl Restores a long Lost Sotv and

a ward
suburban

The

March

Picture Show,

1G

hos-

by some circus folk, who explained
that she had broken her leg while per-

didn't know how.
" Seems I made a mistake. You wasn't
wanted in there," she sakf
Few of us could have done Tilda's duty
so well.
Arthur looked up bewildered.
He didn't understand why they bad
come, but he knew he did not want to g"'

pital

forming.

When asked for her name, all they
could say was that she was known as Tine
Tilda. She was a foundling who had been
picked up when finite a baby.
She had never had a surname and
none of the circus folk had troubled to

back.

As Tilda hurried him along "he expressed
the latter thought with an appealing look

give her one.
During the days that followed the
setting of Tilda's leg she had become a
great favourite with doctors, nurses, and

"!

iii

his eyes.

'.

V Don't you worry.
I've adopted
kick!

patients, for she never complained, and
as soon as she could hop aboirt on a
crutch she was anxious to help both
nurses and patients.
The woman in the next, bed had been
one of Tilda's special favourites.
Child
though she was, Tilda knew that the
woman would never get up from her bed

•

You

ain't

you," said

going
Tilda

confidently.

And so they hastened along till Tilda
gave a glad shout at the sight of a man
who might have posed as a modetfor Mr.
He wore a crushed hat and
Micawber.
threadbare clothes with a jaunty air that
defied the poverty of his apparel.
" Mr. Mortimer " cried Tilda.
of pain.
" True Tilda, unless these old eyes
She had heard the doctor tell the nurse
that the woman was ill in mind as well »«
deceive
me ! " replied Mr. Mortimer,
body, and as Tilda sat watching her now
adding with ah expressive, gesture, "And
"
the patient was muttering in her sleep.
your friend ?
" ilolness, 1 must take
" Arthur Miles.
He's run away from
Arthur to
Ilolness, Ilolness." she kept repeating.
the orphanage, and I've adopted him."
As Tilda hopped out of bed to smooth
explained Tilda. " We're being pursued
the sufferer's pillow, a shabby, pur-e
like won was in the play, Mr. Mortimer."
" Pursued ? And I am being detained !
(Hopped from the woman's hand, and the
True iiida and Arthur Miles find a mother in Mrs. Mortimer. (Jury.)
cheap clasp opened.
mused Mr. Mortimer. " It would seem
Inside w ere a few coppers and a piece of
that the three of us are in need of assistance.
paper.
Tilda's hard life had made he.r a good judge of
Let us wend our way to Mrs. Mortimer. 1
character and she promptlv decided that Dr. Oasson
used the word detained, Tilda, to express the fact
Tilda bad had hut little education, but she could
was a hard and cruel man. Then her gamin wits came
that Mrs. Mortimer and myself arc held up in a
read remarkably well.
to her aid.
sort of coal yard with our caravan because we have
On the paper was written " Arthur Miles, surname
" Why, hasn't my aunt been yet ?
Chandon. Born Kingsand, May 1st.. J!MO. Rev. Dr.
I was to meet
not the need'ful to pay one, ,Hucks, who let tlie
her here at half-past twelve. She's got the message.
Purdie .1. Oasson, Holv Innocents' Orphanage,
ground to us for .our world-famous, absolutely
BursfickL"
1 think I'm to be an orphan, too."
unrivalled show, ' Shakespeare and the Classics for
" There's some mystery here," thought Dr. Oasson.
" Burslicld "
thought Tilda. " That's
queer.
the Masses." But I fear me that this young man
That's tlie Orphanage just where we pitched tin
Aloud he said to Sarah Huggins
is more in need of sustenance for the stomach than
" Keen the girl here till I've finished my lunch."
circus.
It can't be far from here.
I'll bet the pooi
the mind.
When I left the ever-charming Mrs.
woman is worrying to see her boy.".
And with another scowl at the trembling Sarah he
Mortimer, there was little in the larder, but what
The girl's active mind began to work out a plan.
left the room.
little there is can be shared."
" lie's an actor, but ono of the best," whis'pered
She tried to get the woman to speak, but she could
As the door closed on him, Sarah Muggins came up
t" Tilda and in a scared whisper told her to go to the
only moaH in her delirium, and as Tilda was trying to
Tilda to Arthur.
make her understand that she wanted to help her,
other end of the room.
Mr. Mortimer led the way to a carvaan which
" If you've come tcr 'elp Arthur Miles, I'll let ycc
she heard the doctor corning up the stairs.
ri-sted (and rested in the full sense of the word as
see 'lnj.
Tilda promptly hopped into bed, but the thought
'K's a cruel beast,
I will if *c kills me for it.
used by theatrical people) in a small field.
an' "e treats that boy autbiu' awful.
ol bringing the boy to the sick woman was with her.
Toiler me, an'
On the steps of the caravan sat a lady stout and
When the doctor carne to her bedside she begged
I'll show yer Arthur."
smiling.
him to let her go out for a little while.
She led the way on tip-toe to a side door, and
If ever goodness shone in a woman's face it lighted
" I'm quite all right with my crutch, doctor," sinbeckoned to a boy who was marching up and down
up Mrs. Mortimer's with a five-million candle-power
"
said.
I feel that I could walk without it, but 1 don't
the playground with a score of others.
light.
because 1 promised you I wouldn't."
Sarah Huggins ushered the two into a side garden
Sir. Mortimer explained the situation, emphasising
The doctor smiled.
and left them with instructions not to lie long, as
the point Tilda had made that she and Arthur were
Oasson would skin her alive if he found out.
Like all who work in hospitals he had a soft spot lor
being pursued.
" If you're Arthur Miles," whispered Tilda, " there's
a cheerful' patient.
Like Tilda, Mrs. Mortimer was a woman of action.
" Very well, Tilda, a breath of fresh air will do you
" Pursued * Hide them in the caravau. Horatio,
somebody at the hospital Wants you. How can we
"
good, but be careful, and don't get in the way of the
get out.
and if any Peeping Tom can see them while I'm
traffic."
The boy, a bright -faced intelligent -lookiag lad.
sitting on the steps, may I never play Ophelia anyIn a very few minutes Tilda was in the Street and
about ten years old, shook his head.
more." •
" There isn't any get ting out 01 here once you're in."
" Always the same : equal to any emergency,"
making for the Orphanage.
he said sadly. Tilda lookeil around at the high wall
She had no clear idea of what she was going to do
murmured Mr. Mortimer as he helped the children
" Why such a woman should hav«
when she got there, but she was a great optimist, and
which surrounded the playground and her heart sank.
into the caravan.
a firm believer in her luck.
.lust then there, was a loud barking, and l>olf. whom
saddled herself with such a man is a mystery to me."
At the gates of the hospital she met Dolf. her dog.
Tilda had left outside, sprang up In the air apparently
Leaving the children safely screened by tlie ample
which had evidently deserted the circus to wait till
from the centre of the lawn.
proportions of Mrs. Mortimer, we will take a look In
she came out of the strange place, and the tears came
"Look! That's my dog Doli !" cried Tilda. " li
the office of Mr. Hucks, remarking that as we walk
in Tilda's eyes as she hugged him for his faithfulness.
he can get in wc can get out."
along that Sam Bossom, the coalman, is in tlw
" You're a wonder, Dolf, but 1 can't stop to pat
She ran to the spot where Dolf had appeared, and
employ of Mr. Hucks.
you now, for we've got to get real busy," she said.
saw it was the open trap-door of a coal-cellar. '
This being a very short story of a long sequence of
, Dolf was quite happy at seeing his impress and,
Tilda would have delighted the author of that
events, wc must pass Mr. Hucks with the word that
" Do it now," by
wagging his tail, he set olf in front.
widely advertised business motto
instead of being a hard-hearted villa in as you might
As Tilda had surmised, the Orphanage was not far
the rapidity of her movements.
have supposed from the remarks of Mr. Mortimer,
from the hospital.
She did not talk to Arthur Miles, she just pushed
he is really a decent, man, moved to do certain thing*
Tilda looked at Hie forbidding building and gave
him down the coal hole, clambering in herself with
in business tliat his heart objcctR to with such violence
a little shiver.
crutch, followed by Dolf.
that he is perpetually seekiug guidance in the solaco
"Crikey, 1 shouldn't like to be In thai place." she
Thus It was that Sam Bossom, a young man who
of tobacco.
muttered.
was engaged in delivering coal to the orphanage, Ifan
But she went up to the front door and gave the
startled by seeing a l>oy, a girl (with crutch), and «_
Friend in Need.
bell a big pull.
dog (wagging his tail to tell the world that he had
The door was opened by a slatternly dressed, but.
done it), scrambling up the manhole.
fiASSON, having discovered the secret of Or
kind-faced woman, who stared blankly when Tilda
Sam coulitV'Ot show his surprise liecause his hoc
fugitives' escape, and forcibly reminded of it
told her she had come to see Dr. Oasson, but. Tilda,
was covered with coal dust, but he shouted It in one
by the sack of coal that Sam poured on ln>
"
telling the woman it was very important, persuaded
word, " Lummy
head, has found a clue that leads him to Hucks,
her to lake her to the doctor's study.
It was the only word Tilda allowed him to speak.
Mr. Hucks, knowing something nbout the rascally
As they got there a severe-looking man in parson's
In hurried sentences she explained that she and
methods of Oasson, listens politely and says if he sera
clothes came in through the other door.
Arthur were escaping from the orphanage, and that
the children he will let Oasson know.
" Now, then, Sarah Muggins, what is the meaning
they were likely to be followed.
Being something of a humourist as well as a philo" Is this one of yoiu
of this ? " he asked sharply.
Sam put another ounce of coal dust in his hair as
sopher, Mr. Hucks adds this remark
relatives that you've brought in to cat my food ? "
he scratched his head and promptly decided he was
" I don't know who she Is," said the woman,
i Of course, sir, I qidte understand that you want
on the side of the climbers to liberty.
He might talk,
to get this Arthur Miles back.
" She said
" If they'-re after you through this hole they'll cop
shivering as though she had been struck.
"
mightn't he ?
" Now hop it "
it was important.
That's all 1 know."
it," he said.
is for his good lliat I seek to get him back to
It
" It's about a boy," broke in Tilda. " A bov
Unfortunately for Dr. Oasson. after he had disthe fold," remarked Dr. Oasson.
named Arthur Miles."
covered the nbsence of Tilda from the study and
Dr. Oasson started.
Mr. Hucks made no reply to this until his vbitor
Arthur from the playground, tie did try that hole.
There was a boy in the Orphanage of that name,
had left.
Sam nnjs as good as his word.
and only that morning he had told biin that because
addressing the cat who was warming herself
Then,
He promptlv tipped a full sack of coals on the top
no money had been sent for his keep for the last
in the fender, and taking out his pipe to einphasisa
of the pursuer's head, which gave the fugitives a good
quarter, he would have to work in the kitchen for
his words, he said deliberately " I don't think."
start.
his keep."
The ii|>sliot of it all was that Mr. Hucks Itecama
" What do you know about. Arthur Miles, my girl ?"
Tilda left Arthur outside the hospital with Doli
an ally of the fugitives, though, as he confessed to
"
while she went to see the woman in the next lied.
!
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said Dr. Oasson, giving her a terrifying look.
sent you ? "

Who

The

little

gamin had not been long

in hospital

but

{f'ontinucil

on

jntfr

13.
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we reached our

hotel, ant]

when we turned wo

always confronted with bridges, and
beautiful old doors with steps leading down to
the water, and tho narrow dimly lit passages
between tho houses added to tho picUircsquu
loveliness of the scene."
were

,

The Pigeons .1

wo wero
WHKN Marks,

doing some scenes at

-and tho pigeons (loitered
around, the Venetians were so inteTho
rested that they simply surged upon us.
child,
Nino," of tho piny, and tho maid and
myself, had to be extricated and hidden in a
shop.
But even when tho crowd was addressed
by our interpreter it would not go away
In
the end the Venetians had to be roped back.
" At last .Mr. Novello and two or three others
went over to the other side of the square and
Started an imitation scene with a mock camera,
t o entice t he crowd from us. But they wero obliged
to keep it up for three quarters of an hour."

have come under
recent ly, " and 1 havo produced slago plays
for some of the foremost stars in America.
follow
with
hope to
up
Carnival
I

To be a

others,
nival

St.

','

ho was released by the
Famous Players and

came

!

MADGE STUART.

"premiere"

ance

Already it
has been stated that this British masterpiece,
" is cighteon months ahead of any production of
to-day, and this does not only apply to Great
Britain but to every country at present producing films." My readers will have an opporIt
tunity next week of judging for themselves.
is emotional, ambitious, enthralling.
When I entered the Alhambra for the trade
show a few weeks ago, there was a tense Hush
over the packed building, arid one had a curious
sensation of feeling that, had there not been
music, one could have heard a pin drop.

Carnival.

Soul Stirring.

IT

not an easy matter to describe the w onders
of " Carnival," or the subtle effect it casts

is

upon the emotions. It leaves one breathloss amazed. The onlooker is bewitched he,

YOUbrain,"

says Hilda Bayley.
You
have to think of all the wonderful things
you have to do, without rehearsal. You havo
to pick up tho emotions of the situation, and
reflect them. The producer knows what he wants.
The artist must respond, and portray tho subtleties and emotions the character requires;

Marvellous coloured
waves of mauve rose and gold glow upon the
screen.
Then there is Venice, Venice rare, and
beautiful, a Venice nc%er seen to such effect, in
oo, is flung into Carnival.
,

1

filmland before.

.

IBELI EVE in good lines," says she.

Dresses

that are either picturesque, or very
simple, so that they are not dated, and

hats with a sweep, and a good decided line."
Everyone who sees Hilda Bay ley's Simonetta will
acclaim her to be one of our very greatest artists.

popular author, composer and
THEmakes
an
and romantic

film star,

you remember how

he

endowed

ideal

his

" Silvio Steno," with all tho lire and
passion that made his part so true to life
In " Carnival " upon the stage.
This art seems intensified in the great film;
Ho has added fresh laurels to his long list of
haracter studies, and it will be surprising if
'*
Silvio " of the screen is not placed first amongst
his many great triumphs.
•

in the " Picture Show."
story of " Carnival " will appear in
next week s Picture Show. and. 1 am
sure you will all want to read this.

The Story

THE

Count

Andrea Scipione, Simonetta's lover. In
one of the scenes, Ivor Novello had to sing a
serenade to Simonetta outside her window, and
this handsome lover promptly decided to comWhen
pose a special melody for the occasion.
the scene was " shot " Novello. aided by his own
accompaniment on tho guitar, sang an exquisite serenade to the lady of his heart, and the
whole studio suddenly stopped to listen to the

enchanting music he had specially written.

will bewitel) you completely as " Simonetta," in "Carnival."
She is exquisite,
pathetic, childish, passionate, a dream of
beauty in her glittering carnival dress, which

SHE

shows

off

tile

charm

of her dainty,

DIRECTOR-GENERAL

of

productions for

the Alliance Film Corporation, Ltd., and
producer of tho super-film
Carnival " is
an Englishman with ten years American expciience.
Stirred by patriotism for his country,

Venice.

of

Italy.

I certainly did feel tho spirit of
" It seemed
|Vcniee," Hilda Bayley told me.
so beautiful, such an" ideal city, that one felt
its influence so great, that one desired beauty in
life and mind.
Seeing Venice in sad mists
made me feci restless, and accentuated, to me,
the tragedy of its beauty. In early morning
I looked through my window aeross the Grand
Canal, and perhaps I would see a gondola, with
monks in their black cassocks, paddling themeolves along to tho beautiful old gTey church,
Santa Maria della Salute. Such a gorgeous
picture "

to

tell

me

with a clear indigo sky, brilliant stars and moon.
" We glided through innumerable canals before

in
offer

of

war from

Griffiths to

" Perhaps
five
years.
refuse," said Mr. Nares.

1

"The Last

during the
go to America for

was

foolish

to

Owen Nares

has a passion for blue, either palo
or dark, Oxford or Cambridge. His " Aura," so a
psychic friend assures him, is pale blue, and I
believe such a shade is supposed to possess all
sorts of delightful qualities.

Eileen Dennes.

was whilst Eileen Dennes was dancing on the

IT American

stage that she found her way into
filmland.
One day Charles Frohman offered
her a part in a film, and she confesses she found
it quite the most difficult and terrifying she had

ever played however, at the end, the producer
" I seo you are not new to film work,
declared
Miss Dennes. Thanks Splendid !'° And that's
just how she arrived
Later she joined the Hepworth Company, and
she has already proved her versatility. Her
picture with Hepworth's was " Bessie
first
Saxton," in Sheba, later " Audrey Leaman,"'
the country girl in " The Forest on the Hill,"
and tho " Prettiest Girl in London," in " Alf"s
Button.
In " Once Aboard the Lugger,'
produced by Gerald Ames and Gaston Quiribet,
under the personal supervision of Cecil M.
Hepworth, she played the part of Mary
Hnmfray in this production E. Hohnan Clark
played a star part.
;

:

Chrissie White and

Powder

THEtheother morning

1

Blue.

saw

A

Carnival at the Harma Studios.
gay doings at tho Harma
long ago.
A scene of a big
carnival was " shot," to use the technical

were
THERE
Studios not

Arthur Rooke. the well-known producer,
had spared no pains in making his ballroom
" set" as perfect as possible.
Marjorio Villi's, radiant and beautiful ill a
wonderful gown and head -dress, was there as
Cleopatra, and James Knight was a fascinating
Anthony.
Edith Nepean.
term.

that

Venice to film the
was a warm night,

Summer."

NARES, now appearing
OWEN
Rose
Summer," had an

!

Moonlight and Stars.

it

person on the stage, but the concluding scenes
when the producer took his bow in response to
repeated calls, is beyond description.

chanted by her beauty and sweet girlish charm
if they had seen her in a coat of powder blue,
trimmed with grey squirrel, and the dearest little
powder blue toque, trimmed with grey fur on
that beautiful golden hair of hers

!

Venetian scenes,

set

Chrissie White, in
highest, spirits, going off to do exteriors.
I am sure her thousands of Picture Show
admirers would have been more than ever en-

"Carnival'' weic taken in

BAYLEY went on
HILDA
when they arrived in

The 'Carwonderful scenery.
was the finest that has ever
Certainly
Harley
been put up in any studio."
Knowles is to bo warmly congratulated on his
great succass.
At the end of the trade show,
Hilda Bayley and Matheson Lang received a
tremendous ovation when they appeared in
with

;

dance of joy and abandonment,

before the revellers.

MANY scenes

'

'

'

graceful

Her acting is wonderfully artistic.
As Bacchante she dances at the Bal Masque,
thrilling

'

!

figure.

a

in

!

Harley Knowles.
'

Hilda Bayley.

Many

production
my direction," lie told mo
motion

" The Last Rose of
'"

Ivor Novello.

Matheson Lang.

DO

"'

Dress and Hilda Bayley.

;

t

Successful Film Artist.
must have an extraordinarily quick

"

homo.

of the leading stars

EILEEN DENNES.

MATHESON LANG made
the

script

of

up as Othello, reading

" Carnival " with

bis

HARLEY KNOWLES.

producer,

Pkturr

TRUE TILDA.
Mr. Mortimer, he did not

know

{Continued from

how

lie

could

l.ilp.

B

Tilda supplied the solution to this problem.
Keep the caravan for security tor what Mr.
Mortimer owc3 you, and let Mr. Mortimer have a
f inal boat so that he can give shows iu the villages
an the bank. If you think Mr. Mortimer will run
nway with the barge, send Sam Bossom with us."
"You oughter have been iu business," remarked
" It's a bet."
Mr. Bucks.
Then passed many pleasant days.
Mrs. Mortimer, with the children, sunned herself on
the top of the cabin of the barge while licr husband
drove the horse and contemplated life as represented
by the greenery of Surrey, wondering how he was
gi ing to make that pair of stockings cast otf by his
wile fit htm as tights in the garb of ltomeo.
Mrs. Mortimer had no such doubts. She simplycooked in the day and played by night. If the people
who saw her as Juliet or Ophelia happened to have
seen Ellen Terry in the same parts, she was unlucky.
The main point was, had they paid, and if so. how
-"

much

Oucc again Tilda solved the problem by pushing
Dr. Gasson off the barge into the water, just as he
had "s-c-c-z-cd " Arthur, as Mr. Mortimer would have
expressed it, had he been in the cast of this real play.
The two children ran along the bank iu search of
Mr. Mortimer, and as they nearcd the town Tilda
gave a whoop of delight.
"There's old Maggs' Circus. You'll be safe there.
Old Maggs won't let Dr. Gasson touch you, not if he
was the Archbishop of Canterbury."
When they got to the circus they saw a placard
setting out that Sir Elphinstone Broward was giving
his annual feast to his tenants, and that the circus
was part of the entertainment. As they passed iu
lliev

saw

lade.

Miss Sallv,

is

his

s.ster."

" Well, he won't be likely to twig you. and we've
tot to get in the circus.
Just watch me, and say

nothing."
" Please, lady, we want to go into the circus. I
belong to it," said Tilda.
There was a smile on Miss .Sally's beautiful face as
She looked down at the little girl.
" Everybody is supposed to pay, you know." she
" You may belong to the e'retts, but
said kindly.
how can I be sure you do ? "
" Just watch nie, miss," replied Tilda, as she
turned a Catherine wheel. "There
i
couldn't do
"
that if I wasn't an acrobat, could 1
"Quite right," laughed Miss Sally. "Just wait a
moment Etna I will pass you in."
She turned to' Sir Elphinstone, who resumed his
conversation with her.
Tilda, standing close to them, started as she heard
the baronet say: "Has Miles Chandon come back
to Uolness ?
" Holuess 1 " thought Tilda. "That is the name
the woman in hospital was always repeating."
Evct since her first meeting with Arthur. Tilda
had felt sure that he was not a poor boy. 'Could it
be possible- that he was related to this Miles Chandon
of whom the baronet was speaking?
She had halt
made up her mind to speak to Miss Sally when she
remembered that if she told her talc she would have
to confess that Arthur had escaped from the Orphanage, and if Sir Elphinstonc was chairman lie would
send Arthur back. No, the safest thing to do was
to get into tlic circus before Gasson came along.
Miss Sallj' passed them in presently, and Tilda
and her chum received a warm welcome' from the
circus folk.
To their delight, they learned that Mr.
Mortimer had taken one of the booths, and after thev
had witnessed a performance they went to lind liini.
Mr. Mortimer decided that it would be safer for them
to hide in the circus till Gasson went away, a plan
which delighted Arthur, who had never before seen a
!
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A Xis

such

a very likeable

not at all surprised that the walls
of bis dressing-room
are adorned by the
portraits (charmingly
inscribed) of some
.of the greatest ladies

These
in-Stageland.
Bobby exhibited to
with tremendous

in9

pride

upon

when
him

BOBBY ANDREWS.

I

called

the
the

at

Theatre

Gaiety
other

afternoon,

making appropriate
comments as I paused
there was Mrs. Patrick

before each one.
First
Campbell, a beautiful study at which, I feel
sure, Bobby is never tired of gazing.
" Isn't there something about love" in it ! **
I asked, when 1 was trying to decipher the
remarkable but somewhat illegible handwriting

of the great actress.
" No," Bobby admitted

was

there
to

it

me

?

But wasn't

!

it

"

" I only" wish
sweet of her to give
;

Obviously, his admiration for " Mrs.

Put "

unbounded.

is

The

Beautiful Gladys —and Others.

HERE."
Jbso

my young

continued

"is

host,

She's a darling!
Yes.
say that I called her a darling

Collins.

you may

!

And

Sir Klplijnstoiie talking to a lady.

Arthur tugged Tilda's arm.
"That gentleman is the chairman of (he Orphan" Ue conies every year when
age," he whispered.

wc are inspected, and the

DREWS

am

ciate the wonderful

bit of steak.

OBBY

young man (I almost
said " boy ") that I

?

Only those who arc vagabonds at heart can appretime Tilda and Arthur. Mr. and
Mrs. Mortimer, and Sam Bossom had on this trip.
But the pursuer was fast approaching.
Dr. Gasson first caught up with the fugitives when
they were alone on the barge.
Mr. Mortimer had gone, for a contemplative cordial,
and Mrs. Mortimer hud hied her to the market for a

here is the'bea'utiful Gladys " (Certainly.
Miss Cooper looked very lovely.) " And here
look! she's put,
is
To" dear Bobby
Fay
Compton, a great friend of mine. And this "
here we paused before a portrait simply inscribed " Viola "
" is Viola Tree.
She is one
of my very greatest friends."
Miss Tree's portrait brought us to Mr. Andrews's dressing-table.
Above this table,
pinned to the wall (doubtless to its detriment),
were rows and rows of telegrams, all from
theatrical celebrities, and all wishing Bobby
luck in "The Betrothal." But the one. which, I
fancy, he treasures most runs thus
"The Tye-Tyl of 1908 wishes, the Tye-Tyl
of 1921 the greatest of success and good luck.—
!

'

'

—

—

—

:

Olive Walter."
There were various other things of interest
Bobby's dressing-room, including a quaint,
very fat doll, sent to him. he explained, by-

in

two

sweethearts of his.
" I have six little sweethearts altogether "
But time being somewhat limited, ( was
reluctantly obliged to bring Mr. Andrews to
earth and this interview.
little

!

.

Flannels in Winter.

HE

has appeared in three films so far
"Colonel Newcouie, Ihe Perfect Gentle-

man," an
Damocles,"

Esmond;

"
Ideal picture
Jose Collins
;

with

"The Joan

and

The Sword

of

and 1L V.
Dauvers," with

Malvina Longfellow.
" Most of the scenes were taken at the B. and
C. studios at Walthamstow," said Mr. Andrews,
" but those
referring to the last-named film
dealing with the river were shot at Bray.
:

the Thames.
I remember tliat it was
icy weather at the time, and yet we were
attired in flannels and had to simulate hea'.
by puffing a great deal and fanning ourselves
with our handkerchiefs.
" 1 also remember the sensation we caused
in the streets of Bray, and how many of the
scenes had to be shot three times on account,
of the traffic and the crowds that would gather."
'"
What were your impressions of Miss
Longfellow ? " I inquired.
" Well, to tell you the truth, I had very
iittle to do with her." Mr. Andrews confessed.
" I was just about to begin rehearsals in Colum-"
bine,' and on that account my part in thfc film
had to be got over as quickly as" possible.
'

One thing about Miss Longfellow ~ lias always
struck rne, though— that she has a lace of
extraordinary interest."
If the

Wire Had Snapped

"The Sword of Damocles."
another B. and C. film. Mr. Andrews hud
something rather amusing to say, though,
as he pointed out, the incident in question
might have had anything but amusing results.
' In several scenes a sword of enormous
size was employee! as a symbol of judgment
and death. Jos6 Collins, as the heroine, wa.s
supposed to be dreaming continually of l>eing
banged, at which times this terrible sword of
judgment would appear to be" banging over
her; and it teas bunging over her, just above
Anything
her liead. suspended by a wire.
stronger, such as rope, could not, of course, lie
and, considering the weight and size
used
of the sword, it is not surprising that poor
Josf really did experience great anguish of
spirit during those scenes, while the rest of tho
company well, 1 know we used to look on
with our hearts in our moutlis, Ureading that,
the wire might suddenly give way."
,
;

—

A Very Good

ASKED
more

Time.

whether be intended doing' any
work. Mr. Andrews said that
he hoped to do so. and that in all probability lie would appear later in tlie screen
version of a very popular novel, though at
present he was not at liberty to "give me any
film

details concerning

it.

" 1 like the work." be said,
but if one is
playing on the stage at the same time it is
very trying having to get up early in tbu
morning to go to the studio, and then rush
back at night just in time for the performance.
Film work is very tiring, you know but, all
the same," he added, with a little reminiscent
smile, " you have a very good time while you
At least, when you are working
are doing it.
in the country, where, perhaps, some lienutiful
residence has been lent for certain scenes.
On such occasions the owners are usually'
most kind, and a very nice lunch is invariably
provided by them."
" You don't appear to have encountered
any difficulties in the work, Mr. Andrews?"
" No," replied Bobby, with his pleasant,
" I can't say that I have.
smile
Naturally,
there are little things which seem strango al
firpt.— acting in so small a space, for instance,
after the freedom of the stage— but, on the
whole, -my experiences have been most happy.
Yes, certainly 1 like film acting."
;

;

May Hkrscuel

jmrjc 20.)

THE WEEK'S BEST JOKES
Mother
nursemaid

Father
twribly

:

?

What do

"

:

Looks capable, dear, but
Think what a distance

»

The

ou think of the new
she's

poor
when she drop;) him."
*

!

"

she

gasped.

our

wife

"Didn't

" You

have

can't

j

arrested

for

rocking you to sleep."
"Can't I ? You should have seen the rock."
—Seu- York World.
*

The Doctor
this

:

I*
> «
" You're coughing* more easily

morning."

P ati est.
night."

:

"M'Ves.

I

practised a

lot

hut

•

carriage -was crowded, and the train was
emerging from a tunnel.
"D'ycui know, darling." he whispered, "if

iust

"— Tit-Bit*.

v

baby will have to fall
l.a Xemaine Amusante.
•

y

*

"

jfe
*<ur>. Path; Frerei

"
"

tali.

'•'*"»•»•-

you

Clarke.

tunnel was so long, I'd have

I'd realised that

kissed you."
" Good
heavens

PATHE SUNBEAMS

!

CONCERNING

They saw nothing of Gasson till after the evening
performance, when he came upon them suddenly as

{Continued on

26Hi, 1921.

down

circus.

they were standing by Miss Sally.
before Tilda could give a warning shout, Dr.
Gasson had pounced on Arthur.
" This is a wicked boy who ran away from the
Orphanage, Miss ISreward," he said. " He has «ivcn
me a long chase, but I have caught him at lust."
Tilda caught Miss Sally by the arm.
" Don't let him take Arthur back, miss," she
pleaded.
"He's cruel to the boys. Arthur ran
mvay because he was cruel."
Miss Sally hesitated. She had no liking for Dr.
Gasson, and was one of the few members (if the
lomrnitter who was not blulfed by his hypocrisy.
Hut she realised that he had the right to take the
box baek.
" 1 am afraid your little friend will Lave
to go

March

A CHAT WITH BOBBY ANDREWS

ICQ

yaiif

exactly

SJioir,

It

manly to deceive your wife,
\ou can't. — {Douglas Dinpatrh.)

isn't

besides.

{Coal in veil o» ;niiV

'2'i.t

And,

PieMrt Show, March

"Hath,

1921.

SCENES
THE
BEHIND
WORLD
OF THE CINEMA
WHEN wo

sec a finished lilm we little realise all iliat goes on behind
the scenes; and it is very interesting to see some photographs of
the different sets in construction, and to learn how various scenes

are

made and

filmed.

some
you have
WHEN
and have perhaps had

of the train " thrillers " on the screen,
the impression that- yj'i yourself aro
how it is filmed.
riding in the train, von nuiv have wondered
would probably think that the camera-man was on a car,

seen

Some people
dashing alongside, or that he was in the train 'itself. He certainly
!he train, hut in a perilous-looking position on a tiny platform attached

am

to the side.

To

visit

a

film

studio

For instance, tni3 photograph was taken at
almost gives one an impression of a trip round the world.
showing a beautiful Chinese temple right next to a sea-going ship.

the

Goldwyn

studio,

Picture Show,

TRUE TILDA
lark," she said gently.
see thai be

Is

(Continued from
page is.)

" Hut do not worry.

1 "ill

not ill-treated."

She gave a moaning look at l>r. Gasson a' she
snoke, and that wily rascal at oner assumed an expression of unctuous piety.
" It grieves me to hear that this boy' lias dared to
suggest there i< any cruelty at the Orphanage," he
s lid. " It is base ingratitude, as 1 have been especially
kind to him."
"You know ray views on this matter, said Miss
Sa!ly coldly. " and I shall take a special interest in
this boy's future."
Tilda burst into tears as Arthur was taken away,
and she followed Miss Sally to the entrance of the
booth.
,
,
,
" He shouldn't be at that Orphanage, she sobbed.
" His mother is dead, and his real name is Arthur
Miles Chandon."
" What is that vou say ? " cried Miss Sally cxeitedlv.
Then, seeing that a crowd had gathered
" You must come horn; with
around, she added
:

raa

and

tell

me

all

you know."

Tilda had told Miss Sally her story, the lady
once sought her brother, to whom she repeated

When
at

she had heard.
"If this girl's story is true and I believe every
word of it— that boy is the long lost son of Sir Miles
cnandon," she said. " You have often wondered why
1
never married Miles Chandon. I will tell you.
When he was little more than a lad. while serving in
the Navy, he made a bet with a brother officer one
night when thev had all taken more wine than was
good for them, that he would marry the first girl he
m"t when thev went ashore the next day.
"As thev "stepped ashore they saw the pretty
(laughter oi a coastguard, and Miles Chandon kept
Ifiiat

—

word.
••
He courted and married the

his

his uncle died,

and

lie

came

girl

into the

and then, when,
title, false

pride

made him write to the girl, saying that they would
have to part. He did not know till later that a son
bad been born to him, and when he tried to find hi<
wde and child, they had disappeared."

When Sir Elphinstone and his sister paid a surprise visit to the Orphanage the next morning they
were just in time to save Arthur from a brutal flogging by Dr. Gasson, and that rascal was discharged
on the spot.
Inquiries proved that Arthur was indeed the son of
Sir Miles, and great was his father's joy when they
were united.
Sir Miles gave handsome rewards to Mr. and Mrs.
Mortimer, Sam Bossom, and Mr. Hacks, and also
adopted Tilda as a daughter.
It was some months afterwards when Miss Sally,
now engaged to Sir Miles, strolled with him through
llolncss Park.
She pointed to a bench on which Arthur and Tilda
were sitting.
" I think you will find that Tilda will become your
daughter-in-law, Miles, if Arthur's lose for her grows
« ith the vears." she said.
"There's plenty of time or that, Sally," laughed
" And, besides, she is a nobody's
the baronet.
[

child."
" Vou forget, Miles," said Sally gently. " that had
it
not been for Tilda your son would have been a
nobody's child."
" You're right, Sally, as you always are." said Sir
Miles. "Tilda is well named 'True,' and if in years
to come Arthur wants to marry Tilda. I promlso
yon I won't stand in their way."
(Adapted from incidents in the Jury photo-phi <j,
featuring Edna Fhtgruth as " True Tilda.")

CINEMA

STORIES.

The following story of the Films of Besroc
kiwa has been sent by Edith tiandell.
Films of Sessue Hayakawa.
HASIIIMURA TOGO" met "The
Beneath."

He

Is

"The

lfay.i-

From

"

The Count " comes

Man

Dragonpainter,"

a story of the Films of

Films of Charlie Chaplin.
"on my way to " Easy Street," when I saw
"The Tramp" with "Champion Charlie." They

WAS

seem to like " The Perfect Lady," but when they
saw the " Police," they ran. 1 saw Charlie the other
day, he says he's had a " Dog's Life," but he's got
" The Cure," and is going out on " A Day's Pleasure."
Hut I am afraid his day is done now, as I caught
sight of him at " The Pawn Simp," but I've see n him
to-day, and he tells me he has a job, which is " Doughnut Designing."
Anyhow, he take, t he "Suonysldc "
of life, although he is " The Kid " of the town.
Good l.nck to him
!

it is apt to look ungainly
This is particularly the
case where a light -coloured blouse is worn with

divided in the centre

and even grotesque.
a dark

skirt.

perhaps because I prefer not to wear
my work, that I appreciate them so
Although such small
garments they have a charm all their own. and
it has delighted me to select my favourite styles
It is

blouses for

much

for private wear.

for you.

Georgette and Lace.

ALTHOUGH

the ordinary

shirt

blouse

is

useful and serviceable.
I prefer
They
to talk about dressy blouses first.
aro so absolutely adorable just now.
I am
glad that the vogue for lace upon blouses is
again becoming popular. It is a pity that it
is not always so, for there is nothing daintier
and more feminine than a touch of real good
Especially is this so
lace upon a dressy blouse.
when the foundation is of the finest georgette.
And although this fabric is particularly filmy and

which

I

is

my

W

will do away with
any unnecessary bungling at the
normal waist-

This
.

*

!

line.

to its original size.

Maybe

because

it is

I

am

dark that

I

show

preference. for pale lemon georgette for blouses.
There is something so remarkably refreshing
about this colour, which lends itself so well to
the trimming of a piece of soft cream shadow
There are many hues of yellow, that even
lace.
the fair girl will have little difficulty in finding a
shade of this colour to suit her.

A

You can

any

OF

28,

PICTURE
SHOW

Dept.,

servjceableness as well as its beauty.
best when it is made up into

a simple blouse, with shoulder

yoke and pleats at
side, tlio
neck being finished
with a long roll
either

collar that terminates in points.
is

chosen for
wear, then

afternoon
think
I
nothing can beat hand
embroidery as a decoration, especially

when

form of broderic
Whilo a soft, satin
anglais.
ribbon of oithor black or any
pastel shade, slipped under the
collar and tied over in the front
gives a charming finish.
You will see that I havo
it

takes the

selected a blouse of this description for you upon this page.
In this instanco the collar and
cuffs are edged with fine silken
lace, a small design in broderianglaii being applied to either

corner of

t

he pointed collar.

Pattern
2Bla.

Street.
Oxford
London. W. 1.

household -word that there is hardly nny
need for it even to be mentioned. It is
truly one of the most admirable fabrics
ever woven for blouses, on nccorfnt of

it

and 28 inch

waist sites, for
Is. each, from

must not forget

When, however,

otthc

blouses on this
page in 22. 24.

to give
a word about the blouse of crepe
do Chino, although this is such a
I

ob-

tain patterns ol

Household Word.
course,

of the Shirt."

but not least. I must sing the " song
Personally I always think
of the shirt."
of shirt blouses as made of striped fabric,
although t hoy look smart in plain colours. Still,
there is nothing to beat the skirt of striped s*p<u»
silk. There's any amount of scope for the cl««i< <of individual taste where colouring is concerned,
and the stripes make the blouse look businesslike.
shirt
You'll
find
blouse design in the
lower right hand corner.
hat do you think of
the way it fastens below
the
waistband *
skirt

LAST,

none the less good wearing,
an essential where garments for

the girl witli a small dress allowance are concerned.
But I've found that it stands frequent
washing, and even takes a dye remarkably well
when the original colour has faded. True it is
that with some of the georgettes one is apt to
get a shock, when they first enter the water,
und the blouse shrinks up to the size to fit a
new baby
But one touch of the hot iron
immediately remedies matters, and brings it back

Braided Jumper.

The "Song

is

it

know

:

came your way.

more

transparent,

ty Norma Talmad'ge.

are fast usurping tlio place of the
usual blouse style. AVhero these garments
are concerned I am inclined to favour soft
washing satin. Tlio substance of this fabric
lends itself so appealingly to the application of
bold silken embroidery or braiding. Every girl
should aim for novelty when selecting a jumper.
They have become so general that it is quite
possible to meet your double, unless you show
a little originality.
What do you think of my jumper design on
this page, then ?
It would look charming in
grey soft satin, with the lower part and the
sleevo edges trimmed with narrow silken
soutache braid in self colour, and any shade
that attracts you, as far as that goes. It is
fitted with a rounded neck, 'and has a row of
small bobbly buttons upon either shoulder.
The slim girl should bear this idea in mind,
because it. adds width to the wearer. Note the
arrangement of the braiding in the front, and
the manner in which the side straps draw in the
fulness, and tie over at either side.
It would
make a really serviceable garment if carried out
in navy blue satin, trimmed with brilliant
colourings, and could l>e quickly slipped over a
navy gabardine skirt if any hasty invitation

—

—

:

JUMPERS

I like it

Charlie Chaplin.

I

A

pretty blouses! Perhaps you
wonder at. this statement from one who
seldom wears them upon the screen. I
think it is because 1 so seldom wear this type
of garment in films that I appreciate them so
much. You sec, although I do not believe in
dressing to appear taller upon the screen to
do so only spoils a picture I always choose
frocks, because they give a much more attractive
That is, when the picture
line in a photograph.
is full length, anyway.
And, as you know, a
film play is not like an ordinary photograph.
The latter will perhaps only show head and
shoulders, or three-quarter length, whereas a
film shows the entire person, and when- it is

its

" The
" Tong-Man."
and knows the
Honourable Friend " of " The Courageous Coward"
answered " The Call of the East.*' and paid " The
Debt "to a man who is well-nigh in "The Temple
"
In trying to get " Honour Redeemed
of Dusk."
be sold "The Soul of Nura San," and had to forget
" His Birthright " to save " The Honour of His
"
House." When he was caught in " The Typhoon
he found the
Hidden Pearls," near " The City ol
Dim Faces." He went as he thought " The Bravest
Way " to save " Alien Souls," but was persuaded to
give up this thought by " The Heggar Prince."
'

LOVE

I

will
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m
Follow

the

Drummer

Home-dyeing has always been successful with
Dyes: your Drummer- Dyeing will succeed.
In the wake of the Drummer, Economy is achieved
without Worry. Fabrics of Silk, Cotton and Wool

Drummer

<and Mixtures of any of these) are most successfully
dyed at home by the simple Drummer process for
which full instructions are given on each packet and
you will get double and treble wear from all fabrics.
;

3

«•

^ «vl
>

I

Ml

l

Sold by
:

A ..m. A

vOIOUlS
all

Light Blue,

Emerald,

Cardinal,

Saxe B,ue >
Navy,

Myrtle,

Maroon,

Brown,

Rust,

Light Green,
Dark Green,

Nigger,

Shell Pink,

Red,

-

Daffodil,
Heliotrope,

Mauve,

Pink,
Black,

Grey,
Tangerine,

Grocers, Stores, Oilmen, and Chemists.

Send for Free Booklet on Home Dyeing

Sole Manufacturers:

to

—

W. EDGE & SONS, Ltd.,Bolton.
Never say "Dye" say
One Bye

4

Drummer Dyes

are

ready

for use, needing no addition
except hot or boiling water.

Drummery

DRUMMER
for all Fabrics.

per Packet.

So Easy

to Use.
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" Teddy-bear " (Oswestry).
Glad you know how
to take me, and that you never miss the " P.S.,"
your Monday morning tonic. Gladden James wag
Roy Martin in " Thou Shalt Not." Yes, he was in
" The Mystery of the Double Cross." Alma Taylor
is single.
Henry Edwards spent fifteen vears behind

the footlights.
" Betty " (Chester).
You consider Ashton Dearholt is dreadfully good-looking.
I'll agree with you
just to show I am not jealous.
Y'es, be is married,
and Helene Rosson is the lady's name. I am glad
to hear he sent you a real beauty of a photograph.
May the others you are expecting be just as nice.

—

IP you

want

to

know anything about Films or Film Plavem

A PLEA FOR THE MIDDLE-AGED HERO.
mote than
NOTwhisperings

a few fears ago there came ths
what was termed tho " revolt of
Youth." The claims of Age that it could alone
rovern the world were to be seriously challenged.
Youth demanded the right to prove its abilities, and
o, flushed with the wine of its enthusiasm and confident
ol its power, it threw down the gauntlet.
In reality,
the revolt was nothing new, for this contest between
Youth and Age is as old as man. Yet it must be
r.dmitted that the modern youth has creditably upheld
Lis claim to progressiveness, and during the war he
certainly proved his worth in high places.
But even before these latter-day signs we had been
accustomed to see Youth glorified in entertainment,
tut only because that was considered to be the proper
of

i

Age was

thing.

there to be

amused

Youth

;

to per-

lorm most, at any rate, of the entertaining. Yet now
it would appear that the younger man has had too
much of the limelight, for, according to a Manchester
leader giving the nom-de-plume of " English," there
is a feeling that Age should be given more opportunity
to assert itself.

My

correspondent confesses that she

Las grown a

little weary of always beholding the
" young and handsome hero " strutting across the
screen.
She makes no secret of the fact that she
herself is on the shadier side of forty, and, in common
with others, would welcome more heroes of the older
type like W. S. Hart, William Farnum, and Tom Mix.

Let her, however, speak for herself :
" Undoubtedly there are millions of young people
who, quite naturally, want always to see t%e young,
I andsome hero of the Wallace Reid
and Charles Ray
type.
Still, people of all ages freqnent picture theatres,
end I think the taste of the older ones might be considered also.
I thoroughly enjoyed a film I saw the
other week
' The
Husband Hunter,' a Samuelson
ricture— the hero being a middle-aged man, played
ly C. M. Hallard. .At the close, I was surprised when
a stranger next to me a young girl not more than
twenty remarked, ' What a splendid film ! I have
quite enjoyed it. 1
So even the young people may
relish a change occasionally."
Perhaps by quoting the above I am setting Are to a
controversial subject.
If so, may the flames at least
reveal some interesting opinions.

—

—

—

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time betore publica lion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
:

Editor, "Picture

Show," Room

The Fleetway

85,

House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

— William Scott
Brockwell were featured

" Ra,\ef " (Cardiff).

He and Gladys

is

4.

an American.

in "

Thieves."

Lovely was opposite William Farnum in
Wolves of the Night."
" PAl LINE'S
Fas " (Birmingham).— Clad you
were so lucky. Willard Mack was formerly married
Louise
"

to Pauline Frederick.
''L.S. (Bowes Park).

—

It's really surprising how
many people one comes across who claim to have
known such and such a film star in his or her younger

days.
Perhaps there is a Charles Bray in this world,
but your informant certainly never went to school
anywhere in the United Kingdom with Charles Kay.
who is a different person. This notable Charles-was
horn in Jacksonville, Illinois, U.S.A., and has not
visited these shores as vet.
"Nll.u Sf.ctndus " (Hampton).— Alas, fair one,
that you should fall so passionately in love with
Richard Barthelmess. Now if it was the young man
who looks so like him there miglit be a chance. One
never knows. Anyway, here's all about Richard the
original.
Ue does not give his birthday, but his age
this year will be twenty-six.
He spent five yean
011 the stage, was formerly Marguerite Clark's leading
man, and has also played opposite Lillian Gisli, and
i>t hers.
Gcruldine Farrar and Wallace Reid in
" The Devil Stone."
You think 1 have a clear-cut
profile, keen grey eyes, and dark hair brushed back
with Anzorn or something.
Well, 1 am flattered.
hough I really shouldn't know myself in that
I

disguise.

K.W.

(Merlon).— " The Lone Star Ranger"
(taken from Ease Grey's novel of that name), rind
" The Last of the Dunnes " are two
different picturcs
But in both William Farnum and Louise Lovelv were
the leads.

—

M.C. (Bristol), No recent information about
Helen Badgley.
"JOSH" (Hereford).- The exact locations where
relics are taken are not always disclosed. The
British Minis you mention were certain!} excellent.

" Peggy " (Ruddington).—I expect the lovelv
boy you refer to in " Blue Jeans " was Robert Walker.
Yes, Jane Novak was opposite Hobart Bosworth in
" Behind the Door."
Some list of favourites.
" Irish Pearl " (Dublin).—Theda Bara was the
star in " The Two Orphans."
Pearl White's two
five-reelers since she completed " The Black Secret."
are "The Tiger Cub," and "The White Moll."
Dorothy Gish was born in 1898, and her sister, Lillian,
two years before. Who are my favourite artistes ?
Why, the whole bunch of them I could never be

(Store answers next week.)

PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
—

WRITING TO ARTISTES

Please do not ask
any addresses by post, but if you wish to com"
mumcate at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose
2d. stamp to the Editor, the Pictire Show, Room
The Fleetway House,
85,
Farringdon Street.
London, E.C. 4, and it will be forwarded by the
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
extra ounce.
Such letters cannot be specially
acknowledged by the Editor.
When writing to
artistes always give your full name and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the Pictire Show to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannok, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep
for

!

satisfied

with only a few.

—

A.E.D. (Oxford). Very likely Terence Cavanagh
is the one you refer to.
He was born in Oxford, was
educated there, and held a commission during the war.
" Rose " (Earlestown).— The male lead in " Round
the World- for a Wager " was played by George B.
Scitz, but he was not in " Barabbas."
" Dimp " (Birmingham). Awfully pleased to hear
you have dimples, though I grieve to think I cannot
see them.
Yes, Wallace McCutcheon can be seen in
" The Black Secret " as Frederick Vaux. On; of the
large booksellers may be able to get you Pearl White's
"
story of her life in book form from America.
"
" (Gand).
r \i f.v'ii v
You can get a copy of
the " Girls' Cinema " for 3d. post free from the publisher, 7-0. Pilgrim Street. Ludgate Hill. London, E.C.4.
Norma Talmadge is the wife of Joseph Schenck.
" Gosportite " (Salisbury).— Y'es, Harold Lloyd
is American right enough, and his home town is

—

*

1

—

1

:

these addresses for reference.

MARY PICKFORD.

West 45th

:

—

St.,

Correct Solutions of Our
1. Alia Nazimnva. the star of a thousand moods,
fought her way from the foot of the ladder to the
dizzy heights of international stardom by she< r.
hard work. She was born in Russia, and at the age
of twelve made her debut on the concert platform
Nest she took up dramatic acting, and eventually
deserted the stage for the screen, where her sucves*
was instantaneous.
2. Charles' Ray is inimitable in the particular parts
In fact, he is often called the
that he portrays.
" Horn; Town
boy. He was born in Jacksonville.
After playing on the stage
Illinois, in the year 1891.
Hi*
for seven years, he deserted It for the screen.
height is six feet, and he has brown eyes and brown

hair.

Farrar. the wonderful emotional
She was
also a splendid operatic singer.
Mass in the year 1HS:2. and ni.vbher operatic debut hi Paris. She is a bcautilul
woman, and acts for Goldwyn films. Her acting aa

Geraldine

3.

actress,

bom

Joan

Is

in Melrose,

in

,

" Joan, the

Woman," was

wonderful.

Nornnnd. the merry madcap of the
commenced her career as a chorus girl in
musical comedy. Hit beauty and vivacity stood
her in good stead, and she was soon enticed into the
Mabel

4.

screen,

where her performance never fails to briiu
laughter to all who witness it.
Lytell, the popular screen actor, wa<
Bert
5.
bom in New York, in the year 1888. Although he
comes of a stage family, he started his theatrical
Later be
career as an assistant property man.
became an actor, and finally starred on the
film world,

screen.
C. Alma Taylor is one of the lovelies! of British
She entered filmland as a child via
Christmas party that was given in the Hepworth
studios.
She was born in London, in UK, and Iras

artistes.

light

JUMPER
Knitting

and Crochet

>

brown

hair

and blue

eyes.

(The names oj the prize-winners
on page 3.)

A New Silk
In

City, U.S.A.

"Cinema Stars" Puzzle Competition.

—

—

New York

St.,

WALLACE REID, care of Lasky Studios, Vine
Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
• New number indicates change of address.
(More addresses next week.)

—

He is married.
G. B. R. C. (Kensington).—" The Tree of Knowledge
was released last January.
L. A. S. (Glyneath).
Douglas 'Fairbanks was first
married to Beth Sully, who is now Mrs. James Evans
some of Doug's recent films are " Down to Earth."
" The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," and " When
the
Clouds Roll By."
" Gladys " (Clapham Park). I seem to remember
you.
Madge Stuart was opposite James Knight ill
" Nature's Gentleman."
Winkle is Harold Llovd.

Studios.

care of British Actors' Film Co.,
Melbourne Rd., Bushev, Herts.
Jl ANITA HANSEN', care of Pathe Exchange. 3:.*,

gently that you are right.
" Kem " (Y'ate).
Sorry, and all that, but questions
concerning the religious faith of artistes are strictly
barred.
Besides, I don't keep such information.
Alan Forest was liorn in 1890 in Brooklvn, New York,
and has appeared in " The Walk-Olfs." No Gladys
Cooper's husband is a non-professional.
" KfKl " (Hitchin).
I cannot tell vou how manv
cars Henry Edwards and Stewart Rome possess.
I
know I have several (some of them fine doubledecked affairs), and I generously allow quite a crowd
of people to ride home with me of an evening.
Henry
Edwards is a Hepworth player and Stewart Rome is
with Broadwest. Both are single.

eyes.

Pickford

JACK HOBBS,

Nebraska.
Besides "Tih-Minh" Rene C'reste has
" Judex."
appeared in " The Broken
Bond,"
" Further Exploits of Judex," " Bevond the Pale,"
" The Man in the Mask." and " The Usurer."
" Pet Rabbit " (Hetton Downs).— Whose. I
wonder ? Sorry I do not rem?mbcr your previous
letter, but 1 am glad you say now all is forgiven.
That makes me feel immensely relieved. Are you
thinking of " In the Gloaming " ?
No, I cannot
agree with you about Charlie, for there arc two sides
to every story. This is what I can tell vou about
Ruth Clifford.
She was born on Jtdy' 17, 1900,
and likes literature and painting for hobbies. She
has a sister seventeen months older th.au herself.
Two of Ruth's films are " The Savage " and " The
Highest Card."
L. M. (Saltcoats).—Yes, it was Ann Little in
" Lightning Bruce," so you can tell your
chum

H. P. S. (Barry).— Thomas Meighan is an American
and was born in Pittsburg.
L. F. (Winchester).— What a shower of compliments. I had to hide my check for fear someone
might accuse me of blushing. You want more about.
Marjorie Daw and Charles Hutchison. As regards
the former, she was born in 190:1 in Colorado Springs
Colorado, and her real name is Margaret House. Has
light brown hair and hazel eyes.
Charles Hutchison
was born in Pittsburg, Pa., and has dark hair and

Mary

Hollywood, California. U.S.A.

ANYONE
which
model

bt fotttnt

i

can

make up

this

quite the latest

is

trill

new jumper,

and

prettiest

for knitting in silk or artificial

with

crochet edgings.
Full instructions are given in Thursday's
silk

delightful

Bow EUU

!
i
i

2
;
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CURE YOUR NEURALGIA!
A
Headache

(Coiil i lined from
jiaae 18.)

PAT HE SUNBEAMS.

Why

?
endure harassing Neuralgia or
harmless ZOX in a cup of tea or water will send
it away in a few minutes.
To prove this we will gladly send TWO ZOX FREF. to anyone men-

" Return mo to Parliament," bleuted the
candidate, " and I'll make my v oice heard from

little

and sending stamped addressed envelope.
chemists and stores, in 1/8 and 3/- boxes, or post free
from
CO. 11. Hatton Garden, LONDON,

'

Land's Km! to John o' (IroiilH.
PlaiBtive VOIOC from the back

tioning this paper

Of

all

prices

these

at

THE ZOX

guv'nor, we can't
Telegram,

E.C-1.

*

"Women
"

GREAT SLUMP IN
COTTON GOODS!

Such as Eczema, Rashes, Ulcers.

GERMOLENE, THE NEW ASEPTIC
DRESSING
Soothes at a touch.

SHEETS

1

do so, because it is composed of ingredients
which expel, kill, and exclude all germ life.
The Proprietors of Gennolene have such

3d.

Is.

and

&,'•

Ltd.,
E.C.4,

No «

QC L"
OJ

5

_
A
/ 7 /B

a

4.

w ear.

Pi ice

L

1

1

A
0

qnality, 30-.
Easy terms,
deposit and 6/- monthly.

^Superior
j.»

Gent's
Shoes in stron* box
Mo. 5.
Price
leather, smart shape.
/
m
5> deposit. Brogue, ivlack, £AJ

AC

30— Tan, 35/«, 5/-

'

vitality.

monthly, superior

45/- «

No. 6. Ladies' Smart Walking Shoe in
Blank Box, 25 -. Glace Kid, 30/* *nd
Tan Brogue*.
35;-- Tan. 36> and 46
.

35

and ©/-monthly.
No. 7. Ladies' Strong Box Boot,a7,'<(*
Gl ice, 36/- (Lace or Button), 5/- deposit
* and 6/« monthly.
Tan, 45,
7:6
i

Presents

Hastings.

ice

•

.

5

EASY TERMS
>end ©/• deposit w !th
pair

we

sire

and say which

send you.

shall

business cr social life. This applies
bcth to men and women. If you are under 40 it is very
easy to increase your height by the Cirvan Scientific
Treatment, a very pleasant method, which is carried out
in y^ur own home, and quite privately. Students report
from 2 to 5 inches increase, with great benefit to health,
ar.d improvement in figure and carriage. Send a post'ard ior narticuars and our £100 .guarantee, to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud Orcen Road. London. N.4-.

•,atato'jite

PfM

Free.

*

Do you call
maid ? "
" Xot at present, madam."'

:

"

What

!

»

Artist " This
I'll let you have it

*

my

best picture, old man.
for half the catalogue price."
What does the catalogue
Friend " Right
Le Hire.
cost t "
:

is

!

:

*
l:

Your

fish

*

-*

won't be long now,

sir."

—

—

Tell me," said the patient diner, " what er
"
Tit bits.
bait are you using ?
*
*
»
She " Women are more forgiving than men."
" Well. I admit they make up oftencr."
i;

:

He

Boston Transcript.

And how much

maid

*

*

*

"

new

are you paying your

"

?

" I don't know.
We haven't dared to ask
her yet." L'Echo de Paris.
#
*
*

Fortune Teller " I see riches." I see a
happy future, a grand marriage
You don't happen to see a flat
Client
without a premium, do you 1 "—La Vic Pariss

''

:

MASTERS,
Hope

ten nc.

*

*

*

gave everyone to understand that he
was the Big Gun at his office."
' Perhaps that's why he got fired "
"

He

!

Toronto Globe.

The
can't

Fqvit.e

:

*

*

*
"

You

do heavy work.

say .you're delicate, and
What can you do ? "

Weary William K Well, what's the matter
with' smokin' cigars in the greenhouse to keep
hout the hmsects ? " Pearson's Weekly.
:

foreign applications

94,

Cape Argus.

*

American.

Promise 6/-

monthly after delivery, and you have the
toots to wear while paying for them.

have one of the chief qualifications fcr

either

*

-

monthly, on-easy terms.

BIG & SUCCESSFUL
in

Cyclops

for

Price

Masters' "Empire" Hoot,
boot
fcr
everyday rt"T
vol labia
No.

g| ills

tall is to

*'

Sunday boot

monthly. Tan 36,'-;
same terms. 6 - monthly.

House, Den .60K.

To be

Famous

Masters"

o. 3.

Catalogue.—

success

35-

Boot, a heavy
\voikinen.
5/* deposit and

.»

*
:

*

Price
asy Terms, 5/- deposit and 5/. monthly,

Film Pictures, All
Different. 1 6 Post
Free. Delicht or
Money Buck. FREE
Paia's

Xew York
J

2.
The King uf ALL— au extra
smart boot for Sunday oi

Amusing Bargain Novelty.
Crsatini Sensation. ThonBtBda Selling. I'owcrlii
Lens stereoscope unci
BktlU* Holder,

m

N

riied.

LTD.,
RYE.

Stores,

" But do you really refund the price of these
"
if they fail to prove hole-proof ?
" Madam, we do it every day."
L'Asino,
Turin.
sckings
atoc!

Keep Your Boys

at

Home!

Let your boys find
their

amusement

at

they will
iicra:;
have no desire to "wander" if they can enjoy so
estimable a recreation as
" Riley "
Billiards
at
home.
brings to your door a 6

1

I

ft.

4

By sending

in. size

will receive
carriage paid to any address within one mile of
railway station, a Riley

E.
<f>

J. RILEY,

London Showrooms:

Billiard

Table
j

Table

to rest

tisers,

mention

enhance your personal
are
and
appearance
always much admired

please
the

on

Price

JtI3 10s.)

The

remainder you pay in
17 monthly instalments.
Other sizes supplied
prices in proportion.
" Combine
Riley's

List.

Ltd., icCRINGTON147, Aldetsgate St., E.C.

communicating
Adverwith

BEAUTIFUL

WAVY CURLS

any dining table (Cash

Seven Days' Frez Trial Given.
Write to-day for Price

P.O. for

WHEK

16/- you

16/- RILEY 'Home';

down Billiard

a

•

Billiard

?

Detroit

a lovely fresh complexion

*

monthly.

ness.

in

" Mr. Grouch went to the fancy dress dance
disguised as a hear."
"
Did anyone recognise him ?
'•
Only his wife." Pearson's Weekly.

No.

the greatest drawback in life to any man or woman.
arc nervcus. timid, low-spirited, lack (self-conwill power, mind concentration, blush, or feel
awkward in the presence of others, send 3 penny
Mainps for particulars of the Mento-Nerve StreuKtliei,!!^
Tr.'atinent. used in the Navy from Vice-Admiral to Seamail, and in the Aimy from Colonel to Private. D.S.O's,
M.C.'s. M.M.'s. and D.C.M.'s.

.InnK.MOO BoalKlnem

*

What

#•

0U

la

536.

"

:

has."
Miss Peaehbloaee
" Yes, fresh every morning."

Good Boots on Easy Terms

If you
fidence,

Buildings, Ludgaie [Circus, London,

:

—

*

No. I. Masters' Famous " Ajax " Service
Caplesa Boot (or Police, Post, Qft /
*nd Kail waytnen.
Price
.lasy terms ©/-deposit xnd 6;- monthly.
Selected material 3£> same terms,

3s.
'

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

(spluttoi ingly )
a sardine ? "
for

" Oils

me

yourself a lady's
Maid (sweetly)

NERVOUSNESS
Imperial

done

Angry Mistress

5 f- MONTHLY

»

want, your portrait

MONEYBAGS

Irene

MANCHESTER.

Road,

Stretford

»

Do you

't

Mr.

STORES

HARRILL'S

that they know it has only to be
be universally adopted as a skin
remedy. They know it is no mere exaggeration to say that it soothes at a touch, and they
are willing to send a tin of Germolene entirely
frcc and post paid to any reader of this paper
who send* his or her name and address to the
Veno Drug Co., Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists,
it

,:
:

"

What d'yer tuko
Free Press.

50,000 Pairs of Real
Less than makers' price.
Lancashire-made Treble woven line Twill Sheets,
size
(70x00). All new
extra large, lull double-bed
and direct from the Mills. Drapers* Price 19 6 pair.
Our Warehouse Price, 12 6 pair (or 2 pairs lor
Address
C'arriuge. Paid.
24/-).

of such skin disorders as eczema, rashes, ulcers,
pimples, piles, or had leg, will hail Germolene,
the new aseptic dressing, with gladness, for it
relieves these troubles automatically. It must

Germolene costs

suppose a doctor told you that ?
No, u .shoemaker." L' Atino, Turin.
*

6 PAIR

than

"

Artist

Those who have experienced tho torment

Manchester.
at chemists.

heroically

I

•'

oils

FREE TO THE PUBLIC.

faith in
used to

more

men."

Skin Troubles

up,

»

*

pain

bear

"Speak

:

Toronto Evening

'ear yer."-

& Dining Tables

from Jt34 10s. or in
20 monthly payments.

^Picture

will

turn the straightest and most obstinate

hair into

NATURAL GLOSSY CURLS.

Send P.O. 2 6 for targe supply of
" Wavins," Ike British Preparation

Show.

for Natural M'avy Curls to

M

Wavine,"

—

MASONS AVENUE,

LONDON,

E.C.2.

PICTURE SHOW. March

86th, 1371.

Mackintosh's

Good Things

Toffee-de-Luxe

A Good

of Life

Housekeeper and

Mackintosh's
Toffee-de-Luxe
—

"Very sustaining
deliciousness.

Sold

by

is Mackintosh's"
this ..is the plea put forth by the devotees to
Every piece is good, and good right through.

Confectioners

everywhere'

in; Alb.,

l

and

ib.,

—~

Try

4-lb.

Family

Tins

and

its

good wholesome

loo^e

by

weight.

Mackintosh's Egg and Cream -de-Luxe.

also the very latest in sweetmeats
Also Chocolate Toffee-de-Luxe, a blending of the finest of Chocolate with the best of Toffees.
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"
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r-^'WHO WILL SPEAK FIRST?"

APRIL

§

WELCOMING CHARLIE HOME.
ce °.esfron
he Kid
" Fv n 8n i" "J" 00 is the storr 01 tne adventures of Charlie and
£*VLli* =HV„
d0
,na DUstb
° after many unsuccessful and ludicrous attempts
i,

IT'S

ALWAYS

"

.'

T

O.P.O.

AS A KEWiPAPEH.

1

x

2,

I

,
long,

1

0,

UE

1921,

HALVES PARTNER."
T~~tuk
iT wT^
THE TmTt7i
AMATEUR
WIFE.

the Kid, whom he finds
to dispose of it adopts it.

Tat., we
»J.^
Later
see th
the S-M
Kid as a very imp oft misch ef.
The adventures of the small bov and hi? euarrtian trvintr tn
obtain their daily bread, make the film a long laugh trom beginning
*
to end.
I
Picttaef ™s,Jc
'

xnt

Beautiful Art Picture,

.

- T ,~ 771
Splend.d.

complete
6 in this

LS"".

story, featuring
Irene
week '* " GIRLS CINEMA."
"

J

Picture Show, April 2nd, 1921.
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We

guarantee for
Look Your Best
—and win

If you want a
clear,
fresh
complexion, smooth and attractive
arms, neck and shoulders and
soft white hands use the worldfamed non-greasy toilet cream,
Icilma Cream, regularly.

value— safety— cure
DAISY

will cure the most persistent
headache you ever had quickly
Daisy is a real scientific

—

because

specific for headaches.
For value, too, Daisy is exceptional
500 °l'o better value for an extra id.

And

FIVE TIMES'

then to complete your
use the fascinating silkBouquet Face
Icilma
Rifted

headache cures.

Powder.
The
Soft as velvet.
Naturcllc tint suits most com-

1

lotlet

as much is paid for the
exclusive, costly ingredients used in
Daisy as for those used ia " cheap

Another poiut: Daisy is absolutely safe.
Only pure and powerful (yet harmless)
elements, that ensure per/vet safety are.
found in Daisy a big feature emphasized
by the physician's letter below.

plexions, is practically invisible,,
and entirely supersedes and

—

.

replaces white or rose powder.
Try tbem both to-day.

Doctors approve Daisy
"Daisy alone of the scores of headache cures
written medical approval.
has received
Daisy is recognised throughout (lie world
as a pure and harmless preparation which
removes P3in absolutely, but has no efleer
-on-. the system. (Jet Daisy to-day and be
prepared for the future.

Dr. Robertson Wallace writes
l>4.

PjAISY
^

Is
sold by
and chemists
everywhere
at
2d.

stores

8

each,
lor

for

2 3,

tot

20
6

-.

TABLETS

DAISY
(specially

form)

'-.

1

60

convenient

13

per

DAISY

tin

Ltd.

:

\

W.
Cure

:

Daisy Headache
merits my complete approval, and I am
.espicially pleased to note that you have
Sirs.— Tour

j

\

'<

leplaeed the depressing ingredient acetanitid
(autefebrin) by an infinitely safer and more
certain principle; free from any possibility
of causing injury to the system. I lay
great stress both on its efficiency and

:
'.

'

|

I

and compliment you on your comcourage in placing an unusually
costly formula at a reasonable charge, at
the command of the public— Yours faithsafety,

j

mercial

24

Lid, {Dept.
>, S7> 7$,
41.43,4s, Kfnys Koad,
St.

Pantras.

W.Mr".

/.

MUST

\

!

Cream

\

\
;

Price 113: large pot 21-, everywhere.
Flesh-tinted Cream, 119 J>er pot. Icilma
Bouquet Face Powder (two ttnta
-Xattircllc and Crime), 216 per box.

\
'

;

Postcard*
have Id. stamp —
Envelopes 2d. stamp

— after
your

(Signed)

K'JBEIITSOX WALLACE.

M

B..

Powder.

'The

OFFER

using Icilma Cream complete
with Icilma Bouquet Face

toilet

CM.

MANUFACTURERS

STARTLING

Send a postcard /or a
'dainty free sample, and
a copy 0/ Onr bookie!*
" The hotmm Way to
Beauty" International
Trading O.,
Icilma

'

fully,

LEEDS.

FREE TEST
J

Ha'jinqrkcl, Piccadilly Virtus, London,

Dear

'

admiration.

Standard of Quality

S

As actual Manufacturers dealing direct with the
Public we have built up a huge Mail Order Business
and earned the confidence of our customers by tingenuine quality of every pair of Boots and Shoes we
offer. Every pair is of superb finish and in neweststyle
Would cost nearly double in any
at maker's price.
'

-hop.

Forthei

THE MONEY
To

GUARANTEED OR
REFUNDED IN FULL.

each
IS

paii

new
easy payment

popularise this

a special

ii

Mail Order Service, we
offer for one week only.

RUBBER

<

* HEELS and TIPS

MILITARY'

L

J
•PRESIDENT

>

make

IF

YOU SUFFER

from nervous, worried

Skin Torture

feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,

and

will power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Mcnto-Ncrve

Strengthening

en t. — G O D F R Y
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536,

Trea tm
Imperial
Circus,

Buildings,

Its Cure.

Germolene, the New Aseptic Re-agent,
Soothes at a Touch.

FREE TO THE PUBLIC.

Ludgate

London, E.C.4.

A

is a public benefacunsightly
irritation,
itching,
Pain,
disfigurement, and uthor unpleasant effects
give liso to mental ami bodily discomfort

cure for skin torture

tion.

1

1

Also Raincoats, Suits. T...U.V v» inter Coat., Oven-oats,
Cutloiy.Mcloileoim, N r. I., lie <tmd Jewellery on Easy TVmia.
wortb, 5/r mootlily, &o. Write for Free Catalogue
and Order Form. Foreign applkcationa invited.

Ortfi PAIRS LADIES' BLACK BOX SHOES
,VW
illus.),5/.with order,5 weekly payments of 2/6,
i

80/*

7CA PAIRS LADIES' BLACK GLACE SHOES.
I«W 5 with order, 5 weekly payments of 2/6.
PAIRS LADIES' TAN GLACE GIBSON
uvu
'

.

Cflft

MASTKRS.

>

Ltd.,

tit,

Hope

Stores, Rye.

(Est. 1800>.

EASY TERMS

SHOES, 5/.with order, 6

weekly payments of 2/6.
How to Order: Slate style required and size. Send your
order with first remittance and od. ex. for postage, ancj
goods will be sent by return, livery pair is guaranteed
to give absolute satisfaction or money refunded in full;
(Dept. 133),
World Fame
CO. Works.
LEICESTER

irraannnnnnan

Cktldren

secure you tin entirely free and post paid
tin, together with a most interesting
booklet dealing with the cure of skin diseases.
Germolene costs Is. 3d. and 3s. at chemists.
will

THE JAMES SHOE

The

maddening.
sometimes almost
which
is
Germolene, the new aseptic akin dressing, is a
certain cure for such complaints as eczema,
rashes, ulcers, had legs-, ringworm, impetigo,
and piles. It has a bland and soothing influ•cnee in the case of poisoned wounds, cuts,
scalds, and hums. No mother having the care
of a family should be without a supply.
A postcard addressed to the V'cno Drug Co.,
Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists, Manchester,

sample

Short or

I

all:

can remove the drawback of .deficient teeth,
a deficiency In heiEht cau rapidly be made sT°od by
the Girvan Scientific Treatment, if you are nnder 40.
Students report from 8 to 5 Inches increase. Successfully practised by business men. ladles in Society, actors,
soldiers, and all to whom height ami appearance count.
Nine years umblemlsbed reputation. Send a post-card for
particulars and our £100 guarantee, to Enquiry Dept.
C.T.. 17. Stroud (irecn Road. Loudon. N.4.
dentistry
so.

s

Every
Friday

2?

Newsf>af>er nnnannannnon

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

^he

W
>

'"Picture

Show,

8

Picture Shou; April 2nd, 1921

and Paragraph?

PhoW-apK?

Carnival Filmed.
this copy of the Picture Show

cf Pictures Plays and Players

the story
IN of "Carnival," just released as a screen
play, after a record success on the stage.
The story of Carnival is full of tense human
interest
the tragedy of a young wife who
craves for love, and into whose life comes the
other man. Don't miss this story, or the beautiful Art Supplement containing pictures from tho
film of Matheson Lang, Hilda Bayley, and Ivor
Novcllo (who play the chief parts in this story),
which will appear .in the Picture Suow next
week.
is

—

'

Competitions in the "Picture Show."

recent
Goggles
OURbeing
judged, and
"

" Competition is now
the result is promised
shortly.
The task of finding the prizewinners for our competitions is a long one on
account of Picture Show competitions being
very popular. I have also been asked to tell
you that another is in the course of preparation
which you will find equally fascinating. Look

out for

it

!

Special Notice.

IP

you

like

long complete stories don't miss the

one in the

Cinema," out to-morrow.

Girls'

the story of the photo-play, "The
in which Irene Castle plays the
leading part.
Another exclusive featuro in this
fine picture paper is an article by Constartce
It

is

Amateur Wife,"
Talmadge on
>

tilings

that

the

wedding day of Natalie

Talmadge is expected to be in June. Buster
Keaton says that they have been acquainted
for many years, though, unlike most movie folk,
they did not owe their introduction to the
screen.

Buster proposed to Natalie by wire, as they
have not seen each other for two years. At
present Buster is laid up as a result of torn
He is utilising his idle time in
ligaments.
sending love missives, by wire, to Natalie, who
is in Florida with her sister Constance.

—+

Must Have Thought

ROGERS
WILLother
actor

It

has

Bad.
less

vanity than any

stage or screen.
His
success has not spoiled him.
He is
plain Will Rogers.
He wears cowboy
of

just
clothes,

never wears a " hard " collar, and
spends most of his leisure time around the
studio with his cowboy pals.
His comment on his own work is never
boasting, but always deprecatory.
A New
York theatrical manager recently wired him an
offer to return to the stags.
Rogers sent back
" You must
the following laconic telegram
:

have seen

my

last picture.'

*-*

Metropolican Police.

Mysterv Road."

the
of " For the King, the Law,
UNDER
film
and the People," an
title

official

six-reel

which

is intended
for universal
of intensely illuminating and
exhibition,
interesting facts about the police training, and
this is the first time Scotland Yard has ever
allowed its methods to be photographed.

The'

film,

is

full

London Scottish

in

Film Play.

other day
met a detachment of the
THELondon
Scottish on the march, and noticed
I

that they were being filmed.
Later, 1
learned that these pictures are to be included
version
in a Westminster film
of the novel, " The
Fortune of Christina MacN'ab."
I hear the officer in command appreciated the
recruiting value of the picture, and personally
interested himself in tlie taking, giving directions in order that the producer might get tho
effect he wanted.
Bill's

Escape.

terrorised the Hampton film studio, and
agonised its owner, who was full of fear that
his pet might escape.
The lion, who was playing in the film version
of Zane Grey's novel, " The Men of the Forest,"
behaved admirably until it was time for him to
" Bill " was
return to his cage for the night.
shown as the pet of the hero, who was given the
task of nonchalantly patting and stroking the
animal in certain scenes. In others, the lion
was seen slinking through the forest after his
master, like a dog that has been told to stay

He showed his c'iilike of a certain
at home.
friend of his master's by growling and spitting at
him, and in the end had to make a spring on
one of the villains.
Captured by the Fire Hose.

ALLthe

this " Bill

directors

'

did, and did so well that
praised him highly.
Perthis that made him turn

haps it was
temperamental. At any rate, when it came to
returning to the cage for the night, he rebelled.
The trainer tried to use force, and the animal
broke away, making for a group of ladies who were
watching, and who
obligingly scattered
out of his path.

ARTHUR CULLIN

LEWIS

playing the part of the
Earl of Farringdon in

Jean Sarget

in the

Powell

production,

"The

as

Paul

Mystery Road."

the father
THEbypart
Lewis Gilbert
of

Born

page).

bpen for

many

big part in "

in

years a

The Land

in this film is taken
(also pictured on tlm
Paris, Mr. Gilbert has
noted actor. He had a
of Mystery," and tells of

two exciting experiences when playing scenes
The first was when the company
way to Kovno, via Berlin, when
they were caught in a " Revolution." He took
some photographs of the fighting and was
arrested with the unpleasant prospect of col.
However, he managed
lead before breakfast.

for this film.
were on their

" I am not certain that I
bluff the Hun.
did not threaten that England would immediately declare war again if anything happened to me!" he said. "During the six
hours they held me, they developed ray films,
and actually showed them to me, and then
burned them! After a lot of palaver, and astrong demand to see Lord Kilmarnock. I was
escorted back to our hotel, and told that if I
was seen in the street again that I would be shot
I stayed in
at sight.
to

!

Even Worse.
second adventure was even more excitHIS ing,
and was in Kovno. The producer

wanted

to take a picture of a wild
Bolshevist hauling down the Russian
flag, and hoisting the red flag in its
place.
As no one in the company
seemed keen on what appeared to be St
somewhat risky job, Lewis Gilbert
volunteered.
All went well till Mr.
Gilbert came to the part where he had
to fire a revolver in the air.
What

" The Cheshire Cheese " Screened
at the world famous

Cheshire
Cheese "
were
taken to the Astra studios
the other day to take part in a scene

comine film.
The replica of

for a

" The
Cheshire
Cheese " has been built in the studio,
and I hear Mine Host of that ancienthostelry supervised the details of

happened subsequently is best told in
" All went well
Gilbert's own words
until I heard some peculiar " Ping.
Ping " all round me, then our producer
shouted for me to come down quickly.
suddenly realised that the " Ping,
I
pinning " was bullets hitting the roof
:

the settings.
The scene I saw taken showed the

modern journalist dreaming of his
famous predecessors, and we are to
Johnson and his confreres in

!

see Dr.

That roof was at'an awkward angle, an.
am no acrobat, but I got off that roof
in record time.
It appears that the
troops had orders to take the most
drastic measures to put down any
attempt at revolution, and as they had
not been warned that we were working
on this " location," they naturally
thought that the Bolsheviks had captured the place, end let fly.
1 had two
I

—

Helen Better.

CHADWICK
HELEN
dangerously
with

Ims been
ill
pneumonia,
but I am happy to tell you
that she is on the road to recovery,

and unless there is a relapse, she will
soon return to work at the studio.

"The

Mystery Road."

GILBERT

An Awkward Predicament.

WAITERS
"

this film.

photograph

record of the activities of the Metropolitan
Police Force has been produced by the authority
of the State and the Commissioner of the

A Police Film.

lion,

Bride.

— —

About Arthur Cullin.
ARTHUR CULLIN, whose
All

appears on this page, has had a long stagn
experience, his latest being in " East In
West," and there have been few producing
companies with which at some time or another
he has not had a part as cither a clergyman,
banker, lawyer, doctor, father, or a priest
Now we are to see him as an Earl in the Famous
Players-Lasky British
Production of " 'J 'ho

twenty minutes the other day a
FORsupposed
to answer to the name of " Bill."

—*

1HEAR

playing*

Keeping Love."

Getting and

Constance has some really illuminating
to say on this important feminine topic

A June

Miss Chadwick is appearing opposite Tom
Moore in " Made In Heaven," the film in which
Rene Adoree, the pretty French actress Tom
Moore married on St. Valentine's day, is also

A big trained doe, which acts in tho aamo
picture aided tho men to chase his lionship
up a tree, where he refused to answer to " Bill."
or any other of the names that wero hurled at
him.
A number of cowboy lariat experts- tried
to lasso him, without success, when the studio
volunteer fire department got into action.
Two big fire hose wen; turned upon the unfortunate " Bill," who tumbled and partly
scrambled to tho ground, was lassoed, and
returned in a subdued state to his cage.

EVA NOVAK

and EILEEN SEDGWICK. Have you noticed how
these two film favourites ?

alike are

bullet holes in

my

coat

1

4

(Co
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FROM "OVER THERE."

3 .f

Notes and

Tod Sloan— Screen
not a
THERE
thusiast who
is

Sloan,

tlio

Star.

man

or a racing en-

does not

remember Tod

turf

most famous

of living jockeys.
of the saddle for several

Tod has been out
cars.

\

isn't

the well-known novel, "The Killer.'' There is
Mime strenuous riding in this film, and the first
few days Mr. Sloan showed all his old form and
speed wizardry, but at the end of the day the
d; sector observed him walking rather stiffly.

Sloan grinned ruefully.
You have to ride a lot to keep in shape.
'

up to-night
+>

eat standing

—

"

!

Diamond of 111 Fate.
the one-time queen of musical
\\ /I AY YOHE,
again
1V1 comedy, who has sprung into notice
big new serial
as author of the

coming

film, " The Romance of the Hope Diamond,"
will actually be seen upon the screen in this

has a little chicken farm
on the outskirts of the great film city, Los
Angeles, and within easy distance of the studio
where the " Hope Diamond " has been produced.
She has thus been able to watch tho
progress of the film, and to keep the producers
fully supplied with information which she has
heen busily collecting for tho last ten years.
In private life she is Mrs. John Smuts, haying
married a nephew of the famous South African
picture.

May Yohe

general.

MABEL JULIENNE SCOTT is enjoying a real laugh,
but Charles Clary doesn't seem to have seen the
joke in the coming photo-play " Noblesse Oblige."
Of

this

famous

story,

by Mrs. Henry Wood,

has been said that it has been read and
played in every city and town in the United
States, and in Great Britain.
The film version now being made is said to
be a modernised version.
it

—

He Got

the Worst of

A

of the Hope Diamond," tho
in film serials, gives some
interesting glimpses into the history of
Perhaps the most fascinatthis famous stone.
ing is the theft of the jewel from the breast of
the goddess Sita, where it was reputed to have

THE Romance
thing
latest

The image
rested. for over two thousand years.
stood in the temple of Rama, Sita, near the
diamond
the
and
Burmah,
town of Pagan in
was removed by Jean Baptiste Tavernier, a
famous French traveller, ami adventurer, in tho
\ear 1642. The anger of tho Hindoos, and of
been kindled
t he goddess herself, was said to have
Frenchman, who
sacrilegious
the
against
narrowly escaped with his life. In the film
Tavernier will be impersonated by George
screen actor, who won warm
t 'hesebro, a young
approval by his skill and daring in that other
exciting serial, " The Lost City."

All tho time Lillian was shaking her pretty
blonde head and saying no she was negotiating
with David W. Griffith to play Marguerite in
" Faust."
I don't believe there was- much
negotiating, for Lillian has told me, time and
time again, she would rather play for David
Griffith for less than for any other producer for
six times the amount he could pay her.
At
the time she signed the contract with
rSherrill she did it with many misgivings,
preferring to remain in the Griffith fold ; but
it was David himself who persuaded her to
accept the fabulous amount offered her by the

M

organisation.

Sherrill

Mr.

Griffith

It.

ALTHOUGH

many persons get pictures on
the brain, this does not often happen
to screen artistes, yet picture-making got
on William Russell's nerves to the extent of
Whilst making scenes for " The Iron Rider,"
lie received a souvenir in the shape of a badly
damaged hand, and the strangest part is he did
not get it in a fight with a villain. It happened
in'the middle of tho night whilst he was asleep.
The only reason he can give is that during
the day he had hod several fights, and must have
gone to bed thinking about the film. After a
while the villain, attired in the long black robe
of the Iron Rider, came into his dreams. There
was no acting then, as he knew the villain wa3
out to kill him. They had a scrap, and Bill can
just remember knocking the other man unconJust then
scious with o good hit on the jaw.
the pain in his hand wakened him, and when
ho turned on the light he discovered he had
landed a knock-out punch on the side of the
wall opposite his bedl

Fay Filmer.

'

son.

The screen star, who is so accustomed to
having folk single him out as " Herb Rawlinson, surely you know him," nearly dropped dead
of shock the first time he was thus identified.
" Do you mind ? " I asked him.
" At first it was a surprise, now I am used
to it," he answered.
" It is the penalty of having a famous wife,"
him.
" You know," said Herbert Rawlinson, " I
don't care a bit so long as they dpn't call mo
Mr. Roberta Arnold."
I told

Viola

Dana Seeing New York.

DANA,
VIOLA
for the frank

who camo to New York
and open purpose of having
a good time, seems to be getting what
she wants. She has made a round
of the theatres,
and if there is
anything she has missed, it is because she crossed it off her list as not
being what she wanted to see.
Viola
would rather dance than eat, and
she has dragged all her frieiffls to the
cafas every night, after the theatre,
to dance with her.
She looks very
pretty, and little
a small girl in tho
gorgeous frocks she wears. There is
a different one every night, to say
nothing of furs worth a king's ransom.

next few weeks, has been as ex-

iting

in

its

way

a3 the

life

of

its

—

famous author, Gabriel D'Annunzio.
Work was commenced on tho picture
nearly two years ago in the islands
of the Venetian Gulf, which are as
weird and barren to-day as in the
distant period when tho founders of
Venice built the ship which gives the
title to the film.

Charlie and

For some six months an army
workmen laboured to build a fullreproduction

of

this

on the road

upon the mainland, some twenty
distant.
With the dauntless

miles

the poet's son,
production,
promptly set to work upon a second
model.
Again the weether interrupted his plans, but despite minor
mishaps, this timo tha task was
through successfully,
the
carried
launching of the pievavMque craft
forming ono of tho most important
episodes of the film.
of

his

who was

father,

directing

this

prompted Director Chaplin.
See here, Charlie," said the wee
boss of the studio, " let me do it my
way, and then, if you do not like it,

we

A

Modernised " East Lynne."
EAST LYN'NE " is onco again
be

seen

cast to
Ballin

to

on tho screen, tho
be hauled by Mabel

and Edward Eurl.

who

his irresistible childish appeal, is
to recovery in a Los Angeles
hospital following an accident. Charlie
Chaplin who loves this youngster so
much he willingly shares honours with
him in " The Kid," sent daily wires
asking to be kept informed of Jackie's
condition.
A friend of mine who
happened to be in tho Chaplin studios
while "The Kid" was being filmed,
tells a funny story on Charlie and
Jackie.
" Here, Jackie, walk up to the stove
and turn the flapjacks in this manner,"

vessel.

night, when it 'was all but
finished, a storm arose and the mighty
w aves of the Adriatic swept the lingo
vessel from tho stocks, and wrecked

spirit

Kid."

has taken everyone by storm with

One

it

"The

LITTLE JACKIE COOGAN,

of

sized

dramatic

Mrs. Herbert Rawlinson on the Stage.
"
'HAT is Roberta Arnold's husband," said
a woman, pointing to Herbert Rawlini

THE
lie

Goethe's

of " Faust."

making of the big Italian film.
" The Ship," which is to be
shown in this country during

t

take

and Gounod's operatic version, and
combine them to get an effective screen story

Twice Built Ship.

i

will

poem

interfering with his sleep.

Fascinating Story.

YorH.

starring engagements on silver platters. There
a company in the business that hasn't
made some sort of an offer for Miss Gish's
services.
Lillian isn't the sort of girl who
boasts about any of these things, and if I hadn't
coaxed her to tell me why she didn't announce
her plans, I might never have learned the true
6tate of affairs.

He has recently made his debut on the films,
('laying the part of a jockey in a film version of

1

News From New

Lillian Gish to Play Marguerite.
took the failure of the William Sherrill
IT Motion Picture Company for Lillian Gish
to realise just how popular-she is, and how
»j
many producers are holding out tempting

Anotb er sbapsbot of film players enjoying a joke. This is JOE RYAN, the
"bad man " ot " The Purple Riders," and bis leading lady. ELINOR FIELD.

will

do your way."

Jackie directed himself so well, the
crank was turned on the camera and
the scene made according to the small
boy's idea.

Louella

O. Parsons.

5
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Paramount- Arteraft.

Dorothy Dalton.
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Jury's.
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Nazimova.
" The Haunted House "

.
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.
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Rex Davis.
The Manchester Man "
A

Ideal.

A>* All-Star Cast.
Lot About a Lottery "
..

..

Ideal.

the

great

Lupino Lane.

An Alliance Super- Production.
CARNIVAL," produced from

stage success with Matheson Lang and
Hilda Rayley in their original parts is a
production that has proved that this country
It
ran compete with America in photo-plays.
i-s the human story of a young wife w ho believes
unloved and a young
herself neglected and
The
lover who comes to her at carnival time.
scene is laid in Venice. The acting of Matheson
Long as the husband, Hilda Rayley as the young
wife, and Ivor Noveljo as the young lover leaves
nothing to be desired. The photography is
CNcellent, the lighting in the carnival scenes at
tunes really marvellous a wonderful Hritish
production, the story of which you can read on
page 16.

cast

production

a strong one,
another triumph

is
is

Lupino Lane and "

.

.

.

Tho

Western Import.

.

.

Winifred Allen.
A Norway Lass "
Western Import.
Lars Hanson.
" Carnival "
Alliance.
Matheson Lano.
Hilda Rayley.
" Young Mrs. Winthrop "
Paramount-Artcrajt.
Kthel Clayton.
British Exhibitors.
Won by a Head
"

you arc

IF

and

the

entire

portrayed.

for Ideal films.

A Lot About a Lottery."

lovers

of

Lupino Lane

— and

I

can guess tliat many of my readers have
laughed at his brilliant acting in the pantomime
Aladdin " at the Hippodrome you
will be tremendously amused by his humour
and merriment in the Ideal film released this
It is all
week, "A Lot About a Lottery."
about a lottery, a lost ticket, a ticket found,
without
the
and, last but not least, a ticket
winning number.

—

A

THOSE
delighted
"

who,

with

her

Nazimova

will

interpretation

be
in

of a Child " of Sally Snape,
born in the slums of London, is befriended

The Heart

'

like

the troublo

A

Norwegian Love Story.

HANSON
LARS
favourite with
"

in

is

rapidly

becoming

a

British picturegorrs, and
Lass " he is certain to
admirers. As .lorn, the son of a

A Norway

:

but when they meet, fifteen years later, she is
so transformed that he falls in love and marriea
her again without recognising her identity.
The plot is somewhat out of the ordinary, an I
there is a dramatic scene in which he shoots a
man whom he believes a rival, and then learns a
startling truth.
It is a problem drama above
the average of its kind.

will

of

the

great

cotton

city,

It is
Eliot Stannard, Ideal Films, -Ltd.
hearty, honest romance, written by
he late Mrs. Linnaeus BanUs.
It tells the
*tory of a devastating flood, a raging torrent
that carried away the humble effects of many
a poor cottage, also a wooden cradle sheltering
n baby. Simon Clegg (Hubert Willis) found it.
He reared the child, and, as his foster-son,

A

a good,

(Hayford

Hobbs),

he

always possess a certain
attraction,
whether
and,
"
you believe in spooks " or not, you will
find " The Haunted House " full of interest.
Spooky Ann " is a village girl who, left with a

;

WARWICK WARD and AILEEN BAGOT,

in

A

tragic scene in the British Exhibitors' film "
by a Head,"
There is some fine emotional acting
in this production.

" The Manchester Man."

Won

LUPINO LANE

will

taciturn father, gains comfort by conversing
with her dead mother.
Then report comes
that a certain liouso in the village is haunted,
and " Spooky Ann," not being afraid, decides

became

the light of his eyes.
And Jabez, by steady service and long toil,
beeame a partner in a great Manchester house
but he only reached wealth and love along a
hard path, all>eit a path that glitters with
flowers of romance.
*

Friend of Ghosts.

stories
GHOST
amount of

t

Clegg

all

Couldn't Recognise His Wife.
is the theme of " Rlack is White."
in which Dorothy Dalton is the star.
A
jealous husband turns his wife adrift,

produced by Bert Wynne, scenario by

Jabez

that the real cause of

was a telephone call. Ethel Clayton and Harrison
Ford are the leads, and two particularly
good scenes are a large toy-shop and a jazz

JEALOUSY

a Head.

ROMANCE

moment

valleys of that country.

The Manchester Man."

A

whose heart is in his worlc
and a young wife given to a butterfly
existence form the subject of " Voun^
Mrs. Winthrop." Naturally, they drift further
and further apart, even the death of their
only child failina to bridge the gulf. Hut then
is an old lawyer who discloses at the critic.vl

been brought up somewhat
but, through the plotting of another
farm labourer. Jorn gains a bad reputation.
Only his sweetheart believes in his real character.
The charm of the story is added to by picturesque
."scenes
of Norwegian peasant life, and the
beautiful backgrounds of the mountains and

horses, girls, spills, and thrills,
love this sporting drama, " Won
by a Head," British Exhibitors' Films, Ltd.
There is some fine emotional acting in. this
ft! m, and Rex Davis is at his best.

you

Call.

HUSBAND

strictly

—

IF you

Mischievous Telephone

A

gain still more
farmer, he has

—

Won by

A

party.

Child of the Slums."

who have seen

by a peeress as the result of a street accident.
Sally bus a wonderful voice which gets her
into a revue, bub treachery lies waiting in her
path, providing her with anxious moments
in which emotion and pathos ore admirably

to become one of the ghosts.
The scares that
follow are amusing and exciting, and Winifred
Allen, as the heroine, keeps you interested
till the end.

in a

funny incident from "

A

Lot

.'.boat

a Lottery.
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BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

CALL OP

17/te
The

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS TO-DAY

Splendid

New

By A. E. COLEBY and
HERBERT ALLINGHAM

Serial Story

of tke Famous Bnti/k Fi
Characters in the Story.

ALFRED TRUSCOTT, who
for

by

his

Alfred's cousin,

who

being a ne'er-do-well

she saw the ugly wound on his forehead and a
trickle of blood matting his soft brown hair.
She took her handkerchief and very tenderly
wiped away the blood, and, as she did so, his
eyes slowly opened and he looked up at her.
Immediately she experienced a feeling of
shyness, and, to her great vexation, she knew
the colour was coming to her cheeks.
Then ho smiled, and it seemed to Rowena
that she had never seen so beautiful a smile

has been disinherited

Truscott.

LADY ROWENA,

uncle,

Silas

fascinated
by the stories she hears of her cousin. In order
to meet him, she uses the name of Alice Grey,
and goes to stay with her old nurse, Margery
Merridew, near where Alfred has got work.

PAGANINI PRIMUS
SIR

and

is

PAGANINI SECUNDUS,

" gentlemen of the road," and friends of Alfred.
MARTIN TREVOR, an inveterate gambler,
who cheats at cards. He is beaten in a duel by
One day he meets
Alfred, and vows vengeance.
" Alice Grey " in the woods, and tries to make
to
her.
love

on human face
" "Pis good
" "Pis but

Becoming Acquainted.

frightened, even shocked.
How terribly liko animals they were
In the first fury of his onslaught, Sir Martin
Trevor contrived to close and get a grip on
Alfred's throat.
The baronet's handsome face
was livid and distorted by a look of wolfish
rage.
His thin lips peeled back, revealing his
gleaming teeth, and, to tho terrified girl, lie
seemed transformed from a polished gentleman
into a snarling beast of tho jungle.
Alfred Truscott was outwardly calmer, but
in his grey eyes there shone a cold anger which
in its way was more terrible even than Sir
Martin's hysterical rage.
It seomed to Rowena, as the men reeled
and swayed before her, that this mad conflict
could only end in tho death of one or other of
tho combatants, and her heart grew sick with
!

—

Then, suddenly, in a flash, as it were, the
end seemed to come.
Sir Martin was lifted clean off his feet, his
body described a circlo in the air above Alfred's
head, his legs flying wildly, and then he fell
with a crash into a mass of dead bracken and
briar.

After his amazing feat of strength, Alfred
staggered back a pace, and thon stood motion"
less, his muscles tense, his oyes alert.

Ho
but his

thought his enemy had had enough,
own anger was unquenched and when
;

gives me pleasure to make some slight return
for tho great service thou hast rendered me."
" Twas naught," said Alfred lightly. " But
a
'tis a pity the brute got away.
He deserved
"
sounder trouncing for his insolence
"
" 'Twas a coward's blow that laid thee low !
said Rowena, her voice thrilling with indignation.
Alfred laughed.
" I blame him not for that.,"," he said lightly.
" You cannot expect a cornered rat to fight
according to rule.
'Twas mine own fault.
I lost my temper.
'Tis best to keep cool when
one plays any sort of game with Sir Martin
*
Trevor.'
" You know his name ! " said Rowena.
endeavouring to put a note of surprise into
!

PHILLIP WILLIAMS

as Sir Martin Trevor.

the baronet, dazed but still mad with fury,
tottered to his feet and prepared to resumo the
struggle, Alfred made a savage rush .at him.

His impetuosity was his undoing. Just before
he readied his enemy, he caught his foot in a
bramble, stumbled, and then pitched headlong
and fell sprawling at the feet of the baronet.
Sir Martin Trevor had the true gambler's
brain. He was ever swift to seize any advantage
which chance threw in his way.
Lying on the ground where he had dropped it
was his riding-whip.
Swift as lightning, ho
seized it, and with the butt end of it struck
Alfred a savage blow on tho head, just as
the latter was springing to his feet.
It was a merciless blow, and, without a groan,
the victim dropped beneath it unconscious
to the ground.
With an angry and indignant cry, Rowena
sprang forward and confronted the perpetrator
of the brutal act.
" You coward " she cried, with blazing eyes.
Sir Martin Trevor, still viciously clutching
!

her voice.
" Ay ; we've
"

carelessly.

met before," replied Alfred
But think no more of him. He'll

not trouble thee again, I'm thinking."
They had only moved a few paces along tho
footpath through the woods in tho direction
of the mill when Alfred again became faint
and giddy.
He sank down on a fallen tree, and, sitting
rested his head for

there,

a moment on

his

hand.

s

It seemed to Rowena's anxious eyes that he
swayed and was about to fall backwards.
In a moment she was by his side, with her
arm protectingly around him.
Her slim white hand fell in front of him
and Alfred, gazing down as through a mist,

tho whip which had saved him, gave a sneering
laugh as he fell back a pace before her.
" When one is attacked by a mad bull, one
uses whatever weapon comes to hand " ho
said, with a shrug of his shoulders.
Rowena turned from him scornfully and
fell on her knees by the side of the unconscious

suddenly found himself looking at it.
What a dolicate, whito, pretty hand it was
Alfred could not take his eyes off it, andt as
he gazed, he forgot the pain in Ills head and

man.

down

!

The baronet stepped forward and looked
down at them, and for a moment seemed to
hesitate. Then he gave another short laugh.
"

terror.

me," he said

!

tiger in his blood.

of the flimsy covering of civilisation, revealed
in all their naked savagery, and
she was

help

little

supporting him.
" Pardon me, I lean too heavy " he said,
striving to stand alone.
" No, .no ; I I like it!" she replied confusedly; and then blushed hotly at her own
" I mean," she added hastily, " it
words.

and to his bitterest enemy his last word was
more often than not a jest.
But the ill-treatment of a woman or a child
had a different effect upon him. It made him
another man, and roused all the slumbering

The men she had met had been polite, ceremonious, artificial. Now she saw them stripped

to

return for thy great kindness
to me," she answered tremulously.
He smiled again as he looked up into her
fair face, and then he strove to rise.
He was
so weak and giddy that he stumbled and
would have fallen, had she not held him.
Anxious as she was, she could not resist a
feeling of blissful satisfaction at the thought
of, this great, strong man being in need of her
assistance.
It was delicious to feel, as his
strong hand clutched her' arm, that she was

Rowena stood leaning against the tree,
trembling and exhausted, she watched
the man who had come to her rescue,
and in her eyes there was a look akin to fear.
Never could she have believed that the
boyish, laughing face she remembered could
wear an expression so grim and terrible.
It was ever said of Alfred Truscott that
he was too good-natured, too much inclined
to treat an injury done to himself as a thing
Even when his anger blazed up,
for laughter.
it soon burnt itself out and ho bore no malice,

tenfold by the memory of what had happened
in the 6cld of the stunted oaks.
Mad with rage and humiliation, he forgot
nil prudence, and, scrambling to his feet, flung
himself recklessly at his enemy.
The two men gripped, staggered and reeled,
murder gleaming in their eyes as they strove
to get at one another's throats.
Rowena gazed upon the scene, aghast.
Never had she seen men in this mood before.

before.
of thee

faintly.

AS

He looked very ugly indeed as he stood
glowering down at Sir Martin Trevor.
The baronet, in spite of the violence with
which he had been hurled to the ground, did
not long remain prostrate.
A8 he fell, he recognised the man who had
so rudely interrupted his affair of gallantry,
and his present mortification was increased

ROAD

T/IE

Ho

want more than thy help "• ho
go and fetch it. Stay you here
with him till I come back."
Ho turned on his heel as he spoke and strode
away into the wood, glad to be rid of an adventure that had turned out so unfortunately.
Alfred had fallen upon his foce, and lay inert.
The terrible thought crossed Rowcna's mind
that ho was dead.
Exerting all her strength,
she strove to tvirn him on his back, and at
said.

Inst

"

will
I

!

will

contrived to raise his head so that

on her

it

rested

lap.

The unbidden

tears

rushed to her eyes as

!

smiled.

up, and beheld two big blue
synapathy and concern looking
Instantly
ho experienced an
him.
irresistible desire to become bettor acquainted
with the -owner of those wonderful eyes.
" Will you tell me thy name ! " he asked.
Rowena hesitated for a baro second, and
then replied steadily
" Alice Groy."
Alfred rose to his feet and looked at her.
" And mine is Alfred Truscott," ho said,
" known as tho Lamb, a no'er-do-well, at thy

Then he looked

eyes

full

of

at

:

service."

He bowed

as he spoke

and laughed

in his

boyish way.

And now

must seo thee from tho wood*."
he went on, " and get back to my work, or
my master's wife will beat me."
[Continued on page 8.)
I
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"THE

KID."

Charlie

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Called

It

"

Boy Actor, JACKIE

looks

on while

Played in this Film Himself, and H;
to the Extraordinary Cleverness of the Little
COOGAN, who was a Discovery of Charlie's.

Wrote, Directed, and

The Kid," as a Tribute

little

Charlie Chaplin first saw Jackie Coogan
in 1919, when the little fellow was only
five years old. and was immediately struck

Jackie moulds weird fiiures in clay.

These two became great pals during the filming of " The Kid," o(
which this is one of the many humorous scenes between Charlie and
the little boy he adopted.

We

shall

all

look

forward

to

seeing

" The Kid," Charlie's latest film when
comes over here. It has already been
released in America and was an in*

it

stantaneous success.

Many humorous

effects

with his personality.

Charlie endeavours to tie himself into knots, as he climbs the face of a
much to the consternation of the folks below.
Under] the
circumstances Charlie does not look at all unhappy !

wall,

in Charlie Chaplin's films are obtained by his wonderfnl
of facial expression.

power

Sa„ and perplexed

The little pathetic touches in Charlie's films
are just as wonderful as all the humorous
ones.
Here you see him with the little
baby he finds in a dustbin.

Perhaps

the pranks
Charlie ?

of

the

Kid have worried
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"THE CALL T°„FE ROAD."

i

Continued from
page 6.)

Rowena smiled and surveyed his big, strong
frame and laughing face incredulously.
"
"

You

jest, sir

"

!

promise you " replied
" I would
seriousness.
sooner deal with a dozen Sir Martin Trevors
But
tlian Mistress Jones in her tantrums
there," he added hesitatingly, and avoiding
nor gaze, " I was ever somewhat timid with
"1'is

no

jest,

with

Alfred,

I

!

mock

!

the ladies."
Rowena made no reply, though she would
liked to have spoken could she have thought
of anything suitable to say ; and they walked
along in silence, side by side, until they came
to the mill.
Then Alfred shyly held out his hand.

it

" Good-bye," he said.
Rowena took the proferred
a little timid shake.

hand and gave

" Good-bye," she replied.
at

everything within sight except one another.
" You belong to these parts ? " said Alfred

a few weeks."
"Then, maybe,
" Maybe."

my

aunt, Mrs. Merridew,

for

Rowena

we'll

meet again?"

tried to

couple.

Rowena turned

quickly, and walked away.
Alfred stood gazing after her, a very rapt
expression in his big, honest eyes.
" How now, thou lazy loon
Is this the way
"
salt ?
!

to earn thy

Alfred roused as from a dream, turned, and
beheld the infuriated face of Mistress Jones.
" Pardon me, mistress," he said, with a sigh.
" I was but thinking how nice 'twould be to
"
have a wife like thee, for instance

—

!

Tho good-humoured

grin

which accompanied

the words for a moment disconcerted the angry
dame, and before she could think of a suitable
retort Alfred had left her, and was singing

over his work.
Meanwhile, Rowena, with her head filled with
all sorts of new and wonderful thoughts, hurried
on her way, and she had reached tho rectory
gates before she remembered that her reason
for going there no longer existed.
Margery
Merridew's half-score of new laid eggs were
lying all smashed and useless somewhere in the
woods.
" I must be losing my wits," said the girl to
" There is
herself, as she retraced her steps.

naught of sense in what I do or say. He must
'Tis no matter.
think me a foolish maid.
Mayhap we shall not meet again."
Sir Martin Trevor Spends a Guinea.

MARTIN TREVOR was in no pleasant
SIRhumour
when he" arrived back at the
Ford Arms.

He had

brushed his clothes, and, as far as
possible, removed the outward and visible
marks of his encounter with the Lamb, but ho
was still in a very rumpled condition, both
physically and mentally.
exclaimed Geoffrey RalBack so soon 1
ston cheerily.
Sir Martin Trevor tried not to scowl.
" Ay
There's naught of
'twas wearisome.
interest in this dull hole. Let's get out of it."
Ralston shrugged his shoulders.
" These country wenches are all tho same.
They have no spirit. They are not worth the
chase."
'Tis true. Pay the reckoning, Geoffrey, and
bid the horses bo brought."
" You ride to-night "
"
"
!

'I

Ay

!

But why ? We cannot reach town before
and I have no fancy for crossing Putney

«lark,

.Heath in tho small hours. 1' faith, 1 should see
Jerry Abcrshaw himself skulking behind every
hedgo twixt hero and Westminster."
" Wo will put up at tho first likely inn," said
Trevor shortly,
but here 1 will not stay.
Knough
Don't argue, I pray thee.
Tho
uluce is not to my fancy."
!

;

!

that

speak as though she thought
such a meeting extremely unlikely.
" Good-bye,
she said.
" Good-bye," said Alfred.
At that moment the miller's wife came out of
the mill, and her face grew dark as she perceived
how her new hand was employing his time.
Hurriedly she advanced towards the young

"

!

!

Then they both stood awkwardly looking
at last.
" I am staying with

His friend gave him a shrewd look, and then
turned and went into the inn.
A few minutes later the horses were brought
round, and the two men rode out of Friars
Ford.
For some distance they rode at a sharp trot,
Sir Martin apparently being anxious to leave
the scene of his late adventure well behind him
with as little delay as possible.
At length, however, it became necessary to
give their mounts a breather, and they proceeded at a walking pace.
" 'Tis a lonely bit of road," said Ralston
nervously, as he looked about him, first at the
barren fields on their right, and then at a stretch
of shrub-dotted common-land on their left.
" Bah " exclaimed the baronet contemp" Thou art womanish in thy fears.
tuously.
Like the rest of the~ world thou hast Jerry
Abershaw on the brain."
" Well, he hath been /busy of late, and in
these parts," muttered the other.
I warrant half the villainies
So 'tis said
put to his credit were wrought by lesser rogues."
" It may be so
but I have no fancy to be
robbed by any kind of rogue, big or little.
'Twill be sundown in half an hour."
Sir Martin Trevor laughed.
" Well, have your way.
We'll rest for the
What's
night at the next
Look yonder

A

?

roof, yes,

Can you mark the

and surely
"
?

'tis

a tavern.

sign

" Ay " replied Ralston, after
eyes for a moment, " 'tis the Two
" Then there we will rest,"
" and if the accommodation is
!

straining his
Fishes."
said Trevor,
not to your

you must blame your fears and not me."
When the two well-dressed strangers entered

liking

the inn Punch Murphy bustled out from behind
his bar to attend to their needs.
" Step this way, gentlemen, if you please.
This way.
You'll find more comfort in the
parlour," he said obsequiously.
Sir Martin waved him aside, and seated himself at the little wooden table in the bar.
" If thy liquor is good, mine host, 'tis all one
" This
where we drink, it," he said lightly.
place will serve well enough. Get us of the best."
While the landlord went to his cellar to
execute the order, the two'travellers surveyed the
dingy bar.
There was only one other customer present
a shabby fellow, with a battered top-hat, who
sat on the wooden high-backed settle, and
nursed an empty ale-mug.
He said nothing, but his keen little ferret eyes
watched the newcomers furtively.
Punch Murphy returned with the wiue, and
then, learning that his visitors wished to stay
for the night, went off again to make the
necessary arrangements.
" 'Tis a dreary place to spend a night," said
Sir Martin, with a shrug of his shoulders.
Geoffrey Ralston nodded.
" Ay, our luck is out.
Naught but discomfort on our journey, and failure into the bargain.
"
Mcthinks
He stopped abruptly os the door opened and
another customer came in.
The newcomer was a stalwart, muscular
young fellow, wearing the apron of a black-

smith.

He nodded to tho man on the settle, and then,
striding to the bar, hammered upon' it until
Punch Murphy arrived and served him with a

mug

of ale.

Sir

A

"

Martin glanced at his companion.
proper sort of man," he said, in a low

tone.

Ralston

made no immediate answer, but

fixed his eyes upon the young blacksmith.
" I've seen him somewhere before to-day," he
said at length, " but for the life of me I cannot

mind where 'twas."
At this tho man with the battered top-hat
and the cunning eyes cleared his throat.
" If I had money in my pouch I'd ask thee
to

drink with

me,

Hammer

John," he said

drily.

Ralston clutched his companion's arm, and
gave him a meaning look.
The blacksmith laughed, and ordered another

mug

of ale.
" 'Twill take

more than lack

of

money

to

keep thee away from thy liquor, Ikcy Barnes,"
" Didst ever do n
he said good-humouredly.
"
day's work in thy life, man ?
Once, in the days of my youth," replied
Ikey coolly, as he slowly raised the brimming
mug to his lips. " But 'twas not to my liking.

'Tis a dull fool who works for his living when he
can fare better by the play of his wits."
" Thy wits will get thee hanged some day,"
retorted the blacksmith
and soon afterwards
he took his departure, returning to his work
;

at the forge.
Geoffrey Ralston watched

appeared,
Barnes.

him till he disand then turned sharply to Ikey

" That man — was it in jest you
Hammer John ? " he demanded.

called

him

" Nay, 'twas no jest. 'Tis his name," replied
Ikey, as he surveyed his questioner shrewdly.

"Hammer John who
three years ago

killed

his

man some

"

?

.

"

The same. That was why he gave up the
ring, and swore he'd never fight again."
"

D'ye think he could be tempted to break
"
a price ?

his oath, at
'."

Not by

thee."

Ikey Barnes picked up his mug, whic h was
now empty, and looked into it significantly.
" What do you mean by that, my man >
said Sir Martin Trevor, now for the first time
joining in the conversation.

Ikey Barnes, who was not slow to detect the
eagerness behind the stranger's casual question,
shrugged his shoxilders, and made no answer.
" You mean that naught would induce him
to fight again ? " persisted Sir Martin impatiently.
" I said not that."
"
" You said
" I said he would not fight for thee nor thy

companion."

" How know you that ? "
Again the provoking Mr. Ikey Barnes shrugged
his shoulders, and picked up his empty mug.
" Some men will do aught for money, some
will not.
If Hammer John goes into the ring
again, 'tis not money that will put him there."
" What then ? "

" Gratitude."

"

Eh

?

"

Ikey

Mr.

.

Barnes

gave

a

little

sniggering

laugh.
'Tis true.
When a man lives by his wit-;
he must learn to read the minds of other men.
Hammer John is a simple soul. He pays what
ho owes and takes a pride in't. When he killed

Ted Watson

of Clare Market
to be trouble, but a noble lord

and John hath never forgot

—

there"

was

like

came

to his aid,
the service.
If

so be his lordship but there, I know naught,
and 'tis none of my business."
He broke off suddenly, and lapsed into silence,
while a cunning leer lapsed into his little eyes.
Geoffrey Ralston's villainous face darkened,
and he was about to make some impatient
remark when his companion silenced him with

a look.
Sir Martin Trevor filled his glass again, and
sipped it thoughtfully, at the same time looking
over it at Mr. Ikey Barnes.
By this time he had summed up the fellowpretty accurately.
" You know naught, and 'tis none of thy
business," he said, " but maybe you have heard
rumours, and perchance if I were to make it
"
thy business
Ay, that were another matter," interposed
Barnes promptly.
The baronet produced a guinea, and toyed
with it between his finger ana thumb.
" What has thou heard t " he' asked.
Mr. Ikey Barnes gave a quick glance round to
see that Punch Murphy was "hot in tho bar.
Then ho leaned forward, and held out his hand.
Sir Martin dropped the guinea into it.
Ikey Barnes, still leaning forward, spoke in a
hurried whisper.
" Two noble Corinthians have inado a match.
to produce a fighting man, and on the
a fortune hangs, they say. I know no
But
'Tis being kept precious dark.
Hummer John, 'tis said, is ono of the two men.
I'm here to watch him. He says naught, but
he behaves as though there was something in
the wind."
" Don't know the names of the Corinthians
who have made the match ? " asked Sir Martin

Each

is

result

more.

quietly.

" Nay, but if Hammer John goes into the
ring again I know who'll send him there."
And that is ? " said the baronet, success,
fully concealing his impatience.
" There's only one man living he'd do it for."
replied Ikey Barnes emphatically, " ond that's
his friend and patron, my Lard DelavaJ."

(To be continue:!.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ELSIE FERGUSON

ELSIE
Tke Graceful

(Special to
'Picture Show.")

FERGUSON
Star of the Silver Screen

ELSIE FERGUSON,

although she has only been associated with the screen for
the last few years, is now one of the most popular film stars. She came to he
screen with the reputation of being one of the most beautiful women on tho
speaking stage, and may be remembered by many as Ella Seafotd in " The Earl of
Pawtueket," when that play was at the PTayhouso Theatre, London.
I

Her Screen Successes.

HER

Troubled.

first screen success was in " Barbary Sheep,"
the screen adaptation from
the book by Robert Hichens. A few of the other films she has made successful
'"
"
"
His
Parisian
Wife,"
The
Rise of Jenny Gushing,"
are
Rose of the World."
" The Song of Songs," " The Lie," Ibsen's " A Doll's House," " Heart of the Wilds,''
" Under the Greenwood Tree," "The Danger Mark," "Counterfeit," ''The Witness
lor the Defence." and " Eyes of the Soul."
Next week we are to see her in the film
version of that famous play " His House in Order."

Innocence.

Stage versus Screen.
says that playing for the films was very confusing at
MISSForFERGUSON
one thing, she missed the use of her voice. She has never yet got used

first.

to

watching herself on the films, and" to seeing a sub-title flashed on the screen
cutting into a most dramatic situation, instead of listening to the human voice.
By nature, Elsie Ferguson is very quiet. Her chief pleasures during the summer
are cantering through a quiet country lanes on horseback, swimming, walking, or
spending hours curled up in a hammock with a good book.
The winter, whenever possible, she likes to spend in New York. Then her chief
recreation 19 going the round of the theatres and operas.

A

Sensitive Disposition.
is very sensitive, so much so that she absolutely refuses to be watched whilst
Visitors to the studio have often marvelled at
is playing for the camera.
this, considering Miss Ferguson is so used to audiences on the stage
but Miss
Ferguson says it is quite a different matter. On the stage, she doesn't think of the
audience as individuals she thinks of it as one person who has come to see the performance, and is entitled to the best that she can give.
Acting before the camera, she has in mind all the audiences that will see the picture.
She plays for millions, not for a few, and it bothers her to hear people whispering
while she is enacting a role before the camera.

SHEshe

;

In a dangerous mood.

:

An Arnold Bennett Heroine.
MISS FERGUSON is now busy

Fear.

finishing a film version of Arnold Bennett's story
" Sacred and Profane Lo%e." This is a story of a woman's unselfishness under
the stress of a great love. Carlotta, the heroine of Mr. Bennett's story, undergoes
a series of intensely emotional situations, and, on top of a great injustice, she finds
the man whom she had loved years before a
drunkard in Paris. Her fight for the man's regeneration, coupled with the power of the earlier scenes,
combine to make it one of the strongest bits of
fine drama we are afforded in recent literature.
You will remember, when this play was produced here. Iris Hoey played the part of Carlotta.
Elsie Ferguson has also "played this part on the
speaking stage in America.
Miss Ferguson is supported in the production
by Conrad Nagel as her leading man, Thomas
Holding, Clarissa Selwyn, Helen Dunbar, and

Raymond Brathwayt.

Her

Ideal.

FERGUSON has often been asked
MISSwho
U her ideal leading man. But
she says that she has not one.
bad, she would have tried to
Jiave had him to play
opposite
"
her in every picture.

The dawn

If

she

of a smile.

" But who coidd have played the fascinating Arab as did Pedro de Cordoba in Barbary Sheep,' or how could I have run away with anyone else
than Elliot Dexter in 'The Rise of Jenny Cushing '? " she says. "Then
there was Percy Marmont, as Noll in 'The Lie,' and Wyndham Standing
in
Eyes of the Soul '; all were ideal for the parts they had to play."
'

'

In a Nutshell.
you may know, Elsie Ferguson is
married. Her husband is Thomas.

AS

Clarke, a New York banker.
She is taller than the average screen star,
being 5 ft. 6 in. in height, has sympathetic
blue eyes, a wealth of golden hair, and is
the personification of grace.

If

you wish to write to hsr, address

letter

—

ELSIE

B.

Pleased to see pe",

c.o

FERGUSON

Lasky Studios,
Vine Street, Hollywood,
California, U.S.A.
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A FRIEND

Who

IN

NEED

OFF FOR

would mind a nasty speck

DANIELS had

of dust in the eye if a nice boy were on hand to endeavour to extract it P
to pretend that she bad a little eye trouble for the purpose of a scene in a Realart film, entitled

'

BEBE
" Ob,

Lady, Lady."

ALICE LAKE and her leading man, JACK DOU
first appeared in Mack Sennett comedies with Ros
is

a wonderful emotional actress, and bas great

1

;

s

i

This photograph was taken at the Robertson-Cole stndiot, and from left to right you can see J. ALLEN BOONE, representing Robertson-Cole, Inc. ; HARRY HOUGH, studio manager
PAULINE FREDERICK
MRS. FLETCHER,
authoress of Miss Frederick's latest film'; S. F. JACOBS, the Californian representative of the PICTURE
;
R. J. TOBEN, representative of Mr. Cole
and Mrs. CORBALLY, representing Palmer Photo-play Corp.
;

;

SHOW

;

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

with

CONWAY TEARLE who
them

in

"Virtuous

is

now

Vamp"

leading

and

man

in all her pictures.

"Two Weeks."

You may have

seen

MABEL NORMAND,

"

the

madcap

series of Stars' Favourite

of the screen.

Photographs of

1

t

Who Wil

IT,

14
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Speak First ?

Quarrel between ANTONIO MORENO
JEAN CALHOUN—in "Three Sevens."

A Lovers'
and

14
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DISCRIMINATING KIDDIES

Children are wonderful character readers, and baby film artistes will do anything ior a director they love, but nothing
lor a " cross " director.
You can see that Victor Schertzinger is on the best ol terms with little IDA and AGNES
STEELE, aged four, who are to appear in a Goldwyn film.

(,in a scene from Miss Lake's
latest starring film.
Alice
pe. and she is now one of Metro's leading players. She
Bering all the varying moods called for in the parts she

n.

WILLIAM DUNCAN,

In
the Vitagrapb serial

king, enjoying a quiet ball-hour.

'•

Man who had

Everything

" JACK PICK FORD

takes the 'part; of Harry Bullway, who is a crack
polo player among other accomplishments.

If it were not for the smite on his face ,you would scarcely
recognise this terrifying masked man as DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.
As be will appear in " Ibe Mark of Zorroi"

—

"

;

16
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SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY, TELLING OF A WOMAN'S LONGING FOR LOVE.

HILDA BAYLEY

"

as Simonetta

Before the Carnival.
T"~\ON'T you think, Silvio, that you ought
II look after Simonetta a little more ? "

quiringly.

" Why ? " he asked.
Ottavio hesitated, and then, looking straight at
her brother, she said frankly
" I think she is too mucli in the company of
Count Andrea Scipione. Simonetta is very young
and the most beautiful woman in Venice. You are
always engaged with your work. It is not fair to her
to leave her so much" to her own resources."
:

back

his

handsome head and laughed

easily.

"You are a very wonderful business- woman,
and an ideal secretary
but you don't
understand Simonetta.
We are in love with each
other, and I would trust her to the ends of the earth.
Because I have to spend so much time at the theatre,
it
would be churlish to expect Simonetta to stay
at home.
She does just what she wants, and so
Ottavio,

;

long as she
is

my

happy

is

friend

he

;

no more about

is

am

I

content. Besides. Andrea
of honour.
Let us hear

man

B

as

Count Andrea in the Alliance Super-Production

" You'll be shocked when you know the cost "
"
his wife. " But where is Nino ?
As she spoke, a little boy about seven years old
came running into the room, and, when he saw her,
!

to

Silvio Steno, the great Venetian actor,
looked up from his desk, where he was working
out ideas in connection with his coming production
of " Othello," and regarded his sister Ottavio In-

Silvio threw

NOVELLO

and IVOR

it."

Ottavio knew her brother so well that she realised
she could do no good by continuing the discussion,
so she shrugged her shoulders and went on with
her work.

remarked

Hung his arms round her.
" Nino
Nino Mind my dress " cried Simonetta.
The boy's smile laded away, and a hurt look
came into his eyes.
The next moment Simonetta was on her knees
beside him, regardless of her beautiful dress. With
a sweep, she threw her new hat on the floor and
!

!

!

took Nino in her arms.
" Naughty mummie, to hurt Nino's feelings "
" Here are some chocolates I brought
she said.
!

my boy "
She gave Nino

for

!

big one,

a

and wiped

his

mouth

with the lace of her dress, because she could not
find her handkerchief quickly enough.
Silvio looked on with a pleased smile.
" You spoil him as much as you do me, darling "
he said.
As the three stood there, smiling at each other,
even a hardened cynic would have laughed at
ottavio's fears that any man could part Simonetta
from her husband.
While they were talking, Count Andrea Scipione
!

came

in.

" Pretty."

He was the type that the old masters chose as a
model for " Youth," and the modem theatrical
manager decides will make a matinee idol.
Silvio nodded a friendly greeting and went out

She leaned over her husband and gave him a
look which bore out Silvio's words that she was
in love with him.
Had Silvio had the slightest suspicion, of his
wife's loyalty
which he had not it would have
vanished as he looked into her eyes.
" Well," he asked, " what has Simonetta been

ball

doing

the silence. It soothed the ache in my heart. Oh,
"
if only Silvio would try to understand
" Silvio is no lover," said Andrea, with something
like contempt in Ids voice. " He lives for his work
his heart is in the theatre. But when I held you in
my arms the other night and kissed you, and
"
realised how much we might bo to each other
" Don't, Andrea " broke in Simonetta, as she
v You must go away.
rose from her chair,
You
know I love Silvio. Forget that night on the lagoon,
when I forgot myself."
" I won't
I love you
I shall stay for the ball
"

?

—

"

" Spending money, shopping. Ever such a lot "
she responded promptly. " And it is such a beautiful
day I do wish you could have come with me "
Silvio pointed to his papers.
" I have such a lot to do, dear, and the production
is due shortly," he said.
Simonetta gave a little pout.
". I
think I shall hate
Othello
It has kept
you so much away from me. I am jealous of the
"
play
" But it is sure to be a big success, Simonetta.
My old master, Donati. always said 'Othello'
would be my greatest triumph, and I am certain
there could not be a more wonderful Desdemona
than my Simonetta. Did you see anybodv in the
"
!

!

;

1

'

!

!

city ?

"Only Andrea.

He

is

coming to

see

vou

this

morning."
"

Then

get

I'll

him

to take

you out

this after-

noon," said Silvio.
" The fool " thought Ottavio.
" He is forcing
Andrea on her almost "
Simonetta did not seem pleased at the suggestion.
" I may stay in," she said. " Where is Nino ?
But you have not noticed irty new hat vet. Isn't
!

1

"
a perfect dream ?
She pointed to her hat, which was trimmed with
wonderful bird of Paradise plumes, and which
added a certain piquancy to her beautiful face.
" You would look well in anything," said her
husband admiringly.
it

—

I tell Silvio

with Ottavio.

Andrea went over to where Simonetta was sitting.
" Are you angry because I cannot go to the carnival
to-night ? " he whispered, as he bent over
her chair.
" No ; but 1 am angry at what happened on the
lagoon the other night."
" Can you wonder that I forgot myself. Simonetta ?
Think of It alone on the lagoon at night with you "

—

—

!

"I have tried hard to forget it, Andrea. I. too,
was not myself. It was the moonlight on the water

—

"

!

" I. too. could tell Silvio something " said Lelio.
" Something about a lagoon at night, a pretty
"
woman, a kiss
"
" Y'ou wouldn't dare
Simonetta stopped suddenly as Silvio came into
the room with Ottavio.
" Silvio, I want to ask you about something that
took place on the lagoon the other night," began
!

Lelio.

Simonetta took out a bundle of notes from her
and stopped her brother with an agonised
appeal in her eyes.
" Well ? " said Silvio, as he seated himself at
bag,

b'.s

desk.

" Oh, I -bet Simonetta that the swiftest gondola
"
could not go from here to. Lido in twenty minutes
" You "win. of course " remarked Silvio, as he
took up his pen.
" And I haw paid you. Lelio " laughed Simonetta,
as she handed her brother the notes.
" That was not a fair bet. He forced her to give
him the money." whispered Ottavio to Silvio.
" He holds some secret over her. Find out what it is."
Silvio calmly went on with his writing till Ottavio
and Lelio had left the room t!»en he wheeled in
his chair and faced Simonetta.
" Why did you give Lelio that money ? " he said
!

!

;

quietly.

Simonetta flared up, but evaded the question.
" Y'ou have been listening to Ottavio again
Y'ou do not trust me, Silvio ! " she cried.
I do trust you. Simonetta," replied her husband,
still more quietly, " but I don't wish you to have
any secrets from me."
simonetta made a gesture as If to speak, but
thought better of it and left the room.
I

Carnival Time.

!

;

!

!

I

;

!

He was very young, almost boyish;
Many women would have called him handsome
nearly all women would have agreed he was goodlooking.
Athletic men would have smiled and said

Presently the subject of their discussion came
into the room.- Ottavio Steno had not exaggerated
When she said Simonetta was beautiful. A brunette,
with exquisitely delicate features, big dark eyes,
and a wealth of black hair which clustered on her
white brow in tiny tendrils, Simonetta would have
attracted attention anywhere.

—

not hold with the idea that Othello was justified in
killing Desdemona.
He said, * If one's wife prefers
another man, it is better to s?parate but to take a
woman's life no. Othello was a barbarian." But
to return to the question of money for my costume
" I have none to spare," said Simonetta, now
certain that Lelio had overheard Andrea, and that
his reference to Silvio's conversation in the morning
was a veiled threat, but determined to bravely
face the situation.
Y'ou had better leave, before

!

1

must see you
He came nearer
!

to her, with a passionate light
In his eyes
but Simonetta turned away with the
whispered word " Lelio."
;

Andrea looked round and saw Simonetta's brother
in the doorway.
With a muttered " I must be going now," he
picked up his hat and went out, pretending surprise
at seeing I.elio as he greeted him in passing.
A subtle smile passed over Lello's handsome
but dissolute face as he approached his sister.
''
I want some money for my costume at the ball
to-night, simonetta," he said.

" I haven't any," replied his sister, keeping her
eyes fixed on the Hoor as she .wondered what Lello
had overheard.
" That's just what Silvio told me this morning,"
" By the way, Silvio has got a
said I.elio easily.
weird conveptiun of his new part.
He Is going
to play iHaccortllng to Shakespeare, but he does

Till.

I;

I.

house

was
all

a strained atmosphere aliout the
that afternoon.
Simonetta, in her

own room, fretted because Silvio did not
understand that why she was lonely was because she
hungered for his love.
She knew he did not neglect her consciously.
She knew that If she had asked him, he would
have sacrificed the theatre, his career, everything
for her.

But a woman

woman

can't ask
as Simonetta.

—at

least,

not such

a

She can only appeal dumbly, or try to forget by
flinging herself into a whirlpool of gaiety, feigning
an attitude of unconcern while that which we call
soul cries out for love and the great content which
comes from the sympathy of understanding.
But her eyes brightened as she went to a wardrobe
and brought oiit her carnival dress.
It was the scanty costume of Bacchante, but on
those few yards of flimsy fabric Simonetta had
ataked iier desire to bring her husband back to her
as she had known him when the Live within her
"
had whispered, " This is the man
" If he only knew how much I love him " sho
thought, as she put back the costume.
Down below, Silvio was working, but working
slowly.
Despite the perfect faith he had In Simonetta,
he was worried.
I

!

(Continued

on

pige

18.)
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so Happened
a trade show ono day tho producer of the
" Sword of Fate," saw Simeon Stuart in
" Inheritance," before she had ever met
him, sho marked him down for Ralph Usselby,
if it was possible to get hold of him
It

!

AT

!

The Producer

?

—

the surprise for
THAT
" she " of the previous

my readers the
paragraph is the
British woman producer, petite, darkvivacious, her name, Miss Frances

is

I

DOROTHY MOODY.

first

eyed, and
Grant.

David Hawthorne.
[E

H'
and

one of our
most promising

young him stars,
has had a de-

lie

The Way
WILLIAM BURCHILL.

cidedly interesting career.
He tells me that he was in America with Billie
Burke for a year, and with J. 0. Williamson in
South Africa. He has toured almost every part
of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, with
various companies. Then, of course, came the
great break, and from 1914 to June, 1920, he

was occupied with matters

military.

In his

confesses to having been more or
Then
less " knocked out " in France, in 1916.
he was sent to India, and eventually he found
himself in Burma.

own words he

After Demobilisation.

DAVID HAWTHORNE

secured an engagement with George Clark Productions, in
" Testimony," followed up witli " The
Sword of Fate," British Exhibitors' Films, then
came " The Fortune of Christiana McNab,"
for the Gaumont Company.
I expect numbers
of my readers have at some time or another seen
David Hawthorne in one or more of the numerous
parts he has played on the legitimate stage,
amongst these may be mentioned, "Under Two
Flags," " The New Boy," " Dolly Reforming
Herself," " Prisoner of Zenda," " Mind the
Paint Girl," " Under Cover," " Yellow Ticket,"
and various Shakespearean plays.

" Twinkle Toes."
Dorothy Moody was fifteen, her little
toes brought her fame at Drury Lane
She had the reputation of being the

WHEN

!

danseuse. She
premiere
English
youngest
remained at " The Lane " for three years, then
this clever young artist tripped off to Manchester,
and played in the Repertory Theatre, in productions like " Fifanella," and " A Midsummer
Night's Dream," she played Titania in the latter.
She played the
Later came the call of the films
juvenile lead in " Calvary," and " Laddie,"
"
and she was starred in the Channings."
!

timer,

Woman.

of a

FRANCES GRANT

made a sensational debut
Filmland, as the producer of " The
Sword of Fate." She tells me that she has
been in the cinema business for eight years.
She commenced with Maurice Elvey.
I started looking after the props, and then
I bejjnn to assist Mr. Elvey, and gradually began
to learn more and more.
I think that every one
should start from the beginning," Miss Grant
declared. " I was going into the Civil Service, so
T had the necessary qualifications for a secretarial job.
When the London Film Company
closed down, it was rented by Maurice Elvey,
and I rejoined him. We worked for Butcher's,
The Ideal, and Stoll's. In March, 1919, I took

in "

I

The Sword

of

Fate," she told me the other morning,
" and I had a nasty fall from a horse
1
think he must have been hungry, for it was
just before lunch time, when I was
thrown, and I landed on my head. No,
it wasn't a bit nice,"
she laughed ;
"as a matter of fact, I was unconscious
However, " All's 'well
for a time."
that ends well," and after a little rest
;

Dorothy Moody was able to go on with
her work.

And now this versatile little lady
has her finger in another pie, about
which I will tell you later on.
Sir

Simeon Stuart.
told me the other day

HE had

that he
a very fine acting part in
British Exhibitors' Film,
" The Sword of Fate," because it had
the possibility of portraying emotion,
grief, despair, loss of memory, returning
sanity in fact so it seems to me, the

the

—

gamut of human emotions
The main interest in this film, which

.whole

!

is an
all-British production in five
parts, from the ever popular novel
of Henry Herman, joint author of the
" Silver King," centres round Ralph
Usselby, so ably portrayed by Simeon
Stuart, and around the villain Daniel
Huncoat (Lionel D'Aragon).

Grace find the hnppine99 the y deserve.

DAVID HAWTHORNE.

in

'

up

scenario writing, and it was through selling a
scenario that I tried my luck as a producer.
When it was suggested that I should produce my
own scenario, I said, Very well, I will "
And only those who see behind the scenes
'

'

!

in

Filmland

patience

" The

is

know what pluck and

infinite

required for this engrossing art.

Sword

of Fate."

is full
of interest, thrills, and tragedies.
First of all there is " Ralph Usselby," played
by Simeon Stuart. Parted from his first
wife, Marion Grey (Norma Beryl), lie hears of
her death, and marries Mary Mortimer (Mabel
Archdall), and they have a son Frank (David
Hawthorne). In due course he becomes engaged to his father's ward, Grace Repton

IT

(Dorothy Moody).

The

Huncoat (Lionel D'Aragon),
Ralph's manager, and he unsuccessfully
tries to interest Ralph in a company promoting scheme. However, the climax is reached
when a strange woman turns up at the inn, and

H'

William Bur chill.

WHO

plays a lead in the
Manchester Man,"
delightfully entertaining, so full of
humour, with a very prepossessing
personality.
I met him at the Ideal Studios,
Elstree, not long ago.
He produced Trimmed
in Scarlet," at the Globe Theatre, and played the
leading character part, in which he made quite
a hit as Benjamin Ebbing and then, those of
my readers who saw Peter Ibbetson, will remember he played the Major, with great dis-

events prove later
Ralph's first wife

she

is

none

other

than

—

tinction

A

AVERY

and

and charm.

Private in the R.A.F.
lURING the war William

Burchill was a
private in the R.A.F.
Before the war he
produced and acted for Art hur Bourchier.
He also took part in Tree's famous production of
Henry VIII., and not long ago played Tree's
part in " Oliver Twist," in the cast there were
other stars like Leslie Henson, Lynn Harding,
and Constance Collier. When my readers see
William Burchill in a " Manchester Man," I
know they will agree with me, that he is a very

great artiste.

Cinema Plays.
many people have asked me
SO anything
about writing for the

know

I

if

Cinema.
Oddly enough, a wonderful little book
has been sent to me entitled
Cinema Plays."

How

to write them.

to

sell

them.

It's

published by Stanley Paul.

Evelyn Brent.
I

1

WAS

at the Ideal Studios at Elstree the other

morning, and I had luncheon in the canteen
with Evelyn Brent she is small, dainty, with
;

first I

knotty problem follows, knotty and
terrible, which ends in Marion's death.
Suspicion falls on Ralph, he loses his^

thought

her very
Over a

own

it

which is so luxurious that at
was a wig
But it isn't, it's
!

!

butter coloured muslin frock she
had slipped a gorgeovis moleskin cloak, so she
wouldn't feel chilly whilst away from the studio.
frilly

much

after

Squire " recovers,

—

glorious curly hair,

!

reason,

'

is

How

Villain.
is
Daniel

\F,

The Triangle.
" That Thoroughbred."
PLAYED Grace Repton

Mary Morand Frank and

marries

is

is

tribulation " The
cleared of suspicion, re-

She Told Me.
she
THAT
Divine "

played

in

"

The Law

for the Masters, and in
" The Shuttle of Life " for the
British Actors, and in " The Door that
Hath No Key," for the Alliance.

One day a chance came

to

Evelyn

Brent, to play the part of Mayne, an
girl, in the legitimate
stage production,
The'Ruined Lady."
" I just loved it," she cried enthusi"
astically,
because it was such a
wonderful part, and I had
such
wonderful Press notices."

American chorus

Music Hall Turns

for the

Cinema.

T

'HE

Ideal Films, Ltd., have thought
out a brilliant idea which make
a delightful variation to ordinary
cinema productions. A series of screen
versions of well-known music hall turns

—

every kind from the ordinary
to the wonderful animal
performance, from the juggler to the
They will be released at the
acrobat.
lateofone a week, and are marvels in
expert and beautiful photography.
of

knockabout

Edith -Nepean.

"
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"

(Conlinund from
page 16.)

CARNIVAL."

" What hold baa Lelio over her ? " he kept asking
himself, as he worked on the script of a play about
n wife and a husband— a play which is still being
enacted in millions of homes to-day.
When Simonetta came into the room where
Silvio was still working on the play, her eyes were
bright with hope.
, „
" You will come to the ball with me to-night
she whispered caressingly, as she pushed away
his papers and sat on his knee.
Silvio smiled at her tenderly.
" There's all this work to do yet, dear
he said.
"
"
.

.'

!

ought
" Oh, do come, Silvio
There's my costume
designed it specially for you. You must come
]

I

;

!

-

I

Get

" Very well," said Silvio, kissing her.
ready. I'll forget the play for to-night,"
Simonetta rushed to her room, mad with excitement. She felt sure she would bridge the gulf ol
misunderstanding that night.
But when she came down with her costume
covered by a cloak, Silvio met her with a telegram

in his hand.
very
" I can't go, Simonetta," he said.
I
sorry, dear.
Mv old master, Donati, is dying. He
has sent for me". I would have given" everything to
have gone with you to-night, but
•'
" cried Simonetta. rushing
Silvio, go to-morrow
to him and throwing her arms round his neck.

m

!

You must go with me
to-night
I
" I must go to Donati," said Silvio quietly.
could not refuse the dying wish of the man who
made me, the man who" taught me all I know. Be
reasonable, Simonetta
But simonetta onlv clung closer to him.
" Don't leave me, Silvio
not
Don't leave
to-night 1 "
„.,
She was beginning to get hysterical now. Silvio
sat her in a chair.
" Child," he said, " if I didn't go to-night, I
should remember it all my days. I must go."
Simonetta's pride would not allow her to plead
Stunned by the terrible disappointment
further.
she sat huddled in the chair. She did not respond to
Silvio's parting kiss, and as the sound of his footsteps
echoed down the stairs that led to the canal, she
kit that his gondola was carrying away all hopes
of their future happiness.
The time passed, but Simonetta had no knowledge
" Don't leave

me

!

!

I

me—

I

.

of

it.

Her

CULLEN LANDIS as the pilot,
and RUSSELL SIMPSON

ALDEN

in

an exciting mode

with

MARY

as passengers

o! travel.

CULLEN LANDIS, MARY ALDEN,
RUSSELL SIMPSON came a " cropper " at

Falling stars!

and

the end of the run.

disappointment had drugged her

bitter

into a state of insensibility to

all feeling.

She was aroused from her stupor by the soft
tinkle of a mandoline. Someone was singing a lovesong under her window.
The voice was the voice of Andrea. He was singing
of youth, of love, of carnival time.
The blood came back to Simonetta's pale cheeks.
She tried to force herself not to listen, but the haunting
melody, which spoke of moonlight, softly moving
gondoias over the placid waters of the canals, the
scent of flowers, arms round one, passionate words,
deep silence of love everything she had missed
because an old man iiad chosen this nigiit of all
held her entranced.
nights to die
She was powerless the melody of lore bound her.
not the love she wanted, but still love, and all the
lights that love brings to warm the chilled heart
of a woman neglected and alone.

—

—

;

Andrea's head appeared over the coping
He sang as he climbed the ropelid had bribed Lelio to hang over.
was a passionate lover, this youth with the

And then

of the balcony.

ladder which

He

A

remarkable night photograph taken in the snows ol Canada, where most ot the scenes for " Snow
Toil is a Goldwyn picture by Katherine Newlin Burt.
Blind " were filmed.

angel face.

Simonetta shuddered as he climbed over the
balcony, pushed open the window, and came towards
her.

She forced

herself to

speak

in

the language

of

Silvio's wife.

"

You must go

am

alone
Silvio has had to go
"
to the bedside of Donati. 1 cannot go to the ball
" Then we can go together
You are dressed for
you must come with me, Simonetta.
the carnival
"
Listen to the music the night is calling us
" Go away, Andrea
You know 1 love Silvio
:

I

I

!

I

;

I

;

!

!

Go away

1

There was fear in Simonetta's voice, but this only
seemed to make the man more eager.
"Let me see your dress! Just let me see your
dress, Simonetta " he begged.
He moved forward as he spoke. Powerless to move
!

stood Simonetta.
He unfastened her cloak.
Simonetta stood before him in tights and
scanty tunic.
" Bacchante " he whispered, as he took her
!

a
in

his arms and kissed her.
She felt his hands touching her face and arms.
She felt his kisses on her hair, her lips.
Then, with a cry, she pulled away from him.
" Go away
We arc both mad " she
Go away
said, as she thrust him from her.
She hid her lace in her hands as she heard him
'.

I

!

step back, but she turned in time to see his face
looking at her over the top of the balcouy, speaking
love with his eyes.
It was over. He

had gone.
She was still Silvio's
Then from below came the lovc-song again.
Simonetta thought of Silvio, of her child
but
still the melody whispered.
It was intoxicating.
!

;

REGINALD BARKER
(Continued on page

20.)

It

was a case

of

making

directing RUSSELL SIMPSON in a scene from " Snow Blind." a Goldwyn picture.
pictures under difficulties, tor it was so cold tbat the oil would frceie in the cameras.
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A CULINARY INTERVIEW WITH WANDA HAWLEY
Who

Can

Coolc

a

By
opened
WHEN
bungalow,

the door of the Hawley
to a summons
somewhere from within, I was greeted
footsteps
in the room
sound
of
only by the
overhead, and a great clamour of pots and pans
in the kitchenette.
I pictured the steps above
as belonging to Wanda, who was doubtless
frock in honour
some
charming
getting into
of my presence at dinner, and I was about to
go on up, this privilege being mine by right
I

in response

of having

known Wanda

for

many

years,

when

the tumult in the kitchen ceased suddenly, and
from the open door there emerged not tho
Chinese cook or coloured maid that I had
imagined, but Wanda herself, flushed of face,
dishevelled of hair, wearing a dress torn in
several places, flecked with flour and spotted
wiili

grease.

" Oh, Emmy," she greeted me hastily,
will excuse the way I look, won't you ?
"
know I cook riiy own dinners
"

You do

" I

?

demanded

incredulously.

was told by a press agent that you

you

You
" I

did, but I

didn't think it possible."
Wanda laughed, and her dimples appeared
automatically.
" Why, of course it's possible," she assured
" I always cook dinner unless I'm workino.

we go out
that I was
^brought up in the good old-fashioned way, and
my mother taught mo how to cook. Why,
and

ing awfully late,
to a cafe.

in that case

You must remember

—

Burton and I," Burton is Friend Husband,
and he belonged to the footsteps in the room
above " we'd much rather eat here in our
own little bungalow than at a hotel or resDinner will be
taurant.
Sit down, Emmy.

—

ready in just a minute. Burton, darling, won't
you please hurry " she called up the stairw&y,
then flitted into the kitchenette again, where
tho clamour of pots and pans began again with
a vengeance.
Wanda, it might be remarked, in passing, is
not the type of person
that one would take to
one can as
to domestic
easily imagine a Bird o'
Paradise in a hen coop.
Yet, when it comes to
that, she is a deceiving
!

;

as Well as Ske Can Act
EMMA LINDSAY SQU1ER

Dinner

"

sort of person in many ways.
She is just
a wee bit of fluff with pale gold hair, sky-blue
eyes, and a cream and rose complexion that is
light-proof and time-defying.
She looks like
a Dresden doll and has the mind of a Portia ;
she can quote Latin until your head swims,
and she plays the Rachmaninoff Prelude with
the bold, powerful technique of a maestro.
One would imagine, to look at her, that her
chief delight would be in dining at a fashionable cafe, witli pink lights and a decollete
gown to enhance her charms. Yet, here she
was, in a soiled blue housedress, entirely happy
and unashamed, flitting from kitchenette to
dining room, laughing and chatting, and sending
occasional calls to the room above for Burton
to please hurry, just like a regular housewife
whose only knowledge of the movies is obtained
from the audience side of the silver screen.
" Now, then, we're all ready " she announced, as she deposited three plates of steaming hot soup around the table at correct in" Burtie, darling, if you don't come,
tervals.
quick, we won't wait for you " sho called
warningly, and this last threat brought a
quick response of feet clumping down the stairway, and Friend Husband appeared. He is
young, and good-looking enough to be taken
littlo

—

!

!

a movie star, and he is, as Wanda will tell
you proudly, a " wonderful business man "
S^ince his return from the army he has bought
a garage in Hollywood, and that, says his wife,
solves the petrol problem
for her.
for

!

—

Kisses.
"

YY/E

w '" nave

been married just exactly
this next month,"
she
we started in on the soup.
" And I will say this even for publication
I'd rather have my husband kiss me than any

yy

four years
told me, as

—

—

man. I know.
"

What

I

mean

she hurried on,

is,"

and

Friend Husband swallowed his soup with a
startled gurgle, " any man in the movies
no, that's not it either.
Burton, darling,

—

please don't choke.
1 mean that movie
kissot don't mean a thing in my young life,
but that I'm as fond of Burton's as ever

you do know what

We

said

the soup.

I

mean, don't you

?

"

most delectably
*

cooked.
"

Salmon a

Wanda

la

gaily announced
cook.
" Salmon a la

the

"
!

little

Wonder

"
!

paraphrased Burton. " You
wonder what's in it."
" Everything but the gas
Wanda.
range,"
returned
,

"

But

if

you

really

know how
it

"

want
to

to

make

She turned

to me.
After one satisfying

mouthful

I

that I did.

" You tako a can of salmon," she recited,
while I snatched at a scrap of paper, " and you
make a cream sauce for it, then you cut up
olives and mushrooms, a little onion if you like
it, a bit of parsley helps out, too
you mix it all
together and put it in casseroles.
Then you
grate cheese over the top and put the casseroles
in the oven to get thoroughly heated through,
and you serve it cold or hot.
" Say, what is this, an interview, or a cooking
school ? " demanded Friend Husband, who had
finished his Wanda salmon, and was waiting
for the next course.
" Well, we can't talk shop all the time,"
Wanda reprimanded him, .as she cleared the
table for the next course, a juicy steak with
trimmings, and an assortment of vegetables,
all piping hot and appetisingly arranged.
" What do you want to know ? " she asked
me, as we commenced on the succulent dish.
" Oh, the usual thing," I told her.
" What
pictures you like best, how you got into the
movies, and have you any more recipes as
good as the one you gave me ? "
" Indeed I have," she assured me. answering,
woman-like, the last question and disregarding
" Let me tell you how to make
the others.
"
noodles a la Hawley
" Wanda, dear," her better half broke in
" Pictures are more important than
gently.
noodles."
She smiled and dimpled the two go together
in Wanda's case
and then she looked thoughtful for a moment.
;

'

—

—

—

Her Career in a Nutshell.
Emmy, you know

WHY.my

as much about
Yoti know I
went through grammar school and
high school just
like
everyone does, and
that I went to New York to study voice and
piano, and got married on the way."
This
last with a fond look at Burton, which was
"
returned in kind.
And you know how hard
I studied to make a success in music, and how

career

as

I

do.

accompanied for Albert Spaulding, and then
how, just on the eve of my vocal debut I had
I

laryngitis.

we did, and Wanda removed
was replaced by casseroles of

It

cold salmon,

on tke Fit ms

intimated

" That sort of discouraged me for going on
with music, though I could have been_a concert
pianiste
but Norma Talmadge took me to
the Fox studio, in New York, and they liked
my face, and gave me a leading part right off
the bat.
It was in
The Derelict,' supporting
Stuart Holmes."
" And your name used to be Selma Pittack,"
"
I interpolated, " and you changed it
" In the usual matrimonial way," she finished.
" But I took the name
Wanda at Douglas
Fairbanks' request when I was his leading lady
in Mr. Fixit,' and I've kept it ever since.
" Burton, dear,, will you serve the salad while
;

'

'

'

'

"

clear off the table 1
Burton would and did, and I quizzed him in
the meanwhile. It is not every day that one
may interview a star's husband.
I

I

suppose you're a picture enthusiast ? "
I asked, and he shook his head emphatically.

"

—

"I am not!" he denied.
One picture person to a family is

enough.

!

'
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CARNIVAL.

(Continued from
page 18.)

out bint arms then, thrusting all thoughts
hack, she hurriedly wrapped her cloak around her
as she ran down the stairs.
Carnival had called her.
s!ie flung

And

AND

Afterwards.

danced with Audrea, Silvio came
back. A crush on the canal, a little interference
with mad revellers had caused him to miss his
as she

train.

He had done

his

failed to get to hitn.
to the ball.

duty to Donati, though he had
to take Simonetta

Now he wished

He searched the house. Perhaps in the nursery,
where Nino was sleeping, he would find her.
It was Nino who told him.
" She went with a man. I could not sleep, so I
looked through the window at the lights. 1 saw them
get into the gondola," said the child.
Silvio dashed from the house to the ball.
Iago's
words to Othello came to him
" In sleep, I heard him say, ' Sweet Desdemona,
Let us be wary ; let us hide our love ....
O cursed fate that gave thee to the Moor ' "
Unconsciously,
muttering
found
himself
he
Othello's words
" I'll tear her to pieces "
Mad with the torment of jealousy, he thrust
himself through the dancers, asking everybody,
had they s.-en Simonetta ? But they only laughed,
or told him to find another partner.
It was carnival
He did not find her. She was not there when he
returned horn?.
It was dawn when she returned.-still in her carnival
dress.
As she came into the room, Silvio put up
the lights.
" You went, then ? With whom did you go ?
he
asked, sternly.
Simonetta did not answer. She just looked at him,
:

!

:

!

terror in her eyes.
" Nino told me,"

horrible

THEODORE K0SL0FF

;

....

"

he went on.

the child

was

It

Ftlm Actor and Teacks

Jane

n<*

THEODORE

KOSLOFF, the Russian dancer,
must spend a very busy life in Los Anceles,
for besides appearing in films, he has a
school of aesthetic dancing, which countless
members of the film world attend.
Kosloff told an interviewer that Nazimova has
a lesson a day and she works so very hard. Of
course, Nazimova is already a beautiful dancer
but she learns new and very difficult steps.
Amongst other pupils from Filmland are Gloria
Swanson and Ruth Stonehouse.

His Career.

THEODORE
career on

KOSLOFF commenced

his

the stage in Russia, then ho

played in grand opera in Paris, and later
appeared in London and New York.
Films in which he lias had a part are " The
Forgot," " Why Change Y'our
Wife," and " Something To Think About."

Woman God

....

saw you get into the
was it ? Answer me "

gondola with a man. Who
Still no reply from Simonetta.
Then, as Silvio watched the face of his wife he
noticed a rent in her dress at the shoulder, exposing
the white flesh.
The sight turned Jiim crazy with
rage. With a savage cry lie threw himself on Simonetta and caught her by the throat. Fear gave Simonetta strength, and she broke from his grasp and with
a shriek she ran to her room.
!

Othello.
was the night following the carnival

IT

— the

night

of the production of Othello.
It had been a terrible day for Simonetta.
She had decided that the best thing she could do
was to say she had been to the ball with her brother
LfiUo, but from the manner Silvio received her explanation She knew he did not believe what she said.
To make nutters worse she could not get in touch
with Lelio, and she dare not attempt to go out
lor Silvio looked at her so strangely that it seemed

he was reading her very thoughts.

When 1 iti curtain went down on the
was tumultuous applause.
1

first

act there

Simonetta hurried otf the stage hoping to find
Lelio in the Green Room so that she could tell him
what to say if Silvio asked him.
He was not there, and she wrote a hurried note
to him explaining what she had done and gave it to
an attendant, telling him to find Lelio at all costs

and give him the

note.

When she got to her husband's dressing-room she
found him pacing up and down the room.
"You still insist that you went to the hall with
Lelio ? " he said abruptly.

-

" Yes, Silvio."

"I have sent
Wait here."

"

for Lelio."

remarked

Silvio

quietly.

A

few minutes later Lc'io appeared.
" With whom did you go to the ball

Lelio

'!

" said Silvio.

last

night

" With Simonetta.
Did she uot tell you ? " he
answered.
" Then you brought her home ? "
Silvio's voice
was very quiet.
" Certainly."
" You lie, Lelio.
Simonetta carac home alone.
You can go, and go quickly."
Silvio paid no attention to Simonetta, but calling
a dresser he told him to find Count Scipione and tell

him to come and see him.
Simonetta went to her own dressing-room and on
her way saw Andrea in the corridor.
" Silvio has sent for ma " he said. " Is there any"
thing wrong ?
" Silvio was waiting up for me la«t night. There
was a terrible scene. See him after the next scene,
and be careful what you say," whispered Simonetta.
" Do not let him suspect we were together."
The next seen.' was a triumph for Silvio.
He held the house spellbound.
There was something uncanny about his performance.

As one
acts as

if

Andrea
the

" It
of the actors said
he were living the part."
:

tried to

dressing-room

Silvio's face that

is

appear cool when
but

there

was

made him change

terrifying.
lie

something

colour.

(Continued on page 22.)

He

arrived in
in

THEODORE KOSLOFF

with two of the pupils in his dancing school
in Los Angeles.
Many ftlm folk attend this school, ami
his pupils are Nazimova, Gloria Swanson, and Ruth Stonebouse.

which he runs

among
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An

REAL LIFE DOUBLES

interview

w itk

REALLY,

is

A

'

quest.
" I ask, with true

?

—

1

THE DOLLY

my

which

!

'

I

is

vampiro
I exclaim foolishly, staring at
" Did did you
those soft, roundod features.
like it ?
Somehow, I can't imagino you in such
a role."

"
type
Chorus of dissent from friend and myself.

I

the objects of

back of her

" Can't you indeed ? "
" You look so young," puts in a friend close by.
" Thoro
Yes, that's it," 1 hastily explain.
is
a something about you that somehow
doesn't suggest a vampire."
" Well,
anyhow, I prefer such a role to
that
of
an inyenue.
I'm not a
baby

Which.

Which

bisters appearing in the
Oxford" Theatre, London.

hair.

the dressing table in a corner
espy
NEAR
two butterfly maidens, whom take to be
"

at the

while she doos something to tho

even now, I fool bewildered at
the mere thought of it
Imagine a brilliantly lighted dressingroom, which appears much smallor than it really
is by virtue of its being crammed with human
Icings of various^ sizes, ages and appearances,
clothed theatrically or otherwise, which, upon
closer investigation sort themselvos mtp tho
lespective types of actress, dresser or visiting
friend.
Add to all this a babel of talking and
laughter, and you have some idea of the scene
and atmosphere of this interview with the
Dolly Sisters.

Which

Dolly

the

"League of Notions,

(Photo

John

:

SISTERS.
Foulsham

&

Banfield.)

" Yes," she replies brightly, as she dabs more
powder on her young shoulders and arms, which
her gay-hued, diminutive frock shows up to
" The
Dollar Dollies,'
Million
perfection.
produced by M. Leonce Perret. It is a comedynovelty picture, in which we do a lot of
dancing, swimming and skating, and so on.
both enjoyed the work very much indeed.
This is the first and only picture in which we
have appeared together, and my initial film
But Rosie had made one previappearance.
"
ously
" Hey, Rosie
I My, wagging my pencil
this
accusingly in that young lady's direction,

Bull bluntness, making my way towards them.
" I'm Rosie and this is Jennie," says one,
shaking me warmly by the hand. (Xo one by
the way, dreams of calling the Dolly Sisters by
other than their Christian names.) "And oh,
you wicked woman," she adds, "you're late."
I
humbly deny the soft impeachment,
pointing out that 4.45 p.m. may safely be
called " between two o'clock and five o'clock,"
the elastic time previously appointed for the
interview.
Whereupon Rosie graciously accepts
my explanation, subsides into a chair, and
legging me to excuse her a minute, commences
to answer a note which her dresser has just
brought her from an admirer.
" She's always getting letters like that,"
says
Jennie, with a laugh, as she makes various
little dabs at the powder and grease-paint on
the dressing-table by which I am sitting, for the
two sisters have shortly to take their cue.
Torn between envy of Rosie and anxiety concerning the fate of the interview, I then turn
.my attention to Jennie.
" You and your sister have appeared
in a
picture, haven't you ? "

'

We

!

where you come

is

in

!

" Yes," replies Rosie, flitting, like the merry
little soul she is, over to my corner.
" I appeared in a film called The Lily and
very clever,
the Rose,' with Lillian Gish.
"
truly wonderful girl
" And what" sort of part was yours 1 "
'

A

!

Vampires
"

v.

Ingenues.

I was a vamp," unconcernedly explains this blooming young creature as
she bends her rosy face towards me,

/^vH,

\J

" And I can't dress to look like one," finishes
Miss Rosie unperturbed.
(Well, sinco you're so emphatic, young lady.
But we're two to one, you know.)

The Inseparables.
" A BE you two thinking
"
over here 1
J-^ work
"

of doing

any

film

We've had two good offers,"
answers Miss Jennie,' " but we've been advised
not to consider anything at present. For one
thing, 'we are far too busy, even when we are
not actually on the stage, wo are always
leading
feel

just

this rushing sort
like Jailing into

of

bed

life,

at

so that wo
night, and

then again the weather has not been very
favourable to picture making."
" And," adds Rosie, " we colud not take a
long contract in pictures because now we never
separate, and naturally we could not go on
playing twin roles in films indefinitely. Why,
even on pleasure, one never goes without the

We eat, sleep, act, do everything together.
So you can understand we should refuse to be
parted now."
And the devoted Dollies, being ready t«
take their cue, flit away, like two beautiful
other.

butterflies'

May Herchel

Clarke.
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V. are an advocate for British Pictures?
British Players ?
You would like to know,
you can see the new British Pictures?

the famous
week by week, where

The Hepworth Magazine
HepwoYth news. Well-known

will keep you au fait with the latest
writers and artistes will give you each
month, through the pages of the Hepworth Magazine, their individual
views on British screen art.
Beautiful new portraits of the Hepworth
players will appear each month.
Send 4/- to Hepworth Picture Plays Ltd.. Editorial Department,
2. Dennrfan Street. Piccadilly, W.I., and you will receive the Hepworth
Magazine for twelve months post free.

™*

edited by cecil palmer,
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Billiards

own

Tables are sent on
7 days'
free
trial,
and arc complete with
accessories.
Carriage
paid to
any
address within one mile
of the nearest station.

all

E. J.

fireside.

EIZE the opportunity now to get one of RILEY'S "HOME''
BILLIARD TABLES. Don't think because you lire in a
cottage you are debarred from having a Billiard Table. Riley's
have considered your requirements, and have made billiard
tables suitable for cottage or mansion.

WRITE THEM TO-DAY FOR ILLUSTRATED

30

LISTS. FREE.

These tables rest on the ordinary dining table, easily placed
in position and easily taken away.
The 6 ft. 4 ins. size at £13-10-0 is suitable for the average
room. Can be purchased by 18 monthly payments.
Riley's have
" COMBINE " BILLIARD AND DINING
TABLES from £34-10-0, or in 20 monthly payments.

RILE Y, LTD.,

^^HMl^BV

by your

Ellis

London Showrooms;

Works,

147.

Alder saale

ACCR INGTON.
St.,

E.C.

5>5

<
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CUPS FOR NINEPENCE
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CARNIVAL.

(Conttnved from
page 20.)

IN

Simonetta was sitting there, but Silvio paid no

kill

has long been rumoured that skirts were
be longer for spring wear, and all who
heard the news felt rather perturbed
to think that the much appreciated freedom
of the short skirt was at last to he denied
them. Yet, after all, it was only a rumour, for
the newest spring suits show all manner of
skirts, but each and every one of a normal,
comfortable length.
What a relief this is

IT

him."

" Then you don't know who he is ? " asked Andrea,
Then,
\rlianging a quick glance with Simonetta.
tinning to .Silvio, he went on: "Are you quite fair
to Simonetta, Silvio. Have you not treated her like
a child for years promising her things and then denySimonetta had looked forward to the
ing them ?
carnival for months designed the special Bacchante
<

—

"
dress
" Bacchanto ? " broke in Silvio.
"
know about the Bacchante dress ? "
" Why, you told mo.
Don't you
stuttered Andrea.

THE DRESSING-ROOM
Spring Suits Cr.osen by Peggy HylanJ.

attention to her.
" Andrea, Simonetta lias a lover, and I want you
to help me to lind him," said Silvio, without any
fencing with words. " it I could find him, I would

to

!

for one, have becomo so accustomed to the
short skirt that cither falls in pleats from the

What do you
remember

?

I,

"

hangs straight from the waist-lin?
would be a painful duty to have to
adopt a skirt of more lengthy proportions.
or

hips
that

But

Silvio turned on him in a fury.
" You lie. 1 told you nothing. You are the man "
Silvio advanced with clenched fists towards Andrea,
but Simonetta sprang to her feet and went between

it

!

them.
" Wait, Silvio," she said. " I'll tell you the truth.
I went with Andrea to the ball," she said quietly.
" The truth at last " exclaimed Silvio hysterically.
" My wife and my best friend "
Andrea waited a second, and then he said
" If you want me, Silvio, I shall be at ray hotel."
Then, without glancing at Simonetta, he left the
room.
!

!

:

The Beloved Short

THERE
of the

Skirt.

no doubt about the healthiness

is

It does not cramp
the movements in the slightest, nor
collect dust as the skirt that touched the
ground used to do. And it has one other advantage—not exactly to the wearer, but to
the looker-on, who sees most of the game it
forces girls to pay more careful attention to
their footwear
This means no down-at-heel
shoes or thick, ungainly stockings.
Instead,
the eye catches a glimpse of graceful silkenclad ankles and the neatest of shoes, wellcleaned and tended.
As a matter of fact, tho rumour that skirts
were to be longer hailed from Paris, where
they have been worn particularly short during
so that, even if they are
tlio past seasons
to be cut longer over there, it will only mean
that the new length will correspond with
present wear over here.
There is a decided charm about the latest
spring costumes, which depict two distinct
styles.
One shows a coat of three-quarter or
seven-eighths length, while the other is re mini 4
scent of coats worn about four or five years ago
out at the
little sacque affairs that flare
Both are charming in their own
lower edge.

short skirt.

—

!

Revenge.
was the last scene in the play.
IT Simonetta as " Desdemona was lying on a
couch waiting the entrance of Othello.
There was such a murderous look in the eyes of
Silvio that the audience shivered, and many turned
their heads away.
Then as the play went on' the audience turned to
'.'

each other

witli frightened faces.

What did it m an ?
And now, .simonetta,

"

thou

diest

!

"

almost

screamed Silvio, as he hurled himself on his wife
and pressed the pillow over her mouth.
A cry of horror rang through the theatre as the
stage-hands ami actors ran on the stage and pulled
Silvio olf by main force.
The curtain was rung down, and the horrified
audience went out.
In the Green Hooin Simonetta lay like one dead,
while a doctor tried artificial respiration to bring her
round.
" She lives," said the doctor. " In a little while she
will be all right, but it was a close call."
Simonetta presently opened her eyes and noticed
the actors and actresses standing round. In a weak
voice she called the doctor.
" Send them all away, please. I wish to be alone
with my husband."
The doctor hesitated, but one look at the face of
Silvio told him that lie was already bitterly repenting what he had done.
When the room was cleared, Simonetta beckoned
to her husband.
" Silvio, I do not blame you for what you tried to
For months 1 have been
do, but 1 am not guilty.
I wanted to share
fretting under your treatment.
work;
to
be your wife in everyyour hopis, your
thing.
But you treated me as if I were a child. I
made that dress hoping to win back your love, and
when you did not go with me I was so bitterly disOn the way
appointed that 1 went with Andrea.
back on the canal Andrea forgot himself, but my
easily
repulsed
him.
love for you was so strong that I
His passion awakened no echo in my heart. I love
you, Silvio, only you. If you believe me, take mc

home

;

if

you don't, leave me."

without speaking, then turned
Simonetta heard him
but dared not turn her head. He reached the door,
and as she heard the click of t he latch she closed her
eyes and clenched her teeth to prevent herself from
screaming. Then her head fell forward as she heard
her husband's voice.
" Bring my gondola " he cried.
The next minute lie was back, and picking Simonetta up in his arms, carried her along the corridor
Silvio looked at her

!

steps.
As lie set her down in the
gondola, he whispered
" From now I mean to be your lover, as well as
"

and down the

:

your husband, child
" I have waited so long for that, Silvio " whispered
Simonetta, as she snuggled in his arm?.
1

!

THE END.

Home

Boon

to the
sacque coat

left

plain,

as

last

THEboon and a

to a suit of this persuasion. 1 have selected
a costume of this type

next

week

s

for

your approval on

page, to the

group of

is

a

blessing
dress-

of

decan be

effective

is

is

silk

his

;

A

work

A

ma-

spring will readily
all the colour that
necessary to a sombre

my

upon tho
lowever,
depends
etceteras that are chosen to accompany the suit of tweed.
Nothing of the fancy order should
be

here and there.
Although the bright lints
No. 29.373.

Ko

29.373.

suit.

Trimmed With Embroidery.
sacque costume that T saw nt a
show the other day had n very
deep hand of embroidery round the
littlo

dress

low er

colour

effective

that gathers in the waist

colour

p flrt Q f tho coa j ftnr j ncr0SH cither hip
Close inspection of the work
the skirt.
revealed tho fact that it was simply dono in

1

skirt

charming.

fulness.
rough mixture
of fawn and brown is
ideal choice of tweed for
although
this costume,
thee? are crowds of other schemes that
great deal,
»re equally admirable.

of the suit, with
perhaps just a touch of

ONE

and

My

terial

of

the 'drab tweed
of years gone

favourite style for a
tweed suit is depicted
in the lower right-hand
picture, with a graceful
roll collar and plain licit

brilliant shades of
but I prefer it when
manipulated in the

as the

really
tear.

terials that are fashioned.

many

same colour

and

Quite

takes on rather an elabocombining
form,
rate

is

of

wear

schemes can be devised
with the pretty ma-

Each style of
simplicity itself.
t

amount

hard
I'nlike

applied in fanci-

Frequently

nny

by, the coat
of to-day is

narrow

oven

to tl.c

costumes

Sometimes it
worked in wool, nt
times in

come

!

tume.
other
while
braid

I

useful a suit of this
type is to slip on^ on
It not
a cold, wet day
neat
only
looks
and
stands
comfortable, but"

Embroidery, for
stance, is being used
upon
profusion
in
this new type of cos-

it

arranged.

How

corations that
carried out at home, and
that will add charm and
value to the suit.

;

is

ubiquitous tweed, which
is absolutely invaluable
in this changeable climate.

It lends itself, too, to all

manner

silk

Note
which

It extends just a little
towards the front, whero
it meets a much narrower
belt that ties over in tho

maker, because it can be
very easily copied at
home, and look wellturned -out for all that.

is

this
of the

left

figures.
way in

the novel
the back belt

home

to the

is

Specul Art Supplement of Picturej

Sometimes, too,

season.

edges of the coat and pocket flaps are
bound with braid, winch gives such a smart finish

the

Dressmaker.

give

(Adapted from incidents in the Alliance photoplan featuring Matliexon Lang an Silvio Hilda litujley
as Simonetta awl I tor Novella as Count Andrea.)

Shopping.

me on to the plainer and
lengthy coat of gabardine. This
coat is much the same as the style'worn
last autumn, with the exception of the waistline,
which is now belted instead of being
carries

And now

A

work

PICTURE SHOW.

When You Go

WHICH
more

front.

ful design.

tn

shopping.

way.

go,

" Carnival

—

—

and walked towards the door.

from

tacking threads that covered a bold
design, the stitching being worked in straight
lines, all in one direction. Spaces of the material
were left plain nt intervals and added to the
boldness of the design. Another suit of Navy
blue was decorated by a panel at either side
covered with pillar-box red cable stitching
that had been worked by machine. This work
is simple enough, needing only accuracy of eye.
I must not neglect to speak also of the neck
which is invariably
part of these coats,
arranged to stand high to the neck at the back
Being of the single-breasted order,
anyway.
to the throat in the front,
it gives freedom
because the coat is usually left open when worn.
Open bellshnped sleeves always accompany
these suits.
Of course, this type of costume
would only be correct for afternoon or calling
wear. The plain tailored suit, or even a tweed,
would be best choico for morning wear or
small

;

whs not addressing Simonetta as " Desdemona," but by her own nam;.
Silvio

1

worn.

Moderately

thick

stockings, low-heeled suede walking-shoes, a simple, comfortable
hat with a ribbon-band, and a
neat blouse.

The stout girl should never select a tweed
costume, unless it is of fairly fine make. This
type of suit will ho found to show up considerably
the figure which she invariably wishes to hide.
It is good choice, however, for tho slim girl.
You can obtain patterns of the costumes on this
race in 34, 36, 38, and 40 inch bust s.z.-s for one

SHOW

shilling each, from PICTURE
291a. Oxford Street. London. W.
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THE NEW PATENT

SOUND DISCS
DKAFNKSH

BEAF

completely ofcrcoma
and HKAI) NOISES, no n..nt<-r of
how Iodr :-'.u
Arc the lan.e
10 the vara a* irlaxxcs are to dm
•

:

Invisible, comfortable.

eye*.

IP vouwatit to

THE

PENETRATING THE SURFACE.

THE

is still

since it emerged from the infant stage that its power
and position to-day seem really to belong to the older
think there is little else to be done
industries.
when the problems of the coloured and speaking films
have been successfully solved, and then we learn to
our astonishment that it has even more surprises for
us in store. There is, indeed, much that is magnificent
in the possibilities of its youth.
Hitherto we have marvelled at the unrivalled
entertainment and instruction it has afforded us in
various ways. The art of the artiste, the wonders of
the universe, and the beauties of Nature, have all
did not need to worry
been faithfully portrayed.
about the expenses of travel, its petty inconveniences,
and its long (and sometimes tedious) journeys to see
them all.
grew to laugh at the tourist, for by
stepping across the road we saw more in an hour than
he might have done in a lifetime. But we were looking
did not
all the while at the surface of things.
suspect that even their hidden mysteries might one
day be revealed upon the screen.
For it would appear that there is nothing sacred to
the^eye of the motion picture camera. It has improved
upon the X-rays, for whereas the latter showed us
organs of the body without their movement, the motion
picture can depict them as they are.
Lately, before
the Royal Society of Medicine, a film was shown by
which the most minute details of the heart's action
were clearly visible to the naked eye. And it was also
possible to see the movements of various muscles in
athletic exercises.
Clearly the day of screen miracles
is not past, for there is no knowing what other secrets
of man and the universe we may yet see Aimed.

We

We

We

We

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
m

:

4.

Will all readers entering our competitions kindly
bear in mind that announcements as to results
CANNOT BE GIVEN BY POST. As in the case of
past competitions, results will be given in the paper
as soon as possible.
But readers are kindly requested
to be patient, as entries for our competitions always
number several thousands, and the work of judging
them fairly cannot, therefore, be done too quickly.
" Phillip " (Humpstc.id).
You want to know

—

where

Billic

Burke

lives,

Fanny Ward

Uary

lives,

Pickford lives, Jack 'Pickford lives, and Charlie Chap-

America, sure.
" Nokbi ryite " (Xorbury).— I believe I have
answered others fn m your town by post. Anyway,
you may claim the honour of bein<2 the first in print.
Mitihtll Lewis in "The Par Minister" and "The
lin

lives ?

Harrier."

•

Jay Dwiggins (Stuff), Tiilly Marshall (Pufjf),
and Robert Brower (Age).
J. P. \V. (Kensington).
Xot a boring letter at all.
Mae Murray is a great favourite of yours. She is the
wife of Kobert Leonard, and was born in Portsmouth,
Virginia.
Her age this year will be twenty-seven.
She gives her colouring as blonde hair and blue eyes,
her
height
as 5 ft. 4 in.
and
"BABES" (Leeds). In the woods, still? Well,
I hope it isn't because of the house shortage.
Now
of your favourites have really disappeared.
They
sometimes retire for a brief space only. Theda Bara
was' born in 181KJ in Cincinnati, but her birthday is
not given. She has dark brown hair, dark blue eyes,
and is 5 ft. 6 in. in height, (iladys Brockwell was
born in 1894 in Brooklyn, New York, and has the
same coloured hair, but her eyes are brown. Height,

(Bluff),

—

—

WALES

CO..

Wl NEW BOND
.

LONDON. W.l.

DO
YOU WISH TO ADD
0
TO YOUR INCOME ?
:

!

*

Ladtes who believe they can sell Wool in
Colleges, Factories, or amongst friends, are
requested to write for particulars to

CIA/I
COM
• ~ LOUllj
I

Wyndham

Bargain Novelty.

Amusing To

(Brussels).— My good friend. I shall not
charge you anything for this except the small price
(or its equivalent your side) marked on the outside ot
the front cover.
Margarita Eisner was born in Missouri Valley, Iowa, twenty-seven years ago.
She
began her screen career with Helig, and among her
pictures are " Beauty to Let," "The Devil's Assistant," and " Fair Enough." .She has copper coloured
jhair and grey eyes.
" Spideu " (Farchani).
You will look for a nicelong answer.
Who said there were any others
However, since you like my replies, I must continue
to be nice.
No, Donald Calthrop has not done very
much. Old films are not always easy to trace, and
the one you mention is, unfortunately, an instance.
Yes, write again any old time.
" Lightning " (Maidenhead).
What a striking
nom-de-plume. So for all our glorious art plates you
return thanks. I am glad you like them, and mind
\ou keep up the collection. Here is the cast of
" Everywoman."
Violet
Hemming (title role),
Clara Horton (Youth), Wanda Hawley (Beauty),
dargarct Loomis (Modesty), Clarence Geldert (Auc:ionecr), Bebe Daniels (Vice), Mildred Rcardon (Conscience), Theodore Roberts (Wealth), Edvth Chapman (Truth), Monte Blue (Love), Charles Ogle (Time),
.

—

'?

All.

Powerful Lens Stereo-

and

scope

Pieiure

21 ins. Ions,
and 1O0 Kf .il KiDcsua
A'
Film Pictures
Holrirr,

-

6 in. also.
" t'N (iRisnE Fillet" (Greenwich).
You want
me to settle an argument that is always raging between you* mother and you. Trying to settle a
domestic squabblr is always a delicate matter. One
is sure to please one and offend the other, especially
when, as in this case, youth is in the right. " Jacko's
Secret " was an Italian production, and Jlalvina
Longfellow was not in it. Conway Tearle. is married
to Adele Rowland.
He is Godfrey's half-brother.
" Brownie " (Warwick).
The part of Master Alfred TrnseQtt in " The Call of the Road " was taken
by Victor McLaglen.
" James " (Dundee).
Yonr wants, young man. are
simply staggering. You ask first of all, for a complete list of all the life stories and art plates that have
appeared in Nos. 1 to 84. next art plates, to be issued
of ' very single artiste in thr. ;;>nntr\ ,nd in America
and last of all, replicas of all the art plates. Why, it's
like a nightmare.
Write to the publisher. 7-0, Pilft.

—

1/6

FREE

—

Hill, London. E.C. 4, and he will
give you the cost of those numbers he has in stock.
" By the World Forgot " featured Hedda Nova and
J. Frank (Jlendon.

"JUANITA"

(Edinburgh). -Mary Pickford is cervery pretty. J iiauita Hansen has fair hair
eyes.
Little Madge Evans will be twelve on
July 1st.
You other juvenile favourite is not very
tainly

and blue
\<t-ll

known.

—

" Bernadf.ttf, "
in

or birthday.

(Gravescnd). Percy Marmont
Gumiersbury. but does not state his age
" The Climbers " and " Pride " are

among

his
latest.
Mary Pickford and Conway
Tearle in " Stella Maris," and Rene Create and Mile.

Andreyor in " Judex."
"BETH" (Lincoln). You will be reading (his on
washing-day again. I expect, (dad to hear the
" P. S." cheers you up.
No ;ecent news of Mabel
TruneUe or what she is doing.
" English " (Manchester). —You will see I commented on your letter in a previous issue. Your first
British favourite has net come forward with any
particulars about himself.
Godfrey and Conway
Tearle are half-brothers. The former has brown hair
and.eyes, and has appeared in " A Sinless Sinner."
"Nobody's Child." and " Queen's Evidence." He is

—

the son of the late Osmond Tearle.
"Nosy" (Leigh-on-Sea). Not as bad as that,
surely.
Your request will be complied with one of
those fin: days if enh to jvsid thr brickbat-: you
threaten to throw at me. Edward Boxen in " More
Deadly Than the Male."

—

(More

•

"

to

PICTURE

ansicers next week.)

SHOW " PERSONAL.

WRITING TO ARTISTES.

Please do not ask
any addresses by post, but if you wish to communicate at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose
2d. stamp to the Editor, the PlCTOBB Show, Room
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
So,
London, E.C .4. and it will be forwarded by the
next mail. A letter weighing more than one ounce
will require an additional penny stamp for each
extra -ounce.
Such letters cannot be specially
acknowledged by the Editor. When writing to
artistes always give yoar full name and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the PKTBKJ Show to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannot, however, guarantee
that such letters will be answered. Please keep

these addresses for reference.
Ali.A NA7IM0VA, care of Metro Pictures Corpn.,
Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
William F'ahnim. care of Fox Film Co., 130,
Street. New York City, V,S.A.
CONWAY Tearle, care of Friars Club, New York

West 46th

Simple and into
expensive
work an ideal

—

design
holiday

for
wear

by the sea or
the
Full
tions
in

in

country.
instruc-

are given

Tuesday's

HANDY
STORIES

City, U.S.A.

Roy Stewart, Roy Stewart Feature Films, 641,
North Hobart Boulevard, Los Angeles, California,
U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

Shown

111a*.

All

at Kh;i>
Differrnt.

PAIN'S PRESENTS HOUSE. DEPT. 60S. HASTINGS

Eli

—

was born

ually

and Suhiects Widely1/6 Po*t Free. Di light or Money
Back. Silling in Thousands. Creating a Sensation
Catalogue. Noveliics.
Wherever Siiavrn.

for

1880.
A. B.

SILVER STREET,
WAKEFIELD.

STEREMjj*

so 1

—

ST..

1

5

—

(Hampstcad). Rather a long nom-de-plume,
hope you vjoii't mind your initials instead. Yes,
Standing deserves admirinji. and you will
doubtless feel proud to know that he is an Englishman. Place of birth, London, and date, August 23rd,
J. S.

A.J.

grim Street, Ludgate

Will readers kindly remember that as "this paper
<?oes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered .in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelopp ust accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name arid address of
the writer (not for publications as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, "Picture Show,'' Room 85, The Fleetway

House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

Cumminga (Passion), Lncien Idtttofleld (Lord
Witless), .lames N'clll (Nobody). Kred Huntley (Dissipation), Kavmoild Hatton ( h lafti-i \ ). Noali Betry

Irving

young. For some ot us. in the
appreciative contemplation o! its past achievements, are apt at times to forget this simple
truth.
So rapidly has the motion picture progressed

cinema

Worn

month* without removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

know anything about Films or Film Player;

The Complete
Paper

Slory

Price

2d.

No.
On

1

Sale
%

Everywhere
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Pattern

of a

New

Spring

Costume
Given

FREE!

DEFORE choosing

your

new

and look
" Harmsworth's

spring costume be sure

*-*

D

through the splendid designs given in No. 1 of
Home Dressmaker," which deals completely with costumes of ever/
"
kind, and nothing but costumes. There are over 60 "easy-to-make

and every one is up-to-date,
graceful, and entirely practical.
There is also a special article
on costume-making which will be specially helpful to the
amateur dressmaker. No woman who makes her own clothes, or
supervises the making of them, should fail to get " Harmsworth's
styles to

Home

D
ff

I

choose from altogether,

Dressmaker."

*

I

I

BUY A COPY TO-DAY.

ASK FOR

/
HOME DRESSMAKER
Harmsworth's

COSTUME NUMBER

ON SALE EVERYWHERE

Printed And published every Monday by the Proprietors, 'PRE Amalgamated Phes?, Limited, The Fleetway House, Farriugdon street, London, K.C.4. Advertisement
nines, Tim liectway House, Farringdon .street, London, K.C. 4.
Registered as a newspaper and for transmission bv Canadian Magazine Post.
Subscription rates
inland and ApjcwuLJ SsjjCI annum
(Is. fid. for 0 months
single copies, 3d. Sole agents for South Africa, THE CEXTRAL News A8ESCY, Ltii. Bole AgeuU lor VuMrali;i
and New Zealand, Messes. Ciomws <& Uvicu, LTV.
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CARNIVAL. —Wonderful Art Supplement
'

AFTER THE CARNIVAL

t

Inside.

Hilda Bayley as Simonetta in a striking scene from "Carnival."

Picture Sho:t>, April 9th, 1921

TO BENEFIT YOUR Indigestion &
HAIR
Sleeplessness

-nnu-

Men and Women Are Invited to Send the
Coupon Below TO-DAY!
1,000,000 H ARLENE" OUTFITS FREE.

All

view of tho pivuput prevalence of Hair Defects, every man and
woman will especially welcome -the wonderful National HairHealth Campaign inaugurated by the Inventor-Discoverer of
" Harlene " and "Harlene Hair Drill/'
If you are worried about the condition of your hair, do as millions
of others have done, and try " Harlene Hair-Drill."
From to-day
there are to be distributed one million hair-health parcels free of ali
cost each parcel to contain a Complete Outlit for the care of the hair.

IN

—

SIMPLE METHOD SECURES HAIR- HEALTH
The whole. proeos-j takes

.

more than two minutes a day, and

110

is

enthu-

by a fiost of "" Hair-Drill " devotees for the marvellously
and rejuvenating feeling this every-morning toilet exercise
gives before facing the day's work or leisure.
You can secure one of these hair-health parcels by simply posting tha
coupon below
siastically praised
l-efreshiuj;

your nmne and
and
addjresa
o 11 r p e 11 u y
stamps to over
!'

NOW

1

Cassell's Tablets

Dr.

Restore Complete Health.

Wyer,

of Willow Cottage, Dersingham, near
Kiug's LjrDii, says
it is about two years since I wasfirst troubled with indigestion.
I lost appetite and
began to feel terribly weak ami depressed.
I never
wanted to cat, and I wasted away till I was just a
shadow of what 1 had been, sometimes I thought 1
should faint, I got so low and strcngthless.
At night 1
couldu't sleep almost as soon as 1 lay down my heart
would start to palpitate, and I bad to get up and walk
the room for relief. Then the indigestion took another
form.
After everything I ate clear water came up. and
I had no relief until it did.
It wasn't vomiting; the
water came up freely, and after it quantities of wiud.
When these turns passed I was helpless. I had various
in. diclnes, hut no Item-lit followed, till at last I got Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
I began
to feel they were doing me good so I persevered with them and now 1 am as well
as ever in my life.
I eat anything I fancy, sleep soundly all through the night
and have made up all the weight I lost."

Mrs. J.

;

POST
THE
COUPON

with

together

With Palpitation, Loss of Weight and Terrible Weakness,

Dr. Cassell's

I

cost of postage

Tablets

ami packing.

USEFUL

A

Home

AND WELCOME FREE

1,

The

This is the
Tour-Fold (Jift
:

A

bottle of

trial
" Har-

lene," the ideal
liquid food and
natural growth-

promoting tonic
lor the hair.
2.

A

packet

of the unrivalled

3

1

-.
7"Ai--

for—
Kidney Trouble

Neuritis

Wasting

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

bcddbie and

how

:io(u

Indigestion

well

you sicep con.
none, and you
;

know

will
joy

Sleeplessness

Vital Exhaustion
Nervousness
Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Lite.

the
health

of

and rigour.
F.OUALf Y

Anaemia

SUITABLE
FOB

enrLI>BF,N

FRE
TRIAL OUTF
When

your hair is attacked by
begins to fall out and become
needs the beneficial treatment
to give new health and strength

scurf, over-greasiness, and
brittle, thin, and weak, it
"
of " Harlene Hair-Drill
to the impoverished roots.

Cremex

:

SlLKODOHO

WHEN

MAGIC HAIR REMEDY
7Dai/s\

Adver-

with
tisers,

mention

T->

reu.

packing. Aoz. bottled
'Ma, Ualrdrt'MM.-i'N

M*m|i*

Red Lion

l/A;

Cos.,

of

i|>t

your

*ddr» i*». aud till.
to cover DuMam
2/6;

USoi.,

4'f;

It Btorva, or direct
(pom
ixtra. foni Bilk's Toilet Co..
St., Holboru, London, W.t* \:

"Riley" Billiards

:

'

Home

at

the ...1.1. of
sanies for indiMir unmsrment tilt- name that
never pulls the game
(or old and youngnUke.
IMay it In your own
home on a Riley "Home" llilliard Table
tlure is one to rest on your cllnhin
tahle. The Cft.On. slieat £18 l(l*.,or In Irt
Ttilllards is

POST THIS FREE GIFT FORM

—

Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE.
Ltd., 20. 28,24 & 26, Lamb's Conduit Street,
e. 1.
London,

w

— Please

semi
Four-fold

—

16/-DOWN
Brings to your door
• 6 ft. 4 in. size

-

monthly payments of
{

'

NOTE TO READER.

His. issuitulile for

the average room. Riley's "t'OMlH N K"
Billiard and niniuttTuhlesi'romCM His.,
or in -II 11 KJii lily (>a\ mints.
7 days'
t'oiiipfete \iith ari essorie*
free ttial.
:iml -arriuue paid to any addrt-sj within
I

Riley

Home

i

i

your KIT.b name and addrofia
on a plain piece of paper, phi this
roupoti to it. ami post as directed above,
(Mark envelope " Sample Dept.")

3d.

via.'
^

;

ivfi

011

name and
ii<

:

inc your Tree
lluir-<;rouhiu:
"Harlene"
ontilt. as described.
r
enclose id. in
stamps ior postage ami parking of parcel
to my address,
I'k Tt nK snow. :> t 21.

quirfcly

Dandruff.

»

Show.

HARLENE " MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

Sirs;

-

mi

1

the course of a few days you will find every strand of your hair w:ikinu
up to the new vitality and new Strength you will lind a new sparkle and
freshness Revivifying the hair, and all the lost light and shade as well as
the delicate tints of the hair, which have been dulled down, will re awaken
and your hair will rapidly take on a new lease of life ami beauty.
After a Free Trial you will be able to obtain further supplies of ' Har"'
Czon "' Brilliantine at
lene " at Is. lit. is. Od., and Is. lid. per bottle
ami '* t'rem«».\ Shampoo Powders', Is. 6d.
Is. I'd- and is. !>d. per bottle
per box of seven shampoos (single packets 3d. each), from all Chemists
and Stores, will be sent direct on receipt of (id. extra for poatam, by
Bd ward's Harlene, Ltd., 20, 22, tik -'«, Lumb's Conduit St.-, London, \V.<\ I.

Dear

!..u.-

hi ion. and
Scurf, ft 8oa)p !
10 show you bow it Strcngibcii".
ightcua. aud u < ig* wavy abvnoikiice 10 hair inal lias prrwink, fadtd
uutd)y If'- 11
hiii,
Hi nit out. Wf will t-tud you
FUbft.. ?
day* KlIPPLY
wilU Hook -if iit+trucUon*.
for wouit'U. un'ti.
hil J"J

11

FREE

how

prove to you

Stl.KODoNO

please
the

"Picture

per return post.

I

FREE

communicating

'

1

at

Dr. Cassell's Co., Ltd., Manchester.

cleanser,

"

TAKE TWO
TABLETS

Universal Iiome Remedy

Norvous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

•!<«

if.

rulislitutcs.

Shampoo, the finest, purest, and most soothing hair and scalp
which prepares the head for " Hair-Drill."
3. A Bottle of " Uzon " Brilliantine, which gives the final touch of beauty
to the hair, and is most beneficial to those whose scalp is " dry."
" Hair-Drill " Manual the most
4. A copy of the newly published
authoritative and clearly written treatise on the toilet ever produced.
Far and away the inusi convincing argument in favour ol " Ibirlene
Hair-Drill," however, is to be found in ihe thousands won thousands of
letters received by Mr. Edwards from n!l sorts ami conditions of people,
from every corner of the civilised globe, from people of both sexes and
nil ages.
To obi, 'in (lie Ibirlene Four- Kohl Gift, cut out and send the
following coupon, nod you will have the pocket delivered i»j your address
'•

Prices

*

being the mom
economic*!).
Sold by Chemists in all parts
of the world.
Ask for Ur.
Cas sell's Tablets
and refuso

GIFT.

1.

3

Write

I

clearly

I

a nillr of

Railway Station.

.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR PRJCRLIST,

Billiard Table
— the balance

E. J. HlLfcY, Ltd.,
|

Loudon Showroom* : HI,

Alders'jale St..

RQ

t

17

monthly

you pay lo
payment!.

*|'
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As you know, Miss Griffith is noted for the
exl raor.linary gowns she wears in her picture*.
This pearl gown is one of the most beautiful
she has yet
certainly one of the most uiiusunl

—

worn.

Charlie

PhoWrapk;?

Souvenir of " Carnival "—Real Life Stories
Love Was Interviewed.
of you who have seen the splendid

—When Montague

ALLAlliance

week

production
be pleased with our
a worthy souvenir of
In this film Hilda

—

play.
herself as fine an actress
stage.
You 11 like it.

of " Carnival " will
art supplement this
a fine British photo-

Bay ley has proved

on the screen as on the

—

Real Life

Drama

Stories.

you
DO dramas

long complete stories of real-life
miss " All-of-aIf so, don't
?
Suddcn Peggy," a fine complete story of a
girl who tried to arrange other people's love
stories and nearly made a hash of her own.
This story is in the "Girls' Cinema," out tomorrow. This number also contains the opening
chapters of a short four-part serial entitled
" Black Shadows," telling the dangers of the
" black art," as hypnotism has been well
like

described.
If you like stories, you must get this issue of
Girls' Cinema," which also contains inthe
formation about n really delightful one-week
competition, in which the prizes are the most
i ovel ever offered to admirers of picture players.

—

—«

'

Short and

to the Point.
LOVE has a real sense of
humour. The other day ho rilled in the
on
newspaper
following answers
a
reporter's question sheet
Borx Obviously.

MONTAGUE

:

:

Parents Two.
Educated: Forcibly!
First Stage Appearance
:

—

A

Proposal for

OM MIX

:

Awful

received a letter from a little
alpiond-eyed maiden from the land of the
chrysanthemum blossoms, offering to
marry him at least that is presumably what
she means, for she offers to be his slave.
Tom was at some trouble to inform her,
politely, but firmly, that there was " nothing
doing," as he is already married.
"~1

I

—

you see Constance Binney
DIDLife
"
you
be
If so,

will

in "

Sporting

interested to

know that three years ago Constance was
unknown to both stage and screen. She was

first

As soon as he has finished his pre^enS
picture, he and his wife are to leave Los AngelCM
for a long tour.
They plan to spend the first
two or three weeks among the Hawaiian Island*.

— —

Energetic Larry.

SEMON lost no time while he was
LARRY
resting from a strained back, resulting
from a strenuous scene in his last picture.
Whilst lying in bed, he read the complete
scenario of his next comedy.

— —
•»-

A

Slight Difference.
reminds me that Charles Rp.y soys
he often laughs over Ms first start on

WHICH

He got a small part with a
the stage.
touring company, and to celebrate the event,
all

he

his friends
%vas feted.

gave farewell parties, in which

He

said good-bye to the people at home, and
all the boys went to the train to see him off.
" They thought I was a great man, and I
" I
agreed with them," laughed Charles.
thought I was to be away a long time. However, the public evidently had good sense, for
the show bust after two weeks, and I had to
wire for my train fr.re home again."

Her Elephant.

THEElephant

elephant

whom you saw

in

"'

Her

Man," has been purchased by

Shirley Mason, and is now in the Zoo
attached to the Hollywood studio.
The animal became so fond of Shirley during
the making of the film that he would not eat
Shirley
unless the little star were near.

News

of

DID

He

has been in hospital in New
York for treatment for inflammable
rheumatism. But I hear he is now well on the
way to recovery, and hopes to be out of hospital
in a few days.
ill

?

JUSTINE JOHNSTONE,

WARWICK WARD,

the latest cinema star to
shine under the " Realart " banner.

films

now appearing

in Ideal
(see paragraph
below).

British Films Popular.

1HEAR

serials.

audiences

in Calcutta

A

friend

have no

will

who has been

travelling

in the Orient says that the Indian audiences
they like good book films
are highly critical
go regularly to the picture shows, and are
especially fond of British films.
:

Owen Moore.

you know that Owen Moore has been

A Frock of Pearls.

Almost a Fairy Story.
?

at a boarding-school, not as demure as her
teachers would have had her, but studious just
the same. Just before the holidays the girls
gave a concert, and one of the girls showed real
This was
talent, and far outshone the others.
Constance. The rest reads like a fairy tale.
Winthrop Ames, a well-known producer, was
He offered Constance a
at the performance.
part in a play which was shortly to be produced.
She did so well in this that she was offered the
part in the film " Sporting I-ifo," and now she is
busy working for both stage and screen.

touched by the animal's affection, and bought
him from the trainer, now he is her own.

Tom.

his

is

m

!

-<

Murray on Holiday.

MURRAY
to have
CHARUE
holiday for nearly nine years.

Para graphs oF Pictures Play5 and Players

a rd

c

frock she
'"
W hat's

to be

made almost

•ORINNE GRIFFITH

tells

me

that

the

wear in her coming film.
Your Reputation Worth ? " is
is

to

Sheriff at Fifteen.
out for some new stunts
LOOK
hear
Harry Carey films.
I

just had a
original Montana
fastest two gun

visit

in the
that,

coming
he has

from George Blaire, the

who

Kid,

claini3

be the

to

in the world, and who
showed Harry a few new tricks in quick drawing.
As you know, George Blaire gained his fr.mo
He was made sheriff of Douglas
early in life.

man

County, Montana, when he was but
of age.

entirely of ropes of pearls.

fifteen

years

—+

Star of Stage and Screen.

WARWICK
MR. appears
on

WARD,

whose

photo

this page, is another screen
star well known on the stage.
At the early age of twenty -one he produced
his first play, which ran for over a year, after
which he turned his attention to repertory
work, and played forty leading, parts in less
than a year.
Then after appearing in "The Glad Eye," lie
returned to more serious work again, playing
Gerald du Manner's part in " Outcast."

Returning from a three months' trip to Spain'
he joined the late Sir George Alexander for
three plays at the St. James's, then to the Haymarket, Daly's, Globe, etc., for various plays.

was just after being
plaving in " L'Aiglon "
first r,cf|uaintance with
the last few months has
" Wuthering Heights,"
It

"

demobbed

— Mr.

"

—

whilst,

Ward made

his

the films, and during
played for the Ideal in
" Build Thy House."
" Handy Andy."
" The Manchester Man,"
"The Diamond Necklace," " Beiphegor." Also
the Davidson productions. "Silver Lining." and
" The Call of the Road."

—

A

for Hero and Heroine.
was during the filming of a runaway match
IT in " The Manchester Man," which wai
actually taken at the old Smithy at Gretni
Green with the real blacksmith officiating
that Mr. Ward tells me he had a terrible shock,
for as the camera was clicking on the scene he
heard the old blacksmith say, " By the law of
Scotland I declare vou man and wife," and ho

Shock

—

PAULINE FREDERICK
between scenes

at

is very fond of kiddies.
Here yon see her playing with a number of them
the Robertson Cole studios, where she is finishing a film version of Florence Barclay's

famous

novel,

" The Mistress

of Shenstone."

—

4
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PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

"

lCo

t'M'

and the leading lady were mightily worried
the ceremony should prove binding.

—

om

FROM

lest

11IAVE

of

return
THE The

come away from the
Mae Murray.
one of my closest friends,
and she usually keeps me informed about all
her plans.
She is to head her own company,
and is now burning the midnight oil getting
ready to make her first product ion. Her husband,
Robert Z. Leonard, will direct her, and the
new organization is to be known as the MurrayLeonard company. As an example for newlyweds these two might serve very nicely. They
are simply inseparable, they dine together, dance

Mae.

of Mae Marsh to the screen in
Little 'Fraid Lady," has won tho
applause of a large number of her admirers,
in this play the decorations seen on tho walls are
really painted by Miss Marsh, who is as capable

with the brush and palette as she

is in

acting.

«~f

Realistic.

EVERYONE
l

e

is

knows how realistic the Hobart
Bosworth screen fights are, but no ono
knows better than Bosworth himself, for
suffering from an injured hand, having

broken several of the bones in
Nigel Barry., for his

new

a' fight

scene^vith

picture.

BEULAH BAINES.

You may have seen
Famous Lasky

val.

productions,

:

correct to say girls is,' or girls are?
"Girls are" of course, ho was told.
To which Sessile replied
" Well, girls, are my-- tie straight ? "
it

'

'

'

"

in

she

is

with

now

playing.

have included
Abdul Hamid.
of

Mrs.

whom

It is

see in

the film

now playing the title
is
in the film " Stella
Fregelios,"«from the novel
of Sir Rider Haggard.

Kanitevski' and
at present in the possession

MacLean,

Washington,

of

U.S.A.

:

Reminiscences of

May

authoress
THEHope
Diamond

"

of

Three Generations.

ELSIE FERGUSON

plays three parts in tho
coming
Paramount Artcraft Special,
" Lady Rose's Daughter," Mrs. Humphrey
Ward s novel, which will be released over here in
September. Elsie Ferguson plays the part of
the grandmother, the mother, and the daughter.

Story of the Hope

THEonehistorythe

Diamond Filmed.

Hope diamond is surely
most extraordinary stories
anywhere in history or fiction.

of the

of
to be found

The

first

1042,

authentic record of tho stone is in
it was stolen
by Jean Baptiste

when

Tavernier, an adventurous French traveller,
from the temple of Rama and Sita, in Burinah,
where, according to tradition, it had rested
for a thousand years.
It then weighed 11 2$

The diamond was brought to Europo
and sold to Louis XIV. for 2,.')00 000 francs.
It was re-cut and reduced to 67 J carats.
It
was worn by Madame Pompadour and Mario
Antoinette, was lost in tho French Revolution,
and subsequently turned up in a diamond
dealer's shop in Amsterdam, and was again rocut and reduced to 44J carats.
It was then
brought to London, and passed into tho possession of the Hope family.
Lord Francis Hope
sold it to an American broker, and later owners
carats.

)

time

name

is

queen

of

"

Yohe.

Tho Romance
is,

of the
of course, the one-

musical

familiar

still

to

comedy whose

British

playgoers,

and who, as Lady Frances Hope, was among
the long list of famous wearers of this historic
jewel. May Yohe was bom in the little mining
settlement of

Bethlehem, Pensylvania.

Her

mother was a dressmaker who later became
famous as a theatrical costumier. At the ago
of ten, May Yohe was sent to Europe, to the
of
Madamo Florence Lamperbie, at
Dresden, and later to Paris. Her first theatrical
engagement was as understudy to the American
prima donna, Jeannie- Tearmans. *"Her first
London appearance wajLin "The Magic Opal,"
in which she made so great a success with her

sehool

ono song, " Many and many a weary mile,"
that she was promptly engaged for a principal
part in " Little Christopher Columbus," in
which she sang for the first timo her worldfamous ballad, "Honey, ma Honey."
Her
last appearance in this country was in the
revuo " Come Over Here " at tho London
Opera House in 1913.
of the Jewel.

AN

interesting feature of the production
of this story on the screen is the appearance of the same artistes in different
roles and centuries. The possible intention was
to suggest that the influence of the diamond
upon the later. characters might be due to
their acquaintance with it in a previous existence.
Tho Hindoo doctrine of the transmigration of
souls and the prophecy of the priest that no
soul should find rest until the jewel was restored further emphasised this suggestion. The
players includo George Chesebro
Grace Darmond, Boris Karloff, and a number of other
talented people who havo been spocially chosen
" The
for their truth to tho type required.
Romance of the Hope Diamond " will bo
'

,

distributed in the -United Kingdom by Messrs.
Kilner's
Exclusive Films, Ltd., who were
responsible for the wonderful wild animal film,
" The Lost City," in which George Chesebro'
also starred, and which is -still drawing huge

crowds in every part of tho country and has
been exhibited in some twelve hundred British

A

Historic Curio.

KATHLEEN

CLIFFORD, who plays oppoDouglas Fairbanks in " When the
Clouds Roll By," is the lucky poascssor
of an historic curio in tho shape of a silver
shoo lined with gold.
This was said to be
tho property of Noll Gwynflo, having been
presented to her by her royal lover. The shoo,
site

Mildred DAVIS, whom you will recognise as
with Harold Lloyd in bis comedies.
Mildred's first appearance on the screen was io
the Metro film. " Weaver ol Dreams."

Mary's Vacation.

BY serioustime

this
the news of Jack Pickford's
illness must have reached London.
Jack, as you probably know, was playing
baseball on the studio lot and developed a bail
case of bronchial pneumonia.
At the time he
was stricken he was hurrying to finish a Mary
Pickford production which ho was directing.
Mary, because she was very tired, and Douglas
Fairbanks, because of his broken hand, were
planning to take a little holiday in Mexico, and
brother Jack was putting on all speed to
complete the picture so Mary could have her
vacation.
The picture is now held up, and
goodness only knows when the Fairbanks will be
able to get away from California. Jack had a
very narrow escape. I received two wires, one
saying his temperature was 105, andjanother
saying his condition was improving, and his
temperature was rapidly approaching a normal
state.
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, who adores
that boy of hers, never left his bedside. Mary,
too, shares the family trait of considering Jack
the apple of her eye, and she, with her mother,
instituted a faithful vigil. Since Olive Thomas's
death, the son of the Pickfords has been less of
a man about town. The tragedy of losing his
beautiful young wife seems to have had a
sobering effect on the young man who, before
this, was one of the gayest of the gay.

Madame

Petrova Comes to Town.

weather has been so inclement
drove
THEMadame
QIgo Potrova
from her country
it

in

so tho story goes, came into the possession
of a certain English lord, who presented it
to Miss Clifford at a Christmas pcrformanco
in

and she has been spending a few

weeks at the Plaza Hotel. When her husband.
Dr. J. D. Stewart, was lost in a blizzard one
night, and did not reach home for hours after
she expected him, she decided it was high time
-to move where he would not have to be at the
mercy of the elements in the country.
By the way, Madame Petrova and Lillian Gish
have developed a friendship, and have seen quite
a lot of each other lately. They went to the
matinee last week to see Lionel Barrymore in
" Macbeth." I wanted so much to go with them,
but having so much to do, I could not manage
it.'
Lillian went to hear our famous diva, Mary
Gardon, sing Marguerite in " Faust," this week,
believing
as many

sho plays the part it is well to get
interpretations of the character as

if

possible.

English Actor Going

Home.

MARMONT, who has played opposite
PERCY
Alice Joyco in so many
of her Vitagraph

now announces he is goinf? to
merry England this next summer for a holiday
and on business. Tho truth of tho. matter is,
specials,

ono of tho English producing companies have
mado him an oner, and I understand he expects
to look into tho matter when he goes abroad this

picture-theatres.

co-star

together and work side by side. Bob says she is
the best actress on the screen to-day, and she
returns the compliment by declaring no one
understands how to direct her as well as hei
husband, who knows her virtues and shortcomings, and never hesitates to bring out thf
one, and curb the other.

place,

The Influence

is

role

Ivan

Prince

Edward

will

version of " Greatheart."
She also appeared in the
" Gamble In Lives," and

of this beautiful
actress as she appeared in a recent carni-

cinema
her

" Is

you

graphs

although he speaks
good English, is sometimes bothered a bit
by our grammar rules. The other day ho
approached a group of ladies of his company,

SESSUE HAYAKAWA.

MOLLY ADAIR, whom

One

most striking photo-

of the

And Then They Laughed.

and said

just this second

Murray

Aliss

"

Too

1

telephone, where I talked with

»

The Accomplishments

—

OVER

"
THERE.'
Notes and News From New YorK.

London.

summer.

Margarita Fisher Ready for Work.

months Margarita
a vacation
AFTERready
to go bock to work. Since sho
of.

left tho American Film Company sho
has been in New York, where sho has boon
shopping and attending the theatres and talking business. Everything is settled now, and she
has gone to California to make pictures for tho
Independent Company, a now organisation.
'

Harry Pollard

Fay Filmer.

is

all

will direct her.

LOUELLA

O. PAHSONS.

5
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" The

"

Devil's Riddle

Fox.

..

Gladys Brockwell.

*'

Sudden Peggy "

All Of a

- True Tilda

ParamountArtcraJt.

Marguerite Clark.
"

London.

Edna Elucrath.
*'

Slaves ol Pride

"

.

.

.

Vitagraph.

.

Alice Joyce.

" The

God "

Fly

Western Import.

.

.

Roy Stewart.
" The

Million Dollar Dollies

Dolly

"

Gaumont.

.

THE

F. D. Co.

I.

PICTURE
GUIDE TO PICTUREGOERS

Taylor Hqlmes.
" The Tavern Knight "
Stott.
Eille Norwood and Maoce Stuabt.
.

.

The Tavern Knight."

Raphael Sabatini.
Produced under the
Maurice Elvey. One of
Authors series.
Stoll's eminent British
Photography, Paul
Scenario by Sinclair Hill.
Burger. It is a magnificent film, full of beauty
and romance, and soul inspiring episode. It is
played by a strong cast. Conway Booth, as
Oliver Cromwell, Madge Stuart, Cynthia, Charles
John Ash burn, Cecil
Stuart, J. E. Wickens
Col. Pride, Clifford Heatherley
Humphries
'•
The Tavern Knight." Kille Norwood Captain
Master Kenneth,
Hognn. Teddy Arundell
Gregory Ashburn, Croker
Laurence Anderson
sole direction of

;

;

;

;

;

Guided By a

the daughter
ESTHER ANDKRSON
stepfather living with

drunken

prompts her

him

man who
of a
in a

Her unselfish character
hut. '
to give food and shelter to Jim
finds his way there during a snow-

humour.

Pride and

J[

Reformed.
awkward as well as amusing
when a man, who is a confirmed woman-

required by a will to marry someBut, despite
Dalion
the fair sex, a chance
meeting makes him acquainted with a young
is

body

particular.
Pemberton's dislike of

;

King

Lieutenant Pride, Lionel Scott.

;

"

Maurice Elvey.

TAVERN KNIGHT,"
THEproducer,
told me, the other

this

famous

afternoon,
'•
was filmed on the original site of the
battle, and many of the interiors were taken at
Maddersfield Court, where King Charles stayed,
and which is now the seat of the Earl of Beau-

champ.
" The Battle of Poeke was fought on the bridge
When we reached Worcester we
of that name.
went to the ex-service men's union and mustered
as marry men as we could, but we were still
short of about 100 fit men for the more desperate
as we were afraid of re -opened wounds.
fighting
" The Colonel of the Worcesters at length verykindly came to the rescue, and lent us a hundred
troops fifty we used for infantry and fifty for

—

;

Quick Change.
\ V J E marc hed them

to a neighbouring town.
they changed into puritan or
cavalry dress as necessity required
before this we had taken care that our locations
were actually the authentic spots where the
••

a beautiful

girl

who

is

fortunate

his
valet.
The latter's real intentions in
creating trouble now grow clearer, and how they
are frustrated, and what follows, are all wcil
depicted by the strong cast at the head of which
is popular Alice Joyce.

The

Little

Mother.

TILDA "
TRUE
laughter and

is

a

human

tears

are

story in which
intermingled.

concerns a little girl, who.
having broken her leg in a circus, is left behind
in a hospital.
There she hears the cries of a
dying mother for her son. and, determining to
fetch him. little Tilda seeks him out.
But the
mother dies and the girl is left to bring up her
little son.
Their subsequent adventures are full
of interest and humour.
It is a British film,
excellently acted, and Edna Flugrath, who is
Tilda, gives us a lovable character.
Briefly,

it

Love by Arrangement.

MARGUERITE

CLARK'S admirers will be
to see this dainty actress in the
impersonation of a pretty and impulsive
Irish girl in " All of a Sudden Peggy."
A film
version of the stage play, it introduces us to a
naturalist to whom Peggy, the heroine, becomes
an assistant. His relations, fearing that he may
eventually marry her, persuade an attractive
able

cavalry fights.

A

is

enough to make a marriage in which love
and wealth go hand in hand. But Pride
steps in. making both husband and wife slaves
to its demands with the sinister figure of an
untrustworthy valet in the background, ft is
from here that the drama, " Slaves of Pride."
becomes more exciting, as the wife, hoping to
w in back her husband's failing love, elopes with

apt to be

hater,
in

its Penalties.

PATRICTA

A Woman-Hater
is

of a fly, which inof one juryman, a
billed another in self-defence
to pay the extreme penalty of

might have had
the law.
Along such an unusual line is " Tim
built, and the interest throughout the
Fly God
story is well maintained.
Roy Stewart makes
a capital hero in tliis Western drama, in which
the excitement is alternated with plenty of

Barnes, who
storm. Subsequently the doctor goes out ami
loses his way, and Esther, misunderstanding his
failure to return, makes her way to New York
and obtains work. Circumstances bring the
two together again, but there is trouble for the
" The
girl, during which her life is in danger.
Devil's Riddle " is an interesting story, and as
Esther Gladys Brockwell lives her part.

IT

Fly.

for the movements
BUTfluenced
the decision

Through a Misunderstanding.
lonely

F.B.O.

lady and then Cupid plays his part with such
vengeance that the changed Dalion follows her
wherever she goes. There is real comedy in " A
Regular Fellow " in which Taylor Holmes as tho
hero has many amusing adventures with a
surprise at the end.

" The cavalry charged right across the field,
but to our dismay the infantry with their wooden
arms held the ground stubbornly, and fortunately t here was a Red Cross ambulance on the
ground, as there were many casualties, although
luckily nothing desperately serious."

Wesley Barry.
" A Regular Fellow "

BY

"

"

is

Sisters.

" Dinty "

"

SHOWS

THIS WEEK'S PICTURE
SHOW'S

and

—

The film battle, therefore,
battle was fought.
w as fought on the spot of the old battle.

Death of Gregory Ashburn

A

(CROKER KING)

young

fellow-

to

make

love to her.

Many

are

the complications that ensue, involving a
scandal which is not without its amusing side.

in " The Tavern Knight."
MADGE STUART as Cynthia, EILLE NORWOOD as the Tavern
StoU production.
and LAURENCE ANDERSON as Master Kenneth.
(Above) the Tavern Knight, attracted by Kenneth, gives him a few kindly words of advice.

Knight,

Picture Show, April 9th, 1921.

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS TO-DAY

BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

CALL OF

»

TOE, ROADI
By A. E. COLEBY and
HERBERT ALLINGHAM

Splendid Serial Story of the

Famous British Film

"

Characters in the Story.

ALFRED TRUSCOTT, who
being
Truscott.
for

his

uncle,

!

Alfred's cousin, who is fascinated
by the stories she hears of her cousin. In order
to meet him, she uses the name of Alice Grey,
and goes to stay with her old nurse, Margery

Merridew, near where Alfred has got work.

PAGANINI PRIMUS and PAGANIN1 SECUNDUM,
" gentlemen of the road," and friends of Alfred.

SIR MARTIN TREVOR, an inveterate gambler,
who cheats at cards. He is beaten in a duel by
,

Alfred, and vows vengeance.
At a country inn
Sir Martin and his friend, Geoffrey Ralston, hear
some important boxing news.

"

The Pigeon Must Win."
gambler usually knows how

" To whom it may concern know ye all that a
match has been made betweon Sir Martin Trevor,
and my Lord Delaval, Whereas my Lord Delaval

It is one of the
his feelings.
To betray
first lessons he has to learn.
would
bo but to place a
any kind of emotion
weapon in the hands of those against whom he
is matching his wits.

to

When Mr. Ikey Barnes uttered the name of
Dclaval, both Sir Martin Trevor, and his crony,
Ueoft'rey Ralston, could have shouted with joy,
but by not so much as a flicker of the eyelid
did they betray the satisfaction they felt.
Sir Martin gave a careless laugh, and returned to his wine.
" Methinks, friend,
thou hast earned thy
guinea easily, and I have got but littlo in exchange for it," he said lightly. " Natheless," lie
added, " if thou art a fellow to bo trusted, I
might put another guinea or so in thy way
during the next few weeks."
" I am at your honour's service," said Barnes,
with a cunning look in his little eyes, " and for
he shrugged his shoulders "I
the-, rest"
serve best those who pay mo best."
Sir Martin nodded as one w ho understands a

—

—

kindred soul.

would know more of this matter. It is my
and 1 am willing to pay for it. It might
suit mo to wager a trifle on this blacksmith,
seems
a likely fellow. What think you of his
lie
" I

fancy,

who comes

to see this

Hammer

John, and any

gossip on the matter that reaches thino cars.
I'll send thee five guineas weekly, and on the
day of the fight I'll make theo a presont that
shall be in keeping with the service thou hast
rendered."
Punch Murphy came in just then, and no moro

mug

Ikey Barnes ordered another

is said.

of

and relapsed into the watchful silence
The two gentlemen
which was habitual to him.

ale,

soon after retired.
Geoffrey Ralston joined Sir Martin in the
latter's room.
The baronet was seated on tho bed removing
Ho looked up as his companion
his boots.
eniered, and there was a "queer smile upon his
;

lips.

VThy
a

I

t

have served

fears

i-r ail. *

us well, Geoffrey,

Twas'a lucky chance wo stopped at

agreed the other, a little doubtfully.
''CAV
" Hut what think youpf this Hammer John 1 "
''Ho' is a good man."

tho .Two Fishes."
1

"

-

•

'

Too good

?

Trevor mado no immediate reply,
was knitted in a thoughtful frown.
Williams is the better man,"
think
Pigeon
I
" but
be said at length, speaking very slowly
like not such level chances when tho stakos are

Sir Martin
an. his brow
I

"

;

I

lugh."

'

•

ADELINE HAYDEN-COFFIN as The Lady UUeswater and ERIC ROYCE as Master UUeswater.
"

Tho Pigeon

will win," said Ralston, trying
to crush the awful doubt that had crossed his
mind.
Sir Martin Trevor looked up again, and thero
was a very hard expression on his handsome
face.

" The Pigeon must win," he said grimly.
"If he should lose bah we'll not think of that.
Look you, GeofTroy, wo oro tdo deep in this
matter to run any risks. Wo will get back to
t own, and for a week or so we will see how things
-"
go, and then
" Well ? "
" Wo will take such steps as shall bo necessary,"
concluded the baronet, showing his while teeth
in an ugly grin.

—

know not but

—

w

fight to

'.

?

'twill take a good man to
He keeps fit, and is in better fettle
beat him.
than ever he was."
" Well, do you stay here, and learn what you
saying naught to
can, and keep mo informed
"
anyone about the matter. C'ans't writo 1
" Ay, I am a man of oducation."
" Then I'll give thee an address which will
Send me thy news.
Let me know
find mo.

" 1

produco a man in six weeks from date, to
a finish with Pigeon Williams, in a 20foot square, at Mildenhall acre, for a stake of
Two Hundred Guineas a side. Stakeholder
" Bell's Life." Signed: Martin Trevor, Delaval."
As he finished reading he clo3od the book and
strode away, and everyone began talking at
will

"

chances

UUeswater,

" Hush, lad " rebuked his lordship, with a
" As far as I know, Sir Martin
slight frown.
Trevor hath always kept his engagements. 1
know naught against his honour."
" He hath a trick of winning."
Lord Delaval laughed.
" Well, well, if he wins this time, Pigeon
Williams is a better man than I think he is."
At that moment there was a stir among the
company, and a member, carrying an open book,
walked to the centre of the room and raised his
hand.
Immediately aH eyes were turned upon him,
and something like silence prevailed.
Without ^preliminary he at once began to road
from tho book in his hand.

Silas

LADY ROWEJTA,

THE professional
conceal

L.J

safer," said

drily.

has boon disinherited

a ne'er-do-well by

More regular and

The Match.
New Corinthian Club was always a little
TH1Canimated
nights.
on Monday
Quite
recently the New Corinthian had become
the fashionable centre in London of wealthy men
interested in sport.
Membership was sought
after by every young blood of the day.
To-night the great clubroom was even more
than usually crowded, and more than usually

animated.
At a table a group of men, Sir Martin Trevor
among them, were throwing dice, but for tho
most part tho members were standing about in
groups, talking.
From timo to time the door opened to admit
new comers. It was just bofore eleven that a
young man entered alone. It was young Dick
I J lies water, a new
member, who had contrived
to get elected during his business visit to

London.

:

once.
Sir Martin strolled up to Lord Delaval.
"
lord, what say you to a side stake fcr a
small amount ? " he said Carelossly.
" 1 will wager a further two hundred," replied

My

Delaval promptly.
" 'Tis done," said Trevor, with a bow, and then
he glanced at young Ulleswator. " You, Master
UUeswater, hath no fancy for risking thy suBstauco in a wager," he said, and there was a
gleam of mockery in his dark eyes.
Tho cheeks of the young man flamed.
v
1 know not tho men, bnt my friond's opinion
is good enough for another two hundred," he
said promptly.
Trevor bowed, still with that mocking smile
'

upon his Hps.
" If all is true that is
" 'Tis a bet," he said.
said concerning my Lord Dolaval's great unknown, we shall see some sport at Mildenhall
aero before you lose your money."
He turned away, and was at once surrounded
by

his friends.
It was some minutes before Geoffrey

Ralston
could got a word with him alone.
" What's tho gamo, Trevor ! " said Ralston
" Methinks Williams carries quite
at length.
enough of our monoy without risking further

hundreds

in this fashion."

,

The baronet laughed.
"

When you have

and more,
what matters a few more hundreds ? " he said
lightly.

staked your

"If the Pigeon

no more on

loses, Geoffrey,

this stage, neither

make

affair will

all

you nor

wo strut
1.

This

or break me."

" There's still time to hedge," said
"
" Shall I
nervously.
" Not a guinea " interposed the
sharply.
" You still think our man will win !
" Not a doubt of it "
" I wish 1 was as suro."
"You may bo. My dear Geoffrey,
!

Ralston
baronet
"

!

He
who

looked about him a

little

timidly as one

strangers, and then perceiving some.
ono he knew, his face lit up, and ho strode
confidently across tho toom.
Ho stopped before a thick-sot man of some
forty years of ago, with a gonial, good-humoured
is

amid

,

face.

" •

'

My

Lord Delaval was a true sportsman, and
one of the best-liked rnen in England.
" Why, UllesWatei* ** 'he exclaimed heartily.
" 'Tis good to see you here.
I did not know
"'<•"•?
you were in town.'
" I heard the match was to t>6 made tc^-njght,
"
asked UUeswater, oagerly.
Is that so ?
The othor smiled and nodded.
" Yes, in all formality.
Twos made, in truth,
a while ago, but 1 thought 'twould bo more
egular to have it put on record by the club."
!

'

know mo

over

certainty

"

to risk

my

all

did joti

on anything but a

?

Ralston

gave the speaker a quick, furtive

look.

ho said doubtfully
T "
evens already. A week ago 'twas four to
one on tho Pigeon.
" Twill take another turn before the fight,"
"

"

But the botting

;

'tis

said the baronet, still smiling.
"Jipw know you- that I " demanded Ralston
impatiently.
Sir Martin Trevor suddenly became serious,
and drew the other to him.
"
will talk moro of this anon," he said
" 1 shall nood thy help.
But
in a low voice.

Wo

(Continued on page

8.)
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Picture Show, April 9th, 1921.

A SCREEN ROMANCE
Enacted by Douglas Fairbanks
::
and Marjon: Daw
::

T

"*HE old yet ever new story of the meeting of a
man and a maid, the little difficulties they
encounter, and the happy endin? to their
romance, is told in a screen story in which Douglas
Fairbanks and Marjorie Daw— two favourites with
all pieturegoers— take the parts of the man and the

1

maid.

Over the garden wall hr was caugtu.

got

all's well

that ends well.
to

MARJORIE

Douglas Fairbanks being married

DAW— on the screen.

Picture Show, April

8

F
E

THE CALL

°„

—

risks."

With that

turned away and joined a group
soon engaged
whom

lie

of young men, with
Tie was
in lively conversation.
In another part of the room

and young Ulleswator were

still

gether.
" You are staying a while in
his lordship.

Lord Delaval
chatting to-

town

?

" said

Xay I must return to-morrow or the day
following," replied the young man regretfully.
" Make it yet one day later, and wo will travel
together," said Delaval.
" You ? " exclaimed Ulleswator.
" You are
"
leaving town ?
" For the day only.
1 have business in thy
part of the country."
Young Ulleswater smiled.
" 'Twill delight me to go with thee," he said.
" But I confess it surprises mo your lordship
should have business in our parts. 'Tis a quiet
'

;

spot.''
"

as Alfred came up.
" 'Tis a
" Good evening, sir," she said.
pleasant evening for a walk. My sister, Hulda.

Hulda,

this

is

—

Master Alfred Tiiiscott, who works

him I told you of."
Hulda made a quaint bobbing

at the mill

curtsey,

and

a nervous giggle.
Alfred bowed, and cleared his throat,
then, not being able to think of anything

suit-

stifled

Ay

on quiet business I travel,"
And yet not so quiet as I
From the betting, I fancy
my little secret has got about, though I have
breathed it to none. Travel with me on Thursday, and I'll introduce thee to the man who is
going to beat Pigeon Williams, and win theo
two hundred guineas."

and

!

'tis

replied Delaval.

thought to keep

"

it.

The Meeting

in the Lane.
Alfred had finished his day's work
at the mill, it was his custom in the cool
of the evening to take a brisk walk
along the country lanes adjoining the village.
Truth to say, although he worked so cheerily
he found his settled occupation a little irksome.
It was not that Mother Jones's shrewish tongue
troubled him at all. He answered her constant
upbiaidings with a jest and a laugh, and once,
when she was more than usually furious, and
threatened him with a whip, he lifted her off
her teet and kissed her, much to her husband's
unconcealed delight. But it was the monotony
of the regular daily round which irked his
restless soul, and often when evening came, and
he found himself for a brief s]>ace a free man
again, the temptation assailed him to keep his
bock turned upon Friar's Ford, and to go on
walking, in search of whatever adventure might
await him over the crest of the next hill.
It was the call of the road in his blood. That
was his mood previous to his encounter with
Sir Martin Trevor in the woods. Since that little affair his feelings had been
somewhat different. He still liked to spend the
evening wandering about the country lanes,
but he no longer experienced any desire to turn
his back for good and all on Friar's Ford.
The place had acquired a new attraction for
him, though he did not confess, even to himself,
what it was.
He only knew that the trees, the little cottages, and the old mill itself somehow had a

WHEX

more

fifty

in the road,

thy mind rest easy. I honestly believe the
Pigeon is the better man, but I am running no
let

yards away was a bridge-like rise
with a low. brick wall on either side,
and against the wall were two girls. Their faces
turned in his direction^ and they had evidently
been listening to his attempt at singing.
A great shyness assailed him, and his first
impulse was to turn round and make an ignominious retreat.
But the impulse passed as
swiftly as it came, for it was not in Alfred
Truscott's blood to run away from anything.
After a moment's hesitation he braced himself for the ordeal, and advanced.
His manner
was awkward, and there was a shame-faced
.smile on his good-humoured face.
As he drew
near he recognised in one of the girls the pretty
Alice Grey, whom he had rescued from the
insults of Sir Martin Trevor, and his heart beat
faster than ever.
She was seated on the low wall while the other
girl stood by her side, and she smiled a greeting
Scarce

ROAD."

a rather nice head, and wonThen
dered what was going on insido it.
suddenly it turned, their eyes met, and then
they both looked, away again.
Alfred cleared his throat again, and this time

She thought

with

" Here's a sky for those who love mt,
And a smilo for those who hato
But whatever sky's above me,
Here's a heart for any fate."
;

He shouted out the words with a lustiness
com of perfect health, and a gay and lightsome
heart.

And then he turned a bend in the road, and
suddenly the words died upon his lips, and he
became hot all over.

it

resolution.
beautiful evening,"

he said desperately.
" Yes, a very nice evening," agreed Rowena.
There was a long pause, and then Alfred
a

spoke once more.
" Yes, it is," he said.
Then he began to tap the wall again, while
.

in front of her, tried to think
continue this very agreeable con-

Rowena, staring
of how to
versation.

Before she could
bright Alfred

brave

came

think of anything really
to her rescue with another

effort.

" "Tis not too hot and not too cold," he
observed.
" Just comfortable," agreed Rowena.
" Yes, just nice," said Alfred, and then,
turning his head, their eyes met again, and
they both laughed.
And in this not very brilliant fashion began
again the old, old story of the lovo of a man

A Wager

of

Ten Guineas.

"
art a daring gamester, my lord
THOUYoung*
my Lord
Ulleswater and
!

Delaval were riding side
a Kentish lane.
Delaval laughed.
"In my time, Dick, I have

wager with more

risk in't.

my money

and

safe,

by side along

made many a

In this affair

I

count

thine too."

Williams is a good man."
" Ay, and clever, but I doubt if he can stand
punishment, while my man is game to the bone,
and will fight so long as he can stand or see."
" That's true, and when I see them in the
ring I'll put every guinea I can scrapo together
on Hammer John," returned Ulleswater. " But
"

how know you

he'll fight

?

" He'll fight tor me."
" Anyone but your lordship would have made
sure of that before making the match," said
I'lleswater, with a laugh.
Lord Delaval shrugged his shoulders.
" A sportsman does not bet on a certainty,"
" I take my chance, though
ho said lightly.
1
confess if Hammer John fails me 'twill be
vastly provoking. But, look you, I'll bot thee
a guinea that he docs what I ask of him."
I'lleswater shook his head, laughing.
" Xay, nay, I should bo too eager to lose my
money. There is no sport in such a bet. But
.

is a wager I will make with thee. Hammer
John knows thy need of him, and he will exact
stiff terms.
The match is now no secret. Ho
will make thee pay.
I'll wager ten guineas yoa
not
do
get him into the ring save on a promise
to make him comfortable for hfe."
" Done " replied Lord Delaval promptly,
a smile playing about his mouth. " I'll wager
thee ten guineas that Hammer John agrees to
fight for me on my own terms."
" Very well," said Ulleswater, laughing. " If
he demand less than five hundred pounds, 1

here

!

hold myself the loser."
It was but little after mid-day when the two
horsemen rode with clatter into the yard by the
side of Punch Murphy's tavern, the Two Fishes.
From the door of the smithy on the other side
of tho yard a man appeared.
" Is Hammer John within"? " asked Delaval.
' Y"es, sir," replied
the man, and, turning his
" John,
head, shouted over his shoulder,
"
thou'rt wanted
!

Then,

advancing, he took charge of the
horses while the two visitors dismounted.
At the same moment Hammer John appeared.
His frank, honest face broke into a smile of
pleasure as he recognised Lord Delaval.
" Why, John, 'tis good to see thee look so
hearty," said his lordship, holding out his hand.
" I was never better, my lord, thanks be,"
" And your lordship ? "
said the blacksmith.
Yes, yes, well enough.
I've come to ask
thee~a favour, John."
" 'Tis

granted,

my

lord," replied

Hammer

John promptly.
Lord Delaval laughed.
" Wait till you know what 'tis. Come, we
will break a bottle on this."
As he "spoke, he turned and led tho way into
the inn.

Punch Murphy received them with much
warmth and deference. It always warmed his
heart to entertain tho quality.
It was not
merely for what they spent in his house ; the
sight of them reminded him of the days of his
glory when he was a big man in tho ring, and
tho young bloods competed for his notice.
He hastened to procure the wine which
Delaval ordered, and then, as they sat down to
talk, he busied himself discreetly at the bar.
When scraps of the conversation reached his
ears, however, he could not resist tho temptation to draw nearer, and, as he was not repulsed,
he was soon standing close by listening eagerly
to every word that was uttered.
" That is the way of it, John," said Delaval,
as he leaned over the table and looked the blacksmith squarely in tho eyes. " I have made a
match with Sir Martin Trevor."

Hammer John

smiled.

" Some word of it has reached us, my lord,"
he said.
" So
Then maybe you know tho favour I
would ask ? "
" I could make a guess."
" In plain words; John, five weeks from
Monday next I want thee, to meet Pigeon Wil!

liams in Mildenhall acre in a fight to a
"

and a maid.

friendly look..

He began to sing, and although his voice was
nothing to boast about, it made up in heartiness
what it lacked in melody.
It was a robust voice, and it carried far.

much
'Tis

He hod

secured a lodging in the cottage of the
ancient Mullins, and Mrs. Mullins, tho old
gentleman's fourth wife, took a motherly
interest in Alfred, and did her best to make him
comfortable.
'Twould be no bad place to settle down in
if one wanted to settle," he said to himself, as he
set off for his evening stroll on the third day
after his adventure in the wood.
It was a beautiful evoning, and as Alfred
strode along, with his coat flung overt his
shoulder and his hat on the back of his' head,
he felt it was good to bo alive.

and

able to say, leaned against the wall and stared
over it moodily at the meadow beyond.
Smiling, Hulda moved away, apparently
attracted by some wild flowers in the hedge.
Alfred did not look round. He was thoughtfully tapping the top of the wall with his
ringers, as though playing a tune, and gazing
straight in front of him.
Rowena gave a cautious glance sideways, but
she could see nothing but the back of the young
man's head. His face was still averted.

1921.

9<//,

finish.

Art willing ?
The dark eyes of the young blacksmith
glistened, and a slight flush came to his cheeks.
" For no other man in England would I
break my vow, my lord, not to enter the ring
again, but for thee I am willing and ready,"
he said simply.
Lord Delaval's face glowed with satisfaction.
" 'Tis no more than I expected of thee, John,"
he said heartily. " But hark ye, on what terms
Do not be afraid to open thy
will you fight ?
There_ are big sums staked on the
mouth.
'twill
result, and if you win: as win you will

—

—

mean much

to

me and my

friends."

Hammer John drew himself up, and his
simple, honest face wore a very earnest expression.
" I'll fight for thee, my lord, and I'll do
and thou shalt pay
best," he said quietly,
my fore to Mildenhall and back, but beyond
that I'll take naught. Proud am 1 to make some
small return for all your lordship's kindness."
Lord Delaval made no reply, but a whimsical
smile played about his lips as he turned to young
Ulleswater, who was seated by his side.
" Well, Ulleswater," he said, " what say you

my

*
to that T "
" I say, my lord, that I owe you ten guinea*,
ond right glad am 1 to pay it," replied Ulleswater, with a frank laugh.

{To be continued.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF MONTE BLUE.

(Special lo Ihr
" Pioturt show.")

MONTE BLUE
Tke

Star \ft^ko Shovelled His

"HE war made
familiar

us

w

t li

'the

"word " dug

out.''

i

was

used in
One
two ways.
meant a covering
fro
cold a rt d
the
shrapnel;
Pleased to see you.
other an estimable, elderly gentleman who had bored
or
interested- his friends in his club with talcs
of wild charges against the Dervish hordes or
cunning strategy against the slim Boer in the
South African war.
It

Way

to tke Screen.

in hospitals.
He broke his collar-bone twice,
both arms, both legs, three ribs, his ankle,
secured a basal fracture of the skull, was badly
burned three times, was stabbed once with a
bayonet which just missed his eye, was buried

.

is
is

The

dig-in " I

am

to

But now Monte says he has done with

Blue.

at nights.

Monte

dug himself into the movies,
job was to handle a man-sized Shovel

literally

for his first

In Character Parts.

to dig graves in an old Griffith production of
" Enoch Arden."
Previous to this Monte had
l>een

stunts.

he doesn't intend to return to them if he
can help it. It isn't that lie minds the pain,
he laughingly told a friend, but he does
dislike the smell of ether, and the sound of ribs
rattling around inside him keeps him awako

Monte

is

lay

And

to me (in the
as old as the ever-

up

Monte

What do you mean ?
dered over him.
He was lucky this time, however, and secured
Of
nothing but a small cut on the head.
course, he was nearly suffocated.

new

leading

while

other horses and
chariots thun-

lasting hills in history.
11

fell

at

under this heap
animals the

—

But the " Dig-in " man
rinema world), though he

and

of

m

—

tripped

the column
—
lop
was going
speed — and

has specialised
MONTE
characterisation.
In

make-up and
Macbeth " ho
Herbert Beerbohm Tree,

engaged daily in that pastime or pleasure

that actors call " resting."

in
"

doubled for Sir
for De Wolf Hopper in " Don Quixote." His
with the Indians on the Reservation lends
a touch of realism to his Indian characters, in
which he has earned much merited praise.
Among the best known are Indian Joe in Mary

and

His First Part.
had rested daily against

life

HE

the outer walls
of the studio, wondering .how he could
get past the portal guarded by the doorkeeper.
Monte's digging so tickled the director
that he was promoted.

Oh,

no

!

Don't

—

me

mistake

!

He

made a star he was not even given a
as
One of the Crowd."
The director merely saw in Monte

"

Anyway.

"

I

MONTE BLUE

MONTE BLUE,
Lasky Studios,
Vine Street,
Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

c o

to his

After his introduction through spade and
windmill operator, Monte trod the usual rungs of
the ladder that leads to stardom.
He remained three years with D. W. Griffith, acquiring
valuable knowledge in every branch of the
motion-picture business.

and

Doubtful.

in

khaki

he

has

As a villain he is also at home, for in " Wild
and Woolly," and " The Man from Painted
Post," Monte was the bold bad man.

His
you want to write him,
address your letter :
If

keeper."

His smile.

"

tures.

something about telescopes).
I ought to have said earlier that Monte came
to the studio straight from the ranges, where
good men and bad men guard cattle of about
the same calibre. That life gave Monte 4he
grit to beat even such a Napoleon as the " door-

time he spent one year and seven months

Doughboy

done some very good work.

with Mary Pickford
" Johanna Enlists," " 100 Per Cent
in
American," and in her propaganda pic-

have

years of his film career he was
as a stunt man, and during this

"

a

also

He appeared

past that blessed door-keeper."
From
moving the movies as man-power in the windmill, he was given a small part.
Monte, in
tilling the story, says it was so small that you
couldn't have seen it through the most powerful
telescope (and as Monte ran away as a boy to
join the Navy, we must believe that he knew

Nearly Half Time in Hospital.

Doughboys."

AS

a hefty,

^ot

four
FORknown

The
Tho

Goddess of Lost Lake."

strong fellow over six feet in height and built
in proportion, and he at once decided to use
him as the '" power " for a windmill.
:

"
"

wasn't
position

'"

Monte didn't mind.
His great thought was

" M'Liss," Happy Jack in
the Indian lad in

Pickford's

Squaw Man," and

neck

in

quicksand, half-drowned twice,

ground from various heights of
3-5, 85 and 150 feet.
He was also ridden over
by three hundred horses.
fell

to the

A Hairbreadth
SEVERAL of

Escape.

hairbreadth
escapes
these
occurred in D. W. Griffith's " Intolerance."
In the one scene he was in a chariot

leading a column of three hundred horses.
The
chariot lost a wheel, tripping up a horse behind,
which fell over on top of him. Six other horses

Just himself.

Many

HE Back

Parts.
in " Till I Come
"The Only Road."

plaved important parts
to

You,"

" Riders of the Night," and "We Can't
Then he played the part
of Pettigrew in ™ Private Pettigrew's Girl."
after which Jesse L. Lasky called Monte into
his office and gave him a year's contract.

Have Everything."

That was
his contract

in

January, 1919.

was renewed

On August

1st

for five years.

Since signing the Lasky contract, Monty has
appeared as leading man in " Rustling a Bride."
with Lila Lee, in "The 13th Commandment."

"
opposite Ethel Clayton, and in " Everywomai.

with Violet Heming.

He

has also appeared in support of Bryant.

Washburn in " Too Much Johnson," and Robert
Warwick in " Told In the Hills." You can see
him now as " Love " in " Everywoman."

Inquiry.

Suspicious.

"
10

Picturt &

HI

!

MISTER, STOP

!

CHARLIE AND
iv

WILLIAM

TAYLOR

Tbe passengers,
unconscious that bis passengers have had a spill.
and WALTER HIERS, and it appears tbat tbe folk at tbe Realart
Studio believe in tbe saying that " All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." They are very sensible, for
it would be a weary world if we had to work every minute of tbe day, and never had time for a joke or a " rag.''
D.

by tbe way, are

goes

blissfully

on,

MARY MILES MINTER

TI

A

They could not quite understand how it was tbat the:l
saying, and so came a little nearer, only to find thatl
reading that be was just chuckling to himself' and fori
near his mil

SIR GILBERT PARKER, compliments ELSIE FERGUSO
excellence of an English drawing-room set (in "Sacred ai

At

first

glance

it is

difficult to

recognise this photograph

PHYLLIS HAVER, who has appeared
Mack Sennett comedies since the old Keystone
Comedy days, when she made a sensational success
with ber swimming and diving stunts.
as that of pretty
in

WILL ROGERS. This is the sixth of our series of
Photographs of themselves. Will
Stars' Favourite
is well known for his prowess at rope throwing and
between scenes at the studio be can often be seen
practising with the lariat.

gg

NORMA TALMADGE

A charming study of DAGMAR GODOWSK1,
is now appearing in pictures.
Her first part

who
with

and COURTEN AY FOOTE in a scene
Flower," adapted from tbe play o! the same name.

HARRISON FORD

from

" The Passion

was a small one

in

"

If I

Were King,"

William Farnum.

featuring

H
T-

tl
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MEGAPHONE

m

bear

Ins

what

CHARLES RAY

was

so interested in the script be was
tbe megaphone whicb be beld

About

BASIL SIDNEY

ON THE FILMS

BASIL SIDNEY can be seen on tbe right of tbe photograph in a scene from " Wile Insurance." He is best known for bis
work in " Romance," wbicb be played with bis wife, Doris Heane, at tbe Lyric Theatre, London, and also in tbe film
version under D. W. .Griffith's direction.

IREY
in

fco
}

looks very happy with bit two pals.
whicb Harry Carey played, that have
are " Riders of Vengeance,"
" Outcasts of Poker Flat"
released,

When GEN. ROBERT GEORGES NIVELLE, former Commander-in-Chief of tbe French armies during tbe late
HELENE CBADWICK, Goldwyn film actress, be paid* ber a charming compliment, calling her " Tbe

war, met

prettiest girl I

have seen in America."

—
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Young Mrs. Wtntkrof)
Fine Complete Story. Skowing

Married Couf>le

How

Easy

tt la

for a

From the store they went to
a smart restaurant where Rod
Hunter ordered an expensive

This state of affairs - lasted a long tirn? much
longer than their friends prophesied
but at the end
of four years a change came over the household.
It was not that Douglas and Constance were less
f mil of each other.
They just got caught in those two currents that
control tlw lives of well-to-do people when the
husband makes hi* money in the city.
There was the current that swept Douglas from
his house to his office and office to club, and the
current that swept Constance into that social whirlpool where one day is almost the same as another
c ifling on friends, shopping, theatres, and supper

Winthrop

—

parties.

Constance's current was perhaps the faster of the
two, as the whirlpool often whirled till the small
hours of the morning.
Consequently Constance felt very tired when it
was time for Douglas to rise to go to the office.
Breakfast in bed. tried for just once, was so
refreshing that at last Constance never had that

meal downstairs.
Douglas's mother,

a charming old lady, often
as she sat opposite her son while he ate
mechanically as he read the morning papers.
She had hoped when baby Rose came that things
would mend, but though Douglas and Constance were
passionately fond of baby, she made no difference in
sighed

their lives.

so they continued to drift farther and farther

apart.
as Douglas rushed upstairs to pay
daily flying visit to Rose, he heard his wife
'lephoning to Mrs. Dick Chetwyn, a famous divorce;:
whose social reputation was not too high.
He frowned as he went into the room.
" I wish you would drop Mrs. Dick Chetwyn," he

One morning

his
t

said.

"
live

Why shoidd I

?

" retorted Constance.

" I should

life of a hermit were it not for her and a lew
You're always busy
friends.
I never sec you.

the

more

;.t your office or your club."
" Well, it is certain that we should never be able
to arrange anything in the morning," said Douglas
" You're never down to breakfast,"
bitterly.
" I'm there as often as you are to lunch." said his
" 1 should have liked to have gone with you to
wife.
the jazz party at Nick's, but you never asked me."
" I hate jazz," remarked Douglas.
" And I utterly loathe your club socials," snapped

" However, you need not worry about
Constance.
in
I'm going to the jazz with Mrs. Chetwyn and
1

.

l!od."

Douglas wheeled round angrily.
"You don't moan to say you're going with that
"

loafing sport Rodney Hunt ?
"
He's taking his sister, Mrs. Chetwyn,
not ?
I think it is jolly good of them to ask me."
Douglas made no reply as he strode moodily up and

Why

and

down

the room. Presently Constance came in dressed
with the exception of h-r hat.
" Bring my hat, Marie," she called out to her
maid.
As the girl cam" in with the hat, Constance put up
her hands in mock horror.
"Not that one, Marie! I shall never wear that
again.
You may have it."
" Really,
Constance," protested her husband,
" this is wicked extravagance.
You have not had

that hat a week."
" I know." replied his wife coolly.
it

away because our new neighbour,

" I'm giving
Mrs. Delaney,

had one made just

like it."
a rush for the nursery.

Douglas made
He knew if
he stayed the argument would end up in a row, of
which there hail been too many lately.

The

CONSTANCE

Woman

Next Door.

Douglas had left,
although she, too, was going to town. She
drove straight, to Mrs. Chetwyn's.
Kvc Chetwyn, one of those dashing kind of women
whom one associates with divorce, was wailing with
her brother, a typical loafer of the kind that Is known
as a man about town.
Constance Winthrop, with her
pu tty girlish beauty, as yet unspoilt by late hours,
waited

till

looked strangely out of place in the company of these
two.
" Have a cocktail, Connie," said Rod Hunt, pouring
her one out and re-tilling his glass and that of his
sister.

Although

it

was not yet noon they had each had

three.

Constance made a little gesture, and gave a little
shiver as she sipped hers.
She really did not like drink at ah. and she loathed
cocktails, but she always did what live Chetwyn did.
They drove to one of the fashionable stores and
selected their costumes for the jazz.
Eve Chetwyn selected a Cleopatra costume and
Constance chose ono to represent a firefly,
,

1921.
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You

would luuc Ijccn hard to have found a happier
couple than the Winthrops when they
down in New York alter their honeymoon.
They were always together, and they were never
'
bored with each other.
s 'ttled

And

9//<,

to Drift Atoart.

IE youna

—

Apil

meal.

.

He

tried
to
tempt Mrs.
to take champagne,
but the effects of [the cocktail
were still worrying Constance,,
and at the risk of being thought
" slow " she declined.
As they cam? out of the
restaurant live noticed a tall,

handsome

well-made,

rather

woman

about thirty-eight

of

looking hard at Constance.

"Who.

is

that,

foimie

?

"

she asked.
" It's the woman next door
to us, a Mrs. Delaney.
I don't

know

don't like
her, and
I
her," replied Mrs. Winthrop:
" Does Douglas know her ?
Cirtcraft.)
Rod mischievously, with a glance
" I'm sure 1 don't know.
Neither do I
ETHEL CLAYTON as Young Mrs. Winthrop.
care." said Constance crossly.
" Well, if I'd a husband that I cared
" I should love it, Doug," said Constancy with a
for, I should keep him away from her." said Eve.
srrtile.
" If ever there was a vamp, that
I
is one.
Truth to tell, she was getting a bit tired of the
wouldn't trust her round the comer."
smart set she was mixing with, and was quite ready
Kvc was inclined to be vulgar when she had taken
to go 'back to the old days, but she had been too
wine.
proud to make the first overture.
Rod Hunter and his sister were only teasing ConThey finished their shopping together, and Constance, but it was a foolish thing to do, for they knew
stance went home with a lighter heart than she had
that the Winthorps were not too happy at the time.
known for some time.
But Constance was not a bit worried by the chalf.
As soon as she got indoors Constance rang up Mrs.
Though she disliked Mrs. Delaney instinctively, she
Chetwyn.
" I sha'n't go to the jazz. Eve," she said.
" Douglas
was not a bit jealous of her. and she now recollected
that. Douglas had told her that morning that he did
and I have arranged a quie,t evening at
"
not even know her.
Sorry, dear.
Rod will be disappointed. But if
In the meantime there was a gloomy luncheon at
you change your mind ring me up, and we will call
the Winthrop "s house.
round for you," was the reply.
Buxton Scott, a middle-aged man and a friend ol
One of Mrs. Delaney's hobbies was listening to
the Winthrop family in the old days, and now a
other people's conversation over the 'phone. This
successful attorney, had dropped into Douglas's office,
wa3 easy, as all 'phones iu the street were connected,
and Douglas had iuvlted him home to lunch, thinking
and she was engaged in that despicable game when
that if he went home instead of dining in the city, it
Constance telephoned. When the conversation was
would be an excellent chance to make it up with
finished Mrs. Delaney put down her receiver with
his wife.
a thoughtful air.
" I rather think, my dear, superior Mrs. Winthrop,
But the bad luck that seemed to dog the young
couple, even when they tried to get back to their old
that you will go to the jazz dance on Friday, and I
ways, had made Constance choce that day to lunch
would be willing to bet a trifle that your husband
with Rod Hunter and Eve.
has dinner with me. If I ran separate you two 1
Douglas was very annoyed at his wife's absence.
will get a husband whose social position will help
•'
I'm sorry, Scott, but I was sure Constance would
ni" to get into that inner circle, the harriers of which
have been here."
my money has been unable to break down."
" You forget, boy," said his mother gently, " that
you are so seldom here to lunch that Constance could
Call.
uot i>ossibly have known you were coming to-day."
night came, and Douglas, sitting in his
But there was worse luck to follow.
office, kept glancing at his watch.
The following Saturday was baby Rose's birthday,
Dinner was at seven-thirty, and he wanted to
and Constance decided that she would stay in town
be home by seven at the latest.
a little longer and buy her some presents.
" We'll finish the rest of these conveyances toAs she was walking along with Rod Hunter and
morrow." he said to his clerk. " I have a most
Eve in the direction of the toy store they uearly ran
important appointment to-night."
info her husband talking to Mrs. Delaney.
He rose from his desk, and wa9 going out when
Eve caught hold of Constance's arm.
the telephone bell rang.
"There, Connie. \our husband does know the
" It's for you, sir," said the clerk.
fascinating widow," she said.
" Mr*. Winthrop asked me to telephone you. sir, to
" He doesn't.
Or he didn't this morning," said
say
she has changed her mind and is going to the
Constance loyally. " I'm not a bit jealous, Eve.
dance. She Is getting ready now, and she says there
Whatever Douglas is, he Isn't that sort."
is no need for you to hurry home now."
And Constance was right. What had happened
" Ask her*to speak to me," said Douglas, but th>
was that Mrs. DelaneNv, who knew it was far easier to
maid, or whoever it was at the other cud of the wire,
get to know the husband than the wife, had stop|>ed
had cut the call off.
Douglas just as he was on his way to the office, and
Douglas was about to ring up again when he felt
asked him for an opinion about some bonds,
that it would be making himself cheap to do &».
Douglas was a little annoyed at being stopped in
Constance had deliberately broken her word. It
that manner, but he- was too polite to show it.
was no use trying to smooth things over any more.
" Won't you step into my office ? " he suggested.
" I'll finish those conveyances now. Richards," ha
Mrs. Delaney was about to accept the offer when
" You need not wait.'"
said to his clerk.
The opporshe saw Mrs. Winthrop approaching.
About ten minutes later the telephone bell rang
tunity was too good to be lost.
again.
" It won't take a second. Couldn't we just step in
" Mrs. Delaney sp»aking.
I wonder if you could
here ? " she said, pointing to the front of a shop.
call at my house as you come from the office, Mr. WinAnd there she detained Douglas until she had
throp.
It's about those bonds.
I'm a bit worrie I,
made certain that Mrs. Winthrop had seen them
and I may have to go out of town to-morrow."
talking together.
Douglas hesitated tor a second, then he said
•'
Fate must have been taking a great interest in the
Very well. Mrs. Delaney. I'll call In. I'm
Winthrops that day for almost the first person
coming straight along now."
.
Constance saw when she got to the toy store was her
" It s awfully good of you to call." said Mm.
.
husband. Constance had bought some toys and had
Delaney as her maid ushered Winthrop into a dain'iiy
just sent the girl at the counter to bring her a big
lurnished drawing-room, illuminated with soft light).
Teddy bear further up the shop, when Douglas
Mrs. Delaney had reached that age when a worn .ti
entered and stoppi-d right opposite the Teddy bear.
And she certainly
looks her best under soft lights.
" I'll take that," he said to the girl.
looked
her best that night.
" I'm sorry, sir, but this lady has just asked for it."
She was dressed in a sheath-like gown of aiecn
Douglas turned and saw Constance.
velvet which lifted her figure with a snake-like close" We're both on the saraa errand, I see.
You
ness.
Green, em -raid green, suited her bright brouto
must have the Teddy iiear."
hair, and she always wore that colour when s.'te
" No, it docs not matter In the least.
I'll get
wanted to get anything.
something else." said Constance.
" The papers are in the dining-room." she went on.
Douglas followed her down tile shop.
" Would you mind just stepping in, while I sort them
" Look here, Connie, old girl. Doesn't it strike you
out. and perhaps you would take a glass of wiu.* or
that we arc rather making a mess of things.
If you
something while we are talking."
will cut that jazz dance out on Friday, I'll corns
[Continued on page 18.)
home and we'll spend the evening togoNiCr."

womm

homV
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Milton Rosmer at his Best.
is saying much, is it not

THAT
no ^exaggeration,

my

as

agree, later when " The
I will let
lace " is released.
date later on.

Rosmer soon

Miltoflr

charms
"

SHEWinter.

Jessie

So great

JESSIE WINTER.

was hor

desire to
adopt the stage as a profession that, to further
Naturthis objoet, she ran away from school.
ally, there

was consternation and horror

when

will

a victim to the
the producer of

fell

Clift,

Flattering Ofifer.

DENNISON

CLIFT made

Part of Her

a very flattering
offer to Milton Rosmer to go to America,
but before the picture was over Mr. Clift
had arranged to do ft series of pictures for the
Idea), and he requested that Mr. Rosmer
should be secured for his star in that series.

made
JESSIE WINTER
"

Dennison

later,

Jessie Winter's

school-girl herself.

Life.
a great hit when
she played in
The Case of Lady Camber "
with the late H. B. Irving. As the nurse,
ehe made a charming study of a very difficult
role
and the zest this clever actress throws
into her stage work work which is certainly
a part of her life, because it is the very breath
of her existence
she has given to screenplaying.
The greatest Ideal production up to date
has certainly been " The Diamond Necklace,"
and in this film Jessie Winter gives an amazingly
fine performance.
At the trade show the unfolding of the story was watched with breathless
interest.
At the conclusion there was the one
unanimous verdict, " Very fine "
;

producer of " The DiaI had a tremendously
other
interesting talk with him the
morning. He told me heaps of things I didn't
know, or perhaps didn't realise, one of which
is

was the great art of " film cutting."
" The cutter," he told me, " must preserve
He must know
all the dramatic situations.
drama. If a girl came to me and discussed the

.

problev.i of a career, I'd advise her to learn
the tricks of film-cutting, to work with a
producer and learn the art. One of the most
famous film-cutters in America is a girl. She
used to be cutter to Griffith's ; 1 learnt from
her the art of cutting.

World.

AFTER
says

my

experience of this picture,"
Jessie Winter, " I am more than

ever keen on films. One day we were
working very hard at a strong emotional
scene, and I knew instinctively that it could
not have been done better on the stage. One
had that subtle, confident sort of feeling that
ft was good. But the screen is not so sympathetic
to the artist as an audience.
It is far more
exacting, and when the scene wa> shown on the
screen, the emotign we expected to find was
missing and, of course, it was taken all over
again until it satisfied the producer, Dennison
all

;

An Accident That Became a Success
"

/"\N

M

[AURICE ELVEY,

whose

photograph
appears
the producer of " The

MAURICE ELVEY.

on this page, and who is
Tavern Knight," believes

in the elimination
of sensation in films.
" I aim at pictorial beauty," he says, " for
there is no limit of time or space. 1 was the
pioneer of costume films, and every one had
a tremendous success.
England has a fine
chance in film production : no one in the world
can wear the clothes of his ancestors like an

"

!

-

Clift.

the famous
THIS
mond Necklace.

—

A New

Elimination of Sensation.

Englishman

—

!

'

it is

The Diamond Necklace."

A

in her

great
but
;
talent was revealed to the world, her parents
became as keen on her career as the little

family

.

Dennison

But

" After the first scene we did together,"'
Milton Rosmer told me recently, " I recognised
the touch of a man who could get the best out
of me, and he made the statement that I
was the most responsive artist he had ever
worked with, and that, whatever he asked,
lie knew I could give it to him, and a bit
over."

The Girl Who Rao
Away.
was Miss

of

?

readers

Diamond Neckyou know the

one occasion," Dennison

Clift

went on

to say, " there was an explosion scene,
two and a half feet of film. By an
accident the manipulator got the film upside-

\_y

down, and when

it

was shown

the marvels of the picture

it

;

it

was

was one

of

so vividly

Mary Anderson's Nephew.

H

plays Master Kenneth in 'Tavern
Knight," and plays it in a masterly
fashion. His name is Laurence Anderson.
"T went on the stage in 1910 with Lewis
Waller in
Bardelys the Magnificent,' " Lau" I
rence Anderson told me one day.
walked
on' at twenty-four shillings a week, and took a
combined room in Tottenham Court Road at
seven -and-sixpence a week, and on my second
night the gentleman in the next room was

[E
1

'

'

murdered

!

" Not Wisely But Too Well."
gentleman in point happened to be a
Moslem. He used to leave his door open
and pray on his mat.
An Irishman

THE

in the building used to
pull his leg,'
not wisely but too well.' One night, as the
Irishman was on his way to bed, the Moslem
suddenly appeared with a dagger. Result, the
end of the Irishman, and I said good-bye

living

'

'

'

to

my

rooms

!

realistic."

Scenes of great dramatic effect are accentuated
The thing in
at times by reversing them.
cutting is to preserve all the dramatic qualities
Of course.
of the scenario and production.

Dennison

Clift is

now hard

work on a new
Demos." I will

at

Clift.

Ideal masterpiece, entitled "

A

let

you know something about

it

shortly.

The

Tribulations of Young Artist.
WENT on in The Butterfly on the
confessed,
I' Wheel,' " Laurence Anderson
with his humorous smile. " As a matter
of fact, the divorce-court scene was so long
that my bit had to be cut out
so then I sat
as a reporter in the court and jotted down
notes.
After this adventure, 1 went with
Jimmy Welch and rehearsed a play called
'

'

;

Glorious Part.
course, I had a glorious part.,'' Jessie
Winter went on, " commencing with
supreme girlish happiness, and then the
gradual descent into poverty and martyrdom
under the influence of one great error and one

OF

Billy.'
On the first night I arrived at the
stage-door to find the bills blued over and
two weeks' salary awaiting fox- me in the
rack "
'

destroying human weakness."
The story of " The Diamond Necklace "
is so very simple, so very true to life
the young wife on small means, longing
to look her very best, the temptation to
borrow from a friend that glittering
bauble that would add to her beauty
*'
just for one night," and just for one
night's freedom from petty cares, the
clysium of a new life, the laughter, music,
warmth of the great gay world, and
then tragedy but tragedy revealing
love in its sublime self-sacrificing heights.

!

The Turn

;

of the Wheel.

luck began
THEN
splendid young

to

on this
and he has

smile

artist,

played with Cyril Maude at the
Adelphi, where he took leads in plays
produced by Maurice Elvey. It was at
the Adelphi that Laurence first met this
well-known producer.
He understudied

Owen Nares

—

and

in "

in " The House of
The Cinderella Man."

Peril

"

His Film Work.
Versatile

ND

and Charming.

ESSIE WINTER

has played in comedy,
drama, variety, farce, and pantomime.
She has also played with
Sir Herbert Tree, and has many memories
of poor " H. B."
as " Harry " Irving was
affectionately known.
What a boundless
passion he had for crime stories, and what a

J

humour

parts was in

!

"

? "
Elvey, at
first,
hardly
thought I was the type for Master
"
said
Mr.
Anderson,
Kenneth,"
as it
ired a bigger man.
I decided that it
P a dld be a good idea to use cotton-wool to
e
y cheeks out and give me a full-faced
£fe
ct.
I nearly swallowed the wool one day,
but otherwise it was quite successful."

of

and

Emily

in "

David

1

Tavern Knight

'

.

m

Copper-

befdre these words are
in print, she will once again be playing lead
in a new production on the legitimate stage.
field,"

'

" Maurice

One of Miss Winter's favourite
The Law Divine."
She has

also played Little

"?

'

—

gift of

pictures
" You were delightful in
Inno" And what

cent,' " I declared.

expect,

JESSIE

WINTER

and

MILTON ROSMER

Diamond Necklace."

in

The

Edith Nepean.

—

.
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ENA GROSSMITH

6

She moved through a curtained doorway into
another softly lighted room, at the far end ot which
glittered the glass ami silver of a well-laid table.
Afterwards Winthrop never knew quite how it
happened, but when they had finished business he
found himself sitting opposite Mrs. Delaney eating a
Umnor that might have been cooked by the chel at

ONEwhen

of these days,

purely for
satisfaction.

we

He

fault to-night."

Mrs. Winthrop had to admit it.
She had sneaked out of the room twice and rung
son's office only to be told there was no reply.
Constance strolled out on to the balcony and
As she gazed idly round her
leaned over the railings.

up her

suddenly

—

Chetwyn.

" I am going to the jazz after all. Eve. Can you
call round for me ?
I'll be ready in twenty minutes."

The Return.

WHEN

Will you. sir

The girl flew upstairs again,
the doctor.
Luckily he was

in

?

gel

I'll

and Douglas rang up

and he promised to come round

straight away.

"Baby
Douglas

ill

and mother jazz dancing." thought

bitterly, as

he paced the hall waiting for the

doctor.

was waiting for him."
thought Constance as she tlung herself madly into the
gaiety at Nick Jones's ball.
I

" I think

I may say that this has been my night,"
Mrs. Delaney, giving a sigh of relicl as her
maid unlaced her lrom the emerald-green sheath

murmured

gown.

When

the doctor cam^

down from

Rose his face was very grave.
" Is she is she very bad doctor

—

?

seeing

baby

" asked Douglas

hoarsely.

be frank with you, Winthrop.
She is very
ill
seriously ill.
A case of membranous croup. I
think the mother ought to he sent for."
Douglas went to the telephone and rang up Nick
Jones.
Another man answered the 'phone.
" Would you tell Mrs. Winthrop to com- horn * at
once? Something very serious has happened, or
better still, get her to come to the 'phone."
The man was absent sour time.
" Very sorry, old man " he said when he returned.
" Mrs. Winthrop is not here.
She has gone with a
party for a spin in Kick's new racing car. I'll tell her
the moment she returns."

—

will

.

-

Crushed in spirit and bitter of heart, Douglas went
back to the hall, where every few minutes (he nurse
or his mother came to tell him the latest news.
And each message was worse than the one before.
As Douglas paced to and fro there was a wild
hooting of a »iotor-car horn and Constance. Eve
Chetwyn. Rod Hunter and Nick Jones danced in the
room.

Some

event,

which
suredly,

ENA GROSSMITH.
riioto:

Foulsham

A-

Banfield.

aswill

no one

them, but

read

least thev will

at

amuse

me. And to be amused when ono is old is no
slight matter.
In
decrepitude 1 shall, 1 feel
sure, mentally review the many excursions into

my

—

—

stage and film land, which I have made on
behalf of the Pictctie Show, and in that day I
shall, I feel confident, be tempted to jot down,
for my own senile pleasure, my impressions as
a whole of that fascinating country and the
people I met there.

ONENot thewith
of

articles will deal with interviewing.
the rule3 of interviewing.
are no rules, or if there are, 1 have

There
never learnt them. But with - the attitude
adopted by those whose position in life makes

them the victims (usually quite willing ones)
of the Press when confronted with that Press.
For there are more types of interviewees than
the average reader dreams of. There is, for
instanco, the loquacious type a joy to meet if
ono has a page to fill, but* not such a joy (since
to waste " copy " is a heartrending thing) if but
half a column is at ono's disposal.
There is the
reticent type, from whom information must be
gathered as by a vacuum cleaner, and its halfbrother, the tactful, whose meticulous regard
for professional properties is at once the ad :
miration of its fellow artistes and the despair of
anyone with a pencil. There are the businesslike
•type, with a critical eye on proof sheets and the
accuracy of one's statements ; the spectacular
type, dramatic off the stage as well as on it the
;

Have-A-Cigaretto-And-Make-Yourself-At-Hor.io

"Dining with her while

"I

all

;

Douglas returned hom^ about nine
o'clock he was mat by the nursemaid rushing downstairs at breakneck speed.
" Baby has been taken suddenly ill.
Seriously.
Your mother is with her. I was just going to
telephone for the doctor.
back."

In

Concerning Interviewees.

stiffened.

Through the dining-room windows of the house
next door, which Mrs. Delaney had purposely left
uncovered by blinds or curtains, Constance saw her
husband lifting his glass in a tqast to the woman she
disliked
the woman he had said he did not know.
Constance ran indoors, her eyes .blazing with
indignation.
Rushing to the telephone she rang up
live

my own

probability no one
u ill buy them, in

Mrs.

Delaney."
In his own horn--, Constance, dressed for dinner,
was pacing UP and down the dining-room.
Seven o'clock, seven-thirty had passed, and still
there was no sign of her husband. Dinner was kept
back till eight and still Douglas did not appear.
"You see how it is, mother," said Constance
" Douglas could not keep his word for one.
bitterly.
night, even when he had suggested the bargain.
This is the last tim? I will give hint the opportunity
to humiliate me.
Vou must confess that it is his

—

—

"After all," he said to himself, "why shouldn't I
have dinner with a client ?
It is Constance's fault
are not dining together at horns."
raised his glass to his hostess.
your speculation,
"Here's success to

grow

"I

old and idle
at
least older and more
idle than I am at present
I am going to
write a lot of articles

Delraonieo's.

figure

Instinct

and she had
of the ride.

had

told Constance to return

made Nick Jones turn buck in

home

the middle

She had made up her mind to ask Douglas the
reason for his absence and why he had dined with
Mrs. Delaney.
But when she saw his face stern set and his eyes
accusing her, she felt a revulsion of feeling at what
bhe thought was his hypocrisy.
" Why did I come back ? she said turning to the
" 1 have not danced half enough. Let's
others.
"
dance here
" Constance " said Douglas sternly, " I must ask
you to make less noise. Rose is ill, very ill. While
vou have been dancing she has been fight iug for her

typo, most delightful of all to meet and interview, and so on ad infinitum.
It will be an
interesting article (to me), and I shall enjoy
writing it. I cannot wait till thon, however,
to mention one type which I have not mentioned, and which I must mention now, since to
it belongs the subject of this interview.

A

Hustler.

type
THIS
and in

I

life."

For a moment Constance stood stock still.
Then she rushed wildly up the stairs followed by

is

Match," was produced a few weeks back, she

was so much

on the job," as the flapper of the
next day. and days following,

piece, that the

the Press notices were full of her praises. On
the occasion of this interview, Miss Grossmith
hustlod so much that she nearly hustled t he interviewer out of existence. Nearly, not quite.
I

had an appointment with

cheering

*
it is

marked down from

Athletic Roles.

a moment," cried Miss
diving from the corridor
into her dressing-room, and immediately
commencing operations on the sash. " Please
ask me at once what you want to know, because

have only a minvite."
" Well, in what films have you appeared ?
1
began breathlessly, fearing that at any minute
my prey might be snatched from my sight.
Miss Grossmith did something io the sash
which instantaneously transformed it into a
I

'

knot.
" Two years ago I appeared in a Bertram
Phillips' production
can't remember the name
with Queenie Thomas," she replied rapidly.
" Then in ' The Castle of Dreams.' and after that
in Candy-Tuft,' I mean ' Veronica,' with Mary

—

—

'

Glynne."
Miss Grossmith's dresser helped her into her
coat.

" I like film work very much," continued Miss
Grossmith, without cessation, her fingers very
busy with buttons, " and want to do comedy
parts.
I am also looking forward to doing a lot.
of riding and athletics in my next pictures."
Miss Grossmith's dresser handed her her
gloves.
I

—

" Have have you any plans at the moment ? "
stammered, quite carried away by this dim-

inutive but powerful cyclone.
" Plans t " Here one glove was on in a
twink.
" Er yes. Film plans."
" Well " here another glove flew on
" I
am hoping to do another film soon. Just
missed appearing in a Stoll production on account,
of this piece."
Miss Grossmith made another dive for her

— —

—

handbag.
" Good-bye
stay longer
Brief,

!

" she cried.

!

"

you say

You wanted

" So sorry

I

can't

And was "gone.
?

Yes, but surely to the point.
(I gather) in what films

know

to

Miss Grossmith has appeared (supposing your
memory needed jogging) whether she likes, film
work, the kind of roles she prefers, and what she
intends doing in the future. You have learned
all these things.
What matter then, if they were
gleaned in the space of two minutes T
There is just one thing, though. I admire Miss
Grossmith very much, both as an artiste and as
someone who can do many things which I would
give a great deal to be able to do.
But I wonder
if Miss Grossmith could make (nearly ) a thousand
words out of a hundred ? It is a tricky thing to
accomplish.
Y'ct it has been done.

May Herschel Clahke.

Grossmith,

THIS WEEK'S BEST JOKES
By permission

A

A

•

to see a £2 pair of boots
£t to £:i 10s.
Buffalo,

—

U.S.A., A'etM.
»

*

*

" I hear that your wife is ill, Mike.
" She is that."
"Is it dangerous she is?"
" Devil a bit ! She is too weak to be dangerous
any more " Ladies' Home Journal
1

!

*

*

When women get into politics,
Waiwiho
Cape Argtts.
don't bet »ny hats with them.
!

Comedy and

come in here
JUST
Grossmith to me,

:

•

(Continued on page 20.)

so,

Likes

" Sho

*

How

Interview

apparently, had several other people, so
that when I arrived on the corridor where her
dressing-room is located, it was to find her
surrounded by a little group of friends, and
already gowned and hatted for the street. All
that remained for her to do was the tying of a
cerise sash (a pleasing contrast to her navy-blue
dress), and the donning of her coat and gloves.
Between the manipulation of the sash and the
buttoning of the gloves, the interview took place.

applied for a position as a
model, but the artist said she was too late."
" Yes, about twenty
Bella (spitefully)
years too late."
:

Douglas.

her on the landing,

.Mi--

PATHE SUNBEAMS
Ella

but

:

the hustling, or more properly,
the American sense, the hustler
type, and of it Kna Grossmith is tho
example par ercellcnre. You will remember that
when the present Strand success, " A Safety

1

Ue caught

A Quick-Fi

'row

(C

"Young Mrs. Winthrop."

that

—

—

—

of Messrs,

Pa the Freres

peach came walking down the street
She was more than passing fair.
smile, a nod, a half-closed eye,
And the peach l>eeaine a pair.
„
—Cornell, US. A., Widow.

.

•

*

•

•

Sick Man (coming out of long delirium):
" Where am I ! In Heaven T "
His Wife (cooing devotedly): "No, dear:
" Detroit Free Press.
I am still with you
!

Thief (under
get tne hat

arrest):

"Kin

go back an'

I

?

Policeman

:

" Certainly not

!

Ye can't bo
You stand

running away from me that way.
and Ot'll go back and get it."
U.S.A., Seus.

here,

Oklahoma,

-
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SHAYLE GARDNER
A New
Appear

m

Zealand Actor Who is to
Series of Six British. Films

a

SHAYLE GARDNER, "who
six

is

at present playing with

Matheson Lang in
The Wandering Jew," at tho
New Theatre, London, is to feature in a series of
films, which will be made under the direction of

Mr. Hex Wilson.
Work has already been commenced on the first of the
series which will introduce Mr. Gardner in the character
of St. Elmo, in a film version of the famous book.

An Adventurous

M

Life.

GARDNER

is a nephew of the late Bishop BoydCarpenter,- and has had a very adventurous life.
He was born in New Zealand, but has not spent
a great deal of time in his native land. At the age of
nine he had run away from home, and was selling newspapers in the streets of an American city. Two years
later he worked his way round the world as a steward's
boy. Since then he has sailed round the world four
times, and it was at the end of his fourth trip that ho
came to London, where he commenced his theatrical career, having five small parts in " Joseph
and His Brethren." Later, he toured the provinces, playing the leading part in " Grumpy "
and when war broke out he joined the New
Zealand army as a private and rose to the rank
of Captain. His later stage parts have been
as Peter in " The Eyes of Youth," the
leading part in " Sunshine of the
A studio portrait of
SHAYLE GARDWorld," and opposite Irene Van>
NER, while below
brughin " The Land of Promise."
r '>,

R.
1

m

;

•

I

IM
j

;
'

you see him

in

character part.

SHAYLE GARDNER

a

/'
'.

has appeared in

many parts on the stage, and he is
now very enthusiastic about bis film
engagement.

theatre at night, this

is

rather a difficult problem just at present."

"

;
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''Young Mrs. Winthrop."
"Ton
in a

can't go in there
state."

fit

"I'm a thousand tim^s
yon arc

to

touch

!

" he said.
fitter

me you — you

"X^Tm

{C<

"

You

are not

to sec my baby than
hypocrite " panted
!

As she pushed pa=t him the door opined and old
Winthrop appeared.
accded but one look at her face to sec that all
was over.
lit lie Kose was dead.
Oh my baby "
With a sobbing cry " My baby
Mi's.
It

f

!

:

!

Constance fell on the landing.
Diving the weeks that followed the death of baby
Reee. the Winthrops drifted further and further
Douglas lived at his club, while Constance
apart.
renamed at home. She had finished with all her
smart-set friends, and neither went out nor received
They had decided on a legal separation,
visitors.
and although old Mrs. Winthrop and Buxton Scott
had done all in their power to get the young people
to make it up, they had tailed.
Constance was sitting with Mrs. Winthrop one
aftiTnoou when Marie, the maid, rushed in, very
excited.

"Oh. madame. Mrs. Delaney's maid has

me something

think you ought to know.
"

1

just told

how Mrs. Uelaney got Mr. Winthrop
"That will do. Marie," broke in Constance

It

was

quietly.

-

We do not wish to hear servants' gossip."
"But if the matter concerns my son, I wish to hear
it." said old Mrs. Winthrop.
Then Marie told them how Mrs. Dclaney had got
Janet, her Maid, to telephone to Douglas Winthrop,
tcUing him that Constance was going to the dance
jii»rt that he needn't hurry home, and how, on the
l»rrt*xt of business, she had persuaded him to dine
with her that night.
"I always felt there was a mistake somewhere,"
" You
said Mrs. Winthrop when Marie had left.
are, Constance, my boy was not to blame."
~ It doesn't matter," said Constance wearily.
"Bis love for me was dead before. That night was
oa|y the last straw. And my love for him is dead,
too."
J$nt Mrs. Winthrop did not mean to give up her
nttt nipt- to bring her son and his wife together.
She consulted Mr. Scott, and that worthy gentleman
planned a scheme. He sent a note to each, saying
lUey must meet him together at his office to sign
ivrtain papers in connection with the division of
Both Constance and Douglas wrote back
piopcrty.
asking him to arrange matters so that they could
but the attorney
crime to the office separately ;
insisted that they should be present at the same time.
The meeting was arranged. Douglas bowed coldly
lo Constance as he entered the room, and took his
stand at the other end.
Mr. Scott began to read from a deed which mentinned the date of the marriage.
The old gentleman put down his glasses when he
raroe to this point.
" I remember that day perfectly," he said. " There
was never a prettier bride nor a happier bride-

"

groom

" Please keep to the matter in hand, Scott,"
interrupted Douglas irritably.
" Pardon, my boy.
An old man's weakness,"
murmured the attorney.
He read on, but every now and again he would
stop and mention some incident of their courting
lays. As he cast a swift glance at Constance he
ronid see tears in her eyes, and another glance at
Douglas showed him that the young man was having

hard task to keep his emotion Under control.
Buxton Scott decided to play his trump caul.
" And now 1 come to a piece of property 1 can't
divide.
It is a baby's grave."
The attorney stopped suddenly.
Constance was crying softly. He saw Douglas
make a move towards her. The old man waited
just long enough to see Douglas take his wife in bis
arms, then lie did a soft wild Indian dance down the
He slapped his chief clerk on the back.
corridor.
" The
" Come out, Henry, my boy " he cried.
Winthrop divorce is off. We're going to celebrate."
Scott
telephoned
his
coat
Mr.
got
Henry
While
the good news to old Mrs. Winthrop.
Inside the office, Constance was drying her eyes
a

I

nud straightening her hat, which had got somewhat
squashed in the reconciliation.
" I'm so happy, Douglas," she said.
" Compared to me, you're absolutely miserable "
" We begin our second honeymoon
fried Douglas.
at once, and this time it is going to last all our lives."
!

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM
wish
WHEN was asked choose my
warmer
in softer,

am

talk

I

(Adapted from incidents in the Paramovn'-Artcraft
featuring Ethel Clayton as Constance

?

As a matter of fact, I make all ray own hats,
both for wear in my films and private use.
find it is so much more satisfactory, as one
can always be assured of a pleasing result when
their hats are fashioned by their own hand.
I

Make Your Own Hats.
DO not believe in following
I

fashion blindly.
think it is so very foolish to select a shape
or colour just because it is fashionable, and
wear it. whether it suits one or not. Generally
a popular millinery fad is particularly-difficult
I

woman is very
manipulation will
render the shape quite becoming. And just
as a " woman's hair is her crowning glory
in the house, is her chapeau when she is out of
The girl with small features looks
doors.
absolutely " lost " under the drooping brim of
while her big-featured sister appears
large
hat:
a
equally ludicrous with her head crowned with
to wear just as
Yet
beautiful.

Black Skadows,
A New
Stars

unless a

little

a tight -fitting little toque. It is impossible to
give one set rule with regard to millinery styles
The shape of the face, and
to suit all girls.
wave of the hair makes all the difference in the
world.
I find that there are one
or two particular shapes that are
me, and
especially becoming to
when I make or select a
new hat, I always bear

from the
which Peggy Hyland
Begins in This Week's
Serial adapted

in

every -day knock-about wear, and two for
festive occasions.
I'll
be sensible and
about the every-day hats first. The
tammy hat is absolutely invaluable, and few girls
are there who do not possess one, or perhaps

more

Personally,
like
I
them best
are fashioned from ribbon, as
the sketch on this page. They are very simple
to fashion if you make a muslin foundation
first, and mount the ribbon upon this.
If you
want a touch of novelty to appear in your
ribbon tammy, you can work it in alternate
rows of two shades or colours of ribbon.
pretty one' that I made for a friend was of pale
grey and rose pink ribbon alternately
It
was delightful upon her brown hair.
half-a-dozen.

m

when they

A

!

The second every-day hat

—

!

cliic affair.

and Roses.

Satin, Lace

you think that the
DON'T
illustrated in the lower

hat
sketch

a

is

style

And it is not
a ditiicult task.

admirable with

your

«

\

.

•»

^Si>.

buds.

were

millinery
more
Drooping

All the
s
difference
i

made by
piece of

simply

lace,

of
27.451.

aren't

they just the
simplest things
in the world

to

'

i~,858.

jt

no

is

Startling Colours.
for

are,

at

a

trifle

first,

they improve

28.020.

but

upon acquaintance

and soon

of choosing a bright
does take your breath away,
Y'ou'll soon get used to it, and
at first glance.
be delighted with the cheery aspect it gives to
a simple costume or coat frock. Alice Blue is
a favoured and becoming spring colour.
There are other popular shades, however,
which require much care in choice These
cotta.
in

if

it

new

pillar-boK red. brick,

These colours have a shade

them

plexions,

is

stand
up all
around.
This
is a jolty good

/

girls, if
you
have an old small hat
you wish to " do up."

too,

Last but not least conies the
picturesque drooping hat of
gathered georgette. It is hardly
a hat you would wear with a
suit, but to top a soft erepe-deChine frock it would be won-

spring colours
THE newmillinery
startling

stiff

which

You could even cut off a large
brim, and bind it with ribbon
first to get the desired shape.

brim to be
manipulated, no crown
to be covered without
a wrinkle.
ami

difficult

perhaps,

he

renovation
idea,

make!

There

t

wired and
arranged to

sunshine and
weather.
fine

And

ac-

brim.

col-

oured lace
appeal to me
very much.
breathe

The

shape is
quite a plain
affair, with
a
flat crown, and
very narrow,
t u r n ed-down
tual

styles
delightful.

They

brown
match,
adorned

with the palest
of pink rose-

everyone.

of

satin,
lace to

and

give ample
choice for

hats

better-

most costume,
especially if it
were fasliioned
in nigger brown

Styles are so
diverse as to

Never

?

delightful
little
It would look

i

possible.

as

very piquant

is

suitable for wear with a coat and skirt.
It is intended for silk duvetyn
that lovely
fabric that has the appearance of the finest
Think how becoming it would be in
suede.
Alice Blue duvetyn, the top embroidered in a
running stitch design in grey rabbit wool
Its
neat little brim would help to keep straggly
curls in place upon the windiest day, and the
bow at the side gives a touch of perkiness to the

and

—

shape in mind, and
something that is
quite fashionable, but as
near like one or other of
shapes
those

include the

"GIRLS' CINEMA."

Four Hats for Your Approval.
HAVE made a selection of four hats that I
I think you will like. There are two for

this
find

shade, even

Film

is,

a

hold a great appeal.
But don't be afraid

Winthrop.)

**

it

Mercy Hatton.
You'll find heaps of scope,
tints of the same colours.

to look sallow.

millinery styles for the
readers of the Picture Show, I was
overjoyed, for if there is one part of wearing
apparel that I appreciate more than any other
it is millinery.
I always think hats make
such a world of difference to the finished
out -door appearance.
And I'm not wrong,

THE END.
photo-plan,

favourite
benefit
of

to

I

Millinery Chosen by

and
-of

terra

yellow

that is very trying for some comand should bo eschewed unless you

derful.

Suppose

your

frock

grey crepe, then the hat might be
fashioned froin powder blue georgette, the crown
swathed with silver ribbon and tied in a wired
bow at one side.
The georgette is merely arranged in a tuck
over the edge of the brim, and then drawn
tightly to the base of the crown, where it conA pretty idea
nects with the material crown.
for bridesmaids' hats r -don'l you think t

were of

You can obtain patterns of the hats on this
page for one shilling each from PICTURE SHOW
Pattern Dept., 291a, Oxford Street, London,
W.

1.
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LOUISE
FAZENDA
By EMMA-LINDSAY

AT HOME

SQUIER.

"AN

interview ? " repeated Louise Fazcnda's
" Surely!
voice over tho phone.
C'omo
right over to the house.
I'm making a
"

pie just now, but

you won't mind

I wouldn't, but down in tho botSho and pies have such an
each othor, you know.
The last timo
1 interviewed tho energetic comedienne, it was
on tho Sennott lot, and as I camo by the sot
where Louise was working, a custard pie whizzed
by me and hit the wall not ten inches away.
Miss Fazenda hurried up and helped wipe oft
I

assured her

tom

of

my lioart I did.

aTmity

wore born in Italy, so I como by it honestly, but
such a drawing-room sort of a name
I
ought to bo a tragedienne to live up to it.
" My name is like mo," she went on, with hor
eyes wider than ever, " sort of a misfit."
" A misfit V " I echoed incredulously.
it's

!

for

some

of tho bits of shrapnel, apologizing and
telling me that sho had aimed in the opposite
direction, but that custard pies had a habit of
backfiring.
I merely mention this in passing,
to account for
feeling when sho spoko of

my

being occupied with a pie.
Well, anyway, there 1 was at tho appointed
hour ringing the bell of a modest little white fiat,
wondering what Louise Fazenda would be like
off the screen.
For I had always seen her at
the studio in hor grotesque make up, with an
antiquated dress and skinned-back hair, and
while I knew, of course, that comediennes at
home look like other human beings, I was not
quite prepared for the altogether lovely young
lady who opened the door for mo and told me
cordially to come right in and make myself at
home mother was in tho kitchen finishing up
some blackberry jelly but would be in presently,
and wouldn't I take that rocking chair.
;

Wanted

to

do Dramatic

Stuff.
she assured mo seriously.
when I first started in
pictures I just kneu: I was going to bo a
sob artist.
I had visions of myself acting like
Nazimova or standing where tho sunshino would
fall on my hair a la Mary Pickford.
Oh, I had
it all planned out
I was sixteen then, and our
finances were such that I had to do something.
Acting was tho only thing I wanted to do, so I
applied for a job out at Universal
and got it.
It was in a comedy with Galo Henry, and I was
employed in several others, but still I had tho
dramatic bee buzzing around in my bonnet,
and because I did have rather good screen
features, they gave me a chance at heavier

YES,"

really

You

"

!

see,

:

—

stuff."

" And you made good, didn't you ? " I
interrupted. Louise has that capable poxsonality
which makes you feci sure that she would succeed at anything she tried.
" Yes, I
didn't .'" she responded mournfully.
" I was so bad, I was funny.
I don't think I
ever came on to a set without falling over
myself, and I had a merry little habit of backing
up against a table and pushing off a lamp or a
piece of expensive brie a brae.
The end came
when the director told me to come downstairs
lightly
I was supposed to bo an orphan
daughter or something sad like that well, I
tripped on the top step and I came down
lightly, hitting each step as I came, and landing
at the bottom with a dull sickening thud.
I
picked myself up, and the director was just
looking at me steadily, deciding what to say
first.
I didn't give him a chance.
I left that
day and applied at the Sennett studio.
" Can you take a fall ?
Mr. Sennett asked
'

'

—

'

Louise as sbe really

—

'

Louise Fazenda as she appears in
Comedies.

me.

I

thought of tho

stairs

Mack Sennett

and said

They thought I looked funny, 1 guess,
put me to work and here 1 am "

—

could.
so they

I

I

" I forgot to ask you to excuso my mocassins,"
"'
she said, when I rose to leave
They are so
comfortable Minnie, the Indian Tiinccss, made

—

them

for

mo when

at the studio.
for
feel

I

they were doing
Mickey
suppose I ought to dress up
but when I'm home I don't
'

'

—

an interview
one bit like a

'

film queen.'

" You don't look
hope she knows that

I

"

assured her, and 1
meant it as a compliment.

it,"

I

is.

Louise was dressed in a lavender smock and
a woollen skirt, and her feet were encased in
comfy mocassins.
Her golden-brown hair was piled up on her
head and it curled around her cars in manner
quite unpremeditated yes, she has curly hair,
but you'd never know it in her pictures it
never gets the ghost of a chance to express its

—

—

personality.
" Did you expect to find us in a palatial
Hollywood bungalow ? " she asked, as she
curled up comfortably in a big Morris chair.
" Mother and I like this kind of a place much
better.
It's quite large enough for the two of
us father is away so much, you see ; he's a
merchandising broker and just comes home
for visits so what would mother and I be
doing in a big house with a hundred servants
around ?
don't even keep a maid wo
both like to cook oh, wait a minute and I'll
bring you some of mother's jelly "
'

'

—

—

We

—

—

!

She whisked off into the kitchen, where I
beard her calling her mother, " dear," and when
she came back it was with a dish of perfect
blackberry jelly, not quite cold, and after
that it was hard to talk shop.
" What do you think about my name ? " she
asked abruptly, as I was putting away the
" Doesn't it sound as if I'd
last of the jelly.

up nights thinking it out ?
mine yes, it's Italian. My

eat

—

But

it's

father's

really

parents

Louise Fazenda in "

Down On

tbe Farm.

Louise snowed under by ber correspondence.

—

"
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—

G. C. (Wood Green).
Lloyd Hughes was born In
Brisbee, Arizona, in 1899.
His films include " Tho
Haunted Bedroom," " The Heart of Humanity,"
" The Indestructible Wife." Pauline Starke and

Bushman were born on January lOt'n.
Owen Narcs is married to Marie Polini. Robert

Francis X.

Ellis does not give his age.
Harold Lockwood was
about thirty when he died. He played opposite

IP you

want

to

know

THE VALUE OF A

TITLE.

re-titled with a touch of suggestiveness.
It is not a
wise proceeding.
It is, in fact, helping to give the
motion-picture a worse reputation than it need have.
There is good value in a clean title, and it should not
be despised.
THE EDITOR.

is

evident that nowadays the well-known ShakesIT pearian adage concerning a name is not greatly
This may not be, of course, because
respected.
For it is
the wisdom of it is held to be entirely at fault.
certainly true that " a rose by any other name would
smell as sweet," and that sometimes even a film-play
by any other title than the one it bore would draw as
t»efl.
But there are the exceptions. And when
Commercialism elects to walk hand in hand with Art
the money making conas it very frequently does
siderations of the former are bound to be the deciding
ia

—
l

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address: The

—

actor.

There is little need for surprise, therefore, at so
films which are adaptations of well-known books
or stage plays, as well as stories which have been specially written for the screen, being given a different title.
From the point of view of the author, the original name
may have been an excellent one. His may have been
a painstaking choice in which the love of an artist
tor his work has endeavoured to rind expression as a
But a producer,
parent in the christening of his child.
even though he may possess an artistic soul, is in
most cases a purveyor of art. He cannot hope to sell
They are
his goods if the names are unattractive.
the magnets by which he endeavours to draw the
public, and much, therefore, depends on their power.
It does not follow', of course, that his choice of other
There are times when the
titles is always of the best.
voice of commercialism is apt to whisper unpleasant
alterations, and when a film play less vicious, perhaps,
than a good many of the things which get into print.

many

FROM
BROADWEST
"SHOTS

'

BQE3B

ONPenalty,"

the 25th

of

The

month, " Her

one

of the
films, will

BROADWEST
through

this

very latest
be released

pretty girl unwittingly

becomes a bigamist. Stewart Rome
and Pauline Peters play the leading
parts.
There are some wonderful
exteriors
in
the
production,
and

London, E.C.

E. P. (Aecrington).

— Do you mean " The Master
—So you are a new corre-

Mystery
" Flip " (Birmingham).
'!

spondent.
Pleased to make your acquaintance.
Yes, Tom Mix is married, Victoria Fordo being his
wife.
Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearle in " Nobody's
Child," and H. B.

Warner

in

White."

'•'

The Man

Who

Turned

—

and was born in Warsaw, Poland, about twenty-eight
years ago, and was for some time a member of the
Imperial Russian Ballet.
N. S. (Lichfield).— The east of " Lady Noggs " Is
as follows : George Bellamy (Lord Errington). Arthur
firitnard (The Rev. Mr. Greig), James Prior (Caldccot
Beresford), Jennie Earle (Miss Stetson), Yolande

leads in "

—

A.

A Romance

in Houston,
S. (Catford).

He was

of the Redwoods."
Texas, but gives no

date.
— Yes, Franklyn Farnum

married
to Alma Reubens.
I shall have to ask Ralph On » M.
D. S. (Grimsby).— Harrison Ford in " Who
Cares ? " and Tallulah Bankhead in " Thirty a Week."
The players in " In Old Alsace " were Mdlle'. If uguctto
Duflos (Suzel), M. Mathot (Kobus), and M. de Mat
(David Slchel, the Rabbi).
" Hilda " (Liverpool).
Jackie Saunders Is American.
She was born twenty-nine years ago. You
ought to try and see a few more British tllms.
" Peter " (Bayswater).
You decided to give me
a month's rest and then turn up again. Well, 1 have
been expecting something like that, so have kept
myself in trim. Your suggestion Is a good one, but
unfortunately space forbids my ndopting it. Your
favourites do not disclose their birthdays.
The late
William S'towell was opposite Dorothy Phillips in
Hell Morgan's Girl."

in a fishing village,
new departure for the

BROADWEST Company.

is

—

Jig-Saw Puzzles are always popular,
and you can now obtain Violet
Hopson's and Stewart Rome's por-

—

traits in " Jig-Star" form.
They cost
only 1/9 each, including postage, and
will provide many hours' amusement.

from:

C,

Street.

I under-

— Try

Samuel French,
Strand, London, W.C.,

stage plays, etc.

2, for dialogues,

" Fred " (Portsmouth).— The cast of " Light inDarkness " does not give the name you require.
" Mixite Hater " (Putney).
What's Tom done
to you, anyway ?
No, Virginia Lee Corbin and
Virginia Lee are not related.
You have done well
to have secured six new readers during the last three
months. Now see if you can beat that.
D. G. (Waltham Cross).— Besides " The Black
Secret," Walter McGrail has appeared in " Mis>
Ambition," " Within the Law," and " Country
Cousin." He was born in 1880 in Brooklyn, New
York, and has black hair and blue eyes.'•
Thirsty for Knowledge " (Budleigh Salterton).
With regard to the pronunciation of Los Angeles,
" The
I give below the verse you have taken from

—

—

Eud

of the Trail," as it may interest others :
"
Lady would remind you, please,

My

'

'

She trusts her friend

will

be so clever

To share her fit historic pride,
The g must not be jellified.
Long o," hard g and rhymes with yes,*
.And all about Los Angeles."
M. C. (Brixton). The scenes in " The Call of the
Road " were taken round about several Kentish
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

villages.

JOAN MORTON (Birmingham). As requested, Joan,
the printer shall set up your name in full.
"The
Lost City " is George Chescboro's latest tilm to be
released over here, and I hope you have seen it. No
personal details as vet.
" LaTemeraire " (Brussels).— Your first questions
will be found answered above.
Who is Pola Negri,
you ask ? She is practically a newcomer to filmland,

born

life

Southampton

a widow.
Anne's-on-Sea).

'

" Blue-Eyed Lilt " (Lee).— There is no doubt
you believe in emphasis. Never saw such n letter
with so ninny words underlined, and alt those asterisks
were sprinkled in because, presumably, you were
writing about stnrs. Anyway, it was all very interesting.
Elliott Dexter and Mary Pickford xvere the

an adaptation of Charles Reade's
famous novel, " Christie Johnstone.

Ltd., 26,

(St.

Her name is not Lost Angelese,
Nor angy anything whatever.

according to rule.

is

left

4.

Gladys Broekwell is not married to William Scott.
Remember your other name when writing again,

One very interesting feature now being
made by this well-known British firm

DEPT.

Street,

also Marguerite Clark.

stand he
A. J.

The Fleetway

" Florette " (Northampton).
Oh, there's a lot of
humour to be got out of life and letters. I live on
and nm glad to think 1 raise a few. No,

Mr. Walter West has completed his
production, "A Sportsman's Wife,"
which stars Violet Hopson, Gregory
Scott, and Clive Brook, and is now
busily engaged with another big film.

They can be obtained

House, Farringdon

85,

smiles,

Rome appears, during the
greater part of the film, as a bearded
wanderer in the desert,

deals with
and is quite a

Show," Room

his films.

Stews rt

It

Editor, "Picture

Puguct tc (Madam Karskovitch), and Joan Morguu
(The Lady Noggs).
Bene Creste was born in Paris,
and began his screen career with the Gaumont Company in 1913. " The Man in the Mask." " The
I'surcr," and " The Shot of Mystery " are three of

Walturdaw Company.
which is an original one,

the

story,
tells of how a

Mary Pickford and

anythiricy about Films or Film Play~grj

" Meo " (Leytonstone), "Omega" (Stratford-onAvon), M. T. (St. Helens), G. M. (Leytonstone), and
M. T. (Kerry). J. Warren Kerrigan in " The Turn
Enid Markey was the heroine in
pt a Card."
"Tarzan of the Apes." Thomas Burt was the Wasp
William Scott in "The
in "The Lightning Raider."
Sneak," and Pina Menichelli and Amlcto Novello in
" The Ironmaster."
" Dorothy " (Guildford). You can get back

—

—

if you write to the Publisher of this paper,
7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4.
Irene Castle and Huntley Gordon were the leads in
" The Invisible Bond."
Thanks for your congratulaThere will be more news of your favourites
tions.
time.
in
" THE PICTCRE GIRL " (Liverpool). Lily Jacobson
and G. S. Tolncss were the leads iu " A Daughter pi

numbers

—

Brahma."
Constance Ta!L. M. H. (Clapham Common).
madge in "The Shuttle." She has also appeared in
"The Love Expert," "A Virtuous Vamp," and
" Two Weeks."
M. F. (Stanbv).— The east of " Tih-Minh " is as
Mdlle. Mary Harold (Tih-Minh), Rene
follows

—

:

(.Tack Dathis). Mdnie. Georgette Faraoni
(Marquise Dolores), Mdlle. Kolelte (K.>>y), Louis
Lenbos (Kistna the Asiatic), M. Biscot (Peter), B,
Mathc (Sir George Francis), and G. Michel (Dr.
Yes, Hnrrison F'ord and Constance iu " A
Gilson).
Pair of Silk Stockings."
" Fanny " (Brussels). Glad to hear from you,
but. vou have failed to read carefully the rule about
Irving
disclosing your frill name when writing.
Cummings was born on October 9th, 1888.
" British the Best " (Hackney). Your ardent
patriotism shall be duly rewarded in future issue-.
Your favourites, however, seem very shy about-

Creste

—

—

Lawrence Peyton
stating their ages.
Spinster."
in " Patricia Brent

—

was the

artiste

"LILY" (Birkenhead).— You swear that Flora
Finch was never the wife of the late John Bunny,
and against you there are six who swear that she was.
The six are quite wrong and you nre right. 1 hope
tlds shocking language has no\v ceased.
" Pf.ooy " (Gateshead). " What Happened to
Marv V " seems always to provide rather hitter fruit

—

The star in It was, of course, Mary
for discussion.
Fuller.
"Paddy" (Calcutta). Yes, Thomas Melghan h
'a married man, his wife being Frances Ring. At
the moment of writing, Antonio Moreno remains a

—

bachelor.

{Continued on next page.)

'

Broad west Films Ltd.,
175,

Wardour

St.,

LONDON,

W.l.
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FREE

Next week there will be a skirt
pattern, and the week after a

Make

dainty frock.

Full Sized

Men

These n re the
men who win

success

all

Patterns
You can

/fORNER'S

in

business and
life.
If you are under full size, increase your
height by the Girvan Scientific Treatment, provided
yon are under for'y. This treatment has even increased the height of soldiers after years of army
drill had failed to do so. Students report from 2 to 5
mrlies increase. Send a posteard for particulars and
our £100 cunr.int.ee, to Enquiry Dept. C.T., 17,
Stroud Green Koad. London. N.4.
6ncial

sure of

three.

make both

these
jumpers with
the free pattern given
in to-day's " Horner's
Stories."

Give

On SjU

a

regular order for

Ever\"wherc.

Price-

2d.

Wictun Show, ApMl

.

9th,

1921.

—

Circle."

" Loyal

—

" (Manchester).
You say you
victim of that peculiar disease.

Reader

have l>eeoiiie a
•'
why-where-how-when-and-what-TOt." Alas,
remedy only aggravates the complaint, for

my
my

Bert Lytell, Yola ValB,
patients never <-'et better.
and Knaonc FaUetto were in " Alias Jimmy Valeu-

Rea was Parson Cowley

ti»e."
Herbert
and .loan."

in "

Darby

—

" Peart. " (Plymonth). I shall have to regard
your missing letter of a year ago as an unsolved
mystery- .lack Crosby was the hern with Norma

Xalmadge in " A Daughter of Two Worlds."
M. B. (Manchester). When you don't ask much

—

Y'ou arc
lucky to bo able to go three times a week to the
Warner Oland was born in I'mea, Sweden.
pictures.

your disappointment

is

be

likely to

He is now in his thirty-third year.
Uio stage, instead.
Among Kathlyn Williams's
V. Q. (Crofton Park).
" The PririCO Chap," " Just a Wife,"
recent tilms are
and " The Tree of Know ledge."

—

" LUM EN 1TB "
Florence
Tumor
(Xottiiittlinm).
riowrtcd t lie screen for some time, but slic has come
buck, and " The brand of Lopez " in which the
utayed opposite Scasue Efayakawi, was released
month. " Blackmail," featuring Charles Oampnna
and Beatrice Qnarantn was also released in March.
" ANMR " (Newe.astle-on-Tync).— You happen to
It was Ruth Roland who starred in " The
Ikj ri«ht.

Red

less.

:

—

" PiCTt'RE-MAD " (Twickenham). Sorry If you
have bad to wait, but there were quite a number who
had aliened Up in front of you. lOthel Clayton and
Lew Cody-Vvre in " Men, Women, and Money," ami
Autonio Moreno and Pauline Curley in
the In-

Hand."
Yiolette " (West Dulwith).
You are welfor I do not keep count of anyone's tetters.
Your question about Violet Benson and Stewart
Rome lias bceu answered so often that I have decided
to pension it.
Tlie.y arc not related in any way.
Yes, Irene Castle was formerly Mrs. Vernon Castle
and she is now Mrs. Robert Trcman. Anita Stewart
is the. wife of Rudolph Cameron.
" WALLS " (Chelmsford).
You say you have
heated arguments every week over Wallace McCutvisible

—

"

come,

—

Yes, I am afraid his ears will get badly singed
you mean to go on. But what, is it all over ? As
regards details, be is certainly backward. The only
two film papers connected with this are the " Boy's
Cinema " and " (Jills' Cinema," both worth more

cheon.
if

than their

price.

(More Aiwcers ncrl week.)

Nervousness deprives you of employment, pleasures, and
mauy advautages in life. If you wish to prosper and enjoy
nerves, and regain confidence in
li'e, fit mig then your
yourself by using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. Guaranteed Cure in 12 days. Used l>y
Vicn-Admtral to Seaman. Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'S.
Merely send 3 penny stamps
M.C.'s. M M s. and D.C.M\'s.
.

fOJ

particular-.

- GODFRY

however, guarantee that such letters will be answered.
Please keep these addresses for reference.

Laxghorne

Germolene —

Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
William Farnem, care of Fox Studios, 1401,
North Western Avenue Los Angeles, California U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

The Nine

EeaiitiArticles
oi

ful

GILT

receipt

this

OOLlBLE

Coupon, your Full
Name and Address,
and Postal Order

ALBERT

for 5

BRILLIANT

BROOCH

of

SOUO

your friends at
2 6 each, and will
find a ready sale.

The

articles
are
genuine, and well
worth the money
asked. When sold
send us the balance of 17 6, and

you mention

tin's

per box, or post free at these prices from:

3,'-

COTTON GOODS
SHEETS 12/fi PAIR
IN

is

it

Less thau makers' price. 50.000 Pairs of Keal Lancashiremade Treble weven fine Twill Sheets, extra large, full
double-bed -size SO * SO). All new and direct from the
Mills. Drapers' price, 19/6 pair. Our Warehouse Price.
12,6 pair (or 2 pairs tor 24/-). Carriage Paul.

Addrrns

STRETFORD

RD.

Harrili's Stores MANCHESTER.

all pain, itching, and
Wounds, bad legs, sores, bums, and
scalds are also soothed and healed by Germolene.

inllueuce in the case of

irritation.

test

send

will

Germolene costs

diseases.

chemists.

Is,

and

3d.

3s.

at

-

-

ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE.

receive,

will

if

away

Germolene free of all cost if
a postcard for a post-paid
sample tin to the Veno Drug Co.. Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists, Manchester.
You will
also receive an interesting book giving important particulars relating to the cure of skin

to

you

aseptic —

does not merely
kill germs but excludes them, and it does so
in a bland and kindly way, having a soothing
Tt

it.

You may

these

sell

(

you

.

You can

icTinolenc has declared war on skin disorders, and in the battle it is now waging it
is bound to win. because no germ which
f ives
rise to such troubles as eczema, psoriasis, ringworm, rashes, piles, and pimples can with-

stand

Jewellery
illustrated here will
be sent you on

will drive

GREAT SLUMP

Aseptic Methods.
Soothes at a Touch.

OFFERED FREE TO THE PUBLIC.
Watch

Club,

tion,

Waged by new

FREE-W

Room

Creichton Hai.e, care of World Film Corporation,
DO, West 'filli Street, New York City, U.S.A.
Alia Na/imoya. care of Metro Pictures Corpora-

Skin Disorders.

Wristlet

Bt rton, care of Green

London, W.C.

War on
REAL COLO

i

t

01 all Chemists and Stores, 1/Q and

Circus. London, E.C. 4.

REAL OOLO
SHELL

;

\The ZOX CO.,11,Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.

ELLIOTT-SMITH.

PIAIH QIHC

i

Take a little harmless
in a cup or tea or water.
Neuralgia or a splitting Headache in a moment.
To enable you to prove this, we will send you 2 ZOX FREE,
]>ai>er and enclose stamped addressed envelope.

If

Ltd. ,5*6. Imperial Buildings. Ludgate

I.N

any addreves by post, but ii you wish to cuininunlcate at once with any artiste not named below
write, your letter, patting the name of the star on
the envelope, and enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp
to the IMitm', the PlCTLHE SHOW, Ri oni «."», Tic:
I'lc way House, Farringdon street, London, K.c. i,
and it will be forwarded by the next mail. A letter
we ighing more than one ounce will require an additional penny -tamp for each extra ounce.
Such
letters Cannot bo specially acknowledged by tin:
Editor.
When writing to artistes always give your
full 'lame and address, including t lie name of your
county and country, and mention the PlCTl'RB
Snow to ensure the safety of a reply. We cannot,
for

.TO GET RID
OF NEURALGIA
ZOX
ZOX

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.

1

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.
W U IT
TO ARTT8TE3.—Please do not

Antonio Moreno was born in Madrid, Spain, an 1
though di stilled tor the pulpit, took to the films, via

to Correspondents

Answers

FREE 0 F A L L
CHARGE,

this

Magnificent

BORWICK'S]M

WRISTLET
WATCH.
— COUPON

The Best BAKING

Please sendiuethe

Nine Articles of
tcAvcllery as advertised, which I

undertake to
(inclosed

is

\BRILLIANT

PENDANT

In

the World.
World.

JS

[No Bo

seliold should t» without!
this valuable preparation.

Whv

Amusing Bargain Novelty
Creatine Sensation. Thou,
sapda Selling. Powerful
Lens Stereoscope mid
I'ktme Holder, '21 in
Ions, 4100 ReaiKincra

Film

Pictures, All
Different, 1 4J Post
Free. Delight ok

as shown. Absolutely Free of nil

Charge.

THE REGENT
TRADING CO.
(Dept. P.S.),

58, West Regent
St..
GLASGOW.

M.

qi

i

bat

',.

MASSIVE

Cat»lu,..,p._|j«fB

GOLD

Pain's

SHELL

House. Dept.6CK,
Hastings

NECKLET

for Mast.
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FILM PICTURES 17
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:

MADE
SOLID' SLEEVE

nfie

of these beautiful high-class Italian

).,'

63

Accordeon.

-

"

She King of Talking Machines.
be most compact hornless
machine with the perfect sound,
throughout
finish
h-nlendfd
Price £6, or 20/- deposit nnd
>>rwr2C» new.
lO/- mcnthly.
1

We have now placed within the reach of all Cinema
enthusiasts a charmingly bound, cheap edition of
that wonderful novel, entitled

HEAVY OUT OLD
ENGLISH 6POOC

own

THE MASTERPHONE

THE GREAT ROMANCE OF DARTMOOR

BRITISH

not

.

FREE,-

Presents

1

Masters Italian Model Accordeon
WITH A FREE MUSIC TUTOR.
model Accnrdcous. and autmtaln your family with delightful music? These wonderful accordeous are very easy to
play, and wiili ihe Tutor we send you FREE, andalittlo
practice, 'lie long winter evenings change into hours of
real happiness. Masters' new Italian model accordeon
for this Season (as illustrated), is the sweetest of all
accordeons. It has very line Piano Polish. -d Case. Nicl- 1
Corner Protectors. 10 Keys (two basses). STEEL HEEDS.
Frel cul pallet Cover. Ivorite Keys. Fine Organ Tone,
re.
A splendid accordeon for Amaieur or Professional.
Price 63'-, on easy terms. Send 10/6 now and promise
10.6 monthly after delivery. We. pay carriage. Sails.linn
or deposit refunded. Send 10.'6 now and ask
fat

sell,

postal

order for 5s., and
on rebutting the
balance of 17 6 I
shall be entitled
to Wristlet Watch

DAINTV

POWDER

DOONE'^
= "LORNA
ROBERT BLACKMORE.
By

LINKS

Price

A.

M

I,'-

(post 3d.)

Get

Gardner & Co. Ltd

,

a

We pay carriage.

Price List Free.

MASTERS,

LTD., 94,

Hope

1

Stores.

Hf

(Estd. 1609).
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copy to-day,
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"Uhe

<<c

M

Picture Show.

PICTURE SHOW

April 9th, 1921.

SllinBiti

1

!-

Erasmic
Tooth .Paste
The disfigurements and
ciikI

the consequent ciehcs

pains of the teeth, with all the Ill-health

they may threaten arc avoided by a constant
cleansing and purification with "Erasmic"

Tooth Paste.
It

bars the

•

PARIS.

F.UASMIC"

Depot

for

Perfumers.. 13 A

way

has flavour, fragrance and

of the insidious dental germs.

New Bond

St

.

CANADA:4'l&43,St.+raM9oisX»viei

LONDON, W.
MONTREAL.

BRUSSELS.

Sr..

I
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PICTURE SHOW,

April 16lh. 1921.

"HIS RIVAL."

—Beautiful Art Plate IZYn ^hT^/ug^
jfEfllSTKF.ED

AT Till

O.P.O.

AS A NEWSPAPER
1

-

Inside.

PEARL WHITE, AND HER HUSBAND, WALLACE M c CUTCHEON.

Pearl White, who recently married Wallace McCutcheon, ia still
honeymooning, as you may see by this photograph. We are to see
husband and wile together on the screen in the coming Fox photoplay, "The Thief, the famous play which has been the success of a

London theatrical season.

A

15-Carat

GOLD SLAVE BANGLE— A

Jul prize oflered in a
(

Present from Gregory. Scott

one-week competition

in

to-morrow's

*'

is

the wonder-

GIRLS' CINEMA.

.

l

Picture

April

Sltoic,

1921.
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Use it daily and
look your best
Use a
way

little

the

to

every day.

That

is

the utmost good

get

from Icilma Cream.

Cream

Icilma
different

completely

is

from any other

—and

Jjfc.

'

the 'Sft^y

glorious elusive Bouquet perfume
will charm you.
And after using Icilma Cream

com Mete your

toilet with a touch
wonderful silk-sifted Icilma
Bouquet Face Powder this forms
an exquisite finish to the toilet.
Fragrant with the same delightful
perfume.

of the

—

FREE TEST.
Send a postcard

Cream
Price

large

113;

37, 39,

2'-,

t>ot

—Nil lurclle

ai.d Crime).

a

Per

4j,

box.

Obtain

'

toilet

New

i

(Dept.?94)

i
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Free

Catalogue
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\
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RING UKOKf.E.

ll.M.

Coventry

i

Rutige -Whifworlh Lid

'

2

30

Tottenham

ftkvtk*.

Court Road, W.l.

K*U»

Steel

Motor MqMfeaV
* sWU °

rXacUhle Motor C*r

Wheels.

COVSMTHV BIHMIHt.ltAM IjQMOQW

!

— after using
your

a

Illustrated Art

\

MUST

Postcards

have Id. stamp ~
Envelopes 2d s.'amo

(txoo tints

210

43,

41,

King's
Roatt,
St.
Pancras, N. W.l.

everywhere.
per pot.

Cream.
1,9
Icilma Bouquet Face Powder
Plcsh-linletl

tor

dainty free sample,
and a copy of our booklet, " Tiielcilaa Way
to Beauty," International IcilinaTrading
Co., Ltd. (Dept. 24 ),

Icilma Cream complete
with Icilma Bouquet Face

Britains Besl Bicycle

Powder.

Bargain Novelty.
Amusing To Ail.

Bargain Bedding Bale
CARRIACE

TO
YOUR DOOR
PAID

40'hoddiiisc

offered

bigcesb
bargalD of the year
tills

I-

WHEN

Manchester.

A lnrse bale full of high-class
lidding, everything hi M. new;
<le;m
and perfect, all lor
double sized beds.

HrtlCE

IS

40/-

Shown

at KineDifferent.

All

communicating

.assorted,
liack. Selling in

Adver-

I'e

please
tlu

tisers,

mention

Thousands
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SOUND DISCS
DEAFNESS
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Sho w.
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N-HM

and HKAl)

no matter «(

S

how ions standing. Are the same
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rtas-v.-K
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Invisible, oom (or table. Worn
months without r*> moral. Explan-

EVERY ARTICLE
GUARANTEED.
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I'leturea as Alt.
-

by

Harrill's of

r

lOO

Subiwcts Widely
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Send to-day for

L-us Stcreoand
Picture
21 Ins. touir.

rful
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e

ejftw.

atory ra.ru ph let Free.

THE A.J.WALES

CO.. 171,

NEW BOND

ST..

LONDON, W.l

CARR.
PAID.

Foreign .ami Colonial orders cannot

be accepted).

YOUR ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY RETURNED
ONE PAIR OF LANCASHIRE WOVEN IN
WITHOUT
FULL
FINE TWILL SHEETS.
ONE PURE WHITE IRWELL VALE QUESTION.
FLEECY BLANKET.
We
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which she is to have Lew Cody opposite
her as the villain of the piece.
Norma's holiday win really needed, as,
although she studied classic dancing for years,
in her latest picture,
The Passion Flower,'
she was called upon to do a Spanish dance
entirely different from anything she had ever
learned
and during the filming of the play
she was as busy forgetting the rides of classic
dancing as she had formerly been learning
in

Para graph oP Pictures.

PhoWrapk?

a ml

Pictures at the

Palace— Birth

tianity, First Film— Mary
a Little Mother.

of ChrisPickford as

into

palace is now an accomplished fact.
big picture of "The Dawn of the World,"
an Astra production, is now showing there.
The fine stories of the Old Testament are
A few
beautifully pictured on the screen.
photographs from this production are on page ?,

The

'

All

right.'

like tone.

"
"

rumour that the famous Palace Theatre.
THELondon,
a picture
was
be turned
to

"

And

we

Placard Players

'

all felt

said

a

business

— —
*-*

concluded Mr.
"
pretty well acquainted

Rennie,

—

James Crane Coming Back.

WE

!

Charlie Chaplin Pictures.

HEAR

that Charlie Chaplin is looking ten
years younger and happier since he returned
to the studio to work.
He was asked for his -ideas on the subject
of going on the legitimate stage.
" I
I should say not " was his reply.
have seen enough poor plays last summer
and autumn. It is hard enough to make a good
make
picture, but it must be still harder to
a good play."

I

them.

!

that,"
-

More

in

Lillian,

'

l'n-hug

after

;

are to see James Crane again on the
-i
Opporscreen. He has been starring in
tunity " on the stage for the past year.

As you may know, he is married to Alice Brady,
and his favourite indoor pastime is music.
But he says he can only get the maximum of
enjoyment from his piano when he is playing
for his Realart star-wife.

—-

!

Mary

Pickford's New Part.
photograph that comes

EVERY
Mary

over of
Pickford proves the assertion of a
friend who has lately visited her that
she gets younger instead of older.
Certainly it seems Mary refuses to grow up.
If you doubt me, turn to our centre art picture
thi3 week.
This is a scene in Mary's very
latest production, entitled " The Love Light."
and shows the world's sweetheart as a little
mother. Isn't it a beautiful picture ?

Another Fine Play Filmed.
you see the famous Pinero play, " His
DIDHouse
in Order," when the late Sir
George Alexander and our own Irene
Yanbrugh played the leading parts on the
stage ? If so, you will want to see Elsie Ferguson
m Jliss Yanbrugh's part on the screen in the
Paramount Artcraft photo-play just released.
Tho fine story of this production appears on
page 16.

From Gregory

?

Scott to

In the Frozen Northland.
the coming James Kirkwood production,
IN " The Golden Snare," one of the most
important expeditions ever attempted to
secure scenes set out from Los Angeles for the
frozen Northland.
Two special baggage cars were needed to
carry the sledges, fur blankets, traps, snowshoes, cooking utensils, and other impedimenta
incidental to the journey.

One hundred and

five

is

—

—

dogs of every breed

able to withstand the hardships of tho frozen
North, a double team of Alaska reindeer,
eleven polar bears, and seventeen wolves,
also twenty-seven Siberian wolfhounds, have
been gathered for the production.

— —

taken for Mary

REID
WALLACE
on a new play,

is
now hard at work
entitled " The Love
Special," in which he takes the pari
of a railway engineer.

The heroine

is

to be played

— —

regrets that she
Pickford.

is

often

" Of course, I am glad I look like Miss
Pickford," she says, " because I can't think
of anyone I would rather resemble ; but, really,
I don't want to look like anyone. I have done
everything I can to be myself scraped my
hair back, chosen a different style of dress,
and still I look like her."
altered my make-up

by Agnes Ayres.

+~*

When

Anita Reads a Novel.

say
THEY one

in the studios that Anita Stewart
of the most romantic stars of
•
Screenland.
standing
joke that if Anita is in the
It is a
middle of a novel, she will not leave it even
to go to a party until she has finished the
story and left the heroine safe and happy.
is

—

v+

—

Charlie Murray's Mount.

THERE
precede

is

a big party being arranged to
aerial circus in Los Angeles

an

for the

Louise and Mary.

LOUISE LOVELY

"
the week that the " Girl's Cinema
giving
beautiful
is
Gregory
Scott's
real gold slave bangle as a prize in a
simple one-week competition.
There is no
entrance fee : anyone is eligible to compete,
so if you are not a regular reader of this splendid
little screen story paper, buy a copy this week.
The twopence you spend on the copy maywin you this gift that no money can buy.
This slave bangle bears the inscription inside,
" Good Luck Gregory Scott," in Greg's own
handwriting.

THIS

— *—

Wallace Reid's Next Part.

and

benefit of
I hear that Charlie

the disabled soldiers,
lias agreed to

Murray

ride a camel.

" I'd

prefer a zebra, an elephant, or an
but the boys have hired a carnal,
and what they want I must do, if I can stay
on this hurricane deck " sa'vs Charlie.

antelope

;

!

—

—

—-

Teddy Gerrard on

the Screen.

GERRARD
appearing
TEDDY
and
playing opposite Charles
is

is

Norma's Dancing Lessons.
HEAR that Norma Talmadge is at present
I resting, previous to commencing work on
her next picture, " The Sign on the Door,"

in

in the coming Jesse D. Hampton production. The company has been in the Yosemite
national park for over a month now, taking
exterior scenes.

The Pearl White and Wallace McCutcheon
Romance.
DID you see "The Black Secret," the Pathe
in

serial

which Pearl White played her
the Fox banner ?

last serial before joining

[n this serial the hero (disguised as the villain)

«as Wallace McCutcheon, and Pearl thought
lim so fine a hero that she consented to marry
•lim in real life.
In case you cannot call him
to mind, I refer you to our cover picture this
iveek.
Here you see Pearl and -her husband

honeymooning

still

between

Mr. McCutcheon is playing
again in her coming screen
famous play, " The Thief."

plays.
screen
opposite Pearl
version of the

What James Rennie
you
WOULD
Rennie, who

is Like.
a description of James
has just married Dorothy

like

Gish

He

?

thirty

is

years

broad-shouldered.

old.

»nd has the whitest of teeth, the bluest of
eyes, and the blackest of hair.
He has also a
marvellous sense of humour, and that is why
the directors say he is such a good actor.

— —
*-*

When They

HE
-

First Met.
tells of his first meeting with Dorothy,
which was when he was playing opposite
her in a film and Lillian Gish was directing

them.
he says, " was very serious and

Lillian,"

business-like

when she was working.
she asked.
Take her

" ' Ready ?
arms. Closer
" ' No
crushing
.

'
!

'

'

vour

in

'

Closer
cried Dorothy breathlessly.
!

me now

;
'

"

MARY
When

!

'

He"s

HAY.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
Way Down East," everyone proph

Richard Barthelmess met Mary Hay during the filming of "
romance and they were right.
Mary Hay

sied another screen

—

films,

Meredith

is

now

Mrs. Richard Barthelmess.

——

—

—

:

,
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Save

Bert's

Feet,

THE

round a

isting

motion-picture studio
when the star has got

do a

series of bare-

scenes caused

foot

Bert Lytell to create
a new position during
the production of

The Man Who,

"

7

'

his

latest picture.

shall
Howard

see

him

Talbot

as we
as Dr.
the
in

Now
is

and

pro-,

"

as

The

Studio Kid," official
tack -detector and on every set where Mr. Lytell
protectors, the
walking
his
appears without
cltieial detector first makes a keen-eyed search.
;

There was an immediate

falling-off in casualties

following the creating of the

¥
J

new

position.

HEAR

that Charlie Chaplin has arranged
the complete musical score for his much
talkcd-of picture, " The Kid."
This is the first time Charlie has ever per-

formed this work for one of his pictures, although
he is an accomplished musician.

—

The Number

HERBERT
directing

13.

BRENNON, who

been

has

The
Passion Flower," has been gathering some

Norma Talmadge

"

in

curious but interesting statistics regarding
the number 13.
To begin with, there are 13 letters in the
name Herbert Brennon. Secondly, Mr. Brennon 's
contract called for him to begin work on the
Thirdly, the title of the
13th of the month.
photo-play "Passion Flower" has 13 letters
Fourthly, there are 13 letters in the
in it.
name of the producer, Joseph Schenck ; and,
fifthly, there are 13 letters in the name of the
star,

Norma Talmadge.

"Instead

of

Realistic Fights.

Fox productions

recent

in

which

hia

fighting ability has been taxed to the
utmost.
Although it may seem strange to
those who have witnessed the star's efforts
on the screen, Farnum really hates fighting
in any shape or form.
At the same time the star realises that,
although thousands of people admire him for
his dramatic
characterisations, nevertheless,
-

regarding the

number

13 with

Undoubtedly, as an actor, he commands

the fine points of the art, and it is because
of this that he can do something really well
that he does not like.
all

FROM

Choose Him.

NATURE
sique.

favoured him with a powerful phy-

MADAME
from her

—probably

to the hospital to see Frances, her cook, whq
has just undergone a serious surgical operation.
1
Frances is the wife of " madame's " chauffeur,
and has been in her employ for some years,
Like all her servants, she adores Madame, an;'
promised to act like a major if only her mistre

would hold her hand and remain with her durirt;
the ordeal. Most of us would have fled after thi
anaesthetic had been administered, but no
Madame she made her promise, and sh<
determined to keep it, come what would.'
She stayed all during the " cutting up " act,!
watching the progress of the surgeon's knife
with an intelligent interest that made one
;

1

6urgeon say
"

has so

many

a burnt finger will bear witness
has not been idle in her kitchen.
of servants, she has been
doing her own cooking, her usual amount of
reading, and trying to finish a stage play in time
to submit it to one of our American producers.
Aside from that, she has nothing to occupy her
this devotion,

With the shortage

During
he has

time.

fought with nearly
every weapon that
man ever made for
the purpose, which is
unusual
something
for a peace-loving

Lillian

enact

matic roles and do

my best to
them with

thrill
sound

'

LAWSON BUTT, now playing in the Hodkinson photoplay, " The Tiger's Coat."

acting than to earn their applause with a disHowever, when a fight
play of brute strength.
is necessary, I always do my best to make it
possible."
realistic
as
as

—

is

.

Not Tactful.

GOOD

story

is

there was a
feminine voioes*-when
of. interested
the Polish actress and Lillian Gish walked
into the Plaza dining-room for luncheon a few
days ago. I was invited to make one of her
luncheon party, and we had a merry time. There
is a great bond of understanding and sympathy
between these two women. They both like each
other, and Madame Petrova very frankly says
she considers Lillian Gish the greatest screenWho said there is always
artist of her day.
On the other
jealousy between two women ?
hand, Miss Gish, like all the rest of the
for
has a tremendous admiration
world,
Madame Petrova's mentality and charm.
Lillian
has been undecided about playing
" Marguerite "
in
Griffith's production
of
" Faust."
" I want to play in Mr. Griffith's pictures, of
course," she said, " but I am so afraid of tl\e
costume plays. The public not over six months
ago in a vote of the theatre vetoed all costume
plays. Still, the success of Passion makes dm
believe this prejudice luis been somewhat over-

buzz

" I can assure my
supporters," says the
star, " that I would

straightforward dra-

A

going round about

Mary Pickford Kupp, who has

little

certainly

Real Villain.

LONG

prides himself on being a
He says he

real villain of the screen.

has always been a villain. As a child he
stole jam, broke windows, set his dog on the"
neighbours' cats, and everyone predicted that
he would come to a, bad end. And, as all of you
know, he has done so many times. He has
been shot, hurled from precipices, choked, and
drowned. In his last picture, " Go and Get It,"
he was hanged.
" I went to
" But I died game," he boasts.
the tfollows with a cigarette between my lips, and
lots of heroes would not have done that.'
Now we are to see him a» the villainous
Mexican, Rojas, in the film version of Zano
Grey's well-known novel, " Desert Gold," the
original story of which is now running in the
" Boys' Cinema," while the film version can be
seen on the screen.

—

"The

Old

Country,"

and

Gish Undecided.
of "Madame Petrova,

SPEAKING

man.

so-oner

Madame

that

fights in

his pictures.
his career

WALTER

" Belphegor."

Madame, you would have made a great

It was typical of Olga Petrova that she!
remained at her post tintil the last stitch was
taken, and then sat by Frances's bedside until
she came out from under the influence of the
deadly ether. §he has been at the hospital every
day, and is now such a frequent figure -in the
ward the patients all look forward to her visits,
demanding that she spend as much time with

'

Fay Filmer.

'

come."

The bets are all on Lillian's acceptance of
Not to
Mr. Griffith's offer, and rightly, too.
betray a secret or anything, she whispered to me
she would in all likelihood play " Marguerite."

—

Eugene on His Knees.

SAW

something on the floor of the Algonquin
Hotel dining-room one night that resembled
nothing as much as a big bear. I looked again
and saw a strangely familiar head, with curly
light hair
a marcel made by Nature's curling-

I

"Handy -Andy,"

in

Great Neck to diiie
with me last week. I hadn't seen her ford
week or more, she has been kept so busy going
in

them as she does with her cook. In addition to

an

inheritance from our
cave-dwelling ancestors.
This is the
reason why Farnum

got her aunt's charming frankness, but
possibly lacks her tact.
She was invited to a birthday party given by
one of her little girl friends, and arrived at the
party with a wooden duck as a present.
" It's a good duck that we've had around for
a long time," she explained to the little hostess.
" It's all right except for a little bit of paint
that came off the head, but mother put some ink
over that, and you wouldn't notice it." And
they say that thd wooden duck was one of the
most appreciated presents given at that party.

We

home

j

Some-

thing inherent
in the human race
craves the might of
physical
encounter
between two strong

A

KATHLEEN

OVER THERR'*

News From New York.
OLGA PETROVA motored

|

Why They

Frank

VAUCHAN, the pretty Irish actress,
now playing lead in Ideal Films. At the age of
thirteen she recited before and was presented to
Princess Christian. Her stage debut was mad« in
Her
a Christmas play when fourteen years of age.
first screen appearance was in the just-released
" Face at the Window."
shall see her in

"

Notes and

doctor."

men

Own Musician.

Charles His

Farnum's

WILLIAM FARNUM has appeared in many

battles.

unprotected

flippantly
fessionally

he has reformed, and
playing hero parts.

—

tacks and splinters in

pedal extremities, the
wrathful star created
the Metro mascot,
Albert Sarno, known

Mr. Clary
blesse Oblige."
is well known as a screen
villain in Fox photo-plays.

usually held," says

picking up some
his

Goldwyn photoplay, " No-

is

there are just as many who admire him for
the vim and vigour he puts into his screen

Alter involuntarily

CHARLES CLARY

it

Mr. Brennon, " I believe it to be my lucky,
rather than unlucky number, because there
is no star in the world I would rather direct
than Norma Talmadge."

many

painful
possibilities ex-

to

the horror in which

—

iron.

Why, Gene O'Brien ! "" I cried. " What in
the world are you doing f
" Oh, hello " he said. " 1 lost one of my
shirt-studs ; a gift I prize highly."
" But why, in Heaven's name," I asked him,
"don't you let the waiter or the 'bus boy find
"
your precious studs for you T
" I was afraid they wovddn't look carefully ? "
he said, making a wild dash, for his car to
see if by any chance he lost them in his
motor.
" Eugene O'Brien is a regular Peter Pan,"
said my companion. " He will nevor grow up I
Who else in the world would have dared crawl
"

I

all

over a crowded hotel dining-room on

fours

?

all

"

Loueixa

O.

Parsons.

3
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PICTURE SHOWS
WEEKS
THE

THIS
" Ernest Maltravers "

"PICTURE SHOW'S"
GUIDE TO PICTUREGOERS

(Ideal)

Cowley Wbioht and Lilian Hall
" The Strongest "

Davis.
(Fox)

And then
secretary secretly love.
There
one glorious day Alice and Ernest meet
are tears, smiles, and a great joy on that won-

Renke Adoree.
" His House
"
"
"

"

Maltravers'

"
(Paramount -Artcrajt)
Elsie Ferguson.
(Jurya)
..
The Broken Butterfly "
Pauline Starke and Lew Cody.
The Man Who Woke Up " (Western Import.)
Pauline Starke.
(Paramount)
A Daughter of the Wolf "
Lila Lee and Elliott Dexter.
(Walkers)
His Daughter Pays "
in Order

.

.

derful

A

fino film, that knows not the word " dullness," whilst the settings are decidedly attractive.

Incriminating Letters.
HOUSE IN ORDER

HIS tion

.

" is an adaptawell-known stage play by

Arthur Pinero. Nina Graham, who
is played by Elsie Ferguson, is engaged as a
governess in the house of Filmer Jesson. After
the death of the hitter's wife, Nina marries him,

Week.

of the

of the

Sir

Gertrude McCoy.

The British Release

day

of reunion.

but the family treats her with coldness. Her
finds that she cannot keep his house in
order, and, when more trouble appears likely
for Nina, she discovers letters which throw an
unpleasant light on .lesson's first wife.
The
discovery at once leads to a different state of

ERNEST MALTRAVERS,

Lord Lytton's
famous novel, produced by Jack Benton.
Ideal
Stannard.
scenario
by Eliot

husband

Films Ltd.
It is a strong plot, ably portrayed by a very
Ernest Maltravers
strong cast of British actors
is played by Cowley Wright, Mr. Maltravers
(Albert Sinclair). Mr* Merton (George Bellamy),
Mrs. Merton (Miss Florence Nelson), Caroline
(Miss Violet Bucalossi), Mr. Mason (Alban
Atwood), Doctor (Frank I. Arlton), Luke
Darvil (Norman Partridge). Walters (N. Watts
:

Phillips), Alice (Miss Lilian Hall-Davis),

affairs.

A Woman's
A

under the same roof in a small lake
settlement are two women, one young and
the other middle-aged, who hate each other.
composer of music comes along, falls in love

Lord Vargrave
Stella
Wood-Sims).
(Miss
(Ernest Douglas), Ladv Vargrave (Madame
C. A. d'Esterre), Mrs. Jones (Mrs. Watts Phillips),
George Legard (Hubert Gordon Hopkirk).

The Story.
night a handsome youth,
ONEMaltravers,
returns from
his

studies

common

he loses

abroad.

On

a desolate

bearings, and is offered
Darvil, a hardened ruffian.
his

Ernest

a bed by Luke

to

his

father,

who

is

seriously

ill.

'

During

•

2

k,"

the heroine in

Tale of the

Snowy North.

WITHand picturesque
snow

scenes of the forests
plains of Canada and a good
story to match, " A Daughter, of the
Wolf " is certain to hold your interest, especially
when the star in it is Lila Lee. As the daughter
of a fur smuggler known as " The Wolf, she
goes with him to a big town and makes the
acquaintance of a young man of means. As the
story unfolds itself, we find him attacked by
one of the Wolf's associates as he tries to see her
again.
She comes across him lying on the
ground unconscious, but the excitement is by no
means over, as shown by the scenes that follow.

in

Under-World.

GERTRUDE
diplomat,

his

HALL DAVIS

also

really prominent figure is that of an
American colonel, with a penchant for journalism
and a hatred for a certain Northerner. Broken
in health, the colonel has to borrow money, and
while on a holiday his daughter Edith fa!!- in
love with a young writer. There is an amusing
and delightful surprise for the colonel, who
'"
wakes up " to learn who his proposed son-inlaw really is, and from where the money con.''-.

Life in the

McCOY
is

the

Daughter Pays," a

Luke Darvil burgles the cottage, and
Alice is carried off. Ernest returns to the place
of desolation.
He searches in vain for Alice,
and eventually, distraught, goes abroad. Later,
Alice escapes, and is eared for by chance
strangers on the country side. Lord and Lady
Vargrave. They give her shelter until her child
is born, and try to find her lost lover.
Years pass. Evelyn, Alice's daughter, is now
» rex^lica of her beautiful motUST, and she and

and LILIAN

is

The Man Who Woke Up," although the

featuring Rence Adoree,
story of a girl who is
expected to marry a crook posing as a
vi-count.
But her hand is also sought by a
young American. There are several exciting
scenes, including a thrilling rescue of the girl
who has been imprisoned in a lonely building.

absence,

COWLEY WRIGHT

STARKE
PAULINE
"

Kidnapped.
" The Strongest,"
IN we are given the

'

Ernest is warned by Alice, Darvil's beautiful
young daughter of sixteen. Presently Luke, in
the company of a villain, by name Walters,
enters the room, intent on murdering his trapped
The two
visitor, but Ernest is saved by Alice.
Next day commences a love idyll
fly together.
between these two human beings so curiously
flung across each other's path by Fate.
The old story of love in a cottage follows,
until one day Ernest is obliged to hurry away

The Awakening.

A

Revenge.

LIVING

Evelyn

girl, and secretly marries her before
leaving her for a time. When he returns later on,
he is told by her middle-aged companion that
his wife and the child are. both dead. In reality
she has turned them Adrift through revenge,
but the man, believing her story, goes away,
and, meeting the sister of his first wife, m:irrie<
her.
Then comes a dramatic surprise in this
film. "The Broken Butterfly," with an ending
which many in the audience will probably not
expect. Pauline Starke is in the title role.

with the

as the daughter of a
chief figure in
Hii
film depicting a not to
>

pleasant phase of life, though the story and
acting are both ,good.
The girl becomes entangled in the meshes of a rascally spy. who
compels her to lead the life of a dancing girl in a
gambling -den. Her degradation is graphical
depicted, while there is- an exciting scene in
which the villain attempts to gain a second
victim in the person of his fiancee's sister.
There are glimpses of the underworld, all of
which have beon well staged.

" Ernest Maltravers."

(Above) ELSIE

FERGUSON

in

" His House

COWLEY WRIGHT

as Ernest Maltraver3

in Order," a Paramount-Artcralt picture,

and LILIAN

HALL DAVIS

as Alice.

"

<
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ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS TO-DAY

CALL OP

T/IE ROAD!
By A. E. COLEBY and
.*m
HERBERT ALLINGHAM j_ JE-J

Splendid Serial Story of
I

j

|

Famous British Film

Characters in the Story.

ALFRED TRUSCOTT,. who

has

" I fear me, Master Fitton, thou
wilt lose. thy money," she said.
The drover leaned 1 back in his
chair and gave a shout ol laughter.
" What, Mother, art thou a follower
" Can'st
of the Fancy ? " he cried.

been

disinherited for being a ne'er-do-well
bv his uncle, Silas Tniscott..
ROWliNA, Alfred's cousin, who is
fascinated by the stories she hears
In order to meet him,
of her cousin.
she nses the name of Alice Grey, and
goes to stay with her old nurse,

LADY

thou

lias

Pigeon Williams they talk'
"
?
" Nay," replied the landlady, with ai
contemptuous shrug of her broad

got work.

shoulders, " I know naught of him or
the likes of him. But something I do
know of Sir Martin Trevor. He is a

road," and friends of Alfred.
MARTIN TREVOR, an inveterate
gambler, who cheats at cards. He is
beaten in a duel by Alfred, and vows
vengeance'.

that hath a knack of
winning. Whether it be cards or dice
or any other kind of roguery.'you will
That
find him on the winning side.
much on [very good authority I [have heard of
Sir Martin. They do say he never took part

gentleman

,

A

boxing-match is made between
Sir
Martin and a certain Lord
Dclaval. The jnan Sir Martin n to
produce is Pigeon Williams, and he has staked
his all on his man winning.
Lord Delaval s
bo.\T;r is Hammer John, a blacksmith.

Gossip at the Old Punch Bowl.

IT was

Saturday night, and the tap-room of
Punch B^)wl was crowded. Mother
Morgandall and her maids were busy attending to the needs of the guests.
These consisted for the most part of landworkers weary after their day's toil, who were
the Old

content to drink and smoke in silence.

A casual word was exchanged now and then,
but^to speak truth it was a dull company, and
of general conversation there was little or none.
And then the door opened, and a stranger
came in. He was shabbily dressed, but there
was nothing- -apologetic in his manner.
He
wore his battered old top-hat set rakishly on the
back of his .head,' and his cunning, ferret eyes
surveyed the company boldly.
The newcomer was Mr. Ikey Barnes. There
was less mahce and more good-humour, in his
face than usual, and the reason for this was
that he had money in his purse.
These were
prosperous days for Ikey, though there were
few who knew tho source of the coins which
jingled in his pocket.
He

gave a friendly nod to

ttle

company

scene in tbe Old Punch Bowl.

away

This is the way of it. You pick
up a man in Bristol, Brummagem or any old
place you like. You laud him up to the skies as
a wonder. Nothing like him has ever been seen
before. He's as cunning as a fox, as strong as an
ox, with a punch. like the kick of a mule. The
public, who know nothing about real form, go

men's pockets.

crazy over him.

Then you make a match, and

pnt him up against a

fairly

good man.

public, like silly sheep; put their

He

new wonder.

money

All the
on. the

knocked out in the first
sheenies clear off with the swag.
is

round, and .the
That's how it's done."
And the.drover took a long £wig at his tankard.
Grins of approval went round the room, and
Mr. Ikey Barnes was obviously annoyed.
" You are mighty clever, master," he said
sharply, " but if you mean to tell me that two
noble Corinthians like my l.unl Delaval and Sir
Martin Trevor would demean themselves to ploy
a trick of that sort, I'll tell thee thou art a fool.-'
" Ho, ho " exclaimed the drover, with his
" So that is your new chamboisterous laugh.
pion eh ?
Well, we have heard of tho great
match evendown here, but we don't know who
my Lord Delaval is going to put into the ring.
If you are wiser than we, give us the name of the
unknown, and I'll tell thee what I think of his
chances against Pigeon Williams."
" You can't tell me more than I know,"
!

,

as he

seated himself and called for ale.
He passed a remark with one and then with
another, and whenever he obtained a civil reply
he insisted upon standing a drink.
This pleasant habit proved a great encouragement to conversation, and very soon Mr. Ikey
Barnes was surrounded by a wide and evergrowing circle of appreciative listeners.
.The conversation turned on sport, and
especially upon the prize ring.
The merits of the various champions of the
day were being discussed, when a dour -looking
man w-ho had not hitherto spoken broke in with

nn exclamation of disgust.
" There bain't no fighters nowadays "
he
said contemptuously. " I saw Jem Belcher beat
Joe Berks. That's what I call fighting. Where's
!

Jem Belcher to-day ? Show me the man as
to be named in the same breath with him."
The speaker was a big hairy fellow, a drover
by occupation, and possessed of a rough,
d jinineenng voice and manner.
.Mr. Barnes, who had assumed the air of an
authority on the subject under discussion, and
was thoroughly enjoying the admiration he
your
is fit

evoked from the wide-eyed yokels, did not relish
tho interruption, 'and answered a little sharply:
" Belcher has had his; day.
We can't waste
our time over one-eyed ex-champions.
New
"
men are coining on and
" New men ? " roared the drover. "
Where are
they 1
" I could name ofe if I chose," said
Ikey
" I
Barnes, with a knowing wag of his head.
could tell you of a man whoso namo will be
ringing all over England beforo many weeks are
gonc/ r
" I'vo heard tell of these great
unknowns
before to-day," sneered tho drover.
" It's n
trick of the sheenies to get money out of honest

any game of skill or chance in which he went
the loser."
" 'Tis a foul libel on the noble baronet.
Mistress Morgandall, as I am here to bear
witness before all men."
The words were uttered by a new speaker,
and came from behind the hostess.
She turned quickly and beheld, framed in the
doorway, the figure of an old man. There was a
black patch over his right eye, and his humorous
face now wore a mocking smile. Under his arm
he carried a fiddle. Close behind him was a young
boy with a sack-like bag over his shoulder.
" Why, Primus, is it thee, thou tramping
in

A
I

the points of a fighting-man,

this

much about won thy favour

so

PAGANINI PRIMUS and PAGANINI
SKCUNDUS, " gentlemen of the
SIR

toll

and has

Margery Merridew, near where Alfred

replied Barnes gruffly, " and what I know I
mean to keep to myself. But 'twill be a fair
match, and the better man will win.
If you

want

to

——
make
may
a bet

" That's as
" If I bet,

be," interposed the drover.

my money

will go on the Unknown."
There was a general laugh at this.
"
" After what tli
hast said. Master Fitton ?
exclaimed Mother Morgandall, who had come in
and heard the last part of the conversation.
" Ay, mistresl, for when I make a wager
I do not back my fancy, nor even the better
man. I follow the Jews. I travel » good deal,
and I've heard a mortal lot about this match,
and what do I hear everywhere I go ? I'll tell
thee. The sheenies are putting their money on
my Lord Delaval's man, and last night in
Maidstone the betting was three to one against
Pigeon Williams.",
Will you lay the odds, Master Drover ? "
said Ikey Barnes .Quietly, while his little eyes
i

vagabond

"

cried Mother Morgandall, in a
more good-humoured than her
svords. "Come you in and let us. hoar the gossip
of the countryside.
I warrant thou wilt pay thy
reckoning in no other coin."
The old fiddler bowed low.
•" Thy courtesy, mistress, is only matched by
f

much

tone

thy beauty," he observed, while his one eye
twinkled mischievously.
The two travellers then entered, and wcro
soon served with bread and -cheese and ale.
Mother Morganclall attended to their needs
herself.
The good damp had a very friendly
feeling for the vagabond fiddler and his lad.
They always seemed to bring an atmosphere of
merriment with them, and however dull tho
company, it always livened up when old Primus
showed his whimsical face, and tucked his
fiddle beneath his chin.
While the fiddler and the boy were eating,
Mother Morgandall stood with her hands on In r
hips and looked down at them.
" How long hast thou been a friend of Sir
Martin Trevor, Primus ? " she said, presently.
The old fiddler paused in the act of drinking,
and looked up over In- Tnug of ale.
.

'

" .Friend

f

I

am

no friend

of his, mistress.

me

.glistened- ft>varioiousfy.

that he is a roguo. Oft have
I found that a rogue is pleasant company
enough, and that is all I ask of any man.
I
stay not long in one place. But this Trevor of
thine is a sour-faced rogue, and such I can't
abide."
And yet you would not have me speak ill of
him "
" I heard thee speak no ill."
" Now by my troth ! " exclaimed Motln-i
Morgandall, indignantly, turning to the company
" Did the rascal not call mo
for confirmation.
"
a

" Nay, but I'll lay theo twelve pounds to five
against the Pigeon," said the drover, bringing
his great fist down with a thump on the table.
'Tis a bet " replied Ikey promptly. " And
as wo be strangers one to another, mayhap our
goocl hostess Vill be kind enough to hold the
"
stakes ?
Tho drover was quite agreeable to this, and
Mother Morgandall, after a mild protest, was
persuaded to take charge of the money.
She shook her head dubiously, however, as
she gathered up the coins and tied them in the
corner of a pocket-handkerchief.

during which Primus drank his ale.
\.iv. mistress," ho said, as ho replaced tho
mug on the table, " thy sex has every virtu.
save one. You are beautiful and you are km I.
you are generous and you are gentle, but tho
truth is not in you. You cannot repeat a tb
as you have heard it, and if you make Ilia
plainest statement 'tis full of errors. What you
do is wise and good, but what you say is mcio
folty. "Twos ever so with women."
" You saucy scamp " exclaimed the hostcn,
{Continuid on page 8.)

.

•

!

It matters not to

!

liar t

Thoro was a universal murmur of assent,

.

!
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THE BIBLE FILMED

THEthewonderful
World " released
Italian

film

"

The Dawn

of

by Astra, for which a
prologue has been written by Mr. Louis N.

is now being shown at the Palace Theatre,
This film took five years to complete,
London.
and over 12,000 persons appei.' in it.
It is on-:

Parker,

most remarkable pictures ever produced,
complete history of the world as recorded
the Bible from the creation to the Song of

of the

and
in

0

All

the

well-known scenes in the Old Testament up to " The Song of Solomon "
and above you can see a pictnrisation ot the Flood.

have been

Lot and his daughters after they have been saved from the

is

a

0

0

Solomon

filmed,

The

cities

of

Sodom and Gomorrah.

fall

of

Eve.

0

0

0

-
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ROAD."

and no one was more delighted than Fitton, the
"

I

"

s idling.

Make good thy

-words, or I will

box

"

hine ears

'

!

Old Primus rose from His seat, and going to
mantelpiece, took down a churchwarden
pipe, which he proceeded to fill with crumbs of
jbacco from an old leather pouch.
" A blow from thee, Mistress Morgandall,
would be more welcome than a caress from a
lady less fair," said the fiddler, with the whimsical smile which the hostess could never resist.
the

Nevertheless, I will make my meaning clear,
is unmannerly to vex thee.
When we entered,
seeking warmth and comfort under thy hospitable
roof, thou wert telling these gentlemen that
Sir Martin Trevor never took part in game of
skill or chance in which he left the field a loser.
"
Is't not so ?
l

"

Ay, and

'tis

common

knowledge."

" And 'tis false "
retorted
What say you, Secundus ? "
!

'

the

.

spluttered and nearly choked over
n mouthful of bread-and-cheese, then recovered
himself, grinned, and went on eating.
" Answer me, boy," commanded Primus, with
mock sternness. " Is it not a libel on the noble
baronet 1 Have we not seen him with our own
eyes engage in a pretty game of skill, and find
"
himself badly worsted in the end ?
"Ay, that we have!" replied the boy.
Primus turned to the puzzled hostess.
" Has there been no talk of the duel which
took place a while since in the field of the
"
stunted oaks ?
Mother Morgandall's eyes lit up.
" So
" she asked
know you aught of that
" Indeed, there has been much talk
eagerly.
much talk with little matter to it. 'Twas the
last folly of the ne'er-do-well, Master Alfred,
'Tis said *Sir Martin,
ere he fled the country.
seeing as how he had been a guest at Truscott
But we know
Hall, spared the young fool's life.
not the rights of it."
" Ay
know
not the
that's
true.
You
but
rights of it, eh, Secundus ? " said the fiddler, drily.
At t his the boy exploded in a laugh which sent
fragments of his meal over the table in front of him.
Mother Morgandall began to grow impatient.
" What know you of the duel, Primus ? "
" Hast met anyone
she demanded sharply.
who was there ? Dost know why Sir Martin
spared Master Alfred's life ? "
'

'!

—

!

!

"

Ay,

I

know

that.

For see you mistress,

I

We supthere, and so was Secundus.
'Twas a pretty affair,
ported Master Alfred.
nark you, though no blood was shed."
" A fight with swords and no blood shed "
" Why,
interposed the drover contemptuously.
"
'tis no better than play-acting
" Ay, 'twas as good as a play," assented Primus
with a grin. And then, with much unction and
much dramatic effect, he told the story of the
duel in the field of the stunted oaks.
The whole company watched him wide-eyed
r.nd listened with breathless interest as he
related every detail of the encounter.
" And then, mark you, the end came," he
cried, as he flung himself into the attitude of a
fencer, and using his churchwarden pipe as a
rapier made a dramatic thrust, " with a turn
of the wrist thus Master Alfred sent Sir Martin's
sword spinning into the air so that it fell a dozen
yards away."
" Nay, nay, not so far," interposed Secundus.
" No matter, 'twas far enough.
'Twas beyond the reach of Sir Martin. The man who
and a dozen others so they
killed youngJDevon
nay stood quaking in mortal terror of his life
thus !•
while Master Alfred advanced slowly
" Then Master Alfred came quite close, and the
point of his blade was within an inch of his
enemy's breast. What think you he did * He
threw his sword down, saying with mighty
"Tis an insult to the steel to use it on
scorn'
"
the likes of thee
" And then ho tweaked his nose," interposed
Secundus with a shriek of delighted laughter.
" Nay
you jest," exclaimed Mother Morgandall looking from one to the other,
" He
" 'Tis Gospel truth," declared Primus.
seized him by the nose and would not let go.
And first he twisted it this way, thus. And
then that way, so. And then, as you may say,
he gave it a circular twist, thus, and all the
time Sir Martin Trevor blubbered and swore and
was

!

!

—

—

—

"

And that is your noble Corinthian
he
" That is the wonderroared in his great voice.
ful
sportsman who never loses. If Pigeon
Williams is no better a man than his backer, I'm
glad my money's not on him."
"Ah!" remarked Ikey Barnes, cunningly.
" You've forgotten ono thing, Master Drover.
In the duel with young Truscott', there was no
purse and no betting. It is only when the money
is on that Sir Martin Trevor always wins."
Old Primus recognising the voice turned
sharply, and looked at the speaker.
He remembered at once having met the fellow
at the Two Fishes on the night Alfred tapped
Punch Murphy's nose for a guinea.
" You are right, sir," he said quietly.
" If

then

Sir Martin Trevor has made a match there's
not a dirty trick he'll be above in order to win

away with her.
" YoO have known

it."

maybe, Master Truscott," she said innocently.
" Nay, Alice, fine ladies are all foolishness,
and there is naught that is real and natural
about them. What they truly are no man
knoweth. I thank Heaven thou art a simple
cottage maid."

!

.

A

fiddler.

The boy

Nay, but when thou hast finished and told
all
thy thoughts, keeping naught back,

•

me

drover.

Simple Cottage Maid.

boy stayed the night
THEat the Punch and
the mornBowl, but early
old fiddler

his

in

ing they took to the road again.
Their intention was to get to Chiddingstone
before nightfall, and so be ready for the Fairing
which began there on the following day.
"
shall pass through Friar's Ford," said

We

Secundus.
"

Ay, lad," replied the old man.
" And, maybe, see Master Alfred again."
" Ay, if so be he is still there. There's little in
Friar's Ford to attract a lad of spirit, I'm thinking.
I warrant he has gone roaming long ere this."
But in this Primus was wrong. At that very
moment Alfred Truscott was finding something
exceedingly attractive in Friar's Ford.
The sun which shone on the dusty road along
which the fiddler and his young companion
trudged was also shining on a fair meadow
which ran by the side of a rippling brook scarce
half a mile from Jones's mill.
Seated beneath a. tree was a girt and lying at
her feet a young man.
Rowena's daring scheme to become acquainted
with her cousin had succeeded wondrously. So
complete indeed had been its success that now
she was afraid.
Her lovely face wore an odd expression as she
gazed out before her at the running brook, and
It
at the stretch of beautiful scenery beyond.
was not a sad expression, but it .was very grave
and thoughtful.
A. tender smile played about the man's mouth
as he looked up at her.
" Alice

!

" he said, with

mock

with

me

" I

seriousness.

have thought of a new game.

Wilt thou play

it

!

She smiled down at him, and her heart'thrilled as
it always did when she gazed on his dear face, and
saw the boyish laughter lurking in his dear eyes.
" What is thy game, sir ? " she_demanded.
" 'Tis called Give-and-Take."
" I fear 'tis some nonsense."
" Not so, 'tis most intelligent."
" Well, tell me the rules."

into

There

my

is

but one

rule.

Thou must

face while I look into thine,

game is finished thou must not drop
Rowena laughed.
" A«rl the game ? " she said.

look
and till the
thine eyes."

" 'Tis this," explained Alfred, " While I am
looking into thine eyes thou must tell me what
thou wert thinking of when I spoke to thee just

now."

The girl at once broke the rule of the game by
lowering her eyes, and at the same time a hot
flush spread over her fair face.
" That is no game," she said, laughing to
" That is confession."
cover her confusion.

Tell

will.

return I will
" Yes "

The

story

as I please."
" Alice," cried the man springing to his feet.
art as provoking as
as a fine lady, but,
ah dear heart," he added with a swift change of
"
tone,
thou arb~ten times more fair than any
fine lady could ever be."
Rowena rose quickly to her feet. When
Alfred looked like that, and spoke with that
thrilling note of ardent admiration in his voice
lie always
gave her the impression he was
about to pick her up in his strong arms and run

—

!

was received with

roars of laughter,

fine ladies in 3- our time,

Rowena made a low

curtsey.
" 'Tis happy I am, my lord, to know I give
satisfaction," she said demurely.
Alfred stood gazing at her with admiring,
smiling eyes.
" Thou art adorable, Alice, in all thy moods,
even when you mock me. Shall I tell thee a
"
secret ?
Something in his tone made Rowena look at
him doubtfully.
" Does thy secret concern me ? " she asked.

"

A

he admitted.
tell me."
Alfred was silent for a moment
little,"

"Then you may
"

Maybe

teasingly.
affright thee."

Tis

Rowena
I

you who
petulantly.

doubt not

'tis

"

a

are- provoking now," said
" I am curious, though
trifling

NEW

of

a

Coloured

Picture

What

is

marry thee."

Rowena gave a little gasp of surprise, and
then tried to break away from him, but he held
her fast, looking down at her with a very earnest
look in his big grey eyes.
I am going to marry thee," he repeated.
" Isn't it wonderfid ? "
Half-laughing ami half-annoyed she again
struggled to release herself, and as at last he
let her go she fell back a step and faced him.
" That is for me to say," she exclaimed
" Know you this, I will marry the
haughtily.
man of my own choosing."
He stood with his arms hanging down by hie
and making no attempt to approach

her.

" That is true, dear heart," he answered
simply, " and thou hast chosen me. I have read
it

in

thy dear eyes, and that's what makes mt

happy and so
Again a flood

sure."
of colour came to the girl'f
cheeks, but this time she did not drop her eyes
" And when will my lord condescend tc
bestow his hand and fortime upon me ? " aht

so

asked mockingly.
Then he sprang forward, caught her in

hit

arms and lifted her off her feet.
" As soon as I have saved the parson's fee
he cried, .as he held her close and kissed hei
'

I

pouting

lips.

{To bt continued.)
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matter.

thy secret ?
He stepped close to her then, and his arm
slipped about her waist.
**
" I am going to
Alice," he said softly.

pictures,

NO.

looking

had better wait a while," he said
" 'Tis a wonderful secret aod it may

I
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF GERALDINE FARRAR

_(

Special In the
Picturt allow.'

GERALDINE FARRAR
The S creen

Who

Star

is

Al so

a

amoui

D onna

GERALDINE FARRAR,

celebrated actress of the screen and prima donna,
shares her time between the Royal Opera House, and the Goldwyn studios.
From the first she was a screen success.
Her first appearance was in a hair pulling scone in a picture version of Carmen,"
which scene she later transferred to toe stage, and again made a sensation.
' :

A
Thoughtful.

Dramatic Artiste.

her pictures
dramatic, even melo-dramatic, and her most successful
ALLparts
have been when she played opposite her husband, Lou Tellegen.
are

the time when the directors of the Opera House frowned upon
particularly angry with her because she had received a
tempting offer to act for the films, and told them that she was going to accept it.
" How can you ?
they asked her. -' You have already made a reputation as
the greatest American prima donna.
When people can see you on the pictures for
a few coppers, they will not want to pay notes to hear you sing."

She

tells of

They were

the screen.

'•'

A

Successful Experiment.

said she was willing to experiment and take
BUTandGeraldine
the consequences have been satisfactory —even for the

the consequences,
opera, for many a

movie admirer has become an opera convert, and many an opera devotee has
become a lover of picture shows.
Some of the films in which you may remember having seen Miss Farrar are " Maria
Rosa," " The Woman God Forgot."
The Turn of the Wheel," " The Devil's Stone,"
" Joan of Are," " The Stronger Vow," " Shadows,"
The World and its Woman,"
" The Flame of the Desert," and " Carmen."
-

14

Delighted.

The Secret

of a

SPEAKING

Happy Marriage.

marriage, Geraldine Farrar says that she found the fairy
prince of whom every girl dreams almost as soon as she was old enough
to play with dolls.
" Lou Tellegen and I have many interests in common," she says, " and I think
that is the secret of successful marriages, a true and perfect comradeship.
We are both interested in the theatre, but fortunately in different branches of
it, apart from our screen work.
Mr. Tellegen loves the opera, and he attends every
one of my performances at the Metropolitan whenever he is not playing
himself, and when he was playing in New York last season I believe 1
attended his performances [at least twenty times. So, you see, we enjoy
each other's work without the least feeling of jealousy. We are interested
in the same things, Mr. Tellegen paints and writes
and sculptures, and I like to watch him and talk
of her

with him about his work."
If

Pensive.

You Would Look

FARRAR
MISSheight.

is

Tall.
five

feet

six

But her experience

of

inches in
the stage

has taught her how to dress to appear
even, taller.
She uses shoes, collars, combs,
earings, and a hundred other little dress accessories
to get an effect for her different character roles.
She says that one can even arrange one's hair to
give a different aspect to the character introduced
on the screen. She tells of one part, for instance,
when she took the role of a cowgirl. It was
essential that she should wear low-heeled shoes to
obtain the free easy walking movement, but to
gain the height lost by wearing low-heeled shoes,
she wore a tall Spanish comb in her hair, which was
quite in keeping with the character.

She has one little fad in frocks; on no account
she wear a high collar, for she says that lownecked frocks give height and gracefulness.
will

Demure.

you want

It

to

ber,

address

letter

:

write

your

GERALDINE FARRAR.
Metropolitan Opera

House,

New York

City,

U.S.A.

(

Mention
lo

A

coquette.

the Picture Skoir
enture an early reply.)
•

'
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A SERIOUS CINEMA CONFAB

A STUDY

Most business departments hold conThere was a serious confab at the Goldwyn studios the other da;.
so they thought they would do it in the movies, and PAUL BERN, director, conferred with
MABEL NORMAND and other members of the cast about the humourous conception of a vampire which
Mabel is to give in " Head Over Heels."

WILL ROGERS and a little black boy illustrated
the filming of one of Will's latest films " Boys Wili
the expression of their musical abib
l

ferences,

JACK DEMFSEY,
another strong

the famous

boxer, held up by

man— DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.

ANITA STEWART.
of Stars' Favourite

The seventh of our series
photographs of themselves.

MR.

IN B.

F.

S.

JACOBS, the

Californian
with

PICTURE SHOW "snapped"

representative ot tbe

OARETH HUGHES,

t
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MARY PICKFORD
in "

The Love

as the little motherLight, " a coming photoplay.
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CK AND WHITE

MEMBERS OF THE CIRCUS

¥ v
of

I"
Mrely

music in the Goldwyn studios one day during
They bad not a graDd piano or a "Strad" for

common

or garden Jews'

harps.

"
There is always a fascination about the members of a circus, and here you see EDDY POLO with some " extras
took part in bis film " Circus Life." Eddy is splendid in circus roles ; many readers will remember him in a
serial which was shown a little while ago, entitled " The Circus King."

who

Often see stars photographed with their mothers, but poor old father is not so often
was photographed with her " daddie,' EMIL FLUGRATH.

f VIOLA DANA, however,

MART MILES MINTER
with *•

deserted

FATTY " ARBUCKLE,

Realart
in

just

which she

long enough to have one film taken
appear as a little Irish nursemaid.

will

—

'
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The Splendid Story

a Second Wife

of

Who Was

JESSON, M.P., was a man who took
FILMER
and himself much too seriously —especially him-

life

self

y
Overbury Towers, he had been
•

.

The wealthy owner of
brought up since childhood to believe that the Jessons
were not as other people.
His father and mother and all his relatives had
perpetually dinned into his ears that the Jessons had.
always been honourable men and their wives saintly
women, and when his parents died, the eider, oldmaid sister of his dead wife Aunabelle had carried on
bad work.
Annabelle had died in tragic circumstances. She
had left word that she was going to visit a sick tenant,
and was returning in her car at a fast pace when the
car turned over in the drive and killed her.
To Gcraldine, the fact that Annabelle had been on
an errand of mercy when she met her death was proof
As a
that Annabelle had been a saint on earth.
matter of fact, Annabelle (who was totally unlike her
sister) had nevcr^vished to be a saint on earth.
She had not been to visit a sick tenant, and the
real cause of the fatal accident was that she was so
scared she would not be in time for dinner which
was a sacred institution at Overbury Towers that
she had ordered her chauffeur to exceed the limit of
speed which combined safety.
Annabelle's death had been a real blow to Filmer
Jesson, who at heart was not a bad sort of man, but
throughout his life family tradition had been too
much for him. It had smothered his better nature,
until, as he was approaching middle age, it had become hi3 complete master.
It was family pride that was worrying him now as
he looked out on the lawn and watched his little son
Derek playing with his governess, Nina Graham.
Filmer Jesson's handsome face lighted up as he
Nina
shifted his gaze from his son to the girl.
Graham was certainly good to look upon. To have
called her pretty would have been a libel on the
wondrously moulded oval face, the deep, velvety eyes
and gorgeous golden-brown hair. She was beautiful.
" Why should I worry about what Gcraldine will
say," Filmer Jesson thought as he looked at her.
" I'm not fool enough to think that Nina is in love
with me
but I think she might learn to care for me
in time.
And Derek worships her as much as he
dislikes Gcraldine.
Poor little kid he scarcely knew
iiis mother."
Mr. Jesson suddenly took an intense dislike to
lie

i

—
—

;

;

Gcraldine and the family pride.
" I'll ask her to marry me to-day," he said aloud,
" and if she won't I can at least make a variation ot
the old tag.
Instead of letting her tell me that she
will be a sister to me, I will ask her if she will continue
to be a " mother to Derek."
Filmer Jesson laughed at the thought.
He had
always been taught that humour was one of the next
sins to the seven deadly ones.
" It's either the spring air, or I am getting sentimental in my middle age," he muttered. " All the
same, I mean to ask Nina."
Filmer Jesson's idea of proposing to Nina Graham
would not be worth twenty feet, of film on the movies,
or a page in a novel. He sent Derek indoors on a
fictitious errand, and then asked Nina if she woidd
marry him in much the same way that the chairman of
an old-established and prosperous company tells a
board of directors that it will be advantageous for
the company to link up with, or absorb, a younger
'

company.
And Nina

!

Candidly, Nina was staggered.
Being a woman, she was not altogether unconscious
of the fact that Filmer Jesson had shown her more
than the ordinary courtesy due from the owner of
Overbury Towers to one who was his son's governess.
.Sometimes she had wondered
sometimes she had
been half afraid.
But not being a designing woman
(and there arc many such, despite what cynics may
say), she had never contemplated matrimony with
her employer as the bridegroom.
She had often wondered what she would do when
Derek grew up and went to school, but being young,
she had not worried much. Suddenly faced with this
somewhat cold-blooded proposal, she did not know
;

what to

say.

Before she could frame an answer, Jesson was
speaking again.
"I don't expect you to say you love me, Nina,
though I know I love you. Tell me that you do not
love anybody else and I will go on."
" I certainly do not love anybody else," said Nina,
glad for the respite that had enabled her to collect
her thoughts.
"

"

Do you like me at all ?
" I have always liked you.

You have been kind

to me."

" There was a hint of tenderness in her voice
Jesson was impatient.

but

Overshadowed by the Memory

16///,
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of the First

" I don't mean that kind o
liking," he said, almost angrily.

—

" I mean do you think you
could care for me as a hus-

band

"

?

" I think I could," said Nina.

"

But you must remember that

I

am

only Derek's governess.

much knowledge

have not
life,
but
ignorant.

much

I
of

am

I

not entirely
have heard so

I

about,

'

What

will

the

county say ? that I am afraid
—for you."
" If that is all," said Jesson
rising, " do not worry about the
'

county.

I

am

sure you will

faithfully observe all the traditions of the county, and
cr
family.
I shall tell Geralwe
are
dine
to-night
that

—

my

engaged, and I think we ought
to get married at once.
I love
you, Nina. I know I love you.
I can only hope that one day

you

will love me."
With a passion that startled
Nina he drew her to him and

At the fancy dress ball. ELSIE FERGUSON as Mrs, Jesson
Paramount-Artcraft photo-play,

in the

kissed her.

As a matter of fact, it startled Filmer Jesson much
more. Had anvbodv told him at noon that day
that he would have so far forgotten his position, the
traditions of the family, the memory of Annabelle,
as to make violent love to his son's governess in broad
daylight, he would not have laughed at them he
would have been verv angry and very dignified.
Something of this came into his mind as he looked
around with the guilty look of a small boy caught
fishing on a Sunday, or stealing jam.
At once he became Filmer Jesson, M.P., owner of
Overbury Towers.
" I think we will go in," he said, almost coldly.
He felt a worm as he said it.

—

" Here is this glorious young
smile is worth a million times more
than society's frown, who brings to you jewels set
in her eyes far rarer than the Jesson diamonds whose
lips make Aunt Caroline's rubies seem dull, red stones ;
bending so far as to let you kiss her. Can't you see,
man ? Strip yourself of the raiment of family pride
just imagine you are a
forget Overbury Towers
primitive man seeking a mate, and then realise that,
although you have no right (and certainly not the
might were vou living in an age when men had to
light for women) to ask her— that she has promised to
be your wife."
Which shows that Filmer Jesson's heart was right.
Unfortunately, family tradition is hard to kill.

Something told him

:

woman whose

;

,'

;

•

Jesson knew he was a wprm when he announced his
engagement to Geraldinc, in the same cold tone that
he proposed to Nina before he made love to her.
He had not the courage to boast of his triumph
nor the generosity tosay he was the luckiest man alive.
Little Derek had a wider understanding.
He had seen his father kissing Nina. He did not
quite realise what it meant, but he knew that peoplo
only kissed like that when they were happy, and sinco
he loved them both, he was happy.
Unfortunately f he rnn straight away and told Aunt
Geraldine. He' thought Aunt Geraldine would have
been happy, too, but he was quickly undeceived.
;

Aunt Ueraldine simply
" It

is

said
Miss
in the nursery, Derek.
I will
to have forgotten her duty.
:

time you were

Graham seems

take you myself."
Had it not been that Derek, by that instinctive
knowledge that is the natural inheritance of children,
horses, and dogs, knew he had made a mistake, Aunt
Geraldine would not have got him to bed so easily,
for he disliked her with that calm, certain knowledge of
childhood that defies politeness.
4
As it was he went quietly and sobbed himself to
sleep, feeling that he had betrayed Nina, his pal.
Therefore it was that Gsraldinc was not surprised
whqn her brother-in-law made his announcement.
She bowed coldly and went straight to the portrait of
Annabelle In the hall.
" Bear witness, my sister," she said, in a voice she
intended should reach Jesson and Nina. " that I do
not sanction this slight upon your sainted memory."
Having thus rebuked the living and paid her
tribute to the dead Geraldine went to bed.

general verdict was that that pompous ass, Jesson
had got a woman who was much too good for him.
The marriage was not an unhappy one, as such
marriages go at least for the first few weeks. True,
Nina had to suffer the patronage of the county the
congratulations and good wishes of women who
smiled at her with their eyes and snubbed her with
their eyebrows as soon as her back was turned
and
her husband had to go through that ordeal ofhearing
mothers with marriageable daughters express the Impthat he would be happy, when the acid of reality,
biting through the collodiun of convention, told him
plainly that they all hoped he would be very miserable.
But. the first real blow to Nina came when she was
seated on the deck of a cross-channel boat going tu
Boulogne, on her honeymoon.
Jesson's parliamentary duties had delayed this trip.
She overheard Mr. and Mrs. De Stnnton, who
owned the estate adjoining Overbury Towers, discussing her and her marriage.
" Only a governess ! " said the man.
" And so dowdy," said the woman.
It was the last remark that made Nina think.
In deference to Aunt Geraldine and the family
tradition she had deliberately hidden her beauty iu
quiet clothes.
Like many other women in a similar position she
had 6iink herself to try to please others.
For the rest of the boat trip andlhc railway journey,
Nina thought only of Paris frocks. And there was
almost the fervency of a prayer in Nina's thoughts as
" And when I get them, may
she said to herself
Mr-. De Stanton be there to Tee me 1

—

—

:

:

Women

will

understand Nina

in this

ot the liritish

Embassy)

He was

THEthemarriage

of Filmer Jesson and Nina provided
usual nine days' topic of conversation in the

county and the clubs. In the county Nina was
referred to as a designing woman and Filmer as a man
who would live to regret his folly in the clubs the
;

all

men

to see his wife

and

praise her.

that kind of man
never really secure on the
foundations of his own opinions until some other
person had tested the concrete.
The De Stantons happened to see Hillary Jesson
first.
They described Nina in the same terms that
they had talked about heron the boat, but with mora
disparaging adjectives.
;

Hillary, who knew his brother's weakness for respecpictured the bride as one of those welltability
meaning persons who believe their duty in life is to

be good and look unhappy. He wondered if he could
frame any decent excuse to miss meeting Kilmer's
wife.

Hillary was naturally joyous and always polite.
He was a straight man, and hated telling lies, and
there had been times when truth and politeness
clashed so violently that he had been most unhappy.
He thought out the situation over a drink and a
cigarette, and decided that duty compelled him to

meet Filmer and his bride.
Therefore it was a very bored Hillary who
his brother's explanations that
dressing, but that she would not be

his

to

before she

listened
wife was

many minute*

came down.

As they stood
women

talking, one of the most radiantly
Hillary had ever seen camit through
the swing doors. Hillary followed her with his eyes
as she looked around the lounge. Then he saw his
brother starts as though faced with some apparition
from the past.
Hillary womitred what was the best thing to do.

beautiful

After the Wedding.

and

proud of her.
Filmer Jesson had decided on a trip to Paris becausa
he wanted his brother Hillary (a member of the staff
will be

(Continutd on pagt 18
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hearty congratulations. A
occurs in " The Cigarette
" when Count Skariatine discovers that as ".Vejera" she has sacrificed her
beautiful hair to obtain money, to enable the
penniless count whom she loves pay off his debt
of honour.
Qf course in the end she marries
the man she adores, and ho proudly shows her
to the world as the future Countess of Skariawill join

with

mo

in

moment
Maker's Romanco
thrilling

tine

"A
A

!

Cigarette Maker's

film portrayed simply, without
sensationalism.
It is well acted, and the
exteriors are particularly beautiful.

Stella

Bland

MANY
my

thousands of R.

HENDERSON BLAND,

readers no

doubt remember Mr. Bland's sympathetic,
masterly, and withal beautiful portrayal of
"Gilfil" in "Mr. Gilfil's Love Story," which
created such a deep impression when it was
His scenes with
released a month or so ago.
Wary Odette leave a vivid memory behind, and
ho starred with
when
effective
equally
he was
Miss Dorothy Vernon in an International Producers' Federation Film adapted from the celebrated novel by Marion Crawford " A Cigarette
Maker's Romance," which I was fortunate to see
recently at a private show.
"
Henderson Bland plays " Count Skariatine
and endows the character with whimsical and
real poetic charm, and this is not surprising, for
Mr. Bland is not only a famous actor, but is also
a poet of repute.

—

—

to Cross.
Henderson Bland's most famous roles
the history of the screen was that of

of

in

" Christus " in the Biblical visualisation
entitled " From the Manger to the Cross." This
film is a marvellous production, and it was
When I met
screened in Egypt and Palestine.
Mr. Bland not long ago I realised how well fitted
"
was he to play the great role of Christus." He

a tall, handsome man, with tremendous charm
manner, a man of culture, intellectual, with
wonderfully expressive features and last, but
not least, possessing a dominating but kindly

is

I

i

in

the

Ideal

film

"I enjoyed

play-

Evelyn very much," she confessed
recently, " as it was so unlike my real self, and
I enjoyed the experience, Evelyn being a simpering sort of person, very shy and demure."
ing

Crowd- Work and Ambition.
STELLA WOOD-SIMS tells me

that her first
part in a film was that of " Judith " in
The Silver Bridge," a Dallas Cairns production. When she was given this part she had
only had one day's crowd-work, and felt very
pleased with herself in consequence.
Then followed crowd-work again, but in lr
Diamond Necklace " she played the French
maid.

A

Lilian Hall-Davis.

HERduction

first film was G. B. Samuelson's pro" The Admirable Crichton," in
which she played the part of " Agatha."
" I then played the juvenile lead in The Better
'Ole,' " Miss Hall-Davis added, " and after this
I joined the Entertainment Branch of the Navy
and Army Canteen Board, and for eighteen
months toured the camps with several plays,
'The Title,' 'Raffles,' 'The Butterfly on the
Wheel,' Blindness of Virtue,' etc." Since then
she tells me she has played " Rose " in " The
Game of Life," Samuelson's most ambitious
its
film, "Lexie" in "The Honeypot," and
sequel " Love Maggie," and last, but not least,
" Alice " in " Ernest Maltravers."
'

From Manger

ONE

Predicted

Wood-Sims.

played " Evelyn "
SHE"Ernest
Maltravers."

Mr. R.

Romance."

BRITISH

—

'

personality.

Mr. Cowley Wright.

Some

virile, and dark, he is one of the most
TALL,
fascinating figures in filmland, and I am

of His Verses.

HAVE

already told you that he is a poet.
His " Moods and Memories " are full of
grace and beauty. He also wrote the
" Heroic Stand," a poem on the gallantry and
indomitable courage of the Scots Guards at Festubert
this poem has been set to music by
Adelina de Lara and the following lines are
culled from verses written by him when under
" From the Manger to the Cross "
t lie spell of

I

—

"

A

—

sure my readers will agree with this
opinion when they see Cowley Wright as " Ernest
Maltravers," the hero of Lord Lytton's famous
novel.

Like many famous stars, Cowley Wright commenced his stage career with Tree, then he
played under Matheson Lang, and Martin Harvey

and Barker.

COWLEY

WKIliHT,

the role of the lover,

"Wu

,

Laurels

!

WRIGHT has also played with
COWLEY
H. B. Irving, the juvenile lead with Marie
Lohr, and he played with Forbes Robertson in the " Passing of the Third Floor Back."
Later Mr. Cowley Wright played with Lillah
McCarthy. He scored a tremendous success at
the Kingsway in a play entitled " One Hour of
Life."
Later this clever young actor scored
another triumph with an Italian play.
An
English translation was given at a charity show,
and it was such a success that the Pioneers asked
for it to be given for their society.
Later it
was put on for a season at the Ambassadors'. He
also played in " Our Mr. Hepplewhite " and in
" Why Marry " but he smilingly declared he
hated the part. And in filmland Cowley Wright
played the young Frenchman in " The Rocks of
Valpre," " Ernest
in " Ernest Maltravers,"
also a lead in " Sybil," a new Ideal production.
!

Torn

to Bits.

afternoon things were exciting
THEtheother
Ideal Studios,
A crowd

at
Elstree.
of
men, grim and terrifying, were hanging
around. At first I began to wonder what had
happened, and then after a time I caught sight
of Milton Rosmer in working attire, minus a
coat, horribly dishevelled, his features bloodstained, and then I began to grow interested.
" I'm about to be torn to bits," he called
out.
I hurried after him into the studio, and

within an hour I was watching the
markable and awe-inspiring scene.

"

ROSMER was
MILTON
the
new Denison

peace on thy bosom, O sea,
As I sat by thy waters and thought
Of One who has hallowed thee."

And

Git."

!

" Night

hills,

Hoo

Curiously enough, a production in which he
played a lead before the war became prophetic.
It proclaimed the need of a National Air Fleet,
and predicted the bombing of London
And
we know something of air raids, do we not ?

Night by the Sea of Galilee."

upon thy

Bombing

of London.
the " Yellow Jacket"
IN Cowley Wright took

most

re-

The Real Thing."
playing the lead in
Clift
production

"

Demos." In wild desperation he flies
from the angry mob, but he is hunted down and
killed like a rat in a trap
I have never seen
!

such emotional acting, so

With Sir Herbert Tree.

HENDERSON BLAND commenced his career

in 1897, when for two years he worked
strenuously under the management of
Tree.
After this he put in hard work in the
provinces, and toured with the Ben Greet Company in " Athos and The Three Musketeers."
Then he played with Lewis Waller in " Monsieur

not prevent his throwing his heart and soul,
I
to say nothing of his voice, into " Demos."
came away from the studio amazed and thrilled
beyond measure by what I had seen. British

actors are certainly straining every nerve to
give their best work to their fellow countrymen
end women. I often wonder what you all
really think about British films and artists

Beaucaire," and with Mrs. Langtry, Mrs. Brown
Potter, and Sir George Alexander.
He served
with the armies in the field during the Great
War for four years, and was wounded in 1918, so
not only has he done well as an actor, but also as

a

much genuine pathos

Rosmer threw

That he was
into his work.
going to read " Nan " at Oxford, with Irene
Rook and Maesfield the following night, did
as

Personally I am tremendously proud of them
I hope you are

—

!

!

soldier.

Idealism at a Trade Show.
where you don"t expect to find it, some
JUST
will exclaim
But the other morning at a
Hepworth show, spring flowers were handed

Dorothy Vernon.

SLIGHT,

vivacious, and dainty, she makes a
bewitching " Vejera " in " A Cigarette
Maker's Romance." But it is not only in
filmland that she has secured laurels
in America
ehe has made a tremendous hit in " The Maid of
the Mountains," and I feel sure that my readers

!

to every

;

DOROTHY VERNON and R. HENDERSON
BLAND in " A Cigarette Maker's Romance."

"

A

member

of the audience

— the film was

Lunatic at Large."

Edith Nepean.

"

—

'

—

—

—— —

!

(Contimted from
page lii.)

His House in Order.

Fancy staid old Filmer in such a terrible predicament. The wonderful vision was advancing to
Filmer with a smile, and his dowdy wife might
appear any moment.
Hillary felt really sorry for his brother, but he
Hillary was
could not repress a subdued chuckle.
the one member of the family with a sense of humour.
" Hillary, I want you to meet Nina, my wife."
It 'was Filmer speaking.
Hillary gathered himself together.
It was all he could do to refrain himself from
" But I thought she was dowdy "
saying
He managed to stammer out a conventional greeting, and then his training as a diplomat saved him.
He led Nina to a table, leaving Filmer to follow
them.
It was Nina's night of triumph.
The Dc Stantons were dining in the same room.
She saw their envious glances as Hillary paid her
homage as members of the Diplomatic Statf sought
an excuse to come to her table ostensibly to talk to
Hillary, but really to look at her.
Filmer, after his first bewilderment had left him,
was proud. It was wonderful to him that the
radiant beauty of his wife, her charm, her ability to
reign as queen among all tl^pse great people, should
have been so entirely unsuspected by him. Of course,
he had always known that she was beautiful, but he
had experienced many harrassing moments on the
boat when he had wondered how she w ould act when
laced with Hillary's friends.
The De Stantons would be able to tell the county
that he had been right in selecting Nina for a wife.
It was his wonderful judgment that had achieved all

TEN MINUTES WITH TOM WEGUELIN

T

"HE

came over him.
men and women who came to

Then an uncomfortable

He

feeling

noticed that all the
the table paid not the slightest attention to him.

but it was true.
temper found a vent when Nina started to
had given her.
" Annabellc would never have smoked a cigarette

was

His

galling,

ill

smoke a

cigarette Hillary

in public."

he said severely.

For a second Nina's eyes hardened, and a retort
was on the tip of her tongue. But she was enjoying
She put the cigarette
herself too much to risk a row.
down, and smiled at him.
" Will you take me to the ball to-morrow night,
Filmer ? Hillary is going he is on the committee."
" I would rather yon did not go.
Annabelle
would never have dreamed of attending such an
;

affair," replied Filmer, still irritable.

" If I had not known Annabellc, you and Geraldine
would certainly have given me a wrong opinion of
" Personally, I think she
her," said Nina quietly.
would have loved to have gone to such a ball."

The

Ball.

Weguelin

—

or

—

and

owing to

for

cast,

I

re-

like that,"

No

seem

would

attire

to

IMAGINE,

surprise the other after-

noon when, upon requesting an audience
of Mr. Weguelin at the Playhouse, I was
confronted with someone looking very like a
retired
and decidedly " peppery " colonel,
whose eyebrows and moustache, of terrifying
proportions and fiery hue, were enough to turn
the bravest heart cold.
" M-Mr. Weguelin ? " I 6tammered, with a
terrible this-is-H'jf-the-man
in
boots.

'way down

feeling,

my

The personag3 bowed, and

eliook

my

hand

warmly.
'" Please come this way," said a friendly
voice somewhere behind the moustache, which
had acquired a somewhat rakish angle, and I
was led to a lounge in a dimly lighted corridor
dividing two rows of dressing-rooms.
Solemnly we sat side by side.

said Hillary.

grateful.

—

.

——
:

!

Neither of them spoke till they reached their
rooms.
Filmer wished her good-night, and, turning at the
door, said with that heavy coldness which he thought
impressive
"
"
:

We

Find the Gold."

request Mr. Weguelin lit a cigarette,
feeling more reassured, I asked him
me something about film work, as
I understood that he had done some lately.
" Very little," he returned, as if he thought
it could be of no interest whatever.
" Only
to

return to Lugland to-morrow

I

Disillusionment.
maintained his attitude
FILMER
pleasure on the journey home,

icy

tell

Talkative Musician :"

19).

I've just been playing

Mendelssohn."

" Nothing easier," replied that gentleman
" Just ordinary yellow make-up, and." he addej
modestly, " my ordinary big round face."
1 take it that you like film work and
"
willing to do some more ?
" Certainly," was the reply, " though not
if 1 were playing a big part at the theatre at
the same time.
Only a small stage role allow
one to combine the two things successfully, and
even then it is rather trying."
•

-s

Wants Story Written.

1DULY

noted these things, Mr. Wegueliti
watching me gravely. In fact, it was a grave
business altogether.

Suddenly Mr. Weguelin roused himself.
"You know"' he said I didn't— "I should
like someone to write a film story for mo.
Something on the lines of Fatty Arbuckle's

—

stuff."

Oh," I said eagerly.
" I don't insist on the Fatty part of the
interposed Mr. Weguelin hastily.
but you know what I mean. Something- 1 ha'
will fit in with my particular line of work and
general
heftiness.'
It's no good my playing
John the Juvenile."
" Want to do any athletic stunts ? "
" N-No, I'm not especially - keen in that
direction.
I'm not at all anxious to dive oft
Westminster Bridge, or anything like that, if
business,"

-

'

that's

what you mean."

\

cast came along and reminded Mr. Weguelin
that it was time to go "on." Whereupon nn
victim made his apologies and escaped.
N"
doubt thankfully, for 1 am sure that ho Tel'
the interview had taken a dangerous turn.

— May Herschel Clarke.
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" Hullo
that's a topping overcoat. Wliere did you got it ? "
"
Second Man
From Snooks', in the Strand."
" Is that .a tailor's or a restauFinsT M
'
rant ? " Cologne Post.

w
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And have

?

Winters' Pin.

*

Man

By permission of Messrs, Paths Freres
his way up an icy stair."
Cartoon*

make

Magazine.

you beaten him

been filled
ment."
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collar stud."
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dis-

Derek's delight in haviug Nina back.
The climax came when Filmer received a letter
from the leading citizens of the county town saying
that they hoped he would give his permission to their
proposal to honour the memory of his late wife by
(Continued on page

presented.

"

•

•

s

!

You must have struck
Le Journal Amxaant.
'

•

*

"Jenkins is getting to be
social climber."
" Yes, he's the sort of man

rtevei

iaabru

my

b.veli

*

l.*

engine driver was recently stunnod by a
chestnut. Similar tragedies occur every night
in the stalls of our music halls.
Passing Shi ir.
«

!

Chronicle.
*

has

my

An

TnE Old *Un " Pluck, my boy, pluck
That's the one essential to success "
The Young 'Un " Quite
The trouble is
finding *6oineone to pluck!" San Francisco
:

IrTi

''
'

say this tooth
there's gold on

'

of

and when the
car turned into the drive of Overbury Towers,
Nina felt that she was entering a prison. The only
ray of sunshine in the days that followed was little

attached to film
thinking that if

.

PATHE SUNBEAMS
Fltst

queried,

I

I didn't have time to explain what I meant,
for at this juncture another member of tho

my
AT and

Golf Enthusiast

said Nina.

difficulties

?

Mr. Weguelin had any little " grouches,"
it might cheer him a little to air them.
But my kindly intention was frustrated.
" No," he said, " I can't say that I do. The
waits are a little trying, perhaps, but that,
after all, is a trivial matter."
" How about make-up ? " I asked hopefully, fascinated by the spectacle Mr. Weguelin

.

!

"Mary

Difficulties.

any
FIND
^work "

would be

my

then,

" Do you know, I shouldn't have recognised
you," I ventured nervously. " It's it's those
eyebrows and that moustache."
" And I've taken the wig off, too." observed
my companion, smoothing his sleek hair,
" because it's so hot."
So you see I had something for which to be

" Oh, it is good of you, Hillary " cried Nina,
"
clapping her hands. " But the costume ?
" I know whore there is one.
It is a dream," said
"
Hillary.
I will send it round."
The costume was a dream, so was the ball. Nina
had never enjoyed herself so much before. And, to
crown her joy. she was awarded the first prize when
the dancers paraded before the judges.
As she stepped down from the dais after receiving
her prize she lifted her eyes to the entrance to the
ballroom, and there, like a ghost at a feast, wr.s her
husband.
" I thought you had gone to London ? " she said
weakly, when she got to him.
" I missed the boat," he returned coldly. " Your
maid told me where you had gone, but I did not
expect to find you in this outrageous costume.
Annabellc
" Stop
I have heard quite enough of Annabelle,"

Things always happen
added Mr. Weguelin gloomily.

rehearsals.

"Then

Transformation.

next morning Filmer received a wire calling
him back to a conference in London. The wire
arrived just as Hillary called round.
" Bad luck, dear.
You can't go to the ball after
" But don't let it worry
all." said Filmer to Nina.
you. Hillary will look after you, and I don't suppose I shall be away more than two days."
" I think it was unreasonable of him not to want
me to go to the ball, Hillary, " said Nina after
Filmer had left. " I have tried hard to interest
myself in the tilings lie likes. I should love to go
to the ball."
" If you will promise never to tell, I will take you,"

THF,

—

it ?
which is just completed.
Betty Balfour and Hughie Wright are in it.
and George Pearson is responsible for the production.
We had two days down at Potter's
Bar, doing exteriors. That was very pleasant,
and we were made mo3t comfortable."
"
Do you prefer working out of doors ?

isn't

celebrities

indicate.

A

—

'

title,

member

—

frivolous

The

Welsh-Pearson.

for

the first I cannot remember at the
i did very little in it. anyway. The
second is Mary Find the Gold ' yes. quaint

the

Weguelin's costume, if I remember aright, was
a blue and white dressing-gown, which he
YVe chatted
manipulated with much grace.
together quite a while I fancy we discussed
H. G. Wells and I carried away with me an
impression of a very tall, dark young man, with
a more serious outlook on life than his pleasant
smile

pictures— both

name of
moment

" Naturally it has its advantages, but I like
acting in a studio equally well. The other day.
though, I was really disappointed. Just missed
a fortnight's .film work on the Norfolk Broads,

such
that
as
Sam
Livesey, A. E.
TOM WEGUELIN.
Matthews, and the
subject of this interview, drifted in and out at
Messrs.
intervals, just as the mood took them.
Tully, Livesey, and Matthews were attired
very correctly in evening dress, but
Mr.

—

two

to l>e
the rendezvous of the
bright " sparks " of

room seemed

;

this.

I

as he is piore
popularly styled
was during a visit I
once paid to Georga
Tully's dressing-room
at
the
Haymarket
Theatre, during the
run of " Daddies."
Mr. Tully's dressing-

!

:

time

first

met Tfiomas

Tom,

-

It

—
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A man refers to his motor-car as " she "
probably beoauso it's something he can't argue
with.
Syracuse U.S.A. Herald.
*'

:

something of a

•

keep on going higher, stockings
have a hard time following. Le Mr*.'
If skirts

i

.
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Who

E.

Montagu-Thacker
the " Brit ish Douglas
Fatrbanks.'

Has Been Called

ALTHOUGH

T.

E.

Montagu -ThacW was

brought up in South Africa, and has
appeared in films over there, he is British,
having been born in Jersey, Channel Islands.
It was whilst in South Africa that he learnt to
ride so well, and this has earned for him tho
title of the " British Douglas Fairbanks."

His Career Over Here.

THACKER told
MR. that
success on
his

is

due

to

Mr.

the Picture Show
the screen over here
Harry Morran, assistant

Stolls.
Ho gave him insight into
and started him as a rider in Bars of
Iron," the film version of Ethel M. Dell's famous

producer of
film w.ork,

After this, he played eleven different
characters in "The Game of Life " for Samuel"
"
novel.

A

Rank Outsider
sons. Next he appeared in
for Broadwest, and this was followed by -a part
in " The Skin Game."
His next role was as a
villain in " The Will " for Ideal.
Mr. Denison Clift, the well-known producer,
" spotted " Mr. Thacker, and gave him one of
the leading parts as Mr. Mortimer in " The
Diamond Necklace," in which Jessie Winter
and Milton Rosmer played.
By the way, Mr. Thacker told the Picture
Show that, in his opinion, Miss Winter was one
of our cleverest actresses.

(Continued from
paye 18.)

" His House in Order.'
naming the new park

after her, and that he and his
family would attend.
Kilmer read the letter aloud at dinner with unctuous
satisfaction, and then he turned to Nina.
" Of course; we shall go, and on this occasion,
Nina, I trust you will wear something suitable for the
occasion."
Nina rose from her chair with her cheeks aflame.
" You seem determined to insult me, Kilmer, but
You may dedicate as many
let me tell you this.
parks as you like to Annabelle, but I shall not be
"
there
She went straight to her room and began to pack.
While she was upstairs, Hillary arrived from I'aris.
To him Filmer unloaded his supposed grievances.
There was a scene, in which Hillary told his brother
that it was at his suggestion that Nina had attended
the ball.
" You are not fair to Nina," said Hillary. " You
arc crushing the very soul out of her by your constant comparisons to Annabclle.
Filmer rushed out of the house to cool his temper
in the park.
As Hillary sat by the fire Nina came down, dressed
!

for travelling.

"

I

hope you have forgiven me for getting you
Nina ? " said Hillary, as he shook
" Filmer makes mountains out of
her.

into that scrape,

hands with
molehills."

" He will have a real mountain facing him this
time," said Nina. " Bead these letters.
I am leaving
Filmer to-night, and I went to kiss Derek goodbye.
He was in Annabelle's room, because his nursery is
being decorated. I found him playing with some
photographs and letters. I did not wish to read
the letters, but the boy had opened them, and I
could not miss seeing what was written. Then I
read the lot. They are, from a Major Maureward to
Annabelle.
He was her lover. Derek is their child.
You will see it all there." Now what will he think of
his sainted Annabelle ?
Like a man in a trance Hillary read the letters.
It

was

true.

On the night she met her death Annabelle had
been to see Major Maureward. They had arranged
to go away together on the following day.
All the plans were made for Annabelle to be
divorced so that Maureward could marry her.
Annabelle had never loved Filmer. The letter
proved it.
" You intend to show these to Filmer ? " said
Hillary slowly.
" Why shouldn't I ? Think how he has tortured
me," said the girl.
" But Derek. Think what it means to the boy.
He was not to blame, Nina," pleaded Hillary.
Tears came into Nina's eyes.
" You are right, Hillary.
Derek must never
know. Burn the letters."
She turned to go, but at the door met Filmer.
He looked at her travelling dress.
" I am going away," she said simply. " It is best
that we should part."
" I might have known it," he answered bitterly.
" I was a fool to think you could ever fill the place of

Annabelle."
For a moment Nina wavered. The letters were
not burned yet. She could see Hillary standing
with them in his hands. Then she thought of Derek.
Without a word she went upstairs to finish packing.
" You heard what I said to Nina ? " said Filmer
aggressively to Hillary.
" I did," replied his brother coldly. " I was just
going to burn these letters. Nina told me to burn
"
them, but, by Heaven, you shall read them now
He watched his brother's face as he read the story
of the real Annabelle-.
He watched the smug satisfaction fade from his
face with joy.
But when Filmer laid the letters down and looked
up to him, Hillary saw the face of a broken man
man who has had the foundations of life cut from
under him by a single blow.
" I feel sorry for you, Filmer," said Hillary. " But
!

—

you can't expect Nina to forgive you."
" No.
I can't."
voice of Filmer seemed like that of a stranger.
In silence the two brothers sat facing each other.
Then Nina came down the stairs, carrying a small

The

handbag.
Filmer went to her.
" Hillary has told me
I have read the letters,"
he said brokenly. " I can't ask you to forgive me. I
can only hope you will be generous, Nina."
" I am "sorry for you with all my heart, Filmer."
said Nina softly. " You need not fear that I shall
ever speak. And', Filmer, I can forgive you. Now
that I have seen the real man I married, I can forgive
;

and

forget."
" You mean you will stay with
incredulously,
" Yes. Because I love you."

me

?

" said Filmer

The next moment. they were in each other's arms.
Hillary moved silently across the room to the
French windows. Not a sound of his footsteps betrayed that he had heard. But as he passed through
the windows there came a sob which caused Nina
and Filmer to look up.
Hillary Jesson, the strong, silent diplomat, was
crying.

A

scene from the Ideal film,

The Diamond Necklace," showing T. E.
MILTON ROSMER and JESSIE WINTER.

MONTAGU-THACKER

with

(Adapted from the Paramount-Arlcraft photo-flay,
featuring Elsie Ferguson as Nina.)
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What Causes
Skin Disorders ?
Impurity within— Infection without.
World-wide Success of Germolene.

FREE OFFER TO THE PUBLIC.
Skin disorders aro caused cither by impurity
blood or by external infection. To get
rid of them both causes must be eliminated,
and this is what the Germolene treatment
docs.
If you suffer from any skin ailment
such as rashes, eczema, pimples, piles, bad
legs, or ulcers, or if your child has ringworm or
complaint,
infantile
or
other
impetigo,
Germoione must cure it because it is aseptic,
It
i.e., it kills, expels, and excludes germs.
is also very soothing in the case of wounds,
in the

burns,

and

scalds.

Write for an entirely free sample tin to the
Veno Drug Co., Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists,
Manchester.

you post

free,

This will be immediately sent
along with an interesting book

on skin diseases.
3s.

Germolene costs

Is.

3d.

and

at chemists.

BECOME BIG NOW;

business

In

f

as

"

fife, the plums
to to the man

in

social

v, hose appearance
leaves a favourable impression— that
is, the man who has height, and physique to match it.
is very easy to increase your height and improve
jour health, figure and carriage by means of the Girvan
Scientific Treatment, the reliable method which has enjoyed public confidence for nine years, and which carries
£100 guarantee of genuineness. Students report from
two to five inches increase. Send a postcard for particulars to Enquiry Dept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road.
London, N.4.

It

-i

SELF-CONFIDENCE
MlIIND-MASTERY&
your mind? Are you
Master "
Art you
"

clear-

of

niinflrd, strong-willed, eelf-confident, and successful P
Learn the secrets -of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves.
Banish shyness, awkardness. timidiiy. worry, eelf-fears.
and " Nerves." Learn how to more than hold your own
in the Navy. Army. B.A.I7 ., the Professions. Business,
and Society. Send only 3d. stamps for particulars of
Used
confidential Mento-Nerve «1 rengthening methods.
in the Navy from Vice-Admiral to Seaman, and in the
Army from Colonel to Private, MC.'g, D.C.M.'s. M M "a.

— GO DPR v;

ELLIOTT-SMITH.

Imperial

LTD.. "536.
Buildings. Ludgate Circus. London. E C. 4.

I'VE always- hart" a penchant for
1 when I- visited Paris recently

my

dresses,

and

with" Xorraa

it was increased fourfold.
the various Parisian modistes
proved a conviction that I had always harboured,, that a girl always appears at her very
best in a dress, especially when she is fairly
tall like myself.
Now, I consider Norma looks
wonderful in a blouse and skirt, but the same
rig-out does not look half so nice upon me,
for the simple reason that it appears to cut me
up half way. The shorter girl can carry off
the two-piece garment much more successfully.
And I also love the comfort of the dress thathangs straight from the shoulders. It does not
matter whether it is connected at the normal,
high, or low waist line, it always imparts to
the wearer a goodly amount of freeh and-easiness.

Our

anrt
visit

mother,

to

To Be Happy You Must Be Weil-Dressed.

PERHAPS

this appeals more to me because
I am rather a tomboy, and a frock allows
me all the freedom of movement that I

require to be happy. For I maintain that you
cannot possibly be happy unless you are comfortably clothed. That is why I am glad I did
not live in years gone by. when tight bodices
and wasp waists were in fashion. Although I
should have grown up with tho styles, and
become accustomed to them with general use,
I fear they would have put just as tight a hold
upon my spirits as they would have done upon

my

body.
not only with a view to comfort
do J appreciate frocks, but because they
impart a far more favourable line to the

And

figure, and gisr e the greatest assistance in
rendering each and every one of us
shapely.
The slim girl can be made to
look at her best in a dress, while it
enables the stout girl successfully to
camouflage any superfluous flesh which
troubles her. There's no doubt about it,
the one-piece and by
this I mean the frock
that is joined to hang
from the shoulders is

—

by Constance Talmadge.

There's ample opportunity for revelling in
one's^faneyfof schemes of colour 'justr- now in
the world of dresses.
Some of the. smartest
colours are rathef vivid, I'll admit, but they are
none the less beautiful, and can easily be toned
down with a fairly large black hat. And vice
versa, dresses of dark shades can be cheerfully
brightened by geranium red or Foch blue
chapeau.
%

A Brown

Study.

PERHAPS

it

appreciate

alleviates

suitable at tiro.
It

so

because I am Tajs that I
much the vogu£ for all

more brilliant hues, especially the brighter of
autumnal shades.
I have a charming little frock of brown that
I cling to, although I have had it a goodly time.
It is of tobacco charmeuse, and embroidered
heavily with gilt thread, intermingled
with terra cotta chenile. I have selected a little
frock something like it for your approval, because
it is such a becoming style.
You can see the
manner in which it is decorated in the illustra.,
fairly

tion,

numbered

A Navy

28,572.

Gabardine Frock.

frock of which I am very fond
ANOTHER
one of navy blue gabardine of the "finest
is

—

order you'll see one something like it in
It is really a very simple affair, anrt
tho knife-pleated skirt allows ample space for
movement. The frock is fitted with a
panel both at the front and the back. To
these panels are connected the Magyar
sirtes of the bodice, and the pleated stood
The sleeves are long, and
of tho skirt.
extend over the hand, while the neck isfinished with a large collar.
A patent leather belt takes in
the waist fulness, although
1 often substitute this with
a girdle of bright beads.
I think you will like the
third frock equally as wetf.

No. 28,437.

—

that, greatly

,

is

shades of brown.
They lend themselves
so charmingly to adornment and decoration in

is of fawn duvetyn, anrt
trimmed with narrow sou-

It

a boon and a blessing
the trouble of choosing

%
*

417 ta ehe braiding in self colour.
A very graceful line is given
by the loose
side panels.
•
•

Allows for Colour

Scheme.

You can ob-

perhaps the
BUTgreatest
advan-

tain pattern; of

tage of the frock
is that, it gives opportunity
for
personal
whims in tho manner
of colour schemes. For
therein lies the wholo

dresses on this
page in 22. li.
26. and 28 i ch

crux

of

a

how

beautiful

gar-

ments may be or how
In a pan or other cooking utensil
of Cast Iron, the heat is retained
and evenly distributed, so that it
oooks through and through without burning the food.

For all-round Economy, use

CAST IRON
Kitchen Utensils
They
and

lontf outlast tin

it is

and enamel ware,
water boils
Save Coal I

a scientific fact that

quicker in CAST
Procurable at

IRON —
all

Ironmonger*.

woll they are cut, tho

whole effoct is absolutely ruined if consideration has not been
given to the colour
scheme. And J dolight.
evolving
pretty
in
colour effects, although
Norma sajs I am a
daring at
little
bit
times.
But I tell hor
that there is no motivo
a colour scheme
unless it is outstanding
All
and individual.
the same for that, I
appreciate (ho ,unobtrusive just as much
as mv adored sister'.
in

"Last the time of three."
:

:

{

LADIES*
9d.

per

PHILUPs

CENTS'
j

1/- per
|

j

pair.

pair.

1

any

'SPECIAL*

REVOLVING RUBBER HEELS

o

tho

t

waist sizes, lor
Is. each, irons
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Vha Wonderful new preparation which Cleans
end DYES at the same time*

ql^/Di sc^sTwinl^adcls
~^
Joy to the JumperTHERE

is

a

new pleasure

wearing jumpers and
other garments when they
have been through a Twink
They take on a new
bath.
charm and freshness.
Twink adds joy to your
personal wear keeps your
garments dainty.
PRICE 7l D

Twink

—
Of

all Grocers,

will

in
*

Stores,

which Twink

PER PACKET
Oilmen, Chandlers,

etc.

CLEANS AND DYES AT THE SAME TIME.
MADE IN EIGHTEEN BEAUTIFUL SHADES.

MADE BY THE

^-^

MAKERS OF LUX
Tw 7—167

Lever Brothers

Limited.

dye coloured

materials to a bright new
shade or restore them to
their original colours when
faded, and white fabrics
may be dyed to any of the
eighteen beautiful shades

in

Port Sunlight.

is

made.
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May issue of

HOME FASHIONS
" for May, on
gives you
to-day,
everywhere
sale
of these
patterns
paper
perfect

HOME

FASHIONS

three delightful

summer

frocks,

and pro-

vides an almost endless choice of dainty,
practical

Free Pattern

designs for the early summer.

There are

pretty

styles

for

up-to-date

frocks, costumes, blouses, underwear,

and

many charming models for"
and the older woman and

girl

;

the

young

there

is

not a

single design that cannot be easily copied
of home dressmakers.
Money goes twice as far for the woman
who plans her new clothes with the aid

by the most amateur

of "

Home

Fashions."

ASK FOR

HOME
FASHIONS
BUY A
COPY TO-DAY

4*»

.j

MAY ISSUE
NOW ON SALE.
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FAT THAT SHOWS
SOON DISAPPEARS
h
Prominentia! that comes and »lri\-: where
not ncrded E? a burden
a hindrance to activity
and a curb upon pleasure. Many firms of advico
to reduce weight, have been advanced, such as star1;

If

you want to know anything about Films or Film Playem

WHAT ABOUT THE CHILDREN ?
now in America, which still continues to supply
JUST
us with the bulk of motion pictures, there is a good

;

again, but I want you first to read very carefully the
rule at the head of these replies.
" Leosaed " (Northampton).
Your little love
*Sasui lor Fa ire Binney will ikmbtless pass in time.
was
lienShe
Meanwhile,
you arc.
horn in Nrw York
Your
in 1001, nod lias brown hair and hazel eyes.
second question I. shall leave unanswered. I am
sorry I ao. hot know where you could get a plioto of
her, but why not pluck up courage and write to her

vation, dieting, dangerous drugs, excessive exercise,
are either unpleasant or dangerous,

etc., all of whiuti

—

deal of agitation raging in various quarters over the
question of censorship.
It is a thorny problem which
requires to be carefully tackled, for while the public
will readily support any effort to uplift the present
standard of film entertainments, it is not likely to
approve of narrow-minded legislation. Hence the
necessity for broad and sane views in deciding what
details should be eliminated and what should remain.
On one point, however, it is unlikely that any
difference of opinion will exist.
That is, that the
majority of the pictures shown to-day are not really
suitable for children, however harmless they may be
Cor adults.
This statement should not be misconstrued
into a defence of the unfair accusations frequently
made against the cinema in police-courts, when- the
delinquents are juveniles.
They may have got, and
in many cases doubtless do derive, their criminal ideas
from other sources. But when children visit the
picture theatre for entertainment, it is hardly to be
expected that they will be interested in domestic
problems and phases of life far beyond their years.
Surely the need for more careful selection in this respect
is imperative.
The absence of it, in fact, becomes all the more
marked when we consider what is being done in
other directions.
Literature has its niche for the
little ones wherein they may obtain amusement and
knowledge according to their years. They have, too,
their own plays and other forms of entertainment.
The motion-picture is flickering its way into divers
places, but, except for a few sporadic attempts, it has
And
not yet entered fully the kingdom of the child.
when it does, there are millions of little ones who will
rejoice at the event.

one

-

for

1

?

"Hie latest, most modern, and pleasant way to
take olf burdensome fat is to take after each meal
and at bedtime an oil of orilene capsule and follow

simple healthful rules of living.
To get rid of fat at the rate of one, two, or three
pound* a week, take these- agrecable-tastfng little
ea|*sutes ilaily, as mentioned, until you weigh what
you should. No wrinkles will remain to show where

-

"Myositis" (Caim).— William Russell was born
on April ljJth, 188C, in New York, iiis real name

the fat came off.
Oil of orilene capsules are for sale by all chemists
at 3/- per packet.
If you prefer to have them come
to von direct, post-free, send the amount to tie
D. J. Little Co., :!7, Hatton Garden, London, E.C,
and bid good-bye to excessive fat..
,

William Leach. He went 011 the stage at eight,
and afterwards joined the Biograph Co. He lias
is

dark hair arid eyes.
K. A. L. T. (Harrow).

— Robert

Warwick has not

film acting* for he has quite a number of
recent pictures to liis credit, such as " In Mizzoura,"
"Jack Straw," " 'fold in the Hills," and " Thon
Art the Man." Perhaps the theatres in your locality
have not been booking raauy of his films.
" As Everlasting Reader " (Manor Park).
May you have a long life and a jolly one. Alice Brady
was opposite Montague Love In
Bought and Vaid
" Behind the Scenes " is a bit aneient.
Yes,
For."

gnKB up

GREAT SLUMP
makriV price. 50.000 Pairs of Real Lmiea m rt -inadi Treble wovftw Hue Twill Sheets, exrra
All new ami
laree, lull double-lied size (70 x 90).
direct fro.mthe Jiiils.

Less Itian

thinking it was Gladden Janics.
M. D. (Bowes Park).— The " Three Men in a Boat "
were Lioaelle Howard, Johnny Butt, ami H. Manning
Hayes. Your first three questions leave me sorely
perplexed.
We slrill have to guess the answers to
such queries.
D. L. M. (Camberwell).
Why haven't you disclosed your (rdl name as required ?
Please sec rule
above.
"Canadian" (Llandudno). Very fine writing
indeed.
But if you had made, it any finer, 1 am
afraid I should have had to borrow a nucroseope from
somewhere. I am proud to liear you are suc;!i a
staunch reader. May you never be without the
necessary tuppence on Monday. William Scott was
ltorn in New York ou December 22nd. 1893. Among
" The Call of the S011L" " Pitfalls o! a
his films are
Big City," " Flames of the Flesh," and " R'dera of
the Purple Sage."
Molly (Peckham). •Catherine MacDonaid does
uot state her age at present. Her recent film, are
"The Beauty Market," "The Guest of Hercules,"
anil " The Turning PoinL"
N. M. N. (Portobello). Glad I amuse vou. Yours
certainly disproves the old libel that the Scotch
have no sense of humour. What kind of opinion do
you want me to express about Joan .Morgan ? I'll
say ditto to all that's nice. She was born in 1906,
and at the age of eight began her film career. The
other artiste you inquire about was Yolande Duguette
as Madam- Karskovitch.
Eh, what's this J You
inquire ii I am married or otherwise, and you tell me
von are willing to consider anything from fourteen
to forty
(Shur-nip, Horace, the lady doesn't mean
you.
You are not fourteen yet). Pari'on the presumption of my office boy. madam. And would you
mrad excusing me ? 1 am just oft to hmch.

,

-

my

free 2-f-page booklet "Straight Talk
at once for
to Stammerers," etc.
Method endorsed by Echic.ition Authorities, Doctors, Clergy, Army Officers and
many others. Guaranteed 30 testimonials in one month,

—

communications can be answered.

no anonymous
Address The
Fleetway

WAREINQ,

WIYI. N.

Room 85, The

House, Farringdon

London, E.C.

Street,

4.

" AdER-lVEllUAST " (Ystradgynlair).— 80 that is
for steam engine.
Well, putf ahead.
In

YVelsdi

"
"

The Love Crime," the hero was Ashton Dcarholt.
The Great Love " was produced by I). W. Griffith,
rmd the cast included the late Robert. Harron as Jim
Young of Youn<r;town, Pa., Henry B. Walthall (Sir
Brighton), Gloria Hone (Jessie Lovewell),
(Jish (Susie Ilroad plains), Maxlield Stanley
(John Broadplains), Gcorse Kawcett (Rev. J. Broad-

Roger

Rosemary Theby (MdUe.

and

Corint.ee),

"iNQllsnnvE^" (Hammersmith).

" The
tieorge Seigniaun (Mr. Seymonr of Brazil).
• ireattr
Love," a tiarrick film, featured Ena Beau-

—

Peter Pin- " (Colchester). Do you mean the
native boy in " The Idol Dancer "
If so, his name
is Ben Orauer.
Here's all about Sally Cnite in a
nutshell.
She was born in Chattanooga, Tonnessee,
in 18S»3, and has played for several companies, including Edison, Lubin. Metro, etc.
Nunc of her films
" A Wife By Prow." " Blue Jeans," " The
are
Awakening of Ruth," " Twilight," and " A Broadway Saint." She has blonde liair, blue eves, and is
5 ft. 5J in. in height.
" Elior.lTF, " (York).— Thanks for christening me
the " Mystery Man " instead of anything worse.
You evidently have a busy time imparting film information to your friends. Let me tell vou about
Catherine Calvert. Born in Baltimore, she has dark
brown liair, brown eyes, and is now 5 ft. C in. in
height.
She married the late Paul Armstrong. Yes,
Havford Hobbs was the hero in " A Manchester Man."
M. L:' P. (Dulwich).— Sorry no particulars now
concerning the old animal film about which you
write.
As regards "Tarzan of the Apes," it was
filmed in the state-; but "King Solomon's Mines"
was produced in Africa. I shall be ready for your
second dose when you care to send it along.'
J. H. i(Battersea).
You know I like answerir>«
finest ions, that I thrive on them, in fact.
Well, then,
let mc have another dose of the mixture as before.
Jnanita Hansen was lwro in 1897, in Des Moines,
low a, and his fur hut blue evi- and i=
ft
in
" The Lost <Mty " and "Breerv
in height.
Jim " ate
among her latest. Jack Holt is American, and his
I shall not mind your bothering
height is 6 ft.
ra§»
'?

>

"s

CALLS
YOU
EVERY MORN.

THE

SILVER

A LEVER

if

— Your

nom-de-

'

(More answer* next uxek.)
*"

PICTURE

SHOW" PERSONAL.

WRITING TO ARTISTES.

:

—

^'jpS

plume is certainly familiar since so many otners
confess to the same weakness. I don't remember
you, however, thongh you are welcome. Isubel
Elsom has not replied to you you say. Well, sometimes these artistes deserve to be excused when you
think of the correspondence thev get. She was bom
on March 16th, 189-i, In Cambridge. Other information not public.

mont (Joyce Henderson), the late Charles Rock
(Mr. Lakcy), Victor Rohson (Lionel Dale), Leslie
Harrie (Robert Hcudersou), Arthur Cullen (Sir
Reginald Henderson), and Mrs. IL-iydcn Coffin (Lady
Henderson).

MONTHLY

!

Lillian

plains),

" Glendene," Anchors-

holme., Nr. Blackpool.

—

:

Editor, "Picture Show,**'

MANCHESTER

STAMMERING.

:

ihc writer (not for publication), as

Road'.'

Those seeking a genuioe and permanent cure for
stammering and other speech defects should write

:

m

.

Harrill's Stores

—

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope ust accompany any lelter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

;

Drapers' Price, 19/6 pair. Our Warehouse Price, 12/6 pair (or 2 pairs for
24
All Carriage Paid.

—

THE EDITOR.

GOODS

SHEETS 12/ 6 Pair

left a widow, and rumour lias it
we may see her on the. screen. Harry Morey
in " The Third Degree," but you are right in

was not

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

COTTON

IN

Harold Lockwood
that

I

Please

do Hot ask

for any addresses by post, but if you wish to comminiicate at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the
.

:

star on the envelope, and enclose j$, with* a loose
stamp to the Editor, the Picttrb- Show, Room

2d.

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.I, and it will be forwarded by the
next mail. A letter weighing' more than oneiounet'
will require an additional jfeYiny stamp for. -eaoh
extra ounce.
Such letters* Skannot be specially
.acknowledged by tbe Editor. s iWhen i writing -to
artistes always give your full nam
and address,
including the name of your county and country,
and mention the 'Picture, Show, to ensure the
safety of a reply. We cannot, 'li^Vever. guarantee
that such letters will be .n.-wc-ro-l
Please- keep
these addresses for reference,
...
v
JoAx M0R8*sr, -cire of Progress/- Film Co; 101
85,

The "SILVER

1

•

•

;i
Wardeur Street, W. I.
Francis Bushman, Beverly Bayne,

Oliver Morocco;

Scw'Yqrk

City

Charles Hutchinson, Anne
Pathe Exchange 30 West 43th
-

City

U.S.A.
.

(More

~a<liTfesses

care

.

next weeTc'.)'

KING" for^'jafg.

King "

is the ideal clock lor every
Fitted with a Loud Alarm, muring o*t two bells, calls, you every morn. Mounted
wiiii a silvered Caodtdabra for candle or night-light."
"Luminous hands show thuc throughout the mglti
and Lever Movement. A true
and day. Oak
timekeeper, price 31 6 cash or 35- on Easy Terms.
.

Tha

.''""Silver

.

work-man's hemr.

5 '- DEPOSIT now. and premie 5 -monthlv after delivery.- Send 5,'- now and ask for
the"" Silver King" Clock". Satisfaction or d.Dosn
refunded. Delivery by retnrn of post if you scud
- cash- price 33/6.
CATALOM E FBEE.
MASTERS, Ltd., 94. Hcpe Store3, RYE.

SEND

ol

U>*.A.
1/cjtier,
Strait,

.

eire, of

XcwToSE

MM

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

^he

M

"Picture Show.

i

:
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Take my Tip
and get

MACKINTOSH'S
Toffee-de-Luxe
It's

jolly

Good!

Have you had any Egg and CreamThat's a stunner:
and
de-Luxe?
Chocolate Toffee-de-Luxe is top-hole.

You can take the tip of such
a keen toffee judge with confidence
for trust him to have tested all the
he knows his subject.
toffees

;

Conis sold by
everywhere in \-\h., 1 -lb. and
Family Tins, -and loose by weight.

Mackintosh's Toffee
fectioners
4-5b.

Adv«rt£ement
tion rata.
or Australia
10/4/1921.

PICTURE BUOW,

BECJISTEBED AT THE G P

O.

A3 A NEWSPAPER

PEARL WHITE— Beautiful Art Plate, 16x1 0, JNS'deApril 23rd. 1921.

2

ricture Shoic, April

HUDS

JERSEY WELL
An old-fashioned
well in an old farmyard in the Island
of Jersey, where it
is always
summer
end the cabbages
grew ten feet high.
is regarded
dependency,
and r.ot Without
some reason, as the
Island
originally

Brita in

as

a

formed part of

Jersey's Sunny Isle to John
a' Groat's Hudson's Soap is freely
used with the water drawn for washing
and cleaning purposes. Whether from
well or tap Hudson's affords compensation for the hardest water, inasmuch
as it makes all washing tasks easy
of accomplishment.
Hudson's is an accomplished cleanser a little
shaken into the wash-tub ensures snowy white-

*

—

ness of linen
in the cleaning pail it achieves
cleanliness without laborious effort ; for washingup after meals Hudson's Soap entirely merits
its popularity.
;

dominions

of
William of Normandy,"
the

T7ROM

Hudson's Soap has been
Help of busy housewives for

the

Daily

ten, twenty,

forty,
fifty
years and more.
Give this good old soap a trial to-day.
thirty,

IN

PACKETS EVERYWHERE
R.

S.

HUDSON

LIMITED,

LIVERPOOL, WEST BROMWICH

AND LONDON.

23/t?,

1921.

Picture Show, April 23/J, 1921.

a

distant dale.
They
their screen careers.

Loth expect to continue

Percy and Corrinne.

layers

Phobc grapk? and Paragraph.? cr
t

Plate
OUR Art
Pearl White.

week is a beautiful study
Pearl made her reputation
as a serial star, she is adding to it in the
short photoplays in which she is now appearing
for the Pox Film Company.
One of those is " The Thief," an adaptation
of the famous play which you w ill remember is
the story of a woman who became a thief so
that she could wear beautiful clothes, thinking
sho would better keep her husband's love if she
was always wonderfully gowned. In this picture
she plays opposite her husband in real life,
AYallace McCutcheon.
tliis

* of

A

Bag From Wallace

Silver

THE

"Girl's

Reid.

Cinema" has been

collecting

gifts from famous stars of the screen to
give as prizes in a pleasing competition.
And very wonderful gifts they are too. Last
week the prize was a heavy 15-carat gold slave
bangle, sent by Gregory Scott, and engraved
with his name in his own handwriting.
This week the prize is a large real silver chain
bag from Wallaco Rcid, also appropriately
engraved with his signature. Wouldn't you like
to win one of these prizes that money cannot
""buy ?
A copy of the " Girl's Cinema " is all

you need to compete.
them; why not you ?

Long Run

Someone has got

to

win

for Screen Play.

have been
THERE
as to whether a

many

discussions lately
long run of a film at a

theatre could be successful.
The answer
" Yes, if the film is a good one."
"
photo -play entitled " Over the Hills
has run well into the sixth month at a house in
Broadway, New York, and there is still no sign
of the last week being in sight,
is

A Fox

He waits patiently for the children, who aro
playing with him. including his ow n small son,
to do what they were to do naturally without
being led.
He insists that the actors speak the words of
the titles which are flashed upon the screen.
Words and

text

must

coincide.

Aluminium Turns Hair Grey.

MARY

ALDEN

says there are time3 when
she wishes her hair would turn grey. It
would save her a lot of time if it would.
For Miss Alden, who is one of the cleverest
character actresses on the screen, is always being
offered mother parts in motion picture?, and as
she is a young woman, with not a single grey hair
in her head, it is rather difficult to make her
hair look as it should to suggest middle age.
She does it by a liberal application of aluminium.

His

Snow

WHO

HEAR

that Percy Marmont is a^aln to
appear opposite Corrinne Griffith. You
w ill remember thc-1 nst photo play in w hich
ho appeared opposite her was "The Climbers,
Now we arc to see them together in " What's
Your Reputation Worth ? "

I

—

Sessue and Bessie Together in Screen
Play.

WHOM do you
on

think we arc going to see
the screen ?
Sessue Hayakawa, and Bessie Love, who has been
engaged to play opposite him as lead in a coining

together

play entitled, "The Swamp," which has been
written by Sessue Hayakawa himself.

Bath.
William Russell

says that

is

not a

resourceful man ?
Being 8,000 feet up
in the Sierra Mountains, making scenes
for his coming Fox film. " Bare Knuckles," he
was incidentally forty miles from a bath tub.
But this didn't worry Bill.
stripped, took

He

a header into a snow

drift,

—

and

called

it

a bath.

MAUD WAYNE,

Another Romance of Screenland.

ANOTHER

romance

Leatrice Joy,

wyn

of screenland

who

is

is

COURTENAY FOOTE

the

latest studio portrait of
this pretty blonde screen

playing

that of

ant\Jack Gilbert, the wellknown leading man and juvenile of the screen,
w ho has appeared with many of the most prominent stars.
Leatrice and Jack have announced their
engagement, and plan their marriage at no very
pictures,

Norma

in "The
Passion Flower.''

artiste.

appearing in Gold-

opposite

Talmadge

The scenes are laid in America, and the story
so appealed to Bessie that she put aside all her
other plans for the time being.

Gish as Marguerite.
make a wonderful
?
I hear that D. W.

Lillian

Lillian Gish
WON'T
" Marguerite "

Griffith is planning to film the Grand
of
Faust," with Lillian to take the part
of Marguerite, and the music of the opera will
be synchronised to the production.

Opera

Mary

as a Boy.

—

FORbetheseen

time, I hear, Mary Pick ford will
as a boy throughout, the entire
photo-play version of " Little Lord Fauntleroy.
,
There have been instances when Miss Pickford
has disguised herself in male attire for certain
scenes in her productions, but this is the first
time she has appeared as a boy throughout.
The little Curly headed boy part offers Miss
Pickford a characterisation that it has been
her life-long ambition to accomplish.
Another feature of this photo-play is that,
for the first time since she played in " Stella
Maris," Mary Piekford will be seen in a dual
role.
In addition to playing Little Lord
Fauntleroy, she will take the part of the mother.
So we shall have an opportunity of seeing her
as a woman, and as a young child in the same
first

photo -play.

Sympathetic Doug and Mary.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

visited the Ml He
child of a member of his company in the
children's Hospital at Los Angeles the other
day, and so touched was he at the sight of t belittle patients, that now both he and Mary have
endowed a bed.

—

A

"Surprise" for Her.
FRANCIS RING, who, as you know, is Mrs.
Thomas Meighan, was walking down the

main street in Hollywood, the other day.
window of a very smart shop she saw a
gorgeous set of Sheffield plate, which she stopped
In the

to admire.

She looked for the ticket, and found it read
" Purchased by Thomas Meighan, for his wife's
birthday present." And later on Francis had
to pretend surprise, for fear " Tommy " would
go and punch the jeweller's nose.
:

—

Romance and Carmel Myers.
Myers
AS you may know, Carmelmonths

has been
married for eighteen
to I. NT.
Kornblum, a musical comedy composer.
The marriage has only just, been announced.
This was due to a romantic pact between Miss
Myers, and the composer. They admitted that
theirs was a boy and girl affair.
They had
known each other since they were four years old,
both being natives of San Francisco, having gone
to school, and later, having studied music,
t

What He Would Do!

LITTLE

Carmel's mother was the only olher person
into the secret, and the anwill not alter her plans with
the Universal Film Company.
-»

who was allowed
nouncement now

GEORGE

is

'

said Bill quickly.

Clever, Isn't It ?

REUBEN
verse,

George Beban's Chief Virtue.

BEBAN

has an infinite capacity
for taking pains.
In his latest, picture,
entitled " One Man In a Million."
I hear
he spent many weeks training the dogs that,
appear with him.
He spent a solid month getting a certain
scene with a spider, in a cellar, and used up
2,900 feet of film on one occasion to get a scene
he wanted.

"
?
" Call a taxi,

do

—

is

"Bill."

He has a new governess, who has been
studying psycho-analysis.
The other day she
was giving Bill a trial set of questions set
especially to test the mentality of four year olds.
" Now William," she said. " if you went clow n
to the tram lines, and found that a car had just
gone, and vou had missed it, what would you

ogether.

Patience

Willie Reid, nicknamed
his fat her.

a true son of

Name
It says

" Oh,

it's

PETERSON
which he
?

has been writing a
" What's In a

calls,

"

:

proper and neat to

call

Miss Blanche

sweet.

For
ALICE LAKE
take.

and

picked a hard chocolate by misputting it back and taking another,
just wondering if anyone noticed her.

She
is

is

she's pretty

and dainty and sunny.

And I'm never above
'

calling

Miss

Bessie

love,'

But

to call Charlie

'

Chaplin,' that's funny.'

-

—
—

—

—

:
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Notes and
Jack's Little Joke.

A

has just leaked out that Mary
Pickford gave Douglas a Rolls-Royce for
a valentine, and Jack Pickford bought a
broken-down old horse that was waiting to be
made into cat's moat, tied an enormous red bow
round his neck, and led the poor old animal up
10 the door just behind the Rolls-Royce, as " a
valentine from Jack."
Doug, had the poor old horse put into pasture,
by the way, so someone benefited by Jack's

famous
Knows."

novel,

Barrie's

Woman

"

and her brother were there with her, and sho
was having a wonderful time. I had luncheon
with her, and curiously enough it was the very
month she married Mr. Kornblum. She kept
telling me about this talented young man, tho
friend of her brothor's who liad such a promising
future.
I scented a romance, and must have

of Maggie
Sir J. Ms

What

Every

looked

picture

work

since.

Dexter Coming Over.

CONGRATULATIONS

to Elliot Dexter,

who

has quite recovered from his recent illness.
When ho has finished work on his present

one of which is " Tho Affairs of
Annatol," he plans to make a long tour. One
of tho stopping places is over here.

— —

Who

recognise the lauy in the powdered wig ?

PRISCILLA DEAN, and this is a scene
her latent picture, " False Colours."

It is

pictures,

hear it is to bo mado into a film play. This
should be even a greater attraction than it was
on the stage, because the scenes will naturally
bo taken in the Hawaiian Islands where the
action of the story is placed, so wo shall havo
real volcano and Hawaiian scenery.
•

A Real Thrill.
GENEVIEVE BERTE,
"

daily risking
her life in tho
African Jungles," at the
Selig studios, while working with wild
animals in the big serial, " In Danger Land," is
is

has just received

him on making

love to Doraldina for 1 ,000 dollars a week.
This is in the coming photo-play, " Passion Fruit."

—

True

Is It

IT

seems that William Hart has

really

made up

his mind to retire.
He has purchased
30,000 acres of land in Connecticut for a
peaceful retirement, so it looks as though it is
certain, but we still' hope that Big Bill may

change

his

mind.

Mahlon's Rule for Success.
you know that eight years ago Mahlon

DO Hamilton

left

college,

and got a job at

a week on the stage

?

Now ho earns from 1,230 to 1,500 dollars a
week, on tho screen. Ho has just one rule for
success, that is
do tho sort of work that suits
:

you

best,

and that you

know-n each other all their lives. He is like a
brother to her."
The marriage announced this week was a
surprise, because Mrs. Myers seemed determined
to let nothing interfere with her daughter's
career.
Carmel said to her young husband'
immediately after the ceremony
" We will not announce our marriage until
you have a play produced on Broadway."
Mr. Kornblum, being very much in lovo with
his young wife, went to work with a vengeance,
with the result " Blue Eyes," with the music by
I. N. Kornblum and tho words by Zion Myers
(brother of Carmel), was produced a few weeks
ago. Carmel kept her word, and permitted tho
marriage to be made public.

Dorothy Dal ton Has a Loss.
"1

?

fifty dollars

who

front

Wouldn't ?

EARL tells me ho
EDDIE
a letter congratulating

*-*

" The Bird of Paradise " on the Screen.
" •"T'HE Bird of Paradise," is said to have been
one of tho best money-makers in tho
J[
theatrical world in history.
Now, I

like,

and

— stick to

it

!

Fay Filmer.

becoming so accustomed to facing dangefom
situations that she went through an aeroplane
accident, without knowing that anything out of
the ordinary had happened.
It was during tho filming of tho aeroplano
With everything in readiness, and tUo
scenes.
cameras clicking, the eight-passenger plane went

V HEN

I saw Dorothy Dalton last time sho
was ready to consign all hotel owners
and managers to that hot place Danto
describes so glowingly in somo of his most
famous works. She had come from tho coast with
I

Yv

her beautiful gowns, slippers, hats, furs, etc..
stowed away in trunks. She was unablo to gev
all of her trunks in her small hotel suite, and
believing her possessions would be perfectly safo
in the storeroom of a Broadway hostelry, sho
ordered two of her trunks stored until she asked
for them.
When sho was ready to move, tho
trunks in tho storeroom had disappeared as
all

completely as Bluebeard's wives. No amount of
cinestioning could bring them back. Sho figures
there was over 6,000 dollars' worth of frocks,
coats, furs and other feminine clothing taken
away with tho removal of her trunks. Now sho
is asking tho courts to either mako the hotel
manager hand her a cheque for 0,000 and somo
odd dollars, or bring back her property.
" The money won't compensate for tho loss,"
6he said. " Think of the nuisance in shopping
And somo of my
again to buy all thoso things
slipper buckles and 'other things will bo very
!

off gracefully.

diilieult to duplicate."

—-

Everything went very smoothly, and, much to
the delight of thoso on hoard, the piano preceded on its way, after tho scenes had been
" shot," in order to treat them to a sky joy ride.

Virginia Pearson in Vaudeville.
is amazing how many former screen stars
IT are doing tho two a day. Virginia Pearson,
for so long tho best-known dramal ic actress
on the Fox programme, has forsaken <ho screen
Sho is being
to havo her fling in vaudeville.

—

She Thought

suspicions, for Mrs. Myers, being one
:

Do you
Elliott

my

the wisest stage mothers I know, very
promptly said
" You know, Carmel and Mr. Kornblum' were,
children together in San Francisco, and have
of

Louis made her entry into pictures in Alia
Pavlova's picture, " The Dumb Girl of Portici."
It was while she was still a schoolgirl, and, like
most girls, very screen struck that she had a
chance to visit a studio with some friends. They
went, and were mistaken for players in search of
" extra " work.
A girl wa3 wanted whom they
could drag round by her hair they pounced on
Miss Wilson, because of her luxuriant tresses.
It was a painful process, but Lois accomplished her ambition, for she has never been

away from

YorK.

amused when tho news of Carmel
Myers' marriage was mado public. As the
readers of Picture Show undoubtedly know
by this time, Miss Myers has been the wife of
I. N. Kornblum, a musical composer, for nearly
two years. About the time Carmel and her
tinned motored to tho rabbi and were made one,
she was in New York playing in a musical
comedy called " Magic Melody." Her mother

Her

L

THERE.''

News From New

1WAS highly

—

First Appearance.
OIS WILSON has the part
Shand in the film version of

1921.

Carmel Myers' Marriage.

STORY

httle joke.

OVER

23rt?,

It

Was

Usual.

tho course of time those on tho landingsighted the big '' ship " on the horizon

IN field

widely advertised in the Keith houses here,
and is sharing hononrs with Sheldon Lewis.
Remember Sheldou, tho bad man of so many
serials and the expert villain in other Patho
In private life Mr. Lewis is tho
dramas ?
husband of Miss Pearson, and liko all good
husbands he is n6\v supporting Miss Pearson
I haven't heard very much
in her new net.
comment on the quality of the act, but 1
presume it must Ijo good, else it would not
have been booked on the Orpheum circuit.

heading for home. She scooped gracefully
over tho fields and hedges, and over tho heads
of tho director and camera men, but even tho
most skilful pilot will misjudge his distanco

now and again.
Tho wheels touched

tho ground, a splintering

crash and one wheel of the landiug-gear rolled
on down tho field. In a cloud of dust, tho Mg
piano dipped 0116 wing to tho ground, dug
up somo dirt, and camo to a stop, minus most of

landing gear.
being informed of tho seriousness of the
way thoy landed, and of tho narrow escape they
had had, Miss Berto remarked, " Why, I did no',
know that there was anything wrong. I thougno
that was the way all aeroplanes landed."
This was her first trip in the clouds, but sho
says that she will have a good look to mako suro
that tho landing gear is all right before she leaves
tho ground again.
ilio

Blanche Sweet Convalescent,

On

Here

Than

the male lead Katherine MacDonald
on having to play opposite her in " Stranger
"—no other than the freckle-faced

is

insisted

Fiction

star,

WESLEY BARRY.

HEAR excellent

reports from Blanche Sweet,
sick with appendicitis.
Miss Sweet was operated on, and for days
her life was despaired of, but she has come
through tho ordeal, and is now on tho high
This is ft bit of news hoi«
road to recovery.

I

who has been very

friends will

lie

glad to hear.

LountXA

O.

P.vnsoiu.

Picture Show, April
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SHOWS

PICTURE
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THE PICTURE SHOW'S
"

"

"Rodney Stone"..

..

British Exhibitors

GUIDE TO PICTUREGOERS

Rex

Davis.
" John Forrest Finds Himself "
Hepu-orth
Chrissie White.
Edwards
and
Henry
" Her Penalty "
Broadtctut

" The Iron

Stewart Home.
Stair "
Reginald Fox.

The

his secretary, are happily married, until
terrible day, when Trenchard finds bis wife

Stoll

" The Cyclone "

one
has deceived hint, and that there
mystery in her lite.

1

Tom Mix and Colleen Moore.
"

Who

is

..
She ? "
MARJORIE RaMBEAC.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

" The Hope "
J-AeK

Juryls

Mulhall and Ruth Stonehocse.

" Beyond the Shadows

J

'

Wa/tern-Import

..

William Desmond.
..
'"The Stronger Sex"
Gout
Pina Menichelli.
" In Search of a Sinner ".
Westtrn Imp'-ri

'•

Constance Talmadge.
H. & F. Film
..
Hale Hamilton.

a hidden

last

The Iron Stair."

ONE

of Stoll's Eminent British Authors'
pictures. A grim story of the battle that
raged between good and evil in a man's

.

"That's Good"

is

the secret is revealed by Vera, and
corroborated by her old friend, Arthur Winter; on.
Vera had been married before, and she hai discovered that her first husband has returned. A
tense and terrible climax is reached when this
man (Stewart Rome) and Trenchard realist; that
Vera is a bigamist, but in the end the tragedy is
righted,
it is a powerful gripping story.
Pauline Peters displays great emotional
powers, and the setting is exceptionally fine.

At

Phillip*

Vilatfraph
Women "
A vita Stewart and Earlc Williams.
"On With the Dance".. Paramounl-Ar'crojt
Mae Murray.

" Two

Story.

TREXCHARD (Clive Brook) and
ROBERT
his wife Vera (Pauline Peters), formerly

Service

founded on the great novel by " Rita."
a thrilling Martin Thornton production,
and contains a lot of double photography.
soul

;

It is

"Rodney Stone."
SIR ARTHUR COX AX DOYLE.

British
Exhibitors' Film, produced by Percy Nasli,
Scenario by W. Courtney Rowden^jdiotography by A. W. Eaton.
An exciting and wonderful screen play, which
will no doubt make a strong appeal to thousands
of

Picture Show

"

John Forrest Finds Himself."

readers.

HEPWORTH

picture play (Edwards series)
adapted by H.' Fowler Mear from the
story by Donovan Bayley. produced by
Henry Edwards.
A story full of
humour, with a strong love interest,
a hint of drama, and a happy ending.
John Forrest is played by Henry
Edwards, with the whimsical humour
which has brought him into great
repute as one of our most brilliant
screen actors.
Sweet Joan Grey is
played by Chrissie White, with that
charm and girlishness we love so
well, while Gerald Ames, as Ezra
Blott,

is

a fine

A

Daring Leap.

TOM

MiX

one of those artistes who can be
depended on never to allow our interest
to flag for one moment. In " The Cyclone.
he keeps you constantly in suspense, both with
his acting and daring horsemanship, the letter
being a special feature of the story. It is a tale
of the Wild West, of course, in which a be.nd of
Chinese smugglers are hunted by the NorthWest Mounted Police. There are many exciting
combats, but a scene which will stand out more
is

'

than any other for its special daring is one in
which the cowboy hero, after riding up three
flights of stairs, jumps while still on horseback
through the skylight into the cellar below.

The Mysterious Heroine.

WHENShe

the chief figure in a film like " Who
? " keeps you guessing as to her
identity and the reasons for her action)!,
beau
a surprise is bound to result. Marjorie
as the heroine succeeds very well in sustaining
incidentally,
an air of mystery about herself and,
adding some fine acting to the plot.
is

Ram

Opposites.

AMIDST
and

the beautiful scenes of the Riviera,
rugged picturesquencs-t
of the mountain and forest district of
Greypeak forming a background, we are given
the story of "Two Women" (as it is called)
whose natures are as wide apart as the Poles.
One is a worthless wife, the other a girl of tho
forest whose character has not been tainted by
the temptations of the city.
later with the

— A Change.
COXSTANCE TAI, MADGE"

Wanted

lightful

Sinner "
natural spirit

is

of gaiety, and her infections
humour will keep you laughing as you follow her
in the guise of a winsome widow, who having
had a life of boredom with a Saintly husband,
decides that Xo. 2, at any rate, shall be " a bit
Of course, you can imagine the
of a sinner."
shocks she gives others.

A Red

Indian Picture.

Red Indian film plays
THOUGH
now than they were, you
"

The Masked Dancer.
is said that several hundreds of
IT actors and actresses, many of them
well

Her Penalty."
a

''

The

Little Brother."

featuring

to ap"

It

On

is

Russian dancer. Sonia is passionately
fond of dancing, but she has reasons
for wearing a mask, a fact which lends
a touch of mystery to the story. Her
discovery leads to drama* ic complications with, however, much that
will make an appeal to the heart.
David Powell plays the hero with fine

The play

produced by Elinar Brunn, under
the direction of Mr. Walter West.
is

CHRISSIE WHITE, GERALD AMES, and HENRY
EDWARDS in " John Forrest Finds Himself."

dining episode of

certainly tho
in the film, though
what is chiefly interesting is the interpreta'ion by Mae Murray of Sonia. »

Stewart Rome, and ably sup.
ported by dive Brook, Philip Hewland, and Pauline Peters. The scenario
was written by Mr. Benedict James,
one of our most famous scenario
writers. He has also written a number
of stage plays, the most celebrated
being

known, were engaged

in the

With the Dance."
most brilliant scene

very strong

film,

relish

Jc sie
charged with mother's crime.
Sedgwick, as Jean's sweetheart, also
plays her part well, but the ending is
quite unconventional.

villain.

we have
HERE
Broadwest

are rarer
will

Beyond the Shadows " for the excitement
it contains and the good characterisation of William Desmond ns Jer.n. a
young fur trader who finds himself

pear
•

always deis
In Search of a
a play which exactly suits her

in her acting.

effect.

STEWART ROME

REGINALD FOX

in a scene from the Broadwest film, " Her Penalty."

and

MADGE STUART

Stair," a Stoll production.

\

in

" Iron
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Famous

i

Story

of

By A.

the

by

his

"Ay," returned Mrs. Merridew.
uncle,

Silas

dew, near where Alfred has got work.
The two young people become friends, and
one day Alfred tells " Alice " he wants to man y
her as soon as he has saved the parson's fee.

SECUNDUS,

gentlemen of the road," and friends of Alfred.

SIR MARTIN TREVOR, an inveterate gambler,
who cheats at cards. He is beaten in a duel by
and vows vengeance.
A boxing-match is made bet ween Sir Marl in
and a certain Lord Delaval. The man Sir Martin
is to produce is Pigeon Williams, and he has
staked his all on his man winning. Lord Dclaval's
Alfred,

Hammer

is

™

Rowena Makes a Promise.
as she heard the click of the latch, and
there was a. beaming smile of welcome on her Old
face when the door opened, and Rowena canio
into the room.
The girl had been out all day, and Sire.
Merridew was well aware in whose company sho
had spent most of her time.
" Thou art late— Alice," said tho old lady,
smiling.

Aunt Margery, and

my defence. I fear
my lime in idlo gossip

1

at

words, and the old nurse was not deceived.'
"Ah, me " sighed the old lady, shaking her
head solemnly. " If all tho stories told about
that young man are true, he js but a sad rascal."
Rowena gavo tho speaker a sharp look, but
Mrs. Merridew was now calmly knitting, and her
placid, homely face betrayed nothing of her inner
!

thoughts',
" All such

stories

are

!

lies

"

said

Rowena

warmly.
" Maybe, my dear, but 'tis a true saying there
is no smoke without fire.
'Tis said tho young
man hath treated his uncle with shameful in.

gratitude."

Rowena was about to make a sharp retort,
when suddenly sho changed her mind, an
falling on her knees, caught tho old woman's
hand in her own.
1

" Oh, nursie, dearest, tease me no more,"
" I am sorely troubled, and I
she pleaded.
need thy advice."
" My precious one " cried Mrs. Merridcw,
nt once all sympathy and gentleness.
""Tell old
Margery all about it. Hath he been unkind ? "
" Nay, indeed
He he hath been kind,
and I am afraid. Ho would wed me, Margery,
thinking me a cottage girl, and I fear to tell him
the truth, lest 1 should lose him. Oh! Margery,
1 lovo him so, and if I lose him now 'twill break
my heart "
" Bless you, my pretty one," replied the old
woman in a tone of relief. "If that is all thy
trouble, there is littlo need to grieve.
If Master
Alfred hath won thy heart, he is a lucky man,
and I warrant ho knows it. l'roud and happy
will he bo when he learns hat the cottage maiden
ho has wooed and won is in truth a noble ludy
of high degree, with a fortune to her name."
" Nay, Margery, you know hiin not " said
Rowena anxiously. " He hath a terrible aversion to lino ladies.
He cannot abide them. I
daro not tell him the truth, and indeed 1 know
not what to do."
Mrs. Mcrridew smiled down tenderly into (ho
pretty, eager face.
" Child," she said, " docs thy cousin lovo
"
thee ?
!

!

—

!

t

!

Ford.!

Friar's

was with a shock of dismay sho
were coming to an end.
In a day or two at most she would have to go
away. In less than a week she would bo ba<-k
at Truscott Hall— a fino lady and Alfred
would still be working at Jones s Mill.
When would they meet again, and under what
circumstances ? One thing alone was certain.
When they met, if meet they did, she would no
longer be Alice Grey, tho cottage girl, who had
captured \m heart.
Again a cold fear assailed the girl.

And now

it

realised they

—

with the miller's
wasting
man, a rough, uncouth fellow, who hath no

ma unci's."

Silas wj'ites

a sweet dream.
How happy, how magical had born theso dnjs

I havo naught
have but been

The happy smilo which flickered about her
mouth and shone in her bright eyes belied her

me

that in ten days' time
he will be setting forth to visit me in order to
take thee home. Thou must be hero to meet
him when he arrives."
There was much more, but it was this passage
wliich startled Rowena, and awoko her as from

Thy Uncle

MERRIDEW was nodding over
MARGERY
her knitting, but' she looked up quickly

" "Pis true,

letter

.

John, a blacksmith.

to say in

The

from Lady Ulleswater, I believe. It hath a
and the writing on the wrapper is so dis'Twas
tinguished one can scarcely read it.
fourteen pence to pay on it, iinless old Mullins
cheated me, which is more than likely. 'Tis)
strange a man of his years can drink so much
strong ale and come to no liarm. Nay, the old
rogue seems to thrive! on't." While ehe was speaking, sho hobbled acros^
the little room. to a bureau, from which sho returned with a letter, which she handed ta
Rowena.
Their surmise proved to bo correct. .Tho
missive was from Lady Ulleswater, and of it*
contents there was one passago which drove tho
colour from Rowena's cheeks.
" 'Tis my duty to tell thee, Rowena, that thy
I.
foolish prank must now bo brought to an
crest,

cousin, who is fascinati &
by the stones she hears of her cousin. In order to
meet him, she uses the name of Alice Grey, and
noes to stay with her old nurse, Margery Merri-

boxer

^M

t

is

LADY ROWENA, Alfred's

PRIMUS and PAGANINI
PAGAXm
"

COLEBY and

E.

HERBERT ALLINGHAM.

British Film.

has been disinherited

for being a ne'cr-dq-wcll
Truscott.

ROADi

TflE,

Characters in the Story.

ALFRED TRUSCOTT, who

1921.

ROMANCE OF THE GOOD OLD DAYS TO-DAY

BEGIN THIS SPLENDID

^! Splendid Serial

23/(7,

From

her ffasement window "Alice"
her
lover
talks
to

SHANNAW)

(PHYLLIS
(VICTOR

McLAGLEN).
" Oh, yes, dear Margery, I am sure he does "
" Oft has ho told me so
replied the girl eagerly.
with his lips, and oftener still with his eyes.
I cannot doubt his love."
" Then havo no fear.
Ho will never let thee
Nothing will stay him from making thee his
go.
When
'Tis the way of tho Truscotts.
bride.
!

they love, they

let

naught stand between them

their heart's desire.
'Tis too late now oven
He would not let
for the© to change thy mind.

and

thee give him up."
" If you think when
" 'Twill

make no

lie

knows

difference.

"

Bless thee, child,

'tis theo he loves, and not thy station. 'Vex
thyself no more.
Lot things take their course.
,Say naught for the present, but when you go
back to thine uncle's house, send Master Alfred
a note, saying thou hast obtained a situation at
Truscott Hall, and asking him to call on thee

doubt not he will come, and then you
can receive him in your proper person, and I
there.

I

warrant tl>e ending of all this pretty play-acting
w ill be such as your ladyship desires.
Rowena threw her arms round the old woman's
'

neck, and kissed her.
" Only thus could I
" I will do it," she said.
I vow I have not tho
let him learn the truth.
courage hero in Friar's Ford to tell him how 1
"
have deceived him. Besides
" Well, dearest ?•"
" 'Tis sweet to hear him call me Alice," said
Rowena softly, while a demure smile played
" Margery, dear, I
aliout her pretty mouth.
wish I could bij thy niece always, and never go
back to the great world where the women are all
fine ladies, and nothing more, and the men^aro
so so different from Alfred."
Mrs. Merridew laughod merrily at the idea,

—

and then suddenly checked herself.
" Bless me, my witfc aro wandering " she
" There's a letter for theo.
"Pwas
exclaimed.
left at tho Ford Arms by the mail, and old
Mnllins brought it along just before noon."
" A letter for me ?
It will l>e from my godmother, I warrant. I promised to tell all that
!

transpired concerning my cousin Alfred, but I
fear 1 have told her but little."

<

proud, liko all tho Truscotts.
suppose he never canio to, claim her

Alfred .was

Suppose

hand

?

—
.

room early, but she did not
Sho sat up thinking and wondering,
her mind assailed by all kinds of doubts, fears,
and hopes.
" Ah, me " sho said to herself, as she sat on
the edge of her bed and gazed out through tlu<
diamond panes of the cosement window on to tl.o
moonlit landscape, " suoh happy days as thc^o
I will stay for tho Fairing,'
will never return.
and after that I will hasten hack to my godshall
know whore I am goqe,
Alfred
mother's,
and if he come not after me, 'tis only what I
Woo is me," she condeserve for my folly.
" I fear mo I shall die
cluded with a -deep sigh.
She

retired to her

go to bed.

!

an old maid."

Even as the thought formed itself in her mind.
sho was startlod by the sound of tho patt
of little stones against her window.
She sprang to her feet, started forward, and
then slopped back hesitating.
But immediately thoro eamo another rattliv
Someone outside
of stones against tho glass.
was clearly determined to attract her attention.
Rowena opened the casement and peered out.
Below in shadowy outline she could seo the big,
athletic figure of her lover.
As she gazed down his frank, boyish faeo
came up to" her in an eager whisper.
;

" Alice

!

Alico

"

!

Without speaking, sho loaned

forward, -o
that ho could see her face.
" I havo heard great news, and I could not
bide till morn to tell thee," he cried oxcitedly.
" You' remember what I told theo this day^.that I would wed theo as soon as I had saved t ho
Dear heart, there is no need to
parson's fee ?
They ti ll me on Fairing Day the
wait so long.
parson marries without a fee
I

Rowena pave

a little gasp.

With

a

rilsli

old

Margery's words canio back to her, ami sent the
hot blood racing through her veins.
"He will nevor lot theo go! Nothing will
(Conlinmd on ptige 8.)

7
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JOHNWKoHENRY.
Appears

Trie Lovable Kiddie

WE

in

Mack

JR.

Senneft Comedies

must have a cute baby

right

away

for this picture,'

Who knows

where we
can get a baby actor right now ?
this baby 1 " said Billy Armstrong the comedian, pointing to a littlo baby boy who was playing on the r>tag'-.
He was Billy's nephew, and, with his mother, was visiting ti e
'

"

said

Mack Scnnett one

day.

"

"

What about

Mack Sennett studio for the (irst time.
The famous producer immediately jumped at the suggestion,
and as mother consented, little Don Marion Dav:9 which by
Ho
the way is his real name — was tosted before the camera.

—

told to snatch at a fork which his uncle was holding, and b«»
did it so natura'ly that everyone realised at once that he was <t
burn actor.

was

A

Record-Breaking Salary.

boy
SENNETT immediately engaged tho
a
MR. record-breaking
salary
a baby actor, and Don Marion
little

af

for

t

Davis took tho screen name of John Henry, Jr.
His mother takes him to the studio every morning when »
picture in which he is to appear is being produced, and he is v
big favourite with all the Sennett Bathing Girls and
Comedians, and his special playfellow is Teddy, the
famous Mack Sennett dog, who allows
John Henry, Jr., to pull his ears and
have a good romp with him.
The little one knows that he is acting
before a camera, but he
keeps
bis
naturalness,
.
because to him it is all a
fascinating game.

8

Picture Show, April 2Zrd, 1921.

CALL T°„FE ROAD."

" THE

iContimied from

page

d.'

!

stay him troin making thee his bride
Tis
the way of the Truscotts."
" But but," 6he said faintly, " that is but
two days hence."
" Two days
Tis torture to wait so long,"
" Dear heart,
replied the impetuous wooer.
eay you will consent.
'Tis a chance we should
hot miss."
Blushing and laughing, Rowena half-closed
the window.
" To-morrow we will talk," she said softly.
" And thou wilt consent ? "
" I said not that but I I will listen to thine
!

—

!

—

argument."
So saying she closed the window very hastily
fearing that even in the darkness he should see
the burning blush upon her cheeks.

The Summons

to

London.

JOHN had just finished his day's
HAMMER
work and was standing at the door of the
smithy enjoying the cool of the evening.
There was a smile on his lips and in his clear
eye3.
He was in tho pink of condition, and he
was thinking of the triumphs he had won in the
ring before the tragedy which put an end to his
fighting career.
Now he was to

He was full of confidence. Ho had seen this
Pigeon Williams of whom there was so much
talk, and he recognised him as a good man, but
this only made John the more eager to meet
him.
He turned his head suddenly, hearing the
distant thud of horse's hoofs on tho high road.
As he listened the sound came nearer, and
presently a horseman rode with a clatter into the
yard.

Tho rider was not of a very prepossessing
appearance but ho was dressed as a man of
fashion and he had the air of one engaged on
business of importance.
He dismounted at once, and slipping tho reins

over his arm, advanced to the smithy door.
" Art thou Hammer John ? " ho inquired.
Tho blacksmith nodded, at the sames»timo
taking silent stock of his visitor.
Geoffrey Ralston was a rogue, and looked it,
but the very first words he uttered proved
sufficient to allay Hammer John's vague suspicions.
" I have

a message for thee from my lord
Delaval."
The blacksmith's face lit up at once and he
answered frankly :
" Then thou art welcome, sir."
The stranger produced a noto from

his pocket

and handed it to the other.
" 'Tis a matter of some urgency, 1 believe."
Hammer John took the noto and stared at
rather sheepishly.
" I cannot read," he said,
" Would you read it for mo ? "

after

it

a pause.

Ralston smiled, and taking tho noto again,
opened it and read
" Dear Hammer John,
It is most important
that you should pick up tho coach from Wells,
and come to mo at tho sign of Tho Tabard,
Colemore Row, immediately. It is most urgent,
and I rely on thee not to fail me.— Delaval."
:

—

Hammer John nodded gravely.
" You may tell his lordship that

fail

"

Thou

art

fit

and

in

I shall
1

"

not
said

Ralston.

".Never more so, sir."
" I'm right glad to hear it. My Lord Delaval
has great confidence in thee, and has- backed
thee for more, I fancy, than ho would care to
1080."

" 'Twill not bo

my

fault, sir,

if

he

loso his

money. I shall do my best to win."
" Of that I have no doubt. Good-day to thee,
my man, and the best of luck.
There was a queer sihile on Geoffrpy Ralston's
lips as he remounted and rode away.
At the cross-roads ho met Sir Martin Trevor,
also mounted.
" Well ? " said tho baronet anxiously as his
friend rodo up.
" The bait has been taken, ho will come.
He suspects nothing, and is only too eager to
obey tho behest of his friend and patron, my

t

Sir Martin Trevor laughed.
" Excellent 1 " ho exclaimed.

his

name

or title

Tho blacksmith nodded.
I will

" Methinks,

remember," he

said,

all

for

any word

and thinking

of

these instructions, ho ceased to think of tho
strangeness of the meeling-placo selected by his
patron.
Quito innocently ho followed his guide into
a dark and grimy passage.
As soon as they were inside tho little man
shut the door and Hammer Jolui heard the turn
of the key in tho lock.
That sound, and a certain agitation in his
guide's manner, awoke tho first gleam of suspicion in the blacksmith's brain.
Turning sharply he seized his companion by
the shoulders and swung him round.
" What mean you by that
" ho demanded
" Where is my Lord Delaval ? "
grimly.
" Ho is here. Have patience. 1
Halloa
"
there
The last words were uttered in an agitated
'!

!

yell.

Instantly a door flew open and a flood of light
into the passage.
Two men appeared, rough-looking fellows "of
the riverside type, unshorn and with grimy,

of

command

flung themselves on John.

Mad with rage, he fought like a tiger, and for
a moment seemed as though he would shako
But just as his assailants were
falling about him like ninepins somo blunt,
heavy instrument struck him a blow on the back
himself free.

of his head.

He

staggered, the strength wont out of his
and the next moment the whole crowd
were upon him again and he was borne -to tho
limbs,

floor.

likely to be true.
The namo of
Delaval's champion was still supposed to bo a
secret, but in some mysterious way the facts
had leaked out, and during the last few days
several suspicious characters had, in a casual
way, dropped into Punch Murphy's tavern.
" My lord thinks I shall be safer in London
under his eyes, and maybe ho is right," decided
John. " 'Tis a great game, the ring, but even in
my time there were some queer characters
hanging on to the fringe of it, and I doubt 'tis
no better to-day."
As soon as ho entered the courtyard of the
Tabard Inn a stranger addressed him by name.
It was a little man of respectable appearance,
who might have been a clerk or a messenger.
" My Lord Delaval awaits you at a house near
by.
I am to take you to him forthwith," he
said simply.
Hammer John nodded and followed his guide
out into the street.
There a hackney coach was waiting, which
they entered and were driven away, jolting ovCT
tho cobble stones.
f
It seemed to John a long journey, but he was
a man of few words and he made no comment.
Crossing tho river, they stopped at length at
the mouth of a narrow lane on the south side.
Dismissing the coach, John's guide led him
down the lane to a house which backed on to tho
mud-fiats of tho river.
''
My lord is anxious that it should not bo
known that ho meets you here to-night,"
" When you see him
explained tho lit lo man.

thei*

"Come

inside."

Without waiting
they

the River.

was most

about

said one.

The two men muttered something to one
.another under their breath, and then both
together sprang at John and grappled with him.
Quick as they were, and confined as was tho
space in the narrow passage. Hammer John
managed to get in one scientific and welldirected blow.
With a grunt of -agony one of the men went
down with a crash to the floor and did not get
up again, but at the same moment other figures
came crowding out of the lighted room.

JOHN

picked up the Wells coach,
all unconscious of the trick that had
been played on him, journeyed to London.
He, wondered a little at the unexpected
summons. Either the fight was coming off
sooner than arranged, or else my Lord Delaval
had decided that it would bo prudent to change
the quarters of his man.
Hammer John decided that tho last surmise

came out

Lord Delaval."

you

!

you aro not to address him by
you be nlono with him."

Imotted

right, friend,"

" I'll come no further till my Lord Delaval
himself bids me," said John, backing towards
the door.

—

"

good heart

'Tis all

has been kidnapped to prevent him keeping
an engagement in the ring. If the truth were
known methinks we shall make as many friends
as enemies by the trick."
" Well, let us hope nothing will go amiss."
" Have no fear of that."
1
"The fellows you have engaged to do the
job they can be trusted ? "
Sir Martin Trevor smiled grimly.
" Ay
If Hammer John travels by the Wells
coach nothing can go amiss. Within an hour of
his arrival in London he will be in safe hands.
You can set your mind at rest on that."

HAMMER
and

handkerchiefs

throats.

man

until

him," he said quietly.

coloured

We

The House by

have his chance to renew those

triumphs.

•

Geoffrey, the betting will take a turn to-morrow.
Now for London
must be on the spot when
the thing is done."
" 'Tis a risky game thou art playing, Trevor,''
said Ralston, as they rode along side by side.
" When the story gets known twill need some
explaining.'
" Tush, man, we are at the end of our tether,
and desperate diseases require desperate
remedies.
When once Delaval has paid forfeit
and all bets are settled, I care little what is
known or suspected. What can they prove ? I
shall deny having aught to do with the matter.
There are others besides ourselves who are
backing the Pigeon.
'Tis riot the first time a

,

Drag him in hero " said a voice in a tone
of command, and the order was swiftly obeyed.
Once in tho lighted room Hammer John made
t

-

!

another ineffectual struggle for liberty, but ho
was quickly overpowered, thrust into a stout
wooden chair, and bound fast to it with ropes.
Bruised, bleeding, and breathless tho prisoner
stared about him wild-eyed.
He was in a big, bare room with tho shutters
securely closed.
About him were at least half a dozen roughlooking men, and immediately in front of him,
calmly chatting together, were two gentlemen
of fashion.

One of them John recognised immediately as
the horseman who that morning had brought
him the noto purporting to come from my Lord
Delaval.
The other, a taller and handsomer
man, he did not know.
" 'Twas well wo were here, Geoffrey, .or tho
affair might have miscarried, after all," said tho
taller of the two.
''If the follow can do so,
much in a rough-and-tumble, what might ho
not have done in t he ring » "
As he spoke he laughed and brushed a speck
of dust from his coat sleeve.
" 'Tis true," said the other. '"Twas thy blow
which dazed him. All the same, it would havo
been better had we not been personally mixed
up in the affair."
The tall man shrugged his shoulders contemptuously.
" 'Tis no matter.
Wo could not afford to
risk

a mishap."
turned and smiled down at tho helpless

Ho

prisoner.

|

" 'Tis rough luck on thee. Hammer John, but
keep quiet and no harm will come to thee," he
said.
We havo but saved thee from breaking
thy oath never to enter the ring again."
Tears of anger and mortification came into

the blacksmith's honest eyes. He cared little for
tho ill-treatment ho 'had received, but tho
thought ho had failed his friend and patrou
filled him with grief and rage.
" I know thee not," he cried hotly, straining
at the ropes which bound him ; " but I shall notforget thy face, and oneo I am free, if it cost mo,
my life, I will make thee pay to tho full for this

"
night's work
Sir Martin Trevor shrugged his shoulders and
turned to the men who were standing in a group
round tho prisoner.
'"
Take care of him. Treat him well, but seo
that ho docs not escape.
You havo already
sampled my generosity but keep this fellow until
1 bid you loose him anil thero will bo a hundred
guineas to share between you."
" Good luck to your honour " replied one of
" We'll hold him, never
the men heartily.
fear."
" Come, Geoffrcv," said Sir Martin. "Thero
is st ill time for an hour at tho club.
I fancy tho
!

I

Pigeon's chances even more than I did on hour
ago. lVivhanco wo can find someone who would
care to wager a triflo against him before the prico
short ens."
And laughing, tho two noble sportsmen went
out together.
{To be continued. ;
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF WILLIAM

S.

HART

(Spec'ml In

the

" Picture Shoui."l

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE HART
The
IF

Strong, Stlent

Hero of

the Screen

Hart keeps

lo his present intentions, he will leave the screen
W.
after his next picture has been 1 made, and devote the rest of his
working hours to writing stories for boys.
S.

|

Although William S. Hart has proved himself an interesting writer, knowing just what
kind of book appeals to real boys, he will be

much missed

if

he leaves the screen.

William Hart attributes his successful career
to three vital influences.
His father, the West,
and the Sioux Indians. " My mother was just
"
my mother," he says, and 1 worshipped her."

His Early Career.
BILL was fifteen years old when he left
BIGthe
Dakota prairies. Up to this age he
chummed with cow-punchers and Indians,
and there is little about either of them that he docs not know.
When he left bis home, and after various experiences set out to
become an actor, it seemed as though every theatrical manager was
determined that he should not become one
but he was determined
that* he would succeed.
He sold his most cherished possessions, which
included many medals won in athletic contests, and with the proceeds
l.e came over here to London.
;

In London.
job in London was
HIS obtained
when Bill proved

as an assistant at a gunsmith, easily
to the boss his knowledge of firearms,
all his " off time " be spent exploring the sights of London.
Speaking of this time, Bill Hart says
ambition was to see the Mansion House, and spent days
trying to find it. He describes this event as follows :
" Half-dazed by the roar of the traffic in the' city's
busiest centre, jostled by the hurrying crowds, I gazed
up at its smoke-grimed walls and experienced all tho
bitter pangs of final disillusionment.
I think never at
any moment of
existence have I felt more keenly
the desolating sense of loneliness in a crowd.
I do

first

and

my

curiosity or

A

Smile.

o W.S.,

Hart Studios,

1215, Bates' Avenue,

Hollywood,

man

vouchsafed a fleeting glance of
at the tall, lank boy staring
in a kind of dazed stupefaction at the dirty grey
building they passed every day of their busy lives."
And the only two orgies of extravagance indulged
during Bill Hart's stay in London were a night at tho
Lyceum to see Henry Irving and Fllen Terry in " The
not think a single

c,

California.

amusement

Lyons Mail," and a Sunday
mond.

trip

up the

quickly to the higher ideals when they are shown to
him. These characterisations have won for William
S.

Hart the

title of

"

The good bad man

of the screen."

river to Rich-

1

When

nineteen Bill returned to New York, and made
appearance for the first time on the American stage
in " Hamlet," getting twelve dollars a week as salary.
Before he was five years older he was playing Armand
Duval to the great Modjeska's Camille, and after this
he created the first Western " bad man " on the
American stage. - This was when he took the part of
Cash Hawkins in " The Squaw Man," the play that
was shown over here and revived iust recently imdcr
the title of "The White Man."
To-day William S.
Hart is one of the best-known and most famous of
his

screen

actors.

are invariably of strong characters.
HISOfportrayals
the rough, rugged cowboy, living
to
principles of life as he
foe to be feared.

His laugh.

Suspicious.

-'

Alaska."

Dream Home.
Bill Hart does leave the screen, perhaps his dreamIF home
will materialise.
Of course, it is to be in the

His

West, the place that Bill Hart really loves. It is
to be a ranch, far away in the open, away from railways and civilisation
there are to be herds of cattle,
and a real home for himself and for his sister Mary.
Ever since he left Dakota as a little boy, his one desire
has been to go back to the old home in the West of
which he has dreamed so often.
:

Strong Character Parts.

A

''The Money Corral." "Wolves of the
Square Deal banderson," " The Dawn Maker,"
Blue Blazes Rawdon," and the coining films " Waggon
li
Tracks."
Tue Toll Gate," and "The Hellhound of
ticoats."
Trail, " "

up
the
knows them, responding

A

friend in need.

In earnest.

His

profile.

Picture

SCENES AMIDST THE SNOWS

Charming MAY ALLISON, Metro's favourite star, surrounded by a group o! dogs which were transported with
the star and her company to the north amongst the snows, for the purpose oJ taking scenes for " Big Game,"
May's newest Metro picture. Miss Allison has certainly dressed for the climate, and looks very cosy in her furs.

A charming unconventional " snap " of WHEELER OAKMAN
and PRISCILLA DEAN, who in private life, at ycu k ow,
are husband and wife.

CLEVER JAPA1

SESSUE HAYAKAWA,
Miss Eddy's make-up

obligingly goes " on all fours " so that his
leading lady can give us an exhibition of her balancing

TOM MIX

feats.

S/.

is

Visitors to the

movie

the popular Japanese star, with EL]
very clever and glancm-'at the pb
'
'
claim "sunny Japa

Metro studios wer« curious about
VIOLA DAN A and BUSTER

kisses, so

KEATON

very obligingly gave a demonstr

u ox

PicTrRE

Show Art

Supplement,

Afml

23rrf,

1921.

11

tp/u' 23ni,

ml.

13

WHEN ADVICE

SE MAKE-UP

.JEROME EDDY

in a

tub,

difficult

it

would be

scene from " The First Born."
to realise that she does not

TE KELLERMAN looks
itim-;

kit,

Director
drinking

SAM WOODS
" not

very " sporty "
and seems as much at home

as in her bathing costume.

EARLE WILLIAMS
boy.

REALLY NEEDED

WANDA HAWLEY

gives
wisely but too well."

Hawley's third Realart picture.

bet birthplace.

IS

a few hints on what to do with a cafe escort who has been
This was taken during the filming of a Monte Carlo carnival scene in Miss
can be seen enacting the part of the inebriated cafe escort.

TULLY MARSHALL

with Director Chester Bennett's baby

The weight of the little one and his miniature " bike "
seem of no consequence to Mr. Williams.

ANTONIO MORENO. The

eighth of our series of stars favourite
photographs of themselves.
It is noticeable that smihnj and
happy photographs generally meet with their approval.

.
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Story oi

Al SfclencUd

a

Man

s

Plans to Appear

a

Worker

He

Eyes of the Girl

tn tne

Loves.

(Special to the

"Picture Show.")

Dicky 6wept the sporting
papers "lie was reading into
the drawer of his desk, put.
in their place a numUr of
legal documents, ruffled his
hair a little, and waited.
When the door opened he
saw Tom Burroughs behind
Mr. Holmes.
• You " said Dicky disfishing
out the
gustedly,
" Fancy
sporting papers.
We'll
looking busy for you.
have to arrange a private
Holmes.
signal for my friend,
It doesn't "matter what he
sees.
He's in the know."
Holmes gave a comprehensive gesture and retired
to the outer office,
Then for the first time
Dicky noticed that his friend
!

;

ii

I'*^**?

looked troubled.

»

"

aL

.

W hat's

S^Hnf Tom?"
"

HMg

lie

the matter,
said.

I'm in a regular hole.
There's a woman,
Dicky.
an actress named Viola de

Vere, who holds some foolish
She's been
letters of mine.
threatening me for some time
now she's come over from
{Fox.)
New York to carry out her
If I can't get back
threats.
she will force rne to break oft my

»„,

'.

r ~«.*

"'-'^

WILLIAM RUSSELL

as

Dicky Derrickson.

UNTIL

he was turned twenty-six Dicky Derrickson had never thought of work, and even
then his attention was not called to it by any
effort on tiis part.
It was his sweetheart, Madge Earle, who told
him that unless he got work of some kind she would
never many him.
Dicky had never thought of labouring in the
world's vineyard, because lie was a millionaire three
or four times over.
When Madge delivered her ultimatum, Dicky

had
come out of the palatial swimming-bath which
was a feature of the colony he and other millionaires
had founded in Pastdena, Cuba.
just

He

listened while Madge told him of the useless
life he was leading, and that it was the duty of every
imtu to do some noble task. Madge was full of her
subject, for she had just read all about it in a maga-

zine that had come with the morning mail.
" All right, old girl," said Dicky.
" If it comes
to losing you or finding work, I'll find the work.
But I'll have to get dressed first. One can't go
looking for a job in a swimming costume."
Dicky ran away to change, and a little later he

and his chum Tom Burroughs were searching the
advertisement columns of the local paper to find a job.
" I've got it," said Dicky, letting his finger rest on

"Here's an advertisement of a

an advertisement.
detective agency.

It is a detective's business to
I'll tell this fellow, Steve Holmes, to
u job."
Dicky rang up the agency. It was some time
before he got an answer, for although Mr. Holmes

find
lind

things.

me

motto in big letters outside bis olBcc door,
never sleep " most of bis time was spent iu
slumber.
Dicky gave bis n.imc, and told Holmes that he

had
"

a

Wc

'

wanted him to find him a nice business of some kind.
" It doesn't matter what sort of a business it is," he.
" so long as it looks busy but really runs

added,

itselt."

A

broad smile passed over Steve Holmes's face as

he explained to
"

bis wife

nud partner.

He means

such a business as our agency, dear.
Wc haven't had a case for three years."
Fifteen minutes later Dicky and Tom Burroughs
were looking round the Holmes Detective Agency.
"This seems to be all right," said Dicky. "It
You're sure
could be made to look busy, I guess.
there's no work attached to it ?
" Positive,"
replied
Mr.
Holmes. " You can
We haven't hail a case
inspect the books if you like.
for three years, and the local police have been just
as busy. There's no crime in Pasadena."
" That's line," said Dicky.
Now, just to make
the place look busy, I shall want you and Mrs. Holmes
to remain with me as— cr secretary and assistant
'

—

And remember, if any of my friends
on me, especially a lady by the name of Miss
Karlc keep them waiting. Say I'm rushed to death
secretary.
call

"
with work. <iot me, Steve ?
" Every time, Mr. Derrickson.
You're n live mail
looking for a dead proposition, and you can take it
from me you've found it in this agency," said Mr.

Holmes.

The Agency Gets Busy.
had been established
DICKY
a week when a warning
office told
stairs.

in the

agency about

ring from the outer

him somebody was coming up the

those

letters,

engagement with Dot."
For perhaps the first time in his life Dicky looked
•
serious.
" You seem to forget, Tom, that Dot is my sister.
If you can't give me a satisfactory explanation, I'll
break something beside your engagement."
" Oh, there was no harm in it, Dicky.
It was two
years before I met Dot. It was the usual infatuation
of a fool for an actress, but she was clever and got
me to write letters. There was no love in it at all."
" Right, oh,

Tom.

I

believe

you.

I

ll

get the

Leave it to me."
When Tom left, Dicky sat down to have a good
hard think about his friend's trouble.
Had he but known it there was a whole lot of
trouble brewing for him in the corridor outside.
Madge and'Dot had planned a surprise visit to sec
whether he really was working.
They had stolen up the staircase and got outside
the front office just in time to hear Holmes explaining to an old friend that Dicky Derrickson, the
millionaire, had bought the business to make his girl
believe he was working.
Madge's pretty face Hushed with anger. She gave
letters back.

three lorig-drawii out " Oh's

!

",

clenched her hands,

and rushed past the startled Holmes into Dicky's
room.
Dicky grabbed two pens, stuck one in his hair
and the other crossways in his mouth, and put on a
" How-dare-you-dlsturb-mc " air.
" You can stop that play acting. Mr. Derrickson "
"I know all
said Madge," with dangerous calm.
about it. You bought Hiis place to loaf in. I overheard your secretary telling a friend. Well, you can
just go on loafing, only don't try to see me."
Before the astonished Dicky could get out a' word
of explanation she had dashed out of the room down
the stair*, and into her car.
!

After Dicky had finished telling Holmes what he
thought about him which took <iuite a long time, he.
retired into the inner office to think.
" I've got it " he shouted, after be had thought
" I'll start a
to the extent of n dozen cigarettes.
wave of crime in this town that will keep a dozen
detective agencies busy night and day. I'll show
Madge how busy I can get when 1 really mean to get
busv."
!

Steve Holmes listened gravely while Dicky explained the scheme.
" 1 think we can get busy to-day, Mr. Derrickson,"
he said. " After your er shall we say talk to me
about giving the show away, I went round the corner
to collect my thoughts and a brandy-and-soda.
Coming out of the little inn I met Red Healey. He is
the man to start this wave crime."

— —

"
"

And who

is

Red Healer

J

" asked Dicky.

A man at the top of his profession, sir," replied
" A second story man."
" A second story man i "
" Yes, sir. A man who makes all his business call*
unannounced. That is to say he is a collector of
other people's "property, and he invariably enters the
house he has chosen by way of the second story.
You see, sir, in his profession it would not be the
thing for the butler to announce hini. I'll bring him
to vou. sir."
'VDo.
He seems to be an Interesting sort of
character to meet " said Dicky as he retired to his
private office.
Holmes.

The Second Story Man.

an hour
ABOUT
would go out to

later, when Dicky decided be
lunch, he saw a lanky man
with a face like a knotted rope sprawling in
the best chair of the outer office. Dicky glanced at
the door which was still fastened by the spring lock,
and then at the window which was open.
" What do you mean by breaking in here in broad
daylight? " he said, in a pained voice. " Can't you
see it's a detective agency ? It's bad for the business."
The knotted-cord face turned.
"Say, boss, I'm really sorry. Steve Holme- gave
me your cardr"So I just called around to see you.
Guessed you was busy, so I just made my little self
comfortable."
"What's the matter with the door? Couldn't
you knock or ring ? "
"Me name is Red Healey, and I'm a second story
man. Ouess I've got too used to getting in tin quirt
way. That winder was made for guys like me."
" Have a cigar ? " said Dicky, going to the diav r
where he kept a box".
"Thanks, boss. But I've got two of yours
already."
Red. Healey pulled one of the two out and lit it.
" What's the game, boss ? " he asked.
"Ob, nothing that would give you any trouble."
"I merely want
said Dicky with quiet sarcasm.
you to rob a few houses. Y'ou bring the sttrfl to me.

—

Then
strict professional prices.
I pay you for it
as head of this detective agency, return the stolen
It's
fame.
get
the
goods. Y'ou get the money, I
easy."
" Dead easy.
Healey.
said
Pass us the list,"
Dicky gave Red Healey the addresses of Viola
de Vere and Madge Earle.
" In the first house you will get a bundle of tetters.
The name at the bottom will be ' Tom Burroughs,'
In
or your darling Tom,' or words to that affect.
and
I,

the second house you can #takc the first bunch of
Bring both to me.
jewels you lay your hands'on.
and you shall be well paid for your good work."
Red Healey rose.
" It's a cinch, boss. See you to-morrow."
At ten o'clock next morning Red Healey ariived
with the bundle of letters from Miss de Verc's flat and

most of Madge Earlc's jewellery.
Dicky paid him about three times the amount ho
would have got fron a fence for the jewellery, and a
handsome sum for the letters. Tl.cn he gave him instructions to get a bunch of crooks as bad as hiui-eli
to come to Pasadena.

Red Hcaiey scratched his head.
"I'll do my reel best, boss, but I guess I want
matching. The 'tecs say I'm so crooked that ii I
swallowed a six-inch nail I'd cough up a corkscrew.
I'm reel bad, I am. I'm so bad the smoke from me
But
cigarette turns into poison-gas.
boss, kase you is the good sport."

I'll

Having dismissed Red Healey, Dicky

do
sat

my

U

1"

down

to

await events.

came from. Madge.
Oh, Dicky, I've a case for you

The
"

first

call

!

All

was stolen last night," she cried.
Dicky grinned Into the receiver, but

my

jewel-

lery

his voice

was

when

lie spoke.
already had your case in hand. Miss
We never sleep."
Earle.
Y'ou know our motto,
Your jewels have already been recovered. If >i'ii

vcrv grave

"I have

'

will come down to my office at ten-thirty ><>nr
Y'ou must be prompt, for'
jewels will be restored.
I

am

very busy ami can only spare

you a

feu-

moments."
Dicky rang
the

off quickly,

and then did a dance round

office.

" Guess she'll
chortled.

have

to

believe in

me now," he

Then he rang up Tom

Burrough-*. telling him that
he had got the letters and that be could have them
exactly at eleven.
Hardly had he finished telephmiinsi Tom. than
Holmes announced that Miss Viola de Vere Wished
to sec him.

Dicky wondered why.
been enlightened had he known
Red Healev and Miss de Vere were old pal-,
and that they had just met in the street where Red
Healey, to his groat disgust, had learned from Viola
that It was her house he had robbed.
Needless to say Yiola had many names. Red
Healey had know n her under another. Heucc M*

He would have

that

:

mistake.

He

not only apologised, but told Viola the drawer
of the desk where she would rind the letter*.

1

Viola came in all smile--.
" My bouse was robbed last night," she said.
" I want you to take up the case."
"Certainly," said Dicky, wondering the quick
way he could get rid of her. Miss Viola de Vere was
very pretty, but not the typo of lady he wished
Madge to see In his office.
He pretended to take some note-, is Viola fold
him the details. All the time Viola was edging up
to the drawer In the desk.
(CoviiiiucU on page 1S.1
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played by the Coldstream Guards at Windsor,
his intermezzo," Danso des Follettes," is
heard in Humorous restaurants and theatres.

and

'

Lionel d'Aragon.

HE
EILLE NORWOOD.

Norwood

Eille

as

Sherlock Holmes.
"

l INCfi
ij role

1

started

my

of Sherlock

Holme s,"

Mr.

BETTINA CAMPBELL.

Norwood

laughingiy told me tho other afternoon, " I have
discovered tho secret of success.
It is never
to throw any old thing away.
Keep it its
Killo

;

day

come

will

!

" For instance, this very dressing-gown I
wear as Sherlock Holmes. Long, long ago I
believed that I had said ' good-bye
to it
for ever, and hero it is, the very thing for
-»he part
Tho same with my slippers old
and comfortable,
just what I
want for
'

—

!

Holmes

!

profession

played for the Pathe, also for Harma, Ideal,
Samuelson's, " In t he Valley of Tears," " My
Lady's Dress," " Sorrows of Satan."
Then
followed
twelve months' heavy lead with
(iaumont in " Key of tho World," " Rodney
Stone," " Sword of Fate," and crowds of other
films.
He has recently been playing in " The
Mystery Road " for the Famous Players
Lasky, and I expect crowds of my readers
remember this distinguished actor in " The
Barton Mystery."

DOUGLAS PAYNE.
Dying Detective " was

amazingly
LIONEL d'AKAoON

Miss Bettina Campbell
iS

just twenty-one,

and she has got her

first

real chance on the screen in the Denison
Clift production, " Demos," where she plays

The Knight

She is slight, dainty, and vivacious and
when I ventured to admire her very smart,
chic costume, believing it was Parisian, as she
had just come back from Paris, she took my
Adela.

1

:

of Make-up.
no easy matter to make-up when you
IT often have to wear a make-up on a make-up
Sounds a bit vague, does it not ?
But
listen. Sometimes, as you know, in a" Sherlock
is

!

that

astonishingly
beautiful
production,
Miracle," given at Olympia some
and that fine, fascinating Knight
who tempted the nun out into the wide world ?
Well, anyway, here is his photograph as he is
to-day, Mr. Douglas Payne. He has had a very
"

Holmes " story, to gain his ends, tho great
detective wears a disguise.
If you will study
.Mr. Norwood's photograph, you will see how
little in private life he resembles his make-up in
" Sherlock Holmes,'" and yet, so great is the
art of it, that he doesn't look made-up ; and on
this he puts a disguiso which often he has to
whip off at a moment's notice without dis-

about

his

!

Mr. Denison

He

Clift.

is

recently.

was

disguiso

as

a bit uncertain
a " driver 0 tho

!

You

your car outside.

stand about the studio."
But the driver wouldn't move.
someone else came along and
shouted out threateningly :
"'
Now then, get out of .this
Can't stand about here "
Being satisfied that things were

can't

"Sherlock Holmes" on the Screen.

THESherlock
Stoll

film of " The Adventures of
Holmes," produced by Maurice

Elvey, is a serial in fifteen episodes.
saw tho first three at a private show not
long ago, and they were tremendously well
" The Yellow
received by tho great audience.
" The
Face " had pathos as well as a thrill.
1

iTiien

ago,

;

1.

But More

to Follow
the land of films, Douglas Payne- has
played the juvenile lead in
Maria Martin "
and " The Great Gold Robbery," the
"
physician in
A Fallen Idol," the lead in " Tho
White Feather," Jim Belton in " In the Ranks,"
the Blind Minister in " Fine Feathers," Stephen
Carnforth in "The Heart of a Rose," and the
" Rodney
Fighting Blacksmith in
Stone."
And these are only a few of the parts Mr. Payne
has played for the screen.

IN

An Apple Orchard Studio
DOUGLAS PAYNE also stage-managed
!

g

!

The

strenuous life, a life packed with thrills.
Not
only has he had ten years' experience as a cowpuncher, but he was a member of Buffalo
Bill's congress of the rough-riders of the world
then he was a trooper in the South African
Mounted Police, a sergeant in the Army Veterinary Corps, and a lieutenant in horse transport,
R.A.S.O. Some record

•

one of the nicest producers and the
kindest man one could play for," she told me

other afternoon, so he just strolled down
into the studio and awaited results,, In a few
minutes a voice said :
" Sorry, but you can't remain here "
Why not ? "
after

is not only one of
best-dressed girls in London
she
is also one of the best horsewomen, and
she can jump a five-barred gate with the best.
She can drive a motor-car, ride a motor-bicycle,
play tennis and hockey, and design her own
clothes, as I have already hinted, with the
most successful results.
" And I love dancing " she declared.
She is very keen on her part, enthusiastic, and
anxious to do her very best for her producer,

"

arranging his under make-up.

A Trick He Played.
EILLE NORWOOD

A Fearless Horsewoman.
BETTINA CAMPBELL
the

of the Miracle.

WONDER how many of my readers remember

3'ears

made

breath away by declaring that she had
every bit herself.

Mr.

fine.

Norwood gave a masand
was

terly performance,
Cecil Humphreys

remarkablo as Culverton Smith. Herbert Willis is an ideal Watson.
" The Devil's Foot" is a strong, dramatic story,
altogether a worthy production.

it

The Art

Look

me that he has been in the theatrical
about twenty-eight years,
and twelvd years in cinema work.
He

tells

"

The

Last of Hi3 Race " at Drury Lane. In
" Won by a Head " he played the trainer,
and rode his own horse. In the early
days of film life, Mr. Payne played in
J
a novel studio just a platform set
up in an apple orchard

—

!

!

Norwood removed

his

IdAguise, to tho consternation of
parties concerned.

all

'all

right, Kills

Why Does a Blacksmith Wear
Fringe?

\V HEN
/

A Man of Many Parts.
EILLE NORWOOD lives

in

a

body wondered why.

•

and he produced his nephew's play,
" The Man Who Stayed at Home,"
and " The Fulfilling of the Law." He
twlso discovered the author and proBesides
duced '" French Leave."
this, ho lias invented any number of

Eye,'

the

trade
" Who
:

made

5-our tools

"
?

the answer was ever the same
" The blacksmith makes my tools."
At length the king went to the
blacksmith. He watched him at his
cratt, and at length asked tho old
question :
"

:

Who made your
my own

" I make
blacksmith.

tools

?

"

tools," said the

Then

and was followed

Chalk and Cheese.' These two
plays travelled all over the world."
Then, besides being a playwright,
Some
Kille Norwood' is n musician.
of his musical compositions have been

is

And

theatrical tricks.
One of the first plays I ever wrote
was 'for Aubrey Smith," Eille Norwood told me, " when we wero at
Cambridge together.
It was called

Hook and

This

reason.
A certain old English King set out
to inquire into the occupations of his
subjects, and he always finished up,
after asking a man particulars of his

that one is amazed at the
unspoilt country and loveliness of his
dwelling place. Ho was associated
,with " Within the Law," "Inside tho
Lines," which ran for over a year;

London

by

com-

to play his part of the
fighting blacksmith in " Rodney Stone," he insisted on having
leather fringe on his apron, and every-

delightful old-world house with
a wonderful garden, so near to

'

Payne

Douglas

menced

Yy

said tho king :
are, indeed, the king of all
and, because of this, you
;
shall evermore wear fringe on your
"

"

'

You

trades

EILLE

NORWOOD

as Sherlock Holmes in
Picture production.

a StoU

apron

!

Edith Nepeak.

—

!

—
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Picture Show, April

LEAVE

IT

TO ME."

(

Coiil inued

23<c7,

1921.

from

vane

As Dicky bent over his papers she opened the
drawer and snatched tlie letters.
" Why, l>crc they are
Fancy you being the
" Oh, you
thief " she cried, in mock indignation.
bad man ! I suppose I ought to tell the real police."
Dickj- rose from his chair and .tried to look stern
but only succeeded in looking flustered.
" Give me those letters " he said desperately.
lie made a dash towards her, but Viola was faster.
She stepped back and thrust the letters into her
corsage. As she faced Dicky she smiled with a
comfortable feeling of triumph.
" There. I guess they're safe there, for you're a
gentleman," she said.
" I'll shake them out of you " shouted Dicky
rushing towards her.
Viola
let
out a piercing scream.
Though
thoroughly up-to-date she was not above using one
of woman's oldest weapons of defence.
" Sh-sh-sh " pleaded Dicky, as he heard Madge's

HARRY LAUDER AND THE SCREEN

SIR

A

to the " Picture

Famous Comadian's Special Message

Show."

!

THEplace

meeting took

!

the

in

Lauder dress-

ing-room

at

the

Theatre,

and

!

I'alace

as soon as I heard
that the great manwas ready to see me
well, I was inside that
dressing • room before

!

vou could sav " Sandv

McXab

own room he was met by Holmes.
" Miss Farle wishes to see you, sir."
" Show her in," said Dicky weakly.
Madge came in with a reproachful face.
" What was that noise I heard, Dicky ?
It was
a woman's voice."
" It was a client.
She was just showing me how
she was held up by a wicked criminal, and how she
screamed for assistance," replied Dicky, lying more
ca ily than he had thought lie could.
Madge set her lips.
" I don't believe a word of it. Dicky.
I'm going
home and I'm never going to speak to you again."
" Madge " pleaded Dicky.
But Madge had gone.
Tom Burroughs was Dicky's next visitor:
" The letters, Dicky
The letters
Where are
they ? " he cried excitedly.
" They've gone," replied Dicky wearily.
" I got
them, but Miss dc Vere came round and collected
them again."
" But tlvis means ruin to me. Dicky " shouted
'.

!

"

!

if

Viola shows

letters
" All right. Tom," said Dicky.
I'll get the letters.
Leave it to

"

up with those
I'll stic

k to you.

me."

After a long consultation the two friends decided
to call on Miss dc Vere and buy back the letters at
her own price.
When they got to iter house they were informed
tint she had left for San Francisco.
" There, that puts you all right," said Dicky,
" If she's gone to Frisco she can't turn up at the

wedding. Now, you might try to do something for
me. Get at Madge through Dot. Anything so long
as

you make her see reason."

meantime more trouble was being hatched
IN for Dicky and his friend.
Viola and Bed Hcaley were fixing up a
scheme for the benefit of both at a modest hotel
which was as far as Viola had got to 'Frisco.
" It works out this way," Viola was Baying.
" Get your pals in as waiters and kidnap .Mr. Burroughs.
I'll fix it that a motor launch is waiting Initio pier and we'll have a swift car In the ground-*.
Von can help yourselves to the wedding presents if
you like; that's your funeral. All I want you to
do for me is to kidnap that guy, Burroughs. When
the

Missing Bridegroom' I
he plays the part of the
guess the bride won't liavc much further use for him,
and It will be me and him for the wedding match.
I'll talk real sense into him when I get him on the
launch."
After fixing up the details the two parted.
It was the night of the wedding. Tom and Dicky,
having heard nothing of Viola, were in high spirits
"Madge is sure to relent on such an occasion.
Dicky," said Tom consolingly, as he fastened on Ids
" You Tun down, now, and sec that everycollar.
I'll follow you in a minute."
thing is all right.
Dicky went downstairs. The guests were arriving an<i the bride and her bridesmaid, Madge Boric,
were dressed and waiting.
The parson came in and Dicky began to look at
it was time Tom was down.
his watch,
As the minutes passed Dicky began to get uneafy.
" Go and
" Where's Tom ? " w hispered Dot.
fetch him, Dicky."
As Dick turned to go upstairs there was a loud cry
from one of the guests as he pointed .to a number
of men carrying something wrapped up in a sack
and shoving it In a motor-car.
" Thieves " cried someone.
"Tom:" shouted
Dicky. "Leave It to n c
"

shaking

!

As

him

!

rushed out, -followed by the guests,
bride f;.intcd in Madge's arms.
lie

(Continued o» po'Jf 20.)
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First Love.
part of a picture myself during
trip to Africa," he continued. " and I

1MADE
my

little

intend to finish it this summer.
Scotch story called
Mac's First
'

REASSURED

by this homely spectacle, I
remarked to Sir Harry that I understood
he had appeared in some 6lms.
" Only in a few pictures illustrating som".
my old "songs." he amended. " This was at

a

It's

Love.'

wouldn't be a real love-story unless
there was a row in it, so Mac has a quarrel wi'
it.

Ma heart's broke,' lie says,
'so I must go awa' to get it mended.'
Stj.
thinking Africa will do the trick, he goe.= then
where he has a lot of vicissitudes, look in' for
work and losing it, digging for diamonds, and
so on, till at last he decides to come haine,
where he settles down and marries his bonnic
his sweetheart.

'

.

lassie.

And

can say

so all's well

Wanted

that ends well.
Ye
real life in Africa -

be a picture of

it'll

the rail thing

!

Light and Enthusiasm.
to do any film work other
you have mentioned !

open
AREthanyou what
asked.

1

"Yes, I'm quite prepared to make a picture
any time," he replied, "because 1 think the

effort to produce singing and'talking pictures.'
don't think that tire synchronisation of
voice and picture has been a definite success
up to now, but I believe there is an invention
on the market at present that win bring it to

is a great
institution, though, as far as
British industry is concerned, it is only
infancy.
don't get the sun, but.
sufely we can get artificial light that is gno
enough to make films, while already we have
scenery in England. Scotland, and Wales
which, as far as I've- seen, cannn' be surpassed.
1
think
have good actors, too, and that
all we want, given tho light, are people with
sufficient enthusiasm to appreciate the British

perfection.

article."

of

when the Gaumont Company made

the time

an
1

"*Ye can say," he added, " that
tiating to

mnke some

I

am

went on

he was

in the States not long ago, mentionparticular his visits to the Fairbanks,

ing in

prcssibtc "

the

irre-

Dong."

Oh, ft nice chap, wi' a jolly expression
always on his face " he replied, lietween
" He showed ine all round
pulls at his pipe.
his studio.
1
saw Enid Dennett, too. and
watched her at work."
" Is she really as pretty as she looks on the
!

screen

"
?

"Ay,

a verm bonnic lass!"

she's

(he

wfts

smiling response.

Harry

Sir-

unit on
" II

a

ruminated

little,

and

then

for

I

:

was awfu' exciting at

tl.e

We

its

I

we

"•"*

*-***t3^H

Fox

studio,

arrived just as they were rilniiim a Ihl:
scene at the gates of some big works.
wonderful to see how they handle their

MET

Sir Harry a few days after he received
the accolade of knighthood at the hands
of the King, and so 1 did what 1 know
even' one of you would wish me to do offered
him* the heartfelt congrat illations of every
reader of the PlCTCRS Show.
"Thank them vcrra much!" he returned,
and then he asked mc to give
with a 6mile
you a message.
" Tell them," he said, " that I hope this
advent of the singing and talkin' picture will
prove a success, and that, although I in vy bo
in the farthest corner of the British Empire,
they may he able to take their wives and
sweethearts along to the cinema any night to
see and hear Harry at hame. I am fifty now
gone half my length, and "the first hundred
years are always the worst !— and, therefore,
1 think it would be a fine thing for the Lauder
smile to be perpetuated on the screen, so thatafter 1 have
much appreciated
it may hew as
"
gone West as it is to-day

I

to tell me something
about the trip he made to Filmland when

.

the

His Message to the "Picture Show."

singing pietuccs now."

Impressions of Los Angeles.

SIR HARRY

film

in

nego-

'

get

"Mac's

Now,

Singing and Talking Pictures.

Fox, and Inee studios.
I asked him what he thought of

More Trouble.

I'll

doing nothing, just waiting for their scenes
to be taken.
Yo see, it takes a lot of time. :i
lot of patience, and a lot of money to make
motion pictures.

!

" It's- been ruin to me already " retorted Dicky.
" Sludge came around and heard your precious Viola
in the office screaming.
She has given mc up for
Over.
" Don't abandon me now. Dicky.
The wedding

there.

!

?

indicating a chair beside his dressing-table.
obeyed the injunction, and Sir Harry
I
hung up his bonnet beside the looking-glass.
(He was, of course, attired in Highland dress
and the famous Macleod tartan looked mighty
fine, 1 can tell you !) Then he sat down, facing
me, and, fumbling in a capacious pocket,
produced one of the biggest pipes 1 have ever
He didn't light up, however, but. conseen.
tented himself with nursing the bowl of it
tenderly, and pulling at it gently so that every
now and thci^it emitted little succulent noises.

Tom.

to-morrow and
"

do you do.

hands and looking at me kindly but intently
" Sit ye down "
through his spectacles.

!

ii

Harry

HARRY LAUDER. initiative.
How d'ye do ? " 6ays ho, solemnly

SIR

Cinematography is Hit
"
industry: in the Golden West, I can tell ye
" What most impressed you in Los Angeles,
"
Sir Harry ?
"Well, I can't say there was anything in
particular that struck me." he said slowly.
" except that there seemed to be a lot of people
over

!

" says I,
fussed-up " and
too
excited to wait folium to
take
the
Sir

!

voice in the corridor.
" I can scream louder than that " replied Viola
calmly, as she sat down.
Dicky looked round desperately. Then, seizing
the chair Miss De Vere was sitting on. he dragged
it and its occupant into another room and through
there into tho back passage.
As he got back into his

"

How

"

crowds

—

:

'

'

!

strike
It's

:tTtS^ dPJwS) 5trepdM"v^Pr^-:s:rj't§^

PATHE SUNBEAMS
" Have." you a Charles Dickens or a Nathaniel
Hawthorne in your home, madam ? " inquired
tho hook ngent.
"No," said the angry housewife, "we hnve
not. I suppose, as usual, you've got the hou*o
mixed up with the boarding house next door."

— Boston

U.S.A. Trrtnxrript.
•

for

?

"

I

What

(irritably):

bought them."
•

"

By permission

»

"They

weren't

— /'(iwjwtMB.

''

,.

Workmas

sir. the 'ouse collapsed
the srniiolding."
"Idiot! How often must 1 t»U
BtU.DETR
you not to take awny the scaffolding till tho
"
papered
Patting Sh<MT.
!
walls are
:

"Sorry,

when we took down

»

me

for,

of a doll

counter)

doctor

"
?

:

—

e '"'•J"**'.

(shopping!

would

ETHEL

•

•

a-e von treating

of Messrs. Path:: Freres

' Loss of memory." said the doc'or. writing
"Your bill's been owing
the prescription.
London Opinion.
nearly two years."

Father

THK Patient
given to me.

M
THIS WEEK'S BEST JOKES

:

*

»

" But, nindam. you must
'I'm-: Specialist :
chew your food. What were your teeth given

you

M.vy Hkrsctiel Clarke.

v

ou

:

like

"

Now,

Ethel, what tori

?

(looking at the assortment
" Twins, please, daddy."

— I'rnrton't

W'crkly,

on

tl.e

Picture Show', April 2lrd, 1921.

"THE DAWN OF THE WORLD"

FURTHER

scenes from the wonderful film of the Bible,
which can now be seen at the Palace Theatre. Amongsl

the scenes
the

of the

An

episode at the finding

t

Moses among the

Solomon and

bulrusnes.

in

this

picture are

Flood, the building of the

Red

his wite

Sea,

the

Tower

and the destruction

can be seen on the right

of

building of the Ark,
of

Babel, the crossing

Sodom and Gomorrah

oi this

photograph.

If

The Eastern atmosphere

A

ot this film is very realistic, for the scenes

crowd scene when Joseph

is

made a

ruler.

were

laid in Syria and Egypt.
years to complete.

Over 12,000 persons toon part in tuis stupendous
production

No

pains were spared in the matting o! the film,

film,

and a quarter

oi a million teet oi film

wmcb

&
took

A

J

five

were used in

its

I

DO

Picture Show, April 23rd, 1921.

"LEAVE

IT

TO ME"

(Continued from
vntie 18 )

Hatlcss, and in evening dress, Dicky flew to the
parage and jumped in hi* car, while the other guests
followed. The car with the sack had got a start, but
Dicky rapidly overtook it, and when it reached the
pier Dicky was not a hundred yards behind.
The
^cenpants of the first car, seeing they could not
reach the launch with the sack, swung it in the sea.
" Leave it to mc " shouted Dicky as. without a
moment's hesitation, he jumped in the water after
the sack. He brought it to the surface, after a
desperate struggle and the other guests, who had
launched a boat, pulled him in.
But when they opened the sack they found, not
Tom Burroughs, but all the wedding presents.
It was a very much bedraggled Dicky that returned
to the house.
He left the other guests to explain
what liad happened while he wandered around the
house in search of Tom.
As he stood in the bedroom where he had left
Tom dressing, he noticed an inner door. Dicky
went tip to it and tried it. The door was locked but
he soon forced it. And there, on the floor, gagged
and bound, looking up with au agonised expression,
was Tom Burroughs.
" You leave it to me " shouted Dicky, as he ran
downstairs, determined that Madge should know
tint he alone had found the missing bridegroom.
The second after he had left the room, Bed Healcy
darted in.
Picking up Tom in his arms he rushed him into
another room and then shoved in Steve Holmes, also
gagged and bound.
He slipped down the back stairs with Tom.
!

!

The reception room was empty and Red Healcy
shoved Tom in a big chest, getting inside with him. till
the coast was clear.
Upstairs Dicky was looking blankly at the

bound

form of Holmes.
" But it was Tom I
protested wildly.

left

here a minute ago

!

"

lie

Madge muttered something about the delusions
of drink, while the guests unbonud Holmes and
listened to his story of how lie had been attacked
by Red ncaley's gang while he was guarding the
wedding presents.
Sili-ii) Ij everybody
Nobody paid the

filed

down

THE DRESSING-ROOM

IN
AM

sure that if it were not for flic various
I sports in
which I indulge, I should never be
able to go tlirougli half the amount of studio
work that I do. Acting for the films may be
very exciting and I just love it but it is" not
half so strenuous as some people seem to imagine.
Of course there are times wtien one "is cast for a
part which necessitates all kinds of hairbreadth
escapes end breakneck gymnastics, and when
this part is being rehearsed and played, I will
admit that like every other screen actor
am only too glad to get home and rest. The
" sport "
activity of such parts are quite

—

—

stairs.

put Tom.
Presently Dicky heard a sound, then another,
apparently coining from the inside of the chest.
Slowly Dicky opened the lid.
Swiftly Bed Healey sprang out, but not so quickly
as Dicky's fist shot out.
Bed Healey made a game fight, but in his then
desperate mood Dicky would liavc been a match for
When at last Bed Healey bad had
a dozen crooks.
enough fighting and the guests had got held of titan,
Viola looked into the room.
Dicky saw her and went up to Bed Healcy.
" You get those letters -back from Miss de Vcrc
and there will be nothing slid about the robbery,"
he whispered.
Then he went to Tom and told him what he had
done,.

While the guests were congratulating Dicky, Tom
quickly arranged the deal for the letters and also
saw that Red Healcy and Viola got clean away.
The parson was brought back and this time the
wedding ceremony went off witnout a hitch.
When it was over Dicky found himself alone with
Sladge.
He led her to the chest and they sat down.
Madge, if you only knew what I have gone
through you'd promise to marry me," he said.
"There's a lot of explaining for you to do before
1 consent," replied Madge.
" Something has got to be done," thought Dicky.
Stooping swiftly, he picked the girl up in his arms
and put her in the chest.
"There you stop till you promise to marry mc,"
he whispered, as he closed the lid.
Silence from below.
Then a muffled voice.
" I'll never marry you now."
" It's more comfortable
" I can wait," said Dicky.
"
on the top of the chest than inside.
More silence. Then Madge's voice.
" Dicky, when shall we get married ? "
" Leave it to me " cried Dicky, as he pulled
Madge out of the chest and kissed her.
!

(Adapted by permission from incidents in the Fox
William Russell.)
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for anyone.
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given by

win
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WALLACE REID

If so see this
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s

Price 2d.

not "always like

WHEX

a play with simple drawing-room
scenes is being enacted, an enormous
of one's time is spent hanging
about the studio, waiting for scenes to be fixed
up, or for the -weather to be at the necessary
state.
It is at this time that an energetic person
squirms at the inactivity, and longs for a little
health-giving pastime. That is why I spend
every spare moment playing golf or tennis.
And although it is the order of the day to ride
about in your car out here, I am never happier
than when I dress in my sports rig-out and go
for a lone tramp.
It is perfectly wonderful how
refreshed and well 1 feel, and how merrily my
work goes along the next day.

amount

Dress for Comfort.
this
a really most important but
BUT——I and
could not possibly get the amount of
is

sport unless I

walking in
shoes,
frock,

my

do from

walking and
were suitably clad. To go out

that I
thin,

high-heeled

or to go golfing in a
would be agony to me.

And it is because I appreciate
my pastimes so much that I
give a great deal of my attention to the selection of my
sports " rig-out."

by Priscilla Dean

With or Without a Belt.

THE coat

::

—

a simple straight affair I prefer
that
although on some girls it
would perhaps be better with a patent
leather belt fastened round to take in the ftdnesfi.
But look the coat is not so plain as it may at
first appear ; the front is cut in one with the lower
part of the side of the coat, and this gives acharming style to the coat. The lower part
also forms a Docket, which is fastened down by abutton and buttonhole.
The skirt is quite plain. I think that any
decoration upon a sports skirt is absolutely out
of "place and unnecessary, unless it takes the [ an
of capacious pockets, which are more han ly
than ornamental. And at the -foot it is just of s
width to give comfort. I've got a pretty big
stride when I get going, and for this reason -l
generally demand that the lower seam of my
skirt be left open a little at one side, and arranged
to fasten with button and buttonholes, so that
I can unfasten them when I find the skirt sagging
around my legs, as it life a habit of doing after
it

is

like

—

—

much

walking,.

My

favourite hat for sports wtflr is also deupon the sketch of a suit, and shows n
'cosy little pull-on of brushed wool. It ha a
soft crown of yellow brushed wool, and a brim
that turns up all the way round, displaying an
underlining of alternate stripes of black and
yellow wool, a tassel of the combined wools being
allowed to hang jauntily from one side of the
brim.
My outfit is not complete without a cosy scarf
of soft, -wool to correspond with the colours of

picted

.

my

suit.

A Tennis
BEFORE

Coat.

I finish telling you of my ideal
sports outfit, I must not forget to mention
the invaluable sports coat, which I prefer
in the brightest colours of the day.
In tliene
shades they give such a happy-go-lucky appearance to the wearer, and ave so handy to slip
over the white tennis frock. The little
sports coat I have had designed for
you is of stockinette, with patch
pockets, and tie over belt. The lorg
scarf has stripes running through it
at 'the ends to match the ribbon
bands upon the neat little cap which
can be worn throughout the game,
and thus prevent ends of hair becoming straggly when the game becomes heate.l.
(

An

Ideal Outfit.
always favoured
the suit of tweed for sports
wear.
That is why I am
so pleased that this type of

'

{HAVE

coat and skirt has again be-1
come popular. True there were
times when tweeds were mostly \
of a very drab order, anil could 1
hardly be appreciated by one
But
with an eye for beauty.
nowadays they are so charming ('Jj
as to be even nicer than
materials for the more dressy
costumes. As a matter of fact,

Priscilla Dean.

You can obtain

Oxford
*

have always favoured a combination of black and white for
my tweed suits. I find this
*

*
;

ff

moment.

Yet 1 have recently
been cajoled into selecting some
of the pretty colour combinations that are so fashionable.
I have selected for you my
favourite outfit for sports wear
by tfiis I mean the coat and

/

—

Then
skirt for walking wear.
wish you can don the
if you
for

golf,

just

the smart coat, and
revealing the neot little woollen
jumper beneath. By the way,
the hitter might lie of liaiid
knitting, with bands of crochet
off

No. 29,395.

\

neat sports

outfit

chosen

byPriscilla

But to return to the costumo.
black and yellow tweed, the black

costume

this page in 22, 24, 26, and
28-inch waist sizes for one shilling each,
from "Picture Show" Pattern Dept.. 291a,

I

makes up so much more
smartly, and that I can wear any
scarf or hat with the suit that
may take" my fancy at the

patterns cf the

and coat on

Dean,

inlet.

?

"GIRLS' CINEMA."
Cut Tcmorrow.

is

Health-Giving Sport.

taking

a

film acting

this.

same garments

Would you

—

enough

benefit

slightest attention to poor
Dicky, and that unhappy man slunk away and sat
down on the very chest in which Bed Healey had

—

.

Sports Clothes C-hos?n
::

This is of
taking the

form of a fairly large cheeked design upon the
lemon background. 1 do not favour a very
brilliant yellow.
Tliis i« a little too conspicuous
for -walking wear.
But the combination is
distinctly smart and personal, especially if
your hair happens to be dark. Although
find
it quite becoming to mv fair tresses.
1

Street,
L o ndon,
W. !.
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CHARLIE AT THE GOLDWYN STUDIO
Charlie Clta frim Visiting His Friend

Will Rogers

GIVE ADVICE IN
FRE E BO OK.
Indigestion and Dyspepsia Cured
Without Drugs.
If.

you

suffer

from Indigestion, Dys-

any other Stomach trouble,
send for the Free Book just published
for your benefit, and giving a formula
which has already cured thousands, and
will do the same for you.
pepsia, or

Dr. Braithwaite says A glance at the
formula will convince the most sceptical
of its great value.
Doctors have lor
years been trying to find a cure for Indigestion, and the Free Book will show
you how easily the problem is solved.
Your food can now be digested for you,
giving your stomach a chance to have
a rest and restoring the system to
normal conditions in a very short time.
No more fulness after food, no more
wind, spasms, or heartburn. Simply
send your name and address to-day to
the Lactopeptine Laboratory (Dept.
L39), 46-47, Holborn Viaduct, London,
E.C.l, and the book of advice will
:

CHARLIE CHAPLIN went

to see his friend. Will Rogers, at the

and took a constitutional with

MAY

Goldwyn

studio,

COLLINS and SAMUEL GOLDWYN.

reach you by return.

will tell you Free

I

to

Will Rogers was at
right

:

work on

his latest film

and Coarlie volunteered

to help oy serving the meal.

JOHN BOWERS, MOLLY MALONE, WILL ROGERS, CHARLIE CHAPLIN,

The two

pals then

and

Reduce Your Weight

Lett to

ED KIMBALL.

gave a little entertainment on their own. CHARLIE tried his hand at Will Rogers'
and WILL ROGERS tried to copy one of Charlie Chaplin's poses.

lariat,

how

I was just a strong young woman, lull of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying lite
to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel the
burden, especially as I am a business woman, and
have plenty of work to do. While my earthly selt
was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the.
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that 1 must give up
business or reduce my weight. I began to feel lonely,
because I felt that my company was no longer
desired, and I made up my mind that I was 3t the
dangerous point of my life.
One day an inspiration came to me. after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain effort to
become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drags', practice
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear
any appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is as
good as 1 could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.

W. Grace Hartland

(Dept. 138),

Hatton Garden, London, E.O.

1,

Diamond House

'
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Nerve Failure
Helpless for Two Years despite Treatment. Then
Made Well and Active by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Mr. H. Dutliie, 30, Queen Street, West Hartle'*
pool, says
I was helpless for two years, and
Dr. Cassell's Tablets have cured me completely.
That is the. plain, straightforward truth, and I
think it is marvellous. One mornins while dressing, the power went out of
legs quite suddenly, and I collapsed on the floor.
I was helpless, and so I remained for two years.
The pain
I endured at times was awful.
1 couldn't sleep
for it.
So complete was
breakdown that I
had to be lifted" in and out of bed
I couldn't
even turn over. Sometimes I was taken out in a
to be carried into that.
The opinion was that I could
•

my

my

;

bathchair. and I had
never walk again, and even my life was despaired of.
"Then at last I tried Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Very soon I felt they
were doing me good.
In a few weeks I was able to get up. Then I
went about on crutches, but only for three weeks
by the end of that
time I was cured, and could get about as freely and easily as anybody."
:

THE NATION'S CHOICE
JOHN BULL
That

has taken

Home
1/3

The

Prices:

A3-.
3,'-

The Universal Home Remedy

sixe

being the more
economical*.
Sold by Chemists in all parts
of the world.
for
Or.
Cassell's Tablets

TAKE TWO
TABLETS

lor

Indigestion

you

Neuritis

Neurasthenia

Wasting
Vital Exhaustion

Sleeplessness

Palpitation

tinue, and you
will
know the
joy
of
health

note

Nervousness

5
No.

Famous

Misters'
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Cftple
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for
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AC
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—

for flavour, for purity and for thorough
wholesomeness. Think of somebody you would especially
then buy him, or her, something that is
like to please
sure to give delight— a tin of SHARP'S SUPER-KREEM
you will see it in any confectioner's window.

to equal

it

—

how

veil
sleep; con-

l-lb.

i,

and

SUITABLE
FOR

The
ol

tins.

1-16.

in

SHARP &
lararit

Manti/n.-lnrrrs
Ihe Itortt.

toffee, in

the ereatest drawback tn life to any man or woman.
ypu are nervous, timid, low -spirited', lark self-conwill power, inind concentration, blush, or feel
awkward In the presence of others, send 3 penny
rumps for particulars of the Mento-Kerve Strengthening
Treatment, used In the Nary from Vice-Admlral to Seaman, and in tb«* Armv from Colonel to Private. D.S-O's.
ll C.'s. M.H.'s. and D C M. S.
fidence,

|

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,
Imperial

536,

Buildings. Ludgate

AC
00
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boot
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Koot,
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27 6

K*»J tenna,

montb.T.

Oeot's
No. &.
Hhoei iu -r. <,_ box
Leather, smart shape.
Price
*
5 - aeposit. Brogue. Mack.
30 15m, 35 6 • raoothly. mjjh ioi

AC
i

-inality,

45
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Walking Shoe m
Man Kid. 30 - and
aod 45 «. Tan Brogues,

Circus, London.

E.C.4.

i

ruv

Tan.

35

35

*

6

• l«M ,n ->"

5 monthly.

So. 7. La'dlea* Strong Ho\~Koot. 27 07
Glace, 36'* (L'ice or But too/, |»/*dtri>0kit
Na * aod 6 - monthly.
Ian, 45
7 8
monthly, on eaty term*.

BIG&SUCCESSFUL
Tc be tall Is to bare one of the chief qualifications for
success In either business or social lire. This api.lles
both to men aud women. If you are under 40 it is Tery
easy to increase your height by the Oirvan Scientific
Trcatnieul, a Tcry pleasant method, which -is carried out
in your cv'tt home, and quite privately. Students report
from 2 to 5 inches increase, with great benefit to health,
and improvement in figure and carriage. Send a postcard for particulars and our £100 guarantee, to Enquiry
I T 1". Stroud Green Boad. London, X I.
i'
I 1

.

Amusing Bargain Novelty
Crnatiut Herniation. Thousands Selling. Powerful
Lens stereoscope
Picture Holder. 2|
I

>

.•

•.

>end 5 • deposit with size and sa\ wbu-h
we shall send you. Promise 6
moutbly after delivery, and you have the
hoots to wear while paying for them.

Catalogue.—

'

dialogue roti Free.
Foreign a ppl tcation* invited.

MASTERS,
94,

Hope

anannnnanno

Trie

Children

LTD.,
RYE.

Stores,

s

Newst>af>er

Every
Friday

2D

naaanaacjnnna

Aseptic

without.

Re-agent

—

Bad blood germ infection from the air-^
these are the causes of skin complaints such as
psoriasis, rashes, ulcers, ringworm,
pimples, and piles. The Germolene treatment
cures these disorders because it purifies the
blood, prevents infection, and stifles and kills
The soothing and healing
all disease germs.
influence of the remedy is also at once api>an-nt
of poisoned wounds, festering
in the ease
sores, scalds, and burns. Germolene is aseptic,
and it soothes at a touch.

An entirely free sample tin will be sent
post free on receipt of a postcard addressed
to the Veno Drug Co., Ltd.. Manufacturiim
Chemists, Manchester, together with a valuable
Germolene costs
book on Skin Diseases.
Is. 3d. and 3s. at chemists.

A

EASY TERMS
•

new

- Rca'.Kini

Film

pair

the

eczema,

No. 8, Ladies' Smart
Black Itox. 25

35

Impurity within— Infection

Germolene,

TO BE OBTAINED FREE.

i

1

iv.

— S.iperior

jj

of all
Skin Troubles.

Ltd.,

t

TVrms, 6> deposit a nil 6 .monthly.
No. S.
Master*'
Famous •Cyclops"
Hoot, a heavy Sunday boot for
™
workmen.
Price

SUPER-KRE1
TOFFEE

SONS. LTD..

MAIDSTONE.

ttajy

^'•deposit and 5 • monthly. Tao
aaroe terms. 6 • monthly.

SHARP'S

yovr

send post-

airing name of your
conjcctioncr.

card,

E.

CHILDREN

i.

unobtainable
II
district. I." .'.':/

and rigour.

EQCALLT

by ircight or in
decorated tins— alto in

.s.iM loose

If

S**t-Tice

OA
OU

It?

has been Zi'Oil by out-and-out
there never was and never will be a sweet

Is

Folice.
Post,
™
and Riilwaynu"..
Kasy tenna S-d^posit and 6-iuonthly.
Selected material 35
aaue terms,
&/• monthly.
No. 2.
Tbe King uf ALL— an extra
smart boot lor Sunday or litisi™
nesa.
i

it.

NERVOUSNESS Causes

f. MONTHLY

Good Boots on Easy Terms
QC/

bedtime and

at

Kidney Trouble

Specialty valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Life.
Dr Cassell's Co., Ltd.. Manchester.

and refuse
substitutes

tastes

SUPER-KREEM TOFFEE

—

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Failure

Anaemia

Ask

good thing when he

popularity

superiority

Tablets

a

place in the heart of the nation.

first

universal

Dr. Cassell's

knows

why SHARP'S

is

Plet in.-.

Different. 1 8 Pos
Kree. Delllfht or
.M..i,. v luck. FREE

Pain's

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

Presents

"Uhe ""Picture

House. Dept 60K,
Hastinjs.

Neuralgia Cured in a

gj

Show

Few Minutes

Cure it
Neuralgia or splitting Headache!
taking a little harmless ZOX in a cup of tea or water.
acts like magic.
To prove this we will send TWO ZOX FREE to anyone mentioning

That

by-

terrible

paper and sending -stamped addressed envelope.
Of all chemists and stores, 1 8 i 3 - per bos or post

THE ZOX

CO.,

11,

Hatton

tree at th-se pricc3

Garden,

It
t!u<

from

LONDON, EC

—
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know anything about Films orFilmPlayenr

LUXURY ON THE SCREEN.
cinema,
THEfashions.
This

like

everything else, is subject to
is not unnatural
nben it is

theless.

remembered that it must bear the stamp ot
those who become impressed with the attractiveness

—

of certain ideas.

Producers let it at once be said not
all ot tbem
are apt to chase each other round in a
circle in tbe matter o! notions that one ot them has
found to be good.
Then if is immediately taken up
by the others, who thereafter follow each other round
until one of tbem again happens to hit upon something
fresh, when the same proceeding starts anew.
When,
the motion picture was still a novelty, such scenes as
a train entering or leaving a station, rescues from,
burning buildings, inanimate objects moving apparently without human aid, and comic policemen with
tbe usual crowds, were common enough.
We had
them at different times. They were the fashion of the

—

and no one bemoaned their passing.
To-day it is the luxurious setting.
The motion
picture is no longer the poor and humble child of a
time when its production was cheap and the home of

screen,

entertainment cheaper still. It has grown rich in
prosperity, and luxury is the keynote of its presentday existence. Yet that in itself is not a point which
need arouse envy or embiiter support. It is the
unnecessary exhibition of luxury in a film play that
may lay it open to the charge of being unreal.
You are witnessing a drama which seems to you to
circle round the lives of ordinary middle-class people

its
its

your ideas upset.

Then quite unexpectedly you find
The exterior of the hero or heroine's

home

showing

like

yourselves.

many

cases a gorgeous
mansion set in the midst of spacious grounds, beautified
by a profusion of lovely flowers and a well-kept lawn.
The interior scenes of the house are in keeping, for
everywhere luxury characterises the furniture and the
decorative effects. These things are certainly beautiful
to look upon and pleasing to the eye.
But do they
always help to make the story seem real ? The obvious
answer is that they do not.
is

depicted,

in

.

Knave of Hearts " (London, N.W.).— Yea,
Stanley and Lupino Lane are both related. The latter
has appeared in "Clarence, Crooks and Chivalry,"
" A Night Out and a Day In," and " A Lot About a
Lottery."
" Lascai, " (Leicester). Glad to know you possess
a model mother-in-law.
Allow me to tender my
congratulations. W. s. Hart won't have it that
is dead, so cheer up everybody.
Betty (Rushden). Terence Cavanagli was born in
Oxford, but docs not answer the other questions
" Branded " will be released hi
asked about him.
October, and " Saved from the Sea " in January, 1022.
G.P. (Boguor). Oh. yes, I have heard from your
town before, but consider yourself welcome. .Mary
Miles Minter plays lo'r Reaiart. No, Leslie Henson
has not appeared in any other films so far, beyond
the ones you mention, " All's Button " and '' Broken

—

w

—

—

Bottles."
" Damaris and DOLORES " (Oudtshoorn).— I know
it's ages since you both wrote to me. Began to think
I had been forgotten, but anyhow, I feel happier now.
No, I cannot say I have been to South Africa. Do I
like the way Nazimova tosses her head ?
Well, it's
all right so long as it happens to be her own
not
mine. Charles Bryant was thirty-four on January 3th.
Yery old films, the ones you name.
" Brhsgcoona " plough). You will find Peter
Upcher's address below. He does not tell US all wo

—

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publica .
(ion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, "Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
:

—

W.K.A. (Kirkcaldy). Norma Talmadgc played
two parts in " The Forbidden City " that of San San
and Toy.
" Picturegoer " (Kerry).— Thanks for your good
wishes. Tom Moore has married again, and his wife

now is Rene- Adorte. The films in which he has
appeared are " Just for To-night,'* " Thirty a Week,"
" do West, Young Man," " The Gay Lord Qticx,"
" Ono of the Finest." " Lord and Lady Algy," " Tho
Kingdom of Youth, and " Tho Fair Pretender."
iiiuxE (Oldham).
So you think a reply here looks
much nicer than a letter. As you will. Here is the
east of " The Garden of Resurrection "
Guy Newall
Ivy Duke (Clarissa). Franklyn Dyall
(Bellairs),
(Cniiksliauk),
.Mary Dibky (Belwattlc), Douglas
Muiiro (MoKon),. Hugh C. Buckler (Dr. Pcrowne),
Humbcrston Wright (General French), Lawford
Davidson (t'ennoll), Winifred .Sadler and Madge Three
(The Aunts), and Betty (Dandy). Betty the dpg, by
the way. belongs to Guy Newall.
" Pictures
Mad " (Glamorgan), " Bailey's
Twins " (Burton-on-Trent), J.L. (Newcastle), Bessie
.Bradford), C.B. (Upper Parkstonc), C.M.Y. (Johan" Ha« Sweet "
nesburg),
A.N. (Loudon.
N.),
:

—

:

A

reader in India sends us a photograph of one
wall of his " den," which you will see he has decorated
with " Picture Show " Covers and Art Plates.

would like to know about hirn but if this will suffice,
he was born in Halesworth, Suffolk, and appeared in
" Mr. Gilfil's Love Story," and in " The Definite

$Nm Pam

Object,"

(More answers next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW" PERSONAL.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

.

(Tooting), " Inquisitive " (Blyth), K.E.M. (Horno
Bay), li.L.C. (Scunthorpe), " Puck " (Newcastle).
Please look back. Glad to hear from you all, never-

The Cup

Final.

playing
THETieteamsChelsea

in Saturday's great Cup-Final
are the talk of the hour. Do you
know them 1 Woukl you like their portraits ?
If so, purchase this Peek's wonderful cnp-final
number of "Football Favourite," with which is
presented fine photogravure art plate of the rival
elevens, size 11 ins. by 81 ins., suitable for framing.
more suitable momento of the great tussle cannot
be purchased anywhere. Be sure you get tliis wonder-

at

is hardly a homo in (he world wheie
pain doc.i not occur frequently someone
suffering from an attack of Neuralgia,

There

A

Headache, Rheumatic Pains, or any of
the painful minor ailments that attack
the human body. Think what it would

ful free gift.

WRITING TO ARTISTES. —Please

-mean

do not ask

post, but if you wish to communicate at once with any artiste not named below
write your letter, putting the name of the star on
the envelope, and enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp
to tho Editor, the Picture Show, Room 85, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4,
and it will be forwarded by the next mail. A letter

for

any addresses by

in

of

harmless.

—

Test these claims for yourself sand your
name and address on a postcard to the
Tablet
Antikamnia
(A.78),
46,
Dept.
Holborn
Viaduct,
London, E.C. 1, and
you will receive a
generous trial package and an interesting book containing
medical evidence free

—

of charge.

MANUFACTURERS' CLEARANCE SALE.

material direct from us— the
your Spring
actual manufacturer! of the reliable Yorkswcavc— at Sale
Prices and save shillings per yarl. Astounding Bar.
gains. Send for free patterns NOW. 10.000 Yards, -

Costume

of the

MARVEL
Out on April 19th

of the medical profession

from every part of tho world report^ that
Antikamnia Tablets never fail to give
relief from tho pains of Rheumatism, Headache, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Toothache, and
women's aches and pains. There are no
unpleasant after-effects from taking Antiwhich
aro
entirely
kamnia Tablets,

.

Woods

here is a simple
pain in a few
this
astonishing

Antikamnia Tablets.

Many members

grand story by trie most
famous of all writers of U ild
West stories a tale you will
revel in. Begin it this week

tfce

banisliC3

A FREE TRIAL PACKAGE

A

Thrilling Tale of

And

!

that

minutes.
To prove
claim wc will send you

Peter Upcher Care of Alliance Film Co., St.
Margaret's-on-Thames.
JUUbel Normanu (Now Address), Care of Sennett
Studios, 1712, Alessandro St.. Los Angeles, California,
U.S.A.
Tullt Marshall, Care of Norma Talmadge Film
Corporation, 318, bast 48th St., New York City,
U.S.A.
Minna Grey, Care of Samuelson Film Co., V\ or ton
Hall; felcworth, Middlesex.
(More addresses next iceel:.)

ZANE GREYS

to be able to relieve eveiy sufferer

your home

remedy

weighing' more than one ounce will require au adSuch
ditional penny stamp for each extra ounce.
letters cannot be specially acknowledged by the
When writing to artistes always give your
Editor.
full name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention tjic Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. We cannot,
however, guarantee that such letters will be answered.
Please keep these addresses for reference.

in the'greatly enlarged issue

—

-

-

2d.

Serge, 54 S6 ins. wide—
AU Pure Botany Wool
Sale Price 9 11 per yard.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
LENGTH
CUT.
ANY

in all shades.

CO. dept.
SERGE
YORKSHIRE
London Address
iVUFACTURERS
M

:

68,

Ot.

I

:

Dept. D.

M. llolloway Eoad, N. 7.
horton Road. BRADFORD.
FREE.— Se«d .NOW for full raai^e of free patterns,
I

:
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ERASMIC
Tboth Riste
Cleanses and Preserves the Teeth.

Removes

discolouration.

Arrests decay by destroying the Germs.
Disinfects the mouth and ensures
sweet breath.
Prevents tartar deposit.

Cannot injure the enamel.
The most effective tooth cleanser,
beautif ier

Price
ERASMIC

& preserver.

V3 of all Chemists.
LONDON &

Perfumers

PARIS.
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